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Why do you unconsciously ask for advertised trade-marked goods?

What is the value of a trade-mark to you or to a manufacturer?

Those in a position to know what they are talking about say that the trade-mark name

“Royal” owned by the Royal Baking Powder Co. is worth eight millions of dollars.

If some tremendous catastrophe should utterly destroy all the property and assets of this

company, all it would have to do would be to scurry around and provide new means for

turning out the baking powder-which would be easy enough. The value of the trade-mark

would not be impaired one penny's worth.

Under the order of the Supreme Court the American Tobacco Company was recently

dissolved into separate corporations. During the proceedings it transpired that the big item in

their assets was their trade-marks. These were valued at forty-five millions.

If trade-marks are worth such enormous sums to the manufacturer, surely they are

worth something to you.

Why? Because advertised trade-marks stand in your mind for certain important qualities

and characteristics that guarantee to you reliability, honesty and satisfaction.

In these days of trade-marked goods, the one asset that easily overshadows all others is

the favorable attitude of the public toward this or that brand.

How is this favorable attitude created in your mind? How can a trade-mark be im

pressed upon your mind to the extent of making it an asset of so tremendous a value?

By Advertising and in no other way. But advertising cannot make a trade-mark of any

value unless it is Honest, Believable Advertising backed by honestly made goods.

Unadvertised trade-marks, names or brands lack the value of known quality.

A continuance of advertised brands is in itself a guarantee of quality and reliability.

Advertising makes neighbors of us all. It en

ables you to really know your manufacturer and his

goods; to have confidence in him, to feel that you

can place a neighborly dependence on him, to ask

for his goods and to insist on getting them.

Business Manager.
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There's a bright clarity to the color—keen. An

alertness to the sparkle—keen. The tang on the

tongue—keen. Its cooling, refreshing, thirst

quenching qualities—keen as frost. You will be

keen for it.

Delicious and Wholesome

Demand the Genuine

Refuse Substitutes

Send Whenever

for Free A: i:
klet. THE COCA-COLA COMPANY of Coca-Cola.

ATLANTA, GA
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E Capital City of British Columbia is des

tined -- be the front door of Canada. Write

us today for Booklet and full information of our

high class low price lots (55x110) in Hillside Addi

tion. Guaranteed profits of $400 in 2 years. Write

A. D. MALET&COMPANY

Suites 403-404 Central Building

Real Estate and Investments, Mortgages and Insurance

VICTORIA, B. C.

gated; all of it is of the finest

We are not selli

to tell you about Montana

Kindly send your address to the undersigned, and
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The Delicate, C/ear

Complexion

of girlish freshness that you desire is easily

obtained by the DAILYUSE of this cleansing

, invigorating toilet necessity

inds:Cream
Try it for SUNBURN to cool and soothe

the tender, inflamed skin; it will soon heal

without a blemish.

stpaid on receipt of price. Hinds Cream in

[' 50c. Hinds Cold Creamintubes, 25c.

SAMPLES will be sent if you

enclose 2c. stamp to pay postage.

A.S. HINDS, 287 West St., Portland, Maine

full information will be furnished you.

Conrad Commercial Club, Conrad, Montana.

REAL ESTATE-Montana

CONRAD, MONTANA, a city of about 1,200 people, is

in the heart of the very best farming land in the great treas

The man who wants to farm at a real profit, may

purchase land in this section, at prices that are within the

These lands are both irrigated and non-irri
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Send your girls to

ST MARY'S

ACADEMY AND COLLEGE

PORTLAND, OREGON

FIFTY.FOURTH YEAR

Conducted for girls by the Sisters of the Holy

Names of Jesus and Mary. Refined moral,

intellectual and practical training. Diplomas

conferred from Academic and Collegiate courses.

Commercial, domestic science and elocution de

partments. Music and Art given careful attention.

Portland climate is very healthful. School sur

roundings are delightful. No interference in

matters of religion. Day and resident students.

Write for interesting announcement describing

school and outlining studies.

ADDRESS

Sister Superior, St. Mary's Academy

345 FOURTH ST., PORTLAND, OREGON

Your boy needs Western training to widen his

scope of practical knowledge to develop broad

ideas of business and life.

New Mexico Military Institute
offers this training. Located in the

beautiful Pecos Valley, where the sun

shines every day, where the dry, health

ful climate and the cool,

bracing air produce

robust men. Classed as "Distin

guished Institution" by U. S.

War Dept., which ranks it

among 10 best Military Acade

mies of America. One year

of college work. Elective busi

ness course. Graduates pre

pared to serve as second lieutenants in

army and for any university. All are on plane

of equality. 11 modern buildings. Owned

and supported by New Mexico. Moderate

terms. Financial gain no object. Send for catalogue

* Col..james w.: Supt. Box A., Roswell. N.M.

With a Western School, chartered by
the State of California. Ten years

of success; thousands of students en

ing kkeepin E£#£:Bookkeep ng Stenography Xivil Ser

vice, Modern# AT Normal kindergarten, En
# , Law and College preparatory studies. Write to

y for 50 page catalog.

MODERN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE

Underwood Building, 525 Market Street

Dept. § San Francisco, Cal.

Mills College

Suburbs of Oakland, California

The only Woman's College on the

Pacific Coast. Chartered 1885. Near two

great universities. Idea, climate through

out the year. Entrance and graduation

requirements equivalent to those of Stan

ford University and University of Cali

fornia. Laboratories for science with

modernequipment. Excellentopportunities

for home economics, library study, music

and art. Modern gymnasium. Special

care for health of students; out-door life.

Christian influences; undenominational.

President Luella Clay Carson, A.M.,LL.D.

For catalogue address Registrar,

Dept.A, Mills College P. O., California.

•- '':
-

-

TheCamp's

B E L M 0 N T S C H 00 L

BELMONT, CALIFORNIA

Belmont School does for its boys what thoughtful and
careful parents most wish to have done. Its location beyond

the diversions and temptations of town or city, the fineness

of its climate, the excellence of its equipment and the spirit

of its faculty combine, to make this possible. . It prepares
boys for the best colleges and schools of engineering, and

offers in addition such elective courses as boys may wish

who, are not planning for University work later. Write for
catalogue# detailed information. Fall semester opens

August 18th, 1913.

W. T. REID, Headmaster

GILBERT N. BRINK, Assistant Headmaster

ddress Registrar, Belmont

25 MILES SOUTH OF SAN FRANCISCO

• •

MountTamalpais Military Academy
San Rafael, California. Fully accredited. U.S. Army Officer. Cavalry and

Mounted Artillery. Open-air Gym. and Swimming Pool. Twenty-third year

began Aug. 14, 1912. Boys accepted for Summer Vacation.

ARTHUR CROSBY, A. M., DD., Head Master

ANDERSQN ACADEMY
ngton, California

Fully accredited by tern and Western Universities.

Military instructor is Lieutenant in U.S. A. Best equipment.

Surroundings conducive to development of manly boys.

Excellent location and unsurpassed climate. Write for -

tlculars, WILLIAM WALKER ANDERSON, M. A., £.

MISS HARKER'S SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA

Home and Day School, Music, Arts and Crafts, Domestic

Science, Out-of-Door Life. Catalogue.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, Washington. A h

- ome school, preparato
Chev y Chase inlinal y and finishing, for;:

literature, Music, Art, Elocution and Domestic Sci-nce. Campus of eleven

acres for outdoor sports. Healthful location in Washington's ''Suburb

Beautiful." Artesian water.

Mr. and Mrs. S. N. BARKER. Principals.

Broadmoor School, Colorado Springs, Colorado
Boarding and Day School for Girls. Intermediate and

Academic Departments. Special, General, and College Pre

aratory Courses. , Native teachers of French and German.

tion 6500 feet above sea-level.'' loca Fall term

####": "'''''''':
-
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rental discipline.

lawns, expensively equip

couraged. Daily drills and

high.

Charges $36o.

Stålltoll Military A:flièIlly
An Ideal Home School for Manly Boys

380 Boys from 45 States last session. Largest Private Academy in United States.

Eoys from 10 to 20 years old prepared for the Universities,

Gover or Busi

1,600 feet above sea-level; pure, dry, bracing mountain air of the famous proverbially healthful

and beautiful Valley of the Shenandoah. Pure mineral spring waters. -

- Military training develops obedience, health, manly carriage. Fine, shady

only desired. Personal, individual instruction by our tutorial

Academy fifty-three years old.

Handsome catalogue free. Address

CAPTAIN WM. G. KABLE, Ph. D., Principal, Staunton, Va.

t.A + -

High moral tone. Pa

gymnasium, swimming pool, athletic park. All manly sports en

exercises in open air. Boys from homes of culture and refinement

stem. Standards and traditions

New $150,000 barracks, full equipment, absolutely fireproof.

SHATTUCK SCHOOL

1867 MILITARY 1913

27 per cent enrolled are related to Alumni. Write

for Catalogue and Athletic Book. Boys 8 to 12 in

separate School.

Rev. JAMEs DoBBIN, D. D., Rector; Rev. EDwARD T.

MATHISON, Associate Rector; Faribault, Minnesota.

St. Helen's Hall

PohTLAND, OREGON

Resident and Day School for Girls

In charge of Sisters of St.John Baptist (Episcopal)

Collegiate, Academic and Elementary Departments,

Music, Art, Elocution, Domestic Art, Domestic Science,

Gymnasium. For catalog ad

THE SISTER SUPERIOR, Office 1

St. Helens Hall

The Gamble Schoo

Santa Barbara School for Girls.

Preparation.

Santa Barbara

California

Preparatory and Advanced Classes. College

Domestic Science. Art, Music, Travel Classes.

ing and study.

younger girls.

Outdoor sleep

Camping, tennis, surf bathing, riding. Separate college for

Address SECRETARY, Box B.

entific Talking'

-direct to the point.

Write M. L HAIfflD, 1918 Grove Street, 0AMIAND, (AllföRNA

: Do You LIKE To DRAw:
That's ALL WE WANT TO KNOW

Now we will Not give you any GRAND PRIZE

or a lot of free stuff if you answer this ad.

Nor do we claim to make you RICH IN A WEEK.

But if you are anxious to develop your talent

with a successful cartoonist, so you can make

limoney, send a copy of this picture with 6c in stamps

for Portfolio of cartoons and SAMPLE LESSoN

~ || PLATE, and let us explain.

THE W. L. EVANS School of Cartooning

820 Leader Bldg., CLEVELAND, O.

SONG POEMS ''''"We pay hundreds

of dollars a year to

successful song writers. Send us YoUR work today, with or with:

out music. Acceptance guaranteed if available. Largebook FREE.

DUGDALE CO., DEP r. 183, WASHINGTON, D. C.

My book “How to

Stop Stammering”
—atreatise on "Sci

OY of MUSIC|

Instructs, trains and educates after the best methods of Foremost

European Conservatories. Faculty unsurpassed.

Location ideal.

time,

Highland Avenus, Oak Street and Burmet Avenue,

CastillG-ja
Home and Day School for Girls. Accredited to colleges

East and West. Grammar and Primary Departments.

Four new buildings. Extensive grounds. Out-of-door

study, recitations, physical training, sleeping porch.

Domestic science. Fall term opens September 8, Illustrated

book of information. Principal, MARY 1. LOCKEY, A.B.

Rair-Kil' Ksam&mm

WHY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
ST''': at home underExpertFaculty.

We have successful students in every part of

the world. Turn your Talent into mo Our

Students arefilling high salaried positions. # ears

successful teaching. Endorsed by high autho ties.

18 Courses in Commercial and Illustrative Drawing,

t! Teachers'Normal and Applied Art. Profit orCulture.

Thoroughly Equipped Residence school

Artist's Outfit FREE to Enroled Students

"AET

MEA"

Good memory is absolutely essentia Ul

Be successful-Stop For

will, self-confidence, quick thought, ready speech

write today for my free book, “How to Remember”

–faces, names, studies, also how to secure FREE..a copy of

myś2.00 DeLuxe book, “How to Speak in Public.” Address

708 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago. -

- *Tnakes you “Førget Proof,” develops concentration,

Dickson Memory School,

$ALESMEN WANTED

No experience required, Earn

while you learn Practical Sales

manship. Hundreds of positions

aying $1,000.00 to $5,000.00

Ma year. rite today for particulars

"about how to secure one of them, also

list of good openings. Address (nearest

office) Dept. 117.

National Salesmen's Training Association

Chicago New York Ransas City

New Orleans San Francisco Toronto

|

" now open

ESTABLISHED 1867.

Elocution MUSIC LANGUAGEs

Day and resident students may enter at any

Illustrated Catalogue FREE

MISS BERTHA BAUR, DIRECTRESS

Cincinnati, Ohio
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REAL ESTATE–California

*

MISCELLANEOUS—continued

SPECIAL PROPOSITION TO SETTLERS. We sell

tracts of 10–20–40 acres or more. We ask only a small

cash payment-next payment in 1919. Various crops yield

$100–$300 an acre. $375 starts you on 10 acres; in suit

able crops, 10 acres will make a living for a small family.

20 acres means luxury. Our illustrated folder describes

opportunity. W. N. McKee (Tulare County foothill lands),

546-547 Title Insurance Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

CALIFORNLA LAND. Send for catalog. Properties

in all counties. Valuable reliable information. C. M.

Wooster Co., Phelan Bldg., San Francisco.

COMING TO LOS ANGELES’ Send for free illustrated

booklet on Hollywood, the favorite foot-hill suburb over

looking city and sea. Exceptionally fine schools. Lippincott

Co., Dept. S., Fay Bldg., Los Angeles.

THE FAMOUS SANTA CLARA VALLEY. “WE SELL

It.'" Write for list of places and literature. E. D. Crawford

& Co., 415 Bankers Investment# 742 Market St., San

Francisco, Cal. Branches: San Jose, Mt. View and Gilroy.

REAL ESTATE–Oregon

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. Rogue River Valley

fruit lands: dairy; stock and poultry ranches. Homes in
Ashland, best all-the-year-round climate on the Coast.

Address Beaver Realty Co., Ashland, Oregon.

EVERY GRAIN, GRASS, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE

grown in northern latitudes successfully raised in the Ump

qua Valley. Finest climate in America. Lands cheap, crops

certain, markets good. “The Best in the West.” For informa

tion, address Roseburg Commercial Club, Roseburg, Oregon.

REAL ESTATE-Montana

RANCH, 1464"ACRES-All fenced. Copious spring, with

plenty of water; soil, deep black loam, underlaid with

coal; # uildings; house, two barns, several granaries; 100

acres Alfalfa, 500 acres plowed; 400 acres more can be

plowed; balance splendid pasture land; 6 miles from Stockett

on R. R. where there is good market for products and a grain

elevator. Price $30.00 per acre; $15,000.00 cash, balance

long terms, 6% interest. This is in the agricultural section of

the Great State, of Montana. We are the owners of this
ranch and it will bear close investigation. We will be glad

to send you fulla' on request. Address, C. H.

McLean, Great Falls, Montana.

REAL ESTATE–British Columbia

WILLOW RIVER—the coming manufacturing and com
mercial capital of Central British Columbia. unction of

Fraser and Willow rivers. Main line of Grand Trunk Pacific

Pacific & Hudson Bay, and other railways prospective and

building. Centre of a thousand miles of navigable waterways.

Hub and heart of a region richer in varied natural wealth

than any new town in British Columbia. Gateway to rich

Peace River country. Lots and suburban tracts in Willow
River are the best investment in Western Canada. Write to

day for information. Pacific Land & Townsites Company,

Ltd., 599 Richards Street, Vancouver, B.C. Agents wanted.

REAL ESTATE–Miscellaneous

A BOOK WORTH 25c, beautifully illustrated. 36.9x12

inch pages will be sent free on request. State whether inter

ested as homeseeker, healthseeker, investor or tourist. Ad

dress Board of Trade, Tampa, Fla. “The 143.2 per cent city.”

PATENTS

PATENTS THAT PROTECT AND PAY. Advice and

books free. Highest references. Best results. Promptness

assured. Send sketch or model for free search. atSon

E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 62.4 F Street, Washington, D. C.

PROTECTIVE PATENTS procured £: Our

books telling how to obtain and realize therefrom Sent on

request. rite today. Trade Marks Registered. Beeler

£5. 243-247 Southern Bldg., Washington, D.C.

MISCELLANEOUS

SPECIAL., Cairngorm, historic gem of the Scots, $1.00 per

carat, cut like diamond. Large assorted stock precious

stones. Gems cut to order also. TIlustrated book free. The

Gem Shop, 925 Phelan Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

SONG POEMS WANTED. Big money writing Songs.

Past experience unnecessary. Send us poems or music.

Illus. Book free. Hayworth Music Pub.Co., 639 G, Wash.,D.C.

AGENTS. Portraits 35c, Frames 15c. Sheet Pictures 1c.

Stereoscopes 25c. Views 1c. 30 days’ credit. Samples and

catalog free. Consolidated Portrait Co., Dept. 1336, 1027

W. Adams St., Chicago.

JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Reduced

rates and quick time on household goods to all Western

oints. 443 Marquette Building, Chicago: 435 Oliver Bldg.,

ittsburg, Pa., 736 Old South Building, Boston; 324 White

hall Bldg., New York; 1501 Wright Building, St. Louis:

$78 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco; 516 Central Bldg.,
Los A | Write nearest office.

$4.25 EACH !' for U.S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $600 paid for hundreds of coins dated before 1895.

Send ten cents at once for New Illustrated Coin Value Book.

size 4x7. Get posted—it may mean your good fortune.

Clarke & Co., Coin Dealers. Box 130, Le Roy, N. Y.

“BLACK” OPALS-Australia's most beautiful gem. Ex

£ colors-deep red, blue, green, gold, violet. Order

irect from Australla at Australian prices. Write for illus

trated catalogue. Norman Seward, 455 Bourke St., Mel

bourne, Australia.

50c Offer for 10c. Send, 10c and film, any size, six or

twelve exposure, , and we will furnish six prints from good

negatives as trial order. Beautiful work. Roanoke Cycle

Company, Roanoke, Va.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS

MOTION PICTURE PLAY'S WANTED. You can write

them. We teach you by mall. No experience needed.

Big demand: good pay. Details free. Associated Motion

Picture Schools, 686. Sheridan Road, Chicago.

WRITE MOVING PICTURE PLAYS; $10 to $100 each;

constant demand; devote all or spare time; experience or

correspondence course unnecessary. Details free. Atlas

£ Co., 321 Atlas Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

HELP WANTED

WANTED–Progressive, clean-cut, fresh-from-the-mint

man eV town to manage sales districts for steady repeat

articles; e big sources of profit; cash sales; new selling

plan; no experience needed; small capital; can make $2000

'' #' £nnually. Bethlehem Utilities Co., 6.5-H Pine St.,

eW Ork.

AGENTS' PRICES. One Machine at Wholesale price

to introduce our goods. Bargains in every make. ype

writers for $5.00 up. Standard Typewriter Exchange, 23

Park Row, New York.

SELL, HOISERY; guaranteed against holes or new hose

free; build a permanent trade; big profits: experience un

necessary. International Mills, IDept. Z., West Phila., Pa.

YOUNG MAN, would you accept and wear a fine tailor

made suit*'. for showing it to your friends? Or a Slip-on

Raincoat Free? Could you use $5 a day for a little spare

time? Perhaps we can offer you a steady job? If you live

in a town smaller than 10,000 write at once and get beautiful

samples, styles and this wonderful offer. Banner Tailoring

Company, Dept. 326, Chicago.

FREE, ILLUSTRATED BOOK tells of about 300,000

protected positions in U. S. Service. Thousands of vacan

cies every year. There is a big chance here for you, sure

and generous pay, lifetime employment. Just ask for book

let S-914. No obligation. Earl Hopkins, Washington, D. C.

$$$$$$$$$$$ EARN $100 MONTHLY REPORTING

Information, Names, etc. to us. We control valuable markets.

No canvassing. Confidential. Lifetime opportunity. Send

stamp, National Information Sales Company, BCS, Cin

cinnati.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SONG POEMS WANTED–Send us your song poems or

melodies. They may become big hits and bring thousands

of dollars. *'' unnecessary. Proposition positively

unequalled. vailable work accepted for publication.

arks-Gol th Co.,Write for free instructive booklet.

Dept. 41, Washington, D. C.

SONG POEMS WANTED.—Big money in successful

Songs. Entirely new and unequalled Plan. Send us your

poems or melodies. You may be able to write a Hit. Past

experience, unnecessary. Publication guaranteed, if accept
able, by the world's largest, reliable Song Publishers. We

£ 50 per cent. Free Illus. Book explains our clear-cut

lan. ayworth Music Co., 639 G, Wash., D. C.
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of Bankers, Brokers, Trust Qompanigs. Insurance Gompanies

and other Financial Institutions. We endeaver to Artspl only the Announcements of responsible
and reliable institutions

European Mortgage Bank Methods Applied to the Pacific Coast

BY J. E. PATRICK

Vice-President Davis & Struve Bond Co., Seattle

Much has been written and said recently concerning

the operations of the European Mortgage Loan Banks.

Delegates appointed by the President and many of

the governors are now in Europe making an exhaustive

investigation into their methods.

These investigations have disclosed the fact that a

bond predicated upon city and farm mortgages is the

most popular and regarded as the most safe investment

upon the European market. Also that the methods

pursued by the European Mortgage Loan Banks are

practically the same as those used for many years by

the principal mortgage loan dealers in America, the

differences being such as are rendered necessary by

local conditions.

All European Mortgage Banks issue bonds or deben

tures, which, though technically unsecured, are pred

icated upon the aggregate amount of mortgages owned

by the bank.

American Mortgage Dealers have improved upon

this form of bond by depositing their mortgages with a

disinterested and responsible trust company, as trustee,

to secure an issue of Collateral Trust Bonds. They are

the unconditional obligation of the issuing company,

and a charge against its entire capital and surplus, as

well as the mortgages which are actually deposited with

the trustee.

Every person schooled in finance admits that first

mortgages upon improved city and farm properties,

when made by experts and handled by experts until

maturity, constitute a very stable, safe and satisfactory

form of investment.

The only valid objections to such mortgages as an

investment for individual funds are the inconvenient

denominations, and the detail work attending the own

ership of a considerable number of them. Collateral

Trust Bonds overcome these objections. They are in

convenient denominations, usually $100, $500 and

$1000. -

The holder of such a bond does not in any manner

come into contact with the mortgage debtor, the issuing

company and the trustee both stand between them,

taking upon themselves all detail devolving upon the

owner of the mortgage, such as the collection of princi

pal and interest, attention to taxes and insurance, and

seeing that the property is kept in good repair.

Property owners when borrowing money upon

mortgage generally want privileges which the indi

vidual lender dislikes to grant; such as the option to

make partial payments, the release of a portion of the

property when the debt is reduced, etc. These priv

ileges are an added safeguard to the holder of Collateral

Trust Bonds, as they make the collateral more liquid.

Such bonds are generally to be obtained in various

maturities; one house permits the purchaser to name

the maturity, which may be anywhere from one to ten

years.

A bond of the type under discussion is in itself a

diversified investment, as the mortgages forming the

trust fund cover city and farm property scattered over

a wide scope of territory. Such a bond is particularly

well protected, as the mortgage debtors are of many

classes, and the property, which is the basic security

for the bond, is in many different localities and of many

different types, but all improved, so as to produce

income sufficient to take care of the debt.

Such bonds are not subject to violent fluctuation at

the whim of the stock-jobber or because of a political

speech. One whose funds are invested in such secur

ities may sleep soundly on election night, or go to

Europe with both the legislature and Congress in

session.

The bonds of the European Mortgage Banks yield

3 and 4 per cent and those yielding 4 per cent issued by

some of the New York Companies are a legal invest

ment for savings banks in New York and the New

England States, and are especially attractive as an in

vestment for life insurance and trust funds.

The conservative investor before purchasing any

security will, of course, thoroughly investigate the

house offering or issuing the bonds. One should use

the same care in selecting an investment banker as in

choosing a lawyer, physician or bank with which to

carry a check account. Having selected an investment

banker who is responsible and worthy of every confi

dence, you can purchase collateral trust bonds predi

cated upon first mortgages upon city and farm property

deposited with a responsible and disinterested trust

company with every feeling of safety.
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Davis & Struve Bond Co.

6%O

Collateral Trust Bonds

Secured by First Mortgages Upon Improved City and

Farm Properties. Deposited with Responsible, Dis

interested Trust Company as Trustee. Combine

Safety, Convertibility and Attractive Interest Yield.

We permit the Purchaser to name: The Maturity—

from one to ten years; The Denomination—from $100

up; The place of Payment—Our Office or Bankers

Trust Co., New York. Interest payable semi-annually.

We Unconditionally Guarantee Their Payment.

Davis & Struve Bond Co.

5% 96

Collateral Trust Bonds

are secured by

Municipal Bonds and Warrants Deposited with the Same

Trustee and Issued upon Same Conditions as Our 6's.

We Also Offer at All Times

Municipal, Timber, Corporation and Real Estate

Mortgage Bonds, Originating on the Pacific Coast, and

City and Farm Mortgages Upon Improved Properties

in Washington and Oregon.

Yielding 6%, and Occasionally 7%.

Our Securities Are Backed by 25 Years

Experience Without Loss to Any Client.

Write for Illustrated Booklet and Circular S-7.

JAcob FURTH JoHN DAVIs

J. E. PATRICK

F. K. STRUVE V. D. MILLER

Davis & Struve Bond Co.

Investment Bankers

807 Second Avenue, Seattle

##########################################2.©
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Torrance

%Modern Industra/Go

Between Los Angeles and the Harbor District

Write at once for literature telling all

about the remarkable possibilities for

investment now open in southern Cali

fornia's model industrial city. Torrance

is destined to be the industrial

outlet for the great and growing

Los Angeles. Eleven great in

dustries are already either estab

lished or under way. Torrance

offers rare opportunities for

manufacturers,businessmen and

investors. Bestimproved indus

trial city in the United States.

Write for profusely illustrated booklet.

Send for it now. Thomas D. Campbell

& Co., Dept. 10,625 So. Hill Street,

Los Angeles.

“Your Bungalow Book is simply in a class by

itself!" exclaimed a prominent£ architect re

cently. “Not a single design but that's new-fresh

original. The k's a veritable inspiration."

Contains 34 half-tone views, both exterior and in

terior, of nearly a score of charming Southern Cali

fornia homes; adapted to any climate. Prices

range from $1.25o to 355oo. Complete working

plans and specifications can be purchased from us

at from $4 to $6. 5oc, stamps or coin, brings this to

your home-postage free.

Standard Building-Investment Co.

340 So. Hill St. Los Angeles, Calif.

f Bungalow Book, 50c N

The McConway & Torley Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

SoLE MANUFACTURERs of THE

JANNEY COUPLER

Used exclusively on the passenger equipment of

the Southern Pacific Company and its' lines

| PACIFIC CoAST REPRESENTATIVEs

| | McMULLIN & EYRE, Flood Building, San Francisco

| Make the Move to

California-RIGHT NOW!
-

Thousands of home-seekers and tourists will pour into

the “Land of Sunshine" this year. Are YOU com

ing? We want everybody coming West to have a copy

of our

FREE MAP£and Los Angeles

This is the latest map issued, printced in three colors.

Separate enlarged map of Los Angeles district, show

ing the new car lines course of the great $23,000,000

Los Angeles Aquedu', t, etc. Write for a copy today,

sent to any address absolutely free.

LESANGELES TRUST

AMD SAVINGS BANK

6th and Spring Streets, LOS ANGELES, California
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July Investments

Meeting the General Demand for

6% and Safety
Unquestionable safety is the first requirement of the cautious

and prudent investor. At the same time, confronting an increased cost of living,

investment buyers justly insist on the highest interest rate consistent with perfect security.

For the investment of July funds in conformance with these requirements, we

suggest First Mortgage Serial Bonds secured by downtown Chicago property of the highest -

class, whose safety is unquestionable, and which bear 6% interest.

From our list of July offerings we have selected the following 6% loans which

we especially recommend as sound investments for income:

Fort Dearborn Hotel Building First Mortgage Bonds, total issue $650,000; value of

property $1,370,000. Building 17 stories in height, entirely leased for 99

years. Net rental, $97,000, two and one-half times interest charges.

La Salle Building First Mortgage Bonds, total issue $550,000; value of property

$1,200,000. 12-story office building. Net rental nearly three times the

interest charges.

Lombard Annex Building First Mortgage Bonds, total issue $150,000; value of

property $300,000. 11-story building, entirely leased. Net annual earnings

three times interest charges.

Ravenswood Court First Mortgage Bonds, total issue $105,000; value of property

$225,000. Net rental more than two and one-half times interest charges.

Denominations: $100, $500, $1,000, $5,000

We have purchased these bonds after careful investigation.

They represent a type of security which we have sold for 31 years,

during which time no investor has ever lost a dollar of principal or

interest on any investment sold by us.

Call or write for our July Circular No.133A and for the Investors Magazine

S.W. STRAUS & CO.
CORPORATED

MORTGAGÉ:#óNDBANKERs
bisTABL1s"so 1662

STRAUS BUILDING ONE WALL STREET

CHICAGO NEW YORK

07 -

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||||||||||||| |||||||||||||||||||

California-Land of Oil Gushers

The California National

Supply Co.

Dealers in Oil Well Supplies, Ajax£
Engines, National S '' Boilers, Diamon

BX Casing, Upset £ Rotary Drill Pipe

Z5 per cent of all the oil gushers in California

were drilled with our outfits

MAIN OFFICE: LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Branches: San Francisco, Bakersfield, Maricopa, Moron, Shale,

McKittrick, Coalinga, Santa Maria, Orcutt, Sisquoc, Brea
Ajax Drilling Engine
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|Share in the Earnings
| Of this Great Fireproof Office Building soon to be erected in

-
Los Angeles

The city of wonderful development and destined to have 1,000,000 population sooner than 1920

| Right in the heart of the business center and overlooking beautiful Central Park, The Los Angeles Fireproof

Building Co. plans to erect a mammoth 13-story office building to be one of the finest in the West.

The company has secured a 99-year lease involving a total rental of $4,950,ooo. This lease is considered one of

the most advantageous and desirable in Los Angeles.

==s. The building will be of class “A” construction and occupy 11,500 sq. ft., with two frontages-115 ft. on Hill

| and 100 ft. on Fifth St. This is one of the busiest corners in the city. Close by are the Security, Title

Insurance, Title Guaranty, New Commercial and Metropolitan Bldgs., famous Hotel lexandria, the Fifth St.

Store and California£ Half a block away is the Pacific Electric Railway's Hill St. Station which handles

the traffic to the principal beach resorts and is also the terminus of the projected subway for which right of

way has been secured. - -

This new building will contain 360 offices, Io store rooms and basement. A conservative estimate places the

# net earnings at over 12 per cent. The company has no bonded indebtedness. The entire net earnings,

ess a certain amount set aside to Reserve Fund, will be applied to Dividends on Stock of the Company.

A limited amount of stock can now be purchased at par, 20c

The LosA'. Fireproof Building Co. is a California corporation, capital stock $2,000,ooo, par value 20 cents

per share. o preferred stock. All common stock shares participate equally in company's profits. Your

investment here will give you the greater earnings afforded on common stock issued against what is frequently

used as, and considered, safe security for bonds. - - -

The company is organized to do a general building business with operations confined chiefly to centrally located

| business property. Why not identify yourself with a young company and each year get your share of

Angeles building profits?

E.NThis Company is managed by representative men of Los Angeles

- N Officers: A. E. BoQUA, President, Retired, formerly Vice President Pan Telephone Company, Arkansas.

WARRENGILLELEN, Vice President, Vice President California Savings Bank:

N E. A. FEATHERsroNE, Vice President, E. A. Featherstone Automobile Supplies.

T. R. LAMB, Secretary and Treasurer, Richardson, Holmes, Lamb Co.

MILTON PRAY, Director, Manager Pacific Hardware and Steel Co.B. L.

Dowell, For a short time only a limited amount of stock will be sold at par, 20 cents.

=#| Fiscal Agent, e

£" N Satisfactory terms of payment can be arranged
u n **

E Los Angeles, Cal. This is a safe, sure and extraordinary opportunity to identify yourself with the

- - rowth of Los Angeles, the metropolis of the Southwest. Send your subscripH Send further information to N.£ now, or use the coupon for further information. Make checks payable to

| Name.........................N. Los ANGELES FIREPROOF BUILDING CO.

| Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .N 306-7-8 Black Building

- N LOS ANGELES

City....................State.......... ' ' ' ' -

£T

-|''
-

=======-|--|E

|T.
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wool, A.O.S.FONTIOMA
FROM IOMA PORTAL-SAN DIEGO's.

EXCLUSIVERESIDENTIAL SECTION

-

This is the title of a publication edited by William D. Page. It contains

interesting information about San Diego; its remarkable growth, its climate, its

physical attractions, and its opportunities for profitable investments. It also tells

the story of Southern California's most distinguished residential section, Loma

Portal, entrance to Point Loma and next door to the new Point Loma Golf Club.

Write for latest edition, just from the press.

SAN DIEGO SECURITIES COMPANY

Cash Capital Paid in $1,250,000.00

A. G. Spalding, Pres. George J. Bach, Secy-Treas.

H. H. Timken, V. Pres. Thos. B. Wright, Asst. Secy.

George Burnham, V. Pres. Wm. Eldred, Auditor.

Timken Building, San Diego 609-611 So. Spring St., Los Angeles
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DIVIDENDS!

The next quarterly dividend

of 3% 9% will be declared

July 1st at the rate of 14%

on par, or more than 8%

capital to good

e 9

Diego's

SAN D|[60 business means

gether with your invested capi

advantage.

fast growing

- hare byprofitable business. $3 a sha

We have paid quarterly '. Highest
CASH dividends since 1909 referenc:
advancing from 2% a quarter, given. Loo

8% a year, to 31.2% a quarter us up.

or 14% a year. This allotment

tal. Send for our free magazine,

net on your investment. Be

But now at

population is a

of stock at $1.75 will soon be ex

“Builders of San Diego.”

come one of us before books

Subdividing close for making up this

and improv- dividend. You will then

ing a creage participate in it.

£ing Make Safe Money!

$1.75 the

hausted. Invest your money

SAN DIEGO CONSTRUCTION CO.

S We can use more

3In 44

B|IDfES

OF

growth of our

where the security is growing to

Cor. 2nd and D St., San Diego, Cal.

SEE VANcouver

British Columbia

"Scenery of Switzerland," climate without extremes, pleasant

waters, snow-capped mountains, rich valleys, stupendous resources.

Costs no more to route via Vancouver. Write for literature.

PROGRESS CLUB, Box G, WANCOUVER, B.C.

#
The Gentre of the Fastest Growi

ection in the World

WEBERSHOWEASE

. . )) &FIATUREC0."
"Hić £22- mees: - |5..."

-> --~~

SHOWCASES, SODA FOUNTAINS

BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES

COMMERCIAL FURNITURE

FA C TORY AND GENERAL OFFIC Es

sEND FoR cATALoa LOS ANGELES, CAL.

WE MANUFACTURE

Thefamous IMPERIALPUMPS for Oilor

Water Wells

Affiliated with

OIL WELL SUPPLY CO.

OF PITTSBURCH, PA.

Main 0ffice and Shop, los Angeles, Cal. Brandies in all California Oil fields

CINDER IN YOUR EYE2

£. colds, catarrh, pneumonia, pleurisy, rheumatism,

£y nothing of Burns, bruises, fractures, amputations,

appendicitis

ALL are Compensated for IF you

INSURE YOUR INCOME

The LARGEST Health and Accident

Insurance Company in the World

Qontinental Qasualty Qompamp

H. G. B. ALEXANDER, President

Has Paid $10,000,000 to 400,000 Policyholders

Costs nothing to learn how little “Income Insurance” costs.

J. E. BETTS, Resident Manager

Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., San Francisco

N* ..................... ................................

ADDREss ..

AGE........... OCCUPATION............

Largest Builders of

2-cycle Motors in the H.P. with Complete

World. Over 1000 Outfit ready to install'55
responsible dealers. ALSO 4* to 36 H. P.

Guaranteed by a big responsible concern. Write for big

catalog-re's and shows you all about these high grade

motors and how they are made.

GRAY MOTOR CO., 7108 Gray Motor Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

£29*InTwoDays
$7.50 is what Mr. Ewald of Illinois made

- with our Diamond Post Card

Up A Gun. Takes 8 size Photo Post

Cards on Paper direct, alsoBut

ton Photos finishedin # minute,

without Plates or Films. No

canvassing. Experienceunneces

sc profit on everydime.

ternoon.” says

| #££r:
WIM #############:

International Metal & Ferrotype Company,

Dept. B36 No. 2223. W. 12th St., Chicago, Illinois.

ŞefāNGER BigYCLES
Have imported roller chains, sprockets and pedals, New

*Departure Coaster-brakes and Hubs: Puncture Proof

. Tirer, highest erade equipment and many advanced

| M-featurespossessedby no otherwheels.£:
directtoyou arelessthan

| FACTORY PRICES: ask for cheap

wheels. Other reliable models from 612 up. A few

ood second-hand machines -3 to 88.

weship on:
ODAYS FREETRIAL:*:::

Prepaid, anywhere in U.S., without a cent in advance.

DO NOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from

anyone at any price until you get our big new catal

land special prices and a marvelous new offer. A

*£: prize it now. TIRES, Coaster-Brake

Rear wheels, lamps, parts, sundries, half usual prices.

RiderA£ everywhere are coining money

ing our #&c. res and sundries. Write today.

mEAD cycle co-c Dept. H-216, CHICAGO
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Last Chance to Buy

Stock at $3

Before the next issue of Sunset “Home Builders”

will have probably advanced the price of its

stock to $3.15-limited number of shares

only are on hands at this writing.

application in at once.

e next allotment will close the sale and this

company will be a closed corporation. It

will then declare an extra 10% stock dividend

this is in addition to regular quarterly cash

distributions.

Extra 1O% Dividend Will

Be Paid Soon

Just as soon, as, the balance of the common

stock is sold the company will give each

stockholder free, one share on each ten shares

held at that time. This with the regular cash

dividends will make you .161.3% in dividends

the first year your money is with the company.

Buy your stoek now.

Write for Literature

“#umte'uilhera (3riteral Agrg.”
Ground Floor Mason Opera House Bldg.

129 SOUTH BROADWAY

U" Angeles California

Get your

–

==<< *--> -

&=&#K:=

-
- ->~~~!

£IES Q2;(ry” - =<0):

We own and offer for

Conservative Investment

Satram-nim Valley Irrigation CDmpany

First Mortgage 6% Gold Bonds

GUARANTEED by the American Water Works

& Guarantee Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Denominations $100, $500 and $1,000 Interchangeable.

Interest payable June 1st and December 1st, at the

Equitable Trust Company of New York, Trustee.

The bonds are secured by a first lien on the canal system,

the valuable water rights, and purchase money mortgages

deposited with the Trustee at a ratio of 125% of mortgages

to 100% of bonds issued. No bonds can be issued under

the provisions of the Trust Deed until purchase money

mortgages are so deposited with the Trustee.

The first, second and third maturities of this issue, amounting to

$1.030.000.00, were retired December 1, 1910-1911-1912...No

part of the original security was released# these payments or will be

released until the entire mortgage is satisfied.

Descriptive Circular No. 432, mailed on request.

J. S. & W. S. KUHN, Inc.

345 Fourth Avenue Pittsburgh, Pa.

Chicago-First National Bank Bldg.

Philadelphia-Real Estate Trust Bldg.

New York-37 Wall Street.

Boston-Kuhn, Fisher & Co., Inc.

London, Eng.—J. S. & W. S. Kuhn

(European Agency), Ltd., Pinners Hall, Austin Friars

N-7 c:-T-> :-> CZA

}:3:#E0%:E:

Imperial Valley

Hog Raising

- - -

No district in the United States is more

adaptable to Hog raising than Imperial Valley.

We have established at MELOLAND, a herd

of Registered Hogs and are increasing our herds

and land holdings.

Now is your opportunity for investment in

Hog profits.

The present issue of stock is selling at 12c

per share. Our capitalization is only $100,000,

consequently the distribution of dividends will

be larger to the investor.

Ask for our weekly, IMPERIAL VALLEY

BIG OPPORTUNITIES, devoted to Hog rais

Ing.

CALIFORNIA LAND AND HOG COMPANY

Suite 523, Los Angeles Investment Building, Los Angeles, California
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SUNSETAURENOFINFORMATION/© For rovKists AND Home:BE ~x.

-

= #

|||one feature in connection with SUNSET Advertising. |||IIll

That feature is our Information Bureau. It is con

ducted for the interests of both advertiser and reader. Its

purpose is to answer questions. Its service is complete, com

prehensive, free. It was established for your benefit. If you

fail to find a satisfactory answer to the questions which arise

about the Wonderland Beyond the Rockies in the advertise

ments which follow, then write us. We will dig up the infor

mation for you if we haven’t it at our fingers’ ends. Here

follow reliable advertisements of hotels, steamship lines,

resorts, communities, towns. If you fail to find what

you are looking for, ask us. Address your inquiries to

Ö'. little space is ours. We reserve it to tell you about

SUNSET INFORMATION BUREAU, 460 Fourth Street, San Francisco, Cal.

illllllllll

illlllllllll

Young Orange

Groves-$550 per Acre

2 hours from Los Angeles

-In Proven Fontana District

Purchasable on 6 year buying terms. The crops from

11 the fourth, fifth and sixth years should return you, a
Full . substantial portion of your investment. We scientific
Bearing ally maintain groves, for non-resident owners-relieve

Grove you of all responsibility. Charges, moderate. Our

On plan is two-thirds cheaper than buying a full bearing

Fontana grove at present prices. Write for illustrated booklet

Tract giving facts, figures, references, etc.

-" Fontana Townsite

Now on the Market

Ground Floor Investment Opportunities

A thriving new citrus city—17,000 irrigated acrestrib

utary to it. Right in the center of 5,000 acres of

developed orange groves, vineyards, etc. Termson all

lots-10% cash, balance 60 equal monthly payments.

Write for booklet and information about business and
investment opportunities.

Thomas D. Campbell & Co.

Dept. 10,625 So. Hill St. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

- Black shows where apples, pears, peaches, etc., grow in U.S. white

spots (see arrows) show LIMITED AREA8 where eitrus fruits grow.
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the spirit of the pest
nveniences of

... 2 -

£her 'courts

ideal social and natural environments for the traveler

as well as the stay-at-home-seeking change

Reservations and rates on request

BAYOCEAN COMMERCIAL CLUB

BAYOCEAN, OREGON

PORTLAND OFFICE: 720 CORBETT BUILDING
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LOW ROUND TRIP

HOMESEEKERS FARES

WESTERN PACIFIC
FROM

CHICAGO, OMAHA, ST. LOUIS, KANSAS CITY

AND MANY OTHER EASTERN CITIES

ALL POINTS IN CALI FOR N IA ON LINE

WESTERN PACIFIC

TICKETS ON SALE FIRST AND THIRD TUESDAYS EACH MONTH DURING YEAR 1913

FINAL LIMIT 25 DAYS FROM DATE OF SALE

i-IBERAL STOPOVER PRIVILEGES

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS AND LITERATURE

E. L. LOMAX

PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER

SAN FRANCISCO

Mt. Tamalpais
over “The Crookedest

Railroad in the World”

is a trip no visitor to San Francisco can over

look, and one that no native Californian interested

in scenic effects, or the geography of this part

of the country, should fail to take.

The Trip to Mt. Tamalpais

Consists of

a boat ride along the wharves and shipping of

San Francisco; a sail across the Golden Gate,

the entrance to the Golden West; an electric car

ride, third-rail system, along the shore of the

Bay; a railroad ride through the big redwood

trees of Mill Valley; the mountain railroad trip,

not a cog road and no steep inclines; an un

surpassed panorama of mountains, valleys and

ocean. You see it all from Mt. Tamalpais and

want to go again.

For full information inquire at

any railroad passenger office, or

Ticket Office

874 Market Street, San Francisco

Sausalito Ferry, San Francisco Double bowknot and San Francisco Bay as seen

from top of Mt. Tamalpais
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LITTLE FOLDERS

we would be more

than pleased to send

you, tell much you

would know of the

“Land of Heart’s Desire”

To get the direct">

Southern

California

through the

Pacific

Electric

PACIFIC -

— -

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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*–,"Going East

I:Ż You, too, will want to travel via

|% %:// - the Sunset-Katy lines.

||| Personally conducted tourist sleep

-| ers San Francisco and Los Angeles

|-- to Dallas, St. Louis and interme

| diate points.

Standard sleepers connecting at

; San Antonio for all Texas and

Oklahoma points, Shreveport,

Kansas City and St. Louis.

For berths and any other travel information inquire at

any office of Southern Pacific Company, or write,

J. T. Bate, General Agent Joseph McIlroy, Gen’l. Agent,

- | 612 Trust & Savings Building 613 Hearst Building,

W | Los Angeles. San Francisco.

IN THE HEART OF LOS ANGELES

Hotel Lankershim
Broadway at Seventh

EUROPEAN PLAN EXCELLENT CAFES

Three hundred and twenty rooms luxuriously furnished

Two hundred and fifty with private bath

RATES

Rooms without bath: Rooms with private bath:

One occupant, $1.50 and upwards One occupant, $2.00 and upwards

(per day) per day)

Automobile Bus Service From All Trains

COOPER & DAVIS, Lessees

Luxury at the price of Ordinary Service

The Imperial
Seventh: between Washington and Stark

PORTLAND, OREGON

“In the Center of Everything”

Complete Equipment

Correct Service Bath

Phil Metsdian Sr. & 300 Rooms, 175 with Bat
il Melsthan Sr. & Sons Rates: $1 to $3.50 per day

Proprietors
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MTWATKIN

|

-

BAskErdom

North powes

Royal AR

*Draw cK.

YoseMITE p

YosëMITE FAIts:

..."
.."

* */ *A -*ss GLE pr:

8Rother

-

EL CAPITAN

RIBB.ON FA

CAscADE CLIFFs T

MEADow's

cAftBDRAL SPIRES

-

T.

ALVEIL FALLs

-DEWEY PT.

-CROCKER PT

-STANFORD PT.

-OLDINSPIRATION PT.

515 P.T. -

SpinATION pr.”

'[SEllitt

Millá

Park

The one wonderland

which you cannot afford

to miss. The summer sea

son is open. Thousands

of people are pouring into

this vast Wonderland.

They are exploring the

gigantic chasm from its

mouth at El Portal to

Nevada Falls and Tenaya

Canyon. There is no place

like it. This topograph

ical map will give an idea

of the location of the

various points of interest.

Every one of them is a

revelation, an inspiration.

The trip into the valley

is as comfortable a jaunt

as the world can furnish.

Rates at the Hotel Del

Portal are $4 per day; at

the Sentinel Hotel in the

Valley $4 per day, and at

the various camps $2.50

per day.

Mail and express are de

livered to all hotels and

camps. Telephones con

nect Yosemite with the

outside world.

Take few extras when you

visit the camp. Over

coats and wraps will be

needed according to the

season. Wear rough cloth

ing and strong shoes. The

summer climate of

Yosemite is pleasantly

warm during the day

and cool after sundown.

Write to the Yosemite

Valley Railroad, Merced,

California, for folder or

send one dollar for beauti

ful souvenir booklet, 32

pages in full colors, gem

of the printer's art; con

tains no advertisements.

Or for further information

and folder call on any

Southern Pacific repre

sentative or agent.
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SEATTLE AND PUGET SOUND

m.
PUGET SOUND is recognized asAmerica's incomparable summer heri

tage of health, happiness and inspiration---the Western Hemisphere's

one ideal refuge of clear, cool, refreshing summer weather in a very

paradise of scenic grandeur and wild luxuries of outdoor recreation.

SEATTLE, the municipal masterpiece of the Pacific Northwest, stands

heartily beside the quiet waters of this beautiful inland sea, midway between the

wild wonderlands of the snowy Cascades to the eastward, and the marvelously

many-hued Olympics forming the jeweled rim along the western horizon—while

within full view southward Mount Rainier (14,526 feet high) rises into the clear

blue vault like some shimmering new planet built of pearls.

Seattle is now renowned the world over for its adequate establishment of

superb hotels. Several of these are already widely famed as commendable models

of American luxuriance combined with home-like comfort, the most efficient service

and yet at quite moderate cost.
These excellent hotel establishments are logically situated in Seattle, from

whence practically all the celebrated natural attractions of the Puget Sound region

may be conveniently reached within a few hours at the most.

From the last of May till the middle of September Puget Sound is the

“cool and dry” belt: The skies are clear, no rains, no storms nor high winds,

while temperature ranges from 60 to 85 degrees, with ever deliciously cool bil

lows of air from sea. If you have never seen the scenic splendors of Seattle's

wonderland environment you have missed the most inspiring summer playground

of America, with motoring, boating, mountain-climbing, hunting, fishing and all

the luxury of wildering recreation in the ambrosial open. Write Washington

and Alaska Department—Sunset—318 Globe Bldg., Seattle, or to any of the

leading Seattle hotels announced in this issue for booklets and all desirable

information free. “Seattle is the gateway to Alaska.”

|

THE SUMMER PLAYGROUND

| .

Hotel Savoy

“Twelve Stories

of Solid Comfort”

In the center of

things—theatresand
-: EE EE EE stores on both sides.

Building absolutely

FEEEEEEE| fire-proof concrete,

steel and marble.

European Plan

}{{ IUP £, u(( III"] - * $1.00 Per Day Up.
(DTEL, It’ERRY #### WithBath $2.00Per

Madison Street and Boren Avenue £ Day Up.

SEATTLE
A large Number of Shower

Baths Equipped at Sugges

tion of Naval Officers.

With its superb situation, overlooking Puget

Sound, the Cascades and Ölympic Mountains,

affords every convenience of appointment, |

cuisine and service for its guests. |

Rooms with bath $2.00 per day upward.

B. H. BROBST | S E A T T L =

Manager
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| Hotel Washington Annex–Seattle

-

-

An absolutely fireproof hotel, ideally arranged, richly furnished and centrally situated, whose pride

is in the comfort of its guests. Large suites for tourist parties-rates low for the service.

| * J. H. DAVIS, Proprietor
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SOL DUC HOT SPRINGS HOTEL

“In the Heart of the Olympics”

The Carlsbad of America

N the midst of the grandest scenery in all

America, at an elevation of 1760 feet above

sea level in the Olympic Mountains, rests

serenely this peerless health and pleasure resort.

The hot mineral ,

- *:::- water of Sol Duc

A Perpetual Health Fountain Springs, 130 degrees

Fahrenheit, possesses magical curative powers in restoring

the human system to a normal condition. The hotel,

modern in every respect, affords first class accommodations

for 500 guests. Sanatorium in connection with capacity

for 100 patients.

Mountain climbing, visiting the great glaciers of Mount

Olympus, hunting, trout fishing, etc., are among the

attractions to pleasure seekers. Cottages, a dancing

pavilion, orchestra, theatre, out-of-doors dining hall, etc.,

are also features of the institution.

For full information and descriptive literature address

Manager, Sol Duc, Clallam County, Washington

You will not have seen

America’s Finest Natural Park

until you have visited the Enchanted Garden

of the Northwest

Rainier National Park

Here you will find in a magnificent panorama, the marvels

of Nature spread before you. Switzerland itself offers

nothing grander or more inspiring. Opens June 21, 1913.

For literature describing and illustrating the wonderful

beauty of this ideal summer playground, address

GEO.W. HIBBARD

General Passenger Agent

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

Seattle, Wash.

>
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ALASKA TOURS

Season 1913. Regular Sailings from Seattle

Inside Passage Beautiful Scenery No Rough Sea

$ 00 For round trip including berth and meals.

6690 Ten days, stopping at Metlahkatla, Ketchi

kan, Wrangel, Petersburg, Taku Glacier,

Sitka, Juneau, Douglas, Treadwell, Haines and Skagway.

00 For round trip including berth and meals

$ 0000 and side trip on Copper River Route to

Miles and Childs glaciers. Two weeks

in wonderland. In view of Muir and Columbia glaciers, Mt.

St. Elias. Stopping at Ketchikan, Treadwell, Juneau,

Cordova, Valdez and Seward.

The Steamship Your Hotel. No additional expenses. Write

for detailed information on tourist trips or hunting and

fishing districts. Illustrated folders on request.

Alaska Steamship Co.#

T H E

RAINIER-GRAND HOTEL

Corner First Avenue and Madison Street

S E ATTL E

225 Rooms -135 With Bath, Single and En Suite

European Plan Rates $1.00 and Up CHAS PERRY, Manager

O. & W.

The - - ~~~~~~*- B U L LET INS
• •

he First

-:

200 LOTS In This New || "......££
* > • • • • and facts concerning big profits that

-- Ocean Front Sub-Division Will Sell have been made in our latest develop

- :'':: of delivering the deed and abstract to you. Positively one ments.

of the finest Pacific Ocean properties on the Oregon and Washington coast. • gives full in

# Easily accessible to all the great cities of the Northwest. Bulletin No. 1 formation on

- **** OCEANVIEW. This bulletin is now

• • ** * on the press. Reserve your lot today

- $50 Brings Your Deed *- - * * and cancel your order later if you

- *: - so choose, The company will spend

* . Lots 40x100 right on the great Pacific ocean. # * thousands of dollars in development

Surf bathing, Grand Auto Boulevard, Salt Air : work on this beach.

* Hard. Level Sand Beach Free to Property owners. - - - A new town

/ - x- #:". to reserve lots until you may select from *. Bulletin No. -'' a great

* A-.... Plat- per cent discount for cash with order. #: .# big future, now reached by railroads.
-* liakbok # Money refunded if you are not satisfied. :* - - gives full de

- -** * * - • * * -- - - - A.", Bulletin No. 3 scription of

* - -R is improved farms and farm lands with.

- in a radius of 100 miles from Seattle.

OREGON & WASHINGTON

Development Company, (Inc.)

HOGE BUILDING,

Seattle, U.S.A.

REFERENCES: Publishers of this

magazine or any bank in Seattle.
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HOTEL SUTTER
SUTTER and KEARNY STREETS, SAN FRANCISCO

In the center of the retail and wholesale districts.

Reached by cars from the Ferry and from the Rail

road Depot, or take any Taxicab at the expense of

the Hotel.

The newest personification of refinement and safety

in Hotel Architecture.

It caters to the patrons of the old Occidental Hotel

and Lick House.

250 Rooms 200 Baths European Plan, $1.50 up

Write for illustrated booklets on "Points of Interest in San Francisco.”

and what to see and do.

and Instructive

Book on

\ TRAVEL
Just \It Is Entirely FREE
Off . -

the We expectagreaterdemand

for this 40 page illustrated

booklet on travel, than has ever been

knownfor any other ever published for free distribution.

Mothersill's Travel Book tells you what to take on a journey

and what not to take—how to pack and how to best care for your

baggage andgives exactinformation as to checking facilities, weights,

etc., in foreign countries—gives tables of money values-distances

from New York–tells when, who and how much to “tip.” In

fact this booklet will be found invaluable to all who travel or are

contemplating, taking a trip in this country or abroad.
Published by the proprietors of the famous Mothersill's

Seasick Remedy as a practical hand book for travelers.

This edition is limited so we suggest that you send your name

and address at once, and receive a copy. (A postal will bring it).

Please address our Detroit office for this booklet.

MOTHERSILL REMEDY CO.

397 Henry Smith Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Also at 19 St. Bride Street, London, England.

Branches in Montreal, New York, Paris, Milan and Hamburg.

AMDEPEA/DEA// TART any time,

any place,either

direction. Europe,

Mediterranean, Egypt,

India, Ceylon, China,

Java, Japan, Tasmania,

Philippines, Hawaii, Etc.

TRAVEL-as-catc-5 coop

All over T.H.E. world

Write for "Trips

- the World" Booklet

of LRICHs & Co., Gen." Asent

5 Broadway, New York

a claussianus - co, alloway

• Cale- -/#6//e:#
,

-- - *0

- 5-raac

In all the World no Waters like these

Wilbur Hot Sulphur Springs
COLUSA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Hot Mud Baths naturally heated and medicated

Hot and Cold Sulphur Baths
Cure Rheumatism, Malaria, Stomach, Liver and Kidney Troubles

Open all year.

Address J. W. Cuthbert, Wilbur Springs, Cal., via Williams, or

Information Bureau S. P. Co., 884 Market St., San Francisco

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS

Hottest, and most curative springs in

the world... Modern hotel waters. Mud

highly radioactive. Rheumatism, kid

ney and stomach troubles successfully

treated. Resident physician. Altitude

2000 feet., Home grown vegetables.

Dairy and chicken ranch. American

plan table. California’s ideal resort.

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS CO.

Arrowhead Springs. Calif. –

THE BEST PLACE in THE WORLD

is the mountain region in the spring.

VV A. L. M. O N ID

the Sierra Resort, Placer County, offers modern accommodations—cot

tages, with or without private baths; modern plumbing: comfortable

rooms; wood fires when required, at no extra cost. The table is plain,

but bountiful and wholesome, being supplied with milk, eggs, etc., from
the home ranch. Elevation, 2,000 feet.

no Tuerracula Rs-Rates 810 to $14 per week.

Reservations may be made at the Southern Pacific In

D

formation Bureau,
James Flood Building, San Franci L.A. J. A.----l Cal.

s',TulareCounty
S al£X %" Reached by S. P. Trains to Ducor,

A: C- thence auto-stage. Best medicinal waters

". .* in the State. Elevation 3200 feet. Hotel

Del Venada; good service. Write for des* -

*#: criptive booklet and analysis of waters.

or <nn."

£ L. S. WINGROVE, Mgr., Hot Springs, Cal.

European Plan Phone Sutter 960

Hotel Turpin
F. L. and A. W. TURPIN, Proprietors

17 Powell St., at Market, San Francisco, Cal.

Rooms without Bath $1.50 Per Day—Rooms with Private Bath

$2.00 Per Day Up. All Market St. cars with a single exception

(Sutter St.) pass the door; Fourth and Ellis Street line to Powell
Street within half a block. Auto-Bus meets trains and steamers.

"TUSCAN SPRINGS"
30 Minutes by Stage to Springs. daily... New concrete

Bath house and plunge; Booklet for asking, entitled

LET OTHERSTELL THE STORY

We cure others, Why not# ? Address

ED. B. WALBRIDGE, Tuscan, Cal.

Walbridge's Garage, the best in the State, Red Bluff, Cal.

Complete information and folders at Southern Pacific

nformation Bureau, Flood Building. San Francisco, Cal.£72/72
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Skagit Valley

* -Washington

PUGET SOUND

COUNTRY

Offers a Home For You with Steady,

Pleasant Work and Big Profits

This is a Solid Business Proposition—

Backed by Substantial People

-

-

|

“Thirty Tons of Carrots to the Acre” on This Land

Soil of Quality

This land is excellent in every way—no rocks-slopes

ently to a beautiful Lake-deep, rich, mellow earth

at really grows big crops.

Splendid Cheap Transportation

On Main Line of Northern Pacific Railway four miles

to Great Northern Railway-close to Seattle, Belling

ham, Mt. Vernon and Everett-No better location£
be desired.

Delightful All Year Climate

The Puget Sound Country is renowned for its health

ful, invigorating climate-pure water-grand scenery

absolutely no insect pests-no storms-no oppressive

heat-no cold winters.

Herd of Milch Cows on Adjoining Farm

Congenial Surroundings

We have been very particular to select a high class of

settlers for our lands, thus insuring good neighbors—

good schools-churches on the property, and every other

advantage a man wants for his family.

Steady Work and Good Pay For E

My Land Buyers

If you are a sober, industrious worker, I can assure you

work every day in the year for the next 25 years, and

will...help you in every way possible to make your

family comfortable and happy.

$100 Starts You On To Success and

A Splendid Home

I sell this land in small tracts from 10 acres up to suit

each individual buyer-prices are low and I give ten

ears time-if you don't want to pay all cash. No other

and owner is, or can ever offer such a very attractive

roposition. This is surely the chance of a life time

or the man of small means to become independent.

Get My Literature

“High Cost of Living Solved”

I have just published, an authentic circular giving com

plete, facts in detail about location, prices and terms

ich also contains 17 pictures taken on my property

Be sure to write today. Tell me all about yourself and

your plans. State what you plan to raise and how much

cash you can invest, so that. will be in position to
write you a personal letter which will solve your wants.

H. C. PETERS, Owner

Homes For Workingmen

SEATTLE, - - WASHINGTON

8OO 3rd Avenue E

|ll : | |I||
"III"IL-L-L-L-L- LIL-LD.III III IIII |||| LII-III DDDDDDDDDITT LIII
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HOTEL TALLAC
ON LAKE TAHOE

Forty acres of the best Mountain Hotel .

in the wor

All modern improvements, electric lights, private

baths, etc. Cuisine unexcelled. Abundance of

game in season, Tahoe and other trout, and its own

airy. Every convenience for the business man.
A richly furnished and sumptuous casino, compar

ing favorably with any other in California.

Enjoy the true delight of mountain simplicity with all the comforts

and luxuries of a city hotel

Write for information

FOLLOWS CAMP

STATED in a wildly picturesque spot in the heart

of San Gabriel Canyon, four hours from Los An

geles. Entirely removed from civilization in the heart

of nature's scenic wonderland. A real mountain

camp without formalities. Fishing and hunting, ten

nis, croquet and evening camp fires. Accommoda

tions home like and comfortable. Either tents or

homes, modern baths, showers and plunge. Liberal

table. Tents for one and two people $5.00 and $6.00

up. Board and room, one person, $12.00. For

illustrated booklet address

R. L. FOLLOWS, AZUSA, CALIFORNIA

GEARY STREET, Above UNION SQUARE

San FrancisCO

Motorbus meets all trains and steamers.

European Plan $1.50a day up, American Plan $3.50adayup.

Hotel Stewart
SHOREHAM APARTMENTS

The Ideal Seaside Summer Home of Comfort at

BEAUTIFUL LONG BEACH, CAL.

Everything New and Modern. Suites to suit your tastes.
One block from beach. Just west of Virginia Hotel.

A postal will bring you a guide and map of our beautiful city, free.

Write today. Address: Mrs. H. A. Fanslow, Prop

Shoreham Apartments Long Beach, Cal.

C/G Oak-Framed Portable Bungalow
One season's cottage rent pays for one of these handsome Brown Bungalows, then it's yours,

rent free for many summers' use, winters' too if you wish. Eight sizes from a one-room

sort at $45 to a seven room home at $300.

Complete with Floor, Awnings, Windows, Screens and Ceiling.

Buy direct from the Maker and get an Oak-Framed Bungalow at less than asked for the

pine frame houses sold through Department Stores.

*# Carnie-Goudie Mfg. Co., Kansas City, U.S. A.

Alfalfa Land

Antelope Valley

On S. P. R. R.

70 Miles north of Los Angeles

Southern Pacific

Lands

Sold in tracts from 40 to 640 acres

Prices $20 to $45 per acre

Ten years time, one-tenth cash

Alfalfa, pears, apples, etc.

Good land, good climate

Good water supply

ALMONDS
Goodnoe Hills Almond Groves, near Portland, produce $10o

to $400 net per acre. We will plant and care for a 10 acre

grove for $400 cash and easy terms, and will guarantee you an

income of not less than $1ooo after the fourth year. Write for

attractive illustrated booklet.

DABNEY & DABNEY, 307 Railway Exchange, Portland, Oregon

Employer

we can furnish you with all the help you

may need.

Employee

we can furnish you with the position you

are looking for.

That’s All

MURRAY & READY

Good markets

C. E. WANTLAND, General Sales Agent

410 Grosse Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

702 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

B. A. McALLASTER, Land Commissioner

801 Flood Building, San Francisco, Cal.

LEADING EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR AGENTS

782, 784 and 786 Howard Street

Between 3rd and 4th Streets

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BRANCHES:

2nd and Main Streets.............Los Angeles, Cal.

7th Street and Broadway............ Oakland, Cal.

2nd and H Streets...... ... Sacramento, Cal.

528 Jackson Street...... ... San Francisco, Cal.

121 Marchesault St. (Mexican Office)

Los Angeles, Cal.
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What West SaCramentO

Offers the City Man

Q. Model Farms of the I =

Richest Land in Califor

nia, which Represent the

Best Land Investment in

the West.

4|The young man just

looking life in the face,

the office man, the me

chanic-any man who

believes in himself will

find more enjoyment,

more profit, more real

satisfaction - he will

meet with greater suc

cess on a farm at

West Sacramento

than is possible with the same effort

under any other circumstances.

Q And here are the reasons. The soil

is the most productive in California

anything you plant will grow luxuriantly -->

upon it. Our organized service bureau

takes the inexperienced man in hand and directs his every move, thereby elim

inating the possibility of crop failure. The city man, under the guidance of the

agricultural department, is just as certain of success as the experienced farmer.

Q And think how many and how desirable are the advantages of living only

a few minutes ride from the heart of a metropolitan city like Sacramento.

what west sacramento

Offers the Investor

*I “Buyon the fringe and hang on"-for generations, this has been the policy of the famous Astor

family-recognized as the greatest and most successful realty operatorsAmerica has ever known.

QI No better “fringe" opportunity than that which West Sacramento offers, has ever

been announced. Nor could more advantageous conditions exist anywhere. Sacramento

a city of 80,000 people-must grow in this direction. The splendid improvements now

being installed at West Sacramento must increase the value of this land. And it isn't a

matter of years either-this increase in value must materialize almost immediately.

SI Investigate West Sacramento. Analyze it from every point of view. It will pay you.

West Sacrament0 C0. Mail Us This Coupon Today

fred I. Moore, Mgr. land Sales Dept., Nicolaus Bldg., Sacramento, Cal.

FRED T. MOORE Dear Sir: Kindly mail me a copy of your illustrated booklet,

"Country Life in the City,' and give me complete information as to

Manager Land Sales Department prices, etc. It is understood this will not obligate me in any way.

Nicolaus Building Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SACRAMENTO, CALI FORNIA Address............... ... P. O. Box...

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: LOS ANGELES OFFICE: CHICAGO OFFICE:

Pine and Kearny Sts. 204 Hibernian Building 222 N. State St.

#
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Oregon probably offers to the vacationist a greater

variety of outing points than any other state in the

Pacific Northwest: Snow-capped mountains, inland

lakes filled with fish, noted hot springs and mountain

retreats, “Far from the Madding Crowd's ignoble strife,”

incomparable beaches and an endless variety of beauti

ful scenery.

NEWPORT, YAQUINA BAY

The old favorite resort reached by the Southern Pacific and

Corvallis & Eastern, with its tent life, cottages and modern

hotels, abundance of sea foods and all the luxuries and delica

cies for the table at moderate prices, absence of formality, a

beach unequalled and innumerable points of interest in the

neighborhood.

TILLAMOOK COUNTY BEACHES

A New Wonderland,” as these resorts have been aptly named,

reached via the Southern Pacific and Pacific Railway &Nav. Co.

Innumerable resorts dot the beach, each vieing with the other in variety

of charm and attractions. Lake resorts and hotels, boating, fishing and

other amusements.

SPRINGS AND MOUNTAIN RESORTS

From the Columbia River to the Siskiyou Mountains in almost every

county are mineral springs and mountain resorts, where one can fish, hunt,

rest and recuperate, breathe pure mountain air, live in the open and enjoy

Nature in her grandest moods. Commodious hotels with every necessary

accommodation, or with camping grounds at nominal cost. A few of these

resorts are: Wilhoit, Sodaville, Waterloo and Cascadia, Belknap, Foley

Springs, Breitenbush, Jackson County Springs, Colestin Fish Lake, Marion

Lake, Clear Lake, Lake Lytle, Klamath Lake, Crater Lake and numerous

others.

Call on nearest Southern Pacific agent for further information relative to fares, train

schedules and illustrated literature describing beach and mountain resorts, or address:

John M. Scott, General Passenger Agent, Portland, Oregon
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Grow Anything You Like

in Sacramento County
It doesn't make any difference what you wish to grow in an agricultural way, you

can grow it profitably in Sacramento County, California. You can farm under the

most delightful conditions imaginable. You can have a chunk of the finest soil

in the United States. You can have all the water you wish for irrigating purposes.

You will find a tremendous market for the products of your orchard, vineyard,

dairy, chicken ranch, truck garden. Sacramento, the State Capital, is

within the county, offering a market of 80,000. San Francisco and the San

Francisco Bay cities are but three hours away by rail, a market of a million people.

-

-

Sacramento products include cereals, alfalfa,

hops, beans, celery, asparagus, garden truck of

all kinds, rice, potatoes, apples, apricots,

peaches, nectarines, prunes, cherries, oranges,

lemons, strawberries—we could go on and on

naming the products grown successfully in this

county and when we had finished there would be

mighty few of the known products of the Tem

perate Zone left.

RICE GROWING IN THE DELTA LANDS OF SACRAMENTO COUNTY

Sacramento County needs more settlers. That

is why we are advertising. California needs

more settlers. This state has every favorable

element for successful agricultural pursuits and

all it needs to make it the richest state in the

union is more workers. The workers will find

ample reward for their labor. Send for our

booklet. It tells of some of the opportunities

in Sacramento County. Address

Immigration Committee

Board of Supervisors

S A C R A M E N T O

Sacramento County
CALIFORNIA
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Just as a quiet tip
We advise you to invest right now in Shasta County farm land. We don't ask you to come

to us to buy it, for we have nothing to sell. We are citizens of Shasta County and we believe

in Shasta County and we know that you would believe in Shasta County if you knew the

county as we do. It is a big county, a resourceful county, so resourceful that the slogan

"Diversified Shasta” fits it like a glove.

SHASTA COUNTY appeals to the fruit farmer. The foothill lands are the very finest for
apples, grapes and olives.

SHASTA COUNTY appeals to the manufacturer. No county in the United States has more

water power at its disposal. Few counties have as much raw material. The hills are full of

useful and precious metals. Almost six billion feet of timber covers the hills.

SHASTA COUNTY appeals to the stock raiser. The valleys and hill lands are unusually

rich in natural forage. Alfalfa is easily and profitably grown. Stock of all kinds are raised

with great profit.

SHASTA COUNTY appeals to the general farmer. Barley and wheat, stock raising, and all

the various branches of general farm products are successfully grown.

SHASTA COUNTY appeals to the hunter and fisherman. The streams are well stocked

with game fish. The£ afford endless delight to the hunter, for big game still abounds.

ature lovers find a satisfaction for the craving for the sublime and beautiful, in the natural

wonders of the county. There are mountains, mineral springs, mining camps, forests, lakes.

Each summer finds a great influx of recreationists who find great delight in the beauty spots

of the county. Health is contagious here.

We are just issuing a splendid new booklet. It is different. It is chock full of information

about the county and you should have it. If you are a homeseeker, a prospective settler, a

health seeker, a manufacturer, a merchant seeking a location, whatever your inclinations

and your desires, you should have this booklet. Write for it. Address either of the organiza

tions listed herewith:

Redding Chamber of Commerce - Redding, California

| Anderson Chamber of Commerce - Anderson, California

or, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors, Redding, California

The lover of the beautiful and"# in nature finds his dreams fulfilled in the wonders of Shasta County.

t is “home” for the hunter and fisherman

*

sw
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Home of the Ladd & Tilton Bank

Portland, Oregon

The Ladd & Tilton Bank

is one of Portland's oldest

and most conservative bank

ing institutions. Its capital is

$1,000,000, its surplus and

profits $1,000,000. It accepts

commercial and savings ac

COunts.

Officers:

W. M. LADD . . . President

EDW. COOKINGHAM, Vice-Pres.

W. H. DUNCKLEY . Cashier

RoBT.S.HowARD, Asst. Cashier

J. W. LADD . . Asst. Cashier

WALTERM. Cook, Asst. Cashier

Directors:

EDWARD COOKINGHAM

HENRY L. CORBETT

WILLIAM M. LADD

CHARLES E. LADD

J. WESLEY LADD

FREDERIC B. PRATT

THEODORE B. WILCOx

-:##########
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FactsAboutPortland,0regon
Portland has a trade territory aggregating 240,281 square miles. It includes all of the Columbia

Valley within the United States and portions of Oregon and Washington, draining direct into the

Pacific Ocean.

There are 136,768 square miles of territory in Portland's natural jobbing territory. Over 80 per

cent of all goods sold in this territory by Coast jobbing cities are sold by Portland merchants and

Portland has a controlling advantage in distributing freight rates.

There are 103,513 square miles of territory in which Portland merchants compete for business.

Portland enjoys equal distributing freight rates with other coast cities and Portland merchants

sell from 40 to 80 per cent of all the goods sold in this territory by merchants located in coast jobbing

cities.

The Portland Clearing House was organized in 1889. The clearings in 1890 were $50,000,000.

The clearings in 1912 were $550,000,000. -

Portland leads all cities in the United States in wheat exports. Portland is the leading manufac

turing city of the Pacific Northwest. Portland has the finest water supply of any city its size in

the United States. The building permits for 1910-1911 aggregated $40,829,389.

Portland and Oregon present wonderful opportunities for the investment of capital and for the

production of wealth from agricultural pursuits.

If you would like to learn more about the State, the Ladd & Tilton Bank will

be glad to assist you. It is not within the aim of this bank to advise as to in

vestments or to make of itself a Bureau of Information. We will, however, see

that your inquiries reach responsible authority.

For information address

THE LADD & TILTON BANK

Department A

PORTLAND, OREGON

**
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Up a tree after ripe Cherries

The big red and white, juicy kind that bring such

fancy prices in the market. That is the kind they

raise in the Lodi country-Bings, Royal Anns,

Black Tartarians—big luscious fellows that make

two bites to the cherry. Some orchards net the

owners $100 per acre. Others net $225 per acre

and in some instances growers have taken as much

as $1,000 per acre from cherry orchards. The

fruit is picked and packed and shipped to eastern

markets in fast express trains.

Cherries are but one of the many varieties of profit

able fruit raised in the Lodi country. Grapes, apri

cots, nectarines, peaches, plums, prunes, olives, figs

are others.

The Lodi country is the most diversified fruit sec

tion in the San Joaquin Valley. You ought to see it.

Write for our booklet. It tells about opportunities here and

also how we do things. Lodi has a Welcome Arch under

which you should walk. For literature address the Secretary

Lodi Merchants Association

L O D ||

Did you ever see such

Cabbages?

A crop worth $800 to the acre

They are as good as they look, too. And

they get the big prices. All vegetables in

this section command high prices because

of hitting the market “right.” The won

derfully rich soil of the Mesa country ac

counts for it. A superb climate makes life

worth while. Sunshine and pure air are

worth a lot to the agriculturist. Water is

worth a lot.

Mesa, Arizona
“Gateway to the Roosevelt Dam”

That tells the story. You know something

of the Roosevelt Dam, the great U. S.

Reclamation Project. When you think of

the Roosevelt Dam you think of Mesa.

They are synonymous.

For full particulars and illustrated book

address

Secretary Commercial Club, Mesa, Arizona
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Peaches

the most delicious of all deciduous

fruits, the fruit par excellence of the

superb climatic conditions found only

in California. Here they average

almost twice the size of Eastern

peaches, have a far more delicate col

oring, a more fragrant aroma and a

saccharine sweetness that only long

cloudless summer weather can give.

Note the fruit in the box. Now note

that in the bucket. Big, round,

juicy peaches that make the mouth

water just to look at them.

Now take careful note

of this statement:

California Peaches

to be Classed as

Perfect Must Come

Up to San Joaquin

– County Standard

Get a Line On San Joacquin

We have been telling you in our recent advertising about the four chief divisions of San Joaquin

County: The Delta Lands, the Lodi Section, the South San Joaquin Irrigation District and the

Grain country. We have made some statements relative to these sections that are worthy of

consideration. If you haven’t been watching our advertisements write at once and get in

touch with what we have to claim and what we can prove.

Our new booklets are ready. They go into detail about our county. Send for one at once and

get posted before you go farther. You can’t afford, not for one instant, to pass up San Joaquin's

claim to your attention. If you do you miss a lifetime opportunity to get in right.

For further information and illustrated literature address either of the undersigned commercial organizations:

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce. . .Stockton Secretary, Ripon Board of Trade. . . . . . Ripon

Secretary, Lodi Merchants Association...Lodi Secretary, Tracy Board of Trade. . . . . . Tracy

Secretary, Manteca Board of Trade. . Manteca Or Board of Supervisors. . . . . . . . . . .Stockton

San Joaquin County
CA L - FORN A
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This Man is one of 1500

who have found homes in

Madera County
California

within the past eight months -

That many we have personal knowledge of. How many

more we do not know. Fifteen hundred have settled on

two of the big ranches but recently thrown open to settle

ment. New houses dot the valley everywhere. The

sound of the gasoline engine and the purr of the electric

motor can be heard in every direction-pumping, pumping,

|' from the inexhaustible underground water supply.

eservoirs are filling and the water is trickling out over

new seeded alfalfa fields, over freshly£ orchards

and vineyards. The new-comers are leveling, checking,

seeding, planting, building new homes and new barns.

It is an inspiring sight to see the home makers at work.

Every one is busy.

Three things account for it—land is still

selling at a reasonable figure; cheap electrical power is avail

able; water is easily reached at low cost and is pumped at

a cost insignificant in comparison to its value to the land.

Madera County will soon be the banner

alfalfa field of California.

Better come out now and see Madera County. Tomorrow

ou may wish you had come.

W' for booklet, and further information. Ask all the

questions you wish. It is our business to answer them.

Address

SecretaryMaderaChamberofCommerce

MADERA, CALIFORNLA

-l

Where Almonds

GPOW

BRANCH OF ALMONDS

Are you aware of the fact that California has a monopoly

of the production of almonds in the United States? Are

you aware of th urther fact that there is no possibility

of an overproduction? Are you aware of the still further

fact that only favored sections of even diversified Califor

nia are adapted to almond culture?

Dixon is one of such sections. Dixon is favored in a lot of

ways. It has as glorious a share of that famous California

climate as any section in the whole state. Surrounding

Dixon is some of the richest soil in the Sacramento

Valley. Water? Plenty of it. No problem at all for

the Dixon farmer.

Dixon has a slogan. It is a slogan that means some

thing, that is backed up by results. “DIXON, THE

DAIRY CITY.” The prize dairies of California are in

the vicinity of Dixon. You ought to see the cream cans

that go out each day to the nearby markets—San Fran

cisco and the San Francisco Bay cities. Write for our

booklet. It tells about the advantages of Dixon and

the Dixon Country.

Address

Secretary Chamber of Commerce

D IX ON
“The Dairy City”

Solano County

C a l if or n i a
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COOS BAY

OREGON

Coos Bay has the only safe deep-sea harbor between San

Francisco and the Columbia River.

Coos Bay is spending $300,000 this year in harbor im

provements.

Coos Bay section ranks second in Oregon in dairy products.

Coos Bay has the largest belt of standing timber tributary

to any port in the world, estimated at 110,000,000,000

feet. -

Coos Bay has four hundred square miles underlaid with

coal. Four coal mines now in operation.

Coos Bay has five lumber mills, one of which is the largest

on the Pacific Coast.

Coos Bay is one of the ideal vacation spots in the north

west; with miles of beautiful ocean beach; all kinds of

fishing, river and ocean; all kinds of game; perfect

climate.

Coos Bay has a newly constructed modern pulp and paper

mill.

Coos Bay is a wonderful berry region, strawberries being

ripe from May to December.

Coos Bay’s cities are modern and up to date in all re

spects, buildings, electricity, gas and water systems.

Coos Bay is the logical distributing port for a vast territory.

Coos Bay’s tributary country is ideal for dairying, stock

raising, fruit and garden products.

Coos Bay is 24 hours from Portland by boat, 28 hours

from San Francisco.

Coos Bay offers remarkable inducements to tourists, home

seekers, and investors because of its being the livest

section of the Pacific Northwest.

Coos Bay wants to tell you more about it. Send for illus

trated booklet. Just address

Marshfield Chamber of Commerce, Marshfield, Oregon

North Bend Commercial Club, North Bend, Oregon

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET. The Pacific Monthly



What are the bragging points of California?

Sunshine, climate, rich soil, good market.

Kern has all of them. It has plenty of water

for irrigation purposes. It is "the richest

of California counties." In one year Kern

County added $13,493,079 to the grand total

of all property within the county, according

to official figures. That was a jump from

$52,350,546 to $65,843,625.

hat is a kernel?
“The central, the substantial or essential part of anything, the core." Well,

then, we feel secure in a play upon words—Kern, Kernel of California. Kern

is the heart of a part of the richest of California. It is a leader in agricultural

portions of California because it is delivering the goods. Kern County heads

the San Joaquin Valley on the south and laps over the Tehachapi Mountains.

It is one of the big producers of alfalfa, dairy products, deciduous fruits, citrus

fruits, hay and grain, cattle and half a dozen other important items. It is a

leader in oil production and in minerals. It is a safe place to invest your money

for it has the goods to back up its promises.

Kern County Board of Trade, Bakersfield

Kern County, California
The derricks indicate oil operations. Oil is a source of great wealth in Kern County

We have the facts about Kern County done

up in a beautifully illustrated booklet, which

will be sent to you for the asking. Sit down

now and drop us a card. Tell us what you

are looking for, what you want to do, what

experience you have had and why you want

to come to California. We will tell you

whether you can make good in Kern County.

We want you if you intend to become one of

us-a worker and a producer.

-

-
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THE RUGGED COAST OF MONTEREY, A FAVORITE CAL IFORNIAN WACATION SPOT

FARMING AND RESORTS

THETWO CHIEF INTERESTS OF

Monterey County
CALIFORNLA

Monterey County has many famous resorts, not only hotels, but cities where life is taken easy.

Thousands of homes in these cities are owned by retired people who have been won by the

region's charm. Monterey Peninsula forms a£ home section. Its strongest feature

is scenery—some of California's best. The famous Seventeen-Mile-Drive is known the world

over. ere, too, are some of the world's famous hotels. Three of the remaining nineteen

missions, established by the Franciscans, are in Monterey County and two more are barel

beyond its limits. There is no end of things to see, interesting points to visit, delights of all

sorts.

BUT MONTEREY OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES TO THE AGRICULTURIST, TOO.

This County is one of the oldest settled regions in California. It lies along the Coast, its nor
thern boundary being approximately one hundred miles south of San Francisco. It is 125 miles

long and has an average width # forty-five miles. Much of the country is mountainous.

But there are some splendid valleys that have brought wealth and contentment to the dwellers.

The Salinas Valley runs through the heart of the County—a famous farming section known

far and wide for its production of Salinas Burbank potatoes and for its sugar beets. The
Pajaro Valley is the largest apple-producing region in America—some of the finest apples

£ come from this section. There are other rich valleys, smaller in extent but just as

ertile.

Monterey County, produces five leading staples-potatoes, apples, beets, barley and live

stock. ch of these staples brings in upwards of a million dollars annually.

AND THE CHIEFEST ASSET OF THE COUNTY IS CLIMATE. IT CAN'T BE BEAT

ANYWHERE IN THE WHOLE WORLD.

For further information and illustrated booklet address either of the undersigned organizations:

Monterey Chamber of Commerce Fort Romie Grange

Monterey, California Soledad, California

Pacific Grove Board of Trade Greenfield Grange

Pacific Grove, California Greenfield, California

Kings City Board of Trade Monterey County Chamber of Commerce

Kings City, California Salinas, California
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airying Because---
the biggest profit from the alfalfa ranch is obtained by marketing the product as cream and butter. The alfalfa ranch will

return big money by merely disposing of the product as baled hay. The profit can be doubled by feeding to dairy cattle

and hogs. One of these days the great interior valley of California will become famous for its live stock and dairying. The

alfalfa acreage is increasing constantly. There will never be an over-production. Rich cream and good butter always

command top-notch prices.

With us this is no idle speculation—this marketing of alfalfa in cream cans and pork. It is being done here all the time,

by men who are making big money. It has made Turlock a city from a siding; has turned waste to riches in the surround

ing country. We speak authoritatively because we know. We make the statement as an acceptable truth, for truth is but

a statement of fact.

The Turlock Irrigation District

was one of the first in California organized and perfected Alfalfa is but one of the crops grown here. There are peaches

under the Wright irrigation law. It is a success. Ask any and grapes, and nectarines, and melons, and garden truck.

man who has studied irrigation development. Ask any In fact anything that grows in rich soil, grows here and the

man who knows about the development of San Joaquin markets are always good.

Valley irrigated tracts. He'll tell you that the Turlock

Irrigation District is the criterion.

We would like to talk with you about the Turlock Irrigation District. I, we can't meet you face to face

we will gladly open a correspondence with you. Write at once for our illustrated booklet. Address

Secretary Board of Trade, Turlock, Stanislaus County, California

Where Big Timber Grows

there is no£ about the fertility of the land,about a

sufficient supply of moisture, about depth of soil, about the
opportunities for investment.

IN TILLAMOOK COUNTY there are thirty-three billion

feet of standing timber, the finest Douglas fir, spruce and cedar

in the Northwest. This timber is being cut and the big mills

about Tillamook and Nehalem Bays are turning it into manu

factured lumber.

TILLAMOOK COUNTY is the prize dairy country of the

Northwest. Here the Jersey, the Guernsey and the Holstein

cows are as much at home as in their native heath. There is

an ample supply of natural grasses and undergrowth, the

kind that makes good rich cream. Fifty dairies and cheese

factories, most of them co-operative, are manufacturing upwards

of $5oo,ooo worth of cheese annually.

TILLAMOOK COUNTY borders the Pacific Ocean on the

West. Its beach line is one of the most popular resort sec

tions of the Pacific Northwest. Almost every foot of available

ground is devoted to beach attractions. In addition to the

delights of the beach there is splendid hunting and fishing

in the nearby Coast mountains, easy of access.

|||

| The delights of every day life in Tillamook, County are of

inestimable value to the settler and homeseeker. It is well

worth your while to investigate.

Send for illustrated booklet. The truth about Tillamook County

is sufficient.

- - - Write to the Tillamook County Court
33,000,000,000 Feet o ok County

TILLAMOOK COUNTY, OREGON
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When Water isWorth $1000 a Miner's Inch

A Stream Like This is a Fortune

In this country, where the summers are all sunshine, water is worth something. In some arid

regions water is most difficult to obtain. High prices are charged for it. A constant tax is levied

for its use. Irrigating systems are an investment for the sake of the revenue by the sale of water;

or they include the sale of land or water; or again they are provided for by forming districts and

issuing bonds. This latter method is the favorite one in California. These irrigation districts

are formed under the Wright Act. This California irrigation law has a provision which MAKES

THE LAND OWN THE WATER. That is the big favorable feature. The people who own the

land own the water. It is their water; they control it; they manage the affairs of the irrigation

district just as they manage their school districts.

That's the Kind of Irrigation System We Have in

Sunny Stanislaus
It is, to our way of thinking, the only kind of an irrigation system. It has increased our population

over 1,000 per cent. It has made towns grow where were railroad switches and cities grow where

were towns. It is sending loaded cream cans and loaded butter cars, and loaded fruit cars from

our railroad sidings.

Stanislaus County has room for many more settlers, however. Write for information. Write for

our booklet. Ask us all the questions you wish. It is our business to answer them.

Address your letters to

Secretary Stanislaus County Board of Trade

Modesto, California
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Come OIl

You Fishermen

YouLovers of Out-door Life!

Come Get a Taste

of the Real Sport!

You didn't know that New Mexico was a fisher

men's and camper's paradise, did you? Didn't

know that the Gila National Forest is the ideal

camp-ground, did, you? Didn't know that, there
is unsurpassed fishing and hunting tied right up

with that delightful year round New exico

climate?

Along the Gila and its branches the best fishing

in America is to be found. Nearly every species

of game to be found in Continental United States

roams the trackless forests. ail, turkey, deer,

bear, mountain lions, mountain goats-are found

either on the low mesas near the streams or high

up in the pine clad heights of the Black Range.

Dry, cool, bracing air and absence of heavy under

growth, even along the streams, makes hunting

and fishing pleasant and healthful.

Incidentally—when, you come take a look around
Deming, ou will see an agricultural country

that will open your eyes.

You will see a valley—the Mimbres—surrounded

by vast mining districts entirely dependent upon

the products of this valley, for farm products.

And with it goes a healthful climate, an abundant

water supply, an insatiable market.

More information supplied upon request. Write

R. BEDICHEK

Secretary Chamber of Commerce

DEMING, NEW MEXICO

.

Ashland Creek Fall

ASHLAND, OREGON
A N | D E A L H O M E C | T Y

Claims your attention. High altitude, nearby mountains,

ood interurban motor service to points of interest in the

ogue River Valley, splendid educational advantages, model

high school, Polytechnic Business College, fine public library,

hospital, mineral springs—an ideal place to rest, recuperate,

enjoy mountain scenery, breathe pure air and still have all

the advantages of a modern city.

All around Ashland are beautiful orchards—the Rogue

River kind. It's worth a visit to Ashland just to see the

country round about.

Write for our illustrated booklet. Just off the press. Yours

for the asking.

Secretary Commercial Club, Ashland, Oregon

UNION LUMBER CO.

REDWOOD AND PINE

LUMBER,

RAILROAD TIES, TELEGRAPH POLES

SHINGLES, SPLIT SHAKES, ETC.

Office: 1014 Crocker Bldg.

San Francisco, California

Telephone Kearny 2260

SAWMILLS

Fort Bragg, Mendocino County

On the California Western Railroad

and Navigation Co.

FORT BRAGG TO WILLITS

In connection with the Northwestern

Pacific Railroad Co.
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ANY things have trans

pired in the past few

months which mean the

opening of a new era of prosper

ity for Fresno County.

The construction of interurban

roads, the opening of new

tracts of undeveloped lands,

the surveying of rivers with a

view to making them navi

gable, the securing of terminal

railroad rates, and last, but

most important of all, the

organizing of growers.

A $1,000,000 Raisin Growers’

Association has already been

perfected and is now in opera

tion; the peach growers are

organizing; the producers of

table grapes are also realizing

the value of “getting together”

and will soon have an organiza

tion of their own.

All of this means better prices and

assured markets for products

There are big profits in the

growing of grapes, peaches,

and other fruits. The de

mand for California fruits is

unlimited. Now that the

growers are organized to main

tain good prices prosperity is

assured. Crop failures are

unknown in Fresno County.

An acre of land in Fresno

County will produce 8 to 12 or

more tons of alfalfa a year.

The price just at present is $12

and upwards. The general

price averages anywhere from

$8 to $12. Raisins are a

certain crop and a profitable

one at the price of 3c a pound.

The newly formed Growers’

Association makes this price

assured, with a strong pro

bability of an even better one.

Peaches for canning command

good prices and are also an un

failing crop. Fresno County

produces some of the finest

dried peaches in the world.

Fruit growing is a very profit

able proposition in Fresno

County.

Great for Dairying

With its mild, equable climate,

the abundance of water for ir

rigating, and the prolific pro

duction of alfalfa, Fresno

County offers unique advan

tages for dairying. Already

this is a most important indus

try, but it is not developed to

anything like its possibilities.

It is not necessary to give

dairy stock a great deal of

housing, due to the mildness

of the climate. The market

for dairy products is unlimited,

practically, as many millions

of pounds of butter are shipped

into California each year.

“Some day,” you say

y not now?

You have probably said many

a time that you should some

day see California. All eyes

are turned toward this land of

promise. California looms

large in the immediate future,

and larger still as the Panama

Canal nears completion. No

State has more to offer the

homeseeker than California

has, and no part of the State

&ALIFoRN IAE ><

can offer such unsurpassed ad

vantages as Fresno County.

Conditions for farming are

ideal. The climate is mild,

being just warm enough in the

summer to ripen thoroughly

the fruits and develop them

perfectly. There are many

varieties of rich soil in Fresno

County, making a great diver

sity of crops an accomplished

fact.

Now is the best time to come

west. Come before the com

pletion of the Panama Canal.

Come before the commence

ment of the big celebration of

this event, the Panama-Pacific

Exposition at San Francisco

in 1915, so that you may be on

the ground before the greater

development begins.

Fresno County has a popula

tion of over 70,000 and while

the country is well settled up,

yet there remains thousands

of acres of land awaiting the

homeseekers, land that can be

obtained on the easy payment

plan, either developed or un

developed and which is con

stantly increasing in value and

will make the purchasers

wealthy.

Find out more about

Fresno County

WILLIAM ROBERTSON

Secretary Chamber of Commerce

FRES NO, CAL IF OR N IA
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PETALUMA, CALIFORNIA, A CASH MARKET, PAYS POULTRYMEN $10,000 A DAY.

The Chicken Center of the World!

A pretty strong statement, but we can make good on it. Sonoma County is the first in

California in the production of eggs and poultry, the city of Petaluma and the county

forming the largest chicken center in the world. Why? Because the business pays here.

Everything is favorable, climate, feed, markets, shipping facilities.

A Leader in General Farming

Sonoma County is right in the front rank when it comes to general farming. It is first

in California in the production of dry wines. That means splendid grape production.

It is the largest dry wine district in America. It is one of the principal hop producers of

the United States and leads in quality and output of prunes. It is one of the most im

portant dairy counties and is first in the supply of berries in California.

Not all the land is in cultivation by many acres. We want you to come and help us

make Sonoma County a leader in other things. Write for booklet. Address either of

the undersigned.

Sonoma County Development Association, Santa Rosa. Guerneville Improvement Club, Guerneville.

Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce, Santa Rosa. Healdsburg Chamber of Commerce, Healdsburg.

Petaluma Chamber of Commerce, Petaluma. Windsor Chamber of Commerce, Windsor.

Sebastopol Chamber of Commerce, Sebastopol. Cloverdale Chamber of Commerce, Cloverdale.

Sonoma Chamber of Commerce, Sonoma.

SONOMA counTY, CALIFORNIA

DAIRYING IS ONE OF SONoMA COUNTY'S SPECIALIZED OPPORTUNITIES.
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The Government has spent $10,000 per year for eleven years to prove that

DATES CAN BE RAISED

on a commercial basis

IN THE COACHELLA VALLEY

You can be one of the fortunate few who can own a date grove in the United States, as choice

date land is limited. So take advantage of your opportunity, NOW

NOW is the accepted time, and we have made it possible for this to be the accepted time for YOU

to own a date grove that will make you thousands yearly and will be worth a fortune in ten years. Do

you want to make a fortune and in the meantime live in the best spot in the world where the climate

is fine, where the water is 99.985% pure? Where Doctors have no patients? Where cemeteries are

practically unknown? Where you can clear five hundred to one thousand dollars per acre from early

vegetables, while your date grove is maturing, that when matured will be worth from $5ooo to $10,000

per acre, and will produce from $1ooo to $3000 per acre, with less care than you would give to any other

fruit orchard, where you will be close to the Ocean-to-Ocean Highway, on the main line of the Southern

Pacific Railroad, 130 miles from Los Angeles, surrounded by neighbors of culture and refinement?

If you want all this and can pay $50 to $200 down, and $10 to $50 per month, send us your name and

address and we will send you full data. Also magazine articles, etc., on date culture.

Coachella Walley Land & Products Company

620 S. Spring Street Los Angeles, Cal. A1447, Main 5115

Harbor Cities are the Great Cities

NEWPORT HAREOR, California
is one of the Best of the Five Harbor Cities on the Pacific Coast

It is landlocked and has a natural breakwater. The U. S. Government survey of the harbor is com

pleted and the comparative small amount of dredging to be done is wo" under way.

A vast, rich, productive country is tributary to Newport Harbor. This wonderful combination will

make Newport a commercial city in a few years.

50 trains a day in and out of Newport via the Pacific Electric Railroad and the Southern Pacific

Railroad. A splendid harbor, a wonderful “Back Country,” plenty of room for Railroads and Steam

ships. The opening of the Panama Canal will demand every foot of wharfage to accommodate the

enormous increase in shipping to come to the Pacific Coast. All these assure a commercial center.

Choice lots near the Ocean, $650 to $1000. Acres with fertile soil under irrigation, $500 per acre.

Lots and acres are selling rapidly. Prices will soon advance. Send at once for literature.

John H. Watts, 311 Central Building, Los Angeles, California
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Three hours’ ride

from

Los Angeles

brings you to

the great

VALLEY

THIS VALLEY IS

70 miles long by 20 wide

2400 feet above the sea

65 miles north of Los Angeles

200 inche. of pure water raised 25 feet

ANTELOPE

THE INVESTOR'S

OPPORTUNITY

to acquire close-in farm land

at low prices in touch with

Los Angeles markets and on

main line of transcontinental

railroad.

IT HAS

Good Soil

Wonderful Climate

Plenty of Pure Water

Splendid Auto Roads

Virgin Soil Undeveloped

Compare prices of land

here and elsewhere in South

| ern California so situated.

We have no land for sale.

Our duty is to tell you of this

big chance in our valley right

now. Six months or one year
200,000 Decid Fruitlater will be TOO late. eClduous I" rul

Trees were imported this

Season

Special Train Excursions

from Los Angeles to Lan

caster. Pears have brought $2000 per acre

Ideal for dairy cattle and

fine horses

Hogs and alfalfa make big profits
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*
We are proprietors of extensive ranch

properties here which are NOT FOR SALE.

WE KNOW THE COUNTRY, THE SOIL

AND THE POSSIBILITIES OF THIS, THE

COMING VALLEY OF SOUTHERN CALI

FORNIA.

We have listed with for sale choice proper

ties in RAW, PARTIALLY AND FULLY DE

VELOPED lands, 40 acres and up, at prices

that can not be bettered.

Alfalfa, hog, dairy, stock, turkey, chicken and fruit

| land (excluding citrus fruit) may be had at prices rang

ing from $35.00 per acre up, depending on distance from

£ railroad, water conditions...character of soil and the rapid

- - increase in valuation owing to extensive development

5 sure cuttings averaging 8 tons per acre-Alfalfa now in process in every section of the valley.

ANTELOPE WALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Our own properties, The Portland Ranch, are ample evidence of results obtained through modern

development methods.

We want to encourage the sale of income producing or possible income producing property;—in

other words, the plain, unvarnished truth about the country

in which we have invested and made our homes and are get- |

ting results is good enough for purposes, of publicity amon

real developers. . You can make money by investing in an

developing Antelope Valley lands. Write us today.

We invite personal inspection by special appointment only.

Address

WHIDDEN & TAYLOR

(Proprietors The Portland Ranch) -

Lancaster, California Our Hay Warehouse at Lancaster

"T":

#.:".

** O LA t = O f = S e a s On **

Pro du C ts

You know what “out of season” products mean, vegetables

ready for consumption at the very time when the market

is lean. That is the highest price period. Cantaloupes

when there are no cantaloupes on the market, are boun

to bring high prices. Grape fruit, when other trees have

been stripped, mean big profits for the grower. Cucum

bers, onions, summer squash, green corn, string beans,

tomatoes, sweet potatoes—ready for the market before

similar vegetables from other sections—the grower sets

his own price.

That is why theCoachellaValley

appeals

Here is a wonderful California garden, protected on all

sides, underlain with an inexhaustible artesian belt of

purest, water, with soil of marvelous fertility. Besides

vegetables, this land produces grape fruit, figs, cotton,

dates, alfalfa, grapes and other valuable crops.

United States Experimental

Stations show how dates pay

Unimproved land may be purchased from $75 to $100

per acre. Improved comes a little higher.

For detailed information and illustrated folder write to

J. C. RISLEY, Secretary Board of Trade

Thermal, California

|-

Peaceful, comfortable ranch homes among the cottonwoods
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The ContrastHere is Great

The contrast between Tulane County and other sections

is even greater. The topographical formation of Tulare

County gives her every climate from the semi-tropics

to the rigorous north; her geological formation gives

her many varieties of fertile soil; her vast watershed an

excellent gravity and underground water supply; her

geographical location a commanding position to local

markets and her transportation facilities places her in

touch with the markets of the world.

Here is the opportunity for the fruit grower, the farmer.

the dairyman, the stockman, the homeseeker and the

investor. For free illustrated literature and specific

information write DepartmentA

Tulare County Board of Trade

VISALIA, CALIFORNIA

Pigs in Clover###
© on the Kuhn

- ogs in Alfalfa ‘':

21. raising is one of the most profitable indus

w":" Kuhn California Project
Q.

. \\ in the fertile Sacramento Valley. This section

$produces unusually large yields of alfalfa,

§ a one-year-old stand of which will support from

12 to 25 hogs per acre. We have some

Fine Developed Alfalfa Land

forsale Nobetter

alfa raising

the attached

A.

\\
|

combination than hog and
exists. For full details mail

Kuhn irrigated Land co. *

412 Market St., San Francisco. \
Please tell meallabout Hogand AlfalfaRaising.

412 M A R Y E.T. S.T.

SAN FRAN C IS CO
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Homesthatpay

for themselves

California is the paradise of the small farmer.

We build your farm to order.

Plant your trees, vines or crops.

Build your house when you are ready for it.

Why not start your

California home

today

Only a few dollars required.

Or buy our stock as a good investment—always

exchangeable for land.

Write for our plan today.

California Farm and Home Builders

909 Van Nuys Building

Los Angeles, California

(Dept. C)

Yes, She Milks

a Cow

You can milk twenty!

Just to make money,

that's all!

The time is NOW... the

face is ANTEL() #5

"ALLEY, California, and

the price is $175 and $200

r acre. Every piece of

and has its own pumping

plant.

The Newest and Best of

California’s Great Al

falfa Districts is

Allièl)||8

Wall By
The terms are easy: cash and the balance in 2, 3, 4, and

5 years at 6%. This land is in a beautiful mountain

valley, on the railroad 75 miles from Los Angeles.

In this valley ALFALFA REACHES ITS GREATEST

PERFECTION. The land is CALIFORNIA'S BEST.

- WE SELL IT.

If you can't call, write

CENTINELA LAND COMPANY

1009 Title Insurance Bldg., Los Angeles

# Bitter Root

#| * * Valley #"

*/ >''}}{ealth,Freedom
2 s−42% 9

** and Fortune!

OU want a Fortune! Every normal in

dividual wants one-if the fortune can be had

honestly and without sacrificing the other factors

that make life worth while. Real fortune, to every

right thinking man or woman, isn't measured solely

in dollars. A generous competence, combined with

health, independence and ideal environment in which

to live and be happy, make up the sum total.

FiveThousand Dollars aYear

net, income, from ten acres of matured *# and#

orchard in the frostless and wormless Bitter Root Valley wit

a home and six months vacation annually in one of the most

magnificently endowed natural environments on the Crea

tor's footstool, with golf links, hunting, fishing and mountain
climbing and with neighbors of culture, education and refine

ment-is the opportunity we offer you.

... We believe you will investigate this opportunity because

this appeal for investigation is directed to broad-minded and

sensible readers, living in an age of scientific progress which

has made the impossible of yesterday the reality of today.

This is not an offer of something for nothing. It is an oppor:

tunity for you to make an immensely profitable compact

on mankind's partnership with nature... We are now

growing more than three thousand acres of fruit trees, one to

three years old, for satisfied customers who would not consider
selling their orchards at a large advance over their cost.

$5,000 Yearly For Life From Ten Acres

A Bitter Root Valley# orchard bears commercially in

its fifth year. Ten acres, fully developed, should be capable

of returning you during early maturity, strictly net, a profit of
$2,000 to# Beginning with the 10th year from

planting, judged by experience of others, 10 acres should net
you an income of$5,000yearly and employ only half your time.

If you have a fair-sized income now and are willing to

improve your condition, you do not need much capital to

possess one of these big-paying orchards.

Our Proposition and Plan

briefly stated is this: We will sell you a CHOICE 10-ACRE

PLANTED and GROWINGORCHARD,beststandard varieties

apples and cherries-with the Company's definite written con

tract to care for and develop your orchard under expert hor

ticultural supervision, for five, full£ seasons from

date of planting, including all land taxes and irrigation

charges. You may, if desired, assume personal charge of

your orchard at any time and secure a refund.

The land should easily become worth, conservatively
stated, in fair comparison with other improved land, $1,000 an

acre. There is a clean profit to you of 100 per cent on a

5-year investment to count on at the outset. Only a $300 cash

payment required now to secure your orchard tract-balance

in easy payments divided over a ten year period. Your pay

ments for the first few years are practically ALL the cash

outlay you will have, as your orchard tract should meet all

payments falling due while in commercial bearing period and

yield you a handsome profit besides. Our reservation plan

rovides for inspection of the land by you, and your money

ck if dissatisfied.

INVESTIGATE by using this coupon TODAY

Root VALLEY IRRIGATION CO.

644-851 First Mational Bank Building, Chicago, U.S.A.

Robert S. Lemon, General Sales Manager:

Please send me full information concerning your Riverview

Orchard Tracts in Bitter Root Valley.

Write your name and complete address plainly

on the margin below

*
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In Beautiful San Diego—

The Harbor of the Sun

HERE'S only one POINT LOMA and it's the

| choicest residential spot of all the land. Stand

ing as the majestic guardian of San Diego and

her grand harbor, overlooking views that are un

surpassed in all the world, Point Loma offers to

mankind a home, and with that home an all-the-time

climate that varies at noonday not more than ten

degrees throughout the year.

The sunshine of sunny Southern California carries

with it glorious warmth without discomfort, and at

night your blanketed bed leads to dreamless slumber.

About you the beautiful view of mountain, of ocean

and of bay, with flowers and citrus fruits in endless

profusion. For pleasure the finest of sunlit beaches

with murmuring surf.

In this earthly paradise is to be found home,

health and happiness. And yet it is not alone the

haven of the rich. On Point Loma you may pur

chase fine building sites, 50x140, from $850 up.

JA postcard will bring our booklet.

D. C. COLLIER 8 CO.

1141 D Street San Diego, Calif.

One of the

|

- -***

£ attradions

£ that make
NEWPORT

the ideal

Vacation

r & S 0 [ t

0 f the

Northwest.

Newport, located at the mouth of the beautiful Yaquina Bay and on the ocean beaches, offers a perfect vacation, com

bining the many attractions of the Northwest.

At Newport you can enjoy boating; surf or bath house bathing; deep-sea, surf, bay and trout fishing; bear, wildcat,

mountain lion, deer and small game hunting; clambakes; gathering rock oysters; hunting agates, etc.

You can spend a perfect month at Newport this summer, and can go to a different point of interest every day, The

Devil’s Punch Bowl, Agate Beach, The Spouting Horn, The Light House, etc.

Newport has fine hotels and cottages.

Commercially, Newport has a brightfuture. Its harbor is excellent, has a 22 foot bar, with 22 billion feet of standing timber

within 20 miles. The adjoining country offers matchless opportunities for small farmers, dairying, poultry raising, etc.

Send for illustrated booklet

Newport Commercial Club, Newport, Oregon
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Plain Talk

Two men started business in Portland, November, 1910, and prospered—

so much so, the two men were joined by seventeen others.

The nineteen men organized a company, each man’s dollar buying just as

much as the other fellow’s—no promotion shares, no bonds, no preferred shares.

The larger business has been profitable from the start, a dividend of 12%%

was paid for the first year with a surplus remaining.

In the meantime, 120 men and women of Portland, representative of all walks

of life, joined the 19. All invested because of absolute security and certainty of

large dividends.

Here is the List:

15 Business Men I Farmer 2 Printers

2 Presidents 4 Insurance Men 1 Advertising Writer

Io Salesmen 5 Bookkeepers I Dressmaker

6 Real Estate Men I Furniture Mfg. 1 Paint Dealer

1 Government Employee I Car Man 4 Newspaper Men

5 Railroad Officers • 2 Grocers 2 Jewelers

4 Stenographers 2 Bakers 1 Theatrical Man

1 Science Practitioner I Hardware Dealer 2 Agents

1 Judge 3 Bankers I Tailor

I Auto Dealer 17 Business Women I Shoe Dealer

1 City Employee 5 Doctors 1 Building Sup. Dealer

1 Laborer I Fireman I Foreman

1 Paymaster I Collar Maker 1 Superintendent

I Bank President I Contractor I Chauffeur

6 Attorneys 2 Barbers I Painter

8 Managers - I Restaurant Man 1 Engineer

1 Plasterer 3 Mechanics

The two-men effort of two years ago has grown to a 139-man company, the

most important company of its kind in the northwest—a Portland institution.

The business is clean in conception, clean in plan, clean in methods, one that

will stand the strictest investigation.

If absolute security, increasing value, large returns for small or large sums,

interest you, investigate without obligation.

On request, I will forward full information, also the names of those asso

ciated in the company.

W. M. Umbdenstock,

Treasurer.

286 Oak St.,

Portland, Ore.

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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A20,000 Acre Farm

of beautiful land in Northern California.

Railway station on property. Ideal for

subdivision or a high class investment can do all if you have our

plans and details.

aS a. ranch to farm as a whole. New edition “Bungalow Craft”, just ready. 128 pages showing

artistic and convenient bungalows (running mostly from $1,000 to

$2,500) inside and out. Valuable surgestions are to be gotten from this

book, completely illustrated. $1.00 post paid, which amount will be re

funded when plans are purchased. Smaller book showing 88 small

10 000 level acres under irri ation Bungalow Homes, inside and out, 25 cents post paid. Address

* 1g The Bungalowcraft Co.

507 Chamber of Commerce Los Angeles, Cal.

“Homes Not Houses” ARE YOU

Building a Home?

Is it to be an attractive,

|artistic home? Are you

| including all the built-in

conveniences which we

have devised to makehouse

keeping and home-building

a pleasure! Your carpenter

Rented now for $24,000per year

It will help you-get it --read it

-It is brim full of live facts—

POULTRY LIFE

The magazine of the Pacific Coast

FIFTY C E N T S A YEAR

POULTRY LIFE PUBLISHING CO.

Spalding Building, Portland, Ore.

Investigate this at once.

PRICE, $35.00 PER ACRE

For full particulars call on

JOHN F. SULLIVAN

s.si.'" CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES, CAL. And if you are looking for a home in California, do not

fail to get a copy of our Realty Catalogue, mailed free

to any address. Contains valuable information and

extensive list of properties from all parts of the State.

JOS. H. RUCKER & C0., 79-81.83 Post St., San Francisco

RoBERT W. HUNT JAs. C. HALLSTED

JNo J. CoNE D. W. McNAUGHER

Galena-Signal Oil Company
ROBERT W. HUNT & CO., ENGINEERS FRANKLIN, PENNSYLVANIA

BUREAU OF

INSPECTION, TESTS & CONSULTATION
Sole manufacturers of the celebrated GALENA COACH. ENGINE

and CAR oils and SIBLEY's PERFECTION VALVE and SIGNAL

CEMENT-STRUCTURAL STEEL OILS.

fi *ALL ENGINEERING MATERIALS ...'" thousand miles for from one to five years

CHEMICAL & PHYSICAL TESTING Maintain EXPERT DEPARTMENT, which is an organization of

skilled railway mechanics of wide and varied experience. Services of

SAN FRANCISCO experts furnished free of charge to patrons interested in the economical

418 MonTooMERY ST. use of oils.

CHICAGO NEW YORK PITTSBURGH LONDON ST. LOUIS •

MoNTREAL Toronto seaTTLE VANCOUVER MEXICO CITY S. A. Megeath, President

- LUITW IELER PUMPS for

Irrigation and Water Works

For Use in Drilled or Open Wells

No pit, no noise, no bother. Least operating and maintenance expense.

There is a reason. -

The cam mechanism is balanced and has a constant and uniform application

of power, which makes it run smoothly. - - -

uilt for use for any kind of driving power, including steam, gasoline, oil,

- electricity, windmill or line shaft. --

Luitwieler Pumps have built a reputation for economy and durability.

Send for our valuable illustrated booklet, “Irrigation”, just from the

printer, free on request.

Established in Los Angeles 1877.

- LUiTWIELER PUMPING ENGINE COMPANY

- 707-713 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.
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Government

Farming Experts

are stationed here, ready to show

you how to successfully till the

rich soil and how to irrigate and

how to make things grow in the

Casa Grande

Walley, Arizona

Contains two hundred thousand acres of

rich land; forty thousand acres under culti

vation, in grain and alfalfa, deciduous fruits,

and cotton.

A new Irrigation District solves the ques

tion of water supply. Water is found at

from 30 to 65 feet. This is no guess, -over

a dozen pumping plants around Casa Grande

are getting water now at that depth.

Casa Grande Valley is booming. Although

bring rapidly filed upon, there is still LOTS

OF GOVERNMENT LAND OPEN FOR

ENTRY. Land values have more than

doubled in the past year. The creation of

the new Irrigation District is sending them

steadily higher,-and the land justifies the

prices.

Partial List of Successful Products

Wheat Sorghum cane Dates Pears

Barley Alfalfa Olives Figs

Oats Melons Peaches Oranges

Berries Apricots Cotton Plums

Fine Land Offered at $20 to $50 Per Acre

Send postal card giving your name and

address and we will send you FREE our

illustrated folder. Address

J. F. BROWN, Secretary,

Casa Grande Commercial Club,

Casa Grande, Arizona

Irrigated

Watered by San Joahuin:

tion-Two railroad:#F### £
There is no crop that '' ash

come than does alfalfa. Šing: £:

It is intensive Fami: #

lmmense crops of #if:

bemics and fruits of# -

years' work. Don't you?

sis000 do. * -

$20.00 a\math #1's:
0 - *:

and 8
i.

~

72,000 acres '.

Fine, healthy climak

ing—then independence

300 satisfied farmers.S.

Land values are low-$145 *175

--on the easiest of terms. W =

& acre

4× & '
Mail attached coupon and receive # booklet

with photographic views fig actuff condi

tions; also statement of what knian and wife can

do on a 20-acre San Joaquih Malley farm. |

Do it non f £2%

We think $14,045 is a good income /

-

San Joaquin Valley Farm

Lands Company -

Suite 200 H. W. Hellman Bldg.

Los Angeles, California -

- lands Company

General.0ffices, Suite

200 H. W. Hellman Bldg.,

los Angeles, Cal.

Send me without charge

Booklet of 72,000 Acre James

Ranch Pictures.
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Touring America's Summer

Wonderland

As Canadian Manager of SUNSET, I will plan and arrange for your summer tour of Van

couver Island and the British Columbia coast—the most inspiring and delightful summer

steamboat trips in the world, in the most refreshing summer climate—visiting Tacoma,

Seattle, Victoria, Vancouver, Nanaimo, Bella Coola, Prince Rupert and Alaska ports.

Vancouver-Victoria-Seattle route, Princess Victoria and

Princess Charlotte: Two steamers daily out of Vancouver

and Seattle, morning boats touching at Victoria.

Vancouver-Victoria route, three steamers daily, Prin

cesses Alice, Adelaide, Charlotte and Victoria. Leave

Vancouver 10 a.m., 2 and 11:45 p.m., Victoria 10:30 a.m.,

2:30 and 11:45 p.m.

Tacoma-Victoria route, steamship Iroquois, leaves Tacoma

daily (except Saturday) 8 p. m., leaves Victoria daily (except

Sunday) 8:30 a.m., arriving Tacoma 3:40 p.m.

Alaska route, Princess May and Princess Sophia, leave

Victoria every Friday 11 p. m., Vancouver every Saturday

11 p.m. for Skagway, calling at Alert Bay, Prince Rupert,

Port Simpson, Ketchikan, rangel and Juneau, arriving

at Skagway Wednesday mornin

steamship Princess Patricia. Vancouver-Nanaimo-Union

Bay-Comox, three sailings weekly by steamer Charmer.

ulf Islands route, steamer Joan leaves Victoria Monday,

Wednesday, Thursday and turday 7 a. m., calling at

these islands: Salt Spring, Pender, Main, Galiano, Saturna

and Moresby. Leaves Vancouver on Tuesdays and Nanaimo

Fridays 7 a. m.

West Coast Vancouver Island route, new steamship

Princess Maquinna makes four trips monthly, calling at

Ahousat, Friendly Cove, Nootka, Nuchatlitz, Kyuquot

whaling station, Quatsino . canneries, £: ort

Alberni, Ucluelet, Tofino and as far north as Holberg.

Write to me at once for further details as to any one

or all of these unrivaled sight-seeing and pleasure trips.

Enclose 10 cents to help pay postage-no other charge.
S.

Vancouver-Granby Bay route, #incess Mary leaves Van

couver every Wednesday 11 p. m.,£ at Alert Bay,

Prince Rupert, Skeena River canneries, an

River, arrivin

Vancouver-Hardy Bay-Rivers Inlet Canneries and Bella

Coola route, Princess Beatrice leaves Vancouver Tuesdays

4 p. m., calling at

Island, canneries and logging camps, Namu and Ocean Falls,
arriving Bella Coola#
Vancouver-Nanaimo route, double daily service by fast

W. F. COLEMAN

Canadian Manager SUNSET Magazine

23 Imperial Block

ports on Naas

Granby Bay on Saturdays.

icturesque points on north Vancouver

by a wonderfully rich and beautiful country with

highways.ay mornings. - -

to any inquirer.

VANCOUVER, CANADA

P.S.. I recently made a thorough inspection of Sidney and the

Saanich Peninsula and found a thriving young city surrounded

magnificent

I will be pleased to supply first hand information

Would You Give

$4000 for $7000
No need to answer—we know you would. That is exactly what our Development plan offers

you in the prize winning fruit growing Valley of the Okanagan in Central British Columbia at

RICHLANDS
The property is in ten-acre tracts—for $400 per acre payable one-quarter cash, balance over four

years our experts will clear, plant and cultivate the property for you for five years, at which time

the orchard will be producing a good revenue and worth at a conservative estimate $7oo per acre.

You may remain at your present occupation and take charge when the orchard will support you

or sell at a good profit. Are you interested? Fullest information and testimonials from satisfied

purchasers will convince you this proposition is worthy your fullest investigation-your name

on the coupon will do it.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

North Amerian Securities, Ill., Wantaner, B. C., Camdi.

I will be pleased to receive a copy of:

North American Securities, Limited

your “Richlands” Booklet. : Capital Paid Up $1,300,000

Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . | VANCOUVER, B. C., CANADA

Street. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

City. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :

SUNSET Advertisements are indexed on page 4
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BUY A PIECE OF

IDNEY, B. C.
Victoria's industrial neighbor - now rapidly becoming

favored seaport and manufacturing center of Vancouver

Island—a real, safe investment with certainty of big profits.

IDNEY is an ideal seaport 18 miles north

from Victoria, capital of British Columbia.

It has compelling natural advantages as a

site for factories and extensive shipping. Dur

ing the last year these advantages have

attracted the constructive attention of Western

Canada's largest operators and empire builders.

Now Sidney is the new metropolis of Saanich

Peninsula and is reached by three competing

railroads, as well as marine shipping lines.

SIDNEY-“The Town With a Future”

prophesied the tremendous

upbuilding just now beginning

in Sidney-there was no other place

so logical for it. It was obvious

that the Canadian Northern, Great

Northern and B. C. Electric Rail

O' a year ago this company

ways would tap the Sidney district,

and their p are now being

matured.

Sea shipping facilities have like

wise been improved, and the Great

Northern Railway plans for a new

dock now await approval by the

Government.

To manufacturers, Sidney offers

adequate transportation facilities

by rail and water-three railways

eap coal, fuel oil, electricity,

water, ideal climatic and living con

ditions for workmen and employers,

special inducements in sites, taxes,

etc., and large, rapidly growing

markets. There are a many

opportunities in Sidney for whole

salers and retailers. Industries now

being established and others pro

jected insure an unprecedented

growth in population, wealth and

activity from this time on. That is

why we are now urging our clients

to invest in Sidney immediately

present prices are bound to mount

skyward within a few weeks

perhaps days.

Secure Your Choice of Sidney Lots

UNSET readers have never before been offered

such rich investment value as we off

This is our opening announcement of selected

full-size lots in Sidney, from two to eight blocks

from the waterfront and along the main thorough

Lots 50 x 110 and 55 x 100,

streets graded, water mains laid, prices $350 to

and balance 10% every

No interest, no taxes, until title is

If within six months’

your purchase and find

that one misstatement has been made in regard to

fares.

$1,500. Terms, 20% cash

three months.

paid for. Title guaranteed.

time you have examined

er you now.

all level,

same, your money will be cheerfully refunded. A

large portion of the lots have seven- and eight-year

old apple trees on them, now in full bearing.

This is not an offer from a flimsy, unsubstantial

real estate concern, but of an old established, con

servative firm of

clientels constantly increasing.

investigate our standing through Dun’s and Brad

street’s, or the banks of Victoria, B.

But a c t at on ce.

good reputation, enjoying a large

We urge you to

Western Dominion Land & Investment Co.

Corner Fort and Broad Sts.

Limited

VICTORIA, B. C.

Fill This Out and Mail It To Us Today:

This will bring to you by return mail

large map of Saanich

Peninsula district, Sidney, Victoria and

vicinity, plats and prices of lots, etc. If

birdseye view or

you enclose certified cheque for $25 we

will select and hold for your approval

the best unsold lot at any price from

$350 to $1,500, money to be returned to

you if unsatisfactory.

| Name . . . . . . . . .

| Street address. . . .

| City and State . . .

|-----------
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# Victoria is First

E. A. c 1 F ic
-

£"-----
-
-

This accurate map of the North Pacific Coast shows vital reasons for the

a great world port: It is nearest the open ocean, free from fog, shelte

ICTORIA is not only the first and last port of the Pacific

chosen by the Canadian Government for Canada’s most impos

the Pacific Coast. These include $4,000,000 worth of ocean

under construction, and, just announced from Ottawa, the worl

1,500 feet in length, to be built at Esquimalt, Victoria, Pacific headq

Total number arrivals and departures of vessels in Victoria harbor

fiscal year ended March 31, 1912, to 11,407 for the year ended March

16%. In the same time the total tonnage of Victoria shipping increased

tons, or nearly 24%.

With the great harbor improvements now under way to meet the

shipping, and the projected bridging of Seymour Narrows to bring all

from the mainland to Canada's logical and inevitable Pacific ocean po

and 1915 will mark the greatest growth and development in her history.

for the tremendous present constructive and investment activity in Vic
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and Last Port #

Canadian Government’s present active development of Victoria Harbor as

red from storm, unobstructed by dangerous reefs and narrow channels.

Northwest, but also the port

ing harbor improvements on

piers and breakwater, now

d’s largest naval drydock,

uarters of the Canadian Navy.

increased from 9,778 for the

31, 1913, an increase of over

from 7,307,274 to 9,045,513

demands of Panama Canal

transcontinental railways

rt, Victoria is sure that 1914

This in a measure accounts

toria.

The leading investment firms and corporations of Victoria,

.C., unite in welcoming your correspondence, prepared

to respond with authentic and particular information, as

well as responsible advice. Addressany of the following:

MONK, MONTIETH & CO., Ltd.

Government St., Cor. Broughton

TRACKSELL, DOUGLAS & CO.

722 Yates Street

WESTERN LANDS, Limited

Corner Broad and View Streets

CLARKE REALTY COMPANY

721. Yates Street

GERMAN-CANADIAN TRUST CO.

639 Fort Street

J. E. SMART & CO., Limited

4O5 Pemberton Building

HERBERT CUTHBERT & COMPANY

635 Fort Street

Western Dominion Land & Investment Co., Ltd.

Corner Fort and Broad Streets

VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA
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Victoria

Carnival Week

cAugust 4 to 9, 1913

c.A week gf unusual pleasure

and amusement

26

For particulars write to the Honorary Secretary

RANDOLPH STUART

1021 Government Street

Victoria, British Columbia

FORT GEORGE

The Pay Roll City

offers splendid openings for business men of all kinds.

FORT GEORGE HAS BEEN SELECTED AS THE MAIN CONSTRUC

TION HEADQUARTERS for railways building North, South, East and West

through Central British Columbia and the Peace River District.

In addition to being the strategic railway center of a vast territory, Fort

George is at the junction of 1000 miles of navigable waterways and will be the

wholesale jobbing and manufacturing center.

One million dollars per month cash will be distributed at Fort George to

10,000 construction men.

For business or investment go to Fort George, the Hub of British Columbia.

Natural Resources Security Co., Ltd.

Joint Owners and Sole Asent)
Fort George Townsite

624 Vancouver Block Vancouver, B. C.
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An Unusual Invitation

Yorkshire Guarantee & Securities Corporation, Limited, for more than

23 years one of the substantial British mortgage companies of Western

Canada at Vancouver, herewith offers to SUNSET readers the first of a

monthly series of conservative investment announcements—thus afford

ing you an opportunity to obtain the advice and service of this pioneer

corporation in choosing and placing your investments in Western Canada.

This corporation, with a subscribed

capital of $1,327,450, is widely recog

nized as one of the sound and reliable

financial and investment corporations of

British Columbia. As a large mortgage

company operating in Vancouver con

stantly since 1890, its knowledge of

actual values of properties in Western

Canada is unsurpassed, and for years it

has enjoyed the confidence and patron

age of clients residing in different parts

of Canada and the United States.

The corporation has outgrown its

present quarters and is now completing

the erection of a new ten-story fire-proof

office building, to be finished this year,

at a cost of $385,000.

The corporation does not deal in specu

lative values, nor does it take savings

deposits or attempt a banking business.

It makes a specialty of investing funds

entrusted to it in first mortgages exclu

sively on improved property and high

class real estate, yielding up to 8 per

cent. annual interest.

It also affords an excellent medium for

making investments and handling prop

erties for out-of-town clients, the cor

poration being in a position to take ad

vantage of choice values in acreage,

business and residential properties.

The corporation desires to be of service

also to all strangers visiting Vancouver,

and those from out of town calling at

these offices will find cordial welcome

there, as well as courteous attention

and needed information.

Special Offering

AANICH PENINSULA, adjacent to

Victoria, being a fertile and delightful

district of Vancouver Island, affords

just now one of the most promising and sub

stantial fields for profitable investment, par

ticularly in the northern or Sidney district

of the peninsula which is being tapped by

three competing lines of railway.

On a most favorable basis this corporation

has acquired and subdivided into home

garden sites of from one to two acres each

about 350 acres of choice farm and home

lands, lying northward from Sidney and all

within one mile from the pleasant summer

watering resort and pleasure harbor of Deep

Cove.

These fine properties are on the West

Saanich Highway and the new Saanich line

of the B. C. Electric Railway, which it is

planned to begin operating in June, passes

through the property, affording quick service

between these places and Victoria. A con

siderable portion of this land has been under

cultivation for many years and all that has

been subdivided is fine farm, garden and

fruit soil. The prices of these lots range from

$400 to $850 per acre, the higher price repre

senting the best located cultivated lands now

in grass.

As this part of the Peninsula is now en

joying unprecedented constructive activity

of the permanently productive sort, such as

the building of railways, wharves and fac

tories, and as it is an ideal home and garden

district enjoying an unusually fine climate

and productive soil, this offering is heartily

recommended as a secure and highly profit

able investment. Write at once for specific

particulars.

Write to us freely for responsible advice and authentic information

Yorkshire Guarantee & Securities Corporation
L i M IT E. D

R. KERR HOUL.GATE, Manager

44O Seymour Street Vancouver, Canada
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Contented Hera's in Clackamas County

Clackamas County
—OREGON.—

| wants live, energetic, wide-awake settlers.

Opportunities unlimited. Soil ofproven fer

tility. Markets unsurpassed. Only few

milesfrom Portland. Soil especially adapted

to fruit raising, truck farming, and general

farming. Write for booklet containing beau

'WDUST R\P\, tiful pictures of Clackamas County scenes.

Address

£op'NT were: Secretary Commercial Club

DRAWER Z380 Oregon City, Ore.

Good Hotels Apartments Cottages

Why

Not

Long

Beach ||

Long Beach is the playground of the Southwest. Under the influence of her mild climate and sunny skies care takes
wings and joy rules.

Long Beach will amuse you with ocean and plunge bathing, golf, yachting, motor boating, tennis, ocean and trolley
excursions to points of exceptional interest, and excellent hunting and fishing.

Long Beach clean morally and physically, with her excellent schools, appeals to men with families as a place of perma

nent residence as well as a resort.

Long Beach has 275 apartment houses and hotels, ranging from the tented housekeeping apartments to the palatial

Hotel Virginia with its 250 rooms every one of which is an outside room.

Long Beach is rapidly developing as an industrial center. Here are the Craig Shipbuilding plant, building steamers up

to 600 feet in length; the salt works; glass works; woolen mills; kelp factory; the canning company; yacht

works, etc.

For detailed information write

R. L. Bisby, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, Long Beach, California
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“Overland Limited”
EXTRA FARE

Train de Luxe

Southern Pacific, Union Pacific

Chicago & Northwestern

To Chicago Daily in 63% Hours

East bound West bound

Fr. San Francisco (Ferry Station) 4:00 p.m. Fr. Chicago (North Western Station) 7:00 a.m.

Fr. Oakland (Sixteenth St. Station) 4:32 p.m. Ar. Oakland (Sixteenth St. Station) 8.52 a.m.

Ar. Chicago (North Western Station) 9:30 a.m. Ar. San Francisco (Ferry Station) 9:30 a.m.

3rd morning 3rd morning

New All Steel Equipment–Electric Lighted

Barber Shop Manicuring

Shower Bath Hairdressing

Valet Service Stenographer

Massage Stock and

Ladies' Maid News Reports

Observation Car Ladies’ Parlor

Library Buffet Clubroom Car Dining Car

Drawing Rooms Compartments Suites of three or more rooms

First Class Tickets Only

Connecting with Limited Trains of Eastern Lines

Arriving New York fourth morning out of San Francisco

See Agents

Southern Pacific
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#

|

|

f

and Quality Gounts

BAKERS COCOA |
IS THE STANDARD FOR PURITY

AND DELICIOUS FLAVOR,

Starting with carefully selected cocoa beans of

high grade, skilfully blended, it is prepared by a

perfect mechanical process, without the use

chemicals, dyes or artificial flavoring.

of

It has the natural flavor and color of real cocoa

BECAUSE IT IS REAL

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.

DORCHESTER, MASS.
Established 1780

:

:

*

-

in-l.
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There are few things more simple than snapping on an electric light or

boarding an electric car. These ordinary processes are the final perform

ances in a long chain of extraordinary operations that begin as related to

California, in the fastnesses of the High Sierra, proceed through rugged canyons

and across fertile valleys until they end in the traffic of city streets and the reading

lamps of family castles. It is a fascinating industrial story, and Walter V.

Woehlke, having learned it after following ditch and pole line “from the Sierra

to the sea” tells it in the August SUNSET.

Af * Af *

What are your ideas about Mexico? Do you think the country is hopeless

as a republic or do you think that affairs are going to move smoothly there in

no time and that Mexico is to take her place in the sisterhood of established

nations? The people of the United States, and particularly the people of the

states along the Mexican border, are considerably concerned with the outlook

in the country from which the “despot,” Diaz, was exiled and in which the

“liberator,” Madero, was—well, deposed. E. Alexander Powell, F. R. G. S.,

a man who has studied unquiet countries at close range, has gone to Mexico

for SUNSET, the Pacific Monthly, to observe and to report. What that report

will be, or what will be the difficulties encountered in the making of it, we cannot

tell at the time of this announcement but the article is scheduled, through faith

in Mr. Powell's ability to “come through,” for next month.

* * * *

Billy Fortune comes to the short-story round-up next month. Billy isn't U
a bad fellow, as you know (remembering his generous offer last March to marry |:

the quitter's daughter), but he has some startling experiences with goodness as |

D.

#
landed at his station by the up train. The adventures of “the Texan,” an

nounced for July, have had to be postponed to next month; the story, one of

Herman Whitaker's best Mexican tales, is worth waiting for. After all his

trials and tribulations at Peace Cottage, in his experiments in tranquility,

A. J. Waterhouse finally raises a crop and it’s a good one. But there is little

tranquility for poor Donna Corblay, at the Hat Ranch, next month, for Peter

B. Kyne, seemingly without pity, puts her through a sort of desert inquisition

which is painful while it lasts, though of course it must all come right in the end.

|- U - > 0 C- > d - *l o C-l

All material intended for the editorial pages of this magazine should be addressed to the Editors of Sunset, |
460 Fourth St., San Francisco. All manuscripts, drawings and photographs are received with the under

standing that the Editors are not responsible for the loss or injury of material while in their possession or in

transit. Return postage£ inclosed. All the contributions and illustrations of this number are fully

protected by copyright and m not be reprinted without special permission from SUNSET MAGAZINE.

 

 

  



IN THE KLAMATH COUNTRY

MT. McLAUGHLIN, OF THE CASCADEs, IN OREGON, FINDS A SNowy REFLECTION IN UPPER KLAMATH

LAKE. THE SHORES OF THIS LAKE HAVE BEEN RED WITH THE BLOOD OF MODOC INDIAN WARS, BUT TODAY

THE WHITE PELICANS FLOAT UPON ITS QUIET SURFACE AND EXCURSION STEAMERS AND MOTOR-BOATS

CROSS IT WITH SPORTSMEN FOR PELICAN BAY AND NATURE LOVERS ON THEIR WAY TO THE MARVEL

OF CRATER LAKE
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THE LAND of MAGIC NAMES

How a Globe-Trotter, Answering the Call of Places With

Alluring Names, Stumbled Upon Treasure Trove in

the Northwest Corner of His Own Continent

By E. ALEXANDER POWELL, F. R. G. S.

are as potent in exciting a desire for

travel as certain liquors are in exciting

craving for strong drink. What man with

a pennyworth of romance or adventure

in his soul but does not have a vague long

ing to be foot-loose and free when he reads

in his morning paper despatches under the

date-lines of Fez, Benghazi, Samarkand,

Ujiji ... or, loitering along the water

front of some seaport town, does not feel

the restless symptoms of the wander-fever

when he sees ships outward-bound for

Raratonga, Singapore, Zanzibar, Callao,

the River Plate ... ?

Each of those seductive names summoned

me in its turn and, like Kipling's itinerant

soldier, I answered its summons “for to

admire an’ for to see, for to be'old this

world so wide.” After a time, however,

the magic names began to run out, and I

was compelled, perforce, to search the

pages of the atlas for new ones as assidu

ously as the Forty-niners searched the

Sierras for gold. That is how it came

about that, in one of the corners of my own

continent, I stumbled upon a hitherto un

suspected mine of magic names, and, as

it proved upon investigation, a magic

country. The Gulf of Georgia, the Straits

of Juan de Fuca, Friday Harbor, Deception

Pass, Paradise Valley, the island of Orcas,

Esquimault, Nanaimo, Steilacoom, Ana

COrtes every one of them fairly

reeks with romance and adventure, and if

they arouse in you no faintest stirring of

curiosity, no longing to go and see for your

self, then there must be something lacking

in your make-up.

And they are names that stand for some

thing, too: they stand for bronzed troopers

in white helmets and scarlet tunics, for

cow-punchers in Angora “chaps” and

I HAVE always held that certain names rakish sombreros, for fur-traders in Macki

naws and shoe-packs, for Indians in blan

kets and beaded moccasins, for gentlemen

adventurersand youngersonsand remittance

men, for trappers and lumberjacks and pio

neers; they stand for wildernesses which

have yet to echo the sound of a white man's

voice, for swirling icy rivers where the

giant salmon run, for the unexplored and

savage country where the spotted bear

is found, for villages of rude huts clustered

around huge carved and painted totem

poles, whose people still glut themselves

on stranded whales; they stand for a coun

try where the canoe and the pack-horse

have yet to be supplanted by the power

boat and the motor-car, for a region where

civilization falters and the wilderness begins.

I may be mistaken, of course, but I

would be willing to wager the price of a

ticket to any one of the places I have named

that you cannot tell offhand where any one

of them is. And yet they are by no means

as remote or inaccessible as their bizarre,

outlandish names would indicate. Sixty

hours from the ferry building in San Fran

cisco by rail and river-steamer, by rail

and riding horse, or by rail and motor-car,

will find you in the furthermost of them.

If you will bring out the family atlas and

open it to the map of North America, I

will, with your permission, show you the

whereabouts of my Land of Magic Names.

Roughly speaking, it comprises that por

tion of the Pacific slope of North America

lying between the Siskiyous of Oregon and

the Skeena of British Columbia, and the

multitudinous islands off its coasts. It is a

land of three-mile-high mountains and

fifteen-hundred-mile-long rivers and million

acre forests, of caves and canyons and water

falls and glaciers—a great broad rugged

unfenced unspoiled Outdoors. Portland,

67
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MT. HOOD, IN OREGON

WHENEVER YOU OBSERVE AN AMERICAN WHO HAS SET FOOT IN EUROPE ASSUME A PATRONIZING AIR

WHEN OUR NORTH AMERICAN MOUNTAINS ARE MENTIONED, YOU MAY MAKE UP YOUR MIND THAT MOST

OF HIS MOUNTAINEERING HAS BEEN DONE THROUGH A TELESCOPE FROM A COMFORTABLE SEAT ON THE

VERANDA OF A SWISS HOTEL. EUROPEAN MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS HAVE DECLARED NO MOUNTAIN IN

EUROPE EQUAL TO CERTAIN PEAKS OF THE AMERICAN NORTHWEST FOR MAJESTY AND GRANDEUR-AND

FOR DANGER

—l
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THE COLUMBIA RIVER, FROM ST. PETER'S DOME

THERE IS A PECULIAR FASCINATION IN A GREAT RIVER, AND THIS IS PARTICULARLY TRUE OF THE

MIGHTY COLUMBIA, FLOWING FOURTEEN HUNDRED MILES FROM ITS SOURCE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

TO THE PACIFIC. YOU MAY FOLLOW TO THE HEADS OF NAVIGATION THE HUDSON, THE MISSISSIPPI,

THE ST. LAWRENCE, THE RHINE, THE DANUBE, THE volóA AND THE NILE, BUT YOU WILL NOT FIND

THE GRANDEUR AND THE BEAUTY OF THAT HUNDRED-MILE STRETCH OF RIVER SCENERY BETWEEN

THE PILLARS OF HERCULES AND THE DALLES
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Tacoma, Spokane, Seattle, Victoria, and

Vancouver are, as it were, its gateways,

and beyond them is the wilderness-savage

as a grizzly, captivating as a lovely woman.

Let me make it quite clear in the begin

ning that it is no place for white-flanneled,

white-shod vacationists who travel with

wardrobe trunks. Barring the half-dozen

cities I have just mentioned, each of which

has its full complement of suburban hotels

and golf courses and tennis courts and

bathing beaches and country clubs with

broad verandas and many arm-chair sports

men sitting on them, this is still to a great

extent a frontier region, with many of a

frontier's crudities and discomforts, and,

for the man who knows and loves the

open, with all of a frontier country's charm.

I am perfectly well aware, of course, that

the farmers who are growing such amazing

quantities of big red apples in Oregon and

Washington, and the real estate boosters

who are so frantically chopping town-sites

out of the primeval forest within cannon

shot of Victoria and Vancouver, will resent

the statement that this is still a frontier

country, but it is, nevertheless, and prob

ably will be for a good many years to come.

Though half-a-dozen transcontinental rail

way systems are working overtime to give

it population, and though cities and towns

and villages are springing up like mush

rooms along its many waterways, this

Northwest country represents, more than

any other part of our continent, the “last

West.” Oregon, for example, with its

sixty-odd million acres, has less than one

fifteenth of its area under cultivation, its

forests, which comprise one-fifth of all the

standing timber in the United States,

being greater in area than Holland and

Belgium put together. The vast grants

held by the railway and trading companies

and by the pioneers are gradually being

cut up into small farms, however, and a

rural condition is being slowly created

which is bound to effect a marked change

in the conditions which have heretofore

prevailed. But it has not yet, thank

Heaven, reached that stage of civilization

which is characterized by Gargantuan sum

mer hotels with miles of piazzas and acres

of green lawns and oceans of red-and-white

striped awnings. The people whom I met

in Portland and Seattle and Vancouver

apologized profusely for their deficiencies

in this respect and assured me quite ear

nestly that in two or three years more they

would have a complete assortment of these

summer hostelries “as good as anything

you'll find at Atlantic City or Narragansett

Pier or Bretton Woods, by Geórge.” All

I have to say is that when their promises

are realized, the Northwest’s chiefest and

most distinctive charm—its near-to-Nature

simplicity-will have disappeared, and, so

far as the pleasure-seeker is concerned, it

will be merely an indifferent imitation of

the humdrum and prosaic East.

There is no other region of equal size,

so far as I am aware, which offers so many

worth-while things in a superlative degree

for red-blooded people to do. Where else

can you climb a mountain which is higher

than any peak in Europe save one (Mount

Hooker, in British Columbia, is only eighty

feet lower than Mont Blanc, the monarch

of the Alps, while Mount Rainier, which

is almost in Tacoma's front yard, is nearly

a thousand feet higher than the Jung

frau); where else can you look along your

rifle-barrel at such big game as grizzly,

elk, panther, and mountain sheep; where

else can you have your fly-rod bent double

and hear your reel whir like a sawmill by

a sixty-pound salmon or a six-pound trout;

where else can you cruise, for weeks on

end, by motor-boat or sailing craft, amid

the islands of an archipelago more beau

tiful than those of the St. Lawrence and

more numerous than those of the Aegean;

where else can you canoe by day and camp

by night along rivers which have their

source on the roof of a continent and empty,

after taking their course through a thou

sand miles of primeval forest, into the

greatest of the oceans; where else can you

open up your motor on a macadamized

highway which, in another year or two,

will stretch its length across twenty-five

degrees of latitude, linking Mexico with

Alaska? Where else can you find such amuse

ments as these? I ask. Answer me that.

Did you ever, by any chance, drop into

a sporting-goods store only to find your

self so bewildered by the amazing number

and variety of implements for sports and

recreations displayed on its shelves that

you scarcely knew what to choose? Well,

that is precisely the sensation I had the

first time I visited the country north of

the Siskiyous. I felt as though I had

been turned loose in a gigantic sporting

goods store with so many things to choose
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from that I didn’t know which to take

first. And, mark you, everything is com

paratively close at hand. If a Londoner

wants to get some mountain-climbing he

has to go to Chamonix or Zermatt, which

means a journey of at least two days. If,

getting his fill of precipices and glaciers,

he wishes some bear-shooting, he must

turn has face toward the Caucasus, to reach

which will require seven or eight days

more. Should he suddenly take it into

his head that he would like some salmon

fishing it will take him another ten days

and several hundred dollars to reach the

fishing streams of Norway. On the other

hand, one can leave Tacoma by train or

motor-car and reach the slopes of a moun

tain higher and more difficult of ascent

than the Jungfrau as quickly and as easily

as one can go from New York to Pough

keepsie. From Vancouver, which is a

city of nearly two hundred thousand

people, one can reach the country of the

big grizzlies as easily as a Boston sports

man can reach the Maine woods. From

Victoria, the island capital of British

Columbia, a gallon of gasoline and a road as

smooth as a billiard table will take one to

the banks of a stream where the salmon are

too large to be weighed on pocket-scales,

in less time than a Chicagoan spends in

getting out to the golf links at Onwentsia.

For some reason which I have never

been able to analyze, about nine out of

every ten Americans who have set foot

in Europe assume a rather patronizing

air when our North American mountains

are mentioned. “Oh, yes” they remark,

“they are doubtless rather fine in their

way, but quite incomparable to the Alps,

of course.” Whenever I hear any one talk

in that fashion I make up my mind that

most of his mountaineering has been done

through a telescope while seated com

fortably on the veranda of a Swiss hotel.

A very famous European mountain-climber,

a man whose name is known wherever

ropes and alpenstocks are used, once told

me that, for majesty and grandeur as well

as for danger in climbing, there was no

mountain in Europe which he considered

the equal of certain of our North American

peaks.

The southern portal of the Land of Magic

Names is at Ashland, on the summit

of the Siskiyous, up whose arduous and

tortuous gradient the train, hauled by three

panting engines, creeps timidly as though

awed by the majesty and grandeur of the

scenery. The car windows frame ever

changing pictures of silent solemn forests, of

boisterous waterfalls and swirling sparkling

rivers, of deep and gloomy canyons, but

with Shasta, splendid in its snow-clad soli

tude, always dominating the scene. Reach

ing the summit of the pass, the train, with

brakes a-squeal and raucous whistle shriek

ing, tears down the mountain-slopes, roar

ing through tunnels as unexpected as a

slap in the face, thundering out over cob

web bridges spanning dizzy chasms, plung

ing into wildernesses of fir and hemlock,

and then emerging, quite suddenly, into

the peaceful and prosperous Valley of the

Rogue. Barring the system which paral

lels the coast from north to south, and

another which cuts across its northeast

corner, there are no railways in Oregon,

the scantiness of population and the pe

culiarly savage nature of the country hav

ing offered few inducements to the rail

road builders. If you have happened not to

leave the main line at Weed, in California,

and run up to Klamath Falls, to take motor

boat from there to the famous happy hunt

ing ground of Pelican Bay and Harriman

Creek and from there by automobile to

Crater lake, you can leave the train at

Medford, a prosperous farming town in

the valley of the Rogue river, a few hours'

run by automobile over moderately good

roads will bring the traveler to Crater

lake, which is not only the most remark

able scenic feature in Oregon but is prob

ably the most extraordinary formation

of its kind in the world. Situated on the

summit of the Cascade mountains, it is,

as its name indicates, a lake in the crater

of an extinct volcano of about the size and

height of Shasta. It is nearly circular

in form and about five miles in diameter,

being completely enclosed by sheer walls

of igneous rock which in places rise to a

height of two thousand feet. Though the

rim of the lake can now be reached by

automobile, these enclosing walls are so

smooth and precipitous that there is only

one point from which the surface of the

lake can be reached, the descent being

made on foot by a path in the face of the

cliff. Notwithstanding the fact that there

is no visible affluent nor outflow, the water,

which is half a mile in depth, is fresh and

sweet and of a clearness and color which
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I have never seen equaled except in the

Blue Grotto of Capri. It suggests, more

than anything else, a stupendous wash-tub,

filled with blueing from the skies in which

a Hercules is condemned to wash the

clothing of the world.

Thirty miles south of Grant's Pass, in

the fastnesses of the Siskiyous, are the

recently explored mammoth caves, which

some genius in the art of appellation has

christened “The Marble Halls of Oregon.”

It needed an inspiration to conceive a name

like that! Such a name would induce one

to make a trip to see a hole in a sandbank.

As a matter of fact, these caves are decid

edly worth while. Though they are very

far from having been completely explored,

sufficient investigations have been made to

prove conclusively that they are greatly

superior, both in size and beauty, to the

Mammoth Cave of Kentucky, a visit to

which was considered a necessary part of

every traveler's itinerary forty years ago.

Northward from Medford, leaving the

train again at the town of Drain, you can

stage westward to the coast or if you wait

until you are at Portland you can have

twenty-four hours river and ocean trip;

either process brings you into the Coos

Bay region, one of the vacation places of the

Northwest where the sportsman may follow

many inlets of the bay, five miles into

beautiful valleys, and get some of the best

deer and bear hunting in Oregon and where

the combination of rivers and bay and

ocean provides an infinite variety of fishing.

From Albany, on the main line, a railroad

runs to Newport, the seaside capital of sum

mer joys, in Oregon. Here there are hotels

and cottages and tents and bungalows, none

of them pretentious, all of them comfortable.

Here, too, in their own little houses, are

certain succulent native oysters, worth

hunting for by any walrus or carpenter.

Newport and Yaquina Bay are crowded

with vacationers and in the height of

the season the humming summer life that

most people love is as thickly in evidence

as the gulls round Gull Rock near-by. But

I am as peculiar at the Oregon beaches as

at those of California. It’s “far from the

madding crowd” for me. I find my summer

happiness in the simplicity of the Tilla

mook country.

From Hillsboro, a main-line townlet

fifty miles or so south of Portland, a little

through Tillamook county to the sea.

For many miles the train follows the tu

multuous Nehalem, stopping every now

and then, as the fancy seems to strike it,

at busy whirring sawmills or at groups of

slab-walled loggers' shacks set down in

clearings in the forest, where bearded

flannel-shirted men come out and swap

stories and tobacco with the engineer.

After a time the woods begin to dwindle

into tracts of stumps and second-growths,

and these merge gradually into farms, with

neat white houses and orderly rows of

fruit trees and sleek cattle standing knee

deep in clover meadows. Quite soon Ne

halem Bay comes in sight and the lush

meadows give way to wire-grass and the

wire-grass runs out in beaches of yellow

sand, so much like those which border

Cape Cod and Buzzard's Bay that it is

hard to believe that one is not on the coast

of New England. From the names of the

towns (the capital of the state is Salem)

and from the types of faces that I saw, I

gathered that much of this country was

settled by New Englanders, who must

have found in its hills and forests and fer

tile farm-lands and alternate stretches of

sandy beach and rockbound shore, much

to remind them of home. Oregon is, as a

glance at the map will show you, in exactly

the same latitude as the New England

states and has the same cool invigorating

summer weather that one finds in Maine,

though its winters, thanks to the warm

Japan current which sweeps along its shores,

are characterized by rains instead of snow.

From Nehalem to Tillamook the railroad

hugs the coast. On one side the bosom

of the Pacific rises and falls languorously

under a genial sun; on the other the line

of rugged hills, in their shaggy mantles

of green, go up to meet the sky. Here

and there some placid lake mirrors the

crags and wind-bent trees, or a river, com

plaining noisily at the delay to which it

has been subjected, finds a devious way

through the hindering hill-range to its

mother, the sea.

The lives led by those who summer along

this shore would delight even such rugged

apostles of the simple life as Theodore

Roosevelt and Pastor Wagner, for there

is a pleasing absence of great hotels and

summer mansions, though there is an

abundance of unostentatious but com

jerk-water railroad meanders eastward fortable stopping-places. Nor are the
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attractions of the Tillamook country those

of the sea alone, for within a dozen miles

of the coast bear, panther, wildcats, deer,

partridge, pheasant, duck and geese are

to be found, while the mountain streams

abound with trout eager for the fly. This

is a storied region, too, for thousands of

moccasined feet have trod the famous

Indian trail which was once the only route

from the wilds of southern Oregon to the

fur-trading station which the first Astor

established at the mouth of the Columbia.

For me there is a peculiar fascination

in a great river and I know of few keener

pleasures than to journey up or down one,

the ever-changing panorama of industries

and scenery along its banks unrolling before

one as though on a moving-picture screen.

This is particularly true of the Columbia,

that mighty stream which traverses upwards

of fourteen hundred miles from its origin in

British Columbia to the sea. From Astoria,

at its mouth, to The Dalles, which is the

present head of navigation, the scenes

along its banks—salmon-fisheries, lumber

camps, fruit orchards—typify the chief

industries of the two great states of which

it forms the boundary. Although Portland

is not on the Columbia, but on the Wil

lamette (accent on the second syllable,

please) some six or eight miles from its

confluence with the former stream, river

steamers, with the stern-wheels and slender

twin funnels so familiar a sight along the

Mississippi, ply regularly between that

city and The Dalles, the trip, which occupies

a day each way, being one of extraordinary

beauty and charm. I have been to

the heads of navigation of the Hudson,

the Mississippi, the St. Lawrence, the

Rhine, the Danube, the Volga and the

Nile, but on no one of them (and I am care

fully weighing my words) is there anything

to equal the grandeur and beauty of that

hundred-mile stretch of river scenery be

tween the Pillars of Hercules and The

Dalles. The towering crags known as the

Pillars of Hercules, a few miles from Port

land, mark the beginning of a trip of al

together extraordinary beauty which comes

to a fitting conclusion at the narrow defile

known as The Dalles, three miles in length,

where the mighty half-a-mile-wide river

is here compressed into a channel only one

hundred and thirty feet in width, through

which it swirls like a gigantic mill-race.

This extraordinary formation, so the geolo

gists assert, is due to the river valley hav

ing been obstructed by a flow of lava, the

sheets (‘dalles') of which are still plainly

visible, through which the river eventually

eroded this remarkable channel. When the

canal which the government is building

around The Dalles near Celilo is completed,

the Columbia will be navigable as far as

Lewiston, in Idaho, thus making it second

only to the Mississippi as an artery of

COmmerce.

It has been said of the Puget Sound

country, that wilderness of mountains,

glaciers, forests, lakes, lagoons, islands,

bays and inlets which makes the upper

left-hand corner of the map of the United

States look like a ragged fringe, that no

region on the continent possesses so many

natural attractions and is at the same time

so little known. It is by no means an easy

country to describe. Southward from the

Straits of Juan de Fuca, an eighty-mile

long arm of the Pacific penetrates the state

of Washington: that is Puget Sound. On

its eastern shore are the cities of Seattle

and Tacoma, at the head of the Sound is

Olympia, the capital of the state, and bor

dering the western shore rise the splendid

peaks of the Olympic range. If your

imagination will stand the further strain

of picturing an archipelago four times the

size of the Thousand Islands, clothed with

forests of cedar, fir and pine, and indented

with countless bays, harbors, coves and

inlets, dropped down in this body of water,

you will have a hazy conception of the

island labyrinth of Puget Sound, which is

generally admitted, I believe, to be the most

beautiful salt water estuary in the world.

Despite the narrowness of many of its chan

nels, the water is so deep and the banks so

precipitous that at many points a ship's side

would touch the shore before its keel would

touch the ground, which, taken in conjunc

tion with its innumerable excellent harbors,

makes it the most ideal cruising-ground for

power boats upon our coasts.

I can conceive, indeed, of no more en

chanting summer than one spent in a well

powered, well-stocked motor-boat cruising

in and about this archipelago, loitering

from island to island as the fancy seized

one, dropping anchor in inviting harbors

for a day or a week, as one pleased. There

are deer and bear in the forests and trout

in the rivers and salmon in the deeper

waters, and, if those did not provide
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sufficient recreation, one could run across

to the mainland and get the stiffest kind of

mountain-climbing on Mount Olympus

or Mount Rainier. During the summer

months scores of small steamers, the

“mosquito fleet,” ply out of Seattle and

Tacoma, hurrying backward and forward

between the city wharves and the fishing

villages, farming communities, lumber

camps, sawmills and summer resorts that

are scattered everywhere about the archi

pelago's inland waterways, so that the

camper on their shores, seemingly far off

in the wilds, need never be without his

daily paper, his fresh vegetables or his

mail.

Let us give ourselves the luxury of imag

ining—for, to my way of thinking, there

is about as much pleasure to be had in

imagination as in realization—that we have

a fortnight at our disposal on which no

business worries shall be permitted to

intrude, that we have the deck of a sturdy

motor-boat beneath our feet, and that the

placid island-dotted waters of Puget Sound

lie before us. Leaving Seattle, seated on

her stately hills, astern, and the grim gray

fighting-ships across the Sound at the

Bremerton Navy Yard abeam, we will

push the wheel to starboard and point the

nose of our craft toward Admiralty Inlet,

the Strait of Juan de Fuca, and the open

sea. Our first port-of-call will be, I think,

at Dungeness, whose waters are the habitat

of those Dungeness crabs which tickle the

palates and deplete the pocketbooks of

gourmets from Vancouver to San Diego.

At the back of Dungeness is Sequim Prairie,

whose seventy-odd thousand acres of irri

gated lands produce “those great big baked

potatoes” which form the pièce de résist

ance of dining cars in the Northwest. It

is nothing of a run from Dungeness to Port

Angeles, which is the most convenient

gateway to the great unexplored Olympics.

A score or so of miles southward from Port

Angeles by automobile, a portion of which

is by ferry across the beautiful mountain

Lake Crescent, through a rugged untamed

country, and over a road which is a marvel

of mountain engineering, are the Sol Duc

Hot Springs, whose great modern hotel

is in startling contrast to the savagery of

the surrounding region. Laying our course

from Port Angeles straight toward the set

ting sun, we coast along the rocky heavily

timbered shores of the Olympic Peninsula

to Neah Bay, where a crew of Macah In

dians will take us in one of their frail

canoes close around the harsh face of Cape

Flattery, which is the extreme northwest

corner of the United States. Westward

of Cape Flattery we may not go, for beyond

it lies the open sea, but, steering eastward

again, we can nose about at will, loitering

through the romantic scenery of Decep

tion Pass and Rosario Straits, dropping

in at Anacortes, whose canneries supply

the people of half the world with salmon,

and coming thus to Friday Harbor, the

county-seat of the San Juan Islands, which,

despite the Robinson-Crusoe-ness of its

name, looks exactly like one of those quaint

old-fashioned seaport towns which dot the

coast of Maine. The San Juan Islands,

which are a less civilized and more beauti

ful edition of the Thousand Islands of the

St. Lawrence, like their counterparts on

the other side of the continent, lie midway

between the American and the Canadian

shores. They were the scene of numerous

exciting incidents in the boundary dispute

of the late fifties, but, though several

crumbling British blockhouses still rise

above the island harbors, the nearest

British soil is Vancouver island, across

the Strait of Georgia.

With the exception of Victoria, at its

southern extremity, and of a handful of

unimportant villages scattered along its

eastern shores, the great island of Van

couver, which is as long as from New York

City to Richmond, has been but little

reclaimed or settled since its discovery by

Admiral Vancouver upwards of a century

ago. Though the island boasts but sev

enty miles of railway, connecting Victoria

with the coal-mining town of Nanaimo, it

is far less backward as regards roads, the

Island Highway, as it is called, providing

a magnificent automobile route from the

capital to the great Strathcona Park which

the government has established in the very

heart of the dense forests which clothe the

island. There is perhaps no place in the

Empire, outside the British Isles them

selves, where the people are so typically

English in speech and dress and customs

as the inhabitants of Vancouver island.

This is doubtless due, in a large measure,

to the fact that a considerable proportion

of the settlers are retired army officers, who

after years of service in India, or Egypt,

or the Cape, have chosen to settle here
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because they can get more forms of sport,

at less cost and under pleasanter climatic

conditions, than anywhere else in the world.

Indeed, I can not recall, offhand, any other

city which can compare with Victoria in

its appeal to lovers of the open, for good

sport can be obtained all the year round

by any one who wishes it. Trout fishing

begins on March twenty-sixth, and from

that date until November fifteenth, well

into the shooting season, excellent sport

can be had with a fly-rod on any one of a

dozen streams within a few hours of Vic

toria, while, when the weather is hot and

the rivers are low, there is a very fair chance

of good luck with salmon on most parts

of the coast. When the pheasants, grouse,

and quail are out, the ducks and geese are

in, and the wild-fowl shooting is at its best,

while the sportsman who penetrates the

unmapped interior of the island is certain

to get within rifle-range of bear, elk, deer,

wildcats, wolves and cougars at almost

any season of the year.

In the outskirts of Victoria, on the

rolling moorlands verging on the sea, they

have a golf course whose splendid turf and

billiard-table greens would do credit to

St. Andrews itself. Red-faced, white

mustached, choleric-tempered gentlemen

play on it seven days a week and fifty-two

weeks a year (for there is never any snow

in Victoria and no one pays any attention

to the misty drizzling rains which are char

acteristic of Vancouver island winters)

and when they slice a ball into a sand-dune

or pull one into a clump of heather they

are as picturesquely explosive in their

language as though they were back again

in the mess-room at Aldershot or the can

tonments at Lahore. They have a cricket

field, too, in Victoria, and on hot after

noons in summer you will find half the pop

ulation of the city gathered in its stand or

having tea upon its lawns. At infrequent

intervals something happens and then

every one calls out approvingly “Well

played, Smyth-Cunninghame!” or Innes

Kerr, or Pembroke-Jones, as the case may

be, just as they would if they were watch

ing a county match at Lords or the M. C. C.

Truth to tell, however, Victoria is not so

unswerving in her loyalty to cricket as

might be expected of so ultra-British a

city. The last time I was there I found

all the banks and business houses closed,

and flags were flying from every building,

and a procession, headed by mounted po

lice and a blaring band, was coming down

the street. “What's going on?” I in

quired of a deeply interested bystander.

“Is it the King's birthday or is there roy

alty in town, or what?” “Not on your

life!” he answered witheringly. “It’s the

prime minister on his way to open the base

ball season.”

Vancouver, which is on the mainland,

eighty miles away, is Victoria's bigger and

more businesslike brother. They have a

golf course there—a very good one, too—

and a country club, and all that sort of

thing, but every one I met there was much

too busy getting rich to spare any time for

recreation. Once in a while, however, they

drop work for a few weeks and, hiring a

motor-boat, cruise up the coast of British

Columbia in quest of grizzlies, or with

pack-horses and a camping outfit drop out

of civilization for a time amid those ranges

to the north where the mountain sheep,

rarest of all big game, is found.

It's a great country, up there in the

Near-by North, when all is said and done

—a big free unfenced, keep-on-the-grass,

do-as-you-please, happy-go-lucky, flannel

shirt-and-slouch-hat land. Even as I write

I can hear its insistent, subtle summons

in my ears: the whisper of the forests, the

chatter of the rivers, the murmur of the

ocean, the chunk-a-chunk of paddles, the

creak of saddle gear, all seeming to say:

“Come away from towns and men; pack

your bag and come again to the Land of

Magic Names.”

And that's precisely what I’m going

to do.

 



INNAMON DICK'S partner was

C dead in his cabin. Pick and shovel

and pan were set along the wall in a

row against his rising in the morning, but

that slender sinewy hand, so eager in toil,

so firm and free in friendship, would never

grasp them again.

Dick, keeping the death-watch by candle

light, his elbows on the board table, his

head in his hands, contemplated these relics

of Clay Marlow with intense sympathy.

“Clay won't take hold of you no more” he

told them, though not aloud lest he wake

his old pard's orphan who lay blanket

wrapped in a corner. Then becoming con

scious of the bright dark eyes fixed on his

face, he spoke: “You go on to sleep, Sally;

I'm keepin’ good watch.”

“I’d rather watch, too” she replied. The

little girl's first violent outburst of grief

had alarmed Dick, who could offer no con

solation beyond smoothing her hair, and

saying that Clay wouldn't forget ’em any

way. Sally had fallen asleep sobbing, but

now the dark eyes were clear and the tear

stained little face wore an anxious look.

Surely Cinnamon Dick's condition was

enough to alarm one who had felt the entire

responsibility for his welfare during three

years. The figure of that upstanding young

giant was crushed, the candle-light found

hollows in his cheeks, and the red hair,

always neatly brushed, was tumbled over

his eyes in fiery disorder.

Sitting up in the pallet Sally drew on

stockings and moccasins. She had not

taken off her dress before going to bed, for

this seemed a time of tragedy when one

must be ready to respond to any call for

help. Dick's was a silent call, but help he
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undoubtedly needed, so seating herself

across the table she composedly divided his

hair with her fingers and combed it back

from his eyes. “So you can watch better”

she explained. “Cinnamon, would you be

kind enough to reach me the Injun sewing

basket from the peg?” She watched with

covert anxiety as Dick rose unsteadily and

after a moment's blind fumbling located

the basket and set it before her. “Now lay

your arm down flat; you can’t hold your

head in your hand while I'm sewing up a

tore sleeve. You don't mind, do you?”

“Not a bit, Sally” replied Dick with

shaky heartiness. “I’m obliged to you.”

For a moment Sally was intent upon her

stitching. In the narrow back room which

had been her own, Clay Marlow lay en

shrouded, a buffalo skin stained reddish by

the candle-light hanging over the doorway

between. The girl's mind fixed upon this

shaggy symbol of the prairies which seemed

to curtain her father within a domain of

wild and shadowy creatures.

“Maybe he'd want the door open to the

light” she said in a low tone.

“I’ll bet he would” assented Dick, and

looped the curtain to a peg in the wall,

though the weak ray could not penetrate

into the room beyond.

Selecting a sock from the basket, Sally

began darning. “I hate to put you to so

much trouble” she said, “but afore he died—”

her voice faltered, but affecting to cough

she looked the man steadily in the eyes,

thinking: “I musn't take on now, or it

will do for Cinnamon.”

“He says to me,” she resumed aloud,

“‘Sally, don't you shake Cinnamon, ever!'

So you're kind of left to me. You don’t
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mind if he left you to me, do you, Cinna

mon?”

“I’m obliged to him” replied Dick.

“I’m not much to be left to” she sighed.

“Do you think it would be all right if I

just took his place?”

“And you and me be pards?” said Dick.

It seemed very remarkable that Sally, who

had bossed Clay and himself ever since they

had been digging and prospecting about

Lodestar, should take him into partnership.

“Don’t you want me for a partner?” she

queried, eyes downcast and lips trembling

in spite of her resolution.

“I’d just as leave be left to you” ex

plained Dick, “but if you mean pards-”

without much confidence he moved his huge

freckled paws across the table palms up,

and in them Sally laid her own slender

hands, closing her fingers with a strong grip.

“I’ll help work the claim till we strike it

rich” she said.

Cinnamon Dick's heart sank in his

breast; they would never strike it rich in

these diggings. For a month before Clay

went under with pneumonia the partners

had worked in a perfunctory way, knowing

they were far from the lode, where every

claim had been staked long ago.

“It’ll be hell for the boss to find this

out” Clay had said.

“You ought to tell her” was Dick's com

ment. “We had better make Cinnabar

camp before we go dead broke.”

“You tell her, Dick.”

“And disappoint her after she's backed

us to win for three years? Not me!” So

Sally had not been told at all.

Now Dick looked at her across the table.

“Maybe we'd better quit this claim and

cross the range. There's a new camp—”

“Cinnamon, it must be here, 'cause he

said it was’ replied Sally earnestly. “And

we'll strike it rich, and build him a mony

mint.”

“We sure will” agreed Dick.

“Now we'll keep good watch” she said.

“Me first, and then you.”

Dick, reflecting on the bitter disappoint

ment in store for Sally, was afraid she

would read the guilty secret in his face, and

so laid it upon his arms. Almost instantly

he fell asleep. Presently the girl stole

across the room and out into that mountain

night which holds the musical stillness of

the stars. Deep in the purple dusk one

sparkling planet set among the peaks. So

dark and vast a prospect made her feel

infinitely lonesome, and Sally cried with

face uncovered, her grief naked to the sky.

But when her partner awoke near dawn,

she was stitching away as he had seen her

last.

Clay Marlow's light was blown out, and

it was proper for his partner to grieve above

the ashes. It was also proper that Clay's

partner should pay his debts. Mr. Jonah

Crabbis said so positively, in his office

down at Lodestar, and Mrs. Crabbis agreed

just as positively. Two lean hard visages

wagged over the ledger, which showed a

balance of eighteen dollars for provisions,

tools, etc.

“Somedayyou air goin’to ruin us, creditin'

right an left” predicted Mrs. Crabbis, her

Swarthy cheeks flushed with resentment.

Her husband was of mottled complexion,

with sharp-knuckled, chalky hands; other

wise there was nothing to afford a contrast

one against the other. The thin-lipped

mouths were set in the same ghastly, con

ciliating Smirk; the two narrow foreheads

wrinkled archly.

“I might foreclose—” began Mr. Crabbis.

“You know them two swindlers ain’t

taken enough out of that claim lately to

pay for salt” retorted his wife. She had

further cause for indignation; Cinnamon

Dick had made his partner's coffin with his

own hands, when everybody knew that the

Crabbises outfitted for burying. In fact,

Crabbises included every line of business

activity in Lodestar; they owned several

profitable claims, sold a pernicious liquor

by the gallon, shaved notes. It was a cant

saying among the miners that themselves

raised the dust, but it all settled in old

Crab's till. Mrs. Crabbis was known as

Mother Lode; however, they did not jest

disrespectfully, for she was the only member

of the revered sex in this remote camp, with

one exception; the exception, of course,

being Sally Marlow.

On the morning after the lonely watch in

the cabin, Sally came down the gulch and

entered the single street of Lodestar. The

slender pretty little girl was the wonder and

delight of camp, and many had been the

offers of assistance during Clay's brief

illness, but the girl and Dick had chosen

to attend him and to watch by him alone.

On the way into town she met several

of the 'miners who shook hands with
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uncovered head and mumbled their sym

pathy with much embarrassment; they were

all coming to the funeral. Sally listened with

composure and thanked them for being

such good friends. Then she went on to

Crabbis’.

The worthy couple received her with

profuse friendliness. Mrs. Crabbis wiped

her stony eyes, Mr. Crabbis extended greet

ing with cold chalky hands. They fluttered

about softly like great fowls of prey, and

inquired if there wasn’t anything they could

do for her.

“Please” said Sally, “I want to buy some

lining. It must be satin.”

For a moment the two were puzzled.

“It's for the coffin” she explained in a low

tone, her eyes on the floor.

Mr. Crabbis scratched his head dubiously,

but his wife replied promptly and cheer

fully. “Why, bless her heart for thinkin’

of it. We will give her the best in stock

the New York satin, and for a shaved price.

You must not tell the price, dear!”

The little girl shook her head gratefully

and laid a tiny buckskin sack on the counter.

She had told Dick only that she wished to

go alone to buy something for Clay, and her

partner had promptly passed over the

nearly empty sack.

Mrs. Crabbis measured out the cloth

while her husband weighed the dust.

“Pa was so fond of satin” explained the

little girl. “He allus talked of gettin' me

a dress made of it,when we made the strike.”

“This is from New York” whispered Mrs.

Crabbis. “See how it shines.”

“It is blue” said Sally timidly.

white the best?”

“The best satin for funerals is allus blue”

explained Mrs. Crabbis in a hurt tone.

“Then I'm so glad to get it” said the

customer gratefully. So she took the bundle

of shiny cloth which, suspiciously like a

certain weave of cotton, had found its way

into the first stock which the Crabbises

had brought to Lodestar. They had sup

posed there would surely be lady customers

in a gold camp.

“Your pa owed us a little; of course he

forgot to pay it, but he'd want it paid now,

of all times” suggested Mr. Crabbis deli

cately.

“O’ course” agreed Sally, and the former,

explaining that he had taken out the amount

in dust, handed back the sack in which

some coins jingled pleasantly.

“ISn’t

Mrs. Crabbis stared across the counter

at the other female of Lodestar. “What air

you goin’ to do?” she inquired. “I declare

it's hardly respectable to be left high and

dry like this.”

“Cinnamon and me is partners” replied

Sally modestly. “We’ll work the claim

together.”

“You haven’t struck anything, have

you?” asked Crabbis quickly.

“It's there” replied Sally, “and we're

goin' to build pa a monymint.” Again the

eyes were lowered under the long dark

lashes, and so she walked slowly out of the

Store.

Mrs. Crabbis turned on her lord. “You

air allus in such a hurry to collect a dollar .

that you're goin’ to ruin us, you ole hop

toad” she declared. “I believe they've

struck somethin’ and we could have

claimed a grubstake share. Now they're

goin' to build a monymint! I allus said

there was a pocket at the head of that

gulch.”

Mr. Crabbis pooh-poohed, but secretly

he was uneasy. In fact they had been

beaten out of a grubstake claim in a rich

strike not a year before, by this very haste

in collecting.

Clay Marlow was buried that afternoon

on the mountain-side above the cabin.

Many miners attended the funeral, and

Dick was gratified by the friendliness shown

his old pard. Mrs. Crabbis attended also

and walked back with Sally to the cabin.

Once a slight twinge in her desiccated body

had warned her that the motherly impulse

was not quite extinguished; but she bore the

pain silently and with such heroism that no

one suspected her emotions.

“Remember, Sally, you can allus come

to see me-some day,” she said at parting,

“and I bet you go away a-chawin' gum,

whether you’ve struck it rich or not.”

So the only creature in Lodestar who by

nature should take Sally to heart and com

fort her, said good-by. For a moment the

girl was puzzled by a longing to feel the

woman's arms around her, and turned to

the cabin, where Dick sat alone and waiting,

with a guilty start. Surely it was treachery

to follow this woman even in thought when

Dick was needing her.

This was the first time they had been

actually alone together, and the two sat

stiffly in opposite corners of the room. It
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now seemed very large and lonely, the

slightest movement echoing hollowly from

wall to wall. The little girl felt that her

heart was bursting, but when Cinnamon

Dick sniffled once and deliberately drew his

sleeve across his eyes, she rose involuntarily

and glided up to his knees.

“I ain't goin' to shake you” she said, and

pressed her soft cheek to the back of his

hand.

She slipped on her apron and prepared to

cook supper, having observed that low

spirits in Dick always responded to the

powerful stimulant of corn-bread and bacon.

Cinnamon nodded to indicate that he

was obliged, and made a valiant effort to

shake off this melancholy. His hand

touching the buckskin pouch in his pocket,

he realized that Crabbis must have changed

the dust into coin; he weighed it mechanic

ally, and then with quick alarm poured

the contents into his palm. It was all silver

-dollars and half dollars.

With a glance at Sally he hastily thrust

the pouch back into his pocket, his train of

thought changing on the instant. Old

Crabbis had evidently taken out the amount

owed him, and the total capital remaining

to Sally and himself was exactly seven

dollars. “God A'mighty!” whispered Cin
namon Dick.

During supper the two conversed a little,

and the man affected to feel in much better

spirits, but continually under his breath

he repeated that phrase over and over.

The little capital they had come there with

three years before, together with the amount

of their earnings, had been reduced to seven

dollars—a week's living expenses.

Dick was correct in believing the claim

worthless. His knowledge that there could

be no work for him in Lodestar until the

proposed stamp-mill was built prohibited

hope. Clay must have his monymint; and

Sally his pard—“God A'mighty!”

Poor Sally watched him with vigilant but

leaden-lidded eyes until Dick assured her

that he would do very well and after a pipe

would go to bed. Then and not till then

the tired staggering little figure moved

toward the back room. One moment she

peered under the buffalo hide.

“I ain’t 'fraid” she stammered sleepily,

“but if you're lonesome, Cinnamon, you can

hang back the door when I'm in bed.”

“I believe I'd rather have it thataway”

he replied, and a minute later, on the faint

little “Good-night” from the back room,

he looped the curtain over the peg in the

wall and resumed his seat at the table.

His reflections were long and compli

cated, but they brought one clear solution

to the difficulty. There was no possible

way of making a living in Lodestar, and

though the boys would certainly chip in to

help Sally, Dick would rather have died

than to see his old pard's daughter the re

cipient of charity. He could never look into

her face after that. Yes, there was just

one way out of this really terrible situation.

Cinnamon Dick, cautiously removing his

boots, stole across the floor to the corner

and opened the battered box which served

him in lieu of a trunk. Therein lay the

camp stationery, several sheets of manila

paper, a stub pen and bottle of ink, which

Clay had used in teaching Sally.

Dick placed these objects on the table

and set himself down to humorous compo

sition. He was funny enough to look at,

with red-stockinged feet gripping each other

and huge shoulders heaving under the exer

tion of handling a pen. The pen was con

ducted entirely by his tongue, which exe

cuted a sort of flourish at the finish.

But Dick's funny appearance was nothing

to the letter itself, which two days later

became one of the jokes of San Francisco.

A party of gentlemen had a carnival evening

on the strength of it.

Five years preceding this episode, Dick

in boyish insistence for fair play had pre

vailed on a number of excited citizens in a

mining camp not to mob a certain sporting

gent. Dick was only twenty at the time,

but when he chose to warn a dozen men not

to jump on one, his dauntless front and

towering strength impressed them. The

excited citizens explained that the gent in

question was a sharp.

“But he says he ain’t” reminded Dick.

“If you want to try lynchin him one at a

time, go to it. But if you come at him

twice at a time, I line up with this party.”

The result of the argument was a com

promise; the sporting gent was to leave

camp instanter, and Dick to see that he

kept his bargain accompanied him to the

Sacramento stage. The gambler had been

profuse in his thanks to Dick; had offered

him money, and on this being refused pre

sented his card with a San Francisco address.

“If you ever want a stake, old pard” he

said at parting, “and don't call on Flash
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Covey, I'll never get over it. Make it any

amount up to a thousand.”

Now in this desperate strait at Lodestar,

Dick had remembered the gratitude of Mr.

Covey, whose card still lay in his trunk.

“There's no need of sayin’ I’m goin to

pay it back” reflected Dick. “It’d hurt

his feelin's. Anyway it would make the

letter too blame long.” As it was his

tongue was dreadfully sore and exhausted

when the letter had been boiled down and

written on a single page. *

In one brief paragraph Dick managed

not only to describe his condition fully,

but delicately to give Covey opportunity

to come through of his own accord. “He’ll

feel better to make the offer hisself” thought

Dick. Now the letter was finished, sealed

and addressed, and after another pipeful

Dick went to bed.

It was on the second morning after, that

Mr. Covey was seated in the cafe of his

hotel with several friends when a bell-boy

gave him Dick's letter. For a moment he

twisted it in his hands, puzzled by the hand

writing; even after deciphering the contents,

some meditation was necessary to recall

the identity of the writer.

Mr. Covey's friends often declared, de

fiantly, that he possessed many excellent

qualities, among them a trait which enabled

him to turn any incident to the amusement

of his company. Now with a chuckle he

showed his companions this letter, whose

very appearance suggested a convulsion of

nature. They grinned casually, and after

reading it laughed, though rather in

quiringly. -

“Am broke; how shall I act?” was the

letter which Cinnamon Dick had managed

to write, all on one sheet of paper.

“That is only half the joke” explained

Covey. He recalled the boy and after

ascertaining that a wire now ran through

Lodestar, wrote the following telegram:

“Act as if you were broke!” So Mr.

Covey's wit supplied the climax, and now

the joke was a scream. All the bars were

laughing over it that night.

Back at Lodestar, when Dick had gone

to work of a morning, Sally washed the

dishes and scoured the cabin with brush

and duster, even to the stone step. Then

she put some lunch into a tin pail and

hurried up the gulch to assist her partner,

his pick like a titan. Clay’s “monymint”

was to be dug out of the mountain, and their

task taking the nature of devotion, the

partners went about it gravely but not

cheerlessly. Dick even felt a great thank

fulness that things were no worse; not

everybody had a grateful friend like Mr.

Covey. So the partners worked away for

several days, until the evening Dick went

down to Lodestar to buy some groceries of

Crabbis.

The latter, taking a delicate interest in

his neighbors’ affairs, hinted that he had on

hand a marble monymint—exactly the kind

which Sally would be pleased to see above

her father. To tell the truth entire, Mr.

Crabbis had taken an option on a head

stone which had once been shipped to

Lodestar and long lain unclaimed at the

express office.

“You may think it a little bit expensive”

said he, “but marble is marble.”

Dick was not one to haggle over the price

of his friend's gravestone; in fact he was

rejoiced to learn that one could be had.

He could spare the price out of the remit

tance of the generous Covey, and with

Clay's memory decently guarded there

would be less difficulty in persuading Sally

to abandon the claim.

“I don’t mind the cost” he said.

A qualm of fear seized his companion;

Dick was surely taking out stuff to talk like

that. At this moment the express agent,

who was also telegraph operator at Lode

star, entered the store. “I just dropped

in to see if any of the boys were going up

your way” he said to Dick. “I have a

dispatch for you.”

“A telegraphic dispatch” repeated Crab

bis, his long nose quivering with curiosity.

But Dick, equally excited by this tremen

dous announcement, walked out with the

agent, the dispatch in his hand. Nor did

he become sufficiently calm to read it until

near the cabin; then laying aside his

bundle, he sat down by the trail and broke

the seal.

For a long time after reading and master

ing the contents Dick remained seated on

the boulder, his floating glance on the dis

tances which faded with the evening glow.

The red blowing hair gave his head a circle

of angry light, but his expression was mild.

“The pore cheap sport!” he said at last,

and without further thought of Mr. Covey

who tossed great Stones about and swung took up the trail to the cabin.
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Sally was stitching away on the doorstep

in order to catch the first possible glimpse

of her partner returning. “All right, Cin

namon?” she inquired.

“I’m in plum good spirits” assured Dick.

He leaned against the cabin, only nodding

back whenever she looked up to him, theirs

being a partnership of few words and much

silent understanding. -

“Wouldn't you like to go visitin' your

cousin down in Frisco sometime?” he in

quired presently.

“Pa said she had a silk dress for every

day” replied Sally reminiscently, “but I'm

not sure we’d like it down there.”

“She ain't goin’ to swaller no bait”

thought Dick despondingly.

Now he had come to the shameful

necessity of passing the hat for Sally. The

boys would surely chip in generously and

the little girl would arrive at her relative's

with several hundred dollars in her pocket

enough to show that she was not a pauper.

After telling the boys where to send her,

Dick would immediately strike out into the

mountains—anywhere. In such disgrace,

he couldn’t even tell his partner good-by,

and he was disposed to welcome the very

worst fate which could befall him. How

ever, one duty by Sally remained to be

done before he skulked away.

Darkness coming on, Sally had for the

moment laid aside her sewing, and Dick

declaring deceitfully that he had forgotten

to buy tobacco down town, went inside to

search his trunk. He knew very well that

it contained no tobacco, and after a guilty

pretense of going through the contents

beneath a lighted candle, surreptitiously

took out a small object tightly wrapped in

paper, which had been buried under sup

posed ore samples in the bottom. Imme.

diately he blew out the light to conceal

his face, and asked Sally if she would mind

waiting up while he ran down after a piece

of navy.

“You go ahead, Cinnamon” replied she

practically. “I want to see you safe home

from that town before I go to sleep.”

Some distance down the trail Dick tore

the wrapper from the object in his hand,

and held up to the light of the brilliant

mountain stars a small nugget-one which

Clay and himself had found nearly two

years before. It was of beautiful color,

almost crimson, and the two had decided

on the spot to have it made into rings for

Sally. Perhaps it could even be stretched

into a bracelet. So the nugget was laid

aside, and the partners had often chuckled

over the surprise they had in prospect for

the boss.

Reêntering the store, Dick spoke aside

to Crabbis in regard to the monymint.

“Marble is marble” hinted the latter.

“Gold is gold” replied Dick sternly, and

never did metal give out a redder, duller

gleam than the old man's eyes at sight of

the nugget.

“We won’t haggle over the bargain” said

Crabbis, and dropped it into his pocket.

“The stun is down to the express office” he

added, and without further words led the

way into the street.

“I spose you’ve come across bigger nug

gets than this, up the gulch” he suggested

amiably.

“It's the only one we ever found” replied

Dick rather sadly.

“Of course, of course” agreed Crabbis

thoughtfully. He devoted a silent moment

to cursing his wife as a most tactless col

lector, and then resumed: “You understand,

Mr. Cinnamon, our stock of vittles is open

to you; just come in and help yourself any

time and settle when—”

Dick thanked him rather drily and at

the moment they entered the express office

where the agent was always to be found

until the overland stage went through at

midnight. -

The gravestone proved to be a thin sla

of marble which, though not very imposing,

sparkled whitely in the lamplight, Mr.

Crabbis having polished it industriously

with an oiled cloth that very afternoon.

“It is New York marble” he observed in

a hushed voice.

“Nothin's too good for Clay” said Dick.

As he stood reverently before the stone,

absorbed in memories, Crabbis beckoned

the agent to a distance.

“What was in that dispatch you gave

Cinnamon this evenin’?” he whispered.

The agent was in debt to Crabbis, and

when the latter supplemented his inquiry

with a threatening gesture, he promptly

repeated the message, adding: “It came

from Covey, who must be that gambler

and mining shark down at Frisco. I

couldn’t make any sense to it.” Well,

Crabbis could make sense of it; his worst

fears were confirmed.

At this moment an exclamation from
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Dick interrupted the confidence. “There's

a name already on this monymint” he said,

the mild gray eye turning on Crabbis with

a flash of righteous indignation.

“Listen, Mr. Cinnamon” replied the

latter hastily. “I intend to have the name

of Marlow carved on the smooth side.

You see he must have a monymint, and

there's no other to be had.”

This was a reasonable explanation, but

poor Dick was stunned by the discovery.

Even if he had been inclined to make the

best of the situation and set a defaced

tombstone above his friend, Sally could

not have borne such desecration.

Crabbis scowled at the agent, who moved

back to his desk in the front of the office,

then the former suggested in a wheedling

tone: “S'pose we have a new stun sent up

from Frisco? There's plenty of time, and

where you’ve found one of these nuggets,

there's bound to be a lot more.”

“There's no more” replied Dick moodily.

“We found that one in the gravel near two

years ago, and I tell you we've scratched

the gulch over pretty well since that time.”

“Act as if you were broke!” The message

rang through the brain of Crabbis. Cin

namon Dick was in communication with

Covey, the mining shark; this nugget,

throbbing like a heart in the old man's wal

let, proved that he had made a strike.

Why, Covey must be on the way up, and

the entire vein would be under stake in a

week—a day!

heavy wits could deny the strike according

to instructions, but he couldn't deceive

Crabbis after showing this nugget.

Life in the gold towns was one continuous

gamble; no one escaped the fever, and

Crabbis had enjoyed moments of delirium

over his own modest claims. “Of course

you couldn’t go to such expense if you was

broke” he said, trembling with excitement.

“I am sure broke” nodded Dick with a

vacant eye. On top of his other mis

fortunes this disfigurement of the tomb

stone had come as a crushing calamity;

he must leave Sally without good-by, and

his old partner destitute of simple token

to prove that he was unforgotten.

“God A'mighty!” thought Cinnamon

Dick.

“I will pay seven hundred dollars for a

third share in that claim—on the nail’’

rattled from the dry throat of Crabbis.

Dick did not answer, nor even hear, and

Cinnamon Dick with his

it is doubtful whether he knew exactly

what he was about when he sat down to

sign the paper which Crabbis drew up at the

agent's desk.

“I haven’t the gold, but the agent will

take my check on Frisco for a money

order” urged Crabbis, alarmed by the

miner's apparent hesitancy. Dick signed

laboriously and put the money order in

his pocket.

“Actin’ as my own broker, of course I

subtracted the usual five per cent com

mission’’ said Crabbis.

Without a word, Dick rose from the desk,

and lifting the stone to his mighty shoulder

went out into the street. A few moments

later he was on the mountain trail climbing

without pause to rest or breathe, till Sally's

light twinkled into view. Then, walking

stealthily, he crossed the slope to that

sacred spot above the cabin, where he set

down his burden.

In the gravelly earth of Marlow's grave

he dug a socket for the stone, and setting it

within, packed the soil firmly with his hands.

Sally, determinedly busy in spite of her

uneasiness over Dick's prolonged absence,

gave a start of fright as he appeared in the

door. His face and hands were smeared

with dirt but he reassured her with a word.

“If you’d please to go with me I'll show you

why I was gone so long” he said then.

Intensely interested by the curious look

of exaltation in Dick's face, the little girl

followed without question, till they came

near the grave with the stone glimmering

in the starlight.

“It is the monymint” she whispered,

pausing with folded hands. She approached

softly and peered at the lettering visible

but undecipherable beneath the milky way.

“What is under his name?” she asked.

“It tells that his pards couldn't forget

him, if they did go away” replied Cinnamon

Dick.

The little girl stepped back and stood

holding his hand with that strong assertive

grasp of friendship more significant than

any vow. “He'll sure take your word for

it” she said. “Now I wouldn’t mind

leavin' so much.”

“We'll go by the Overland tonight” Dick

lold her.

Gravely, but not without a certain cheer

fulness, the partners went about packing

their possessions in two bundles and the

battered box. Only once Sally's brows
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knitted with sudden pain over her task;

this lonely unnoticed departure in the night

seemed a ghastly leave-taking of the old

friendly camp.

“Don’t you think I might tell somebody

good-by, Cinnamon?” she asked. “Mrs.

Crabbis was kind to ask if I would visit her

someday, and she gave me New York satin

shaved down.”

Dick's brows knitted also, with terrible

apprehension. “I wouldn't risk it, Sally.”

he said ominously. “You see old Crabbis

was took kind of crazy tonight and he is

liable to be mighty violent when comin’ to.”

The girl was concerned to hear of this

misfortune, but a damper being put on

her friendly emotions by the gnashing ap

parition Dick had raised up, she had nothing

further to say of good-bys.

At the station Dick bought two tickets,

giving the agent his money order in pay

ment, and requesting some gold and another

order drawn to Sally, in change. In the

stage he gave Sally the order, and divided

the money.

The dreadful experience of the past week

had convinced him that he must not per

mit Sally to run further risk of humiliation

or hardship. He explained this and drew

a glowing picture of the life she would lead

in Frisco with the rich cousin. At first the

little girl demurred; she did not wish to part

from him, but finally making him promise

to wake her when he left the stage at dawn,

she went to sleep.

At a point nearest the new diggings, Dick

stole guiltily from the stage, several hours

later. There was no station at the spot, but

a trail ran thence to his destination ten

miles distant. He heard the crack of the

driver's lash, the stage started, and Dick

began trudging along the mountain, wan

dering several times from the trail like a

man lost. In a sense he was lost, for no one,

not even the driver, knew his destination.

Now Clay was dead with a stranger's name

above him; Sally was gone among strangers,

so it couldn't make any difference what

happened to him.

Suddenly he crept with that peculiar

sensation which comes to a man whose

steps are being dogged persistently, and

turning saw Sally trudging composedly be

hind. She had kept patient vigil and

climbed out of the stage window the

moment it started, leaving box and bundles

to go where they would.

“I wasn’t goin’ to shake you” she said.

Cinnamon was deathly ashamed of him

self for stealing away, and as he hesitated

either to speak or move, Sally took the lead

along the trail. After a time she said over

her shoulder: “I reckon I’d better be boss

'stead of partner. Don’t you ever lie to me

agin, Cinnamon.”

“No mum” he replied weakly. Presently

he ventured: “There's some women folks

at Cinnabar, so you’ll have company.”

After gazing at him blankly, Sally for the

second time in her life burst into tears.

“You don't want me to be company to you”

she sobbed.

“I sure do. I was all broke up” declared

Dick with so desperate an air that Sally

laughed through her tears.

“It'd be too far for me to start back,

anyway” she said musingly. So the part

ners turned again to their long, long trail.

*- : *
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There was little hope for escape, but he blundered on through the velvety tropical dusk

COGGED DICE

By HUGH JOHNSON

Author of Officer of the Day; Killing a Dragon

I//us tra ted by Maurice Logan

APOTE Croyden's military career had

Z come to the abrupt close his com

rades had of late predicted. He was

a fugitive from justice. No harking back

to his war record could do more than

lighten the punishment for the wild thing

he had done; and the poison that had im

pelled him was still in his veins as he fled

farther into the jungle.

There was little hope for escape, but he

blundered on through the velvety tropical

dusk, floundering hip-deep in the slushy

mud of rice paddies, skirting the nipa

shacks in the clearings, crashing through

the hemp brakes in a flight that had no

other direction than the weird mountain

shapes toward Olongapo and the west.

At dawn he crawled into an abandoned

tienda, covered himself with matting and

fell into the sleep of utter exhaustion.

He was awakened by the sound of a

horse breaking through the cane. The

noise ceased and Croyden deliberately

heaved up on his elbows and faced the

door, covering it with his heavy army

Colt's. A shadow fell on the matting

and he took up the creep in the trigger

until only a wish held back the sear spring.

His elbows were steadily supported on the

floor and his aim was true at a point

breast high in the light-square. But he did

not fire.

A slender young officer entered. His

khaki uniform was splashed with mud

but, in spite of fatigue, his face showed

clean-cut and wholesome contours. In his

right hand he carried a bundle tied in a

white linen cloth. He seemed entirely

unconscious of the steadily held revolver.

“Well, Croyden,” he began easily,

“awake at last?”

There was no window in the little hut,

and Croyden strained his eyes for a glimpse

of the expression on the officer's face.

“Stand still, French,” he ordered “–

and keep your hands as they are.” It

was the first sentence he had spoken in

twelve hours and his voice was harsh and

husky. The officer obeyed but spoke in

a tone of finality and command.

“Put down that gun, Croyden. I could

have taken you any time within the last

two hours—had I chosen.”

Croyden's brain was numb and leathery,

but he dropped the revolver barrel and

raised to a sitting posture. His shock of

black hair hung disheveled in his eyes.

The flannel shirt was almost torn from his

back. The officer stooped and began open

ing the bundle he carried.
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“So they sent you to bring me back!”

grunted Croyden resentfully. “You! The

colonel otta known better'n that. You

otta known better. Well, I won't go.”

The officer seemed not to have heard.

“Here's food” he said in a quiet voice

and well-considered words “—enough for

a little now, and one day's rations.”

Croyden's brows contracted perplex

edly but the officer went on, naming each

article as he laid it out.

“Two suits of clean khaki—they be

longed to Rhinehart of the Oriental Trad

ing Company—they should fit. Collars—

underclothes—a hat—” he paused.

“Did they send you to catch me?”

“That's not all—civilian shoes, an order

book and some opened trade letters of the

Oriental Company. Outside you will find

a calesa that will carry you to Dinlupihan.

You can get across the Telegraph Trail

to Subig Bay on a pony, and the Tres

Hermanas clears at noon. Then money

not more than enough, but all I could

rake together on short notice. I wonder

if that's all? Oh, yes. Travel first cabin

—that's vital.”

“Because, if they did send you, you've

no business to do this. I don't ask it. I

won't take it. I only ask 'em to send

another man—and I won’t go back.”

Croyden had gotten to his feet. The

officer placed both hands on his shoulders

and looked earnestly into his face.

“I don't want you to think ill of me,

Michael—even in this. I'll tell you pre

cisely what the colonel said when the pa

trols found your trail leading out of Tubig.

He sent me—but this way

“‘Herrick’ he said, ‘I want you to know

that there isn't one of us who doesn't feel

personally and bitterly what peace and con

sequent inaction and temptation have

done for poor Croyden. He has done as

much as any private soldier can do to keep

the war record of the Sixteenth what it

is and no one likes to think of that sort

of a man as chained between a mestizo

degenerate and a native criminal working

his life out in Bilibid prison.’”

“He needn’t have worried” said Croy

den with a characteristic outshooting of

his under jaw. “He’d never 'a seen that.”

“The alternative's no more pleasant.

That's not all he said. “I know how you

feel about Croyden, Herrick, he went on,

‘You and he were tossed into the world

at the same rattle of the dice-box—he's

all the family you’ve got. Now I leave

this business to you—and remember, my

boy, the true test of a man comes often

in his ability to distinguish between rule

o' thumb duty and the great Right of Mercy

in the way the Finger of the Almighty

traced for it across His Good Green Foot

stool. There's no real bad in Croyden.”

That's what the colonel said.”

Croyden opened his mouth as if to

speak, then his head lowered.

“It’s a mess I’ve made of it—” he mum

bled incoherently—“a beautiful mess.”

First cabin traffic on the little Tres

Hermanas was light. There were four

habitués of the smoke-room; a rosy-faced

retired sea-captain on a round-the-world

voyage, a rather objectionable lime-juicer

from Singapore inspecting the distributing

business of a British shipping firm, a ro

tund and tailored American of the variety

that infests Pullman cars, and a solidly

built young man who omitted to disclose

his condition of servitude, who sometimes

sat smoking and listening to the triangular

controversies across the baize tables but

who spent most of his time on deck or in

his state-room. This young man met the

American's hand-shake and garrulous

“Danby's my name, sir, Sam H. Danby of

Newark En Jay, good old United States of

Umerrica,” with “Slade—Oriental Trading

–glad to know you.” And, as the chatty

one observed, closed like a steel trap and

you couldn't pry a word out of him with

a jimmy.

It developed early and often that Danby

was the secretary of the only other cabin

passenger on the Hermanas, a lady in whom

Croyden had taken an immediate if con

cealed interest.

His life had not been lived under gentle

influences. The only good woman he had

known had been an institution matron

who, after all, was only moral-scarcely

good. There was a great deal about Mrs.

Crownshield that was wholly new and very

pleasing to Croyden.

She was a little woman, past middle age.

Her silvery gray hair was brushed neatly

but not severely back from her low broad

forehead, and her face showed that her life

had fallen in quiet places. It was kind, with

a placid sweetness of which Croyden knew

nothing, but there was in her eyes a look of



almost ineffable sadness that told of years

lived only in the memory of some past.

Between him and her not a single word was

spoken; but once, sitting in his deck chair,

he glanced up from a year-old magazine to

find her looking at him with an absent,

half-effaced smile on her lips.

Curiosity was not likely long to remain

unappeased in the vicinity of Sam H. Danby

but it was on the third and last evening of

the short voyage that he sat in the smoke

room company and delivered himself.

“Yes, the old lady hasn't had what you

might properly call a happy life. She lost

her husband and her little boy, twenty-nine

years ago last fall. Right curious story

when you know it all, too.

|-

Once, sitting in his deck chair, he glanced up, to find her looking at him with an absent, half-effaced

Smile on her lips

“You see, old Crownshield was first a

sea-captain in the China trade, then an

owner, and finally he married and tried to

settle down. But the old duffer was a devil

in drink. Kinder man sober you never

saw—but rum! Well, it was in drink that

he left his wife. Took their three-year-old

boy and shipped for Hong Kong between

the dark and dawn of a single day.”

Danby stopped and patted his chair

arms with his fat hands while he studied

effect. It was a dramatic little story he had

to tell—a story in which he himself had a

small part. But the audience betrayed no

deep emotion. The Englishman smoked

calmly enough. The taciturn young man

was studying a chart on the table (Danby
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noted with satisfaction that the chart was

upside down), and the captain, hands

clasped in lap, thumbs twirling, was looking

dreamily at Croyden.

“Regular bull of a man-old Crown

shield,” proceeded Danby. “Had a shock

of iron gray hair that wouldn't comb-used

to shake it at you when he got mad.”

The Britisher looked inquiringly up. He

didn’t understand “mad,” but Danby

didn't understand him, and they were quits.

“Crownshield—Crownshield—” the cap

tain was rummaging in the ditty-box of his

memory and at length his face lightened,

“—why I used to know that old dog. Lost

on the Federal right off this coast of Samar

'way back in the eighties. We'll pass the

very spot in the next half hour-”

“Ah hah!” interposed the garrulous one,

eager with what he was about to impart,

“that's what we thought for nearly thirty

years. The old man wasn't aboard the

Federal. Cholera plague in Honolulu that

year, if you remember, sir?”

The chart slipped from Croyden's hand

to the floor. The captain ran his stubby

fingers through his hair.

“Eighty-eighty—thought it was eighty

one. No, that's correct. Ships rotted right

in that harbor without a man to pull a

rope.”

“And the old man was taken off the ship.

Died friendless, and except for an old Kanak

woman who nursed him, alone. Then she

died and the kid was lost—we thought him

drowned—what the devil's the matter

with you, Slade?”

“Choked on a bone” stammered Croy

den, who had suddenly risen to his feet

with a little gasping sound, and now sat

down again. The secretary scarcely noted

the interruption.

“As I was saying, he left the old lady

rich—big rich. But you can imagine how

it all affected her. And then a year ago a

man in the Marine Hospital Service at

Oahu was pawing over what port records

they have and came across the name. Well,

I call it too bad. It waked all kinds of

hopes in Mrs. Crownshield's heart. We

searched records for six months and finally

we found that there were two little un

claimed orphan boys of about the right age

brought over from Honolulu in the spring

of eighty-one and placed in asylums in the

city. We’ve been tracin' 'em ever since.

It seems as if one and maybe both of 'em's

in the army out here. We can’t be sure of

the names they took.”

“I shouldn't fancy there'd be any diffi

culty” suggested Great Britain, “if your

army has any system of enhistment and

muster rolls.” .

“I reckon you'll find our army has just

about as good a system of muster rolls as

yours, Johnny Bull,” defended Danby.

“That ain't my point.”

“I wasn’t making invidious comparisons.”

“All right. Invidious goes. But that

ain't my point. It's this. Suppose she does

find an orphan boy who's grown up on his

own in a big town like Frisco, and wound

up in the army—”

“Well, spose she does” boomed the voice

of the captain.

“But you ought to hear her talk” pro

tested Danby, “She's built up an ideal

since she's had hope. She's got a mental

picture of that boy that looks like a com

posite photograph of Sir Gallahad, Saint

Anthony and the Gentleman from Idianny.

Now you know the army as well as I do.

What'll she find at thirty-two? In the first

place, a failure if money talks—and it does.

Anyway, an uneducated rough-neck and

most likely—well, somebody that'll break

her heart all over again with that blood in

him.”

“Her boy's her boy” said the captain.

“Women build a lot on their sons. But the

beauty is, they'll accept the structure as a

marble palace, even if it looks to you and

me like a hen-coop. And I’m here to tell

you that if there's one place where money

don’t measure success, that place is a moth

er's heart, and failure's plumb forgot.

Love's the legal tender, and no blunderin’

man's got no business concoctin’ courses to

the contrary.”

“Very interesting— quite unusual—"

mused the Englishman. “But here's a per

plexity. Which of these orphans is the cor

rect one—er—or had you considered that?”

“That is a point” conceded Danby.

“You see, this happened on his third birthday

—awful, ain't it? There was a cake—three

candles, I remember, and a little silver ring.”

“Scarcely likely the little chap's kept

that through all these vicissitudes.”

“No, it ain't likely” conceded Danby;

“stranger things have happened. But

we'll cross that bridge when we come to it.

There are family resemblances and the like,

We haven’t seen them yet, you know.”
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Danby gave Croyden a searching glance. The captain, his eyes shaded from the lamp by a roughened

hand, was studying Croyden's trembling lips, speculatively and silently

The sea-captain had dropped from the

conversation. He was closely observing

Croyden. Early in the narrative the young

man, casting off completely the indifference

of his stolid reserve, had begun to listen

with an intentness strange to him. The

Englishman's glance followed the captain's,

and at length Danby stopped short and all

three were gazing in expectant and sur

prised silence at the ashen face of this sin

gularly reticent youth. The story had been

dramatic enough in itself, yet now each man

of them sensed an imminent dénouement

alien to the humdrum of every-day real

life. Croyden seemed to have forgotten the

existence of all save Danby.

“This baby—” he asked, and his voice

was strained in a nervous excitement plainly

evidenced in his close-clenched hands and

his breathlessness. “Did—did you know

about him—had you seen him?”

“I was brought up in that family. I

hope I saw him.”

Danby gave Croyden a searching glance

and was immediately on the defensive. A

scarcely concealed hostility tinged his words.

The Englishman, pipe half-way from lap to

lip, was rigidly staring as men stare at the

crisis of a closely played game. But the

captain, his eyes shaded from the lamp by

a roughened hand, was studying Croyden's

trembling lips, speculatively and silently.

“Did he have a mark like this—” Croy

den fumbled at the buttons of his coat, and
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then impatiently forebore—“like mine

here—on the point of the shoulder? A

birth-mark that they call a strawberry- or

a cloud? A red mark about as big as a silver

dollar on his right shoulder?”

The Englishman turned almost pleading

eyes on Danby. The captain's glance never

left Croyden's face, which, strained and

white under the electrics, was agonized by

waiting.

Danby cleared his throat and thrummed

the table reflectively.

“It did not” he said sharply. “There

was not a mark or blemish to distinguish

that child. And another thing, young man.

Perhaps I didn't tell all I know. We have

narrowed this business down to two men,

and we know just who we are hunting. I ain’t

altogether the fool I seem, my friend. If I

was there'd be so many heirs to the Crown

shield estate, you couldn’t throw a rock

without strikin'-on fall or bounce—no

less'n a dozen, and all with gilt-edge creden

tials.” -

Croyden failed to feel the innuendo. But

his whole body relaxed. He turned as if to

go, then reconsidered and faced Danby.

“Of course you're sure about that mark–

I could show you mine. But then if you're

certain—a little red birth-mark on the right

shoulder–No? Well, it's no use.” And he

buttoned up his coat and walked away.

Danby turned to his audience for ap

proval.

“I fixed him” he boasted, “I reckon

we'll hear no more from that county.”

“You rode the lad a bit rough, didn’t you,

though?” commented the Englishman, and

the captain was more deliberate.

“You're wrong, Danby—dead wrong. If

you want to find out about young Crown

shield, you best go and apologize to Slade.

He knows him. I’ve handled men--men of

all kinds, shades and condition, for forty

five years. You see Slade.”

In his state-room Croyden was method

ically preparing for the end of the first stage

of his journey. He packed his small kit

carefully. From the blank sheets of his

order-book he tore a ruled page. He sat on

the edge of his bunk and painfully formed

these words:

Dear Mrs. Crownshield:

You will find your boy at Camp Stosenberg,

province of Pampanga, island of Luzon. The

only name he knows is French Herrick, but he

he has done that name proud. There was 2 of

us started together in San Francisco so long ago

we don't remember—me at the Mary Knapp

Orphantage and him at the St. Francis Home

for friendless Children. A man named Boles

brought us from Honolulu after the plague.

He has now died. Your boy made good from

the start.

He had to work but he attended night school

and once beat out a examination which put him

in West Point. They will tell you the rest in

the regiment where he is an officer and a gentle

man with the best.

I didn't do so well and I'll ask you not to

mention me as it might help them to catch me

which I particular do not want. I heard all

about this from Mister Danby. I couldn't

help thinking I might be the one, begging your

pardon, but I wasn't, Mr. Danby proved that

to me. I'm sorry I wasn't but I’m glad too

because I ain't done no good.

Wishing you many happy returns of the day

I will mail this at Vloylo Soze you will be sure

to git it before the ship sails but where it won't

attrac attention to me which I do not want.

- Yours very truly,

MICHAEL CROYDEN.

This letter he carefully folded and placed

in one of the Oriental Company's envelopes.

Slowly he undressed to his light nainsook

underclothes, but he looked down at his

spotless shoulders and replaced his shirt

quickly, after which he switched off the

lights. Across the narrow deck he could

see the sinister outlines of the close hills of

Samar. He sat for a moment on the edge

of his bunk in deep thought, but at the end

seemed fully decided.

He fumbled at his throat and with a quick

jerk broke the piece of silk cord he found

there, drawing the bight up from his bosom.

Something small and bright came with it

and this for a moment he weighed medi

tatively in his hand. Then he took three

steps across the deck and dropped it into

the water.

It was a baby's little silver ring.



The little ancient tumble-down, cabin at Shaw's Flat, is a legitimate hold-over from the olden golden days.

The last of the Shaw Flatters, having gouged the ground, left the Flat full forty years ago
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FTER suffering five years from

motorcaritis: after being waylaid

and robbed any number of times

by bandits who held me up at the point of

a taxi-meter; after having been ambushed

by automobile salesmen and burning count

less watts of electricity reading catalogues

and that most attractive form of American

literature, to wit, the automobile adver

tisement, I decided that it was time for me

to prove that I was a human being.

The story starts thusly. I saw an auto

mobile in a show window and I liked the

color of it. A dapper young man who stood

within saw me window-shopping and de

tected the yearning look in my eye; so he

came out and gave me his card and asked

me if I didn’t want a demonstration.

B. KYNE

With %folly and Kitty

KYNE, C. FlsK. W.M. S. RICE

“Is that a good car?” I demanded. To

some this may seem a foolish question to

ask an automobile salesman. Not so, how

ever. I had made up my mind to hit him

and buy elsewhere if he replied that it was

absolutely the best car in America at the

price.

“It is a very good car” replied this

admirable youth. “An excellent car—for

the money. Our customers are all well

pleased with their cars. If I sold you that

car I could still look you in the eye when we

meet a year from now.”

Could anything be fairer than that? I

asked him how much and he told me and I

wrote a check. He thanked me and called

forth a greasy young man from the shop.

“Bill” he said, “take this car, fill her up
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with grease and oil and gas. Put on a $25

speedometer, brass and black enamel, a

brass-mounted bumper and two extra, over

size, non-skid tires with tire covers.” He

turned to me with a winning smile. “You’ll

need three extra inner tubes, and if I were

you I'd put on a clock and carry an extra

set of spark plugs. You'll need a robe, of

course. Going touring? You ought to have

a collapsible water bucket and a trunk rack.”

I nodded feebly and Bill said he got me.

I realized this. It was useless to deny a

salesman who used new methods. He was

bound to get a hundred and fifty or so in

extras. “Your car will be ready for de

livery at nine o'clock tomorrow morning.

She'll be here waiting for you, ready to

start on a trip across the continent.”

, I wasn’t going to cross the continent, but

it pleased me to learn that the car would be

ready when I was. Looking back on it all,

I confess that this statement struck me as

the very acme of salesmanship. It was the

most subtle boost for a car I have ever

heard—and I am still hearing them. We

have a similar art in the writing game. It

is known to the trade as description by

suggestion. Top-notchers use it.

I was in so far by the time that salesman

got through with me that I resolved to get

some of my money back right away—from

whom it did not matter. However, by this

time I had a vague suspicion that all per

sons connected with the writing game are

easy to impose upon, so I took a leaf out of

that auto salesman's book. I announced

casually to the editor of SUNSET that I pur

posed touring Bret Harte's old stamping

grounds in the Sierra foot-hills, with a view

to picking up any loose short-story material

Bret might have left around Poker Flat or

Burnt Ridge. By suggestion, the editor

was induced to finance the trip. I got back

all the extras with the exception of the

clock and one spark plug.

Having procured a commission to write

this story, my next move was to find three

congenial souls to accompany me. I an

ticipated rough roads and I knew the value

of human freight if I was to keep the rear

end of my car in the road. Nevertheless,

on this sacred pilgrimage through Bret

Harte land, I desired no vulgarians in my

tonneau.

I was fortunate in discovering an old

friend—a very learned man whose specialty

is bird life. He always speaks of birds

familiarly by their Latin names and is quite

impressive. The Ornithologist said he

would come along if he were allowed to

bring his collie dog. It should have been

a bird-dog, of course, to be consistent, but

this is a fact story. I agreed, and together

we went to our club and found a newspaper

man glooming in a dark corner. He was

unhappy. He was on his vacation and was

afraid to leave town for fear something

might happen to it while he was away.

Like most of his species he was suspicious.

He questioned my driving ability, but

finally consented to come. Here, then,

were the three souls I had been seeking. I

am sure that dog has a soul, albeit a lost

-One.

An Ornithologist, a Journalist, a collie

dog and an Author! Fine combination. We

started, and with the perversity and general

inconsistency one might reasonably expect

of such a quartette, we left San Francisco

on the 6:15 p.m. boat. I oiled up again on

the boat to be perfectly certain about it,

the Ornithologist studied the seagulls and

the Journalist said it was a perfectly fool

idea starting out without dinner. However,

we lit the lamps at the Oakland mole and

scorched to Livermore without accident,

arriving there at eight o'clock. Here we

terminated the hunger strike and continued

on to Stockton in the moonlight, over a

splendid road.

We arrived at Stockton at eleven-thirty

without having missed fire once. I was so

pleased with my new car that I hated to put

it in the garage, excellent as the facilities

were. I was torn between a desire to drive

all night or go to bed in the tonneau. But

the Journalist was inexorable. He wanted

sleep. He did not get it. Neither did I, for

the Ornithologist chained his dog in the

basement of the Hotel Stockton and the

animal barked all night. The Ornithologist

slept soundly. He was used to his own

dog. Mine host, Wagner, was good-natured

about it, however. He went into his office

to dig up some maps and road information,

and while his back was turned we left.

The night clerk would have challenged the

Ornithologist had we lingered until the day

clerk relieved him.

Leaving Stockton, we rolled out along a

beautiful boulevard through a delightful

farming country toward Farmington.

“The old Stockton road to the mines”

the Journalist announced sonorously. He
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The collie dog should have been a bird dog, of course, to be consistent, but this is a fact story.

I am sure that dog has a Soul, albeit a lost one

sat in front with one eye on the touring

book and the other on the speedometer.

We had to depend upon him entirely to save

us from getting lost, and I must say he was

faithful to his trust. Realizing that I was

busy at the steering wheel he did his best to

provide the local color for this story.

“Fifty years ago,” he continued, “this

boulevard was a rutty trail choked with red

dust or red mud. Along its course the wild

ruinous route of fortune-hunters surged,

bound to the Mother Lode for their for

tunes, or to San Francisco with them. On

foot, on horseback, muleback and burro

back and in the old Stockton-Sonora stage

coaches the red-breasted red-shirted lusty

miner, the sleek well-groomed black-mus

tached pale-faced gambler and the outcasts

of Poker Flat mingled joyously together

along this historic highway. Today, as we

buzz by in a motor car we see kind-faced

cows, a little boy driving a flock of turkey

gobblers and farmers plowing in their fields.

What a contrast! What a commentary on

the march of pro-”

A large horned owl hooted at us from a

near-by tree.

“Ah! A bubo virginianus” interrupted

the Ornithologist. It was like that man to

butt in and spoil everything.

“Farmington! Turn left” commanded

the Journalist, coldly consulting the guide

book. The Ornithologist demurred. He

said he ought to stop and have one; so we
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canyon and came to a sad dusty

dejected little hamlet. The

Journalist proved by the touring

book and the speedometer that

this was Knight's Ferry. We

crossed the Stanislaus river here.

Old man Knight is gone and the

Ferry has been supplanted by a

long covered bridge. The Orni

thologist said he was as dry as

Knight's Ferry. That was his idea

of a joke.

The dinner we had in the hotel at

Knight's Ferry was mine. I shall

never forget it. We had Lima

beans, white beans boiled, brown

beans baked, string beans and a

dark brown mixture made from

alleged coffee beans. Also we had

soup, soup-meat and dried apple

pie. To those desirous of trailing

-

Murphy's, where typical old-time names like "The Golden

Eagle” still cling to typical old-time buildings

stopped, and while we were having it the

dog discovered a large pet brown bear in the

yard of the place where we were. The

Ornithologist rushed out to save the dog,

the Journalist followed to save the Orni

thologist, and the barkeep followed to save

both. So I do not remember much about

Farmington. We left in a hurry. Sorry,

too. The Stockton boulevard ends here.

From Farmington we followed a

Bret Harte by motor I recommend

a lunch basket and a thermos

bottle at Knight's Ferry.

After leaving Knight's Ferry one

commences the gradual upward climb to the

Sierras. It is not a difficult or dangerous

grade. It was mostly third-gear work on

my car, which was equipped with four

speeds forward. The road was surprisingly

good, considering the fact that apparently

no work had been done on it since just after

the Civil War. The road-bed is hard and

flinty, with worn uneven surfaces but no

very fair country road through a

pleasant countryside. Presently the

Journalistshouted: “Twenty-eight

Mile House. Here's where Jack

Hamlin ran a poker game.”

“We might have another” sug

gested the Ornithologist absently.

“I don’t see any pet bears with

an appetite for dog, and we mustn't

pass up any local color on this

historic old road.”

So we stopped and a woman came

to the door. We asked her if she

had any local color and she said

“No”; that this was Stanislaus

county and it had just gone dry.

She proffered near-beer, and the

Journalist crept back to the car.

“How times have changed on the

old Stockton-Sonora road” he

murmured, and not another word

was spoken until we entered a

Doubtless the mines will boom again, but the days of old,

like the gallant crew that mustered them in,

 

 

are gone forever
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abrupt ruts. There is no great

danger to springs.

As you leave the Stanislaus the

aspect of the country changes mate

rially. It is a barer, harsher, dryer

country, and houses are few and far

apart. Between Knight's Ferry

and Keystone (a spoonful of gas will

take you through Keystone) I do

not recall much that was pleasing

to us that uneventful day except

the continuous droning of beetles.

Otherwise it was an extremely

silent country. Turning to the left

at Keystone (the right fork, as I

remember it, being the road to

Yosemite Valley via Big Oak Flat)

we motored several miles up a

gentle grade and about three o'clock

in the afternoon we sighted Table

mountain.

Table mountain by any other

name would be just as popular. It

is apparently a huge deposit of

black malpais, flat on top. It is

a fair-sized hill. I had expected quite a

mountain and I was disappointed. The

Ornithologist, who claimed to know all

about it, declared Table mountain to have

been the home of M'liss. The Journalist

said M'liss lived on Red mountain and this

alleged mountain was black, so the Orni

thologist subsided. Subsequently we in

quired for Red mountain all along the

-->

-

"Jimtown" is a pretty little village, with one main street
lined with beautiful shade trees and old houses

route, but never found it. In fact, by the

time we had finished trailing him, we were

all satisfied that Bret had trifled consid

erably with his geography.

We skirted around the southern base of

Table mountain and at four o'clock we en

tered Jimtown (with apologies to the citi

zens of Jamestown, Tuolumne county).

We had reached the land of California

romance at last, but—

“Where are all those red-shirted

miners with the navy revolvers and

the bowie knives down their boot

legs?” I demanded. We had

passed a large stamp-mill below

Jimtown, but the Bret Harte miner

was not there. The fact is, he has

perished from the earth and Jim

town knows him no more. The

Italian works for less money and is

moderately peaceable.

But that is about the only change

that has come over Jimtown. It

is a pretty little village, with one

main street lined with beautiful

shade trees and the old houses that

the Argonauts builded years ago.

A Sabbath peace brooded over it.

Dogs were plentiful and friendly.

The ubiquitous barefoot boy passed

on his way home from school, and

favored us with a shy toothless

"The Three Partners lived in that old cabin,” remarked the

Journalist. "and I'll bet a dollar they hanged

 

 

Red Pete at Sawmill Flat"



Steve Gillis was the only chemically pure specimen of Bret-Harte-land that we met.

a straw hat. I mean that.

smile. There was no harsh discordant note

in Jimtown. Not even a pool-ball clicked.

The proprietors of several saloons heard

us arriving, came to their doors, looked at

us, waited a decent period for us to do the

right thing, and vanished. The Jimtown

editor quit setting type and peered out at

us, decided that we were unimportant

arrivals, and got down to business again.

I thought that, in the event of being or

dered to a rest cure, I would go to peaceful

old Jimtown. We sat around for an hour,

looking up at the hills and sniffing the pine

scented air, and then the Ornithologist

went nosing around and stirred up a dog

fight. Nobody paid any attention, so,

despairing of romance, we were on the

point of leaving, when we met an old-timer

who suggested that we go over to Jackass

Hill and interview Steve Gillis. This Ar

gonaut could tell us nothing about Bret

Harte, but he had been intimate with an

other celebrated gent of that stirring period,

Mr. Lying Jim Townsend. He told us a

story about him. It seems Mark Twain

He wore the rim of

Only the rim The crown had vanished with early California romance

helped Jim Gillis build a cabin on Jackass

Hill. The cabin was so small that Lying

Jim remarked to the immortal Twain that

if he ever expected to live in the cabin, he

would have to grease himself to get in and

use a corkscrew to pull himself out.

To Jackass Hill, therefore, we decided to

emigrate. We thanked the old-timer and

departed from Jimtown, following a fine

road up a pretty pine-clad canyon, and after

fifteen minutes of motoring turned down

the main street of the county-seat, Sonora.

Thus ended our first day's journey. We

had made it without accident and without

haste, lingering along the road when the

mood seized us, and enjoying every mile

of the trip.

Sonora is worth a visit at any time. It

is a bright nice lively little town, built in a

hollow in the hills at an elevation of about

1500 feet. However, although we hunted

hard and diligently, we failed to find a trace

of any spot made famous by Bret Harte.

The Ornithologist said there wasn’t any

romance in Sonora. However, about
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A wayside fountain, in the region of romance made famous by Bret Harte and Mark Twain. The mountains are

there, the streams, the whispering pines, but the "Heathen Chinee" has abandoned the laundry for the truck farm

midnight we did have one glimpse of ancient

local color.

We were roused from slumber by the

furious ringing of a bell, and in an instant

the entire population of Sonora was in the

main street. A crowd of men and boys ran

to a shed close to our hotel, dragged out an

old thirty-man power fire engine and tore

out of town with great gusto. The Jour

nalist said the garage was afire, so we flew

to save the car. Finding it in no danger, we

cranked up and ran to the fire, and when

we arrived the fire was out. I have seen

many fires in large cities, but I do not recall

any fire horses getting to the scene of action

half so quickly as those Sonora citizens.

It was a splendid exhibition of the public

interest in fires and the terror a fire still in

spires in a mining town. The gallant old

volunteer fire companies of the fifties had

nothing on the present generation of Sonora

males, and they don’t wear red shirts either.

Leaving Sonora next morning we mo

tored over to Columbia, passing en route

several of the huge quartz mines which give

employment to the vast majority of Sonora's

laboring men. Passing up a gulch a few

miles beyond Sonora we came across the

first evidences of that old placer mining of

which Harte has written so convincingly.

The hillside and the bottom of the gulch

still bore tribute to the activities of half a

century ago. The land was gophered,

gouged, tossed and tumbled in great red

heaps and depressions. Every square inch

of it had been combed for gold. It lay now,

in ruinous disorder, clogged with ancient

piping and decayed sluice boxes. A farmer

had smoothed off several acres of these old

red corrugated “slickens” to form an at

tractive truck garden. Bret Harte probably

wrote about that old “Bar,” but there is

nothing left now to identify it. • *

Up out of this despoiled gulch we passed,

out onto a plateau covered with a feeble

and scrubby growth of mountain-pine tim

ber. To our left rose the skeleton of an

ancient sawmill. This was Sawmill Flat.

Like the gulch we had just passed, Saw

mill Flat had had its day. The timber of
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Sawmill Flat lies scattered underground in

the deserted mines of the Mother Lode.

“We’re getting into Bret Harte land now”

remarked the Journalist as we debouched

onto the old Overland trail that leads

through Sonora Pass. “Look down there.

The Three Partners lived in that old cabin,

and over there on that hillside Salomy Jane

kissed the horse-thief. There's the old

trail down which the posse took him and

Red Pete. I’ll bet a dollar they hanged Red

Pete at Sawmill Flat.”

We stopped the car and walked a quarter

of a mile across Shaw’s Flat to a little

ancient tumbledown cabin. It was a

legitimate hold-over from the olden golden

days. Around it hundreds of acres of old

placer workings testified to the furious

activities of the former denizens of Shaw's

Flat. Shaw's Flat had originally been a

plain strewn with tumbled white lava, like

great clinkers. In the infancy of the world

the erosion from the surrounding hills, carry

ing the gold with it, had poured out onto the

Flat, until with the passage of centuries the

lava clinkers had mercifully been hidden.

In 1850 Shaw’s Flat must have been a

pleasant meadow, but in less than ten years

man had sluiced away the red dirt and

exposed the horrible naked lava clinkers

again. Having despoiled Shaw’s Flat they

left it thus, an abandoned graveyard of

ruined hopes. -

On the hillside above it stands St. Anne's

Catholic church with a cemetery around it.

It is long since mass has been celebrated in

St. Anne's, for only the dead reside in

Shaw’s Flat now. The last of the Shaw

Flatters, having gouged the ground be

tween the graves and under the church, left

the Flat full forty years ago.

From Shaw’s Flat to Columbia is but a

few minutes' run. We had passed through

Columbia before we were aware of it, so we

circled back through three blocks and

finally we saw a man. He kept a saloon, so

we got out to interview him.

Here was a typical saloon of the old days.

The old black-walnut bar imported from

goodness knows where, "the rows of old

lithographs along the age-discolored walls

depicting “Scenes In The Life Of A Fire

man,” old trotting-horses whose names are

forgotten, old gladiators of the London

prize ring, all bore pathetic evidence of the

glad old days. Too well they told the story

of romantic bustling old Columbia, the

town that has not only stood still, but has

gone steadily backward while the years

flowed on. In a glass case on the wall of a

rear room I found a large banner of faded

red silk, upon which was emblazoned in

letters of tarnished gold: ...,

PRESENTED To

ENGINE COMPANY No. 2

COLUMBIA FIRE DEPARTMENT

BY THE LADIES OF COLUMBIA.

DEC. I2, 1862.

Unbelievable! Columbia had once had a

real fire department with at least two fire

engine companies! It was pitiful. We met

an old man there (he had been born at

Shaw’s Flat) who told us that in his boy

hood Columbia and Shaw's Flat had a popu

lation of 25,000 and there had been serious

talk of moving the State Capital up there.

I doubt if the old camp contains more than

a hundred souls now. Even the city is

gone! I imagine they burned it for fuel

when the boom times vanished.

We went across the street to an imposing

single-storied stone warehouse, the relic of

a blasted faith in the future of Columbia.

An elderly druggist was in business in that

portion facing the main street, and in the

rear of his store we saw a huge steel vault.

It was filled with bottles. Once it had held

deposits of $60,000,000 in gold dust! In the

pride of their youth such men as James G.

Just as I was thinking of turning the car into the bank and wrecking it, we flew out onto the big concrete

bridge that has taken the place of Robinson's Ferry. We had reached the bottom of the canyon of the Stanislaus
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Fair, John W. Mackay, James Flood and

George Hearst had swapped lies about their

claims. Fair it was who imported the vault

and did a banking business buying gold

dust from the miners. At least so the drug

gist informed us. He also told us of an

other California multi-millionaire who used

to run a saloon across the street. The price

of a drink was a pinch of gold-dust such as

one can grasp between the thumb and fore

finger. It is said of this man that he was

careful to employ barkeepers with extra

large thumbs.

We looked into the deserted old shack

where J. B. Stetson, who afterwards helped

to found the huge hardware house of Hol

brook, Merrill & Stetson, started his life in

California as a humble tinsmith.

Columbia was a lonely old place. Every

thing reminded us of the ruinous flight of

time, and the Ornithologist declared that

if we stayed there another hour he expected

to wither and fall to pieces; so down the

grade we went to Tuttletown. We wanted

to see the old store where Mark Twain had

sold molasses and other provender.

So we descended on Tuttletown. We did

not find it. Finally we met a prospector

and asked him about it.

“Why,” he said, “you passed it a mile

back!”

We retraced our course and found Tuttle

town. I will guarantee to burn Tuttletown

in fifteen minutes. All there is to Tuttle

town is a barn or two, a house or two and a

watering trough. However, a man we met

there (one of the dozen inhabitants) took

exception to our ill-concealed surprise at

learning this was Tuttletown. It was

pathetic to hear him stick up for the old

camp. He wouldn't leave Tuttletown for

anything. I imagine he sits on the porch

of the local saloon and “hotel” waiting for

the boom times to come again. He said

there was considerable activity right now!

Somebody had revived an old hole in the

ground up the hillside and four men had

been put to work! And this was the echo

of the old Bret Harte days, the wreck of the

stirring scenes of Mark Twain’s “Rough

ing It.”

We sped down the Tuttletown road, pass

ing the branch road to Jackass Hill. It was

a road built primarily for jackasses and

none but a jackass would attempt to motor

to the crest. We decided to continue on to

Melone's and walk back to Jackass Hill.

The road from the western base of Jackass

Hill to Melone's is the only portion of the

tour through Bret Harte land to be avoided

—and we did not know how to avoid it.

Following a smooth but very narrow road,

we came out on the very apex of a moun

tain, turned a complete figure eight in less

than eighty feet, plunged around a corner,

headed down-grade—and stopped short!

Below us, sweeping east and west, lay

the canyon of the Stanislaus. We had

circled back to it. The mountains rose on

each side of the valley, and far below us we

could see the river with its sandy bars where

the Bell-ringer of Angels worked out his

little life tragedy. The thunder of a huge

stampmill filled the canyon with a muffled

steady roar, “the river sang below” and

the pine-clad mountains above were bathed

in a blue mist.

But the rutty tortuous trail hacked along

the side of the mountain, that slid away to

the Stanislaus eight hundred feet below at

an angle of sixty degrees, caused me to

gasp. A forty-five per cent pitch lay di

rectly in front of me and I wanted to turn

back, but that was not possible. I had to

go ahead, so I went into the low gear and

started gingerly down on compression, with

the hand-brake to steady her. We slipped

, and skidded down that awful road for a

mile. All that saves a motorist from skid

ding to his destruction on this grade is the

fact that the road is wide. The pioneer who

made that road had allowed for freight

wagons skidding under the brakes.

Presently we struck a particularly steep

pitch and the car, despite the fact that my

wheels were locked, started to get away

from me. Just as I was thinking of turning

it into the bank and wrecking it, we flew

around a corner and out onto the big con

crete bridge that has taken the place of

Robinson's Ferry. We had reached the

bottom of the canyon of the Stanislaus.

We stayed at Melone's all the afternoon.

We partook of lunch at a miner's boarding

house, and after the meal, while the Orni

thologist went scouting along the river

for bird life, the Journalist and I climbed

the trail back to Jackass Hill. On the very

crest of Jackass Hill we found a pleasant

little wooded plateau with a neat cabin on

it. And in the doorway of the cabin, read

ing, with his spectacles tilted high on

his forehead, we found the genial Mr.

Steve Gillis, sole survivor now of that
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great-hearted old guard whose hospitality

made Jackass Hill the rendezvous for Bret

Harte and Mark Twain.

Mr. Gillis was the only chemically pure

specimen of Bret-Harte-land that we met.

He is a kindly, witty old gentleman, remind

ing one of Santa Claus, only Mr. Gillis wore

spectacles and the rim of a straw hat, vint

age of 1887. I mean that. He wore only

the rim! The crown had vanished with

early California romance. Feeling entirely

at home on Jackass Hill, as literary persons,

more or less, we ventured to remark on his

striking choice of headgear, so he told us the

story. It appears that Mr. Steve Gillis is a

Democrat of the old school, and believes in

a tariff for revenue only. When he bought

that hat it cost him a dollar. Now the same

hat would cost him five, so this remarkable

man has registered a solemn oath not to

buy a new hat until he can do so without

being robbed by an outrageous protective

tariff.

He was boyishly glad to see us. Yes, he

had known Bret Harte; had worked with

him on the old Golden Era in San Francisco.

He spoke feelingly of his dead brother, Jim

Gillis, Mark Twain's old friend, and took

us down the road to an ancient grass-grown

hole under an oak tree. Jim Gillis was a

pocket-hunter and it appears that upon

a certain day in the long ago he was working

in this old hole, looking for a “pocket.”

He found one that netted him eight hundred

dollars, and about two minutes after the

blow of his pick had opened up the treasure

a shadow darkened the hole and Jim Gillis

looked up. He saw a young man looking

down at him.

That young man was Francis Bret Harte.

He had walked over from Angels that day

and by mistake had left the main road to

Tuttletown and followed the old stage trail

up Jackass Hill. He was tired, hungry and

penniless. He knew not where he would

rest his head that night nor where his next

meal was coming from. So Jim Gillis solved

the problem. For several days Bret ate

Jim's groceries and shared his blankets and

then the generous Jim gave Harte his fare

to San Francisco, twenty dollars and a letter

to his brother Steve, then employed on the

Golden Era. Arrived in San Francisco,

Steve's influence obtained for Harte a posi

tion on that journal, and it was shortly

thereafter that his rise to fame commenced.

If I may judge from a certain reticence in

Steve Gillis’ manner, I imagine Harte for

got to look the Gillis boys up after that.

The Journalist mentioned Mark Twain.

All reticence vanished.

“Sam Clemens! Well, sir, Sam Clemens

was my friend, the dearest and best good

fellow that ever lived. You know I was

to have been his second in that famous duel

he almost fought with the editor of the

Virginia City Union. Tell you a funny

story about that. You know Sam was a

rotten shot with a six-shooter, and I made

him go into training for that duel. Used to

take him out in one of the little swales back

of Virginia City and make him practice.

One morning, while we were banging away

at a target, I became so disgusted with Sam's

marksmanship that I seized the pistol, de

claring I would show him what good shoot

ing was. A sparrow sat on an adjacent sage

bush and I fired at the sparrow. By great

good luck I took the bird's head off and

without a flutterit settled on the sage-bush

just wilted right there. I handed the gun

to Sam and crossed over to look at the bird,

and just as I reached the poor little martyr,

the Union man came over the crest of the

swale with his seconds. It appears they

had their man out practicing also.

“Well, gentlemen, they took in that tab

leau. Across the swale stood Sam with the

smoking revolver in his hand, and close by

the bush I stood, just lifting the headless

bird.

“‘Steve,” said one of the enemy's seconds,

‘did Sam Clemens kill that sparrow at that

distance?’

“‘Hit him?' I lied. ‘Well, I should say

so. That’s no shooting for Sam Clemens,’

and I’d no sooner said it than the editor of

the Union dropped his pistol and yelled:

“‘He’s a damned assassin! I won’t fight

him, and forthwith he fled back to his

editorial sanctum. I told Sam to forget

about that duel then, but no, he wouldn’t

take my advice; had to go and publish a

copy of his fool challenge in the Enterprise

and make fun of his enemy. There was a

law against duelling or issuing a challenge

in Nevada, and the Grand Jury was in ses

sion at the time. About ten o’clock that

night I got the quiet tip that we were both

to be indicted—Sam as the principal and I

as his second; so we quit our jobs on the

Enterprise at midnight and ducked out of

Virginia City and came to San Francisco.

I tell you, those were the great old days.”
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We agreed with him. But Jackass Hill

is sad and lonely now, and the sole survivor

of those great old days has come back to

Jackass Hill to end his days on its summit.

And he says Jackass Hill that yielded mil

lions has only been scratched over! We

admired his loyalty. We chatted with him

for an hour and shook his firm old hand and

wished him well. We hated to leave him,

but we had not his abiding faith in the

future of Jackass Hill and we did not in

tend to come back. Should we ever do so

Steve Gillis will not be there. He will be

talking over the old days with Sam Clemens

beyond the Great Divide.

We returned to Melone's by the simple

process of falling off Jackass Hill and pick

ing ourselves up on the river bank. We

made inquiries for the Wingdam road, down

which so many of Bret Harte's heroes

dashed on their foam-flecked steeds, but

were unable to find it. In fact, I am fully

convinced that the citizen of whom we

made inquiry considered us a little weak in

the upper story. We asked for Poker Flat

and Red Mountain and Sandy Bar, and he

said he had some chores to attend to and

left us. So we climbed a wide but horrible

grade, which has a long sad history of

broken differentials, and climbed safely out

of that canyon. My advice to motorists is

to stay out. If you must motor to Angels,

go back from Sonora to Knight's Ferry and

cross the river into Calaveras county far

ther down in the foot-hills.

We spent the night at Angels-Angels

Camp, it used to be—in the Hotel Angels,

in the bar of which Mark Twain was so im

pressed with the antics of the celebrated

Jumping Frog of Calaveras. I believe An

gels owes its fame to the Jumping Frog and

one or two mines.

In the morning we speculated on going

over to Milton to see the schoolhouse where

Harte had taught school, but, so far as we

could learn, nobody in Calaveras county

had ever heard of Bret Harte as a fellow

citizen and it was the general opinion of all

hands that if there had been such a school

house it had long since disappeared. In

stead, we took a pleasant run over through

Vallecito, Douglas Flat and Murphy's, up

to Mercer's Cave. For fifty cents each a

country youth took us down into Mercer's

Cave and showed us a bewildering array of

stalactites and stalagmites with fanciful

charming country, and the cave itself is

interesting.

We got back to Angels about two o'clock,

filled up with oil and gasoline and made the

run over to San Andreas in something over

an hour. At San Andreas the Ornithologist

met a long-lost relative, a mining engineer,

who showed us a heap of “jewelry rock”

from the Mother Lode that caused us to

have a healthier respect for the faith of the

few remaining old boys who claim that the

boom times will come again. Doubtless the

mines will boom again, but the days of old,

the days of gold, like the gallant crew that

mustered them in, are gone forever, and

there will be no return. The mountains are

there, the streams, the whispering pines.

The red dust hangs in the air long after

one's car has disappeared, but the Indian is

gone, the “Heathen Chinee” has abandoned

the laundry for the truck farm, and no

self-respecting man will play poker with

him any longer. The Italian emigrant is

abroad in the land of Bret Harte romance,

but with the exception of that dip down

into Melone's the road is good and the tour

is well worth taking.

We slipped down an easy grade along the

north fork of the Stanislaus after leaving

San Andreas at four o'clock, and at six

o'clock we had descended from the foot

hills. Passing through Valley Springs and

French Camp we flew onward through the

valley, struck the Sacramento–Stockton

asphaltum boulevard presently and arrived

at the Hotel Stockton at half-past nine that

night.

The next day was Sunday, so we slept

late and in the afternoon motored back to

San Francisco, via Livermore, Pleasanton

and Niles canyon. During the entire trip

(counting our side trips, of which we made

one or two which were not particularly in

teresting and due to errors on the part of

the Journalist, the official guide) we had

traversed nearly six hundred and fifty

miles, without a puncture or a blow-out or

in fact a single minor delay.

I have but one grief over that most en

joyable tour. I had appointed that con

founded Ornithologist our official photog

rapher and sent him out to buy films in

Stockton. He purchased some at least a

year old, and the result was chaos in the

pictorial record of our trip. I will never

again undertake a trip with an Ornithol

names. The trip to this cave is through a ogist.
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LONG BEACH

LACK with the raging fury of despair,

Against the reefs of scarred outlying stone

The waves break baffled; and uprearing shown

Along the ramparts, menacing and bare,

Medusa heads, with wild and tangled hair

From wrinkled foreheads backward streaming blown,

In bas-relief are on the canvas thrown,

Hissing and snaky for an instant there.

Yet, looking on such writhing shapes as these

// , And marking how the white-maned squadrons form

A Triton's conch-shell, shrilled in wind-swept keys,

The battle-spirit in my veins grows warm.
- - - - - -

I feel myself in kinship with the seas,

- A Viking, and a comrade of the storm.

- –Ernest McGaffey.
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Mount ARRowsMITH

HE mountain road crawled upward like a snake,

A winding python, wallowing in dust;

And gnarled arbutus dropped its barky crust

There by the wayside, tawny flake on flake.

The river, through the steep descending brake,

Past fern and boulder, tarnished thick with rust,

A sword-like current downward sudden thrust

And sheathed its cataract in the shining lake.

And gazing skyward from the path we saw

Beyond the fir-trees, ranged in plumy crowds,

A sight that filled our very souls with awe,

Seen through a veil of filmy-trailing shrouds.

A Titan figure, carved without a flaw:

Mount Arrowsmith, attended by the clouds.

—Ernest McGaffey.

PHOTOGRAPH. B.Y. LEONARD FRANK
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Long before sunrise there had assembled the patient nucleus of the long line of fans at the box office

A CORNER IN BONEHEADS

By OLIN L. LY MAN

Author of: The Vacation of Bad Bill

I11u strated by Maurice Logan

mained in Gilead and that Woe was

king, one had at this moment only to

behold the spangled visage of Eddie Jaffray,

manager of the Catterton base-ball team.

He huddled in the chair before his untidy

desk, hands in his trouser pockets, his gaze

absently fixed upon an infinity of gloom. His

freckles, ordinarily rosy spot-lights of op

timism, seemed direly pale and dead. One

would almost have looked in the corner,

dimming with the approach of twilight, for

little raven jinxes carrying valises of Dull

Care. So Jaffray sat alone in his little office,

going down—and down-and down. . . . .

Suddenly there came a gradual change.

Without realizing it, the manager's gaze had

lifted to an accustomed object upon the wall

over his desk. At first he looked uncon

sciously, then a slowly dawning light

drowned the shadows in his brooding eyes.

For the unnumbered time in a career of

vexing problems Jaffray proved that the

spirits of a freckled man are elastic. For

the thousandth time he read the words which

some cheerful idiot had assembled for that

particular calendar, and for the thousandth

time he shooed the sad shade of trouble by

grace of a sympathizing, whimsical grin:

T. know absolutely that no balm re “When the whole blame world seems gone to pot,

And business is on the bum,

A two-cent grin and a lifted chin

Help some, my boy, help some.”

“The guy that spilled that stuff had the

right dope.” -

In his abstraction Jaffray had heard no

body come in. Now he whirled in his chair

to confront the Catterton captain, Jack

Rhoades, who stood pensively regarding

the calendar.

“All the same,” supplemented Rhoades,

“he never had nothin’ to do with the runnin’

of a bonehead ball team.”

Jaffray's grin grew into a laugh. Rhoades’

blithe assaults upon the English language

always amused him. The captain had been

a college man, and so far as the graces of

culture were concerned he had seemed con

sistently since to be trying to live it down.

At any rate the diamond had been his mag

net from the beginning and he had “jumped”

the class-room in his junior year to cover the

third sack for a team in one of the bush

leagues. He was still covering third, but

for the past five years, following a steady

climb, he had been one of the shining lights

of the Catterton team, idolized by that por

tion of the base-ball world as chanced to be
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Catterton rooters and as inevitably hated by

other segments of the great circle.

If possible, Rhoades was at this instant

more forlorn in appearance than Jaffray had

been a moment before, though there was

nothing of sad resignation in it. He glow

ered venomously, he chewed at a toothpick

as a bullpup might chew another canine.

“What's the grief, pal?” inquired Jaffray

with mild irony, meanwhile supposing that

the captain's concern had to do merely with

generalities. It could be no new specific

thing; everything had happened. Yet a

shaft remained. Lightning-like the Somber

Rhoades now launched it.

“Bill Salzer's married.”

“Married?”

Jaffray fairly screeched the word in as

shuddering horror as if Rhoades had an

nounced that the crack Catterton pitcher

had been murdered. Rhoades nodded

glumly.

“I suppose it's her!” The final word was

pronounced with an indescribable inflection.

“Aw, yes, it's her.”

Then Jaffray lifted desolate eyes to high

heaven, via the dingy ceiling, and voiced in

lurid phrase his woe renewed. “Can you

beat it? I ask you as a pal, can you beat it?

Why was I ever born, Eliza? Ain't it awful

to be conscientious, Jack? It's such a

handicap. If it wasn’t for that I could start

out and kill the whole gang and then dance

on their graves.” He gazed helplessly at

Rhoades, who shook his head gloomily and

remained mute.

“They say an ump has a sad life” con

tinued the manager in hollow tones. “Why,

say pal, the mournfulest ump that ever

dodged a pop bottle was a laughing hyena

of joy compared to me. It's a wonder they

haven’t got me in the detention ward. Six

weeks ago we had a real team with a twelve

game lead in the race for the rag. Now

we’ve got just two games to the good with

the Monuments throwing 'er on the high and

coming into the stretch on two wheels. It's

got to be a case of “Get out o' my way, turtle,

or I’ll step on you!' They’ve got everything:

what have we got?”

He fairly squealed it, pawing the air and

glaring at his captain while his freckles

deepened in a choleric glow. Rhoades said

nothing, but bit clean through his toothpick.

“I’ll tell you what we’ve got” continued

Jaffray with mounting resentment. “We’ve

got absolutely the niftiest collection of bone

heads that have been herded since the old

snake first fooled Adam with his curves.

A corner in boneheads, that's what it is—

we've got 'em all. Here's that boob of a

Lefty Russell breaks out for the very first

time in ten years, and he's due for the gold

cure if he keeps it up. Bill McQuirk, second

batter in the league, beats up an umpire, and

our honored president—blast him '-hangs

loafer Bill up by the heels to dry for Lord

knows how long. Kevin, the beautiful

shortstop, breaks his shin-bone, and hot

foot to the hospital for him. Good-night!

The pitchers work like they’ve got hook

worm disease, the fielders stand still and fall

down and try to catch the ball with their feet,

the batters hit at it the next day, everybody

in the infield falls over everybody else!”

He leaned forward, his accusing eyes

boring deep into Rhoades' shadowed soul.

“And now,” he hissed, “Bill Salzer gets

married!”

“What's the use of glarin’ at me?” in

quired Jack, with heavy sarcasm. “I

ain’t her.”

Eddie swept on without heeding him.

“What good has he been, anyway, since he

got the crush on his dame, what? Used to

be the crack pitcher of the league, used to be

its scrappiest guy in the coaching box.

Used to be able to spill language that had

rattlesnakes and darning-needles in it, used

to have the opposition so locoed they looked

like an old ladies' home. And now, since

the little god of love got him by the gizzard,

how is he now? Why, he'd kiss an umpire

if the boob would let him, him that only two

months ago could tell an ump where he

could go in more ways than I ever heard in

my sad young life. Why, he'll stand now

and grin forgiving grins when he ought to

be tearing grass and spinning on one ear in

righteous indignation. And when he's in the

box he’ll wind up like he was doing it to the

strains of the ‘Spring Song, and when he

puts it over and the batter hits it he'll stand

dreamy-eyed and watch it like he thought

it was a dove with wings on it, flying to her,

yelping “The Robert E. Lee in some dinky

one-night stand!”

He paused long enough to groan, then

resumed his tragic monologue. “And now

it will be worse. I said to him a month ago,

when I caught him one day in the hotel with

a letter-head trying to draw a picture of her,

I said “Bill, you’ve got it bad, but promise

me that you won’t get married till we win
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the pennant. Gee! he flushed up like a

fire without any insurance and he promised.

Yes, he had it bad, you ought to have seen

that picture. It's funny, but love would

make a hod-carrier think he designed the

building. I should have thought that pic

ture was simply the ramblings of an intoxi

cated pencil, trying to get home, but Bill

had it labeled. “This is Imogen, just like

that, and he had it spelled with two m's.

And now he's Mister Imogen, and it's going

to be fierce. Can you imagine it? Bill will

be in the box, looking into the air and seeing

a flower garden there, and he'll loaf one over

that my two-year-old boy could hit, and big

McGoorty or some ox like him will lift that

ball clean to New York, and the fans will

get up on their hind legs and holler in

unison ‘Take him out!' and Bill will look

up calf-eyed and murmur ‘Is that you

calling, love?’”

He threw out an arm as if casting some

thing away. “Good-by, pennant, good-by!”

“Oh, not yet!”

Startled, both men wheeled in their chairs

to confront a vision distinctly worth while.

From lithographs he had seen posted in

various cities of the circuit Jaffray knew her

for Mrs. William Salzer, nee Imogen Ver

non, plus whatever it was before that.

Glancing at her Jaffray would have guessed

that it might have been something like

Mamie Riley, that original name, for she

was undoubtedly of Celtic extraction and a

beauty. As for her general appearance at this

first meeting with the manager and captain

of the Catterton ball team, let this vivid

description, proffered later by Jack Rhoades

for the delectation of his cronies, suffice.

“She had on one o’ them new coats with

a heluva collar, an’ comin’ to her heels, an’

three or four colors into it. She's got little

bits o' kicks with white tops and our ten

year-old mascot has got a hand like a ham

compared with hers. She's got grinny eyes,

but there’s business in 'em, too. But that

part she kind o' keeps out in the wings.

Still, if it comes to a show-down, I ain’t

bettin' on Bill. Say, she'd make his six

feet-two feel like two-feet-six. She ain’t

tall an’ she ain’t short an’ she ain’t got no

consumption. She shows her teeth as much

as Roosevelt does, but hers ain't gravestone

size. Her eyes are blue, I guess, but you

don’t just notice about that, watchin the

rest of her face. I don’t blame Bill so much,

though I ain’t much for women. And

smooth !—say, boys, a seal is a rough-neck

beside her!”

Disconcerted for the moment by her un

expected presence, Manager Jaffray, always

the suave gentleman in the presence of the

fair, pulled himself together and rose with

an amiable smile. Rhoades gaped—it is

the only word.

Her voice, sweet and high-pitched, had

ripples in it and an underlying laugh, her

speech had all the free-and-easy piquancy

of her calling. “I didn’t mean to butt in,

regardless,” she assured them, looking at

Eddie. “I drifted inside a couple of minutes

ago, and you were so busy knocking Mister

Imogen that I guess you didn’t hear me.”

Her eyes were dancing.

Jaffray felt a hot flush starting at his

freckles, swiftly radiating till it reached the

roots of his ruddy hair. He began a stam

mering apology.

“Oh, that's all right” Bill's wife assured

them, comfortably bestowing herself in an

opposite chair. “Say, listen! Bill couldn’t

help himself. He meant to stand pat by

what he told you, but I wouldn’t have it.

I was at that game in Cleveland Tuesday

when they knocked him out of the box.

We jumped here, like you did, and last night

when Bill come over to the hotel to see me I

says “Bill, you're certainly putting up a rot

ten game. You need coaching, you do. To

the preacher man for yours. And I led him

to a minister.”

She looked at them speculatively while

they stared blankly at her, their faces bearing

ample evidence that the ways of women are

sealed books to men. Presently she smiled

such a smile as had often captivated vaude

ville audiences, and after them, Southpaw

Bill. Then she rose.

“I know you're busy men, and far be it

from me to tell you the story of my life in

forty-seven chapters while you wait. I'll

just say this: Bill was pretty bashful about

coming to see you this morning, for he judged

you'd be warm in the collar, and he is a

peace-loving man since he got crazy over

me. You were right, Mr. Jaffray, Bill has

been changed since then; he's been picking

bouquets out of the air, and the clouds have

all been sterling-silver-lined. Now you

know the only way to cure a fellow of that

sort of thing is to marry him. I just came

up to say that Bill is sorry, and he won’t do

it again, not unless he wants to do a term

for bigamy. And I'll add that I’ll see he'll
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And believe me, on the show-down Bill will be there

with bells on, for I'm some fan!”

Hang onto that two-game lead, gentlemen!
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be sorry if Catterton fails to land that pen

nant. You’ve got just a week more, three

games here and the final three at home, my

home. Hang onto that two-game lead,

gentlemen! The show jumps with you,

I’m slated only for evening performances.

I'll see you through. Rooting? Why say,

I'm the perfectly best little rooter you ever

heard at large. And believe me, on the

show-down Bill will be there with bells on,

for I'm some fan!”

Even while Jaffray was protesting that

she need not be in a hurry she left the room

with a merry smile, and the tap of her little

heels dwindled rapidly down the corridor.

Rhoades still gaped, finally summoning a

hackneyed phrase. “Now what d'ye think

of that?”

Jaffray waved an expressive hand. “Two

things. First, Bill is due to see base-balls

instead of bouquets. Second, there's more

to that calendar yonder than just dates.

Come on, Jack, it's time to go out to the

grounds.” And somehow he was smiling,

his optimism renewed.

Just before the ninth that afternoon, when

the Violet Sox were so far ahead of the Cat

tertons that only one of those miracles would

serve to catch them, a sour-faced Jaffray

walked up to a glum Bill Salzer adorning

the Catterton bench. “Where's the missus?”

asked the manager. “I thought she might

be rooting in the stands, but I don’t see her.”

“She was goin’ to work her understudy

into her act” replied Salzer, “but the goil's

got tonsilitis an Imogen had to stay on the

job. But she's pumpin’ all the gargles an’

stuff there is down the kid's throat an’ she

swears she'll have her in shape by the time

we jump to play off the last three with the

Monuments. She's disappointed a lot.”

Jaffray grunted. “So'm I. If I could get

half the ginger into this bum outfit that your

wife's got in her little finger—aw, but what's

the use? You can’t win a pennant with a

cemetery.” Moodily he watched Sanders,

the wiry Violet pitcher, striking out the

first Catterton up.

“I can't understand” continued Jaffray,

with vindictive frankness, “how you man

aged to cop a queen like that.”

Salzer, a burly, sandy-haired giant, was

sensitive only with the new Mrs. Bill. He

grinned a grin in which there was no re

Sentment.

“I dunno” he retorted. “I thought the

same about you, first time I seen your wife.”

“Counter!” conceded Jaffray. “There!

hanged if that elongated son of a giraffe

hasn't whiffed Thompson, too.”

Salzer rose and stretched his muscles that

had been employed that afternoon only in a

little warming-up work. “The kid’ll get

McArdle, too” he announced. “That's

the way he always blanks them, three in a

row. We'll be through in a minute. Hope

the Monuments lost today, too.”

Then Jaffray, in a low, earnest voice and

in one of those sudden quiet passions for

which he was famed, in blistering phrase

sounded the key-note of the trouble with the

team. “You’ve all lost your spirit!” he

sneered. “‘Hope the Monuments lost, too!’

What if they did, and we'd won? Me for

Bloomingdale after this series. And say,

you count on going in tomorrow.”

It chanced that the Monuments had lost

also and Catterton breathed more freely.

But the next day a batting rally gave the

Violets the game in the ninth, when Salzer

apparently had the honors tucked away, and

the Monuments in their own town, playing

the Splendoras, won by a handsome score.

Dame Fortune further favored the Monu

ments on the succeeding day while rain

interrupted the Catterton-Violet contest.

It transpired then that when Catterton

took her jump to the lair of the Monuments

for the final crucial games, the teams were

tied for the lead, and fans' enthusiasm

throughout the country had reached a stage

of frenzy.

Before jammed stands the Cattertons,

appearing to regain temporarily their old

fighting spirit, gallantly closed up shattered

ranks and won a desperate victory. Success

won in the camp of the enemy sent their

stock soaring. But the next day the bottom

dropped out of it. They were disgracefully

routed, beaten by a memorable score. In

Jaffray's ears, as his last batter retired after

an easy foul which the opposing catcher

caught with two leisurely steps backward,

sounded the derisive hoots and laughter of

unsympathetic thousands. Mournfully he

appraised the wreck; there was little salvage.

His outfielders and infielders alike had

played like wooden men, he had used up all

his effective pitchers in a vain effort to stem

the tide, all but Salzer. He had saved Salzer

as a forlorn hope for the morrow.

That night Jaffray called his players to

his room at the hotel. His language was

livid, it sizzled and burned while the faces
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of his men fairly smouldered with that queer

baffled impotence which at times all athletic

pilots know and recognize with a sinking at

the heart. For they are perfectly well aware,

the pilots, that the distracted units do not

voluntarily refuse to cohese. It is only that

the grip of the monstrous thing—call it jinx,

hoodoo, what you will, it being from the

realm of non-analyzed mysteries—has them

held fast, struggling like so many tortured

Laocoons in the coils of serpents. And until

some keen-toothed climax like a blade snips

away the bonds, the most desperate strug

glings of the luckless band prove abortive,

in them is only the pathos of wasted effort.

Something to lash, to whip them into deadly,

furious onslaughts was what the Catter

tons needed just now. Alone in his room

after the talk, chin sunk dejectedly, the

message of the calendar forgotten, Jaffray

conceded to himself that his fiery words, his

closing effort, had not broken the spell.

Unless the magic relief flashed from some

unthinkable quarter, Catterton was doomed

to defeat on the following day.

That fateful day dawned in golden sun

shine that was a lucky portent for one of the

two teams upon which the eyes of the country

were riveted. Long before Old Sol had

poked his rim above the eastern horizon

there had assembled the patient nucleus

of the long line of fans at the box office.

The morning papers carried uncounted

columns of “dope” regarding the crucial

closing contest, surmounted by staring

headlines and “embellished” with illustra

tions galore. Throughout the city men

hurried early to their offices, in order to be

on hand for the game which was due to

make diamond history. The city was base

ball mad.

Eddie Jaffray looked haggard at break

fast, for he had slept but little. His appetite

was unwontedly slim. Hurrying from the

table he went into the lobby, already

crowded, and edged toward a window.

Lighting a cigar he stared moodily out at

roaring traffic under a cloudless sky. He

was roused by a touch upon the shoulder

and turned to confront Bill Salzer.

“Everybody's doing it” remarked his

crack pitcher. “Doing what? Kidding us.

The hotel clerk just put over a peach on me.

Says he, “Bill, old scout, I’ve just got up a

pitching scheme there’s a million in. I

could sell it to the Monuments and live on

the interest, but you're a friend of mine, I

want to see you win today, and I’m going to

slip it to you, old kid. I bit, oh yes. ‘What

is it?' I asks him. “Well, it's this way he

tells me. “I call it the mysterious guy ball.

You're a southpaw. You hold the ball as

usual in your left hand and wind up. Of

course the batter is watching that hand.

You get all the steam into your heave and

shoot out that left hand, but you don’t let

the ball go. Instead, at the same instant

you whip out your good old right wing in

which you’ve been concealing a second ball,

and that's the one you let go. Simple, ain’t

it? You can strike out every man up with

that.’”

Jaffray turned upon Salzer two cold and

murderous eyes. “What did you do to

him?” he asked, very softly.

“I killed him” responded Salzer. “Oh,

say, the missus will be there this aft. Her

kid understudy goes on at the Orpheum for

her. I think the poor goil did it to sidestep

the medicines. And Imogen has got some

thing up her sleeve.”

“What?”

“I dunno” replied Bill, uneasily. “It's

some things she said. Once she told me,

‘Bill, says she, if you lose that game, pray,

kid, Dray like you used to when you was

little and innocent.’ And a little later she

hands me this: ‘You and that parcel of

boobs with you are due either for a show

down or a show-up. Now, what's she

after?”

Jaffray looked into the worried visage of

his ten-thousand-dollar beauty while a slow

grin of understanding overspread his face.

He laid a fatherly hand on the pitcher's

brawny shoulder. “Say, Willie boy,” he

advised, “you pitch today like you never

pitched before. That's all.”

Long before the game was called that

afternoon the grand-stand and bleachers

were jammed with rooters, while the over

flow encroached so far upon the playing

field that it was necessary to establish the

usual ground rules for batted balls in such

cases. Outside the gates a crowd of late

comers that could not be accommodated

struggled and clamored unavailingly. Thou

sands of eyes looked down upon the velvety

green diamond which a world was watching

on this beautiful autumn day. The barbaric

hum of animated conversation sounded,

punctuated by the mild musketry of crack

ing peanut shells. “Pop” boys called their
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wares through their noses, here and there a

conscienceless vender sold alleged cigars.

And through the crowd, gathering force like

the quickening beat of an engine, pulsed

that strange thrill which was presently to

grip nerves like talons, the mysterious, com

pelling spirit of the game.

A mighty roar sounded as the Monument

team, headed by their captain, “Red”

Ericsson, came from their club-house upon

the field and started to toss base-balls to one

another. A little later there was another

cheer, feebler in volume because raised in

Monument precincts, as the Catterton team

appeared and walked toward the visitors'

bench. Silent and grim, there was in the

group a subtle air of import, a something

that betokened determination to battle at

the last ditch; a something very creditable

in its way but a long way behind that uncon

querable confidence, that unshaken belief

in one's powers, which wins games either

in the arenas of sport or those of life. And

Jaffray, seated upon the bench, felt it, this

somber something, and his spirits dropped

even lower and he champed his gum with

positive violence.

Silence had followed the feeble cheer.

The crowd was watching the Catterton

team, now nearly to the bench. The still

ness was broken. A voice from the thronged

stands cleft it like a knife, a shrill feminine

voice whose message was as vitriol poured

upon raw wounds.

“Hey, where's the hearse?”

Jaffray started; there was something

familiar in those thin high-pitched tones.

But even as the roar of laughter which fol

lowed the sally swelled in volume, his keen

eyes fell to studying his men and he felt an

expanding inward glow of satisfaction. For

the gibe had struck home, theresultantgood

natured derision had nettled Manager

Eddie's warriors. Ah, that was what was

needed, something stinging to take the

beaten hang-dog air out of them, something

to make them fight! Jaffray had not been

able to do it himself, but he was only their

manager. Fans! That was the influence

needed, the speech of fans that was like a

two-edged sword, tongues that dripped

vinegar and gall, the voice of the mighty,

sneering, derisive public to rouse discour

aged champions from lethargy and cause

them to swing at a ball with the vengeful

elementary wish that it were a human head.

Jaffray had some shorn Samsons on his

hands; he needed some murderous, capering

cave dwellers and stone-age outlaws.

It seemed that he was in a fair way to get

them. Uprose that shrill tantalizing voice

again, adding to the humiliation of the

Cattertons:

“Everybody, three cheers for nine live

ones, the Monuments!”

In the deafening din which followed the

call Jaffray rose from the bench and walked

out upon the field to face the stand and

verify his growing suspicion. Passing them

he heard two or three of the men swearing;

this was a hopeful sign.

He stepped to the side of big Bill Salzer,

who stood eying the stand with a face of

utter dismay. “My God!” Bill cried, “it’s

my wife! She's in that front box in Section

J, see her? Millie Constance, who's gone

into the movies lately, is with her and she's

tryin’ to hold her down. Say, she might as

well try to hold down a can o' nitro-glycer

ine! Holy Saint Vitus! Now wotta y know

about that?”

A smile struggled at the corners of Jaf

fray's mouth as he stood with Bill, seeking

the spot where the envenomed Madam Bill

held forth in psychologic domination of an

odd situation. Ah! he saw her now, a

pretty magnet for batteries of eyes whose

owners, still softly laughing, seemed ready

to follow her wilful lingual lead to any

lengths. Gorgeously arrayed in glories that

rendered her especially prominent even in a

riotous garden of color furnished by assem

bled hordes of feminine fans, she was im

patiently waving aside another vision in

blue who was apparently remonstrating

with her while the wife's eyes were riveted

upon her nonplussed Bill. Even at that

distance Jaffray could detect a malicious

smile, and he grinned sympathetically and

slipped from Bill's side back to the bench to

gloat over the growing resentment among

his men. Some of them were looking

daggers at Bill, as word had gone round

that it was his bride who was “stinging”

Catterton.

A little later there was dead silence as the

Monument fielders took their stations. The

lanky McCue, the most feared right-hander

in the league, went into the box while catcher

Bowman adjusted his mask and donned

his glove. The umpires took their places;

little Dubois, Catterton’s center fielder,

stepped to the plate nonchalantly swinging

his bat.
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“Play ball!”

The crowd drew a great concerted breath

of relief. Dubois swung at the second ball,

hit it—and was thrown out at first, McCue

relaying the ball to Simpson with the pre

cision of machinery. Ellison was retired on

a foul. Then up came the giant Bill Mc

Quirk, crack outfielder and the second batter

in the league. He had been suspended a

month before by the league president for

assaulting an umpire and the “bars” had

been lifted only the previous evening.

There was a tense stillness as McQuirk

took his place. It was a Monument crowd,

and this surly mastodon was feared. The

outfielders, without waiting to be signaled,

moved far out, McCue surveyed McQuirk

thoughtfully, then watched his catcher

signaling. With all these tributes to the

might of his batting prodigy, Jaffray was

distinctly anxious. McQuirk had been out

of it for a month. Had he retained what the

vernacular knows as the “batting eye?”

In that all-important moment there up

rose again that shrill, maddening voice, this

time addressed to the motionless Berserker

at the plate.

“Hello, ump killer! When did they let

you out?”

Bill's homely face was turned for an

instant toward the stand, its expression was

fairly murderous. Jaffray's heart leaped

exultantly as McQuirk’s iron hands shook

his bat as a terrier would shake a rat.

McCue wound up, the ball shot straight

and high for the plate. McQuirk stepped

forward and landed fair with an impact

like a rifle shot. The ball sailed clean over

the west fence while Bill leisurely trotted

around the bases.

Even an alien crowd could not withhold

admiration so splendidly earned. In the

midst of the resultant confusion Jaffray

stared curiously at a gorgeous figure in the

box that had now become the center of

interest for the press-stand as well as for the

assembled public. No, there were two such

figures, wrapped in a close embrace for a

moment, then to sit demurely down while

the arch-plotter of the pair doubtless con

cocted more devilment.

“Oh, you kid!” mused the manager,

“you are certainly a three-ply dandy! But

wait till you get after Bill!”

The next two innings yielded no further

scoring, but in the fourth, through two hits,

the Monuments scored a run and the score

was tied. This was not done without some

caustic comment from Madam Bill, and her

criticisms and exhortations increased as the

game proceeded.

It was a contest that lived long in the

memories of those who saw it. With the

beginning of the fifth inning it became a

free-hitting wrangle in which the teams

alternated for the lead. It was punctuated

by mighty bat work and the most hair-raising

fielding. Always the pace grew swifter, they

played like fiends and with the cool calcula

tion of masters. The Monuments had the

support of the vast crowd, the Cattertons

the unsparing whip of that hated voice yon

der, cunningly raised whenever there was a

lull in the din. Captain Jack Rhoades

grinned for the first few innings, highly

diverted at the “roasts” his men were receiv

ing. Then he missed a grounder along the

third base line and he did not smile again,

but his game improved. -

To Jaffray, watching from the bench,

recurred speculation regarding when big

Bill Salzer would receive his wife’s attention.

There had been no word yet. True, there

had not yet been excuse for it, for the tall

southpaw was working like a Trojan. But

Jaffray did not doubt that the opportunity

would come, and it did.

At the beginning of the ninth the score

stood three-all when Catterton came to bat.

“Bad Bill” McQuirk singled, Rhoades ad

vanced him with a sacrifice hit, Johnson

fanned and the final hope, big Salzer, came

to bat.

Now Salzer was a batsman of parts, and

the attenuated McCue pitched to him with

extreme care. Salzer was desperate and de

termined and chopped away at the ball with

the result that catcher Bowman was scurry

ing like a rabbit for the next few moments

in quest of foul balls that were always just

out of reach. Meanwhile McQuirk, who

had been placed further down in the batting

order after the third inning because of an

accident to another player, waited im

patiently upon the third bag, which he had

purloined, for Bill to whip out a liner and

bring him home.

It was after the fourth foul fly that Salzer

received his wife's respects.

He was informed that Rip Van Winkle

was an after-dinner napper compared with

him. His bat was hewed from a slippery

elm tree, he had best anoint it with mucilage.



McNabb touched out the runner sliding in from third.

But the game was over

He had best go back to pitching—hay.

Was he trying for an altitude record? Was

this a club-swinging exhibition? Bats were

various: some were booze-fests, others were

things with wings on them, still others were

to hit a ball with. Why didn’t he hit the ball?

“Holy Isaac'” remarked Jaffray to

Rhoades at his side, “there's a swell line of

honeymoon chatter! “Meet me by moon

light alone, and have your life insured.”

Just then Bill hit the ball and raced

vehemently to second while McQuirk

scampered home. The next man up went

out on an easy fly, but Catterton was now a

run ahead and it merely devolved upon

them to hold the Monuments in what, with

luck, would be the closing half.

Salzer was still angry when he went into

the box. With saturnine enjoyment he

fanned the first man, likewise the second.

It was a bonehead play throughout.

The third man he caused twice to swing

ineffectively—then he hit him with the ball.

Rubbing his shoulder, the player took his

base. Then Bill, as many a good pitcher

aforetime, rose headlong into the air.

He walked the next man. The player

following sent a grounder to Rhoades and

beat out the throw to first. The bases were

full.

With the roar of maddened thousands like

a cataract in his ears Salzer looked mechan

ically toward Jaffray, anticipating a signal of

retirement in favor of another twirler. The

manager sat grim and immobile as an

Indian. Salzer realized that he would be

left to cope with his marred fortunes.

About him surged the din of the crowd, hot

for his humiliation: there stalked toward the

plate the most formidable batter in the

Monument team, already with two hits
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including a two-bagger, the brawny Bob

McEligott.

To gain time Salzer strolled toward his

catcher, who met him half-way for one of

those consultations that always awaken the

ire of a hostile crowd. The diabolical out

cries redoubled, scorn and contumely were

heaped upon the pitcher’s head. Feeling

foolish and futile, groping for his vanished

nerve, Salzer walked back to his box, faced

McEligott and, while the commotion died

away, watched for McNabb's signal.

Then it came again, that voice, freighted

with irony, followed by a Gargantuan burst

of laughter from the crowd.

“You’re asleep! Time to get up! Tighten

up, you rummy, tighten up!”

A tabloid drama was enacted in the next

few moments. McEligott declared after

ward that Salzer wasn’t pitching a ball, he

had substituted a marble. Twice the bats

man swung as the spheroid thudded into

McNabb’s glove.

The third came like a bullet, swishing

sharply downward on the break just over

the plate. The bat met it fairly, then was

flung away as McEligott streaked for first

while the three occupants of the bags shot

away as with a starter's pistol. A leonine

roar burst from the crowd, to be at once

queerly strangled in dismay. For Salzer,

leaping high in air, caught the screaming

ball and whipped it back to McNabb, who

touched out the runner sliding in from third.

It was a bonehead play throughout. But

the game was over.

Much could be told of news editions con

taining scareheads and zinc etchings of one

Imogen Vernon–Madam Bill, whom the

reporters held to be the real winner of the

Cattertons' pennant, but this is really an

other story. Let it suffice to touch upon one

closing scene, of a remarkably pretty young

woman in a heluva coat, likewise hat, dart

ing after the last of the Cattertons as they

disappeared into their quarters. She

slipped inside the door, then closed it and

stood with her back against it, defiant yet

strangely moved.

She faced a row of scowling faces, faces

that softened curiously ere she had done

and broke into wide grins as they lustily

cheered her.

“Boys, boys!” she called, with a half-sob

in her voice, “maybe you think it's a press

agent stunt—silly apes! But think . . .

think . . . and you'll know I busted a

corner in boneheads . . . it comes to the

best of bunches - - - but I busted it! And

I sounded like a Bowery dame full of gin

- - - and I abused poor old Bill and all of

you . . . but can’t you see I had to? And

ain't you grand—and ain't you champions?

Why, you silly, ugly apes, I—I love you all!”

IN HAMMOCK LAND

By LUCIA E. SMITH

Have you been to hammock land,

Swinging, clinging, lying low,

With the birds on every hand

Making you to understand

That to live, to love, to grow,

One must close the eyes—just so—

Dream and swing, where green vines show,

For a little while to go,

With one's best self, hand in hand?
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The Japanization of Hawaii is being accomplished with amazing rapidity. This photograph shows a scene on

a sugar plantation, the native-born children

KEEPINGTH

being American citizens and voters of the future

COAST CLEAR

The Japanization of Hawaii a Warning to the West

By ARTHUR DUNN

In the opinion of many well-meaning people in the eastern half of the United States, the people

of the Pacific Coast, and of California in particular, have created unnecessary and unwarranted

trouble by agitation against the Japanese. Race hatred is assumed to be the basis of this

agitation. Yet in the protest against the Japanese in the San Francisco schools in 1997, the

issue was the presence of Japanese male adults in the class-rooms with girl children, and in the

present anti-alien land ownership question, the pressure behind that legislation is purely

economic. The Pacific Coast has a vision in this matter as yet unseen by some New England

and Middle Western eyes. The following article should convey something of that vision to

interested parlies beyond the Rockies.

admiral who swept Russia off the

sea—steamed a cruiser belonging to

His Imperial Majesty's navy to Honolulu,

and dropped anchor just outside the little

harbor. Hawaiian officialdom of that day

had good reason to believe that Captain

Togo was under very positive orders from

his government to take a hand in the ad

ministration of the affairs of the islands,

then torn by internal dissensions and strife.

CAPTAIN Togo—later the Japanese But the American flag floated from the

staff of the government building, for pos

session of which Liliuokalani, the dethroned

queen, was making urgent appeals to Wash

ington. The American flag was up because

John L. Stevens, the United States Minister,

felt justified in granting a temporary pro

tectorate to the provisional government.

That was February 28, 1893—the be

ginning of the Japanese Question which

has lately occupied the attention of
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diplomatists in Japan and the United States.

Had the American flag not been up; had

there been no protectorate; had Uncle

Sam's marines not been ashore; well, Min

ister Stevens would not have been repri

manded, two presidents of the United States

perplexed, the Congress vexed-and the

Sandwich islands, truly named, would have

been absorbed, in a single bite, by His Im

perial Majesty, the Emperor of Japan.

Incidentally, there would be no Japanese

Question agitating California and the Pa

cific Coast, nor concerning the statesmen of

the United States and of Japan, each particu

lar as to the possession of respective rights,

and all full of pride and patriotism.

But the flag was there.

It was at the beginning of 1893 that

Americans residing in the Hawaiian islands

caused the overthrow of the queen, asserting

that she was about to crown her brief

misrule with a new and infamous constitu

tion. The coup took place, marines were

landed from the U. S. S. Boston, the pro

visional government of the Republic of

Hawaii formally recognized by the Ameri

can minister, a pro-annexationist, and con

curred in by nearly all of the diplomatic

representatives there resident. And then

The Japanese consul-general formally

demanded the right of suffrage and full

citizenship for Japanese.

All this happened before the Hawaiian

islands were annexed to the United States.

In fact, at the very moment that the Jap

anese were clamoring for the right of suf

frage, the foreign affairs committee of the

United States Senate reported:

“The United States has so far interfered

with the internal policy of Hawaii as to se

cure an agreement from that government

restricting the disposal of bays and harbors

and of the crown lands to other countries,

and has secured exclusive privileges in

Pearl Harbor of great importance to this

government. . . In the efforts to

secure these guarantees of safe government,

no distinction of race was made as to the

native or Kanaka population, but the

Chinese and Japanese were excluded from

participation in the government as voters,

or as officeholders.

“Observing the spirit of the Monroe

Doctrine,” says this illuminating report,

written by the late Senator Morgan, “the

United States, in the beginning of our re

lations with Hawaii, made a firm and dis

tinct declaration of the purpose to prevent

the absorption of Hawaii or the political

control of that country by any foreign

power. Without stating the reasons for

this policy, which included very impor

tant commercial and military considera

tions, the attitude of the United States to

ward Hawaii was in moral effect that of a

friendly protectorate.”

When the strenuous history of ninety

three was in the making, Japanese in the

Hawaiian islands numbered only 12,360.

In 1910, the census enumerators discov

ered there was 79,674 Japanese on the is

lands, the total population of which is

191,909, so it will be seen that the Japanese

are very rapidly approaching numerical

dominance in the Hawaiian islands.

As it is, they are making rapid incursions

into the commercial life of the islands; in

deed, sugar planters, in their propaganda

designed to defeat the adoption of the free

sugar tariff, insist that the Japanese will

dominate absolutely that industry in the

event of free sugar—and all because the

Japanese, to a large extent, can and do con

trol the labor market of Hawaii. Japanese

are making headway in the pineapple in

dustry, both as growers and canners; Jap

anese have stores and shops of all charac

ters; Japanese virtually do the provision

ing and vitualizing of the entire popula

tion, in many instances including the United

States troops stationed on the islands.

They are servants or skilled artisans as

occasion requires; no station too high for

them to aspire to it, no place too lowly for

them to occupy. They are ingenious as

well as industrious—I discovered only one

Japanese convicted of vagrancy. They

attend the public schools and sing our

songs, play our games—but they remain

Japanese, always. They are not assimilable.

That is the vision that California and all

the Pacific see upon the Western horizon,

and it is the vivid picture of the future,

rather than the living present, that has

startled. It must not be thought, because

Japanese own 12,726 acres of California

lands and have under lease-hold 20,294

acres, that California is in possession of the

Japanese. She is not. California never

will be, any more than it would have been

possible for the Chinese to have predomi

nated in the days when the Asiatic ex

clusion discussion was most intense. But

California does not purpose inviting an



Japanese teach patriotism from the cradle to the grave.

officers of the Mikado's army drilling the tiniest tots.

Here is a scene in the Hawaiian islands, former

The girls are being taught the duties

of the army nurse, the boys schooled in the manual of arms, and the

Japanese flag is the inspiration for it all

economic struggle with the Japanese, for

manifestly, the West cannot meet the Far

East on the same level-the standards of

living are not and never can be even re

motely similar.

California's opposition is not because of

race hatred—there is no racial problem

involved in the determination to eliminate

the Japanese from economic consideration.

Candidly California acknowledges that

Japanese, given free rein within her bor

ders, would become commercial competi

tors against whom the white man could not

hope to struggle successfully, for the Jap

anese, through sacrificial effort, are capable

of accomplishing greater results than the

white man, ever eager for his own personal

pleasures and comforts. One is willing

to work, work, work—the other insists

upon varying his industry with a little

honk-honking along the highway of joy;

one will pillow his head upon a rock, if

need be, and rest content; the other insists

upon the maintenance of a standard which

refuses the rock. Tokyo may assert that

her national pride has been pricked, but

nevertheless she knows that the real cause

of the tempest is that her subjects figura

tively have been picking California's pock

ets of profits and rapidly are attaining com

plete mastery of the communities in which

they have settled.

Jingoes in the United States and in

Japan have been discussing the relative

fighting strength of both countries, as if

either was spoiling for a fight. In Hawaii,

which frankly is pro-Japanese, it has been

common talk that the Japanese could take

possession of the Philippines and the Ha

waiian group. People whisper stories of the

utter unpreparedness of the United States,

so far as Hawaii is concerned. The Diamond

Head fortifications are weak, big guns are

lacking at Fort De Russy, Pearl Harbor dock

has collapsed—these and a thousand other

assertions are drooled out by the jingoes.

But there will be no war with Japan be

cause of California's attitude on the owner

ship by aliens of agricultural lands. Japan

is not anxious to fight, any more than Cali

fornia is seeking to provoke a conflict.

The Spirit of the West is positively op

posed to all aliens who cannot be assimilated.

It has been so since the pioneers dared the

dangers of the plains, and penetrated the

unknown to build that vast empire that is

producing more than one-half of the na

tion's wealth. There is no alternative for

the West as between Japanization and

Americanization. The attitude of the West

is best exemplified in the story of a sports

man, hunting in California. His companion

was a youth, the son of an emigrant, whose

name was almost unpronounceable, so re

cently had it been transplanted here. The

hunters wandered from the trail, and after

a time the youth came upon a hut. He

went to inquire the proper road, but came

back disappointed.

“They're a bunch of foreigners and don’t

know nothin’” he complained.

The second generation is thoroughly
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American nine times out of ten-the tenth

it is Japanese.

Unlike the states of the Pacific Coast,

Hawaii welcomes the Japanese because he

has brought with him his low standard of

wage, although not quite as low as that es

tablished by the Chinese coolie. At the

close of the Russo-Japanese war, thousands

of Japanese found a place of refuge at Ha

waii, for prosperity was a relative term in

the land of the Mikado. Japanese were re

ceived with open arms. Today they have

completed a commercial cordon around Ha

waii, and tomorrow they will be defying

even the strongest financial powers to stay

their progress toward absolute supremacy.

There are Japanese newspapers, Japanese

banks, Japanese schools, Japanese agencies

of all kinds in Hawaii, and all these things

have shot up like the rising sun popping out

of the East. Once, the Japanese in Hawaii

adopted the American workingman's meth

od of controlling a situation—the strike.

They failed. But now they do not need to

strike. They may merely refuse to work

for any but themselves. The sugar planters

affect to believe that the Japanese even

tually will dominate the sugar industry

and they will, if they are ever permitted to

acquire the leasing privileges so long en

joyed by the favored few in Hawaii. In the

last year, as an indication of the way the

straws are blowing, transfers of land to

Japanese owners have increased more than

3oo per cent. Already there are rumblings

in the islands, and it is very probable that

within a comparatively short time, Japan

ese will have worn out their welcome in

Hawaii, and the Congress will be petitioned

to enact a Federal law that will cope with

a situation confronting the white man there.

California a few years ago was in a posi

tion similar to that in which Hawaii finds

herself today. When the city-men were

agitating Chinese exclusion, the country

men were anxious that the Chinese remain.

Coolie labor was cheap labor. After years

of frenzy and frothing, California compelled

the whole nation to act, and the Congress

adopted the Geary Exclusion Law. In the

early nineties there were fifty thousand

Chinese in San Francisco; today there are

half that number. While the shout “The

Chinese Must Go!” was mightiest, scores

I
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The Japanese are true to their colors. The Mikado, comes first in all things and in every clime, as evidenced
by this photograph taken on the island of Hawaii, showing a company of Japanese ex-soldiers,

drilled and officered by veterans of the Russo-Japanese war. The Japanese

 

standard is borne by the soldier at the extreme left of the picture
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of sincere exclusionists were extremely

friendly to the Japanese.

Sentiment has changed, however, and

changed swiftly. California, and the entire

Pacific Coast for that matter, has detected

the danger-signs, and its outspoken opposi

tion is merely an expression of the Spirit

of the West. Of course, none but a partisan

will insist that the Japanese Question was

so serious as to demand an immediate and

final settlement in the month of May, 1913,

but since it was deemed politically expe

dient to revive it at this time, California must

say frankly that it will not face Japanese

competition, because the state of golden

opportunity cannot accept the standard

adopted by the Japanese. Many years ago

California discovered that coolie labor does

not produce prosperity, but rather does it

retard healthy growth and endanger future

greatness. And it is all because Chinese

and Japanese are not assimilable.

In ten years the Japanese have created

a new situation on the Pacific Coast. In

innumerable instances, where they had been

made welcome even as they are now in

Hawaii, they worked for white farmers up

to a certain point—and then they have

either acquired the land or have bought the

crop grown thereon. There are on record

instances of public schools being literally

wiped out in former white communities be

cause the Japanese have acquired the hold

ings of the white man—actually forced him

out by prohibitive competition. And it is

to prevent a recurrence of these things that

California insisted upon exercising her leg

islative prerogative.

The Legislature of California has adopted

the bill known as the alien-land law, the

Governor has signed it, and the President

of the United States has made diplomatic

answer to the protest of the Japanese gov

ernment, and there the matter will rest un

til the negotiation of a new treaty between

the United States and Japan. During the

deliberations at Sacramento, the President

of the United States despatched his chief

councellor, the Secretary of State, to

California for the purpose of urging post

ponement of all alien land legislation by

California, and promising, in the immediate

future, to negotiate a treaty with Japan that

would correct the economic evil complained

of and, applying throughout the entire

country, would not give offense to nor vio

late any existing compact with any nation.

Unlike former executives, President Wilson

has not denied the right of California to

adopt a law designed to prevent Asiatics

owning lands within the borders of the state.

Indeed, the President expressly recognizes

the right of California to regulate this ques

tion, but he took the position that no sov

ereign state should interfere with existing

treaty obligations toward any friendly

nation. On the face of things, it would ap

pear that the law which becomes effective

August 13, this year, has not seriously em

barrassed the Federal government. Indeed,

there are many who insist that the law as

finally passed does not uproot the threatened

evil in California, for it permits the leasing

of lands by aliens ineligible to citizenship.

These persons would go to the same extreme

that Japan has and absolutely debar all

aliens from owning agricultural lands. A

Japanese authority suavely suggests that

perhaps his government would abolish the

existing restrictions operating against for

eigners in Japan, and permit all to acquire

and operate agricultural lands in the ex

pectation of a reciprocal arrangement with

the United States allowing Japanese to

acquire title to property in the United States.

Fancy an American farmer purchasing lands

in Japan and competing with those masters

of intensified farming! That would be as

practical as shipping ice to the North Pole.

California is not alone in her Japanese

attitude. Oregon, Washington, Arizona,

Nevada, and in fact every state west of the

Rockies is vitally interested and intensely

in earnest about it, and they will not yield a

jot of their determination to keep up the

bars. On the other hand, we see the Gov

ernor of Alaska vetoing an anti-Japanese

fishing bill, adopted by the legislature, and

Mexico apparently is happy in the knowl

edge that 600 miles of her coast is controlled

by Japanese fisheries under concessions

from the government of Mexico. But there

is no country that so desires the Japanese as

Brazil. There the government has entered

into a contract with a company whereby it

pays the traveling expenses of as many Jap

anese families as choose to go there, and as

a further inducement, bestows vast acre

ages of rich agricultural lands upon them.

So it may be seen that the Japanese are not

restricted to their own 145,000 square miles

but are made welcome elsewhere.

Since California has raised the Japanese

Question again by insisting that they shall
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not own land within her borders, the naive

suggestion has been advanced that a ready

remedy is to grant the Japanese the right

of full citizenship. This subject has been

discussed seriously in Hawaii for some time,

and lately has reached the Pacific Coast, it

having been tentatively understood that a

Japanese resident of the mainland should

apply to the courts for admission to citizen

ship, and thus bring about a test case, based

upon the contention that Japanese are not

Asiatics. Of course, it is hardly probable

that a United States court would decide

favorably to the Japanese in this, for there

is a long line of precedent against such a

startling adjudication, but nevertheless

official Japan has been pondering the idea.

Those who have given the subject any deep

thought realize the utter impossibility of

Americanizing the Japanese. First and

foremost is their absolute devotion to coun

try—the Mikado comes first in all things, a

patriotism to be commended by all peoples.

As soon as a Japanese arrives in foreign

territory he registers with the representa

tive of his government, although there is no

law compelling him to so do. And in all

things he stands ready to obey his govern

ment, whether he is at home or abroad. No

better evidence of this could be adduced

than a glance at the immigration statistics,

'showing that, immediately that former

President Roosevelt had interfered with

California's policy in 1907 and had made an

agreement with the Japanese government

whereby emigration to this country would

be discouraged, there was a marked falling

off in the arrivals of Japanese at American

sports, although prior to that time there had

been a veritable flood with the coming of

every trans-Pacific liner.

In 1907 when the greatest outcry arose

against the Japanese, 30,384 arrived at

Pacific Coast cities, and the next year saw

16,408 admitted. In 1909-10 there was a

decided falling off—the “gentleman's agree

ment” was being observed. Two years ago,

however, 1224 more arrived than departed,

and last year a net increase of 4671 was

recorded in the numbers of Japanese resi

dents. Fifty-two per cent of the recent new

arrivals are women—“picture-brides,” who

spend their honeymoons in the fields labor

ing side by side with Japanese men. And

the natural result is native-born Japanese,

in law, American citizens, if you please, but

If citizenship were granted to Japanese,

Hawaii would pass into their hands in a

political sense within two elections. The

territorial legislature would be Japanese;

the judiciary and administrative depart

ments rapidly would be dominated by them.

As it is, two years hence native-born Jap

anese will be a factor in the elections, for

about 4000 will be entitled to the suffrage.

Given two years' practice in the art of poli

tics and it is not unreasonable to expect

representatives of Japanese parentage oc

cupying seats in the legislature and appearing

in official capacity in the local government

of Honolulu.

There is relatively more jingoism among

the Japanese than among citizens of the

United States, and it probably is more pro

nounced in Hawaii than in Tokyo itself,

although there has been no tendency to

hold street meetings and denounce Cali

fornia, for there has been no necessity for

Japanese to act—the legislature of Hawaii

having waxed indignant at California's

anti-alien legislation. A white man intro

duced the resolution of protest, and it was

applauded by the press and a large portion

of the public. Which indicates the toe-hold

Japanese already have in Hawaii.

Reverting to the war talk of the jingoes:

There are approximately 40,000 Japanese

ex-soldiers and officers in the Hawaiian

group—a very healthy army in itself. One

of the most prominent and influential

American citizens in the islands informed me

in all seriousness that this soldiery already

is equipped with arms and ammunition, and

might take possession of Honolulu on

twenty-four hours notice. But I am in

clined to believe that the spectre he had

conjured had its inspiration in the disap

pearance of his Japanese servant, who had

failed to serve breakfast at the usual hour.

The American told me later:

“My Jap boy was an officer in the Japan

ese army. Every time the troops maneuver

at Forts Ruger or De Russy he disappears.

Today he returned after observing every

evolution of the soldiers, and said, “Please

excuse, I am so sick’.”

California's sole concern over the “yellow

peril” is that the peril of yellow journalism

will not permit the other states of the sister

hood to know that California is in complete

and absolute control of IoI,317,380 acres of

land out of a possible IoI,350,4oo.

in actuality full-blood Japanese. So let us go to war—with the jingoes.
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The gambler turned and spoke to Donna. "I can't take you home. You've got to make it alone.

When you get to the Hat Ranch, send Sam Singer up to me.”

Jaustrating "The Long Chance”
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San Bernardino.

THE LONG CHANCE

The Tale of a Hat Ranch

By PETER B. KYNE

Author of The Adventures of Captain Scraggs

I11 us t rated by Maynard Dix on

As far as it has gone" the story is as follows:

Oliver Corblay, a “desert rat,” which means

a wandering prospector seeking gold in the Ameri

can Southwest, takes an Eastern investor whom he

calls “Boston” into the desert to look at a prospect.

Their guide is a Cahuilla Indian. On the way, a

sandstorm uncovers a rich pocket which Corblay

stakes out and names the “Baby Mine” in honor

of the little one soon to be born to him at his home in

He loads his burros with the ore

which is his by discovery. In the absence of the

Indian, “Boston” attacks Corblay, leaves him to

death in the desert, and escapes with the gold. His

victim writes an imperishable message upon the lava

encrusted floor of the canyon: “Friend, look in my

canteen and see that I get justice.” That message

is destined to be delivered years afterward to Donna

Corblay, the heroine of the Hal Ranch at San Pas

qual. Meanwhile Donna, bereaved of her mother,

finds a loyal friend in Harley P. Hennage, the gam

bler, at once the best and the worst man in San Pas

qual. Hennage watches over the girl from the dis

creet distance at which he had long worshiped her

mother. But one night Donna is attacked by hoboes,

and young Bob McGraw, riding into town, spurs to

her rescue. During the gun-play that ensues, Bob

is seriously wounded. Donna, removing him to

the Hat Ranch, becomes his nurse. Cupid takes a

hand in the game. Bob, convalescent, unfolds to

his sweetheart a plan for conquering the desert with

his irrigation scheme, “Donnaville,” and goes to

San Francisco for financial backing from his father's

friend, Homer Dunstan, an attorney. Bob's scheme

involves a clever, adroit, but honest, application of

State laws by which he proposes to acquire vast lands

and a valuable water-right, for philanthropic use.

To do this he must outwit a clique of land-grabbers,

with T. Morgan Carey as their chief conspirator.

Bob gets fifty applicants for state lands and presents

these applications for filing at the land office. He

gains entrance ahead of the hour by pretending to

be the emissary of Carey, the land-grabber, and his

papers are properly entered and receipted for before

Carey arrives. Bob gets away from Carey certain

papers necessary to complete his filing and then im

pudently vanishes by commandeering Carey's auto

mobile. He had already wired Donna, at San Pas

qual, to meet him at Bakersfield-object, matrimony. .

After a honeymoon in the Yosemite Valley, Donna

returns to her work in San Pasqual, Bob disappears

into the desert to hunt gold, and no one guesses their

secret except Hennage, who disapproves of “marryin'

on a shoe-string” but would like to have “shoved across

a stack o’ chips for a weddin present.”

THE STAGE ROBBER

Garlock is a name and a memory now.

Were it not that the railroad has been

built in from San Pasqual a hundred and

fifty miles up country through the Mojave,

Garlock would be a memory only. But

some official of the road, imbued, perhaps,

with a remnant of sentimental regret for

the fast-vanishing glories of the past, has

caused to be erected beside the track a

white sign carrying the word Garlock in

black letters; otherwise one would scarcely

realize that once a thriving camp stood in

the sands back of this sign-board of the past.

Even in the days when the stage line oper

ated between San Pasqual and Keeler,

T: once prosperous mining camp of Garlock had run its race and the Argonauts

had moved on, leaving the rusty wreck of

an old stamp-mill, the decayed fragments

of half a dozen pine shanties and a few adobe

casas with the sod roofs fallen in.

There are a few deep uncovered wells in

this deserted camp, filthy with the rotting

carcasses of desert animals which have

crawled down these wells for life—and re

mained for death. But no human being

resides in Garlock. It is a sad and lonely

place. The hills that rise back of the ruins

are scarlet with oxide of iron; in the sheen

of the westering sun they loom harsh and

repellent, provocative of the thought that

from the very inception of Garlock their

*This story began in the December (1912) number of SUNsET MAGAZINE.
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crests have been the arena of murder

spattered with the blood of the hardy men

who made the camp and then deserted it.

Therefore, one would not be surprised

at anything happening in Garlock—where

it would seem a wanton waste of imagina

tion to look forward to anything happening

—yet, at about noon of the day that

Harley P. Hennage looked over the rail

fence into the feed corral at San Pasqual

and discovered that Bob McGraw's horse

was gone, a man on a tired horse rode up

from the south, turned in through the

ruined doorway of one of the roofless

tumble-down adobe houses, and concealed

himself and his horse in the area formed by

the four crumbling walls.

He dismounted, unsaddled and rubbed

down his dripping horse with handfuls

of the withered grasses that grew within

the ruins. Next, the man hunted through

Garlock until he found an old rusty kero

sene can with a wire handle fitted through

it, and to this he fastened a long horsehair

hitching rope and drew water from one of

the filthy wells. The horse drank greedily

and nickered reproachfully when the man

informed him that he must cool off before

being allowed to drink his fill.

For an hour the man sat on his saddle

and smoked; then, after drawing several

cans of water for the horse, he spread the

saddle-blanket on the ground and poured

thereon a feed of oats from a meager supply

cached on the saddle. From the saddle

bags he produced a small can of roast beef

and some dry bread, which he “washed

down” with water from his canteen while

the horse munched at the oats.

Late in the afternoon the man stepped to

the ruined doorway and looked south.

Three miles away a splotch of dust hung high

in the still atmosphere; beneath it a black

object was crawling steadily toward Gar

lock. It was the up stage from San Pasqual

for Keeler, and the stranger in Garlock had

evidently been awaiting its arrival, for

he dodged back into the enclosure, saddled

his horse, gathered up his few belongings

and seemed prepared to evacuate at a

moment's notice. He peered out, as the

old Concord coach lurched through the

sand past the bones of Garlock, and ob

served the express messenger nodding a

little wearily, his eyes half closed in pro

test against the glare of earth and sky.

Suddenly the express messenger started,

and looked up. He had a haunting im

pression that somebody was watching him

—and he was not mistaken. Over the crest

of an adobe wall he saw the head and

shoulders of a man. Also he saw one of

the man’s hands. It contained a long blue

barreled automatic pistol, which was pointed

at him. From behind a mask fashioned

from a blue bandana handkerchief came

the expected summons:

“Hands up!”

The driver pulled up his horses and

jammed down the brake. The express

messenger, surprised, hesitated a moment

between an impulse to obey the stern com

mand and a desire to argue the matter with

his sawed-off shotgun. The man behind

the wall, instantly realizing that he must

be impressive at all cost, promptly fired and

lifted the pipe out of the messenger's mouth.

The latter swore, and his arms went over

his head in a twinkling.

“Don’t do that again” he growled. “I

know when a man's got the drop on me.”

“I was afraid your education had been

neglected” the hold-up man retorted pleas

antly. “Throw out the box! No, not you.

The driver will throw it out. You keep

your hands up.”

The express box dropped into the grease

wood beside the trail with a heavy metallic

thud that augured a neat profit for the man

behind the wall.

“The passengers will please alight on this

side of the stage, turn their pockets inside

out and deposit their coin on top of the

box” continued the road agent. “My friend

with the spike beard and the gold eye

glasses! You dropped something on the

bed of the stage. Pick it up, if you're

anxious to retain a whole hide. Thank

you! That pocketbook looks fat. Now,

one at a time and no crowding. Omit the

jewelry. I want cash.”

The highwayman continued to discourse

affably with his victims while the little pile

of coin and bills on top of the box grew

steadily. When it was evident that the

job was complete he ordered the passengers

back into the stage and addressed the

driver.

“Drive right along now and remember

that it's a sure sign of bad luck to look

back. I have a rifle with me and I’m con

sidered a very fair shot up to five hundred

yards. Remember that—you with the

sawed-off shotgun!”
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“Good-by” replied the messenger. “See

you later, I hope.”

The horses sprang to the crack of the

driver's whip, and the stage rolled north

on its journey. When it was a quarter of a

mile away the man behind the wall came

out into the road and shot the padlock off

the express box, transferred the fruits of

his industry to his saddle-bags, mounted

and rode out of Garlock across the desert

valley, headed northeast for Johannesburg.

As he rode out into the open a rifle

cracked and a bullet whined over him.

He glanced in the direction whence the

sound of the shot came and observed a man

on a white horse riding rapidly toward him.

The bandit suddenly remembered that the

off leader on the stage team was white.

“Old man, you're as clever as you are

brave” muttered the bandit admiringly.

“You unhook the off leader while I’m

monkeying with the box, dig up a rifle and

come for me riding bareback. Well, I’m

not out to kill anybody if I can help it, and

my horse has had a nice rest. I'll run

for it.”

He did. The rifle cracked again and the

bandit's wide-brimmed hat rose from his

head and sailed away into the sage. He

looked back at it a trifle dubiously, but he

knew better than to stop to recover that

hat, in the face of such close snap-shooting.

That express messenger was too deadly

and too game; so the bandit merely spurred

his horse, lay low on his neck and swept

across the desert. When he came to a little

swale between some sandhills he dipped into

it, pulled up, dismounted and waited. The

sun was setting behind the gory hills now,

and glinted on a rifle which the bandit drew

from a gun-boot which a broad sweat leather

half concealed. It was better shooting

light now; distances were not quite so

deceptive.

Suddenly the man on the white horse

appeared on the crest of a distant sand-hill.

The outlaw, leaning his rifle across his

horse's back, sighted carefully and fired;

the white horse went to his knees and his

rider leaped clear. Instantly the pursued

man vaulted into his saddle and rode

furiously away. A dozen shots whipped

the sage around him; one of them notched

the ear of his straining mount, but in the

end the bullets dropped short, the sun set,

and through the gathering gloom the out

law jogged easily up the long sandy slope

toward Johannesburg. It was quite dark

when he rode around the town to the north,

circled through the range back of Fremont's

Peak and headed out across Miller's Dry

Lake, bound for Barstow.

As for the express messenger, he removed

the bridle from his dead horse and trudged

back to the waiting coach. On the way he

back-tracked the outlaw's trail until he

came to the man's hat, which he appro

priated.

Donna Corblay was at the eating-house

when the first down stage from Keeler

came into San Pasqual with the news of the

hold-up at Garlock the day before. The

town was abuzz with excitement for an

hour, when the news became stale. After

all, stage hold-ups were not infrequent in

that country, and Donna paid no particular

heed to the commonplace occurrence until

the return to San Pasqual two days later

of the stage which had been robbed.

The express messenger told her the story

when he came to the counter to pay for

his rib steak and coffee. He had with him

at the time a broad-brimmed gray sombrero,

pinched to a peak, with a ragged hole close

to the apex of the peak.

“I wanted to show you this, Miss Cor

blay” he said, as he exhibited this battered

relic of the fray. “You do a pretty good

trade in hats, and it's just possible you

might have handled this sombrero in the

line o’ business. Ever recollect sellin a hat

to this fellow—his name's—lemme see—

his name's Robert McGraw? It's written

inside the sweat-band.”

He drew the band back and displayed the

name, in indelible pencil.

“I lifted it off’n his head with my second

shot” the messenger explained. “He was

goin’ like a streak an’ it was snap-shootin’,

or he'd never 'a got away from me. As it

was, I sent him on his way bareheaded, and

a bareheaded man is easily traced in the

desert. We sent word over to Johannesburg

and Randsburg, an’ somebody reported

seein’ a bareheaded man ridin’ around the

town after dark. We have him headed off

at Barstow, and if he can't get through there,

he'll have to head up into the Virginia Dale

district—and he'll last about a day up

there, unless he knows the waterholes.

We'll get him, sooner or later, dead or alive.

Remember sellin’ anybody by that name a

hat? It might help if you had an’ could
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describe him. All I could see was his eyes.

He was behind a wall when he stuck us up.”

“No” said Donna quietly, “I—” She

paused. She could not articulate another

word. Had the express messenger been

watching her instead of the hat, he might

have noticed her agitation. Her eyes were

closed in sudden, violent pain, and she

leaned forward heavily against the counter.

“Don’t remember him, eh? Well, per

haps he wasn’t from San Pasqual. But I

thought I'd ask you, anyhow, because if he

was from this town it was a good chance

he bought this hat from you. Much

obliged, just the same,” and gathering up

his change the express messenger departed

to make room for Harley P. Hennage, who

was standing next in line to pay his meal

check. -

Donna opened her eyes and sighed—a

little gasping sob, and turned her quivering

face to the gambler. He smiled at her,

striving pathetically to do it naturally.

Instead, it was a grimace, and there was

the look of a thousand devils in his baleful

eyes. For an instant their glances met

and there were no secrets between them now.

Donna moaned in her wretchedness; she

placed her arm on the cash register and

bowed her head on it, while the other little

trembling hand stole across the counter,

seeking for his and the comfort which the

strong seem able to impart to the weak by

the mere sense of touch.

“Oh, Harley, Harley” she whispered

brokenly, “the light's—gone out—of the

world—and I can't—cry. I—I–I can’t.

I can—only—suffer.” -

Harley P.'s great freckled hand closed

over hers and held it fast, while with his

other hand he touched her beautiful head

with paternal tenderness.

“Donnie” he said hoarsely. She did not

look up. “I’m sorry you're not feelin' well,

Donnie. You're all upset about somethin’,

an you ought to go home an’ take a good

rest.

I noticed it last night. You looked a mite

peaked.”

“Yes, yes” she whispered, clutching at

this straw which he held out to her, “I’m

ill. I want to go home—oh, Mr. Hennage,

please—take me—home.”

Mr. Hennage turned and beckoned to

one of the waitresses whose duty it was, on

Donna's days off, to take her place at the

cash counter. As the waitress started to

You don't—you don’t look well.

obey his summons, the gambler turned and

spoke to Donna.

“Buck up and beat it. I can’t take you

home, an’ neither can anybody else. You’ve

got to make it alone. When you get to the

Hat Ranch, send Sam Singer up to me.

Remember, Donnie. Send Sam Singer up.”

He turned again to the waitress. “You’d

better take charge here” he said. “Miss

Corblay's been took sick, an’ the pain's

somethin’ terrible. I’ve been a-tellin’ her

she ought to have Doc Taylor in to look

at her. If I had the pain that girl's a-suf

ferin’ right now I'd be in bed, that's what

I would. I’ll bet a stack o’ blues she got

this here potomaine poisonin’. Better run

right along, Miss Donnie, before the pain

gets worse, an’ I’ll see Doc Taylor an’ tell

him to bring you down some medicine or

somethin’.”

Donna replied in monosyllables to the

excited queries of the waitress, pinned on

her hat and left the eating-house as quickly

as she could. She was dry-eyed, white

lipped, sunk in an abyss of misery; for there

are agonies of grief and terror so profound

that their very intensity dams the fount of

tears, and it was thus with Donna. Harley

P. accompanied her to the door of the

eating-house, but he would go no further.

He realized that Donna wanted to talk with

him; in a vague way he gathered that she

looked to him for some words of comfort

in her terrible predicament. Not for worlds,

however, would he be seen walking with her

in public, thereby laying the foundation

for “talk”; and under the circumstances he

realized the danger to her, should he even

be seen conversing with her from now on.

She pleaded with him with her eyes, but

he shook his head resolutely. He had heard

the news. Inadvertently he had stumbled

upon her secret, and she knew this. But

she knew also that never by word or sign

or deed would Harley P. Hennage indicate

that he had heard it. It was like him to

ascribe her agitation to illness, and as she

turned her heavy footsteps toward the Hat

Ranch the memory of that loving lie

brought the laggard tears at last, and she

wept aloud. In her agony she was con

scious of a feeling of gratitude to the

Almighty for His perfect workmanship in

fashioning a man who was not one of the

presuming kind.

It seemed to Donna that she must have

wandered long in the border-lands of hell
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before eventually she reached the shelter

of the adobe walls of the Hat Ranch. Soft

Wind heard her sobbing and fumbling with

the recalcitrant lock on the iron gate, and

hurried toward her.

“My little one! My nestling!” she said

in the Cahuilla tongue, and forthwith Donna

collapsed in the old squaw's arms. It was

the first time she had ever fainted.

When she recovered consciousness she

found that she was lying, fully dressed, on

her bed, at the foot of which Soft Wind and

Sam Singer were standing, gazing at her

owlishly. She commenced to sob imme

diately, and Sam Singer pussy-footed out of

the room and fled up town to lay the matter

before Harley P. Hennage. For the second

time there was a crisis at the Hat Ranch,

and Sam yielded to his first impulse, which

was to seek help where something told him

help would never be withheld.

In the meantime, Harley P. Hennage

had fled to the seclusion of his room in the

eating-house hotel. The disclosure of the

identity of the stage-robber had over

whelmed the gambler with anguish, and he

wanted to be alone to think the terrible

affair over calmly. In the language of

his profession, the buck was clearly up to

Mr. Hennage.

Twice during his eventful career the

gambler had sat in poker games where an

opponent had held the dead man's hand

and paid the penalty. He recalled now

the quick look of terror that had flitted

across the face of each of these men when

it came to the show-down and the pot was

lost in the smoke; he endeavored to com

pare it with the sudden despair and suffer

ing that came into Donna's eyes when the

express messenger drew back the sweat

band of the outlaw's hat and showed her

Bob McGraw's private brand of ownership.

“No,” moaned Mr. Hennage, “there

ain’t no comparison. Them two tin-horns

was frightened o' death, but poor little

Donnie is plumb fearful o' life, an’ there

ain't a soul in the world can help her but

me. She's got hers, just like her mother

did, an’ there ain't never goin’ to be no

joy in them eyes no more, unless I act, an’

act lively.”

He sat down on his bed and bowed his

bald head in his trembling hands, for once

more Harley P. Hennage was face to face

with a great issue. He, too, was experi

could find no outlet in tears—a three-year

old grief that could have no ending until

the end should come for Harley P.

Presently he roused and looked at his

watch. He was horrified to discover that

he had just forty minutes left in which to

arrange his affairs and leave San Pasqual.

He went to the window, parted the cur

tains cautiously and looked out. At the

door of the post-office, half a block down

on the other side of the street, the express

messenger, with the hat still in his hand,

stood conversing with Miss Molly Pickett.

“You—miserable—old—mischief-maker”

he muttered slowly, and with hate and em

phasis in every word. “You’re tellin’ him

to see me for information concernin' Bob

McGraw, ain't you? You're tellin him

this road agent's a friend o' mine, because

I called for a registered letter for him once,

ain't you? An now you're takin' him

inside to show him the written order Bob

McGraw give me for that registered letter,

ain’t you? You're quite a nice little old

maid detective, ain't you, Miss Molly?

You're tellin’ him that I knew the man

that saved Donnie Corblay, an’ that he

was a friend o' mine, too, because I led

his roan horse up into the feed corral an’

guaranteed the feed bill. An everybody

knows, or if they don’t they soon will,

that the initials ‘R. McG. was on that

fool boy's saddle. All right, Miss Pickett

Let 'er flicker. Only them Wells Fargo

detectives don’t get to ask me no ques

tions regardin’ that girl's husband. Not

a dog-gone question! If I stay in this

town they'll subpeeny me an’ make me

testify under oath, an’ then I'll perjure

myself an get caught at it, an’ I’m too old

a gambler to get caught bluffin' on no

pair. No, indeed, folks, I can't afford

it, so I'm just a-goin’ to fold my tent like

the Arab an' silently fade away.”

Thus reasoned Mr. Hennage. Both by

nature and professional training he was

more adept in the science of deduction

than most men, and while he had never

seen Donna's marriage license he firmly

believed that she had been married. He

had looked for the publication of the

license in the Bakersfield papers. Not

having seen it, Mr. Hennage was not dis

turbed. He understood that Donna, plan

ning to keep on at the eating-house, de

sired her marriage to remain a secret for

encing some of the agony of a grief that the present, and Bob had doubtless
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arranged to have the record of the issuance

of the license “buried.” The fact that

Friar Tuck had disappeared from the feed

corral on the very night of Donna's return

to San Pasqual was to Mr. Hennage prima

facie evidence that Bob McGraw had re

turned with her. Donna had gone to the

Hat Ranch while Bob had saddled and

ridden north. At least, since he had come

from the north, Mr. Hennage deduced

that to the north he would return. Gar

lock lay a hard thirty-five miles from San

Pasqual, and it seemed reasonable to pre

sume that Bob had stopped there for

water, rested until the stage came along

and then robbed it.

However, there was one weak link in

this apparently powerful chain of evidence.

The stage driver and the express messen

ger both reported the bandit to be mounted

on a bay mustang. At close quarters the

horse had been concealed behind the wall

with the upper half of his face showing.

Well, Bob McGraw's horse was a light

roan—a very light roan, with almost bay

ears and head, and at a distance, and in

certain lights and in the excitement of

the hold-up, he might very easily have been

mistaken for a bay. Many a bay horse,

when covered with alkali dust and dried

sweat, has been mistaken for a roan.

In addition there was the evidence of

the automatic pistol! Few men in that

country carried automatics, for an auto

matic was a weapon too new in those days

to be popular, and the residents of the

Mojave still clung to tradition and a Colt's

.45. The bandit had shown himself pe

culiarly expert in the use of his weapon,

having shot the pipe out of the messen

ger's mouth, merely to impress that un

impressionable functionary. It would have

been like Bob McGraw, who carried an

automatic and was a dead shot, to show

off a little!

However, an alibi might very easily

discount all this circumstantial evidence,

were it not for the fact that there could

be no alibi for Bob McGraw, for beyond

doubt he must have been in the neighbor

hood of Garlock that very day. Then

there was the hat, with his name in it;

also the report that one of the passen

gers who knew him had recognized the

bandit as Bob McGraw.

“Alibi or no alibi, he'll get twenty years

in San Quentin on that evidence” mourned

Harley P. “Oh, Bob, you infernal young

rip, if you was as hard up as all that, why

didn't you come to me? Why didn't

you trust old Harley P. Hennage with

your worries! I'd 'a seen you through.

But you wouldn’t trust me—just went to

work an’ married that good girl, an’ then

pulled off a job o’ road work to support

her. Oh, Bob, you dog, you’ve broke her

heart an’ she'll go like her mother went.”

He clenched his big fists and punched

the air viciously, in unconscious exemplifi

cation of the chastisement he would mete

to Bob McGraw when he met him again.

“It ain't often I make a mistake judgin'

a man” he muttered piteously, “but I’ve

sure been taken in on this feller. I thought

he'd stand the acid—by God! I thought

he'd stand it. An at that there's heaps

o' good in the boy! He must 'a been just

desperate for money, an’ the notion to

rob the stage come on him all in a heap an’

downed him before he knew. Great Grief!

That misfortunate girl! He'll never come

back, an’ if they trace him to her she'll

die o shame. Whiskered bob-cats, I never

thought o' that. She'll have to get out too!”

The gambler had a sudden thought.

Donna could do two things. She could

leave San Pasqual, or she could stand pat!

If she said nothing, not a soul could befoul

her by linking her name to that of a stage

robber. She must stand pat! There was

but one channel through which the news

that Bob McGraw had been harbored at

the Hat Ranch could possibly filter. Peo

ple might think what they pleased, but

they could never prove, provided Doc Tay

lor remained discreet. Therefore it be

hooved Mr. Hennage to see Doc Taylor

immediately. That possible leak must be

plugged at once.

Three minutes later the gambler strolled

into the drug-store.

“How” he saluted.

“Hello, Hennage.”

“What's new?”

“Nothing much. What do you think

about that hold-up at Garlock?”

“Pretty bold piece o' work, Doc.

they know who did it?”

“Fellow named McGraw. And as near

as I can make out, Hennage, it’s the same

fellow I attended that time down at the

Hat Ranch.”

“It is" Mr. Hennage agreed quietly.

“At least, I believe it is. That's what I

Do
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called to see you about, Doc.

said anything to anybody?”

“No—not yet. I wasn’t quite certain,

and I figured on talking it over with you

before I gave Wells Fargo & Company the

quiet tip to watch the Hat Ranch for

their man.”

“Good enough! But they’ll be around

asking you questions, Doc. Don’t worry

about that. They won’t wait for you to

come to them. An’ when they come to

you, Doc, you don’t know nothin'. Com

prende?”

“But McGraw robbed the stage—”

“He didn’t kill nobody, Doc. He wasn't

blood-thirsty. He shot the horse when he

might have shot the messenger. Now,

let's be sensible, Doc. Sometimes a feller

can accomplish more in this world by

keepin’ his mouth shut than he can by

tellin' every durned thing he knows. Now,

as near as I can learn, this outlaw gets

away with about four thousand dollars.

If the passengers an’ the express company

get their money back, they'll be glad to

let it go at that, an I'll buy 'em a new pad

lock for the express box. This is the

young feller's first job, Doc-I'm certain

o' that. He ain’t bad—an’ besides, I’ve

got a special interest in him. Now, listen

here, Doc; I’ve got a pretty good idea

where he's gone to hole up until the noise

dies down, an’ I’m goin’ after him myself.

I'll make him give up the swag an’ send

it back; then I'll get him out o' the country

an’ let him start life all over again some

where else. He's a young feller, Doc, an’

it ain’t right to kick him when he's down.

He oughter be lifted up an given a chance

to make good.”

Doc Taylor shook his head dubiously.

He realized that Harley P.'s plan was

best, and in his innermost soul he com

mended it as a proper Christian course.

But he also remembered to have heard

somewhere that godless men like Harley

P. Hennage and the outlaw McGraw had

a habit of being friendly and faithful to

each other in just such emergencies—a

sort of “honor among thieves” arrange

ment, and despite Mr. Hennage's kindly

words, Doc Taylor doubted their sincerity.

In fact, the whole thing was irregular, for

even after the return of the stolen money

the bandit would still owe a debt to so

ciety—and moreover, the worthy doctor

was the joint possessor, with Harley P.

Have you

returned to his room.

Hennage, of an astounding secret, the

disclosure of which would make him the

hero of San Pasqual for a day at least.

“I can’t agree to that, Hennage” he

began soberly. “It doesn’t look right to

me to let a stage-robber go scot-free—”

“Well, I tell you, Doc,” drawled Mr.

Hennage serenely, “it’d better look right

to you, an’ damned quick at that. You

seem to think I'm here a-askin a favor o'

you. Not much. I never ask favors o'

no man. I'm just as independent as a

hog on ice; if I don’t stand up I can set

down. I run a square game myself an’

I want a square game from the other

fellow. Now, Doc, you just so much as

say ‘Boo about this thing, an’ by the Nine

Gods o' War I'll kill you. D'ye under

stand, Doc? I'll kill you like I would a

tarantula. An’ when they come to ask

you the name o’ the man you 'tended at

the Hat Ranch you tell 'em his name is—

lemme see, now—yes, his name is Roland

McGuire. That's a nice name, an’ it

corresponds to the initials on the saddle.”

Doc Taylor looked into the gambler's

hard face, which was thrust close to his.

The mouth of the worst man in San Pas

qual was drawn back in a half snarl that

was almost coyote-like; his small deep-set

eyes bespoke only too truly the firmness

of purpose that lay behind their blazing

menace. For fully thirty seconds those

terrible eyes flamed, unblinking, on Doc

Taylor; then Mr. Hennage spoke.

“Now, what is his name goin’ to be, Doc?”

“Roland McGuire” said Doc Taylor,

and swallowed his Adam's apple twice.

“Bright boy. Go to the head o' the

class an’ don’t forget to remember to

stick there.”

He turned slowly and walked out of

the drug-store, for he had accomplished

his mission. Once again, without recourse

to violence, he had maintained his repu

tation as the worst man in San Pasqual,

for his power lay, not in a clever bluff,

but in his all-too-evident downright hon

esty of purpose. Had Doc Taylor pre

sumed to fly in the face of Providence,

after that warning, Mr. Hennage felt

that the responsibility must very properly

rest on the doctor, for the gambler would

have killed him as surely as he had the

strength to work his trigger finger.

“Well, that's over” he muttered as he

“She's woman
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enough to cover the rest o' the trail her

self now, poor girl, an in about a week

I'll pull the big sting that's hurtin her

most.”

Hastily he packed a suit-case with his

few simple belongings, for in his haste he

was forced to abandon his old rawhide

trunk that had accompanied him in his

wanderings for twenty years. But one

article did Mr. Hennage remove from his

trunk. It was an old magazine. He

opened it tenderly, satisfied himself that

the faded old rose that lay between the

leaves was still intact, and packed this

treasure into the suit-case; then, while

waiting for the north-bound train to

whistle for San Pasqual, he sat down at a

little table and wrote a note to Donna:

Dear Miss Donnie:

I am sending you a thousand by Sam Singer.

You might need it. Am in trouble and must

get out quick. Will stay away until things

blow over. Hoping these few lines will find

you feeling well, as they leave me at present,

I am

Respect. yrs.

H. P. Hennage.

P. S. I came to say good-by a little while

ago and was sorry you wasn’t feeling well.

This note Mr. Hennage sealed carefully

in an envelope, together with a compact

little roll of bills, just as the train whistled

for San Pasqual. He seized his suit-case

and hurried down stairs, and on the way

down he met Sam Singer coming up.

“Give this to Miss Donna” said Mr.

Hennage, and thrust the envelope into the

Indian's hand. “Ain’t got no time to

talk to you, Sam. This is my busy day,”

and then, for the last time, he gave Sam

Singer the inevitable half dollar and a cigar.

“Good-by, Sam” he called as he de

scended the stairs. “Be a good Injun till

I see you again.”

He went to the ticket window, pur

chased a ticket to San Francisco and

climbed aboard the train. Two minutes

later it pulled out. As it plunged into

Tehachapi Pass, Mr. Hennage, standing

on the platform of the rear car, glanced

back across the desert at San Pasqual.

“Nothin like mystery to keep that

rotten little camp up on its toes” he mut

tered. “I’ll just leave that mess to stew

in its own juices for a while.”

He went into the smoker and lit a cigar.

His plans were well matured now and he

was content; in this comfortable frame

of mind he glanced idly around at his

fellow-passengers. -

Seated two seats in front of him and on

the opposite side of the coach, Mr. Hen

nage observed a gray-haired man reading

a newspaper. The gambler decided that

there was something vaguely familiar

about the back of this passenger's head,

and on the pretense of going to the front

of the car for a drink of water he con

trived, on his way back to his seat, to catch

a glimpse of the stranger's face. At the

same instant the man glanced up from his

paper and nodded to Mr. Hennage.

“How” said Harley P., and paused be

side the other's seat. “Mr. T. Morgan

Carey, if I ain’t mistaken?”

“The same” replied Carey in his dry,

precise tones. “And you are—Mr.—Mr.

—Mr. Hammage.”

“Hennage” corrected the gambler.

“I beg your pardon. Mr. Hennage.

Quite so. Pray be seated, Mr. Hennage.

You're the very man I wanted to see.”

He moved over and made room for Mr.

Hennage beside him. The gambler sat

down and sighed.

“Hot, ain’t it?” he remarked, rather

inanely.

“Rather. By the way, Mr. Hennage,

have you, by any chance, seen that young

man for whom I was inquiring on the day

I first had the pleasure of making your

acquaintance? His name is McGraw—

Robert McGraw. You will recollect that

I left with you one of my cards, with the

request that you give it to McGraw,

should you meet him, and inform him that

I desired to communicate with him.”

“Yes” replied Mr. Hennage calmly.

“I met him one day in San Pasqual an’

gave him your card.”

“You gave him my registered letter,

also?”

So Carey had been talking with Miss

Pickett again! Mr. Hennage nodded.

“Tell me, Mr. Hennage” purred Carey.

“Why did the man, McGraw, send you to

the post-office with an order for that

registered letter?”

“Oh, he was in a little trouble at the

time an didn't care to show in public”

lied Mr. Hennage glibly.

“I perceive. I believe you mentioned

something about his reputation as a hard

citizen when I first spoke to you about him,”
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“Tougher’n a bob-cat” Mr. Hennage

assured him, for no earthly reason except

a desire to be perverse and not contradict

his former statements.

“Hu-u-m-m! I presume you know

where Mr. McGraw may be found at

present. Is he liable to communicate with

you?”

Mr. Hennage was on guard. “Well, I

ain’t sayin’ nothin’” he replied eva

sively. It was in his mind to discover, if

possible, the details of the business which

this man of vast emprise could have with

a penniless desert rat like Bob McGraw.

“Is this McGraw a friend of yours, Mr.

Hennage?” pursued Carey.

“Well.” the gambler fenced, “I’ve loaned

him money.”

“Ever get it back?” Carey smiled a

thin sword-fish smile.

“Certainly. Why do you ask?”

“You consider McGraw honest?”

“Sure shot—between friends. Yes.”

Carey turned his head slowly and gazed

at the gambler in mean triumph. “Well,

I'm sorry I can’t agree with you” he said.

“Your friend McGraw robbed me of fifteen

hundred dollars on the San Pasqual-Keeler

stage a few days ago.”

The fact that Carey had been a victim

of Bob McGraw's felonious activities was

news to Mr. Hennage, but he would not

permit Carey to suspect it.

“Yes” he replied calmly, “I heard he'd

taken to road work.”

“He held up the stage” Carey repeated,

in the flat tone of finality which the fore

man of a jury might have employed when

repeating the verbal formula: “We, the

jury, find the defendant guilty, as charged.”

“Then you recognized McGraw” ven

tured the gambler.

“The moment I saw him.”

“That's funny” echoed Harley P. “I

gathered from what you told me in San

Pasqual that you two’d never met up, an’

they tell me that durin’ the hold-up

McGraw was behind a wall an’ wearin’ a

- mask. You're sure some recognizer, Mr.

Carey.”

“We had met prior to the hold-up and

subsequent to my conversation with you

in San Pasqual.” -

“Still the bet goes as she lays” repeated

Mr. Hennage. “For a near-sighted gent

you're sure some recognizer.”

Mr. Hennage was silent for a minute.

Carey continued.

“If the sheriff gets him, I’ll see to it

that McGraw doesn’t rob another stage

for some time to come.”

Still Mr. Hennage was silent. He was

digesting the conversation, and this much

he gathered:

There was some mysterious business

afoot wherein Carey and Bob McGraw were

jointly interested, and they had met and

quarreled over it, as evidenced by T.

Morgan Carey's all too apparent ani

mosity. Mr. Hennage had a haunting

suspicion that Carey's animus did not

arise from the fact that McGraw had

robbed him of fifteen hundred dollars.

He felt that there was a deeper, more

vital reason than that. All of his days

Mr. Hennage had lived close to the primi

tive; he was a shrewd judge of human

impulses and it had been his experience

that men quarrel over two things—women

and money. The possible hypothesis of

a woman, in the suspected quarrel between

Bob McGraw and T. Morgan Carey,

Harley P. dismissed as untenable. Re

mained then, only money—and Bob

McGraw had no money. His finances

were at so low an ebb as to be beneath the

notice of such a palpable commercial wolf

as T. Morgan Carey; consequently, and

in the final analysis, Mr. Hennage con

cluded that Bob McGraw possessed some

thing which Carey coveted. Whether his

spiteful attitude toward the unfortunate

Bob arose from this, or the loss of the

fifteen hundred dollars, Mr. Hennage now

purposed discovering. He leaned toward

Carey confidentially and lowered his voice.

“Say, looky-here, Mr. Carey. This boy,

McGraw, is a friend o' mine. A little

wild? Yes. But what young feller now

a-days ain’t? I know he's robbed you o'

fifteen hundred dollars, an’ I’m sorry for

that, but I can fix you up all right. I’m

goin’ to get into communication with our

young friend before long, if he ain’t beefed

by the sheriff first, or captured alive—

but it's ten to one they get him, an he'll

be brought to trial. Well, now, here's

what I’m drivin' at. If the boy's nabbed,

an’ you'll agree to sorter, as the feller says,

tangle the woof o' memory an’ refuse to

swear that you recognize the said defend

ant as the hereinbefore mentioned stage

“I recognized his voice.” robber, I’ll see that you get your fifteen
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hundred back. This is his first serious

job, Mr. Carey, an I wish you'd go easy

on him. He ain't really bad.”

T. Morgan Carey pounded the back of

the seat in front of him.

“Not for fifty thousand dollars” he said.

“The suggestion is preposterous. The man

is a menace to society and it is my duty

to testify against him if he is apprehended.”

“Then it ain’t a question with you o'

money back an’ no questions asked?”

Carey shook his head emphatically.

“It's principle” he said.

Mr. Hennage appeared chopfallen. In

reality he was amused. Never before

had Mr. Hennage met a man to whom the

abandonment of such “principle” would

have been impossible under the terms

suggested. Clearly there was something

wrong here. Mr. Hennage had met men

to whom vengeance would have been

cheap at fifty thousand, but principle

the gambler shook his head. He had lived

long enough to learn that principle is a

marketable commodity, and he was not

deceived in T. Morgan Carey's attitude of

civic righteousness.

“Well, it's too bad you won't listen to

reason, Mr. Carey” he said regretfully.

“I thought you might be willin' to go easy

on the young feller. It's too durned

bad,” and he rose abruptly and returned

to his own seat. Carey resumed the pe

rusal of his newspaper. He was not

anxious to continue the conversation, and

he believed he had Mr. Hennage intimi

dated, and for reasons of his own he was

desirous of permitting the gambler to

think matters over.

Mr. Hennage proceeded at once to

think matters over. “Now, I wonder

what that kid-glove crook has against the

boy?” he mused. “I can see right off that

Bob has an ace coppered, an’ this sweet

scented burglar would like to see Bob

tucked away in the calaboose while he

goes huntin' for the ace. What in Sam

Hill can them two fellers have between

them? Here's Bob, just a plain young

desert rat, a-dreamin’ an a-romancin’

over the country, while this Carey is a

solid citizen. He's president o' the Inyo

Land & Irrigation Company, accordin’ to

his card. Bob ain't got no money-Carey

has a carload of it. Bob ain’t got no

water—Carey's in the irrigation business.

Bob ain't got no real estate, 'ceptin’ what

he accumulates on his person wanderin’

around, and Carey's got land—”

Mr. Hennage emitted a low soft whistle

through the slit between twoof his gold teeth.

Land! That was it. Land! And gov

ernment land at that!

Mr. Hennage suddenly recollected the

letter which Bob McGraw had written

him from Sacramento, requesting a loan

of fifty dollars, and enclosing, without com

ment, a typewritten contract form for the

acquisition of state lieu lands. Mr. Hen

nage had read this contract at the time of

its receipt, little thinking that Bob was

wholly unconscious of the fact that he had

enclosed it with his letter. Mr. Hennage

had marveled at the time that Bob should

have made no reference to it in his letter.

He took Bob's letter from his breast

pocket now, and carefully perused once

more this typewritten contract form. To

him it conveyed little information, save

that Bob had been endeavoring to induce

Tom, Dick and Harry to acquire state lieu

lands by engaging him as their attorney,

and without the disagreeable necessity of

putting up any money. A very queer

proceeding, concluded Mr. Hennage, in

view of the fact that Bob apprehended

litigation in order to establish the rights

of his clients. At the first reading of this

document two weeks previous, the gambler

had merely looked upon it as evidence of

another of Bob McGraw's harebrained

schemes for acquiring a quick fortune—a

scheme founded on optimism and pre

destined to failure; but in the light of

recent events the meager information

gleaned from the contract form had now

a deeper, a more significant meaning.

Here was a conundrum. Carey (accord

ing to his card, at any rate) had the water,

while Bob McGraw (according to this

contract form) was endeavoring to acquire

the land. Both were operating in Owens

valley. Mr. Hennage smiled. No won

der they had quarreled, for without the

land, of what use was the water to Carey?

and without the water, of what value could

the land be to Bob McGraw?

“I wouldn’t give a white chip for a hull

county o' such land” mused the gambler,

“unless I could set in the game with the

chap that had the water, an' Carey bein’

a human hog, it stands to reason Bob's

a chump to tie up with him, unless—unless

—he's got water of his own!”
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Mr. Hennage slapped his fat thigh. “By

Jupiter,” he murmured, “he’s got the

water! He must have it. He might be

fool enough to hold up a stage, but he ain’t

fool enough to face a lawsuit, without a

dollar in the world, tryin’ to make people

take up land so he can sell 'em water for

irrigation, unless he has the water. The

boy ain’t plumb crazy by no means. That's

the ace he's got coppered! He's got the

water, and if Carey can put him across for

that hold-up job, who's to protect the boy’s

bet? Not a soul, unless it's me, an’ I’m

only shootin' at the moon. Bob ain’t the

man to put up a fight for worthless land, an’

besides, wasn’t Donnie askin' me a lot o'

questions about water an' water rights, an’

showin’ a whole lot of interest, now that I

come to think on’t? By the Nine Gods o'

War! I smell a rat as big as a kangaroo.

Bob's been buttin' in on Carey's game;

Carey's been tryin’ to buy him out, but Bob

has Carey on the floor with his shoulders

touchin’, so he won’t sell an he won't con

solidate. If she don’t ’tack up that-a-way,

I’m an Injun. Carey wouldn’t compro

mise with me an’ take back his fifteen

hundred. Why? There's a reason. He'd

sooner see young Bob in the penitentiary

because it'd mean more money to him.

He wants Bob out o' the way, so he won't

be on hand to draw cards, an’ then this

Carey person 'll just reach out his soft little

mitt and rake in the jack-pot. All right,

T. Morgan Carey! Bob's out of it, but even

if he is a crook I’ll string a bet with him, for

Donnie's sake, an’ I’ll deal you a brace

game an' you'll never know that the deck's

been sanded.”

And having thus, to his entire satisfac

tion, solved the mystery of the hitherto

unaccountable actions of T. Morgan Carey

and Bob McGraw, Mr. Hennage dismissed

the matter from his mind, lit a fresh cigar

and permitted the peanut butcher to in

veigle him into a friendly little game of

whist with three traveling salesmen.

Harley P. Hennage had purchased a

ticket for San Francisco, but when the train

reached Bakersfield and he observed T.

Morgan Carey leaving the car, bag in hand,

the gambler suddenly decided that he, also,

would honor Bakersfield with his presence.

He excused himself, hastily quitted his in

nocent game of whist, seized his suit-case

and rode up town in the same hotel bus

Carey registered first, sent his bag and

overcoat up to his room, and then walked

over to the telegraph desk. Harley P.

Hennage, standing in line to register, no

ticed that Carey had filed a telegram; con

sequently, when he had registered and T.

Morgan Carey had disappeared into the

barber shop, Mr. Hennage, following up a

strong winning “hunch,” walked over to

the telegraph desk and laid a ten-dollar

piece on the railing.

“I’m goin’ to open a book, young lady”

he announced. “I’m willin’ to bet ten

dollars that the respectable old party that

just give you a telegram signed Carey is

wirin’ about a friend o' mine. If I don’t

guess right, you get the ten bucks. Fair?”

The young lady operator dimpled and

admitted that it was eminently fair. She

had no illusions (although her position re

quired her to have them) regarding the

sacredness of privacy in a telegram, and

Mr. Hennage had not as yet asked her to

violate a confidence.

“I’m a-bettin’ ten bucks” repeated Mr.

Hennage, “that the name McGraw's occurs

in that telegram.”

“You win” the operator replied. “How .

did you guess it?”

“I was born with a veil” he replied. “I

got the gift o' second sight, an’ I’m just a

tryin’ it out. The ten is yours for a copy

o' that telegram.”

The operator seized a scratch-pad, copied

the telegram and cautiously “slipped” it

to Mr. Hennage, who as cautiously

“slipped” her the ten-dollar bill. He was

rewarded for his prodigality by the follow

1ng:

R. P. McKeon,

Mills Building,

Sacramento, Calif.

Advise our friend approve McGraw appli

cations at once. Letter follows.

Carey.

The gambler smiled his thanks and

walked across the hotel lobby to the public

telephone operator. On this young lady's

desk he laid a five-dollar bill.

“I want you to call up Sacramento on

the long distance an ask the central there

to find out who Mr. R. P. McKeon is

an’ what he does for a livin’.”

“We have copies of the telephone direc

tories of the principal cities in the state.”

came the quick reply. “It makes it easier

with Carey. if we ask for the number direct.”
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“Five bucks for a look in the book” an

nounced Mr. Hennage. He got the book,

with the information that he might have

his look for nothing, but being a generous

soul he declined. He ascertained that R. P.

McKeon was an attorney-at-law.

“As the feller says, I believe I see the

light” murmured the gambler. ... “Now

please get me the agent for Wells Fargo &

Company at San Pasqual.”

When the operator informed him that

San Pasqual was on the line, Mr. Hennage

went into a sound-proof booth and told a

lie. He informed the agent at San Pasqual

that he was the Bakersfield representative

of the Associated Press, and demanded the

latest information regarding the hunt for

the Garlock bandit. He was informed that

there was no news.

“I gotta get some news” he bellowed into

the receiver. “What's the exact loss o'

your company?"

“Twenty-one hundred eighty-three forty.”

“Serves you right. How about the pas

sengers? Got their names an addresses an’

the amounts they lost?”

“No, but the express messenger has and

he's in town. Hold the line a minute and

I'll go call him.”

So Mr. Hennage waited. Five minutes

later, when he hung up, he had secured thein

formation and made careful note of it, after

which he sought an arm-chair in the hotel

window, planted his feet on the window sill

and gave himself up to reflection. He was

occupied thus when T. Morgan Carey came

out of the barber shop, and seeing Mr.

Hennage, came over and sat down beside

him. Mr. Hennage decided that the

financier must have something on his mind,

and he was not wrong.

“Mr. Hennage” said Carey unctuously,

“I have been thinking over the proposition

which you made me coming up from San

Pasqual this afternoon, and if you still feel

inclined to act as intermediary in this un

fortunate affair, I will submit a proposition.

Mr. McGraw may retain the fifteen hun

dred dollars which he stole from me, and I

will agree to give him, say, five thousand

more, through you, for a relinquishment to

me of a water right which he has filed upon

in the Sierra overlooking Owens valley.

There is also another matter of which Mc

Graw has cognizance, and he must agree to

drop that too. His money will be delivered

to you, for delivery to him. In return, I

will agree to be absent when his case comes

to trial, should he be captured. I will agree

not to recognize him.”

“But suppose he refuses this program,

Mr. Carey. Then what?”

“In that event, my dear Mr. Hennage”

replied Carey coldly, “you may tell him

from me that I will spend a hundred thou

sand dollars to run him down. I will have

this state combed by Pinkertons, and when

I land Mr. Robert McGraw I’ll land him

high and dry and it will be too late for him

to make me a proposition then. I have the

power and the money necessary to get him—

and I know how.”

“Well, what a long tail our cat's develop

in’!” drawled Mr. Hennage. “Carey, you

give me a pain where I never knew it to

ache me before. Now, you just sit still

while I submit you a little proposition. An’

remember I ain’t pleadin’ with you to ac

cept it. No, indeed. I’m just a-orderin’

you to. Bob McGraw can’t prove that he

didn’t rob that stage, but a child could make

a monkey out o' you on the witness stand.

Talked to him once an’ recognized his

voice, eh? Pooh! Met him once an’ recog

nized him masked. Rats! I happen to

know, Carey, that you didn’t recognize the

stage robber until after the messenger re

turned to the stage with his hat an’ showed

you his name on the sweat-band. Then you

remembered, because the wish was father

to the thought, an' you wanted the boy in

jail. Now, looky here. I happen to be

mighty heavily interested in this here water

right you're plannin’ to blackmail McGraw

out of. But you ain’t got nothin’ on me,

an you can’t buy me out for a million dol

lars, an’ you ain’t got money enough

there ain’t money enough in the world—to

make me double-cross Bob McGraw just

because he's a outlaw from justice.”

He tapped Carey on the knee with his

fat forefinger. “I’m playin' look-out on

this game, an it's hands off for you. You

can’t make a bet. You don’t get that water

right an you won't get the land; if Bob

McGraw ain't on hand to sue for his rights,

by the Nine Gods o' War, I'll sue for him,

an I'll put up the money, an I'll match you

an' your gang for your shoe-strings, and

you’re whipped to a frazzle, an’ get that

into your head—understand? You're fig

urin now on gettin' them applications ap

proved, eh? Well, you just cut it out. If

them applications are approved before I’m
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ready to have 'em approved, you know

what I’ll do to you, Carey. I'll cut your

heart out. Don’t you figure for a minute

that there ain’t somebody protectin’ that

boy's bet. You scatter his chips an’ see

what happens to you. Understand? You

try upsettin' the Hennage apple-cart one

o' these bright days, an’ there'll be a rush

order for a new tombstone. The motto o'

the Hennage family has allers been ‘Hands

Off Or Take The Consequences. Of course,

if you insist, you can go to it with your pri

vate detectives, but you won’t get far.

You're up against a double-jointed play,

Carey. Look out for snags.”

T. Morgan Carey stared hard at Harley

P. Hennage while the worst man in San

Pasqual was delivering his ultimatum. He

continued to stare when Mr. Hennage had

finished, smiling, for to Carey that golden

smile was more deadly than a scowl. Carey

knew too well the kind of eyes that were

gazing into his; they were the eyes of an

honest man, and by the cut of Mr. Hen

nage's jaw Carey knew that here was a man

who would “stay put.”

Mr. Hennage laughed boldly, as he real

ized on what a slender foundation his gigan

tic bluff was resting, and what an impression

his words had made upon Carey. The latter

pulled himself together and favored the

gambler with a wintry grin.

“Kinder game little pup, after all.”

thought Mr. Hennage. “He thinks he's

licked, but he's goin' to bluff it out to the

finish. I believe if this feller was on the

level I'd like him. He's no slouch at what

ever he tackles, you bet.”

“Very well, Mr. Hennage” said Carey

quietly, “I think I understand you. See

that you understand me, in order that we

may both understand each other. You've

declared war, on behalf of your felon of a

partner. Very well, I accept. It's war.”

In turn, T. Morgan Carey tapped Mr.

Hennage on the knee with his forefinger.

“I’ll keep my hands off your business in

the state land office. Your applications can

pass through for approval, for all I care,

but I’ll enter a contest, alleging fraud,

against you in the General Land Office at

Washington, and I’ll hold you up for ten

years in a mass of red tape. Hennage, you

and McGraw have brains, I'll admit, but

you can’t play my game and beat me at it.

If I’m not in on this melon-cutting, I'll

spend a million dollars to delay the ban

quet. Let me tell you something. The day

will come when you'll come scraping your

feet at my office door, begging for a com

promise. I'm a business man, and I tell

you before you’re half through with this

fight, you’ll come to the conclusion that

half a loaf is better than none at all—par

ticularly in the matter of extra large loaves.

You'll come to me and compromise.”

“Gosh, I’m dry with argument” taunted

Mr. Hennage. “Now that we understand

each other, let’s be friends. We can be

friends out o’ business hours, can’t we,

Carey? Come an have a drink.”

“With all my heart” Carey retorted,

with genuine pleasure. “I must confess to

a liking for you, Mr. Hennage. I could kill

you and then weep at your funeral, for upon

my word you are the most amusing and

philosophical opponent I have ever met.

I really have hopes that ultimately you will

listen to reason.” -

“There is no hope” said Mr. Hennage,

as he took T. Morgan Carey by the arm

almost, as Mrs. Dan Pennycook would

have expressed it, “friendly like,” and es

corted him to the hotel bar. Here Mr.

Hennage produced a thousand-dollar bill

from his vest pocket (he had carried that

bill for ten years and always used it as a

flash during his peregrinations outside San

Pasqual) and calmly laid it on the bar.

“Wine” he said. Mr. Hennage's order,

when doing the handsome thing, was al

ways “wine.” The barkeeper set out a pint

of champagne and filled both glasses. The

gambler raised his to the light, eyed it

critically and then flashed his three gold

teeth at T. Morgan Carey.

“Here's damnation to you, Mr. Carey”

he said. “May you live unhappily and die

in jail.”

“The sentiment, my dear Hennage, is

entirely reciprocal” Carey flashed back at

him. They drank, gazing at each other

over the rims of their glasses.

Despite the knock-out which Harley P.

had given him, T. Morgan Carey was en

joying the gambler's society. Mr. Hennage

was a new note in life. Carey had never

met his kind before, and he was irresistibly

attracted toward the man from San Pasqual.

“Upon my word, Hennage” he said, as

he set down his glass, “if your liquor could

only be metamorphosed into prussic acid,

I’d gladly shoulder your funeral expenses.

You're a thorn in my side.”

*
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“We understand each other, Carey. Any

time you're meditatin’ suicide drop around

to San Pasqual an’ I’ll buy you a pistol.”

Carey laughed long and loud. “Hen

nage” he said, “do you know I think I

should grow to like you? By George, I

think I should. If you should ever come to

Los Angeles, look me up,” and he presented

the gambler with his card.

Mr. Hennage smiled, tore the card into

little bits and dropped them to the floor.

“Do I look like a tin-horn?” he queried.

A momentary frown crossed Carey's face;

then he, too, smiled. He was finding it hard

to take offense at the gambler's bluntness.

“I think you're a dead-game sport, Hen

nage” he said, and there was no doubt that

he meant it. “But I shall not despair.

You have brains. Some day, I feel assured,

we shall sit down together like sensible men

and do business.”

“And in the meantime” replied Mr. Hen

nage, raising an admonitory forefinger,

“our motto is ‘Keep off the grass'.”

“Oh, I won’t walk on your darned old

grass” Carey retorted. “I’ll just step be

tween it.”

They shook hands in friendly fashion,

and Carey hurried away. Mr. Hennage

stared after him.

“Sassy as a badger” he murmured. “I

can’t bluff that hombre. He'll go as far as

he can, an’ be ready to jump in the first

chance he sees. Bob, my boy, you're up

against it.”

Mr. Hennage's business in Bakersfield

was now completed. He felt certain that a

battle between Bob McGraw and T. Mor

gan Carey was inevitable, should Bob de

cide to remain in the background and send

an ally out to fight for him. However,

despite his horror of Bob's crime, the gam

bler unconsciously extended him his sym

pathy, and if there was to be a battle, either

its commencement had been delayed or its

duration prolonged by the little bluff which

he had just worked on T. Morgan Carey,

and that was all Mr. Hennage was striving

for.

“I must find Bob” mused the gambler,

“an I must have time to find him before

these people euchre him out o' that valuable

water right o' his. An' when I find that

young man, I'll bet six-bits he sells that

water right to me; then I'll sell it to my

friend Carey an' the proceeds o' that sale 'll

go to Donnie. A woman can get along with

out a man, if she's got the price to get along

on.”

The gambler's line of reasoning was a

wise one. In the chain of powerful circum

stantial evidence that linked Donna Cor

blay to Bob McGraw, Mr. Hennage was

the most powerful link, and if he was to re

move himself beyond the jurisdiction of a

subpoena from the Superior Court of Kern

county, and thus evade answering embar

rassing questions when Bob should be

brought to trial (as the gambler felt certain

he would be), it behooved Mr. Hennage to

travel far and fast.

He went down to the station and pur

chased a ticket for Goldfield, Nevada.

Goldfield was in the zenith of her glory

about that time and Harley P. felt certain

of a plethora of easy money in any booming

mining camp. Indeed, it behooved him to

seek pastures where the grass was long and

green, for in the removal from Donna's

heart of what he termed “the big sting,”

Harley P. planned to play havoc with his

bank-roll.

He proceeded about this delicate task as

befits one who has a horror of appearing

presumptuous. A week after his arrival in

Goldfield he rented a typewriter for a day,

took it to his room in the Goldfield hotel

and battled manfully with it for several

hours. After much toil he evolved the fol

lowing form letter:

Dear Friend:

A short time ago I robbed the San Pasqual

stage at Garlock. I took dollars of

your money, which I return to you now, with

many thanks, for the reason that I don't need

it no more and am sorry I took it.

I notice by the papers that they found my hat

with my name in it, which serves me right. I

did not have no business doing that job in the

first place. It was my first and it will be my

last. I am going to start fresh again and hope

you won't bear me no grudge for what I done.

Trusting that the same has not caused you

any inconvenience, and with best wishes I

alm

Respectfully,

Robert McGraw.

In the blank space left for the purpose

Mr. Hennage inserted in lead-pencil the

figures representing the exact amount of

coin which he had been informed by the

express agent had been taken from each

passenger. Next he inserted the exact

amount in paper money, together with his
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letters, in envelopes which he also addressed

on the typewriter, stamped them and

walked down to the post-office.

“Now, that fixes everything up lovely.”

he soliloquized, as he watched the envelopes

disappear down the main chute. “Wells

Fargo & Co. get theirs back, so they'll pull

off their detective force an' withdraw the

reward; every passenger gets his back, an'

if he's called to testify it's a cinch he'll ask

the judge to be merciful on the defendant,

because he made restitution an' showed

sorrer for what he went an’ done. Every

body gets fixed up except T. Morgan Carey,

an' I work too dog-gone hard for my money

to throw it away on him. When folks find

Bob has sent back the money he stole he

won't be anything like the evil cuss he is

now an’ the whole thing 'll simmer down to

a big joke. When that poor broken-hearted

little wife o’ his hears about it she'll think

it ain’t so bad after all. She'll figure that

they can go somewhere else an’ live it down

an’ that'll ease the ache a heap. Suppose

she does meet some o' them San Pasqual

cattle in the years to come? What's the

odds? Nobody in San Pasqual knows him

or ever seen him, 'ceptin' Doc Taylor—an’

what's in a name? Nothin’. There's

hundreds o' McGraws in California right

now, an’ more arrivin' on every train.”

Thus reasoned the artful Harley P.

When his task was completed he stood out

side the door of the post-office whimsically

surveying the ruin of his fortune. Less than

two thousand dollars was all he had to

show for a life-time of endeavor, and one

thousand of that was contained in a single

bill and was Mr. Hennage's pocket-piece.

He must never change that bill. It was his

little nest-egg against a rainy day, and

hereafter he would have to carry it where

it could not readily be reached when under

the spell of sudden temptation.

He returned to his room, wrapped the

bill into a compact little wad and tucked

it far into the toe of one of his congress

gaiters.

“It's a blessin’” he muttered plaintively,

as he replaced his shoe, “that the lives us

gamblers leads generally tends to choke off

our wind around the fifty-mark at the lat

est. I’m forty-five an here in the mere

shank o' old age, after runnin’ my own

game for twenty years, I got to go to work

for somebody else.”

The next instalment of “The Long Chance" will appear in the August number, entitled
"The Desert Inquisition”

THE UNDISCOVERED

By LILLIAN H. BAILEY

Fair California! I am blessed in thee;

I've known thy fruited hills, thy rivers bright,

The wide prairie with its harvests white

Between the snow-kept summits and the sea;

Beheld thy golden streams yield treasures free,

Saw mountains vast, and sea-cliffs loom upright,

Dwelt in the redwood's soft and solemn light,

And saw the pride of earth—Yosemite.

Life is not long enough, desired land,

Thy varied mysteries to make my own:

White waters foaming in lone canyons grand,

Lost paths that wind where deer unstartled stray,

Green pastures luring bees in dells unknown

The Undiscovered, far and far away.



What An Exposition Is For

By D. C. COLLIER

President Panama-California Exposition, San Diego

N order to satisfy the people of today,

I an exposition must be unique in every

one of its essential features. Those

who come to see it will expect this. They

will have seen great expositions before,

most of them, and they will not be at

tracted to an exposition now by any

repetition of former exposition ideas, no

matter how excellent they might have been

in their time. They will expect even the

reason for holding the exposition, as re

vealed by its general character and scope,

to be different. And the exposition to be

held in San Diego during all of the year of

1915 will be different from all other expo

sitions ever held, just as the reasons for

holding it are different from those that

caused the holding of the expositions that

are now a part of history.

Today if you should rush up to an average

one of San Diego's citizens, naturally ex

pecting him to be saturated with expo

sition ideas, and without any preliminary

conversation should ask him to tell you

the reason why San Diego is building an

exposition, no doubt he would hem and

haw and fidget around a bit, and then

give you an answer that wouldn’t be within

nine rows of apple trees of the right one.

The reason for this is because he would

be trying to think of something very com

plex and conflicting and confusing. And

all the time, if he only stopped to think,

he would know what the real reason is,

and that it is a very simple reason, and

easily stated.

For more than three solid years, ever

since the day in September, 1909, when

President G. A. Davidson, of the San

Diego Chamber of Commerce, said to

the members of the Board of Directors of

said chamber: “Gentlemen, I have a

proposition to present for your considera

tion,” the citizens of San Diego have

individually been busier than a one-armed

paper hanger in fly-time, answering one

question: “What is San Diego holding

this exposition for, anyway?” If the

question has been asked a million times

a fair estimate would place the number

of different answers at about nine hundred

and ninety-nine thousand five hundred

and some odd. -

President. Davidson told the directors

of the Chamber of Commerce that his

reason for suggesting an exposition in San

Diego in 1915 was because the Panama

Canal would be opened in that year, and

San Diego, being the first port northward

of it on the Pacific side of the United

States, was naturally the place where a

fitting celebration of that great world

event should be held.

The director seated at the right of Presi

dent Davidson, a thoughtful gentleman,

thoughtfully stroked his chin for a few

seconds and then remarked: “That's a

great idea—a wonderful idea. We ought

to hold an exposition in 1915 because it

is high time San Diego was put on the map

of the world to stay, and that couldn't

be done in any quicker or more effective

way than by holding an exposition.”

“By heck, you're right” said the gentle

man next in line, an impulsive gentleman,

by the way. “I am, indeed, greatly im

pressed with the proposal” then said the

gentleman who was seated opposite, speak

ing out of turn. “We shall need to do

something to bring our beautiful harbor

to the attention of the world.” “Yes, and

we’ve got a climate that can’t be beat”

broke in a director down at the other end

of the table. “What's the matter with

our back country?” asked two of the

directors at once, and knowing full well

that neither one expected an answer no one

answered, but the director to the left of the

president did venture this: “San Diego is

the natural playground of America, if not of

the world, and if you could get people here

to see an exposition they’d find it out.”

So these gentlemen sat for some time

telling each other why San Diego ought to
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Work is already well along on the building which will house the display of the seven southern counties of

California at the San Diego Exposition. As a general style for the architecture of the Exposition,

the Spanish-Colonial type has been selected and is being closely followed

hold an exposition. But they were merely

enumerating those things that San Diego

has to exhibit. They did not touch upon

the real meaning of an exposition of the

scope and magnitude of the San Diego

project at all.

San Diego's exposition in

spell progress.

That word expresses it all; expresses

the idea behind the proposal of President

Davidson; expresses the idea that has

prevailed in the minds of its promoters and

builders ever since the work of bringing

it together and interesting the people of

the world in it, and building the beautiful

structures that are to house it, was started.

But it is not a new word in connection with

expositions and the idea is not new.

The most interesting things in the world

are its peoples, and the greatest thing to

know is what its peoples are doing; what

they are thinking about and what they

are accomplishing.

I was one of those directors of the Cham

ber of Commerce who sat with the others

for an hour or more and discussed all of the

things San Diego had to show at an exposi

tion, without once thinking of the other side

of it. But the world has progressed some

since then, and so have we of San Diego.

We all knew, had we stopped to think,

what an exposition is for, but San Diego

was uppermost in our minds at the moment,

and we did not think far beyond it.

1915 will

We started our exposition, and very

Soon after we started it, we came to this

conclusion: If the San Diego Exposition

was going to display the progress that the

peoples of the world have been making in

their industries, their arts and their in

ventions, it must display it in a new way.

The old way was good in its time, but if

we were going to show progress we must

show it right down the line.

So the people who come to see the expo

sition in San Diego in 1915 are not going

to see the kind of an exposition they have

seen before. They are going to see some

thing different. We hope to show them

something better.

Leaving aside, now, the question of why

San Diego is holding an exposition, and

we can safely assume that there are many

good and sufficient reasons, the question

I am going to try to answer is: Why hold

an exposition? My study of the question

has led me to think that expositions are

milestones to show us the way for the

future. If we can see and study and com

prehend all that has been done in the past

that has brought about our progress to a

certain point we are much better equipped

to go on. We try to do something that

will carry us along a little further toward

what we are all striving for because we

have seen or been told of something the

other fellow has done. We don’t want

to do the same thing; we want to do
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The bridge that is to span Cabrillo Canyon will be reminiscent of beauty spots in Spain, haunted by tourist

and artist. The contours and general topography of Balboa Park, the site of the Panama-California

Exposition, lend themselves most advantageously to Exposition plans

something better, and straightway we begin

to strive to do it. Result: we do it.

And thus we see that the fundamental

principle of an exposition—any expo

sition—the expositions that have gone

before, and the expositions that will follow

the San Diego Exposition—is to display

the things that mean progress, the progress

of the past, and the progress of the future.

Every exposition is educational, and the

measure of its value as an educator lies in

its revelation of the world's advancement.

If it succeeds in presenting this in its

best form and manner, it has been the

best educator, therefore the best expo

sition.

To all former expositions governments

of countries and states have been asked to

come and make displays, and the govern

ments have come and built huge and ornate

and costly palaces wherein they have

entertained lavishly and made merry.

They have displayed the products of their

soils and their factories; their arts and their

handicrafts. San Diego has asked the

governments of all the countries and all

the states, and also the counties and cities,

to come, but she asks them to display the

things that tell of their opportunities and

their possibilities. She asks them to dis

play the progress of the past in such a way

that it will tell the possibilities of the fu

ture. She wants them to present the

things that have been done in such a man

ner that they will point out the things

that can be done.

It is not, however, the governments

either of countries or states that make

the kind of progress we are talking about,

progress in the arts, the sciences and the

industries. It is the individuals. And

so it is to the individuals that we must

look for the exhibits that will show prog

ress. Ever since the men who are build

ing and making the San Diego Exposition

determined what was to be the character

and scope of that exposition they have

sought after the individual who could

bring them exhibits that would be unique

and interesting and educating. We want

the new things, the rare things, and the

unusual things, provided they mean some

thing. -

All expositions have attempted in some

way to show the objects of the arts and

crafts and the industries of the peoples of

olden times, not alone because it seems

that the older things are, the more interest

a great many people attach to them, and

some people are never so happy as when

chewing camphor balls and pottering

around a lot of musty, mildewed and mould

ering things that they can not even guess

the use of, but because the contrast is

necessary many times to properly bring

out the value of a thing. If we see the

first automobile ever built and the latest

1915 model side by side, we comprehend
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what progress has been made in the manu

facturing of automobiles since the first

automobile was made. The San Diego

Exposition has devised a new way of pre

senting contrasts. It is a plan that will

appeal to every intelligence. The con

trast will be made definite and distinct,

and it will mean something. The plan

will be applied, in so far as it is possible to

do so, to everything that man has done since

the day when he first decided that he could

use his hands to fashion something that

would be useful to him, and help to make

life easier and better for him down to 1915.

The plan is educational, no doubt, but

the method is more like that of the kinder

garten than that of the college. The

visitor will be amused and entertained, and

he will be educated at the same time, and

hardly know it. -

An exposition to be a success must amuse

and entertain its visitors, and it may do

this in many and various ways. The San

Diego plan will at least have the advantage

of novelty and the charm of variety. The

purely amusement features will be a long

departure from those that have been seen

at all of the expositions of the past until

they have come to be known as the “stereo

typed” features. The director of exhibits

and the director of concessions of the San

Diego Exposition can find no place on the

grounds for those exhibits and concessions

that might be classed among the “stereo

typed” ones.

The general plan to be followed at the

San Diego Exposition in the manner of

installation of its exhibits from countries,

states, counties and cities, is unique, and

it has the advantage of affording to any of

these the opportunity to so group their

exhibits that they will make a compre

hensive exploitation of the possibilities

of the community, and of the opportuni

ties offered to homeseekers and develop

ers of all kinds. And furthermore, these

exhibits, when grouped, will lose nothing

of their individuality. All of the great

buildings that are now being erected on

the exposition grounds have been so de

signed that this plan can be carried out,

and the exposition officials were long ago

convinced that it is a wise and advanta

geous plan for the reason that it has always

made a strong appeal to those who have

had practical experience in exhibit work at

former great expositions.

The picture an exposition presents to

the eye of the visitor must be one of beauty.

This goes without saying. As a general

style for the architecture of the San Diego

Exposition the Spanish-Colonial type, so

called, has been selected and is being

closely followed. There is nothing more

beautiful, and I believe I can also say, more

appropriate for an exposition, and es

pecially for an exposition in California,

than this. Its beauty lies first in its sim

plicity, and secondly in the richness of its

ornamentation about the openings. Its

appropriateness lies in the fact that it is

the type of architecture the padres tried

to use, and did use to the extent of their

ability, when they built the missions of

California.

But Nature has done more to make the

San Diego Exposition beautiful than man

can do. The site selected in Balboa park

is ideal. Its contours and its topography

lend themselves to plans for an exposition

most advantageously, and in the climate

of southern California, with its wealth of

tropical and semi-tropical vegetation, the

adornment of the grounds can be carried

nearer to perfection than has been possible

at any other exposition, or than would be

possible in any other part of the United

States. Realizing the advantage of this

the San Diego Exposition has started a

great nursery of all the trees and shrubs

and vines that grow in California to lend

their charm, and spread their bloom and

shed their fragrance throughout the whole

exposition year in San Diego. Even now

the hillsides are being planted with palms

and ferns and flowering shrubs, the road

ways and winding paths are being bor

dered with all the varieties of the eucalyp

tus, cypress, acacias and grevilleas, and it

is all being done in a manner totally unlike

that in which the other expositions have

been adorned. -

The charm of the place, altogether asid

from that which the adornment of it by

the hands of man will lend, lies in its sur

roundings. For a background to the pic

ture rise the mountains, with their jagged

skylines, the farthermost one seen faintly

through a purple haze, the near ones clear

and bold in the rare atmosphere of southern

California. In the foreground is San Diego,

a beautiful city, and just beyond, the bay

of San Diego, calm and beautiful. Point

Loma, shaped like the prow of a huge
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The majestic arches of a great bridge are beginning to span Cabrillo Canyon, in Balboa Park, San Diego.

Across this bridge visitors will enter an educational wonderland from one of the gates of the Panama

California Exposition. Below, in the picturesque canyon whose steep sides already are being

planted with palms and ferns and flowering shrubs, Indian villages will be set and even

the cave and cliff dwellings of the prehistoric Southwesterners will be reproduced
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A midwinter day at the nurseries of the Panama–California Exposition. In the climate of San Diego,

with its wealth of tropical and sub-tropical vegetation, the adornment of the grounds can

be carried nearer to perfection than has been possible at any other exposition

battleship, stands sentinel toward the sea,

and the Coronado islands, not far out in

the sea, are seemingly mastodons bathing.

The picture is perfect.

Those who have dreamed of California;

of the California that is pictured in all our

literature and told about in song and in

story, will find the land of their dreams in

San Diego in 1915. It is the land of the

orange and the olive; the land of flowers

and sunshine and joyous perpetual spring

time. The land of delight.

So we are going to hold an exposition

in San Diego throughout the whole year

of 1915, to celebrate the opening of the

Panama Canal, and to show what progress

the world has made. And incidentally

the visitor, who will come further and stay

longer, to see the San Diego Exposition,

will also see San Diego.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY STINEMAN

THE UNCLAIMED

By ARTHUR WALLACE PEACH

We plan our lives for years that are to be,

We are the kings of fate, death is forgot,

Nor ever think we of time's mockery:

We plan the years, the moments we cannot!
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T. appropriation for the building was

inadequate; but we built it on a large

foundation, and when it was half-way

up, the first floor was roofed over with a

temporary roof of felt.”

This vivid picture, which Professor Hil

gard gives us of the first frame building

erected on the University of California

campus for the use of agriculture, forms a

striking contrast to the stately stone struc

ture recently dedicated to the use of the

College of Agriculture.

Besides affording us a distinct picture of

conditions some thirty-five years ago, it

gives the key-note to Professor Hilgard's

character. In all his work he has, under

the most trying conditions, laid broad

foundations, and those who come after him

may well feel a weight of responsibility in

building adequately upon them.

He is a man of vision, and only today is

California beginning to realize the vision

which this remarkable man had for her

agricultural development well nigh half a

century ago.

Both at home and abroad Doctor Hilgard

is famous for his work in soil analysis. To

the uninitiated this may not seem a very

vital subject. To the farmer of Indiana

or Iowa, where every acre is like every

other acre and each farmer plants what his

neighbor plants, the physical and chemical

structure of the soil is of little moment;

but in our great state with every variety

of soil differing widely from that of the East,

the analysis of the soil and a determination

of what crops can be grown to greatest

advantage becomes a very practical matter.

So the value of Professor Hilgard's re

searches can hardly be overestimated. His

INTERESTING

WESTERNERS

The Founder of Scientific Agriculture in California

soil study, which has occupied the attention

of many distinguished investigators, is in

adding to the physical and chemical tests

the botanical and geological. Before his

time scientists were content with the two

former, which proved very inadequate and

brought “soil analysis” into great disrepute

with the farmers. The most important

general result of his studies is the demon

stration of the great depth and intrinsic

fertility and durability of the soils of arid

countries, as the result of such climatic

conditions as obtain in most of Cali

fornia, and in the classic regions of the most

ancient civilizations, Mesopotamia, Syria,

Egypt, Persia, and northern India. There,

owing to deficient rainfall, lime and other

important plant foods have not been

leached from the land, as is constantly

being done in rainy climates, where lime

is a much-needed fertilizer. Professor Hil

gard is in the habit of saying that when any

one buys an acre of land in California, he

really gets from three to six times as much

soil as he would in the East.

By carrying on these experiments, through

experiment stations in different parts of

the state, he has enabled the farmers to

use their land intelligently and has saved

them much expense.

Perhaps the most valuable phase of this

great work has been the reclamation of

desert and alkali lands. By soil analysis

and observation of native growths, Profes

sor Hilgard has been able to show clearly

the difference between reclaimable and ir

reclaimable land, and much that has been

hitherto considered useless has been brought

under cultivation. He has also shown the

exceptionally high fertility of alkali land

  

 

particular contribution to the science of
when reclaimed. ..
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Eugene. Woldemar Hilgard, Professor Emeritus of Agriculture at the University of California.

famous at home and abroad for his work in soil analysis. Professor Hilgard is

writing a history of scientific agriculture in the Golden State

Not only on the practical side has this

indefatigable scientist laid “large founda

tions,” but also on the theoretical side of

agriculture. When in 1873 he came from

the University of Michigan to the Uni

versity of California, he found the College

of Agriculture in a disorganized condition,

suffering from the contempt of the farmer

and the neglect of the regents, and occupy

ing two rooms in the basement of South

Hall. During the first two years of his

work no new students entered the College

of Agriculture, but with the true pioneer

Spirit he patiently and quietly set about

winning the favor of the farmers by means

of extension lectures and the establishment
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at Berkeley in 1875 of the first Agricultural

Experiment Station in the United States.

The work of this “first aid” to the farmer

proved so practical and the lectures so

wise and sensible that the farmers began

to believe that there was some value in a

college education and to send their sons to

the State Agricultural College, until today

it has an enrollment of over four hundred

students. -

The regents were also interested. Profes

sor Hilgard describes himself as a “great

button-holer.” Through his efforts the

appropriation was made for the frame

building described in the opening para

graph. This was afterward enlarged, but

soon proved inadequate for the needs of the

rapidly growing college. ,

Of the present stone building, Professor

Hilgard said at its dedication: -

“This accomplished fact before us I hail

as the final happy termination of the forty

years' contention for the principle that the

University shall educate the leaders, ex

perts and teachers who are to carry the

principles and practice of rational agri

culture to the farmers at large and to the

public schools.”

Agriculture in the public schools, which

is the “dernier cri” of our educators, was

advocated in Professor Hilgard's extension

lectures forty years ago.

This pioneer in the work of agricultural

education was born in Zweibrücken, Ba

varia, January 5, 1833. His father, Theo

dore Erasmus Hilgard, was a distinguished

jurist and poet. For political reasons he

emigrated to the United States and settled

on a large farm in Illinois. Here, under the

supervision of his father, were laid the

foundations of Eugene Woldemar Hilgard's

career. His education was completed at the

University of Heidelberg, where he received

his doctor's degree in 1853. Since that time

he has been engaged in active scientific

work, first in geology as State Geologist in

Mississippi, and later turning his attention

to agriculture.

Many reports and bulletins have been

written by him which have attracted world

wide attention. His “Relation of Climate

to Soils” was translated into several lan

guages and won for him, from the Royal

Bavarian Academy of Science, the Liebig

Medal for important advances in agricultural

science. His book on “Soils” is authorita

tive and embodies the research of a lifetime.

As Professor Emeritus of Agriculture at

the University of California, he is engaged

in collaboration with Professor R. H.

Loughridge in an extended investigation

of the physical and chemical character of

columns of California soils to the depth of

twelve feet. He is also writing an auto

biography which will embrace a history of

scientific agriculture in California.

LELA ANGIER LENFEST.

*

A Life-Saver in Hawaii

IGHTEEN years ago a young physi

cian stood on the deck of a steamer

which was plowing its way to Honolulu

through the channel dividing the Hawaiian

island of Oahu, seat of the capital city, from

Molokai, the island of the living dead.

Some distance ahead, across the bow of

the big liner, moved a small steamer, its

prow headed for the gloomy cliffs which

hedge the portals to Molokai. On the after

deck of this little vessel stood groups of men

and women, all looking their last on the

pleasant isle of Oahu which held their

homes, their friends and relatives, and to

which they could never more return. “Lep

ers on their way to the Settlement” re

marked a ship's officer standing beside the

passenger. The latter nodded sadly but

his eyes grew bright. He saw his career

before him.

The young physician of eighteen years

ago is Dr. James T. Wayson of today, known

as one of the world's few experts on the

dread disease, and who, to the present time,

has a record of twelve cures of a scourge

held for ages as incurable. As head of the

Territorial Receiving Hospital near Hono

lulu where suspects and those in the first

stages of the malady are confined and

treated, Dr. Wayson cheerfully declares

that if leprosy is given medical attention in

its early stages there can be proportionately

as many cures as in other diseases.

When Dr. Wayson, young, ambitious and

daring, reached Honolulu, he found leprosy

taking a tremendous toll from the Hawaiians

and the Asiatics, occasionally claiming a

European victim. The whites shuddered

when the scourge was mentioned and the

natives hid, with tragic strategy, their

friends and relatives who had contracted

it. Plunging immediately into the work at

hand the doctor studied the plague at close
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quarters for years and from his experiments

formed a theory which he has proved to be

correct. Appointed superintendent of the

leper receiving hospital, and city and county

physician, because of the reputation he had

gained as an expert on the disease, Dr.

Wayson was thus given a broader field in

which to labor, and the results of his years

of study soon became apparent.

DR. JAMES T. WAYSON

He has conquered the bacillus of leprosy after eighteen years of experiment in Hawaii.

Dr. Wayson is head of the Territorial Receiving Hospital near Honolulu

With a few cases representing the disease

in its early stages, Dr. Wayson began his

series of treatments based on the facts ob

served by him. Now the records show that

twelve persons, all admitted lepers, have

been discharged from the receiving hospital

as cured upon a report of a committee of

physicians, authorities in the disease and

who reached their conclusion after a number
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of bacteriological and other tests which

showed that the leper bacilli had disap

peared. The verdict as to whether a pa

tient is cured or not does not rest with one

man. The law requires the recommenda

tions of a board of physicians, before a

patient may be certified as free from the

disease and be permitted to return to his

family, instead, as was the case but a few

years ago, of being required to bid his

friends and relatives farewell forever on the

first appearance of the scourge.

Dr. Wayson maintains through all argu

ments that leprosy is curable but declares

that there is no specific cure. Each case

is likely to call for a different form of treat

ment, although the general method is the

same. He says that the great fault and the

one which has permitted leprosy to gain

such a foothold in the Hawaiian islands, has

been the failure of physicians to recognize

it in its first stages. Many of them wait

until the layman can diagnose his own case.

For this reason Dr. Wayson has devoted

much time and study along the line of early

diagnosis. The bacillus is very similar to

that of tuberculosis, so much so that it is

sometimes difficult for a physician to de

cide. Clinical experience has led Dr. Way

son to believe that the period of incubation

may be very short, purely of a local char

acter and mildly contagious... “Undoubt

edly,” he says, “the germ enters the system

through the alimentary tract, although

there are also cases where it was acquired

through inoculation, through abrasions of

the skin and, possibly, bites of insects.”

The general treatment as prescribed by

Dr. Wayson is simple enough when one

considers the dread mystery which has ever

surrounded the disease. Tonics, hot baths

and exercise are the principal features. In

special cases where there are acute nervous

attacks, large and increasing doses of

iodide of potash will abort cases where it

would take nature years because the dis

ease is aborted before pathological changes

take place. In the case of localized lesions,

applications of carbon-dioxid snow pencil

will completely eradicate both clinical and

bacteriological evidences of the disease.

There is no better proof that leprosy is as

curable as any other disease than the fact that

Dr. J. W. Goodhue, medical superintendent

of the leper settlement at Molokai, working

independently but along the same lines as

Dr. Wayson, is having equally good results.

Dr. Wayson scoffs at the superstitious

fear of the disease which during the past

forty years has caused thousands of white

people to avoid the Hawaiian islands. Few

white people are ever victims of the scourge

because their surroundings are sanitary and

their food is carefully cooked and served in

individual dishes.

Dr. Wayson was born in Port Townsend,

Washington. His father was an engineer

in the revenue cutter service. After being

graduated from the University of California

in 1891 Dr. Wayson served for a year as

surgeon on the revenue cutter Corwin, then

engaged in patrol work in the Bering sea

under the late Admiral Robley B. Evans.

HENRIETTA GooDNOUGH HULL.

*

The Girl of the Portola Poster

OU can drop off anywhere on your way

around the world, and find some one

who knows a bit more or less about Califor

nia. And if you ask what, of all that's here,

stays longest and clearest and most delight

fully in the imagination—after the things

one really must remember—the answer is

pretty certain to be: “Why, the women of

California.” So it is something to be de

clared the prettiest woman in the state.

And this honor has fallen to Miss Emma

de Velasco. The Paris in the case is the

Portola Festival Committee, which is pre

paring to stage the big fiesta of October

22-25, 1913, when the whole Pacific Coast

will help San Francisco celebrate the four

hundredth anniversary of the discovery of

the Pacific ocean by Vasco Nunez de Balboa.

The Portola Committee wanted to get

Miss California to invite the world to come

to the Pacific Coast in the fall. So it

offered a prize for the prettiest girl in the

whole state, to be the model for the official

poster of the fiesta. And the whole state

responded. Pictures poured in, and of all

these stacks of photographs, Miss de

Velasco's was adjudged the most beautiful.

No fitter beauty could have been found

than this. Miss de Velasco, born in Cali

fornia and for the last seven years a resi

dent of San Francisco, is the descendant of

a noble Spanish house, and it is about men

of Spain that the Portola celebration largely

centers. Miss de Velasco's great-great

grandfather was a Count of Tovar, one of

a long line which won a glorious place in
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Spanish history. Her family has long been

prominent in South America.

Her father, Henry de Velasco, was born

in Venezuela, but is a cosmopolite and a

globe-trotter. Her mother, who was Amalia

Lagler Leis, is of German extraction.

Henry de Velasco served as captain in the

war between Peru, Bolivia and Chile in 1879.

His father was a noted South American

diplomatist, at one time minister of foreign

relations in Venezuela and later Venezuelan

minister to Peru. Another kinsman has

his place in history. This was Narciso

Lopez, the first man to raise a free flag in

Miss Emma de Velasco, whose beauty will typify

“Miss California" on the official posters for the great

Portola Festival in San Francisco. October 2:25, 1913,

when the Pacific Coast will celebrate the discovery

COPYRIGHT APPLIED FOR BY PORTOLA FESTIVAL COMMITTEE

Cuba. For his daring he paid with his life.

For all this distinction of ancestry, Miss

de Velasco is a charmingly unassuming

young woman. She possesses that versa

tility which is to some degree characteristic

of her native state. She is a musician and

has appeared in concert. She is a business

girl, being private secretary to a big lumber

dealer. She has her place in society, as a

member of two San Francisco cotillions.

She is a sorority girl, a member of the Theta

Sigma. Besides all this, she finds time to be

active in the Catholic Ladies' Aid Society.

WILLIAM L. HATCH.
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The Pulse of the West

F. Vrrent Qomment on Western Affairs ri

By Walter V. Woehlke

The Blessings of Fifteen-Cent Copper

IX months ago it was predicted in

S these columns that in all probability

- copper would gyrate around the fifteen

cent mark throughout the year. Thus far

the prophecy has been verified. After

sagging and dragging from 1907 until the

beginning of 1912, after the rise from twelve

to seventeen cents a pound had been vari

ously attributed to manipulation, the red

metal at last demonstrated that it was

really too cheap at twelve cents a pound.

Though the visible amount of copper in

creased during the first five months of the

year, though the world's production in 1912

for the first time passed above a million

tons, the supply at present is still far below

the stocks that were on hand two years

ago. Consumption showed no sign of

abatement. Domestic demand was strong

and steady at the time of writing. The

definite return of the dove with the olive

branch to its Balkan roost, fair European

crop prospects and the improvement of the

financial conditions in Germany, a country

whose electrical industry is a heavy copper

buyer, promised to enhance the volume

of exports. In addition, the use of copper

in the steel industry is spreading. An

alloy of two-tenths of one per cent of copper,

it was found, retarded corrosion and greatly

lengthened the life of steel. Of six thou

sand tons of steel rails containing a little

over one half per cent of copper none

broke in a year, a result that caused the

experimenting railroad to place a second

order of ten thousand tons of the copper

alloy steel. The output of the new low

grade porphyry mines is no longer bound

ing upward at the rate prevailing two

years ago and the decrease in production

costs seems to have reached its limit. The

influence of these facts promises to main

tain the price of red metal at its present

level for some time to come. .

Copper stocks are paying higher divi

dends, a blessing greatly appreciated in

Boston, but the really beneficial aspect of

fifteen-cent copper is not to be found in

New England. Far greater are the bene

fits showered upon Arizona, Nevada, New

Mexico, Utah and Montana, copper states

which receive only a relatively small part

of the increased dividends. Fifteen-cent

copper stimulates production, steadies and

increases the volume of remunerative em

ployment and thereby makes the trade of

the copper states hum. Therein lies the

greatest blessing of the metal's higher

price.

The Gait of the Pacific Northwest

HE 1912 grain and fruit crop of the

Pacific Northwest was the largest on

record. Wheat and apples touched the

high-water mark. This year they promise

to duplicate the performance. The winter

wheat of the Inland Empire, of the region

in the watershed of the upper Columbia

between the Rockies and the Cascades,

came through the cold weather in excel

lent condition and, though plowing and

seeding in spring was late on account of

cold and wet weather, a good yield seems

assured. Barley will not fall far short of

the preceding year's record, and the short

California barley crop should maintain

prices at a high level. The delayed spring

retarded the blossoming of the fruit trees,

but the late start also diminished the frost

losses. Apples promise a normal crop,

though peaches run uniformly light.

Despite the tariff measure pending in

Congress, the sale of Oregon's wool clip

started briskly and at prices equal to the

1912 offers, while mohair advanced steadily.
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Western victims of Schedule K. Despite tariff revision the western wool-clip this spring sold at prices

as high as those offered in 1912

Hops made an excellent start, the price

depending upon the developments in

European hop regions, though few growers

contracted to sell their output for less

than fourteen cents a pound. The pros

perity of the agricultural districts through

out the Pacific Northwest was reflected

in heavy sales by the jobbers.

The lumber industry during the first

half of the year continued at the gait it

struck early in 1912. For the first time

in seven years the logging camps in western

Washington and Oregon operated at one

hundred per cent capacity. In Septem

ber, 1912, logs were advanced a dollar a

thousand feet. In March, 1913, another

dollar was added and still the demand

continued, though lumber did not advance

in proportion, shingles excepted. Portland

shipments gained twenty-four million feet

during the first quarter over the corre

sponding period in 1912, foreign shipments

from the Columbia and from Puget Sound

increased and the mills in the Spokane

territory operated at capacity. Since the

stocks in the yards of Middle-western re

tailers continue low despite a continued

good demand, and since building activities

in the Southwest show no signs of slacken

ing, the greatest single industry of the

Pacific Northwest can see no setback in

the immediate future.

In Seattle and Tacoma this spring many

manufacturers were running night shifts

to fill orders. Portland is building an

unusually large number of new residences,

Seattle has many new skyscrapers under

construction, scarcity of houses is keeping

rents high in Vancouver and Victoria has

taken a remarkable spurt in building

activities. -

The strongest indication of continued

progress, however, lies in the promise of

good crops throughout the country to the

east of the Rockies. Prosperity in the

Middle-West and East not only assures

a good market for the Pacific Coast prod

ucts, but it also enables those dissatis

fied with the weird climate of Kansas,

Ohio or Vermont to sell out, pull up stakes
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and seek new homes in a region where life

is not one endless struggle to escape the

extremes of heat and cold.

Horse Sense on the High Seas

OR the past year the lumber export

business of the Pacific Northwest has

been hampered by extremely high water

freight rates. Transportation of fuel oil

from the Mexican fields to Gulf ports has

been difficult and increasingly expensive.

On the Atlantic the ocean freight rates

were doubled in 1912. Since 191o the

rates on grain from New York to Liver

pool have risen from three cents to ten

cents; the cotton schedule went up from

twelve cents to forty-five cents in three

years, with other rates in proportion.

A real shortage in cargo bottoms was the

primary cause of this startling advance

in rates. There were not enough ships to

move the commodities with despatch.

The price of steamers doubled as their

earning capacity grew. -

Several times during the past ten years

the railroads have been swamped with

business, have been unable to move the

volume of freight offered them with the

usual despatch. At other times half a

million freight cars have been standing

on costly sidetracks, idle. Did the rail

roads double and treble their rates when the

freight offerings exceeded the capacity of

cars and power?

Of course they did not. The rules of

the Interstate Commerce Commission pre

vented such a step. But the regulative

power of the commission does not extend

over foreign ships carrying American freight.

It might be well for those who expect the

cheap-ocean-freight millennium to follow

the opening of the Panama Canal to study

the meteoric rise of the foreign water car

riers’ rates in the last few years. Food for

thoughtful, sober reflection is contained

in the schedules.

There is still another problem that

should have some attention before the red

fire of the canal-opening celebration is

lighted. Its essence may be stated thus:

It has been frequently alleged that the

railroads own or control practically all

the coastal steamship lines. Railroad

owned or controlled ships are barred from

the use of the canal. Foreign vessels

Foreign bottoms carry western wheat and lumber.

cannot engage in the coastal trade. The

Ocean freight rates have increased 300 per cent. in three

years and the increased tribute has gone largely into British and German pockets
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owners of the few independent steamers,

supposed to be a bare baker's dozen,

surely can see a good thing when it is

handed to them on a silver platter. They

will not be slow to regulate their rates

according to the volume of freight and the

capacity of the bottoms allowed to carry

it through the canal. Even now those

who expected five-dollars-a-ton canal rates

from coast to coast are beginning to have

their eyes opened.

Isn’t it about time that we used some

horse sense in dealing with maritime

problems?

Diversity Versus Calamity

ATE in the seventies a severe drought

visited parts of California. The win

ter was dry, the bunch-grass would not

grow, thousands of cattle starved on the

ranges. Around the little irrigated colony

of Anaheim, a green oasis on the tawny

plain, hunger-maddened steers gathered

in such numbers that the streets had to

be barricaded to keep the animals out.

The farmers were penniless for a year.

Deficient rainfall marked the past win

ter and spring. On large areas the meager

stand of grain, not worth the cutting even

for hay, was pastured. Wheat, barley

and hay in many districts were a total

failure. Herds had to be shipped out to

distant ranges. Lack of moisture reduced

the bean crop to seventy per cent of its

normal size. Deciduous fruit trees in

unirrigated districts bore sparsely. A sim

ilar drought twenty-five years ago would

have cut the volume of the Golden State's

business in two.

Drought was not the only unfavorable

factor. Sixty per cent of the citrus crop

was destroyed by frost. Cold likewise

touched the early-blossoming almond and

wiped out two-thirds of the bloom. The

yield of apricots was light; peaches were

below normal, cherries did not do well.

Raisins last season barely brought the cost

of production.

Doesn’t that sound like the wail that

used to arise from Kansas in a grasshopper

year? However, there is a reverse side

to the medal.

Building permits and bank clearings in

Los Angeles the first five months of the year

broke all previous records; in San Fran

cisco, San Diego, Sacramento and Fresno

these barometers of business stood at

normal or above. Railroad earnings

showed no diminution. Registration of

motor-cars passed well above 108,000 and

the demand for automobiles continued

brisk.

In view of the preceding list of harrow

ing calamities, what is the reason for the

normally prosperous condition of business

in California?

Irrigation, insuring independence of rain

fall, is one reason. The truly astonishing

diversity of the state's products is another.

The high prices realized for the short crops

is a third one. Between them they account

for the lack of commercial crepe. Here is

the silver lining of the cloud that brought

much frost and little rain.

The unfrozen third of the citrus crop is

bringing prices so high that the growers

count on half of a normal season's cash

receipts. Orange trees blossomed heavily,

promising practically a full harvest for

the coming year. And the planting of

new citrus groves in central and northern

California continued at such a rapid pace

that the price of nursery stock went soar

Ing.

Peaches and apricots, thinned by frost,

attained to large sizes and are bringing

good prices. Plums and prunes are up to

the average; figs and walnuts give promise

of a full crop. The cantaloup area has

increased and shipments are now in full

swing. Raisin grapes are in good condi

tion, an average crop is assured and the

largest portion of the output has been

signed over to the newly organized coöpera

tive selling agency at remunerative rates.

Almost thirty thousand acres of long

staple cotton assure the planters of a large

income. The rice acreage in the Sacra

mento valley has doubled. Extremely

high olive prices have stimulated planting

along a north-and-south stretch of five hun

dred miles. Table and wine grapes suf

fered little by drought and not at all by

frost; a truce among warring winemakers

and coöperative selling by table-grape

growers hold out hope of ample returns

this fall. Dairy products and poultry

have been firm. Both in acreage and yield

sugar beets—California leads the nation

in beet-sugar production—are above normal

owing to irrigation. The immense, ever

growing area of irrigated alfalfa is swelling

the bank accounts of the owners. Taking

it from one end of the long state to the
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On". porch with your friends

and a victor-Victrola

An impromptu dance with

a Victor-vietroia

f Take a Victrola with you

when you go away this summer

Whether you go to the country, mountains, or sea

shore for the summer, or just camp out for a week or so,

you'll be glad of the companionship of the Victrola.

This wonderful instrument enables you to take with you

wherever you go the most celebrated bands, the greatest opera

artists, the most famous instrumentalists, and the cleverest

comedians—to play and sing for you at your leisure, to provide

music for your dances, to make your vacation thoroughly enjoyable.

And even if you don't go away, a Victrola will entertain you

and give you a delightful “vacation” right at home.

There are Victors and Victrolas in great varieties of styles from $10 to $500.

Any Victor dealer in any city in the world

will gladly play your favorite music and demonstrate

the Victrola to you.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N.J., U.S.A.

Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors

* Always use Victor Machines with Victor Records and Victor Needles

the combination. There is no other way to get the unequaled Victor tone.

-

Victor Steel Needles, 5 cents per 100 - L -

Victor Fibre Needles, 50 cents per 100 (can be repointed and used eight times) HIS MASTERS VOICE

*IC U-5-AT-C-E"

New Victor Records are on sale at all dealers on the 28th of each month
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other, the agricultural sandwich is but

tered sparsely only in spots; most of it is

covered with a thick layer of nutritious fat.

Mining, an important industry, is active.

Road-building, the extensions of electric

railway systems, the colossal development

of hydro-electric power are keeping thou

sands of men busy. The petroleum output

of the year's first half exceeded forty million

barrels, and in March the net price paid

the members of the Independent Producers'

Agency was thirty-six cents a barrel, as

against thirty cents in March, 1912.

If California can make so favorable a

showing in an exceptionally adverse year,

is there not good reason for the chestily

boastful, irrepressibly optimistic attitude

of the sunny state?

Savings East and West

ASSACHUSETTS is the thriftiest

state in the country. Of its popula

tion two persons out of three have money

in the savings banks. In Connecticut

more than half the inhabitants own pass

books and the ratio is nearly as large in

Vermont. Sixty out of every hundred

men, women and children in the six New

England states put by their pennies for a

rainy day. There are 3,464,083 savings

bank depositors in the region of mills and

abandoned farms, and their combined

credit entries exceed fourteen hundred

million dollars.

Compared with New England the seven

Pacific states, Washington, Oregon, Cali

fornia, Idaho, Utah, Nevada and Arizona,

seem as thriftless as Coal Oil Johnnie.

Though their population is slightly larger

than New England's, the savings bank

patrons constitute but one-fifth of the New

England number, and their total deposits

fall a billion dollars short of the Puritan

savings.

Still, this discrepancy does not imply

wasteful prodigality in the West. France,

the world's star performer in the money

accumulating line, lags far behind Germany

both in the number and size of savings bank

deposits. France does not hoard its accu

mulations at two per cent, it invests its

savings. So does the West. When sound

mortgages backed by ample security pay

seven per cent, who would be content

with the savings banks' proverbial three?

And when lots, acreage, little farms, tim

ber tracts, orchards, mining claims offer

chances for profit unknown in ancient,

crowded, staid and settled New England,

the Westerner puts his money to work,

establishes a rookery for his dollars even

though the eagle occasionally takes wing

instead of hatching little ones.

Looking at this matter of savings from

another angle, the seven Pacific states’

showing improves markedly. The amount

credited to the average savings account

throughout the country is $444; New Eng

land's average is $411; in the Middle West

the average drops to $340. The Far West

stands at the head of the list with $625

per depositor. Nevada leads the nation

with $793; California, with $681, is second;

Arizona, with $538, is just nosed out of

third place by New York's average of $540

per depositor. Furthermore, the seven

Pacific states have greater aggregate sav

ings than the fourteen states lying between

the Alleghanies and the Rockies north of

the Mason and Dixon line. California

alone, with 597,000 depositors, has $407,

Ooo,000 put away. Ohio, Indiana, Michi

gan, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa, with

twice the number of depositors and ten

times California's population, exceed the

Golden State's total by only three million

dollars.

There is a suspicion, well founded appar

ently, that the greater reward of sustained,

intelligent effort in the West may have

something to do with the size of its savings

bank accounts.

In this connection it may not be amiss

to point out that, while California reaches

the world's savings apex with an average

of $681 per depositor, its neighbor across

the Pacific, Japan, touches bedrock with

an average of $7.86 for its nineteen million

depositors. -

The Necessity of Keeping Cool

ARLY in 1912 a Chicago firm bought

ten thousand acres of timber land

along the Lillooet river in British Columbia

for seven hundred thousand dollars, the

stumpage being valued at a dollar a thou

sand feet, board measure. A year later

the timber passed into the hands of a cor

poration manufacturing agricultural imple

ments, the stumpage bringing three dollars

a thousand feet. British Columbia's tem

perature increased by a few degrees. A

profit of two hundred per cent in a year

pleased its riotous imagination.

(Editorial section continued on alternate pages)
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Williams
#Talc Powder

is a summer necessity for

the woman who cares for

the appearance of her skin.

More time spent in the open

should mean greater care for the

complexion. After the unrelent

ing heat of the sun, after the try

ing effect of salt spray and wind-blown

sand particles, there is nothing quite so

soothing and refreshing as frequent

application of this exquisitely soft and

delicate powder.

Four odors—Violet, Carnation, Rose and Karsi

| ".

A Vanity Box and An Interesting Offer

For users of Williams' Talc we have had

manufactured a charming little Vanity

Box, heavily silver-plated, containing a

French powderpuff and a concentrating

mirror. We will gladly send it with a

sample can of Williams’ Violet Talc

Powder and a tube of Williams' Dental

Cream, trial size, on receipt of 20 cents

in stamps.

Address THE J. B. WILLIAMS COMPANY

P. O. Drawer 150, Glastonbury, Conn.

All three
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This tripling of stumpage values was not

brought about by the sudden arrival of

the oft-heralded timber famine. Its cause

was the reason underlying the remarkable

sustained activity in nearly all parts of

British Columbia; increased transportation

facilities, actual and prospective. The

railroad from Vancouver to Fort George,

now under construction, will make that

Lillooet timber—and other tracts—easy

of access, marketable. Hence the jump

from one dollar to three dollars per thou

sand feet in a year. And the same cause

is giving value to agricultural land located

so far north that four years ago a square

mile of it was dear at thirty cents. If

British Columbia will keep an ice pack on

its feverish head, many years of solid pros

perity lie ahead of the vast province.

Brickbats for Silk-Hat Immigrants

HE Polish or Slavonian laborer,

emigrating seasonally from eastern

Europe into Germany, is looked down

upon, considered inferior by the poorest

peasant of the country in which he seeks

more remunerative work. When the Ital

ian crosses the border into France to im

prove his worldly chances, he likewise

loses caste with the loss of country. The

Germans, sneering at the Polish immigrant,

are in turn sneered at and despised by the

London tailors and bakers with whom they

come into competition. Our own Know

nothing movement was directed against

workers differing in no wise from the home

product except in nativity. Verily, the

immigrant's lot is not a bed of roses.

Wherever he goes he sinks automatically

to the lowest stratum of society, becomes

a pariah until he has made himself over,

molded himself to the best of his ability

after the pattern of the native.

The native may clearly recognize the

immigrants' value, may fully appreciate

the services rendered by them, may from

platform, stump and printed page sing

their praise, but instinctively, subconscious

ly, he considers himself better, of a higher

order than he who comes humbly, hat in

hand, from foreign shores. Always the

green immigrant accepted his position in

the social scale unquestioningly, without

protest. Not a little of American national

vanity is due to this silent acknowledgment

of inferiority by millions of immigrants

from all the races in the world. The great

size and prodigal contents of our flesh-pots

overawed the lean newcomer, and the

adulation in his dumb wondering eyes

caused our chest to swell mightily.

But the Japanese immigrant, accustomed

at home to a handful of rice and a shred

of dried fish twice a day, refused to be awed.

He displayed none of the humility char

acterizing all other immigrants, no matter

what their color. The flesh-pots he ap

proached not as a scared petitioner but as

one who is by natural law entitled to the

best things of the earth. He might do the

cooking or condescend to wash the win

dows, but his chin was up and his backbone

was rigid. Ole Olson or Giovanni Petrucci

would grin with pleasure when the master

slapped them on the back, but Frank

Yoshimura resented the easy patronizing

familiarity of the native. The cloak of

unbending national dignity was never

dropped for an instant. Metaphorically

speaking, the Japanese immigrant wore a

silk hat. He was very much astonished

when the brickbats began to fly, as they

do at the least affectation of superiority

in a democratic country.

Dignified, often polished, beautifully

poised, intensely race-proud, the Japanese

are constitutionally unable to understand

the American attitude toward the immi

grant of any color. Their country has

never felt the influx of alien labor. In

Manchuria and Korea the Japanese are

the conquerors, their settlers constitute

the dominant class. They proved their

superiority over China and Russia. In

California they are puzzled. They cannot

understand why they, the dominant race

of the Orient, should be classed with other

immigrants, relegated to the very bottom.

This inability of the Japanese to under

stand the American attitude toward the

immigrant was emphasized in a series of

half-page advertisements published at

heavy expense by a Japanese association

in the California press before the passage

of the anti-alien land bill. These adver

tisements quoted reports of the Immigra

tion Commission to prove that Japanese

immigrants were superior to white immi

grants, that the percentage of illiterates

among them was smaller than among Euro

peans, that Japanese rarely became public

charges or found their way into the criminal

courts. And the Japanese writer of these

advertisements assumed that American
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At both extremes of size and in between

Waltham Watche

have the supreme instrumental excellence

The watch on the left is the

Waltham "Vanguard”, the most

widely used railroad watch in the

world. In every country you will

find trains running, and running

promptly on Vanguard time. But

we do not consider this the height

of Waltham achievement, for the

reason that large size watches such

as railroad men use are not partic

ularly difficult to manufacture.

A more severe test of watch

making occurs in the thinner and

smaller models such as the lady's

watch pictured above, the move

ment having the same diameter

as a nickel 5-cent piece. It is

our sincere opinion that Waltham

offers the first ladies' watches

which can really be considered as

serious dependable timepieces.

Most ladies' watches are made

to be worn in the bureau drawer;

Walthams are designed for actual

use and accurate use at that.

Ask your jeweler to show you

a Waltham Riverside model. It

is worth a hundred "toy watches.”

Riverside Watches are de

scribed and illustrated in a book

let, sent free upon request. Please

mention “The Riverside Family.”

Waltham Watch Company

Waltham, Mass.
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PHorogRAPHED IN June, 1913, BY ARTHuR Dunn

Fifty-two per cent of the Japanese arrivals by ship at the port of San Francisco are women-"picture

brides"—who spend their honeymoons in the fields laboring side by side with Japanese men.

Their children are native-born Japanese; in law, American citizens, if you

please, but in actuality full-blood Japanese

hostility toward his countrymen was largely

caused by a lack of knowledge concerning

Japan’s culture, history and traditions.

As a remedy he suggested an interchange

of American and Japanese college students!

Is the treatment accorded Greek and

Italian “wops” improved, do the immi

grants of these nationalities enjoy greater

respect, a higher social standing because of

Greek and Roman history, because of classic

accomplishments beside which the flower of

Japanese culture makes but a poor display?

The proposed exclusion of illiterate

immigrants has been rejected repeatedly.

By these rejections the United States has

officially proclaimed that it places small

value on the cultural accomplishments

of its adopted sons. Muscle and industry

are wanted. The average Californian does

not care a fig whether the Japanese farm

laborer can read or write, but he does want

the Japanese immigrant to “know his

place!” The democratic Westerner hates

silk hats; he sees red when the figurative

stove-pipe decorates the head of a yellow

immigrant. And he seizes the nearest

brick when this immigrant, by aggressive

team work, by racial coöperation, by un

scrupulous business methods, by greater

industry and thrift proceeds to prove that

he is the white man’s equal in almost any

line of endeavor. Whereupon the yellow

immigrant, unable to grasp the mental

processes which caused the white man to

bolster up his assertion of superiority with

the demand for separate schools and anti

Japanese land laws, asks Tokio for pro

tection, thereby adding to the ill feeling.

Prussia has spent two hundred millions

to smother the Slavic element in its east

ern provinces under a stream of German

colonists. Prussia did not want within

its borders a population that could not or

would not become an integral part of a

homogeneous nation. The Japanese are

not of the material which the United States

can incorporate in the structure it is build

ing; the Japanese themselves acknowledge

this fact. They declare against inter

marriage, against a race of bastards neither

white nor yellow. To them purity of

blood is as sacred as it is to the Caucasian.

Therefore the Japanese, like the Chinese,

must forever remain in the body politic,

but not of it, an indigestible lump in the

national stomach.

When the incompatibility of tempera

ment is added to the natural barrier of

race and color, it becomes patent that

California brickbats cannot solve the prob

lem. The Japanese question is not local,

not purely Californian. It is national in

its scope. Sacramento cannot solve it

by scratching the irritated spot. It be

hooves the nation to look at the problem

from the practical California standpoint,

to peer through the fog of sentimentality

that surrounds the “little brown men,”

to forget the excellent qualities of Japan

ese soldiers, students, artists and writers,

to consider them solely as immigrants

and, from this standpoint, decide definitely

whether the yellow men are desirable as

citizens of the United States. Unless the

nation acts firmly, decisively, Sacramento

will continue to pelt the silk-hatted
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IFTY-FIVE YEARSAGO, Joseph and

F Thomas Berry made in it the first run

of Berry Brothers' varnish.

But they put into it more than merely

the necessary ingredients and a wonderful

knowledge of varnish-making. They in

cluded honesty of purpose, high manufac

turing ideals, a standard of product which

nothing short of perfection could satisfy.

And buyers, seeking these things, made a beaten

pathway to the brothers' door, and told their fellows

of it. So today, from that little kettle, has grown the

world's largest varnish-making business, reaching every

corner of the earth.

For the same ideals have been maintained through

out our history. And through our complete experi

mental laboratories we have steadily improved processes

and methods, keeping our products always in the fore

front of the industry.

You should insist on

.

Berry Brothers' Varnishes

It doesn't matter what the size of your job may be.

Good dealers everywhere sell them. Write us, stating

your varnish problems. We have special booklets

(free) for every class of user.

BERRYOTHERS

E: VARNISHES

£ Berry Brothers
- | Established 1858

Factories: Detroit, Mich.,

and Walkerville, Ont.

Branches: New York, Bos

ton, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Chicago, Cincinnati, St.

Louis, San Francisco, Lon-

don, England.
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I68 The Pulse of the West

immigrants, just as Sacramento baited the

Chinese incessantly for thirty years until

the nation acted. That Sacramento's ac

tions are hasty and ill-considered may be

true, but this admission does not diminish

the need of firm national procedure, to

solve the problem permanently.

Wanted: Law Breakers

AIN or shine, whether floods rage or

drouth sears, one crop never fails.

Regularly every other January in forty-odd

state capitals of this happy country the

bountiful harvest of new laws begins, fresh

statutes are piled into the judicial barn

until it is filled to the rafters of the attic and

beyond.

Throughout the West the legislative har

vest this year has been more than abundant.

Its fruits have left no activity of the human

being untouched. Laws regulating the

length of bed sheets and the sale of stallions,

prescribing methods of washing rags and

issuing stock, pensioning indigent mothers

and innocent convicts, straightening out

water-rights and tying new knots into the

taxation knout have been passed. All over

the West the conservative faction has con

signed the lawmakers and their work to the

nethermost pit, the liberal element has

praised the grist and its grinders to the

sky.

In California the lawmakers during

twelve weeks introduced, debated, accepted

or rejected two thousand new measures

considered necessary or unnecessary for the

better health, happiness and prosperity of

their fellow-citizens. During the session’s

final days they passed laws at the rate of

one a minute, and in half a dozen other

Western states the bearings of the statute

mill smoked with the heat of an equally

rapid pace.

Was it possible, at this speed, to weigh the

merit of the output with the care it surely

deserves?

Some forty years ago a California legis

lature passed a law to aid silkworm culture.

Heavy premiums were to be granted out of

state funds to those who planted mulberry

trees, and for the crop of cocoons the pre

mium hung up by the well-meaning law

makers exceeded the market value of the

product. A year later the governor convened

the legislature in extra session to repeal

berry trees, coddling silkworms. The sub

sidy would have bankrupted the state in a

year.

On our statute books are laws made to fit

long-forgotten special heeds which, their

purpose served, are now mere stumbling

blocks, or, uninsured, serve as weapons in

sorry causes, in manner never intended by

their makers. Other laws cross each other's

trails so that the layman may never find his

way through the labyrinth unaided, and the

best light a good attorney may have is

supplied only by a shrewd guess. Still

other laws, lifeless before they saw the light

of the legislative day, merely encumber the

legal compilations with the dead weight of

their inert bulk. And finally there are a

thousand petty, irritating enactments,

stinging mosquitoes from the stale water of

the stagnant law, whose buzz rather than

their sting drives their fretting victims to

distraction.

The West is listening to the gladsome

song of the reformer with both ears, ap

plauding-or derisively hissing—every new

melody of the legislative air. Let the West

strike a most novel, original chord. In

stead of confining its attention to the mak

ing of laws, let the West set out to break

laws, to smash into a thousand bits the

mass of worse than useless statutes encum

bering the books!

A well advertised legislative commission,

serving continuously for two years, should

hold hearings in every county seat, closing

its ear to all appeals for new legal sprouts,

listening only to petitions for the removal

of the dead-and-down, or overripe timber

and dense, impeding underbrush in the

statutory forest. If followed by a special

session of the legislature convened wholly

for the purpose of repealing, consolidating

or amending existing laws without enlarging

their scope, a great clearing of the atmos

phere would inevitably result.

Hitherto it has been the universal cus

tom to attempt the cure of ills by adding to

the towering bulk of the statutes. Let the

West try subtraction for a change. Put

the present statutes on trial, find out

whether they have really been of benefit.

If the patient has burdened his stomach

with legal drugs and dross, apply the stom

ach pump.

A garden that is always seeded and never

weeded must eventually become a choking

that law. Everybody was planting mul jungle.
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Coral Biller and the Bal system -

In the depths of tropical seas the

coral polyps are at work. They are

nourished by the ocean, and they

grow and multiply because they

cannot help it.

Finally a coral island emerges

from the Ocean. It collects sand

and seeds, until it becomes a fit

home for birds, beasts and men.

In the same way the telephone

system has grown, gradually at

first, but steadily and irresistibly.

It could not stop growing. To stop

would mean disaster.

The BellSystem, starting with a few

scattered exchanges, was carried for

ward byan increasingpublicdemand.

Each new connection disclosed a

need for other new connections, and

millions of dollars had to be poured

into the business to provide the

7,500,000 telephones now connected.

And the end is not yet, for the

growth of the Bell System is still

irresistible, because the needs of the

people will not be satisfied except by

universal communication. Thesystem

is large because the country is large.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One System Universal Service
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A Sane Fourth at Zoo City

By CAMILLA J. KNIGHT

Though the Parrot squawked “Cracker,”

no fireworks were seen

Except Fireflies and Glow-worms and

Tapirs;

The program of games, entertainments and

fun

Was printed in all the Gnu's papers.

The Crows had croquet, and the Jackdaws,

jackstraws,

(Admission of course was by ticket),

Gypsy Moth told the fortunes, the Lynx

enjoyed golf,

While others played leap-frog, or cricket.

The keen Ferret spotted the Leopard at

OnCe

When the Elephant missed his new

trunk,

The Lambs purchased stocks of the Bulls

and the Bears,

While the Sloth lay asleep in a bunk!

When the Cocks crowed, the crowd started

home, with three cheers

And a Tiger for all the committee.

And no one was killed, not so much as a

Hare

Was hurt on the Fourth at Zoo City.

When Pio Pico Went to War

By PAUL GYLLSTROM

HEN Pio Pico, still styling

W himself governor, under date of

July 15, 1846, from Santa

Barbara issued a proclamation which was

a virtual declaration of war against the

United States, he really uttered the dying

gasp of Mexican sovereignty over California.

There was much that approached buf

foonery during those exciting days in the

state, and all of it does not appear to have

been on the side of the supporters of the

old régime. But Pico strove to the last

ditch; in fact he appears to have jumped

the last ditch and then to have striven some

more. It was about the time the efforts

of the Bear party were crystallizing that

Pico called his council together at Santa

Barbara to take action. With the governor

eighteen delegates met from the various

pueblos of the department June 15th. That

was the day after the Bear flag was raised

at Sonoma. Pico evidently knew there

was something brewing in the north and so

he called his clansmen together. Nothing

came of the Santa Barbara conference, and

it was a week after the Bear Flag Republic

State.

gave way to United States rule that Pico,

strictly of his own accord, issued what was

the last Mexican document written in the

The Bear Flag Republic lasted less

than a month.

Commodore Sloat had been lying in front

of Monterey several days, hesitating. Then

he sent some soldiers ashore with the order

that the Mexican comandante there sur

render with all troops, arms and public

property. The comandante sent back

the laconic message there were no troops

or arms to surrender. Thus, in the lan

guage of war, Monterey fell, and the first

United States flag was raised in California,

July 7, 1846. Pico probably received this

news by courier. A week later he had

issued his final decree, which was not heeded.

Some historians are inclined to believe that

Pico knew Mexico had given up California

and that he had hopes of establishing an

order all of his own. But it failed utterly,

and when the gringos finally swarmed over

the land, Pico remained a law-abiding citi

zen and lived for many years under Old

Glory, dying at Los Angeles.

172
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“Dixie” Raises Riot

When Played by Instinct

“T RAISED merry riot in my house last night. I had the whole place going;

but I didn't care. I was having the time of my life.

“I was near Mary's new Virtuolo Player Piano, and I thought I'd try it out. So I put

in a roll marked ‘Dixie, while I was peeking around at the door, and that old song must

have gone to my head. Before I knew it I was crashing it out for all I was worth–

“‘Way down south in the land of cotton.”

“I closed my eyes, touched the soft and strong Acsolo buttons, and I put regular smash and

ginger into that music. Why, I seemed to be right back in those thrilling days of '61 again—when

multitudes went wild over that great old song—when hearts beat like trip-hammers and throats

sang themselves hoarse with its stirring rhythm.

“Well, Mary peeked in-and stayed. Then Mary's young man, and then some of the neighbors

came along too. and all joined in-yelling and singing and capering like mad!

“Say-my ‘music instinct is great, when I can play ‘Dixie' like that on the Virtuolo!”
* * + + *

Why should you be denied the real pleasure of Music—the recreation—the relief from your

HALLET & DAVIS

VIRTUOLO
THE INSTINCTIVE PLAYER PIANO

will bring you and every member of your family? Why, indeed-when you can own the new

PRINCESS Style Virtuolo for only $450, and can pay for it on terms as low as $1o a month?

See, hear, play this new, simplified Virtuolo at one of the dealers' named below. Other styles up
to $1050. If living at a distance write for full information. But don’t put it off. Write today.

The Virtuolo is Sold by these Well-Known Music Houses:

Daynes-Beebe Music Co., Salt Lake City, Utah Silvers Piano Co., Tacoma, Wash.

Reed Piano Co., ortland, Ore. Boston Piano Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

Waak-Baker Piano Co., Seattle, Wash. Orton Bros., Butte, Mont.

E. E. Long Piano Co., San Luis Obispo, Calif.

HALLET & DAVIS PIANO CO.

(Established 1839)

BOSTON NEWYORK NEWARK TOLEDO CHICAGO ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO
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Fragment of Governor Pio Pico's declaration of war against the United States, July 15. 1846.

From a photograph of the complete original in the possession of Charles A.

Thompson, Esq., of Santa Barbara, California

PIO PICO’S PROCILAMATION

Pio PICo, GobERNADoR CONSTITUCIONAL DEL

DEPARTAMENTO DE CALIFORNIA, A sus HABITANTES

SABED QUE HALLANDOSE EL PAIS AMAGADO POR

LAS FUERZAS DE MAR Y TIERRA DE LOS ESTADOS

UNIDOS DE AMERICA OCUPADO POR ELLOS LAS

PLAZAS-DE MONTEREY, SONOMA, SAN FRANCISCO Y

IDEMAS FRONTERAS NORTE DE ESTE DEPARTAMIENTO

IDONDE YA FLAMEA EL PABELLON DE LAS ES

TRELLAS CON AMIENAZA DE OCUPAR LOS DEMAS

PUERTOS Y POBLACIONES PARA SOMETERLOS A SUS

LEYES Y ESTANDO ESTE GOBIERNO EN LA FIRMA

RESOLUCION DE HACER LOS ESFUERZOS POSIBLES

PARA REPELAR LA MAS INJUSTA DE LAS AGRESIONES

QUE HAN visTO Los ULTIMOs SIGLOS CAUSADO POR

UNA NACION DOMINADA DE LA MAS INAUDITA AM

BICION QUE SE HA HECHO EL PROPosiTO DEAUTORI

7AR EL ROBO SIN DISFRASARLO DEL MENOR RASGO

DE PUDOR, SOLO CONSULTANDO EL PODER QUE

CUENTA SOBRE NOSOTROS. A CAUSA DE NUESTRA

IDEBILIDAD POLITICA : k : : :

DADO EN EL PUERTO DE SANTA BARBARA A 15 DE

JULIo DE 1846.

PIO PICO. Jose MACIAS MORENO,

Sctrio Ynto.

coPYRIGHT, 1912, BY JAckson & se MMELMEYER, INc.

PIO PICO, CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNOR OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA, HEREBY MAKES

KNowNTo ITS INHABITANTs THAT THE coUNTRY Is

THREATENED BYTHE UNITED STATES BY LAND AND

BYsEA,THAT ITNow occUPIEs MoNTEREY, soNoMA,

SAN FRANCISCO AND OTHER FRONTIER POINTS TO

THE NORTH OF THIS DEPARTMENT, wHERE THE

STARS AND STRIPES NOW WAVE WITEI FURTHER

THREATENINGS TO OCCUPY MORE PORTS AND TOwNS

AND To subDUE THEM To ITs LAws;THEREFoRE,

THIS GOVERNMENT, HAVING STOOD FIRMLY RE

SOLVED TO DO ITS UTMOST TO OPPOSE THE MOST

UNJUST AGGRESSION COMMITTED DURING LATE CEN

TURIES, CAUSED BY A NATION POSSESSED WITH Ex

TRAORDINARY AMBITIONS, PURPOSELY AUTHORIzING

ACLEVERLYDISGUISED ROBBERY, EXERCISING PowER

OVER US DURING. A PERIOD OF POLITICAL WEAK

NESS : k : k k

ISSUED AT. THE PORT OF sANTA BARBARA, THE

ISTH DAY OF JULY, 1846.

PIO PICU). JOSE MACIAS MORENO,

Secretary ofthe Interior.
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Over a Million and a Half "

Gallons of

The Standard Oil for Motor Cars

were used last year in lubricating

motor cars and motor boats.

ZEROLENE has won this popu

larity on its merits—perfect

lubrication.

Dealers Everywhere

STANDARD oil company
* - - (CALIFORNIA)

* -->< * SAN FRANCISCO
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In a painstaking effort to please,

He played On the Florida Keys,

This young Bucaneer

With a musical ear,

A rover upon the high Cs.

-Perry Newberry.
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Pure Ice Cream

is good for you. Eat plenty of it.

But make it at home where you know

it will be pure. The easiest and

quickest way to make it is with the

Triple Motion

WHITE MOUNTAIN

Ice Cream Freezer

Strong, simple, durable, it is mechanically perfect.

It stirs the cream three ways at the same time,

freezing it quickly, smoothly and with little effort.

If the problem of making dainty desserts is vexing

ou, then get a White Mountain Ice Cream

£ and save time, money and annoyance.

Sold by dealers everywhere.

Also get our helpful booklet,

Look for the “Frozen Dainties.” We

Diamond trade mark will mail it to you FREE.

on the Wrapper

WHITE MOUNTAIN FREEZER CO.

Dept.M Nashua, N. H.
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Sonoma is a county of wonderful diversified products. The Sebastopol region alone produces over eighty

per cent of California's berry crop

Sonoma: “The Valley of the Moon”

A California County of Versatility and Fertility

By EMERSON HoLT

AVE you ever eaten a Belford peach? Per

haps you have not. Perhaps you will soon.

The Belford peach is a new variety, which ripens

the last of September and is picked all through Oc

tober. It takes its name from its originator, H. P.

Belford, a Chicago pharmacist who filled his own

prescription when the doctor told him he needed a

change of environment. He left the busy strife of

Chicago and with his family crossed the remainder

of the continent and brought up at the western

edge, almost within sight of the Pacific, where he

could breathe pure ozone, recuperate his lost health

and make a fortune from the ground instead of

toiling behind the prescription case.

I am going to tell you about Mr. Belford because

his experience is typical of many who have estab

lished homes in California and have begun “from

the ground up.” That is exactly what Mr. Bel

ford did. He began from the ground up. He

knew nothing about farming. He even encouraged

the derision of his new neighbors by purchasing a

forty-acre ranch on a hillside, Sonoma county range

land above Cloverdale that no one would touch as

farming land. He faced the handicaps of pioneer

ing, that is, the pioneering of less than two decades

ago, but he had faith in his judgment. He hated to

have it said that he was a “quitter” so he stayed

with it and he worked, and he worked hard to jus

tify his judgment. When he reached California he

had practically no capital and a family.

Now the Belfords live in a comfortable home, and

two sons have gone through college on funds from
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You’re “The Picture Of Coolness” In B. V. D.

RIFLEs don’t nag you—heat doesn’t fag you in Loose Fitting, Light

Woven B. V. D. You’re not chafed and confined, as in tight fitting

underwear. You joy in the feeling of muscle-freedom, as well as in the

coolness of B. V. D. Coat Cut Undershirts and Knee Length Drawers, or

Union Suits. Comfort and common sense say “B. V. D.”

To get genuine B. V. D. get a good look at the label.

On every B. V. D. Undergarment is sewed

This Red Woven Label

BEST RETAILTRADE

(Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. off, and

Foreign Countries.)

\ Insist that your dealer sells you

only underwear with the B. V. D.

label.

B. V. D. Coat Cut Undershirts and

Knee Length Drawers, 50c., 75c.,

$1.00 and $1.50 the Garment.

B. V. D. Union Suits (Pat. U.S.A.,

4-30-07.) $1.00, $1.50, $2.00,

$3.00 and $5.00 the Suit.

The B.V. D. Company,

New York.

London Selling Agency:

66 ALDERMANBURY, E. C.
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I8o Development Section
: Sonoma County, California

Prunes drying near Healdsburg. Sonoma county, California, one of the world's leading fields in

production of prunes. Sonoma French prunes have a market in France!

the Belford ranch. The Belford ranch has fifteen

acres in grapes, and an acre and a half in mixed

berries, a peach orchard, one-sixth of an acre of al

falfa, twenty Mission olive trees, seventy-five orange

and twelve lemon trees. That is quite a variety.

Now remember that this is hill land where the yield

is normally lighter than in the valleys. A small

mountain stream tapped by a ditch irrigates this

land, except for the vineyard and the olive orchard.

The vineyard is paying better than a thousand a

year net. In 1910, a typical year, Mr. Belford

crushed forty-two tons of grapes and obtained 125

gallons of wine to the ton. He sold the wine at

fifteen and three-quarters cents a gallon at Clover

dale. His berry patch averages up better than $600

a year. His peach orchard brings in another two

or three hundred a year. His alfalfa patch keeps

his cows in feed. His Mission olive trees bring in

over $100 a year. His orange trees yield from one

to seven boxes to the tree and the lemon trees have

been netting twenty dollars each. Forty acres, a

little kingdom, on a hillside which caused people to

smile when he, a verdant easterner, bought it!

Belford took his chances twenty years ago, it is

true, but others are taking similar chances today

in Sonoma county. There are thousands of acres,

some as unpromising in looks now as was Belford's

ranch when he first got it, but land which promises

as much if the same work is put on it.

I have used this story, first, because it is true, and

secondly, because it is a demonstration of that

problem now being seriously considered by thou

sands who are anticipating pulling up stakes and

taking a chance in a new country. This is the

story of a man with small capital but big determi

nation. A man with a little more capital could get

the

a little better start in a little better locality, per

haps, but the man with small means can get a big

start and realize his dreams.

Take your California map, place your finger on

the bay of San Francisco and look north about a

thumb's length. The second county across the bay

from San Francisco, northward, is Sonoma. It

reaches out on the western rim of the continent un

til its border is sand, washed up by the Pacific. It

reaches eastward, to the border of Napa county,

with a little tip off down in the southeast corner,

which, a careful measurement will show, means

twenty miles of water-front on San Pablo bay, a

continuation of San Francisco bay. Northward

lies Mendocino county and southward Marin. A

ridge of mountains cuts through Sonoma county.

Tucked away among the mountains and hills are

fertile valleys of such great area that even with the

hill lands counted out, Sonoma county has 200,000

acres of valley land, largely of black loam. As

much of the surface is rolling or table land, sandy

alluvial soil, the foot-hills take up a similar area.

There are 100,000 acres of mountain land adapted

to grazing and there are 80,000 acres covered with

redwood forests; a total area of 1620 square miles,

quite a county when we think of the state of Rhode

Island with fewer square miles. Through the whole

of the county runs the main valley, sixty miles

north and south with an average width of twenty

five miles. It is really a continuation of three

valleys, the Petaluma valley, the Santa Rosa valley

and the Russian river valley. Then there are a

lot of smaller valleys, the Sonoma, twenty miles

long, Los Guilicos, Bennet, Green, Alexander, Franz,

Rincon, Knights, Big and Dry Creek valleys, besides

a lot of valuable pockets suitable for farming land,
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toucATIONAL FOOD c.Mo

** *
4:2:23.3%rse: ££

Indigestible, irritating foods and the retention of their waste matter are the cause of homeliness

(double chin, dull eyes, bad skin, fagged face, etc.) dullness and disease. The foods which cause

expectoration, catarrh, cough, constipation, tumors, etc., are specified in the booklet. Wrongly

combined foods ferment, cause gas, poison, or kill; e.g., gastritis, appendicitis, apoplexy, etc.

Drugs never have cured disease, never can and never will cure. No Foods Sold.

Body rebuilt and purified by a suitable diet, free from irritating and indigestible materials.

STRIKING £cts OF DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF FOOD

An excess of starchy and fatty combinations of foods make you sluggish :

will give you dull, splitting headaches, lack of memory and £o'r'.£
and inertia. A complete change to “digestible” brainy foods (suitable meat, game, fish

and dairy foods, combined, with suitable vegetables and fruits according to the new

A brainy diet plan) will produce the most marked improvements in a few weeks.

One dropsical consultant lost 18 pounds of over-weight

in the first week, and returned to business.

Another, a thin man, after being out of work nearly a

year through weakness, was restored in three weeks to hard 50LVENTS

work as a carpenter at full pay. In such cases the change

from a clo.;ging, death-producing diet to energizing foods

caused a literal transformation.

Another patient, deaf in the right ear, owing to a dis

charge caused by an excess of mucus-making foods (cream

butter, cheese, etc.), was completely cured of deafness an

catarrh by taking correct combinations of suitable foods.

A case of kidney and bladder trouble of ten years' stand

ing was saved from a surgical operation, and the objectiona

ble discharge cured within ten days, because the loss of con

trol was due entirely to the constant irritation from certain

irritating foods and drinks.

A chronic sufferer, weighing 415 pounds, reduced over

150 pounds (in public life, under many witnesses), gaining

strength and firmer flesh, and losing rheumatism.

IMPORTANT—Long Personal Experience, Individualized

Advice—During fifteen years of personal experiments, I have

learned to produce in myself the symptoms of various dis

eases, each by eating certain wrong foods for a few days or weeks. They are: Rheu

matism, catarrh, sore thoat, constipation, double chin, swollen glands, kidney trou

bles, shortness of breath, rough scaly skin, dandruff, sores, boils, pimples, rash.

AND I CAN RESTORE NORMAL, HEALTH IN A FEW DAYS BY CORRECT FOODS.

“THE NEW BRAINY DIET SYSTEM” SENT FOR TEN CENTS

Send Addresses of Your Sick Friends to

G. H. BRINKLER, Food Expert, Dept. 40-G, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Sold by leading dealers.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER C0. MERIDEN. CONN.

successor TO MER-DE-R-T ANN1A-0.

The World's Largest Makers of Sterling Silver and Plate.

*
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In the “Valley of the Moon”-Sonoma county, California-fruit of every variety known to the temperate

zone is found in orchard perfection

in the mountains nearer the coast line. There are

large holdings, yet to be cut up, especially in the

western portion where land prices on the whole are

lower than elsewhere. This is an especially fine

field for the newcomer.

Sonoma county is the first in California in the

production of dry wines and grapes. It is the

largest dry-wine district in America. It is the first

in California in the production of eggs and poultry.

Who has not heard of Petaluma, the chicken center

of the world! Sonoma is one of the principal hop

producers in America and a leader in the quality

and output of prunes. It is an important dairy

county and the source of supply for the finest berries

that go to supply the San Francisco markets. It

holds a high place in the state in general horticul

ture and general farming. Sonoma French prunes

have been shipped to France. It is one of the

world's leading fields in the production of prunes.

The Gravenstein, the earliest apple on the market,

is a specialty for the apple growers of Sonoma

county, where it reaches a perfection unknown else

where. The big Royal Ann and Black Tartarian

cherries are favorites here. Bartlett pears, the

delicious dried pear that you buy from your grocer

in the winter, are products of Sonoma county soil,

preserved by the sun, which puts the color and sac

charin into the juiciest, sweetest pears found any

where. Peaches, figs and olives and other fruit

products, almonds and walnuts, oranges and lemons,

too, are grown in Sonoma county. The grape sur

passes in value and quantity the other fruits. So

noma county vineyards represent an investment of

$10,000,ooo, the result of thirty years of commercial

production. From Petaluma to Healdsburg, from

Santa Rosa to Sonoma valley, floor and foot-hills

are covered with vineyards. One may travel

for miles with the vines flanking the road on either

side. Sonoma county produces wine valued at

over $2,000,000 annually, of a quality that has been

recognized abroad as well as at home as attested

by numerous medals taken in competition at vari

ous expositions. Sonoma county was awarded the

highest prize at the St. Louis Fair by the jury of

twenty-one, the majority of whom were French and

German experts.

I could tell you more of the wonderful products

of Sonoma county. I could tell you how the Se

bastopol region alone produces over eighty per cent

of California's berry crop and how for twenty miles

a wonderful poultry belt reaches out east and west

and north and south from Petaluma and how

2,000,000 hens cackle within that territory and how

almost 5,000,000 hens in the county have brought

the total egg production up close to the Io,ooo,ooo

dozen mark annually, and I could tell you that one
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SMOKES
Trained

men are quickly

spotted for better posi

tions and higher pay.

You can have the training for the

position you want by devoting a little

time each day under International

Correspondence Schools direction.

Before you know it, some “boss” will

pick you out of the line for a better position

and higher salary.

When you become an I. C. S. student

you call to your assistance the highest author

ities in the line of work you choose.

Work with the I. C. S. hand in hand,

and you will go ahead with a rush, as thou

sands of others have done.

Mark the Coupon and Mail it Today, in

dicating the position you desire. The I. C. S.

will send you invaluable literature and in

formation explaining this method of self-help.

Order a box of these Havatoba clear Havana cigars, or of any of our four

brands of stogies.

Smoke as many as are necessary to determine whether they're what we

claim and what you want.

If they fall short in any particular, return the remainder at our expense

and we'll refund your money promptly.

OUR PRODUCTS

HAWATOBA-A 5% in. genuine clear Havana cigar, a “ten center" in

quality, a “five center" in price, when you buy them by the box. Fifty

to the box. $5.00 per hundred.

ISEEC0 Jr.-5 in. panatela stogie, fifty in a box, price per 100, $2.00.

ISEEC0Sr.-6 in. panatela stogie, fifty to the box, per hundred. $3.00

SLENDORA XX-A 6 in. Inild, thin model stogie for "in between'

ing; price per box of 100, $2.00.

SLENDORA XXX-An extra fine quality thin model, 6 in. stogie, price for

box of 100, $3.00.

Carriage prepaid in United States and Canada, including manifest fee in

latter country.

All the above are high grade, long filler, hand made smokes, made from

select tobacco, without moulds, paste or binders of any kind. Spraying and

licking tobacco with the tongue, so common in other factories, are absolutely

prohibited in our factory.

If you prefer to order samples instead of a whole box, send us 20 cents.

We'll mail you five samples, a 6 in. leatherette pocket stogie pouch and a

booklet on Wheeling Stogies. As we pay insurance on each package, we

guarantee delivery.

References: Any Wheeling bank, Dun's or Bradstreet's.

ISENBERGCIGAR CO., 15 Fourteenth St., Wheeling,W.Va.

smok

Women who insist on perfect

fit demand that their gowns

be fastened with

Seams

that hold

Mo

Wrinkling

Wow'r Rust

Look for the name "Peet's" on every envelope.

PEET BROTHERS, Philadelphia, Pa.

NIHRNiONMEco'r Schools'
Box 851 SCRANTON, PA.

| Explain, withoutfurther obligation on my part. hçwl
I can qualify for the position before which I'mark x.

i

ICity

Salesmanship

Electrical Engineer

Elec. Lighting Supt.

Telephone Expert

Architect

Building Contractor

Arehitectural Draftsman

Structural Engineer

Conerete Construction

Mechan. Engineer

Meehanical Draftsman

Civil Engineer

Mine Superintendent

Stationary Engineer

Plumbing & Steam Fitting

Gas Engines

Civil Service

Bookkeeping

Stenography & Typewriting

Window Trimming

Show Card Writing

Lettering and Sign Painting

Advertising

Commercial Illustratin

Industriali'ing
Commercial Law

Automobile Runnin

English I'fies

Poultry Farming

Teacher Spanish

Agriculture French

Chemist German

Name

Present Occupation–

Street and No.

State
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Who has not heard of Petaluma, the chicken center of the world? Sonoma is first among California

counties in the production of eggs and poultry

of the largest hop-producing regions in America is

in Sonoma county, producing nearly one-half of

California's output.

There is so much of a diversity in Sonoma county

products that one could mention almost any prod

uct of the Temperate Zone and exclaim truth

fully, “Why sure they produce that product in

Sonoma county.”

Every farmer in the country knows of Luther

Burbank. Every periodical in the country has

told of his wonderful plant creations, his spineless

cactus, his plumcot, his white blackberry, his im

proved peach-plum, his stoneless prune and his

pineapple quince. But how many people know

that Luther Burbank's home and outdoor labora

tory are in Sonoma county, California? How many

know that twenty years ago he paid Sonoma county

the biggest compliment it has ever won, by choosing

it as the ideal for his experiments in the realm of

agriculture and horticulture?

Have you heard of the famous Russian river and

its summer hosts? A hundred thousand holiday

makers spend their holidays in this Valley of the

Moon; the Russian river is one long summer resort

from the coast to the county line north of Clover

dale. Hundreds of farmers add to their yearly

income by taking summer boarders. To some

the vacation season means $1ooo or more. Why

do the vacationists flock into Sonoma county? Is

the question necessary?

Now here is the point that has caused me to

write this article: According to the 1910 census

there were but 48,394 people in Sonoma county, a

county as big as the state of Rhode Island, a county

with 200,000 acres of rich valley land and 200,000

acres of hill land which some day will be fruit-laden

orchards. Doesn't that mean that there are homes

here awaiting another 50,000 people? Doesn’t it

mean that there are opportunities here for you?

Doesn’t it mean that you are wasting time “con

sidering” when you might as well be “coming?”

There are good towns in Sonoma county! Santa

Rosa, Petaluma, Sebastopol, Healdsburg, Clover

dale, Geyserville, Windsor, Fulton, Sonoma, Guerne

ville, Glen Ellen. The towns might want you.

The country does want you.

The Valley of the Moon! Can't you picture it?

Verdure-clad hills, fruit-laden orchards, smiling

valleys, soft summery hazel Jack London says:

“Sonoma county is paradise.” He chose it for

a home after a cruise of the world. It is worth

something to live in a place like that.
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McKAY Ventilated Table Pad

Spill a Gallon of Hot Gravy
on the surface of a McKAY Table Pad, and not a drop of it will reach

your table, nor will any of it be absorbed by the pad. When your meal

is over, the surface of the pad may be washed with soap and water, or a

wet cloth, without removing it from the table, and not a trace of the

liquid will remain. This is but ONE of the exclusive features of this pad.

Wentilated air chambers in the body of the pad, provide circulation of

air that absorbs and carries away the heat, keeping the pad dry and sani

tary, and at the same time entirely heat-proof. Simply invert the pad.

and the beautiful felt (or flannel) bottom makes an exeellent card table

out of your dining table. A positive guarantee that your table will not

be injured by heat or hot liquids while covered by a McKAY PAD.

Leaves and luncheon mats made in the same manner. Do not buy

your table pad or luncheon mats until you have seen these.

ACCEPT MO SUBS7/7"UTE.

These Pads For Sale By:

California Furniture Co. -

J. W. Robinson Co.

A. Fusenot Co., -

The Emporium -

H. C. Capwell Co. -

The Wormser Furniture Co. -

Hochheimer & Co. - - -

The Benbough Furniture Co.

F. A. Taylor Co. - - -

J. G. Mack & Co. - -

Rhodes Bros. (Inc.) -

Frederick & Nelson -

The Grote-Rankin Co. -

The Standard Furniture Co.

Tull & Gibbs. (Inc.) -

Listmann Furniture Co.

Barnes-Woodin & Co. -

Hudson's Bay Co. - - - Wancouver, B. C.

D. A. Smith, Limited - - - Vancouver, British Columbia

David Spencer, Limited - Vancouver and Victoria, British Columbia

Samples and booklet on request.

LYDON-BRICHER MFG. CO.

233 Central Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Los Angeles, Calif.

San Francisco, Calif.

Oakland, Calif.

Fresno, Calif.

Bakersfield, Calif.

San Diego, Calif.

Portland, Ore.

Portland, Ore.

Tacoma, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane, Wash.

North Yakima, Wash.

North Yakima, Wash.

DAISY FLY
KILLER#: anywhere, attracts an

ills all flies. Neat, clean, orna

|

EXPOSURE

TOSUN

3:S

<> Demands

CUTICURA

SOAP
And Cuticura Ointment. For heat

rashes, itchings, chafings, sun

burn, bites, stings and redness

and roughness of the face and

hands, Cuticura Soap and Oint

ment are most effective. They

promote and maintain the beauty

of the skin and scalp under all

conditions of exposure.

anteed effective.

prepaid for $1.

* mental, convenient, cheap.

-
Lasts all season. Made of metal,

can't spillor tip over, will not

soil or injure anything. Guar

Sold by

| dealers, or 6 sent by express

HAROLD soMERs,

150 DeKalb Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Can You Shave?

Rub a little “3 in One”

on your razor strop till

leather becomes soft and

liable; draw razor blade

tween thumb and finger

moistened with "3 in One";

then strop. The razor cuts

5 times as easy and clean;

... holds the edge longer. “A

-
Razor Saver for Every

=X Shaver” which gives the

- scientific reasons, and a

enerous trial bottle sent

#: Write to-day.

3 in 1 Oil. CO.,

23 BROADWAY

Mew York.

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are sold

throughout the world. Send post-card to nearest

depot for free sample of each, with 32-page book:

Newbery, 27, Charterhouse Sq., London; R. Towns

& Co., Sydney, N. S. W.; Lennon, Ltd., Cape Town;

Muller, Maclean & Co., Calcutta and Bombay;

Potter Drug and Chem. Corp., Boston, U.S.A.

*Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura

Soap will find it best forskin and Scalp.
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Some of the peaches that have helped bring prosperity to Ashland

Ashland: An Oregon “Home” City

By W. H. DAY

S has often been reiterated, “in Oregon we not

only want more farms, and more families to

own farms and town lots, but the conditions are

ripe for their coming. Great natural resources

await development; wide acres of idle land need to

be occupied; much public wealth needs to be con

verted into individual wealth.”

Jackson county in southern Oregon is one of the

most important subdivisions of the state. The

various problems of county development are being

solved in keeping with progressive ideas.

Ashland is a city of parks and beautiful homes.

The residences are artistic and attractive, made

doubly so by green lawns, flowers and shrubbery.

The city, a division point on the Southern Pacific

Railway, is situated in the famed Rogue river valley

midway between Portland and San Francisco. To

those coming from the south it is the gateway to

Oregon, for the main line of the Southern Pacific

passes through its borders; the traveler from the

north is often tempted to linger within its boun

daries before pursuing his journey further toward

the Golden Gate. The location is exceedingly pic

turesque amid the foot-hills of the Siskiyous, where

Mother Nature has showered her choicest bounties.

Here are scenic beauties unrivaled, water from

mountain brooks unsurpassed, and climatic con

ditions which win for Ashland and its surroundings

unstinted praise. Southern Oregon is one of the

regions where sun and shade, rain and dew, wind

and calm, heat and cold, are so intermingled as to

best afford an ideal climate, and Ashland possesses

to an eminent degree these climatic advantages.

The elevation is approximately two thousand feet.

The average rainfall is twenty inches. The source

of water supply is Ashland creek, which beautiful

stream, ever providing an abundance of pure moun

tain water, is the city's chief asset. Mineral

springs of therapeutic value abound.

Much has been said about climate holding the

secret of Oregon's success in fruit culture. No

doubt certain climatic conditions are essential, but

poor culture will not produce a successful orchard

in the best climate. Care, skill, thoroughness, wise

selection of soil and exposure, wise choice of varie

ties, right planting, and pruning, proper spraying,

thinning, cultivation, packing—these hold the

secret of successful orcharding. All varieties of

small fruits are prolific bearers in Ashland terri

tory. Scientific inspection, with free bulletins as

to the care of orchards, is offered fruit growers.

Ashland is an educational, church and social

center. It has all modern municipal improvements,

including paving, abundant water supply, gas and

electric light and power. A notable educational

feature is the annual Southern Oregon Chautauqua

Assembly; there is a public library and model hos

pital; the high school building is one of the finest

and most complete in its appointments of any simi

lar institution on the Pacific Coast. Some manu

facturing establishments are already established.

Ashland's population approximates six thousand.

It is eminently a community of homes and schools.

There are no saloons. Ashland welcomes home

seekers to investigate its ideal surroundings, fine

climate and remarkable fertility of soil.
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and obtain that exquisite cleanliness which comes only from a perfect shampoo.

Canthrox cleans the hair and scalp thoroughly, completely and satisfactorily. There

is nothing like it for creating plenty of fine, rich lather that will remove every atom

of dust, dandruff and excess oil - making a clean, healthy scalp from which

beautiful hair will grow.

15 Delightful Shampoos, 50c

Just dissolve a teaspoonful of Canthrox in a cup of hot water and your

shampoo is ready—a shampoo that is a natural tonic and cleanser, pure in

its ingredients and constructive in its action. After a Canthrox shampoo the

hairdries quickly and evenly, and will be ever so soft, fluffy and easy to do up.

- • For your name, address and a 2-cent stamp, we will send sufficient

Trial Qffer: Canthrox for a shampoo, so that you can try it at our expense.

H. S. PETERSON & CO.,457 Kinzie St., Chicago, Ill.

Canthrox Shampoos are given in first-class Hairdressing Parlors

Copyright, 1912, by H. S. Peterson & Co.
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Coachella: “The Valley of the Date”

By B. O. BLIVEN

F you were asked to close your eyes, think a

minute, and describe the ideal farming country,

probably you would say: “The ideal farm country

must have good soil, abundant pure water, in a

fine climate, with easy access to market, where

land is not high-priced, and in an intelligent com

munity where the school and social advantages are

worth having.” -

If these were your words, you would describ

pretty accurately the Coachella valley, California,

where the soil is not only good, but mechanically

perfect, producing

fruits and vegeta

bles of finest quality

ready for the mar

ket before those of

any other region

(which insures top

prices always);

where the abundant

artesian water is the

purest in the world,

(99 and 99-1oo per

cent) and the supply

from snow-capped

mountain ranges is

never-failing; where

the climate is as

nearly perfect as

can be had any

where—350 cloud

less days in bracing

dry air, many por

tions of the valley

never visited by

frost at all, and the

others practically

never; five hours

by train on the main line of the Southern Pacific

from the Los Angeles market-a city growing

by leaps and bounds, and reaching out con

stantly in every direction for more food-stuffs;

where there are 60,000 acres of arable land, of which

only 10,000 are now being worked, and which can

be bought at a price in nearly every case returned

to the purchaser by two years' crops; among a

sturdy fast-growing population of native Ameri

cans, many of them college-bred scientific farmers,

nearly all familiar with ranching in various parts

of California, who have chosen their present loca

tion with mature knowledge.

These are strong statements, but they are made

deliberately and carefully, and we can only say to

the doubter: Come and see, or write to the Secre

tary of the Board of Trade, Thermal, California,

for the detailed facts about this valley.

A five-year-old date palm earns $2 a week-payable annually

I have called the Coachella “the Valley of the

Date,” because it is that fruit which is most rap

idly making it famous, and no wonder! Coachella

dates are selling now at 75c to $1 a pound; fifty

trees on one acre produce on an average, one hun

dred pounds each of fruit. Five years are required

to mature the trees, and the price is probably ab

normally high just now", but even then, when it is

considered that land can be purchased as low as

$200 an acre, improved, and as low as $75 unim

proved, you can easily measure its investment

value. The U. S.

Government is

sponsor for the date

industry, maintain

ing two experiment

stations in the val

ley, and giving free

seed to applicants.

Have you ever

eaten grapefruit

which required no

sugar? Such pome

los grow in the

Coachella valley

under almost ideal

conditions, the trees

bearing heavily the

big sweet fruit.

The groves are set

on high ground at

either side of the

valley, in a practi

cally frostless belt.

Many residents of

the Coachella val

ley are planting

orchards of grape

fruit in preference even to the very profitable date.

Many other crops yield amazing returns to Coa

chella valley growers, including onions, grapes,

alfalfa, oranges, cotton, sweet potatoes. Detailed

figures as to the profits and expense incidental to

any of them will be promptly forwarded, on request,

by the Secretary of the Thermal Board of Trade.

A question may arise as to why such a remark

able valley has remained unsettled. The answer

is-water. The supply of water, the most abun

dant and the purest in southern California, is only

to be reached by drilling wells. Until a dozen

years ago no wells were attempted, but with the

drilling of wells came the people, and with the

people has come and is coming prosperity for the

individual, of a sort seldom attained so quickly

and easily from agricultural pursuits even in golden

California. -
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Makes Any BoataMotor Boat
B- This simple, light, boat en

- gine makes a motor boat of

any boat in a jiffy—as

- quickly detached. Will take

you 28 miles per gallon of gas

oline in an 18 foot boat.

Seven miles an hour in a rowboat!

The most Power for the Price,

The most Power for the Weight.

“PORTO”

- 2 Full H. P.—55 Lbs.

The original, portable motor-20,000

\, in use, guaranteed a year and sold

on a month's trial.

Write for catalogue of this and other Waterman Motors.

Waterman Marine Motor Co., 238 Mt. flliolt Ave., Detroit, Mich.

This Visible

Typewriter.

$ Per

Month

Notting nowN

"FREETRIALT: Fr.
We put the bestI' in the world right in your

home or office. Shipped on approval. Use it without

If you want to keep it, send us $4 a month. You

*: e evalue asthough you paid $100 for this No. 3

isible Oliver machine. Buying from us saves the agency

rofits others have paid. ur booklet is worth sending

or because it tells you how to save a lot of money. It's

FREE. Tell us where to send your copy. (172) - * r

- Typewriters Distributing Syndicate - * -->

166 G67 N. Michigan Blvd. Chicago, Ill. - - the ki O. O.

about in the open all ||

they please. It's the

healthy way for them

to live. -

SAVE YuuR FACE

Dilyaun Rainn):
Rust causes razor dullness.

3-in-One absolutely prevents
rust on the minute "teeth” of

every razor blade, Always do

this beforeandaftershaving:

Draw blade between thumband.

forefinger moistened with, a little, 3-in-Qne.
If an “ordinary” razor, oil strop, too. Then

-strop and have the most luxurious shave of

all your life. Oil blade again before putting

away.

3-in-Oneissold everywherein 3 size bottles:

Trial size, 10e, 3-oz., 25c., 8-oz., (half pint) 50c.
Also in Handy Oil Cans, 25c.

FREE Generous sample and scientific
"“Razor Saver” circular.

3-IN-ONE OIL CON1PANY

33 Broadway, New York City

When there are bumps

and bruises and scratches,

# Carbolated Vaseline will

#| fix them up in a hurry,

- | and no harm done. Anti

A septic, healing, soothing.

Helps prevent infection.

-

-
-

-

-

| Be sure the name chesebrough | -

- is on the# A'. is .

66 9 99 genuine. Write for booklet.

DON T SHOUT - - -- \ CHESEBROUGH MFG. CO.

I hear#: I can hear now as well as any- M'. W. - (Consolidated)

body. "How?" Oh, something new-THE

MORLEY PHONE. I've a pair in 16 State Street
*

New York

my ears now, but they are invisible.

would not know I had them in, myself,

only that I hear all right.

“The MORLEY PHONE for the

D. E. A. F

- is to the ears what glasses are

-- to the eyes. Invisible, comfort

- able, weightless and hamless.
Anyone can adjust it." Over one

hundred thousand sold. Write for book

A-let and testimonials.

Price, $5 Complete

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 780, Perry Bldg., Philadelphia
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eters
SHOT GUN SHELLS

WinFirst Big 1913Handicap

At the Southwestern Handicap, San

Antonio, Texas, April 8-10, H. R.

Bosley won the Southwestern Handicap

and R. B. Barnes, the Preliminary

Handicap, both using the (p) brand

of ammunition.

The 1911 Grand American Handicap

and 1912 Grand American Preliminary were also cap

tured by PETERS users.

There are a thousand proofs of the superiority of

PETERS Cartridges and Shells. Where Quality Counts,

They Win.

Say PETERS to your dealer.

The Peters Cartridge Company

CINCINNATI, OHIO

San Francisco

*/h.£4

S

-A-E-MARK Branches: New York New Orleans

REG.U.S.PAT Office

“Can take a pound a day off a pa- H |

tient, or put it on. Other systems may *

temporarily alleviate, but this is sure No Stain *

and permanent.”-M. P. Sun, Aug., No Odor

1891. Send for Lecture “Great Subject

of Fat.'"

No Dieting. No liard Work.

DR. JOHN WILSON GIBBS." TREATMENT -

For the Permanent Reduction of Obesity * provides perfect...labrication,

Harmless and Positive. No FAILURE. Your reduction is assured-reduce - and serves as a polish; absolutely's
to stay. One month's treatment, $5.00. Mail, or office, 1370 Broadway, I * prevents rust. NYOIL contains

New York. A PERMANENT REDUCTION GUARANTEED, - £1no acids; will not gum or chill.

"The cure is positive and permanent.”—v. P. Herala, July 9, 1893. à l'Used in many of the Armories of

“On Obesity, Dr. Gibbs is the recognized authority.”-N. P. World. --> the United States and Euro

£WiL'U'N'LE":
wherever tried, it has become a

necessity. Ask your hardware or

4 sporting goods dealer for a trial

bottle at 10c., or a large bottle

- 4 (cheaper to buy) at 25c.

ABLAC £4 WM. F. NYE, New Bedford, Mass,

Face Powper Caille Portable Boat Motor

WOMEN-CONSPICUOUS Makes a Launch of Any Row-Boat

for complexions always smooth and velvety, that never

lose their youthful attractiveness, AN be clamped to the

( , stern of any row boat as

quickly as placing oars in

that seem to be impervious to

exposure, to sun and wind, are

users of that great beauti

:#A'. It oar-locks. Weighs but 50 lbs.

£ Can be adjusted to any angle

refreshing, harmless. or depth of stern. So easy to

start and operate that the chil

| dren can run it. Just the thing

| for camp or fishing trip. Send

# for details and prices. We also

Refuse Jubstitutes

They may be dangerous. Flesh,

build marine engines from 2 to 30

H. P. Beautiful catalog on request.

White, Pink or Cream,50e, a box

of druggists or by mail. Over

Caille Perfection Motor Co.

two million boxes sold annually.

Send 10c. for a sample box.

BEN. LEVY CO.

French Perfumers, Dept. 32

125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.
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E will make you a long-time loan

-you will have 20 years to pay

for the land and repay the loan

you can move on the land at once

—and your Canadian farm will

make you independent.

20 Years to Pay
Rich Canadian land for from $11 to $30

per acre. You pay only one-twentieth

down-balance in 19 equal annual pay

ments. Long before your final payment

comes due your farm will have paid for

itself over and over. This advertisement

is directed only to farmers or to men who

will occupy or improve the land.

We Lend You $2000

For Improvement:
The $2,0001oan is used only for erec

your buildings, fencing, sinking well and

breaking. You are given twenty years in

which to fully repay this loan. You pay

only the banking interest of 6 per cent.

Advance of Live Stock

on Loan Basis

The Company, in case of£ land pur

chaser who is in a position and has the knowledge

to take care of his stock, will advance cattle,

sheep and hogs up to the value of $1,000 on a loan

basis, so as to enable the settler to get started

from the first on the right basis of mixed farm

ing. If you do not want to wait until you can

complete your own buildings and cultivate your

farm, select one of our ady-Made farms

developed byC.P. R. Agricultural Experts—with

buildings complete, land cultivated and in crop,

and pay for it in 20 years. We give the valuable

assistance of great demonstration farms—free.

This Great Offer Based on Good Land

Finest land on earth for grain growing, cattle,

hog, sheep and horse raising, dairying, poultry
vegetables and general mixed farming, irri ated

lands for intensive farming-non-irrigated lands

with ample rainfall for mixed and grain farming.

These lands are on or near established lines of

railway, near established towns.

Ask for our handsome illustrated books on

Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta-mention

the one you wish. Also maps with full infor

mation free. Write today.

C. S. THORNTON, Colonization Agent

Canadian Pacific Railway
Colonization Department

112 W. Adams St., Chicago

FOR SALE-Town lots in all growing towns

Ask for information concerning Industrial

and Business openings in all towns.

*--------"E">**mim:

the Pacific Monthly

W#9tes

Brass Band

Instruments, Drums, Uniforms and Supplies.

Write for Catalog, 445 illustrations. Free; it

gives information for musicians and new bands,

Lyon & Healy

World's Largest Music House

29-49 Adams Street Chicago

-----

ASRoe Polishes
Finest Quality Largest Variety

":

*ść:
***

*FINE SHOES

“GILT. EDGE,” the only ladies' shoe dressing that positively

contains OIL. Blacks and Polishes ladies and children's boots and

shoes, shines without rubbing, 25c. “French Gloss,” 10c.

“STAR” combination for cleaning and polishing all kinds of russet

or tan shoes, 10c. “Dandy” size,

“QUICKWHITE” (in liquid form with sponge) quickly

cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes, 10c. and 25c.

"ALBO” cleans and whitens canvas shoes. In round

white cakes packed in zinc-tin boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handsome,

large aluminum boxes, with sponge,

If your dealer does not keep the kind you want, send us the price in

stamps for a full size package, charges paid.

WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.

20-26 Albany St., Cambridge, Mass.

& he Oldest and Jarrest Manufacturers of

Shoe Polishes in the J/orld

I91

LEA, PERRINs
SAUCE

T H E OR I.G 1 NAL woRcEst ERs H 1 RE

Pour aTeaspoonfulonaSteak

before Serving.

It adds that final touch of rare

flavor to so many dishes!

A perfect seasoning for Roasts, Chops,

Fish, Rarebits, Gravies, and Chafing Dish

Cooking. Sold by Grocers Everywhere.

D-T-– –
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First Automobile Enters Yosemite National Park

The first automobile to enter Yosemite National

Park since it was announced that the park would be

thrown open for automobiles went in via the Coul

terville road Sunday, May 25th.

The biggest natural attraction in California will

soon be easily accessible to the automobile tourists

as the various roads into the park are being put into

shape for automobile traffic. Last season some

10,000 persons saw the wonders of Yosemite. That

figure will doubtless be insignificant in comparison

to this year's record.

There are at the present time, three general

routes into Yosemite Valley. A spirited but friendly

fight was put up by the counties interested in the

various routes but the ultimate opening of all three

will doubtless bring mutual satisfaction.

The northerly route is the Big Oak Flat road from

San Francisco by way of Stockton, Oakville and

Sequoia. This road enters the valley through the

Tuolumne Big Tree Grove and reaches the floor of

the valley at the foot of El Capitan. The route has

many advantages in the way of high mountain

scenery and fairly good grades.

The Wawona road from Madera to Wawona and

in to the valley by way of Inspiration Point has

always been a favorite, not only because of its won

derful scenery traversing the mountain heights but

because it passes close to that most beautiful grove,

the Mariposa Big Trees, and enters the valley at

one of the most scenic spots in the Sierras.

The third route, which will doubtless be the pres

& automobile travel.

ent accepted route into the valley, is the Coulter

ville road half-way between the southerly entrance

by way of Wawona and the northerly entrance by

way of Sequoia and the Big Oak Flat road. This

road is easily reached from Modesto or Merced,

thence to Coulterville and from there into the moun

tains to its maximum elevation passing through the

Merced Grove of Big Trees to an elevation of 65oo

feet. A sharp pitch from the rim of Merced canyon

down to the floor of the valley has been obviated by

the construction of a branch road leading from the

Coulterville road to the floor of the canyon on an

eight per cent grade.

All the highways enter Yosemite valley parallel,

reaching the floor of the valley at the lower end.

The Coulteryille road enters the Merced river can

yon at Cascade falls, five miles above the end of the

Yosemite railroad. The Wawona road follows along

the south ridge of the canyon and the Big Oak Flat

road follows the north wall.

All told there are 141 miles of road within the

park proper, most of it in excellent condition for

There are 100,000 automobiles in California and

doubtless half as many more enter the state during

the year. The added attraction of Yosemite

National Park establishes California as the real

mecca for the automobile tourists of the United

States. Good roads, splendid natural attractions,

and favorable weather combine to make the touring

of California idealistic.

The first automobile to enter Yosemite National Park; Colonel Forsythe in front seat, Major Littebrandt in tonneau
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A£ car—greater in

many respects than

any other, and naturally
A GREAT CAR

so: it is the product of

Alexander Winton,

founder of the industry

in America and the maker

SAFE TO BUY AND

GOOD TO OWN

who sets the standards.

One and two-cylinder cars followed his designs.

Self-starters are here because he made them

successful. He foretold that the four would

disappear from the high-grade market, and he

forced that result by making the Winton Six so

superior to other cars that the best known makers

have abandoned fours, and followed his lead in

making Sixes, thereby acknowledging the Winton

Six as the highest standard of the finest type of

Car.

Seven Years of Development

No wonder the Winton Six is great. For

seven years Mr. Winton has concentrated upon

its development all the power and ability of

his keen and experienced mind. From year to

year he has given it a new perfection. Now

in its seventh year of unparalleled success, it

is in every respect the fashion plate of American

cars—in beauty, style, comfort, and, above all

else, in its value and the enduring goodness that

stays good under severest usage.

Superb in Equipment

It holds the world's lowest repair expense

record, and is ideal in everything that makes a

high-grade car worth having-gracefully low

body with yacht-like lines, long stroke motor,

left drive, center control, electric lights, self

starter, finest mohair top, easily handled cur

tains, rain-vision glass front, best Warner speedo

meter, Waltham eight-day clock, Klaxon electric

horn, tire carriers, demountable rims, full set

of tools, four-cylinder tire pump, German silver

radiator, metal parts nickel finished. Price

$325o, fully equipped. -

Find Out About This

Swift changes are happening right now in the

automobile industry—the safety of your pur

chase depends upon your knowing what they are

and what they mean. Insure yourself by getting

the information. Our Book No. 24 tells: sent

only to car owners and those intending to pur

chase. With it we send a full description of the

finest car on the American market.

TheWinton Motor Car Co., 110 Berea Road, Cleveland, O.

VINTON SIX
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No hill too steep

Nosand too deep

Ride With

Comfort—

Only in the Jackson can you

know the ease of riding result

ing from the combination of

- full elliptic springs, long
- re wheelbases, weight correctly

distributed and balanced, ten

inch upholstery and ample

room in tonneau

and in front. -

“Olympic” Four

1500

“Majestic” Four

975

“Sultanic” si,
650

* Jackson Automobile

C -ompany

1321 E. Main St.

Jackson, Mich.

AUTOMOBILES AND GOOD ROADS

Oregon Has New Highway Engineer

Members of the Pacific Highway Association are

rejoicing in the selection of H. L. Bowlby, Engineer

of the Association, as engineer of the road work in

the state of Oregon. Mr. Bowlby, one of the best

highway engineers in the Coast states, was formerly

highway engineer of Washington and is not only

an expert engineer but a practical road builder.

Under a new law Oregon will have about $350,000

annually for the building of roads and the various

counties will have charge of spending their portion

of the fund.

The State Engineer's duty will be to advise with

the counties in the matter of road building.

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS

IN SMALL TOWNS

You can save one-half your tire expense,

and nearly all your tire trouble, by using

Security Reliners. Many of our customers

run their cars the entire season without blow

out or puncture, and without spending a cent

for tire repairs. You Can Do It Yourself.

If we have no dealer in your town, you can

get a trial order at the dealer's price, and make

a good profit selling to your neighbors. If you

run your own car write at once for our plan.

SECURITY RELINER CO.

“Good-Bye,

I’m Off

For An

‘Evinrude'

Trip.”
I' GOING TO GLIDI

through the water-lth

mymotordrivenrowboat

any rowboat is a met

boat if you have a

-

This portable motor att

any rowboat in less than

propeller is preceded by

against hidden rocks. -

weighs only fifty pol

an hour, starts-1th

ing). Beautifully-u

for one

EVINRUDE

305 m st-, -wa.

NewYork City Sho

son Terminal Build

Street, N.Y.

California. Show

Ret Street, San F.

SEATTLE Ree-er

house Gasoline

62-64. Marion St.
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The Maxwell “50-6”-$2350

Maxwell 50-6 7-passenger, self-starter touring car, fully*d $2,350

IT'S ALL RIGHT TO SAY “handsome

is as handsome does” but looks in a

motor car is almost as important as

performance. ,

BESIDES, graceful lines and beauty cost

little more. It's more a matter of

"know how” than of cost.

LOOK AT THE MAXWELL “50-6”

shown here. Isn't she a beauty! And

doesn't it convince you that it is possible

today to get just as much in appearance

as well as in power, speed and comfort,

in the Maxwell Six at $2,350, as it was

two years ago in the best $5,000 car

then made?

BRUCE OTT, WHO DESIGNED THE

BODY of the Maxwell “50-6” is recog

nized as the foremost automobile body

designer. He considers the model his

masterpiece. As for mechanical con

struction and performance—a ride will

tell you more than we can.

WE ARE PROUD OF THIS MAX

WELL “50-6." It represents the high

est development of six cylinder design—

the most advanced engineering practice

in every detail, from the French type

motor, cast "en bloc," to the latest

American improvement—electric self

starting and lights.

FAULTLESSLY FINISHED, sumptu

ously appointed, liberally tired and

splendidly made, we give you in this

car all the luxury, all the silence, the

sweetness and the satisfaction to be

found in a big car only in a six-quali

ties you cannot obtain in a "converted

four," but only in a six that has been

designed from the ground up, as a six

by engineers who know and believe in

the six principle.

If you haven't read “Two added to Four does not make (a) Six” let us send you a copy

and name of your local dealer.

MAXWELL MOTOR COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Executive and Gen'l Sales Offices

D ET R O IT, M I C H IG AN

AUTOMOBILES AND GOOD ROADS

A. Trainload of Trucks to Take the Place

of California Horses

Again a record is broken in automobile shipments.

California's insatiable appetite for motor-cars keeps

the manufacturers guessing continually. Some

where between San Francisco and Chicago at the

time this is being written, a special train of twenty

six cars loaded with 154 auto trucks valued at $80,

ooo is on the way to give the horses of California a

rest. These trucks, the biggest shipment on record,

will be eagerly snapped up by the progressive

ranchers of California, who have long since deter

mined that speed is a big asset in the delivery of

their farm products. The horse-drawn vehicle

seems doomed. A carefully taken census of traffic

on the highways of one California county showed

that already motor-drawn vehicles have climbed

to within a few points of fifty per cent of all vehicles

using the public highways.

Oregon Sixth Last Year in Numberof Cars

While the total number of automobiles in Oregon

is not so great as in some other states, nevertheless

Oregon stood sixth in the country in 1912 in the

number of cars per thousand of population. Sta

tistics show that 15.2 cars were registered to every

thousand, a record surpassing that of many other

states. Oregon is considered one of the best present

markets for automobiles.
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leads in ToneQuality'

in America

One of the three great

Pianos of theWorld

|**śle'W-500
The John Church Company

Cincinnati New York Chicago

Owners of

The Everett Piano Co., Boston

This is no ordinary .22 rifle:

Here's the only .22 repeater made with the

dependable lever action—like a big game rifle.

It has better weight, better balance, greater

stability than any other .22. It's guaranteed in

accuracy and reliability: handles rapidly, gives

25 shots at one loading. Shoots.22 short, .22 long

and .22 long-rifle cartridges without adjustment.

For rabbits, squirrels, hawks, geese, foxes, for all

small game and target work up to 200 yards, just get

this Zaręn.

It's a take-down rifle, convenient to carry and clean.

Has tool steel working parts that cannot wear out.

Beautiful case-hardened finish: superb build and bal

ance. Ivory bead and Rocky Mountain sights; the best
set furnished on any .22. The solid top and side ejec

tion mean safety and rapid, accurate firing.

Ask your dealer—or send us 3 stamps postage for new

big catalog of all ZZZZYZZ repeating rifles and shotguns.

Že ZzZaAZreazzos Co.

5 Willow Street New Haven, Conn.

------------~~~~

£
fitti:

A remarkable photo

graph is that on the

opposite page! What

beautiful contrasts of

color and clearness of

detail!

Just another example

of the fine pictures you

can take at home or

abroad this summer

with an Ansco Camera.

It illustrates the possi

bilities of this amateur

camera of professional

quality

The superb

ANSCO

—loaded with Ansco

color-value Film, and

then your films de

veloped with Ansco

chemicals and printed

on the prize-winning

Cyko Paper.

$2.00 up to $55.00 will buy a

good ANS CO. The camera

shown on opposite page is the

No. 1A Folding Pocket Ansco,

with new patent plano reversible

finder. Price, complete, $17.50.

Write for catalogue No. 23,

and booklet, “How to Make

Enjoyment Last Forever,”

with photographic cover by

Goldensky, entitled “How

Dreams Come True.”

ANSCO COMPANY

Binghamton, N.Y.
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You really ride on

Goodrich Tires

VERY Goodrich Tire is a “first.” You always know when you

buy Goodrich Tires that you are getting all the “best” that

can be put into tires, and that you will get that “best” from them.

Any car that you own or buy will be equipped with Goodrich Tires

if you simply specify them.

GOODRICHM'EDTIRES
BEST IN THE LONG RUN

It is the Goodrich principle of Unit Molding which makes each Goodrich Tire

tread, body and all-a single, layerless structure full of life and durability.

Goodrich Unit Molded Tires “make We are keeping up with the great

good” for themselves demand for Goodrich Tires

The usual guarantee goes with each Orders for Goodrich Tires to equip 175,

Goodrich Tire, but remember that the tire 000 of 1913's new cars came in before January

itself makes good. Unit Molding puts the 1st. These and other preliminary orders in

guarantee in the tire-gives it the liveliness dicated to us what the demand would be and we

and road-resisting quality which insure you prepared to handle it.

the long, continuously-uniform wear and ser- 'l','"
- - - want Goodrich Tires

vice which you rightfully expect. and you will'tti'

There is nothing in Goodrich advertising that isn’t in

Goodrich Goods

Goodrich dealers, Goodrich branches and Goodrich service stations are alertly

ready to satisfy the wants of the tire user immediately. You can get any size

or style in Goodrich Tires—but only one kind and quality. Write for our free

folders telling you how to get the best service from any tire.

- The B. F. Goodrich Co. -:
- * - rite for Goodric Oute , cov

{# Boerything That’s Best in Rubber ering the auto route you select. These

(£ * --

-> Branches and Service Stations in all Factories: books are sent free on request.

TR at E. MARK Principal Cities—Dealers everywhere Akron, Ohio

|
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THE

MONKS’

FAMOUS

CORDIAL SS

* HAs stocid

& THE TEST

* O F A G. E. S.

A N D IS STI L. L.

T H E F I N E S T

CORDIAL EXTANT

-At first-class Wine Merchants, Grocers, Hotels, Caf's.

Batjer & Co., 45 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Sole Agents for the United States.

|E||

S

|E|| |E|[=

&l:
E:-==Beidhe 2 |

A Personal Word From *The Man Behind " . .

=-“We are building for the future. By concentrating every effo

highest efficiency throughout our organization, by constantly studyin.

ods of piano-building and by using that knowledge, we give to the ma".

steger &sons Piano and the Steger Natural Player-Piano the greatest care in w, .

#: of experience and the finest materials the world can supply, realizing
uture growth and progress depend upon the artistic worth and durability of ev's

strument sent forth from our factories.” John V. Steger.

$teqer &$ong
Pianos and Natural Player-Pianos

When you buy a steger &Sons Piano you pay for no

commission or allowances or extras, You pay only the

factory cost, plus a small profit, and you get an instrument

of excellent qualities, which will provide the highest

type of pleasure for your home-circle.
Steger &Sons Pianos easily take rank with the finest pro

ducts of Europe and America. They are made in the great Steger piano
factories at Steger, Illinois, the town founded by Mr. J. V. Steger.

PH' #95*YMENTTHAT MAKE BUYING CONVENIENT

ever idea rovo, *.

Send for our£ and other $teqer &$ong
interesting literature, which ex- PIANO MANUFACTURING COMPANY.,

Plain it. Sent free on request. Steger Building, Chicago, Illinois.

19 Sto

Steger Bldg.
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A Grain of wheat

f

-

-

meat contains all the elements that are needed

nourish the human body and to sustain at

ency all the mental and physical powers.

n’s staff of life for over four thousand

most perfect food given to man.

-eat a wheat food be sure you get all the wheat in a di

m. You need all the material in the wheat grain—the

-drates for heat and fat, the proteins for making muscle,

ates for brain and bone, the bran coat for keeping the .

els healthy and active. In making

-

SHREDDED WHEAT
we make all these elements digestible by steam-cooking, shredding

and baking into crisp, golden brown biscuits, or “little loaves.”

Shredded Wheat is not flavored, treated or compounded with any

thing. It is a natural, elemental food. You flavor it or season it to

suit your own taste. Delicious for breakfast with milk or cream

or for any meal in combination with berries or other fresh fruits.

All the Meat of the Golden Wheat

Made only by
-

THE SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY., NIAGARA FALLS, N."

--- -
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TiFEANY&(0.

HIGH STANDARDs

MODERATE PRICES

JEWELRY

PEARLS

DIANIONDS

S I LVE IR

TIFFANY & COS MAILORDER DEPART

MENT IS EVERAVAILABLE TO OUT-OF-TOWN

CORRESPONDENTS

FIFTHAVENUE&3/ISTREET

NEW YORK

|
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hempoo W

AN* L

and obtain that exquisite cleanliness which comes only from a perfect shampoo.

Canthrox cleans the hair and scalp thoroughly, completely and satisfactorily. There

is nothing like it for creating plenty of fine, rich lather that will remove every atom

of dust, dandruff and excess oil making a clean, healthy scalp from which

beautiful hair will grow. -

15 Delightful Shampoos, 50c

Just dissolve a teaspoonful of Canthrox in a cup of hot water and your

shampoo is ready—a shampoo that is a natural tonic and cleanser, pure in

its ingredients and constructive in its action. After a Canthrox shampoo the

hairdries quickly and evenly, and will be ever so soft, fluffy and easy to do up.

~

- - For your name, address and a 2-cent stamp, we will send sufficient
Trial Offer: Canthrox for a shampoo, so that you can try it at our expense.

H. S. PETERSON & CO., 458 Kinzie St., Chicago, Ill.

Canthroa Shampoos are given in first-class Hairdressing Parlors

Copyright, 1912, by H. S. Peterson & Co.
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* Truth in Advertising

Excerpts from the Advertising Creed adopted by three thousand of the most |

able advertising men in the United States at the seventh annual Convention of

the Associated Advertising Clubs of America, held at Baltimore, June eighth to

fourteenth.

E believe in Truth, the corner stone of all honorable and successful business, and we pledge -

ourselves each to one and one to all to make this the foundation of our dealings, to the

end that our mutual relations may become still more harmonious and efficient. |

We believe in truth—not only in the printed word, but in every phase of business con- -

nected with the creation, publication, and dissemination of advertising.

We believe there should be no double standard of morality involving buyer and seller of advertis

ing or advertising material. Governmental agencies insist on “full weight” packages and “full

weight” circulation figures. They also should insist on “full weight” delivery in every commercial

transaction involved in advertising. We believe that agents and advertisers should not issue

copy containing manifestly exaggerated statements, slurs, or offensive matter of any kind, and

that no such statements should be given publicity.
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CZevr'sues.
EXTINGUISHER:

| *
.

T may be your turn next. The Pyrene Ex- -

tinguisher makes you unafraid of flames

protects you against panic and your possessions --

against loss. Gives your wife and children a dependable A

weapon against a deadly and constant peril.

A white, heavy, harmless GAs BLANKET which

completely cuts off the air supply and smothers a

the flame is formed the instant Pyrene Liquid ||

comes in contact with heat.

Strongly built, handsomely finished in polished

brass, can be refilled as readily as a kerosene lamp.

| PRICE. s.7.OO

Brass and nickel-plated Pyrene Fire Extinguishers

are the only one-quart fire extinguishers included

in the List of Approved Fire Appliances issued by

the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

Used by the U.S. Government, Standard Oil
Companies, railroads, traction and power compa

nies and industrial corporations ughout the

United States.

Writefor Booklet L.

Pyrene Manufacturing Co. * - #.

1358 Broadway New York - | - */ |

-

-

Offices

Atlanta

Baltimore

Boston

Buffalo

Chicago

Dayton

Denver

Louisville

Memphis

Norfolk

Oklahoma City

Pittsburgh

St. Louis

San Antonio

York, Neb.

&#1 .
Pacific Coast

| Distributors
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AUTOMOBILE OWNERS

IN SMALL TOWNS.–

You can save one-half your tire expense, and nearly all

your tire trouble, by using Security Reliners. Many of our

customers run their cars the entire season without blowout or

puncture, and without spending a cent for tire repairs. You

Can Do It Yourself.

TAKE OUR AGENCY

Get your tires, tubes and Reliners, at the dealers' prices.

We are jobbers of tires and tubes, which makes our agency

offer special possibilities for personal economy, good business,

and handsome profit. Write at once for our plan.

SECURITY RELINER CO.

410 West Street Montgomery, N. Y.

$1O Vacuum Cleaner

FREE

One to a town-Hurry-Don’t Delay-Write at once.

CHAMPION SUPPLY CO.

219 Worcester Building

PORTLAND OREGON

WANTED–SALESMENANDSALESWOMEN
Hundreds of good positions now open paying from $1,000.00 to

$5,000.00 a year. "No former experience£, et one of them.

We will teach #: to be a high grade Traveling Sa n or Sales

woman by mailin eight weeks and assist you to secure a good ition

whereyou can earn good wages while you are learning Practical Sales

manship. Writetoday for full particulars, and testimonials from hun

dreds of men and women we have recently placed in g posi

also list of good positions open. Address (nearest office) Dept. 117.

INATIONAL salesmen’s TRAINING Association

othi New York Kansas City San Francisco New Orleans Toronto

OREGON

State Agricultural College

TRAINS FOR EFFICIENCY-In Every Field of Industry

BEGINS its forty-fifth school year September 19, 1913.

DEGREE COURSES offered in General Agriculture, Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Dairy

Husbandry, Horticulture, Bacteriology, Poultry Husbandry, Zoology and Entomology,

Domestic Science and Art, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineer

ing, Mining Engineering, Forestry, Commerce, Pharmacy and Teachers’ Courses in

Manual Training, Agriculture, Domestic Science and Art. .

TWO-YEAR COURSES are offered in Agriculture, Domestic Science and Art, Commerce,

Forestry, Pharmacy and Mechanic Arts.

MUSIC. Thorough courses offered in Music, including piano, band and string instruments, and

in voice culture.

THE EXTENSION DIVISION aims to bring the College to the people by means of farmers'

institutes, correspondence courses, movable or itinerant schools, demonstration trains, co

operating with public schools, educational and industrial exhibits.

A BEAUTIFUL BOOKLET entitled “The Enrichment of Rural Life,” and a catalogue will be

mailed free on application. -

Address H. M. TENNANT, Registrar, Corvellis, Oregon
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Give your son the opportunity to develop the

western spirit of self-reliance and rivered manli

ness. Let him prenare for a successful career here :

at New Mexico Military Institute, in the beautiful É

Pecos Valley, where the climate is mild, the air

pure and buoyant. Rarely have rain or snow dur

ing session. Record of physical development shows

marvelous results. All exercises in open air.

Artesian well water. Completely equipped barracks.

11 large modern buildings. Rated "Distinguished

Institution" by U. S Government. Owned and en

dowed by New Mexico. Thorough Academic and

Elective Courses. Diploma admits to all colleges.

All athletics. Write for catalogue,

Col. JAMES w.will,Sox, Supt., Box A,

Poswell. New Mexico.

B E L MO N T S C H 00 L

BELMONT, CALIFORNIA

Belmont School does, or its boys what thoughtful and
careful parents most wish to have done. Its location beyond

the diversions and temptations of town or city, the fineness

of its climate, the excellence of its equipment and the spirit

of its faculty combine, to make this possible. . It prepares

boys for the best colleges and schools of engineering, and

offers in addition such elective courses as boys may wish

who are not planning for University work later. Write for

catalogue giving detailed information. Fall semester opens

August st: IQI3.

W. T. REID, Headmaster

GILBERT N. BRINK, Assistant Headmaster

Address Registrar, Belmont

25 MILES SOUTH OF SAN FRANCISCO

Send your girls to

ST MARY'S

ACADEMY AND COLLEGE

PORTLAND, OREGON

FIFTY. FOURTH YEAR

Conducted for girls by the Sisters of the Holy

Names of Jesus and Mary. Refined moral,

intellectual and practical training. Diplomas

conferred from Academic and Collegiate courses.

Commercial, domestic science and elocution de

partments. Music and Art given careful attention.

Portland climate is very healthful. School sur

roundings are delightful. No interference in

matters of religion. Day and resident students.

Write for interesting announcement describing

school and outlining studies.

ADDRESS

Sister Superior, St. Mary's Academy

345 FOURTH ST., PORTLAND, OREGON

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Washington. A h hool

- ome school, preparator

hevy Chase Seminary£,'
literature, Music, Art. Elocution and Domestic Science. Campus of eleven

acres for outdoor sports. Healthful location in Washington's "Suburb

tiful." Artesian water.Beau Mr. and Mrs. S. N. BARKER, Principals.

- t

Broadmoor School, Colorado Springs, Colorado
Boarding and Day School for, Girls. Intermediate and

Academic Departments. Special, General, and College Pre

aratory Courses. , Native teachers of French and German.

nsurpassed location 6500 feet above sea-level, Fall term

Sept. i7, 1913. Catalogue. Rev. Marrison [wing, A.B.,B.D. Headmaster.

- -

MountTamalpais Military Academy
- afael, California. Fully accredited. U.S. Army Officer. Cavalry and

£": air Gym, and Swimming Pool. Twenty-third year

began Aug. 14, 1912. Boys accepted for Summer Vacation.

ARTHUR CROSBY, A. M., DD., Head Master

AND ERSON ACADEMY

situated in a district noted for salubrity and climate. Well

equip Has large swimming pool and excellent playgrounds.

Fully accredited by Eastern and California universities. Its aim

has always been quality, not quantity." Catalogue on application to

the Principal, WILLIAM WALKER ANDERSON, Irvington, California.

The Gamble Schoo

Mills College

Suburbs of Oakland, California

The only Woman's College on the

Pacific Coast. Chartered 1885. Near two

great universities. Ideal climate through

out the year. Entrance and graduation

requirements equivalent to those of Stan

ford University and University of Cali

fornia. Laboratories for science with

modern equipment. Excellentopportunities

for home economics, library study, music

and art. Modern gymnasium. Special

care for health of students; out-door life.

Christian influences; undenominational.

President LuellaClay Carson, A.M.,LL.D.

For catalogue address Registrar,

Dept.A, Mills College P. O., California.

SHATTUCK SCHOOL

Preparatory and Advanced Classes. College Preparation.

Art, Music, Travel Classes. Outdoor sleeping and study.

surf bathing, riding. Separate cottage for younger girls

Address SECRETARY, Box B, Santa Barbara, California.

Santa Barbara

School for Girls

Domestic Science.

Camping, tennis,

1867 MILITARY 1913

27 per cent enrolled are related to Alumni. Write

for Catalogue and Athletic Book. Boys 8 to 12 in

separate School.

Rev. JAMEs DoBBIN, D. D., Rector; Rev. Edward T.

MATHISON, Associate Rector; Faribault, Minnesota.
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rental discipline.

Coural ed.

# esired.

high.

SiâIIIlfill Military ACAdèmy
An Ideal Home School for Manly Boys

380 Boys from 45 States last session. Largest Private Academy in United States.

Boys from 10 to 20 years old prepared for the Universities,

Government Academies or Business.

1,600 feet above sea-level; pure, dry, bracing mountain air of the£ healthful

and beautiful Valley of the Shenandoah. i

Military training develops obedience, health, manl

lawns, expensively equipped gymnasium, swimming pool, athletic park.

Daily drills and exercises in open air.

Personal, individual instruction by our tutorial

Academy fifty-three years old. New $1.5oooo barracks, full equipment, absolutely fireproof.

Charges $360. Handsome catalogue free. Address

CAPTAIN WM. G. KABLE, Ph. D., Principal, Staunton, Va.

gh moral tone. Pa

Fine, shady

All manly sports en

Boys from homes of culture and refinement

tem. Standards and traditions

Pure mineral spring waters.

carriage.

St. Helen's Hall

PoRTLAND, OREGON

Resident and Day School for Girls

In charge of Sisters of St.John Baptist (Episcopal)

Collegiate, Academic and Elementary Departments,

Music, Art, Elocution, Domestic Art, Domestic Science,

Gymnasium. For catalog address

THE SISTER SUPERIOR, Office 1

St. Helens Hall

* DO YOU LIKE TO DRAW 7

THAT’S ALL WE WANT TO KNOW

Now we will. Nor give you any GRAND PR1ze

or a lot of FREE STUFF if you answer this ad.

Nor do we claim to make you RICH IN A week.

But if you are anxious to develop your talent

with a successful cartoonist, so you can make

*/money, send a copy of this picture with 6c in stamps

for Port Folio of cartoons and SAMPLE LEsson

PLATE, and let us explain.

THE W. L. EVANS School of Cartooning

820 Leader Bldg., CLEVELAND, O,

MANZANITA HALL

Palo Alto, California

Makes a specialty of preparing boys and young men for

entrance to the universities. The location adjacent to Stanford

University and to Palo Alto, a town of remarkable culture,

makes possible a school life of unusual advantages and privi

leges. Twenty-first year begins August 26, 1913.

For catalogue and specific information, address

W. A. SHEDD, Head Master.

Hastille:
Home and Day School for Girls.

East and West.

Accredited to colleges

Grammar and Primary Departments.

Four new buildings. Extensive grounds out-of-door

study, recitations, physical training, sleeping porch.

Domestic science. Fall term opens September 8, Illustrated

Principal, MARY I. Lockey, A. B.book of information.

-
-

|

-

|

|

My book “How to

Stop Stammering”

-a treatise on "Sci

entic Talking"—

direct to the point.

Write M. L. HAIHEID, 1918 Grove Street, 0AKLAND, CAllföRNA

The University of Chicago
in addition to resident

H0M work, offers also instruc

tion by correspondence.

22nd Year

For detailed-in

formation address

U. of C. (Div. K)Chicago, Ill.

". ST:DYdrawing athome underExpert Faculty.

We have successful students in every part of

the world. Turn your Talent into money, Our

M Students are filling high salaried positions.£
VI successful teaching. Endorsed by high authorities.

* 18 Courses in Commercial and Illustrative drawing,

* Teachers'Normal and Applied Art. Profit orCulture.
ART Thoroughly Equipped Residence school

Artist's Outfit FREE to Enroled Students

With a Western School, chartered by

urantovou, SCH00L OF APPLIED ART,766AppliedArt Bldg.,Battle Creek Mich.

the State of California. Ten years

of success; thousands of students enST | DY rolled. High grade instruction in Bank

ing,*#": English, AT #. Civil Ser

gineering. Law and Collegepreparatory studies. Write to

Underwood Building, 525 Market Street

To San Francisco and San Diego in

vice, Modern nguages, Normal, indergarten,En

day for FREE 50 page catalog.

MODERN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE

Dept. S San Francisco, Cal.

is awaiting you

Your name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

And

Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Will bring full particulars by return mail

Sunset Panama-Pacific Club

460 Fourth Street, San Francisco, Calif. –J

T

-
-

–
-

BRAINTof MUSIC.

Instructs, trains and educates after the best methods of Foremost

European Conservatories. Faculty unsurpassed.

Location ideal.

time,

Highland Avenue, Oak Street and Burnet Avenue,

ESTABLISHED 1867.

ELocurion MUSIC LAncuacEs

Day and resident students may enter at any

Illustrated Catalogue FREE.

MISS BERTHA BAUR, DIRECTRESS

Cincinnati, Ohio
-
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REAL ESTATE–California

SPECIAL PROPOSITION TO SETTLERS. We sell

tracts of 10–20–40 acres or more. We ask only a small

cash payment-next payment in 1919. Various crops yield

$100–$300 an acre. $375 starts you on 10 acres; in suit

able crops, 10 acres will make a living for a small family.

20 acres means luxury. Our illustražed folder describes

opportunity. W. N. McKee (Tulare County foothill lands),

546-547 Title Insurance Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

CALIFORNIA LAND. Send for catalog. Properties in all

counties. Valuable, reliable information. C. M.Wooster Co.,

Phelan Bldg., San Francisco.

COMING TO LOS ANGELES: Send for free illustrated

booklet on Hollywood, the favorite foot-hill suburb over

looking city and sea. Exceptionally fine schools. Lippincott

Co., Dept. S., Fay Bldg., Los Angeles.

THE FAMOUS SANTA CLARA VALLEY. “WE SELL

It." Write for list of places and literature. E. D. Crawford

& Co., 415 Bankers Investment '' 742 Market St., San

Francisco, Cal. Branches: San Jose, Mt. View and Gilroy.

REAL ESTATE—Oregon

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. Rogue River Valley

fruit lands; dairy, stock and poultry ranches. Homes in

Ashland, best all-the-year-round climate on the Coast.

Address Beaver Realty Co., Ashland, Oregon.

EVERY GRAIN. GRASS, FRUIT AND VEGETABLE

grown in northern latitudes successfully raised in the Ump

qua Valley. Finest climate in America. Lands cheap, crops

certain, markets good. “The Best in the West.” For informa

tion. address Roseburg Commercial Club, Roseburg, Oregon.

RANCH WITH PEAR ORCHARD in Rogue River

Valley. 37 acres for sale at a bargain by owner. Ideally

located; well£ new house and n. Possession

with crops before harvest. For details and terms address

W. P. S. Box 82, Phoenix, Oregon.

REAL ESTATE-Montana

RANCH, 1464 ACRES-All fenced. Copious spring, with

plenty of good water; soil, deep black loam, underlaid with

coal; buildings; house, two barns, several granaries; 100

acres lfalfa: 500 acres plowed; 400 acres more can be

plowed; balance splendid pasture land; 6 miles from Stockett

on R. R. where there is good market for products and a grain

elevator. Price $30.00 per acre; $15,000.00 cash, balance

long terms, 6% interest. This is in the agricultural section of

the Great State of Montana. We are the owners of this

ranch and it will bear close investigation. We will be gl

to send you full particulars on request. Address, C. H.

McLean, Great Falls, Montana.

CONRAD, MONTANA, a city of about 1,200 people, is

in the heart of the very best farming land in the great treas

ure state. The man who wants to farm at a real profit, may

purchase land in this section, at prices that are within the

reach of all. These lands are both irrigated and non-irri

gated; all of it is of the finest quality as to the productivity

of the soil. We are not selling land but we have a great deal

to tell you about Montana in general and Conrad in par

ticular. Kindly send your address to the undersigned, and

full information will be furnished you. James A. Murty,

Secy., The Conrad Commercial Club, Conrad, Montana.

REAL ESTATE–Washington

WORKINGMEN–“LOO K.” Washington's best dairy

and garden land with assured work for our settlers makes

this an ideal home proposition for the workingman. $30.00

er acre up. Only a little cash needed, balance for 10 years.

his is the best and oldest section close to roads, school and

market. Fine land, easy terms and work for our settlers

makes success certain. Send for free illustrated circular.

“The High Cost of Living Solved.” H. C. Peters, 800 3rd

Avenue, Seattle.

REAL ESTATE–Miscellaneous

A BOOK WORTH 25c, beautifully illustrated. 36 9x12

Inch pages will be sent free on request. State whether inter

ested as homeseeker, healthseeker, Investor or tourist. Ad

tiress Board of Trade, Tampa, Fla. “The 143.2 per cent city.”

PATENTS

PATENTS THAT PROTECT AND PAY. Advice and

books free. Highest references. Best results. Promptness

assured. Send sketch or model for free search. Watson

E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 62.4 F Street, Washington D. C.

PROTECTIVE PATENTS procured promptly. Our

books telling how to obtain and realize therefrom sent on

uest. rite today. Trade Marks Registered. Robb &

Robb. 243-247 Southern Bldg., Washington, D.C.

A

MISCELLANEOUS

SPECIAL. The Aurora Gem. Closely resembles the dia

mond. Pure white, brilliant, 9 in hardness. We cut all kinds

of precious stones. Handsomely illustrated book on gems

free. The Gem Shop, 925 Phelan Bldg., San Francisco.

AG ENTS. Portraits 35c, Frames 15c. Sheet Pictures 1c.

Stereoscopes 25c. Views 1c. 30 days' credit. Samples and

catal free. Consolidated Portrait Co., Dept. 1336. 1027

W. Adams St. Chicago.

JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Red Iced

rates and quick time on household goods to all Western

oints. 443 Marquette Building, Chicago: 435 Oliver Bldg.,

Ittsburg, Pa., 736 Old South Building, Boston; 324 White

hall Bldg., New York; 1501 Wright Building, St. Louis:

878 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco, 516 Central Bldg.,

Los A | Write nearest office.

$4.25 EACH paid for U.S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $600 paid for hundreds of coins dated before 1895.

Send ten cents at once for New Illustrated Coin Value Book.

size 4x7. Get posted—it may mean your good fortune.

Clarke & Co., Coin Dealers. Box 130, Le Roy, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS

MOTION PICTURE PLAY'S WANTED. You can write

them. We teach you by mail. No experience, needed.

Big demand; good pay. Details free. , Associated Motion

Picture Schools, 686. Sheridan Road, Chicago.

WRITE MOVING PICTURE PLAYS; $10 to $100 each:

constant demand: devote all or spare time; experience or

correspondence course unnecessary. Details free. Atlas

Publ Co., 321 Atlas Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

HELP WANTED

WANTED–Progressive, clean-cut, fresh-from-the-mint,

man every town to manage sales districts for steady repeal.

articles; three big sources of profit; cash sales; new selling

plan; no experience needed; small capital; can make $2000

## £nnually. Bethlehem Utilities Co., 6.5-H Pine St.,

eW York.

AGENTS PRICES. One Machine at Wholesale price

to introduce our goods. Bargains in every make. ype

writers for $5.00 up. Standard Typewriter Exchange, 23

Park Row, New York.

SELL, HOISERY: guaranteed against holes or new hose

free; build a permanent trade; big profits; experience un

necessary. International Mills, 'Dept. Z., West Phila., Pa.

YOUNG MAN, would you accept and wear a fine tailor

made suit just for showing it to your friends? Or a Slip-on

Raincoat ee? Could you use $5 a day for a little spare

time? Perhaps we can offer you a steady job? If you live

in a town smaller than 10,000 write at once and get beautiful

samples, styles and this wonderful offer. Banner Tailoring

Company, Dept. 326, Chicago.

SALESMEN Making small towns. It hole zine or size/ine.

should carry our fast selling pocket side-line. Special sales

plan allowing return of unsold goods. Makes quick easy

sales. $4.00 commission on each order. Something Entirely

New. Write for outfit today. Canfield Mfg. Co., 208 Sigel

St., Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS.£ concerns are advervising newest

selling specialties. Money-making propositions in 'Monthly

Directory. (illustrated), 3 months, 10c:...yearly 25: Only
authorized publishers. Herbert Pub.Co., 31 E. 27th St., N.Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BIG MONEY WRITING SONGS.—We have paid thou

sands of dollars to song writers—send us your poems or melo

dies. Acceptance guaranteed if available by largest, most

successful concern of the kind. We publish, advertise, secure

copyright in your name and P* 50 per cent if successful.

Hundreds of delighted clients. rite to-day for Big Maga

zine. Beautiful Illustrated Book and examination of ''
work – All Free. ugdale Co., 1054 Dugdale B *

Washington, D. C.

SONG POEMS WANTED. Send us your song poems or

melodies. A hit will bring big money. Proposition Positively

Unequalled. Available work accepted for publication and

copyright secured in your name. Our Composing Staff Abso

lutely Best Of Any Company Of Its Kind. Instructive book

let free. Marks-Goldsmith Co., Dept. 41. Washington, D.C.

GINSENG AND 60IDEN SEAl A',''n''
Ginseng or Golden Seal will

bring larger returns than a large farm. It is easy to grow.

We ish seed and plants to begin with. Booklet telling

how to plant, cultivate, harvest and market these wonderful

plants, free. TheRisingSun Ginseng Nursery, Box230. Narrows, Kw
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In this department Appear the announcements of Bankers, -

and other Financial Institutions. We wridgwar to attspi only the Annavnegments of responsible
and reliable institutions

The Investment Bankers' Association of America

Extracts from an article in the Financial and Commercial Chronicle, by George B. Caldwell,

President Investment Bankers’ Association of America, and Vice-President of

the Continental Trust and Savings Bank of Chicago

“The Investment Bankers' Association of America

is new. It represents a feature of banking which has

for some time occupied an important place, as well as a

class of bankers who have never yet been organized.

Investigation will show that investment banking has

grown in proportion to our industrial growth; it will

show that our great growth in the East, the South, the

West and the Middle West could not have been financed

by the aid of the small local banks, or alone by the aid

of corporate banking capital in the hands of commercial

banks of the large cities. There has, therefore, been a

large sale, likewise a large distribution, of a new form

of credit in the shape of stocks and bonds, which illus

trates the necessity of the private banker, who must

work out a financial plan, organize a syndicate or ar

range underwriting, that the risk may be distributed.

Investment banking houses have, in the evolution of

business, therefore, become so necessary and so helpful

to safe financing and the wide distribution of the se

cured form of credits, that the commercial banker, the

savings banker or trust company banker, with his re

stricted charter requirements, has long ago recognized

the investment banker's place in the business and finan

cial world. The matter of profits or losses is a matter

of contract, and with over two thousand private bank

ing houses operating in competition, who questions that

any large sum out of proportion to the size of the ven

ture and payment of the risk assumed has been taken

as a profit? Even those having only a limited experi

ence in floating credits know that while many under

writings have been handled with profit, the profits have

seldom been large, and many times they are small, and

sometimes there is a loss.

“The Investment Bankers' Association points with

pride to its members and their integrity, and believes

in the greatest freedom of its members in trading and

the fullest publicity of its methods, as well as greater

publicity in all corporate affairs. It believes our right

to trade for profit is the same as the merchant, the

manufacturer, the farmer and the laborer, and it be

lieves those profits are not the subject of public inves

tigation in the one case more than in the other. If

£ shall flow freely and at the lowest rates, any

other policy is inimical to the general good. The dis

trust of those controlling capital is harmful, equally

with the distrust of those controlling labor or raw ma

terial. All three are essential to a perfect harmony in

business and injury to one affects all. The investment

bankers, it has been said, make and break the markets.

No greater fallacy exists. The market is made by good

credit, good currency, good crops and good government.

With these conditions working in harmony we have our

greatest demand and our highest prices.

“To illustrate: The city of San Francisco and King

county, Washington, which are now selling 5% bonds,

did a year ago sell their credit at 4%% and two years

ago on about a 4% basis. The difference is largely

due to money conditions and market sentiment. The

investment banker, or bond dealer, made equally as

much profit buying and distributing the bonds bearing

4% as he does on the one bearing 5%. Who is the loser?

The municipality, which is now paying 1% more for

money than two years ago, because of agitation and a

discrediting of every kind of corporate endeavor until

the person who today controls capital is timid, and the

rate of interest is increased accordingly. Otherwise,

there is no market—the investor will not buy. I re

peat, the investment bankers do not make the market

—they broaden the market from year to year, either

by offering their securities in new territory or more fully

developing the old territory, and what they do is to trade

“one the market” that the investors themselves create.

“As investment bankers we realize what most states

men do not—that the freest opportunity to trade is the

natural and most healthy condition—that there is the

most logical connection between the growth of our

great modern business undertakings and the large fi

nancial institutions of our country in the money cen

ters, and that the situation which confronts us today

has no precedent in the years gone by. We should all

recognize that with the march of progress our banks,

trust companies and individual financiers have become

heavy investors, not alone at home or in one state, but

in many different states, and that if economic service

is to be rendered by capital to the newer and sparsely

settled states, wise and uniform legislation will prove

to be the easiest and best for all concerned. Finally,

let me say that while the atmosphere is today charged

with contention, bickering and acrimony over ques

tions of tariff, banking, currency and investments, we

hope and believe that out of it all constructive legis

lation must follow and that the Bankers’ Investment

Association of America, though young, will, as an asso

ciation, attempt to study, through its committees, the

various questions with a view of bending their best

efforts to their honest and helpful solution.”
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BE A PART OWNER |

| OF A NEW 13-STORY OFFICE BUILDING

To Be Erected on One of the "inest Corners in the

| BUSINESS CENTER OF LOS ANGELES

= . One of the safest and most attractive investments being offered in this record-breaking ci| destined to become the Metropolis of the Pacific ë'. city, |

- The Los Angeles Fireproof Building Co. has acquired a oo-vear

SECURITY lease at£ corner of# and I' S.'"£

heart of the business center and overlooking beautiful Central Park. A 13-story Class “A” |
fireproof building will be erected and contain 360 offices, Io store rooms and basement.

| Within a stone's throw is the Hill Street station of the Pacific Electric Railway, the main place

of arrival and departure of beach trains. It will also be the terminal for a projected subway. -

- On a very conservative estimate, the net profits per year should| EARNINGS be in excess of 12%. In addition, investors£ an |É

increase in stock value. No bonded indebtedness. All net earnings, after deducting amount

set aside to Reserve Fund, will be available for dividends.

A limited amount of stock for sale at 20c per share. The Los

| SHARES 20c Angeles Fireproof Building Co. is a C£ cCrporation, |

capital stock $2,025,000, par value 20 cents per share. No preferred stock. All common

stock shares participate equally in company's profits. Your investment here will give you

the greater earnings afforded on common stock issued against what is frequently used as, |
| and considered, safe security for bonds.

The Los Angeles Fireproof Building Co. is under the manage
MANAGEMENT ment of reliable bankers and business men. A very strong'.

ory board of representative men of affairs passes on the company's operations. “Safety and |
| Profit,” is the motto of the company.

It is seldom that investors have an opportunity like this, through common stock holdings, to

participate in the earnings of a great office building. The general plan of financing is through a

| bond issue with limited interest. The policy of the Los Angeles Fireproof Building Co. in |

É

permitting all investors, large and small, to participate in the profits through stock owner

ship is meeting with general approval.

As stated, only a small amount of stock is for sale at 20 cents per share. All orders are

taken subject to over subscription or advance in price. |
| Satisfactory Terms of Payment can be Arranged ~

This is a safe, sure and extraordinary opportunity to identify yourself with the growth of

Los Angeles, the metropolis of the Southwest. Send your subscription now, or write for

further information. Make checks payable to |

| LOS ANGELES FIREPROOF BUILDING CO. E

3O6-7-8 BLACK BUILDING LOS ANGELEs AE

| |£" | TTTTT
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Merced Commit

% F£1.

On Planada Irrigated Farms, right on

main line of the Santa Fe in Merced

County. Three times Grand Prize

Winner atCaliforniaState Fair. Merced

farmers are making these Net Profits

an acre a year: Alfalfa, $60.00; Dairy

ing, $120,00; Rhubarb,$500.00;Onions,

$250.00; Cantaloupes, $300.00; To

matoes, $600.00; Sweet Potatoes,

$250.00, Figs, $300.00. Verified by

Merced Chamber of Commerce.

You should equal or better the

above figures at Planada. Acreage,

$150 with abundant water, other

acreage $75 an acre up. Easy Monthly

Payments.

Send this AdToday for Free Farm SeekersBooklet.

P l d Controlled by Los \
a. n a01.a. Angeles Investment

Company, 217-20 Los Angeles Investment -

Building, Los Angeles, m".

*"'"
California Till w |

|

WE MANUFACTURE

The famous IMPERIALPUMPS for Oilor

Water Wells

R. H. HERRON CO.

Affiliated with

OiL WELL SUPPLY CO.

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

Main 0ffice and Shop, los Angeles, Cal. Brandies in all California 0il fields

CINDER IN YOUR EYE2

F

ULe: Angeles

O3Home #uilders

Last Chance to Buy

Stock at $3

Before the next issue of Sunset “Home Builders"

will have probably advanced the price of its

stock to $3.15-limited number of shares

only are on hands at this writing. Get your

application in at once.

he next allotment will close the sale and this

company will be a closed corporation. It

will then declare an extra 10% stock dividend—

this is in addition to regular quarterly cash

distributions.

Extra 1O% Dividend Will

Be Paid Soon

Just as soon as the balance of the common

stock is sold the company will give each

stockholder free, one share on each ten shares

held at that time. This with the regular cash

dividends will make you .16%% in dividends
the first year your money is with the company.

Buy your stock now.1

Write for Literature

“#umte'uilñera (#eiteral Agrg.”
Ground Floor Mason Opera House Bldg.

129 SOUTH BROADWAY

California

2

The McConway & Torley Co."
Pittsburgh, Pa.

SoLE MANUFACTURERs of THE

JANNEY COUPLER

Used exclusively on the passenger equipment of

the Southern Pacific Company and its allied lines

PACIFIC CoAst REPRESENTATIVES

McMULLIN & EYRE, Flood Building, San Francisco

|

Make the Move to

California-RIGHT NOW!
*

Thousands of home-seekers and tourists will pour into

the “Land of Sunshine" this year. Are YOU com

ing? We want everybody coming West to have a copy

of our

FREE MA

This is the latest map issued, printed in three colors.
Separate enlarged map of Los Angeles district, show

ing the new car lines, course of the great $23,000,000

Los Angeles Aqueduct, etc. Write for a copy today,

sent to any address absolutely free.

<#ANEELES TRUST

D SAVINGS BANN:

£. colds, catarrh, pneumonia, pleurisy, rheumatism,

'y nothing of Burns, bruises, fractures, amputations,

appendicitis

ALL are Compensated for IF you

INSURE YOUR INCOME

The LARGEST Health and Accident

Insurance Company in the World

Q'ontinfntal Qū5ualty, Qompamp

H. G. B. ALEXANDER, President

Has Pald $10,000,000 to 400,000 Policyholders

Costs nothing to learn how little “Income Insurance” costs.

J. E. BETTS, Resident Manager

Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., San Francisco

N* ......................................................

Appress ...................................................

Ace........... OccupATION. ................................ 6th and Spring Streets, LOS ANGELES, California

of CALIFORNIA

and Los Angeles
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A Block of Modern Bungalow Homes at Torrance

- *III:E::===am.

Andustrial C#y

Send for Information about Southern California's

New Industrial-Residential City

£" A new industrial and commercial center virgin field for profitable investment.

Fireproof established along advanced lines—and pos- Any Torrance site (business or residence

- - - sessing unusual residential advantages. property or acre lots) 10% cash-balance

Business Buildings Located between the city of Los Angeles in 60 equal monthly payments. Write for

Beautiful Homes and her great coming world harbor-a clean, illustrated booklet giving facts, figures,

Suburban to refined city of homes and industries. business opportunities and general infor

Los Angeles Millions of dollars worth of improve- mation—to Thomas D. Campbell & Co.,

Close to the Harbor ments are actually established—including General Selling Agents, Dept. 10,625 So.

11 important industries. Torrance is a Hill St., Los Angeles, Cal. -

Terminal Rates

DIVIDENDS!

A Company that is endorsed by |

the leading bankers and business

men of San Diego. Three and

one-half years of successful busi

Titl||Băllm'8SimBill

6%
fidence of the investing public. We

Collateral Trust Bonds || are now paying 14% on par, or

- Subdividing more than 8% net. Over 800
Secured by First Mortgages upon Improved and improv- 'of:'',£

City and Farm Properties deposited with :d"#. £'
responsible. disinterested Trust Co. * || a u1101111 been declared.

po * homes for >een We can use more

- capital to good

Maturity—I to Io years. San - ** advantage. Buy

Denomination-$1oo. up. • : - , 9 BUIDERS £
Payable—Seattle or New York. Diego S OF this month.

- * The growth of

We Unconditionally Guarantee These Bonds. fast growing SAN D|[60 our business

population is a means $3.00 a

- - • , - - by 1915.

Our officers have been handling securities for W£y '.£

25 years without loss to any client. CASH dividends since 1909 £
- advancing from 2% a quarter, : late a

*Fort , E.E... John Devi. 8% a year, to 31.3% a quarter ntion.

F. K. Struve V. D. Miller or 14% a year. This allotment

of stock at $1.75 will soon be ex

• hausted. Invest your money

Davis & Struve Bond Co. where the security is growing to

Investment Bankers gether with your invested capi

tal. Send for our free magazine,

807 Second Ave. “Builders of San Diego.”

SAN DIEGO CONSTRUCTION CO.
Seattle Cor. 2nd and D St., San Diego, Cal.
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SUNSHARENORMERMMON
FoR revrists AND Home:SERKERs £
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- HIS '',"> space is ours. We reserve it to tell you about

C in tea. -- in connection with SUNSET Advertising.

That feature is our Information Bureau. It is con

ducted for the interests of both advertiser and reader. Its

purpose is to answer questions. Its service is complete, com:

prehensive, free. It was established for your benefit. If you

fail to find a satisfactory answer to the questions which arise

about the "" onderland Beyond the Rockies in the advertise

ments wh on follow, then write us. We will dig up the infor

mation for you if we haven’t it at our fingers’ ends. Here

follow reliable advertisements of hotels, steamship lines,

resorts, communities, towns. If you fail to find what

you are looking for, ask us. Address your inquiries to

SUNSET INFORMATION BUREAU, 460 Fourth Street, San Francisco, Cal.

*111||||Ill!
-

|

-

the Prize-winning fruit

Fontana

Orange Groves

$550 per Acre

On 6-Year Buying Plan

The best place on earth to own an orange grove—

a proven, protected district. Only 2 hours

from Los Angeles in a splendidly improved

section. Work on electric car lifie connecting

Los Angeles with Fontana is now under way.

Hundreds of acres of young orange, lemon and

grapefruit groves are now being maintained for

non-resident owners by our citrus experts at

moderate cost. Fontana fruit commands the

highest prices. Five acres means a fine liv

ing-Io acres will make you independent.

Write for booklet telling about gravity water

system, soil, improvements, home conditions,

crop records, business and investment oppor

tunities in the new townsite of Fontana—to

THOMAS D. CAMPBELL & CO.

625 So. Hill St.,
The Fontana Company was awarded 15 prizes at the

recent National Orange Show Dept. 10 Los Angeles, Cal.
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You will not have seen

America’s Finest Natural Park

until you have visited the Enchanted Garden

of the Northwest

Rainier National Park

Here you will find in a magnificent panorama, the marvels

of Nature spread before you. Switzerland itself offers

nothing grander or more inspiring. Opens June 21, 1913.

For literature describing and illustrating the wonderful

beauty of this ideal summer playground, address

GEO.W. HIBBARD

General Passenger Agent

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.

Seattle, Wash.

PLAYGROUND

OF THE PACIFIC

NORTHWEST

Hotels . Tents . Camp Grounds

e-A Pleasing Diversity of c-Attractions

Opportunities for rest and social intercourse equal to

Eastern or European Resorts

cALL THE DELIGHTS OF BEACH LIFE

.**

For further information

Bayocean Commercial Club, Bayocean, Oregon

e-Any Southern Pacific c-Agent or Tourist Bureau of

Information or Portland Office:

Come Camp With Us Under the Cool 720 Corbett Bldg., Portland Oregon

Oregon Forest Shade
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Oregon probably offers to the vacationist a greater

variety of outing points than any other state in the

Pacific Northwest: Snow-capped mountains, inland

lakes filled with fish, noted hot springs and mountain

retreats, “Far from the Madding Crowd's ignoble strife,”

incomparable beaches and an endless variety of beauti

ful scenery.

NEWPORT, YAQUINA BAY

The old favorite resort reached by the Southern Pacific and

Corvallis & Eastern, with its tent life, cottages and modern

hotels, abundance of sea foods and all the luxuries and delica

cies for the table at moderate prices, absence of formality, a

beach unequalled and innumerable points of interest in the

neighborhood.

TILLAMOOK COUNTY BEACHES

“A New Wonderland,” as these resorts have been aptly named,

reached via the Southern Pacific and Pacific Railway & Nav. Co.

Innumerable resorts dot the beach, each vieing with the other in variety

of charm and attractions. Lake resorts and hotels, boating, fishing and

other amusements.

SPRINGS AND MOUNTAIN RESORTS

From the columbia River to the Siskiyou Mountains in almost every

county are mineral springs and mountain resorts, where one can fish, hunt,

rest and recuperate, breathe pure mountain air, live in the open and enjoy

Nature in her grandest moods. Commodious hotels with every necessary

accommodation, or with camping grounds at nominal cost. A few of these

resorts are: Wilhoit, Sodaville, Waterloo and Cascadia, Belknap, Foley

Springs, Breitenbush, Jackson County Springs, Colestin Fish Lake, Marion

Lake, clear Lake, Lake Lytle, Klamath Lake, Crater Lake and numerous

others.

call on nearest Southern Pacific agent for further information relative to fares, train

schedules and illustrated literature describing beach and mountain resorts, or address:

John M. Scott, General Passenger Agent, Portland, Oregon
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European Plan

RAINIER-GRAND HoTEL
Corner First Avenue and Madison Street

225 Rooms - 135 With Bath, Single and En Suite

THE

S EATT L E

Rates $1.00 and Up CHAS PERRY, Manager

Hotel Stewart|
GEARY STREET, ABovE UNION SQUARE

San Francisco

Motorbus meets all trains and steamers.

European Plan $1.50a day up, American Plan $3.50adayup.

'%, TulareC$', TulareCounty
S £ * On Reached by S. P. Trains to Ducer,

- thence auto-stage. Best medicinal waters

in the State. Elevation 3200 feet. Hotel

Del Venada; good service. Write for des

criptive booklet and analysis of waters.

L. S. WINGROVE, Mgr., Hot Springs, Cal.

European Plan Phone Sutter 960

Hotel Turpin
F. L. and A. W. TURPIN, Proprietors

17 Powell St., at Market, San Francisco, Cal.

Rooms without Bath $1.50 Per Day-Rooms with Private Bath

$2.00 Per Day Up. All Market St. cars with a single exception
(Sutter St.) pass the door; Fourth and Ellis Street line to Powell

Street within half a block. Auto-Bus meets trains and steamers.

"TUSCAN SPRINGS"
30 Minutes by Stage to Springs daily. New concrete

Bath house and plunge; Booklet for asking, entitled

LET OTHERS TELL THE STORY

We cure others, Why not you ? Address

ED. B. WALBRIDGE, Tuscan, Cal.

Walbridge's Garage, the best in the State, Red Bluff, Cal.

Complete information, and folders at Southern Pacific
Information Bureau, Flood Building, San Francisco, Cal.

*#####
incowposatto

Galena-Signal Oil Company
FRANKLIN, PENNSYLVANIA

Sole manufacturers of the celebrated GALENA COACH, ENGINE

and CAR. O.1LS and SIBLEY'S PERFECTION VALVE and SIGNAL

OILS. -

GUARANTEE COST per thousand miles for from one to five years,

when conditions warrant it.

Maintain FXPERT DEPARTMENT, which is an organization of

skilled railway mechanics of wide and varied experience. Services of

experts furnished free of charge to patrons interested in the economical

use of oils.

S. A. Megeath, President

# MENTHOLATED PINE PILLOW

AND ENJOY PERFECT H EALTH

Healing propertics of Balsam Pine and Menthol reach

every part of nose, throat and lungs. Recommended

by doctors in treatment hay-fever, asthma, catarrn

throat, lung and nervous troubles. 14x17x4% in. .

* Prices2. Order to-day; money back | -

* after one week's trial if you want it.

Booklet free.

- MENTHOLATED PINE

PILL0W C0.

23 Fourth Ave. ,

- c:* -

-

•Beautiful LONG BEACH, CAL

offers ideal climate for visitors, sea bathing and sunshine

the year round. Existence a pleasure every day.

A Postal Will Bring You Descriptive Folders of Our City, FREE.

Our house is one short block from the strand thoroughly

modern homelike. Your Comfort Always Our Interest. -

SHOREHAM APARTMENTS

Write today. Address: MRs. H. A. FANslow, Prop.
Shoreham Apartments Long Beach, Cal.

In all the World no Water, like these

Wilbur Hot Sulphur Springs
COLUSA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Hot Mud Baths naturally heated and medicated

Hot and Cold Sulphur Baths
Cure Rheumatism, Malaria, Stomach, Liver and Kidney Troubles

Open all year.

Address J. W. Cuthbert, Wilbur Springs, Cal., via Williams, or

Information Bureau S. P. Co., 884 Market St., San Francisco

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS

Ilottest and most curative£ in

the world...Modern hotel waters. Mud

highly radioactive. Rheumatism, kid

ney and stomach troubles successfully

treated. Itesident physician. Altitude

2000 feet, Home grown vegetables.

Dairy and chicken ranch. American

plan table. California's ideal resort.

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS CO.

A rrow head Springs. Calif.

Sendfor This Interesting

Aand Instructive

Book on

TRAVEL

Jus' # \lt Is Entirely FREE

We expect a greaterdemand

for this 40 page illustrated

booklet on travel, than has ever been

knownfor any other ever published for free distribution.

Mothersill's Travel Book tells you what to take on a journey

and what not to take-ho y to pack and how to best care for your

baggage and gives exact information as to checking facilities, weights,

etc., in foreign countries—gives tables of money values-distances

from New York-tells when, who and how much to “tip.” In

fact this booklet will be found invaluable to all who travel or are

contemplating taking a trip in this country or abroad.

Published by the proprietors of the fan ous Mothersill's

Seasick Remedy as a practical hand book for travelers.

This edition is limited so we suggest that you send your name

and address at once, and receive a copy. (A postal will bring it).

Please address our Detroit office for this booklet.

MOTHERSILL REMEDY CO.

397 Henry Smith Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Also at 19 St. Bride Street, London, England.

Branches in Montreal, New York, Paris, Milan and Hamburg.
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The ContrastHere is Great

The contrast between Tulane County and other sections

is even greater. The topographical formation of Tulare

County gives her every climate from the semi-tropics

to the rigorous north; her geological formation gives

her many varieties of fertile soil; her vast watershed an

excellent gravity and underground water supply; her

geographical location a commanding position to local

markets and her transportation facilities places her in

touch with the markets of the world.

Here is the opportunity for the fruit grower, the farmer,

the dairyman, the stockman, the homeseeker and the

investor. For free illustrated literature and specific

information write DepartmentA

Tulare County Board of Trade

VISALIA, CALIFORNIA

ALFALFA LAND

Antelope Valley

On S. P. R. R.

7o Miles north of Los Angeles

Southern Pacific Lands

Sold in tracts from 40 to 640 acres—Prices $20

to $45 per acre. Ten years time, one-tenth cash.

Alfalfa, pears, apples, etc. Good land, good

climate, good water supply, good markets.

w

C. E. WANTLAND, General Sales Agent
410 Grosse Building, Los Angeles, Cal. 702 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

B. A. McALLASTER, Land Commissioner

801 Flood Building, San Francisco, Cal.

M
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OT ALL the

attractions or

allurementsto

travel are found,

however, at the sea

side resorts. The

mountains, especially world-famed

Mt. Lowe, the valleys rich in their

wealth-giving verdure, the uplands

and their golden citrus harvest, the

Missions shrouded in romance,

the many cities of industry and

civic beauty, all combined make

Southern California the lodestone

to travelers. May we tell you

more of the charms of the Sunny

Southland? Would you have

more facts about “The Land of

Heart's Desire"? A postal will

bring you attractive folders and

booklets. For further information

address %

D. W. PONTIUS

Traffic Manager ź

2:****
*

Pacific Electric RailwayLOS ANGELES
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"Going East—

You, too, will want to travel via

the Sunset-Katy lines.

Personally conducted tourist sleep

ers San Francisco and Los Angeles

to Dallas, St. Louis and interme

diate points. -

Standard sleepers connecting at

San Antonio for all Texas and

Oklahoma points, Shreveport,

Kansas City and St. Louis.

For berths and any other travel information inquire at

any office of Southern Pacific Company, or write,

-

- J. T. Bate, General Agent Joseph McIlroy, Gen'i. Agent,

612 Trust & Savings Building 613 Hearst Building,

San Francisco.Los Angeles.

-

ATTENTION

HOMESEEKERS!! : INVESTORS!!

A NEW CAL FORNIA

FOR THE SETTLE R

ON THE LIN E OF THE

WESTERN PACIFIC
TIMBER LANDS MINERAL LANDS

ALFALFA LANDS WATER POWER

ORCHARDS CANNERIES

FACTORY SITES

FOR FuLL PART1culaRs. As K. An Y AG EnT OR

E. L. LOMAX - - - PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER

WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY, - - 960 Mills Bldg., San FRANcisco

WESTERN PACIFIC---RIO GRANDE

THE TRANSCONTINENTAL SCENICWAY l
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YOS EM L T F

National Park

You know you should see Yosemite. It is a duty. You know you will see it.

Take the trip now, when the Park is at its best. It is a comfortable outing. In

the heart of the Park is Sentinel Hotel, a modern inn open the year through at

rates of $3.00 to $4.00 a day, $20 to $25 a week. At the end of the railroad is

Hotel Del Portal, whose rate is $4.00 a day. -

Write for folder to the Yosemite Valley Railroad Company,

Merced, California, or call on any Southern Pacific agent.

Beautiful souvenir booklet mailed on

receipt of $1, a gem of the printer's art,

32 pages, full colors, contains no adver

tisements. Address Yosemite Valley

Railroad Company, Merced, California.

* ,
.

– - MIRROR LAKE
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- New

Central

Fire-Proof

Comfortable

|

* European Plan

$1.50 per day

and upwards

| EXCELLENT

CAFE

Now under

our own

managernent

HotelSutter

Sutter and Kearny Streets

SAN FRANCISCO

Take our auto or any taxi-cab from ferries

or depot at the expense of the hotel.

250 ROOMS, Single and En Suite. 200 BATHS

Write us for information about San Francisco, either

business or pleasure. Your inquiry will be promptly,

courteously, and correctly answered without obligation

on your part. - -

- * , a |

| | | * * **

Phil Metsthan Sr. & Sons

Luxury at the price of Ordinary Service

The Imperial
Seventh: between Washington and Stark

PORTLAND, OREGON

“In the Center of Everything”

Complete Equipment

Correct Service

300 Rooms, 175 with Bath

Rates: $1 to $3.50 per dayProprietors

over “The Crookedest

Railroad in the World”

is a trip no visitor to San Francisco can over

look, and one that no native Californian interested

in scenic effects, or the geography of this part

of the country, should fail to take.

The Trip to Mt. Tamalpais

Consists of

a boat ride along the wharves and shipping of

San Francisco; a sail across the Golden Gate,

the entrance to the Golden West; an electric car

ride, third-rail system, along the shore of the

Bay; a railroad ride through the big redwood

trees of Mill Valley; the mountain railroad trip,

not a cog road and no steep inclines; an un

surpassed panorama of mountains, valleys and

ocean. You see it all from Mt. Tamalpais and

want to go again.

For full information inquire at

any railroad passenger office, or

Ticket Office

874 Market Street, San Francisco

Sausalito Ferry, San Francisco

Mt. Tamalpais

Double bowknot and San Francisco Bay as seen

from top of Mt. Tamalpair
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“Overland Limited"

EXTRA FARE

Train de Luxe

Southern Pacific, Union Pacific

Chicago (&, Northwestern

To Chicago Daily in 63% Hours

East bound West bound

Fr. San Francisco (Ferry Station) 4:00 p.m. Fr. Chicago (North Western Station) 7:00 p.m.

Fr. Oakland (Sixteenth St. Station) 4:32 p.m. Ar. Oakland (Sixteenth St. Station) 8.52 a.m.

Ar. Chicago (North Western Station) 9:30 a.m. Ar. San Francisco (Ferry Station) 9:30 a.m.

3rd morning 3rd morning

New All Steel Equipment–Electric Lighted

Barber Shop Manicuring

Shower Bath Hairdressing

Valet Service Stenographer

Massage Stock and

Ladies' Maid News Reports

Observation Car Ladies’ Parlor

Library Buffet Clubroom Car Dining Car

Drawing Rooms Compartments Suites of three or more rooms

First Class Tickets Only

Connecting with Limited Trains of Eastern Lines

Arriving New York fourth morning out of San Francisco

See Agents

Southern Pacific
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T

| SEATTLE AND PUGET SOUND

|T||

PUGET SOUND is recognized as America's incomparable summer heri

tage of health, happiness and inspiration---the Western Hemisphere's

one ideal refuge of clear, cool, refreshing summer weather in a very

paradise of scenic grandeur and wild luxuries of outdoor recreation.

SEATTLE, the municipal masterpiece of the Pacific Northwest, stands

heartily beside the quiet waters of this beautiful inland sea, midway between the

wild wonderlands of the snowy Cascades to the eastward, and the marvelously

many-hued Olympics forming the jeweled rim along the western horizon—while

within full view southward Mount Rainier (14,526 feet high) rises into the clear

blue vault like some shimmering new planet built of pearls. - -

Seattle is now renowned the world over for its adequate establishment of

superb hotels. Several of these are already widely famed as commendable models

of American luxuriance combined with home-like comfort, the most efficient service

and yet at quite moderate cost.

These excellent hotel establishments are logically situated in Seattle, from

whence practically all the celebrated natural attractions of the Puget Sound region

may be conveniently reached within a few hours at the most.

From the last of May till the middle of September Puget Sound is the

“cool and dry” belt: The skies are clear, no rains, no storms nor high winds,

while temperature ranges from 60 to 85 degrees, with ever deliciously cool bil

lows of air from sea. If you have never seen the scenic splendors of Seattle's

wonderland environment you have missed the most inspiring summer playground

of America, with motoring, boating, mountain-climbing, hunting, fishing and all

the luxury of wildering recreation in the ambrosial open. Write Washington

and Alaska Department—Sunset—318 Globe Bldg., Seattle, or to any of the

leading Seattle hotels announced in this issue for booklets and all desirable

"' | |

#|||

• eattle is the gateway to Alaska.” |

| THE SUMMER PLAYGROUND ||

| | || |

– — -

||||

* |HotelSavoy

“Twelve Stories

of Solid Comfor.”

In the center of

things—theatresand

stores on both sides.

Building absolutely

£- concrete,

steel and marble.

European Plan

- Rooms

- * - - " T * -

I ((DTI:I, UPEIIRIRY | $1.00 Per Day. Up.
- R |R. With Bath $2.00Per

Madison Street and Boren Avenue £ Day Up.

SEATTLE *

With its superb situation, overlooking Puget A large Number of Shower

Sound, the£ and Ölympic£ # r Baths Equipped at Sugges

affords every convenience of appointment, |- 2. ... tion of Naval Officers,

cuisine and service for its guests.

Rooms with bath $2.00 per day upward.

B. H. BROBs. S E A T T L E
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Washington c Annex
S E A T T L E

A select hotel with every modern appointment. Absolutely fire

proof. Conveniently located. The Washington Annex has an

enviable reputation for attentive service. Commodious suites for

families and parties at reasonable rates.

J. H. DAVIS,

Proprietor

-

SOL DUC HOT SPRINGS HOTEL

“In the Heart of the Olympics”

The Carlsbad of America

N the midst of the grandest scenery in all

America, at an elevation of 1760 feet above

sea level in the Olympic Mountains, rests

serenely this peerless health and pleasure resort.

The hot mineral

- water of Sol Duc

A Perpetual Health Fountain Springs, 130 degrees

Fahrenheit, possesses magical curative powers in restoring

the human system to a normal condition. The hotel,

modern in every respect, affords first class accommodations

for 500 guests. Sanatórium in connection with capacity

for 100 patients.

Mountain climbing, visiting the great glaciers of Mount

Olympus, hunting, trout fishing, etc., are among the

attractions to pleasure seekers. Cottages, a dancing

pavilion, orchestra, theatre, out-of-doors dining hall, etc.,

are also features of the institution.

For full information and descriptive literature address

Manager, Sol Duc, Clallam County, Washington

- W .

|- T- - - - . * -

Ideal Surroundings for Out-door Sports
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Extraordinary Free Service

for SUNSET Readers

As Canadian Manager of SUNSET, I have just obtained important

inside information of most potent value to all in any way interested

in the development of British Columbia-its new railroads, new

towns and cities, virgin timber and farm lands, its substantial

investment opportunities, and its beckoning world of summer

pleasure-places.

I have also just received the latest authentic descriptive literature,

with photos, drawings, diagrams, and maps, giving the reader fresh

and comprehending intimacy with all important actual facts.

All of this is free to readers of SUNSET who inclose 10c to pay

postage. I will personally answer all questions definitely and

correctly, but I cannot undertake to furnish this valuable service to

correspondents who fail to inclose 10c for postage.

If you are interested, write at once—this special effort is for this

month-August.

W. F. C. O L EMA N

Canadian Manager “SUNSET’’

"3O ROGERS BLOCK * • * < : VANCOUVER, B. C.

P. S. See Victoria and Vancouver Island this summer-It's a delightful vacation country.

RICH LANDS
7 In the sunny Okanagan Valley in central, southern British Columbia. A

W ere : 'n fruit district, which has won highest awards wherever exhibited, among

which are the following: The Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal at

London in 1904 and 1905. Thirteen firsts in 14 entries at the Spokane Apple

Show in competition with fruit from all over America. It takes the world's

best to win such awards.

Fruit growing on good land offers not only a pleasant and healthy mode of

Q living but a most profitable one as well. A ten acre orchard under our develop

y e ment plan costs the purchaser $4000 in easy payments. It will yield a net

e
revenue from $75 to $200 per acre according to age. After five years of develop

ment $7ooo is a reasonable estimate of its market value. Such a remunerative

investment must appeal to any shrewd business man. That's the WHY of

Richlands. * * * * -

Raw land at Richlands is $200 per acre, 34 cash, balance over four years at 6%.

HO Q For an additional $200 per acre payable in the same manner, our experts will

W e
prepare, plant and care for the orchard for five years. In other words for a

sum of Szoo per acre we bring the raw land to a t where it will yield the pur

chaser a living income.

Convincing information of this desirable proposition will reach you by return

mail if you send the annexed coupon. May we serve you?

T.T.T.: • • - - • *
rint orchards. | North American Securities, Limited

NAME - - - w Capital Paid Up $1,330,000

STREET--- - - ---— I

cr' - "-- VANCOUVER, B. C., CANADA

t
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| |

For Careful Investors

OR MORE than twenty-three years this Corporation, essentially a sub

stantial old English mortgage company, has built up and maintained in

Vancouver an unblemished reputation for uniformly successful business

methods and constant reliability. In the actual realization of this fact

through all these years its clients have profited, without exception. Conse

quently, the business of this Corporation has expanded tosuch proportions that its

present offices are inadequate and a modern fireproof office building of ten stories

is now nearing completion to supply the enlarged needs of the corporation.

We are now prepared to serve more clients, to give them the benefit of our

knowledge and judgment in investing funds for them in non-speculative values,

or in the Corporation’s specialty of investing trust funds in first mortgages on

improved high-class real estate yielding up to 8% annual interest.

Our special offering of Saanich Peninsula garden and home sites,

included in our first announcement in the July number of Sunset,

has brought an eager response, as these are well known to be the

cheapest desirable first quality lands in this district. We have already

sold $20,000 worth of these choice blocks.

f It: #:£: this££ of 350 acres of

ine garden land, much of it cleared and cultivated, lying in the north
$20,000 w orth ern part of Saanich Peninsula, Vancouver Island, 18 miles north

from Victoria. It has been subdivided into adequate home sites or

blocks of from one acre to two acres each. This fertile and beauti

ful tract is situated a mile west from Deep Cove, terminus of the

B. C. Electric Railway's Saanich Extension.

of Saanich home

acre age sold

since Jul an= The electric railway began operating regularly on June 18, pro

y viding QUICK AND FREQUENT service to and from Victoria, and a

nouncement. new station has been built directly upon our home tract. One railway

also serves this district, and the Canadian Northern Railway is now

building a wharf at Union Bay, one mile from this tract.

We are now opening up all the roads throughout the property, at

it is our policy not to sell any property that is not accessible We

recom "end these properties as logical and highly desirable invest

ment values, as it is of interest to the owners to induce occupancy

rather than to profit by this sale.

funds for investment to place their money in trust with us, subject to their explicit direction

and enlightened by our facilities for obtaining exact information, enabling us to give sound

and expertly considered advice. This Corporation, with $1,327,450 of subscribed capital, is

systematically in touch with actual property values throughout British Columbia and is ready at

any time to be of service in an advisory capacity to anyone considering the advisability of investing

in any part of this rapidly developing Province. Write to us freely, explaining your wishes, the

amount of your capital available for investment, the kind of investment that seems most promising to

you, or any other particulars, resting assured that your communication will be considered in strict

confidence and our advice will be thorough and reliable.

T: PURPOSE of these announcements in SUNSET is to invite non-resident men who have idle

Write to us today for authentic information and responsible advice.

Yorkshire Guarantee & Securities Corporation
L I MIT ED

R. KERR HOUL.GATE, Manager

44O Seymour Street Vancouver, Canada

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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ictoria's Climate is

ICTORIA, the capital and financial center of British

beautiful homes and its infinite and alluring scenic

and delightful climate known to this continent. It

cities of the Pacific Northwest, and the recorded

highest temperature in winter and the lowest in summer,

that Victoria enjoys both the ideal summer and the ideal

in part by the absence of any high mountain ranges or

direct influence of the Japanese ocean currents and by

LIMATIC conditions quite materi

ally account for the luxuriance of Even in midwinter the generous

flowers and vegetation that pro- pleasant and inviting-as sug;
vide a refreshing revelation for the Last winte: #%#

loitering resident and visiting way- +£"

farer. Here is a brief but compre

hensive tabulation of official weather

bureau records of Victoria for the last

four years:

-

1909 1910 1911 1912 Average

Average temperature 48.5 49.6 48.8 50.3 49.3

Rainfall-inches 27.31 35.36 22.55 29.53 28.6

Snowfall—inches 6.8 8.8 16.3 3.2 8.7

Bright sunshine—days 162 165 161 138 156

During the last ten years the aver

age mean annual temperature was

49.83 degrees,and the average annual

hours of bright sunshine was 1,863.9

hours, or 155 days. This proves that

Victoria has annually from one to two

month's more sunshine than the aver

age of the important cities of the

Pacific Northwest. This is a most

important advantage not only in the

realms of pleasure and outdoor recrea

tion, but as well in the serious busi

ness and constructive activities, for

there is rarely a day throughout the

year when it is not practicable for

men to work comfortably outdoors.
Canadian Photo Co., Vancouver, B.C.
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Unrivaled in America

Columbia, noted for its fine examples of architecture, its

attractions, is moreover endowed with the most equable

has more sunshine and less rainfall than any of its sister

isothermal lines of North America, which indicate the

intersect at Victoria---an exact scientific demonstration

winter temperature. This unique condition is explained

peaks in the immediate vicinity, by the constant and

geographical location.

OMBINING these remarkable ad

and well-kept parks of Victoria are vantages of faultless climate with

gested #"#" taken Victoria's now fully recognized

automobile highways are position as Canada's chief western

couver Island.

ocean port, with the present extensive

Government and competing Railroad

harbor and shipping expansion and

with this year's unprecedented up

building progress, Victoria is in potent

ways the dominant investment op

portunity of the Canadian West.

Correspondence looking to adequate

and authentic information is invited by

the leading substantial investment estab

lishments. Address, any of the following:

WESTERN LANDS, Limited

Corner Broad and View Streets

CLARKE REALTY COMPANY

721 Yates Street

TRACKSELL, DOUGLAS & CO.

T22 Yates Street

J. E. SMART & CO., Limited

4O5 Pemberton Block

GERMAN-CANADIAN TRUST CO.

639 Fort Street

MONK, MONTIETH & CO., Ltd.

Government St., Cor. Broughton

HERBERT CUTHBERT & COMPANY

635 Fort Street

Western Dominion Land & Investment Co., Ltd.

Corner Fort and Broad Streets

VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA
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Victoria

Carnival Week

cAugust 4 to 9, 1913

c.A week gf unusual pleasure

and amusement

.2%

For particulars write to the Honorary Secretary

RANDOLPH STUART

1021 Government Street

Victoria, British Columbia

AC *
O

* NEFAk's

'WDUSTRAPN
OSV Roż

£LOPMENT we

DRAWEEZ380

Contented Hera's in Czackamas County

Clackamas County
—OREGON–

wants live, energetic, wide-awake settlers.

Opportunities unlimited. Soil of proven fer

tility. Markets unsurpassed. Only few

miles from Portland. Soil especially adapted

to fruit raising, truck farming, and general

farming. Write for booklet containing beau

tiful pictures of Clackamas County scenes.

Address

Secretary Commercial Club

Oregon City, Ore.
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Pay 1O% Down on

a Model Farm at

West Sacramento
and pay your installments out

of the profits of the soil

Thousands of prosperous farmers attribute their success to the fact thattheir

land has been paid for out of the profits of the soil. After they made their

first-payment the land paid for itself. his is being repeated today at
WES £8. For intensive farming, as practiced here, has

£en proven the most certain, most satisfactory, most profitable method of

tilling, the soil. What 20 acres will produce in the ordinary way can be

*qualled on 10 acres under intensive cultivation. California has never

nown a soil better suited for intensive farming than WEST SACRA

MENTQ, Plant it to garden truck, fruit anything nature produces. Your

success is certain. Pay for your land out of the profits ...' soil-it can

easily be done—it is being done on this land today.

Where there is a perpetual system

of natural sub-irrigation and

where crop failure is unknown

Natural sub-irrigation, watering the richest river-bottom soil in the world, has brought

fortha million-dollar bean crop, barley that is shoulder high, and a bumper fruit crop.

This is positive proof that land atW# SACRAMENTO will pay on the invest

ment during the very first year.

Yet this farming district is but in its infancy. Prices are still at their lowest. The in

£ated valuation which must come as the development work advances, an 80,000

Market within 15 minutes of your farm, a scientific service station, millions of dollars.
wort improvements, transportation by electricity, steam and water ai these advan

tages are YOURS IF YOU ACT NOW.

WEST SACRAMENTO CO.
Nicolaus Building, Sacramento, Cal.

San Francisco Office: West Sacramento Building, Pine and Kearny Sts.

WRIIf YOURNAME AND ADDRESS HERE SEND II 10 US 100A)

*"...Moore, "'anager West Sacramento Co.,

Land Sales Nicolaus Bldg., Sacramento, Cal.

Department Dear Sir Kindly mail me your booklet telling all

about your plan of modelfarms at West Sacrament.
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Thousands of them every day. Thousands of them have

How Many Men in the past. There was a time when the horde of gold

seekers who came into California from the South passed

Toda Walk over the land that is now Kern County, unmindful of the

y vast potential wealth beneath their feet. Passed over the

• lakes of oil that were later to pour fortunes into the laps of

Blindly Over those who developed the wonderful oil fields of the county.

Passed over the rich soil which later was to pour fortunes

- *nto the pockets of thrifty farmers who took advantage of

#: water and abundant sunshinethe virgin soil, easily reac

to turn these elements into wealth-producing channels.

O1" Ul I 1C Passed over the seemingly valueless foothills which have

been found ideal for the citrus groves that now dot the hill

sides, where trees hang heavily laden with luscious golden

oranges.

Men are passing over latent fortunes to-day. There are

thousands£ in Kern County awaiting development.

We know and all others know who know Kern County that:

the wealth is here, that the soil and the water and the sun

© shine are here, that the one element lacking to make every

foot of the productive soil yield its quota of wealth-pro

ducing food stuffs is the hand of man and the intelligent

application of energy.

Kern County is offering success in all branches of agri

culture. Land is still low in price and the homeseeker can

get a start here easily and quickly. Kern County is a por

tion of the great San Joaquin Valley and the£
Valley from end to end will eventually be the garden spot

of the continent.

Our advice to you is to come to Kern County. If you can't come now write to us and we will supply you

with literature. We will answer your questions. We will tell you plainly and truthfully whether, you can make

good in Kern County. We want you if you will help us develop the county and make it as it should be, one of the

reatest wealth-producing areas in the whole United States. It is fast approaching that record now. A few years

£ other sections of the country will measure the value of their products by that of Kern County, California.

For information address Board of Trade, Bakersfield.

KER -£'' !M

* -->''</

Alfalfa is cut six and seven times each season and
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The Finest Citrus

Fruit Soil In The

Golden West

If you're interested in citrus fruit growing

read the following:

The James Mills Orchard Company, head

ed by men who for years have been the

leading citrus fruitgrowers in Southern Cal

ifornia, are now planting in the heart of the

Kuhn California Project, 10,000 acres

in oranges and lemons—the largest citrus

fruit orchard in the world. These men

are specialists in this business—they have

unlimited capital at their command and

have the world to choose from in selecting

the best locality. After long and careful

experiments they selected the

Kuhn

California Project

“Where Frost Never

The Fruit’’

Touches

as the field of their operations. On this

tract all that goes to make an ideal citrus

fruit locality is assured. And a plentiful

supply of water is guaranteed.

No Second Payment For 4 Years

10 Years To Pay For Land

These liberal terms enable purchasers to

start with very small capital. Model

towns, schools, churches. Fine roads

everywhere. No Asiatics or Negroes

Allowed To Purchase.

Write now for full particulars.

Address Dept. 33

Kuhn Irrigated Land Co.

412 Market St. San Francisco

|

years' work. Don't you?

#
*

s

72,000 acres of le

Watered by Sa J.

Fine, healthy ''
tion-Two railroads'

There is no crop

come than docs alfalfa.

ing—then independence

It is intensive Farming)

Immense crops of

berries and fruits of all

300 satisfied farmers.S.
Land values are low

--on the easiest of terms.

Mail attached coupon a

with photographic views

tions; also statement of wh

do on a 20-acre San Joaqui;

Do it non I

We think $14,045 is a g

-

San Joaquin Valley Farm \

Lands Company

Suite 200H. W. Hellman Bl'."

Los Angeles, California S

T. The Pacific Monthly
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It will help you-get it --read it
-It is brim full of live facts—

POULTRY LIFE

The magazine of the Pacific Coast

FIFTY C E N T S A. Y. E. A. R.

POULTRY LIFE PUBLISHING CO.

Spalding Building, Portland, Ore.

ALMONDS
Goodnoe Hills Almond Groves, near Portland, produce $1oo

to $400 net per acre. ... We will plant, and care for a 10 acre

grove for $422 cash and easy terms, and will guarantee you an

income of not less than $1000 after the fourth year. Write for

attractive illustrated booklet.

DABNEY & DABNEY, 307 Railway Exchange, Portland, Oregon

placed anywhere, attracts and

kills all flies. Neat, clean, orna

mental, convenient, cheap.

Lasts all season. Made of metal,

can't spill or tip over; will not
soil or injure anything. Guar

anteed effective. Sold by

dealers, or 6 sent by express

prepaid for $1.

HAROLD SOMERS,

15O DeKalb Ave.,

Brooklyn, N.Y.

Employer

we can furnish ... 1 with all the help you

may need.

Employee - - -

we can furnish you with the position you

are looking for.

That’s All

MURRAY & READY

LEADING EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR AGENTS

782, 784 and 786 Howard Street
Between 3rd and 4th Streets

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BRANCHES:

2nd and Main Streets. . . . . . . . . . . . .Los Angeles, Cal.

7th Street and Broadway ... . . . Uakland, Cal.

2nd and H Streets..... -

528 Jackson Street. . . . . a. -

121 Marchesault St. (Mexican Office)

Los Angeles, Cal.

l *.

UNION LUMBER CO.

REDWOOD AND PINE

LUMBER,

RAILROAD TIES, TELEGRAPH POLES

SHINGLES, SPLIT SHAKES, ETC.

Office: 1014 Crocker Bldg.

San Francisco, California

Telephone Kearny 2260

SAWMILLS

Fort Bragg, Mendocino County

On the California Western Railroad

and Navigation Co.

FORT BRAGG TO WILLITS

In connection with the Northwestern

Pacific Railroad Co.

JAs. C. HALLSTEDROBErt W. HUNT

D. W. McNAUGHERJNo J. CoNE

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO., ENGINEERS

BUREAU OF

INSPECTION, TESTS & CONSULTATION

CEMENT-STRUCTURAL STEEL

ALL ENGINEERING MATERIALS

CHEMICAL & PHYSICAL TESTING

SAN FRANCISCO

418 MonTGoMERY ST.

PITTSBURGH LoNDON ST. LOUIs

SEATTLE VANCOUVER MEXICO CITY

ChicAGo NEW YORK

MoNTREAL TORONTO

LUITW IELER PUMPS for

Irrigation and Water Works
For Use in Drilled or Open Wells

No pit, no noise, no bother. Least operating and maintenance expense.
There is a reason.

The cam mechanism is balanced and has a constant and uniform application

of power, which makes it run smoothly.

£ for use for any kind of driving power, including steam, gasoline, oil,

electricity, windmill or line shaft.

Luitwieler Pumps have built a reputation for economy and durability.

Send for our valuable illustrated booklet, “Irrigation”, just from the

printer, free on request.

Established in Los Angeles 1877.

LUITWIELER PUMPING ENGINE COMPANY

7.713 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.
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We are proprietors of extensive, de

veloped ranch properties here —THE

PORTLAND RANCH–WHICH ARE

| NOT FOR SALE. Actual statistics

show over 2*, tons per acre from the

first cutting of our full grown stand of

| Alfalfa, this season. Five sure cuttings a

season with possibility of six.

Wishing to encourage others to build homes

here and make money by investing in and de

veloping Antelope Valley lands, we have listed

with us choice properties in RAW, PARTIALLY

AND FULLY DEVELOPED lands, 40 acres

and up, at prices that can not be bettered.

ANTELOPE WALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Alfalfa, hog, dairy, pear, apple, apricot and almond ranches are to be the principal income producers

of this, THE COMING WALLEY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

Raw lands, in isolated cases, may be purchased for less but fine land, well located with good water

conditions, is rapidly becoming scarce at $35.00 to $50.00 per

acre. We offer a few special bargains, with pumping plant,

etc., at prices less than the cost of the raw land and the im

provements today.

WE KNOW THE COUNTRY. THE SOIL AND THE POSSIBILI:

TIES OF THIS NEW COUNTRY, and in buying through us our Real

Estate clients receive the benefit of our personal knowledge of all the facts.

Write us today.

We invite personal inspection by appointment only.

Address WHIDDEN & TAYLOR

(Proprietors of the Portland Ranch) - - -

Lancaster, California Our Hay Warehouse at Lancaster

ANTELOPE VALLEY
#..., | Three Hours from Los Angeles

"|Illin.

"::"-

* -->

Antelope Valley is 70 miles long, 20 miles wide,

2,400 feet elevation, 65 miles north of LosAngeles.

Antelope Valley has good soil, wonderful climate,

plenty of pure water, splendid auto roads, virgin

soil of great richness.
- - Ż

Antelope Valley offers investors a splendid A

opportunity to acquire close-in farm land A.

at low prices, in touch with Los Angeles A £

markets, on a main line transcon- A $.
- l railroad A S.S.'
tlnental rallroad. A s' S

Antelope Valley offers settlers A <''.
and homeseekers excellent A. £8 .."

opportunity to obtain rich Z * * .."

land at low prices. A 's '' ..."

200,000 Deciduous Fruit A * *
Trees were imported this A & *''' .."

season. A. < t ''

- SVS ."

- Ideal for dairy cattle S & S : ..

and fine horses. /* *''' * * *
Pears have brought $2000 per acre A W N --> * S >>
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Now Wait a Minute—

Let's get right down to business.

You want to know where you can locate and

make some money farming. You don't want to

pay fancy prices for raw land. You want land

that will produce, land that is rich, land that has

water or where water can be obtained cheaply.

You want to live in a country where climate is an

asset. You want a ranch where there is a market

for the products of your farm.

That sums up about what every settler

is looking for, doesn't it?

Now,- we can show you where you can pur

chase rich, virgin soil, good irrigable land, anywhere

from $5 to #5 per acre. That's low£ isn't

it? You couldn't find it much lower anywhere.

We can show you that water can be developed

and supplied to this land for a cost not to exceed

land and all-$30 per acre. That's reasonable

enough, isn't it? Good land with water on it at

$30 per acre is an unusual bargain, isn't it? Take

our word for it, you won't be£ to find such land

at such a price within another two or three years.

Climate? Ours is famous the country over.

Pure dry air and sunshine, a long growing season, a

lowering of farm expenses, a gain of health for the

farmer.

Market? Vast mining districts which are en

tirely dependent upon the ranches in our valley

for their supplies.

Where is all this?

The MIMBRES VALLEY in which is

located DEMING in the state of NEW

MEXICO.

That is our story. We are not sellers of land. We are

farmers and citizens who have confidence in our

country and want to see others succeed where we

have succeeded. Write for our booklet and ask us

any questions you wish.

Address

Secretary Chamber of Commerce

Deming, New Mexico

In the Mimbres Walley

Antelope

Walley
the

Milk Bottle

Los Angeles
There is no better invest

ment than that offered by

Antelope Valley land; its

value is far in excess of

the price now asked. First

class land with water in

easy pumping distance

can be purchased at prices

ranging from

$2O to $8O

Per Acre

Terms: 34 Cash, Balance Yearly, Interest 6%

This is the last of the great valleys in California

where rich land can be bought at such prices.

Take advantage of this condition. This is your

opportunity. Money put into Antelope Valley

land will grow and grow fast.

Call or write for particulars

CENTINELA LAND COMPANY

1009 Title Insurance Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

A20,000 Acre Farm

of beautiful land in Northern California.

Railway station on property. Ideal for

subdivision or a high class investment

as a ranch to farm as a whole.

10,000 level acres under irrigation

Rented now for $24,000 per year

Investigate this at once.

PRICE, $35.00 PER ACRE

For full particulars call on

JOHN F. SULLIVAN

LANDS AT WHOLESALE

Suite 518 Van Nuys Bldg.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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You can do

things

in California and the

Pacific Northwest

There are many opportunities for you in those

Sections.

I have made investigations ofLand propositions:

Irrigated and Non-Irrigated—Good Land where

many varied money-making crops can be raised.

There is no better country for dairying and

Stock-raising.

I havemadeinvestigations of Business Openings.

Many small towns need Stores (general and

retail merchandise), Mills, Factories, Hotels,

Physicians, Dentists, Etc. These towns are

situated in the midst of good, well-settled, well-to

do agricultural communities from which you can

draw trade.

I will send you free authentic information.

R. A. SMITH

Colonization and Industrial Agent

Union Pacific Railroad Co.

Room 111, Union Pacific Bldg.

Omaha, Nebr.

*

#

#

#

|

E][ 1|| 1|D|| 1][ | IG)
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In Beautiful San Diego—

The Harbor of the Sun

HERE'S only one POINT LOMA and it's the

| choicest residential spot of all the land. Stand

ing as the majestic guardian of San Diego and

her grand harbor, overlooking views that are un

surpassed in all the world, Point Loma offers to

mankind a home, and with that home an all-the-time

climate that varies at noonday not more than ten

degrees throughout the year.

The sunshine of sunny Southern California carries

with it glorious warmth without discomfort, and at

night your blanketed bed leads to dreamless slumber.

About you the beautiful view of mountain, of ocean

and of bay, with flowers and citrus fruits in endless

profusion. For pleasure the finest of sunlit beaches

with murmuring surf.

In this earthly paradise is to be found home,

health and happiness. And yet it is not alone the

haven of the rich. On Point Loma you may pur

chase fine building sites, 50x140, from $850 up.

JA postcard will bring our booklet.

D. C. COLLIER 8 CO.

1141 Broadway (D Street) San Diego, Calif.
Point Loma at Sunset

T[]|RISTS' HOMESEEKERS INVESTORS

COOS BAY! COOS BAY!

OREGON

—one of the ideal vacation spots in the Northwest; miles of beautiful ocean

beach; fishing, river and ocean; all kinds of game; perfect climate.

-: only safe deep-sea harbor between San Francisco and the Columbia

Ver.

—second in rank in Oregon in dairy products.

—largest belt of standing timber tributary to any port in the world; estimated

110,000,000,000 feet; five lumber mills, one largest on the Pacific Coast.

—new modern pulp and paper mill.

—a wonderful berry region. All small fruits thrive.

—cities around Coos Bay are modern in all respects: buildings, electrical

supply, gas and water systems.

-tributary country ideal for dairying, stock raising, fruit and gardening.

COOS BAY!

Send for illustrated literature. Tells all about this wonderful country.

MARSHFIELD CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, -, - MARSHFIELD, OREGON

NORTH BEND COMMERCIAL CLUB, - - - - NORTH BEND, OREGON
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ive Stock in Oregon
Says Dr. JamesWithycombe, Director of the United States Experiment Station, Oregon

*

-

-*

Je.#..-:
Agricultural College: ".

"The agriculture of Oregon is characterized by its high class farm live stock. #.

Conditions are phenomenally favorable for the production of superior specimens of all £
classes of domestic animals. The horses of the State are noted for their individual #'

excellence. Some of the finest types of draft horses are produced here. In fact, draft #

horses grown in the Willamette Valley have outclassed in the show ring some of the #

best horses brought from England, Scotland, Belgium and France. Cattle, sheep and #.

hogs also find a most hospitable home in this State. Hogs of the very best quality are #
produced.” £

** 17,

-

£:

In 1912 the value of live stock in Oregon was as follows: Cattle $19,790,000; dairy cows $9,646,850; #'.

horses $36,882,625; mules $1,192,500; sheep $9,237,847; goats $1,016,400; swine $4,879,720. 93.

This is but one source of wealth in the great state of Oregon. # :

- - - - - -
*

The Ladd & Tilton Bank will assist you in obtaining other reliable data concerning the State. It *::::

is not the aim of this bank to advise as to investment nor to make of itself a Bureau of Information but #:

we will, however, see that your inquiries in regard to the State are placed in the hands of reliable corn- £:

mercial organizations. £,
***

£

The Ladd & Tilton Bank is one of Portland's oldest and most con- £,
- - - - -

* * - - -

*
-

servative banking institutions. Capital $1,000,000; surplus and ,”

- profits $1,000,000. Commercial and savings accounts taken. £

at - - - -

£" Officers: Directors: i

* - Edward CookinghAM 1.4%

# W. M. LADD - - President HENRY L. CoRBETT £:

# EpwARD CookINGHAM - Vice Pres. WILLIAM M. LADD #:

# W. H. DUNCKLEY - - Ca hier CHARLEs E. Ladd #2.
### Robert S. HowARD - Asst. Cashier J. W. Esley LADD *:::::
yi. ", - - - - - - - ... ."

*:::::: J. W. L.Add - - Asst. Cashier *REDERic B - £.# * - *...*.*.* - * * *... 1.- : FREDERic B. PRATT t: "

£ WAlter M. Cook - Asst. Cashier Theodor E. B. Wilcox £

# For Information Address !:

2: *''':
-

%: -

-

*::

-

# %ie Ladd & Tilton Bank #.
£: *::::::

# Department A. £
*.*. £

* £:

# PORTLAND, OREGON £,

* *
.*.*.*.*

.

...

#########
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::*:

*::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::*~*
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DO BETTER_2

than your brother who lives in a

less favoredclimeby makinggood

money from early fruits and vege

tables while your date grove

matures, atwhich time you havea

Fortune c_Assured

Garden spots like Coachella Val

ley now furnish the balance of

the world with out-of-season

products—New York, Boston

and Chicago's Christmas vege

tables and May cantaloupes and

tomatoes come from our valley.

Our farmers get the biggest

prices on this account.

Coachella Valley"

has pure water, wonderfully]rich

soil and a climate that favors

the vegetable and animal king

doms without parallel on earth.

United States Experimental Stations

show how dates pay

Unimproved land may be purchased from $75

to $100 per acre. Improved comes a little

higher.

We can not go into detail here. Write today for

illustrated folder.

J. C. Risley, Secretary Board of Trade

Thermal, California

-

33,000,000,000 Feet of Timber

TILLAMOOK

COUNTY,

O REGON

The most noted cheese-producing district of the

Pacific Coast. -

Destined to become one of the most popular sum

mer resorts of the West.

Certain in the near future to be among the greatest
lumber manufacturing counties of the Pacific

Northwest.

Has fisheries that will always be a source of vast .

wealth.

Tillamook county is already famous as a dairying

section and there are few sections, if any, where

the individual farmer obtains larger or more sure

profits. Only a beginning has been made. It is

certain that the industry can be quadrupled.

Tillamook county needs and offers advantages to

at least four times as many dairymen as the county

now has. The reputation of Tillamook cheese in

the markets of the Northwest is firmly established.

In 1912 a total of 4,916,250 pounds of Tillamook

cheese was manufactured and sold, returning a

revenue of $650,000 to the farmers.

Tillamook county is the Mecca for thousands of

summer vacationists. The whole coast line is one

long summer resort. Beautiful and inspiring

scenery, delightful camping spots, rare sport with
rod and gun, surf bathing, boating and mountain

climbing make this the ideal outing spot.

NOW IS THE TIME FOR THE SET

TLER TO COME TO THIS COUNTY.

For further information and illustrated literature
backed by the County Court, write to

TILLAMOOK COUNTY COURT,

TILLAMOOK, OREGON

|
|

|

--|
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Like This in Tillamook County

-
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A $1,000,000 APPLE CROP
That is enough apples to supply the fruit-stands of the nation for many months. It is enough

apples to make pies for the whole of the United States. It is enough apples to require several

trains to transport them from the valley where they grow, to the markets of the world.

The Pajaro Valley is the largest individual apple-producing section of the world.

The Monterey County portion of the valley has a gross income from apples alone approximating

$800,000 per year. These apples grow under perfect conditions. But little spraying is done, the

region is practically free from codling moth and little subject to other pests.

Success with apple culture is not confined to the Pajaro Valley. The Carmel Valley produces vast

quantities of apples. The Prunedale section and the southern portion of the county are also

apple producing sections. Growers sell their crops on the tree early in the season “on the

blossom.” One grower has his crop sold for four years at $5,000 a year, the buyer doing all

| work except cultivating. Such contracts are common.

Monterey County is a million dollar county. It produces a million dollars worth of apples, a

million dollars worth of potatoes, a million dollars worth of barley, a million dollars worth of

sugar beets and a million dollars worth of livestock every year. Monterey County is the most

famous resort section of California. Within it are some of California's most noted hotels, some

of the most historic points of interest, some of the most famous of the old missions. Its rugged

coast line is the vantage point of thousands of tourists and pleasure seekers. There is no end of

things to see, of things to do, of points to visit.

The combination of ideal farming and ideal pleasure pursuits makes this an ideal section

or the homeseeker and settler

Write for our booklet. It tells more about Monterey County, its resources and opportunities.

For further information and illustrated booklet address either of the undersigned organizations:

Monterey Chamber of Commerce, Monterey, California Fort Romie Grange, Soledad, California

Pacific 8. Board of Trade, Pacific Grove, California Greenfield Grange, Greenfield, California

Kings City Board of Trade, Kings City, California Monterey County Chamber of Commerce, Salinas, California

MONTEREY COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
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This is the

La Grange Dam

It impounds the flood waters of the Tuolumne

River. It furnishes water for 176,210 acres in

the Turlock Irrigation district. It has turned

waste land into rich farming land. It has turned

mediocre grain fields into alfalfa, melon, bean,

corn, sweet potato fields; orchards, vineyards or

dairy farms.

The value of the 1912 crops in the Turlock

Irrigation district totaled $9,000,ooo.

In 1905 the only bank in the Turlock Irrigation

district held subject to check $42,000. In Sep

tember, 1912, the five banks of the district held

individual accounts subject to check and in

savings accounts amounting to $1,342,379.95.

The Modesto-Turlock irrigation district is the

oldest and largest co-operative irrigation system

in California. The source of water supply is

the La Grange Dam, pictured above. The total

mean annual flow of the Tuolumne at La Grange

for the last six years has amounted to over

2,000,000 acre feet, or sufficient to give the maxi

mum amount of irrigation necessary to cover

473,333 acres.

Fortunes have been made in the Turlock Irri

gation district since the water was turned on;

fortunes are being made to-day, fortunes will be

made to-morrow.

We know of no other section equal in oppor

tunity to the Turlock district.

We believe that the opportunity for money

making in fruit, vegetables, and dairying are

greater in the Turlock Irrigation district than

elsewhere.

You should see our district. You should know

more about it. We shall be glad to send you our

booklet. It tells you a great many things of

interest about the Turlock Irrigation district.

We will send it free for the asking.

Address Secretary the Board of Trade,

Turlock, California

#4 # Bitter Root

£Valley:

* > / Health Freedom
2£22 and Fortune!

You want a Fortune! Every normal in

dividual wants one-if the fortune can be had

honestly and without sacrificing the other factors

that make life worth while. Real fortune, to every

right thinking man or woman, isn't measured solely

in dollars. A generous competence, combined with

health, independence and ideal environment in which

to live and be happy, make up the sum total.

FiveThousand Dollars aYear

net, income, from ten acres of matured apple and cherry

orchard in the frostless and wormless Bitter Root Valley with

a home and six months vacation, annually in one of the most

£ endowed natural environments on the Crea

tor's footstool, with# links, hunting, fishing and mountain

climbing and with neighbors of culture, education and refine

ment-is the opportunity we offer you.

... We believe you will investigate this£because

this appeal for investigation is directed to broad-minded and

sensible readers, living in an ageof scientific progress which

has made the impossible of yesterday the reality of today.

is is not an offer of something for nothing. It is an oppor

tunity for you to make an immensely profitable compact

1 on mankind's partnership with nature... We are now

growing more than three thousand acres of fruit trees, one to

three years old, for satisfied customers who would not consider

selling their orchards at a large advance over their cost.

$5,000 Yearly For Life From Ten Acres

A Bitter Root Valley apple orchard bears commercially in

fifth year. Ten acres, fully developed, should be capable

of returning you during early maturity, strictly net, a profit of

$2,000 to $5,000'#'; Beginning with the 10th year from

planting, judged by experience of others, 10 acres should net

you an income of$5,000 yearly and employ only halfyour time.

If you have a fair-sized income now and are willing to

improve your condition, you do not capital to

possess one of these big-paying orchards.

Our Proposition and Plan

briefly stated is this: We will sell you a CHOICE 10-ACRE

PLANTED and GROWING ORCHARD,beststandard varieties

apples and cherries—with the Company's definite written con

tract to care for and develop your orchard under expert hor

ticultural supervision, for five, full£5 seasons from

date of planting, including all land taxes and irrigation

charges. You may, if desired, assume personal charge of

your orchard at any time and secure a refund.

The land should easily become worth, conservatively

stated, in fair comparison with other improved land, $1,000 an

acre. There is a clean profit to you of 100 per cent on a

5-year investment to count on at the outset. Only a $300 cash

payment required now to secure your orchard tract-balance

in easy payments divided over a ten year period. Your pay

ments for the first few years are practically ALL the cash

outlay you will have, as your orchard tract should meet all

payments falling due while in commercial bearing period and

yield you a handsome profit besides, Our reservation plan

rovides for inspection of the land by you, and your money

ck if dissatisfied.

INVESTIGATE by using this coupon TODAY

BITTER Root VALLEY IRRIGATION CO.

644-851 first National Bank Building, Chicago, U.S.A.

Robert S. Lemon. General Sales Manager:

Please send me full information concerning your Riverview

Orchard Tracts in Bitter Root Valley.

Write your name and complete address plainly

on the margin below
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% THE LAND OWNS THE WATER 3o o

& That is but one of the distinctive features of Stanislaus County. The land owns *

the water, a big point for the irrigationist who wants to be sure that his water right

is perpetual. *

Stanislaus County contains 300,000 acres of irrigated land and the land owns the !

water under the Wright Irrigation Law. &

The land owners control it.

They elect trustees who serve much as do school trustees. &

Water has turned Stanislaus County into a garden and an orchard and a dairy &
ranch. G

Stanislaus County made a bigger population increase in the decade 1900-1910 &
than any other farming county in California. Land values in Stanislaus County &

63

(5

|
increased 7.5% in a single year. In 1912 Stanislaus yielded one-half of the total

production of alfalfa in California. In 1911 Stanislaus County was credited with

one-sixth of the total yield of butter-fat in the irrigated districts of this State. More

than $3,000 worth of butter was shipped from Modesto every day in the year 1912.

More than 1900 cars of products were shipped in 1912 from Turlock, a city of 3,000

that grew from a village of 150 in ten years.|

Included in the irrigation districts of the county are the Modesto-Turlock and

Oakdale districts, both organized under the Wright and Bridgeford Acts; the Miller

& Lux System, owned by a corporation, and the Patterson Irrigation System, a unique

pumping project having its intake in the San Joaquin River. The water supply

comes from the snow-capped Sierras. The Stanislaus River borders the county on

the north, the Tuolumne River cuts through its center east to west and the Merced

River forms its southern boundary. The San Joaquin River, the largest in the great

San Joaquin Valley, cuts straight through the county from south to north.

Stanislaus is a big county. The increase in number of property-owners in eleven

years was 1104%, but there is room for many other settlers. We want to get into

communication with you. We want you to know about our county, about its re

sources and its opportunities. Send for our booklet and further information, if you

are really interested in locating in a new section where opportunities really exist.

We know that Stanislaus County will meet your every desire.

Address your letters to the

SECRETARY STANISLAUS COUNTY BOARD OF TRADE, MODESTO,

# Sunny Stanislaus
# COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

66665&66 &5 &6&55 & 365&6 &55&55&5

$

|
C|&&

£ £&

#
c.

3

#•
*
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TYPICAL ARTESLAN WELL IN MADERA COUNTY

Madera

County

California

The Center of the

San Joaquin Valley

The Heart of California

The Home of Alfalfa

Health in the Climate

Wealth in the Soil

Water in Abundance

400,000 Acres for the Homeseeker to pick from

The Best Lands at the Lowest

California Prices

Opportunities for everyone in

Alfalfa, Dairying, Peaches

Apricots, Raisins, Grapes, Olives

Figs, Almonds and Many

Other Crops

Buy your ticket to Madera. You will want to stay.

Nobody moves away

For Descriptive Booklet write to

Madera County

Chamber of Commerce

Madera, California

Homesthatpay

for themselves

California is the paradise of the small farmer.

We build your farm to order.

Plant your trees, vines or crops.

Build your house when you are ready for it.

Why not start your

California home

today

Only a few dollars required.

Or buy our stock as a good investment—always

exchangeable for land.

Write for our plan today.

California Farm and Home Builders

909 Van Nuys Building

Los Angeles, California

(Dept. C)

Ashlāli PB8ElBS
Known the World Over for Their Excellence

Fruit raising is the chief industry here but diversified interests

include mining, lumbering, ranching, poultry raising. Ashland

apples have won prizes at Spokane and Chicago apple shows.

Ashland is the acknowledged climatic capital of Southern

Oregon, a railway divisional point, gateway between Oregon
and California. Population 6,500 Modern improvements.

Fine schools. Mineral springs. Beautiful city park. Health,

happiness, contentment. Send today for our booklet:

Secretary Commercial Club, Ashland, Oregon
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A FOOTHILL OLIVE ORCHARD IN SHASTA COUNTY

One Way to Make Money

Grow Olives, a Pleasant. Profitable Pursuit

Olives were introduced in California by the Franciscan fathers before the

American Revolution. The food value of the olive and of the wholesome oil

made from it was not realized fully until within recent years. The olive thrives

on gravelly land. Low-priced cheap land planted to olives can be made to return

the profit of a citrus grove of equal size. Trees begin to bear in the fourth or

fifth year and are still young when a hundred years old. Olives yield net from

$75.00 to $150.oo an acre. The cost of cultivating and pruning is about $25.oo

per acre. Packers buy the crop on the tree.

Shasta County, California, is destined to become the greatest olive pro

ducing section of the United States.

The Monta Vista Olive Ranch, 120 acres, in the Happy Valley section,

demonstrates the adaptability of soil and climate to olive culture. The trees

are twenty years old and the fruit ripens about two weeks earlier than in the

groves further down the Sacramento Valley.

The area available in Shasta County particularly suitable to olive culture

is very large. Many thousands of acres of lower bench land and the low lying

foothills where good air drainage exists are adaptable to the industry.

Unimproved land of this character can be purchased at from $10.00 to $30.oo

per acre. Proven olive land in the Happy Valley district, cleared and under

ditch, can be purchased at from $100.00 to $125.00 per acre.

Cheap water, cheap and suitable land and favorable climatic conditions are

offered by Shasta County to the olive grower.

We have just issued a beautiful new booklet chock full of information. If

you are a homeseeker, settler, health-seeker or manufacturer, you should have

this booklet. Write for it. Address:

Redding Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Redding

Anderson Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anderson

or Clerk of the Board of Supervisors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Redding

Shasta County"
CALIFORNIA
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Pour c.7Money" from a Can

That is the way many farmers are marketing their alfalfa crops. They are pouring a rich golden stream

of pure cream into the dairies and returning to their homes with fat checks to add to their bank accounts.

California cream is the essence of nutritious alfalfa and golden sunshine. That's why it is so rich in

butter fat. That's why it is in such demand. That's why the market is never satisfied.

Alfalfa makes money for hundreds, of farmers in the Lodi country. ... Here alfalfa attains a vigorous

growth and is harvested as hay or fed to dairy cattle and hogs. e Lodi section is the most intensively

cultivated section of the San Joaquin Valley. Besides alfalfa this section produces wine and table grapes,

peaches, cherries, pears, prunes, nectarines, figs, almonds, olives.

Write for our booklet. Your opportunity may be here. We would like to communicate with you and

tell you all about the Lodi country. For specific literature, address Secretary Merchants' Association,

Lodi, California, For Dairying

s S R | . there is plenty of water

, for ranchers about Mesa!

And ever since water began to flow out over the virgin soil the crop returns have been increasing.

If you could but see the green fields of alfalfa, ready for cutting right now, you would become as

enthusiastic about Mesa as we are. - -

Eight cuttings a season is the rule among alfalfa growers here. *

And alfalfa is but one of the products of Mesa farm land. -

The range is great, from cabbages to oranges, from onions

to figs. Poultry raising, dairying, market gardening,

fruit raising-and a good market for every product.

It's worth considering if you are seeking a new

home, new opportunities, ideal climate. Mesa

offers all these to you-Mr. Homeseeker.

For literature and further information address ».

Secretary Commercial Club -

MESA,ARIZONA
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Study this Picture Carefully

In it you see three steamers tied at a wharf. In the distance are two manufactories. If you

could step across the street from this wharf you would enter one of California's finest tourist hotels.

If you would go one block down the street you would find the court house of one of California's

richest and most diversified counties.

THIS IS A WATER-WAY INTO THE VERY HEART OF THE MARKET-PLACE OF A WONDERFUL COUNTY.

It is to this water-way and the 400 miles of navigable water-ways in the county that San Joaquin

owes much of her development, importance and wealth. This water-way centers not only into the

market-place but into the very heart of the county. Besides this means of transportation, which

is a great factor in equalizing transportation rates, there are four trans-continental railroads

centering into this same market-place.

There is not a section of San Joaquin County that is without rail or water transportation.

There is not a section of the county that is not reached by paved highways. There are 270 miles of

macadamized and asphalt public highways within the county.

Is it necessary for us to tell you that San

Joaquin is a wonderfully rich and diversified

agricultural section? Is it necessary for us to

tell you that every acre of the land within

this county will soon become intensively

cultivated?

There is still room for energetic settlers.

There is no more free land in the county. There

is but little land that is low priced, but there are

opportunities that are equaled by no other sec

For further information and illustrated literature address either of the undersigned commercial organizations:

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce. . . . . Stockton

Secretary, Lodi Merchants Association. . . . Lodi

Secretary, Manteca Board of Trade. . . . Manteca

tion in the San Joaquin Valley, the State of Cali

fornia or in the United States.

Some of the richest land to be found anywhere

in the world lies in the San Joaquin County.

One of these days this land will be worth more

per acre than a city lot is to-day. It will not be

a fictitious value but a value based on pro

ductiveness. We know of no section that will

reward thrift and energy like San Joaquin

County soil.

Secretary, Ripon Board of Trade. . . . . . . . Ripon

Secretary, Tracy Board of Trade. . . . . . . . Tracy

Or Board of Supervisors. . . . . . . . . . . . . Stockton

San Joaquin County, California
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HE basic principle upon which

all Gorham Silverware is design.

ed is UTILITY.

The balance and shape, the size

and weight of every Gorham piece

from dainly spoon lo massive bowl

are always practical as well as

pleasing:

Of the characteristics most

desirable in silverware not all are

obvious when the purchase is made

but in buying Gorham Silverware

£ you invariably secure the utmost in

beauty, quality, art, durability and

s utility, and can easily distinguish \\!

' it from common ware by this, the £1.3%

- Gorham trade-mark. -

For sale everywhere ©:3) COPYRIGHT 1913

by leading jewelers. STER LING

THE CORHAAA CO.
S I LV E R S M IT H S

N E VV Y O R. K.

GORHAM SILVER POLISH-THE BEST FOR CLEANING SILVER
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The creator of Billy Fortune lives on a farm in Arkansas. You may re

member his “Story of an Arkansas Farm” in the Saturday Evening Post, some

time ago. Not a Billy Fortune story, but every whit as interesting, and flavored

with the quaint humorous philosophy which has made Billy a welcome guest at

countless reading tables throughout the country. William R. Lighton is the

gentleman-farmer-writer and he has slipped away from his Happy Hollow Farm

for awhile and has come West, for SUNSET, to write the story of an Oregon

valley. Now we see ourselves as another sees us, and a rose-colored view it is!

Mr. Lighton knows a man's country when he sees it and he gives a farmer's

opinion of the Willamette valley in the words of a literary lover of the beautiful.

There are pictures in color to prove both points of view.

Rufus Steele had occasion to ride in the day coach of a local railway train

the other day. He was familiar with the scenery along that particular stretch

of track and so he paid special attention to the conductor of the train. He dis

covered that that unobtrusive ticket-taker was a friend to the aged, a protector of

the unsophisticated, a health inspector and above all, an accomplished diplomat.

Which moved Mr. Steele to seek out the Conductor-Maker, at the headquarters of

the Railroad Company, and there he found a real “human interest story” for

the September number.

Have you any idea what a “lie bill” is? For necessary data see George

Pattullo's story of that name in the next number. It's a very Western story, and

as new as its name. Then there is an extra good base-ball story, “An Eye

opener,” by William Hamilton Osborne, not western but national, like the game.

“The King of the Triple Horn” is a brief but powerfully written tale of the

“morning of time” by Charles G. D. Roberts. Mr. Roberts, famous for his

stories of animals, has gone back into the prehistoric and brought out some very

terrible beasts to make things lively for some primitive heroes. This first story

ts, in effect, a prelude to the romance of Gröm and A-ya, two lovers at the dawn

of the race. Their love story, the most powerful work that Mr. Roberts has yet

achieved, will be told in five parts during following months. And now we come,

in September, to “The End of the Game,” the last instalment of Peter B. Kyne's

western story, “The Long Chance.” Here's where the big lump comes into the

throat, for the worst happens to Mr. Hennage, good sport and true friend

although the worst man in San Pasqual. But to Bob and Donna fortune is

exceedingly kind and they take leave of us at the last with their faces turned

toward what we may easily believe is a life of “happiness ever after.”

:
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All material intended for the editorial pages of this magazine should be addressed to the Editors of Sunset,

460 Fourth St. San Francisco. All manuscripts, drawings and photographs are received with the under

standing that the Editors are not responsible for the loss or injury of material while in their possession or in

transit. Return postage must be inclosed. All the contributions and illustrations of this number are fully

protected by copyright and must not be reprinted without special permission from SUNSET MAGAZINE.
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THE SITE OF THE BIG JOB

Lake Spaulding in the Sierra Nevada, lies near the trail over which came the emigrants and the gold-hungry

horde and the builders of the Central Pacific. This year, a new generation is carrying on the work begun by

the stout-hearted pioneers. This fall may see completed, in the gorge of the South Yuba, a dam which will

exceed the height of the famous Pathfinder dam, heretofore the highest in the world. This dam will rise almost

to the base of the tree in the foreground of this picture, creating a vast lake in which the present lake will be lost

 



LIVE WIRES

“The Electric Motor Can Do the World's Work More Efficiently Than

Any Other Form of Power. The Time is Coming When the Degree of

Civilization Will Be Measured by the Consumption of Kilowatt-Hours."

This is the Story of the Men Who Are Making Life in the West Brighter,

Broader, Easier by Carrying the Energy of the Snowflake Melting in the

High Sierra to the Cities and Farms of the Wide Valleys

By WALTER V. WOEHLKE

Author of The Land of Before-and-After; The Chub as an Industrial Weapon

T last bed-rock was dry. The river was

conquered. Twenty feet above its

old bed it hugged the wall of the

gorge in a flume. In the dry spot deserted

by the brawling river five-score men worked

feverishly. The pounding of the pneumatic

drills boring into hard rock, the clatter of

hoists and clanking of chains, the scrape of

shovels and steel buckets filled with a never

ceasing din the narrow chasm in which the

river had been squeezed high to one side in

order to make room for the gigantic dam

that was to rise three hundred feet above

the granite base.

Except for a bank of black clouds peering

over the Sierra's crest behind distant Signal

Peak, all was well on the Big Job.

Duncanson, the superintendent, climbed

out of the noisy gorge to join the Chief on

a rocky point. The exultation of victory

glowed in Duncanson's steel-blue eyes. He

and his men had been racing against the

coming of the first snow, with the odds in

favor of the storm. A note of triumph was

in the superintendent's matter-of-fact re

port. * -

“We'll be ready to pour concrete in the

morning, Mr. Baum” he said. “Four of

the big pot-holes are cleaned out. We'll

have the entire foundation cleared in short

order. If the snow holds off another ten

days—”

Without a word the chief engineer swung

around, pointed toward the Sierra's crest.

Duncanson, stopping in the middle of the

sentence, cast a glance at the ominous black

bank rising over the roof of the continent.

He understood. Turning abruptly on his

heel he slid down the perpendicular rocks

to the bottom of the canyon, passed rapidly

from group to group. And as he passed,

the speed of the perspiring men increased.

They, too, understood.

It was imperative that the foundation of

the titanic dam be finished by fall, before

winter with its twenty feet of snow swooped

out of the sky. Unless the base of the

structure with its concrete spillways was

installed, the big floods of spring would fill

the narrow canyon from wall to wall. No

work would be possible until they subsided

in July. It would take two years and a

half instead of eighteen months to finish the

installation. And a year's delay meant the

loss of interest on the capital outlay, meant

that the company would have to buy thirty

thousand horse-power in the market for

another year. In his mind's eye, the chief en

gineer saw the figure of a short wiry man

with gold-rimmed spectacles in a city office

nearly two hundred miles away, the man

who had signed the executive order which

had set the Big Job in motion. Millions

were at stake in this race with the snows of

the Sierra. It was November. Often the

first great storms came in October. They

had held off miraculously. Bed-rock at last

was dry, the river safely tucked into the

flume, out of the way. Tomorrow the first

concrete would be poured if . . .

The Chief peered again at the

bank.

It was rising imperceptibly.

By nine that evening it was raining. When

morning dawned gray on the dripping

camp in the pines, three inches had fallen.

cloud.
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ATTHEHEADDAMOFANELECTRICSYSTEM

Sixtyyearsago,longbeforethefirstlivewiresputtered,theminersbuiltreservoirsfarupintheSierradivertedtheflowofthebrooksintoditches,carriedthewaterhighonthemountain-sidestopointsabovethegold-bearinggravel-bedsinthefoot-hills.Fromthesehigh-lineflumestheydroppedthewater£ironpipesand

"

directedthepowerfulstreamsofwhitewateragainstthetreasure-bearingbanks.Legislationagainsthydraulicmining,becauseitsdebriswaschokingtherivers,brought

downthevalueofthecanalsystemspracticallytozero.Nowtheyhavebeenmadetoplaytheirpartinhydro-electricaldevelopment
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Water was singing in every ravine, flashing in

sheets over the granite slopes. The boom

of the river filled the canyon. Over the

temporary diversion dam roared a white

flood, rising every hour. Before daylight

faded into early night it had smashed the

flume, run away with the wreckage, and

the river, leaping joyously over the trem

bling dam, was gurgling in its old bed.

Beaten? Not by a jugful!

It grew cold, bitter cold after the rain.

Waist-deep in ice water the fighting crew

for a second time tackled the river, raised

the diversion dam, built a new flume. Five

days after the flood the river was turned out

of its bed once more. But the dam, wrenched

by the pounding torrents, leaked: out of the

hastily built flume sprang sparkling jets.

The dam site still remained under water.

They rigged up a small pump, tele

graphed for larger ones. Day and night the

pump ran, lowering the water inch by inch.

The weather was perfect, bright and sunny,

ideal for pouring concrete, but the mixers

did not turn. Too much water. The large

pumps did not come. They speeded the

little one. It gained. One more night,

and the rock would be dry. That night the

overworked pump ran hot, froze a bearing,

stopped. Nor could it be started again.

Rapidly the water crept up. Hours were

precious. There was fierce tension in the

camp, a tension that found relief in a great

shout when at last the large pumps rolled

down the winding spur.

Three feet of snow came, ice floated in

the water, icicles formed in long rows on the

flume while the fighting crew was pouring

the concrete that came rumbling down the

half-mile chute. They mixed the concrete

with warm water, played live steam over

the poured mass, worked with numb hands

in snow water up to the knees, worked from

dawn till after dark. Not a man of the

fighting crew deserted. Three days before

Christmas the race was won. For the full

depth of a hundred and ten feet from the

upstream to the downstream face the foun

dation was finished to a height of thirty

eight instead of the expected twenty-five

feet, and in two wide tunnels the shame

faced river sneaked through the massive

concrete block, tamed. A week later five

feet of snow descended on dam and de

serted camp like a shroud.

“That river won't give us any trouble in

spring" asserted Duncanson joyfully as he

departed to build the big ditch in the lower

regions during the winter.

The river chuckled hollowly in the dark

concrete tunnel.

Early in May the men of the fighting

crew reappeared in the gorge. They had

five months in which to raise the dam to a

height of three hundred feet. Two thou

sand cubic yards of concrete had to be

placed every day, Sundays included, if the

“juice” was to slide downhill on the live

wires in fall. The plant was ready, the

men were ready, but the gravel did not

come from the pit forty miles to the west.

A thousand cubic yards a day were needed.

Less than a hundred yards came. The

Chief's jaws closed with a click. Over the

crest of the range he vanished, far to the

east, found a gravel deposit, sent out men

and steam-shovels, made arrangements for

a special daily gravel train of thirty cars

and came back, smiling. The mixers high

up on the cliff revolved, a blue-gray current

of concrete rumbled down the iron plates

of the chute, the dam rose visibly in the

gorge, and every day new bets were laid

among the men that the work would be

finished before the scheduled date. The

spirit of the Big Job had mastered the

workers. They moved with a speed and

energy unknown in the crowded level places

where man long ago forgot the elemental

joy of conflict with nature's primal forces.

Granite and water, these were the foes,

defeated for the moment. The powder ex

pert roused them to their last stand.

To start a quarry out of which to take

the rock needed in construction the powder

man drilled large holes into a promontory

just above the upstream end of the incip

ient dam, loaded the holes with fifteen tons

of dynamite and, after shooing the workers

to a safe distance, set off the blast. -

When the smoke had drifted away, the

fighting crew gaped in open-mouthed amaze

ment.

A mountain had been moved, shattered,

spilled over the foundation. The upper

half of the concrete was buried seventy feet

deep under a mass of bungalow-size boul

ders. Booms, hoists, derricks, rails, dump

cars were splintered, smashed, twisted or

lay under house-high masses of granite.

No water came out of the lower end of the

spillways penetrating the foundation. The

granite mass had choked the intake at

the upstream face, and behind the rock
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THE TOWER OF THE EVENING STAR

High in the Sierra, a star is reflected in the quiet water of a mountain lake. From this tiny point of light a

magic current flows, through headgate and flume and vertical pipe, leaps mysteriously from water to wire, and

passes swift as thought from tower to tower, down canyons and across valleys and gleaming straits to the

edges of San Francisco bay. Far in the Sierran fastness a little lake holds the image of the first lone star of

evening, but in the mighty tides of the western harbor are reflected a miliion sudden lights
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obstruction the water was rising with omi

nous speed. Thirty, fifty, sixty, seventy feet

it climbed, spouted between the jumbled

granite in powerful jets, came over the top,

leaped over the concrete foundation in a

roaring torrent.

When the Chief arrived on the scene the

superintendent, tears of rage and despair

in his eyes, tried hard to steady his voice.

“Guess I'll have to take my medicine”

announced the veteran, averted eyes fixed

on the cascades pouring over the granite

mass. “I’ll hand in my resignation, Mr.

Baum. It's—”

“What are you talking about?” inter

rupted the engineer, the ghost of a smile

flickering over his face. “You didn’t mis

calculate that blast. Get busy! The dam

has got to be ready this fall! Start clearing

the mess on the north side of the channel.

Rig up new derricks at once and move the

rock. We'll shove the river to one side, put

in concrete on the other for the permanent

spillway and place all the rock that came

down into the dam. We can use it all and

save money. It's costing us four dollars

per yard of concrete. We can place that

granite for two dollars. Some forty thou

sand yards have come down. There's

eighty thousand dollars for the company

in that pile. Cheer up!” - ~.

The fighting crew fairy ate granite.

Three derricks rose in a day. The rocks.

took wings. In a week room had been made

for a parapet wall. On the twelfth day after

the blast the sweet growl of the mixers

started again, the blue-gray torrent of con

crete came rumbling down the half-mile

chute. Day after day the gravel cars

dumped their loads into the bunkers, day.

after day gravity drew the appointed meas

ure of gravel, sand and cement into the

mixers, day after day the vast block of con

crete rose higher in the Sierra's gorge.

“Last year we figured on pouring five

hundred yards a day,” said Duncanson,

beaming. He lowered his voice confiden

tially. “We'll bring her up to three thou

sand yards in twenty-four hours. This

spring we thought we'd raise her to a

height of two hundred and sixty-five feet

by fall. She'll be completed the full three
- 1: .

hundred feet before the snow flies!

This story of the Big Job is not fiction.

Real men won the race with the snows last

winter. The incidents related are based on

facts as hard and grim as the fate of the

emigrants who, seeking a pass through the

very same region sixty-seven years ago,

defied the lowering clouds on their passage

across the High Sierra. The storms came

in October that year. Huge snowdrifts in

a wilderness of rock and pines blocked rear

and front. In the death camp at Donner

lake just beyond the summit from the gorge

in which the fighting crew triumphed, forty

persons out of the eighty-two caught by the

snow left their bones.

These emigrants sought land and sun

shine in California. After them, over the

trail they had broken, came the wild rush

of the treasure-hungry horde, picking yellow

flakes out of the golden ravines' gravel.

And in the winter of 1867, while the drifts

and white banks piled higher every night,

another great victory was won by man.

The canyons rang with the shouts and

blasts of the army that defied snow, cold,

rocks and avalanches to carry the rails of

the Central Pacific across the Sierra to Og

den in record-breaking time. The sawmill

that cut the boards for the half-mile con

crete chute on the Big Job, this very same

mill sawed the timber for the snowsheds

through which millions have rolled com

fortably through the snows of midwinter.

No, the story of the Big Job is not fic

tion. It is only a new chapter in the ro

mance of the Sierra, a continuation of the

great record made by heroic men whose

shades are hovering over the South Fork

of the Yuba, watching with grim approval

the fighting qualities of the new generation

on their old stamping-ground.

This new generation is carrying to its

logical conclusion the work begun by the

stout-hearted pioneers. Sixty years ago,

long before the first live wire sputtered, the

miners built reservoirs far up in the Sierra,

diverted the flow of the brooks into ditches,

carried the canals high on the mountain

sides to points above the gold-bearing

gravel beds in the foot-hills. From these

high-line canals and flumes they dropped

the water through iron pipes, directed the

powerful streams of white water through

the nozzles of monitors against the gravel,

washed it into sluice boxes, recovered the

gold and allowed the debris to go down

stream. A network of these miners’ ditches

covered the gold region when the courts, by

injunction, put an end to the hydraulic

mining that choked the channels of the
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navigable streams in the valleys with its

waste. At once the value of the canal sys

tems dropped practically to zero.

Green rows of vines and orchard trees

crawled over the tawny hills abandoned

by the placer miners. Gradually the

owners of the reservoirs and canals found

a market for their water on the farms, but

the value of the ditch systems remained

small until California men, California capi

tal, demonstrated the practicability of

transmuting the pressure of falling water

into electricity, of carrying this modern

power from the lonely gorges hundreds of

miles to the populous cities. That demon

stration marked the dawn of the new era,

of the live-wire epoch.

Edison perfected the incandescent elec

tric lamp in 1879. In 1881 the first elec

tric plant for public service, driven by

steam, was installed in New York. Steam

driven electric stations multiplied. Work

was begun at Niagara where immense quan

tities of water dropped a comparatively

short distance. Someone bethought him

self of the useless rusting monitors in the

placer mines. Why not take a water

wheel, fasten a series of steel buckets to its

rim and turn the powerful stream issuing

from the nozzles of the monitors against

them? Could not a small amount of water

falling a long distance create as much power

as a large stream having a short fall?

Would it pay to transport this power out

of the mountains to the distant centers of

population?

The Capital Gas Company of Sacramento

sniffed and answered in the negative. The

company was an old, old aristocratic con

cern: ownership of its eight per cent. stock

was a badge of social distinction handed

down reverently from father to son. What

had this ancient and honorable corporation

to fear from the lumbermen who, having

built a dam on the American river at Fol

som, were installing a newfangled hydro

electric plant to develop three thousand

horse-power? The gas company sneered.

Those lumbermen would go broke. They

would lose half their current on the twenty

two miles of wire they were stringing into

California's capital. Electric competition?

Preposterous! -

Early in September, 1895, Sacramento

turned out with brass bands and waving .

banners to welcome the first hydro-electric

current transmitted from the foot-hills to

the distant city. The feat was performed

successfully. The power arrived without

great loss, the energy of the foot-hill streams

had been moved to the city's center. Sharp

competition started, and the stock of the

high and mighty gas company took a

tumble. The Folsom plant is turning out

power to this day.

Meanwhile, significant things were going

on in the mountains, beyond the foot-hills.

The placer gold of the foot-hills came

from the Mother Lode, a system of quartz

veins running in a broad belt parallel to

the axis of the Sierra at a higher elevation.

On this Mother Lode many millions had

been made out of deep mines. In the early

nineties quartz mining slumped. The

shafts could not be sunk deeper on the

veins. The old steam-driven Cornish

pumps with their cumbersome long rods

could not handle the water. Shares and

profits dropped as the water rose. Among

those who felt the slump and resented it was

Eugene J. de Sabla, a native Californian

who imported coffee into San Francisco and

sank his mercantile gains into the watery

pits.

De Sabla saw the possibility of reviving

the mine prosperity with the new flexible

power. Ditches, water and power sites

were abundant. Money was fearfully

scarce. So shy was it that it kicked up its

heels and ran whenever electricity was

mentioned. But de Sabla had visions and

a marvelous tongue. He could make other

men, especially those with money, see his

visions as he saw them.

Cast a glance at the California of the

early nineties. Mining was breathing

stertorously. The soil of the wheat fields,

worn out by continuous cropping, yielded

small returns, and the grain crop was sell

ing for fifty cents a bushel. Irrigation was

just beginning, and for the crops of the

irrigated orchards and vineyards there was

no market. Manufacturing, handicapped

by coal selling at ten dollars a ton, was in

the doldrums. Drouth had diminished the

herds. A fine time it was to raise capital

for an unproven enterprise.

De Sabla did it. He interested R. R.

Colgate, of the family whose name has

been made a household word. Colgate

financed the Nevada County Electric

Power Company. John Martin, a San

Francisco coal merchant who had gone

into the machinery business, installed the



In the rocky canyon of the South Yuba, just below where the river leaves Lake Spaulding, a spot was

Selected as the site for the titanic dam. It was imperative that the foundations of the dam be

finished by fail, before winter, with its twenty feet of snow, swooped out of the sky.

water-wheels and generators on the South

Fork of the historic Yuba. About the

same time as the Folsom plant, the

works on the South Yuba began to deliver

a thousand electrical horse-power to the

adjacent mines in Grass Valley, the mine

owners having yielded to de Sabla's tongue

and agreed to try the current. It saved

them, made the mines more prosperous

than ever. And John Martin, the con

tractor, seeing a great white arc light, pro

ceeded forthwith to build a similar plant

on the North Fork of the Yuba to supply

the mines in the Marysville district.

They made money, did those three.

Their appetite grew. Consolidating their

interests, they built a big 10,000-horse

power plant on the middle Yuba, with the

unheard-of head of 702 feet, and invaded

Millions were at Stake in this race with the snows of the Sierra

Sacramento, sixty-one miles distant, in 1899.

Still they were not satisfied. The new

Colgate plant, named after the financial

angel, could turn out twice Io,000 horse

power. In Oakland the new electric cars

needed current, the lighting business was

growing rapidly. But Oakland on San

Francisco bay was 140 miles distant.

Could it be done?

Theoretically, the engineers said, it was

possible. Practically—they shrugged their

shoulders.

The Californians did it. On tall steel

towers standing 800 feet apart they carried

three wires from the Colgate plant in the

mountains to the bay. To cross the mile

wide Strait of Carquinez, steel cables nearly

an inch thick were suspended in a 4800-foot

arch from towers, high as sky-scrapers, on

The river was conquered. Twenty feet above its bed it hugged the wall of theAt last bed-rock was dry.

gorge in a flume, squeezed to one side to make room for the gigantic dam that was
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It was November.

By morning, the boom of the river filled the canyon and before daylight faded into early night the

flood had smashed the

Tomorrow the first concrete would be poured if . . . . By nine that evening it was raining.

flume, run away with the wreckage and the river, leaping

joyously over the trembling dam, was back in its old bed

either shore. To this day this arch remains

the longest transmission span in the world.

So titanic are its dimensions that the

skipper of a windjammer, towing through

the straits shortly after the wires were

raised, feared for the safety of his ninety

foot masts as he approached the swooping

cables, hurriedly dropped both anchors and

parted the tow-line. When the windjam

mer did pass beneath the span, the wires

cleared the tip of the highest mast by a

hundred and thirty feet.

In April, 1901, the current generated by

the Yuba in the enlarged Colgate plant

was started on its long journey to tide

water under the terrific pressure of 60,000

volts. It was an epoch-making feat. Ex

perts came from all parts of the world to

inspect the system, to study the practical

application of the formula worked out by

a young engineer just out of Stanford, for

the high-voltage transmission of alterna

ting current. It was a significant feat.

Vistas of a brighter life, of a broader civil

ization, were opened by this application of

the mountain brook’s ceaseless energy to

the work of the world a hundred and forty

miles from its place of origin. Yet the

newspapers for months were ignorant of

the event.

Before the Colgate-Oakland line proved

the commercial feasibility of sending cur

rent under high pressure over distances ex

ceeding a hundred miles, every isolated

power plant in the mountains had to stand

squarely upon its own bottom. If the plant

had trouble, its customers had trouble.

All contracts made by the early plants

|P

Three feet of snow came, ice floated in the water, icicles formed in long rows on the flume while the

fighting crew was pouring the concrete, mixed with warm water, and playing live steam over the

poured mass. Not a man of uhe crew deserted. Three days before Christmas the race was won 275
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stipulated the order in which the power

should, in case of accident, be withdrawn

from the consumers. Singly, the water

power plant could not guarantee continu

ous service. Thus, for instance, the Elec

tra Power Plant built by Prince Andre

Poniatowski and his San Francisco associ

ates in Bret Harte's country was put out

of commission in 1904 by the bursting of

the pressure pipe above the power-house.

Hundreds of mines and industrial plants

depended upon Electra's Io,ooo-kilowatt

generators for their power. Fortunately

the works just prior to the break had been

sold to the corporation which subsequently

became the Pacific Gas and Electric Com

pany. Without a moment's hesitation the

Electra lines were connected with the Col

gate wires in Oakland and the mines in

Jackson continued operation without in

terruption, driven by power that was sent

to them over a circuit 350 miles long.

By uniting the ownership of several

hydro-electric plants under one head, the

necessity of constructing large auxiliary

steam plants was removed, and much eco

nomic loss was avoided by doing away with

unnecessary duplication.

Colgate blazed the electric long-distance

trail. After it came scores of hydro-elec

tric plants covering the Pacific slope from

the fjords of British Columbia to the pur

ple wall of the ranges shielding the orange

belt. In 1905 the hydro-electric installa

tions in California did not reach a total

output of 100,000 horse-power; today their

capacity exceeds half a million horse

power. In five years their output will have

reached a million horse-power. The men

on and behind the Big Job will see to that.

Their enterprise alone will add 160,000

horse-power to the supply of electric energy

available today.

Oil wells dry up, coal seams become ex

hausted, saw and flames eat timber, ore

veins pinch out, but the white water of the

mountain streams runs downhill so long

as the sun shines on the ocean and clouds

drift darkly against the peaks. The sun

lifts the water, gravity pulls it down. Be

tween them they furnish the only inex

haustible source of the most efficient power

known to man. To develop these sources

to their utmost, to extract the last ounce of

energy and usefulness out of them, this is

true Conservation. Many of the singing

brooks in California are partially developed,

but I have never seen a project which is

as completely, as comprehensively utilizing

every latent resource of the snow falling

on a large mountain watershed as the South

Yuba-Bear river power and irrigation en

terprise. To follow the course of the melt

ing snowflake from the High Sierras to the

sea, to watch it perform useful work every

foot of the way, this sight would make the

heart of Gifford Pinchot laugh even though

a private corporation is guiding the water's

path for its stockholders' benefit.

The dam at Lake Spaulding, in the mile

high gorge of the South Yuba, is the key of

the system. It was begun in July, 1912.

Its completion in November of this year

will break all records. From stream bed to

crest it will exceed the height of the famous

Pathfinder dam on the Shoshone project of

the Reclamation Service, hitherto the

highest in the world. Behind its bulk—it

is 900 feet long and twenty feet wide at the

crest, with a width of 11o feet at the base

300 feet below the top—the builders are

creating a lake containing nearly 1oo,ooo

acre feet, enough to irrigate 40,000 acres,

a lake with twice the aggregate capacity

of the twenty smaller reservoirs built on

the South Yuba in the High Sierra during

the heyday of gold mining.

A circular tunnel nine feet in diameter,

driven for a mile through a spur of the range

to the canyon of the Bear river, provides

the outlet. It is typical of the system that

the pressure of the water as it rushes

through this tunnel is not allowed to go to

waste. On the Shoshone project the tre

mendous pressure in the outlet tunnel

smashed the gates. It was necessary to

empty the reservoir, to lose a year's storage

water, in order to replace them. On the

Bear river project a complete power plant

is being installed in the outlet tunnel:

instead of tearing gates, the water pressure

operates a turbine, generates power and

drops meekly out of the wheel, tamed,

harmless, docile as a sick kitten.

From the mouth of the tunnel a canal

conveys the water eight miles to the fore

bay, a regulating reservoir on a wide prom

ontory jutting out over the canyon. If

the demand for power is low, some of the

generators far below are shut off, the water

is allowed to rise in the reservoir, the full

volume to be turned into the big steel pipes

when the first lamps are lit, when the cars

are crowded with home-bound workers in
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THE SECRET OF POWER

Water will fall 1375 feet from the ridge above the

Bear river gorge to turn the wheels in the

the cities a hundred and eighty miles away.

From the forebay to the water-wheels in

the bottom of the canyon the perpendicular

distance is 1375 feet. When the water has

dropped this distance through the twin

pipes of steel six feet in diameter, it leaves

the nozzles at a speed of two hundred miles

an hour. At this velocity water changes

from the fluid to the solid state. The

seven-inch stream may be beaten with the

heaviest sledge-hammer without producing

any impression; it resists as though it were

an anvil. Slash the water with a sword of

the finest steel, and the stream will break

the blade as though it were thin glass. So

tremendous is the energy of that hissing,

rcaring column of water that it cannot be

at once turned full against the steel buckets

of the ponderous impulse wheels. Only the

rim of the jet is directed against the buckets

when they are at rest; as the wheel begins

to revolve, the nozzle is gradually raised,

the wheel's speed increases until the full

thrust of the pressure strikes the buckets,

spinning the immense wheel so fast that,

to the eye, it appears stationary.

The Colgate transmission line of the com

pany blazed the long-distance trail from the

Sierra to tidewater; the transmission line

from the Drum power-house to the station

perched high on the hillside above classic

Berkeley will set a new record. It will

transmit the current for the largest part

of the way at a tension of 115,000 volts,

carry its dangerous load high above the

ground on massive steel towers resting on

concrete foundations, carry it in a straight

line over the heaving sea of the mountains

and foot-hills, over the wide floor of the

valley, across the orchards and vineyards

of the Coast Range, send its silent load

over the waters of Carquinez Strait to the

copper arteries that pulse through the

cities of the great bay, there to be trans

formed into the mild harmless current that

pulls cars, plugs jumping teeth, pops the

cork out of the glowing bottle on the mov

ing sign, that makes ice in the basement and

sends floods of mellow light upon the gleam

ing shoulders of milady as she quaffs the

cold sparkling joy-water on the floor above.

We left the water exhausted as it came

out of the wheels of the power-house in the

Bear river gorge. With a sigh and a tired

groan it stretches itself and slips into its

cozy bed. Alas! there is no rest for it. A

few hundred feet below the power-house

 

Drum power-house, now building
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very last kilowatt has

been squeezed out of it

in its six successive

jumps.

But the work of the

water does not stop at

the mouth of the ravine.

A score of towns, four

teen thousand acres of

foot-hill orchards are

now supplied with do

mestic and irrigation

water from the old

mining ditch. Lastwin

* || || > ||
of the generators, creating the current that | | -

is sent over the long-distance wires to |-IIIIII,

serve the industry of the state

The power-house is filled with the unceasing hum

|
|

the unwilling water is squeezed out of 'T |

its bed by a second dam, forced into a # - :

second canal, guided into a second fore- - ". – ".

bay, pitched headlong down a second set ---.

of pipes a perpendicular distance of 826 - .

feet, is forced to turn a second set of

wheels that generate 33,000 horse-power.

Six times the process is repeated.

When the water finally reaches the level

floor of the Sacramento valley, it is

warranted to be absolutely harmless: the

Cheap electric power has made

possible the gold-dredging

in the California rivers

ter the capacity of the

lower canalwas increased

tenfold, was enlarged to

the size of the famous

Los Angeles aqueduct.

Next spring the water

from this canal will irri

gate sixty square miles

of land now in grain or

overgrown with oak

brush. Every ten-acre

tract of this grain and
Electricity keeps busy the reclamation pumps that are gradually turning -

the tule lands of the great valleys into prosperous farms pasture land will, under
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irrigation, support a

family of five persons in

comfort. And every fam

ily in the valley enlarges

the market for the power

generated in the moun

tains.

Is there anywhere in

this large and tolerably

happy country a finer

example of Conservation

with the capital C, a

more striking instance of

mere water's ability to

Not a pound of cement was produced in California

before 1900. The power of the melting snow

flake put California into third place

among the cement-producing states

power, continuous service. In the East

electric plants lie practically idle, unpro

ductive, twenty hours out of the twenty

four. Of their maximum output few

plants sell more than twenty per cent.

California's largest power concern, the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company, has

an average continuous demand of eighty

per cent. of its maximum capacity. To

consumers of current for power purposes

its wholesale rates have been made so

The new flexible power revived

the prosperity of the quartz

mining which had slumped

build homes and fortunes

than this picture of the

Bear's complete subju

gation?

In the Middlewest the

manufacturer is asked

to pay $13oelectrichorse

power per year. In

California the farmer

running a small plant to

pumphis irrigation water

gets his current for fifty The magic power not only skims the milk and churns the butter, but

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

dollars a year per horse- even extracts the milk from the modern cow
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attractive that, despite cheap fuel oil, the

factories and shops aroundSan Franciscobay

having their own individual steam plants are

as rare as blind watchmakers. Cheap hydro

electric power does California's work; live

wires do the drudgery of the Golden State

to an extent undreamt of in the East be

yond Niagara's radius. That's why the

demand for electric power in the populous

parts of the commonwealth is growing

faster than the supply, even though this

supply has been doubled every five years.

The largest power company in California,

for instance, supplying an area larger than

the state of Indiana, has been gaining

16,000 to 18,000 new consumers of electric

current per year. Though the power com

panies of southern California during the

last three years put up two mammoth

steam plants, Los Angeles is still 30,000

horse-power short of the demand, a de

ficiency that will not be supplied until the

very large hydro-electric installation of the

Pacific Light & Power Company on Big

Creek in the Sierra is completed or the

municipality's plant on the aqueduct is

finished. Like the companies in the south

ern part of the state, the Pacific Gas and

Electric Company, serving the central

portion, supplemented the output of its

eleven hydre-electric plants in the moun

tains by five immense steam stations; with

water and steam it generated a maximum

of 188,000 horse-power, and still had to

buy 35,000 horse-power in the market.

That is the reason why the Spaulding dam

must be, will be, finished this fall, why the

company is spending fifteen millions for

the development, transmission and dis

tribution of 160,000 horse-power from the

subjugated Bear and Yuba rivers.

Whence do these new consumers come in

the oldest settled part of the West?

Around Woodland, in the Sacramento

valley, wheat was produced on large ranches

before the Poland-China discovered Iowa,

while the Sioux braves were still roasting

the first settlers and the Sioux squaws still

marrying into the first families of Minne

sota. In 191o the company that is making

the Bear's strength flow through copper

wires sold five horse-power to ranchers

around Woodland for pump irrigation

plants: in 1912 the irrigating plants needed

20oo horse-power: the first five months of

the present year saw a further increase of

500 horse-power. And the Woodland dis

trict is but a dot on the vast grain area of

the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys.

When John Martin built his little water

power plant, he hoped eventually to find a

market for 500 horse-power in the Marys

ville mining district. Today that district is

receiving 25oo horse-power.

Not a pound of cement was produced in

California before 1900. This year two

plants near San Francisco turn out twenty

thousand barrels a day, consuming one

electrical horse-power for every barrel.

The power of the melting snowflake put

California into third place among the ce

ment-producing states.

In 190o the interurban electric car was

unknown in the state's vast central valley.

There are 400 miles of trolley lines—to be

doubled shortly—in the Sacramento valley

alone today, and around Los Angeles a

thousand miles of radiating trolley wires.

Ever see a gold ship? They are to be

found along the course of all the Sierra's

golden rivers, scooping up many tons of the

auriferous gravel every minute, extracting

fifteen cents’ worth of yellow metal per

cubic yard. Without the inexpensive flex

ible power generated higher up on these

rivers the minute particles of gold could

not be extracted at a profit.

“Let the motor do it!” urges the tall,

square-jawed engineer who is directing the

battle with hard rock and white water in

the Sierra. “There are few tasks which

the electric current cannot perform more

efficiently than any other form of power.

The time is coming, coming very rapidly,

when the degree of civilization will be

measured by the consumption of kilowatt

hours per capita.”

Two of the three largest hydro-electric

installations in the country are under con

struction in California. Two of the coun

try's three insulator factories are kept busy

exclusively on California orders. Within

five years California's mountain stream

will generate a million electrical horse

power, far more than Niagara's output.

If California fails to develop the brightest,

broadest civilization, if the Golden State

fails to consume more kilowatt-hours per

capita than any other region on earth, it

will not be the fault of the Live Wires who

are fighting granite and floods with brains

and gold, to the end that the energy of the

Sierra's white water may lift the load rest

ing on humanity's aching shoulders.
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EXPECT you've thought some about

I this business of goodness, haven't you?

I have, a lot, one time and another, by

spells. It's kind of hard to figure out,

ain’t it? Can you get real fond of them

real good people? I mean them that's

just plumb satisfied with just bein’ good?

No, I don't know as there's anything

wrong in it; but don’t it seem a shame for

a body to have his soul all so gummed up

with bein’ good that he can't seem able to

think about doin' good? Can you sense

what I'm tryin' to get at?

I’ve knew times and places when rank

goodness would have seemed like nothin'

but a wicked waste, because it wouldn't

have got you anywhere. I’ve tried it

myself. Let me tell you: you take a man

and turn him loose in the short grass and

sage-brush, out here in Wyoming, with

a bunch of sheep. Just sheep. Sounds

horrible innocent and virtuous, don't it?—

nice woolly baa-lambs and their little

brothers and sisters and their pas and mas,

and nothin' else nowheres around, far as

you can see-far as you can think-ex

ceptin' only wide flatness and stillness.

Seems right down religious, don’t it? Yes;

but you just try it for a whirl, with nothin'

in all the world to do but to let the lone

some goodness ooze into you. It sure

don't last long with me. It don’t take

me more than until about the end of the

second week before I'll begin sayin' to my

self: “Billy, ain't you gettin’ right wore

out with bein a sanctified sheep? Let's

you and me go up to Douglas and be goats

for a spell.” And then, most likely, be

fore I get through I'll have put a crimp in

all the little old commandments in the

almanac. Nothin wrong, you under

stand. I ain’t a mean man. All I'll do

is just to tear the rules wide open and

turn 'em inside out, so as to get some

variety out of 'em. You know.

There was the time when Archibald and

Ariminta struck Lusk. That shows. If you

can make head or tail out of the goodness

or the badness in that business, you can

beat me.

It was one week when me, and Steve

Brainard, and Red McGee, and Black's

Jim, and some more of us, was hangin'

out at Lusk, just sort of casual. It hadn't

been arranged any. First one had come,

and then another; and then we'd kind of

put off leavin', as if we thought somebody

might start a fire after while. But the

kindlin' seemed to be all wet, or some

thin'. We'd been there as much as three

or four days without even smellin' smoke.

You know how it is sometimes. It was

awful humdrum.

And then one noon we was settin' in a

row on the depot platform, with our backs

up against the wall, when the train pulled

in from Chadron-way. You can judge

how tedious things was gettin', because

Black's Jim and Red McGee was playin'

mumbly-peg in a board with Jim's jack

knife, with the rest of us real interested.

And then Black's Jim looked up with his

crooked, comical eye.

“Hello!” he says. “Who's our new lady

friend? And what do you reckon that is

she's got with her?”

You couldn't have told, hardly. He had

a little woolly pink shawl wrapped around

his little humped-up shoulders, with the

edge pulled up across his mouth; and he

had a foolish little blue cap pulled down

over his eyes, so you couldn't see nothin'
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of his face but only his pale little bunch

of a nose. And he had on a long Prince

Albert; and down below that he had on a

pair of rubbers. Rubbers! In Wyom

ing! And August!

He didn't come up higher than to the

lady's collar-bone. But then, she was the

one that was mostly to blame for that.

She sure was built lengthways. And who

ever was responsible, he sure had been

liberal with the bones. She had thou

sands and thousands of 'em. They was

stickin' out of her everywheres. Her big

long nose was bones, and her slim long

chin was bones, and her long starved neck

was nothin' but a bad mess of bones.

Wherever you looked you could see signs

of 'em pokin' up. She didn’t have any

more of a complexion than a piece of

cheese; and matched up against the sick

yellow of her face was a pair of big pale

blue goggles over her eyes. There wasn't

a blessed thing about her that looked a

speck nutritious to me. Nor him, neither.

Well, here they come up the platform,

with her luggin' a big ban-box, and a

couple of parasols, and a pillow, and a

rubber raincoat, and a few other little

trinkets like that in one hand, and lookin'

after him with the other—tuckin’ his

shawl in around the back of his neck, and

pullin his little cap down so it would cover

the little bald patch behind, and seein’ if

his Prince Albert was buttoned up tight

across his chest. And then, when they

got to the corner of the depot, she set all

her truck down and fished up a little bottle

out of her frock somewheres and com

menced to have a conversation with him.

“Here” she says to him, “it’s time for

your number two. Stand still a minute,

till I give 'em to you.”

“No, it ain't” says he, sort of peevish,

with his dry kind of a little voice smothered

in under his shawl. “Can't you wait till

we get up to the hotel?”

“Why, certainly not!” she says. “Here,

open your mouth, Archibald!” And she

made him stand right where he was, right

in front of all the folks, and tip his little

head back and hold his foolish little mouth

open and stick out his wet little pink

tongue, till she could pill him. “Now”

she says, “cover your mouth up again,

quick, so as not to take in any air. I ex

pect I might as well take my drops now,

too, and have 'em both over with. Are

you takin’ care to breathe through your

nose, Archibald? Here, put up this para

sol, so as to keep the sun off of you. You

ain't perspirin any, are you? You got

to watch out for that.”

It took her till the train was gone before

she'd got him strung out to suit her; and

then she begun to look around some. But

she didn’t seem to see much that looked

satisfactory, because her face commenced

to get sadder and sadder; and then pretty

soon she turned her goggles around on us

chaps, settin' there. I don’t know why

she picked on me, particular, unless it's

because I’ve got one of them kind of faces

that mean well. Any way, she did.

“Do you mean to tell me that this here

town is Lusk?” she says to me.

Well, I hadn't meant to tell her any such

a thing; but what can a man do when a

long bony lady comes at him that way?

“Yes'm” I says to her.

“Then we’ve been deceived” she says.

“They told us Lusk was high up.”

“Yes'm” I says, “it’s plumb high, Lusk

is; but its highness is spread out sort of

flat, so you can’t notice it much.”

It didn’t seem to tickle her yet. The

more you explain things to some kinds of

folks, the more uncontented they get.

“And is this all there is to the town—just

what you can see from here?” she says

next. Would you say that was so very

reasonable in her? If she didn’t like the

looks of what she could see, what did she

want to see more of it for? “Yes'm” I

says. “That's one thing about Lusk—

she's sure all in plain sight.”

She took another mournful look around,

and then she looked back at me. “And

can you tell me” she says, “whether there

are any Holiness people in Lusk?” Yes,

sir; them were her very words!

Little old Lusk, back in them days, cer

tainly had a heap of different kinds of

population. If she'd just called for any

thing else in the deck she could have had

it; but the place was sure shy of Holiness

people. I couldn’t think of a blessed thing

to say to her, only to jerk my thumb at

Steve Brainard, settin' next to me.

“Yes'm” I says to her; “this gentleman is

one of 'em.”

It caught Steve so sort of quick, I was

scared he wouldn’t be awake. But not

him! Maybe you’ve had the luck to know

one of those men that seems to be always
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anticipatin’ the unexpected. Well, Steve

Brainard's one of 'em. I've been knowin’

that man for years and years, and I ain’t

ever found anything yet that was too sud

den for him. When Old Uncle Gabriel

blows the horn for the Big Breakfast, after

while, he's goin’ to find Steve Brainard

settin' on his gravestone, all dressed and

waitin’. Steve, he come up quick.

“Why, yes, Sister!” he says to the

woman, scramblin' up on his feet. He

shook hands with both of 'em. “I cer

tainly am pleased to meet up with a couple

true believers, after a spell of this sage

brush society. I hope you and the Brother

are goin’ to remain and have some influ

ence. You can’t think how bad it's need

ed.”

It sounded plumb true, the way he said

it. That man can make anything sound

true, especially when he's talkin' to a

woman. You couldn’t say she smiled,

but her solemness sort of eased up a little.

“Will you tell me” she says, “if Lusk is

cheap and healthy for the lungs, like they

said it was? It's got to be both, for us.”

“Lungs?” says Steve. “Just look at

that bunch of punchers, settin' there.

They're nothin but lungs. After you've

knew them a while, you’ll notice it’s a right

tryin’ climate for the head. But lungs

here, Sister, let me help you pack your

stuff over to the hotel.” And there they

went, across the flat, with Steve totin her

ban-box, and her pillow, and her other

parasol, and the rest, and with her makin'

little Archibald stop as many as six times

in a hundred yards, so she could pull him

around, and twist him, and do different

things to him.

“She sure has got all the proud snort

took out of Archibald, ain’t she?” says

Red McGee. “Ain’t he a pitiful man,

though?”

Black's Jim's bad eye was worked up

crookeder than ever, and he was grinnin'.

“They both look as if they had some

thin terrible bad the matter with their

organs, don't they?” says he, “Do you

reckon Steve might get it, like he's con

tracted Holiness? I'd hate to have it

strike in on me. Let's go get some pre

vention.” And then we trailed over to

Holsapple's place, so as to be kind of pre

pared for when Steve come back.

We missed our dinner, waitin’. It was

two o'clock when we saw 'em comin'.

Steve and little Archibald. We was lined

up against the horse-rack when they come

by, walkin' slow, with little Archibald's

hand in the crook of Steve's arm, to lean

on, and all dressed up for a hard winter.

Steve slacked up when he got to us, with

his eyes shinin’.

“This is Mister Archibald Cadwallader,

boys” he says. “I’m out exercisin’ him

for his wife. They're both a couple of

lovely characters. I ain’t had such a

period of sanctimony since I hit the range

as I’ve been havin’ with them. They're

goin’ to be a horrible addition to Lusk,

Brother and Sister Cadwallader are.”

Red McGee was lookin' Archibald up

and down, from his little cap to his rubbers.

“What you got the gums on for, Bud?”

Red says.

“What?” says Archibald, in his thin

little soprano wheeze. “My gums? You

mean my overshoes? They're to keep

my feet dry. I darsn’t take cold any,

because my lungs are all gone, and my wife's

too.”

“Yes” says Steve, “they’ve been de

prived of all their lungs. Ain't that the

affliction? They've been tellin' me about

it, over to the hotel. That's what they've

come to our climate for.”

“Yes” says little Archibald. “Do you

gentlemen think it's goin' to remedy us?”

“Speakin' of keepin' your feet dry” I

says, “does a Holiness man ever wet his

throat?”

“Billy!” says Steve. “You pain me.

You sure do!” It seemed as if it was painin'

Archibald too, by the way he pulled the

edge of his shawl away from his mouth and

commenced lickin' his foolish little tongue

over his lips, with his eyes gettin' moist

and wishful.

“It's ever and ever so long since I touched

a drop last” he says. “My wife is awful

opposed to it.”

I looked at Steve. “Well” I says, “of

course a Holiness sister ain’t liable to miss

wetness so much; but you take a good man

and set him up in a high dry place like this,

and he sort of lacks it. I’ve knew folks that

would take a few drops for their stomachs,

even if their lungs was all gone.”

Archibald, he commenced to giggle;

but Steve was real stern. “No” he says,

“I ain't goin' to allow the brother to be

seen goin' into no saloon with me, especially

as Sister Cadwallader is most likely standin'
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at the window, right this minute, watchin'

us. The only thing I'll allow is for me to

take the brother up around the corner, and

down the alley, and in the back way. I

don’t know as I’ve got any right to refuse

him that.”

He was sure grateful, Archibald was,

when he come slippin' along through the

alley on his rubbers, and slippin' into his

chair with us around the table. He was

awful quaint about it too. It didn't seem

as if his drink was goin’ to do his stomach

a mite of good, after all, because it all went

right straight to his little head, and the

little piece of his bald patch that showed

under the edge of his cap commenced to

blush, and the sweat broke out on his little

nose, and long before it was time for the

next one he was gigglin’ again, steady, with

his little cap over one eye.

“A man has got to be a man, ain't he?”

he says. “That's what I say—a man. A

man's a man, ain't he? I always did say

a man's a man.”

“You’re certainly correct, Brother” says

Steve. “But a man mustn't forget to take

his pills, like he told his wife he would.”

And Steve fetched the bottle from the

pocket of his shirt.

“Why, of course!” says Archibald.

“That's what I always did say: a man must

take his pills. Give it here.”

You’d have been amused. He set there

a minute, with the bottle in his little hand,

lookin' at it and turnin’ it around; and then

he took a new streak of gigglin', with his

eyes fillin' up with tears. “Pilly-pilly

pilly!” he says, in his thin little wet squeak.

“I won't! Look here: let me show you the

way a man takes his pills.” And then he

commenced to fish a great big double bunch

of false teeth out of his mouth, and put his

cap on the table, and emptied the pills in it,

and started pickin' 'em up, one at a time,

between the two sets, mashin' 'em with the

teeth and laughin a steady drizzle of a wet

laugh through his bare-naked gums.

“P-i-double-l-pill; p-i-double-l—pill!”

he sings, without no kind of a tune, but

makin' the teeth keep time to it. “That's

the way a man takes his p-i-double-l-s” he

says. “Say, if my wife was to see me takin'

'em, she'd know I was a man, wouldn't

she?” I sure never had seen anybody act

that way over just one little bit of a drink.

And then, when he'd got the pills all chewed

up and tried to put his teeth back in his

mouth, he couldn't. He tried 'em back

wards and forwards, and upside down, and

one at a time, and both at once; and after

that he set and studied 'em, solemn and

careful; but he couldn’t make 'em out. And

then he stood up on his little rubber feet and

threw both sets, as hard as he could throw

'em, at a lovely blond lady that had her

picture on the wall over on the other side

of the room, and broke 'em all up in little

bits of pieces.

“Oh, my!” he squeals. “I’m so happy!”

It was terrible comical, settin' around and

watchin him; but the comicalness didn't

last long. It begun to get stale right awav

because Black's Jim's twisted eyes was

starin at the frcrt window, round and

Scared.

“Oh, murder!” says Jim. And there was

Sister Cadwallader, out on the sidewalk,

lookin' in. She was so plumb long that she

reached clear up over the screen part of the

window; and there she was, with her bony

nose flat against the glass, and her big

pale-blue goggles starin’ through. And

then here she come, right on in.

I reached under and wrapped my legs

around the middle leg of the table and took

a good grip on the edges of my chair with

both hands. “Here it comes!” I says to

myself. But she didn’t seem to aim to

start anything. All she did was to walk

back beside us and stand there restin’ her

hand on the table, lookin' at us, one at a

time, slow and sad and solemn.

“Well, gentlemen!” she says, meek and

sorrowful. “Come, Archibald” she says;

and she made as if she was goin’ to take him

by the hand and lead him away. But not

him. Before she could get hold of him he

had the table between 'em, so she couldn’t

reach him, and he was settin his thumb

against his little nose and was wigglin’ his

fingers at her, real naughty.

“I won’t” he squeaks. “I don’t have to.

I’m through comin', and goin', and trottin'

round just whichever way you tell me. I'm

a man, and I'm through with the whole

diseased business.” With that he wads his

shawl up in a bunch and chucks it over

back of the bar, and kicks his little rubbers

off, out to the middle of the floor, and slings

his cap after 'em. “There!” he says, “I

ain't goin’ to put 'em on no more, not as

long as I live!”

She didn’t try to argue with him; she

didn't say a word to him, nor to any of the

3.
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rest of us but Steve. She just give Steve

one long bony pale-blue look. “You!” she

says. Don’t you guess she must have

thought he was some kind of a backslider?

She didn’t wait for him to explain; she just

turned right round and walked right out,

oozin' melancholy Holiness.

Soon as she was gone, little Archibald

went down in his chair, all limp and shakin',

and put his little bald head down on his

arms on the table and started to cryin'.

“O dear! O dear!” he says, like his little

heart was breakin'. But pretty soon he set

up again, wipin’ the tears away with the

sleeve of his Prince Albert. “I don’t care!”

he says. “I’m sick of pills, and I’m sick of

Holiness. It’s nothin' but pills and Holi

ness that's ailin’ me, right this minute. I’ve

took pills till I can't move around without

hearin’’em rattle in me; and I’ve had Holi

ness rammed down me till my soul’s all

bulged out of shape with it. She can't

make me take either one of 'em again,

ever.” His little brave spell petered out

on him, though, right away. “What am I

goin’ to do?” he whimpers. “Oh, I wish

we hadn’t come, so I do! I wish we'd never

heard tell of Lusk at all. I'd rather have

gone without lungs all my life.”

“Say” says Red McGee, “how did you

happen to pick on Lusk, any way?”

“Because” says Archibald, “they told us

it was high up, and dry, and cheap. Mostly

cheap. We didn't have the money to go to

Tucson. Tucson was where she wanted to

go, because she's got a Holiness cousin down

there, runnin' a prune ranch; but we didn’t

have the money to go farther than here. I

ain’t got but fourteen dollars left, till our

folks send us some more. And now there's

my teeth, all ruined. And there's her, up

there, waitin’ for me. I wish I was dead!” he

says. “That's what I do: I wish I was dead!”

Wouldn’t that have begun to make you

feel sort of responsible? Well, what would

you have done about it? I expect you'd

have tried to fix it up by turnin' good to

him, accordin’ to the rules, wouldn't you?

Most people would. You wouldn’t have

tried to cure the wickedness with more

wickedness, would you? That's what I

started out to say in the beginnin': folks are

too scared of wickedness. Wickedness is

all right, in the right place.

Archibald had his face hid down on his

arms again. Steve motioned me over beside

“Billy” says Steve, “let’s finish it up

right. He says he's got fourteen dollars on

him.”

“Well” I says, “what do you want to

do? Start the hat for 'em?”

“Shucks!” says Steve. “That's common.

Anybody could pass the hat. Besides, what

do we want to insult ’em for? Fourteen

dollars is a pretty good stake. Let's play

draw with him for it.”

“What?” I says. “Poker? And take

the little bit he's got away from him? I'd

be ashamed, Steve, so I would.”

Steve looked at me, real unfriendly.

“Who said anything about takin’ his money

away from him?” he wanted to know.

“Billy, ain't you got any imagination?

Think!” He watched me till he saw his

idea was beginnin’ to soak into me some,

and then he says: “Well, now, you go out

and pass the word around. Find every

body. Nat Baker'll come; get him. Tom

Black's in town, from over Willow way, and

the boys from Nine-Bar. Get them. And

be quick, Billy, while I'm makin' the other

arrangements and lookin' after Archibald.

I'll have to get him convinced, I reckon.”

Steve hadn’t got him right convinced yet,

when the bunch of us blew in. He was awful

miserable, Archibald was, with his pale

little lips tremblin’ and his face all streaked

up with tears.

“No, I can’t, gentlemen” he says. “I’ve

committed sin enough for one day, to say

nothin’ of playin' cards. There's nothin'

for me to do but go and crawl back into

Holiness. I ain’t safe outside. Mebbe she

won’t let me back now. Besides, I ain’t

ever played poker, anyhow, except for

grains of corn, years and years ago. And,

besides, I can’t afford it. We're goin’ to

need every cent I’ve got. I’ve just got to

go back to her now.”

We wouldn’t let him, though. We had

to coax him by main strength. Another

little bit of a thimbleful helped. And in a

minute there he was, with his money in

vested, settin' in against a gang of lads that

could have won the horns and hoofs off of

Old Nick himself at poker, if we'd set out to.

Let me tell you: the man that made up

the game of draw, away back yonder, sure

never meant it to be played the way we

played it in Holsapple's place with Archi

bald. It never was played that way before,

since the world commenced. It was scan

him at the bar, dalous the hands that Archibald caught,
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without seemin' to know how he got 'em, nor

what to do with 'em, nor who won, nor why,

nor nothin’. Nat Baker dealthim four queens

off the bottom of the deck with his little

finger, and then Nat bet his head off on two

little pair, with me stretchin’ around to

look over Archibald’s shoulder and helpin'

him, playin’ both our stacks at once. Nat

was busy and wanted to get through with

his part quick. Besides, he didn’t want to

corrupt himself with lingerin’ in that kind

of a proposition. A man has got to respect

his religion.

“Did I win?” squeals Archibald. “All

these counters? And the blue ones are

worth a dollar apiece?” And then, while

he was countin' up how much he had,

Black's Jim fixed him out with a nice little

set of aces -

full.

It didn’t

last long. It

didn’t have

to. It wasn't

but a half

hour or so till

we quit and

cashed little

Archibald in

for money

enough to

didn't have the woman gloomin' over him.

She was standin’ off by herself, back against

the wall, forlorn and friendless, just keepin'

still.

“Hello!” I says to him. “You ain't leavin'

so soon, are you? What's the trouble?”

He give us a wide wet grin. “Yep!” he

says. “East, and then Tucson. That's our

train whistlin', ain’t it? Ariminta, get your

traps together—quick, now!” He was

sayin’ that to her, understand!

She'd have walked right straight past us

without a look or a word if it hadn’t been

for Steve Brainard. Steve always was an

awful risky man.

“Sister” he says to her, “I’m sure terri

ble sorry to have you quittin' us like this.”

She looked as if there was yards and

yards of her

when she

straightened

herself up,

like she did

then. “Scof

fer!” she says

to Steve.

“And I trust

ed you! I'll

never forgive

you for what

you've done

pay the way to my hus

of both of 'em - band—never.

clear from - You've pol

Lusk to Jeru- It was scandalous the hands that Archibald caught, without seemin' luted him.

salem, if to know how:###" em. " Rum! And

they'd had cards! I’ve

any hankerin’ to go there. He'd took a

month's pay away from me, and the rest

had averaged up just about as expensive.

“Is all this money mine?” quivers little

Archibald. “And can I keep it? And you

gentlemen won't have any hard feelin's

against me for beatin' you?” And with that

he commenced to stuff it around in his dif

ferent pockets and went hurryin' off to

locate Sister Cadwallader.

Well, we went down to the depot that

night to see 'em off. We reckoned it would

n’t take 'em any longer to leave; and there

they was. We caught sight of him first,

prancin' up and down the platform with

his hands under his coat-tails, and his cap

cocked crooked over one eye, and singin'

through his gums. It wasn't any hymn

tune he was singin', either. Nor he didn't

have his shawl on, nor his rubbers; nor he

got only one comfort: he tells me that he

won your money honorably, after you had

seduced him into playing. I hope it will be

a lasting lesson to you.”

“Ariminta!” sings Archibald from the

car steps. “Want us to get left? Come on

—move!” And then they climbed aboard

and faded off East.

We figured that that was the last we'd

ever hear of 'em; but it wasn't, because

away along in the middle of the next sum

mer there was another game of draw that

got started in Lusk. It lasted all night and

away along into next day, and the way the

luck run was enough to make a wooden

Indian disgusted. One lad was doin’ all the

winnin', and it seemed as if nothin could

break the way they fell. Sam Somethin', his

name was. Arizona was where he hailed from.

After we’d all had a plenty for one time, he
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leaned back in his chair and laughed at

us. He wasn't nasty about it, but just

tickled.

“I wouldn't have believed it” he says,

“of a bunch of cow-country folks. I didn't

believe it when Archibald told me. But it's

true. You boys can’t play draw.”

“Archibald?” I says. “Archibald who?”

It struck me I’d ought to remember that

Iname.

“Archibald Cadwallader” says Sam.

“He was up here last year. Don’t you

remember him cleanin' you, that time

-the little man without any lungs in

him?”

“Oh—him!” I says. “Yes, but listen!”

I was goin’ ahead to explain it to him, if

Steve hadn’t cut in.

“And how is our friend Archibald?” Steve

asks, smooth and gentle. “He seemed

plumb peaked when he was here.”

“He hit Tucson peaked too,” says Sam,

“but he got over it, with our climate. You

ought to see him! Shaped just like a rubber

ball—and he can bounce pretty near as

good. There's only one person in Tucson

any fatter than Archibald, and that's his wife.

That's what the Tucson climate can do.

They're sure changed.” He set for a min

ute, rifflin’ the cards and lookin’ around at

us, with his eyes laughin'. “They're doin’

real well, too,” he says, pretty soon.

“Archibald and Ariminta, they're runnin’ a

faro layout, with poker on the side, and

makin' good money.”

“Faro!” I says. “Poker! Them Holiness

people?” I just knew there was somethin'

comin’ by the look of Sam. He let the cards

drop and leaned back in his chair and

started a great big boomin’ laugh.

“Holiness!” he says. “Gentlemen! Ari

zona certainly did enjoy hearin' Archibald

tell about that.”

I could just feel that we was goin’ to be

pained by it; but I just couldn’t help askin’.

“You don’t mean to say—” I commenced.

“Shucks!” says Sam. “You fellows never

even suspicioned, did you? Why, that man

was born on a card table, out in Nevada.

He cut his teeth on a poker chip. Holiness!

Say, he certainly did put it over on you.

And Ariminta! You ought to see that lady

slide a card out of the middle of the deck.

Does it with either hand as well as the

other. Does it slicker than anybody I ever

watched. It would do you good to look at

her. Holiness! Listen: Them two come

here to Lusk just hankerin’ for the chance

that he might be able to pick up a little

expense money, somehow; only you boys

saved him the trouble. And you never

suspicioned? Well, keep on; you'll learn,

mebbe.”

Well, what do you think about it? Don’t

it strike you that we got goodness and bad

ness sort of mixed up, that time?
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O' evening we had dinner with the

Browns and afterward we adjourned

to the porch of Peace Cottage, and

there engaged in cheery conversation

while Brown and I smoked. The subject

under discussion eventually drifted around

to matrimony, its trials, vicissitudes and

many uncertainties, as it is quite likely to

do where married people congregate. We

discussed those peculiarities of human

nature which make for domestic happiness

or unhappiness. Brown was quite eloquent

on the subject, and I found my chance to

take one step toward getting even with

him for the Holstein hens and some other

things. Probably I should not have done

so at such a time, but the score was terribly

one-sided.

“Most men,” he said, “are thoughtless

in their domestic financial arrangements.

They do not intend to be mean, but their

lack of consideration sometimes stops hardly

short of that. Now my wife”—here he

arose, placed his thumbs in the arm-holes

of his vest, tilted the cigar a little higher in

his mouth, and continued—“my wife has

nothing of that sort of which to complain.

I turn over all of my income to her, or—

hah!—practically all. I reserve three or

four dollars a week for my personal ex

penses, and Mrs. Brown-hah!—has all the

rest. Occasionally, of course, I am com

pelled to obtain from her an additional

trifle for personal expenses, but, generally

speaking, she has the money and is respon

sible for its expenditure and for any small

savings we may lay aside from it. I find it

an excellent plan, and it pleases both of us.”

WE GET A CROP

“And I keep a regular ledger” remarked

Mrs. Brown.

“Yes? Do you find the scheme very

satisfactory?” I inquired.

“Ye—e—es. Only I can’t see why I

can’t save more money.”

“Oh, well! She has to learn how to

handle money, you know. Give her time,

I say.” (This from Brown.)

“Well, I'm going to read you men my

last week's accounts in my ledger and see if

you can suggest where I could have econ

omized more. I’ve studied and worried

over it lots, but I can’t see.”

Thereupon our excellent neighbor trotted

over to her residence and secured the very

thin book that served her as a ledger. As

she read from it to us after her return I

adroitly took shorthand notes on my cuff,

and so am able to quote verbatim from—

MRS. BROWN’S LEDGER

Monday—Henry gave me $35, but he

kept $5 of it. So I had. . . . . . . . . . . . $30.oo

Paid for meat, but it wasn’t as good

as the butcher said. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35

Gave Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I. 25

Paid a peddler for some real good shoe

strings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .o.5

Tuesday—Bought a knife-sharpener. It

sharpens lovely. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

Paid for wood, but we really ought to

use coal. It would be cheaper, I am

Sure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.2O

Gave Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I. 75

Wednesday—Paid for groceries. They

are so high now. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.83

Gave Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.25

Bought an apron. It was quite nice

for the money. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .65

 

2Go
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Thursday—Bought meat and groceries

and something else that I can't

remember. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1. Io

Gave Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75

Bought some shoes for myself. They

were at Perkins' special sale and

were worth $2.75 anyway. . . . . . . . . 1.5o

Friday—Gave Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.90

Bought fish. Henry is so fond of fish. .35

Paid for tea. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 20

Saturday—Gave Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I. I5

Paid for coffee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 5

Gave Henry before he went to the farm

ers lodge. Lodges are so expensive. 6.oo

Sunday—Put in the collection box. . . . . .5o

Gave Henry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.75

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$29.98

Balance on hand. . . . . . . . . . . . O2

“There,” said Mrs. Brown after she had

read the record, “you see I saved only two

cents last week. Yet I did so want to save

more, and I’ve tried and tried to see where I

could have economized, and I can’t, unless

it might have been on my shoes, and I

wanted them so much,and they were cheap.”

“Oh, well, my dear,” said

Brown, the kind and consid

erate man, “it’s all right.

You'll learn after a while.”

But on me, as I sat and

listened, there broke a great

white light. I knew, too,

that Brown saw this light;

and that loving, wifely faith

was all that blinded Mrs.

Brown's eyes, as it has blinded

the eyes of other women ere

InOW.

“Let me see the ledger” I

said. “Perhaps the two of us

together may be able to detect

the difficulty.”

Brown wriggled in his seat,

and said “Oh, pshaw! It isn’t

worth while,” but his good

lady handed me the ledger,

and I paid no attention to

him.

“Now let us see” I contin

ued; “we will try to system

atize the accounts by divid

ing them as they naturally

classify themselves.”

“It looks to me,” Brown

interrupted, “as if it were

going to rain” (there was not

a cloud in the sky) “and I

think, Julia, that we had

better go home and see that the calf is safely

under shelter.”

But Mrs. Brown was deeply interested

in my exposition. “Just a few minutes,

Henry; I don’t believe it will rain right

away” she pleaded, and Brown settled back

with a dissatisfied expression on his ingen

uous countenance, while I continued:

“You had thirty dollars, not counting the

five that Henry at once retired from domes

tic circulation, and the first among the

natural divisions would be household ex

penses. Let us see: There is meat, thirty

five cents; knife-sharpener, thirty cents;

wood, four dollars and twenty cents; grocer

ies, one dollar and eighty-three cents; meat

and groceries, one dollar and ten cents; fish,

thirty-five cents; tea, twenty cents, and

coffee, fifteen cents. That is a total of

eight dollars and forty-eight cents. Do

you think of any place in this department

where you could retrench?”

“N—n—no” the excellent little woman

replied, “I don’t think so.” -

The old game of honeyed compliment worked by so many husbands

did not operate in this instance, Mrs. Brown was too deeply

 

interested in my classification of expenses
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“Oh, well,” said Brown, “what is the use

of bothering with it? Julia is a good,

economical wife, and I always said so.”

But the old game of honeyed compliment

worked by so many husbands in similar

cases did not operate in this instance.

Mrs. Brown was too deeply interested in

my classification of expenses.

“Next in order would come your personal

expenses,” I resumed. “These are: Shoe

strings, five cents; apron, sixty-five cents,

and shoes, one dollar and fifty cents. The

total is two dollars and twenty cents.

Could you retrench in any way here?”

“Well, there were the shoes, but I really

needed them.”

“That’s what she did” Brown chimed in,

“and all that I complain about is that she

doesn’t get as good as she deserves.”

Naturally I realized that Henry was

hedging against what he foresaw, but I

appeared to pay no attention to him as I

continued:

“Then there is charity. I suppose you

do not feel that the fifty cents you gave to

the cause of religion was too much?”

“Certainly not.” (Mrs. Brown was quite

positive about this.)

If the chair on which Brown sat had been

thrice heated he could have squirmed no

more than he now was doing. At this point

he again made himself heard:

“I don’t like to hurry away, but I really

feel that we ought to be going. If you are

ready, Julia, we-”

Apparently I did not hear him, as I

droned right along:

“This makes a total of eleven dollars and

eighteen cents, or somewhat more than one

third of your total allowance, for house

hold and personal expenses and charity.

Now let us see about the rest. You gave—”

“Come, Julia.” -

“You gave Henry five dollars, and a

dollar and a quarter, and-”

“We really must go, Julia.”

“A dollar and seventy-five cents, and

two dollars and a quarter, and-”

“If you intend to stay all night, Julia,

just say so. I've got to go.”

“And seventy-five cents, and two dollars

and ninety cents, and a dollar and fifteen

cents, and—”

“That calf may be dying just for lack of

a little care.”

“And six dollars, and two dollars and

seventy-five cents.” -

Brown reached for his hat, and looked

almost fiercely at his wife and me, but she

was interested in the ledger and did not

notice his actions. In a monotonously

calm voice I continued:

“That makes a total of twenty-three

dollars and eighty cents for Henry, and I

think you did astonishingly well to save

two cents. I presume it would be un

gracious for me to inquire if you feel that

you could get along with a little less,

Henry?” * -

Brown seized his wife and led her from

the room, at the same time glaring at me

and mumbling something about the neces

sity for haste. But I did not mind his sud

den departure, for I knew that the seed was

planted and that henceforth she would

realize all about Henry. My conscience

told me that I had done a good deed, for

without such a revelation the good and

trustful little woman never would have

suspected about Henry though she had kept

a ledger through all the days of her pil

grimage; she merely would have continued

to wonder what became of the money. It

really was gratifying to put away the Hol

stein hens account marked “Squared, more

or less.” -

After they had gone, Lillian and I seated

ourselves in the large arm-chair by the

living-room window, and conversed for a

time. So seated, the peace of the moon

lighted fields without—so different from

the boxed-in turmoil of the city-found its

counterp, within my soul, and I drew

Lillian nearer to me and told her how glad

I was that I had drawn a capital prize in the

great matrimonial lottery. This sort of

thing costs nothing, and, man or woman,

we are happier and better for it.

The night was indescribably lovely. To

be sure, the stars, dimmed in glory by the

superior splendor of the moon, had well nigh

hidden their faces and only here and there

did a twinkling eye look dimly down upon the

ways and deeds of a naughty world; but

fields and trees and distant low-lying cot

tages all slept in a wonderful night-robe of

gray and silver. By the banks of the tiny

brooklet the frogs joined in a weird chorus.

Within the room our low voices gradually

hushed and dropped off into silence, for the

feeling within us was too deep for verbal

expression.

There we sat and dreamed until the hour

was late, and when we finally retired we did
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so, it seemed to me, only to go from one

dreamland into another.

So the peaceful days passed in glad and

bright procession while I cultivated my

sense of mastery and gave free scope to my

high genius for watching, but the arrival of

Eugene Carter put an end to my peaceful

mooning around.

Eugene Carter had visited in Peace Cot

tage, but has not been mentioned in this

narrative heretofore because he is no part

of a farm and is entirely lacking in that

rural charm I endeavor to depict. The

anticipative smile on dear Helen's face

would have served as constant announce

ment that he

was coming

even had we not

known it other

wise. He came,

and the smile

bid fair to be

come perpetual.

At last it be

came evident

that the court

ship in which we

were so deeply

interested was

approaching a

crisis, but a con

versation be

tween Lillian

and Helen one

evening was our

first notification

that the great

event was close

ly impending.

“Eugene wants us to be married very

soon” Helen confided.

Lillian's only response was “Tell me about

it, dear.”

“Well, he wanted to know the earliest day

on which we could be married, and I told him

it could not possibly be before next June.”

“You were wise. What did he say then?”

“He said that was absurd, and I told him

I might be ready by April.”

“That was conceding a great deal, and

he must have appreciated it. How did he

express his gratitude?”

“He didn’t express it. He must have

slow-freighted it, for it hasn’t arrived yet.

He said the idea of waiting that long was

ridiculous, and I—well, I said I might be

The night was indescribably lovely. There we sat and dreamed

“You did! You said you might be ready

by Christmas! You never can do it in the

world, and I don’t see how you could even

think of such a thing. What did he say

then?”

“He said that was not quite so absurd, but

was pretty absurd, and he talked in that

way until I-we-that is, I—well, we have

agreed to be married three weeks from next

Wednesday.”

“Helen Bennett!”

Lillian told me afterward that shecould not

have said more than she expressed in those

two words if she had used up a dictionary;

she said they seemed to convey all of her

argument and

all of her emo

tions. Helen

tried to explain

to her that there

really was no

occasion for de

lay, but she

would not be

con v in ced.

When I called

her attention to

our own case, in

which the wed

ding was quite

precipitate, also,

she turned up

her nose and

said “That is

quite different,”

although no

mere man could

tell wherein the

difference lay.

For the next three weeks and five days I

bitterly felt that the name of Peace Cottage

was a cruel misnomer. I was a palpable

misfit in my little world, and felt as out of

place as might a bee-drone in a convention

of workers. I was not exactly an outlaw,

but I might almost as well have been. A

sewing-woman was introduced from some

where, and when I entered a room—any

room, it madeno difference which, for all were

alike preempted—Lillian would say “Look

out! You are stepping on that petticoat,”

and Helen would add “I don’t see how some

men can be so awkward,” and I could not

avoid an inference that I was one of the

“some men.” Never before had I felt so

keenly that I wasjust a man. Even theseam

 

ready by Christmas.” stress treated me with a thinly veiled scorn.
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At last the eventful day came. The un

pretentious wedding took place in the par

lor of Peace Cottage, and Helen looked very

beautiful, while Eugene looked as if he

wished he were well out of it, as bridegrooms

generally do. The bride wore a veil made

of some sort of creamy shimmering stuff,

and a dress made of some sort of white stuff

with some sort of tags fastened to the front

and sides of it. I have been thus explicit

in description of the costume because Lil

lian says she thinks some lady readers might

be interested in it, and I fancy that they will.

When Parson Jenkins spoke the impres

sive words that made the

young couple husband and

wife, Lillian wept. Helen has

no mother, and so I suppose

Lillian felt that she must take

the place of one. I knew that

she would weep, but I never

will be able to understand it.

For this is the problem that

forever vexes man'ssoul: why

does gentle woman weep at

her daughter's or her sister's

wedding? For long years she

—or many of her, at any rate

-lives, hopes, plans, endures

and suffers to the end that %

the loved one may make a 'f

“good match.” Then, when

the anxiously awaited day has

arrived, the consummation of

her hopes is at hand, and the

dear girl is about to embark

on the untried sea of matri

mony, she creates an opposi

tion ocean of tears, and herselflugubriously

sails away on its dark waters. I never

could understand why she does this thing, I

say, but she does it, and I suppose that the

bride, who also is feminine, would not feel

that the wedding was a complete success if

somebody did not turn on the faucet.

Well, Helen and Eugene Carter were one,

and the future would decide which one.

There was a little wedding breakfast, with

only Mr. and Mrs. Brown and ourselves

present, and after that the young pair went

away to begin life together. Peace Cot

tage would be lonely without them. We

should miss Helen’s voice and the music of

her laughter, and it would seem strange to

go into a room after dark without coughing

to give notice of our approach.

In the days of loneli—that is, of tran

in
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Bob was a street-Arab

quillity, that followed, Lillian and I dis

covered that we must keep a tight grip on

our appreciation of the infinite peace and

felicity that brooded over all about us, or

else we were likely to lose our hold on it

entirely. We discovered, too, that this was

hard and trying work, for it almost ap

peared that some malicious fiend must have

greased the infinite peace and felicity, so

difficult were they to hold. Sometimes the

monot—the tranquillity became so stren

uously pervasive that I even used to ask

Brown to come over and play croquet with

Think of that! Playing croquet!

And with Brown!

One of the unfortunate

features of this time was the

variation in the songs sung

by the tiny choristers of the

night. For some time after

moving to our country home

we found an exquisite pleas

ure in going out into the tran

quil evenings and, swinging

in our hammocks, listening to

the majestic chorus of the

night, that far-away half

dreamed chorus which has

# rung through creation’s halls,

making them melodious,

since first the Voice was

heard in the divine fiat “Let

there be light.” There was

one wee vocalist which from

its hidden place in the choir

sang just one word to just

one silver note, over and over

and over, and “Peace-peace

—peace” was the changeless burden of his

Song.

Then, over yonder, another tiny singer

would reply. “And rest—and rest and

rest” he sung. Then, for pulseless mo–

ments, there was silence, and the sacred har

mony of silence, till of a sudden, as if the

mighty choir of great Nature's wee ones

no longer could contain its heart of happi

ness, broke through that silence the over

mastering refrain, “And—love—for—all,

and—love—for—all, and—love—for—all.”

So rang the chorus in our first happy,

dreamful evenings at the cottage, but now

it was different. We listened with eager

expectancy for the old chorus, but neither

tune nor words were the same. The little

chap that sung of peace now had a grouch

on, and all that he shrilled was “Rats!—

ne.
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rats!—rats!” Then it was evident that the

tiny one that responded was suffering from

indigestion, or something, for all that he

would querulously rasp out in reply was

“Come off!—Aw, come!—Come off!” Anx

iously we awaited the majestic refrain,

but, alas! when it was reached the dis

gruntled choir created naught but discord

with its jangled “This — makes — us—

tired, this — makes — us – tired, this—

makes—us—tired.”

I never knew a choir to change so com

pletely and so unfortunately in so brief a

time. After a few evenings of this sort of

thing we gave it up and retired to the house.

“Lillian,” I would say, “do you ever

pause to reflect how blessed we are in our

little home? So calm, so tranquil, so—”

At this point I would forget myself and

break off in a long sigh as of some hidden

anguish. Then Lillian would respond:

“Ah, yes! And to think that we lived

in that dreadful city so long as we did!

How can sane people prefer that terrible

concatenation of deafening racket to such

an abode of bliss and—”

So our conversations generally ambled

along; words of condensed happiness broken

by sighs and pickled in brine. If we were

less passionately fond of the country than

we were I almost might suspect that we

were lonely.

Why continue the pretense? We were

lonely. More and worse than that, I at

least was becoming dissatisfied with my

(or Brown's) ideal of farming. Here I

was on a California farm, the soil of ines

timable richness, the climate a continuous

blessing, and I had been merely entertain

ing myself by—watching. I saw neigh

bors about me who farmed intelligently,

scientifically, and they were steadily getting

rich at it. I began to watch less and to

take a practical interest in observing what

our wonderful soil will do when one “tickles

it with a hoe.” I was in the early stages of

this re-birth when my final salvation came.

The salvation was about four feet high

and was possessed of a snub nose, a pair of

brown eyes which soon became suggestive

of twin interrogation points, and a wealth

of freckles. It answered to the name of

Bob, and a friend in the city had recom

mended it to me.

“He is a street-Arab,” the friend wrote,

“motherless, worse than fatherless, but I

have had opportunity to know that there

is good stuff in him. Take him, teach him

to farm, make a man of him.”

“Teach him to farm!” The friend who

wrote is not a man who is given to bitter,

scathing irony, but he attained it in this

instance. “Teach him to farm!” I, who

had been engaged in wasting my substance

in riotous watching! “But hold” I said

to myself. “I will teach him. Together

we will learn to farm, the boy and I.”

And we did it. We took hold of farming,

not as if it were a game, but as a business.

I do not know which made the more

blunders, Bob or I, nor which laughed the

louder at them, but all of the time we were

putting such brains as we possessed into

the problem that confronted us, and in the

end we won. And today, as I walk down

the westerly slope of the hills of life, Bob is

to me both tower of strength and well

spring of happiness. -

Lillian and I still live in Peace Cottage.

We are older than we once were, and I have

noticed that Brown and I are less hilarious

when we meet, but never has Peace Cottage

deserved its name more than now. The

busy days pass rapidly, but they are days

of prosperity and content. Sometimes

Eugene and Helen and small Eugene, Jr.

and smallest of small Lillian come to visit

us, and then, when the evening has come,

we sit out on the porch, and, while we three

men (for Bob always is with us) smoke a

tranquilizing cigar, the moon and the stars

look down upon us, and gentlest zephyrs

whisper to us, and out yonder the chorus of

night voices is singing of the joy of living;

and tranquillity, from being a joke, has

passed into blissful reality.
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A SISKIYOU MEMORY

By W. P. BURNS

I know a place where the fern is deep,

And the giant fir waves high,

And a dripping ledge hangs cool and steep,

And a laughing brook leaps by;

And it’s there to be with a soul that's free

From the street's discordant jar,

With a blanket spread on a cedar bed

And the wealth of the world afar.

I know a pool in a leafy dell

That the wary trout love best,

And a timid trail to the chaparral

Where the red deer lie at rest;

A night bird's call when the shadows fall

And a cougar's lonely cry,

A silence deep, and a dreamless sleep

Under the open sky.
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Federalist soldiers today were rebels yesterday and may be rebels again tomorrow

Is There Any Hope for Mexico?

By E. ALEXANDER POWELL, F. R. G. S.

Author of: The Last Frontier: The Balkan Union Against Turkey

E stood on the terrace of the pal

W ace which crowns the rock of

Chapultepec, Porfirio Diaz and I,

and stared silently down upon the myriad

house-tops of the Mexican capital. From

the great city, which lay spread beneath us

like a plaster-of-paris model, rose faintly

the roar of industry. In a hundred places

the urban sky-line was broken by belching

factory chimneys; street-cars, looking from

the distance like big and very busy beetles,

scuttled along the well-paved thorough

fares and stopped and then scuttled on

again; along the splendid Paseo an inter

minable stream of carriages and motor-cars,

controlled by white-gloved gendarmes on

shining horses, rolled by in a display of

wealth and fashion which could be paral

led in few capitals of Europe. Beyond the

city, to the northward, a trail of smoke

smeared itself against the sky.

“That” said the President, pointing, “is

the north-bound mail train. It has electric

lights and hot and cold water and an ob

servation car in the rear and a dining-coach

ahead, and it covers the nineteen hundred

miles between the City of Mexico and St.

Louis in sixty hours. Its passengers are as

safe and very nearly as comfortable as they

would be in their own homes. I have a

personal pride in that train, because it

typifies in a measure the progress that

Mexico has made under my rule. When I

became president, more than a third of a

century ago, the only means of reaching

the capital was by diligencia from Vera

Cruz. It was a common thing for the

stage-coaches to pull up in front of the

Hotel Iturbide filled with passengers clad

only in newspapers. They had been way

laid twice. The first set of bandits had

taken their valuables; the second had taken

their clothes; a third set would probably

have taken their lives. Today one can

travel in a Pullman car from Texas to the

borders of Guatemala in as perfect safety
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as from Chicago to New York. Peace and

security of life and property . . . . . . .

those are my gifts to Mexico.”

It was barely thirty months ago that the

aged President spoke thus. Then there

were no less than six railway systems in

regular operation between the United

States and Mexico, and it was as easy to

go from New York to the City of Mexico

as to San Francisco. Today, after little

more than a two-years interim, the Mexican

capital is inaccessible by rail. Dynamited

bridges, derailed trains, demolished road

beds, terrorized train crews, have isolated

the great metropolis of Middle America,

with its half a million inhabitants, as ef

fectually as though it had suddenly been

transplanted to Alaska.

Revolution and anarchy have laid their

pestilential hands on the national fabric

which Porfirio Diaz so painstakingly built

up during his five-and-thirty years of office,

and before their touch it has crumbled like

the native adobe. Terror reigns over

Mexico from coast to coast. Death stalks

across the country with dripping sword and

blazing torch: Starvation is rapping in

sistently at every peon's door. The factory

wheels are, silent. The rails are red with

rust. The decks of every outward-bound

vessel are packed with refugees. The

splendid buildings of the capital have been

torn by shot and shell. Every city in the

republic has been turned into an armed

camp. The national treasury is all but

empty. The army is rotten with sedition.

Marauding bands commit their depreda

tions unchecked within sight of Chapulte

pec itself. North, south, east, west, sounds

the rattle of machine-guns and the crackle

of musketry. In half the states of the re

public law is a byword and a joke. Every

foreigner remaining in Mexico does so at

peril of his life. The safety of the people

of our border states is guaranteed only by

a border patrol composed of nearly half our

standing army. The sacking of the sea

ports has been averted only by the grim

menace of the American warships at anchor

in their harbors. Political assassinations

and military executions have become so

frequent that they no longer evoke com

ment. Porfirio Diaz is an exile in an alien

land and the man who drove him into that

exile is in his grave. The man who tem

porarily dwells in the National Palace

never knows when he wakes up in the

morning whether he will be greeted by a

salute or a firing party.

In the last few weeks I have talked to

many men, in Mexico and out of it—min

ers, engineers, railway builders, revolu

tionists, politicians, peons, cow-punchers,

merchants, soldiers, diplomatists, commer

cial travelers, bankers—and always I have

asked them the same question:

“Is there any hope for Mexico?” and

always the answer was:

“Only in a strong and honest govern

ment.”

“Who can give Mexico such a govern

ment?” I asked. “Huerta? Felix Diaz?

Carranza? Vasquez Gomez? Orozco? Za

pata? de la Barra?” and again the answer

was in every case the same:

“The United States.”

That Mexico's sole prospect of salva

tion is in American intervention was the

opinion expressed by practically every man

with whom I discussed the matter. Not all

of them favored intervention, mind you—

many of them, indeed, were bitterly op

posed to such a step—but they all asserted,

nevertheless, that in such action lies Mex

ico's only hope of regeneration.

Now let me make it perfectly clear to

you that the present revolution, or rather

revolutions—for there are nearly a dozen

distinct insurrections in progress south of

the Rio Grande at the present time—are

very far indeed from being struggles for

“the inalienable rights of humanity” as

certain writers would have you believe.

The men who are at the head of these

movements are, on the contrary, actuated

by the most sordid motives: political am

bition, a thirst for power, jealousy, greed,

the prospect of loot, revenge. The Feder

alists, under Huerta, are fighting to retain

the power which they wrested by a coup

d'état from Madero, and their success would

mean, in all probability, a return to the

iron-hand rule of Diaz. The Constitution

alists are fighting, so they profess, for a per

petuation of the weak-kneed Madero régime

with its lavish but unfulfilled promises of

universal suffrage, a free press, a division

of the great estates, and prosperity for all.

Other factions are fighting in Sonora, in

Chihuahua, and in Tamaulipas with the

purpose of seceding from Mexico altogether

and forming a republic of their own. In

the states of Puebla, Vera Cruz, Michoacan

and Morelos numerous bands of brigands,
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President Huerta, of Mexico, and his advisers., Reading from left to right, the persons in full dress are

Rayes (Justice), Esquinal Ofregun (Finance), de la Barra (Foreign Affairs), de Mondragon (War),

President Huerta, Kra Stanol (Public Works), Garcia Gernados (State), Roblagil (Interior)

called revolutionists only by courtesy, are

plundering, burning and murdering be

cause, with industry at a standstill, it is

the most profitable employment to be

found. Although the Constitutionalist

movement has assumed ominous propor

tions, and though it would be no great

matter for surprise if the close of the sum

mer found them in possession of the capital

itself, there is scant prospect of their suc

cess bringing peace to the distracted coun

try, for the movement has no recognized

head and its generals are so jealous of each

other that an attempt by any one of them

to seat himself in the presidential chair

would be the signal for the others to start

a counter-revolution. If, on the other

hand, the Huerta government manages to

remain in power, and the presidential elec

tions are held this summer as announced,

it is not only possible, but extremely

probable, that the defeated candidate will

again make the gutters of Mexico run red

by trying to get with bullets what he could

not get with ballots.

Any one who really knows Mexico knows

that a genuine popular election there is an

impossibility and always has been. Why?

Because the composition of the population

precludes the existence of such a thing as

national feeling. And therein lies Mexico's

greatest weakness. Did you know that

within the confines of the republic sixty

three distinct languages and dialects are

commonly spoken—fifty-two of them by

Indians whose characteristics are as widely

different as the negro and the Chinese—

and that many of them do not speak Span

ish at all? The population of Mexico con

sists of three classes: the whites, of pure

Spanish descent; the mestizos, or half

breeds; and the native Indians. The char

acteristics of these three classes are so

strongly marked and so discordant as to

leave small hope of their ever being suc

cessfully welded into a patriotic and homo

geneous people. The Spanish Mexicans,

cruel, courteous, avaricious, arrogant, cour

ageous, born intriguers every one, though

forming only thirteen per cent of a popula

tion of upward of fifteen millions, have en

joyed a virtual monopoly of the wealth and

intellect of the nation. The mestizos, form

ing forty-nine per cent of the population,

have inherited the worst characteristics of

their Indian and Spanish parents, being

turbulent, treacherous, lazy, dissolute and

cruel. It is from this class that the
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revolutionary chieftains have mainly re

cruited their forces. Lastly there are the

Indians, forming the remaining thirty-eight

per cent, helpless, disinherited, dis

heartened and discouraged, and without a

voice in the direction or destiny of the na

tion of which they were the original in

habitants. It was from such poor clay as

this that Diaz built the showy structure

called the United States of Mexico, and it

was owing to the very rottenness of his ma

terial that the structure crumbled and col

lapsed before the blast of the first storm.

Few Americans have any conception of

the apathy and hopeless ignorance of the

lower classes. Beside a Mexican peon a

Russian peasant becomes almost intellect

ual. Here is an incident which illustrates,

as nothing else can, their total unfitness for

the suffrage. In the latter days of the Diaz

régime, an American contractor engaged in

the construction of some West Coast harbor

works, having in his employ some three

thousand laborers, evolved the idea of

putting the much-discussed intelligence of

the Mexican peon to a practical test by

taking a “straw vote” for president among

his workmen. That no political significance

might be attached to the proceedings, the

American gave instructions that the name

of General Diaz was not to be used. With

this exception, every man was to cast his

vote for whoever he was convinced would

make the best president of Mexico. When

the three thousand ballots were counted it

was found that ninety-four per cent of

them had been cast for Geona, the cele

brated bull-fighter who was the popular

idol of the hour. The votes of the remain

ing six per cent were about equally divided

between Juarez and Hidalgo, the heroes

of Mexican independence, both of whom

have been dead for many years.

There are today only three men in all

Mexico who could, by any stretch of the

imagination, be considered competent to

undertake the task of national regeneration.

The first of these is the provisional presi

dent, General Victoriano Huerta. He is a

stern, simple, silent man, a soldier first,

last, and all the time, with the tastes and

manners of the camp rather than the coun

cil chamber. “I am not an administrator”

he said recently, in the course of an after

dinner speech, “I am a soldier, and every

time I see a regiment entraining I long to

put on my uniform and take the field.”

Huerta was one of the most trusted lieu

tenants of Porfirio Diaz, having gained the

confidence of the grim old dictator not only

by his military abilities but by his absten

tion from meddling in politics. It was in

deed owing to his supposed ignorance of

political affairs that he was made provi

sional president upon the downfall of Ma

dero, the idea being that he would serve as

a stop-gap until conditions were auspicious

for Felix Diaz to step in and assume the

presidency. Diaz and his adherents had a

surprise coming to them, however, for

Huerta, instead of proving the puppet on

whom they had confidently counted, un

expectedly evinced the traits of a man of

blood and iron, the ruthlessness and vigor

with which he proceeded to exterminate

his enemies showing that he had studied

with profit the methods of his former

chief. Unless I am very much mistaken in

his character, it will be about as easy to

separate this simple-minded soldier from

the presidency as it is to separate a bull

dog from a bone.

General Felix Diaz, who is in many re

spects the strongest candidate for the

presidency, inherits many of the character

istics of his distinguished uncle, under

whose régime he held the responsible post

of chief of police, a position which, in view

of the resource, tact and discretion it re

quired, might not inaptly be compared to

that held by Fouche under the Emperor

Napoleon. A higher type of soldier than

Huerta, equally determined and far more

dashing, he evolved and executed the coup

d'état which resulted in the overthrow of

Madero and the capture of the capital.

His greatest asset is, of course, the name he

bears and the traditions which are attached

to it. Good-looking in a saturnine sort of

way, dashing, debonair, he holds the con

fidence of the army and has captured the

imagination of the common people and

bids fair to prove himself “the Man on

Horseback” of Mexico.

Francisco de la Barra, who is generally

looked upon as the candidate of the cleri

cal party, is as different from Huerta and

Diaz as a frock coat is different from a

military tunic, as a pen is different from a

sword. A diplomatist by profession, a

smoother of differences and an adjuster of

difficulties, he would rule with a velvet

glove rather than with an iron hand.

Suave, polished, tactful, cultured, a man of
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wide experience—he held, in turn, the posts

of cabinet minister, of Ambassador to the

United States, and of provisional president

during the interregnum between the deposi

tion of Diaz and the election of Madero—

he possesses many of the qualities which

would go to make a successful ruler of a

less troubled and more humdrum land.

Go behind the fighting

Mexicans having vast holdings in those

regions, to whom such a solution would

mean wealth instead of ruin, there is little

doubt. Formal secession has been openly

discussed in the legislature of Sinaloa,

which is now in full revolt, and similar prop

agandas are being fostered in the states

of Coahuila and Tamaulipas, the plan con

templating a repetition of

lines in Mexico and you

will come upon a trail

which leads direct to bank

ing houses in Wall street

and Capel Court. Al

though the two great rail

way systems which run

respectively from El Paso

and from Laredo to the

capital are theoretically

owned by the government,

certain groups of American

and British financiers own

what is more important:

the railway bonds. It is

these bankers which are

supplying the Huerta ad

ministration with the

sinews of war, for it is only

through his success that

they can hope to get the

interest on their bonds.

Were the rebels to gain the

upper hand the railway

bonds would probably not

be worth the paper they

are printed on, for there is

every reason to believe

that they would suspend

payment on the national

debt, as was done under

similar circumstances in

1861, even if they did not

repudiate it altogether.

Those financiers andcon

cessionaires who, on the

other hand,have theirinter

ests centered in the north

ern states of the republic,

are lending material support to the revolu

tionists, both because they are perfectly

well aware that it is only by paying tribute

that they can save their properties from

confiscation or destruction, and because

they are convinced that the formation of a

northern republic would be the first step

toward annexation. That the insurrection

in the north is being financed as well by
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THE HOUR IN MEXICO

A public clock, situated in the Plaza

Bucareli, destroyed by continued firing

in the capital during the coup d'etat

against Madero

the proceeding by which

Texas was added to the

Union.

You have only to be in

Mexico a day or two to

realize how enormous are

American interests there.

American railways have

opened up to settlement

that great, rich region

which parallels the West

Coast for a thousand miles.

Three-quarters of the agri

cultural, commercial and

mineral concessions in the

republic are in the hands

of Americans. It is Ameri

cans who have given to

Mexico light and power

and heat and means of

urban traction. It is

American engineers who

run the trains and Ameri

can managers who operate

them. American artesian

wells are irrigating the dry

country and American

steam plows are tilling it

and American harvesters

are gathering the resultant

crops. American managers

are found in the mills and

mines and banks and

haciendas. And, until chaos

broke loose and overran the

country, American capital

kept rolling in, rolling in

like an inexorable wave of

fate. In the history of

the world there has never been so complete

and successful a commercial conquest of a

nation. This invasion came from the north,

silently, peacefully, without blare of bugle

or beat of drum, but it threatens to prove

far more inimical to the independence of

Mexico than did ever the march of the

Conquistadores up from the south four

hundred years ago. Within the Mexican
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borders today thereare fifty thousandAmeri

can citizens and a thousand millions of

American dollars.

Everything considered, the chances for

peace in Mexico, except through outside

interference, seem to me exceedingly slim.

There is nothing to be gained by disguising

the fact that Mexico is not a civilized na

tion and that she should be treated accord

ingly. She has great cities, it is true, and

splendid public buildings, and twenty thou

sand miles of railways, but, when the acid

test is applied, the thin veneer of civiliza

tion peels away and the face of the irre

sponsible savage is revealed. The most for

which the wretched country can hope is the

restoration of a dictatorship not worse

than that of Diaz. With all its defects and

all its crimes it was at least far better than

the anarchy which has succeeded it.

The inexplicable delay of the United

States in recognizing the Huerta govern

ment has not only seriously weakened our

influence in Mexico but it has had the effect

of putting peace much further away. With

out recognition by the United States Huerta

will have great difficulty in obtaining

money; without money to pay his soldiers

he cannot retain his grip on the army;

without the army he can offer no resistance

to the revolutionists, and a revolutionist

victory means another change of govern

ment and more bloodshed—so I fail to see

just where the gentlemen who are dictating

our foreign policy expect to get off. To tell

the truth, the weak, indecisive, and vacil

lating policy pursued by our government

has prolonged rather than shortened the

revolution; it has effectually alienated the

party which is in power; it has endangered

the lives of the Americans resident in the

republic; and it has caused us an irretriev

able loss of prestige throughout Middle

America.

Today the United States stands at a po

litical crossways and two roads stretch be

fore her. One of them is broad and smooth

and leads downhill: it is marked “Non-in

terference” and it is the easiest way. The

other road, which is marked “Interven

tion,” is narrow and rough and hilly and

very perilous indeed. We must choose be

tween them. Firm adherence to a policy

of non-interference in Mexico is synony

mous with the abandonment of our historic

position as policeman of the Western world,

and of the doctrine of James Monroe. If

we choose to abandon those of our own

people who are resident in Mexico to sav

agery and barbarism, that is our own af

fair. But it is obvious that we cannot sud

denly withdraw the protection which we

have hitherto extended to Europeans, resi

dent in Spanish-American countries, and at

the same time refuse permission to the

European nations to take such steps as

they may see fit to protect their peoples

and their peoples’ property. The financial

interests of England and Germany and

France in Mexico are very great, remem

ber—in the aggregate considerably greater

than our own-and it is to be presumed that

any one of those nations would welcome an

opportunity to secure that foothold on the

American continent which they have hith

erto sought in vain.

Abstention from intervention in Mexico

will mean for us many unpleasant and hu

miliating things. It will mean that we will

have at our very door another Haiti,

another Venezuela, though on a vastly

greater scale; a land of perpetual turmoil

and trouble, a land of the bullet instead of

the ballot, of machine-guns instead of

mowing-machines, of lawlessness instead of

law. It will mean that we will be com

pelled to maintain an army along our south

ern border indefinitely. It will mean that

the Americans resident in Mexico will

sooner or later have to leave the country

bag and baggage, abandoning their homes

and their business, or take their chances of

having their throats cut. It will mean that

the factories which have been built, the

mines which have been opened, and the

railways which have been constructed by

American capital will have to be abandoned

for lack of protection. It will mean that

political assassination, such as that which

ended the lives of Madero and Suarez, will

become the rule. It will mean that Ameri

can prestige from the Rio Grande to Cape

Horn will fall to zero. And if we continue

to shy at the cost of setting Mexico's

house in order, it will mean that we can

no longer lay honest claim to being a hu

manitarian and an altruistic nation.

Now turn the shield around. Interven

tion-there is nothing to be gained by dis

guising the fact-means war. The cost and

duration of such a war is, of course, purely

problematical. If we once put our hands

to the plow, remember, we cannot turn

back. Military experts believe that we
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American automobiles were placed at the disposal of the American embassy (in background) to aid in

humane work during the recent fighting in the City of Mexico. Over and over, when the

question is asked "Is there any hope for Mexico?” the answer is a shrug of the

shoulders and a gesture toward the American flag

could march with ease to the City of Mexico,

and for a few months win an unbroken

series of minor victories, which would

eventually dwindle into just such a long

and exhaustive guerrilla warfare as Eng

land had to cope with in the Transvaal,

even after the Boer armies had surrendered,

and as France and Italy are coping with in

North Africa today. Not only would the

appearance of an American army in Mexico

undoubtedly have the effect of bringing

the discordant factions together and of

cementing all parties against us, but it

would crystallize the deep-seated suspicion

of our motives which already exists through

out Latin-America into a certainty, and

might well do incalculable harm to our

South and Central American trade. Let us

look the facts squarely in the face. Is the

amelioration of the wretched lot of some

fifteen million Mexicans worth the cost?

Or, on the other hand, can we afford the

price which we will have to pay in self

respect and the respect of others if we sit

complacently by and watch our next-door

neighbors turn their house into a shambles?

How it will all end I do not know . . . . .

no one knows. But, from all I have seen

and heard, I can not but feel that there is

something smacking of prophecy in the

remark made by a colored trooper of the

border patrol as we stood watching a skir

mish between the federals and the rebels

near Agua Prieta not long ago.

“Well, George” I remarked, by way of

making conversation, “I suppose you would

be glad to get an order to cross that bor

der?”

“Boss” he answered earnestly, “we ain’t

never gwine to cross dat bodah—but one of

dese days we's a gwine to pick dat bodah

up an’ carry it right down to Panama.”

|
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MOTORING ON MOUNTRAINIER

By CARPENTER KENDALL

T’S hands across the ages when you drive

I your excessively modern motor-car up

to the terminal wall of a glacier; and the

hand that goes out over the flaunting var

nish to greet that relic of a prehistoric time

is very likely not altogether as respectful

as youth should be to age. Youth rules the

world; and is not the gas engine the triumph

of humans over internal combustion?

while what is yonder towering, snow-en

veloped monument but the tomb of an in

ternal combustion that once had power

enough to have sent the airships of giants

to the top of the mountains in the moon?

Perhaps it did, but howbeit, the monster is

dead and your gas engine is very living and

very efficient. Happy may you be, too,

that your new-fangled dynamics is able to

open to eyes of delight the magnificent

mountains and the mysteries of their age

old history.

Motoring in Mount Rainier Park liter

ally means motoring on the mountain it

self, for the park is the mountain, its

boundaries fitting neatly around the granite

foundation of the King of the Cascades.

If you are starting from Seattle or Tacoma,

and have never been up before, you will

picture to yourself some heavy pulling and

a more or less lengthened period of time,

for there are two foot-hill ridges to cross;

but your uneasiness is unnecessary and un

warranted foreboding, for your car will

rock along as easily over hill and dale as

over that fine bit of boulevard of the Pacific

Highway, between the Puget Sound cities.

The hills are looped and bound round with

a winding belt that rarely calls for your

“low,” seldom for intermediate and gen

erally gives you ample opportunity for that

letter back home: “Yes, sir, never once had

to pull out of high.”

If you leave Seattle in the morning, you

will lunch at Tacoma or at a famous chicken

farm on the outskirts of the city, and in the

afternoon when the rays of the sinking sun

are beginning to strike long shadows across

Rainier's southwestern slope and tinge the

great white dome with crimson, you will

rivals the resplendent sunset hues.

shut off at The Inn, 2000 feet up; and later,

in the evening, you will walk across to the

silence of the woodland and watch the moon

silver the peak in a cold pale glory that

The

next day you will go on up the mountain,

your road winding and doubling, and only

the song of your motor breaking the silence

of the forest; but even its whir is muffled

against the dense wall of trees and under

growth that lines the way. Higher and

higher, the road leads onward, broad and

level. Occasionally a goose-neck leading

into a “mule-shoe” loop rises ahead of you,

but these have a way of looking worse than

they are and you will find your engine pur

ring softly along, without demur or diffi

culty. While you are in the heart of the

forest, perhaps the sound of falling waters

will strike on your ear, and off in a minia

ture canyon at your left you will see a grace

ful cataract, a series of cascades and a

laughing stream coming down from an un

known height and shooting under a rustic

bridge. If a landscape architect with his

very best degree under his arm had planned

these choice bits, they could not have been

more perfectly set. Suddenly you round a

curve and before you is the brown forbid

ding wall of debris and ice that marks the

end of the glacier, while rising in immeas

urable grandeur above it is the great illimit

able ice field which it is difficult to realize

is a “live” glacier. The road crosses the

moraine, a bridge spanning the cloudy

tumultuous stream, and here you come upon

an unwelcome sign, announcing that auto

mobiles are no longer permitted above

Glacier Bridge. This is disappointing,

truly, for we are all Alexanders when we

look up and see the winding road lifting on

a narrow ledge in the cliff wall. A long line

of motors is parked at the bridge, and while

you pause in indecision, a knowing one says

something about a certain ubiquitous park

ranger, and you will instantly remember

that you don't care to go any higher any

way. While you stand there, the horse

stages which have been coming on behind
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you cross the bridge and drag slowly by.

The road is open for horse-drawn vehicles,

but on account of its uncompleted condition

and the narrowness of the roadway per

mission for motors has been withdrawn

pending its permanent improvement and

the erection of certain safeguards, necessary

in places where the drop off at the side is .

sheer and two thousand feet.

That part of the Government road al

ready completed and open to motor-cars is

about seventeen miles long, covering the

distance from the park entrance to Glacier

Bridge, and when the remaining distance to

Paradise Park, nine miles more, is widened

and safeguarded as it should be for the pas

sage of heavy cars, as a thrilling and utterly

satisfying motor route it will rival the finest

roads in the Swiss Alps.

Coming into the park by the only route

open to motor-cars, you have an oppor

tunity to try out the much-vaunted Pierce

County Highway, a distinct credit to the

Good Roads gospel; and passing Ashford,

where the highway runs by the railroad

station, you may have the luck to fall in

behind the line of auto-stages which have

just met an incoming train, and are on their

way up to the park. Long, low and rakish

are these cars, remindful of your pirate

reading days, but don’t feel that your 6-60

is a disgrace to its owner if it can’t pass them,

for they are high-powered and can develop

ninety horse-power without making any fuss

whatever about it. There's no speed limit,

here, however, and you're welcome to try

your mettle against them. More power to

your engine and more skill to your arm!

Soon you will be getting into the heavy

timber, and you will not then waste a worry

on what you can’t pass on the road, it will

be what you are passing, in the beautiful

quiet woodland; for where is there a fascina

tion equal to a forest road, cut through the

heart of age-old fir trees and cedars, giants

which tower aloft and throw their lacey

canopies across to one another, with the

sun seeing but dimly into their jungle-like

undergrowth? The county road leads di

rectly to the park gate, which is itself

part and parcel of the timber. It is made of

massive upstanding logs, crossed by enor

mous sawed ones with one smoothly sided,

hanging by great log chains, on the surface

of which the park name is burned deeply.

Of all the national park entrances I have

ever seen, this one is the most appropriate.

At the entrance Lodge, everyone has to

alight and sign Uncle Sam's register, and

whether you are the President of the United

States or merely a railroad flagman, your

name has to be in that book. Why, of

course, remains one of the inscrutable mys

teries of the Interior Department.

The park rules forbid a greater speed

than twelve miles an hour, so you have

plenty of time to enjoy the wonderful

beauty that is all around and about you.

This is a wise provision, for the road is so

perfect and climatic conditions usually so

ideal that you might be tempted into a dash

of speed, and though I say it who am some

thing of a motor maniac, it would be noth

ing short of sacrilege to go on your honking

way at a fifty-mile clip through these tem

ples of God. Far as you can see ahead, the

road winds through a deep cathedral wood.

The sun shines in rarely and dimly, as

through leaded windows and under vaulted

ceilings; and the shadows, deep and wonder

ful, are permeated with the incense of the

pines, while the air is heavy with silence, as

of prayer. Down in the canyon below, the

anthem of the river is rising like the distant

breaking of the choristers’ song. Occasion

ally you cross a rollicking stream which

leaps wildly over a rocky path, its milky

color proclaiming it the offspring of glacial

parentage. And through a loosely woven

screen of foliage overhead you may catch a

fleeting glimpse of the glistening peak

which lifts its shining crest into the heavens

white, dazzlingly white, in its coat of new

fallen snow. For on that mountain top,

fourteen thousand five hundred feet up in

the sky, snow falls with every cloud which

drifts over it. Its rugged, seamed and

scarred old head is never brown and bare,

as are its brother fire peaks farther south.

If you continue in your devotional atti

tude, drinking in the wonderful sermons in

the stones and glancing into the service

books that open in every brook, you will

agree with me that when your car wheels

into the open meadow where stands The

Inn, and the wondrous glory of that great

mountain bursts on your enraptured sight,

you will agree with me, I say, that it is the

grandest benediction you ever had at the

close of any service you ever attended.

A comfortable inn is the joy of the mo

torist, and joy and comfort await you here,

while the necessities of your gas tank and

your oil supply may be looked after, so
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that if you choose you may soon be ready

to go on up the mountain. While you wait

on the wide veranda, the four-horse stages

come in from above or depart with those

who are going on to taste the pleasures of

mountain-climbing, of coasting on snows

that are older than history, and to spend

the night on the edge of the ice fields where

alpine flowers spring out of the melting

snow banks.

It is a temptation to linger in this lovely

spot; and with your car safely housed and

yourself handsomely so, you can idle or be

as energetic as your disposition dictates.

Just to sit on that porch and absorb the

splendor of the great picture about you is

a privilege, the rugged peaks which cluster

about Rainier's throne and the great white

towering mountain even now from where

you sit nearly thirteen thousand feet over

your head.

The view of the mountain from this

meadow shows the southern slope, with

three tremendous glaciers drifting out of

the snow fields that cap the summit.

Rainier has a different aspect for every

side; and seeing it from east or west its

three distinct peaks, with the dip of the

craters' rims, are plainly outlined. The

east and west sides give you the impression

of Shasta in winter, while from north or

south one great cone alone presents an

appearance similar to that of Fujiyama, the

celebrated snow mountain of Japan.

The lower peaks which encircle Rainier,

much as a guard of honor around a throne,

attain very ambitious altitudes, and as

most of them have good trails to their sum

mits I would suggest you try a climb up

Eagle, the highest one. It is six thousand

feet high, but as you are a trifle over two

thousand feet from where you take the

trail it resolves itself into nothing so ex

traordinary in the way of distance.

On the summit of Eagle your view of

Rainier will awe you to silence, and if

you are fortunate in the day, when the air

is perfectly clear, you can look off forty

miles to the south and plainly see the snow

glittering on Mount Adams, Rainier's near

est royal neighbor, while only a little far

ther on perhaps you will see the youthful

St. Helens, within a few centuries an extinct

volcano; or even, the sharp peak of Mount

Hood, the American Matterhorn.

The Government road, on its winding up

qually river, and trends east of south, seem

ingly laid where you come into increasingly

splendid perspectives of the peak whose

inscrutable presence lays its spell on you.

Every time you look up at the angle you

last tipped your head, behold the glittering

white crown has risen immeasurably and

you exclaim “impossible”; but so it is.

If you let your car idle along, you will

find other delights, too, for there is a

transcendent joy in every nook and dell and

in the semi-darkness of the undergrowth.

Alpine flowers begin to peep at you out of

the wilderness of ferns that carpet the

slopes and drape the cliffs. Here is the

wonderful flower of the Indian basket grass,

growing so closely and so pearly white that

they look like a great snow bank which the

sun has forgotten to shine upon; here too,

are dog-tooth violets, the Mariposa lily of

the Sierras; the anemones, twin-flowers,

and hosts of others, changing and marching

along in orderly procession of varieties as

you go higher. These flowers are like the

trees that climb the mountains; as you

ascend you will find them both changing in

appearance and in species. The giant firs

give place to a smaller variety of the same

tree; the hemlocks dwindle, not in height

but in girth, and the cedars are less impos

ing. Then you see the cypress, and then

the mountain pines, gnarled and twisted in

battles with the gales; and, under these, blos

soms of gorgeous and of delicate beauty.

Take your geologist along to expound

the rocks to you, because as you approach

the glacier you will find marked evidences

of the titanic forces that worked the forma

tion of this volcano, those that worked with

fire and blew off the mountain's head and

those which went on shaping its surface,

with the wearing and grinding which makes,

as John Muir says, “the life of a glacier a

continual grind.” Basaltic cliffs and granite

walls rise over you, one atop of the other,

and boulders are strewn and scattered

everywhere, polished to a nicety by ages of

ice and aeons of erosion. At the glacier,

you will have to transfer to the good old

fashioned horse-drawn vehicle, or better,

take shank’s beasts and go up over a real

mountain trail, to Paradise park, where

under a tent you can, if you wish, sleep

with the icy breath of the peak blowing

right down on you, the crackle of the camp

fire for a lullaby, and waken in the morning,

ward way, follows the canyon of the Nis perhaps, with snow for a coverlet.
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T emerged, this story, out of the motley

I crowd of tourists, gringo miners and

Mexicans that thronged the great stone

court of the Iturbide in Mexico City

where Charlton, Carruthers and I were

taking our ease after an exhausting hunt

for rubberland in the steam-heated Tehuan

tepec tropics. To put it more correctly,

the other two had done the hunting while I

lay around the plantations or little village

posadas absorbing atmosphere with an eye

open always for stories. Scenting something

unusual, I sat up when Carruthers gave

me a sudden nudge.

“There goes the Texan, Charlt.”

“Yes, seh, I see him.” Answering,

Charlton looked at me. “And take notice,

you, seh, for there goes the finest bit of

romance that still remains unsung. He is

good material, every inch, and there are a

good many inches, as you perceive.”

The man was uncommonly tall, and

while he paused to light up at the cigar

stand under the hotel portal, I obtained a

good look at his face. Though his lines had

been laid for a giant, every ounce of super

fluous flesh had been trained off by the same

tropic suns that had burned a naturally fair

skin to a deep mahogany. So dark, indeed,

was he, that his blue eyes gleamed unnatur

ally within their sun-burned setting. In

spite of his great height there was nothing

awkward about him. When, straightening,

he sauntered out into the street, his move

ment conveyed an impression of fluid ease.

Charlton had watched him with an

expression in which amusement tinctured
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strong admiration. Now he began again

in his slow drawl: “Yes, seh, the very soul

of romance is bound up in that great body,

and the best of it is, he does not know it.

Why, only yesterday he came to me with a

proposition that, for sheer audacity, out

does the wildest melodrama, yet while

propounding it he wore all the airs of a

banker recommending a conservative busi

ness investment.

“Down in Peru, he tells me, the Indians

have long been in the habit of bringing

gold-dust by the pound out to the coast.

Where they get it nobody knows, for all the

interior tribes are head-hunters and so far

have added to their family collections the

cabezas of all the prospectors that tried to

find out. While admitting this small draw

back, the Texan urges that the head-hunters

have allowed several scientific expeditions

to pass through their country unmolested.

Eschewing rifles, pistols and other useless

impedimenta of war, he proposes that we

go chasing through the country armed only

with butterfly nets; in short, we are to simu

late a pair of batty Smithsonian professors.

In the midst of our scientific pursuits we

are to keep a hawk's eye open for prospects,

and having filed claims upon our hypothet

ical return, we publish the news to the

mining world, and leave the head-hunters

to the tender mercies of a prospectors' rush.

In six weeks he allows that the majority of

said savages will be removed beyond speak

ing terms with their own heads. Where

after we go in and do our development

work in holy peace.”
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“Of course, you accepted?” Carruthers

twinkled at me.

Gently shaking his head, Charlton gazed

reverently into the depths of a mint julep,

the mysteries whereof he had himself

imparted to the Mexican barkeeper. “No,

seh, not while the barkeep’s hand retains

its cunning. But I’ll tell you what I would

do—go in and help to relocate that Guer

rera mine.”

“Hum?” Carruthers raised questioning

brows. “Pretty nearly as dangerous.

Wasn’t it down there they killed the

English engineer and his wife?”

“Killed is the polite term for it.”

ton nodded. “They would have been only

too happy to get off with that. But it is

all right now. When I came through there

last spring on the Acapulco trail, my mozo

threw bright lights on the aftermath of that

affair. Right on the heels of the tragedy,

a half regiment of Diaz' rurales arrived on

the scene and, as the mozo naively put it,

‘many people died'. At the little meson

where we spent that night, the jefe politico

described for my benefit the modus. “He

comes to me, señor, this comandante of

rurales, and demands the name of every

man in my district that might have done

the deed. It was, of course, an opportu

nity straight from the hands of the saints,

and with great haste I made a list of all the

troublesome gentes in a circle of a hundred

miles. He shot them all.’”

“Good practice, too” Carruthers mur

mured. “Uncle Porfirio was always

thorough. Would that we had him again.

But that was two years ago, Charlt. Lots

of time, in Mexico, for a second crop of

brigands.”

“Quien sabe?” Charlton shrugged. “This

is a sure thing, worth the chance. Rich

quartz with placer digging on the side!

Where could you beat it—and it must be a

hummer if the Texan's specimens don't

#22 But what's the use? You couldn't

drag him with horses back there again.”

He finished, turning to me. “What do you

make of it, you, Seh? Here's a man big

and strong enough to lick a whole tribe of

hostiles on his lonely, yet he runs from one

woman. Yes, Seh, abandons a fine mine

and legs it like a green schoolboy in dread

of being kissed by a flock of girls!”

“Sure, it is perfectly true” Carruthers

answered my dubious look. “We have seen

the stuff,a pound or so of dust and nuggets.”

Charl

“As for the girl,” Charlton oracularly

added, “the neck of a bottle leads down to

the well of truth, and he told us about her

one evening when—well, he was feeling

decidedly good. Another julep? I see

through your generosity, seh, but there'll

be no peace till you get it. Thank you, I

will. Hum!” After clearing his throat

Charlton paused, closely observing the mozo

who had just set down his glass. “Hum!

that fellow must be full brother to the Indio

who guided the Texan out to the mine.

You remember, Carrie, he described him

as ‘one half skunk, the remainder Gila

monster. This chap comes mighty close

to filling the bill, and having seen him, you,

seh, will certainly allow that I made no

mistake in describing as ‘the soul of romance’

a man who would undertake a sixteen-days’

journey into the interior with such a felic

itous combination.”

The journey alone (resumed Charlton)

would make a story. Crossing the Guer

rera desert they ran short of grub and had to

kill and “jerk” a pack-mule into order to

go on. Then they almost died of thirst,

and there were other happenings. But

skipping all, I’ll begin on the morning that

the Texan got his first glimpse from a bar

ren peak of an Indian village in a cup-like

hollow beneath.

They had reached the edge of the Mex

ican plateau. North and south, to the

limit of sight, tawny mountains rose and

fell in great combers that broke to the west

and cascaded down into the eternal green

of the Pacific slopes. From black pino

woods that drew the line of the temperate

zone just above the village, one could have

dropped down in three hours by muleback

into the cedars and ceibas, wild limes and

figs, luxurious growths of fevered jungles.

Almost at the juncture of the two, tem

perate and tropic, a plain spread wide sandy

skirts around the mountain's base, and

before his guide spoke the Texan had

singled it out for a likely prospect.

“There it is, señor, the gold.”

His judgment thus confirmed, the Texan

continued to study the sign, and while his

eye wandered here and there noting the

color and lay of rocks, water and sand, the

mozo eyed with even greater intensity his

rifle, the two Colt automatics in his belt,

bandoleer of cartridges, riches that in his

peon's eyes were infinitely to be preferred
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to gold or rubies. Turning suddenly, the

Texan read in the fellow’s covetous glance

the answer to the question that had just

formed in his mind.

“I wonder why he brought me here? I

should have thought he would have tried

to work it himself.”

Suspicion formed his quick question:

“The gentes of the village, hombre, they

are friendly?”

It turned almost to certainty when the

fellow answered: “Why not, señor? These

be my own people and this my pais.” For

in the two weeks they had journeyed to

gether he had given no hint of possessing

more than a prospector's knowledge of the

country. So far as he, the Texan, was

concerned, the man’s evil purpose stood

plainly out when he suavely added: “If

the señor be nervous, 'twould be well to

lend me a pistol. Two can shoot faster

than one.”

“If the one doesn’t happen to be riding

behind the other.” While thinking it, he

handed over one of his guns, an action that

partook less of suicide than appeared on the

surface, for in order not to strain the

loading-springs he usually carried only one

of them loaded. And if he had harbored

a last doubt as to whether the fellow had

brought him out there to be murdered, it

would have vanished when, as they rode

on downhill, he heard first the soft click,

then sudden snap, of the trigger. Three

times it sounded, and at each snap the

Texan grinned. It wasn’t that he was

unaware of the game he was up against.

None knew it better. Only you can be sure

that a man capable of proposing such an

enterprise as that Peruvian butterfly hunt

doesn’t suffer from nerves, and having seen

the first card thus played he didn’t intend

to quit till the last was down on the table.

Not that he was in the least bit careless.

Entering the village, which consisted of a

hundred or so of grass jacals that ran in

two lines along opposite banks of a small

arroyo, his eye roved everywhere, taking

its details.

One feature that he found very puzzling

was the smallness of the population com

pared with the number of huts, and the

fact that it seemed to be composed mostly

of women. For though the news of his

approach had emptied the huts into the

street, he counted no more than a dozen

men among five times their number of

women and children. But as, at the first

glance, he had set the place down as, in

rurales' parlance, one of those “wasp nests”

where a very little husbandry is eked out

by a great deal of banditry, he noted the

fact with satisfaction.

Excepting one man who was dressed in a

greasy charro suit, the men all wore the

dirty ragged manta of poor peons. They

formed a proper escort for the exception,

an old fellow of five-and-fifty, whose stout

misshapen figure and villainous face would

have admirably outfitted an inferior bandit

in a cheap opera. Until the Texan reined

in opposite, he had leaned in the doorway

of the single adobe that occupied a com

manding position at the head of the street,

and before he stepped forward uttering the

stereotyped greeting, the Texan had put

him down as the jefe or head man.

“My house is yours, señor. Will you

be pleased to rest?”

With profuse gesticulation he went on to

add the village and its contents to the

present, and while he was at it the Texan

noted again, both in himself and his ragged

following, the stealthy covetous looks at his

rifle and guns. When, from these glitter

ing generalities, the jefe descended to

particulars and led the way to a hut in

the very center of the village, he also saw

at a glance its absolute impossibility for

purposes of defense. A flimsy affair of

cane and grass thatch, it afforded about

the same protection as a bird-cage from

rifle fire that could be trained upon it on all

its sides. A single volley in the night could

be safely counted upon to remove the

incumbent forever from his goods, and

while the mozo was singing a fine second to

the jefe’s praise of its accommodations the

Texan registered several vows to remove

himself beyond its confines one second

after dusk.

The removal, however, was destined to

take place much sooner. It may be that

the mozo had also noticed the jefe’s glance

at the rifle, or perhaps he was merely natu

rally greedy. In either case his determina

tion to be forehanded precipitated a crisis.

For when, after entering, the Texan leaned

the rifle against the wall and turned to

speak to the jefe, the mozo grabbed for it

with a sudden stealthy snatch.

He was, however, altogether too brash.

In his youth the Texan had served a long

apprenticeship on the plains where they

Io
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give the babies a gun to play with, and, in

addition, he was a natural shot. I have

seen him myself “fan a Forty-Four” and

plug a playing card at every revolution.

If he hadn’t set the rifle there for that

especial purpose, his ear was wide open for

every sound, and whirling at the rustle,

he slapped a bullet through the mozo's

brain.

Things thus pleasantly started, they had,

of course, to go on. Snatching up the

rifle he lit out after the jefe, who had left

two jumps ahead of the smoke. It was no

time for compunctions. If he intended to

quit even at the current exchange of one

gringo for two greasers, he had to keep

busy. In the hurry and scurry every

thing went, and drawing a quick bead he

let go at the jefe. If only one of them had

been running he'd have got him, too. But

they were both on the jump and, breaking

in his run just then, like a dodging rabbit,

the jefe shot in behind a hut.

On his part, the Texan kept on up street

running hard for the adobe which he had

commandeered for his own uses in the same

glance that condemned the hut. At the

first shot the rag-and-bobtail following had

come popping with suspicious promptitude

out of their huts, in their hands the darnedest

lot of old junk that was ever seen outside

of a war museum. Since the invention of

gunpowder, their weapons ran the gamut

of the ages to the percussion cap, and as he

hotfooted it up the street they went crack

ing off like a moth-eaten Fourth of July.

In the middle of it, the bursting of an old

flint-lock established the current rate of

exchange by blowing the head off its owner,

but, still unsatisfied, the Texan raked their

smoke with an automatic-and not in vain.

As he shot into the adobe and banged the

door behind him, a sharp yelp of pain testi

fied to a hit.

The door was fitted with a circular

Spanish lock and heavy oaken bars, and

after he had locked the one and shot the

other into their sockets he cast an approving

glance around the room. Iron bars pro

tected the recessed window, numerous loop

holes pierced the sides and rear. With

walls a yard thick under a roof of heavy

tile, it was a small fort in itself. He felt

able to stand off an army, was striding over

to the window with a view of carrying on

the good work, when a sudden squalling

rose in his rear.

In the first hurried survey he had passed

over a bundle of serapes behind the door.

Turning quickly now he came face to face

with the woman who had just arisen from

her siesta. I have already told you that

nature had bound up in that big frame of

his the largest stock of modesty that ever

brought a man to perpetual shame, and his

first thought was to unbar the door and

bolt. If he had known as much then as he

came to learn later of the Señora Luisa

Silvestre y Landa, he would surely have

done it and taken his chance in a running

fight with the jefe and his tatterdemalions.

Not knowing it and perceiving, after the

first shock, her value as a hostage, he ad

dressed her in the gentlest and most cour

teous of Spanish.

“Señorita, there is nothing to fear. You

are of the jefe's household?”

He put it that way because, though she

was young enough to have been the old

chap's daughter, he felt pretty sure that

she was his wife. Her answer confirmed

his thought. “Si, señor, I am his woman.”

Now that her mouth was closed she

showed up as an exceedingly pretty brown

woman, rather tall for a Mexican, smooth

skinned, and possessed of a remarkably fine

pair of velvety black eyes. So pretty she

was, indeed, that only a white skin was

needed to put him to rout. Even the olive

complexion of a mestiza added to her other

charms would have attracted him. But

her color saved him. Accustomed, as he had

been, to bossing brown men and women in

the labor camps of the Tehuantepec isthmus,

his shyness stood the shock. If a little bash

fully, he yet firmly went on to instruct her

in the part she must play in the premises.

“There will come no harm, as I say,

señorita, not even a disrespect. It will

simply be for thee to stay here until, one

way or another, I secure safe conduct out

of the village.”

His use of the maiden title with its im–

plication of youth was really clever. Cer

tainly the jefe was not in the habit of ac

cording such courtesies, and perhaps her

feminine fancy was already impressed by

the Texan’s stature and fearless face. In

any case a flash of white teeth helped out

her reiteration of the hackneyed phrase:

“The house is yours, señor. I am here

only to serve.”

To prove it, and with an intelligent

comprehension of his needs that drew his
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appreciation, she set a pot of chili stew on

the brazero and fell to work fanning the coals.

Neither did she seem a bit afraid when,

walking over to the window, he began a

reign of terror by taking pot shots at every

head that showed. In fact, when a yell

of pain proclaimed a hit, she ran, looked

over his shoulder, and burst into shrill

laughter at the sight of a poor devil hopping

to shelter upon one foot. And after the

chilis were cooked and served with tortillas,

she leaned with graceful indolence against

the wall, hands on fine hips, and talked

freely while he ate, answering and asking

questions with amazing fluency and frank

neSS. -

Pointing at a white cross, for instance,

high up on the mountain side, she threw

sinister light on the disparity he had noted

in the number of the sexes. “’Twas the

rurales of Don Porfirio that did it.

Thirty of our hombres lie under it, shot in

a single morning. For what?” Its very

carelessness invested her shrug with enor

mous significance. “Suspicion of some

banditry—one forgets which, or whether,

even, they did it, there were so many in

these mountains.” She added a startling

truth. “They will not dare to let thee

away, now. Lest the rurales come again

and make a finish.’’

It would have sent a shiver down most

men's back, but the Texan merely nodded

assent. “So they think—now. It will be

for me to show them a change of mind.

But the gold? Are the sands as rich as was

said by the mozo? And why do not your

hombres work them?”

“Rich? Si!” Her uplifted hands em

phasized the assertion. “But what profit

would one have in working them? If one

labored alone 'twould be to set his throat

ready for the knives of others that desired

his gains. If all worked-then comes some

-gaucho—” she gave the Spanish name of

contempt “–then comes some gaucho or

favored person of the government to find

and seize the source of the gold. Also one

lives but once. Why spoil one's ease with

labor?”

“Well, it is going to be spoiled, for a

while, now.” Penned up and hedged in as

he was, the Texan’s mind was already at

work on that which, perhaps, was the most

audacious plan that ever occurred to a man

in such straits. “Si” he told her. “They

will work, now, and that their hardest, for

me. Now listen. If there was gold, much

gold to the fore for thee, would it be of

use?”

She nodded, smiling. “I should bury it,

so that when the wrinkles come and the

teeth are all gone, one should have always

soft food for old gums and a fire.”

Her teeth flashed again when he assured

her “Of that there would be no need. For

of gold there would be enough to last thy

whole life. To gain it, join hands with me.

But listen more closely to make sure that

it suits.”

She did listen, too, while he set out his

plan at length, and when he concluded, a

vigorous “Caramba! that is fine, señor!”

told her choice. “Si, I will do it, for since

the rurales' big killing, these hombres walk

in such fear that 'tis sometimes hard to

come by a meal.”

“Then shake!”

With a little giggle at its strangeness she

shook his hand, and, proving the honesty

of her intention, she kept such sharp watch

from the loopholes and window that he was

enabled to reduce by one more the male

census and keep the village in a state of

siege for the rest of the afternoon. And

when dark fell she advised him to rest.

“For I, also, can shoot, señor. Show me

the working of the gun, and if but an ear

shows thereafter—” the black flash of her

eyes told the rest.

Though he complied and showed how to

pump cartridge into the gun, his trust did

not yet go the lengths of sleep. Lying

down on her serapes he watched her through

half-closed lids as she sat in a pool of moon

light that fell obliquely through the win

dow, the rifle across her knees. Tired out

by long days of travel, however, he began

to doze and soon slipped into sound sleep.

A splitting report brought him flying to

his feet. His first thought was that the

shot had been fired at him. But a glance

through the window showed him the smoke

curling bluely in the moonlight. “’Twas

the jefe” she explained. “From behind

that hut he came creeping with powder to

blow up the door. I let him draw close to

make sure, for the back of me still aches

from the stick he laid on it yesterday.

Maldito! But for this treacherous light he

would never have beaten me more. As it

is, he will needs eat with one hand manana.”

Sure of her now, he went back to his

sleep in earnest and did not awake till she
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roused him at daylight. Instead of taking

her turn in the blankets she came out with

a suggestion that surprised him with its

brilliant simplicity. “So far they have re

moved nothing from the huts. Now ’tis

for you to drive them out with bullets

aimed through the walls, then while you

hold them afar shall I bring all their corn

and dried meat in here with us.”

Because of the adobe's position at the

head of the street it was quite easy for him

to send his high-power bullets through

whole strings of huts. Fired just above

the height of a man out of respect for the

women and children, each did the work of

a dozen. Under the rosy dawn, the entire

population was soon racing breathlessly to

get beyond range, and having achieved it

they stood for a long half day looking help

lessly on while the señora despoiled their

huts. Sacks of maize and frijoles, cubes of

brown sugar, strings of dried goat's meat

and cheese made from that animal's milk,

she tugged and carried them to the last

fragment into the adobe.

“Now we shall see!” She exclaimed it,

wiping the sweat from her brow, at the close

of her task. “Now we shall see that which

we shall see!”

And see they did, for within the hour an

old woman came hobbling in with a message

from the jefe—if the señor gringo would

only leave, he should be supplied with a

mule and provision and be permitted to go

in peace.

The Texan laughed in her face. “Go

thou and tell the jefe that I am very com

fortable here and have no present mind to

travel. Also that he can obtain food for

hinself and his people only at the price of

his guns. To the last knife and machele,

every weapon must be brought in before

he can have speech of me again.’’

“They will come” the señora ruthlessly

commented as the old woman shuffled

away. “Who knows the measure of his

stomach better than I that had the filling

of it on my shoulders these five years?

Already has he missed one meal. A second

he may let by. But by sundown he will

come crawling to eat from thy hand.’’

Again she hit it and when, late in the

afternoon, half a dozen women came stag

gering under the weight of the jefe's ancient

armament, the señora rendered yeoman

service checking them off. “This will be

the musket of Pedro, the pistola of Magda

lena—” and so forth. She kept count on

her fingers while the Texan smashed them,

one by one, against a rock, then delivered

her final report. “Two guns, a pistola and

three machetes has he held back. Go back,

mujeres, and tell the jefe that he shall not

eat till they be brought in.” And they

came, of course—with the jefe and his

tatterdemalions following in rear of the

women, a most woebegone and miserable

procession.

They were beaten and knew it, and as

there is nothing in all the world so perfectly

abject as a beaten Mexican, they drooped

like moulting chickens while the Texan

read them their lesson in Spanish. Hence

forth he was to be their jefe, they his peo

ple! Just so long as they obeyed him, their

lot would be pleasant! But those that

failed him? Well, it would have been better

for them to have been numbered with those

that slept under the cross on the hill! And

so on, ad lib.

Accustomed to handling their kind in the

labor camps, it took him only a few minutes

to effect a rough organization and, skipping

wearisome details, it is sufficient to say that

in two days everything was running like

clockwork. While the elder women cooked

for all and the stouter of the girls labored

in the fields cultivating corn and frijoles

under the señora's direction, the Texan

worked the men on a ditch that was to

divert the waters of the arroyo through the

placer sands.

It isn’t necessary, either, to state how

he worked them. In addition to his train

ing in the methods of the labor camps he

had the southerner's traditional contempt

for “niggers,” the term covering in his

elastic vocabulary every shade of dark skin.

During the three weeks required to dig the

ditch, he hectored and bullied, drove them

so hard that the poor devils lost at last all

sense of time and came almost to believe

that they had lived always that way. If a

thought of the palmy days of banditry in

truded at all upon their exhausted psychol

ogy, it must have loomed like an illusive

vision from some past incarnation. Work?

He worked them down to skin and bone.

If that unconquerable bashfulness of his

hadn’t interfered, he would certainly have

finished the work of the rurales by putting

the very last bandit of them under the cross.

It began, however, to trouble him on the

third night after the fight. The first and
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pressure of her fingers

second, he and the señora had kept watch

and watch, taking their sleep by turns in

the adobe. But after three days under the

Texan the brigands were so exhausted by

their unaccustomed labors that you couldn’t

have awakened one with a club two minutes

after he closed his eyes. Indeed, the Texan

had to use one to rout them out in the

morning. With the necessity for the night

guard gone, he found himself face to face

with the perplexing question of accommoda

tions for himself and partner. While he

didn’t quite like the thought of exposing

the señora's smooth throat to the risk

involved by sleeping in one of the huts,

neither did he care to take the chance him

self. He finally solved the problem by

building a partition across the adobe with

sacks of frijoles and maize.

He was foolish, of course. If he had

gone on treating her with quiet indifference,

or had followed the jefe's example and

beaten her a little now and then, for the

good of her soul, she would probably have

never given him a second thought beyond

their business. But ever since the days of

Mother Eve, the surest way of arousing the

covetous feminine is to let her see you place

something beyond her reach. When he

began to build the partition that evening

she looked on with wide eyes that expressed

an even mixture of curiosity and surprise.

“Qué es eso?” she demanded at last.

“For what is this?”

“To make sleeping quarters for thee”

he answered, without looking around.

For a time she continued to look on with

puzzled wonder that presently expressed

itself again in speech. “But why? There

was no lack of room, and see—the sacks

take up space.”

Pretending not to hear, he went on piling

them with furious energy, and nothing

more was said.

The next morning—he remembered it

afterward—she leaned in the doorway and

watched till he and his men passed out of

sight. In the succeeding days her dark

glance followed wherever he went about

the village or house. But as she was still,

in his sight, no more than any other brown

woman, he thought nothing of it till the
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affair came to a crisis on the evening of the

first day they had spent washing the placer

sands.

The results of the first wash had gone

beyond expectation, and after supper he

untied the linen cloth in which the dust was

wrapped and spread it out on the table.

The while they both lifted and sifted it,

letting it flow in thin yellow trickles between

their fingers, he talked enthusiastically,

explaining the richness of the prospect. In

the course of it their hands touched and,

quickly as he drew back, it was not before

he had felt the warm pressure of her fingers.

As I say, till then he had regarded her in

the same way as any other brown woman,

save with the added spirit of business

fellowship. But at the contact, the color

blindness cleared from his vision, leaving

her that which she was—a woman who had

marked him for her own. Had he harbored

any doubts, they would have been swept

away by her remark:

“We should make the fine pair, thou and

I? Si, were thy strength coupled with my

wit, with thee to do while I stood guard at

thy back, there would be nothing we could

not attempt. Between us, we should rule

these Sierra Madres.”

The innocent hardihood with which the

proposal was made divested it of boldness.

He managed to make answer through his

confusion. “But—the jefe? What of him?”

“Pouf!” Elevating her pretty nose, she

blew the jefe’s misshapen image into thin

air. And after venting, with great vigor,

certain caustic reflections upon his looks

and age, she concluded: “He is no rival

with me for thee.”

“Yet—yet—” he stammered, “—yet is

he here.”

“And what of it?’” she demanded.

“Did he not take me, five years ago, a girl,

from my first mate? And now you, that

are stronger, will take me from him in turn.

'Tis the law of these mountains.”

“But not my law” he argued. “With

my people the custom runs that no woman

shall take a second husband while the first

still lives.”

“Then shall we kill him.” Rising

promptly, she picked up the oil flare from

the table between them, and shining full in

her face it showed her wonder at his sudden

horror.

“Neither is it our custom to murder men

in their sleep.”

“But already you have killed three of

them, our hombres?” she questioned.

“What matters another—asleep or awake?”

Yielding a point to his unaccountable

squeamishness, she added: “But if it

please thee better, see, I will arouse him

first!”

To his further objection that the three

had been killed in fair fight, she returned

the undoubted truth: “Still are they

dead—may not eat, drink, sit in the fair

sun, nor have the caresses of their sweet

hearts.” But seeing, when he still per

sisted, that his astonishing unreason was

not to be gainsaid, she offered a com

promise: “Then shall we send him away.

Si, and he will gladly go, for what of the

hard labor the old dry bones of him are

thrusting through his hide.”

In her gladness over the solution she

smiled down in his face, a pleasantly

possessive sort of smile that filled him with

consternation and left him dumb. And

perhaps it was well that it did, for in the

pause that followed he conceived a brilliant

idea.

“He shall have provision in plenty, also a

mule to carry him across the desert?” he

questioned.

“Of a surety!” she joyfully conceded.

“But let it be understood—if he returns,

'twill not be for his good.”

He nodded. “Trust me to put that in

his ear while you prepare the food. The

tortillas that the women have ready, let

him have all. Also a bag of corn meal and

dried goat's meat enough for two weeks.

And hurry, for I shall have him here with

the mule in a trice.”

“Si, that will I” she heartily agreed,

“for thy haste is mate to my own.”

Their respective hastes, indeed, moved

in such unison that he arrived at the door

with the jefe and a mule just as she finished

packing. “Si, he is warned” the Texan

assured her while throwing the hitch across

the pack. “But to make certain I shall

set him myself a mile or so beyond the brow

of the mountain.”

“Bueno” she agreed again. With a look

that caused him to crimson, she added

“I shall wait thy speedy return.”

Leaning indolently in the doorway, hands

on her hips, her characteristic pose, she

watched them move off and fade in the

moonlight that clothed the dim mountains

in robes of silver and black. Sound carried
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a great distance in that clear air, and

catching, long after they disappeared, a

mutter of conversation, she smiled.

“Bueno, he is warning him again.”

She would have been a little less satisfied

had she caught the sense of the words.

“Supposing that one were to change his

mind—” the Texan asked it as they trudged

upward to the brow of the mountain.

“Supposing one were to change his mind

and go on himself, leaving thee to be once

more jefe over thy people? Supposing this

unlikely thing, what would be the result?”

“Rest!” The jefe shot it out with

surprising vigor. “Rest for the weary

bones of all of us. 'Tis a terrible curse,

this labor. May the will of the devil be

done to them that invented it!”

“And thy señora? Would she come to

harm?”

The jefe's teeth showed in a bitter grin.

“”Tis the way of women to side in with the

stronger. Had she been a man—” the grin

curled up in a vicious snarl. After his

features settled again, he finished: “Being

a woman, there will be for her no more

than a bite or two with a stick to restore

respect in my house.”

“But the hombres? Might not they—”

Again the jefe snarled. “Let the hom

bres take it out of the backs of their own

women. If they meddle with mine—”

“There is no uncertainty in this?”

His last doubt was set at rest with the

answer. “None, señor, for where in all

of the Sierras should one come by another

as pretty and strong?”

The duties of his partnership with the

señora thus fulfilled, the Texan issued his

command. “Then go thou back.”

The jefe did not require a second order.

On the contrary, he leaped away downhill

at a shambling gait that plainly indicated

his fear of a change of mind. Moving on,

the Texan stopped, ten minutes later, on the

mountain's brow at almost the same spot

from which he and the mozo had observed

the village three weeks before. While he

stood there, overlooking the vast dim vista of

mountain and plain, there suddenly broke

out in the village a woman’s shrill vitupera

tions mixed with a man’s curses.

A hoarse yell of pain told that the jefe was

experiencing some trouble in restoring the

aforesaid respect. Grinning, the Texan

started the mule again with a vigorous prod.

ROSES

By PERCY C. AINSWORTH

My garden has roses red,

My garden has roses white;

But if when the day is sped

I stand by the gate at night,

One fragrance comes, when the day is dead,

From my roses white and my roses red.

The roses of joy are red,

The roses of pain are white;

But I think when the hours are fled

And I stand by the Gate at night,

I shall know just this, when the day is dead,

That a rose is sweet be it white or red.
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ALASKA MAKES LAWS

An Account of the First Session of the First Legislative Assembly of Alaska

By WALTER E. CLARK

Former Governor of Alaska"

URING the period of sixty days ex

D tending from the third day of March

to the first day of May in this present

year of grace, the people of Alaska exercised

the power lately granted by the Congress of

the United States, subject to the checks and

limitations usually imposed on legislatures

in the territories, of making their own terri

torial laws and ordinances. The first session

of the First Legislative Assembly of Alaska

might well have attracted the attention of

the whole world, but more especially the ob

servation of students of civil government

everywhere: for the counterpart of those

peculiar natural conditions, which sur

rounded it have never been witnessed any

where else at any time in history. To begin

with, the territory for which this legislature

was elected to pass laws is larger probably

than any other political division of the

earth's surface presided over by a person

other than a president or sovereign. It is

sparsely settled, there being only about six

teen white persons to every unit of its nearly

600,000 square miles of area. It is as if the

population of Quincy, Illinois, were scat

tered over a land surface equal to that of

all the states of the United States east of the

Mississippi river, excepting New England

and New York. The comparison is even

more unfavorable, for in this great northern

territory there are no such means of quick

communication as are afforded in the older

settled portions of America. So the prob

lem of government through a local legisla

ture in Alaska is rendered the more difficult

because of the natural obstacles which, I

think, are most obvious in their nature in

view of the foregoing statement.

I hasten to say that the legislative session

lately ended was fruitful of good results far

beyond what might have becil expected.

This was due to several overbalancing

causes, which will be discussed later.

“Governor Clark's tenure of office extended until just after
the close of the first session of the First Legislature.

The election of members of the legislature

was held in November last, the number of

senators being eight, and of representatives

sixteen. The returns made by the precinct

election boards were canvassed by the Ter

ritorial Canvassing Board, at Juneau, the

capital, but since the election registers,

ballots and other papers from two of the

four great judicial divisions had to be trans

mitted through the mails overland in mid

winter, the complete returns did not reach

Juneau until February 12th. No better

illustration than this can be given of the

magnificent distances in Alaska, or of the

need of modern means of transportation—

a subject which is now again engaging the

attention, in some degree, of the Congress

at Washington. If, in the first legislative

election, the vote had been so close in cer

tain precincts as to promise contested elec

tions as between two or more candidates,

unfortunate results would have followed:

for th necessary slowness in making re

turns to the canvassing board rendered it

impossible to issue election certificates until

the members apparently elected had arrived

in Juneau for the convening of the Legisla

ture on March 3d. Fortunately, the “face”

returns from the first election were so con

clusive that there was no likelihood that any

seat would be contested; and the members

apparently elected came to Juneau, with

entire confidence that certificates would be

issued to them on their arrival.

It was indeed fortunate that this was so,

for the members-elect from the northern

and northwestern divisions were obliged to

travel over the winter trail. Several of those

from the northern (Fairbanks) division

traveled about 360 miles in sleighs operated

by the stage company over the Fairbanks

Valdez wagon road, but the senators and

representatives from the northwestern

(Nome) division traveled with dog teams

from points in that division to the head of

the stage line at Fairbanks, a distance of
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from 700 to 900 miles. Then followed the

stage (sleigh) trip of about 360 miles to

Valdez, and a voyage by steamer from

Valdez to Juneau, about 690 miles. One of

the senators from the Fourth Division,

whose residence is in Ruby, walked over the

frozen trail, during one stage of his official

journey, several hundred miles, stopping at

road-houses on the way. His official mileage

allowance was fifteen cents per mile! Had

the “face of the returns” in the case of any

member failed to be substantially

borne out by the official canvass,

the result of which he could

learn only after reaching

Juneau, he would have

indeed been unfortu

nate. It remains to

add that, on theaver

age, the 23 mem

bers who actually

attended the first

session traveled a

distance of 2541

miles in order to

reach the capital

and return to

their homes; the

six members from

the Second Divis

ion traveled on the

average 5514 miles;

and the largest one

way mileage of any

member was that of

Representative Ken

nedy, of Candle, 4049.

The latter was the “short

est usually traveled route”

in returning to his home,

after thespring “break-up”

of the trails. His “com

ing” mileage, over the

winter trails, was 1959.

The personnel of the

First Legislature was at least repre

sentative of the present citizenship of

Alaska. As a body, these men beyond

question are intellectually equal to those

to be found in most of the state legisla

tures, while in probity and sincerity a very

high standard is observable. Throughout

the whole work of the session there was no

evidence or even rumor of any venal motive

or any slightest moral obliquity on the part

of any senator or representative. This con

dition, enhanced by an evident patriotism

Ernest B. Collins, a placer-mining operator

of Fox, Speaker of the House

and eagerness to accomplish useful legisla

tion on behalf of the people of the territory

augured well for the success of the session—

and the augury was substantially fulfilled.

Another fortunate condition was created

by the platforms upon which many of the

candidates stood for election. It was essen

tially a non-partisan legislature, for a ma

jority of the successful candidates had made

their canvass on non-partisan platforms.

This is not to argue strongly against govern

ment by parties as a rule, but only in

favor of non-partisanship under

the special conditions which

prevail in Alaska at pres–

ent. There are no strong

political party organi

zations in this terri

tory at this time, and

there are no such is

sues as those which

cause party lines to

be tightly drawn

elsewhere. Resi

dents of a terri

tory do not vote

in national elec

tions. And so it

came about that

while a majority

of the members of

the First Legisla

ture are Republi

cans by training,

tradition, or by

former residence in

the States, most of

them were elected as

non-partisans, and on only

one or two occasions did

any question of party

politics appear in the pro

ceedings of the first session.

Personal politics did ap

pear from time to time,

and there were several incidents which in

vited the suspicion that considerations of

future preferment were influencing a mem

ber's action; but in the main the question

was not “How can I serve my party or my

own interest?” but “What is best for the

territory?”

No government building has yet been

provided for the Legislature in Juneau, but

public halls and ante-rooms were rented,

and the House and Senate organized

promptly on the first day of the session,
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March 3d. L. V. Ray, an attorney, of

Seward, was elected President of the Senate,

and Ernest B. Collins, a placer mining

operator of Fox, was elected Speaker of the

House. Both proved to be excellent pre

siding officers.

Although nearly all the members had en

joyed no previous legislative experience,

commendable industry was shown in the

early days of the session, and the several

committees were soon engaged in the con

sideration of various bills, and in

giving public hearings on pro

posed laws. It was the 18th

of March before the first

bill had been passed by

both houses, and three

days later when it re

ceived the approval

of the Governor.

From that time

forward the work

of framing legisla

tion proceeded

steadily, but, as

is usually thecase

in legislative bod

ies great and

small, the visible

results were de

ferred until late in

the session. Nine

tenths of the bills

were passed in the

last week before final

adjournment.

In an article pub

lished in the SUNSET

Magazine a year ago, and

before the act creating a

legislature in Alaska had

been passed by Congress,

I discussed the singular

lack in this progressive

territory of several laws,

elementary in their provisions, which

are found in every other part of the world

where Republican government exists. Such

ordinary provisions as quarantine and pub

lic health laws, bank regulation, relief of the

poor and the keeping of vital records were

entirely lacking. Laws on all these sub

jects and many others were passed by the

new legislature. A summary of the more

important legislation includes the following:

An act revising and making additions to the

territorial licenses and taxes, and an act

L. V. Ray, an attorney of Seward,

President of the Senate

creating a territorial treasury and providing

for the appointment of a treasurer; an act

making important and comprehensive

amendments to the general mining law as

applied to Alaska; an employers' liability

act; a poll tax law, the poll taxes to be ap

plied exclusively to the construction of

wagon-roads; arbitration of labor disputes;

a miners’ labor-lien law; two acts limiting

hours of labor, the first prescribing eight

hours in all metalliferous lode mines, and

the other placing the same limit on

all labor in connection with

public works for the terri

tory; regulating banks and

banking, and providing

for examination; enab

ling municipal corpo

rations to extend

their boundaries;

quarantine law and

a simple sanitary

code; compulsory

registration of

births, marriages

and deaths; com

pulsory school

attendance; pro

viding for incor

porated towns of

the second class;

extending the elec

tive franchise to

women. The first

two named are the

most important of all

because of their fun

damental nature, but I

would not be understood

as implying that the meas

ure which I have men

tioned last is, in my opin

ion, of least importance.

In respect to the general

tax and license measure,

the difficulty was encountered at the begin

ning of its consideration, of raising revenues

in a territory whose population is small and

whose developed resources are already

taxed under Federal laws. The new revenue

law is somewhat unequal as to the various

taxes imposed, but it is not a vicious or very

burdensome measure. It is roughly esti

mated that it will yield about $240,000 per

annum. The appropriations authorized by

the Legislature amount to about $60,000

per annum for the next two years.
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Without discussing the new substantive

Alaska laws in detail, brief discussion may

be given to three or four of the most impor

tant. Naturally, in a territory where the

largest single industry is mining, there are

many differences of opinion as to the most

suitable laws applicable to mines and min

ing. The general mining law of the United

States is in full force in this territory, but

the need of amendments rendering the law

better adapted to local conditions has been

long felt. The new mining law was well

drawn by Senator Roden, one of the ablest

attorneys in interior Alaska, and is the re

sult of wide investigation, much experience

in mining litigation, and consultation with

many of the miners and prospectors them

selves. Certain of its comprehensive pro

visions will meet with some criticism, prob

ably, but as a whole it promises a large

measure of relief. The experience of the

next two years will suggest such further

amendments as may be necessary.

The new laws for the protection of the in

terests of laboring men are progressive, but

not extremely radical. The eight-hour law

for miners was made applicable only to

workers in lode mines, although the bill as

introduced included all classes of mining,

placer as well as quartz. The bill as finally

passed provided for eight hours of labor “at

the face or other place or places where the

work or labor to be done is actually per

formed.” Another important act affecting

laborers is the employers' liability law.

This law, while being made applicable to all

occupations in which mechanical appliances

are used, was modeled closely after the Fed

eral act of 1908, which applies only to inter

state railroads. The new Alaska act abro

gates the fellow-servant rule of the common

law, and contains a distinct modification of

the contributory negligence plea. It pro

vides that contributory negligence of the

employee shall not be a bar to suits for per

sonal damages where the employee's negli

gence was slight and that of the employer

gross in comparison; but that the damages

shall be diminished by the jury in propor

tion to the amount of negligence attrib

utable to the employee. The third new law

of vital interest to employers and employees

alike is the one providing for the arbitration

of labor disputes. This measure was care

fully drawn, in the light of the experience

derived from other statutes elsewhere, and

must be regarded as one of the most

progressive laws passed by the Legislature.

The vital statistics law enacted by this

new law-making body follows the pattern

prescribed by the United States Census Bu

reau and approved by the Commission on

Uniform State Laws. In view of the almost

entire absence of vital records in Alaska,

the new law is highly important. Several

bills other than those mentioned particu

larly in this article were passed by the Leg

islature in accordance with the recommen

dations of the Uniform Laws Commission.

Some of these were in the form of amend

ments to the civil and criminal codes of

Alaska, affecting court procedure and other

matters.

The new poll tax law is deserving of

special mention because of the special object

to which these taxes are to be applied. The

object is the construction of highways—and

that, after all, is the greatest single object

to be accomplished in this great undevel

oped territory. While poll taxes are some

what old-fashioned and generally unpopular

where they are still in force, it is believed

that the new tax of four dollars per capita

can be collected without much trouble—so

universal is the demand for wagon roads.

Of the eighty laws passed by the First

Alaska Legislature (about thirty of these

were amendments to the civil and criminal

codes) the first to receive the votes of the

two houses and the signature of the Gov

ernor was the act extending the elective

franchise to women. I signed it without

hesitation, and quite naturally the passage

of this progressive measure was hailed with

delight by women’s suffragist organizations

everywhere. But no man or woman can

correctly measure the importance of this

first act of the Alaska Legislature until after

the next general election. To my mind the

extension of the franchise to women will

prove itself an important measure if the

women exercise the franchise. If they do

not use it, or if only a few of them use it, the

measure might better never have been

passed: we have a large enough inactive

citizenship already—not only in Alaska, but

in the States as well. Is it not enough to

know that the popular vote in the general

elections of 1912 was only a trifle larger than

in the general elections 16 years before?

There was no popular demand for women's

suffrage in Alaska, but since the ballot has

been granted the women of Alaska, it is

their duty to use it.
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Of the wisdom of most of the laws enacted

by the First Legislature there is, however,

no question. We have an enormous terri

tory, with various and somewhat conflicting

interests. Sometime the interests of suc

cessful home government will demand in

sistently that Alaska be divided. The

Pacific coastal region has different resources

and different needs than the great interior

and Bering Sea country; and the two sec

tions are already divided naturally by a

great mountain barrier. Each successive

legislature, in my opinion, will experience

more acutely the need of separation. But

the First Legislature has overcome all the

natural obstacles in a remarkable degree,

for the average intelligence and disinter

estedness of its members are unusual, and

the first needs of the territory are general

and not sectional.

Song of the Homesteaders

By ALICE DAY PRATT

Serried and sharp is the region's rim,

Like Lunar cliffs, clear-cut and bold;

Plains under quivering waves of heat,

Plains under fierce untempered cold.

Dreary the landscape-lichen-gray,

Sage-brush and juniper miles on miles.

Never a wood-bird whistles gay,

Never a violet peeps and smiles.

Coyote and jack-rabbit, wolf and owl,

Prairie-dog, eagle, and rattlesnake,

Bones of the bison and starveling steer

Season on season bleach and bake.

Whirling dust-storm and shifting sand—

This, oh this, is the Promised Land!

Silvery, sinuous, ditch and flume

Leading down, from the arid steep,

Water of life to the land below—

Virginal valleys rich and deep.

Limitless orchards of peach and plum

Checking the landscape east and west;

Garden and vineyard and soft-eyed herds,

And woolly flocks with abundance blest.

Barn and haystack and bungalow,

And blaze of flowers for the passerby,

And soldierly rankings of poplar spires

Silhouette on the sunset sky.

And sweet-breathed meadows—a billowy sea,

This is the Country-that-Is-to-Be!
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THE LONG CHANCE
The Tale of a Hat Ranch

By PET E R B. KYNE

Author of The Adventures of Capt a in Scraggs

I?? us t rated by May n a r d Dix on

As far as it has gone" the story is as follows:

Oliver Corblay, a “desert rat,” which means

a wandering prospector seeking gold in the Ameri

can Southwest, takes an Eastern investor whom he

calls “Boston” into the desert to look at a prospect.

Their guide is a Cahuilla Indian. On the way, a

sandstorm uncovers a rich pocket which Corblay

stakes out and names the “Baby Mine” in honor

of the little one soon to be born to him at his home in

San Bernardino. He loads his burros with the ore

which is his by discovery. In the absence of the

Indian, “Boston” attacks Corblay, leaves him to

death in the desert, and escapes with the gold. His

victim writes an imperishable message upon the lava

encrusted floor of the canyon: “Friend, look in my

canteen and see that I get justice.” That message

is destined to be delivered years afterward to Donna

Corblay, the heroine of the Hat Ranch at San Pas

qual. Meanwhile Donna, bereaved of her mother,

finds a loyal friend in Harley P. Hennage, the gam

bler, at once the best and the worst man in San Pas

qual. Hennage watches over the girl from the dis

creet distance at which he had long worshiped her

mother. But one night Donna is attacked by hoboes,

and young Bob McGraw, riding into town, spurs to

her rescue. During the gun-play that ensues, Bob

is seriously wounded. Donna, removing him to

the Hat Ranch, becomes his nurse. Cupid takes a

hand in the game. Bob, convalescent, unfolds to

his sweetheart a plan for conquering the desert with

his irrigation scheme, “Donnaville,” and goes to

San Francisco for financial backing from his father's

friend, Homer Dunstan, an attorney. Bob's scheme

involves a clever, adroit, but honest, application of

State laws by which he proposes to acquire vast lands

and a valuable water-right, for philanthropic use.

To do this he must outwit a clique of land-grabbers,

with T. Morgan Carey as their chief conspirator.

Bob gets fifty applicants for state lands and presents

these applications for filing at the land office. He

gains entrance ahead of the hour by pretending to

be the emissary of Carey, the land-grabber, and his

papers are properly entered and receipted for before

Carey arrives. Bob gets away from Carey certain

papers necessary to complete his filing and then im

pudently vanishes by commandeering Carey's auto

mobile. He had already wired Donna, at San Pas

qual, to meet him at Bakersfield–object, matrimony.

After a honeymoon in the Yosemite Valley, Donna

returns to her work in San Pasqual, Bob disappears

into the desert to hunt gold, and no one guesses their

secret except Hennage, who disapproves of “marryin'

on a shoe-string” but would like to have “shoved across

a stack o’ chips for a weddin' present.” Then some

thing happens that shocks Donna and amazes

Hennage—the San Pasqual stage is held up and the

robber, escaping with several thousand dollars, loses

his hat with the name “Robert McGraw” on the band.

Hennage anonymously makes good the amount stolen,

sends Donna a thousand dollars besides, and leaves

town, meanwhile checkmating Carey's plans to

prosecute Bob McGraw.

THE DESERT INQUISITION

T is one of the compensating laws of ex

istence that the crisis of human despair

and grief is reached on the instant that

the reason for it becomes apparent; there

after it occupies itself for a season in the

gradual process of wearing itself out. Time

is the great healer of human woe, and if in

the darkness of despair one tiny ray of hope

can filter through, an automatic rebound

to the normal conditions of life quickly

follows. The death of a loved one would

not be endurable, were it not that Hope

dares to reach beyond the grave.

For three days following her discovery

of Bob McGraw's name written beneath the

sweat-band of the outlaw's hat, Donna

Corblay lay on her bed at the Hat Ranch,

battling with herself in an effort to refrain

from thinking the terrible thoughts that

persisted in obtruding themselves upon her

tortured brain. For three days, and the

greater portion of two nights, she had cried

aloud to the four dumb walls of the Hat

Ranch:

“He didn’t do it. He couldn’t do it.

My Bob couldn’t do such a thing. It's

*This story began in the December (1912) number of SUNSET MAGAZINE.
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some terrible mistake. Oh, my husband!

My dear, thoughtless, impulsive husband!

Oh, Bob! Bob! Come back and face them

and tell them you didn't do it. Only tell

me, and I’ll believe you and stick by you

through everything.”

And then the horrible thought that he

was guilty; that even now he was being

hunted, hatless, hungry, weary and thirsty

—a pariah with every honest man's hand

raised against him—reminded her that the

limit of her wretchedness lay, not in the

fact that her faith in him had been shat

tered, but in the more appalling conscious

ness that he would not come back to her!

Wild herald of woe and death he had flitted

into her life—as carelessly as he came he

had departed, and she knew he would not

come back.

Yes, Bob was too shrewd a man not to

realize that in abandoning his hat he had

left behind him the evidence that must send

him to the penitentiary should he ever

return to his old haunts in Inyo and Mono

counties. He loved his liberty too well to

sacrifice it, and he knew her code. It did

not seem possible to Donna that he would

have the audacity to face her again; so,

man-like, he would not try.

And then she would think of him as she

had seen him that first night, leaning on

Friar Tuck's neck and gazing at her in the

dim ghostly light of a green switch-lantern—

telling her with his eyes that he loved her.

She recalled his little mocking inscrutable

smile, the manhood that had won her to

him when first they met, and against all

this she remembered that she had presented

him with the hat which the express messen

ger had showed her—she had seen him

write his name in indelible pencil under the

leathern sweat-band!

She knew he had ridden north from San

Pasqual the night before the hold-up—and

thirty-five miles was as much as one small

tough horse could do in the desert between

the hour at which Bob had left her and his

presumable arrival at Garlock, where he

lay in wait for the stage. The automatic

gun, the hat, the khaki clothing, the blue

bandana handkerchief which the bandit

had used for a mask, the fact that he was

mounted-all had pointed to her husband

as the bandit. But the description of the

horse was at variance with the facts, and

moreover-Donna thought of this on the

third day—where had Bob gotten that rifle

with which he killed the express messen

ger's horse?

He had had no rifle when he entered San

Pasqual that first night, and he had had

none when he left. The hardware store

always closed at eight o'clock, and it had

been ten o’clock when Bob left the Hat

Ranch—so he could not have purchased

a rifle in San Pasqual. He could not have

gotten it in the desert between San Pasqual

and Garlock, for in the desert men do not

sell their guns, and if Bob had taken the gun

by force from some lone prospector, news of

his act would have drifted into San Pasqual

next day.

It was then that Donna ceased sobbing

and commenced to think, for even if her

head inclined her to weigh the evidence

and render a verdict, her heart was too

loyal to accept it. The memory of Bob

McGraw was always with her—his humor

ous brown eyes, the swing to his big body

as he walked beside her, his gentleness, his

unfailing courtesy, his almost bombastic

belief in himself—no, it was not possible

that he could be a hypocrite. That per

verse streak in him, the heritage of his Irish

forebears, would not have permitted him

to run from the messenger. The man with

courage enough to turn outlaw and rob a

stage had courage enough to kill his man,

and Bob McGraw would have fought it out

in the open. He would never have taken

to the shelter of a sand-dune and fired from

ambush. Bob McGraw, having brains,

would have killed the messenger and gone

back for his hat! He was too cunning a

frontiersman to leave a trail like that

behind him and it was no part of his nature

to do a half-way job. Still, the man who

had robbed that stage had had no hobbles

on his courage. Why, if he—he must have

had a reason for not caring to recover that

hat—

When the desert-bred think, they think

quickly; their conclusions are logical. They

always search for the reason. The man

whose desperate courage had been equal to

that robbery—who had accomplished his

task with the calm ease and urbanity which

proclaimed him a finished product of his

profession, should have argued the question

with the messenger at greater length! He

should have disputed with him possession of

the hat, for in the desert a hat is more than

a hat. It is a matter of life and death, and

when the outlaw had abandoned his hat it
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must have been because he knew where he

could secure another before day should

dawn and find him bareheaded in the open.

Had Bob been the robber he would have

remembered that his name was in the hat,

and rescued it, even at the price of the

express messenger's life, for self-preserva

tion is ever the first law of nature. On the

other hand, if the bandit had known that

the name was in the hat—

The mistress of the Hat Ranch rose from

her bed, while a wild hope beat in her

breast and beamed in her tear-dimmed eyes.

She went into the room where she kept her

stock of hats and began a careful examina

tion of each hat. Nearly all bore some

insignia of ownership. Derby hats in

variably carried the owner's initials in

fancy gilt letters pasted inside the crown,

while others had the initials neatly punched

in the sweat-band by a perforating machine.

Half a dozen hats, apparently unbranded,

had initials or names in full written in

indelible pencil inside their sweat-bands.

Donna, considered an authority on male

headgear, was for the first time learning

something of the habits of men—the too

frequent necessity for quickly identifying

one's hat from a row of similar hats from

the hat-hooks in crowded restaurants.

Outwardly the hats of all mankind resemble

each other, and for the first time Donna

realized that it was the habit of men to mark

them. She pondered.

“Now, here is a hat bearing the name of

James Purdy. Suppose I should sell this

hat to Dan Pennycook (unconsciously she

mentioned Mr. Pennycook, who dared not

buy a hat from her) and he should hold up

the stage and have the hat shot off his head.

The express messenger who picked it up

would go looking for a man named James

Purdy. Perhaps—”

Donna sat down and commenced to

laugh hysterically. She had just remem

bered that Bob McGraw had lost a hat the

night he came to San Pasqual!

Donna ceased laughing presently and

commenced to cry again—with bitterness

and shame at the thought of her disloyalty

to her husband. Why, she hadn’t sold a

hat like Bob's for a year. He had lost his

hat the night he saved her from the attack

of the hobos, and somebody had picked it

up. She remembered Bob's complaint at

the loss of his hat, because it was new and

had cost him twenty dollars! Some one in

San Pasqual had found it, realized its value

and decided to keep it. It followed, then,

that the man who had found that hat the

night Bob lost it had held up the stage at

Garlock. And knowing of the name under

the sweat-band (for evidently it was Bob's

habit to brand all of his hats thus) and

realizing that the finding of the hat would

divert suspicion from him, the outlaw had

abandoned the hat without a fight!

As Harley P. Hennage would have put it,

the entire situation was now as clear as mud!

“And to think that I even suspected him

for a moment!” Donna wailed. “Oh, Bob,

what will you think of me? I’m a bad,

worthless, disloyal wife. Oh, Bob, I’m so

sorry and ashamed!”

She was, indeed. But sorrow and shame

under such circumstances may exist, at the

outset, for about ten minutes. The re

surgent wave of joy which her discovery

induced quickly routed the last vestige of

her distress, and womanlike her first im

pulse, as a wife, was to wreak summary

vengeance on the man who had asserted

that her husband had robbed the stage! The

idea! She would ascertain the name of this

passenger who declared that he had recog

nized the bandit as Bob McGraw, and force

him to make a public apology

No, she would not do that. To do so

would be to presume that her Bob was not,

like Caesar's wife, above suspicion, and be

sides, it would spoil Harley P.'s little joke

on San Pasqual. And there was really no

danger of Bob's arrest. The sheriff's

posse was trailing the other man out across

the San Bernardino desert, while Bob,

serenely unconscious of the furor created

by the finding of his lost hat, was trudging

through the range, miles to the north,

headed east from Coso Springs with his two

burros, circling across country to the Colo

rado desert and prospecting as he went.

Her defense of him when he needed none

would merely serve to invite the query:

“Why are you so interested in him?” and

until the day of Bob's return, she did not

wish to answer “Because he is my husband.”

No, it would be far better to sit calmly by

and enjoy the industry of the man-hunters;

then, when Bob returned, he would defend

himself in his own vigorous fashion, much

to the chagrin of his accusers and the con

sequent delight of Harley P. Hennage.

Thinking of Mr. Hennage reminded her

that he had sent a note by Sam Singer.
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In her distress she had forgotten about it

until now; so, after bathing her eyes, she

opened the envelope and acquainted her

self with its remarkable contents.

Poor old Harley P. She read the dis

tress between the lines of that kindly lie

that he was in trouble and had to get out of

San Pasqual—and as she fingered the little

roll of bills she discovered no paradox in

Harley P.'s hard face and still harder repu

tation and the oft-repeated biblical quota

tion that God makes man to His own image

and likeness. *

A thousand dollars! How well she knew

why he had sent it! He feared that she,

like him, would have to leave San Pasqual

to avoid answering questions, and fearing

that she was but indifferently equipped to

face the world, he had refrained from asking

questions. Instead he had equipped her,

and in his unassuming way had departed

without waiting for her thanks or leaving

an address—infallible evidence that he de

sired neither her gratitude nor the return

of the money.

“Poor fellow!” she murmured. “How

terrible he’ll feel when he discovers it's all

a mistake. He'll be ashamed to speak to

me. Still, why should he feel chagrined

at all? He hasn’t said a word.”

Foxy Mr. Hennage! It was quite true.

He hadn’t said a word! Ah, money talks;

despite his precautions, Harley P.'s thou

sand dollars were very eloquent.

The next day Donna took up her life

where it had left off. She had scarcely

cached Harley P.'s thousand dollars in her

private compartment in the eating-house

safe when the irrepressible Miss Molly

Pickett dropped in to express her sympathy

at Donna's three-day illness, casually men

tioned the stage robbery, the name in the

hat and the sudden exit from San Pasqual

of Harley P. Hennage. Incidentally she

mentioned the fact that Mr. Hennage had

once presented her with an order for a

registered letter for a man by the name of

Robert McGraw, and taking into considera

tion this fact and the further fact that birds

of a feather always flock together, Miss

Pickett opined that the hold-up man was

doubtless a bosom friend of Mr. Hennage.

A hearty dinner the evening before, and

twelve hours of uninterrupted slumber, had

driven from Donna's face every trace of her

three days of purgatory. She was alert,

smiling and happy; and able to cross swords

with Miss Pickett with something more

than a gossamer hope of foiling her. She

discussed the affair so calmly and with such

apparent interest that Miss Pickett was

completely mystified, and in a last desperate

effort to satiate her curiosity she cast aside

all pretense and came boldly into the open.

“Folks do say, Donna, that the man who

was shot saving you from those tramps and

was nursed at the Hat Ranch is the same

man that held up the stage.”

“Indeed! Miss Pickett, folks don’t know

what they are talking about. Have you

asked Doctor Taylor?”

Miss Pickett commenced to spar. As a

matter of fact she had asked Doc Taylor,

and been informed that his late patient

responded to the name of Roland McGuire.

But there was a hang-dog look in the

doctor's eyes which had not escaped Miss

Pickett, and intuitively she knew that the

worthy medico had lied. Donna's question

convinced her that she was not mistaken.

Her bright little eyes gleamed archly.

“Why, we never did learn who it was that

saved you, Donna. Is it a secret?”

“Why, no.”

Miss Pickett waited in agony for ten

seconds, but Donna, having replied fully

to her query, volunteered no further in

formation. In desperation the post-mistress

demanded:

“Well, then, why do you keep it to your

Self?”

“Is that any of your business, Miss

Pickett?”

“No, of course not. But then—”

“Well?”

Miss Pickett was non-plussed, but only

for an instant. Like all old maids when

bested in a battle of wits by an opponent of

their own sex, younger, more attractive and

known to be popular with the males of

their acquaintance, Miss Pickett was quick

to take the high ground of a tactful con

sideration of circumstances which Donna

apparently had overlooked; circumstances

which, while savoring slightly of girlish

indiscretion, might, nevertheless, be con

strued as a distinct slip from virtue. An

attack, whether by innuendo or direct

assertion, on a sister's virtue is ever the

first weapon of a mean and disappointed

woman, and having no other charms to

speak of, Miss Pickett chose to assume that

of superior virtue; so, with the subtle sting

of her species, she sunk her poison home.
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“Well, Donna, if you won't protect your

own good name, I'm sure you shouldn’t be

surprised if your friends endeavor to pro

tect it for you. Everybody in town knows

you kept that man at your home for a

month—”

“I haven’t denied it, or attempted to

conceal the fact. In what manner does that

reflect on my good name, Miss Pickett?”

“Well, folks will talk—you know that.”

“Of course I know they will. That's

their privilege, Miss Pickett, and I’m not at

all interested, I assure you.” She smiled

patronizingly at the postmistress. “When

I want somebody to protect my good name,

Miss Pickett, I’ll send for a man. Until

then you may consider yourself relieved of

the task.”

“Well, when people know you've kept a

desperate character—”

“Who knows it, Miss Pickett? Do you?”

Miss Pickett was forced to acknowledge

that she did not, and under a hot volley

of questions from Donna admitted further

that not a soul in San Pasqual had even

hinted to her of such a contingency. Too late

thespinster realized that she had, figuratively

speaking, placed all of her eggs in one bucket

and scrambled them.

Donna realized it too. For the first time

in her life she was angry, although not for

worlds would she permit Miss Pickett to

realize it. She had the postmistress on the

defensive now, and she was determined to

keep her there; so, in calm gentle com

miserating tones Donna read the riot act

to the embarrassed gossip. Mentally,

morally, physically and socially, she was

Miss Pickett's superior and Miss Pickett

knew this; her instinctive knowledge of it

placed her at a disadvantage and forced

her to listen to a few elegantly worded re

marks on charity, the folly of playing the

part of guardian of a sister's morals and the

innate nastiness of throwing mud. It was

a rare grueling that Donna gave Miss

Pickett; the pity of it was that Mr. Hen

nage could not have been there to listen

to it.

The postmistress was confounded. She

could think of nothing to say in reply until

the right moment for saying it had fled; and

her pride forbade her acknowledging defeat

by tossing her head and walking out with a

grand air of injured innocence. In the end

she lost her composure entirely, for while

Donna's remarks had seemed designed for

the “folks” whom Miss Pickett seemed to

fear might “talk,” the latter knew that in

reality they were directed at her.

To be forced to listen to an almost

motherly castigation from Donna Corblay

was too great a tax upon Miss Pickett's

limited powers of endurance. She flew into

a rage, all the more pitiful because it was

impotent, murmured something about the

ingratitude of some people—“not mentionin'

any names, but not exceptin’ present com

pany,” and swept out of the eating-house;

not, however, until she had commenced to

cry, thus acknowledging her defeat and

humiliation and presenting to San Pasqual

that meanest of all mean sights, a mean old

maid, in a rage, weeping until her eyes and

nose are red.

In the afternoon Donna had a visit from

a Wells Fargo & Company detective. He

was a large fatherly person, who might

have had girls of his own as old as Donna,

and he stated his mission without embar

rassment of preliminary verbal skirmishing.

“From various sources around town, Miss

Corblay, I gather that it is quite possible

you are acquainted with the man McGraw

who is suspected of the recent stage rob

bery at Garlock.”

Donna admitted, smiling, that it was

quite possible.

“Have you any objection to telling me all

you know about him?”

“Not the slightest. It is your business

to investigate this matter, and I have re

frained from telling others whose business

it is not. If I have your word of honor that

what I tell you is for the company you

represent and not for the gossips of San

Pasqual, I can save you time and trouble

and expense.”

“Thank you. It is a rare pleasure, I

assure you, Miss Corblay, for a man in my

line of work to receive such a prompt,

courteous and businesslike answer from a

woman. You have my word that any

thing you tell me is in confidence.”

“Did Miss Pickett send you here?”

“Indirectly. She gave some information

to our express messenger who in turn gave

it to me. I might add that the interest of

our messenger ceased when I took up this

case.”

“Very well” replied Donna, and proceeded

to tell him, with infinite detail, everything

she knew concerning Bob McGraw, except

ing the fact that he was her husband. In
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five minutes she had tightened the web of

circumstantial evidence around him, and

then unloosened it, and at the finish of her

recital the detective had no questions to ask.

He held out his hand and shook hers warmly.

“I think you have solved this case for

me, Miss Corblay. However, there is one

matter that will be hard to overcome, and

that is the identification of McGraw by the

passenger, Carey.”

“Who?” -

“A passenger. His name is T. Morgan

Carey, of Los Angeles. He is rather promi

nent in business circles—a pretty Sane,

careful man, and his testimony would have

considerable evidence with a jury.”

“Find out from the messenger if Carey

identified Bob—I mean Mr. McGraw (the

detective smiled slightly) before the mes

senger gave chase to the hold-up man, or

after he returned with the hat. If the

latter, I can explode his testimony. I hap

pen to know that Mr. Carey is a business

rival of Mr. McGraw's and very unfriendly

to him. It would be to Carey's great

financial advantage to see Bob (again the

detective smiled) in jail. Then ask your

agent at Keeler to make inquiry and learn

if a tall young man with auburn hair didn’t

ride into town the day following the hold-up,

mounted on a roan horse. If he sold the

horse, saddle and spurs, purchased two

burros and outfitted in Keeler for a pros

pecting trip, that man was Mr. Robert

McGraw and he didn’t arrive bareheaded.

I think you'll discover that you're following

a false lead.”

The detective could guess a thing or two;

otherwise he would not have been a de

tective. He guessed something of Donna's

more than friendly interest in the man he

was after; an interest which he felt to be

greater than a mere feeling of gratitude for

what McGraw had saved her from, and

his sympathies were with her. She had

been “open and above board with him” and

he appreciated the embarrassment that

might attend should the matter be given

publicity.

“Whatever I discover will not be made

public, Miss Corblay. Thank you.”

He lifted his hat and walked out, while

Donna, selecting one of the late magazines

from the news-stand, sat down and read

for the rest of the afternoon.

Eight days passed before the detective

appeared again at the counter.

, is correct.

“Miss Corblay,” he reported smiling,

“you're a better detective than I. McGraw

didn't do the job—that is, your—Bob. But

some other McGraw did. The fact is, he’s

sent back the money he lifted from the

company and the passengers. At least, a

number of them have reported the return

of their cash. Here's a note the agent here

received a little while ago.”

He passed a type-written sheet across the

counter to her. Donna read it carefully.

“The plot thickens. However, this is

only added proof that my line of reasoning

This line, “I didn’t have no

business to do it in the first place, clinches

the testimony. The Robert McGraw of my

acquaintance never uses double negatives.”

“And he couldn’t have arrived in Gold

field with a burro train in less than six

weeks. You say this man uses double nega

tives. There's a clue. Who, among your

acquaintances, Miss Corblay, uses double

negatives?”

“Every soul with the exception of Mr.

McGraw” replied Donna. “Following a

clue like that in San Pasqual would be like

looking for a needle in a haystack. But I

think I could name the man who wrote

that note.”

“Who is he?”

Donna favorcd the

mocking little smile.

“He’s a friend of mine” she said, “and I

never go back on a friend.”

“Well,” he replied jokingly, “I can't

imagine a friend going back on you. How

ever, I'll not be curious about this chap.

He appears contrite, and the incident is

closed. But all the same, this is one of the

queerest cases I’ve had in all my experi

ence,” and he went out, still puzzled.

detective with a

Thanksgiving came and went, and with

the approach of Christmas came the knowl

edge to Donna that her tour of duty behind

the cash-counter of the eating-house was

rapidly drawing to a close—for the ve

sweetest reason in all this sad old world; a

reason as yet apparent to no one in San

Pasqual but Donna herself; a very tiny

reason against whose coming Donna had

commenced to plan and sew in the lonely

hours of her vigil at the Hat Ranch, waiting

for Bob to come back, that she might im

part to him the secret. Yes, indeed, a most

valid reason. Donna hoped it would be a

man-baby, with wavy auburn hair like Bob’s.
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On the first of February she gave notice

of her intention to resign her position on the

first of the following month. Bob had left

with her a hundred and fifty dollars, the

balance of her little capital having been

expended during their honeymoon trip and

in outfitting Bob for his trip into the desert,

and but for the fact that the thousand

dollars so thoughtfully provided by Harley

P. was still in the eating-house safe, Donna

would have been placed in a most embarras

sing position. With the knowledge that she

had ample funds with which to maintain

herself and her dependents at the Hat

Ranch until the birth of her child, however,

Donna decided to remove herself from the

prying gaze of the San Pasqualians by re

signing her position. The fact that her

marriage to Bob was not known in the little

town was now an added embarrassment,

and the necessity of conveying to the world

the news that she had been married since

October was imperative. She decided to go

up to Bakersfield, visit the city hall and

request the clerk who had issued the license

to Bob and herself to give the news of its

issuance to the papers. She was aware

that Bob knew this clerk and for that reason

they had been enabled to keep the matter

Secret.

But the news that Donna Corblay had

resigned the best position obtainable for a

woman in San Pasqual—and that, without

assigning any reason for her extraordinary

action—spread quickly, and Mrs. Penny

cook, with envious eyes on the position for

her eldest daughter, visited the hotel mana

ger and tried her persuasive personality to

that end.

After that visit, there was no need for

explanation. Mrs. Pennycook, with horri

fied mein and many repetitions of “But for

heaven's sake don’t mention my name,”

furnished the explanation—and to a lady

of Mrs. Pennycook's large experience in mat

ters of maternity, there was no heretic in

San Pasqual who doubted the authenticity

of her verdict.

Of the whisperings, the interchange of

gossip and eager speculation as to the

identity of the man in the case, the haughty

stare of the women and the covert smiles

of the men, Donna was not long kept in

ignorance. On the fifteenth of the month

the manager came to her, announced that

he had already been fortunate enough to

secure her successor, paid her a full month's

salary, and with a few perfunctory remarks

touching on his regret at losing her services,

indicated that she might forthwith retire

to that seclusion which awaited her at the

Hat Ranch. Donna, proud, scornful, un

afraid in the knowledge that she was an

honorable wife, deemed it beneath her

dignity to reply. She removed her little

capital from the safe, balanced her cash

and walked out of the eating-house for

ever.

She had come to the parting of the ways.

Her condition demanded the immediate

presence of her husband, notwithstanding

the fact that to call him in from his wan

derings now might mean the abandonment

of his great dreams of Donnaville. All her

life she had needed a protector; more than

ever she needed one now, and she was

torn between a desire for the comfort of

his presence and an equal desire to sacri

fice that comfort to his great work, by re

fraining from sending Sam Singer into the

desert with a message to him. She knew

she could send Sam over the Santa Fe to

Danby, and in the miner's outfitting store

there Sam would be directed to the coun

try where Bob's claims lay. For two days

she wrestled with this problem, deciding

finally to prove herself worthy of him and

face the issue alone. -

But the time had come when San Pas

qual, representing Society, must be ac

corded the right which Society very justly

demands—the right to know whether its

members are conforming to all of the law,

moral and legal. Donna realized that her

silence in the matter of her marriage had

placed her in an unenviable light, and while

she was striving to formulate a plan to

make the announcement gracefully, Mrs.

Pennycook, emboldened by the absence

of Harley P. Hennage, gathered about her

a committee of five other ladies and

swooped down on the Hat Ranch.

Donna was standing at her front gate

when this purity squad approached. She

guessed their mission instantly, and wel

comed it. Whether gracefully or un

gracefully, the matter would soon be over

now, and it pleased her a little to note

that all six ladies were leading matrons

of the little town. Each member of Mrs.

Pennycook's committee reflected in her

face mingled sadness, embarrassment and

curiosity. For three of them Donna felt

a genuine regard; she realized that their
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visit was actuated by a desire to help her,

if she required help, to lend her their

moral support in the face of suspicion,

whether just or otherwise. The other

three, including Mrs. Pennycook, Donna

knew for that detestable type of woman

kind best known and described as “catty.”

Some one of these three who knew would

fire the first gun in this most embarrassing

campaign, and in order to nullify their

fire as much as possible, Donna decided

not to wait for that opening broadside,

but to sweep them off their feet by a wave

of candor and frankness, leaving them

stunned with surprise and ashamed of

their own suspicions.

Upon its arrival, therefore, Donna greeted

the delegation cordially, receiving an equally

cordial return of the greeting from all

except Mrs. Pennycook, who swept into

the Hat Ranch in dignified silence, head

up and nose in the air, after the manner

of one who scents a moral stench and is

resolved to eradicate it at all hazard.

“This is an unexpected pleasure” Donna

said hospitably. “Do come in out of this

dreadful heat. I’ve just finished baking

a lovely layer cake and you're all just in

time to sample my cooking. I'll have

Soft Wind make some lemonade. We

scarcely require ice here, the water from

my artesian well is so remarkably cool.”

Graciously she herded them all into the

shady patio, brought out chairs and or

dered Soft Wind to prepare a huge pitcher

of lemonade, while she herself carried out

a small table, spread a tablecloth over it

and crowned it with a layer cake, seven

plates, and the accessories.

The delegation squirmed uneasily. The

cordiality of this reception and Donna's

apparent pleasure at the visit, together

with her total lack of embarrassment,

placed the ladies at a decided disadvantage.

Even Mrs. Pennycook found it a tax on

her ingenuity to solve tactfully the problem

of accepting Donna's layer cake and cool

lemonade in one breath and questioning

her morals in the other—if this phrase

ology may be employed to designate the

problem without casting opprobrium on

Mrs. Pennycook's table manners.

There was a silence as Donna poured

the lemonade and helped each visitor to

a section of the layer cake. When she had

finished, however, she leaned her elbows

little roguishly at each guest in turn, and

stole their thunder with a single question:

“How did you all discover that I am

married?”

The silence was painful, until Mrs.

Pennycook choked on a cake crumb. It

was a question none of them could answer,

and this very fact made the silence more

appalling! Even Mrs. Pennycook, who

had organized the expedition, blushed.

Finally she stammered:

“We—we—well, to tell the truth, we

hadn’t heard.” -

Donna's eyes were wide with simulated

amazement.

“You hadn’t heard?”

“No” snapped Mrs. Pennycook, quick

to see her opening, “but we were all hoping

to hear—for your sake.”

“But you guessed something when I

resigned my position at the eating-house?”

Donna could scarce restrain a smile as

she saw the eagerness with which Mrs.

Pennycook showed in her true colors by

walking blindly into this verbal trap. A

slight sardonic smile fickered across her

stern features.

“We didn’t suspect. Everybody in town

knew. And, not to beat about the bush,

Miss Corblay, we came here today to find

out. We're old enough to be your mother

and we have daughters of our own, and in

a certain sense, havin' known you from a

baby, we felt sort o' responsible-like.”

“Ah, I see” Donna almost breathed.

“You were suspicious-like.”

Two of the committee showed signs of

inward disturbance, but, having fixed

bayonets, Mrs. Pennycook was now pre

pared to charge.

“We came to find out if you're an hon

orable married woman, or—”

“Quite right, Mrs. Pennycook. That

is information which you, and in fact every

person in San Pasqual, is entitled to know.

I am an honorable marricq woman. I was

married in Bakersfield on the seventeenth

day of last October.”

“Well, then, where's your husband?”

“That is a question which you are not

privileged to ask, Mrs. Pennycook. How

ever, I will answer it. My husband is

about his lawful business somewhere in

the Colorado desert.”

“Who is this man?”

“My husband's name is Robert

on the little table, gazed calmly and a McGraw.”
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Six separate and distinct gasps greeted

this announcement extraordinary. A tear

trembled on the eyelid of one of the ladies

of whom Donna was really fond and whom

she had reason to believe was fond of her.

“Well, dearie” replied Mrs. Pennycook

unctiously, “it’s kind o' hard-like to tell

whether, in your present-er-delicate con

dition, you're better off unmarried-like,

or the wife of a man accused of holdin' up

a stage at Garlock.”

“It is embarrassing, isn’t it?” Donna

laughed. She was not in the least angry

with Mrs. Pennycook. In fact, the gossip

amused her very much, and in the knowl

edge of the day of reckoning coming to

Mrs. Pennycook she could afford to laugh.

“What does Dan think about it?”

“Mr. Pennycook, if you please” corrected

his wife. “We will not mention his name

in this matter.”

“Well, then, what do you think of it,

Mrs. Pennycook?”

“To be perfectly frank-like, an' not

meanin’ any offense, I think, Miss Corblay,

that you drove your pigs to a mighty poor

market.”

“It does look that way” Donna ac

quiesced good-naturedly. “I’ll admit that

appearances are against my husband.

However, since I know that the charge is

ridiculous, I shall not dishonor him by

making a defense where none is necessary.

He will be in San Pasqual about the first

of April, Mrs. Pennycook, and if at that

time you desire to learn the circumstances,

he will be charmed, I know, to relate them

to you.”

“I am not interested” retorted the gossip.

“Judging by this unexpected visit and

your pointed remarks, dear Mrs. Penny

cook, I think I might be pardoned for pre

suming that you were.”

Mrs. Pennycook made no reply, for

obvious reasons. The sortie for informa

tion had been too successful to please her,

and in Donna's present mood the elder

woman knew that she would fare but

poorly in a battle of wits. Indeed, she

already stood in a most unenviable position

in San Pasqual society, as the leader of

an unwarranted attack against a virtuous

woman, and her busy brain was already

at work, mending her fences. In the inter

view with Donna she had expected tears

and anguish. Instead she had been met

with smiles and good-natured raillery; and

she had an uncomfortable feeling that her

fellow committeewomen were already en

raged at her and preparing to turn against

her. She drank her lemonade hastily and

explained that their visit had been for the

purpose of setting at rest certain unpleas

ant rumors in San Pasqual, wherein Donna's

reputation had suffered. If the rumors

had proved to be without foundation they

would have felt it their business to nip the

scandal in the bud. If, on the contrary,

the rumors were based on truth, they had

planned to give her a Christian helping

hand toward regeneration.

“I am very glad you did me the honor

to call” Donna told the committee. “I

had kept my marriage secret, for reason

of my own, and I am glad now that my

friends will brand these rumors as ma

licious and untrue.”

The committee left in almost as deep

sorrow as it had come. Donna walked

with them to the front gate, and at part

ing two of the women kissed her, whisper

ing hurried words of faith in her, and from

the bottom of their truly generous womanly

souls they meant it. Donna knew they

did, and was deeply grateful. In the case

of Mrs. Pennycook, however, she had no

such illusion. She knew that disappointed

vengeance had served to sharpen Mrs.

Pennycook's unaccountable and unnat

ural dislike for her, and it was with secret

relief that she watched the members of

the committee on social purity return to

their respective homes.

The following morning Mrs. Pennycook

departed on a journey to Bakersfield, the

county-seat. Here she invaded the mar

riage license bureau and requested an in

spection of the record of the marriage

license issued to Robert McGraw and

Donna Corblay on October seventeenth.

To Mrs. Pennycook's profound satis

faction there was no record of such a li

cense available. Business in the mar

riage bureau was dull that day, and the

license clerk turned over to Mrs. Penny

cook the bound book of affidavit blanks,

which constitutes the record of the county

clerk's office and from which the deputy

clerk fills in the marriage license when he

issues it. She searched through the rec

ords from August up to that very day

searched painstakingly and thrice in suc

cession, while the deputy looked on cov

ertly from a nearby desk and smiled at her
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activities. He might have informed Mrs.

Pennycook that the record of the issuance

of a license to his friend Bob McGraw and

Donna Corblay could be found in the back

of the book, where it would not be dis

covered by the newspaper reporters who

came each day to make notations of the

licenses issued. It is an old trick, this;

to fill in the affidavit blank toward the back

of the book, where the record will not be

reached in the regular course of business

until a year or more shall have elapsed.

The deputy county clerk was a friend of

Bob McGraw's and as he had promised

not to give him away, he would keep his

word; so he snickered to himself and won

dered if this acidulous lady could, by any

chance, be McGraw's mother-in-law. If

so, he felt sorry for McGraw. He sniffed

a quick divorce.

Mrs. Pennycook could not find the rec

ord she sought, and demanded further

information. The clerk informed her

gravely that, aside from personal experi

ence, all the information on marriages in

Kern county was contained in the book

before her; so Mrs. Pennycook returned to

San Pasqual, vindicated in the eyes of the

committee on individual morals.

The following day Mrs. Pennycook

called a meeting in her front parlor, and

to the credit of San Pasqual’s womanhood,

be it said that two of the committee failed

to respond. However, Miss Molly Pickett

volunteered to enlist for the cause, and a

quorum being present Mrs. Pennycook

announced that Donna Corblay's state

ment that she was a wife had not been

substantiated by the records of the county

clerk's office. Having examined the rec

ords personally, Mrs. Pennycook felt safe

in assuming responsibility for the state

ment that Donna Corblay was not married,

despite her claims to the contrary.

“Then,” murmured Miss Pickett sadly,

“she is not an honest woman!”

“Decidedly not.”

“I expected this—for years” Miss Pickett

continued, and wiped away a furtive tear.

“Poor girl. After all, we shouldn’t be sur

prised. I'm afraid she comesby it naturally.

There was a mystery about her mother.”

“Well, there's no mystery about Donna”

retorted Mrs. Pennycook triumphantly.

“She's a disgrace to the community.”

“What can be done about it?” one of

the committee inquired.

*

“I believe,” another volunteered, “that

in San Francisco and Los Angeles they

have homes for unfortunate girls. If we

can induce her to go to one of these insti

tutions, it seems to me it is our duty to

do so.”

“I wash my hands of the whole affair”

protested Mrs. Pennycook. “I went down

there, as you all know, an’ did all the talk

ing and acted sympathetic-like, an’ got

insulted for my pains. I’ll not go again.”

“Perhaps you didn’t approach the sub

ject just right, Mrs. Pennycook—not mean

in any offense—but you know Donna's

one of the high an’ mighty kind, an’ you

an her ain’t been any too friendly. I think,

maybe, if I was to talk to her, now—”

“I’m sure you're welcome, Miss Pickett.

Somebody ought to reason with her like

before the thing gets too public, an I

don’t seem to have the right influence

with the girl.”

“I’ll go call on her, if one or two others

will go with me” Miss Pickett volunteered.

She omitted to mention the fact that com

pany or no company, she would not have

missed the opportunity of taunting Donna

for a farm. However, two other ladies

decided to go with Miss Pickett, and forth

with the three set out for the Hat Ranch.

There was no layer cake and lemonade

reception awaiting them at the Hat Ranch.

Donna, upon being informed by Soft Wind

that three ladies desired to interview her,

met the delegation in her kitchen, which

they had entered uninvited. She surveyed

the nervous trio coldly.

“Is this another investigating commit

tee?” she demanded bluntly.

“Well, in view o' the fact that there

never was any marriage license issued to

you an’ that—that stage-robber-”

“Miss Pickett—and you other two shin

ing examples of Christian charity! Please

leave my home at once. Do you hear?

At once! I have no explanations or

apologies to make, and if I had I would

not make them to a soul in San Pasqual.

Leave my home instantly.”

The three ladies stood up. Two of

them scurried toward the door, but Miss

Pickett lingered, showing a disposition to

argue the question. She had “walled”

her eyes and pulled her mouth down in the

most approved facial expression of one who,

proffering help to the unfortunate, realizes

that ingratitude is to be her portion.
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Through the aboriginal brain of Soft

Wind, however, some hint of the situation

had by this time managed to sift. The

presence of two delegations of female

visitors in one week was unprecedented;

and in her slow dumb way she realized that

the condition of her mistress was probably

being questioned by these white women.

Now, Soft Wind had been Donna's nurse,

and since the squaw was untroubled by the

finer question of morality in a lady (the

mere trifle of a marriage license had been

no bar to her own primitive alliance with

Sam Singer) it irked her to stand idly by

while these white women offered insult to

her adored one. She could not understand

what was being said (Donna always spoke

to her in the language of her tribe, a

language learned in her babyhood from Soft

Wind herself) but she did know by the pale

face and flashing eyes that Donna was

angry.

“I came to tell—” began Miss Pickett.

Donna pointed toward the door. “Go”

she commanded.

Still Miss Pickett lingered; so Soft Wind,

whose forty years of life had been spent in

arduous toil that had made her muscles as

hard and firm as those of most men, picked

Miss Pickett up in her arms, carried her

out kicking and screaming and tossed the

spinster incontinently over the gate. Sam

Singer saw the exit and favored his squaw

with the first grunt of approval in many

years. Donna, after first ascertaining that

Miss Pickett had lit in the sand and was

uninjured, leaned over the gate and almost

laughed herself into hysterics.

That was the last effort made to reform

Donna Corblay. In a covert way Miss

Pickett and Mrs. Pennycook conspired to

publicly disgrace her and, branded as a

scarlet woman, drive her out of San Pasqual,

if possible. Donna had declared war, and

they were prepared to accept the challenge.

Borax O’Rourke, with six months' wages'

coming to him from his chosen occupation

of skinning mules up Keeler way, had been

sighing for the delights of San Pasqual and

an opportunity to spend his money after

the fashion of the country. This was not

possible in Keeler—at least not on the

extravagant scale which obtained regularly

in San Pasqual; hence, when he learned

quite by chance that Harley P. Hennage

iniquity, Borax commenced to pine for

some society more ameliorating than that

of twelve mules driven with a jerk-line.

In a word, Mr. O'Rourke decided to quit

his job, go down to San Pasqual and enter

upon a butterfly existence until his six

months' pay should be dissipated.

Accordingly Borax O'Rourke descended,

via the stage line, on San Pasqual. He

heralded his arrival and his intentions by

inviting San Pasqual to drink with him, and

after visiting each of its many saloons and

spending impartially the while, he decided.

along toward dusk, that he had partaken of

sufficient squirrel whisky to give him an

appetite for his dinner, and forthwith shaped

his somewhat faltering course for the

eating-house.

Here he discovered that Donna Corblay

was no longer employed at the cashier's

counter—which disappointed him. He ate

his dinner in silence, and upon his return

to the Silver Dollar saloon he was informed,

with many a low jest and rude guffaw, the

reason for his disappointment. Whereat he

laughed himself.

Now, Borax O'Rourke, while a low, vul

gar, border ruffian, had what even the

lowest of his kind generally appear to

possess: a lingering sense of respect for a

good woman. Until the night of the attack

upon her by the hoboes in the railroad yard,

he had never dared to presume to the extent

of speaking to Donna Corblay, even when

paying for his meals, although the democ

racy of San Pasqual would not have con

strued speech at such a time as a breach of

convention. For there were no angels in

San Pasqual; the town was merely sunk in

a moral lethargy, and the line of demarca

tion in matters of rectitude was drawn

between those who stole and had killed

their man, and those who had not. All the

lesser sins were looked upon tolerantly as

indigenous to the soil, and as Borax

O'Rourke had never been accused of theft

and had never killed his man (he had been

in two arguments, however, and had winged

his man both times, the winger and the

wingee subsequently shaking hands and

declaring a truce), he was not considered

beyond the pale. Had he spoken to Donna

she readily would have comprehended that

he merely desired to be neighborly; she

would have inquired the latest news from

the borax works at Keeler and doubtless

was no longer in that thriving hive of desert would have sold him a hat.
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Nevertheless, for a long time, Borax

O'Rourke had nursed a secret passion for

the eating-house cashier, a passion that

never could have been dignified by the

term “love” (Borax was not equal to that)

but rather an animal-like desire for pos

session. There was considerable of the

abysmal brute in Borax. He would have

been voted quite a Lochinvar in the days

when men procured their wives by right

of discovery and the ability to retain pos

session, and had he dared, he would have

made love to Donna in his bearlike way.

Hence, as in the case of all pure women in

frontier towns, where rough men foregather,

Donna's easily discernible purity had been

her most salient protection, and beyond

such bulwarks Borax O'Rourke had never

dared to venture.

It had been a shock, therefore, to Mr.

O'Rourke, when he discovered her that

August night, crying over a stranger and

kissing him. Borax himself was not a bad

looking fellow, in a rough out-o'-doors sort

of way, and while he had not been privi

leged to a close scrutiny of the man whom

Donna had kissed, still he believed him to

be a rough-and-ready individual like himself,

and quite naturally the thought occurred to

Borax that he, too, might not have been

unwelcome, had he but possessed sufficient

courage to make a cautious advance.

He was confirmed in this thought now

at the news which he heard upon the first

night of his return to San Pasqual, and with

the thought that he had been worshiping

an idol with feet of clay, Mr. O'Rourke

cursed himself for an unmitigated jackass

in thus leaving to some other roving rascal

the prize which he had so earnestly desired

for himself. With the receipt of the in

formation about Donna, Mr. O'Rourke

unconsciously felt himself instantly on the

same social level with her, and since con

vention was something alien to his soul, and

possession his sole inspiration, he decided

that he could make his advances now in

full confidence that he might be successful;

and if not, there would be no necessity for

feeling sheepish over his rebuff.

“I’ll ask her to marry me, an’ damn the

odds” he decided. “There's worse places

than the Hat Ranch to live in, with a few

dollars always comin' in. She'll be glad

enough of the offer, like as not-considerin’

the circumstances, an’ she can send the kid

to an orphan asylum.”

By morning this crafty idea had taken

full possession of Borax, so after fortifying

himself with a half dozen drinks, he set

forth for the Hat Ranch. Also, under the

influence of the liquor and his overweening

pride in his bright idea, he had taken pains

to announce his destination and the object

of his visit. A crowd of male observers

stood on the porch of the Silver Dollar

saloon and watched him depart, the while

they spurred him on his way with many a

jeer and jibe.

Sam Singer was seated in the kitchen at

the Hat Ranch, enjoying an after-breakfast

cigarette, when O'Rourke came to the

kitchen door, hiccoughed and made rough

demand for the mistress of the house.

Donna, from an adjoining room, heard him

and came into the kitchen.

“Well, Borax” she demanded, “what do

you want? A hat?”

She saw that he had been drinking, and a

sudden fear took possession of her. With

the exception of her Indian retainer, Bob

McGraw, Harley P. Hennage and Doc

Taylor, no male foot had profaned the Hat

Ranch in twenty years, and the presence of

O'Rourke was a distinct menace. .

“Not on your life, sweetheart” he began

pertly, “I want you.”

Donna spoke to the Indian in the Cahuilla

tongue, and Sam Singer sprang at the mule

skinner like a panther on an unsuspecting

deer. The lean mahogany-colored hands

closed around the ruffian's throat, and the

two bodies crashed to the floor together.

O'Rourke, taken unaware by the sudden

ness and ferocity of the attack, was no

match for the Indian. He endeavored to

free his arm and reach for his gun, but Sam

Singer had anticipated him. Already the

big blue gun was in the Indian's possession;

he raised it, brought the butt down on

O'Rourke's head, and the battle was over,

almost before it had fairly started.

“Drag him outside” Donna commanded.

The Indian grasped O'Rourke by his legs

and dragged him outside the compound.

Then he returned to the kitchen, secured

a bucket, filled it at the artesian well, and

returning, dashed it over the still dazed

enemy.

The water did its work, and presently

O'Rourke sat up.

“I’ll kill you for this” he said; whereat

Sam Singer struck him in the face and rolled

him over in the dirt. Incidentally, he
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retained Mr. O'Rourke's big blue gun as a

souvenir of the fray.

Half an hour later a very dejected,

bedraggled mule-skinner, bruised, bleeding

and covered with sand which clung to his

dripping person, returned to San Pasqual,

to be heartily jeered at for the result

of his pilgrimage; for the San Pasqualians

noticed that not only had Mr. O'Rourke

suffered defeat, but in the melée his gun

had been taken from him, and to suffer such

humiliation at the hands of a mere Indian

was considered in San Pasqual the very

dregs and drainings of downright disgrace.

For two days Borax O'Rourke drowned

his chagrin in the lethal waters of the Silver

Dollar saloon, and presently to him here

there came an anonymous letter, contain

ing, by some devil's devising, a unique

scheme for revenge on Donna, and on Sam

Singer, who depended on her bounty. At

one stroke he could destroy them both, and

cast them forth into the wide reaches of the

Mojave desert, homeless.

The unknown writer of this anonymous

note desired to advise Borax O'Rourke that

Donna Corblay had no title to the lands on

which the Hat Ranch stood; that the desert

was still part of the public domain and

subject to entry; that he, Borax O'Rourke,

might file on forty acres surrounding the

Hat Ranch, and by demonstrating that he

had an artesian well on the forty, which

would irrigate one-eighth of his entry, he

could obtain title to the land. In any event,

after filing his application, he would then

be in a position to evict his enemies.

This seemed to the brute O’Rourke such

a very novel idea that he decided to follow

it out immediately. IIe spent that day

sobering up, and the next few days in a trip

to the land office one hundred and fifty

miles up the valley at Independence. Upon

his return to San Pasqual he had old Judge

Kenny, the local justice of the peace, serve

formal written notice upon Donna Corblay

to evacuate immediately; otherwise he

would commence suit.

The news was over San Pasqual in an

hour, and formed the basis of much dis

cussion in the Silver Dollar when Borax

O'Rourke came into that deadfall about

two o'clock on the afternoon of his return.

Somebody hailed him.

“Well, Borax, I see you're goin' to play

even. Dy'ye think you'll be able to oust

the girl from the Hat Ranch? The boys
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have been discussin' it, and it looks like she

might put up a fight on squatter's rights.”

“I’ll git her out all right” rumbled

O'Rourke, “an’ when I do, I'll chuck the

old lady's bones after her. I’ll teach her

an’ that Indian o' hers—”

Borax O'Rourke paused. His tongue

clicked drily against the roof of his mouth.

Seated at a card-table across the room,

idly shuffling a deck of cards, sat Harley P.

Hennage, and he was staring at Borax

O'Rourke. At the latter's sudden pause, a

silence fell upon the Silver Dollar, and every

man lined up at the long bar turned and

followed O’Rourke's glance.

For fully a minute Mr. Hennage's small

baleful eyes flicked murder lights as their

glance burned into O'Rourke's wolfish soul.

Then, quite calmly, he commenced placing

his cards for a game of solitaire, and when he

had carefully disposed of them he spoke:

“O’Rourke!”

The word was deep, throaty, almost a

growl. Simultaneously the men nearest

O'Rourke drifted quickly away from him.

“Well?”

“I don't like your game. Stop it. Hand

me an assignment o' that desert entry o'

yours by three o'clock, an' get out o' town

by four o'clock. Hear me?”

“An’ if I don’t?” demanded O'Rourke.

“If you don’t,” repeated Mr. Hennage

calmly, “I shall cancel the entry at one

minute after four o'clock.”

“You can’t bluff me.”

“I’m not bluffin' this time, you dog.

Do I get that assignment of entry?”

Borax O'Rourke knew that his life

might be the price of a refusal, but in the

presence of that crowd where men were

measured by their courage the remnants of

his manhood forbade him to answer “yes.”

He was not a coward.

“I’ll be in the middle o’ the street at four

o'clock” he answered.

“Got a gun?”

4 :NO.”

The gambler threw him over a twenty

dollar piece.

“Go get one.” -

Borax O'Rourke picked the coin off the

floor and shuffled out of the Silver Dollar

saloon.

Until one minute past four o'clock, then,

the incident was closed, and Mr. Hennage

returned to his interrupted game of soli

taire.

will appear in the September number, entitled
"The End of the Game



THE DREAM

By JOHN D. BARRY

HERE was a man whose work in life

was humble. Early in the morning

he went to his monotonous task and

he returned home at nightfall. He had a

large family to sustain. His days were full

of care.

His friends often spoke of him with pity.

But he did not pity himself. For there

was something within that lifted him be

yond sordidness: his dream!

As far back as he could remember, he had

dreamed that some day he was going to be

a great writer.

In childhood the man had weird fancies.

He used to tell them to other children.

Even then he felt sure that if he were to

write them out they would make wonderful

stories.

But he never had time to write them out.

The day came when the man had to la

bor. At first he rebelled. Why should he

live as if he were a machine? He had a

nobler service to do for the world. But

necessity held him. Then love strength

ened his bonds. These bonds were soon

riveted by duty.

But toil could not destroy the dream.

By day he would think of marvelous

tales. All he had to do would be to write

them out. They would make the world

burst into acclaim.

At last the man felt he must begin to

write. He would devote Sunday to his

task.

When he made the resolution he felt a

strange fear. It was like sickness. For a

moment his heart seemed to stop beating.

He found himself saying, as if he were

speaking to someone else: “Suppose you

should fail! Suppose you should find that,

after all, you do not really possess talent

for writing!”

Then his dream would be shattered.

There would be no relief from the monot

ony of his life. He would be nothing but a

machine!

Nevertheless, the man determined to begin.

But on Sunday morning his wife said she

should take the children to the country.

The man felt that he ought to go, too.

With relief, he put off writing till the fol

lowing Sunday.

On that Sunday and on all other Sundays

something would happen to keep him from

writing. And though he was determined

to make the start, deep in his consciousness

he was glad to be kept from making it.

For always at the thought of trying there

would be that strange feeling of weakness

and fear.

Meanwhile the old confidence remained,

the belief that to achieve success he had

only to reach out his hand.

With the great writers of the world the

man now felt a natural kinship. He knew

that if they would meet him they would

recognize him as one of themselves. He

followed their work with a professional eye.

He never spoke of his dream to any one.

He knew that he would be misunderstood.
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He used to wonder why the people he knew

did not suspect the existence of his gifts.

But some day they would realize. Then

they would be startled and ashamed that

they had not appreciated him before.

People really did feel that there was

something unusual about the man, both

those who knew him and those who only

saw him in passing. He went his way with

a light in his eyes. He was a creature

apart. In the very conditions of his fail

ure he walked like a man that radiated suc

cess and power. Strangers, on first seeing

him, often used to ask who he was. Some

times they said that he looked distin

guished.

One morning the man woke up and found

that he had grown old.

It was too late for him to begin to writenow.

He ought to have begun years before.

As he lay in his bed he knew the bitter

ness of disappointment and failure.

And yet he felt a great relief.

He still had his dream!

Now it could never be destroyed.

The man he might have been he should

always be!

OPEN COUNTRY

By EUNICE WARD

The Park is gay with flowers and the Tark is soft with green,

The little lake is dancing in the sunlight's golden sheen;

But for me, the tawny hillside where the purple shadows lie,

And the tumbling ocean stretching to the circle of the sky.

The Park has rustic benches, that the strollers may not tire,

And song-birds trilling gaily in a grove beneath the wire;

But the redwoods spread a fragrant couch along the canyon trail.

As they sigh a wistful answer to the calling of the quail.

The Park is fenced and guarded to preserve its sylvan charm,

And sheltered lest the breezes work its fragile beauties harm;

But the open country lies between the mountains and the sea,

And the west wind ranges over it and shares the world with me.

 



INTERESTING

WESTERNERS

A Man of “Multi-Phase Power”

accomplished, or material progress ef

fected, without some few figures among

the workers standing out more or less con

spicuously from the ruck as the guiding

spirits, the dominating force; and when one

learns that California has set the pace for

the world in hydro-electric development

from the first, and that it stands easily in

the van of practical achievement today, he

naturally casts an eye about for the re

sponsible parties. He will find several

figures—financiers and engineers-bulking

bigly against the sky-line of endeavor, and if

his shrewd glance alights and lingers upon

that of H. H. Sinclair, there will be none to
say that he has chosen amiss. •

That Henry Sinclair has won prečminence

in hydro-electric development in California

means also that he is a national and an in

ternational figure; for it is very largely due

to the pioneering endeavors of himself and

two or three courageous associates in work

ing out hitherto insoluble problems on the

slopes of the Mt. San Bernardino watershed

less than two decades ago that half of New

York state may enjoy the benefits of power

from Niagara, that the cotton mills of Bom

bay will hum to the impulse of power trans

mitted from the slopes of the Western

Ghauts, or that current from the Para

guayan Falls of the Yguazu will turn night

into day on the boulevards of Buenos Aires.

Doubtless all of these things would have

come to pass in time anyway; but it chanced

to fall to the lot of the clear-visioned, di

rect-thinking Sinclair—the man whose de

rided dream of one day was the fait accompli

of the next—to push forward the hands of

the clock of hydro-electric progress by

years and decades instead of allowing it to

I' is rarely indeed that great work is tick off the increasing purpose of the ages

by seconds and minutes.

It was in the winter of 1904 that Mr. Sin

clair, after a decade of ceaseless activity in

marking southern California with a double

star on the world's map of hydro-electric

achievement, bought a yacht and started

for the South Pacific in search of rest and

change. No sooner was the craft out of

sight of land than it transpired that his

skipper knew hardly the first rudiments of

navigations and was in other ways entirely

unsuited to the arduous task of sailing a 50

ton schooner through one of the stormiest

and most superficially charted corners of

the Seven Seas. “I had either to turn

back,” said Mr. Sinclair in telling the story

recently, “or undertake the navigation of

the yacht myself. I chose the latter alter

native. The first sight I worked out

showed the yacht to be somewhere in Tibet,

the second had her in Nebraska, the third

got her back into the Pacific where she be

longed, but off the coast of Peru, and the

fourth, checking with my dead-reckoning,

was about correct. From that time on I

gave my whole attention to the work in

hand, and succeeded in navigating her suc

cessfully over the course laid out and bring- |

ing her safely to port in the end.”

The incident is characteristic of Sinclair's

resource and dominance, and that expres

sion, “I gave my whole attention to the

work in hand and succeeded in navigating

her successfully over the course laid out and

bringing her safely to port in the end,”

might just as well describe his action in

directing the destinies of several of the

largest of California's industrial projects,

argosies richly freighted of Promise, which

but for the steadying touch of his guiding
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hand might never have weathered the

storms of the uncharted seas that separated

them from the Port of Success, where all of

them have ultimately been snugly berthed.

Henry Sinclair has been venturing into un

charted seas all his life—every project with

which he has been associated has involved

doing things which had never been done

before, things men said were impracticable,

impossible—and never has he failed to navi

gate successfully over the course laid out

and bring his ship safely to port in the end.

Like many another Westerner who came

to the Pacific Coast in search of health and

found fame and fortune at the end of the

same rainbow, Henry Sinclair, late in the

80's, sought in the dry air of the then bud

ding city of Redlands to restore a constitu

tion that had weakened under the steady

grind of work in a New York office. This

was the decade in which the electrical world

was beginning to awaken to the fact that a

dynamo could be driven more cheaply by

water than steam, and by the time that sev

eral seasons of hard work in an incipient

orange grove had given the young rancher

a new digestion and a fresh set of nerves,

came also the realization that a lot of good

water was falling down hill for nothing

within sight of his back doorway. There

was no market for power where the water

fell, however, and at once arose the problem

of bringing it the eight miles from a con

venient plant site on Mill Creek to the city

of Redlands. This involved a radical de

parture and advance from any existing

plant, and the plans drawn for what was

destined to become the first multi-phase

power transmission station in the world

were considered so impracticable by the

great electric supply companies that five

months of correspondence were required

to induce any of them even to submit bids.

The General Electric Company ultimately

built the plant and it was an unqualified

success from the first. Power, it was

quickly demonstrated, could be sold so

cheaply that a Redlands company could

pay $2.00 a ton freight on its ice to Los An

geles and still undersell manufacturers in

the metropolis by 50 cents a ton.

But as the demand for power in Redlands

and vicinity was strictly limited, the com

pany was only a small affair with no great

prospects ahead of it. (Mr. Sinclair tells

how he, the president, and the secretary of

the company, constituted the whole office

force, and how the two of them used to go

out and read the meters, come back to the

office, make out the bills and then go out

again and collect them.) The young presi

dent must have cast his eyes quite as often

toward the distant market of Los Angeles

during the next five years as he had turned

them up to the potential sources on the

slopes of Grayback during the previous

five. Here was the power, there was the

market—but between yawned the appar

ently impassable gulf of eighty miles. The

bridging of this gulf still stands as one of the

most important mile-stones on the swiftly

blazed trail of hydro-electric progress, and

Henry Sinclair's part in bringing it about

is, perhaps, the most striking achievement

in a lifetime that is compact of striking

achievements.

The Edison Electric Co. of Los Angeles

absorbed Sinclair's Redlands concern—

the Southern California Power Co.—in

1897, Mr. Sinclair becoming Vice-President

and General Manager. For the next dec

ade the rise of the Edison Company as a

factor in the development of southern Cali

fornia was no less marked than the rise of

Henry Sinclair to a commanding position

in the hydro-electric world.

In 1907, with all of the principal Edison

projects well advanced toward completion,

Mr. Sinclair resigned his active connec

tions w?th that company, planning to con

fine himself to hydro-electric consultation,

with headquarters in Los Angeles. But the

Great Western Power Company decided

that Henry Sinclair was the only man in

the country that measured up to specifica

tions for carrying out its general plan of

hydraulic development. June, 1909, found

him again in his accustomed Vice-Presi

dent-and-General-Manager harness, and a

temporary resident of San Francisco. His

incomparable practicality in matters of

construction and operation advanced things

to a point which made it possible for him

to resign the General Management of the

company two years later, the less arduous

duties of Vice-President in Charge of Con

struction, which he performed up to Jan

uary, 1913, allowing him four months of the

year in his Pasadena home.

No sooner was there a slackening of the

Great Western Power Co. harness than J.

H. Torrance, the founder of the remarkable

industrial city of that name near Los An

geles, recognizing in Mr. Sinclair's peculiar
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genius for organization the special qualities

that were needed to get his unique project

properly under way, induced him to accept

the General Management and Vice-Presi

dency of the Torrance company. Collabo

rating with the noted landscape engineer,

Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., Mr. Sinclair

helped plan the industrial city of Torrance,

in which an increased economy for the

manufacturer has been kept no more stead

fastly in mind than a healthful and uplift

ing environment for the employee. Tor

rance's history is still in the making, but

the striking success which has attended it

down to the present is sufficiently traced

in a recent number of SUNSET.

The intimate study of California's eco

nomic and industrial possibilities incident

to his work at Torrance makes Mr. Sin

clair's view on that subject an interesting

one. “With the completion of the Canal,”

he said recently, “California will tend more

and more toward self-sufficiency. Hitherto

we have depended almost entirely upon the

Eastern states for our manufactures and as

a market for our agricultural and horticul

tural products. The Canal will bring us a

great working population which will con

sume more and more of the products of our

soil, while its labor is going to produce here

the manufactures we now bring from the

east of the Mississippi, thus effecting a sav

ing of freight in each instance which should

operate toward materially lowering the cost

of living on the Pacific Coast. We will

have a great trade with the Eastern States

and the rest of the world, but it will not be

long before we are independent of them for

the main requirements of our daily life.”

As it would not be possible to consider

Pacific Coast yachting without speaking

of Captain Henry Sinclair, so, too, will a

sketch of the latter be incomplete without

some allusion to his connection with Pacific

Coast yachting. Since a voyage around

the Horn before the mast in his boyhood

days, Sinclair's mind, in the few idle mo

ments he has known, has always turned

seaward, but the Io,ooo-mile cruise through

the islands of the South Pacific on the “Lur

line,” purchased from John D. Spreckels,

was his first chance to satisfy a lifelong am

bition. A meeting with Honolulu yachts

men in the course of that cruise resulted in

the first of the now world-famous biennial

transpacific race from a California port

to Hawaii, an event which Captain Sinclair

himself subsequently won twice with the

“Lurline.” His time of a little over twelve

days from San Pedro to Honolulu stands

as the present race record.

It is far easier to draw Mr. Sinclair out

on yachting than on industrial progress,

especially on such occasions as the present

when, as a half dozen times before, he be

gins to talk about retiring from active busi

ness and taking a rest. His idea of a rest,

be it known, is to stand a double watch at

the kicking wheel of a fifty-ton schooner,

with all the canvas close-reefed and a roar

ing sou’easter tearing the tops off the waves

and slamming them down on his shivering

deck. I know, for I’ve seen him taking

rest and change on a good many occasions

in just that way. I haven’t a particle of

doubt that, if he had his own way, the Cap

tain would be off on another cruise within

the month. But this can hardly be. The

Pacific Coast will have too much work dur

ing the next decade that no one else can do

quite so well as Henry Sinclair to be able

to spare him at this time, and I shall miss

my guess if he is not up to his neck in some

new pioneering project before the year is

Out. LEWIS R. FREEMAN.

*

A Secretary and Her Salary

ISS Fern Hobbs, age twenty-seven,

is drawing the highest salary of any

woman in public service in the United

States. She is private secretary to Gov

ernor Oswald West of Oregon and receives

$3000 a year. If she had secured her posi

tion through the manipulation of politics

the telling about it would not be half so

interesting; but she secured it because she

earned it. She says she won the place be

cause the governor is broad enough to

employ a woman as readily as a man when

she does the same work. All that he wants

is results.

Born in Nebraska of early Puritan stock,

at the age of six Miss Hobbs went to Salt

Lake City, Utah, with her parents. There

she lived for twelve years, finishing the
high school. About that time her father

met with serious financial reverses and she

was compelled to make her own way and

help support a brother and a sister. She

came to Oregon and became governess in

a wealthy home in Portland. She was am

bitious. She wanted to get out into the
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commercial world, so she purchased a type

writer and a book on stenography and put

in all her spare moments studying. It was

not long until she obtained a position as

private stenographer to the president of

the Title Guarantee & Trust Company.

While doing her office work she also kept

house for her brother and sister, both of

whom she was putting through school.

Her ambition urged her toward further

achievements, so she began the study of

law, grasping the fundamentals so readily

that her tutor gave her credit for being one

of the brightest students in his class.

While she was thus employed the bank

failed, resulting in investigations and prose.

She is private secretary to Governor Oswald West of Oregon and receives

Incidentally, Miss Hobbs is an attorney, with a diploma from the

law department of the Willamette University

cutions. As confidante of the president of

the bank she was in the thick of the finan

cial storm, and she recalls the experience

as one of the most trying of her life. But

it was the loyalty and spirited defense of

her employer during those turbulent weeks

that opened the way for her to obtain her

new $30oo position.

As a considerable sum of the state's

common school fund was on deposit in the

bank when it failed, Governor Chamber

lain appointed Ben W. Olcott, now secre

'ary of state, to represent the state in the

nvestigation of the bank’s affairs. When

Olcott began to probe into the intimate

papers and documents of the institution
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he met the open hostility of Miss Hobbs,

who was then employed as stenographer

to the bank’s receiver. She did not hide

her hatred of the men who were endeavor

ing to uncover illegal transactions on the

part of her former employer. This loyalty

caused Olcott to take particular notice of

her and to make inquiries about her.

When the investigation was over Miss

Hobbs was employed by the Ladd Estate

Company. A little later Olcott became

campaign manager for Oswald West, suc

cessful candidate for governor. Shortly

before the time for the governor-elect to

be inaugurated Olcott asked him if he had

any one in view for his private stenographer.

He had not, so Olcott told him he knew of a

girl just suited for the position. Olcott

sent for Miss Hobbs and on the day the

governor took the oath of office she was

presented to him. In the two years she

served as his stenographer her mettle was

put to the test in a number of unusual ways

and she proved so capable that when the

governor appointed Ralph A. Watson, his

private secretary, as corporation commis

sioner to administer the new “blue sky”

law, he chose Miss Hobbs to succeed him.

She took her new position on the third of

June, being the first woman to serve as

secretary to the governor in the history of

the state. Then another laurel of success

came to her. It was a diploma from the

law department of the Willamette Univer

sity. While at the capitol she had con

tinued to give her law studies the time that

most young women give to parties, balls

and theaters. Yet she is young and girlish

and a jolly companion, as proud of her suc

cess as can be, and is determined to “make

good.”

“I can’t say how pleased I am” she said.

“The money I make is not going to be

spent for clothes and a good time; it is

going to pay the mortgage. After that is

out of the way then I can do just as I

please.” WILL T. KIRK.

*

Every Inch a Soldier

T is rightly accounted a most creditable

achievement when an American, in time

of war or peace, advances, in either the

regular army or the volunteer forces, from

the position of an inconspicuous subordi

nate to the post of highest responsibility in

his chosen arm of the republic's service.

How much more notable, then, is the dual

triumph of one who first progressed step

by step from the position of an enlisted

man in the volunteer service to the pinnacle

of attainment and then, starting in again

at the ladder's lowest round, comparatively,

progressed from a modest lieutenancy in

the regular forces to the rank of a com

mander of the army.

Lieutenant-General S. B. M. Young oc

cupies in the roster of our military heroes

a position that is virtually unique. Not

only has his career exceeded, probably,

in interest and significance, that of any

other American army officer now living, but

his record of more than half a century of

varied and conspicuous service is in many

respects the most remarkable in the entire

history of the nation’s fighting service.

His career is in the highest degree an in

spiration and encouragement to all young

men who aspire to military distinction

through any channel of advancement.

General Young has been an active par

ticipant in four wars—the Civil War, the

conflict with the Indians, the Spanish War

and the struggle in the Philippines—and

yet figuratively no more than literally he

shows no scars. At the age of seventy

three he is active, alert, erect, character

ized by that same bearing which has al

ways made him the ideal soldier and be

tokening by every word and movement

that in some cases, at least, our present

age of retirement in the military service

robs the nation of the full measure of service

from officers whose powers are in the au

tumn of a splendid maturity

His prolonged and varied service has

given to General Young a breadth of vision

and of interest vouchsafed to few men. In

his military capacity he has served in

widely separated sections of the country

and his service in almost every instance has

been sufficiently prolonged to give the

officer a more or less intimate knowledge of

conditions rather than a merely superficial

view. The West in particular owes much

to General Young. By years of arduous

campaigning against hostile Indians in the

Southwest he made his contribution to the

cause of the rich and peaceful empire of the

present day and later in California and at

the Yosemite and Yellowstone Parks he

instituted movements the full value of

which have come to be better appreciated
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LIEUTENANT-GENERAL S. B. M. YOUNG, U.S.A., RETIRED

A military hero with a record virtually unique. General Young progressed from the rank of an enlisted

man to that of brigadier-general in the volunteer service. He then began over again as a second-lieutenant in

the regular service and rose to the rank of a commander of the army. He is a veteran of four wars. Today.

though retired for age, General Young is hard at work as Governor of the Soldiers' Home, Washington, D.C.

as time goes on. That his interest in the

west coast and its fortunes continues strong

is indicated by his visit within the past few

months to Panama to inspect the

Canal that is to prove a factor in the

further development of the Pacific slope.

General Young is a native of Pennsyl

vania. His boyhood was spent in the vi

cinity of Pittsburg, where his parents,

Captain John Jr. and Hannah (Scott)
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Young, resided for some years after the

birth of their son. The young man was

educated in the public schools and at Jeffer

son College, located at Canonsburg, Pa.

In so far as history records or General

Young's memory recalls it was a reasonably

uneventful boyhood that he spent in the

western part of the Keystone State and

there remains no evidence of a youthful

ambition for a military career if such a

longing did make early appearance.

The outbreak of the Civil War turned

the whole current of Samuel Young's

thoughts, as it did in the case of so many

other young men of the period, and ushered

him into what was destined to prove his

life work. He was a few weeks over twen

ty-one years of age when on April 25, 1861,

in response to President Lincoln's call for

three-months volunteers he enlisted as a

private in Company K of the 12th Pennsyl

vania Infantry. He was discharged from

this duty on August 5th of that same year

but little more than a month later he re

entered the service with the commission

of a captain in the Fourth Pennsylvania

Cavalry.

Even the cold dry record of dates and

promotions attests how rapidly the young

Pennsylvanian advanced during the half

decade covered by that costly war between

the states, yet such a chronicle but inade

quately pictures the danger and daring

that were manifest from the day he began

his cavalry operations with the Army of the

Potomac. In just about a year after the

young captain of cavalry took the field he

was made a major and in the autumn of

1864 he was promoted to lieutenant

colonel. As a Christmas present in the clos

ing days of that same year he was made a

colonel. In April of the following year he

was brevetted a brigadier-general and in

July 1st of that same year he was honorably

mustered out of the volunteers.

The honors which have been bestowed

upon General Young for his achievements

during the Civil War reflect somewhat more

definitely his creditable service. He was

brevetted a major for gallant conduct at the

battle of Sulphur Springs, Virginia, on

October 12, 1863. His brevet as lieutenant

colonel came in recognition of his gallantry

at the battle of Amelia Spring, Virginia, in

April, 1865; that of colonel was bestowed

because of bravery displayed at the battle

of Sailor's Creek, Virginia; and finally the

coveted insignia of a brigadier-general of

volunteers was won because of actions dur

ing the campaign that culminated in the

surrender of General Robert E. Lee. Gen

eral Young was wounded three times during

the course of as many different engagements

during the Civil War—namely the battles

of Kearnstown, Hatcher's Run and Sailor's

Creek.

Nothing could more eloquently bespeak

General Young's pride in the military serv

ice and his interest in the career in which he

had been placed by force of circumstances

than the willingness with which, after the

close of the Civil War, he entered the regu

lar army in a position of somewhat start

ling contrast to that which he occupied in

the volunteer forces which he had but lately

left. As Brigadier-General William H.

Carter once said of his brother officer “Al

though he quitted the volunteer service

with the well-earned eagles upon his

shoulders, in the following year he entered

the regular army with the modest straps

of a second lieutenant of infantry.”

As fate would have it, it was but a few

weeks until the regular army was reorgan

ized and thus the newly-appointed officer

who had come in May, 1866, as a second

lieutenant of the 12th U. S. Infantry was

late in July of that same year (in recogni

tion of his Civil War record) made a captain

of the 8th Cavalry, thus getting back to

that branch of the military service in which

he specialized during the Civil War. But

with the attainment of the rank of captain

there came an end to that series of rapid

promotions which had been this soldier's

lot ever since he entered the volunteers.

Sixteen years of hard service passed before

Young received his next promotion and

nine years more elapsed ere he became a

lieutenant-colonel.

All the biographies of General Young

gloss over the details of this period and yet

it is in many respects the most interesting

as it is certainly the most exciting period

of his entire career. Soon after Captain

Young received his commission in the regu

lars he was ordered to the Southwest and

here, save for brief respites, he spent more

than a score of years of continuous service

that was for the most part one prolonged

struggle with hostile Indians. The officer

and his command campaigned hither and

thither in Arizona, New Mexico, Indian

Territory and Texas, but most of the time
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was spent at one or another of the cavalry

posts in the wildest parts of the new west,

and from this experience General Young

literally “tested by fire”—emerged a sea

soned Indian fighter entitled to rank for

all time with Carr, Custer, Crook, Miles,

Mackenzie, Hatch and Griggs.

The first chapter of General Young's

western career may be said to have been

written at Fort Mojave in Arizona, where

he was stationed for three years and where

his forces as the outcome of a prolonged

campaign subdued and “brought in” the

Indians of the Walapai Tribe—savages that

after being thus pacified rendered valuable

service as scouts for the U. S. forces. The

most notable engagement of this campaign

was the spirited fight in 1868 at the mouth

of Difficult Canyon, in the course of which

sixteen Indians were killed and a number

wounded whereas the troop under Captain

Young sustained no loss.

Following his strenuous service in the

then inhospitable wilds of Arizona this

officer proceeded to New Mexico, which

presented the same necessity for rough and

ready campaigning and where he spent

This haven for the veterans of all our wars is unique

some years, operating principally from such

famous frontier posts as Fort Wingate and

Fort Union (now abandoned). An inter

esting interlude occurred when Captain

Young was detailed for two years on re

cruiting service in Chicago. It was during

his stay in Chicago that the great fire oc

curred which resulted so disastrously to the

mid-continent metropolis, and Captain

Young during this emergency served on the

staff of General Phil. Sheridan, then in com

mand of the Division of the Missouri and

who was, in consequence, placed in charge

of affairs in the fire-swept city.

Perhaps the most picturesque and cer

tainly one of the most important events

in the whole span of his western experience

was when Captain Young, in command of

two troops of cavalry, in 1873 made a

march across the “staked plains” from old

Fort Bascom in New Mexico to Camp

Blanco and thence north to Camp Supply,

Indian Territory, returning north of the

Canadian river to Fort Bascom. The ob

ject of the trip was to break up trading

between the Mexicans and the Indians.

For a long time previous there had been
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much illicit traffic on the part of Mexicans

who crossed the border and supplied the

Indians with whiskey in exchange for buf

falo robes. The most vigilant system of

patrolling had failed to break up the prac

tice and finally the long march across the

“staked plains” was determined upon. The

troops set out with forty-five days’ rations

but sixty-five days was required to make

the march. However, buffalo meat was

plentiful and the troopers suffered no hard

ship. The expedition practically stamped

out the troublesome trading between the

Mexicans and the Indians and incidentally

the officers were enabled to make sketches

and maps of the territory traversed which

proved of the greatest value to the U. S.

forces during the campaign against the

Cheyennes in the following year.

It is of interest in this connection to note

that Captain Young in his official reports

predicted months in advance that war with

the Cheyennes was inevitable if the con

ditions attendant upon the slaughter of the

buffalo, etc., continued. His prophecy was

verified in every particular and during this

Cheyenne War of 1874 the troops under his

command were engaged in guarding the

country between the Arkansas and the Red

(or Canadian) rivers. There were few gen

eral engagements but a continual succes

sion of those brushes and skirmishes SQ

characteristic of Indian warfare.

In the year 1875 the Eighth Cavalry of

which Captain Young's command was a

part made the march from New Mexico to

Brownsville, Texas, following the course

of the Rio Grande and changing stations

with the Ninth Cavalry. Thus the follow

ing year again saw this officer in a center of

activities—on duty on the Rio Grande, pre

venting violations of the neutrality laws

during the memorable revolution in Mexico

started by Diaz. It was during this period

that there occurred the historic incident

wherein Captain Young arrested and in

terned Diaz as he was marching with one

hundred men on the Texas side of the border.

During the six years from 1875 to 1881

Captain Young served continuously on the

Rio Grande from Brownsville up to Del

Norte. It was a life never devoid of ex

citement and adventure and this reached

its climax during the campaigns which

Captain Young prosecuted against a band

of renegade Apaches and other Indians who

for years terrorized a large section of the

Southwest. Captain Young and his troop

ers finally pursued the marauding band into

Mexico; they were surrounded in a deep

canyon and in the course of a fierce early

morning fight the leader of the Indians was

killed and a large number of his followers

taken prisoners. Captain Young followed

up his advantage by seeking out and de

stroying the camps of the outlaws and all

their supplies and as this occurred just at

the beginning of a severe winter the action

was effective in putting an end to organized

crime from this source.

In 1881 Captain Young's troop was se

lected to form the School of Application at

Fort Leavenworth and he served there as

Instructor of Cavalry for four years. Then

he joined the Third Cavalry of which he had

been made major for six years’ service in

Texas that involved much scouting duty

from Forts Hancock and McIntosh. From

1891 to 1893 he was the Superintendent of

the Recruiting Service at Jefferson Bar

racks and there established a school of in

struction for-recruits. The succeeding

three years found him serving as Lieuten

ant-Colonel of the Fourth Cavalry on duty

at the Presidio, San Francisco, and a re

sponsible duty of this period was that which

placed him in command of the cavalry at

Sacramento during the great railroad strike

of 1894.

Then followed a two-year interval during

which Colonel Young performed service

that to this day bears impress for the best

interests of the West. During the year

1896 he served as Superintendent of the

Yosemite Park and in 1897 held the posi

tion of Superintendent of the Yellowstone

Park. In each capacity he instituted ad

ministrative reforms of far-reaching effect.

In the Yellowstone, for instance, he estab

lished a system of policing that to a great

extent cleared the park of poachers and he

also inaugurated a system of supervision

over campers that materially lessened the

damage from forest fires and worked a tre

mendous improvement in sanitary and

other conditions at camp sites.

Colonel Young was in command of the

Third Cavalry when it became evident that

war with Spain could not be avoided and he

and his troopers were ordered to the mo

bilization camp at Chickamauga. How

ever, brigade and divisional commanders

were needed for the newly-recruited volun

teer forces and General Young's name
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appeared on the first list of brigadier-gener

als. When the army of invasion reached

Santiago General Young's command was

the first to engage the enemy and under his

orders fought and won a sharp encounter

with the Spanish outposts at Las Guasimas.

However, ere the important action at San

Juan, the general was stricken down by

fever. General Young, who had meantime

been made a major-general of volunteers,

was discharged from the volunteers in 1899

and early in the following year was made a

brigadier-general of the United States

Army.

Meanwhile, however, he had entered

upon a term of the most active service im

aginable in the Philippines, where he com

manded the cavalry and infantry advance

disintegrating Aguinaldo's Army in north

ern Luzon. Here he won all over again the

reputation he had acquired in the west for

dash and energy but with characteristic

generosity he gave most of the credit to

his men. In one official report for instance

he said: “The endurance of the men of my

command surpassed the belief of a non-par

ticipant and is beyond any ever shown by

an American army.” General Young also

served for a time as Military Governor of

northern Luzon.

After his return to the United States, a

major-general of the regular army, General

Young commanded for a time the Depart

ment of California and then in August, 1903,

he became Lieutenant-General and suc

ceeded General Miles in command of the

army. However, he held this post for but

one week for the reason that there then took

effect the new army law under which the

old title lapsed and there came into exist

ence the new General Staff. General

Young became, of course, the head of this

General Staff and thus enjoyed the dis

tinction of being the first officer to hold the

post of Chief of Staff. He was also the

first President of the U. S. Army War Col

lege—a most important and essential fea

ture of Uncle Sam's modern military estab

lishment—and he was likewise president of

the Brownsville Court of Inquiry.

Thus though General Young was, by

operation of law, retired for age from the

active list of the army early in the year 1904

he has during all the time since that date

continued in pursuit of an active military

career and has by the exercise of that energy

and ability for which he has always been

famous contributed as much to the upbuild

ing of the service as any man on either the

active or retired list. At present General

Young—honored with the rank of a com

mander in the French Order of the Legion

of Honor—is Governor of the U. S. Soldiers

Home at the national capital. This haven

for the veterans of all our wars is unique

among soldiers’ homes in that it is designed,

not for the veterans of the volunteer serv

ice (as are all others) but for former mem

bers of the regular forces and the home is,

indeed, supported by a small tax upon the

pay of all men in the regular service. In

this capacity General Young has been en

abled to inaugurate many innovations for

the betterment of an institution that now

approximates the ideal.

WALDON FAWCETT.

*

Tamer of Wild Spirits

LAIN William Mullen, evangelist and

horse-trainer, tamer of souls and

breaker of the equine spirit, is known up

and down the length of the Pacific coast

and as far east as Chicago by the lowly,

the poor and the outcast, and is loved by

them. It is true that he is not as active

as he was, but his memory still lingers with

many. And he is going on the road again.

Mullen “got religion” in a mission in

San José, California, back in 1893. He had

been an energetic man, fighting for every

thing he had in the world; working his

passageway as a mess-boy to America from

England in 1879 when he was twelve years

old; doing rough work in Philadelphia,

Washington, D. C., and in the cities and

hamlets of Missouri and Nevada. It was

not until he came to the ranges of California

that he “found” himself. He understood

the horse intuitively, and in a short time,

while still a mere boy, became known as

one of the most daring riders of the stock

country.

Mullen came to San Francisco in 1892

after a disastrous season, stranded of all

but “horse-power.” He went to a big

horse-sale and guaranteed to train, free

of charge, the worst-tempered horse to be

found. A gray mare with a particularly

evil reputation was chosen, and in fifty-five

minutes Mullen had her hitched to a cart.

He used no blinders, no kicking-strap. He

went between the hind legs of the mare and
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Evangelist and horse-tamer, who can persuade outlaws,

climbed into the cart. This feat made

such an impression on R. B. Milroy, a

former secretary of the Blood Horse, later

known as the California Jockey, Club, and

other famous horsemen, that nothing was

too good for Mullen.

After his conversion Mullen determined

to make a better use of his unique gift.

Knowing the difficulty of attracting crowds

to a religious discourse he advertised him

self as a horse-breaker, offering to tame the

most vicious of horses. He began his open

air meetings with a horse-breaking exhibi

tion, in remarkably short spaces of time

putting on bridle and saddle, or hitching to

carts, unmanageable broncos, fiery stal

lions and other steeds which had not been

amenable to treatment. He never failed.

The first part of the program over, he ex

horted the spectators to lead better lives

and come into the fold.

It was during Mullen's first horse-break

ing trip to Chicago that he publicly an

nounced that he could tame any horse in

the city so that one could lift its feet, jump

on its back and ride with nothing but a

halter, hitch it to a vehicle with an open

bridle and drive it about without any kick

ing-strap. Some of the stock-yard em

ployees decided to put Mullen to the test.

A bronco had been running wild on a

farm at Worth, Ill., no one being found who

could halter the horse. The bronco was

lured into a large box-stall with Mullen

beside it. The animal kept walking round

and round in the stall, Mullen following.

After many turns one way the horse was

spoken to and stopped, then followed in

the opposite direction. Presently, to the

surprise of the spectators, the horse was

seen standing in the center of the stall with

Mullen placing a leather halter over its

head. But the bronco refused to lead.

Then at the end of a long rope the brönco

was driven on before Mullen, after which

the animal was tied to a post. By using

the head-and-tail system the horse was

soon broken. In an hour it was put to

work on a scraper on the racetrack.

Mullen is a big man, physically, mentally

and spiritually. Since the day he found

himself on the range and later when he dis

covered that he had a soul and a bigger

mission in life, he has been making yearly

pilgrimages, saving souls and taming horses.

ALEX R. SCHMIDT.
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F. Vrrent Q9mment on Western Affairs *

L - By Walter V. Woehlk 2 E.

They get up at four in the morning and do half a day's labor on their own land before they start to earn

their wage in a cannery or on neighboring farms. Given a piece of land, a large mortgage and

half a chance, the European settler who does not make good is an exception

The Qualifications of Success

HE owner of a small farm was point

| ing out the virtues of the property to

the wife of a prospective Italian

tenant. “Nice porch here” he explained.

“Fine place to sit of an evening when the

work is done.”

The Italian woman shook her head.

“No sitta da porch. Worka alla da time.”

This landowner averred that he would

not hesitate one minute to sell a two-thou

sand-dollar miniature ranch on a first pay

ment of fifty dollars, provided the buyer

was an Italian.

“The father will work in a cannery or on

neighboring farms. He'll get up at four in

the morning and do half a day's labor on his

own land before he starts to earn his wage,

and his wife and children will keep busy on

his acre until it gets too dark. Every time

they pay interest they reduce the principal

a mite, and I’ve never yet heard of an Ital

ian who failed to pay out.”

Similar considerations are moving Ore

gon's state immigration commission in its

systematic campaign to attract immigrants

from northern Europe. Given a piece of

land, a large mortgage and half a chance,
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the European settler who does not make

good is the exception. The motive power

behind his rapid rise to independence is no

secret: he and his family work longer hours

on smaller plots of ground and spend less

money than native neighbors similarly sit

uated.

The American will not, cannot adopt the

tactics of the European immigrant. He

will not work his wife and children in the

fields, nor will he put in as many hours over

long periods of time. Two ways are open

to him in overcoming these handicaps:

either he must supply a larger initial capital

or he must be a better manager, a keener,

more intelligent, more aggressive farmer

business man. It’s a case of money or

brains against muscular plodding.

Unfortunately a very large percentage of

the native back-to-the-land enthusiasts has

neither the capital, the experience and

brains nor the immigrant's power of endless

industry and thrift. A combination of the

three elements, even if capital is lacking,

will be rewarded with success anywhere in

the West.

Caveat Emptor

SMALL businessman was anxious to

sell his home in order to use the pro

ceeds in the construction of an apartment

house. To him came the promoters of a

company organized to subdivide land, to

build and sell houses for profit. They of

fered to finance the building of the apart

ment house if the merchant would buy

stock. He did. He traded his home, traded a

seventeen-hundred-dollar mortgage, traded

a bond for stock selling above par and

gave his note for an additional block.

The finances to build the apartment

house did not materialize; dividends—they

had started a month after organization at

the rate of fourteen per cent.—ceased. The

value of the stock, fixed arbitrarily at $1.20,

dropped to nothing. An assessment of ten

cents a share was levied. At last the pro

motors, accused of falsifying reports, were

arrested. Minus home, minus mortgage,

minus bond, with notes outstanding against

him in payment of shares without value,

the merchant was confronted with liabili

ties for the company's debts to the face

value of his stock.

Examination of the books showed that

the promoters had paid themselves large

stock premiums, had recklessly bought and

sold property, the company losing on every

transaction, simply to obtain fat commis

sions.

This is but one instance of ruin out of

thousands. To curb the greed of the pro

moters, Oregon, Washington and California

have passed blue-sky laws. Though these

laws are by no means free from all objec

tions, yet the necessity of protecting the

unskilled investor is so pressing that hon

estly managed companies should submit to

the inconvenience rather than oppose the

law's enforcement. Weeding out at least the

worst of the crooks must inevitably redound

to the benefit of the enterprises that are

sound, square and above-board.

However, no amount of legislation can

obviate the necessity of using caution and

horse sense in buying stock. In Kansas,

cradle of blue-sky legislation, the crash of a

company planting and selling orchards on

the instalment plan by issuing so-called

unit bonds recently furnished a most juicy

financial scandal, the vigilance of the cor

poration commissioner notwithstanding.

The ancient maxim advising the buyer to

beware will not lose its force until men cease

to barter and trade for profit.

What’s in a Name?

OUR grocer does not look with loving

eyes upon shelves stocked with food

products bearing well-known brands. Much

rather would he discard all the wares whose

names are household words and substitute

therefore goods bearing no label at all or

his own name. He dislikes the traveling

salesman of the trademark firms who will

not shade prices and underbid rivals to ob

tain his order. Goods with a reputation

cost him more than anonymous products,

but he orders trademarked commodities just

the same. He can’t help himself. The

public, liking the goods, prefers well-known

brands to others selling for no less, and the

grocer must satisfy his patrons if he would

stay in business. But—unless he is of the

enlightened, progressive kind—he does not

push the advertised small-profit wares.

Nevertheless these goods sell most rapidly

while the unknown brand gathers dust on

the shelves.

A good name adds to the value of a man,

a can of beans or a pair of shoes. There is

money in a name—provided it is backed by

salaries, had declared dividends out of quality.
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Not only does a distinctive mark on quality goods add to the receipts of the producer, but a farm with
a name invites the owner to live up to and keep up its reputation

The farmers of North Dakota have recog

nized this fact. They are rushing to register

the names of their farms under the provis

ion of the new law which guarantees the

exclusive use of the farm title to the first

applicant. Western farmers producing

quality goods would do well to ask their

legislatures for a similar act. Not only does

a distinctive mark on quality goods add to

the receipts of the producer, but a farm with

a name invites the owner to live up to and

keep up its reputation.

Why the Gods Laugh

IGH school fraternities create dissi

pated juvenile snobs. Unanimously

the school authorities have placed these

fraternities under the ban. Yet parents

freely and frequently lend their names and

advance their money that the children may

drag the school authorities into court to de

fend the order.

The school board, in the unquestioned

exercise of its authority, dismisses a princi

pal, does not reëngage a superintendent or

teacher. Immediately there are “demon

strations” by the children, mass meetings

of the parents in favor of the “victim,” and

the recall is polished in plain sight to har

poon recalcitrant board members.

Parental authority over children is dele

gated to teachers and school boards. Dur

ing school hours they take the place of

father and mother. By ridiculing, belittling

and attacking this delegated authority, fool

parents undermine what little sway they

have over their offspring.

The strikes of school children for shorter

hours and more play, the smashing of lunch

rooms by rowdy boys, the attack of pupils

upon an administrative official whose scalp

they demand, these and a hundred other

equally disgraceful incidents are not the

fault of the schools. The full measure of

responsibility rests upon the shoulders of

the parents who, lacking the time, inclina

tion or ability to maintain a wholesome

measure of discipline in the home, resist

with loud cackling every attempt of the

school to enforce necessary regulations.

The spectacle of a nation allowing a hand

ful of unruly children to defy successfully

the reasonable mandates of duly consti

tuted authority, abetting the brats in their

defiance, is ludicrous enough to make the

gods laugh—or weep.

Ships and the High Cost of Motoring

ENZINE in France costs forty-five

cents a gallon; in England gasoline has

risen to thirty-five cents and the howl of the

motorist resounds through the land. In the
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A "tank farm."

East and the Middle West the price of the

stuff that cleans gloves and makes rubber

tires go 'round has climbed from an average

of thirteen to seventeen and eighteen cents

a gallon in a year. Only on the Pacific

Coast has the cost of operating an auto

mobile been reduced. Twelve months ago

gasoline was bringing twenty cents and

more. Now it hovers around fifteen, an

other straw proving the assertion that the

motorist's real paradise lies between Van

couver and San Diego. -

The increasing output of high-gravity

petroleum in the immense California oil

fields, the growing number of plants that

Squeeze every drop of gasoline out of the

heavy oil and out of natural gas before

these materials are burned under the boil

ers, have helped to reduce the cost of auto

mobile fuel in the West. Still another factor

has been the adventof the RoyalDutch-Shell

interests on the Pacific Coast, largeshipments

of Asiatic gasoline following this advent.

If gasoline retails for eighteen cents in

New York and brings twice that price in

London, why is not a large stream of the

volatile fluid flowing into the high-priced

European markets from America? There

are not enough bottoms to carry the gaso

line across the sea. Though rates have

trebled in a year, the supply of tank steam

ers is still far behind the expanding demand.

And the shippers, gazing hungrily across

the sea at the motorists offering gold for

gasoline that cannot be moved, cannot run

to the Interstate Commerce Commission

complaining of the water carriers’ rates and

negligence in providing adequate facilities.

The increasing output of high-gravity petroleum in the immense California oil fields, the

growing number of plants that squeeze every drop of gasoline out of the heavy oil and out of

natural gas before these materials are burned under the boilers, have hel

to reduce the cost of automobile fuel in the West

Sentiment and Butter Exports

HUNDRED years ago Denmark was

bankrupt. Agriculture, the country's

chief industry, was at low ebb. The upper

classes spoke German; racial consciousness

was almost dead among the poverty

stricken Danes.

Today Denmark is prosperous. It is

recognized as the world’s model agricultural

commonwealth. It exports more daily

products per capita than any other nation.

A strong national pride is diffused through

the country.

What wrought the astonishing change?

Plain sentiment did it. Sentiment, care

fully cultivated, boosted the butter ex

ports and made the little country rich.

Bishop Grundtvig, Danish poet and his

torian, began eighty years ago to raise Den

mark out of the mire into which it had

fallen. He translated the Norse saga from

Latin and Anglo-Saxon texts into colloquial

Danish, wrote Danish history, wrote patri

otic poems in Danish. But his most effec

tive tool with which to jack up Denmark

was the high school. Not the common va

riety, but a high school attended by young

men and young women between the ages of

twenty and twenty-five, high schools that

lodged and boarded the pupils, that were

supported privately and made their appeal

chiefly to the common people, to the labor

ers, mechanics, to owners and renters of

small farms. They offered winter and sum

mer courses, the expense for a five-month

course being but thirty-six dollars, a sum

that included the students’ tuition, board,

room and books for the course.
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These high schools did not teach agricul

ture; they trained no one in a trade, con

ferred no degrees. They emphasized the

study of literature and of Danish history;

they opened the students’ minds by intro

ducing them to the wonders of natural

science, and they cultivated the voices and

bodies of the pupils by instruction in sing

ing and in gymnastics. Wholly impractical

in their aims were the bishop's schools, en

deavoring only to broaden the horizon of the

mass, to give the common man a modicum

of that general culture which, in the bishop's

words, “is its own reward.”

Today Denmark has seventy-one of these

private “people's high schools” that build

character by widening the young adults’

outlook upon life, that break down the bar

riers of local and caste prejudice, stimulate

the mindsand teach coördination of effort for

the benefit of the common cause. Traveling

lecturers keep in touch with the students;

annual meetings bring the graduates to

gether and keep alive the spirit fostered in

the schools.

These unpractical, unvocational high

schools opened the rustic mind, instilled a

thirst for more knowledge; they raised the

cultural level of Denmark to unparalleled

heights; they led to an extremely rapid

adoption of improved agricultural methods

and appliances. And, most important of

all factors, they enabled the Danish farmers

to grasp the principles and understand the

value of coöperation, broke the fences of

jealousy, indifference and selfishness which

elsewhere impeded the progress of co

operation.

Thanks to scientific processes of produc

tion, to coöperative methods of handling

and marketing the product, Denmark's

agriculture is nowhere excelled today. The

sentiment fostered by Bishop Grundtvig

made the progress possible.

A few cargoes of that Danish sentiment

would work wonders on the farms of the

West.

Airing Reclamation Grievances

HEN a poor man separates himself

from the pay-check which supplied

constant though slender nourishment and

turns farmer without capital, he has to

work thrice harder under the new master

than under the old, and remuneration ap

parently shrinks to less than a bare living.

Debts accumulate despite extraordinary

effort. The average settler, after the first

year's exuberant glow has paled, longs

for the fleshpots of a steady job. He

cannot see that every day's work with the

team is adding to the value of his land,

increasing it faster than the sum of the

liabilities grows.

At this season of any colonizing project,

look for growling thunder and lightning

flashes.

For several years the tension on the

projects of the Reclamation Service has been

mounting to a high voltage. Therefore,

when Secretary Lane of the Interior De

partment arranged for a conference of the

settlers with the officials of the Reclamation

Service, sparks flew and growls reverberated

through Washington. For two weeks the

settlers had their innings. Day after day

they aired their complaints. The fullest

expression of opinion was encouraged.

Facts substantiating the oft repeated, vague

charges of inefficiency and extravagance

were demanded; every clew that might lead

to the real facts was followed diligently.

Nor did the settlers bashfully hang back.

They had confidence in Secretary Lane's

fairness. Not a few of them demanded the

heads of all Reclamation Service officials,

from the director in Washington down to

the humble transit man on the project.

There were others, especially the men repre

senting the settlers on the Montana proj

ects, who included irrigation and the entire

West in their condemnation, who could not

see one redeeming feature in the Service,

in the works it had built, in the water it

supplied or the land it reclaimed. Without

bridle on tongue, the men made use of the

conference to pour out their dammed feel

ings, to take a whack at every Reclamation

head below the impressive pate of the new

Secretary.

When the conference closed, Secretary

Lane summed up the results as follows:

“I think I have before me a general view

of the situation, and I have particularly

the very thing that I wanted to get most:

the inside of the minds of the men who have

eventually to pay for the project.

“I am still of the opinion that I was when

this hearing opened, and that is that this

problem is not altogether one of economics

but is to a very considerable extent one of

psychology.”

The Reclamation Service is at work on

twenty-five projects in sixteen states. It

(Editorial section continued on alternate pages)
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employs 16,000 persons, and on the lands it

has reclaimed so far twenty-six thousand

families have found new homes. Most of

these families came without capital; many

of them had no experience in irrigation or

any other kind of farming. What was worse,

most of them had no experience whatsoever

in collective action; they could not under

stand that coöperation is the very basis of

successful irrigation.

Wherever collective action and coöpera

tion of irrigators was an established habit,

wherever the difficulties of starting an irri

gated farm with insufficient capital—and

the ultimate value of this farm—were

thoroughly understood, criticism was silent,

practical suggestions came instead, and

appreciation was expressed. In regions

where irrigation and its problems are a com

parative novelty, the process was reversed.

The Orland project, in the Sacramento

valley, California, is one of the smallest

public enterprises. The settlers, versed in

coöperative irrigation, have a compact ener

getic water users' association. This asso

ciation annually spreads the maintenance

and operation charge over every acre under

the project, whether that acre takes the

water it is entitled to or not, collects the

assessment, and turns the necessary amount

over to the Government in bulk, thus

avoiding direct contact between officials

and settlers. The Orland men testified that

relations between the Service and the set

tlers were harmonious.

In Montana, on the contrary, the settlers

on several projects have not yet taken the

very first step in collective action. They

have been unable to form a water users’

association. They ask that the Secretary

force the warring factions to get together

and organize. Plainly, settlers who are

constantly at others' throats cannot

succeed in an enterprise whose very

foundation is the ability and willingness

to coöperate.

Kansas, in a drought-and-grasshopper

year, could not have set up a shriller wail

than the delegation from Montana where

coöperation is at low ebb. According to the

impassioned speeches of the delegates, the

Government's irrigation enterprises were

a flat failure, the settlers were starving, un

able to sell out, unirrigated land above the

ditches was producing more and selling for

more than land publicly irrigated. Yet,

when California, Oregon, Washington, Col

orado, New Mexico, all the old irrigation

states, came forward and asked that no

more public funds be spent on Montana's

unpromising enterprises, when these states

pointed out that public irrigation within

their boundaries was a success and could be

extended at a profit, Montana did not agree

with joy to the proposition. Montana mem

bers of Congress were summoned hastily to

counteract the effect of the explosive

grouch.

The strongest proof of the inherent sound

ness of the Reclamation Service policies is

contained in the recommendations unani

mously drawn up and approved by the

National Federation of Water Users’ Asso

ciations. The bulk of these recommenda

tions deals with the charges of autocratic

rule continually launched against the Rec

lamation officials. It is demanded, and

the demand is reiterated in a dozen para

graphs, that the settlers should be con

sulted in every matter materially affecting

the project, its interests, construction, op

eration and cost, and that they should be

given a voice in the final decision on all

these questions. Since the settlers will have

to pay for the projects, their demand is just

and reasonable. Its granting will tend to

minimize the friction which seems to have

been the chief cause of the ill feeling. How

ever, transaction of business by massmeet

ing is impossible. Unless the settlers learn

to act collectively, unless they can agree

upon a compact body of representatives en

joying their confidence, and empowered to

act for them, the requested division of au

thority cannot take place.

The second part of the recommendations

deals with the conditions of repaying the

money advanced by the Government. At

present the Reclamation Act requires that

the money be paid back within ten years

from the opening of any project. The set

tlers ask that the period be extended to

twenty-five years, and that payments dur

ing the first five years be made as light as

possible, the heaviest burden to be placed

on the years when the new farm is produc

tive. This also is a reasonable demand.

In reviewing the proceedings of the con

ference, it should be remembered that the

majority of the delegates came to Washing

ton loaded to the guards with an accumula

tion of grievances. This load has been

dumped, the tension has been removed and

yet no fundamental defects have been made
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apparent. Neither Western irrigation farm

ing nor the Reclamation Service has had to

take the count. The only operation found

urgently necessary affected no vital organ;

it simply consisted of an application of

witchhazel to numerous flea bites. The

psychology of administration rather than

the economics of the Reclamation Act

caused most of the trouble.

The Seamy Wealth of Utah

TAH last year for the first time in its

history produced more than three

million tons of bituminous coal. Compared

with Pennsylvania's output of 144,000,000

tons or with the 59,000,000 tons produced

in West Virginia, Utah's coal record is of

meager proportions, but its pile of black

diamonds assumes a most significant aspect

when its untouched underground coal re

sources are compared with the reserves of

the greatest industrial countries outside of

the United States.

H. S. Fleming, Secretary of the Bitumi

nous Coal Trade Association, estimates the

coal-bearing lands of Great Britain at

12,000 square miles. Germany has but

1700, France only 2500 square miles of

ground underlain with coal seams. Utah,

according to the Geological Survey, has a

proven coal-bearing area of eight million

acres, with another million and a quarter

acres of possible seams still unexplored. In

the number of coal-bearing square miles Utah

has more than England and Germany put

together, though only a very small portion

of its coal wealth has been developed.

Some day in the not distant future the black

treasure will prove of immense economic

importance to the Beehive state.

Repudiation or Repayment?

HE cost of a hydraulic-engineering job

is, next to the Chicago weather and a

Supreme Court decision, the most uncer

tain, unstable quantity in the world. Be

fore it is ninety per cent. completed, not

even Isaiah, Elias or the late lamented

Prof. Moore could with accuracy predict the

total expense of the finished product. Fully

aware of this fact, contractors nowadays

rarely undertake large hydraulic jobs on a

lump-sum basis. The owner pays the bills

plus ten percent to reimburse the contractor.

And the aggregate expense in ninety-nine

cases out of one hundred exceeds the tenta

tive estimate.

This tentative estimate has been the

cause of more indignation, trouble, disap

pointment and hard words on the projects

of the Reclamation Service than half a

dozen other factors combined. By tenta

tive estimates the settlers on the projects

were “given to understand” that their

water rights would cost them certain

amounts. The value of a right was de

duced by dividing the estimated cost by

the number of acres that were to be sup

plied with water. .

Unfortunately the tentative estimates as

a rule proved far too low and the divisor, the

number of acres that could be watered,

shrank. Wherefore, the cost of a water

right went up. On the Belle Fourche proj

ect it rose from the early tentative estimate

of $30 to $40; Minidoka climbed from $22

to $30; at North Platte $20 per acre were

added to the original figures, and on other

projects the increase was even larger.

Now come the settlers, a good many of

them, with a flat refusal to pay the full cost

of the work constructed for them by the

public. “When we settled on the land,”

they argue, “we were led to believe that a

water right would cost us so much per acre.

The Government promised to furnish water

for that amount. We’ll pay the contract

price. We repudiate every cent of expense

above the original estimated cost.”

The Department of the Interior replies

that no official estimates of cost have ever

been made, that the tentative estimates

were never intended to be final, and that

the Department proposes to collect the full

amount of the construction cost.

Whose contention is just and equitable?

There is merit in the arguments of both

sides. Ultimately the Supreme Court will

have to decide the question.

If the courts uphold the settlers' conten

tion and allow them to repudiate the excess

of actual cost above tentative estimates,

more than twenty million dollars will be

lost to the Reclamation fund. But this

pecuniary loss will be trifling compared

with the blow dealt the reclamation move

ment by wholesale repudiation. Repudia

tion on a larger scale could not fail to

furnish the East and the Middle West the

very sharpest kind of weapons with which

to fight the continuance or oppose the

extension of constructive federal enterprise

in the West.
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The (p) Brand Shot Gun Shells—

are made with"Steel whereSteel Belongs"—in the headand rim where

it adds real strength and therefore affords greater protection to the

shooter than ordinary kinds.

ALL Peters Shells have this steel construction.

H. R. Bosley, shooting Peters Ideal Shells won the Southwestern Handicap

at San Antonio, Tex., April 10th- from 19 yard handicap. The 1911 Grand

American Handicap was captured by Harvey Dixon, 99 out of 100, from 20 yard

handicap, using “Steel Where Steel Belongs." Shells.

The fall duck-shooting season will soon be on. For

dependable shells, say PETERS to your dealer.

PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

Branches: NEW YORK NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO
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NeVer. Worries

When the chiefs put their heads together to hire or “fire,”—the trained

man doesn't worry. He knows that there is always a place for him.

You can look your job and every man in the face if you possess the

training so much in demand everywhere today. The International Corre

spondence Schools will go to you in your spare time,

wherever you live, and will train you to become an || INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS:

expert in your chosen line of work. Such a training || Box 851. SCRANTON, PA. |
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THE MONTHS
A ROUND – UP OF STRAYS

VORTH CORRALING

In a general experience of camp

life East and West, I have ob

served two main classes of

campers. There are those who,

strong and abounding in en

ergy, wish to be burdened with

as little paraphernalia as possible; and so exist

through weeks and months of camping, with a fry

ing-pan and a coffee-pot, a tin plate, spoon and cup,

and a heavy cotton “comfortable” (so called!) in

which to wrap up at night. These people can sleep

anywhere, eat almost anything, and return from

their outing rested and more abounding in energy

and vigor than before.

The second class of campers represents the oppo

site swing of the pendulum. These comfort-seekcrs

have a cabin in the Adirondacks or a bungalow in

the Sierras; every known transportable luxury in

cluding a colored or a Japanese cook accompanies

them, and going into camp means simply a contin

uance of the luxurious life of town, amid different

surroundings.

There is, however, a large body of nature-lovers

who have neither the strength of our first mentioned

class nor the means of the second. These would

greatly enjoy a life in the open, but a cotton com

fortable on Mother Earth would mean hours of

wakefulness and a cold; they would delight in a

meal taken under green boughs, yet the monotonous

service of the frying-pan repeated day after day

would become to delicate stomachs distasteful and

repellent; and the trip under such conditions would

be only a weariness to the frail woman or the book

loving man, who on the other hand neither desires

Comfort in

Camping

By

E. H. SAUNDERS

nor could afford the Japanese cook and the bunga

low. It is to this third class of people that I would

give a few notes, derived from months of camp life;

an outdoor life wherein one far from strong has

been able to do her share in the simple work of the

camp, to have hours of leisure amid the unutterable

restfulness of the woods, and to gain daily in health.

In the first place, since you are not of the iron

frame class, take no advice from such as to what to

take and what to leave at home, but be a law unto

yourself. Camping is hard to the physically weak,

at the best; even with many comforts, one gains

strength but slowly, but it will be surer than any

form of gain if one is not retarded by lack of con

veniences. Therefore do not be afraid to take

things for comfort; pay for the packing and trans

porting, and credit the amount against the doctor's

bill saved by your outdoor life.

My husband and I have camped chiefly in the

West, where during the season for outdoor life there

is little or no rain. We have therefore only a

“miner's tent,” the kind pointed at the top and

round at the bottom like an Indian tepee. As we

use it chiefly for a store-room and dressing-room,

moving the cots outside so as to sleep under the

stars whenever possible, this tent which measures

at bottom 12 x 12 feet answers our purposes; but in

shape and size it is not so convenient as a small wall

tent would be, particularly in a region subject to

rains. We use army cots, which are so strong that

one can comfortably relax upon them without fear

of collapse; with a bed of pine needles piled upon

the cots, newspapers over and under to keep out the

cold, heavy Navajo blankets laid over all, and the
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NAE, IEEDI

Sugar Wafers

Nabisco Sugar Wafers meet every demand for

a dainty dessert confection. Whether served

with ices, custards, fruits or beverages, they are

equally delightful. The sweet, creamy filling of

Mabisco—the delicate wafer shells—leave nothing

to be desired. Truly are they fairy sandwiches.

In ten-cent tins; also in twenty-five-cent tins.

ADORA : — Another dessert FESTINO:—A dessert sweet, shaped like

confection of enchanting good- an almond. A shell so fragile and tooth

ness. Alluring squares in filled some that it melts on the tongue disclosing

sugar-wafer form. a kernel of almond-flavored cream.

- - A fillet Soear ware

27 - Confernor.

-
-

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
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The main place where comfort in camping comes in is the kitchen

bed-covers atop of these, there is nearly the comfort

of a real city bed! Take light weight all wool

blankets, and an old down quilt; take also if possible

a few sheets, for if you have warm weather, no

words can tell the comfort of not sleeping between

the woolly blankets that are so delightful on really

cold nights. If your camp is to be for many weeks,

it will pay you to make a few brown linen pillow

cases to save washing.

The usual little camp chairs are good, but if you

can allow space for but one chair apiece, be sure to

get the kind shown in the heading to this article.

Remember that for many long days or weeks the

only repose you will get, except on your cot, will be

in a chair; therefore secure one in which you may

rest comfortably, even while paring potatoes or tak

ing necessary stitches.

The main place, however, where comfort in camp

ing comes in, is in the kitchen department. The

camp stove must be good. We have always used

one of the small sheet-iron stoves with two holes

and an oven. These come in different sizes and it is

remarkable how well they answer all practical pur

poses, if you understand cooking. And I may say

here, never attempt to camp at all unless some one

of your number understands how to cook and

thoroughly enjoys the art.

Have for the stove two sections of pipe, so that

the smoke may escape at a joint high enough to

avoid blinding you when at work. If the stove is

low, have it placed on a box sufficiently high, so

that you will not have to stoop. Take as many

cooking utensils as you can get into the space

allotted to such matters. It is hopeless to work with

too few; one spends an endless amount of time

washing and re-washing these few,

and ends with poor results after all.

For a two-months' camp I have

found useful the following list: dish

pan, soup-kettle, muffin-pans, roast

ing-pan, two sauce-pans, large and

small frying-pans, teapot, coffee pot,

pitcher, six small tin plates, six large

tin plates, ten or twelve tin lids of

different sizes, cake-griddle, cake

turner, mop, two milk-pans, kitchen

spoons and forks, whisk-broom for

brushing around stove, six jelly

tumblers with tops for packing

butter, a water-bucket, and some

cheese-cloth bags for keeping meat.

Of course this list could be greatly

condensed if needful; one can bake

cakes in the frying pan and dispense

with the griddle, live without muf

fins and keep milk in the soup-kettle

if need be, but since we are dealing

with comfort in camping, these econ

omies of space do not enter into our

considerations.

All utensils had best be of granite

or aluminum. Get the best in quality;

you have to work with them yourself,

and must save time and strength.

The tin lids are constantly needed to keep over all

cooked articles, as the outdoor air cools hot things

very quickly; and the tin plates are invaluable, as hot

pans from the stove can be placed on them and car

ried to the tables with no danger of soil from the

smoky bottoms, and an immense amount of labor

saved by serving direct from the pan.

For table dishes we use the German white enamel

ware edged with blue, which may now be found at

any house-furnishing store. It is charming in its

cleanly dainty appearance, yet as unbreakable as

the conventional camp tin plate, and it can be put

upon the stove or in the hottest oven to reheat with

out harm—no small consideration on a cold day

when the wind chills your soup quickly. Take

several extra plates, cups and saucers, besides the

number allotted each person.

We always take our own silver and table napkins;

they are restful to use, and thoroughly pay for the

little extra trouble. Besides they furnish such excel

lent texts for the Bohemian camp visitor to lecture

from, that we should miss a great deal of instruction

and quiet amusement were these left behind.

“Silver in camping!” says the visitor. “Why, my

dear woman, you don't know how to camp at all!

Let me give you some of the main points, so that

you will not burden yourself with these foolish

traps another time. Of course, being originally from

the East, you don't know, but here you want to be

really comfortable in camp-just an old tin pan or

kettle or iron spoon or any old thing to cook with

and eat with, and throw it away afterward—no

trouble at all!”

Vainly do we explain that this entire outfit is the

result of months of camp experience; that three
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25 RIM-FIRE'.

-Now ready!

The .25 Rim-Fire cartridge is almost

as well and favorably known as the

.22 Short. It has power enough so that

it is used very successfully on deer, so

accurate it is extensively used in target

work; and so cheap you can use it

freely without counting the expense.

Unless you wish to use center-fire cartridges

and reload your shells, you will find this .25

Rim-Fire Marlin repeater the most convenient,

most economical and satisfactory repeating

rifle obtainable for medium game and target

requirements.

Ideal Hand Book tells all about reloading

cartridges. Mailed for 6 cents in stamps.

The

New

For rabbits, woodchucks, crows, hawks, foxes and

geese, get this superb new Model 27 Marlin. Its the only repeat

ing rifle in the market using the popular 25 Rim-Fire cartridge.

Zazórz

This new rifle is our popular Model 27 re

eater adapted to the .25 Rim-Fire cartridge.

t has the quick, smooth-working “pump”

action and the modern solid-top and side

ejector for rapid, accurate firing, increased

safety and convenience. It has take-down

construction; action parts removable without

tools; it's easy to keep clean. Has Ivory Bead

front sight and Rocky Mountain rear sight;

8 shots at one loading. Price, with 24-inch

round barrel, $13.15; with octagon Special

Smokeless Steel barrel, $15.00.

Send 3 stamps postage for new catalog showing

complete line of Marlin repeaters, rifles and

shotguns.

ZeZzZaA2reazzs Co.

5 Willow Street New Haven, Conn.

Ajax Drilling Engine

California—Land of Oil Gushers

The California National

Supply Co.

Dealers in Oil Well Supplies, Ajax Drilling

Engines, National Special Boilers, Diamond

BX Casing, Upset End Rotary Drill Pipe

75 per cent of all the oil gushers in California

were drilled with our outfits

MAIN OFFICE: LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Branches: San Francisco, Bakersfield, Maricopa, Moron, Shale,

McKittrick, Coalinga, Santa Maria, Orcutt, Sisquoc, Brea

GOMFORT

Feet Stand Hardest Knocks.

Sportsman’s
First Essential

Protect them with

WITCH-ELK BOOTS

Lightest, easiest boot made. All heights for men and women.

* Ask Dealer to order pair or write for Catalog “S”

WE MAKE A STRONG LINE OF GOLF, TENNIS

AND YACHTING SHOES

WITCHELL-SHELL COMPANY, Detroit, Mich.
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weeks on the pitiless Mojave desert were rendered

to a frail physique possible and even delightful by

these very comforts; that we see no reason for leav

ing silver with our servants and eating with tin our

selves for three painful months. Our visitor con

tinues firmly to enlighten us, and failing to convince

moves on to the next camp, whence come fragments

of sentences descriptive of a curious form of snob.

Table-cloths I would not recommend; white ones

soil too quickly, and the conventional red cloth

lacks painfully in attractiveness, after some days

of use. A pretty green and white oilcloth, which

can be kept spotlessly clean, has been a great com

fort in our camp life. Take rather more than you

will use on the table, as extra covers and mats are

sometimes useful.

After the kitchen comforts, I would say that those

most needed are what we call “camp furniture.”

This means rude tables, rough chairs, shelves nailed

to trees, boxes on legs for holding provisions which

must be kept from the dampness of the ground, and

any such articles which the “men folks” of your

camp will kindly knock together for you. These

can be made of packing-boxes, tree branches or old

boards; we use anything within reach, and my hus

band gets the articles put together as quickly as

possible after we go into camp, bringing thereby

unlimited comfort without delay into the commissary

department. For the making of such things, it will be

needful to take with you a small saw, a hatchet,

spade, small axe, nails, wire and pincers. Take

also a number of old gunny-sacks or pieces of bur

MY PEPPER_TREE TENT

By JESSIE PRYSE ARTHUR

The pleasantest place for a child to be,

Is under my tent, the old pepper-tree.

Its fern-like branches droop clear to the ground,

Its red and green berries peep in all around;

The shiny brown grasses have woven a mat—

No gypsy queen has a carpet like that.

I love to breathe the spicy scent

Which fills the air of my pepper-tree tent.

When summer is here and the days grow long,

And mocking-bird warbles his wealth of song,

Each morning dawns just as golden bright,

Each noon is as hazy, as starry each night;

lap, for spreading upon the ground, or using as a

floor covering in the tent. If the ground is dusty

or at all damp you will be very glad to have these.

In a warm country, boxes sunk in the ground for

keeping meat, butter, eggs and milk (if you can get

the latter luxuries) are most valuable. If needful,

butter may be packed in small jelly tumblers, and

carried with you. By burying these tumblers in the

ground in a cool place, and taking one out as needed,

the butter will keep perfectly fresh for many weeks.

Concerning comfortable clothing for camping, I

would say that my husband and I, while wearing

outfits perfectly satisfactory to ourselves, do not

deem it necessary to secure this comfort by looking

like “freaks.” Hobnailed shoes, skirts to one's

knees, bloomers and a general soiled air of wildness

may mean comfort to some women campers, but

they certainly do not to the writer. In the wildest

and most remote haunts of Nature I find no need

for any heavier shoes than those worn for walking

at home, nor for a skirt much above the ankles; but

this should be full and light, well fastened to the

shoulders, and every garment should be loose and

comfortably adjusted. Soft colors that will not

frighten the birds and small animals about camp,

will add to their comfort and your pleasure; and

plainly made linen-colored waists with pretty collars

will be found welcome. My husband generally

makes camp-life the occasion to use up his old

clothes; and finds leather leggins, a soft hat, and a

handkerchief about the neck instead of a collar the

only changes necessary from his ordinary dress.

While pungent odors from camphor and gum,

And salty breaths from the ocean come.

Oh, then is the time my steps are bent

Along the path to my pepper-tree tent.

I lie on my back 'neath the roof of green,

Where patches of white and of blue are seen,

As cloud-boats sail in the sky-sea above,

And leaves half hide the brown nest of a dove.

The sunbeams are playing “I spy” on the ground;

The world is still—not a stir, not a sound.

My eyelids close, sweet sleep is sent;

I dream of joy, in my pepper-tree tent.
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Symbols

of Protection

Ancient Egyptians carved over

their doorways and upon their

temple walls the symbol of super

natural protection; a winged disk.

It typified the light and power

of the sun, brought down from on

high by the wings of a bird.

Mediaeval Europe, in a more practi

cal manner, sought protection behind

the solid masonry of castle walls.

In America we have approached

the ideal of the Egyptians. Franklin

drew electricity from the clouds and

Bell harnessed it to the telephone.

Today the telephone is a means

of protection more potent than the

sun disk fetish and more practical

than castle walls.

The Bell System has carried the

telephone wires everywhere through

#!, \'ss:
%:/WNS=

One System

out the land, so that all the people

are bound together for the safety

and freedom of each.

This telephone protection, with

electric speed, reaches the most

isolated homes. Such ease of com

munication makes usa homogeneous

people and thus fosters and protects

our national ideals and political

rights.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

Universal Service
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Summer and Snow on Mt. Shasta

Photographs copyright by C. R. Miller -

-

Summer and snow are an irresistible outing combination for the California vacationist of the mountain-conqueror

class. The first of these interesting pictures by Mr. Miller shows a top-notch group on Mt. Shasta (elevation

14,380 feet) whose names have just been entered in the iron-bound register kept there in a weather-proof box.

The middle picture hints at how hard it is to go up, the lower one how easy is the home-stretch. Sisson is the

favorite starting-point with Shasta climbers. Superb scenery all the way, and the diverting antics of boiling

sulphur springs, reward those who sky-scrape to peep into Shasta's silent crater
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An Appetizer!"

SAUCE

TH E or not NAL worcesTeRs H 1 Re

Pour a Tablespoonful Over

a Rarebit before Serving!

Used by all Chefs in Leading

Clubs,Hotels and Restaurants

because it's Universally the

Favorite Seasoning.

AFamous Relish for Soups, Fish, Roasts,

Steaks, Game, Gravies and Rarebits.

Sold by Grocers Everywhere.

OU can keep nearly every

thing in home, office or store

always perfectly oiled, “clean

as a whistle," polished bright as

new and as free from rust and

tarnish as the day it was bought.

Try “3-in-One" for sewing

machines, clocks, cameras, type

writers, furniture, bathroom fix

tures, electric fans, lawnmowers,

guns, fishing rods and reels, etc.

Three sizes-10c, 25c and 50c.

Sold at all good stores.

|

Write for generous sample

Free and Dictionary-FREE I

3-IN-ONE OIL CO.

33 Broadway, New York

0UTDOOR

LIFE
*... ', " :\%.'

:#

Suggests

CUTICURA

SOAP
And Cuticura Ointment as

indispensable for sunburn,

prickly heat, itchings, irri

tations, chafings, redness,

roughness and bites and

stings of insects. Baths with

the Cuticura Soap and gentle

anointings with Cuticura

Ointment are most effective,

agreeable and economical.
Cuticura Soap and Cutleura Ointment are sold

throughout the world. Send post-card to nearest

depot for free sample of each, with 32-page book:

Newbery, 27, Charterhouse Sq., London; R. Towns

6. Co., Sydney, N.S.W.; Lennon, Ltd., Cape Town;

Muller, Maclean & Co., Calcutta and Bombay;

Potter Drug and Chem. Corp., Boston, U.S. A.

m3/"Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura

Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.
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THE CATTLEMAN'S CHOICE

By AURELIA M. MICHENER

Jim an' Pete's gone to the cit.

They wrote to me today;

They's both a-runnin' autos now

For rich guys round the bay.

“Come! get a job with us!” they says;

“We're picked for winners' Change

That old moth-eaten bronk o' yours

For a car, an’ quit the range!”

But Jim an' Pete, they make me sore!

Great sarpents! don't they know

A good, sound, tough old bronk like you

Beats any car they grow?

An' ain't I glad you're faded brown

Instead o' shiny red?

An' got them wicked whites uv' eyes,

Not gas-lamps, in yer head?

An'glad yer saddle's no tun-no,

Yer reins no steerin’-wheel?

An'glad I don't persuade y’u round

With valves, but quirt and steel?

An'glad y’u buck instead o' balk

When first led out at morn?

An'glad yer hungry whicker-call's

No brass-mouthed honkin’ horn?

An'glad the pantin o' yer ribs

Is lungs, an’ not machine?

An'glad yer breath is upland grass,

Not rank old gasoline?

Yes! an’ tho’ roundup times is hard,

An' pickin' sometimes poor,

But gee! I'm glad I'm Cowboy Hank,

Not Henri, the shaffoor!

A STRANGER IN HIS OWN COUNTRY

 

"Wow-hoop! War party coming!"
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City Auditorium, Houston, Tex., cov

ered with 36,400 sq. ft. of Genasco

Smooth-Surface Ready Roofing,

fastened with Kant-leak Kleets

THE TRINIDAD-LAKE-ASPHALT

ReadyRoofing
If you want to be sure of an evertight roof be

sure its waterproofing is Trinidad Lake asphalt.
Trinidad Lake asphalt is "Nature's everlasting waterproofer"—noted for its

uniform and lasting quality. And only with roofing that is lastingly waterproof

can you expect to get lasting protection.

Genasco Roofing is Trinidad Lake asphalt in the right form to give resisting

and enduring power to roofs. Our experience (beginning as pioneers over thirty

years ago) in the use of asphalt goes in Genasco. And this combination makes

roofing that withstands the rain, sun, wind, hail, snow, heat, cold, and fire.

Go deeper than the looks when you buy your roofing. Get Genasco and you

get roofing with real, permanent waterproofing.

Ask your dealer for Genasco—the roofing with the hemisphere trademark. Guaranteed. Mineral or smooth

surface-several weights. The Kant-leak Kleet is in every roll of Genasco smooth surface roofing. Beats cement

and large-headed nails for waterproofing the seams. Write us for the Good Roof Guide Book and samples, free.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company Philadelphia
Largest producers of asphalt, and largest - -

£NewYork San Francisco Chicago

#. Trinidad asphalt Lake -

-

£

Trinidad Lake Asphalt

Asphalt-saturated wool felt,

- -

idad Lake Asphalt."
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In the famed Delta lands they grow 1200 dozen bunches of celery to the acre. Some of the fields cover

a section of land "and then some"

San Joaquin-A Modern Californian El Dorado

By EMERSON HoLT

HE olfactory nerves play strange tricks. They

have a direct connection with the switchboard

to memory and imagination. In a twinkling they

light up hidden recesses of the mind, encompass tre

mendous distances, surmount the obstacles of years

and conjure forth long-forgotten incidents.

A faint elusive odor carried me two thousand

miles across country in far less time than the light

ning flash of the telegraph. It was the delicate

fragrance, the mellowness, the ripeness of a June

harvest apple. For a moment I lay in the soft lush

grass in the old orchard, sinking my teeth into a

juicy harvest apple. I could hear the melodious

song of the meadowlark, the querulous cry of the

blue-jay, the raucous rat-tat of the woodpecker.

I could hear the tinkling of the brook and the click

of the mower in the clover field nearby. Memory

travels fast. In an instant the sun disappeared. A

zigzag of lightning cut the somber mass of clouds,

and thunder reverberated menacingly.

The vision passed as I dodged a clanging street

car and pursued my way down the street of San

Francisco. But the train of thought did not break

entirely. All through the day I gathered up the

broken threads. Memories of that far-off homeland

came back to me and I found myself weighing and

balancing the old home with the new.

In California I have never tasted a June harvest

apple. I have missed some of the joys of “knee

deep” in June-time. I have hungered even for an

electrical storm. But—I have enjoyed some things

that are impossible there. I have seen many things

that I did not see in my old Middle-west home. I

know that my heart would yearn for California

should I return to the old home. For life has been

pleasant here. No June harvest apples send their

fragrance through the air, but the delicate fragrance

of the ripening apricot, of the peach, of the nectar

ine take their place. Clover is forgotten, for alfalfa

wonderful forage crop—has taken its place. Here

the fields are green. The orchards are heavily

laden. The harvest is fourfold. Two cuttings of

clover! What is that to seven of alfalfa! A few

crates of peaches from the old Gr, hard for market!

What is that to an acre of cra ed fruit drying in the

midsummer sun!

But this is to be a brief epitome of a single Cali

fornia county, a county that has its share of Cali

fornia's wonderful climate, but a county that has

more. I wish that you could come with me to the
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ForSUNBURN

this cooling, soothing emol- -

lient will quickly relieve

and soon heal the tender,

inflamed skin.

cleanses the skin of implift

—keeps the complexion fre

clear and attractive all summer.

Selling everywhere, or post

paid by us on receipt of price.

Hinds Cream in bottles, 50c.

Hinds Cold Cream in tubes, 25c.

SAMPLES will -

besentifyouen

close 2c stamp :

to pay postage. Q

A.S. HINDS N- | -
237 West St.

Portland, Me, |

Women who insist on perfect

fit demand that their gowns

be fastened with

Seams

that hold

Won't Rust

Look for the name “Peet's" on every envelope.

PEET BROTHERS, Philadelphia, Pa.

*:: ":

He locates your price

list first! How 7

because it is always on same color paper; he

doesn’t have to think about it—the action is

automatic—no delay—no effort.

A different color for every office form.

That is the Signal System. -

We have prepared a valuable manual on

this subject—The Signal System in Modern

Business-free to purchasing agents and

executives, regular price 25c.

'N' 18335RM),

\\ BC)NJD 4.

The Utility Business Paper

is the best paper for business use, for forms,

letterheads, price lists, etc. It is always in

stock in 12 colors and white, all standard

sizes, ready for immediate shipment.

Hammermill Bond is a firin, tough paper

—it looks right and feels right.

Our System Service is at your disposal at any

time without charge. Write us fully about any

office problems which bother you-we will make

the rough places smooth.

- ---- - -- - - - --- --- ----

HAMMERMILL PAPER CO., Erie, Pa. Sun. 8

Please send me, free of charge, your book-The Signal

System in Modern Business.

NAMR

POSITION...............................................................
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38o Development Section: San Joaquin County, California

An acre of peaches in the Lodi country will bring greater returns than five times that amount of land
in some Sections

tower of the court-house in San Joaquin county,

and from its height feast your eyes upon the broad

acres that stretch forth in every direction from this

central market-place of a wonderful county. I wish

that you could see the white ribbons that go fan

like from the county seat into the uttermost cor

ners of the county, broad paved asphalt and mac

adamed highways that perpetuate the trails first

marked by the booted heels of the prospectors of

'49, who came up Suisun bay through the Straits

of Carquinez, up the San Joaquin river, outfitted

at the little trading center of Stockton and started

for their El Dorado. There were no fences. They

went whithersoever they willed and the paths

that they made are perfect highways over which

the products of a more permanent El Dorado are

carted to a thriving city of 30,000 souls.

I wish that you could see the silvery waterways

upon which float a busy fleet of commerce-carriers.

Four hundred miles of waterway upon which a mil

lion tons of freight are carried annually! A single

line of gasoline passenger launches plying between

Stockton and the wonderful delta regions carried

in 1912 more passengers than did all the lines of the

Pacific Mail Steamship Company on the Pacific

OCean.

Shining steel and perfect road-beds of four trans

continental railroads crisscross the county.

Beautiful and imposing public buildings mark the

progress and the foresight of the people who have

come to make their homes in this county. Brown

fields of waving grain and green fields of alfalfa and

the varying shades mark the orchards of peaches,

apricots, walnuts, olives, prunes and nectarines.

Vast fields laid off in perfect symmetry give forth

each season their wealth of potatoes and celery and

asparagus. -

San Joaquin is a resourceful county, a diversified

county, a wealth-giving county, a remarkable

county in many ways. Much of its success is due

to its strategic location. It lies at the lower end of

the great San Joaquin valley at the mouth of the

San Joaquin river, at the beginning of Suisun Pass.

It is but eighty miles from San Francisco bay, the

greatest trade center of the Pacific Coast. Through

Suisun Pass comes the army of the rivercraft and

many of the railway trains that carry the traffic

of the whole valley. Through the one other pass

in the coast mountains, at Livermore, come two

other transcontinental railroads which seek their

way from San Francisco to the East. San Joaquin

is the logical shipping center for the tremendously

rich San Joaquin valley. It is a gateway to both

the San Joaquin and Sacramento valleys.

California annually produces $15,000,000 worth

of cereals. San Joaquin county leads all other

counties in the state in the production of cereals.

California annually produces 8,000,000 bushels of

potatoes. San Joaquin county leads all other coun

ties in the state in the production of potatoes; one

half the entire output comes from this county alone.

San Joaquin county leads all others in the production

of barley and in the production of vegetables;

comes second in the value of all crops raised; third
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to Health £

is fraught with grave dan-'

ger of relapse-particularly W

from overeating of ordinary

foods. What is needed at this

critical period is something

that '' supply abundance

of nourishment without

overtaxing the weakened

digestive function.

Pabst Extract
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sicians as the ideal food-tonic for

convalescents. Highly nutritive,

pleasantly flavored, easy to

digest and quickly assimi- 15

lated—it supplies the very

elements needed to insure

a speedy return to normal

health and strength.

OrderaLozenfromYourDruggist

Insist Upon It Being “Pabst”

FREE BOOKLET,"Health Darts,” tells

all uses and benefits of Pabst Extract.

Write for it.

PABST EXTRACT CO.

Milwaukee,Wis.
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your skin fine and soft
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Development Section: San Joaquin County, California

The California farmer has been quick to recognize and adapt modern agricultural machinery to his needs

in the production of grapes; fifth in the production

of hay and forage crops and fifth in the value of all

property. Therefore, San Joaquin is no raw unde

veloped county. It is a leader among counties.

This county is peculiar in its distinctive land

areas. Its Delta lands, its grain lands, its fruit

lands differ as greatly as one eastern state differs

from another. The county is as level as a Kansas

prairie. The soil types include peat, black adobe,

sediment, clay loam, sandy loam and reddish clay

and from these various types, widely distributed,

come the various products which make one section

differ from another. Broadly speaking you may

name the four distinctive land divisions as the Delta

section, the Lodi section, the South San Joaquin

Irrigation District and the grain farms.

The Delta or reclaimed lands extending from the

extreme northwestern edge of the county down to

the west side of Old river are the wonder lands of

San Joaquin county, and for that matter of the

United States. The soil of this section is so rich,

so productive and of such unique composition as

to have attracted the attention of soil experts all

over the world. These are overflow lands formerly

marshes covered with a dense growth of tules,

flags, willows and other aquatic vegetation. As

marsh lands they were the homes of wild birds,

useless, more or less of a menace to health. Con

quered by enterprise they have become sunken

gardens of fabulous wealth. The land has been

reclaimed in great areas or island districts contain

ing from 2,500 to 15,000 acres. In all some 200,000

acres have been so reclaimed. It is through this

section that the 400 miles of navigable waterways

of the county run. It is an interesting sight to the

novice to see the butcher, the grocer or the dry

goods merchant float his stock of goods to the door

of the consumer. Giant levees surround the re

claimed lands. Great dredges work constantly

night and day building and rebuilding the earth

work levees. These dredges are the product of

local ingenuity and local capital. The land is very

porous and needs to be irrigated. The method of

irrigation is unique. Siphon pumps lead from the

river over the levees, and a few turns at the pump

on the crest of the siphon starts the water flowing

over the land. Drainage is as necessary as irriga

tion and immense pumping plants installed at

various places, some stationary, some mounted on

dredges driven either by electricity or steam-power

are readily floated to the spot needed and started

pumping. So rich is this land that it commands

and readily brings an average cash rental of twenty

dollars per acre. It is admirably adapted to po

tatoes, beans, asparagus, celery, onions and barley.

The Lodi section, in the north end of the county,

is a model intensified fruit section for the future

development of other sections of the San Joaquin

valley. From the town of Lodi are shipped annually

almost twenty-five hundred cars of table grapes,

two thousand cars of wine grapes, twenty-six cars

of almonds, seventy-five cars of deciduous fruits,

fourteen hundred cars of wine, not to mention

grain and live stock and vegetables. This dis

trict is especially noted for the production of Flame

Tokay grapes, which here take on a distinctive deli

cate color and are treasured on the market as table

grapes par excellence. -

The grain-farming sections are scattered but the

bulk of the land devoted to grain crops lies in the

southwest portion of the county. There is a simi

lar area in the southeastern portion. Here dry

farming is practised and crops are summer-fallowed.

Eventually this grain land will become orchards

and alfalfa fields.

The South San Joaquin Irrigation District in

cludes 72,000 acres in the southern end of the

county. It was formed in 1909 when many of the

land-owners reluctantly voted for or against the

issuing of bonds to the extent of $1,875,000 for a

good and complete irrigation and drainage system.

Joining with the owners of 65,000 acres of land in

Stanislaus county, just across the line, the water

rights and canal system of the Stanislaus Water

Company were purchased for $650,000. A part

nership dam was constructed in the Stanislaus

river near Knights' Ferry, and eight miles of main

canal with a carrying capacity of 1,700 cubic feet
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#KITCOMPLETE

WITHOUT
Carry a bottle in your grip. It's

stainless and odorless. Thebest lubri

cating oil ever refined; in a class by
itself for use onfirearms and reels.

Will not gum or chill. Contains

no acid. PREVENTS RUST.

Allhardwareand sporting goods.stores

sellit. Large bottle, cheaper to buy,
25 cents; trial size, 10 cents. I
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SHOWCASES, SODA FOUNTAINS

BANK, STORE AND OFFIC E FIXTURES

COMMERCIAL FURNITURE

FA C TOR Y AND G E N E R A L OFF , C E S

sEND FoR cATALog LOS ANGELES,CAL.

£

“The One Reliable

Beautifier”

Banishes Freckles, Sunburn,

Pimples, Ringworm and all

imperfections of the skin

and prevents wrinkles.

Does not MERELY COVER

up but ERAbicaris them.

MalvinA Lotion and

Ichthyol SOAP should be

used in connection with MAL

viNACREAM. At all£:
or sent postpaid on receipt of price.

cream, 50c.; Lotion, 50c.; Soap, 25c.

- send for testimonials.

Prof. I. Hubert, Toledo, O.

FACTORY REBU 1-T

SUMMER BARGAINS!

Our entire stock is offered at below-list-prices for the sum

mer only. You can save as much as $75 by buying now,

and have your choice of all the leading models.
Factory Rebuilt Typewriters are machines that have been

stripped down to the frame,and built up again with new and

refinished parts, by skilled workmen in our own factories.

They are trade-marked and guaranteed just like new

machines. Back of this guarantee is an organization

as big, as strong, and as responsible as any com">

*... making new machines exclusively.

Write for Summer Pricelistandillustrated Catalogue.

* AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO., Inc.
345 Broadway, New York

| 716. So. 8pring St., Los Angeles | -

The Ideal Servant in the Home—

A Thermos Carafe at

$350
Thermos has won its way to a place in

the bed chamber and dining room of every

carefully regulated home.

It is no longer an item of equipment only

for the lover of out-of-doors, but its place

in the household is established.

Mother knows that it keeps Baby's milk

free from germ-laden, deadly flies, keeps it

so cold that bacteria cannot develop, and

so clean and fresh that baby is never sub

ject to the danger of infection from luke

warm, disease-breeding milk.

Father knows that T H E R MC – Keeps

grape juice or the nip of cooling beverage

fresh and sweet and cold– as long as he

wants it kept cold.

Children know that there's lots of fun in

THERMOS—bully hot tea and coffee and

soups—and cold lemonades and punches

a-picnicking.

The whole family votes for THERMOS.

If the name Thermos is not stamped on

the bottom it is a counterfeit.

Ask your dealer for a new catalogue.

Thermos-on-Thames

AT NORWICH, CONN.

New York San Francisco Toronto
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384 Development Section: San Joaquin County, California

There are 260 miles of asphalt and macadam highways in San Joaquin county. Every section has good roads

per second were completed, the two districts shar

ing equally in the cost and in the division of the

flow. The success of the venture was apparent but

the bond issue was insufficient to complete the

plans. On January 25, 1913, by an almost unani

mous vote an additional bond issue of $1,170,000 was

voted to complete the distribution and drainage

system, together with a bond issue for $700,000 to

complete a splendid auxiliary storage reservoir

which will have a capacity of 184,000 acre feet.

The district was organized under the Wright and

Bridgeford acts and water is assured every forty

acre tract. The total cost will not exceed fifty

four dollars per acre. The change in the southern

portion of the county was instantaneous. Aban

doned wheat fields gave way to orchards and mead

ows that are producing more per acre per season

than ten acres produced before.

The result of the new farming in San Joaquin

county is shown in the census figures. The gain in

ten years in the value of farming property was

115.5 per cent. The per acre value of land jumped

from $34.31 to $73.27. The per capita wealth of

the rural districts of the county according to the

census of 1910 was $2448.74 in round numbers.

The value of the annual crops is about as follows:

grain $3,500,ooo; hay $2,500,000; potatoes $2,500,

ooo; grapes $2,000,000; dairy products $1,200,000;

beans $1,000,ooo; vegetables $3,500,000; meat and

live stock $2,500,000; tree fruits $1,000,000; poul

try and poultry products $900,ooo; onions $600,000.

San Joaquin county is a wealth maker.

Now, some one is benefiting from this agricultural

activity. If you could see the attractive homes, and

well-kept farms, and beautiful orchards, and com

modious schools, and perfect highways, and farm

ing conveniences, and thriving market centers, you

would know that it is the people themselves who are

enjoying the fruit of their labor in the county, for

here farm life is at its best; home life is ideal.

There are a number of thriving towns in the

county, the county seat, Stockton, of course, lead

ing all others in importance and wealth. Stockton

is a city that has enjoyed a splendid and perfectly

natural growth. Varied manufacturing interests

have added to its activity and per capita wealth.

Here are located great machinery manufacturing

concerns, making and assembling the famed Cater

pillar traction engine, combined harvesters, marine

and stationary oil engines, centrifugal pumps,

dredges, and ditch working machinery; flour and

cereal mills; wineries, tanneries and other manu

facturing plants of importance. The annual out

put of manufactured products totals the significant

sum of $15,000,000. Five thousand people are em

ployed in the various establishments and the an

nual distribution of wages totals over $3,000,000.

Lodi, with a population of 4000, and Tracy are

other incorporated towns; and Manteca, Ripon and

Escalon are thriving towns in the South San Joa

quin irrigation district. There are a number of

other smaller progressive trade centers.

Now this article would be useless were there no

further opportunities in San Joaquin county. One

does not care particularly to read of a successful

manufactory if no opportunity is left to place money

into it and enjoy the benefits of its dividends. One

does not care particularly to read of a rich country

where every foot of land is taken, knowing that

others are neither wanted nor invited. But we all

want to hear and take advantage, if possible, of

the place where we may stand some show of not

only making our living but of getting ahead. To

the settler who would not be content to give up

those modern conveniences to which he has been

accustomed, who wants to be in the midst of the

highest development and who is willing to pay in

proportion to the benefits of such a country, San

Joaquin offers a fitting home land. Land may per

haps be valued a little higher than in those sections

where roads are yet to be built, where schools and

churches are to come with the development of

farm land, where the rural mail service has not yet

penetrated, where the telegraph and electric light

have not yet been extended, but these conveniences

are worth much to the modern farmer. Here is

land of a superlative fertility, land that will pro

duce far in excess of that now being courageously

farmed by many middle western farmers. But the

problem that should be uppermost in the mind of

the investor in land is, not how much shall I pay for

land, but how great will be returns after cultivation?
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Finest Quality Largest Variety

BRASS BANDS FORMING

SEND YOUR NAME

We will send you full instruc

tions how to organize a success

ful band. Lots of money and

fun. We will send you a free

copy of our Band Herald.

Easy payments accepted on instruments.

Lyon & Healy, 29-49 Adams Street, Chicago

World's Largest Music House

“Can take a pound a day off a pa

tient, or put it on. Other systems may

temporarily alleviate, but this is aure

and permanent."-A. P. s.r.,,, Aug.,

1991. Send for Lecture “Great Subject
of Fat.'"

No Dieting. No Hard Work.

DR. JOHN WILSON GIBBS' TREATMENT

For the Permanent Reduction of Obesity

Harmless and Positive. No FAILURE. Your reduction is assured—reduce

to stay. , One month's treatment, $5.00. Mail, or office, 1370 Broadway,

New York. A PERMANENT REDUCTios GuAItANTEED.

"The cure is positive and permanent." —M. P. Herald, July 9, 1893.

“On Obesity, Dr. Gibbs is the recognized authority.”—A. P. horld.
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386 Development Section: Madera County, California

Madera, Transformed by Water and Electricity

At an average depth of fifty feet, in Madera county, California, an abundance of water is obtained.

Electrical energy has solved the cost of pumping problems

By C. E. FISHER

NEmile west of Madera, county-seat of Madera

county, lives G. S. Hawley. Mr. Hawley is:

busy raising peaches, Plymouth Rock chickens and

a family of four or five sturdy youngsters. His

farm is a model twenty-acre California ranch. It is

just the kind that one half the people of the United

States, who are hungering for a small farm in Cali

fornia, would desire. It is on a good road; the mail

man drives in front of the house; it is close to the

market; close to a school; and from it Mr. Hawley

makes not only his living but more money than the

average bank cashier earns.

Mr. Hawley likes chickens and he raises fancy

Plymouth Rock cocks and pullets that take blue

ribbons in the poultry show. He likes to raise figs

because he likes to eat figs. He likes to raise fruit

and his hobby is perfect fruit. He has between

eleven and twelve acres in orchard. He favors

peaches, therefore the majority of his trees are peach

trees, but he also has 135 apricot trees, six almond

trees, six prune trees and sixty fig trees; he has two

acres in alfalfa and a small acreage in berries. His

irrigation system is thorough and complete. Last

season from one acre of barley hay Mr. Hawley sold

ninety-five dollars' worth of hay and followed the

crop with fifteen hundred pounds of corn. He ob

tained seventy-five dollars from berries, almost a

thousand dollars from peaches, half that much from

apricots, somewhere near twenty dollars from

almonds, a like amount from prunes and figs and

one hundred and fifty dollars from alfalfa hay.

Counting these and the income from butter and eggs,

of which no particular account was kept, the total

income from the twenty acres was in the neighbor

hood of two thousand dollars. He raised all the feed

for his horses, chickens and cows; his family table

was supplied with all the necessities which come

from the farm and orchard, and his cash income was

almost “velvet.”

Now Mr. Hawley has brought this place from raw

land, worth perhaps one hundred dollars an acre, to a

high state of cultivation by his own labor and per

severance. Today it is one of the best orchards in

the vicinity. How much is it worth? Orchards in

not nearly so good condition are selling readily

around five hundred dollars an acre.

This story is worth while because it shows what

any man can do in Madera county.

Three years ago the United States Department of

Agriculture made a soil survey of the valley portion

of Madera county. On page 12 of the report sub

mitted to the Secretary of Agriculture appears this

Statement:

“A study of the agricultural development of this

area shows that it is far behind practically every

other section in the San Joaquin valley, although as

far as fertile soils is concerned no such difference exists.

The lack of progress in Madera county is due pri

marily to one factor-the inability to secure an

adequate supply of irrigation water, which is neces

sary for the highest development of these lands.

Other contributing causes, although essentially

minor ones, are the large individual holdings of land,

a lack of knowledge of the efficiency of pumping.
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Plain Talk

Two men started business in Portland, November, 1910, and prospered

so much so, the two men were joined by seventeen others.

The nineteen men organized a company, each man’s dollar buying just as

much as the other fellow's—no promotion shares, no bonds, no preferred shares.

The larger business has been profitable from the start, a dividend of 12%%

was paid for the first year with a surplus remaining.

In the meantime, 120 men and women of Portland, representative of all walks

of life, joined the 19. All invested because of absolute security and certainty of

large dividends.

15 Business Men

2 Presidents

1o Salesmen

6 Real Estate Men

1 Government Employee

5 Railroad Officers

4 Stenographers

I Science Practitioner

1 Judge

1 Auto Dealer

1 City Employee

1 Laborer

1 Paymaster

I Bank President

6 Attorneys

8 Managers

I Plasterer

Here is the List:

The two-men effort of two years ago has grown to a 130-man company, the

most important company of its kind in the northwest—a Portland institution.

The business is clean in conception, clean in plan, clean in methods, one that

will stand the strictest investigation.

If absolute security, increasing value, large returns for small or large sums,

interest you, investigate without obligation.

On request, I will forward full information, also the names of those asso

ciated in the company.

286 Oak St.,

Portland, Ore.

W. M. Umbdenstock,

1 Farmer

4 Insurance Men

5 Bookkeepers

1. Furniture Mfg.

I Car Man

2 Grocers

2 Bakers

1 Hardware Dealer

3 Bankers

17 Business Women

5 Doctors

I Fireman

1 Collar Maker

1 Contractor

2 Barbers

1 Restaurant Man

3 Mechanics

2 Printers

1 Advertising Writer

1 Dressmaker

I Paint Dealer

4 Newspaper Men

2 Jewelers

I Theatrical Man

2 Agents

I Tailor

I Shoe Dealer

1 Building Sup. Dealer

I Foreman

1 Superintendent

I Chauffeur

1 Painter

1 Engineer

Treasurer.
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Development Section: Madera County, California

Madera county has modern schools.

plants for irrigation purposes, and the high cost of

reservoirs for the storage of flood waters of the

various streams.”

It is unfortunate for Madera county that this

statement stands undisputed by supplementary

documents from the same source. Within three

years the large individual holdings of land have been

ripped wide open and settlers have been pouring in,

to change the grain fields and hay fields into orchards

and vineyards. The second largest power company

in the state is carrying electrical energy to every

farm in Madera county and at a rate so reasonable

that every farmer is taking advantage of it.

The rich soil deposited here centuries ago is the

same that has made famous other counties in the San

Joaquin valley. The subterranean water supply is

the same that has percolated through the earth's

strata from the great snow banks of the Sierras for

the centuries since the great range was formed; and

the present day development, strange as it may seem,

is due to the harnessing of the waste water in the

mountains and to sending it through copper strands

to pump from beneath the sands the seepage from

the same snow banks. Thus have men discovered

and made use of Nature's secret. Should she

deny stream flow or rainfall, somewhere within

the reach of man she stores the life-giving water.

Strong flowing wells are found at an average depth

of three hundred feet. Some have been flowing for

fifty years, at the rate of a million gallons per day.

But flowing wells are not depended upon by the

Madera settler. At an average depth of fifty feet

he finds all the water he wants. Some wells are but

twenty-five feet deep, some are seventy-five feet.

For five hundred dollars a settler can have a well

drilled, build a reservoir, install a motor and com

plete equipment. Electrical power may be obtained

at the rate of fifty dollars per horse-power per year

and the operating company doesn't give a rap

whether the rancher keeps the motor humming night

and day during the three hundred and sixty-five

days. A three horse-power motor is of sufficient

capacity to drive a pump which will irrigate suc

cessfully from twenty to forty acres, which means

that any farmer can insure his water supply for a

whole year for the small sum of one hundred and

fifty dollars. How many an Eastern or a Middle

western farmer would gladly go to his banker or in

This splendid grammar-school building is one of California's finest

surance broker and lay down one hundred and fifty

dollars to insure a crop when a drought portends!

Madera is a youngster in the family of California

counties. Originally it was a part of Fresno, which

joins it on the south, and as recently as 1893 was

separated from the mother county and turned loose

to make its way among other California state units.

It is the heart of the valley and the heart of Califor

nia, an irregular quadrilateral, ninety-eight miles

wide at its extreme width from east to west, and

more than twenty-eight miles long at its extreme

length from north to south. It has an area of 2,140

square miles, one-third of which is valued chiefly

for its scenery and mineral deposits. Another third

is foot-hill land, tried and proved, and destined

eventually to become a favored fruit section. The

remaining third is on the floor of the valley, a vast

stretch of level land rapidly assuming the appear

ance of a well-kept garden. Here, where formerly

leagues of golden grain waved in the summer breezes,

will soon be growing orchards of peaches, apricots,

plums and prunes, vast fields of knee-deep alfalfa

and great vineyards of wine and table grapes.

More than 120,000 acres of the large holdings have

been subdivided into small tracts within the last year.

Two of these tracts were thrown open to settlement

in the fall months of 1912. Within six months from

their opening 1,500 settlers had moved in to aid in

the transformation from grain land to orchard.

Everywhere is heard the hum of the electric motor

or the staccato exhaust of the gasoline engine.

Everywhere is heard the musical tattoo of the

hammer and the rasp of the saw.

Madera, the county-seat, is a thriving city of 3,000,

grown from a village within the past few years. Here

are located large lumberand manufacturing concerns.

Land values in Madera county are still low. They

are much lower than in many other localities of

similar richness and similar opportunities. With

the continued present influx of settlers, land values

may be expected to steadily rise. The assessor's

figures in 1907 and 1908 show that 240,000 acres

planted to grain crops in Madera county gave a

return of $900,000. How much will the assessor's

figures of 1913 show, when so great an area of this

same land is now producing a wealth of fruits,

alfalfa and dairy products! The comparison will be

most interesting.
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Victoria, the first Canadian city to join in the Play-week Festivities, now so popular in the Coast States

Development Notes

Is Alhambra's Name in the Pot?

Comes a wail from an enterprising little town a

few miles out from Los Angeles, “Is Alhambra's

name in the pot?” Alhambra wants in on the co

operation and coördination plans of important cities

in California in the giving of annual festivals, and

therefore protests her importance.

We of the West love play. If cherries are ripe, if

roses are in bloom, if prune trees are blossom laden,

if strawberries are luscious, we take a day off. If a

city can find a significant date in its history which

seems to invite celebration, we take a week off to

commemorate that event. We love to play; we love

to watch others play.

Even staid Victoria has capitulated.

Our British cousins on the north have long looked

with envious eyes on Seattle's Potlatchand Tacoma's

Montamara Festo. The folks over the line seemed to

be having such a perfectly delightful time. It was

not merely a flitting week of fun, for each year the

festivals seemed to grow in interest, attendance and

pleasure.

So Victoria has taken the hint, and this year,

August 4-9, will hold her premier Water Carnival,

the first Canadian coast city to join in a joyous

custom. The announcements hint that honoured

guests will be entertained in right royal fashion.

Thus is another added to the year's pageants.

In June Portland held her annual Rose Festival;

Tacoma has just observed her Montamara Festo

and Seattle her Golden Potlatch; San Francisco

ends the year's pageants with her celebration of

the discovery of matchless San Francisco bay by

Portola, October 22-25.

The year begins anew with Pasadena's Tourna

ment of Roses and Chariot Race in January, followed

by the annual polo tournament and golf and tennis

tournaments at Coronado, Pasadena, Santa Barbara

and Del Monte. In February San Bernardino comes

to the front with the National Orange Show. In

March the Land Show at Los Angeles holds the

board. Redlands has her Rose Festival and Orange

Day. Los Angeles has a revival of “La Fiesta de

las Flores de Los Angeles”; and so it goes throughout

the year. A cherry festival here, a strawberry fes

tival there, a Raisin Day such as Fresno's, which

has become of national importance, a Wild West

exhibition such as Pendleton, Oregon's, Roundup,

or Salinas, California's, Rodeo, and the dozen and

one different sorts of day or week celebrations.

The Coast visitor may soon start on a progressive

round of festivals from Tia Juana to Vancouver,

following the wake of bursting buds and ripening

fruit as the sun warms the earth northward.

And the best part of it is that not a single one of

the pageants is disappointing. Play week or play

day is popular, impressive, educational; a time for

relaxation and genuine joyousness.

Alhambra wants in on the fun and so does every

other progressive Pacific Coast city or town.

California Under Canvas

Now comes an opportunity to see California in

a nutshell, offered by the California Land Show.

Every land-hungry person who wants a near view

of California as a whole had better make arrange

ments to be in San Francisco October 11th to 25th,

for on those dates will be held the California Land

Show. The fifty-seven counties of California will

exhibit their chief sources of wealth in a monstrous

pavilion of canvas at Eighth and Market streets.

The California Land Show is to be given under the

auspices of and has the backing of the San Francisco

Real Estate Board. The purpose of the show is to

bring home to the people of California and the

United States the tremendous resources of the state,

to introduce the land and the land hungry, to ex

ploit the wide variety of products of the counties

and to emphasize the intimate relation between the

great cities and the country districts.

The Land Show has adopted a suggestive slogan:

“The landless man for the manless land.” The

land-hungry man will have his appetite whetted to

near distraction by a visit to the displays being ar

ranged. There will be grapes and peaches and

cherries and citrus fruits from the orange counties

and prunes from the prune counties and apples from

the mountain fruit counties and the irrigation and

reclamation companies will show how their scientific

farm colonization plans have succeeded.

And Luther Burbank will be there and will show

some of his horticulture and floriculture wonders.
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Oregon N: Has Opportunity to

ul Oads

Oregon's new road law, if put into effective opera

tion by every county in the State issuing bonds up

to two per cent of its assessment valuation, as

authorized by the county bonding act, would make

available a fund of $18,000,000 for good roads.

Henry L. Bowlby, Executive Officer of the Pacific

Highway Association and former Highway Com

missioner of Washington, has issued a bulletin

crammed full of facts and carefully compiled figures

on the road situation in Oregon and Washington.

Mr. Bowlby says that if all the money expended by

the different Oregon counties for roads in the last

four years had been put into permanent roads at a

cost of $5000 a mile, there would now be 2071.4

miles of permanent roadway in the State. He

figures that $10,358,793.63 was spent for roads and

bridges in that time.

To issue bonds, a certain number of registered

voters must petition the County Court for a special

bond election specifying the amount of bonds to be

issued, length of time they shall run and their maxi

mum rate of interest. If the petitions conform to

legal requirements a special election may be ordered

or a vote taken at the general election.

Under the new law it is expected that Oregon

will forge steadily ahead in the development of its

permanent highways.

Highway Improvements Puts Cities on

Their Mettle

One of the noticeable effects of the improvement

of state highways has been that of arousing munici

pal pride in the cities. Especially is this true in

California, where the streets of an incorporated

town are not under state control. The state will

build a highway to the city limits but there the

work stops. Self-respecting cities refuse to sur

render the authority over their thoroughfares to the

state authorities. It is claimed by those interested

in civic betterment that no other movement ever

started so much civic activity and ambition among

the counties and municipalities of California as has

the state highway enterprise. Energetic communi

ties like Los Gatos, Santa Clara county; Pomona,

Los Angeles county; Gilroy, Santa Clara county;

Burlingame, San Mateo county, are spending from

$50,000 to $75,000 in the construction of paved

highways within the city limits. Everywhere is

improvement under way. It is a good sign.

Through the Petrified Forests

One of the newest of the scenic highways being

promoted is from Needles to San Bernardino. This

proposed road will pass through the petrified forests

£ region once occupied by the cliff dwellers.

Woodrow Wilson on Good Road.

“I tell you frankly my interest in good roads

is not merely an interest in the pleasure of riding in

autos. It is not merely an interest in the much

more important matter of affording farmers of this

country and residents in villages means of ready

access to such neighboring markets as they need for

economic benefit, but it is also the interest in weav

ing as complicated and elaborate a net of neighbor

hood and state and national opinion together as it

is possible to weave. It is of the most fundamental

importance that the United States should think in

big pieces, should think together, should think

ultimately as a whole, and I feel in my enthusiasm

for good roads something of the old opposition that

there always has been in me to any kind of sectional

feeling.”—Woodrow Wilson.

Are We Coming to the One-Ring

Circus Again ?

The cycle of seasons continues to bring forth the

unique possibilities of the automobile. Now comes

a story to the effect that many theatrical folk find

aside from the pleasure their car affords, a means

of ready inter-city transportation. We may expect

in due season the horseless circus caravan touring

the country as did the lumbering horse-drawn

wagons of years ago. Can you imagine a monster

truck carrying its quota of jungle beasts into those

isolated communities where heretofore the circus

was represented only by far-fetched lithographs on

the convenient stable walls?

Evolution of the "Highwayman"

Nowadays it is not unusual to see highwayman

in quotation marks. The quotation marks indi

cate the evolution of the meaning of a word which

once brought to mind low-browed men, with black

kerchiefs hiding their chins and ugly revolvers

thrust under one's protesting nose. But the “high

wayman” becomes a business man with a mission.

He is the road builder, the construction chief, the

maker of splendid boulevards. The romance may

be knocked out of the word in its new and soon

to-be accepted meaning but the highwayman

becomes a useful, esteemed citizen.

Auto Road Repair Trucks on Pacific

Highway

Two auto trucks have been placed in commission

between Sacramento, California, and Portland,

Oregon, to keep the Pacific Highway in repair be

tween those points. This work is undertaken by

the California State Better Roads Association.

The trucks are completely equipped for road build

ing, each carrying a crew of eight men.
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Who Knows HOW P

MAN may vote at 21 and be president at 35, yet

we have nevel elected a president younger than 42.

Because we know th: value of experience.

EXPERIENCE COUNTS

Experience is the one indispensable

factor of success in everything. The

experienced publisher knows best how

to produce a great magazine. The

experienced automobile manufacturer

knows best how to make a great car.

THESE ARE THE FACTS

That's why Alexander Winton makes

the greatest Six. Founder of the

American gasoline motor car industry,

he was the world’s first maker to

specialize on six-cylinder cars, and so

he has had the longest exclusive ex

perience as a maker of Sixes. He

knows what a Six must have and what

it must not have to be genuinely excel

lent. His Six drove fours from the

high-grade market. For seven years he

has devoted himself to the perfection of

a single model exclusively, and the

Winton Six of 1914 is the result—a

mature and perfected product. In

beauty, comfort, mechanical excellence,

and value, it is the fashion plate of

American automobiles.

CAUTION NEEDED NOW

This year-as never before –auto:

mobile purchasers need to buy with

caution. Let us show you the startling

facts, so you may know why, exactly.

Ask for Book No. 24.

TheWinton Motor Car Co., 110 Berea Road, Cleveland, O.

Long stroke motor, left drive, center control, electric lights, self-starter,

finest mohair top, easily handled curtains, rain-vision glass front, best Warner

speedometer, Waltham eight-day clock, Klaxon electric horn, tire carriers,

demountable rims, full set of tools, four-cylinder tire pump, German silver

radiator, metal parts nickel finished. Fully equipped, - -

-]
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THE STANDARD Oil Fo: Woro. CA's

As its name implies, ZEROLENE

keeps your motor cool by fur

nishing perfect lubrication.

Keeps the Engine

Cool

The perfect cushioning properties of

Z E R O L E N E keep wearing surfaces

apart. Thus friction is reduced, excessive

heat prevented, and the engine enabled

to deliver full power.

ZEROLENE–The Carbon Proof,

Frost Proof, Heat Proof Oil.

Dealers Everywhere

Standard Oil Company
(CALIFORNIA)

SAN FRANCISCO
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TIFFANY&{0

PERFECTED PRODUCTS

ESTABLISHED STANDARDS

MODERATE PRICES

JEWELERS SILVERSMITHS STATIONERS

TIFFANY & COS MAIL ORDER

DEPARTMENT IS EVER AWAILABLE

T0 OUT-OFTOWN CORRESPONDENTS

FIFTHAVENUE &37'STREET

NEW YORK
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The name,

ZEROLENE, indi

cates one of the oil's chief

merits. It keeps the engine

cool by means of perfect lubrication.

ZEROLENE possesses those valuable

cushioning properties, which keep wearing

surfaces apart, reduce friction, prevent exces

sive heat, and assure maximum compression and

power. ZEROLENE–The Carbon Proof,

Frost Proof, Heat Proof Oil.

Dealers Everywhere.

QED C#

< *,

(CALIFORNIA)& THE *

£

£ SAN FRANCISCO
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We believe in Truth, the corner stone of all honorable and successful business,

and we pledge ourselves each to one and one to all to make this the foundation of our

dealings, to the end that our mutual relations may become still more harmonious and

efficient.

We believe in Truth, not only in the printed word, but in every phase of business

connected with the creation, publication and dissemination of advertising.

We believe there should be no double standard of morality involving buyer and

seller of advertising or advertising material. Governmental agencies insist on “full

weight” packages, and “full weight" circulation figures. They also should insist on

“full weight” delivery in every commercial transaction involved in advertising. We

believe that agents and advertisers should not issue copy containing manifesti

exaggerated statements, slurs, or offensive matter of any kind, and that no suc

statements should be given publicity.
We indorse the work of the National Vigilance Committee, and believe in the

continued and persistent education of the press and public regarding fraudulent

advertising, and recommend that the Commission, with the co-operation of the

National Vigilance Committee, should pass upon problems raised and conduct cam

paigns of education on these lines. We believe it to be the duty of every advertising

interest to submit problems regarding questionable advertising to this Commission

and to the'' Vigilance Committee.

We believe that the elimination of sharp practice on the part of both buyer and

seller of advertising and advertising material will result from the closer relationship
that is being established, and that in place of minor antagonisms, will come personal

co-operation to the increased benefit of all concerned, and the uplifting of the great

and growing business of advertising.

We believe in upholding the hands worthy to be upheld, and we believe that each

and every member owes a duty to this Association of enforcing the Code of Morals

based on Truth in Advertising, and Truth and Integrity in all the functions per

taining thereto.
-

Declaration of Principles adopted unanimously at the Ninth

Annual Convention of the Associated Advertising Clubs of

America, held at Baltimore, June eighth to fourteenth:—
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£ndsCo. #£# £e. . . . 4io. 4ii
'''"# San Diego Army & Navy Academy £ R'''''.it. Tamalpais R'"# ng nv. Co. . # #£'hi - - - - - # Missouri kn' &£ y.

• *-* - - - - - - - niversity of Chicago . . . . . - - - -

Building and Construction y Mothersill Remedy Co.

Bros. Varnish . . . . 596 Anheuser-Busch, Malt-Nutrine . 559 Oakland Hotel .

fled Advertisements . . 401 Baker, Walter . . . 4.. . . 448 Pacific Electric Ry.
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Johnson’s

Prepared Wax -
A complete finish and polish -

for all wood-floors, wood

work and furniture.

Johnson's

Wood Dye

In 17 shades—for

the artistic color

ing of all wood

soft and hard.

Use the coupon

for trial packages

and FREE In

struction Book,

MENT OF

FLOORS,

WOOD

WORK

AND

FURNITURE”

PRESENT THIs coupon To YoUR DEALER IN PAINTs

S. C. Johnson - 45c—Value FREE-45c

& Son | To Paint, Hardware or Drug Dealer: Furnish the

bearer, free of all expense, with

#:££w- -10c Bottle Johnson's Wood Dye
Authorities 1-10c Can Johnson's Prepared W.

- - - S.C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.Racine, Wisconsin - (Must be presented by an adult.) So

-
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Palace Hotel . . . . . Saylor, A. . . . . . . 447 Sonoma County, Cal. . . . . 430

Paso Robles Hot Springs . Waterman, L. E. . . . . . 563 Southern Pacific—i.ines in Oregon 421

Perry Hotel, Wash. . Southern Pacific Land Bureau . 434

#. Hotel, Wash. - - Motors, Engines and Accessories £y. Cal. . . . 424

Shasta Limited . . . . . . van, John F. . . . . . 435

- California Nat. Supply Co. 405 *£, Long Beach, Cal. #3 Galena-Signal Oi! £y Co. # Tillamook Co., Oregon . . 424,570
- - - - - - - Torrance, Cal. . . . . . . 403

- Herron Co., R. H. . . . . . .404 - - - -

St. Francis Hotel . 410,# Luitwieler Pumping Engine Co. . 405 Tracksell, Douglas & Co., B.C. 438,#
Stewart Hotel Tucson, Arizona

Stratford Inn . 410,411 Pacific Coast Homeseekers’ Tulare County, Cal. . . . 428

Sutter Hotel . . 412 Opportunities Tuolumne County, Cal. . . 426

Tahoe Tavern . 410,411 Union Pacific R. R. Co. . . . 427

Turpin Hotel . . . . 417 Ashland Com. Club, Oregon . . 435 Victoria Securities, Ltd. . . . 440

Tuscan Springs, Cal. . . 417 Big Three Sales ''', . . . . 442 West Sacramento Co. . . . . 419

Van Nuys Hotel . . . . 410,411 Bitter Root Vall 'r rrigation Co. 418 Western Dominion Land & Invest

Washington Hotel Annex . . 417 Campbell & Co., Thos. D. . 403,408 ment Co., Ltd., B.C. . . .438,439

Western Pacific Ry. Co. . . 414 Casa Grande, Ariz. . . . 434 Western Lands, Limited, B.C. 438,439

Wilbur Hot Sulphur Springs . 418 Centinela Land Co. . . . . 406 Whidden & Taylor . . . . 428

Yosemite Valley Ry.£ . . . 415 Clarke Realty Co., B. C. . . 438,439 Yorkshire Guarantee & Securities

h hold Furnit d glassified Advertisements . . 401 Co. . . . . . . . . 437
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----. vs " " ' " ' ". . . . . ; Church, John B. . . . . . 594

American Tel. & Tel. Co. . . . 561 Coleman, W. F., B. C. . . 416,436 * w

Bevefuser Co., The . . # £anDiego . . ."# ££. . . #
Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co. 598 Coos Bay,£ ‘. . . . . .32 # V c£ s: ng Machines . . . 598

Johnson, S. C. & Son . 397 Cuthbert, Herbert, & Co. . 438,439 Vose OnS . . . . . o

Lydon-Bricher Mfg. Co. 592 Dabney & Dabney . . . . 418 - Publishers, Books

£ - - - - - - - 598 Deming, New Mexico . . . . 422 Boys' Magazine . . . . . 400

Limbert, Chas P. . . . . 577 Fontana, Cal. . . . . . . 408 Insurance & Investment News . .447

3-In-One Oil Co. . . . . 583 German-Canadian Trust Co. . .438,439 Out Door World Pub.Co. . . .447

Whittemore Bros. & Co. . . . 593 Jackson County, Ore. . . . . 441 Popular Electricity Pub. Co. . . .447

K C Cal 425ern Co., Cal. . . . . . . o

Jewelry and Silverware £i. . . . . . . # Marble Ari'''''''" . . 575

Lewy Bros. . . . . . . . 593 iodi. Gal. . ." . . . . . . . 426 N'£" #
Lyon & Co., J.M. . . . . . . 583 Madera County, Cal. . . . . 422 Peters Gartridge Co. . . . . 581
International Silver Co. . . . 579 Marshfield, Oregon . . . . 433 Smith & Wesson . . . . 593

Tiffany & Co. . . . . . . . .393 Mesa, Arizona . . . . . . . . 418
Waltham Watch Co. . . . . 557 Monterey County, Cal. . . . . . . . 423 Toilet Articles

Monk, Montieth & Co., B. C. 438,439 B; & P. Co., . . . . . . . . . . .398
Miscellaneous No. Am. Sec. B. C. ". . . . ." 436 Chesebrough Mfg. Co. . . . 599

£W' Mach. Co. . 577 £'''£ Eastern Ry. " £s: : ; ; ; ; ; #
Dlass Vertisements . . 401 ortland, ene astern - ry Co., - - - - - - -

Evans. Victor J. . . . . . 400 Co., Ore. us - - - - - y 444 Potter Drug & Chemical Co. . . 597

Gibbs, Dr. John Wilson . . . 595 Poultry Life, Ore. . . . . . . 418 Wearing Apparel

Hammermill, Paper Co. . . . 579 Sacramento County, Cal. . . . 432 Edgarton, C. A. . . . . . . .598

Mabie, Todd & Co. . . . . . . .398 Salem, Ore. . . . . . . . . . . 445 Glastonbury Knitting Co. . . 595

McConway & Torley Co., The . 595 San Joaquin County, Cal. . . 420 Peet Bros. . . . . . . . . 595

Mears Ear Phone . . . . . . . 575 San Joaquin Valley Farm Lands Co. 433 Pneumatic Dress Form Co. . . 577

Mentholated Pine Pillow Co. . 446 Shasta County, Cal. . . . . 431 Price, E. V. . . . . . . 555

Murray & Ready . . . . . 575 Smart & Co.. J. E. B. C. 438,439 tit.' ISunn . . . . . . 575
Reynolds Tobacco Co., R. J. . . 569 Solano County, Cal." . . . . " £3 Witchell-Sheill Co. . . . . 594

SY AN A Pen for

######|| Particular

People
Writes instantly without skipping or blotting. Will

not leak or soil the fingers. The “ladder feed,”

the “gold tip feed” and the “screwdown

cap" give these qualities of Pen Perfec

tion to the “Swan.” Fitted with

14 Kt. gold iridium pointed pen

for 70 years conceded to be

the best made. Pens of

many styles and sizes.

Surely one of

them will suit

Give the Swan

a practical test at

your local dealer. He

will be glad to let you try it.

Prices ranging from $2.50 up.

“Swan” pens may be had in chased

vulcanite, sterling silver, rolled or plated

gold, plain, engraved or filigree.

October issue of Sunset will carry full

page announcement of the new

*Swan Self Filler.” Watch for it.

- - York 203 So. State Street, Chi

####: MABIE, TODD & CO. ######:
Manchester Paris The Makers Brussels Sydney
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. Washington. A h hool to Y b d W t f * - t id hi
- onne -

Chevy Chase Seminary and£h':,' our boy nee is estern training to widen his

Literature, Music, Art, Elocution and Domestic Science. Campus of eleven scope of practical knowledge to develop broad
acres for outdoor sports. Healthful location in Washington's "Suburb - - -

Beautiful." Artesian water. ideas of business and life.

Mr. and Mrs. S. N. BARKER. Principals.

Mount Tamalpais Military Academy New Mexico Military Institute
offers this training. Located in the

beautiful Pecos Valley, where the sun

shines every day, where the dry, health

ful climate and the cool,

bracing air produce

robust men. Classed as"Distin

guished Institution” by , 8.

war Dept., which ranks it

among 10 best Military Acade

Inies of America. One year

of college work. Elective busi

-- ness course. Graduates pre

- pared to serve as second lieutenants in

army and for any university. All are on plane

of equality. 11 modern buildings. Owned

and supported by New Mexico, Moderate

terms. Financial gain no object. Send for catalogue.

The Gamble SchOO *'''.i. I *Col. JAMES w.willson, Supt., Box A., Roswell, N.M.

Preparatory and Advanced Classes. College Preparation. Domestic Science.

San Rafael, California. Fully accredited. U. S. Army Officer. Cavalry and

Mounted Artillery. Open-air Gym. and Swimming Pool. Twenty-third year

began Aug. 14, 1912. Boys accepted for Summer Vacation.

ARTHUR CROSBY, A.M., DD., Head Master

ANDERSON ACADEMY

situated in a district noted for salubrity and climate. Well

equipped. Has large swimming pool and excellent playgrounds.

Fully accredited by Eastern and California universities. Its aim

has alwaysbeen quality, not quantity." Catalogue on application to

the Principal, WILLIAM WALKER ANDERson, Irvington, California.

Art. Music, Travel Classes. Outdoor sleeping and study. Camping, tennis,

surf bathing. riding. Separate cottage for younger girls. H | - H | |
- Address SECRETARY, Box B, Santa Barbara, California. t. C e in S al

My book “How to PoRTLAND, OREGON

Stop Stammering” Resident and Day School for Girls

-a treatise £n Sci- In charge of Sisters of St.John Baptist (Episcopal)

entific Talking'- Collegiate, Academic and Elementary Departments,

- direct to the point. Music, Art, Elocution, Domestic Art, Domestic Science,

- Write M. L HAIfflo, 1918 Grove Street, 0AKLAND, CAllföRNA Gymnasium. For catalog address

THE SISTER SUPERIOR, Office 1

CastillG.j St. Helens Hall

Home and Day School for Girls. Accredited to colleges A F R E | | R | P
#: and: Grammar and Primary Departments.

our ncw buildings. Extensive grounds. Out-of-door - | - -

study, recitations, physical training, sleeping porch. To San Francisco and San Diego 1n

Domestic science. Fall term opens September 8. Illustrated

book of information. Principal, MARY I. LOCKEY. A. B. 1 9 1 5

PalO Alto,California. is awaiting you

Your name . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

's: ''': i:ch: by And

the State o alifornia. Ten yearsST| |]£ of£,#. Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - -

rolled. High grade instruction.in,Bank- ** - - AI's - n mailing,*#" , English, AT'#'#: Will£''# c b

vice, Modern nguages, ormal, Kinde in, En- -ineering, Law and College preparatory studies. Write to: Sunset ananimal ac 11, 1C - Ul

ay for FREE 50 page catalog. 460 Fourth Street, San Francisco, Calif.

MODERN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE - -

Underwood Building, 525 Market Street

Dept. S San Francisco, Cal.

BIG MONE Wehave paid thousands of dol,

lars to amateur, song writers,

Experience not necessary. Write for free particulars or send
us your song£#"£# forw:£
Acceptance guarant if available. ig Song riter's agazine,

beautifully illustrated book and valuable... advice all free.
Dugdale Co., 183 Dugdale Bldg., Washington, D. C.

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC. ESTABLISHED 1867.

The University of Chicago

HOME:
tion by correspondence.

For detailed in

formation address

in ve." U. of c.(Div. K. Chicago, Ill. "...

*: Instructs, trains and educates after the best methods of Foremost

- European Conservatories. Faculty unsurpassed.

ELocurion MUSIC LANcuAcEs

Location ideal. Day and resident students may enter at any

time, Illustrated Catalogue FREE.

MISS BERTHA BAUR, DIRECTRESS

Highland Avenue, Oak Street and Burnet Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
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OREGON

State Agricultural College

TRAINS FOR EFFICIENCY-In Every Field of Industry

BEGINS its forty-fifth school year September 19, 1913.

DEGREE COURSES offered in General Agriculture, Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Dairy

Husbandry, Horticulture, Bacteriology, Poultry Husbandry, Zoology and Entomology,

Domestic Science and Art, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineer

ing, Mining Engineering, Forestry, Commerce, Pharmacy and Teachers’ Courses in

Manual Training, Agriculture, Domestic Science and Art.

TWO-YEAR COURSES are offered in Agriculture, Domestic Science and Art, Commerce,

Forestry, Pharmacy and Mechanic Arts.

MUSIC. Thorough courses offered in Music, including piano, band and string instruments, and

in voice culture.

THE EXTENSION DIVISION aims to bring the College to the people by means of farmers'

institutes, correspondence courses, movable or itinerant schools, demonstration trains, co

operating with public schools, educational and industrial exhibits.

A BEAUTIFUL BOOKLET entitled “The Enrichment of Rural Life,” and a catalogue will be

mailed free on application.

Address H. M. TENNANT, Registrar, Corvallis, Oregon

e #£ of Patent Qffice Records, HOW TO£ A.

San Diego Army ||£:
###########& Navy Academy is: • * WW ANDRT Ril" ur R UPI* , Ms. L

Send us th

THEBOYS MAGAZINEFREE!:
boys (from 8 to 18 years old) and we'll send you a copy of this

A SELECT SCHOOL FOR MANLY BOYS £ magazine FREE. Great£

tions-handsome coversin colors. Edited by WALTERCAMP.

Departments devoted to Electricity, Mechanics, Athletics,

Photography, Boy Scouts, Carpentry, Stamps and Coins.

THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO.,267 Main St.,Smethport, Pa.

Salesmen Wanted

PATENTS #.''

“Destined to he the West Point of the Pacific”

DO YOU WANT A oooo Posnion Pavuna

FROM $1,000To $5,000.AYEARAND ExPENses?

There are hundreds of such positions now open. No former

experience as asalesman required togetone of them. If you want

wages while you are learning Practical Sal

for full particulars; list of -

from hundreds of our£ for£
good positions#from$100.00 to $500.00amonth

Address nearest*: Dept. 122.

NATIONAL RALESMEN's rRAININo. Association
TO PARENTS Chicago New York Kansas City San Francisco Toron

The 1912-13 Year Book is now ready. It is one of the most

*''' BE A NURSE

attractive school publications ever issued on the Coast. There
are many things in it that will interest you, if you are desirous

of finding for your boy a school with a real purpose.

:#:boy could accomplish more work under We train you at Home, furnish

You Mayi: W y in less than three years the Academy has '": to posi

been so signally honored by the University of California and - M: % week
other leading institutions. - e $20 a Wee

You May Learn Wny, in such a short time the enrollment has Write for catalog, also statements

own from 13 to 143 cadets, representing 15 States and 3 from many women we have suc

# cessfully trained and

Free Nursing Lesson

giving information ''. valuable

to anyone regarding the care of

Capt. C/infort B. Smith

oreign countries.

YoUR BOY is wor:TH THE BEST YOU CANGIVEHIM—

it's an investment rather than an expense. Write for particulars.

Capt. Thos. A. Davis, Supt. (Late Sixth U.S. W. Infty.) the sick.

Pacific Beach, Cal. NATIONAL SCHOOLOFNURSING

204 Lake St., Elmira, New York
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REAL ESTATE-Montana

SPECIAL PROPOSITION TO SETTLERS. We sell

tracts of 10–20–40 acres or more. We ask only a small

cash payment—next payment in 1919. Various'' yield

$100–$300 an acre. $375 starts you on 10 acres; in suit

able crops, 10 acres will make a living for a small family.

20 acres means luxury. Our illustrated folder describes

opportunity. Colonists' rates on all railroads Sept. 25 to

Oct. 10. e sure to call at my office—possibly I can be of

real service to you. W. N. McKee (Tulare County foothill

lands). 546-547 Title Insurance Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

COMING TO LOS ANGELES’ Send for free illus

trated booklet on Hollywood, the favorite foothill suburb

'#''. and Sea. £ally, fine schools.

Valuable Angeles pocket guide free. ppincott Co.,

Dept. S., Fay Bldg., Los Angeles.

CALIFORNIA IS THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

If interested in the purchase of land or looking for a business

opening in California send for a free sample copy of the Insur

ance and Investment News; we are publishers, not real estate

dealers; we know values and true conditions. Address 713

Delta Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

CALIFoRNIA LAND. send for catalog.£i
counties. Valuable, reliable information. C. M.Wooster Co.,

iPhelan Bldg., San Francisco.

THE FAMOUS SANTA CLARA VALLEY. “WE SELL

It.” Write for list of places and literature. E. D. Crawford

& Co., 415 Bankers Investment Bllz. 742 Market St., San

Francisco, Cal. Branches: San Jose, Mt. View and Gilroy.

REAL ESTATE– Washington

WORKINGMEN-“LOOK.” Washington's best dairy

and garden land with assured work for our settlers makes

this an ideal home proposition for the workingman. $30.00

R: acre up. Only a little cash needed, balance for 10 years.

his is the best and oldest section close to roads, school and

market. Fine land, easy terms and work for our settlers

makes success certain. Send for free illustrated circular.

“The High Cost of Living Solved.” H. C. Peters, 800 3rd

Avenue, Seattle.

REAL ESTATE–British Columbia

WANCOUVER ISLAND FRUIT AND FARM LANDS.

$8 an acre first payment and the same amount for four

years will buy a block of farming land close to rail, stores

and good markets with best of soil and splendid climate.

Write for full particulars. chael & Moorhead, 606-610

Belmont House, Victoria, B. C.

REAL ESTATE–Miscellaneous

A BOOK WORTH 25c, beautifully illustrated. 36 9x12

inch pages will be sent free on request. State whether Inter

ested as homeseeker, healthseeker, investor or tourist. Ad

dress Board of Trade, Tampa, Fla. “The 143.2 per cent city.”

LAND SEEKERS EXCURSION NEXT NOVEMBER.

The Government of Victoria, Australia, wants settlers and

offers land for all purposes. Alfalfa, Corn, Beets, Dairying,

Hogs, Mixed-farming, Citrus and other Fruits. Special

inducements in Irrigated Districts. Cheap land and water.

V easy terms. enial climate. Government assistance.

'' steamship passages, and free rail travel. Early

reservation of berths desired. Full particulars free from

F.T. A. Fricke, Government Representative (from Victoria),

687 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

WHY PAY PROMOTERS PROFITS? LAS VEGAS,

Nevada, “The First Port of Call in the Land of Sunshine,"

offers the best agricultural opportunity in the Southwest

for the man of moderate means. For illustrated booklet,

address Chamber of Commerce, Las Vegas, Nevada.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SONG POEMS. WANTED. Send us your song poems or

melodies. A hit will bring big money. Proposition Positively

Unequalled. Available work accepted for publication and

# in your name. Our Composing Staff Abso

lutely Of Any Company Of Its Kind. Instructive book

let free. Marks-Goldsmith Co., Dept. 41, Washington, D.C.

EARN MONEY IN BUSINESS for Yourself. Introduce

our Everwear Hosiery and Guaranteed Raincoats direct to

consumer. We help you to sure success. Sibley earned $24

the first P. M. Write today. Dept. 51. Syracuse, N. Y.

BIG PROFITS. Open a dyeing and cleaning establish

ment. Splendid field, little capital needed to start. We

teach a successful method by mail. Write for booklet.

Ben-Wonde System, Dept. A-M, Charlotte, N. C.

CONRAD, MONTANA, a city of about 1,200 people, is
in the heart of the ver

ure state. . The man, who war...s to farm at a real profit, may

purchase land in this section, at prices that are within the

reach of all. These lands are both irrigated and non-irri

gated; all of it is of the finest quality as to the productivity

of the soil. We are not selling fand but we have a great deal

to tell you about Montana in general and Conrad in par

ticular. Kindly send your address to the undersigned, and

full information will be furnished you. James A. Murty,

Secy. The Conrad Commercial Club, Conrad, Montana.

PATENTS

PATENTS THAT PROTECT AND PAY. Advice and

books free. Highest references. Best results. Promptness

assured. Send sketch or model for free search. atSon

E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 62.4 F Street. Washington, D. C.

PROTECTIVE PATENTS procured promptly. Our

books telling how to obtain and realize therefrom sent on

request. Write today. Trade Marks Registered. Robb &

Robb, 243-247 Southern Bldg., Washington, D. C.

MISCELLANEOUS

SPECIAL. The Aurora Gem. . Closely resembles the dia

mond. Pure white brilliant, 9 in hardness. We cut all kinds

of precious stones. Handsomely illustrated book on gems

free. The Gem Shop, 925 Phelan Bldg., San Francisco.

AGENTS. Portraits 35c. Frames 15c. Sheet Pictures 1c.

Stereoscopes 25c. Views 1c. 30 days' credit. Samples and

catalog free. Consolidated Portrait Co., Dept. 1336, 1027

W, Adams St., Chicago.

JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Reduced

rates and quick time on household g to all Western

ints. 443 Marquette# Chicago: 435 Oliver Bldg.,

Ittsburg, Pa., 736 Old South Building, Boston; 324 White

hall #. New York; 1501 Wright Building, St. Louis :

878 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco; 516 Central Bldg.,

Los Angeles. Write nearest office.

$4.25 EACH paid for U.S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $600 for hundreds of coins dated before 1895.

Send ten cents at once for New Illustrated Coin Value Book,

size 4x7. Get posted—it may mean your good fortune.

Clarke & Co., Coin Dealers. Box 130, Le Roy, N. Y.

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING on account. Best sys

tem. Send us your film, remit on 1st of month. Any roll devel

oped 10c. Post cards 4c each, 50 for $1.00, 100 for $1.75. Send

us 1 roll for trial. Phelps Photo Co., O'Neill, 207 D St., Neb.

HELP WANTED

SALESMEN maki

best farming land in the great treas

small towns. Whole time or side

line, should carr ast selling pocket side line. Special

sales plan allowing return of unsold Makes quick

order. Something£ $4.00 commission on eac

entirely new. Write for outfit today. Burd Mfg. Co., 212

Sigel St., Chicago, Ill

WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for several No. 1

salesmen. We are introducing a special line of extraordinary

merit. Liberal£" Write today for particulars.

Oregon Nursery Company, Box 7, Orenco, Oregon.

AGENTS-Amazing invention, $8 daily, big profit. New

business. No competition. World's best Home Massage

Machine. Works by waterpower. Delights both sexes. Write

for full particulars and free book on “Beauty and Health.”

Address, Blackstone Co., 737 Meredith Bldg., Toledo, O.

AGENTS PRICES. One Machine at Wholesale price

to introduce our goods. Bargains in every make. ype

writers for $5.00 up. Standard Typewriter Exchange, 23

Park Row, New York.

SELL, HOISERY: guaranteed against holes or new hose

free; build a permanent trade; big profits; experience un

necessary. International Mills, Dept. Z., West Phila., Pa.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS

MOTION PICTURE PLAY'S WANTED. You can write

them. We teach you by mail. No experience needed.

Big demand; good pay. Details free. Associated Motion

Picture Schools. 686 Sheridan Road, Chicago.

WRITE MOVING PICTURE PLAYS; $10 to $100 each:

constant demand; devote all or spare time: experience or

correspondence course unnec . Details free. Atlas

Publishing Co., 321 Atlas Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Why Capital is Coming to California

By DAVID RICH

New York Member of A. J. Rich & Co.

By the end of 1913 business should be back

in its old swing and it is certain that Cali

fornia will be first to respond to the improve

ment. Capital interested in big developments

—power, transportation and lands-likes to

anticipate things, and there is no doubt of the

coming of large numbers of people to Cali

fornia. Experts who have made a personal

survey of conditions in America and Europe

predict a doubling of the population of the

That means

Half

of them may come from Europe with old

world habits of industry that should work

marvels in the multiplication of land values

Golden State within ten years.

approximately 2,500,000 new citizens.

by an equally marvelous increase in land pro

The other half will be rock-ribbed

Americans from the Atlantic states who will

duction.

expand under the beneficent influences of

California and balance the European influx

to a nicety—potentials of a great race of

citizens in the prodigal West.

Plainly it is both the duty and opportunity

of capital to prepare the way for the two and

a half million settlers. They will need power,

And

capital is doing that very thing now. Note

the development enterprises in the Sacramento

railroads and lands whereon to thrive.

valley—the millions going into electric lines

and the reclamation by drainage or irrigation

of tens of thousands of acres of the most fertile

lands in America. The cutting up of grain

fields into ten and twenty acre farms for

intensive cultivation is a move for the inde

pendence of the new citizenry and for an

increase in population, production and wealth

in the state.

The values of the securities behind sound

land and irrigation enterprises are solid; they

have been unaffected by the slump in other

lines and their safety is being recognized by

Eastern investors.

The fact that capitalists are investing their

money freely in these enterprises can be safely

taken as an indication that people of informa

tion and judgment realize that California

lands are bound to attract millions of new

settlers and therefore are the safest invest

ment in times like these; and that securities

backed up by California lands are not only

safe but will increase in value.
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Between Los Angeles

and the harbor district.

A center of unusual in

vestment opportunities.

Scene in one of the great Torrance
actories.

Building miles of petrolithic

-

*
*

The Modern Andustrzo/Go.

Yesterday Torrance was a rancho-today it is a

live, modern industrial city-backed by investments

aggregating millions of dollars. The Torrance of

tomorrow should bring large profits to those who

are buying property at today's ground floor prices.

Eleven important industries have been secured

several are in active operation. The present monthly

payroll is $60,000.00. Experts predict a population

of 10,000 to 15,000 within a few years. Write

for illustrated booklet which tells the wonderful

story of Torrance-realty values, great plan of in

dustrial, public, civic and business improvements,

etc. Thomas D. Campbell & Co., Dept. 10,

625 So. Hill St., Los Angeles.

boulevards at Torrance.

TheIIIMESII

6%

Collateral Trust Bonds

Secured by First Mortgages upon Improved

City and Farm Properties deposited with

responsible, disinterested Trust Co.

Maturity—I to 10 years.

Denomination-$1oo. up.

Payable—Seattle or New York.

We Unconditionally Guarantee These Bonds.

Our officers have been handling securitiesfor

25 years without loss to any client.

Jacob Furth John Davis

J. E. Patrick

F. K. Struve V. D. Miller

Davis & Struve Bond Co.

Investment Bankers

807 Second Ave.

Seattle

O%iome #uilders

-*- *****

Sale of This Stock Will

Soon Be Closed

“Home Builders” stock is now $3.15 per share.

There are less than 60,000 shares for sale. As soon

as this balance is closed the extra 10% stock divi

dend will be declared and each stockholder will

then receive one share on each ten, ten shares on

each hundred owned.

This extra dividend is a bonus to the stockholder

as an appreciation for his loyal support of the

company. This is the only stock the company

has ever given away and it comes at a time when

every stockholder will participate.

The Extra 10% Stock Dividend with

regular Cash Dividends will make

you 16% the first year

The regular cash dividends of 10c per year on

each share and the extra Io" stock dividend will

make your dividend earnings about 16% the first

ear your money is with the company. Get the

ast financial statement (always made under oath)

showing the company's standing.

Write for Literature

“#untribuilhera (3riteral Agrg.”

WLos Angeles Californi */

Ground Floor Mason Opera House Bldg.

129 SOUTH BROADWAY
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Gold notes are issued on | Paid

mortgages guaranteed to

be of not over 50% valu

ation and are backed by

the combined assets of

Pacific Home Builders

—over $1,250,000.

Each and every
real estate.

are issued by

Safe, Strong, Profitable Certified Gold Notes
In Denominations of $100.00, $500.00 and $1000.00. Bear Interest of 7 Per Cent.,

Quarterly. The highest class of investment that embraces safety and earning power.

Certified Gold Note secured by 50% mortgage upon high-class Los Angeles

Certified and held in trust by the Los Angeles Title and Trust Company.

High - Class Securities That Save Worry and Uncertainty and Pay Interest Worth While.

C E R T I F I E D G O L D NOT E S

PACIFIC HOME BUILDERS, Inc.

These notes are the most attractive investment in Los Angeles.

Money orders, Drafts or Certified checks accepted.

PACIFIC HOME BUILDERS, 333-335-337 South Hill Street, L0S ANGELES, CAL.

Largest Owner of Home Building property inside the limits of Los Angeles and the great developing factor of the Northwest section.

Order your gold notes today.

6%

FIRST MORTGAGE GOLD BONDS

Ten year coupon, Denominations $100 to $1000. An equal amount of

- 'e line companies pay large dividends.

Maricopa, Ventura & Los Angeles Pipe Line Co., Successful, safe management.

stock given with bonds. Pipe I

Application must be made at once to obtain 100% Bonus Stock.

Booklet William G. Yeo } Fiscal
on request. Ira L. Miller y Agents LOS ANGELES

Security Bldg. Further information

on request.
6%

Make the Move to

California-RIGHT NOW!

Thousands of home-seekersand tourists willpour into

the “Land of Sunshine" this year. Are YOU com

ing? We want everybody coming West to have a copy

of our

of CALIFORNIA

FREE MAP£

This is the latest map issued, printed in three colors.

Separate enlarged map of Los Angeles district, show

ing the new car lines, course of the great $23,000,000

Los Angeles Aqueduct, etc. Write for a copy today,

sent to any address absolutely free.

LCRGANGELES TRUST

AMD SAVINGS BAMA

6th and Spring Streets, LOS ANGELES, California

CINDER IN YOUR EYE2

Coughs, colds, catarrh, pneumonia, pleurisy, rheumatism,

£, nothing of Burns, bruises, fractures, amputations,

appendicitis

ALL are Compensated for IF you

INSURE YOUR INCOME

The LARGEST Health and Accident

Insurance Company in the World

Q'ontinental Q'usualty Q'ompany

ii. G. B. ALEXAN pH.R. President

Has Paid $10,000,000 to 400,000 Policyholders

Costs nothing to learn how little “Income Insurance” costs.

J. E. BETTS, Resident Manager - -

Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., San Francisco

£ * > *te

WEBERSHOWEASE

} &FMTURECQ.'
- - -

-- >\SSR;

SHOWCASES, SODA FOUNTAINS

BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES

COMMERCIAL FURNITURE

FA CTo RY AND GENERAL OFFICES

sEND FoR cATALog LOS ANGELES, CAL.

WE MANUFACTURE

The famous IMPERIALPUMPS for Oilor

Water Wells

R. H. HERRON CO.

Affiliated with

OiL WELL SUPPLY CO.

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

Main 0ffice and Shop, los Angeles, Cal. Brandhes in all California 0il fields

ROBERT W. HUNT

JNo J. CoNE

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO., ENGINEERS

BUREAU OF

INSPECTION, TESTS & CONSULTATION

JAs C H LLSTED

D. W. McNAUGh Er

CEMENT–STRUCTURAL STEEL

ALL ENGINEERING MATERIALS

CHEMICAL & PHYSICAL TESTING

NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SAN FRANCISCO

- | 418 MonTooMERY ST.
ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |

| || CHICAGO New York Prrrsburgh LoNDoN ... St. Louis
AGE. . . . . . . . . . . OCCUPATION. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MoNTREAL TORONto SEATTLE VANCOUVFR MEXICO CITY

- --- - -
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SHARE

$6,000,000.00
5375 starts you on a 10 acre “Blue Ribbon.” Irrigated Farm

at Planada-starts you sharing in 56,000,000.00, the value

of last year's crops in Merced County-a county which won

the Grand Prize at the California State Fair in 1910, 1911,

1912-Three Years in Succession.

On a “Blue Ribbon” Farm

You should make these Net Profits an acre a year:

Tomatoes, 5600.00; Alfalfa, 560.00; Dairying, 5120.00;

Strawberries, 5275.00; Sweet Potatoes, 5250.00; Rhubarb,

$500.00; Peaches, 5400.00; Black-eyed Beans, 570.00;

Egg Plant, 51000.00; Cantaloupes, 5300.00; Irish Pota

toes, $100.00; Figs, 5300.00. Merced Farmers are re

sponsible for above figures and they're Verified and

Guaranteed by Merced Chamber of Commerce.

AT PLANADA

You have the advantage of the best school, social and

business facilities. Planada and surrounding farms are right

on the Santa Fe Main Line-10 passenger and 8 freight

trains make daily calls. The farms have a 12 inch under

ground concrete pipe system of Irrigation, no waste of water,

no wee s- all the water you want under pressure

all the time. Planada is within a few hours of the great

markets of San Francisco and Los Angeles, which have used

practically all produce. There is money for you at Planada.

Send for Booklet Today

PLANADA#:
216-220 Los Angeles Investment Building

Los Angeles California

Did You Make Your Investments

At the bottom of Area C

or the top of Area D?

WHICH2

Take your pencil and mark on the

Babson Composite Plot

the dates of your investments during the t ten

£ Frankly, have you always chosen the most

avorable time to buy, the time when fundamental

conditions were just right to give you the lowest price
and the highest yield? Now instead of looking back

ward and seeing what you ought to have done, why

not look ahead and actually do it?

The Weekly Barometer Letter issued with the Babson

Composite Plots indicates when fundamental condi

tions are ripe for buying stocks and bonds. Before
you make your next investment, write for a copy of

a valuable booklet explaining when not to buy

securities, which will sent gratis to any person

interested in the work of the Babson Organization.

Address Dept. K-9 of the

Babson Statistical Organization

Engineering Offices Wellesley Hills, Mass.

Largest Organization of its Class in the United States

Ajex Drilling Engine

California-Land of Oil Gushers

The California National

Supply Co.

Dealers in Oil Well Supplies, Ajax Drilling

Engines, National Special Boilers, Diamond

BX Casing, Upset £ Rotary Drill Pipe

75 per cent of all the oil gushers in California

were drilled with our outfits

MAIN OFFICE: LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Branches: San Francisco, Bakersfield, Maricopa, Moron, Shale,

McKittrick, Coalinga, Santa Maria, Orcutt. Sisquoc, Brea

LUITW IELER PUMPS for

Irrigation and Water Works
For Use in Drilled or Open Wells

No pit, no noise, no bother. Least operating and maintenance expense.
There is a reason.

The cam mechanism is balanced and has a constant and uniform application
of power, which makes it run smoothly.

uilt for use for '' kind of driving power, including steam, gasoline, oil,

electricity, windmill or li
Luitwieler Pumps have built a reputation for economy and durability.

Send for our valuable illustrated booklet, “Irrigation”, just from the

printer, free on request.

Established in Los Angeles 1877.

LUITWIELER PUMPING ENGINE COMPANY

707-713 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.

ne shaft.
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Standard

Gold Notes

Yield 7%
© Los Angeles is growing by leaps and bounds—

gained over 322% in population from 1900 to

1912. This means that money for develop

ment purposes is in strong demand.

QPut your money into Standard Gold Notes.
They're issued in denominations of from $10

to $5000 for periods of from 3 months to 5

years. Those maturing in less than 1 year

yield 6%-more than a year 7% per annum.

© Standard Gold Notes are backed by rock

ribbed security. Behind every dollar issued

stand $5 in the company's resources: sound

Los Angeles real estate-mortgages, trust

deeds, etc. Interest payable quarterly

whether you buy these notes outright or pur

chase on the easy payment plan.

Antelope

Walley
the

Milk Bottle

Los Angeles
There is no better invest

ment than that offered by

Antelope Valley land; its

value is far in excess of

the price now asked. First

class land with water in

easy pumping distance

can be purchased at prices

ranging from

$2O to $80

Per Acre

Terms: 34 Cash, Balance Yearly, Interest 6%

unquestioned stability.

further data.

QThey form the ideal investment for the man

or woman whose first requisite is absolute,

Send

money order for amount required or write for

Standard Building-Investment CO.
340 So. Hill St., Los Angeles, Calif.

Reference: City & County Bank |

cheque or

opportunity. Money put

This is the last of the great valleys in California

where rich land can be bought at such prices.

Take advantage of this condition. This is your

into Antelope Valley

land will grow and grow fast.

Call or write for particulars

CENTINELA LAND COMPANY

1009 Title Insurance Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

Homesthat pay

for themselves

We build your farm to order.

Plant your trees, vines or crops.

Why not start your

California is the paradise of the small farmer.

Build your house when you are ready for it.

UNION LUMBER CO.

REDWOOD AND PINE

LUMBER,

RAILROAD TIES, TELEGRAPH POLES

SHINGLES, SPLIT SHAKES, ETC.

California home

today

Only a few dollars required.

Or buy our stock as a good investment—always

exchangeable for land.

Write for our plan today.

California Farm and Home Builders

909 Van Nuys Building

Los Angeles, California

(Dept. C)

Office: 1014 Crocker Bldg.

San Francisco, California

Telephone Kearny 2260

SAwMILLs

Fort Bragg, Mendocino County

On the California Western Railroad

and Navigation Co.

FORT BRAGG TO WILLITS

In connection with the Northwestern

Pacific Railroad Co.
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DIVIDENDS!

A Company that is making good

in the fast growing City of San

Diego. Three and one half years

of successful business methods

have won the confidence of the

investing public. We are now pay

- - ing 14% on par, or more than 8%
Subdividing net. Over 800 members of our

and improv- family receive dividends quar

ing a creage terly. Would you not like to

and building have these coming to you

homes for every 90 days?

We can use more

San 44 "'.'

Diedo' B|IDERS

iego S OF

now at $1.75.

Price advances

fast growing our business

population is a means $3.00 a

this month.

profitable business. share by 1915.

We have paid quarterly This is worthy

CASH dividends since 1909 of your im
advancing from 2% a quarter, ": at

8% a year, to 31.2% a quarter -

or 14% a year. This allotment

The growth of

of stock at $1.75 will soon be ex

hausted. Invest your money

where the security is growing to

gether with your invested capi

tal. Send for our free magazine,

“Builders of San Diego.”

SAN DIEGO CONSTRUCTION CO.

Cor. 2nd and D St., San Diego, Cal.

DATES AND ALFALFA

IN SUNNY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

WEARESPECIALISTS IN COACHELLAWALLEY

We can sell you a ranch of 23, 5, 10 or

more acres, set to dates, alfalfa, grapes,

figs or any fruit that requires good soil.

Good water, no frost. We will sell you

this ranch one-tenth down, and balance

easy. We will care for your ranch,

market your fruit and when you are

ready to move to the ranch will build

you a nice bungalow.

If you prefer we will sell you raw land

which you can hold for investment.

Whichever purchase you make will

mean many dollars returned for each

one invested, as Coachella Valley-on

the edge of a big boom due to the proof

obtained by the two government experi

mental stations situated in this small

valley of about 50,000 acres.

The prices are bound to increase 5 or 10

for 1 in the next 3 to 5 years. Write us

for information.

Coachella Wality lait and Products (0.
62o SOUTH SPRING ST. Los ANGELES

I
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You Can Own a Part

of This 14-Story Office

Building in Los Angeles

The fortunes continually being made in Los Angeles

real estate and improvements are too well known to

need comment.

Best of all-SAFEST and MOST PROFITABLE

is down town business property.

This modern skyscraper will be erected soon in the

heart of the business district-5th and Hill Sts.-and this

is the first time an investment of this nature with

ASSURED PROFITS, where all stockholders partici

pate in the full earnings, has ever been offered investors

generally. An investment in this stock while the price

remains at 20 cents a share means freedom from fluctu

ating values and worry. You are strongly urged to make

prompt investigation, as over 53% of allotment at this

price has already been sold.

Managed by well known Los Angeles bankers and

business men, there is no reason why the records of

other office buildings, yielding 14% DIVIDENDS and

more, should not be equaled or exceeded.

Don't delay. Only a small amount of this stock is left

at the 20-cent price. Before the next issue of this maga

zine, we believe it will be all gone. IMPORTANT

if your subscription is received after this block of A

Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

306-7-8 Black Bldg. .” Ali,...,

L: Angeles, Cal.4– - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

stock is sold we reserve the right to prorate A

or return your money. &

Write or wire today for fullest particulars.

I. A. fireproof

- Building Co.

Los Angeles Fireproof." ":
A los Angeles, Cal.

Building Company A. Send information to

A.

-
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WNSLIBURLNOFINFORMATION
FOR Tov RisTS AND Hom':KERs £

aft

|--|--

El

@:
-III

one feature in connection with SUNSET Advertising.

That feature is our Information Bureau. It is con

ducted for the interests of both advertiser and reader. Its

purpose is to answer questions. Its service is complete, com:

prehensive, free. It was established for your benefit. If you

fail to find a satisfactory answer to the questions which arise

about the Wonderland Beyond the Rockies in the advertise

ments which follow, then write us. We will dig up the infor

mation for you if we haven't it at our fingers' ends. Here

Ö'. little space is ours. We reserve it to tell you about

- - follow reliable advertisements of hotels, steamship lines, }%
A&s: - - - - : . .#
- - - - resorts, communities, towns. If you fail to find what -

you are looking for, ask us. Address your inquiries to

SUNSET INFORMATION BUREAU, 460 Fourth Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Picking Oranges in the Famous Fontana District - -

-
* -

-

$550 PER ACRE– --

6 YEARS TIME FOR PAYMENT Part of the Fontana Gravity Water System

2 Hours from Los Angeles - Fontana groves have added to their holdings after residing

Certain peculiar climatic conditions limit the production on the property. This is convincing evidence of complete
of oranges, lemons and grapefruit to an absurdly small satisfaction.

part of California. The Fontana section is now famous as a The Fontana district is an ideal residence, community,

thoroughly proven citrus district. with public and private improvements of the highest type.

A Los Angeles man who purchased a planted 10 acre An electric line to Los Angeles is now underconstruction.

Fontana grove one year ago at $450 per acre now values Write for illustrated booklet giving complete information.

his property at $800 per acre. Many purchasers of Thomas D. Campbell & Co.,£ . Hill St., Los Angeles.

- --
- - - - --- -
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OT ALL the \ §
attractions or

allurementsto

travel are found,

however, at the sea

side resorts. The

mountains, especially world-famed

Mt. Lowe, the valleys rich in their

wealth-giving verdure, the uplands

and their golden citrus harvest, the

Missions shrouded in romance,

the many cities of industry and

civic beauty, all combined make

Southern California the lodestone

to travelers. May we tell you

more of the charms of the Sunny p
Southland? Would you have ©

Heart's Desire"? A postal will

bring you attractive folders and

booklets. For further information

address

D. W. PONTIUS

Traffic Manager

more facts about “The Land of dt %/ /ts

LOS ANGELES

_****** © ©

Pacific Electric Railway
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ONTHESNNYSDE OF THESNOWLINE

SPENDYOUR WINTER

HE invitation is for you. It is an

Ö invitation to join us in a season of

joyousness. It suggests that you

break the shackles of your winterprison,

leave memories of snow and ice with the

mountain peaks, bring your car and motor

through the land of sunshine and flowers.

California!-magic word since the first

adventurous Franciscan fathers and the

Spanish soldiery of a century ago tramped

the browned hills and the sun-kissed valleys.

Can't you picture winter's pleasures here!

The motor car speeds over hard smooth

paved highways. Tennis, golf and polo,

swimming, walking and riding—no bob

sleds here. All along the delightful boule

vards are stately hotels offering good cheer

and neighborly hospitality. This is a land

where men and women can work, live and

play twelve full months each year. The

homes are massed with roses and brilliant

...£.

- hued geraniums. Men go gaily to their

work. Children run bareheaded, many of

them barefooted when snow and ice make

winter prisoners of the big and little folk

beyond perpetual summerland.

So we say come live with us. Come motor

with us. Come golf with us. Come swim

with us. Come hear our songs of gladness

and join in them. Six months of solid

pleasure await you, with the birds caroling

and the flowers vieing in a wealth of bloom.
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ON

HE following California Hotels and

Ö Resorts are known and endorsed by

the Southern Pacific Company, and

information and literature will be gladly

furnished at any and all Southern Pacific

offices:

TAHOE, TAVERN

Lake Tahoe, California

FAIRMONT HOTEL

San Francisco, California

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS -

San Francisco, California

PALACE HOTEL

San Francisco, California

HOTEL OAKLAND

Oakland, California

HOTEL DEL MONTE

DelMonte, California

PASO ROBLES HOT SPRINGS

Paso Robles, California

HOTEL ALEXANDRIA

Los Angeles, California

HOTEL VAN NUYS

Los Angeles, California

HOTEL HUNTINGTON

asadena, California

HOTEL MARYLAND

Pasadena, California

ALPINE TAVERN

Mt. Lowe, Pasadena

GLENWOOD MISSION INN

Riverside, California

STRATFORD INN

Del Mar, California

HOTEL DEL CORONADo
San Diego, California

You will promptly receive any information you

want and in addition a beautifully illustrated book,

picturing and describing CALIFORNIA'S Famous

Resorts along the Road of a Thousand Wonders

if you will send your name and address to SUNSET

MAGAZINE, San Francisco, California.
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L. : HotelSutter
Sutter and Kearny Streets

| .

European Plan

# * $1.50 per day SAN FRANCISCO

. and upwards Take our auto or any taxi-cab from ferries

- or depot at the expense of the hotel.

= | EXCELLENT 250 ROOMS, Single and En Suite. 200 BATHS

# CAFE -

- Now under Write us for information about San Francisco, either

our own business or pleasure. Your inquiry will be promptly,

courteously, and correctly answered without obligation
management on your part.

IN THE HEART OF LOS ANGELES

Hotel Lankershim
Broadway at Seventh

EUROPEAN PLAN EXCELLENT CAFES

Three hundred and twenty rooms luxuriously furnished

Two hundred and fifty with private bath

RATES

Rooms without bath: Rooms with private bath:

One occupant, $1.50 and upwards One occupant, $2.00 and upwards

(per day) (per day)

Automobile Bus Service From All Trains

* COOPER & DAVIS, Lessees

Mt. Tamalpais
over “The Crookedest

Railroad in the World”

is a trip no visitor to San Francisco can over

look, and one that no native Californian interested

in scenic effects, or the geography of this part

of the country, should fail to take.

The Trip to Mt. Tamalpais

Consists of

a boat ride along the wharves and shipping of

San Francisco; a sail across the Golden Gate,

the entrance to the Golden West; an electric car

ride, third-rail system, along the shore of the

Bay; a railroad ride through the big redwood

trees of Mill Valley; the mountain railroad trip,

not a cog road and no steep inclines; an un

surpassed panorama of mountains, valleys and

ocean. You see it all from Mt. Tamalpais and

want to go again.

For ful/ information inquire at

any railroad passenger office, or

Ticket Office

874 Market Street, San Francisco

Sausalito Ferry, San Francisco Double howknot and San Francisco Bar as seen

- from for of Mt. Tamalpais
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IF

Shasta Limited

EXTRA FARE-TRAIN DE LUXE

Lv. San Francisco (Ferry Station) | 1:20 a.m.

Ar. Portland 2nd Day • - 2:70 p.m.

Ar. Tacoma 2nd Day ":40 p.m.

Ar. Seattle 2nd Day 9:00 p.m.

Every Comfort and Convenience

Drawing-Rooms Ladies' Parlor Barber Shop

Compartments Library Valet Service

Three-Room Suites Writing Desks Ladies’ Maid

Berths and Sections Stenographer Hairdressing

Observation-Clubroom Stock Reports Manicuring

FIRST CLASS TICKETS ONLY

Portland Express
Lv. San Francisco (Ferry Station) 10:20 p.m.

Ar. Portland 3rd Day - - 7:40 a.m.

Ar. Tacoma 3rd Day - - 1:40 p.m

Ar. Seattle 3rd Day - - 3:15 p.m.

Standard Pullman and Tourist Sleeping Cars

Observation Car. Dining Car to Portland

ALL CLASSES OF TICKETS

Oregon Express
Lv. San Francisco (Ferry Station) 8:20 p.m.

Ar. Portland 3rd Day - - 8:15 a.m.

Ar. Tacoma 3rd Day - • 1:40 p.m

Ar. Seattle 3rd Day - • 3:15 p.m.

Standard Pullman and Tourist Sleeping Cars

Dining Car to Portland

ALL CLASSES OF TICKETS

Southern Pacific
The Exposition Line-1915

SAN FRANCISCO: ..., Flood Building Palace Hotel Ferry Station Phone Kearny 316o

ird and Townsend Streets Station Phone Kearny 18o

OAKLAND: Broadway and Thirteenth Street Phone Oakland 162

Sixteenth Street Station Phone Lakeside 1420 First Street Station Phone Oakland 7960

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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You, too, will want to travel via

the Sunset-Katy lines.

Personally conducted tourist sleep

ers San Francisco and Los Angeles

to Dallas, St. Louis and interme

diate points.

Standard sleepers connecting at

San Antonio for all Texas and

Oklahoma points, Shreveport,

Kansas City and St. Louis.

For berths and any other travel information inquire at

any office of Southern Pacific Company, or write,

- . T. Bate, General Agent Joseph McIlroy, Gen'i. Agent,

612 Trust & Savings Building 613 Hearst Building,

San Francisco.Los Angeles.

ATTENTION

HOMESEEKERS!! INVESTORS!!

A NEW CAL FORNIA

FOR THE SETT L E R

ON THE LINE OF THE

WESTERN PACIFIC
TIM BER LANDS MINERAL LANDS

ALFALFA LANDS WATER POWER

ORCHARDS CANNERIES

FACTORY SITES

for full PART1culars Ask AnY AGENT OR

E. L. LOMAX - - - - - PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER

WESTERN PACIFIC RAI LvvAY, - - 960 Mills Bldg., SAN FRAncisco

WESTERN PACIFIC---RIO GRANDE

THE TRANSCONTINENTAL SCENICWAY
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The one best Vacation Trip - to wonderful Yosemite! In the heart of the Park, Sentinel Hotel, rates $3 to E

Plan it now. See it at your first opportunity. $4 a day; $20 to $25 by the week. At the end of E

Nothing to compare with it in all America! the railroad Hotel del Portal: rate $4 a day. -

H#
E
=

É Write for folder to the Yosemite Valley Railroad Company, -

Merced, California, or call on any Southern Pacific agent. |-| ||
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SEATTLE AND PUGET SOUND

|

PUGET SOUND is recognized as America's incomparable summer heri

tage of health, happiness and inspiration---the Western Hemisphere's

one ideal refuge of clear, cool, refreshing summer weather in a very

paradise of scenic grandeur and wild luxuries of outdoor recreation.

SEATTLE, the municipal masterpiece of the Pacific Northwest, stands

heartily beside the quiet waters of this beautiful inland sea, midway between the

wild wonderlands of the snowy Cascades to the eastward, and the marvelously

many-hued Olympics forming the jeweled rim along the western horizon—while

within full view southward Mount Rainier (14,526 feet high) rises into the clear

blue vault like some shimmering new planet built of pearls.

Seattle is now renowned the world over for its adequate establishment of

superb hotels. Several of these are already widely famed as commendable models

of American luxuriance combined with home-like comfort, the most efficient service

and yet at quite moderate cost.

These excellent hotel establishments are logically situated in Seattle, from

whence practically all the celebrated natural attractions of the Puget Sound region

may be conveniently reached within a few hours at the most.

From the last of May till the middle of September Puget Sound is the

“cool and dry” belt: "The skies are clear, no rains, no storms nor high winds,

while temperature" s £n 60 to 85 degrees, with ever deliciously cool bil

lows of air from sea. If your have never seen the scenic splendors of Seattle's

wonderland environment you have missed the most inspiring summer playground

of America, with motoring, boating, mountain-climbing, hunting, fishing and all

the luxury of wildering recreation in the ambrosial open. Write Washington

and Alaska Department—Sunset–318 Globe Bldg., Seattle, or to any of the

leading Seattle hotels announced in this issue for booklets and all desirable

information free. “Seattle is the gateway to Alaska.”

|

| THE SUMMER PLAYGROUND

| |

HotelSavoy

|

|

ill | | | |

- Seattle’s

m The Place

To get away from the

undesirable summer

heat. Enjoy the de

lightfully cool breezes

from Puget Sound and

I(MOTE: I, IIPIETRIRY

Madison Street and Boren Avenue

SEATTLE

Hotel Perry caters to exclusive transient and per
manent guests. It is absolutely fireproof and is

furnished according to the most modern ideas of

luxury, comfort and refinement. It commands

a magnificent view of Puget Sound, the Cascades

and the Olympics. European Plan.

Rooms with bath, $2.00 a day and upward.

B. H. BROBST, Manager

###

#FF
FREEER FR

REFERE FE

S E A T T L E

remember the

Ho t e l

Savoy
in the center of thi

an absolutely fire-p

building.

European Plan

£$1.00 per day up.

with privatebath $2.00

per day up.

A Large Number of
Shower Baths£
at Suggestion of Naval

Officers.
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Hotel Stewart
GEARY STREET, Above. UNION SQUARE

San Francisco

Motorbus meets all trains and steamers.

European Plan $1.50a day up, American Plan $3.50 adayup.

European Plan Phone sutter 960

Hotel Turpin
F. L. and A. W. TURPIN, Proprietors

17 Powell St., at Market, San Francisco, Cal.

Rooms without Bath $1.50 Per Day—Rooms with Private Bath

$2.00 Per Day Up. All Market St. cars with a single exception

(Sutter St.) pass the door; Fourth and Ellis Street line to Powell
Street within half a block. Auto-Bus meets trains and steamers.

"fusCAN SPRINGS"
30 Minutes by Stage to Springs daily. New concrete

Bath house and plunge; Booklet for asking, entitled

LET OTHERS TELL THE STORY

We cure others, Why not you? Address

ED. B. WALBRIDGE, Tuscan, Cal.

Walbridge's Garage, the best in the state, Red Bluff, Cal.
Complete information and folders at Southern Pacific

Information Bureau, Flood Building, San Francisco, Cal.

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS

Hottest and most curative£ in

the world...Modern hotel waters. Mud
highly radioactive. Rheumatism,kid

ney and stomach troubles successfully
treated. Resident physician. Altitude

00 feet. Home grown vegetables.

Dairy and chicken ranch. American

plan table. California's ideal resort.

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS CO.

Arrowhead Springs, Calif.

-

SSS's CŞ.
> ||
-

Prevented—Stopped

OTHERSILL’S, after'' tests, is now officially adopted

by practically all the Great Lakes and New York Steamship

Companies running south, and many Transatlantic lines.

Four years ago Mr. Mothersill gave a personal demonstration

of his remedy on the English Channel, Irish Sea, and the Baltic,

and received unqualified endorsement from leading papers and such

people as Bishop Taylor Smith, Lord Northcliff, and hosts of doc

tors, bankers and professional men. Letters from personages of

international renown-people we all know-together with much

valuable information, are contained in an attractive booklet, which

will be sent free upon receipt of your name and address.

Mothersill's is guaranteed not to contain cocaine, morphine,

opium, chloral, or any coal-tar products. 50 cent box is sufficient

for twenty-four hours, $1.00 box for a Transatlantic voyage.

Your druggist keeps Mothersill's or will obtain it for you from his

wholesaler. If you have any trouble getting the genuine, send direct

to the Mothersill Remedy Co., 397 Scherer Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Also at to St. Bride Street, London; Montreal, Se: York, Paris,

Milan, Hamburg.

(Hotel Imperial
PHILMETsCHAN SR. & SoNs, PROPRIEToRs

Complete Equipment

C or rect Service

300 Rooms, 175 with Bath

Rates: $1.50 to $3.50 per day

Luxury at the Price of Ordinary Service

“In the Center of Everything”

Seventh: between Washington and Stark

PORTLAND, OREGON

m

-While in Seattle

Surround yourself with the

homelike atmosphere of the

Hotel

Washington Annex
A hotel built around the words comfort,

courtesy and convenience.

200 rooms—all facing outward. Suites for families

and parties. Strictly fireproof construction.

Rates, $1.00 per day up. J. H. DAVIS, Propr.
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Independence
and a ZOL1 are on

LONDON BRIDGE

ember

the experience of the philosopher who

* offered English sovereignsfor pennies on

* London bridge a century ago without

* finding a taker- how the passers-by

... ignored the opportunity and lost the profit

becausethey thought it too good to be true?

And do you realize today that YOUare

£ face to face with an offer, every whit as

"y% profitable to YOUasthe exchangeof cop

perfor gold-if you are quick to grasp it?

$2,0oo to $5,000 a year
net income from ten acres of matured# and cher

orchard in the frostless and wormless Bitter Root Valley wi

a home and six months vacation annually in one of the most

magnificently endowed natural environments on the Crea

tor's footstool, with golf links, hunting, fishing and mountain

climbing and with neighbors of culture, education and refine

ment—is the opportunity we offer you.

We believe you will investigate this opportunity because

this appeal for investigation is directed to broad-minded and

£ readers, living in an age of scientific progress which

has made the impossible of yesterday the reality of today.

This is not an offer of something for nothing. It is an oppor:

tunity for you to make an immensely profitable compact

based on mankind's partnership with nature... We are now

growing more than three thousand acres of fruit trees, one to

three years old, for satisfied customers who would not consider

selling their orchards at a large advance over their cost.

$2,OOO to $5,000 Yearly From Ten Acres

ABitter Root Valley# orchard bears commercially in

its fifth year. Ten acres, fully developed, should be capable

of returning you duringearly maturity, strictly net, a profit of

$2,000 to $5,000 yearly. Beginning with the 10th year from

planting, judged by experience of others, 10 acres should net
you an income of$5,000 yearly and employ only halfyour time.

... If you have a fair-sized income now and are willing to
improve your condition, you do not much capital to

possess one of these big-paying orchards.

Our Proposition and Plan

briefly stated is this: We will sell you a CHOICE 10-ACRE

PLANTED and GROWING ORC D,best standard varieties

apples and cherries with the Company's definite written con

tract to care for and develop your orchard under expert hor

ticultural supervision, for five, full£ seasons from

date of planting, including all land taxes and irrigation

charges., You may, if desired, assume personal charge of

your orchard at any time and secure a refund.

The land should easily become worth, conservatively

stated, in fair comparison with other improved land, $1,000 an

acre. There is a clean profit to you of 100 per cent on a

5-year investment to count on at the outset. Only a $300 cash

payment required now to secure your orchard tract-balance

in easy payments divided over a ten year period. Your pay

ments for the first few years are practically ALL, the cash

outlay you will have, as your orchard tract should meet all

payments falling due while in commercial bearing period and

3'ield you a handsome profit besides. Our reservation plan

rovides for inspection of the land by you, and your money

ack if dissatisfied.

INVESTIGATE by using this coupon TODAY

BITTER ROOT VALLEY IRRIGATION CO.

s44-851 first National Bank Building, Chicago, U.S.A.

Robert S. Lemon, General Sales Manager:

Please send me full information concerning your Riverview

Orchard Tracts in Bitter Root "alley.

Write your name and complete address plainly

on the margin below

You Rem

#2

ALMONDS
Goodnoe Hills Almond Groves, near Portland, produce $1oo

to $400 met per acre. We will plant and care for a 10 acre

grove for $400 cash and easy terms, and will guarantee you an
income of not less than $1ooo after the fourth year. Write for

attractive illustrated booklet.

DABNEY & DABNEY, 307 Railway Exchange, Portland, Oregon |

It will help you-get it--read it
–It is brim full of live facts

POULTRY LIFE

The magazine of the Pacific Coast

FIFTY C E N T S A YEAR

Poultry LIFE PUBLISHING Co.

Spalding Building, Portland, Ore.

In all the World no Waters like these

Wilbur Hot Sulphur Springs
COLUSA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Hot Mud Baths naturally heated and medicated

Hot and Cold Sulphur Baths
Cure Rheumatism, Malaria, Stomach, Liver and Kidney Troubles

Open all year.

Address J. W. Cuthbert, Wilbur Springs, Cal., via Williams, or

Information Bureau S. P. Co., 884 Market St., San Francisco

Beautiful LONG BEACH, CAL.

offers ideal climate for visitors, sea bathing and sunshine

the year round. Existence a pleasure every day.

A Postal Will Bring You Descriptive Folders of Our City, FREE.

Our house is one short block from the strand thoroughly

modern homelike. Your Comfort Always Our Interest.

SHOREHAM APARTMENTS

Write today. Address: MRs. H. A. FANslow, Prop.

Shoreham Apartments Long Beach, Cal.

M. ESA

A R Z O N A

GATEWAY TO THE ROOSEVELT DAM

A land of constant sunshine, abundance

of water, big crops, splendid markets.

The farmers in the vicinity of Mesa are

making big money growing alfalfa,

wheat,barley, oranges, lemons, pomelos,

peaches, apricots, pears, plums, grapes,

cantaloupes, dates, figs, cotton, berries,

arden truck, live stock and poultry.

here is plenty of room for you if you

are industrious.

CHEAPLAND FORYOU

There is plenty of land near Mesa that

can be obtained at a very low figure.

Improved land is held at its true value

and the benefits of improvement are

worthy the consideration of the pur

chaser. The man who buys cheap I'd

and brings it to a high state of cultiva

tion is bound to ": a big profit on

his investment.

For further information and booklet address

SECRETARY COMMERCIAL CLUB

MESA, ARIZONA
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BUY A GARDEN FARM IN THE MOST

FERTILE VALLEY IN CALIFORNIA

West Sacramento
Just Across the River

From California’s Capital

You men who have thought of California—who have thought of eventually settling in

the Golden West, will find at beautiful WEST SACRAMENTO the consummation of

your ideals. For here is a great reclamation project—an area of 1 1,500 acres of the

richest land in California upon which five million dollars has already been expended

in development work to make this

A MODEL COMMUNITY OF MODERN CONVENIENCES

—Where a ten minute ride on the trolley —Where a Model Free Market has been

cars that cross the property will take provided through which you may dis

you into the heart of a city of 80,000 pose of the product of your farm.

people. -Where a service bureau has been estab

—Where 50 miles of macadamized roads lished to teach you without cost the most

and concrete boulevards are now being scientific methods of getting the soil to

laid. produce all it has to give.

-Where crop failure is impossible be- -Where the climate is typically Califor

cause the land is kept constantly moist nian the year 'round.

by a natural system of sub-irrigation -And where your success is assured frcm

that costs you nothing. the very outset.

Any man who is now engaged in farming or is inter- Termswill gladly be arranged. All you need is enough

ested in agriculture£ for his own benefit, money to meet the first two payments, the profits of

investigate this wonderful reclamation project. He the soil will meet every other installment that falls

should send for WEST SACRAMENTO £at: due–for under intensive farming your land begins to

to keep informed of the giant strides that have produce in three or four months. This is being done by

been made here on this dominion of Garden Farms. many land ownersatWESTSACRAMENTO today.

He should know about the unparalleled crops this Tracts from one acre up. Only 10 per cent for your
marvelously fertile soil is producing – and the splen- first payment.

did prices farm products are now bringing. Just fill out the coupon below and mail it to-day.

Mail Us This Coupon Today

West Sacramento Co. fred I. Moore, Mgr. land Sales Dept., Nicolaus Bldg., Sacramento, Cal.

LAND SALES ** Dear Sir Kindly mail me a copy of your illustrated booklet,
Country Lite in the City,” and - lete information astDEPARTMENT prices, etc. # is:ai.''£:£ o

Nicolaus Building Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA (Address. . . . . . . . P. O. Box. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE: LOS ANGELES OFFICE: CHICAGO OFFICE:

Pine and Kearny Sts. 204 Hibernian Building 512 Harris Trust Bldg.

111 West Monroe St.
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Ba1ed Alfalfa Hay From the Fields of

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
The farmers who raised the hay are happy. They received a good price or their crop. Some of them cut

six crops during the season; some of them cut seven and eight. . Most of them took twelve tons to the acre from
their fields during the season. Not a few realized a net profit of $90 per acre.

The shipper is happy. He buys hay without misgivings. He knows that the market is always waiting for

the crop. He will have no trouble disposing of it at a g profit.

The consumer will be happy. There is more real value in a bale of alfalfa than in several bales of other

sorts of hay. No other forage crop is so nutritious, No other forage crop is so welcomed by stock. No other

forage crop satis ies cattle, hogs, horses and sheep like alfalfa.

ALFALFA IS BUT ONE OF THE BIG MONEY MAKING CROPS OF SAN JOAQUIN

Take potatoes, for instance. Half of the entire output of California comes from this county. Or beans, carloads

of them every year; or celery, or asparagus, or barley, or peaches, or cherries, or prunes.

Any well informed man in California will tell you that San Joaquin County is the most

diversified and one of the greatest wealth-producing counties in California.

Here's a county worth your earnest study....You couldn't do better than locate in our midst. Send for our
literature. It is sure to interest you. We will supply the answers to all your questions if this literature fails to

answer them.

For further information and illustrated literature address either of the undersigned commercial organizations:

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . Stockton Secretary, Ripon Board of Trade. . . . . . . . . Ripon

Secretary, Lodi Merchants Association. . . . . . Lodi Secretary, Tracy Board of Trade. . . . . . . . . . Tracy

Secretary, Manteca Board of Trade. . . . . . Manteca Or Board of Supervisors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stockton

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

-
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The Willamette

Valley
Covers an area of approximately 11,200 square miles, it

is 60 miles wide and 150 miles long, an area nearly equal

to the entire states of New Jersey and Connecticut, yet

with a population less than one-ninth.

The Willamette Valley is exceedingly fertile, with climate,

soil and other advantages to suit every requirement of

agricultural and industrial activity. With the steam and

electric lines already built and now building, it presents to

the homeseeker the greatest possibilities for intensified farm

ing, dairying, truck gardening, poultry and hog raising.

Descriptive literature on any section of this great Valley

can be had free; also booklets on dairying,

poultry and hog raising. A postal card will

bring them.

JOHN M. SCOTT, Gen. Pass. Agent

PORTLAND OREGON

#############################################
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A Well Like This

Supplies 1400 Gallons

of Pure Water per Minute

Good irrigable land can be bought on relinquish

ment near Deming now at $5 to $20 per acre and

equipped with such a plant at a total cost of $30 per

acre and up. That's much less than you'd have

to pay for irrigated land elsewhere.

It's the best kind of irrigation. Personally owned

pumping plants, costing less than half what a

Government or corporation controlled water right

costs, and making each man master of his own

water supply; water when needed and as much as

needed. The land here is level, easily worked silt

soil, free from harmful alkalis and wonderfully

productive. The markets here offer the very highest

prices.

DEMING New Mexico
IN THE

MIMBRES WALLEY

surrounded by vast mining districts entirely

qependent upon Mimbres. Valley for farm produce.

No other nearby land suitable for agriculture.

Prices of land still low only because the great agri

cultural wealth of this section was but recently

known. Yet here are all the advantages of a well

settled community, because built up by mining and

railroad industries.

Our health-bringing climate is famous the country

over. Pure, dry air and sunshine. It not only offers

a long growing season and lowers the expenses of

farming, but offers an opportunity to gain health

while making more money.

Sec'y, Chamber of Commerce, Deming, New Mexico

Please send me free book about Denning and the

Mimbres Valley.

Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .........

Address ....................... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A New Settler
at work on his ranch in

Madera County

CALIFORNIA

Fifteen hundred people have settled on two

of the tracts opened for new homes, since

October 1st, 1912. They are busy right

now turning the rich virgin soil into

orchards and vineyards, alfalfa fields and

dairy ranches.

Madera County is making a grand rush to

up with the development in the San

Joaquin. Valley. Extensive holdings and

lack of irrigation held this county back.

Now the big ranches are being cut up.

Cheap power has been supplied for pumping.

The in exhaustible water supply is easily

tapped.

Land is still cheap. It won’t be long.

Our advice is to take advantage of the present

opportunity to purchase land at low prices.

Ask us about the cost of irrigation; about

the crops grown, the climate, the markets,

government land, opportunities for invest

ment, fruit raising, dairying, alfalfa. It is

our business to answer you truthfully. We

know what you can do here. We have dug

up the information. Write for booklet.

Secretary

Madera County Chamber of Commerce

Madera, California

M
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A MILLION DOLLARS WORTH OF

“SPUDS”

That is the output of Monterey county for a single

season. Salinas "Spuds" are known commercially in

most of the potato markets. Burbank potatoes are a

source of big income to the farmers in this county.

As high as 400 bushels to the acre have been harvested

although the average yield is not that high. At $1 per

bushel there is good money in potatoes. The price is

often far above that figure. The Salinas Valley pro

duces from 10,000 to 14,000 tons annually.

Potatoes are but one of the sources of profit for the

Monterey county farmer. Pears, apples, grapes, prunes,

plums, olives, citrus fruits, walnuts, alfalfa, cattle,

poultry, sugar beets all bring in their share of the

annual wealth of the county.

'':
-

-

:£

*> .
*

-

£.

The yearly balance sheet will show a million dollars

worth of potatoes, a million dollars worth of apples, a

million dollars worth of live stock, a million dollars

worth of sugar beets, a million dollars worth of barley.

Dairying is profitable.

And then there is that other side of life in Monterey

county-the healthful, ideal climate, the fun at the

beaches, the historical points of interest, the rugged

coast scenery, the mountains. The resort section of

the county is famous the world over. Here are some of

the noted hotels and resorts of California. Within the

county are three of the world famous Missions, estab

lished by the Franciscan fathers. The climate is such

that other communities measure their claims to the

standard set by Monterey.

- - -

"- -

-

--

A FIELD OF SUGAR BEETS, ONE OF THE BIG CROPS OF THIS COU

Where to write for information

For booklet and other information address either of the following

Monterey Co. Chamber of Commerce, Salinas

Board of Trade Pacific Grove

Fort Romie Grange Soledad

onterey County, California

Greenfield

. Kings City

. Monterey

Greenfield Grange . . .

Kings City Board of Trade

Monterey Chamber of Commerce
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This is one of Two Dozen Successful

- |-- Co-operative

Cheese

Factories

It is to these factories that Tillamook owes

much of her prestige as a cheese manu

facturing and producing county, Tillamook

county is a natural dairy pasture—the soft

rains and the rich soil nurturing a wealth

of nutritious grasses. Early settlers realized

the possibilities of the county. Creameries

and cheese factories were established.

Cheese makers were brought from other

countries. A standard was established

and all the cheese manufactured made to

conform to that standard.

Tillamook County dairymen receive the highest prices known for their butterfat.

There is room for as many more successful dairy ranches in the county as are now operating. If you are a dairyman

or want to get a start in the industry write us.

Tillamook County is also noted for its beach resorts, wonderful scenery, hunting, fishing, timber, salmon canneries,

and other sources of wealth and pleasure. For literature address

THE TILLAMOOk. COUNTY COURT

TILLAM O OK, OR E G O N

The Automobile Route to Yosemite

Leads Straight Through

The famous Coulterville Road, recognized as the safe way for automobile

tourists to enter Yosemite National Park, runs straight through Stanislaus

County. Those who drive to the National Playground will see the green fields,

the beautiful orchards, the contented dairy herds of Sunny Stanislaus. They

will see what water has done to almost worthless land-that is worthless until

the water came. They will see the new homes that have arisen, the farmers

who are growing wealthy, the fields that are making fortunes for the owners.

It is a sight equally impressive to the wonders of the great park.

More complete information may be obtained from

SECRETARY

STANISLAUS COUNTY BOARD OF TRADE

MODESTO, CALIFORNIA
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This picture of a Kern County meadow shows the soil (and it is

good soil) and it shows the water (and there is plenty of it.)

No Experimenting in Kern County
That has all been done. Crops have been tried and proven; fruit has been tested; the range of products has been deter

mined; there is no longer any question of what a man can do with soil and water.

Kern County had to go through its share of the transitional days. First came the stockman. The wheat rancher fol

lowed to scratch the top soil and take his wealth of golden grain. The irrigation ditch has put an end to careless farming

methods. It has changed ranching from haphazard methods to business farming. Intensive farming has come to stay

and the attendant returns are far greater.

Watch Kern's Population Figures
Sixty-eight per cent represented the gain in population in the decade from 1890 to 1990. From 1900 to 1910 the gain

was 128 per cent. The next census will show that percentage of gain outclassed, Keep your eye on Kern County:
Watch the census returns—population; gain in per capita wealth; gain in farm value; gain in crop returns. They will

surprise you.

Lots of Room for New Settlers

According to the census of 1910—the latest available government figures—there were 1,403,350 acres in farms in Kern

County and of this immense acreage but 315,387 acres were in improved farms. The most successful colony in the county

is but six years old! There is plenty of room for settlers. If you are seeking a new homeland you had better see Kern

before you decide. Prices are still low here. They can't remain so long.

Our booklet-sixty-four£ beautiful illustrations—will tell you more about Kern County and its resources. Send

for it today. Free for the asking.

Address all correspondence to

Secretary Kern County Board of Trade, Bakersfield

KERNET California
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One Grower near

LODI

Took $6000 Worth

of Almonds from

- - - - His Thirty - Acre
--~~~~~~

Gathering the Al Lodi Grove Last Year—

and that was not an unusual or exceptional yield

Almonds always bring good returns in soil suitable to their culture. There are ut few sections of the United States

adapted to them. The trees are thrifty enough and hardy enough but frost nies them easily. That is why they do so

well here. The frost doesn't catch them. There is a crop every year. Berause of the limited area suitable to their

culture the crop always brings good prices. The average last year was around 11 cents per pound. Some brought more;

some less. There is not much work to an almond orchard. Almond growing is delightful and highly remunerative.

If you want to know more about land around Lodi, about other crops that do well

here, about the ideal home life of this section, about the most extensively cultivated,

most highly developed fruit and nut, alfalfa and poultry section of California, write to

Secretary Merchants Association, Lodi, California

TUOLUMNEAPPLE LAND

- T
There is not a whole lot of land in California that is suitable to the production

of apples. Apples require certain soil types, certain elevations, certain air

drainages, certain temperatures. The hill lands are best adapted to apple

culture and only favored sections of the hill lands meet with all the require

ments for success in this branch of horticulture.

Tuolumne County has the proper elements-soil, altitude, temperature, irriga

tion—and therefore some of the state's prize apples are grown in this county.

Here is a point in favor of the settler: LAND IS STILL CHEAP IN THIS

COUNTY ONE CAN GET A START WITH SMALL CAPITAL.

There are many other crops grown in Tuolumne County, fruits, vine products,

berries, vegetables, alfalfa, hay, live stock. Here is an opportunity for the man

of small means.

AS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

Board of Supervisors, Sonora,

US Tuoium ne County, California

E- =!
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4,000

Business Openings
On the Union Pacific System Lines

One of them for you--

Alfalfa Mills, Bakers, Bankers, Barber Shops,

Blacksmith Shops, Brick Yards, Canning Fac

tories, Cement Block Factories, Creameries,

Drug Stores, Elevators, Flour Mills, Foundries,

Furniture Stores, Garages, Hardware Stores,

Hotels, Implement Stores, Laundries, Lumber

Yards, Meat Markets, Physicians, Restaurants,

Stores (general), and a great variety of others

There are many thousands of Acres-Irrigated and

Non-irrigated land-that can be had at low prices.

have authentic information covering business and land

propositions. It is Free to you.

Write to me-I will be glad to answer promptly.

R. A. SMITH

Colonization and Industrial Agent

Union Pacific Railroad Co.

Room 111, Union Pacific Bldg.

Omaha, Nebr.
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We are proprietors of extensive, de

veloped ranch properties here —THE

PORTLAND RANCH–WHICH ARE

NOT FOR SALE. Actual statistics

show over 21% tons per acre from the

first cutting of our full grown stand of

Alfalfa, this season. Five sure cuttings a

season with possibility of six.

Wishing to encourage others to build homes

here and make money by investing in and de

veloping Antelope Valley lands, we have listed

with us choice properties in RAW, PARTIALLY

- AND FULLY DEVELOPED lands, 40 acres

This pumping plant irrigates 160 acres and up, at prices that can not be bettered.

ANTELOPE WALLEY, CALIFORNIA
Alfalfa, hog, dairy, pear, apple, apricot and almond ranches are to be the principal income producers

of this, THE COMING VALLEY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

Raw lands, in isolated cases, may be purchased for less but fine land, well located with good water

conditions, is rapidly becoming scarce at $35.00 to $50.oo per

acre. We offer a few special bargains, with pumping plant,

etc., at prices less than the cost of the raw land and the im

provements today.

WE KNOW THE COUNTRY, THE SOIL AND THE POSSIBILI

TIES OF THIS NEW COUNTRY, and in buying through us our Real -

Estate clients receive the benefit of our personal knowledge of all the facts. -- | "I'll

£
Write us today. . . -

We invite personal inspection by appointment only.

Address WHIDDEN & TAYLOR -
(Proprietors of the Portland Ranch)

Lancaster, California Our Hay Warehouse at Lancaster

is even greater. The topographical formation of Tulare

County gives her every climate from the semi-tropics

to the rigorous north; her geological formation gives

her many varieties of fertile soil; her vast watershed an

excellent gravity and underground water supply; her

geographical location a commanding position to local

markets and her transportation facilities places her in

touch with the markets of the world.

Here is the opportunity for the fruit grower, the farmer.

the dairyman, the stockman, the homeseeker and the

investor. For free illustrated literature and specific

information write DepartmentA

Tulare County Board of Trade

VISALIA, CALIFORNIA
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ANTELOPE VALLEY
LOS ANGELES COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

Here a is fine stretch of land within three hours from Los Angeles, the biggest marketing center of

Southern California, that offers the best opportunities for home making and farm land investment.

The Antelope Valley is ready for development now because of the recent discovery that water is

obtainable at reasonable cost. This vast virgin valley can not be surpassed for opportunities in

alfalfa growing, dairy farming, fruit raising, truck farming.

600d Soil Ideal for Dairying

Wonderful Climate Pears arebig producers

Purest of Water Alfalfa is making

Splendid Auto Roads fortunes for many

Close to Los Angeles logs do exceptionally

Valley is 70 milesion: well

20 miles wide fruits—deciduousand

2400 feet above Citrus grow to

sea level perfection

{}

The Lancaster Chamber of Commerce desires to present the advantages of this country to business

men and farmers, capitalists and men of achievement—men who are ready to capitalize their invest

ments upon a business basis with an idea of developing and bringing into use many broad idle acres.

Speculators are not wanted. The Antelope Valley awaits the energetic, wideawake man who is will

ing to aid in its proper development.

For further information and illustrated literature address

- I. E. DODGE, Secretary

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, LANCASTER, CALIFORNIA
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Prizes Indicate:

Besides the progressiveness of the citizens of a locality,

that the locality produces something worth while.

Sonoma County has a long list of winnings taken at expositions all over the world—

Genoa, Dublin, Chicago, San Francisco, Bordeaux, Guatemala, Portland, Seattle,

Paris, Buffalo, St. Louis—highest awards for the champagne and wines made in

this county, from fruit grown in this county.

These Winnings Establish Sonoma’s

Claim to Precedence Over All

Sections of the World in the

Growing of Grapes and

in the Manufacture of

Grape Products.

But not alone to grapes and wines does Sonoma owe her prosperity and wealth.

Here are some of the finest prune orchards, some of the world's greatest chicken

ranches, some of the greatest of California hop fields. Some enthusiastic citizens

of the county have deemed this the Paradise of which we all have dreamed. That

Sonoma is one of the most delightful spots imaginable is evidenced by the fact

that a hundred thousand visitors flock into the county every season to enjoy their

summer outings along the picturesque rivers.

And Sonoma County is the chosen home of “Wizard” Burbank.

For further information and a beautiful booklet address either of the undersigned:

Sonoma County Development Association, Santa Rosa. Guerneville Improvement Club, Guerneville."

Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce, Santa Rosa. Healdsburg Chamber of Commerce, Healdsburg,

Petaluma Chamber of Commerce, Petaluma. Windsor Chamber of Commerce, Windsor.

Sebastopol Chamber of Commerce, Sebastopol. Cloverdale Chamber of Commerce, Cloverdale.

Sonoma Chamber of Commerce, Sonoma.

SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
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MAMMoth CoPPER COMPANY's SMELT2: AND MINE-LARGEst operATING IN CALIFoRNIA

A Word to the Manufacturer

We have been telling the homeseeker and investor what he can find to his ad

vantage in Shasta County, California. We want more settlers and tillers of

soil. Shasta County does not begin to produce her quota or her possibilities

of foodstuffs. But Shasta County also has much to offer the manufacturer

and investor. Here are available industrial opportunities that should not be

overlooked.

What Diversified Shasta

Has to Offer:

The unharnessed power of a Niagara

Iron, copper and zinc in tremendous deposits

Structural advantages in cement and clay deposits

Vast forests of hardwood, pine and fir

Cheap fuel in the form of producer gas

Unlimited resources of raw materials and unusual industrial£ make it possible for Shasta County to extend

to capital of the first magnitude investment opportunities unexcelled.

Here are already located great mines and smelters. This county produced mineral values from 1897 to 1912 amountin

to $88,861,264, an average output annually of $5,500,ooo. Over 2,500 men are employed in the mines. The minera

products of the county include gold, silver, copper, zinc, galena, iron, sulphur, cinnabar, chromite, molybdenite, man

ganese, barite, a bestos, limestone, cement materials, clays, marbles and excellent mineral waters.

Correspondence is invited with men of capital looking for safe investment and for sites for the establishment of manu

facturing enterprises.

Our beautiful new booklet–superbly illustrated—gives the facts succinctly. Send for it. We will back up every

statement in it. For further particulars address

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors - - Redding, California

or Redding Chamber of Commerce - - Redding, California

Anderson Chamber of Commerce - - Anderson, California
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SACRAMENTO

WER since the first settlement was made on the banks of the

Sacramento River, this county has been known as a great

agricultural county. Once see the fertile fields, the heavily

laden orchards, the vineyards with their clusters of luscious fruit, the

green alfalfa fields, the model dairies, the orange groves, the poultry

farms of the county where the state capital is located and your

search for an ideal homeland is over. That is why the population is

increasing at such a tremendous rate. Others have seen and settled.

Here Alfalfa Grows Luxuriantly Without Irrigation.

Here Strawberries Are Marketed Eleven Months in the Year.

Here Apricots Ripen Early and Reach Their Highest Perfection.

Here Almonds Are Exceptionally Profitable.

Here Are Some of the Finest Olive Lands in the State.

We much prefer that you visit Sacramento County and see

what chances there are for you. We believe that you will

find life most alluring, and compensation in keeping with

the energy which you expend on the land. We are not in

viting the settler to idleness and “easy money.” We know,

however, that he will obtain better returns here than he will

in many other sections of the country and that the invest

ment now will be pleasing in returns as settlement continues

in our county and the state of California.

For further information address

IMMIGRATION COMMITTEE

BOARD OF SUPERWISORS, SACRAMFNTO

SACRAMENTO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
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Coos Bay

Oregon

-Offers inducements to homeseekers, tour

ists, investors.

-Second largest dairying region in Pacific

Northwest.

–Only safe deep-sea harbor between San

Francisco and the Columbia River.

—Three hundred thousand dollars being

spent annually in harbor improvements.

—Estimated 110,000,000,000 feet of standing

timber. Largest belt of standing timber

tributary to any port in the world.

—Four hundred miles of territory underlaid

with deposits of coal. Four mines now in

operation.

—Five immense lumber mills—one the largest

on the Pacific Coast—now in operation.

-Modern paper and pulp mill now in opera

tion.

—Logical shipping center for vast tributary

territory.

—Surrounding country ideal for dairying,

stock-raising, fruit and garden products.

Great berry region.

You can’t afford to miss the

offerings of Coos Bay

Write for further information and booklet.

Marshfield Chamber of Commerce, Marshfield, Ore.

North Bend Commercial Club, North Bend, Ore.

-on the easiest of terms.

Mail attached coupon akī!

72,000 acres o

Watered by Sa :

Fine, healthy china:

tion-Two railroads

There is no crop that?"

come than does alfalfa:

ing--then independence'ar

It is intensive Farming).'

Immense crops of #lfil

benies and fruits of #

300 satisfied farmers:S

Land values are low

with photographic yiews
tions; also statement of wh:

do on a 20-acre San Joaqui

Do it non 1

* We think $14,045 is a g

years' work. Don't you?

San Joaquin Valley Farm y

Lands Company

#
ū

#!

-

-

Joaquin

Los Angeles, California

Senal me

Booklet of 72,

Ranch Pictures.

** Gentral Offices, suite

2 200 H. W. Hellman Bldg.,

Welley farm

lards (ompany

los Angeles, Cal.

without charge

000 Acre James
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Thousands Are Living

Hygienically–Are You?

Why not enjoy your living as it was meant to be enjoyed;

why not live so that the long cool draughts of Nature's

pure air will invigorate your entire being; why not live

so that a stuffy bed chamber is nothing but a half-for

gotten night-mare? Live in a

A Cozy Kenyon Interior

Kenyon Take - DOwn House

In the lands of never ending summer as well as in the cooler districts are these beautiful, wonder

ful brown bungalows. They are all portable, all hygienic. Big bay-like openings with screens

and awnings make one feel as if living out under the fragrant pines.

Adjustable storm blinds on every window keep you absolutely comfortable in any weather condition.

Ventilated ceilings let in the soft good air yet without a draught and give one the comfort of sleeping

and waking as Nature meant we should in a ventilated abode. Hardwood floors throughout, germ
proof as are the walls, keep one free from pests.

Two Thousand Kenyon Houses

are making people healthier and happier. You can set them u

yourself in less than a day. Why not investigate themy'
A post card# '' our beautiful catalog illustrated in

colors. ... It tells all about these wonderful little brown bunga
lows. Write for it.

Houses carried in stock by: Kenyon-Pacific Co., 601 First Nat'l

Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. Lowe & Company, 2888

Wall Street, Wancouver, B.C.

R. L. KENYON COMPANY

536 Albert St., Waukesha, Wis.

Alfalfa Land

Antelope Valley

Sold in tracts from 40 to 640 acres—Prices $20

to $45 per acre. Ten years time, one-tenth cash.

Alfalfa, pears, apples, etc. . Good land, good

climate, good water supply, good markets.

C. E. WANTLAND, General Sales Agent For free illustrated folder address

B. A. McALLASTER, Land Commissioner Casa Grande, Arizona

Casa Grande

Walley, Arizona
Two hundred thousand acres of rich land;

forty thousand acres under cultivation, in

grain and alfalfa, deciduous fruits and cotton.

SOUTHERN PACIFIC A new Irrigation District solves the ques

tion of water supply. Water is found at

LANDS from 30 to 65 feet. This is no guess, -over

a dozen pumping plants around Casa Grande

are getting water now at that depth.

Casa Grande Valley is booming. Although

being rapidly filed upon, there is still LOTS

OF GOVERNMENT LAND OPEN FOR

ENTRY. Land values have more than

doubled in the past year. Big opportunities

still open.

On S. P. R. R.

70 miles north of Los Angeles

410 G Building, Los Angeles, Cal.

702 M't Street, San Francisco, Cal. J. F. BROWN, Secretary

Casa Grande Commercial Club

801 Flood Building, San Francisco, Cal.
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In Beautiful San Diego—

The Harbor of the Sun

HERE'S only one POINT LOMA and it's the

| choicest residential spot of all the land. Stand

ing as the majestic guardian of San Diego and

her grand harbor, overlooking views that are un

surpassed in all the world, Point Loma offers to

mankind a home, and with that home an all-the-time

climate that varies at noonday not more than ten

degrees throughout the year.

The sunshine of sunny Southern California carries

with it glorious warmth without discomfort, and at

night your blanketed bed leads to dreamless slumber.

About you the beautiful view of mountain, of ocean

and of bay, with flowers and citrus fruits in endless

profusion. For pleasure the finest of sunlit beaches

with murmuring surf.

In this earthly paradise is to be found home,

health and happiness. And yet it is not alone the

haven of the rich. On Point Loma you may pur

chase fine building sites, 50x140, from $850 up.

JA postcard will bring our booklet.

D. C. COLLIER 8 CO.

1141 Broadway (D Street) San Diego, Calif.
Point Loma at Sunset

A20,000Acre Farm

of beautiful land in Northern California.

Railway station on property. Ideal for

subdivision or a high class investment

as a ranch to farm as a whole.

10,000 level acres under irrigation From Three Acres

Rented now for $24,000per year £

Investigate this at once. $2OOO Net Profit

in one season. He came to '' '''
discouraged. He made good at fruit raising and in a Short

PRICE, $35.00 PER ACRE time was on his feet laying the foundation for a snug fortune.

There are many similar instances. Our booklet tells of

them. Fortunes are made from peaches, pears, apples and

small fruits. - - - -

-
Ashland–Southern Oregon's acknowledged climatic capital.

For full particulars call on invites you to share in its beneficent climate, in its bound

less£ natural scenery, in its health restoring

waters, in its opportunities for financial gain. You'll like

it here.

J 0HN F • SULL IWAN Write for booklet,££A'£
rtravi ights of Ashland and 1

LANDS AT WHOLESALE :***

Suite 518 Van Nuys Bldg. SECRETARY COMMERCIAL CLUB

LOS ANGELES, CAL. ASHLAND, Oregon
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British Columbia, Canada

Developing At Wonderful Rate

Millions of dollars being spent by several big railroads building thousands of miles of

new lines, opening new rich countries and giving birth to many towns, which will grow

very rapidly because new settlers are pouring in.

Fine land—delightful climate—splendid scenery—all sorts of good hunting and fishing,

and everything else to make life happy and successful.

Today is the time to take advantage of this tremendous growth-these are facts,

and they will mean fortunes for a great many who act now.. I have studied the country at

close range for 10 years and£ glad to give my unbiased opinion and help to any

reader of Sunset, who is really desirous of getting the facts.

State definitely what sort of a proposition will interest you, exactly how much money

you have available, so that I can answer authoritatively to your best advantage.

British Columbia has room and good opportunities for thousands of new-comers. I can

tell you all about the best places to go ''locate.

Write today—Enclose 10c for full details and literature.

You can see British Columbia at its best during September.

This service is simply part of my work as Canadian Manager for Sunset Magazine, and

is free to Sunset Readers.

Awaiting your commands, I am,

- Sincerely yours,

W. F. C. O L EMA N

Canadian Manager

"Z3O ROGERS BUILDING : VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA

Kindly

fruit

NAME

STREET– ——— —— — —- -

RICHLANDS
Q In the sunny Okanagan Valley in central, southern British Columbia.

Where proven fruit district, which has won highest awards wherever exhibited, among
o which are the following: The Royal Horticultural Society's Gold Medal at

London in 1904 and 1905. Thirteen firsts in 14 entries at the Spokane Apple

Show in competition with fruit from all over America. It takes the world's

best to win such awards.

Fruit growing on good land offers not only a pleasant and healthy mode of

7 living but a most profitable one as well. A ten acre orchard under our develop

W y ment plan costs the purchaser $4000 in easy payments. It will yield a net
o revenue from $75 to $200 per acre according to age. After five years of develop

E- ment $7000 is a reasonable estimate of its market value. Such a remunerative

investment must appeal to any shrewd business man. That's the WHY of

Richlands.

Raw land at Richlands is $200 per acre, 34 cash, balance over four years at 6%.

Q For an additional $200 per acre payable in the same manner, our experts will

OW o prepare, plant and care for the orchard for five years. In other words for a

sum of $200 per acre we bring the raw land to a point where it will yield the pur

chaser a living income.

Convincing information of this desirable proposition will reach you by return

mail if you send the annexed coupon. May we serve you?

— — — — — — — — — — — —

send me full information on Richlan is

orchards.

| North American Securities, Limited

- - - - -- Capital Paid Up $1,330,000

|

VANCOUVER, B. C., CANADA
CITY– — - St \te- –––––
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In the Most EXClusive Area

A Score of Ideal Sites in WancOuWer's

District 0 f Palatial H0 m eS

We have just arranged for the offering of these splendid properties

of the highest residential class in time for this issue of SUNSET: The

north half of Block 998, District Lot 526.

There are only four double corners and sixteen inside lots included in

this offering. All the lots are cleared and graded ready for building, and

the adjacent properties are all cleared and being improved.

This property is in the majestic Shaughnessy Heights district, the

premier residential section of the city of Vancouver. Each lot is an ideal

building site, having 50 feet frontage and commanding a magnificent

panoramic view.

This property is one block north of Wilson Road, three blocks east of

Oak Street car line, two blocks from Shaughnessy Golf Links, and only

two blocks from Western Residential School, one of the select educational

institutions of Vancouver.

General Manager R. H. Sperling of the British Columbia Electric Rail

way has authorized us to say: “The B. C. E. R. Company will construct

a line of railway on Wilson Road in the near future.”

We therefore unreservedly recommend these properties and offer them

at these extremely low prices and terms:

Inside lots $1,250, double corners $3,150, terms one-fourth cash,

balance in four semi-annual payments, interest 7 per cent. We guarantee

particular attention of the manager personally to the correspondence and

business of non-residents.

Yorkshire Guarantee & Securities Corporation, Ltd., is one of the

oldest and most substantial English companies of Western Canada.

For over twenty-three years its uniform success and conservatism

have been noteworthy in Vancouver and its territory. Today the

company is preparing to occupy its modern ten-story office building

required by the expansion of the corporation’s business, which

includes a clientele representing many parts of this continent.

We are now prepared to accommodate more clients, investing

funds for them in non-speculative values, advising and acting for

them in the purchase of desirable properties, or investing trust

funds in first mortgages on improved properties of the highest

class yielding up to 8% interest. The subscribed capital of

this corporation is $1,327,450. It is as safe and trustworthy

as capital and experience can make concerns, and it in

vites and will welcome your free and friendly correspondence.

Direct and prompt personal attention given to correspondence

YDI(Shift:(lārālliè8&StLIIIilićSCUILDIAliDI
L J M L T = D

R. KERR HOULGATE, Manager

440 Seymour Street WANCOUVER, CANADA
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Victoria's Wealth of

The Busiest Harbor and Most Beautiful Seaport City of the Pacific Northwest

ICTORIA, B.C., for more

than a quarter of a cen

tury has been the chief

attraction for tourists in the

Pacific Northwest. By thousands

of experienced travelers she is

pronounced the most beautiful

and one of the most interesting

seaport capitals of Western North

America,andsheenjoystheunique

distinction of having the most

equable climate known in this

hemisphere. But here are other

and more vital reasons for her real

greatness and present tremendous

upbuilding progress:
As a locality of fascinating historic interest, Wictoria and all that storied region

of southern Wancouver Island-"The Island of Discovery”- is an attraction 1 Wictoria is the first and last
subordinate only to its singular combination of majestic scenery, unrivalled •

all-year climate and superb highways. port touched by the OCean ship

ping of Western Canada.

ICTORIA affords almost limitless oppor

tunities for the entertainment of tourists.

Its hotels are among the finest to be

found anywhere in the West, and the numerous

lake and stream and seashore resorts all over the

southern half of Wancouver Island are well pro

vided with comfortable inns and tourist hotels.

The motor roads out of Victoria threading

through the scenic wonders of forest and moun

tain loveliness that have made Vancouver Island

famous form a source of ceaseless pleasure to

nature-loving travelers.

The motorboat cruising waters all around

Victoria and up through the many-islanded and

ruggedly inletted Straits of Georgia are un

rivalled anywhere else in this hemisphere.

The whole island of some fifteen thousand

square miles astonishes with its great virgin

forests, its majestic mountain fastnesses, its

beautiful lakes and tumbling mountain streams

that teem with trout and other game fishes.

The city itself, with its splendidresidentialestab

lishment, its magnificent Parliament Buildings, its
- - - This is a photo of a midwinter scene in Beacon Hill Park, Victoria,

cele rated Imuseum and its many historic show where the average coldest winter weather in the last 20 years was

places, is a remarkable and satisfying attraction. ”*::£: inches,

I
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Ways and Weather
The Most Alluring Auto Roads and Most Delightful Climate on the Continent

2. Wictoria is the Pacific head

quarters of the British Navy, and

the Canadian Government is now

building there extensive world

port harbor facilities and the

world's largest drydock.

3. Wictoria is thus finally rec

ognized as Canada's indispens

able western ocean harbor,

supreme because of its freedom

from fog, its close proximity to

the ocean and its naturaladequacy

and adaptability.

4. Wictoria is the home of the

British Columbia GOWernment The auto roads of': Island.£ tho's of''':
vicinity, rep the o roa in the

• • - • Pacific Northwest. Th lendid high built and maintained

and is the ideal residential city £g:'''':

of all the Canadian West.

* * *~ * \| ICTORIA now invites the consideration of the

- - world as an investment opportunity. In the last

two years Victoria has been growing at an amaz

ing rate-faster than any other city of Western Canada.

Today it is apparent to all that the upbuilding progress of

the city has but just commenced. Now is the time to in

vestigate Wictoria and share in the big profits of its rapidly

increasing property values. For reliable and accurate in

formation furnished without cost or obligation to you,

write at once to any of the following leading business

concerns of Wictoria:

CLARKE REALTY COMPANY

T21 Yates Street

TRACKSELL, DOUGLAS & CO.

T22 Yates Street

J. E. SMART & CO., Limited

4.O.5. Pemberton Block

GERMAN-CANADIAN TRUST CO.

639 Fort Street

MONK, MONTIETH & CO., Ltd.

Government St., Cor. Broughton

WESTERN LANDS, Limited

725 Fort Street

HERBERT CUTHBERT & COMPANY

635 Fort Street

Western Dominion Land & Investment Co., Ltd.

Corner Fort and Broad Streets
Here is another typical midwinter scene, viewed from one of the

automobile boulevards in the outskirts of Victoria. These wayside

"::::::: * VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA
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Are you coming

to Victoria?

If you are
You will find that Victoria Securities, Limited, maintains the largest list of all kinds

of desirable real estate to be found in Victoria—and keeps it up to date.

You will see in this noteworthy offering of properties the choicest buys and most

genuine bargains in all kinds of city real estate, farm lands, timber and mines, each distinct

class of property being in charge of an expert who has mastered every detail of information

concerning the properties in his charge, as well as the general subject applying to his depart

ment. This is also true of the corporation's departments of mortgages, loans and insurance.

You will find here listed most beautiful residential properties in the Oak Bay district,

reputed to be the choicest and most attractive exclusive residential district of Victoria,

and therefore of the Pacific Northwest.

If you are not
You will find that a brief inquiry from you, indicating in what form of property or in

what district you are interested, will bring you absolutely reliable and very thorough

information, as accurate, impartial and reliable as a bank statement—because Victoria

Securities, Limited, is that kind of an establishment and all inquiries and correspondence

from non-residents command the personal attention of the manager, Mr. D. M. Malin.

Your inquiry will start immediate effort to supply you fully with all important par

ticulars, maps, etc., without cost or obligation on your part.

You will be asked to take no risk with your money that this corporation does not

approve as conscientiously as if it were investing its own capital instead of yours.

You can obtain gilt-edged security in the form of 1st mortgages on improved real

estate, based on a 50% valuation, bearing 8% interest, or you can get equally good security

by £nting select agreements of sale, thus making your money earn about 12% interest

annually.

You are invited to inquire as to the financial standing of this corporation by addressing

the Dominion Bank of Canada, the Canadian Bank of Commerce, or (by special permission)

Mr. W. F. Coleman, Canadian Manager of Sunset.

Whether you are or are not
If you are not fully posted as to Victoria's present growth and its rapidly developing

greatness upbuilding month by month, if you could comprehend these obvious certainties

of profit-making, such as this firm affords, and if you knew positively that the standin

: business integrity of this corporation are Al—then you would at once consider it g

business to take advantage of this opportunity to get acquainted with its offerings, its

methods and its organization, for it will very probably redound to your financial benefit.

All that this corporation asks is the privilege of proving to your satisfaction that it

#

i

|

=

## knows its subjects thoroughly and substantiates all its claims.

VICTORIA SECURITIES, Limited
D. M. MALIN, Manager

L 1 112 Government Street VICTORIA, B. C.

|-l
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If you are looking

for a real Home—

A place where labor, pleasure and real life are

mixed in just about the ideal proportions; where

climate, soil and water have entered into a con

iracy to bring forth perfect crops—you've found

£ end of your rainbow right here. There is one

such spot. We have known of it for a long time.

That is why we are here in

T H E

Rogue River Walley

which comprises all the tillable land—and there is

plenty of it for a lot more settlers—in

Jackson County
OREGON

Superior Quality has made the Oregon pear

famous in the markets of the world. The most

celebrated pear district in Oregon, hence in the

world, is the Rogue River Valley. Here, too, are

grown apples and peaches that command the re

spect of the markets from Portland to London,

from London to Shanghai and on around the globe.

Jackson County leads all Oregon counties in the

production of apples, peaches, nectarines, pears,

apricots and is third in the production of grapes

and berries. It is also fast becoming a poultry

raising center.

Ten to forty acres devoted to intensified and diversified farming or twenty

acres and upwards devoted to general farming will pay big dividends.

Here are a few of the favorable points: a delightful climate (annual rainfall 33 inches):

attractive environment—within easy reach of Crater Lake National Park, the Marble Halls

of Oregon and the mountains; splendid hunting and fishing—Rogue River considered by

fishermen as the best in the Northwest.

For further particulars and booklet address

ackson County Court

JACKSONVILLE, OREGON
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University Life as it is in Sunny Tucson

Home

School 7

Farm ©

Whether you are looking for a delightful clime for
a home, a city where educational facilities are

modern and adequate, or opportunities for agri
cultural(' under the most favorable condi

tions, TUCSON can satisfy you.

Three hundred and£ days of sunshine, no

fogs, no disagreeable winds, just bright, energizing

sunshine makes Tucson the climatic center of the

United States.

In Tucson is located the University of Arizona, an
institution which has a vital and intimate connec

tion with the Southwest, especially through, its

agricultural and mining departments. The public

schools are beautiful in architecture and modern

in equipment and teaching methods. Tucson

believes in the best.

Tucson offers opportunities galore for the wide

awake intelligent farmer. Here farming is a con

genial occupation, carried on under most favorable

outdoor conditions, yielding big revenue as com

pensation for the time devoted to its pursuit, and

offering splendid returns as an investment. Land

may be purchased at reasonable figures-good

land, low priced, worth more than the money

asked for it. -

If you are interested in Tucson write your name and

address on the attached coupon and send it to us.

John F. Myers, Secretary

TUCSON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

TUCSON, ARIZONA

Please send me information and booklet showing

advantages of climate, educational facilities and

agricultural opportunities in and near Tucson. I am

interested in your city as a prospective settler, or

homemaker.

LUTHER BURBANK, the wizard of plant

life, is again on the horizon. His latest achieve

ment, after many years of careful study and

experimenting, is his Spineless Cactus. It means

the transforming of the arid regions of the globe

into a garden spot. It means that the “waste

places shall blossom like the rose.” It means

that $10.00 per acre land can be made to be

worth from $200.00 to $5oo.oo per acre.

BURBANK SPINELESS CACTUS is a won

der-plant. It requires no irrigation. It is the

most prolific plant known. The forage varieties

produce from 90 to 200 tons to the acre. The

fruiting varieties produce from 5 to 50 tons to

the acre. A “Little Lander” of southern Cali

fornia made $7oo.oo from one-fifth (1-5) of an

acre. An orange grower lost his entire orange

crop last winter, but he was offered $10,000.oo

for his crop of Cactus from 4 acres.

Cactus Ranches for Sale

We have a few more choice acres in the subdi

vision known as the Craig Burbank Spineless

Cactus Nursery. These acres are known as

little cactus nurseries.

Our price includes fencing, water stock, and the

care of the nursery for two years. We will

guarantee a market for the crop.

$10 per month pays for an acre nursery

No matter whether you live in London, Paris,

New York, Boston or Los Angeles, this is your

opportunity to buy an acre of land planted to

Burbank Spineless Cactus which should yield

you from $15oo.oo to $20oo.oo profit a year.

Investigate now! Buy now! And get your

first crop in February.

FOR FULLEST PARTICULARS, Govern

ment Reports, etc., address

BIG THREE SALES CORPORATION

Selling Agents

622,623 and 624 Los Angeles Investment Bldg.

LOS AN G E L E S

(Members of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce)
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SOLANO COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

Green Valley Falls, Solano County, California

Take your map of California and locate Solano County—almost in the center of the State; just a

few miles from San Francisco, the greatest commercial center of the Pacific Coast; just a few miles

from Sacramento, the Capital of the State; in easy reach of the big markets, connected with them

by rail and water transportation. Solano County is a part of the great Sacramento Valley, one of

the ideal sections of the great State of California.

CLIMATE is one of the big features of Solano County. Here conditions are just right for all lines

of agriculture, horticulture, viticulture, dairying. Here home life approaches the ideal. Rich soil

makes possible the maximum of crops. Nights are cool and refreshing. Days are not too hot for

comfort. Solano County is just far enough inland to avoid the chilling winds and still not far enough

to experience the heat of the interior. In the sheltered valleys and on the sunny slopes luscious

fruits ripen to perfection, grains produce good crops, alfalfa grows luxuriantly.

SOLANO COUNTY AMAZES ALL BY ITS WONDERFUL RESOURCES AND

UNSURPASSED OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUCCESS

For further information or bulletins on fruit growing, stock raising, dairying, alfalfa raising, manu

facturing, Delta Lands, etc., address

CHARLES F. WYER - * * * FAIRFIELD, CALIFORNIA

|

-I

|
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The Portland, Eugene & Eastern Railway Company

is just completing

350 Miles of Electric Interurban Railways

in the

Willamette Valley
O F O R E G O N

C-l

Human Beings

Live Longer

in Oregon

Based upon comparisons of obituary

notices, more Western Oregon ple

live to be from 80 to 100 years old than

do the inhabitants of any other district

o, QWilhoit in the Union.

Scotts Mills

. There are fewer epidemics of diseases |

in the Willamette Valley than anywhere

else on Earth.

Earthquakes, cyclones, tornadoes,

sweltering heat or excessive cold are un

known in the history of the Willamette

Valley.

# 8: *-waterls Büdhanon aterloo • -

# 5 - £as ** sweet no Because the rains cleanse the air we# 3 : **** *, ne b h -

5 : * 'Ba'lay B ule ***** reathe, and they wash the soil and
# 3-3 || || rownsviiie streets of all disease spreading germs.

. - ... ! f

Alpine Jc. -

* : '55. PortlaNDEUGENE&EASTERNRY. The water supply of the Willamette
# # 1'4. An operation & under construction. '. comes direct£ the Cascade

< **** Projected an oast ranges of mountains, pro

£" Southern Pacific or Affiliated tected from contamination.

Qo Porter

Arvadore Ż-wendling The even temperature of Summer and

* Winter seasons.
Clear lake I'" n - - -

£ !. The ease with which farmers make a

*ccer sa, - - - -

EUGEN E. * * living in the Willamette Valley.

* D

You ought to see crops grow in the Willamette Walley

—l
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Marion County

OR E G ON

The L and Where Life is Large

Marion County, located in the heart of the Great Willamette Valley, contains

764,160 acres of land—the very best in Oregon. Here is grown to perfection, and

in great quantity, grains of all kinds, vegetables of every variety, hops, prunes,

cherries, apples, pears, berries of all kinds—in fact anything that grows in Oregon.

Sheep produce wool of exceptional quality; goats furnish mohair that is in a

class by itself; poultry raising is a profitable industry; hog raising is a money

making business.

The climate is so mild that all of the industries mentioned above reach a high

standard of perfection. -

The soil ranges from the bottom lands along the rivers to the rolling foothill

lands of the back country and is conceded, by all who are familiar with soil con

ditions in Oregon, to be the cream of the lands of the State.

The Salem Commercial Club maintains an Agricultural bureau, managed by

a Government Farm Expert, whose most important duty is to guide the new

comer through his first year, advising him as to the most profitable farm prac

tices and thus insuring his immediate success. The services of this bureau are free.

Land is held at very reasonable figures. The price is determined largely by

the location and the improvements thereon. The opportunities offered to willing

workers is greater in the Willamette Valley today than ever before.

Salem, a prosperous city of about 20,000 population, the county seat of

Marion County and Capital of the State, is located fifty miles south of Portland

on the banks of the beautiful Willamette. Located here are nearly all of the

State institutions, modern in every way; as is the Willamette University, the

crowning feature of an exceptionally fine school system. Churches of every

denomination are represented. Within the last five years, thirty-five miles of

paved streets have been laid.

The Southern Pacific Railroad, the Oregon Electric, and Salem, Falls City &

Western all give excellent transportation service. In addition to this, the Port

land, Eugene & Eastern Railroad is building a net-work of electric lines through

out the Valley, all centering at Salem. Besides this rail transportation, there is

all-the-year boat service between Salem and Portland.

Salem offers splendid opportunities for manufacturers who wish to locate in

a city of moderate size away from the annoyance of labor troubles experienced in

the larger cities.

For further information address

Salem Commercial Club, Salem, Oregon

When you come to the Willamette Valley, come to Salem. When you come to Salem, you

will find a ber of llent hotels, the principal one of which is the HOTEL MARION.
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The Ground F1 O or State

Northern Nevada is developing rapidly and great opportunities exist

for profitable land investments. Nevada is destined to be a great

agricultural state. The staples: alfalfa, wheat, barley, potatoes, etc.,

are money making crops. Pumping for irrigation is reclaiming large

districts.

Central Pacific Lands sold at reasonable prices and on ten years

time, one-tenth cash, to encourage settlement.

ASK

C. E. WANTLAND, General Sales Agent

410 Grosse Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. 702 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

B. A. McALLASTER, Land Commissioner

801 Flood Building, San Francisco, Cal.

Clackamas County, Oregon
IN THE WILLAMETTE VALLEY

Best Farming District in Oregon. Close to Best Market, 50 minutes to Portland.

Great Water Power for Manufacturing. Oregon City is located at Willamette Falls, on the Willamette River.

See pages 465,467, 469 of this issue-three Oregon City and Clackamas County pictures.

For further particulars and literature please address

Commercial Club of Oregon City, Oregon City, Oregon

- A small garden planted

Inseng all O en e with Ginseng or Golden

Seal will bring larger

returns than a large farm. It is easy to grow. We furnish seed and

plants to begin with. Booklet telling how to plant, cultivate, harvest and

market these wonderful plants, f, re.R - The Rising Sun Ginseng Nursery, Box 230, Narrows, Ky.

INDEPENDENI. TUROPE, Mediterranean, SLEEP

Egypt, India, Ceylon, ON A MENTHOLATED PINE PILLOW

AROUND - "...#C# AND ENJOY PERFECT HEALTH

Start any time, any place, # Healing properties of Balsam Pine and Menthol reach ,
THE either direction. Tickets every part of nose, throat and lungs. Recommended :

good two years. by doctors in treatment hay-fever, asthma, £" *

- throat, lung and nervous troubles. 14x17x4%in. :

WORLD", "':###" *'''"o'''''''':
L All ov-*-es- Z after one week's trial if you wantit.

TRIP5 - *** *e in ord" "#"moured PINE

| OELRICHS&Co., General Agents PILLOW Co.

n & "...'"… 23 Fourth Ave. /
*-* | *n't ha's's Carnegie,

UP Robert Capelle, San Francisco -

- |- Alloway & Champion, Winnipeg
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2 whar PUTs THE color2
CD IN KINEMACOLOR •

Do YOU Arrow the secret of these motion pictures-that produce

nature's most gorgeous colors so accuratečy? You will find it dis

closed in the September issue of POPULAR ELECTR/CITYand the

- WORLD'S ADP-MAVCE.

The Man with a Silver Dollar Skull

A unique and uncanny person is he

whose acquaintance you will make in

this same issue. Quite as unique is

the old explorer's project to connect

direct with the fundamental source of

electrical energy. There's food for

thought in:

A Seheme to Tap the Magnetie Pole

Ever been to Fgypt? Whether you

have or not you will enjoy this intensely

interesting feature entitled:

The Source of the Nile

It is a long jump from that ancient,

slow-moving world to the recital of

modern, 20th Century wonders, such as:

Latest Marvels of the X-Ray

These five random selections from the

September issue are only typical of the*

200 Other Interesting Articles with 150 Illustrations

Now on sale at your newsdealers-15c.

To give you some idea of the immense score andwonderriagrange of

interest of this unique Publication, giance at this brief summary or
correstry."

Mction Pidure Dept These 16 pages take you out with the camera

men-back into the studios, etc., giving you

a grasp of this great development of modern times.

World's Picture Gallery £: of striking photographs

* @raphically portrayinWorld Events of the Day. ying

- - These 64 pages tell in simple langua
Ihe Great fiedrical Sedion the fascinating Story of#

vividly showing its astonishing, world-wide applications. Appeals alike

to general reader, student, amateur or practical man.

- - on modern progress. 32 pages of the
Many 0ther live Artides latest advances in science, industry, agri

culture, travel, etc., touching the various activities of our complex

civilization.

This immense 128-page entertainment awaits you. Ifyour dealer

can't supply you send *r his name and your own name and address

with 15c and we will maiz-you a copy postpaid.

P0PULAR flè(IRICITY PUB (0., 350 North Clark Street, Chicago

INVESTIGATE

Before You Purchase

WESTERN LAND OR

WESTERN SECURITIES

We are publishers and have no land nor

stock for sale. Send $1.oo for a six

months subscription to the

Insurance and Investment News

713 Delta Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

ONE REPORT FREE

To Every Subscriber

MR. FAT MAN

How Many Years

Have You to Live

Life insurance companies say very few, and that's the reason
they reject your risk.

Without drugs, starvation, tiresome exercising, incon

venience or interference with your business, I can bring

you to such weight that any standard company will issue

you a policy.

Write me of your case and let me give you an outline of my

simple but extremely effective treatment.

A. SAYLOR,

Globe Building Seattle, Wash.

Entertaining,

Inspirational Number
SEPTEMBER

inspiring, luring

articles, stories and photo-pictures.

New Fields for the Camping Public.

The Winning of the “Co-Co.”

The Woman who Fishes.

The Foe of Outdoor Life.

Katrina Takes to the Open.

A Day with the Snipe.

Climbing for Elk.

An Adventure in Contentment.

That Moolie Moose.

The Judge Advertises for Pickerel.

The Outdoor Balkans.

The Gun that Makes Amends.

A Corner in Ruffed Grouse.

Some Still Hunting Impressions.

Outdoor Men and Women.

Around the World with a Camera.

The World's Tennis Championship.

OutdoorWorld

& RECREATION

Stands for recreation, wild-life protection,

conservation, clean sport and fair play

FoR SALE AT NEWS-STANDS

25c. a copy $2.50 a year

-

send 10c. in stamps or coin and we will

mail you (as long as they last) a specimen

copy of the July number, together with our

special “get acquainted” offer.

Outdoor World Publishing Company

Duane Street New York, N. Y.
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| COhoro is a Difference in Gocoas

- and Quality Gounts

BAKERS COCOA
IS THE STANDARD FOR PURITY

AND DELICIOUS FLAVOR,

Starting with carefully selected cocoa beans of

high grade, skilfully blended, it is prepared by a

| perfect mechanical process, without the use of §

chemicals, dyes or artificial flavoring. -

|

:

It has the natural flavor and color of real cocoa :

BECAUSE IT IS REAL -

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS. :

:

-:
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Nowhere has the white man fought a more courageous fight or won a more

brilliant victory than in Arizona. His weapons have been the transit and the

level, the drill and the dredge, the pick and the spade, and the enemy which he

has conquered has been the most stubborn of all foes: the hostile forces of Nature. ...

Twelve years ago, E. Alexander Powell, F. R. G. S., went into Arizona and > *

observed a region of sand and sage-brush and cactus; snakes and lizards and

coyotes; fighting cattlemen and sheepmen. The other day he went through the

new state and found, where before he had seen sunbaked forbidding desert,

sleek dairy cattle grazing knee-deep in alfalfa and groves ablaze with golden

fruit. Mr. Powell has lived in reclaimed regions of Egypt, Mesopotamia and

parts of the Sudan, and he has the world-view of the wonders which have been

wrought by Americans in the Arizona country. His article, which leads the

October number, is illustrated, in color, with paintings representing the three

periods of Arizona history—the aboriginal or Indian, the exploratory or

Spanish, and the reclamatory or American.

Af * * *

Eleanor Gates, in the course of an auto-hike along El Camino Real, in

California, steered off that historic pathway proper and came to the little reser

vation town of Pala. The Palatingwa Indians had gathered for a fiesta and

the motor car of the author of “The Poor Little Rich Girl” was given scant

attention in the midst of constantly arriving wagon loads of tribal celebrants.

A night of savage ceremonies and tribal games was followed by a service of

Christian worship, as in the days of the Mission fathers. Eleanor Gates'

sympathetic pen sketches the quaint scene in the October number.

Af Af * *

A fine bunch of stories on the October vine! Charles G. D. Roberts begins the

prehistoric history of Gröm and A-ya, who found fire and brought it to their

tribe. Illustrated by Paul Bransom. To console us for the absence of Mr.

Hennage and the closing of “The Long Chance,” Pter B. Kyne has brought

in Captain Scraggs again and shows us that worthy as a buccaneer in “Under

the Jolly Roger.” Herman Whitaker tells a colorful story of the padres entitled

“A Healthy Conversion,” the heroine of which is a Rosalind of the Monterey

coast. And Billy Fortune returns to report in his own peculiar way his expe

riences with some foreigners in the northwest cow country.

#

All material intended for the editorial pages of this magazine should be addressed to the Editors of Sunset,

460 Fourth St., San Francisco. All manuscripts, drawings and photographs are received with the under.

standing that the Editors are not responsible for the loss or injury of material while in their possession or in

transit. Return postage must be inclosed. All the contributions and illustrations of this number are fully

protected by copyright and must not be reprinted without special permission from SUNSET MAGAZINE.
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IN THE LAND OF "HERE-WE-REST"

We're a restless lot, we Americans. We hold the world's record for restlessness. What we've been looking for.

more than all else, above all else, has been a place where we might come to rest in peace: a place of refuge

from the heart-burning. soul-racking, tormenting wandering. Appearances are against us, but in our heart

of hearts we're home-makers. Almost to a man we're cherishing fond, sweet hopes of finding, sometime,

somewhere, a place where we may walk jocund through golden days of dear delight, finding that life has

broadened, deepened, become large. That's what you want; that's what I want-and we shan't be happy
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THE LAND WHERE LIFE IS LARGE

A Story of Oregon Farms for Other Farmers

By WILLIAM R. LIGHTON

Author of: The Story of an Arkansas Farm

E’RE a restless lot, we Americans.

We hold the world's record for

restlessness. Ever sinceourgreat

great-and-then-some-grandsires fought for

their first feeble foothold on the Atlantic side

we’ve been drifting and shifting, drifting

and shifting, forever on the move, forever

on the hunt for something. Think of it: in

fifty years we've mastered half a continent,

making history as it was never made before.

What have we been hunting for? We

haven’t been spending all this time and

money and blood on a mere hunt for change

and excitement and adventure. It isn’t the

dream of wealth that's enticed us, nor yet

the vision of empire. Those things are all

well enough in their way; but none of those

things is our master-passion, our real heart's

desire. You know it, too.

What we’ve been looking for, more than

all else, above all else, has been a place

where we might come to rest in peace; a

place of refuge from the heart-burning, soul

racking, tormenting wandering. Appear

ances are against us, but in our heart of

hearts we're home-makers. That's what

we've been aiming at, through these cen

turies of stormy adventuring. Almost to a

man we're cherishing fond sweet hopes of

finding, some time, somewhere, a place

where the sword of anxious endeavor may

be beaten into the tools of the home-builder;

a place where we may walk jocund through

golden days of dear delight, finding that

life has broadened, deepened, become large.

Maybe that's too flossy a way of saying it;

but you know it's true. That's what you

want; that's what I want—and we shan’t be

happy till we get it.

Not many of us have actually come upon

the real thing. For most of us, the real

thing has seemed to lie always somewhere

beyond the rim of the horizon, forever coax

ing us on, forever vanishing, just ahead of

us, in the mists of distance. Lots and lots

of us have come to the point of thinking that

in holding out the hope the gods have been

mocking us. Lots and lots of us are about

ready to give up the quest with a regretful

sigh and try to content ourselves as best we

can with some sort of a compromise. Lots

and lots of us have made up our minds that

the thing we’ve seen in our visions is after

all absolutely too good to be realized.

It isn’t, though. Listen. I’ve just seen

with my own eyes one of those rare and per

fect places where life may have that supreme

quality which satisfies longing—not merely

length, breadth and substance, but also

that fourth dimension of divine content.

No, I'm not trying to fool you. It's too

solemn a matter for fooling. The Willam

ette valley of Oregon is a land where life is

large.

This wonderful valley lies tucked snugly

away between the Cascade mountains on the

east and the Coast Range on the west. Its

mouth is at Portland, at the junction of the

Willamette river with the Columbia; its

upper end is in the highlands of Lane county,

off to the south. The valley proper holds

about 5,000,000 acres of the most fertile

soil in the world, a soil equal to any demand

that may be made upon it. Today it is

carrying a population, outside the city of

Portland, of about 200,000 people. Brought

to its fullest development, this land will one

day support one prosperous, happy human

being on every acre-five millions of peo

ple whose life will embody the highest and

best things in civilization. Yes, I know well

enough that prophecy is a dangerous busi

ness, under common conditions; but here's

a case where the prophet has a cinch. He

can’t miss it; he can see it with one eye tied

behind him.

Nobody can tell this story adequately,

no matter who he is nor what his gifts. It

seems absurd to try. When the pen has

done its utmost and begins to stutter im

potently, the best must still remain un

written. We haven’t yet made the words
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THE FRUIT OF THE VA1.LEY WINES

Wheat-growing was the chief concern of the pioneer farmers in the country of the Willamette. Wheat was just

about the only farm product that figured in shipments out of the valley. A simple list of present-day products

of this valley soil would till pages. At a recent county fair one farmer alone exhibited 267 varieties of products
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REAL BONANZA FARMING

Day by day the big wheat farms of the old time are being split up into farm homes, the average size of which

grows less and less. In the heart of the valley. a tract of 640 acres which had been owned and operated by a

single farmer up to the year 1910 is today supporting forty-two families, every one of them faring better than

the original owner fared 401
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for catching and holding the meaning of the

spell which this land casts over mind and

heart. All that one may hope to do is to

flash his feeble light upon some of the high

points.

We're an emotional people, but we have

our practical side. So has this story. Let's

try to consider, as soberly as we can, some

of the practical features of Willamette val

ley life. We can’t go carefully into detail

in a few pages; we'll have to look at our

facts rather in the mass.

The best blood of America pioneered this

country of the Willamette, making the first

really permanent settlements something

more than sixty years ago. Wheat-growing

was the chief concern of those pioneer farm

ers, and wheat-growing held first place for a

long time, to the exclusion of almost every

thing else. The land holdings were large

in those days, and the production of wheat

was carried on according to the old methods

of extensive farming—wheat, wheat, wheat,

year after year. Wheat was just about the

only farm product that figured then in

shipments out of the valley. Several lines

of steamboats brought down the wheat

from the farms to Portland, and carried

back most of what the wheat farmers ate

and used. Life then was slow and easy

going. Modern ideas of farming and farm

management hadn’t yet caught hold.

That couldn't last, though. Soils, cli

mate, location and every other circum

stance made this an ideal place for modern

diversified farming in its best form. Wheat

farming had to give way before it. That's

been the history of every one-crop district.

The production of a single crop over a wide

area, to the exclusion of others, is unsound

in theory, tremendously wasteful in prac

tice. “Bonanza farming” sounds mighty

fine and large and princely. Fortunes have

been made at it—by the favored few; but

that sort of farming has always spelled in

dustrial and social stagnation for the region

indulging it. Exclusive cotton-growing has

kept the farm life of the southern Gulf

States at a standstill for generations. While

the states of the Upper Mississippi valley

were devoted exclusively to growing and

selling grain, life there was hardly worth

living. So long as the Plains country was

abandoned entirely to stock grazing, there

was no social life worth mentioning. That's

inevitably true everywhere. High civiliza

tion always waits on the development of

many and various resources. Bonanza

money-making is only part of life, as we're

beginning to understand it. Mind you, this

isn’t said in disparagement of the earlier

farmers. Theirs was a necessary first step;

but it was only the toddling first step of an

industrial infant just beginning to walk.

Naturally, later steps have been firmer,

surer. It was these later steps that really

enabled the Willamette valley to “get

there.”

A simple list of present-day products of

this valley soil would fill pages. At a

recent county fair, one farmer alone ex

hibited 267 varieties of products grown on

his own farm. Conditions here enable the

production of all temperate zone foodstuffs

at the lowest possible cost and of the high

est quality.

It's only within the last ten years that

diversified farming really got upon its feet

in this valley. Let's not try now to fore

cast what it will accomplish in the future;

let's look instead at what has been already

actually accomplished. That's the best

part of the story, right now.

This valley, with its 5,000,000 acres of

cultivable land, now has only about 1,000,

ooo acres actually under cultivation, with

about 250,000 acres more in use as pasture

and meadow. The valley holds 22,ooo farm

homes, with about two-thirds of the people

of the valley living on the farms and in the

small farm villages. Hardly one acre has

yet been brought up to its full producing

power. That work is still in its first stages.

But mark this, in contrast to the old

wheat-growing days: this valley is now

feeding its 200,000 people in abundance,

and is marketing besides, every year, food

stuffs of the value of $42,500,ooo. That's

an annual cash income of $42.5o per acre on

the cultivated land. That's an annual cash

income of $212.5o for every man, woman

and child in the valley, from farm products

alone. That's an annual cash income of

$1033.8o for every farm of the 22,ooo farms

of the valley. And mind: those figures

represent surplus remaining after the people

of the valley have used what they need for

themselves. We're used to thinking of the

Mississippi valley as one of the world's gar

den spots, vastly rich and prosperous; but

please note this comparison:

Taking the five richest farming states of

the Mississippi valley-Louisiana, Arkansas,

Missouri, Illinois and Iowa–there's an
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BY THE POWER OF THE RIVER

The story of the Willamette valley is essentially a story for the farmer. Not that this valley hasn't some fine

towns in it, strong vigorous towns, each rendering real service and all offering great opportunities to men

with constructive ideas. One-fifth of the standing timber of the United States is in Oregon, within arm's reach

of the Willamette valley, and in the flow of the valley's streams there's about 620,000 horse-power going to
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There is a great dairy farm, a model of modern dairy farming, which supplies certified milk to the city

of Portland. The farm covers four hundred acres and has involved an investment

of $92,000. It is paying twelve per cent net on that investment

average value of only $16.50 per acre of

farm products, against the Willamette val

ley's $42.5o. The average Mississippi valley

farm has an annual income, from the sale

of products, of just about $900–$1ooo less

than the average farm income in the Wil

lamette valley. This Willamette valley

result is gotten on farms which show an

average of 45 acres in actual cultivation.

These figures are gross, of course. Net

income, though, is what counts. The net

income of a farm is what remains after all

cost of crop production and all cost of family

maintenance are taken away from the gross

income. The average Mississippi valley

farmer, after paying the cost of operating

his farm and keeping his family, has noth

ing whatever left out of his crop returns.

He's been growing rich upon the increase

in the value of his land, not from the profits

of farming. The Oregon Agricultural Col

lege has carefully compiled actual figures

covering this proposition in the Willamette

valley. Here they are:

The average farm of 5 to 20 acres has a

gross income of $1451, and a net income of

$852; the average 20 to 80-acre farm has a

gross income of $2474, and a net income of

$1511; the average farm of 80 to 160 acres

|

has a gross income of $2970 and a net in

come of $1762; the average farm of 160 to

320 acres has a gross income of $3487 and a

net income of $1908. That shows what

farming is earning for the Willamette valley

farmers, in net profit, after they’ve paid the

expense of running their farms and the cost

of providing for their families, including the

items of food, clothing, doctors’ bills, edu

cation, and all the rest, with an allowance

of $50 a year for recreation and amusement.

Can you beat that?

The type of these farms is very high, and

the people are uncommonly comfortable

and prosperous. Anybody may see that,

merely by looking out of the car windows.

Prosperity is written unmistakably across

the whole face of the land—in the beautiful

farm homes, in the neat towns, in every sign

by which prosperity is interpreted. It's a

prosperity which will bear analysis, too.

Leaving out Portland and the county in

which Portland lies, the banks of the Wil

lamette valley today have deposits amount

ing to more than $22,000,ooo. That's

mostly farmers' money. The value of all

farm property in the valley was $225,000,

ooo in 1910, or $10,000 to the farm. Again

leaving out Portland and Multnomah

 



The type of these farms is very high and the people are uncommonly comfortable and prosperous.

Prosperity is written unmistakably across the face of the land-in the beautiful farm

homes, in every sign by which prosperity is interpreted

county, the valley has $3,000,000 invested

in grade and high schools and is spending

$1,750,000 a year for teaching and main

tenance, to say nothing of what's spent on

colleges and universities. That's pretty

good, too, isn’t it, for 200,000 people?

If you think this prosperity has been

brought about by big “bonanza” farming,

you're entirely wrong. The very reverse is

true. You'll see that when you see how

that total of $42,000,000 a year of farm

products sold is made up. Here's the way

it figures out:

Dairy products. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1o,ooo,ooo

Poultry and eggs. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,ooo,ooo

Fruit... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,OOO,OOO

Potatoes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,ooo,ooo

Livestock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,ooo,ooo

Hay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,OOO,OOO

HoDs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,500,000

Clover seed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I,OOO,Ooo

Garden crops and miscellaneous. 5,000,000

$42,500,000

You don’t see wheat mentioned in that

list, do you? Maybe there was some wheat

in the “miscellaneous” item, along at the

tail end; but it didn’t cut much of a figure.

A few years ago, wheat would have headed

the list; but the growing and marketing of

wheat has gone entirely out of fashion.

Day by day the big wheat farms of the old

time are being split up into farm homes; the

average size of these home farms grows less

and less. Just a few days ago I saw, near

Salem, in the heart of the valley, a tract of

640 acres—a square mile—which had been

owned and operated by a single farmer up

to the year 1910. Today that tract is sup

porting 42 families; and every one of those

-42 farmers, each with his little plot, is faring

far better than the original owner fared.

That's the drift of things now in the Wil

lamette valley—toward smaller holdings,

diversification, and the better use of the

alCre.

You'll notice that I'm making a farm

story out of this. The story of the Wil

lamette valley is essentially a story for the

farmer. I’ve been leaving out the towns on

purpose. Not that this valley hasn’t some

fine towns in it. There's Salem, the state

capital; there's Eugene, the seat of the

State University; there's Corvallis, the

home of the State Agricultural College;

there's Oregon City, with a commanding

position at the falls of the Willamette river

and a certain future in manufacturing;

there are Cottage Grove, and Albany, and
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The valley is now feeding its two hundred thousand people in abundance and is marketing besides,

every year, foodstuffs of the value of $42,500,000; $5,000,000 of these products

represent live-stock

Forest Grove, and McMinnville, and Dallas

-strong, vigorous towns, each rendering

real service, not to mention a dozen others;

and there, at the foot of the valley, lies

Portland with her quarter-million people.

The story of Portland is a story by itself.

Portland isn’t just a Willamette valley

town; Portland isn’t just an Oregon town;

Portland is a world-city. Sure as shooting,

sure as death and taxes both put together,

sure as any other sure thing on the list,

Portland is to become one of the great in

dustrial and commercial capitals of the

earth. It now contains one-third of the

population of Oregon; another third is in

the Willamette valley south of Portland;

the other third is scattered around, up and

down the coast, and in the apple valleys,

and out in the wheat-growing and grazing

districts.

These towns of the valley are sound as a

dollar. If they have tried to “boom,” the

signs of it aren't in sight today. As a matter

of fact, they are now organized into a sort

of protective league to safeguard them

selves against the evil effects of possible

booming. Portland is rather taking the

lead in this work. Business interests of

Portland made up their mind some time

ago that they didn't want their city to

grow merely for the sake of being big—that

they didn’t want a crowding in of new citi

zens who would be of use only in padding

out the city directory. They wanted useful

men to come in, men of initiative, men

whose coming would contribute to the city's

real strength; but they didn't want the sort

of men whose coming would mean a relaxing

of the civic fiber—the speculators, the get

rich-quick artists, those eager for unearned

profits. These solid business men saw

clearly that their city would be bound to

grow, in spite of everything; they saw too

that the surest way to make that growth

healthy and sound would be to look first to

the development of outlying territory and

to get the farming industry established on

the right basis. That's what they're work

ing at now. You'll notice that Portland

isn’t advertising herself at all; but she has

just raised a fund of $150,000 which is to be

spent in a three-year campaign of adver

tising the agricultural opportunities in Ore

gon. The Portland Commercial Club,

joined in the State Development League

with scores of other commercial bodies, and

coöperating with the State Immigration

Commission, the State Bankers' Association,
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Orchard and farm in the Willamette country need not be concerned with the isolation from worth

while social life which so often makes farming irksome. Electric and steam roads

network the valley and short journeys command advantages

and other strong organizations, is work

ing hard to that end. It is working

for the extension of agricultural training in

the counties, in schools and field; it is work

ing for good roads—not great automobile

highways, but systems of farmers' roads

radiating from the towns into the country;

it is coöperating with the farmers in organ

izing growers' and sellers' associations

which will enable a more efficient marketing

of farm products; it is working hard to sup

press the land speculator, to prevent infla

tion of land prices, to secure the subdivision

of large land holdings, and to make it pos

sible for the immigrant farmer to get hold of

a bit of land under the best possible con

ditions. The work has gone far, and it is

going farther. Hereafter, it will be mighty

hard for a boomer to find a foothold in this

country. The sentiment of the people in

the whole Willamette valley is dead against

that sort of thing. They know what it

would mean, and they don't propose to

stand for it. They're bent now solely upon

having the lands occupied by good farmers.

If a stranger in the valley gets stung in these

days by a land speculator, it's his own fault.

All he need do to protect himself is to go

to one of the commercial organizations, to

the officers of the State Immigration Com

mission, or to the State Agricultural College,

and he'll be in the hands of friends.

Yes, these towns are vigorous and clean

and strong. They're not over-grown—not

one of them. They're serving a big, useful

purpose, playing their full part in the big

work, steadfastly restraining all foolish am

bition to outdo one another in mere mush

room growth. That's a bully good sign,

don’t you think? An over-grown town

always lays an extra burden upon the sur

rounding country.

Don’t misunderstand. I’m not saying

that these towns don’t want new blood, new

life. They do. They offer great oppor

tunities to men with constructive ideas.

There's a wealth of raw material all around,

wool, wood, leather, and all sorts of farm

stuff. One-fifth of the standing timber of

the United States is in Oregon, within

arm's reach of the Willamette valley; and

in the flow of the streams of this valley

there's about 62o,000 horse-power going to

waste. Doesn't that spell opportunity?

But don't overlook the sign you'll find hung

out in every one of these towns: “No ex

ploiter need apply.” It means just what

it says.
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Now let me go back to the farm end of

the story. That's the part that appeals to

me, more than all the rest, because I'm a

farmer. I’m running a farm of my own,

back in Arkansas, in the Mississippi valley.

I know something of what farming means,

its rewards and its difficulties. Take it

from me: the rewards are greater and the

difficulties less in this Willamette valley

than in any other place I’ve ever known.

The worst thing about farming is the iso

lation of the life, the separation of the farmer

and his family from all the things that go to

make up a worth-while social life. There's

none of that in the Willamette valley. As

I write, I’m in the heart of the valley.

There's a fine network of electric and steam

railways running up and down and across

the land—a thousand miles of railway lines.

Within half a day's travel lie the state capi

tal, the State University, the State Agri

cultural College, a dozen or more higher

institutions for education, and the indus

trial capital of the great Columbia basin.

And that's not all. The farmer, like every

body else, wants variety in his life. Within

plain sight, within three or four hours'

reach, are the peaks of the Cascade moun

tains with their everlasting snow-caps; on

the other side, to the west, only three or

four hours away, lies the Pacific ocean; and

all around, crowding one another, are hun

dreds of beauty spots-rivers and hills,

waterfalls and caves, forests and smiling

vistas—a very wonderland of beauty. Life

may be very large in the Willamette valley.

On top of this, the Willamette valley has

never known a crop failure.

I know well enough what's in your mind.

You're wondering how much it would cost

to get a foothold in this Eden. You've

heard that land values are very high out

here. So they are, on the face of things.

But if you'll scratch below the surface

you’ll find that this condition isn't so bad.

You may pay $400 or $50oan acre for a highly

developed “going” farm if you want to; but

at the State Agricultural College they'll tell

you that there's still lotsand lots of land to be

had for $20 to $50 an acre, perfectly suited to

profitable use. Land prices are very uneven

over the valley; but don’t let yourself be

scared out by the higher figures showing

here and there.

Let me tell you of two farms I've seen, at

the two extremes of the scale. One is a

great dairy farm, a model of modern dairy

farming, supplying certified milk to thecity of

Portland, covering 400 acres and involving an

investment of $92,000. It's paying twelve

per cent. net on that investment.

The other is a farm of ten acres, about

the same distance from Portland, which was

tackled five years ago by a Hungarian

farmer whose cash capital amounted to

exactly four dollars. When he bought his

land, it was in the wild woods. Today it’s

free of debt, supporting his family in plenty

—a model of its kind too. So, you see!

I wish to goodness I were writing a book,

instead of trying to tell this story in a few

magazine pages. There'd be some fair

chance then of saying the things that wait

to be said. It's hopeless, this way. I

haven’t been able to crowd in a word about

the golden glory of the climate, nor about the

big, open-hearted, progressive spirit of the

people, nor-most significant of all-about

the inevitable destiny of the great Columbia

basin following the opening of the Panama

Canal. Maybe I'll have another chance to

talk with you about those things. I hopeso.

I’m going home to Arkansas now to talk

to my wife about this Willamette valley

country—and she's going to think that I’ve

gone plumb crazy.

 



THE LIE-BILL

By GEORGE PATTULLO

Author of Off the Trail

Ilustrated by Maynard Dixon

If a man told the truth about you,

or spoke ill of your wife or other

female dependent, and softness restrained

you from filling him full of buckshot, you

took a gun and, pressing it firmly against

his head—many preferred a more central

portion of the human frame–compelled

the prattler to sign a written confession that

the story he had circulated was false. All

this was years ago. Nowadays they resort

to the courts, or pot their man from behind

a telephone post.

It happened not infrequently that a

gentleman would become so envenomed

with spite that more than retractions found

their way into lie-bills. “I am a low,

ornery, sneaking hound, not fit to mix with

decent white folks”—when a man feels the

cold, round muzzle of a .45 against his ribs,

he will call himself any names you may

want him to and feel no shame until after

ward. Therefore, it is not surprising that a

confession often received trimmings.

Shanghai Pryor added some deft touches

to one he wrested from Mel Gilpin, and

nearly wrecked two lives. Shanghai was

very proud of the document, and when in

liquor would pull it out of his bureau drawer

and gloat over the literary tang of the

choicest phrases.

For upward of a year previous to this,

he had ridden thrice a week from his farm

to the Gourd ranch to sit in the parlor with

Annielee Thurber, where he conversed with

her parents whilst wondering whether they

intended sticking out the entire evening

or going to bed. She was a wholesome

tomboy of a girl, and her mother had often

had occasion to warn her that a whistling

girl and crowing hen are bound to come to

a bad end.

Because he regularly occupied the edge

of a chair and made painful puns over which

Annielee never failed to giggle, Shanghai

got a notion that he was a favored suitor.

T: lie-bill is an old Texas institution. To be sure, Annielee thought rather less of

him than she did of the milch cow, but

Shanghai did not know that.

Therefore he beheld the attentions of one

Mel Gilpin with not a little dismay and

chagrin. His rival's reputation was slightly

unsavory, not so much by reason of what he

had ever done as because Gilpin chose to

have it so; it pleased him to be considered

a sport by the cow-boys.

With the entry of Gilpin into the lists,

the prospect began to darken for Shanghai.

Twice in one week he found Mel discoursing

at ease in the Thurber parlor when he ar

rived, convulsing both the old people and

Annielee. So, in a huff, he ceased his visits

and took to speculating on how a fine honest

girl like Annielee could take up with a

shifty rascal. And Gilpin rubbed it in as

hard as he could. The manner in which he

paraded his friendship with Annielee made

Shanghai gnash his teeth.

Once they went together to an ice-cream

social at the school-house, Gilpin driving

a half-tamed bay of which he was very

proud. They left the school-house at nine

o'clock to make the home drive of twelve

miles and they arrived at the Gourd ranch

at two in the morning. One wheel was gone

from the buckboard as they came scraping

up the lane, the axle reposing on a board

ripped from the floor of the vehicle. For

nine weary miles they had toiled in this

shape, the frenzied horse giving much

trouble.

“Well” inquired Thurber sleepily as he

let his daughter in, “how did this happen?”

“That fool horse of Mel’s” she answered

crossly. “Mel, he takes too many chances.

That horse ain’t safe.”

Neither her family nor anybody else who

knew Annielee well gave another thought

to the incident. It worried Shanghai, how

ever.

On a day in town several of the boys

joked Gilpin publicly about his midnight
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ride, in the rough frank way peculiar to the

country—and curiously enough, it is en

tirely free from offense. Instead of replying

in kind, as would any one else, Gilpin gave

a sly smile and said “You fellers talk too

much.” The subtle suggestion was not

lost; innuendo beats iteration a thousand

miles. The quick looks the others exchanged

were followed by whispers, when Gilpin

capped this by getting on his dignity and

affecting anger over the raillery.

And the whispers grew. Of course they

did not reach the Thurbers, for Thurber of

the Gourd was a hard-handed man and

there lived none who dared hint it to him;

but Shanghai heard. None of the better

element in the county but scoffed at the

gossip and dismissed it from mind; still,

there are always some who swallow such

stuff eagerly. It was to these that Shanghai

gave ear.

He said nothing to Annielee, because in

a dull blind way he raged against her, even

while believing no word of it. But he

saddled a horse one morning and struck

across country for the Straight Y ranch,

where Gilpin was employed.

Coming upon him on day-herd atop a

hill, Shanghai rode close, and still sitting

his horse, said to Gilpin, who was on the

ground with the reins under his arm,

“You’re the man I'm looking for.”

Mel glanced up in quick alarm, but

replied in a friendly tone “Hello, Shanghai.

What's the matter? You look mad.”

“Stand up” continued Pryor, not trusting

himself with preliminaries. “Stand up on

your feet and say what a liar you are.”

“Why, what's got into you, Shanghai?”

protested Mel, but there had come a whine

into his voice and he rose obediently.

“You’ve been talking” was all Pryor

could find to say.

“I ain’t never said a word. Whoever says

I said a word is a liar. You take me face

to face with him. I'll tell him so. You—”

“It ain't what you say” Shanghai, in

terrupted huskily, “it’s your damned—

here, you sign this. I don't want to talk

to the likes of you at all.”

He thrust a sheet of paper at Mel, who

strove to read it, but he was so nervous that

the gist of it escaped him.

“What's this, Shanghai?” he asked

weakly.

“It’s a lie-bill. Sign it. Yes, you will,

too; here's a pencil.”

“But I ain’t done nothing, Shanghai.

Me and you have always been friends.

What's got into you, Shanghai? You

surely don’t aim to–”

“You sign that piece of paper.” He

drew a six-shooter from his waist-band very

deliberately.

Once more Mel applied himself to master

ing the document, but his panic was too

real. There was a sick smile on his weak

mouth and he gulped. Fearing that he

might refuse and necessitate his killing

him, Pryor stepped from his horse and took

Gilpin by the arm.

“Listen. I'll read it to you.”

This is to certify that the lies going round

about Annielee Thurber ain't true. I haven’t

got nothing but respect for that lady.

And I hereby admit I am a sorry scoundrel

and not fit for her to wipe her shoes on. She

is as pure as the lily and as white as the snow.

I will promise never to lie about nobody no

more. I was a coyote for doing what I did.

All of which is hereby swore to in the pres

ence of James T. Pryor.

“What does it mean?” inquired Gilpin

stupidly. “There ain't no call to make

me say all that, Shanghai. I swear I

never—”

He broke off his protestations abruptly

because the muzzle of Shanghai’s gun

poked his side; he caught the chill of the

steel through his shirt and trembled.

“You put your name there,” indicating

with a forefinger, the while his gaze became

so threatening that Gilpin could not face it.

He licked his lips and took the pencil; yet

he hesitated.

“If you don’t, Gilpin, you'll never go

back to camp tonight.”

“All right, I’ll sign. But you ain’t doing

me right, Shanghai. This ain’t fair.”

Pryor folded the bill with nice care, placed

it in a small leather bag, and remounted.

“That's all I want with you” he said

easily, the generosity of a victor softening

him for the moment. “You can go now.

But if I ever hear a sound out of you,

Gilpin—well, you know me. Adios.”

Greatly elated, Shanghai arrayed him

self like the sun that night and galloped

every foot of the way to the Gourd ranch.

Into the peaceful domesticity of the Thur

ber home he burst, and when the old people

had discreetly withdrawn to bed, hitched

his chair close to Annielee's, to her no in

considerable uneasiness, and hauled forth the
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leather bag. Remember that she had never

received a hint of this tempest-in-a-teacup.

“There!” exclaimed Shanghai proudly,

placing the document in her lap. “Read

that.”

Annielee gaped a moment, and then a

puzzled frown wrinkled her brow. As she

reached the end, Shanghai saw her go red,

and then very white, and her hands shook

pitifully.

“I sure learned that fine gen’l’man a

lesson,” and he tilted back complacently

in his chair. -

No explanations were asked by Annielee.

She flashed into sudden anger, berated

Shanghai like a school-boy for interference

in her affairs, flung the lie-bill in his face,

and, bursting into tears, ran from the room.

She didn't speak either to him or Mel Gilpin

for more than a year—not until the sting

of it had worn off and she could laugh with

out resentment. Her behavior was so far

above Pryor's head that he finally gave up

endeavoring to probe to the heart of it,

and used to observe on all occasions that

women sure had him beat.

Annielee went her light-hearted way,

riding bad horses and bossing her father

and mother, who were quite foolish about

her and reveled in it. All their doting did

not spoil Annielee, but it troubled her parents

that she should be so scornful of men.

This indifference endured for a year, and

then Bob Laflamme came into the country

with a herd of stock cattle and leased a

hundred thousand acres adjoining the

Gourd ranch. Annielee was twenty years

old at this time. -

He was a man of medium size, given to

long silences which concealed his sense of

humor from chance acquaintances. To

those on a more intimate footing he showed

a quizzical vein, delighting in quiet banter;

yet nobody could better enjoy a laugh

turned against himself. And such was his

poise that with it all none ever got on

terms of cheap familiarity with Bob

Laflamme. -

The moment he looked at her Annielee

Thurber lost all her scorn of mankind.

Every male she had met heretofore had

been afraid of her—even the dashing Mel

Gilpin, strive as he would to carry it off

lightly. However much they might appear

at ease, there had been an underlying

timidity when she gazed straight at them

out of her big gray eyes, and Annielee had

felt it. This man was different. There was

laughter back of the admiration with which

he stared at her—yes, he was actually

laughing, taunting her. For the first time

in her life Annielee felt suddenly weak and

grew furiously red.

Masterful as he was—always taking

things for granted and proceeding with the

most maddening self-confidence—Bob had

a rough time of it for six months. Annielee

rebuffed him time and again; she began to

flirt outrageously with a long dark pictur

esque cow-boy by the name of Lem Stevens.

Laflamme grinned cheerfully over this affair

and did not so much as curtail nor press his

attentions one jot.

When at last he told her of his love—all

the laughter gone now, and so desperately

in earnest that Annielee wanted to cry—

she informed him quite composedly that

it was of no avail. She did not care for him

and never could. Bob stared at her a long

minute. She looked him coolly in the eyes.

“I’m sorry” he said simply. “You’re

the finest girl I ever knew.”

A slight twitching of the muscles of the

face and then he was master of himself

again. He shook her hand and started

for the door. As he was putting on his hat

some instinct promptcd him to turn.

Annielee had not anticipated this. There

she stood with her hands half raised, a

wholly involuntary movement, and an ex

pression no one could mistake. Laflamme

went back to her in two strides.

They were married in October, before an

altar erected under a cottonwood that fairly

glowed in its autumn dress of red and gold.

A parson came ninety miles to perform the

ceremony, for the only church in the county

had been burned to the ground and its

incumbent removed to greener fields.

Shanghai Pryor was not at the wedding.

Before the engagement was mooted about,

he had given up his farm to take charge of

a mule ranch in the South, and he did not

return to the country until two months

after the marriage. As he was extremely

convalescent from his own attack of love

fever by this time, Shanghai learned of the

event with unalloyed pleasure.

“Ah, there's a gal” said he, “So she's

done married Bob Laflamme? Well, well—

she might have done better. Yes, sir, she

could of had me. But Bob's a good feller.

Nobody can deny that. He's a man, every

inch of him.”
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The mules had not proved a profitable

venture and Pryor frequently turned to the

bottle to forget his misfortunes. Meeting

Laflamme in town one morning for the first

time, and being in liquor, he stopped to

congratulate him.

“Say, you’ve got the finest li'l gal in

this whole country” Shanghai assured him.

“Yes, sir, there's the finest gal in the whole

World.”

“Much obliged, Shanghai’” – smiling

broadly—“I sort of suspicioned that my

Self.”

“And any one who says different” pur

sued Pryor, his muddled brain now striking

into a new channel, “has got to answer to

me. D'you hear? To me. Yes, sir. I

sure learned one fine gen’l’man a lesson.

Look at that, Bob. Sure-read it. That

proves what I say.”

The cheerful idiot laboriously unfolded

the lie-bill and put it into the husband's

hand.

“Why, I don't—what the devil's this?”

“Read it. That shows what sort of gal

she is—pure as the lily, white as the snow.

Read it.”

Laflamme read it and promptly knocked

Shanghai down. -

“Well, I'll be doggoned” remarked Pryor

dazedly, sitting up and rubbing his crown.

“If that ain’t a queer thing for a feller to

do. There's gratitude for you. Yes, sir.

That's the sort of thanks I get.”

He watched Laflamme heading for the

livery stable, then dusted himself and went

to his home, much mystified and perturbed.

The husband had carried off the lie-bill.

It fell out that Mel Gilpin was in the

livery yard with a knot of loungers when

Laflamme went for his horse. They were

evidently being entertained by some tid

bit, for Mel was wearing the furtive smile

he always summoned when teased about

his conquests, and Bob heard a girl's name

passed about. In his dark humor it roused

the slow restrained anger that his close

friends dreaded; he caught Gilpin's eye as

he was saddling his horse and stared him

out of countenance. Then he ambled out of

the gate and headed for his ranch.

As he went along, sober reflection began

to minimize the incident and his larger

nature asserted itself. Perhaps he would

have kept his knowledge of the lie-bill a

secret and let its memory die, but for his

One of the boys had just brought the

mail from the county-seat and in it was a

letter for Annielee, addressed in a man’s

handwriting. She picked this up and ex

amined it curiously, but at sight of her

husband's face, yielded to a coy impulse

and hid it hurriedly in her bosom.

“Somebody writing you letters?” he

queried, hanging his hat on a nail.

“What letter?” she returned, just to see

the effect.

Very quietly and distinctly he said:

“You just got a letter from some man.

That's the first letter you’ve done got

since we were married. Who wrote it?”

“Wouldn't you like to know? It may be

from Brother Jim.”

She spoke the truth with no semblance of

it. Her coquetry could not have been

worse-timed. He threw down the lie-bill

on to the table in front of her.

“It looks like there's a lot of things I

don’t know. I suppose it's better for hus

bands not to know too much, ain’t it?

That's the way some women figure. Don’t

stand there smiling. You can’t fool me no

more. What does this mean?”

“Where did you get it?” she managed

to ask.

“So that scares you, does it? I don't

wonder. None of your business where I

got it. What does it mean? That's what

I want to know. What was there between

you and that rat Mel Gilpin?”

“You—ask me that?”

He grabbed the lie-bill and shook it

under her nose.

“Here's something you done kept me in

the dark about. You told me a heap of

things that don’t matter. This is one you

left out. And you should’ve told me and

you didn't.”

Annielee shrank back, staring steadily

into his eyes. It was as though she saw a

new man, one she had never suspected, and

she feared him.

“You ask me what that means—you—”

her voice was barely audible.

“Listen to me” he said sternly, with

better control of himself. “Don’t stand

there looking like that. I reckon I shouldn’t

know nothing about this, should I? Well,

I think different. What was Mel Gilpin

to you? What did that fool Shanghai

make him sign this for? Answer me.”

Annielee made no attempt to defend her

reception at home. self or to pacify him. That side of it did



Annielee shrank back, staring steadily into his eyes.

"You -ask me that?

not seem to strike her. She stood opposite

her husband, very white and her eyes as

big as saucers, and felt her world toppling

because the lie-bill had made him doubt.

“You want me to tell you about that?

After all we’ve been—your wife—oh,” and

her knees giving way, she subsided into a

chair.

Perhaps a feeling of shame and remorse—

or it may be that his anger took another

direction—at any rate, Laflamme picked

up the document from the table and hastily

left the room. Saddling his horse, he re

turned to town. He wanted to find Mel

Gilpin.

Four men were playing pitch in the livery

stable office when Laflamme entered. They

glanced up curiously and nodded at him.

Gilpin was dealing.

“When you're through that hand, Gilpin,

I want to see you.”

The tone was casual, but Mel divined

trouble and his playing went all to pieces.

Throwing down the cards, he said “All

right, I’m ready,” and followed Bob into

the yard.

“It's this”—showing him the lie-bill.

“I want to talk to you about it.”

Now, Gilpin was ten times more afraid

of Laflamme than of Shanghai Pryor, as

indeed were all men. He knew him to be

sudden in action, so he started in hurriedly

to explain, in a whine that was pitiful.

“Now don’t get mad, Bob” he began.
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“Wait a minute and I'll tell you all about

it. Me and Annielee—”

“Shut up” commanded the husband,

flaming into rage. “I don’t need no ex

plaining from you. I reckon I know my

own wife. That ain’t the point. But I

done heard you talking about that Davis

girl this evening, Gilpin, and I just wanted

to tell you what sort of a low-down polecat

you are. If you ever open that lying

mouth of yours again about any—”

He raised his hand, intending to slap

Gilpin across the offending mouth, and Mel

waited with his head hung, meekly passive

to receive the blow. Then abruptly the

hand dropped and Laflamme laughed. That

anything serious could ever have occurred

between this abject creature and his Annie

lee struck him as so absurd that he could

even look on Gilpin with amused tolerance.

And with the laugh came a sense of infinite

relief.

“Pshaw!” he exclaimed.

I am! Go on back to your game, Gilpin.

I reckon you fit in somewheres, but it

ain’t among decent white folks.”

“And I'll be doggoned” he confided to

his horse as he tightened the girth before

mounting, “if I ain’t almost as bad. Yes,

sir. I’m sure fit for nigrahs myself. Annie

lee—and she too proud even to tell about

it. I ain’t half good enough for her—I

reckon nobody ain’t.” -

This spirit of humility held him as he

approached his home, but he shook it off

on entering the gate, for it would never do

to look too ashamed or contrite-that

would amount to an admission that he had

placed more credence in the lie-bill than he

wanted her to believe.

“Annielee-oh, Annielee!” he called in

his ordinary tone.

There was no response. He hurried

through the house, then went back to the

stable. Her saddler was gone.

“Humph!” he said ruefully. “I’ve got

my work cut out now. But maybe this is

better after all.”

Only one place was open to her in that

country and that was home, so he caught a

fresh horse and spurred through the dark

to the Gourd. It was nearly midnight

when he arrived, and Mrs. Thurber let him

“What a fool.

in the door, whispering “Hush.” The old

man was in a chair in front of the fire,

though it was hours past his bed-time. He

regarded his son-in-law gravely.

“You’ll have to be right careful” cau

tioned Mrs. Thurber. “Oh, Bob, how did

it happen?” -

He did not pause to enlighten her, but

crossed to Annielee's bedroom, the room she

had occupied as a girl. The lamp was burn

ing on the dresser, turned low. She pre

tended to be asleep when he tiptoed to her

side and was fully resolved to cry out for

her mother and expel him from the house

at the first word. However, she didn’t do

it. Bob dropped on one knee beside the

bed and put an arm under her shoulders.

“Honey” he whispered, his face against

her neck, but there was laughter back of his

seriousness.

“Go away” said Annielee in a faint voice.

He laughed outright and turned her face

up that he might kiss her.

“I’ve been such a dog-goned big baby.”

At which Annielee raised herself quickly

and cried “If you'd said anything else, I

never would've forgiven you.” Her arm

went around his neck. “Bob, dear.”

A week later they were sitting down to

supper in their own home when a timid

knock came on the door, and Mel Gilpin

responded to their summons to enter.

“Say” he said sheepishly, “my horse

done went lame and I'm afoot. Can you-all

give me a shake-down for the night?”

“Sure” replied Laflamme heartily. “Hang

up your hat and sit down. Did you put

your horse in the corral, Mel? Good.”

As he was aiding his wife to set an extra

plate at the table, Bob chucked her under

the chin and she smiled up at him. Some

thing in the look of his eyes seemed to

satisfy Mrs. Laflamme, for she made no

protest when he caught her in his arms;

besides, there was a cupboard between them

and Gilpin, so that he could not see.

- “Will I give him back the lie-bill?” he

asked softly. “Maybe it’d sort of ease his

feelings.”

“Uh-uh” she answered. “I want that.

I'll—don't, Bob, he'll hear—I'll—always

keep it. It's the best thing—that ever hap

pened. There—go put that on the table.”
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A POSSIBILITY

By GEORGE STERLING

On a windy day, in the russet reeds 2%

Where the blackbird swings and the mallard feeds,

I hid me well, lest the setting sun

Gleam for a moment on my gun;

Quietly there would I ambush me

- Till the whirring ducks came in from sea.

, -) And there as I listened, hushed, intent,

% - To the din of the marsh-wrens' argument,

A great blue heron, stately, grand,

Tired of the mice in the meadow-land, *

Hungry, perchance, for the frogs in the sedge,

Came and stood at the river-edge,

Stood alert, with a roving eye, *''
Wary of river and reeds and sky. % '

He saw me not, tho’ then for a jest % Wi

I took long aim at his lilac breast,

Till some alarm of a subtler sense

Leapt in his heart, and he hurried thence,

With dripping feet and with broad wings spread

A mote at last where the west was red.

And I thought: tho’ now I seem secure

(An armèd man on a friendly moor)

Tho' strong and sure in my ways I go,

Nor find a peril nor wait a foe,

Perchance I stand, this set o' the sun,

At the ruth of a dire and mighty One.

Perchance a Presence is holding now

A sword invisible o'er my brow,

Till, half in scorn of the gnat beneath,

He smiles, and sets it back to the sheath.

 

  

  
  

 

 



 



IN THE MORNING OF TIME

By CHARLES G. D. ROBERTS

Author of: The Heart of the Ancient Wood; The Feet of the Furtive

Illustrated by Egbert Norman Clark

Slow, slow and gradual beyond the power of man’s mind to realize, was the

dawn of the morning of Time—of Time that marched under the observation of

conscious and considering eyes and intelligences that could concern themselves

about it. But whether the stages of that stupendous dawn are to be measured

in terms of the ten thousand, the hundred thousand, or even the million of years,

matters nothing to the epic splendor of the event; for the lapse of fifty thousand

years eludes the grasp of our imagination no less completely than the lapse of

fifty million, however glibly our tongues may deal with the designating symbols.

Of those earliest ape-like four-handed creatures, narrow-browed and wide

jawed, which were to evolve a bodily structure fit to house the soul of man, the

records of the rocks have as yet revealed to us little clearly. They were tree

dwellers; and we may infer that they were too sagacious to ever let themselves

get mired in the smothering morasses which, slowly hardening into stone, have

preserved for us so many remains of their duller-witted contemporaries. In

the remarkable death-trap which has been revealed by the explorations of the

University of California in the famous tar pool at Rancho La Brea, near Los

Angeles, seemingly every animal that lived in that region has been caught

through the long ages. Birds and mice and harmless grazing creatures were

snared in the treacherous ooze; lions and wolves and condors and the terrible

sabre-tooth tigers followed them into the clutch of that black death. Where was

Man? How did he escape the surprise of the tar pool when quicksands have

caught his brothers of today? Perhaps he did not escape. The fossil wonders

of that deposit are not all revealed. The remains of Man may yet be found

sharing sepulcher with the creatures of the morning of Time.

Surely the dimly man-like inhabitants of the trees must have striven for long

ages upon the earth before evolving such a skull-structure, such a development

of the brain-pan, as are shown by the only fossil relics as yet discovered. It is

therefore fairly safe to infer that the latest stage in the existence of those colossal

Dinosaurian monsters—which Nature experimented with so recklessly and

then wiped out so ruthlessly—may have well overlapped the time when man

came down out of the tree-tops and began the first daring assertion of his

sovereignty. He was pretty certainly an age or so too late to have seen the

Diplodocus and his fellows; but the latest and most terrible of the monster

Dinosaurs, the Triceratops, was so amazingly equipped both for offense and for

defense that it may well have survived far into the period of the giant mammals

and found itself confronted by Earliest-Man. It is hard to understand how

Mature, having perfected so tremendous an invention, could have brought her

self to exterminate it at the last.

Mr. Roberts, looking back along that dim trail, believes that Man actually

came face to face with the terror of the prehistoric landscape, the King of the

Triple Horn. The following brief account of that meeting, grim as it is, is a

fitting prelude to the romance of Gröm and A-ya, two lovers at the dawn of the

race, the story of whose adventures, in the morning of Time, Mr. Roberts will

begin in the October number of SUNSET.
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BROWN slim creature, a woman ap

A parently, but with arms so long that

they reached below the knees, and

covered all over, except for the face, with

short dark hair like fur, stood at the foot of

a slender palm-like tree. The hair of her

head was a true hair, not like fur, but shaggy

and matted. Her eyes were wild and alert

like those of a suspicious doe. In the crook

of one arm she carried a small light-brown

absurdly downy baby. She was appre

hensive, because she was at some distance

from the great trees which were her home.

She had ventured so far to gather plantains,

the fruit that she loved best.

A slight sound behind her, and she turned

her head. There was the gigantic and

horrifying bulk of a monster Dinosaur half

out-thrust from a thicket, its cold fish-like

eyes fixing her implacably from their im

mense goggle rims. The three gigantic

horns, two standing out from the forehead

and one from the crest of the nose, pointed

straight at her, the dreadful mouth, shaped

like a parrot's beak, was open, and reaching

for her.

She turned to flee—and there on the

other side was the monster's mate. Behind

was an impenetrable wall of thorn acacia.

There was but one way of retreat. She

went up the tree, nimbly as a monkey, and

crouched shivering in a crotch. The

slim top swayed under her weight. She

clutched the downy baby to her heart, and

sent shriek after shriek piercing through

the glades.

Half a mile away the man-creature, her

mate, the father of the downy baby, heard

that cry of terror. He gave one deep

shout in reply and then came running

in silence, saving his breath.

But he was too late. The Dinosaurs

were about twenty feet in length, perhaps

eight feet high, and of a massiveness far

surpassing the bulk of the hugest elephant

that ever existed. The female began to

root at the base of the tree, to overthrow

it; but the male, cruder in his methods,

simply straddled it, and overbore it by

his sheer weight. As the swaying top

touched earth the wild brown mother

sprang forth, just clearing the horns. She

thought herself free. Then a giant tail,

swung like a flail, struck her and felled

her. A second more and the great foot

of the female Dinosaur crushed her and

the downy babe out of existence together.

The swift end of the tragedy was seen

by the man-creature as he came racing

down the open glade. With a barking

groan, he hurled his ragged club, blindly,

at the nearest monster. By sheer luck

one of its sharp splintered knots struck

fairly in the monster's eye, smashing it

in the horny socket. She roared with

pain; and the two, side by side, came

lunging toward him.

The man-creature ran back slowly, de

vising vengeance. It was so easy for him

to outstrip these slow mountainous mon

sters who were spouting their fetid musky

breath at his heels. He led them on

toward the inland meadows where, as he

had observed that morning, a newly ar

rived herd of giant mammalians, the Di

noceras, were now pasturing.

They were stupid, these two vast Lizard

Majesties, with more brains in their pelvic

arches than in their skulls. They could

not detect that the puny man-creature

was befooling them. Their dull hate once

thoroughly aroused, they would pursue

him so long as they could move the mighty

columns of their legs. At last the man

creature burst out into the open; and still

they followed, raging silently. -

The black herds of the Dinoceras

stopped feeding all at once, and raised

their dreadful heads, and stared.

These early mammals were not so co

lossal in bulk as the Dinosaurs, but their

appearance was sufficiently impressive.

The bulls were nearly twelve feet in length,

and suggested a cross between some un

imaginably colossal wild boar and a freak

rhinoceros. Their huge heads carried not

only three pairs of horns, but also a pair

of downward-pointing tusks, like those

of the walrus, but shorter. There were

countless cows in the herd, horned like

the bulls, but smaller, and without the

rending tusks. The cows, at this season,

all had young. After one long compre

hending look at the two terrific-shapes

bearing down upon them, the whole herd

put itself in motion, the black bulls thrust

ing themselves to the front, the cows form

ing a second array with the calves huddled

behind them.

The man-creature they hardly noticed,

he seemed to them so insignificant. He ran

on straight through the gathering line of

the bulls, the nearest of whom thrust at

him carelessly as he passed. When the
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two raging Dinosaurs thus lost sight of

their quarry they stopped short, in be

wilderment. Then, and only then, they

noticed the array of great black beasts

bearing down upon them. Here was a

new object for their rage. They plunged

wallowing forward. And at that moment

the man-creature, re-appearing on the

right, halted and laughed. -

It was a strange disconcerting sound,

that laughter; and the nearest Dinoceras,

disturbed by it, edged away in inexpli

cable apprehension.

The next moment the stupendous op

posing forces met with the shock of clash

ing mountains. The two ponderous bulks

of the Dinosaurs went straight through

the ranks of the black bulls, ripping them

with beak and horn from shoulder to rump

and rolling them under foot, while the

bulls on either side charged upon their

flanks, rearing, grunting, squealing in

sanely, and rending with the massive dag

gers of their tusks.

The two monsters plowed on, as it

seemed, irresistibly—till they came to

the line of the cows. But here they were

stopped. The calves were behind that

line.

The cows simply heaped themselves

upon those impaling horns and armored

fronts, smothering them down and en

gulfing them. The two Dinosaurs dis

appeared from view. A dreadful moun

tain of writhing, dark shapes formed it

self, and heaved convulsively for some

minutes. Then the great columns which

were the Dinosaurs’ legs seemed to crumble

beneath the weight. The battling heap

sagged, fell apart, and let in the sunlight

upon what had been the two colossal mon

archs of that early world. The almost

unrecognizable things still heaved and

twisted ponderously, but it was mere aim

less paroxysm, the blind life struggling

to resist its expulsion and dissipation.

Those of the Dinoceras who had escaped

mortal hurt in the battle stood about in

a ring, thrusting and ripping vengefully

at the unresponsive masses of flesh.

Not fifty paces away stood the man

creature, staring and considering. He had

no more fear of these beasts. He knew

he could avoid them with ease. So in

significant that in their excitement they

hardly noticed him, he nevertheless de

spised them and felt himself their master.

He had played with the two Dinosaurs,

led them into his trap, and taken such

vengeance upon them that his grief was

assuaged by the fulness of it. The black

herds of the Dinoceras he had used as the

mere tools of his vengeance. No doubt,

if necessary, he could so use them again.

He turned his back upon them and

stalked away with deliberation toward

the wooded ground. He would find

another mate; he would get new offspring,

who should be inquiring and full of re

source, like himself. At the edge of the

wood he turned, and gave one more look,

long and musing, upon the gigantic black

creatures whom he had used. Suddenly

a strange emotion came upon him, an un

comprehended sense of responsibility and

of wonder at himself; and he moved off

slowly, with bent head, among the trees,

groping for a clue to this emotion in the

darkness of a mind which did not yet know

how to think.

[The first instalment of the romance of Gröm and A-ya, entitled “The Finding of Fire,”

will appear in the October number.]

 



I occupied the starboard side of the back seat. My trunk, the cameras, camp chairs, sweaters, hats and

ten thousand other things filled to overflowing the rest of my seat

Three Thousand Miles on the BackSeat

A Motor-Wandering Through California

By ELOISE ROORBACH

O wander on and on and on through

| California's fertile valleys, painted

deserts and flower fields! To climb to

the top of Sierra peaks, drink from their clear

springs, bathe in sparkling mountain pools,

sleep under waving Incense Cedar boughs,

on beds of balsam needles, to watch camp

fires fade to glowing coals, to see night's

candles lighted in the sky! To go at will

from one end of this enchanted state to the

other with never a troublesome necessity to

whisper disturbing “backward” commands,

with never a duty to turn us from our

chosen way! This is what we spoke of when

a March blizzard whisked us furiously

through New York's icy streets, snipping

and snapping at us like an angry beast.

“He” had spent the winter singing wild bird

songs to tamely civilized audiences until

his voice had almost lost its lilt of joy.

“She’” had spent the frost-bound days

playing tender nocturnes and sprightly

mazurkas until her fingers could no longer

dance. “I” had spent dark wintry days

writing of gardens until worn-out pencils

lagged. With courage born of homesickness

we determined on liberty-money-making

to go to the dogs if it insisted upon it!

From Kern to Klamath! was our resolve.

Gloria California! was our call.

As it turned out, we exceeded our stern

resolve by many miles, for we started far

below the Kern and left the Klamath far

behind. We met in Los Angeles, selecting

camping outfit together, making eider

down sleeping-bags, buying maps and

more maps, frying-pans, hob-nail boots and

manifold other delightful things. “He”

was a California naturalist educated in the

fine schools of Forest and Field, whose eye

had been trained by Br'er Lynx, who had

been taught to sing by Messrs. Thrush and

Lark, to pad noiselessly through forests by

Herr Bruin, to make fire by rubbing two

sticks of wood together by Digger Indians.

So he was well versed in the ways of the

“creatures” of the world. His wife had been

educated in the big cities of Europe and

knew all about the fine “people” of the

world. What one did not know about wild
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animals, the other knew about enlightened

humanity. So there was much rare camp

fire talk. As for myself-I am really a most

excellent listener!

We could not walk from Kern to Klamath

and carry a load. Neither take into the

narrow byways we wished to explore one

of those magnificent heavy Hotel de Luxe

autos that make so impressive an appear

ance on fashionable boulevards. So we, or

rather he, got one of the best cars in the

world for camping purposes—a Ford touring

car. He turned it into a gypsy car by saw

ing the back of the front seat down to the

seat, putting hinges on the bottom so that

it could be dropped down almost on the

back seat. This made the most comfortable

of beds and was the object of wonder and

envy of every person who saw it during the

trip. When rugs and eider-down sleeping

bags were spread over the cushions and the

side curtains up, it was better than any

Pullman sleeper. Though admiring it ex

ceedingly, I scorned such luxuries and

pitched my small green silk shelter tent

under the trees, preferring the concealing

curtains of azalea and bracken.

Along the whole length of the left running

board he built a box, so high that we gave

up all hope of entering the car from that

side, though the doors could be opened if

need be. In this we kept the food, cooking

pans, etc. By an ingenious plan he could

extend the top of this box by fitted boards

(stored under the mat of the back seat when

not in use) so that it made an excellent

table, at which we could sit in comfort with

camp chairs instead of squatting on the

ground as many campers do. A trunk for

the grand clothes we but seldom used was

fastened on a rack at the back. A huge

duffle bag holding the bedding rested on

top of the trunk. Smaller duffle bags which

held a little of everything were tied on the

forward mud-guards back of the lamps.

We were carrying the clothing, bedding and

working cameras, books and sketching

outfits, food and cooking utensils for three

people in that little car. So it bulged,

bumped and bristled with knobs holding

camp treasures until it looked like a squat,

humpy toad.

I occupied the starboard side of the back

seat. My trunk, the cameras, camp chairs,

sweaters, hats and ten thousand other things

filled to overflowing the other half of my

seat. To such dull companionship the

“listeners” of the world are justly relegated,

where they may look out as patiently as

may be, upon the world that lies between

the heads of fascinating “talkers” who by

right occupy the front seat (if by chance

there is any space between them!). If all

the world is a play and all the men and

women players, there must be some sort of

an audience, some one to watch and applaud.

The “Witness” becomes thus, by the urgent

law of necessity, a staid and dignified phi

losopher!

The roads we followed make an ideal

route for those to take who wish to get a

comprehensive knowledge of California, its

diverse beauties of desert and forests,

mountains and plains, its fertile and wild

resources, its cities and remote villages,

lumber, mining and fishing camps, its un

known and its known regions. All along

the way we compared notes with other

travelers and we feel satisfied that the three

thousand and more miles registered could

not have been recorded to better advan

tage. It surveyed the state from one end to

the other, and from the ocean to the Sierras.

We journeyed leisurely, not, be it well under

stood, because our small car named “Git-a

bout” could not rapidly cast the miles

behind her nimble little wheels if she were

given full leave, but because we were out

for pleasure and study of the wild creatures,

the flowers and trees. Our idea of pleasure

was to halt in every ferny dell that invited,

to still the chattering motor while birds

sang, to cache our small car beneath a way

side bush while we went afoot along side

trails, and to lift the latch occasionally in

answer to a friend's entreaty. We spent

much wit in admiring comments on the

manner in which our spunky cartore through

the country. We laughed in derision as it

flew past noble “seven passengers” stalled

in the mud holes we were not heavy enough

to mire in. We bragged outrageously to

every victim we could button-hole as to the

sprightly way our short car could round

corners where banks and roadbeds bore scars

of many a frantic backing and starting of

“full-sized” cars. We joyed in spreading the

entire contents of our gypsy auto in con

spicuous places, knowing full well that who

ever looked upon the sight would marvel

and be reminded of prestidigitator tricks

with hats! We delighted in filling our

engine with water while our “big brothers”

bought “gass” at thirty cents a gallon! The
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car was as reliable as an old friend all the

long hard summer's driving, carrying us

safely and cheaply and annoying us not at

all with breaks and repairs. We grew to

regard it as an individual being and were

constantly amused at the human way it

sputtered over dusty roads, roared at sand

hollows, jumped over rocks, leaped across

ruts, waded streams, backed noisily up 35

per cent. grades and cautiously felt its way

down the steep other side. People could

call it Flea, Burro, Tom Thumb, Pigmy,

Pasadena Packard or whatever they liked,

we swore by our own and loved it like a

brother.

We left Los Angeles early in May and

circled round by Riverside and over the

Foot Hill boulevard, back through Pasadena

and on toward the north. The spring was

on the hills. Young birds were learning to

fly, young lambs, calves and colts looked at

us with wondering eyes. Every thing

seemed young and full of the joy of life.

One night was spent in the desert just

beyond Palmdale. We drove the car off the

road facing into a group of demoniacal look

ing Joshua trees that thrust out weirdly

twisted and contorted, bayonet armed

branches, forbidding further progress. Its

rank, evil smelling, coarse, greenish white

blossoms tainted the air all through that

wonderful desert night when stars hung

close to earth.

We chose this inland route north instead of

the lovely one that passes through Santa

Barbara, for we were to visit a few days at a

large ranch near Bakersfield. At Lebec we

telephoned ahead of our approach, for our

hosts were to meet us and guide us across

the open fields, shortcutting to their home.

At the crest of a long steep hill the San

Joaquin valley lay like a shimmering lake

spread out before us. No more beautiful

sight silenced our excited chatter during the

whole of the summer's trip. The hills were

painted with brilliant patches of the yellow

flower called “Sunshine,” poppies added

their orange, lupins splashed with blue,

meadow-foam touched with creamy white,

larkspurs, owls clover, irises, baby-blue

eyes, painted cups, were in possession of

every wave of the granite hills and over all

was the amethystine haze of distance.

Something glittered and flashed through

the lupin pools. We coasted toward what

looked like the chariots of the sun gods.

Stalwart young Phaetons reined in their

huge motor chariots, bringing them to a halt

in the field blue with flowers. What a

place for a meeting! We were all wild with

delight over the beauty of the world. Our

beloved gypsy car looked like a barnacle

beside those three gorgeous motors and

though a most wonderful car indeed it

could no more keep up with those modern

sun-chariots than an ant with a swallow. I

was transferred to one of the large cars. We

led the way, setting the pace at forty miles

an hour, which soon warmed up to sixty.

Then just to show Ford enthusiasts what he

could do, he drove along at eighty miles an

hour, entertaining me, meanwhile, with

accounts of the birds on Pelican island and

keeping a sharp lookout for rattlesnakes.

When we finally alighted at the rancho

gates, a faint dust wreath far in the distance

showed me where little “Git” was frantically

sprinting along in vain endeavor to keep

within sight. At this ranch of half a million

acres I learned a few things about autos

undreamed of in my previous philosophy.

We chased coyotes with them until the poor

creatures gave in and dropped, paralyzed

by the snorts of its flashing pursuers. We

hunted rattlesnakes, roped cattle, trailed

wild horses over trackless plains and

climbed right up the face of mountains just

for the risky fun of coasting at full speed

down again.

Finally we left this exciting life and ran

first through hot barren oil country, then

across the lovely Carissa plains, one vast

bed of flowers wherein horned larks were

nesting, then along the well-known Coast

highway, a succession of interesting camps

and exciting road adventures until we came

into San Francisco.

Early in June we were ferried across San

Francisco bay to the beautifully wooded

Marin hills. Cool redwood groves and clear

streams offered attractive camping sites,

but the roads were so splendid that we fell

victims to the “forever onward” mania,

which urged us around the next corner, then

around the next, until we carelessly took

the wrong turn of the road just beyond

Cloverdale and went happily astray in the

highest of spirits. Would that all mistakes

were as fortunate. We unknowingly made

steadily for the sea through the picturesque

Anderson valley. Deep in a redwood forest

we began to grow suspicious, for we smelled

salt air! The sheriff of the county—out for

a much needed man-confirmed our fears
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We joyed in spreading the entire contents of our gypsy auto in conspicuous places, knowing well that

whoever look d upon the sight would marvel and be reminded of prestidigitateur tricks

and told us how to get back to the main road

without having to retrace our tracks. He

directed to the Boonville road. He did not

tell us that this road was justly famed for

the steepness of its grade, so we dashed at

it innocently enough, mounting higher and

higher, spinning around curves on two

wheels until “Git” rocked like a boat at sea.

The Ukiah valley from this high ridge

looked like a glorified Santa Clara, so fertile

and full of color it was. The ridge itself was

jagged and heavily wooded in places, steep

and wild, like a simplified Sierra. We hung

onto sheer edges like flies on a wall, hardly

daring to look at the bluebells, Clarkias,

Diogenes Lanterns, Fire-cracker lilies and

the myriad other delicate flowers that added

sweet comfort to the danger of the road.

Around one sharp turn as we labored slowly

upward a huge car whizzed to a dust-raising

halt not six inches from our front wheels.

Both parties owned up to being white and

scared as we all got out to consider the situ

ation, for the road could barely hold one carin

its narrow track and the descent to the right

was like the shaft of a mine. Nothing for it

but for us to back our nimble little car to a

possible passing place. The main road that

we had intended to take was broad and

comparatively level with no chance for

dangerous encounters, but I advise all who

are out for wild beauty to take this longer,

steeper, more hazardous way. It is well

worth any risk as well as extra time and

effort.

At last, after running through a fine

country of fertile meadows, rolling oak

covered hills, spruce, redwood and madrone

groves, and open grassy hills where thou

sands of sheep were grazing, with the gran

deur of snow-whitened ranges against the

horizon, we came into the redwoods of

Humboldt county. The magnificent stand

of timber exceeded our expectations, which

is saying a great deal, for we had expected

much. Whole mountain sides were covered

as with grass by stately giant trees. Our

camp that night was near Dyerville on the

Eel river, in a circle of huge trees, ten to

twelve feet in diameter. “She’’ felt as if

she were in the bottom of the ocean. “He”

felt terribly depressed, as if friends were
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A GASOLINE GOAL

When the near future shall have brought to completion the automobile road into the heart of Yosemite

National Park, then will be realized the dream of countless motorists who have left their dearly-beloved cars

outside the sacred boundaries and have forced themselves into an impatient acquiescence to the lumbering

horse-drawn stage
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dying. Lumbermen were in fact laying low

this incomparable forest that had been

centuries in growing to such magnificence.

To me it was as a temple filling me with

reverence for the power, the grace and

mighty forces of nature.

We crossed the Eel river at this point

on a ferry boat and drove slowly along the

road that threaded the forest for miles. At

one place thousands of foxgloves were in

full bloom amid the bracken that grew to a

height of ten feet and more. In the open

country near Eureka lush meadows pas

tured sleek cattle, hedged with wild rose,

fields of yellow dandelions were alive with

yellow birds fluttering and singing. Here

we got the first glimpse of the ocean since

the Golden Gate. From Eureka natural

gardens of white and pink foxgloves, and

pink and yellow azaleas, rock and cliff gar

dens, a charcoal forest, lagoons, bays bor

dered with flowers that love the sand or

marshy lands followed in quick and lovely

succession. The road itself was a splendid

one, of unusual diversity, undulating

through forests that dipped into the sea,

out over headlands that could easily drop

one straight into the dashing surf so far

below, following the rim of open breezy

hills affording superb views of ocean and

forest. We drove 63 miles that June day,

and in camp that night at Pra Brook, quite

the prettiest camp yet made, the great and

varied beauty of the day had been so ex

citing we were long in getting to sleep.

The change from dark forests to brilliant

flowery hills and sunny cliffs had fairly

intoxicated and wearied us with beauty.

A hermit thrush sang his famed Abenleid

from a tall redwood tree and a chatty little

brook finally lulled us to sleep.

The next day we rounded a curve full

under a mighty tree just about to fall.

Two men were slowly sawing the last few

inches of heart that still held it upright.

We drove to a point of safety, then came

back to see the giant shiver, groan and then

shake the earth with the force of its fall.

This mammoth tree was to make many

rods of the puncheon roads-automobile

sidewalks—that the dampness of these

dense northern forests necessitates. The

way would have been impassable without

them. Many miles of these heavy plank

roads were crossed during that day and for

every inch of them we gave thanks. We

had a rush down to the ocean and a six

mile spin along the hard beach to Crescent

City, and then storm delayed us for several

days in this remote lumber town and made

the bad roads in worse condition than their

wont. Seven miles of puncheon road to

South Fork was a most welcome relief to

the slippery, muddy, rocky road. Then

came miles of beautifully forested road,

steadily up, our wheels spinning round and

round, much of the time, in the slippery

mud, so that we put ferns and bracken

under the wheels, just the needed help for

footing, until we sped on the eight miles

of splendid white granite road to Grants Pass,

Oregon. The trip from Crescent City to

Grants Pass was perhaps the most exciting

part of the tour, forit was wild, mountainous,

uncivilized, far from the reach of railroads,

seldom visited by autos. The forests were

the finest in the land, the flowers massed in

gorgeous profusion, the meadows alive

with birds pouring out songs of joy.

From Grants Pass we turned back to

ward California by way of the Pacific

Highway, a road that is fortunately to be

better some day.

Mt. Shasta was a glorious companion

for days, hovering over the hot barren

table lands like a great white god. Through

rich valleys, and across high mountains we

went, off over private broom-swept ways

along the aristocratic McCloud river, and

over public storm-swept ways along the

Sacramento, until in the Great Valley, the

excellent roads were cause for rejoicing to

us who had for hundreds of miles hunted

out wood roads and seldom seen a highway.

From Stockton a detour into the Big Oak

Flat road which leads through historic

Knight's Ferry and Chinese Camp, making

for the Yosemite, and at last on to San

Jose, journeying slowly with many a side

trip into the Santa Cruz and the Coast

Range mountains, and on to Los Angeles

through San Luis Obispo and Santa Bar

bara.

We had journeyed with the spring from

Los Angeles to Sierran snow-capped peaks.

Hills were blue with ceanothus when we

started and we feasted that day on cherries

and strawberries. We traced the footsteps

of spring and feasted on freshly ripened

cherries and strawberries the whole length

of the state. In Yosemite, at Clouds Rest,

in August we saw again the familiar fra

grant, blue flower-smoke of ceanothus, dog

wood was starring cool dells, mad-cap



THE LIGHT OF OTHER DAYS

Upon the road ahead shine the beams from auto-lamps where the modern pilgrim speeds, even at night, over

the historic day-path of the padres. But upon the once magnificent portal of San Juan Capistrano streams

the tender moonlight, as of old, and the romance of the past seems to walk again in the ruined mission
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violets were pushing aside melting snows in

answer to spring's warm command. It

had been a summer of spring! Many times

we lost the first spring flowers only to find

them just awakening further north. More

than a hundred times we pitched our camp

in mountain, valley, desert, seashore, for

est. Our beds had been spread on wild

mesas with not a tree in sight, as if we were

on the tiptop of the world, or under se

quoias, doubly majestic because of night's

shadows, which held the stars in their high

branches. We rested by brook, stream,

rivers-on sand, grass and needles. Deer

gazed curiously as we slept, brown bears

“whoofed” at us, wildcats and lynx sneaked

close, “woodland pussies” examined our

kitchens, squirrels stole boldly, chipmunks

dashed over our faces, birds sang us to

sleep and awakened early. Adventures

filled our days. We talked with lion hunt

ers, photographed bear and rattlesnakes.

But no real danger threatened, no accident

marred the summer. Each day was as

different from the other as day from night.

Each was crowded full with the delight of

study, exploration and with fresh pictures

of California's incomparable beauty. No

other place in the world could offer a more

varied, safe, delightful, educative trip.

Many miles of well made roads threading

this glorious state are deservedly well

known. Many more there are, unfrequent

ed, wild, untroubled by civilization, that

can be safely covered and that offer unsur

passed scenic beauties. Some of the fresh

wisdom and vigor of this past summer's trip

is being given to the East as “he” sings the

songs of the Western birds to listening audi

ences. Some of it sings through her fingers as

“she” accompanies those songs for him. All

ofit restshidden away in my memory against

the day Time bids me cease from wandering

in this land of my heart's choice.

THE NEW STANFORD

What Recent Radical Changes in the Policy of Stanford University Mean

to the Educational Prestige of the West

By EVERETT W. SMITH

N a few days Stanford University begins

I' twenty-third academic year, and, if

the changes in the future policy of the

university announced by the Board of

Trustees just after the close of college last

April mean anything, begins at the same

time a new era of progress and expansion.

Just what does the new policy mean? How

significant are the changes?

The substance of the Trustees’ public

statement, aside from the announcement

of the promotion of Dr. David Starr Jordan

to the new position of chancellor and of Dr.

John Casper Branner to the presidency,

was this:

The resources of the university will jus

tify in the future an increase in the annual

allotment for academic work, and the pres

ent departments of instruction are to be

pushed up to a plane of efficiency—“the

most important of these departments,” to

quote the Trustees—that will render them

“preeminent among such departments in

the United States.” To the alumni and

friends of the university and the future is

left its expansion into other fields than those

it now occupies.

“In order to create a limited yet highly

specialized institution of the highest rank

the Trustees consider that the equipment

requires considerable extension.” Con

struction will therefore be begun imme

diately on a new library building, adequate

to shelve a million volumes on the campus,

a new gymnasium for the men on their

athletic fields, and “the housing facilities

and other buildings and equipment neces

sary to give the university an educational

plant equal to any in the United States”;

in San Francisco the present large hospital
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THE CLOISTER OF EFFICIENCY

Old-world beauty marks the buildings of Stanford University. Dreamy arcades of arching stone under red

tiled roofs, tropical foliage stirring lazily in sheltered courts, chimes floating down from a cathedral under

the blue Californian sky-all make a perfect setting for dolce far niente. Yet amid this languorous atmosphere

moves the eager modern spirit of special preparation for the work of the world, and only the select of that
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of the medical department will be entirely

remodeled and renovated, a substantial

wing added for private patients, and a new

woman's hospital building erected, the first

wing of which, as soon as it is completed,

will be used temporarily as a nurses’ home,

thus relieving the pressure on the present

home which is proving inadequate for the

growing nurses' training school.

“Inasmuch as the field covered is to be

limited in order that the quality of work

can be emphasized, it is intended to restrict

the number of men students received at the

university.” The university will undertake

to handle only as large a student body as its

facilities prepare it to train to the highest

point of individual efficiency. The women

have been for several years limited to five

hundred. The men now number about

13oo, which is about the number that the

university can care for with the best results.

In selecting the men to be admitted, the

test will not be merely the scholarship rec

ord in preparatory school, nor even in other

institutions of collegiate rank, as has been

the custom primarily with the women, but

character, ambition, a definite purpose in

life, and so far as possible especial aptitude

for or experience in the lines of work for

which they wish to equip themselves. In

other words, Stanford will seek the kind of

young men who know where they are going

and what they want to get out of college in

preparation for real life. It will not have

room for the “lost souls” who driftinto college

on general principles and who form a large

proportion of the contingent which drifts out

again after a year or two, without having

gained anything very definite. Stanford has

found that the men who work their way

through college are the kind who, as a whole,

are worth while, and it will seek that kind.

That, in broad outline, is Stanford's new

policy. Now what does it really amount

to? What will the Stanford of the future be

as a result? It is, as the newspapers in

their headlines at the time of the announce

ment said unanimously, a “radical change,”

which, as a matter of fact, is not radical at

all. The Trustees in their statement said

“the present changes in policy are but an

evolutionary development” of the uni

versity to which Dr. Jordan “has given its

form and character.” That is perfectly

true. All the objects now definitely set are

goals toward which the university has more

or less consciously and persistently been

aiming for years. All of them—the limita

tion of the number of students, the setting

of standards, the restriction of the field of

endeavor to bounds within the university's

resources with the high standards so set,

and the prohibition against undertaking

additional branches without sufficient funds

to maintain them in accordance with these

standards—have many times been enun

ciated by Dr. Jordan as the duty of a private,

endowed university, which, like Stanford, is

free to choose its own course and limited to

the income from its own endowment in

carrying on its work; and the Trustees

worked out the new policy in collaboration

with Dr. Jordan and Dr. Branner, who

represent the early ideals of the university

and have not altered their ideals.

Granting all this, it will not do to mini

mize the vital significance of the Trustees’

action in determining and announcing a

deliberate and definitive policy. In the

first place, it clears the situation of doubt

and uncertainty as to what really are the

immediately desirable activities of the uni

versity, which is stimulating to those who

have its work in charge. There is all the

difference in the world between the man

agers of a business or manufacturing plant

realizing that they cannot with their capital

enter all the lines which their field would

, otherwise offer and their determining that

they will specialize sharply on the branches

which they can handle best, build up and

remodel their plant and organization so far

as necessary for the purpose, cut down

waste effort and unproductive expense,

turn out the best possible product by select

ing their raw material and improving their

methods wherever thay can, and confidently

awaiting the development of new fields as

that is made possible by the increased re

sources which must inevitably follow such

a course of action. That is the application

of the rules of scientific management. The

action of the Stanford Trustees is significant

because it is the first time that the rules of

scientific management have been applied

to a university. It is the first time that the

board of trustees of a prosperous and grow

ing university have in a business-like way

looked ahead to the future situation of their

university and laid down a set policy not

merely for general development but for

definite restriction, to the end that their

institution may to its fullest possibilities

meet its duties of public service.
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The purpose of Stanford University, in

the words of its founders, is “to promote

the public welfare,” and its object, “to

qualify students for personal success and

direct usefulness in life.” The Trustees,

Chancellor Jordan and President Branner in

determining upon the changes in the policy

of the university were actuated by the desire

to place Stanford in a position and upon a

course where it would attain this object and

purpose most completely and effectively.

Stanford now offers a well-rounded un

dergraduate curriculum, opportunities for

graduate work that vary from fair, in com

parison with universities particularly well

equipped in some branches, to excellent, in

fields where Stanford herself is peculiarly

adapted through superiority in situation,

laboratory and library facilities, or teaching

staff, and professional courses in engineer

ing, law and medicine that rank with the

best in the country. The energies of the

university will now be devoted to building

up these professional schools along the

highest lines of professional education, to

building up the pure science departments

along the line of research work, and to

building up particularly the departments

of English, history and economics, subjects

obviously necessary in the education of

every university man—for Stanford will

insist that her professional graduates shall

be university men in the fullest sense, as it

always has. This does not mean, of course,

that other departments, the languages, for

instance, will be allowed to lapse below their

present standards of usefulness, but that the

undergraduate departments mentioned are

to be pushed up “until they have become

preéminent among such departments in the

United States.” In bringing about this re

organization it is conceivable that some of

the present departments of instruction may

be placed on a “service” basis with relation

to other departments upon which the uni

versity is centering its chief attention. That

is a reasonable guess, although it does not

form part of the announced scheme. That

is a matter of detail that will be left to the

faculty for working out; the Trustees have

laid down the broad principles. But if such

action is taken, it will be no absolutely new

thing at Stanford. There is, for instance,

now a Department of Applied Mathematics

at the university, which teaches mathe

matics, not as a pure science but with re

gard to the needs of engineers. And, be

ginning with last year the Department of

Electrical Engineering discontinued accept

ing students to make that subject their

main undergraduate study, drawing its

students for graduate study from among

those who have received the A. B. degree

at the conclusion of the first four years of

the five-year curriculum of the Depart

ment of Mechanical Engineering. To quote

from the Department's own announcement

of its position: “The Department will con

tinue to give all undergraduate instruction

as required in the engineering departments

in the university, and in particular, the

required undergraduate instruction sched

uled in the first four years of the curriculum

in Mechanical Engineering.”

Another matter of detail that must be

left to the faculty for working out is the

method of selection to be used in sifting out

from among the applicants those who shall

be admitted. A number of years ago, the

faculty Committee on Admission, acting

under instructions from the Academic

Council of the faculty, endeavored to

eliminate from the candidates for entrance

who had passed the required scholastic

tests, those who had only mediocre ability,

those who were not mature or serious

minded, and those of doubtful character or

frivolous disposition, and failed signally.

It found no reliable source of information,

and those whom tentatively it placed on the

rejected list immediately came forward

with emphatic endorsements as to their

characters and ability, signed by men of the

most eminent standing in their communi

ties. It is to be remembered, however, that

at that time there was only a general, though

very earnest, desire to limit the number of

students and to raise the standards of ad

mission, and no authoritatively announced

and exact limit on numbers. There will

doubtless be errors and injustices, since a

university is a human institution, but if a

university faculty or a department faculty,

with only a certain number of vacancies at

its disposal and with the requirement that

its graduates are to be judged by their

“personal success and direct usefulness in

life,” is given the opportunity, it will man

age somehow or other to get hold of the

kind of students it thinks will be most

likely to turn out the men it would like to

have a hand in training.

The visible, physical effects of the new

policy in new buildings would alone be
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noteworthy, even if they were not, as they

are, merely incidental to the carrying out

of the greater plans of the university. It is

altogether probable that the new library

building, which will have shelf capacity for

a million volumes and cannot possibly cost

less than a half-million dollars, will form

the corner of the second quadrangle group

which was planned as a part of the original

building scheme, but has never been under

taken. A million-volume library is no

phantasy. Stanford now has on its

shelves somewhere around

225,000 books, and from the

income of the half-million

Jewel Fund, based on the

sale of Mrs. Stanford's

jewels and devoted

exclusively to the

purchase of books,

the library is grow

ing at the rate of

about a thousand

volumes a month.

In half a century,

a short period in

the life of a uni

versity, Stanford

will be reaching

the capacity of its

new library.

For the adminis

tration of the men's

gymnasium theTrus

tees propose a novel \

scheme. They will put

the building up on the

forty-five-acre tract de

voted to athletic fields

the most convenient and

completely equipped,pos

sibly in the country and

fast coming to be one of

the most beautiful—and

then turn it over to the men to be

maintained along with the rest of their

athletic equipment. It is the Trustees’ idea

that if the men of the university are given

facilities for bathing and dressing near their

fields, and under their own control, more of

them will engage in outdoor sports. This

has always been the aim of the university

authorities, and was the real motive back

of the faculty suppression of the old Ameri

can football game and the substitution of

the present Rugby style. The Trustees, in

addition, have agreed to lend the student

Copyright 1913 by Frank Davey

President John Casper Branner

body the money with which to erect the

great concrete stadium they are going to

build for the Big Games of football with the

University of California. Anybody reading

between the lines here can easily perceive

that it is no part of the present plan to turn

Stanford into a graduate school, nor even

to eliminate the “Junior College” years,

which is a scheme that was once proposed

as a possible solution of the problem of lim

iting attendance and concentrating effort

within the financial resources of the

university.

Such a program as Stanford

now proposes, to give the

best possible training to

N young men and women

selected on the basis

of their capacity to

profit by that train

ing, involves the

freest contact be

tween faculty and

students. This

will, in large

measure, be the

function of the

Stanford Union

and the Women’s

Club House, now

going up on the

campus and in

which the Trustees

have heartily co

operated, which will

furnish social meet

ing places for men and

for women, faculty and

students, on terms of

equality. The Trustees,

in this same direction,

desire to have the unique

detachment of the Stan

ford campus taken ad

vantage of to the fullest extent, and plan

to make it attractive for the faculty to

build their homes and live in the university

community.

In San Francisco, where the university

maintains the main plant of its medical

school, there will be immediate building

which will involve the expenditure of at

least another half-million dollars. All this

building campaign, it is understood, is to be

carried out on a financial scheme which

does not unduly drain other enterprises of

the university.
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The Trustees have declared new policies

for Stanford, looking to higher standards

and greater efficiency, and the university

is prepared to carry them out. How well it

can do the work set for it may be seen

clearly from its achievements in the field of

strictly professional study. In engineering

Stanford has from the beginning ranked

with the best schools in the country, and its

graduates have been leaders in their work.

The engineering departments now regard

their courses as a five-year curri

culum, although the A. B. de

gree is granted at the end of

the fourth year. The labo

ratory facilities are ex

cellent and are being

expanded. Theteach

ing staffs include

men who are recog

nized as the best

men, individually,

in all the American

colleges.

In law Stanford

offers a six-year

course leading to

the degree of Juris

Doctor. This

course includes

three years of gen

eral culture study

and three years of

professional, the A.

B. degree being grant

ed at the end of the

fourth year, and no one

being admitted to regular

standing as a candidate

for the J. D. who has not

received an A. B. Re

cently the departmentes

tablished ashortercourse,

omitting one year of the

general culture work and the A. B. and lead

ing to the degree of LL.B. This course was

offered in the belief that its effect on the

standard of legal training and practice

would be beneficial. It was found that there

were some men who felt that they could not

devote six years to preparation. As a re

sult, some of them entered as special stu

dents, devoting themselves exclusively to

law, thus defeating the department's desire

to have its men acquire a certain amount of

general education outside the technical sub

jects, and others left at the end of their

Chancellor David Starr Jordan

fourth year, with only one year of law study

in the university, and after a little outside

study easily passed the bar examinations

and became practising attorneys in regular

standing. This course, containing an equal

amount of professional study, and two

years of the highly desirable general studies,

was offered in the hope that it would at

tract these men, to the general improve

ment and raising of standards of the legal

profession in California and the West.

The law school already ranks among

the few leading institutions in

the country. In faculty, li

brary facilities, and breadth

N and thoroughness of its

curriculum it occupies a

position of recognized

eminence—certainly

among the first half

dozen schools, pos

sibly among the

first three. Its

special library

contains 16,500

volumes, all of

present-day

value, housed in

its own building

on the campus.

Its faculty in

cludes seven men

whodevote all their

time to teaching law,

and practically all of

whom have been

sought by other leading

schools. In fact Stanford

may find that the chief

effort necessary to main

tain and advance the

standing of its law school

will lie in increasing sal

aries to meet the steadily

rising scale which the competition between

the leading institutions for the best teachers

is bringing about.

Stanford has only recently entered the

field of Medical Education, and from the

beginning its influence has been steady for

the raising of standards. The medical

school offers a combined seven-year curric

ulum, the final two and a half years being

in the hospitals, clinics and laboratories in

San Francisco. No student is admitted to

candidacy for the M. D. degree unless he has

already received the A. B. Three years of
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general work are required before admission

into medicine. Stanford's requirements are

equal in this respect to those of Cornell and

Western Reserve University and surpass

those of Harvard, Columbia and Pennsyl

vania. Johns Hopkins requires an A. B.

degree for admission; Harvard admits upon

an A. B., but permits students who have

covered certain special subjects to enter

after two years of university work. Re

cently Stanford enacted a new requirement

still further raising its standards. Begin

ning with year after next, no student will

be given the Stanford M. D. until he has

successfully completed a year's work as

interne attached to the staff of a hospital

after his course in the university is com

pleted. This requirement is exacted by

only one other university in the country,

the University of Minnesota, which has

complete control of medical education in

the state. Stanford's courses preliminary

to the study of medicine have always been

strong, and graduates of the university who

have entered eastern medical schools have

been notably well prepared. The university

will, hereafter, in its own field, compete on

equal terms, so far as quality is concerned,

with the best schools in the country.

The equipment of the department is un

surpassed for a school with comparatively

small numbers. Lane Hospital with its

more than one hundred beds for clinical

study, filled with continually changing

patients from cosmopolitan San Francisco,

the hundreds of out-patients visiting the

hospital and clinics every day, together

with the beds in various other hospitals un

der the control of the university, furnish an

immense amount of instruction for the

students. Unlike most universities, the

Stanford hospital is under the direct con

trol of the teaching staff, which is of immense

advantage for the purposes of instruction.

The library, recently transferred to the

new $140,000 fire-proof building, built by

the Stanford Trustees since they assumed

control of Cooper Medical College, which

has become Stanford's medical department,

contains about 40,000 volumes, and is,

therefore, the largest university medical

library in the United States. It is the

largest medical library of any sort west of

Chicago, and the university places its books

at the disposal of physicians for consulta

tion and study on the payment of a nominal

annual fee.

As the Trustees pointed out in their

statement of policy, more than 70,000

treatments were given in the clinics of Lane

Hospital last year, practically all of them

to persons of limited means and many to

the absolutely destitute. This makes the

hospital by far the largest public charity in

the far West. The university authorities,

moreover, regard the hospital not merely as

a part of the teaching plant, but as a means

of direct public service, and it is conducted

with that idea kept prominently in mind.

This attitude is exemplified by the begin

ning recently made upon a social service

department, to follow up clinic patients and

help them get a foothold in life after their

discharge from the hospital. And it has had

its effect in bringing to the hospital many

gifts and endowments. Moreover, a gift to

Lane Hospital brings the full value of the

money in actual relief work. The univer

sity maintains the hospital and its staff,

so that there are no expenses nor fees

to be deducted. Every dollar given

goes, intact and direct, to the alleviation

of suffering.

The standing of the Stanford professional

schools indicates the trend of the univer

sity's ideals and efforts. The new policies

will strengthen the ideals and give more

power to the efforts.
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desk at the Mansion House that I'm

five minutes late. It being a hobby of

mine to be five minutes early to every

thing that's going on, you can well believe

I'm worried some.

“I run all the way, too” I says to Charley

Sands, the clerk.

“Where from?” asks Charley, genial like.

“The jail” I says. “It ain’t every day”

I says, “a man can see a fellow-being

electrocuted” I says, “and out of courtesy

to him” I says, “I had to stay till it was all

over.”

“Politeness always pays” says Charley,

“and now that you speak of it, how did

you like it?” he says.

“I enjoyed it fine” I tells him, “but

that's past and gone. I'm keen about the

present and the future. Room number

seven” I says, “how about it? Is it occu

pied or empty?”

“Full to the gunnel” answers Charley.

“They're both there now.”

“Which both?” I asks.

“Ex-governor MacFarland” he

“and that son-of-a-gun Poindexter.

hind closed doors” he says.

I tiptoes to number seven-number

seven's known in River county as MacFar

land's private headquarters—and I raps

the countersign on the panel of the door.

The loud noises inside stops and a voice

I takes to be MacFarland's calls out

“Come in.”

In I goes and I was mighty glad to see

that I acts as a sort of comic relief to a

situation that's growing hotter every min

ute. MacFarland sits on his side of the

table, chewing savage on his big cigar, his

fist doubled up tight in front of him, like

he's been laying down the law.

I SEE by the clock over the clerk's

says,

Be

Poindexter's chewing on his cigar like

wise with plenty of blood in his eye, but

that sardonical grin on his face, which

shows me he thinks he's got the upper

hand, as though that gives him the right

to tantalize Ex-governor MacFarland to

the limit. MacFarland sees me first.

“Come in, Barney” he says. “Glad

to see you. Shut the door.”

Poindexter wheels on me like he'd cut

me down. He changes color, too. I takes

quick note of that.

“Now” says MacFarland to Poindexter,

“go ahead.”

“Not before him” says Poindexter, jerk

ing his thumb toward me.

“What's the matter, Poindexter?” I

asks. “Did you ever hear of Barney Gil

foil coughing up anything he swallows in

a conference?” I says.

Poindexter taps the table with his long

fingers and looks MacFarland in the

face.

“What are you going to do about plank

five?” he says.

MacFarland picks up a blue pencil and

with it he slashes three times at the paper

that's in front of him.

“That's what I’m going to do about

plank five” he says. “You might as well

know it now as any time.”

Poindexter shrugs his shoulders.

“Plank five” he says, “is the backbone

of the whole platform.”

“I won’t subscribe to it” says MacFar

land. “I won't fool the people.”

“You ain’t fooling the people” says

Poindexter. “All you're doing, MacFar

land, is to pledge your candidates for the

assembly to regulate the commutation

rates between the suburbs in this state

and the city of New York.”

5ou
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“The assembly” says MacFarland, grow

ing hotter by the minute, “can’t regulate

commutation rates between two states.

It's interstate, Poindexter” he says, “it’s

up to Congress, and you know it.”

Poindexter grins. “The people don’t

know it” he says, “and you can’t make

them believe that it ain’t up to the assembly

and the senate and the governor of their

state” he says. “As long as they think

so” he says, “pledge your assemblymen and

keep your pledge good.” He grins some

more. “Let them pass a law” he says.

“Just to keep the people quiet” says

MacFarland.

“Sure” says Poindexter, “why not?”

“Like a nurse giving candy to a sick

baby” says MacFarland.

“Yes, yes” answers Poindexter,

why not?”

“I’ll tell you why not” yells MacFar

land. “Because it ain’t square and it

ain’t honest. You know what'll happen”

he says, “You pass the law” he says,

“and you start in to regulate the rates

and you prosecute your railroads under

the law” he says—

“The court below” says Poindexter,

“will sustain the law. It always does”

he says.

“The court below” answers MacFar

land. “Yes, and it costs the state ten

thousand dollars to try the case before the

court below and then the railroads takes

it up” he says, “to the Supreme Court”

he says, “and there's twenty thousand

more, special counsel and all kinds of ex

pert testimony” says MacFarland, “and

the Supreme Court” he goes on, “finds the

law unconstitutional and it goes to the

Court of Errors, and then to the United

States Supreme Court, and when you're

all through, Poindexter” he says, “what

have you got? You’ve got a bum law on

your hands that's cost over fifty thousand

dollars of the state's—the people's—money.

And what else?”

Poindexter only grins. “You’ve got

nine assemblymen from River county” he

says, “who made a promise to the people

and who kept it” he says.

Ex-governor MacFarland gets up on his

hind legs.

“The nine assemblymen from River

county that I pick” he says, “don’t cram

any such stuff down the people's throats.

I've always looked the people in the face,

“and

Poindexter” he says, “and my nine men

are going to look the people in the face.

They're going down on an honest plat

form” he says, “or not at all.”

Poindexter pulls his hat over his eyes

and draws on his gloves. “All right” he

says, satisfied, “then it's all off. Here's

where we split, MacFarland. I’ll pick

my men and my platform. It's a popu

lar platform and they're going to be pop

ular men. You can go down on any blamed

old platform that you like.”

With that he stalks across the floor and

leaves the room. I keeps my seat. Mac

Farland looks at me.

“Thought you was with him, Barney”

he says, surprised.

“I was’ I answers, “till I finds out they

was against you and not for you, Governor.

I finds out they was out to trim you and

I quit. I hears this was going to be peeled

off here today and I come here to see it

done. They're out to trim you, Gov

ernor.”

MacFarland draws his hand over his

face like he was tired to death. He pushes

a cigar to me and lights it for me and

lights a fresh one for himself. Then he

gets up on his hind legs again and paces

up and down room seven.

He's a great pacer, is MacFarland, and

on the royal wilton carpet in room seven

there's a seedy looking littlepath going north

and south that he's worn just for himself.

There's many a campaign been won in

River county with MacFarland pacing

up and down that narrow little path. At

last he stops in front of me.

“Barney” he says, “you're right—they're

out to trim me and to trim me bad. For

ten years” he says, his voice shaking, “for

ten years I’ve been county chairman here

in River, and I’ve given the people a square

deal. Poindexter was right” he says,

“plank five is a popular plank. If Poin

dexter puts up nine men at the primaries

against my nine, I can see what happens,

Barney. His nine will go down to the

state house as sure as guns, and you know

what that means, Barney; it means that

I go down” he says, “into innoxious deser

tude”—his voice breaks—“and I’ve been

county chairman for ten long years.”

I gets up and I beats a little track to

east and west. I'm some pace-maker my

self. When I gets through exercising I

sits down in MacFarland's chair at



"I'll tell you why not” yells MacFarland.
it ain't square and it ain't honest"

MacFarland's desk and takes a pen. For

about five minutes Iscratches away like mad.

“I wouldn’t give a tinker's dam for your

platform or for Poindexter's. There's mine”

I says, shoving the paper to MacFarland.

MacFarland looks doubtful at the pen

and-ink sketches that appears thereon.

"Because

“You know, Barney” he says, “I can

never read writing, so you’ll have to

translate” he says.

“Governor” I says, “keep your eye on

that there while I expatriates upon it.

Governor” I says, “it ain’t the first cam

paign that you and me has fought together.
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I got a thousand tricks to Poindexter's

one. Maybe each one of my thousand

tricks” I says, “ain’t worth ten votes

apiece, but ten times a thousand is ten

thousand, Governor” I says. “Now listen

to me.” I says, “any fool can see that there

commuter's plank is just what Poindexter

says it is—the backbone of this here politi

cal campaign—and the commuters’ll be

wild for it—they'll all fall for it” I says.

“To think, too, that Poindexter's a rene

gade and a crook! So much for the com

muters” I says, “but all you cares for,

Governor, is River county-your own

stamping-ground—am I right?”

“Right” answers MacFarland, studying

my free-and-easy pencil drawing on the

paper.

“Let Poindexter” I says, “take care of

the commuters. How many commuters”

I goes on, “does River county hold, com

pared with its non-commuters? How many

voters” I says, “have we got in the fac

tories, and the shops, and the works, and

the banks, and the insurance companies,

right here in town? They ain't got a

vital interest in this here thing, and it's

those chaps that I'm after. It ain't a

question of your platform or of Poindex

ter's, Governor” I says. “It’s a question

of getting out the vote. That's my plat

form—getting out the vote. Now listen”

I says, “and go down the line on that there

sheet of paper while I prognosticates.”

He listens carefully and I explains the

whole game to him from a to z. Believe

me, he's a different looking man, MacFar

land is, when I gets through explaining.

“Looks good to me, Barney” he says to

me, with the life coming back into his

voice, “only” he says, “there's just one

thing you haven't told me about.” He

leans across the table and puts his finger

on the paper near the bottom of the sheet.

“What's those three things stand for?”

asks MacFarland.

I looks at them doubtful. There was

three of them all right, and MacFarland

is justified in calling them things. I takes

my cigar out of my mouth and scratches

my head.

“Blest if I know” I says.

“It must be one of your thousand tricks,

Barney” says the Governor. “If there's

ten votes in it we want them” he says.

“Take your time” he says, “and think.”

I gets up on my hind legs again and paces

up and down my little path to east and west,

carrying the piece of paper along with me

for company. Then sudden like it all

comes to me in a flash.

“Pity, Governor” I says, “you ain’t

never learned to read. Them there ain’t

things at all; they stands for B. B. G.”

“Bully Barney Gilfoil” says the Gov

ernor, laughing hysterical, like he was a

boy again.

“Not in a thousand years” I says. “It

stands for Base Ball Game.” -

The Governor snatches up his hat.

“Come on, Barney!” he yells, distribu

ting cigars. “We got time yet. We'll

O.”

“You tempt me sorely, Governor” I

answers, “but you mistakes me cruelly.

This is nary invitation to nary game

not even a suggestion. It’s only a clue”

I says, “to a situation—you have a son”

I says.

“Midget” he says.

“Midget?” I inquires, doubtful.

“Midget MacFarland” says the Gov

ernor, “that's my son. We calls him

Midget” he explains, “because he stands

six-foot-one in his stocking feet and weighs

about fifteen stone.” -

‘How much is a stone?” I says. “I

should dearly like to know, Governor.”

The Governor looks foolish for a minute

and then he brightens up.

“A stone” he says. “Why, to be sure”

he says, “it’s just about a fifteenth of what

Midget weighs.”

“And how much” I says, “does Midget

weigh?”

“Fifteen of 'em” says the Governor.

“Now are you satisfied? Let us get back

to B. B. G.”

“Your son” I says,

I’ve heard.” -

The Governor rubs his chin. “He’s

nineteen” he says, “and this is his last

year at Hamersly Hall up here at Hunter

don” he says. “I think I’ve heard him

speak about base-ball” he says, “and I

shouldn’t be surprised if he does play.

What's that got to do with it?” he asks.

“You was right, Governor” I answers,

“it was just one of my thousand tricks.

Governor,” I says, “every ward and every

district in this here town is spotted with

soft-drink cigar stores on the corner. Nine

cases out of ten they got bowling alleys

and pool tables. Nine cases out of ten

“plays base-ball, so
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you’ll find all the young sports in the

neighborhood hanging round there—and

those there places” I says, “every one of

them, is the headquarters for a base-ball

club or so.” -

“Are you talking politics or sport?”

asks the Governor.

“Both I says. “You’d be surprised,

Governor” I says, “to know how many

little base-ball teams there is in a town

like this. If there’s one there's two hun

dred and one” I says. “Look at the

sporting page of the Morning Mail” I

says. “Every day it’s got its little local

calendar: “The Chandeliers will play the

Carpet Tacks today at two.’ ‘The Clams

will meet the Oysters at half-past three.”

There's voters on those base-ball teams”

I says, “and if there ain’t there's something

just as good. There's the sons of voters.

I’ve heard about your boy, Governor” I

says. “He’s a good amateur player, so

I gathers, and a mighty sight better than

most of these here teams.”

“Where did you hear that?” asks the

Governor.

“Two teams in my home district” I

advises Governor MacFarland, “has tipped

me off. It seems they wrote him and asked

him to pitch for them this summer, and

they didn’t get no answer.”

“That ain’t like Midget; not to answer”

says the Governor.

“I don’t know about that” I says. “It

seems they kind of feel they has a nerve

to ask him, but at any rate they comes to

me to find out have I got influence with

you.”

“What for?” says the Governor, puzzled.

“To see” I says, “could I influence you

to hypnotize your boy into pitching a few

games for them this summer” I says. “It

give me the idee” I says, “to work the

boy” I says, into this campaign for all

he's worth. It may mean ten votes and

it may mean a thousand, Governor. May

be these lads can hypnotize the voters in

their families” I says. “There's no blood

like young blood for getting out the vote.”

The Governor sees the point. “It’s

catching at straws” he says, “but that's

what this campaign's going to be-catch

ing at straws.”

“Let your boy pitch at them” I says,

“and we'll catch them.”

“By George!” says the Governor, “Mid

get MacFarland's going to be home tonight.

You come up, Barney, and we'll tackle

him.”

I went up and we tackles the Midget.

When we gets through it looks like the

Midget is going to tackle us. He could've

done it all right. The Governor tells the

truth about the six-foot-one and I see it

didn’t make no difference what a stone

weighs, Midget weighs fifteen of 'em all

right.

“Now” says the Governor, when I

finishes explaining, “now, Midget” he says,

“you’ve got the idee, and besides” he says,

“did you get the letters that the teams

wrote to you?” he says.

“Letters?” answers Midget MacFarland.

“I suppose I did” he says.

The Governor eyes him in mild surprise.

“And you didn’t answer them?” he in

quires.

“Answer them!” says the Midget. “How

can I answer them? I gets about a hun

dred a day or so, this time of the year.”

And all of a sudden he pouts like a young

girl and his chin trembles and, believe me,

he looks like he was going to cry.

“But, Pop” he says, like he was begging

off from being spanked, “Pop, I can't do

this, what Mr. Gilfoil asks me. I was

going to Chicago in a week or so” he says.

The Governor looks surprised. “Chi

cago?” he says. “What would you be

doing, going to Chicago?”

“I want to talk to some of the big fel

lows” says Midget. “I want to learn

some of their tricks” he says. “I got some

friends out there and I want to have a

confab with 'em.”

“Confab about what?” says the Gov

ernor.

“About ball” answers Midget. “There's

nothing else worth having confabs about,

is there?” he says, still pouting.

“What's the good” says the Governor,

“of going to Chicago? Besides” he says,

“I try to treat you right, so far as money

matters goes, but I ain't a millionaire, my

boy” he says, “and the money market's

way down just now. I don't know as I

could afford to pay your way out to Chi

cago. You like to play ball” he says,

“don’t you, Midget?”

Midget stops pouting and a queer little

Smile plays round the corriers of his mouth.

“Foolish question 7507813” he says.

He says it all respectful enough, but I

sees that he's pretty well mified about

Io
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something, and it ain’t only that, it's

genuine disappointment, too.

“My boy” says the Governor, and he

has a sort of heartbreaking plea in his

voice mixed up with a motherly kind of

tenderness for the boy, “my boy, Barney

Gilfoil here has helped me in many a cam

paign. This campaign means a whole

lot to me” he says. “It’s a crisis in my

career. Barney Gilfoil” he goes on, “is

always chuck full of fool idees—that is,

I always thinks they're fool idees till the

campaign is over, then we find” he says,

“that Barney's doped things out all to the

good. I don’t want to spoil your summer,

Midget” he goes on, “and it ain’t as though

I was asking you to work hard or to earn

your living, and I ain’t going to force you

to do it, but Barney thinks it's of impor

tance and I’m simply going to ask you to

do as Barney says.”

At that I sees a change come over Mid

get. There ain't no more young girl in

him and his chin don’t tremble no more.

What going to Chicago means to him I

don’t know, but I sees a little struggle

going on and I sees Midget MacFarland

put Chicago behind him, as though there's

no such place on the face of the map.

“Pop” he says, as though the old man

had invited him out to a ten-dollar din

ner, “it’s a go” he says. “You can tell

them two teams, Mr. Gilfoil” he says to

me, “and any other teams in River county,

that I'll play with them this summer.

First come, first served—one game apiece.”

He shakes hands with me and he pats

the Governor gentle on the shoulder. He

stalks to the door, straight as an Indian.

He turns and looks at us again.

“You can tell them from me” he says—

and believe me, there's a capital M to

that “me”—“that Mr. Barney Gilfoil used

his influence with me”—another capital

M right here—“and if they got any grati

tude in their system they'd better shake

it loose next fall at the primaries. You

can tell them that from me” he says, as

he disappears into the hall.

Of course, he didn't have to tell me that.

That night every district leader in the town

got word about it hot over the wire, and

next morning when I seeks my private office

on the top floor of the Telephone building at

the witching hour of nine, believe me the

surroundings looks like I advertised for a

office boy at a thousand dollars a day.

One lad has his nose smudged up against

the “l” in “Gilfoil” on my ground-glass

door, for fear something might get between

him and the inside of my private office.

But he's only one. Behind him is a lad

who has got his chin hooked over the first

lad’s collar and it looks like you couldn’t

pry them apart with a crowbar. But

that ain’t all.

Believe me, from that there letter

in the aristocratic name of “Gilfoil” on

the aforesaid ground-glass door, there

stretches a serpentine—not to say snake

like—line of variegated members of the

masculine race all the way down the hall

to the sixth story stairs, and all the way

down the sixth story stairs to the fifth

story hall, and all the way down the fifth

story stairs to the fourth story, and from

thence—as Governor MacFarland would

say—that amalgamated combination of

gum-chewing reptile trails down by easy

stages to the sidewalk, past the telephone

offices and around the corner as far as the

naked eye could reach.

I unlocks my door and the snake wrig

gles forward three feet and falls over my

desk.

“Any application accompanied with dis

order” I says, “gets vetoed quick—and

the first lad” I goes on, throwing my voice

down as much of the line as I can see,

“that chews gum in my ear, gets thrown

down stairs. Order now. First come,

first served.”

The first lad was from my own district

and I makes short work of booking him.

Well, believe me, after that I spent six

solid hours booking Midget MacFarland

for semi pro teams, then I drags my weary

frame round to the Governor's. I finds

the Governor sitting in his private law

office, leaning back in his chair and gazing

blankly at six or eight slim-legged high

collared young chaps of aristocratic mien.

I don't know any of them to talk to, but

I recognizes one of them by sight-his

name is Taggart. He's the son of a mil

lionaire and his old man is the Taggart

Tool Works in town that employs three

thousand men.

Silence reigns when I enters. The young

sports is looking over the tops of their

collars and waiting polite for the Governor

to speak. It's plain the Governor don't

know what to do. The minute he sees

me he jumps and grabs me.

“1”
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“Gentlemen” he says, “this is Mr. Gil

foil. He can tell you all about it; he's

the man to see.”

It seems I was, and in three shakes of

a lamb's tail I was the perspiring center

of an admiring group.

“We’re from the Fifteenth Ward” says

the spokesman, speaking in dulcet tones,

that was acquired late in his youthful

career and not born in him.

“Yes, yes” I says, “what then?”

But I makes a mental note of the fact

they was from the Fifteenth Ward and

tucks it away where it would do the most

good. The Fifteenth Ward is the Gov

ernor's own ward and yet it's dead against

him. It's the silk-stocking ward of the

town. But it's something more—it's the

biggest ward in town, with its fifty-thou

sand-dollar houses and the likes of that,

and its northern boundary takes in a item

of considerable importance–Taggart's Tool

Works, as aforesaid.

“Glad to meet you, gents” I says.

“What can I do for you?” I says.

Immediately they surrounds me closer

still and all talks at once. Of course I

has their drift before they starts.

“True” I says, “but wherefore did you

not come to me? First come, first served”

I says, “and I’ve got my man booked for

the entire season, I'm afraid.”

“We didn’t know” says one of 'em,

Griscom by name, apologizing like. “We

thought it would be best to see the Gov

ernor.”

“Ought to have gone direct to Midget

MacFarland” says Taggart to his col

leagues.

“Couldn't" answers Griscom. “Midget

won't do anything for us. Chalmers in

sulted him three years ago. Chalmers

is a bounder" he says.

Chalmers steps forth. “I’ll go down

on my knees and crawl a couple of miles

before him now” says Chalmers, “if we

can only get him.”

I shrugs my shoulders. “Midget Mac

Farland don't owe you anything, as I

sees” I says, cool as a cucumber, “and I

knows from personal experience that Gov

ernor MacFarland don't owe the Fifteenth

Ward nothing, and I don't see" I goes on,

“just where you chaps comes in."

“We'll give him fifty dollars a game”

blurts out Taggart. “We'll do anything

“FiftyThe Governor leaps to his feet.

“Mydollars a game,” says the Governor.

son doesn’t—” -

I stops the Governor with a wave of

my hand. I takes Taggart by the arm

and marches him into the library and shuts

the door.

“Old man” I says, “you like as not will

See the situation straight. In the first place”

I goes on, “you’ve got to talk to me.”

“I see that's so’’ he says.

“I hates the Fifteenth Ward like poison”

I goes on. “Silk stockings ain’t much in

my line and beside they never listens to

reason. What's more” I says, “they've

done the Governor and they’ve done me,

and you admit they come near doing

Midget. Now” I says, “first come, first

served. That's the rule that Midget's

made. If I does as you wants I’ve got

to break up everything all along the line.”

He jumps at that. “What's it worth”

he says, “to break it up for us; to shove

us in ahead of someone else?”

I looks Taggart in the eye. “What's

it worth to you?” I says.

Taggart is on. “I’ll give you my per

sonal check for one hundred dollars, Mr.

Gilfoil” he answers.

“Oh, no you won't” I answers. “But

there's just one thing” I goes on. “Mr.

Taggart” I says, looking him hard in the

eye, “what about them three thousand votes

in the Taggart Tool Works?” I says.

“Them three thousand votes” he says,

“don’t live in the Fifteenth Ward” he says.

“Maybe so” I says, “but your old man

lives in the Fifteenth Ward and you live

with him” I says.

“Well” he says, evasive, “we’ll talk

about that later. The point is now” he

says, “that we're going to have three big

games and we got to win 'em all.”

“And” I says, “you want Midget Mac

Farland to make sure of one of them for

you.”

“Too true” he says, “and two more

beside. We want Midget MacFarland to

pitch all three.”

“Nothing doing” I opines to him.

“What do you think I am?” I says. “I

can get votes—real votes that’ll stick—

Down Neck with this lad—votes that’ll

put the silk-stocking ward out of business,

unless" I says, “the silk-stocking ward

can show me. Again” I says, “let’s get

to get him.” back to Taggart's Tool Works.”
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“My old man” he kind of wails, “is dead

against MacFarland.”

“Too true” I answers him, “and Midget's

manager's dead against your team.”

He looked me square in the eye. “I’ll

see the old man” he says. “You give me

Midget for three games” he says, “and

I'll do my best to swing the Tool Works,

Mr. Gilfoil” he says. -

“Your best don’t go” I tells him. “What

I want is your guarantee. For every

thousand votes I gets out of Taggart's

Tool Works, Midget MacFarland pitches

one game. D'ye understand?”

“What kind of a guarantee?” he asks,

doubtful-like.

“I’ll take” I answers, “your word of

honor as a gentleman. But the Lord

help you” I says, “if you break your word

of honor.”

“He pitches once for every thousand

votes?”

“Yes, yes” I tells him.

He squares his shoulders. “Well” he

says, “there's nothing to it. We've got

to have him pitch three games.” He holds

out his hand and shakes the hand of Barney

Gilfoil. “It’s a go” he says, “on my word

of honor as a gentleman.”

Well, we plays Midget MacFarland all

through the summer, and in all parts of

town. In course we has him promised

to more games than he could have pitched

in ten summers, and you may well believe

that Barney Gilfoil's schedule was smashed

to flinders. Barney Gilfoil's slogan of

first come, first served, was a swell bit to

put over in the advertising line. As a bit of

ethics it goes fine. As practical politics, how

ever, Barney Gilfoil has to dodge it.

Inside of a week after the season opens

that there schedule was smashed in fuzzy

flinders and no mistake. What's the use

of pitching a game for the Connie Mack,

Juniors, on New Lots Road, when there

ain’t a vote in a mile of the whole team?

You may well believe, therefore, that

Barney Gilfoil manages Midget MacFar

land to the queen's taste.

“This has been nothing but a swell

idee” I says to Ex-governor MacFarland

in his house one night, about ten days

before the primaries, “and I’m going to

push it to the limit. On the 28th” I says

—that is primary day—“starting out at

ten A. M. Midget MacFarland’ll pitch

Midget himself swings into the room

and puts the kibosh on it. He slings his

hat in the corner.

“Pop” he says, “I’m through. I’ve won

the last game for the silk stockings. I

pitched every day all through the cam

paign, except Sundays” he says. “The

next ten days” he says, “belongs to me.”

I looks at him reproachful. “You ain’t

going to turn down the Ironsides and the

Neversweats?” I says.

“All over” answers Midget. “The next

ten days” he says, “belongs to me.” He

turns to Ex-governor MacFarland. “Pop”

he says, “you ain’t never seen me pitch a

game of ball.”

“What?” says the Governor. “I’ve seen

you pitch a dozen right here in town this

summer.”

“Humph!” snorts Midget MacFarland,

“you call this stuff I’ve been pulling off

this summer—you call that pitching. Pop”

he says, with a little note of pleading in

his voice, “you wouldn't let me go to Chi

cago, and I didn’t go. I said” he goes on,

“that the next ten days belongs to me. I

feel like a cad” he says, “deserting you in

the heat of the campaign” he says.

“Going to Chicago after all?” asks the

Governor.

“Not so you can notice it” says Midget.

“I’m going back to Hamersly Hall for

practice.”

“The fall term ain't open yet” says the

Governor.

“Right” answers Midget. “That's why

I’m going back there—to get away from

the crowd. It’s a quiet place” he says.

Believe me, it's Governor MacFarland's

turn to Snort.

“Quiet!” he says. “Hamersly Hall, sit

uated in the gentle little town of IIunter

don” he says.

“Fifty-three hundred votes” I murmurs.

“Yes” says Governor MacFarland, “and

every one of them rabid for Poindexter's

men—every one of them there votes” he

says, “is commuters' votes—it's a hotbed

of opposition to me” he says, “that gentle

little town of Hunterdon. Believe me,

Barney” he says, “I hate to go there and

make a speech” he says. “It’s a waste

of time and besides it's humiliating” he

says. “They'll hoot me out of the place.”

“Pop” says Midget MacFarland, still

pleading-like, “I sure want to have you

three games-” see me pitch. Don't come to no practice
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games” he says. “I start in tomorrow on

them” he says, “but wait till I get into full

swing” he says. “Next Thursday, we're

going to have a try-out game at Ham

ersly Hall. Don't give it away” he says,

“but come. I want you to come” he says.

The Governor looks at his diary and then

he looks at me.

“Barney” he says, “if I got to take the

platform at Hunterdon” he shudders like

he's got the ague as he says it—“if I got

to go into that hostile camp” he says

“You sure have” I tells him like some

sour-faced woman telling her boy he's got

to go to church.

“Why not” he says, glancing patroniz

ing-like at Midget, “why not” he says,

“make it Thursday then and, incidentally.”

he says, “we can see the game? Who is

Hamersly Hall going to play?” he asks

the Midget.

Midget waves his hand. “Oh, it's just

a try-out game” he says, careless-like.

He leans over and shakes hands with the

Governor and comes over and shakes hands

solemnly with me.

“I’m much obliged to both of you” he

says, “for keeping me in town this season.

It was good dope” he says.

“Good dope” says the Governor.

“Yes” answers Midget. “You kept me

from going to Chicago, and it was well

you did” he says.

“Why, how's that?” asks the Governor.

Midget waves his hand again. “Noth

ing doing with Chicago” says Midget,

turning up his nose. “Believe me” he says,

“I’ve got a better dope.”

It was Thursday at three that we applies

for admission to the base-ball grounds at

Hunterdon. The Governor pulls out a

greenback.

“What's the price?” he says.

“You got another guess coming” says

the doorkeeper. “This ain't no public

game. Ain't you got a pass?” he says.

“You'll need one" he says.

The Governor nods. “I remember now.”

he says. “Midget give me a couple of

passes for me and Barney Gilfoil. I got

them here somewhere” he says.

He feels in all his pockets, but no passes

comes to light.

“Midget give them to me for sure” he

says.

“Midget who?” asks the doorkeeper.

“Midget MacFarland” says the Gov

ernor.

“Can’t you find them?” asks the door

keeper, looking us over.

“I mislaid them” says the Governor.

“Maybe you know me?” he says to the

doorkeeper. “Are you one of the Ham

ersly boys?” he asks.

“Not of your life” answers the door

keeper. “I’m from Philadelphia” he says.

“That's a shame” says the Governor.

“Midget asked me particularly to see this

game.”

“And who are you?” asks the door

keeper.

“I’m his father” says the Governor.

The doorkeeper looks him over close.

“By gorry” he says, “you are his father.

I'd know you anywhere to be his father.”

“You’re a stranger in these parts” says

the Governor.

“I sure am” answers the doorkeeper,

“but I'd know you and Midget anywhere

to be father and son” he says. “You can

go in, both of you” he says. -

In we goes. We skins around to the

back of the grand-stand and climbs up

to the top. When we gets to where we

can look over the edge we are some sur

prised. Hamersly Hall has got some

diamond, believe me, and yet maybe there

ain't more than five hundred people scat

tered around in sight. It ain't quarter

filled. Lots of the fans looks tired and

dusty. Lots of them is out on the field with

their heads together. The Governor looks

around and I looks around.

“Where's Midget, I wonder?” he says.

All of a sudden a chap breaks away from

a little group in the middle of the field

and waves his arms. The Governor catches

me by the sleeve.

“There's Midget” he says.

down and speak to him” he says.

So we goes down toward the rail as Mid

get comes across the field and, believe me,

I feel proud to be alongside of Ex-Gov

ernor MacFarland as he trails down those

steep steps. As already prognosticated,

Hunterdon is supposed to be dead against

our platform, and yet every man of that

skimpy audience of five hundred jumps

up and waves his hat.

“MacFarland” they cries, “MacFarland!”

The Governor's pleased as pie. He

turns around and bows and takes his hat

off and thanks them with his fine eyes.

“Let’s go
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“MacFarland!” they yells.

The Governor nudges me in the ribs.

“Barney” he says, “Hunterdon ain't such

a bad town, after all.”

“What's more” I says, sizing up the

crowd, “this gang looks like commuters.

Maybe they've got on to Poindexter's

tricks” I says. “Anyways” I says, “from

the way they yelled, you ought to have a

few friends in the crowd tonight.”

By that time we reaches the rail on one

side and Midget MacFarland reaches it

on the other. Midget's eyes is glittering

and he's holding himself like a young colt

just starting into a running race.

“Pop” he says, “I’m tickled to death;

I'm glad you come” he says. “I’ll play

ball all the better for your being here.”

He looks around the grand-stand and

his eyes settles on a spot half-way up.

“Barney” he says to me, “you see them

chaps up there with the dress suit case?”

“Covered with dust” I says.

“Sure” he tells me. “They got the best

seat on the stand” he says. “You and the

Governor sit right next to them” he says,

“and you'll see every move in this here

game like rolling off a log.”

We takes his advice and in another

minute the Governor and me settles our

selves alongside the dusty ones. They

don’t take no notice of the Governor and

me; they keeps their eyes on the field.

“I wonder” says one of them, “who was

that gink talking to MacFarland. I'd

like to know” he says.

The Governor, always polite and accom

modating, turns to him.

“That gink that was talking to me” he

says, “was Midget MacFarland.”

They eyes him suspicious. “I beg pardon”

he says, “he was talking to you, was he?”

“Yes” says the Governor.

They looks at each other and winks.

“We better keep quiet” they says to one

another. “We won't mix it up with no

body” they says.

The Governor looks them over polite.

“You’re strangers here?” he says.

They winks at each other some more.

“Yes” they answers, “we’re from Tim

buctoo.”

After that they quits talking—at least

to us. In a couple of minutes I sees every

body on the grand-stand sort of sit up and

stiffen like. From sizing up the Hunter

don vote on the stand, I looks into the field.

Just as I looks somebody yells “Play

ball,” and the game starts up. The Gov

ernor rubs his eyes.

“How old the Hamersly Hall ball

players are” he says. “Look at that fellow

way out there on the grass alongside of

that other fellow” he says. “He looks as

old as you, Barney” he says. “And that

other chap” he says, “with his foot on

that little pad” he says, “he looks like he

won't see forty years again. Hamersly

Hall must be awful hard on boys” he says.

All of a sudden, while he's talking, there

goes up a tremendous shout from the

grand-stand.

“What's that, what's that?” cries the

Governor. “Something must have hap

pened” he says. -

He stands up and looks over the field.

“MacFarland!” yells everybody. And the

Governor, polite like, turns and bows again.

“I didn't see nothing, Barney” he says.

“Did that chap hit the ball?” he says.

“From the way they're shouting” he says,

“they must have made a home run.”

“He ain't made no run.” I says. “He’s

gone back to the bench.”

“Gosh!” says the dusty chap next to

us, “what a boy it is! He certainly does

sling 'em in” he says. He gets up and

waves his hat. “Make him hit it!” he

yells. “Make him hit it over to right!

You know how. That's the boy!”

And, believe me, just as though the bat

ter was taking orders from this chap, the

ball sails through the air and into the hands

of a fellow way down the field.

“That fellow can bat some, can’t he?”

says the Governor to me. And he stands

up and yells a bit with the rest, and every

body yells “MacFarland.” And he bows

again.

“Why don’t the fellow make a run?”

says the Governor, getting hypnotized

with the game.

The two fellows next to me nudges each

other. “Is this soft stuff next to us” I

hears one of them say, “or is he giving us

a pipe? I'll bet he's on to us. He's

probably one of them Cleveland guys” he

says, “stalling us. I’ll size him up” he

says. He leans over and touches the Gov

ernor on the knee. “You understand the

game?” he says, squinting up his eyes and

looking sharp into the Governor's eyes.

“Pretty well” says the Governor. “Bar

ney and me has been to half a dozen games
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this summer. By the way” says the

Governor, not to lose an opportunity,

“there's going to be a political meeting

here tonight. There's a hot fight in this

county. Maybe you'd like to go” he says.

“Oh” says the dusty chap, sinking back

into his seat, “you're local round here, are

you?” he says.

“Yes” I puts in, “my friend is ex-gov

ernor of this state. He's county chairman

of River county. We're in River county

now.”

“It's all right” I hears the dusty fellow

whisper to the other dusty fellow. “They

ain't nobody at all. We needn’t worry.”

After that he raises his voice. “What

blithering idiots we was’’ he says to his

friend, “not to get this fellow out in Chi

cago this year” he says. “Why wouldn't

he come?” he says.

The other fellow laughs. “His mamma

or his papa, I forget which, wouldn’t let

him” he says.

“Yes” says the first one, “and our

mamma or papa should have taken us out

to the woodshed” he says, “and leathered

us well” he says, “for not coming on here

before. If he wouldn’t come to Chicago.”

he says, “we should have come on here.”

The Governor leans over again and bows.

“Barney and me,” he says, “ain't alto

gether wise to this game” he says, coming

down to their level, “and if you could put

us wise now and then to the fine points

of the game, we would like to have you do

it” he says. “We understand a few things.

We know, of course, that it's the pitcher's

business to keep the fellow at the bat from

hitting the ball.”

The two dusty fellows jumps up at the

same time. “Make him hit it!” they yells.

And sure enough the fellow at the bat

hits it just a little dribble of a hit that

rolls right down in the Midget's hands.

Midget tosses it to the first base and the

batter is out.

“I don't understand Midget's pitching”

says the Governor. “He told me that he'd

pitched games where never a man could

hit the ball, but now” he says, “they're

hitting it right and left.”

The dusty fellows looks us over again.

“You know this MacFarland pretty well?”

he asks. “This pitcher."

“Sure I do" says the Governor.

They winks at each other again and

crowds up closer.

“You’re not stalling us” they says,

“when you say you don’t know the game?”

The Governor laughs. “I’m ashamed

of my ignorance” he says.

“All right” says one of the two. “Now

let me tell you. This here game of ball”

he says, “is a popular game. It’s a dra

matic game” he says, like he was talking

out of a book, “and what the public wants

is action and plenty of it. A good pitcher”

he says, “is a fellow that can pitch every

batter out if he wants to" he says, “but I

wouldn’t give a tinker's dam” he says,

“for that kind of a pitcher. The big

pitcher” he says, “is the man that makes

them hit the ball and makes them hit it

just where he wants it to go. That's the

boy for the money. That ain’t only good

science” he says, “but it gives the people

something to look at. It's one thing to

pitch a man out and it's another thing to

pitch a ball that you know is going to land

into the hands of the short stop. That's

the game of ball” he says. They looks at

each other again. “How well” they says,

“do you know this here Midget MacFar

land, if we might ask?” they says.

The Governor laughs quiet-like. “My

dear man” he answers, “Midget MacFar

land is my son.”

They nearly jumps out of their skin.

“The Midget's father!” they exclaims.

“No doubt about it” says the Governor.

They looks him over. “You do look

like him” they says, “for a fact.” They

puts their heads together and does some

tall whispering. “We’d like to talk to

you” they says, “seeing you're his father.

We come on from Chicago just to see this

game” they says. Then one of them holds

up his hand.

“Wait a bit, Sam” he says, “let us watch

this play.”

“We'd better watch it, too” whispers

the Governor to me.

We watched it. One of the fellows kept

on talking quiet-like to the Governor and

me, with his eyes on the field. -

“This here” he says, in low tones, “is

the big minute in every game. There's

two men on bases” he says, “and two men

out, and the in team” he says, “haven’t got

a run. Midget MacFarland in the pitcher's

box" he says, “and Bunny Jones at the bat.

A ideal situation” he says. “Now watch.”

We watches. Midget MacFarland

stands there like a statue. He turns his



head to the left and looks at first base; he

turns his head to the right and looks at

third base. There's a chap on first and a

chap on third, and little by little they're

both edging away. It's clear to us that

Midget's got to put the scare into them.

He tosses the ball easy like to first, and the

first base man tosses it easy like back to

him. Midget tosses it easy like to third

and gets it back. The fellow hugs the bases

"Pop" he says, "I'm tickled to death.

I'm glad you come."

a little mite closer. They gets a little

cautious. Midget lifts his left hind leg

and swings in a ball over the plate.

“Strike one” says the umpire.

Midget gets the ball back again and he

stands looking reproachful-like at the fellow

that's edging off first; then he stands look

ing reproachful-like at the fellow edging

off third. Two or three times he sends

the ball easy like to first, and two or three
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times he sends it easy like to third; then he

swings his arm half a dozen times, lifts

his hind leg again and puts the ball over

the plate once more.

“Strike two” says the umpire.

Back goes the ball to Midget.

something happens-something electric.

You can’t see it, you can only feel it. Every

man on the grand-stand is crowded close

to the edge of the seat. The fellows

seated on the grass out on the field gets

up on their legs and looks over each other's

shoulders. Something like an electric spark

seems to flash over the grand-stand. Mid

get MacFarland doesn't notice it at all.

He stands there unconcerned for a second.

He looks sad at the chap on first, and sad

at the chap on third. Two or three times he

looks at them sad like; then he tosses the ball

easy to first. It comes back like a shot.

Bing—like lightning Midget sends it

home over the plate.

“Strike three” cries the umpire.

“By gorry” yells the man next to me in

my ear, “what do you know about that!

MacFarland!” he yells—“MacFarland!”

And he keeps on yelling till he's hoarse.

He ain’t the only one. I says before

there ain’t five hundred people on the

stand, and I'm pretty good at sizing up a

crowd, but by the yelling and the actions

you'd think there was fifty thousand and

four-year-olds at that.

Talk about political meetings. I've seen

ten thousand men go wild all at once, but

each one of the ten thousand was only one

man; now it seemed like there was about

fifteen red devils in every one of these five

hundred men. I could've started ten hos

pitals for the insane on the spot; at least

that's the way it looks to me. By and by

everything kind of settles down.

“Seeing as you're his father” says one

of these chaps to the Governor, “you must

have appreciated that there little play of

his” he says. “That trick of playing slow

and then fast, blowing hot and cold at the

same time” he goes on, “is as old as the

hills now; it's a hundred years old, only

Midget MacFarland does it in a differ

ent way. He's a born actor, that lad is,

and he showed it right there. He's worth

his weight in gold” he says. “If he can

bat” he says, “why he's the boy wonder of

the world.”

“Don’t make no difference” says the

other chap, “whether he can bat or not.

And then

He's ace high as he stands. How old” he

says to the Governor, “is the boy anyhow?”

“He's nineteen” says the Governor.

“Good” says they. “Then you got

something to say of his actions” he says.

He kind of smiles. “He must have a big

local reputation here” he says.

“Well” says the Governor, “he has,

since Barney and I put him out to work

this summer.”

“This summer” says one of them, sur

prised, “why, we heard of him last year.”

“And where are you from?” says the

Governor again. .

“We're from Chicago” they answers.

The Governor looks at him uncertain.

“Chicago” he says. “You heard of him

way out in Chicago?”

“Sure” they answers, “most of the team

there on the field is from out of town.”

“I” goes on one, “am the manager of

the Pink Sox” he says. “You’ve heard

of them?”

“Pink Sox” says the Governor.

think I have.”

They grins at each other. “Never mind”

they says. “It's the big Chicago team.

We come on to see the boy pitch.”

The manager of the Pink Sox motions

to me to make room between me and the

Governor, and seats himself between us.

“Don’t mind telling you, Mr. MacFar

land” he starts out—

“Governor MacFarland” I whispers.

“Don’t mind telling you, Governor” he

goes on, just like he was accustomed to

passing a few hundred governors on the

street every day, “since seeing Midget

MacFarland pitch this game—that the

Pink Sox of Chicago is here to make him

an offer” he says. “What do you think

he's worth now?” he asks.

The Governor kinds of sniffs the air.

“An offer” he says, “You mean from a

regular professional ball team?” he says.

“A regular professional ball team” sneers

the other man, good-natured. “Ain’t I

telling you that I’m the manager of the Pink

Sox? What do you think he's worth?”

“As an office boy” says the Governor,

“Midget would be dear, I'm afraid, at five

per week. I’ve heard” he goes on, “that

you professional ball players gives big

money to experienced men” he says, “but

Midget's only a beginner.”

“Yes, yes” says the other man, soothing

like, “only a beginner.”

“Don’t
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“You wouldn't, now” says the Governor,

laughing at his own nerve, “you wouldn't

pay as high as twenty-five a week?”

The man from Chicago snickers out

loud. “Don’t give us the merry ha-ha,

Governor” he says. “This ain't a Sunday

school picnic. We're talking business to

you now. I’m ready” he says, “to offer

Midget MacFarland a fair salary,” he

says. “We are ready to take him on” he

says, “at one hundred per.”

“Month?” says the Governor.

fair, it seems to me.”

“One hundred a week” the other man

butts in.

“A week” says the Governor.

A hundred a week.

teen years old!”

“I ain’t forgetting that” says the man,

“and I'm glad you reminded me he's under

age, as I says, and he's got to do as you

say. Will you sign him on for a hundred

a week to the Pink Sox?” he says.

The Governor looks staggered. Up to

now he's been taking it all as a kind of a

joke. Now he don't know what to think

of it. The Pink Sox manager is dead in

earnest; that's plain to be seen.

“Well, to tell the truth” says the Gov

ernor, “you’ve got me stumped” he says.

“I never thought of what Midget was

going to do for a living” he says. “I al

ways knew” he says, “that he wasn't an

intellectual giant; he won’t never be gov

ernor of the state” he says. “That boy”

he says, “sure loves to play. I don't

know, Barney” he goes on, “five thousand

dollars a year is a pile of money. I don’t

know why the boy shouldn't take up ball

as well as anything.”

“Take up ball!” yelled the other man.

“Do you mean to say you'd spoil that kid

by putting him into any other job? Say

the word, Governor” he goes on. “Give

us your word he'll sign.”

“I don’t know about that” says the Gov

ernor, “I’ll have to talk to Midget. No,

no” he goes on, as the other man gets red

in the face, “it ain't no use to talk to me

now until I talk to Midget. After the game

is over” he says, “we’ll talk to him” he

says.

It wasn’t long before the other dusty

chap was on the other side of Governor

MacFarland, and believe me, the way

those two clings to the Governor is a cau

“That's

“A week.

Why, he's only nine

they jerks the Governor from his seat,

takes him in two runs and a jump down

the grand-stand steps, grabs him in differ

ent parts of his anatomy and tosses him

over the railing in a jiffy.

“Now's your chance” they says.

“There he is in that bunch. Let's snake

him while we can get him.”

The Governor forces his way in the

bunch and calls to Midget. “Midget, my

boy” he says, “I want to see you just a

minute. There's two gentlemen from Chi

cago” he says, “that wants to speak to

you.”

Midget hardly looks up. “I’m talking

to a couple of gents here from Phila

delphia” he says.

“I know” cries I to Midget, “but this

here” I says, “is business. There's money

in this here proposition” I says.

“Yes, yes” says Midget, and he turns

away from us again and puts his head to

gether with two or three other heads

there.

“Snake him out” says the Pink Sox man.

“He’s your son; he's got to obey you,

hasn’t he? It's a hundred a week, Gov

ernor” they says.

“Midget” yells the Governor, excited,

“come here a minute. I command you”

he says.

Midget looks reproachful like at his

father. “Don’t, Pop” he says. “This is

no Sunday-school picnic” he says. “I’m

talking business” he says, “Please don’t .

bother me now.” He turns back to the

men around him. “Let’s go over to the

dressing-shed” he says, “and we can talk

quiet like” he says.

With that they darts away from us and

we follows full tilt. They gets there

ahead of us and goes inside. We tries to

force our way into the shed, but there's

two husky guys that keeps us out.

“Nay, nay, Pauline” they says to the

Governor.

The Governor sees an open window.

It's a little one or I swear he would have

climbed in.

“Barney” he says to me, “you tell him.

Tell him the whole thing.”

I sticks my head in the window. “Mid

get” I says, “Chicago offers you a hundred

dollars a week. Come out and talk to the

Pink Sox” I says. “They're here to talk

business. Your pop's a business man and

tion. No sooner is the game over than he knows what he's about."
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Midget MacFarland, who is already

seated at a table with some papers in front

of him, gets up on his hind legs and yells

at me.

“Mr. Gilfoil” he says, “if you interrupt

me again, I'll have you put out of the

grounds. Shut that window” he roars.

“Don’t let anybody” he yells, “interrupt

us for the next ten minutes.” He turns

back to the guys that's sitting with him

at the table. “Now” he says, “go on.”

The political meeting at Hunterdon that

night was an open-air meeting, and believe

me, Hunterdon responds to the call.

There ain't three men on the platform,

though, which shows that Hunterdon is

dead against us.

“Barney” says the Governor to me, be

fore he goes up to speak, “I’d rather” he

says, “make a speech in the silk-stocking

ward down home, than here. Look at

this crowd” he says. “Those that ain't

as cold as cucumbers” he says, “looks as

though they'd throw bricks before the

night is over.”

The chairman gets up and introduces

the Governor. The Governor don’t get

a hand, not a single hand. The only sound

is the sound of newsboys weaving in and

out through the crowd.

“Extras!” they cries. “All about the

ball game. Extras!” -

At that there's some commotion and

everybody buys. The Governor goes to

the edge of the platform and he holds out

his hand.

“Fellow-citizens of the town of Hunter

don—” he begins.

Then for the first time there's some en

thusiasm. Away on the outskirts of the

crowd I sees considerable confusion and

all of a sudden there's a yell.

“MacFarland! Hooray!

boy—MacFarland.”

The Governor looks pleased and bows,

but the next minute he looks blank.

“MacFarland!” yells the crowd. But

it ain’t looking at him while it yells.

Instead of that it waves about steen hun

dred newspapers in the air and turns its

back on the Governor.

“That's the boy!” it cries.

And the commotion comes nearer still

and spreads over the whole crowd, and then

I sees what it's all about. The first thing

I knows there's a fighting jam of men try

That's the

ing to get at something or somebody in the

middle of the crowd, and then while they're

fighting—swish, up goes a man in the air,

tall and lank like a skyrocket almost, and

when he's got above the shoulders of the

crowd he settles down and stays there.

“Datta boy!” yells the crowd. “Mac

Farland!”

And they sings and yells around that

chap like wild Indians. And then I sees

who it is.

It's Midget perched up there over the

heads of the crowd, struggling like a crazy

man trying to get back to earth.

“You fellows let me down—let me

through” he says. “I want to hear this

speech.”

With that he lunges out with his clenched

hand right and left and smashes two or

three hats. The crowd likes him all the

better for it.

“Here, smash mine” cries one of the

crowd.

“And mine” says another.

Fifty hats goes through the air for him

to smash.

“I’ll use my feet next” yells Midget.

“You let me through” he says.

He wasn't only fighting mad by this

time, but he looks as though he was going

to cry, and all the time the Governor

stands upon the platform, alone and dig

nified, waiting patient and pathetic for

the noise to subside.

“You let me through” yells Midget again.

“We'll take you through” says the

crowd. “Where do you want to go?”

“I want to go to that there platform”

yells Midget.

With that about a thousand men rushes

forward—a smashing big wave that breaks

into a thousand pieces against the plat

form and washes Midget as it breaks,

right up beside his father. You ought to

hear them yell.

“MacFarland!” they yells.

land!”

The Governor, knowing full well that

it ain't meant for him, turns and looks

piteous-like upon the boy. Midget puts

one hand upon the Governor's shoulders

and he holds the other in the air.

“Silence!” he roars.

There was silence, all right, in the next

minute. You could have heard a pin

drop almost. Midget looks at his father

and then he looks back at the crowd.

“MacFar
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“Boys” says Midget, with a ring of

pride in his voice, “this is my pop. I come

here to hear him. I want you to listen to

him while he speaks to you tonight.”

He stands there with his hand on the

old man's shoulder looking him in the face.

And then another shout goes up. While

they're still yelling Midget leaves the old

man quiet like and tiptoes back and slumps

down into a seat beside me.

“Three cheers for Pop!” yells somebody

in the crowd. And believe me, that icy

hearted bunch melts down and gives them

with a will.

We puts up, the Governor and me, at

the Hunterdon House that night, and I

am in the Governor's room talking his

speech over when in sails Midget MacFar

land. The Governor passes him a cigar

and waves his hand at me.

“No more politics tonight” he says to

me. “Midget” he says, “in the excite

ment of the evening I kind of forgot those

two fellows from Chicago” he says, “You

know” he says, “I’m much obliged to you,

Midget, for what you did for me all summer

and for what you did for me tonight,

but” he says, “your pop’s a business man,

and those two chaps had a business prop

osition at a top-notch price. They were

managers of the Chicago base-ball team”

he says, “and they were offering you, Mid

get, a hundred dollars a week” he says,

rolling the words over his tongue, “a hun

dred dollars a week.”

“I know,” says Midget, careless-like.

“I had their proposition and their price

some months ago” he says, “but what's

the use” he says, “of my signing up with

the Pink Sox when I can get in on the pen

nant winning team?” he says. “What's

the use of going to Chicago when I can

stick to Philadelphia?” he says.

“I know” answers the Governor, “but

a hundred dollars a week is a hundred dol

lars a week.”

“Maybe it is’ says Midget, “but it

ain't a hundred and fifty a week, and that's

the figure that I signed up with the Atha

letics” he says, “this afternoon” he says.

The Governor stares at him. “One

hundred and fifty a week!” says the Gov
ernOr.

Midget MacFarland throws one leg

careless like over the other. “Yep” he

answers, “but I'm worth one hundred and

seventy-five.”

“Good Lord!” cries the Governor. “One

hundred and fifty a week—and all I could

pull out as Governor in my day was one

hundred and twenty-five!”

Well, three days later we has our pri

maries; and they were some primaries, too,

believe me. We sits up all night, the

Governor and me, in room seven getting

the returns. We got them all right, and

you ought to have seen the Governor's

face as they come in. But that ain’t

all. You ought to have seen the Morning

Mail next morning when the Morning

Mail come out.

Politics? We has to search the Mail

with a fine tooth comb, almost, for poli

tics. The first column on the first page

don’t say nothing about politics. This is

what it says:

MIDGET MACFARLAND SIGNS UP WITH

THE PENNANT WINNERS.

ATHALETICS OF PHILADELPHIA THE CRADLE

SNATCHERS.

KIDNAPPED IN PRESENCE OF PINK Sox.

That was the first column. It’s a sure thing

that ain’t remarkable for its political news.

What about the second column, then? The

second column does some better anyway,

but not much. Here it is. Is it politics

or ball?

PROPELS THE PILL OVER THE POLITICAL

PLATE.

MIDGET MACFARLAND HELPS THE Gov

ERNOR PLAY THE GAME.

FAMOUS BALL PLAYER TAKES A HAND IN

POLITICS.

PITCHES POINDEXTER OUT.

“Barney” says the Governor, “I feel

grateful to have 'em mention me at all.”
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HATE riding in the day coach. But it is

I' The other passengers provide it

and of course the conductor. Coming

up on the Fresno local our conductor was

one of those pink-cheeked mixtures of iron

and benevolence, with graying hair to take

the severity out of gray eyes, that you

wouldn’t mind telling people was your

uncle. I noticed him first when the man in

the second seat ahead of me—a man you

could tell from the back had come from the

Fatherland—stood up and began to turn

himself inside out.

“You couldn’t lose anything as big as a

railroad ticket” said the conductor sooth

ingly.

“Vonce I lost a bass drum alretty!” the

German protested with warmth.

The conductor's eyes turned into gray X

rays. “Maybe you forgot to look in your

shoe” he suggested, at the same time lifting

the missing ticket from the passenger's

flaring tan leather tie, where it had lodged

after descending through a hole in his

trousers pocket.

An hour later the German raised the

window, though February weather in Fresno

county isn't always the kind of weather

they have there in July. Car windows

nowadays are twice as large as car windows

used to be—maybe glass is cheaper than

steel—and the draft that came in would

have flown a kite. The man in front of me

who was, of course, getting more of the

wind than the German, ruffled until the

three funny brown splotches on the back of

his neck seemed actually to bristle. The

conductor came in. The Spotted Man com

plained. The man in the blue uniform

went to the German and made a pleasant

plea for less air. The man who could lose

a bass drum stood on his rights. The Con

ductor whispered to the Spotted Man; then

he whispered to me. We took up temporary

quarters across the aisle. The conductor

went out the back door—and left the door

open. We heard him unfasten the door of

the vestibule also. Instantly there was

drawn in at the German's window a rush of

wind that would have turned all the wind

mills between Fresno and Merced. The

German sneezed, then he squealed, then he

banged down his window and hid his nose

in his paper. Yet when the conductor

passed through and the Spotted Man and I

attempted to make him join us in a knowing

smile he seemed not to see our grins at all.

A card game was organizing. The peanut

butcher had brought a table at the request

of a sad-faced man with a nose that curled

under. The other players were to be a com

mercial traveler who seemed mighty eager

to let everybody know he sold trunks, and

a man whose new shoes hurt his feet. The

latter, a farmer going up to the Bay, had to

be urged before he agreed to sit in. The

conductor leaned over and chatted with an

elderly couple bound for Stockton.

“We need a fourth” said the commercial

traveler, “but I guess we'll have to worry

along three-handed.”

“Not at all! I just love to play with such

good company!”

I didn't know conductors were allowed to

play cards while on duty, yet it was the

pink-cheeked boss of the train who had

made the remark and who promptly

squeezed into the fourth place at the table,

opposite the farmer. In ten minutes the

game had blown up. The farmer had caught

the honest-looking conductor dealing him

self cards from the bottom of the pack.

The indignant farmer spoke his mind—and

retreated into his shell, from which not all

the card-players in the world could have

drawn him out. The embarrassed conductor
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down

went to the next car,

and the two other #

players, who began v \s

the game as stran- **

gers, remained to- -

gether and whispered

like old pals.

I stopped the con

ductor later with a

trivial question.

While answering he

looked at the Spotted

Man’s neck. He

seemed to get inter

ested, for he sat

beside the

, \

"

of the men in that

car seat shrivel into

himself as tight as a

head of lettuce.

“You sharks!” the

conductor ended.

“The next time you

two bunco artists

try to fleece a farmer

on my train I swear

I'll send you both

back to the pen!”

I was still strug

gling to get my

breath when the con

ductor came and

Spotted Man, stud

ied him and learned

that he was expecting

a telegram from his wife, who was to meet

him at some point on the road.

While we were standing at the Merced

station a fellow with glasses and a short

black beard dropped down beside me,

though there were plenty of empty seats.

A minute later he got off the train again.

The conductor came in and told the Spotted

Man to come to the depot and sign for his

telegram. When we pulled out the Spotted

Man was not with us. I remembered

vaguely having seen a brakeman do some

thing with his suit case.

The old couple going to Stockton could

hardly have known that the card-loving

conductor hadn't played a square game, I

thought, else the old lady wouldn’t have

said such a fervent God-bless-you when he

helped them change cars at Tracy. It was

when we were sliding into the mole at Oak

land that the

conductor stop

ped beside the

trunk drummer

and his friend,

the man with

the nose that

curled under. I

wondered what

they would have

to say about his

crooked play

ing. Then there

came a burst of

redhot words—

from the con

ductor himself.

He was interested in the Spotted Man's neck

pinned a yellow tag

on the empty seat in

front of me.

“Why do you do that?” I asked.

“So the cleaners will fumigate this seat a

little more than the rest of the car” he

answered.

“Why, say,” I stammered, the light be

ginning to break in on me at last, “what—

what became of the Spotted Man?”

“I slipped him into the pest-house” the .

conductor explained. “The company doc

tor that I sent aboard at Merced squinted

the fellow's neck and confirmed my sus

picion that the bunch of freckles he wore

was smallpox. Don't get excited. None of

the passengers are going to be infected—

that is, if you’ve got sense enough to keep

your mouth shut.”

Here was a ticket-taker who was a friend

to the aged, a protector to the unsophisti

cated, a health inspector, and above all, an

accomplished

diplomat! That

day I began to

wake up to the

railroad conduc

tor. Here was

one hired man

of a public ser

vice corporation

who was doing

all that could

be asked of him.

He was so truly

the paragon that

I won dered

whether the

company could

He made each have any more

  

 

Then there came a burst of red-hot words
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like him. I investigated. The company

had hundreds more like him. Where in

the name of heaven, I wondered, does the

company find them? Another investigation.

It carried far. I’ll begin at the end and

give you the answer. The company does

not find them. They are not to be found.

The company manufac

tures them.

It was after the running

down of many false clues '.
that I came at last to the

door of the Conductor

maker. No one calls him

that—that is merely what

he is.

“Where do you get the

filler for a passenger con

ductor's uniform?” I asked

the official.

The Conductor - maker

went to some pains to con

vince himself that I was to

be trusted with real infor

mation; then he replied:

“We make it.”

“As how?”

“The recipe runs some

thing like this: Take equal

parts of health, willingness

and intelligence. Heat in

the flame of experience.

Refine the temper, develop

the understanding, crystal

lize the loyalty, hammer on

the anvil of countless

emergencies. When ready

to use, test for lumps, and

if any are found, throw the

whole mess out as a failure.”

“You might tell that to

theblacksmith.” I suggested.

“What I’m trying to get at

is this: How do you know

before you put the man into

the conductor's uniform

that he will make good?”

“Oh, we begin back of the uniform.”

“How far back, please?”

“Fourteen years back.”

“Great Smokestacks! And does the

future conductor spend that fourteen years

on passenger trains?”

“No; he spends that fourteen years trying

to keep out of their way.”

“Just what is this interesting individual

Raw material

“Why, he is the young husky who applies

for a try-out as brakeman on a freight train.”

the Conductor-maker replied. “As he

stands beside my desk with his slouch hat

crushed in his big red hands I try to get a

look inside the man. It is up to me to fore

cast with considerable accuracy how that

husky is going to look when,

after seven years as freight

* brakeman and seven years

\\ as freight conductor, I dress

}% him in blue cloth with brass

buttons, a black necktie

and a fresh shave and give

him charge of a passenger

deal tactfully with persons

who have had ten times his

advantages in the world.”

So I must begin my study

with the hustler of box cars!

Suddenly I realize that I

had seldom seen a freight

brakeman-just asyouhave

seldom seen one. There’s

a reason. He is a mole.

He works at night. His

chief business is to keep

himself from being seen—to

keep out of the way of the

train that carries you. His

hours are queer; he is con

stantly facing dangers peo

ple don’t know exist in the

world; mostly he doesn’t

know an hour ahead when

he is going to dine.

I learned that the brake

man is a crackerjack at

checkers—with freight cars

for men! He gathers in and

cuts out with the fewest

possible train movements.

A flock of brakingNapoleons

will ride box carstostrategic

victories this very night.

The rolling stock that makes up a freight

train cost a fortune. It is at the brakeman's

mercy. The engineer will obey the brake

man's lantern. The kick must not be too

hard. The saddest sound a real brakeman

ever hears is a thud inside the car. When a

barrel of vinegar has been jolted through a

piano, money damage does not square

matters. The consignee doesn’t want

run on which he will have to .

 

when you begin with him?” money, he wants music!
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If the kick is too soft the car stops in the

mouth of the switch and does not clear. The

brakeman can save remaking the switching

movement by “cornering” the car—bump

ing the corner with the locomotive from the

main track. That moves the car; also it

lifts the roof. When the car, filled with

hops or sugar, is two thousand miles away,

rain or snow gets in. The company pays a

thousand in damages. This is just another

kind of “corner” that doesn't pay. The

brakeman who is going to wear a uniform

in twelve or thirteen years doesn’t corner

CarS.

Freight cars have no locks except seals

which any one who dares commit a felony

may break. The brakeman must keep off

the robbers. Any agile human may turn

himself into freight. It is the brakeman's

duty to see that no human freight is carried

—though human freight often comes in

flocks, carries weapons, and has thrown his

kind under the wheels. When the brake

man drops off in the dark to set a switch

there may be more out there in the black

ness than the switch lever—his ancient

enemy the hobo may be waiting with a

brick. When he runs back half a mile with

the red fusee he may fly into the arms of

unofficial track-walkers who are able to

make use of his money and his watch. Often

the only active law between stations is the

brakeman’s sense and courage. He is a

good fighting man who must not involve

the company or himself.

On grades, in stations, at crossings, when

meeting other trains—the brakeman rides

the roof, no matter how the storm may

howl. If sparks fly in going down hill, he

must know it instantly and stop the train:

wheels may be off the rails, a costly wreck

threatening, with a prospect of tying up the

road and delaying—you! The easiest hour

the brakeman knows is when he is able to

do his watching from the lazy-board in the

cupola of the caboose.

And before a willing young man can get

a crack at this tender job of braking, his

past must bear investigation, his health

and morals must be found unimpaired, and

it must be plain that he would choose for

his lounging place when off duty a pest

house rather than an establishment where

intoxicating liquors are sold or gambling

is carried on. Often it is the old railroader's

son, with a taste for the life born in him,

who is ready to qualify under the iron rules.

Maybe he realizes what that sort of medi

cine did for his father. He knows the com

pany is looking for material it can mold, not

for permanent brakemen. He expects to

feel the curb and die. A bad trait will be

wiped out-or worked out. The company

is patient. The company will not eliminate

the man until it has exhausted its methods

of eradicating the flaw. The fellow who is

still sticking at the end of the year is then

regarded as an investment. Trust a cor

poration to cherish and develop its invest

ments. Having smoothed the rough places

out of a husky, the company now under

takes to polish the brakeman with practical

education.

Colleges give a diploma after four years.

In the Southern Pacific's incomparable

university of experience the freight brake

man serves an average term of seven years

before the seniority system permits of his

being called in for promotion. When he

answers the magic call he is examined on

the Book of Rules—only 95o rules in the

book!—instructed in time tables and speed

ordinances of every town along the route;

his color perception and hearing are tested;

His ancient enemy, the hobo, may be Waiting

with a brick

the superintendent makes him understand

that the company wishes to federate with

him; he is introduced to officials and dis

patchers; finally he is given a freight con

ductor's badge (which two-inch strip of

metal constitutes his full uniform), a bunch

of keys and a bundle of blank reports. He
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He sends headquarters an unmistakable report

begins as an extra conductor, just as seven

years before he began as an extra brakeman.

Work trains fall to his command, then

extra freights; at length an unimportant

regular run.

It was when I got close to the freight con

ductor that I began to recognize the pas

senger conductor in the makings. Of course

the freight conductor must know that the

air is working, and that he has the right to

proceed; must share with engineer and

crew the orders he is constantly receiving;

must handle the train book, recording cars

and contents, trainmen and train move

ments; must see that live stock is detrained

to be rested and fed according to law; must

outline the work, issue orders, and keep his

train out of the way—yet these are not the

things I mean. It is the freight conductor,

who prevents his train being tied up in a

wreck by preventing the wreck, that be

comes of interest. Because conductors de

velop prescience, lots of train accidents

don't happen.

Brakemen play checkers, but conductors

play chess. The boss of the train whose

only insignia is the metal badge upon his

slouch hat, is playing the game of a train

among trains. He is forever trying to keep

up his schedule while having to dodge out

of the way of the passenger service.

Whether he shall go into this siding and

wait, or shall sneak along to the next siding

and take a chance on making the Limited

slow down—that is the commonest of prob

lems. It is a clever man who saves both

minutes and reputation. When, for some

reason, three or four freight trains are

pocketed, the station agent who knows

their conductors can tell you pretty accur

ately the order in which they will get back

into the running. Rules? No; generalship.

Bang! It has happened—a wreck! The

freight conductor crawls out and makes a

survey. If he is a man on the road to a uni

form he will analyze the situation before he

makes a move. Then he gets to the wire.

He sends to headquarters a report that

pictures things unmistakably. That is not

all. He specifies the equipment—wrecker,

locomotives and anything else—that can

pick up the wreck in the shortest time. If

a switch engine from a nearby station could

be doing preliminary work while the

wrecker is on the way, that fact gets into

the message. A clever wreck report may

save hundreds in dollars and hours in time.

The freight conductor is always scheming

a better way to arrive at a given result—

that is, if he is a fellow headed toward a

uniform. His judgment is always on the

job, and his judgment must prove sound.

Sometimes the conductor may not get his

three meals a day; he knows, though, that

he'll get his three emergencies. Whether

he has fourteen stops or forty-one stops, he

is expected to bring in even a freight train

on time. If he doesn’t, he may get his back

scalded by the train-master, but that isn’t

his chief worry: he remembers that he is an

officer in the war to wipe the late train out

of existence.

When the freight conductor's seven years

are up-any unexpected thinning in the

crowd above him would shorten the time—

he finds himself able to touch the door knob

of the closet that contains his uniform.

When he has put the uniform on, shaved,

and made choice between a white tie and a

black one, he again loses his steady job and

goes on the extra list of passenger conduc

tors. His first work may be on a picnic

train, where he collects one coupon going

and another coupon coming home. Be

tween picnics he can study the fat book

containing the various kinds of railroad

tickets. When a conductor lays off for a

few days the new man steps in as substitute.

He grows accustomed to brass buttons and

a stiff collar. He learns how to meet all man

ner of men-and what not to say and do.

All his years one word has stood out upon

his mental horizon to warn and guide in

everything. The word still stands there,

but now it is spelled in capital letters. The

word is SAFETY. -

Wise old gray-beards around the con
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ductors’ room at the terminals coach the

youngster (this youngster is likely to be

between 35 and 40 years of age) in the appli

cation of rules and particularly in the hand

ling of situations no rule can cover. And

experience, the master teacher, smoothes

this highly specialized piece of human ma

chinery into the dip and stroke of the new

position.

Let me cite three little cases to show how

a conductor becomes a rule unto himself.

A six-year-old girl was put in the care of

the conductor at Portland, Oregon. Her

parents, it was said, would meet her at Oak

land. It was Conductor X who had the

little miss bonneted and shod and ready for

her mamma when the California city was

reached. The big man stepped to the

ground with the child on his shoulder. They

searched the crowd for two faces the child

would recognize. The child gave no sign.

Vainly they went through the waiting

rooms. The child began to cry. The train

must proceed. A six-year-old was not to be

set adrift even in the kindly city of Oakland.

Conductor X carried the baby to his own

home in San Francisco, where Mrs. X cared

for her until, three days later, the misun

derstanding parents could be found.

Conductor Y carried a party of Native

Sons to Los Angeles on a holiday. They

occupied every berth in their car except one.

That berth belonged to a fellow who made

himself agreeable during the evening by

taking his turn at the story-telling, though

occasionally a look of pain would cross his

face. Next morning the Outsider, as the

Natives had nicknamed the stranger in

their car, did not turn out for breakfast.

Conductor Y visited the Outsider in his

terth. When the merry-makers returned

from the diner they demanded that the

Outsider roll out in his pajamas and tell

them a story. Conductor Y intervened.

He explained that the Outsider had a head

ache and begged to be allowed to lie abed

until the last minute. The Natives piled

out at Los Angeles leaving with the smiling

conductor many a playful scolding for the

non-rising Outsider. When the last Native

had departed on his day of fun, Conductor

Y made a queer gesture and four men came

out of the depot and went inside the car to

the Outsider's berth. They were the under

taker's men.

Perhaps Conductor Z noticed when he

took the lady passenger's ticket at Truckee

that she was ill, yet he was not expecting the

quick call she made upon his resources

while the train was sliding down the moun

tains. After Conductor Z had tapped the

wire with a message, he invited all the pas

sengers to move to the next coach, which

had larger windows for observing the

scenery. That gave the lady a private car.

It was merely a day coach, but bedding and

linen and even curtains were dug up from

somewhere. The lady was made snug and

comfortable. Another woman passenger

had quietly consented to serve as nurse.

At the station the physician was waiting to

board the train. Things happened decently

and in order. The passengers never knew.

Conductor Z got into Sacramento with one

passenger who had transferred from the

stork line without a ticket. The only hitch

lay in this: That baby would never be able

to tell exactly where he was born. At the

doctor's suggestion the babe was given the

Christian name of Swift.

Is it any wonder that passenger conduc

tors so often go on up the official ladder?

“Fourteen years of bucking freight is

what puts the material into condition” the

Conductor-maker says. “All I have to do

is to look down inside the husky when he

applies for a job as brakeman and see how

he is going to look after he has done two

jolts of seven years each and I am ready to

hang a conductor's uniform on his seasoned

anatomy.”

Yes; that's all. But what a dandy eye

that Conductor-maker has to have!
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"A gun-play would be most ill-advised. I assure you" Bob mocked the land-grabber.

"You'd better let me have that pop-gun"

Illustrating "The Long Chance”
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THE LONG CHANCE

The Tale of a Hat Ranch

By PETER B. : KY NE

Author of The Adventures of Captain Scraggs

I11u strated by Maynard Dix on

As far as it has gone" the story is as follows:

Oliver Corblay, a “desert rat,” which means

a wandering prospector seeking gold in the Ameri

can Southwest, takes an Eastern investor whom he

calls “Boston” into the desert to look at a prospect.

Their guide is a Cahuilla Indian. On the way, a

sandstorm uncovers a rich pocket which Corblay

stakes out and names the “Baby Mine” in honor

of the little one soon to be born to him at his home in

San Bernardino. He loads his burros with the ore

which is his by discovery. In the absence of the

Indian, “Boston” attacks Corblay, leaves him to

death in the desert, and escapes with the gold. His

victim writes an imperishable message upon the lava

encrusted floor of the canyon: “Friend, look in my

canteen and see that I get justice.” That message

is destined to be delivered years afterward to Donna

Corblay, the heroine of the Hat Ranch at San Pas

qual. Meanwhile Donna, bereaved of her mother,

finds a loyal friend in Harley P. Hennage, the gam

bler, at once the best and the worst man in San Pas

qual. Hennage watches over the girl from the dis

creet distance at which he had long worshiped her

mother. But one night Donna is attacked by hoboes,

and young Bob McGraw, riding into town, spurs to

her rescue. During the gun-play that ensues, Bob

is seriously wounded. Donna, removing him to

the Hat Ranch, becomes his nurse. Cupid takes a

hand in the game. Bob, convalescent, unfolds to

his sweetheart a plan for conquering the desert with

his irrigation scheme, “Donnaville,” and goes to

San Francisco for financial backing from his father's

friend, Homer Dunstan, an attorney. Bob's scheme

involves a clever, adroit, but honest, application of

THE END OF

HY Harley P. Hennage should

W elect to return to San Pasqual on

the very day that Borax O'Rourke

issued formal written notice through old

Judge Kenny for Donna to vacate the Hat

Ranch, which stood upon the desert land

whereon he had filed, is one of the mysteries

of retributive justice with which this story

has nothing to do. Suffice the fact that Mr.

Hennage had stayed away from San Pasqual

State laws by which he proposes to acquire vast lands

and a valuable water-right, for philanthropic use.

To do this he must outwit a clique of land-grabbers,

with T. Morgan Carey as their chief conspirator.

Bob gets fifty applicants for state lands and presents

these applications for filing at the land office. He

gains entrance ahead of the hour by pretending to

be the emissary of Carey, the land-grabber, and his

papers are properly entered and receipted for before

Carey arrives. Bob gets away from Carey certain

papers necessary to complete his filing and then im

pudently vanishes by commandeering Carey's auto

mobile. He had already wired Donna, at San Pas

qual, to meet him at Bakersfield–object, matrimony.

After a honeymoon in the Yosemite Valley, Donna

returns to her work in San Pasqual, Bob disappears

into the desert to hunt gold, and no one guesses their

secret except Hennage, who disapproves of “marryin'

on a shoe-string” but would like to have “shoved across

a stack o' chips for a weddin present.” Then some

thing happens that shocks Donna and amazes

Hennage—the San Pasqual stage is held up and the

robber, escaping with several thousand dollars, loses

his hat with the name “Robert McGraw” on the band.

Hennage anonymously makes good the amount stolen,

sends Donna a thousand dollars besides, and leaves

town, meanwhile checkmating Carey's plans to

prosecute Bob McGraw. Donna's embarrassing

affairs presently become a subject of spiteful delight

to her feminine enemies. She is threatened by a

ruffianly suitor, Borax O'Rourke, with eviction from

the Hat Ranch, when Harley P. Hennage, unex

pectedly returning, decides to put an end to a game

not played “on the square.”

THE GAME

six months, and six months is a sufficient

lapse of time for any ordinary public ex

citement to wear off, particularly in the

desert. He had not intended returning so

soon, but a letter from Dan Pennycook, to

whom Mr. Hennage had communicated

his whereabouts, charging the yardmaster

to keep him in touch with affairs at the Hat

Ranch, had precipitated his descent upon

San Pasqual. He had dropped off the

*This story began in the December (1912) number of SUNSET MAGAZINE.
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Limited at daylight that very morning,

and by nine o'clock was in possession of all

the facts regarding the mistress of the Hat

Ranch.

“It’s a nasty mix-up, Harley” Dan

Pennycook informed him, when Mr. Hen

nage sought the yardmaster out in his

desire for explicit information touching the

hint of trouble to Donna conveyed in-the

letter which Pennycook had sent him.

“Her husband ain't never showed up, an’

there ain’t no record of her marriage license

in the county clerk's office.”

“How d'ye know there ain’t?” the gam

bler demanded.

“Ee—er—well, the fact is, Harley, Mrs.

Pennycook—”

“She went an’ looked, eh?”

“Well, she was concerned about the

girl's reputation—”

“Huh-huh. I see.

this scandal?”

“Not a damned word of it” said honest

Dan firmly. “There's some mistake. The

girl's good. I’ve seen her grow up in this

town since she was a baby, an' girls like

Donna Corblay don't go wrong.”

Mr. Hennage extended his freckled, hairy

hand. “Dan” he said, “I thank you for

that. But your missus ain't playin’ fair.”

Pennycook threw up his hands depre

catingly. “I know it” he said, “an I can't

help it.”

Harley P. laid his hand on the yard

master's shoulder. “Dan” he said, “me

an' you’ve been good friends, man to man,

an’ there's just a chance that after today

we ain't a-goin’ to meet no more. You

take my compliments to Mrs. Pennycook,

Dan, an’ tell her that I’ve kept my word,

even if she didn't keep hers. That worth

less convict brother-in-law o' yours is dead,

Dan. You can quit worryin'. He'll never

blackmail you again. He's as dead as a

mackerel an I seen him buried. Dan, old

friend, adios.”

He shook hands warmly with the yard

master and walked over to the Silver Dollar

saloon, where, in order to smother his dis

tress, he played game after game of soli

taire. Here, shortly after his arrival, he

had learned of Borax O'Rourke's latest

move, and when the latter entered the

saloon an hour later, Harley P. had de

livered his ultimatum.

For an hour after O'Rourke had left the

Silver Dollar for the ostensible purpose of

Dan, do you believe

purchasing a gun, the gambler continued

to play solitaire. At three o'clock he arose,

kicked back his chair, sighed, and glanced

at the crowd which had been hanging

around, watching him.

“Twenty games today an never beat it

once” he complained. “No use talkin',

boys, my luck's changed.” He walked to

the bar, laid a handful of gold thereon and

gave his order.

“Wine.”

He turned to the crowd. “It happens

that there ain’t no officer o’ the law in San

Pasqual today to interfere in the forth

comin’ festivities between me an’ O’Rourke.

I do hope that none o' you boys’ll feel

called on to interfere. I take it for granted

you won’t, out o' compliment to me, an’

as a further compliment I’d be obliged if

you-all’d honor me to the extent o' havin'

a little nip.”

The crowd shuffled to the bar, and a

lanky prospector in from the dry diggings

at Coolgardie spoke up.

“I’m a stranger here, but I'll help pull

a rope tight around that mule-skinner's

neck. It looks to me like a community job,

an’ if you say the word, friend, I’ll head a

movement to relieve you o' the resk o'

cancelin’ that entry.” -

“Thank you, old-timer” replied Mr.

Hennage kindly, “but this is a personal

matter, an’ it's been the custom in this

town to let every man kill his own skunks.

All set, boys. Smoke up!”

Each of his guests half turned, facing the

gambler. As one man they spoke.

“HOW.” -

“How” replied Harley P., and tossed off

his wine with evident relish. He pocketed

his change and left the saloon; five minutes

later he was bending over a show-case in the

hardware department of the general store,

and when his purchase was completed he

sat down on a keg of nails, laid his watch

on the counter before him, lit a cigar and

smoked until four o'clock; then he arose.

He handed his watch to the proprietor.

“I’d be obliged if you was to give that

watch to Dan Pennycook” he said, and

walked out.

On the threshold he paused. A train,

brown with the dust of the hundreds of

miles of desert across which it had traveled,

was just pulling in to the depot, and while

Mr. Hennage realized that any delay in his

program would be a distinct strain on the
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idlers who had gathered in the porch of the

Silver Dollar and adjacent deadfalls to

watch the worst man in San Pasqual finally

make good on his reputation, still he was

not one of the presuming kind, and he

declined to make a spectacle of himself

for the edification of the travelers peering

curiously from the windows of the train.

So he waited until the train pulled out

before stepping briskly into the middle of

the street, gun in hand. He crossed diago

nally toward the eating-house, watching for

O'Rourke.

Suddenly a man appeared around the

corner of the eating-house, a long-barreled

Colt's in his hand. Mr. Hennage raised his

gun, but lowered it again instantly, for the

man was Sam Singer. The Indian ran to

Mr. Hennage's side.

“Vamose, amigo mio” he said in mingled

Spanish and English, “me fixum plenty

“Sam” said Mr. Hennage, “get out.

You're interferin’. This is the white man's

burden.” With a sudden sweep of his arm

he tore the gun from the Indian's hand, and

waved him imperiously away, just as the

crowd on the porch of the Silver Dollar

parted and Borax O'Rourke leaped into

the street.

“Git—you Injun” yelled Mr. Hennage.

“If he beefs me first you take a hack at

him.”

Sam Singer, weaponless, sprang around

the corner of the eating-house, just as

O'Rourke, having gained the center of the

street, turned, drew his gun down on

Harley P. and fired. A suppressed “A-a-h

h” went up from the crowd as the worst

man in San Pasqual sprawled forward on

his hands and knees.

O'Rourke brought his gun up, swiftly,

dropped it again. Mr. Hennage's left arm

buckled under him suddenly and he slid

forward on his face, while two more bullets

from the mule-skinner's gun threw the sand

in his eyes, blinding him, before ricochetting

against the eating-house wall.

Sam Singer, peering around the corner

of the eating-house, saw the gambler pick"

himself up slowly. There was a surprised

look. on his face. He was staggering in

circles and as yet he had not fired a shot.

“No luck” he muttered thickly, “no

luck,” and reeled toward the eating-house.

A fifth bullet scored his shoulder and

last—was a clean miss, and in the middle

of San Pasqual’s single street Borax

O'Rourke stood wonderingly, an empty

smoking gun in his hand, staring at the man

reeling blindly along the eating-house wall.

Mr. Hennage paused with his broad back

against the wall. “The sand” he muttered,

blinking, and brushed his eyes with the

back of his good right hand, as Sam Singer

made a quick scuttering rush around the

corner and retrieved the loaded gun which

the gambler had taken from him and which

Harley P. had dropped when O’Rourke's

second bullet had shattered his left arm.

Mr. Hennage saw the Indian stooping,

and flapped his broken arm in feeble pro

test. Then he raised his gun.

“Borax” he said aloud, “I’ve got a full

house,” and pulled away. O'Rourke pitched

forward, and Harley P. advanced uncer

tainly toward him, firing as he came, and

when the gun was empty and Borax

O'Rourke as dead as Cheops, the gambler

stood over his man and hurled the gun at

the still twitching body.

“Well, I’ve canceled that entry” he said.

He stood there, swaying a little, and a

strong arm came around his fat waist.

He half turned and gazed into the sun

scorched, red-bearded face of a tall young

man clad in a ruin of weather-beaten rags.

It was Bob McGraw. He had come back.

Sam Singer, reaching Mr. Hennage's side

at that moment, recognized the stranger,

and realizing that Mr. Hennage was in safe

hands, the Indian dropped his gun (the one

he had taken from O'Rourke at the Hat

Ranch) and fled to Donna with the news.

Mr. Hennage fixed his fading glance upon

the wanderer. He wanted to say something

severe, but for the life of him—even the

little he had left—he could not; there was a

puzzled look in his sand-clogged eyes as he

whispered.

“Bob, they’ve got the goods-on you.

There's a warrant-out; you-know—that

stage hold-up—at Garlock—”

He lurched forward into Bob McGraw's

armS.

“Oh, Harley, Harley, old man” said Bob

McGraw in a choking voice.

“Vamose” panted Mr. Hennage. “I’m

dyin', son. You can’t do no good here.”

“My friend, my friend” whispered the

wanderer, “don’t die believing I’m an out

law. I didn’t do it. On my word of honor,

crashed through the wall; the sixth—and I didn't.”
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“I’m dyin', Bob. Give me the straight

of it.”

“I can’t. I don’t know what you’re

driving at, Harley. It's a mistake-”

“Everything's a mistake—I'm a mistake”

muttered the gambler. “Son, take me

to my—room—in the hotel. I'm a dog

with a bad—name, but I-don’t want to

die in—the street.”

Dan Pennycook, at his work among the

strings of empty box-cars across the track,

had heard the shooting; had seen the

crowd leave the porch of the Silver Dollar

saloon and surge out into the street. He

came running now, and upon hearing the

details of the duel he pressed through the

circle of curious men who had gathered to

see Harley P. Hennage die. He found Mr.

Hennage seated in the sand with his head

and shoulders supported by a stranger.

Mr. Hennage smiled his rare, trustful,

childish smile as the yardmaster ap

proached.

“Good old Dan!” he mumbled. “He can

only—think of one—thing at a-time—

like a horse—but—by God—he thinks—

straight. Hello, Dan. I'm beefed. Help

Bob—carry me in—Dan. I’m so-damned

—heavy an I don’t want—any but real

friends—to touch me—now.”

They picked him up and carried him into

the hotel, up the narrow heat-warped

stairs and down the corridor to his room.

On the way down the corridor, Mr. Hen

nage sniffed curiously.

“They got—new mattin' in the rooms” he

gasped. “Business—must be-lookin' up.”

The crowd followed into the room, and

watched Bob McGraw and Dan Pennycook

lay Mr. Hennage on his old bed. Dan

Pennycook hurried for Doc Taylor, while

Bob cleared the room of the curious and

locked the door. Mr. Hennage beckoned

him to his bedside.

“I ain't paid—for this bed yet” he said,

“but there's money-in my pants pocket

an you square up—for the damage-an the

annoyance-”

The tears came into Bob McGraw's eyes

as he knelt beside the bed and took the

hand of the worst man in San Pasqual in

his. He could not speak. The simplicity,

the honesty of this dying stray dog had filled

his heart to overflowing; for he was young

and he could weep at the passing of a man.

“Sho,” said Mr. Hennage softly, “sho,

Bob. It was low down-o’ me to figure

you-a crook, but the evidence—man, it

was awful—but you—when did you—

marry Donnie?”

“Last October—in Bakersfield.”

“I know-wisht you'd invited me—give

the bride away, Bob. This wouldn't—

have happened. Damn dogs! They—say

-little Donnie—belongs—east o' the tracks.

I killed—O'Rourke for—thinkin’ it.”

A knock sounded on the door, and Bob

opened it, to admit Dan Pennycook.

“Doc Taylor's in Bakersfield” he said.

Mr. Hennage grinned. “I knew it—no

luck today” he said. “Just wipe the-sand

out-o' my eyes, Bob-an’ let me kick the

bucket—without disturbin nobody. Dan'l,

good-by. As the feller says—we shall meet

-on that beautiful—shore.”

Pennycook wet a towel in the wash-bowl

and wiped Mr. Hennage's eyes. Then he

wiped his own, squeezed his friend's hand

and departed. He had taken Mr. Hennage's

gentle hint to leave him alone with Bob

McGraw.

For nearly half an hour Bob and Mr.

Hennage talked, and when the gambler

had learned all he wished to know he closed

his eyes and was silent until another knock

came on the door. Again Bob opened it.

Donna stood on the threshold.

“Oh, sweetheart!” she cried, and her

arms went around his neck, while Sam

Singer softly closed the door and stood

guard outside. At the sound of her voice

Mr. Hennage opened his eyes, but since

he was not one of the presuming kind he

quickly closed them again and feigned un

consciousness until he felt Donna's soft

hand resting on his cold forehead. -

“You oughtn't to a-come here, Donnie”

he said, making a brave show to speak

easily despite his terrible wounds. “There

ain't—no fun in this—visit—for nobody—

but me—”

He turned wearily to hide his face from

her, and looked thoughtfully out the win

dow, across the level reaches of the Mojave

desert, to where the sun hung low over the

Tehachapis. In the fading light the little

dust-devils were beginning to caper and

obscure the landscape, much as the dark

shadows were already trooping athwart the

horizon of Mr. Hennage's wasted life. The

night-the eternal night—was coming on

apace, and it came to Mr. Hennage that he,

too, would depart with the sunset, and he

had no regrets.
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When the gun was empty, and Borax O'Rourke as dead as Cheops, the gambler threw down the gun.

Well, I've canceled that entry” he said.
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“Don’t cry” he said gently. “I ain’t

worth it. Just hold-my hand. I want you

—near—when I can’t see you—no more—

an' it's gettin’ dark-already. You're so

much—like your mother—an’ she—she

trusted me. I was born with—a hard—

face—an nobody ever—trusted me—but

you an’—your mother—an I-wanted to

be trusted—all my worthless life—I wanted

it—”

He sighed and held out his hands to

them. Thereafter for an hour he did not

speak. He was thinking of many things

now, and the time was short. Presently

he opened his eyes and looked out the win

dow again.

“It's—dark” he whispered.

ain’t set, has it?”

“It’s just setting” Donna answered him.

He nodded slightly, and a flush of embar

rassment lit up his pale features. For the

first and last time in life, Harley P. Hennage

was going to appear presumptuous.

“If it's—a boy” he whispered, “would

you—you wouldn’t mind—would you

callin him—Harley? Just—his middle

name, Donnie—an he could-sign it

Robert H.—McGraw.”

Donna's hot tears fell fast on his face as

she leaned over and kissed the death-damp

from his brow.

“Oh—thank you” he gasped. “Bob—

take off my—shoes—I don't—want–to–

die—with—my boots—on. New-gaiters

—too—give 'em—to Sam-Singer. Good

—Injun—that.”

The sun had set behind the Tehachapis

now, and twilight was stealing over San

Pasqual. It was time for Mr. Hennage to

be on his way. He clung to the hands of

his friends convulsively, and whatever

thoughts came to him in that supreme

moment were for the first time reflected in

his face. Indeed, one tiny hint of the

desolation in his big heart—the agony of

a lifetime of misunderstanding and repres

sion, trickled across his hard face; then

something seemed to strike him very funny,

for the infrequent, trustful, childish smile

flickered across his face, the three gold teeth

flashed for an instant ere the worst man in

San Pasqual slipped off into the shadows.

And whatever the joke was, he took it

with him.

“The Sun

In his unassuming way Harley P. Hen

nage had been sufficient of a personage,

and the manner of his death sufficiently

spectacular, to entitle him to one hundred

and fifty words of posthumous publicity.

Within an hour after the street duel the local

representative of the Associated Press had

his story on the wire, and at eight-thirty

next morning T. Morgan Carey, in his club

at Los Angeles, read the glad tidings. By

nine o'clock a cipher telegram from Carey

was being clicked off to his tool in the

General Land Office at Washington, in

structing him to expedite the listing of the

applications of Bob McGraw's clients for

lieu land in Owens Valley.

To T. Morgan Carey's way of thinking

that inconspicuous paragraph in the morn

ing paper meant as much to him as the

receipt of a certified check for a million

dollars. Under his instructions, the ap

plications of McGraw's clients had, with

the judicious aid of the deputy in the State

Land Office, been approved by the surveyor

general and forwarded to Washington for

the approval of the Commissioner of the

General Land Office. Here, Carey's long

arm, reaching out, had stayed their progress

until now. Within a week after Mr. Hen

nage's death the lands would be passed to

patent, under the interested attentions of

Carey's man in the General Land Office,

the State Land Office would notify Bob

McGraw at his address furnished them that

the lands were ready for him, and to call

and pay the balance due. It would then

be incumbent upon McGraw to visit the

State Land Office, pay the balance of

thirty-nine thousand dollars due on the

lands and close the transaction.

The way had been nicely smoothed for

Carey by the death of Mr. Hennage, who

had warned him so earnestly to “keep off

the grass.” Of course, McGraw, being to

Carey's way of thinking an outlaw from

justice, would not dare to appear to claim

the lands, and if he did, T. Morgan Carey

planned to have a hale and hearty gentle

man in a blue uniform with brass buttons,

waiting at the Land Office to receive him

before he paid for the lands. With the prov

idential removal of McGraw's queer part

ner, Carey saw very clearly that, after wait

ing a reasonable period after due notice

of the approval of the applications had been

mailed to McGraw, the filings would

eventually lapse, the state would claim the

forfeit of the preliminary payment of one

thousand dollars and the lands would be
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reopened for entry—whereupon Carey could

step in with his own dummy entrymen. He

could then proceed with his own system of

irrigation, in the meanwhile keeping a

watchful eye on McGraw's water right,

ready to grab it when the title should lapse

through McGraw's failure to develop it.

Harley P. Hennage died on the fifth day

of March. On the seventh there were two

funerals in San Pasqual. The coroner and

two Mexican laborers tucked Borax

O'Rourke away in the potter's field in the

morning. In the afternoon every business

establishment in San Pasqual closed, every

male citizen in San Pasqual arrayed him

self in his “other” clothes and attended the

funeral of Harley P. Hennage, testifying,

by his presence at least, his masculine ap

preciation of a dead-game sport.

That was a historic day in San Pasqual.

Harley P. lay in state in the long gambling

hall of the Silver Dollar which, for so

many years, he had ruled by the mystic

power of his terrible eyes. Dan Penny

cook had made all of the funeral arrange

ments, and when the crowd had passed

slowly around the casket, viewing Harley

P.'s placid face for the last time, a strange

young man, clad in the garb of a prospec

tor, mounted the little dais, so long occu

pied by the lookout for Harley P.'s faro

game, and delivered a funeral oration. It

was not a panegyric of hope, and it dwelt

not with the promise of a haven for the

gambler's soul in one of his Father's many

mansions. He told them merely the story

of one who had dwelt amongst them—the

story of a man they had never known

and he told it in such simple, eloquent

words that the men of San Pasqual won

dered what dark tragedy underlay his own

life, that he must needs descend to mingle

with such as they. And wondering, they

wept.

They asked each other who this red

stranger might be, but none could answer.

But when Harley P. Hennage was finally

consigned to the desert they watched the

stranger and saw him walk down the

tracks to the Hat Ranch. Then they

understood, and the word was passed that

the man was Bob McGraw, the father of

Donna Corblay's unborn child.

Strange to relate, nobody considered it

worth while to telephone the sheriff of

Kern county. Even Miss Pickett, who

since the shooting had been strangely

subdued, was not attracted by the recol

lection of the offer of a reward of five

hundred dollars for Bob McGraw, dead or

alive; and ten days after the funeral, when

a registered letter came to Robert McGraw,

she sent for Dan Pennycook, gave him the

letter and the registry receipt and asked

him to take it down to the Hat Ranch.

Pennycook leaned his greasy elbows on

the delivery window and gazed long and

sternly at Miss Pickett.

“Miss Pickett” he said presently, “we

found a 'nononymous letter on Borax

O'Rourke after he was killed. There's

folks in San Pasqual that says the letter's

in your handwritin’.”

“”Tain't so!” shrilled the spinster.

“Well, this man McGraw says it is so,

an’ he’s goin’ to get an expert to prove it.

He says it's a felony to send a 'nonymous

letter through the United States mails.

I’m just a-tellin' you to give you fair

warnin’.”

Miss Pickett, although greatly agitated,

pursed her mouth contemptuously and

closed the delivery window. Mr. Penny

cook left for the Hat Ranch.

“Donna,” said Bob McGraw, when Dan

Pennycook had departed, after delivering

the letter from the State Land Office,

“the applications of my clients are approved

and ready to be passed to patent. I have

been called upon to pay the balance of

thirty-nine thousand dollars due on the

land, and if there are thirty-nine cents

real money in this world, I do not possess

them. Will you loan me a hundred dol

lars, dear, from that thousand Harley P.

gave you? I must go to San Francisco

on business.”

He smiled his old bantering smile. “I’m

always broke, sweetheart. I'm an un

fortunate cuss, am I not? Those claims

of mine didn’t yield wages and I was

forced to sell my outfit at Danby to get

railroad fare back to San Pasqual. And if

the train hadn’t been ten minutes late—

if I hadn’t gone into the eating-house look

ing for you-I would have arrived in time

to have saved poor Hennage. It was my

fight, after all, and poor Harley wasn’t

used to firearms.”

They were sitting together in the patio.

Donna leaned her head on his broad

shoulder. She had suffered much of late.

She had fought the good fight for his sake,
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for the sake of his great dream of Donna

ville, and she had fought alone. She was

weary of it all and she longed to leave San

Pasqual as quickly as possible.

“Are you going to ask Mr. Dunstan for

the thirty-nine thousand dollars he prom

ised to loan you, when the lands were

ready for you?” she asked dully.

“No” he answered. “It’s no use. I

need more money, and Dunstan’s check

wouldn't even get me started. If I'm

whipped, there is no sense in dragging my

friends down with me. I’m going to Los

Angeles and compromise with Carey.”

She drew his rough cheek down to hers

and patted his brown hands. She knew

then the bitterness of his defeat, and she

made no comment. She was tired of the

fight. A compromise with Carey or a

sale of the water right was their only hope,

and when Bob spoke of compromise she

was too listless to dissuade him. Since

that eventful night when he had first

ridden into San Pasqual she had been more

or less of a stormy petrel; woe and death

and suffering had followed his coming, and

if Donnaville was to be purchased at such

a price, the land was dear, indeed.

She gave him gladly of her slender

hoard and that night Bob McGraw went

up to San Francisco. Two days later he

returned, stopping off at Bakersfield, and

the following morning he returned to San

Pasqual.

He went at once to the post-office, and

after receiving permission from Miss Pick

ett, screwed into the wall of the post-office

lobby what appeared to Miss Pickett to

be two pictures, framed. When he had

left, she came out of her sanctum and dis

covered that one of the frames contained

a certified copy of a marriage license issued

to Robert McGraw and Donna Corblay

on October 17th, , together with a

neat typewritten statement of the reasons

why interested parties had not been able

to discover the record of the issuance of

the license at the county seat. It ap

peared that the minister who had per

formed the ceremony, after forwarding

the license to the State Board of Health

for registration, had neglected to return

it thereafter to the two most interested

parties, which, coupled with Mrs. McGraw's

ignorance of the procedure to be followed

under the circumstances, had resulted in

more or less embarrassment.

The other frame contained a typewritten

invitation to the public to earn five hun

dred dollars by convicting the under

signed of stage robbery. The “under

signed” was Robert McGraw, who would

remain in San Pasqual all day long and

would be delighted to answer questions.

From the post-office Bob went to the

public telephone station and called up T.

Morgan Carey in Los Angeles. He re

quested an interview at ten o'clock the

following morning for the purpose of ad

justing a compromise with him.

Needless to state, Mr. T. Morgan Carey

granted the request with cheerful alacrity.

“I’m coming to do business” Bob

warned him. “No third parties around—

understand?”

“Certainly, certainly” responded Carey.

“And in order to save time, Mr. McGraw,

I’ll have the assignment of your water

right made out, ready for your signature.

I'll have a notary within hailing distance.”

Bob could hear him chuckling as he

hung up, for to Carey the thought of his

revenge on the man who had cuffed him

in the State Land Office was very sweet,

indeed. His amiable smile had not yet

worn off when his office boy ushered Bob

McGraw into his private office at ten

o'clock next morning. He waved Bob to

a chair and looked him over curiously.

“Been too busy lately to dress up, eh?”

he queried, as he noted Bob's corduroy

trousers tucked into his miner's boots.

“Pretty busy” assented Bob, and smiled.

“Rather spectacular removal—that of

our friend Hennage” Carey continued.

“From what I learn he was a little slow

on the draw.”

“O’Rourke beat him to it.”

“If I may judge by the single exhibition

of your proficiency with a gun which I

was privileged to observe, Mr. McGraw,

the issue would have been different had

you been in Hennage's boots.”

“Possibly. But I didn't come here to

gossip with you, Carey. I don’t like you

well enough for that. I want to finish

my business and get back to San Pasqual

tonight.”

“Certainly, certainly. But you're such

an extraordinary young man, McGraw,

that in spite of our former differences I

must own to a desire to know more about

you. I could use a man with your brains

and ability, McGraw. You're the kind
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of a fellow I’ve been looking for—for a

great many years, in fact. If you think

you could manage to divorce yourself

from your ambitions to supercede me in

the State Land Office, I could afford to

pay you a fat salary to attend to my land

matters. I would have to be the boss,

however. It has been a rule of my life,

McGraw, to gather about me men with

more brains than I possess myself. That

is the secret of my-er—rather modest

success.”

Bob smiled. “No use” he answered.

“I couldn’t wear your collar, Carey. I’ve

been a white man all my life and I’m too

old to change.”

“It’s a pity” Carey replied with genuine

sincerity. “I can see remarkable possi

bilities in you, McGraw. I can, indeed.

It's a shame to see you waste your oppor

tunities.”

“Play ball” commanded Bob sharply.

“Very well, since you desire it. In the

matter of those applications for fifty sec

tions of Owens Valley you have received

a notification from the Registrar of the

State Land Office, advising you to call

and pay thirty-nine thousand dollars.

You cannot pay it; neither can your

clients. What are you going to do about

it?”

Bob shrugged. “Ouien sabe?” he said.

“Well, Mr. McGraw, I'll tell you. Your

applications are going to lapse through

non-payment, and I’m going to get the

land. So enough of that. You own a

valuable water right. I’m going to get that

also. Do you wish me to explain why?”

“No, it is not necessary. I think I

follow your line of reasoning.”

“I am not disappointed in my estimate

of your common sense” Carey retorted,

and favored his visitor with a cold, quiz

zical smile. “Here is the assignment of

that water right to me. In return I will

give you—let me see. I will give you just

fifteen hundred dollars for that water

right, McGraw, and I am surprised at

myself for exhibiting such generosity.

And inasmuch as you collected that sum

in advance last autumn at Garlock, your

signature to the assignment, before a no

tary who is waiting in the next room, is

all that we require to terminate this inter

view.”

“But I told you I came here to com

“I understand fully. Those are my

terms. Your water right on Cottonwood

lake in return for your freedom. Stage

robbers cannot be choosers, Mr. McGraw.

I recognized you that day at Garlock and

I am prepared to so testify.”

The land-grabber rose from his swivel

chair. His polished suave manner had

disappeared now and his cold eyes flashed

with anger and hatred.

“I haven’t forgotten that day in the

State Land Office, McGraw. A slight

pressure on this button”—he placed his

manicured finger on an ivory push button

“and two plain-clothes men in my outer

office will attend to your case, McGraw.”

“So those are your final terms, Carey?”

“Absolutely.”

Bob crossed his right leg over his left

knee, pulled out a five-cent cigar and

thoughtfully bit off the end.

“Press the button, old man” he mur

mured presently. “Confound this cigar,

I’ve busted the blamed wrapper. Got

another cigar handy, Carey? Thanks.

By George, that's a two-bitter, isn’t it?

Well, it's none too good for the last of the

McGraw family. I'll be in the two-bit

class myself in half an hour. But pro

ceed, Carey. Press the button and call

in your plain-clothes men.”

He pulled back the lapel of his coat, and

the land-grabber saw the butt of a gun

nestling under his left arm. From his

inner coat pocket Bob drew a cylindrical

roll of paper about eight inches long.

Carey eyed him scornfully. “This is

the city of Los£ my friend, not the

open desert at Garlock. A gun-play would

be most ill-advised, I assure you.”

“Oh, that's just part of my wardrobe”

Bob retorted. “I wouldn’t think of using

that on a man unless he was real danger

ous—and men like you are beneath my

notice. Come now, Carey. Which is it

to be? Compromise or the penitentiary?”

“Certainly not compromise—on any

terms but mine.”

“Well, press the button and call them

in—Boston!”

Carey whirled in his chair, jerked over

a drawer in his desk and reached his hand

inside. Before he could withdraw it Bob

McGraw's big automatic was covering

him. -

“Take your hand out of that drawer—

promise.” - Boston. Out, you dog, or I'll drill you!”
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Carey's hand came out of the drawer

slowly, very slowly, grasping a small

pearl-handled revolver.

“This is the city of Los Angeles, my

friend, and not the open desert. A gun

play would be most ill-advised, I assure

you” Bob mocked the land-grabber.

“You’d better let me have that pop-gun.”

He gently removed the little weapon

from Carey's trembling hand.

“Now, go over in that corner and sit

down—no, not on the floor. Take a chair

with you. I'll occupy the arsenal. You

might have all kinds of push buttons,

burglar alarms and deadly weapons around

this desk.”

He ran his hands lightly over Carey's

person in search of weapons, shoved him

into the corner indicated, then turned and

snapped the spring lock on the door lead

ing out to the general office; after which

he laid his gun on Carey's desk, sat down

in Carey's swivel chair, tilted himself back

and lifted his hob-nailed miner's boots to

the top of Carey's rosewood table close by.

And as he gazed, almost sorrowfully, at

the land-grabber, he puffed enjoyably at

Carey's cigar. Evidently he foresaw a

lengthy argument and meant to make

himself comfortable before proceeding.

“Well, now, Boston, since we have

definitely located you as the murderer of

Oliver Corblay in the Colorado desert on

the night of May 17th, 188—, I'll give you

five minutes to get your nerve back and

then we'll get down to business. You

will recall that I came here to compro

mise.” -

He reached over and placed a brown

calloused finger on the push button, and

waited.

“Well” he said presently, “what's the

answer?”

“Compromise” Carey managed to ar

ticulate. Bob removed his finger.

“The court will now listen to any new

testimony that may be adduced in the case

of The People versus Carey. Fire away,

Boston.”

“What are you?” panted Carey. “A

man or a devil?”

“Just a plain human being, so flatbusted,

Boston, that I rattle when I walk. What

would you suggest to cure me of that

horrible ailment?”

“Silence—on both sides—and a hundred

thousand for your water right.”

“Well, from your point of view, that

offer is truly generous. It is now my turn

to be surprised at your generosity. But

you're shy on imagination, Boston—and

I'm a greedy rascal. You'll have to raise

the ante.”

“Two hundred thousand.”

“Still too low. The power rights alone

are worth a million.”

“A million, then-you to leave the United

States and not return during my lifetime.”

Bob laughed. “You don’t understand,

Boston. Why should I sell you my water

right? You must have water on the

brain.”

“Then, why have you called to see me?

Is it blackmail? Why, this interview is

degenerating into a case of the pot calling

the kettle black! I'm a fool, McGraw.

I shall offer you nothing at all. You can

be convicted of stage robbery and you

haven’t a dollar in the world to make your

defense—while I—it takes evidence to con

vict a man like me.”

“Yes, I know your kind. You think

you're above the law. I notice, however,

that you fear it a little. I sprung a good

one on you that time, didn’t I, Boston?

Imagine the self-possessed T. Morgan

Carey practically confessing to a murder

on a mere accusation.”

He wagged his head at Carey sorrow

fully, and continued. “You said a minute

ago, Carey, that I had brains. You did

not underestimate me. I have. I would

not have come to you this morning if I

did not have the goods on you. Not much.

I don’t hold you that cheap, Boston—”

“Don’t call me that name” snarled

Carey.

“All right, Boston, I won’t, since you

object. Sit quiet, now, and I'll tell you

a very wonderful story-profusely illus

trated, as the book agents say. It's rather

a long story, so please do not interrupt

me.”

He unrolled the paper which he had

taken from his pocket and held it up before

his cringing victim. It was an enlarge

ment from a kodak picture of a desert

scene. In the foreground lay two human

skeletons. Bob picked a pencil off Carey's

desk and lightly indicated one of these

skeletons.

“That bundle of bones was once Oliver

Corblay. Notice those footprints over to

the right? See how plainly they loom up
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in the picture? And over there-see that

little message, Bos—I mean, Mr. Carey.

It says:

‘Friend, look in my canteen and see that I

get justice.”

“Behold the friend who looked in the

canteen, and who is now here for justice

for that skeleton. He's waited twenty

years for it, Carey, but he's going to get

it today. Don’t squirm so. You dis

tract my mind from my story.

“Two months ago I was heading up from

the Colorado river toward Chuckwalla

Tanks. Passing the mouth of a box can

yon I observed the footprints of a man in

some old rotten lava formation. I could

tell that the man who made those foot

prints was dying of thirst when he made

them. He was traveling in circles, every

twenty yards, and they always do that

toward the finish.

“Well, I hustled up that box canyon

with my canteen, hoping I'd arrive in

time. Judge of my surprise when I found

this heap of bones. I investigated and

discovered that owing to the peculiar

formation in the box canyon the foot

prints were practically imperishable. A

detailed explanation of the reason why

they loom up so white would be interest

ing, but technical-so let it pass. Suffice

the fact that Oliver-Corblay made the

same discovery when he drifted into that

box canyon twenty years ago, and it gave

him an idea. He had a message to leave

to posterity and he left it in his empty

canteen. However, unless attention could

be called to the canteen, the man who

found the skeleton would merely bury it

and never think of looking in the canteen.

So Oliver Corblay wrote that message in

the lava; really the most ingenious piece

of inlaid work I have ever seen.

“I was the first man to travel that way

in twenty years. I read the message in

the lava and I looked in the canteen. Here

is a copy of the story I found there. The

original is in a safe deposit box in San

Francisco. It is a diary of a trip which

you made with Oliver Corblay and his

mozo when you first came out to this

country from—well, never mind the name.

It seems to annoy you. This diary tells

all about the discovery of the Baby Mine,

your attack upon him with a stone and your

flight with the gold—in fact, a condensed

history of that trip right down to the very

day he died in that box canyon.

“I was so tremendously interested in that

remarkable story, Carey, that as soon as I

had refilled my water kegs at Chuckwalla

Tanks, I headed south again for Ehren

burg. Here, after much inquiry, I learned

from two of the oldest inhabitants that a

tenderfoot with a train of four burros had

arrived there twenty years ago. They

remembered you quite well, because you

were so new to the country and so fright

ened after your experience in the desert.

You told a tale of a sandstorm and of hav

ing been separated from two Indians you

had employed. It seems you lay over in

Ehrenburg for a week and put in your

time working up a lot of rich ore. You

gave a deputy United States marshal five

hundred dollars to act as your bodyguard

that week, and when your bullion was

ready you shipped it by express to the mint

in San Francisco. In the express office at

Ehrenburg I found a record of that ship

ment. You shipped it under the name

‘T. C. Morgan, a reversal of your real name.

“From Ehrenburg I made my way back,

up through Riverside county and across

San Bernardino county, to the box canyon.

I had purchased a little camera in Ehren

burg, and I fizzled a lot of my films owing

to the strong light and the fact that I had

to stand on one of my jacks when I took

the picture, and the little rascal wouldn't

stand still. However, I managed to get

one good picture out of the lot, and as you

will observe, it all shows up very well in

the enlargement.

“I left everything in that box canyon

just as I found it. It occurred to me that

you might fight and ask to be shown; so

might a coroner's jury. They could get

out there in three days with an automobile

now. Leaving the box canyon I pushed

north to Danby, where I sold my outfit

and bought a ticket for San Pasqual,

where I arrived just in time to see my

friend, Harley P. Hennage, lay down his

life in defense of Oliver Corblay's daughter,

who, by the way, happens to be my wife.

“If you are not too frightened, Carey,

you will readily diagnose my extreme

interest in this case. Oliver Corblay left

a will, which I shall not bother to file for

probate, for the reason that his entire

estate consisted of the gold that you stole

from him, and it is my intention to secure
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his estate for his heir without recourse to

law. Oliver Corblay's wife is dead, and

his daughter, Donna, is my wife and next

in succession.

“By consulting the old records of the

United States Mint at San Francisco, I

discover that on June 2, 18-, a cashier's

check was issued to a man named T. C.

Morgan, in the sum of $157,432.55, in pay

ment of bullion received. This check was

endorsed by T. C. Morgan to Thomas M.

Carey, and deposited by Thomas M. Carey

in the Traders National Bank.

“Now, Carey, $157,432.55, at seven per

cent per annum, compounded annually for

twenty annums, aggregates a heap of

money. I wore myself out trying to figure

the exact sum, and finally concluded to call

it square at half a million. That original

sum that you stole from Oliver Corblay gave

you your start in the west, and as you are

reputed to be worth five or six millions now,

I am going to assess you half a million

dollars for my wife—money which justly

belongs to her—and another half million

for my services as your attorney, wherein I

agree to prevail upon my wife not to prose

cute you for murder and highway rob

bery, but to permit you to live on and await

the retributive justice that is bound to over

take you. I think this is perfectly fair and

square. You have used your money and

your power for evil. I am going to use mine

for good. Have the kindness, my dear

T. Morgan Carey, to dig me up a million

dollars, P. D. Q.”

Carey sat huddled dejectedly in his chair.

Old age seemed to have descended upon

him within the hour; with sagging shoulders,

mouth half open in terror, and the wrinkled

skin around his thin jaws and the corners

of his eyes hanging in greenish-white folds,

he looked very tired and very pitiful.

Despite his terror, however, he was not yet

daunted; for with the picture of two skele

tons before him he saw a gleam of hope and

tried to fight back.

“Twenty years is a long time, McGraw”

he quavered, “and it's hard to trace a man

by a mere similarity of names.”

“You can be traced through the Traders

National, where you banked that check, and

your identity established beyond a doubt.

I can trace your career in this state, step by

step, from the day you arrived in it.”

Carey smiled—a very weak sickly smile,

“In the face of which, McGraw, your

knowledge of our United States' law will

convince you that you cannot convict a man

with money enough to fight indefinitely, on

such flimsy twenty-year-old evidence found

in an abandoned canteen. You cannot

identify that skeleton, and you will have

to prove that—that—well, you'll have to

produce oral testimony, or I'll be given the

benefit of the doubt.”

“I must prove that the man who killed

and robbed Oliver Corblay is T. Morgan

Carey, and not a stranger masquerading

under your name, eh? All right, T. Morgan.

I told you I had this story profusely illus

trated.”

Bob stepped to the door of the private

office which led into the hall. He opened

it and Sam Singer stepped inside. Bob

turned to Carey. -

“Permit me to present Oliver Corblay's

Indian servant, Mr. Carey. He is a little

older and more stolid since you saw him

last, but his memory-”

Sam Singer moved forward a few feet and

glanced sharply at Carey.

“I think he recognizes you in spite of

your beard” said Bob sorrowfully, “and I

see no reason—”

“Take him away” panted Carey, on the

instant that Sam Singer, with a peculiar

low guttural cry, sprang upon the land

grabber. Bob came behind the Indian,

grasped him by the chin, and with his knee

in the small of the Cahuilla's back as a

fulcrum, gently pried him away from his

victim and held him fast. Carey lay

quivering on the floor, and Bob looked down

at him.

“Are you satisfied?” he asked.

Carey nodded feebly, and Bob marched

Sam Singer to the door, opened it and gently

propelled him out into the hall. He locked

the door and returned to the desk.

“I knew the sight of two skeletons would

hearten you up, Carey, until you’d be as

saucy as a badger. But you're as tame as a

pet fox now, so let's get down to business.

Don’t argue with me. I’ve got you where

the hair is short; I want a million dollars,

and if I do not get it within half an hour I

won't take it at all and I will no longer

protect you from that Indian.”

Carey climbed back into his chair. “If

I accept your terms” he said huskily, “how

am I to know that you will keep your

but bespeaking awakened confidence. Word?”
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“You will not know it. You'll just have

to guess. When you do what I want you

to do I will surrender to you the original

document found in the canteen. Is that

satisfactory?”

“I guess so. But I cannot give you a

million dollars on five minutes' notice,

McGraw.”

“It’s quite a chunk of cash to have on

hand, I'll admit. How much can you

give me?”

“Five hundred thousand, and even then

I'll have to overdraw my accounts with three

banks.”

“I wish my credit was as good as yours,

Carey. Your banks will stand for the

overdraft, of course. You’ll have to arrange

it some other way if they will not.”

“I can’t give you a cent over half a

million today, no matter what you do”

pleaded Carey piteously, and Bob realized

that he was speaking the truth.

“Do not worry, Carey,” he replied,

“we’re going to do business without getting

nasty with each other. I'll take your

promissory note, at seven per cent, and you

can secure me with a little mortgage on

your Spring-street business block. It's

worth a million and a half. I am not so

unreasonable as to imagine even a rich

man like you can produce a million dollars

cash on such notice, so during the past

week I took the liberty of having the title

searched and an instrument of first mort

gage drawn up by myself. All we have to

do is to insert the figures and then you can

sign it. I understand you have a notary

within hailing distance. Your own thought

fulness in having this transfer of my water

right ready for my signature suggested this

course to me. It occurred to me that I

could sell this mortgage to any Los Angeles

bank.” -

Carey covered his fa

quivered. f; , , - - ! .

“What bank do you anticipate selling

it to?” he mumbled presently. s

“I didn’t have any particular choice. If

you have enemies I will not sell you into

their hands, and you can make the mort

gage for as long a period as you please, up

to three years. Give me a list of banks to

keep away from. I don't want to hurt you

£with his hands and

* * unnecessarily, I assure you.”

*" “Thank you, McGraw” quavered his

victim. “If you’ll let me sit at my desk I'll

“Certainly. Only I want the checks

certified, Carey. You understand, of course,

that I shall not surrender the evidence I

have against you until those checks are

paid. I will not risk your telephoning the

banks, the moment I leave your office,

telling them the checks were secured by

force and threats of bodily harm, and for

them to decline payment.”

Carey wrote the checks, called in a clerk

and instructed him to take them to the

various banks and arrange for the over

draft and certification-a comparatively

easy task, since Carey was a heavy stock

holder in all three banks. Within half an

hour, while Bob and Carey sat glaring at

each other, the checks were returned, and

Carey handed them to Bob, who examined

them and found them correct. The mort

gage was next filled out, the notary called in

and Carey signed and swore to his signature.

“Now, in order to be perfectly legal

about this matter, Carey,” began Bob, when

the notary had departed, “we should show

some consideration for all this money. I

have here the papers showing I have filed

on twenty acres of a mining claim. It's

just twenty acres of the Mojave desert, near

San Pasqual, and I do not know that it

contains a speck of valuable mineral, but

that is neither here nor there. I staked it

as a mining claim and christened it the

Baby Mine.”

Here a slight smile flickered across the

young Desert Rat's face, as if some very

pleasant thought had preceded it. He

continued:

“I have had my signature to this deed

to the Baby Mine attested before a notary

a few minutes prior to my arrival in your

office.” He handed the document to T.

Morgan Carey. “Here's your mine, Carey.

I’ve sold it to you for a million dollars, and

unless you spend one hundred dollars a

year in assessment work, the title to this

million-dollar property will lapse. I wish

you luck with your bargain. I shall expect

you to record this deed within three days,

and that will block any come-back you may

start figuring on. If you fail to record this

deed I shall construe your act as a breach

of faith, return to you all but the five

hundred thousand dollars which belongs

to my wife, and then proceed to make

things disagreeable for you. Remember,

Carey, I'm your attorney and you should

draw those checks.” be guided by my advice.”
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Carey's face was livid with rage and

hatred. “And in addition, I suppose I’m

to forget that you're a stage robber, eh?”

He reached for the telephone. “By the

gods, McGraw, I'll take a chance with you

after all. I’m going to fight you.”

Bob McGraw drew a large envelope from

his pocket. “You may read what this

envelope contains while waiting for central

to answer your call” he said gently. “I

snipped the wires while you were hiding

your face in your hands, wondering what

you were going to do. These papers are

merely a few affidavits, proving an absolute

alibi in the matter of that Garlock robbery.

I was eating frijoles and flapjacks with three

prospectors about fifteen miles south of

Olancho at the time this stage was held up, .

and I was in Keeler the following morning.

This document contains a statement of the

most amazing case of circumstantial evi

dence you ever heard of. Its author is the

chief of Wells Fargo & Company's detective

force. He hasn’t been able to discover who

did hold up that stage—and he doesn't care

particularly, but a perusal of his letter

will convince you that he doesn’t think I

did it.”

“Go to the devil!” wailed Carey.

Bob stood up. “I’m going now, Carey.

Remember! You are to steer clear of my

business with the state land office and pull

out of Owens valley. If you break faith

with me in word or act and I find it out, the

fat will be in the fire. When I judge I’m

safe I will fulfil my part of this contract.”

“Don’t torture me, McGraw. I know

when I'm whipped—and I’ve never been

whipped before.”

“I do not want to torture you, Carey. I

came here for justice, not vengeance. Oliver

Corblay didn't ask for that, and besides,

I have queer ideas on the subject of punish

ment for crime. Crime, Mr. Carey, is a

great deal like our other human ailments,

such as the chicken-pox and tonsilitis. We

must bear with it and try to cure it by

gentle care and scientific treatment. Prison

cells have never cured a criminal, and it

would only pain me to see you behind the

bars in your old age. And I am certain

that my wife would not rejoice at the news

of your hanging.”

“I suppose money has nothing to do

with the celerity with which you hasten to

compound a felony, eh?” sneered Carey.

“You unfortunate man! Carey, my late

friend, Mr. Hennage, used to say that it

was good policy to overlook a losing bet

once in a while, rather than copper every

thing in sight. Your crime was a terrible

mistake, Carey. For twenty years you’ve

realized that and you’ve suffered for it.

I'm sorry for you-so sorry that I'm going

to use your ill-gotten gains for a good pur

pose. Come up into Owens valley three

years from now and I'll prove it to you.

Good-day.”

“One moment, McGraw. Don't go for a

minute or two. I—I’d like to believe that

what you say is true, but the trouble is—

you see, McGraw, I have never encountered

your point of view heretofore. Tell me,

McGraw-don’t lie to me—do you feel the

slightest desire to see me suffer, or is this—

er–brotherly-love talk of yours plain

buncombe?”

Bob McGraw advanced toward the man

he had beaten. He held out his hand. “I

try to be a man” he said—“to be too big to

hate and put myself on a level with a brute.

Won't you shake hands with me?”

Carey regarded him with frank curiosity.

“Say” he said, “are you religious?”

“No. Only human.”

“Perhaps” said Carey dubiously, “but

it doesn’t seem possible that I should meet

two white men in this nigger world. I

think the species became extinct with the

death of my friend Hennage.”

“Your friend—”

“Why not? He liked me—I know he did.

And I liked him. I'm glad he's dead—no,

I'm not-I was glad an hour ago, but I’m

sorry now. Had he lived I would have made

of him my friend, for he was the only human

being I have ever met that I could trust

implicitly. He was your partner and he

warned me to keep off. He meant it, and

I knew he meant it—so I stayed off. Do

you think, McGraw, that I would have let

you beat me out of that land if it hadn't

been for Hennage? I didn’t dare rush those

selections through for patent until he was

dead—and then it was too late. Had you

left your affairs in any other hands I would

have crushed you, but Hennage could not

be bought. I didn’t even try. He was above

a price.”

“Is that why you failed to act imme

diately after you became convinced that I

was an outlaw and would not dare claim

the land when it should be granted to my

clients?” demanded Bob.
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Carey nodded. “I met Hennage in

Bakersfield, and he told me to keep my

hands off those applications.”

“Then he bluffed you, Mr. Carey. Har

ley P. Hennage was my friend, but not my

partner. He did not have five cents in

vested in my scheme. I never mentioned

it to him, and neither did my wife. His

threat was a bluff, and where he got his

information of my land deal is a mystery,

the solution of which perished with Harley

P.”

Carey sat in his chair, with his head

bowed. He was clasping and unclasping

his fingers in a manner pathetically sug

gestive of helplessness.

“I don’t understand” he mumbled. “He

told me to keep off and I kept off.” He

sighed. “I’d have given a million dollars

for a friend like him. I—I-never—had—

one.”

Bob McGraw drew T. Morgan Carey's

mortgage from his pocket, scratched a

match on his trouser-leg and held it under

the fluttering leaves. Slowly the little

flame mounted, and when it threatened to

scorch his fingers the promoter of Donna

ville tossed the blazing fragments into a

convenient cuspidor. He looked up and

saw Carey regarding him curiously.

“That was your mortgage” the land

grabber said wonderingly. “You have

burned half a million dollars.”

“I was selling you my friendship—at cut

rates, Mr. Carey. I was worthy of Hen

nage's trust and friendship until a few

minutes ago. Harley P. Hennage never

did a mean or a cowardly act, and today I

used my power over you to extort half a

million dollars from you to further a scheme

of mine. I figured that the end justified

the means. It did not, and I ask you to

forgive me.”

Carey smiled wanly. “It’s up-hill work,

McGraw, but I’ll forgive you. What great

scheme is this of yours that caused you to

appear unworthy of the friend who was so

worthy of you? I have a great curiosity

to understand you. Who knows? Per

haps I may end up by liking you?”

And then Bob McGraw sat down by his

enemy and unfolded to him his dream of

Donnaville.

“Think of it, Mr. Carey” he pleaded.

“Think what my scheme means to the poor

devils who haven’t got our brains and

children toiling in sweat-shops; of the

families without money, without hope,

without food and without coal, facing the

winter in such cities as Chicago and New

York, while a barren empire, which you

and I can transform to an Eden, waits for

them there in the north,” and he waved

his arm toward Donnaville.

“There's glory enough for us all, Mr.

Carey. Won't you come in with me and

play the big game? Be my backer in this

enterprise and let the future wipe out the

mistakes of the past. You’ve got a chance,

Carey. What need have you for money?

It's only a game you're playing, man-a

game that fascinates you. You've sold

your manhood for money—and you have

never had a friend! Good God, what a

tragedy! Come with me, Carey, into Owens

valley, and be a builder of empire. Let

your dead past bury itself and start fresh

again. You are not a young man any

longer, and in all your busy life you have

accomplished nothing of benefit to the

world. You have subscribed to charities,

and then robbed the objects of your charity

of the land that would have made them

independent of you. Think of the good

you can do with the proceeds of the evil

you have done! Ah, Carey, Carey! There's

so much fun in just living, and I'm afraid

you've never been young. You've never

dreamed! And you've never had a friend

that loved you for what you were. Do

you know why, Carey? Because you

weren't worth loving. You have received

from the world to date just what you put

into it—envy and greed and hate and malice

and selfishness, and at your passing the

curses of your people will be your portion.

Come with me and be a Pagan, my friend,

and when you have finished the job I'll

guarantee to plant you up on the slope of

Kearsarge, where your soul, as it mounts

to the God of a Square Deal, can look down

on the valley that you have prepared for a

happy people, and say: ‘That is mine.

I helped create it, and I did it for love. I

finished what the Almighty commenced,

and the job was worth while.” Will you

play the game with me, T. Morgan Carey,

and get some joy out of life?”

The land-grabber—the parasite who had

lived only to destroy-looked up at Bob

McGraw.

“Would you trust me?” he querical

power! Think of the women and little huskily.
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“I burned your mortgage” said Bob

smiling.

“I’ll think it over—friend” Carey re

plied. “I never do things in a hurry. It's

a habit I have, and I don't quite under

stand you. I must think it over.”

“Do, Mr. Carey. And now I must

toddle along. Adios.”

Carey shook his hand, and they parted.

Our story is told.

San Pasqual is still a frontier town—a

little drearier, a little shabbier and more

down at the heel than when we saw it first.

There have been few changes—the few that

have occurred having arrived unheralded

and hence have remained undiscovered.

For instance, it is not generally known that

Mrs. Pennycook has lost control of her

husband. Yet, such is the fact. She is

still a great stickler for principle, but she

trembles if her husband looks at her. It

appears that Dan Pennycook's half-hearted

accusation of Miss Pickett as the author

of the anonymous note found on the body

of Borax O'Rourke preyed on the spinster's

mind, and when Bob McGraw started an

investigation she could stand the strain no

longer. She fled in terror to the Pennycook

home and made certain demands upon Mrs.

Pennycook; who took refuge in her well

known reputation for probity and principle

and informed Miss Pickett that she was

“actin crazy like”; whereupon Miss Pickett

sought Dan Pennycook and hysterically

confessed to the authorship of that fatal

anonymous note, alleging as extenuating

circumstances that she had been aided and

abetted therein by Mrs. Pennycook. To

quote a commonplace saying, Mrs. Penny

cook had made the ball and Miss Pickett

fired it. She begged Dan Pennycook to use

his influence with Donna to have the in

vestigation quashed, else would Miss Pickett

make a public confession and disgrace the

name of Pennycook.

Hence, when Mr. Pennycook appeared

at the Hat Ranch and asked Donna to

request her husband to forget about that

anonymous letter, Donna guessed the

honest fellow's distress and accordingly the

matter was forgotten by everybody—ex

cept Dan Pennycook. He has not for

gotten. He remembers every time he looks

at Mr. Hennage's watch. He has never

said anything to Mrs. Pennycook—which

makes it all the harder for her—but con

tents himself with a queer look at the lady

when she becomes “obstreperous like”—

and that suffices. After all, she is the

mother of his children, and God has blessed

him with more heart than head. -

Miss Pickett is no longer the post

mistress; also she is no longer Miss Pickett,

although in this respect she is not unlike a

politician who has all the emoluments of

office without the honors, or vice versa if

you will. In her forty-third year she mar

ried the only man who ever asked her—and

he was a youth of twenty-five who sus

pected Miss Pickett of a savings account.

She resigned from the post-office to marry

him, and San Pasqual took a night off to

give her a charivari. Two weeks after the

ceremony Miss Pickett's husband, despair

ing of the savings, jumped a south-bound

freight and was seen no more. Her triumph

over the acquisition of the “Mrs.” was so

shortlived, and the San Pasqualians found

it so difficult to rid themselves of the habit

of calling her Miss Pickett, that Miss

Pickett she remains to this very day.

The Hat Ranch still stands in the desert

below San Pasqual. Bob McGraw has se

cured title to it, and safe within the old adobe

walls Sam Singer and Soft Wind are round

ing out their placid lives. Sam Singer is

now one of the solid citizens of San Pasqual.

He has succeeded to the hat business, and

moreover he has money on deposit with

Bob McGraw. It appears that Sam Singer,

in accordance with Mr. Honnage's dying

request, fell heir to the gambler'snew gaiters.

The first time he tried them on Sam de

tected a slight obstruction in the toe of the

right gaiter. He removed this obstruction

and discovered that it was a piece of paper

money. Like all Indians, Sam was sus

picious of paper money, so he took it to Bob

McGraw, who gave him a thousand dollars

for it. Sam Singer was well pleased thereat.

He considered he had driven an excellent

bargain.

In the lonely sage-covered wind-swept

cemetery at San Pasqual there rises a black

granite monument, severely plain, emi

nently befitting one who was not of the

presuming kind. There is an epitaph on that

monument which is worth recording here:

WHO SEEKS FOR HEAVEN ALONE TO SAVE

HIS SOUL,

KEEP THE PATH BUT WILL NOT

REACH THE GOAL;

MAY
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WHILE HE WHO WALKS IN LOVE MAY

WANDER FAR

YET GOD WILL BRING HIM WHERE THE

BLESSED ARE.

BENEATH THIS STONE

HARLEY P. HENNAGE

RESTS FROM HIS WANDERINGS.

One day T. Morgan Carey dropped off

the north-bound train at San Pasqual, and

learning that he had two hours to waste

while waiting for the stage to start up

country, he was seized with a morbid desire

to wander through San Pasqual's queer

cemetery. The only monument in the

cemetery attracted his attention, and pres

ently he found himself standing at the

foot of Mr. Hennage's grave, reading the

epitaph. It impressed him so greatly that

he copied the verse in a little morocco

covered memorandum book.

“I wonder who was the genius that

evolved that verse?” he muttered aloud,

and to his great surprise a voice at his side

answered him. It was a woman’s voice.

“I do not know the author” she said,

“but if you will read Henry Van Dyke's

book “The Other Wise Man', you will find

that little verse on the fly-leaf. Perhaps

Van Dyke wrote it. I do not know.”

T. Morgan Carey turned and lifted his

hat. “Thank you, madam” he said. “I

was particularly interested. I had a slight

acquaintance with Mr. Hennage, and it

seemed to me that the lines were peculiarly

appropriate.”

“My husband and I thought so. And if

you will pardon me for suggesting it, Mr.

Carey, it would be-better if you would

please leave the cemetery. An old enemy

of yours, a Cahuilla Indian, comes here

three times a week, by my orders, to bring

water for the blue grass on this grave. He

is coming now.”

“Thank you. And you are-”

“I am Donna Corblay.”

Carey bowed and continued.

“Your husband told me once that he

had some great plans afoot, and did me the

honor to ask me to help him-” he paused,

watching her wistfully— “and I want to

know if you object to me as an associate of

your husband in his work.”

Donna looked at him gravely. “I have

neither bitterness nor revengeful feeling

against you, Mr. Carey” she replied.

“I have suffered” he said, “but I haven’t

paid all of the price. Tell your husband that

I want to help him. I have thought it

over and I was coming to tell him myself.

Tell him, please, that I would appreciate

the privilege of being a minority stock

holder in his enterprise and I will honor his

sight drafts while I have a dollar left.”

He lifted his hat and walked away, and

Donna, gazing after him, realized that the

past was dead and only the future remained.

Carey's crime had been a sordid one, but

with her broader vision Donna saw that the

lives of the few must ever be counted as

paltry sacrifices in the advancement of the

race. Her father, her mother, Harley P.

Hennage, Borax O'Rourke and the long,

sad, barren years of her own girlhood had

all been sacrifices to this man's insatiable

greed and lust for power, and now that the

finish was reached she realized the truth of

Bob McGraw's philosophy—that out of all

great evils great good must come.

Truly selfishness, greed, revenge and in

humanity are but the burdens of a day; all

that is small and weak and unworthy may

not survive, while that which is great and

good in a man must some day break its

hobbles and sweep him on to the fulfilment

of his destiny. She saw her husband and

his one-time enemy toiling side by side in

the great, hot, hungry heart of Inyo, pre

paring homes for the helpless and the op

pressed—working out the destinies of their

people; and she cried out with the happiness

that was hers.

Ah, yes, they had all suffered, but now

out of the dregs of their suffering the glad

years would come bearing their precious

burden of love and service. How puerile

did the sacrifices of the past seem now—

how terribly out of proportion to the great

task that lay before them, with the sub

lime result already in sight! Surely there

was only one quality in humankind that

really mattered, softening suffering and

despair and turning away wrath, and as

Donna knelt by the grave of the man who

had possessed that quality to such an

extent that he had considered his life cheap

as a means of expressing it, she prayed that

her infant son might be endowed with the

virtues and brains of his father and the

wanderer who slept beneath the stone:

“Dear God, help me to raise a Man and

teach him to be kind.”

THE END.
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A National Road-Builder

There was a moment's confusion

as a hundred representative citizens

of the state of Oregon arose to their feet to

respond. Then some one with a gift of song

started “For He's A Jolly Good Fellow,”

and Sam Hill's eyes twinkled and his jolly

face lit up with genuine happiness. The

“Testimonial Dinner” was a “Sam Hill”

banquet arranged by business men who

wished to present the “Father of good roads

in America” with a loving-cup as an earnest

that his labor to create a definite and pro

ductive sentiment favorable to better built

highways had not been unnoticed and un

appreciated.

Tucked away somewhere in Mr. Hill's

belongings, the ink still wet upon the paper,

was a copy of Senate Concurrent Resolution

No. 13, of the Twenty-Seventh Legislative

Assembly of the State of Oregon, which

tenders a vote of thanks to a private citizen

of Oregon, namely Samuel Hill, “For a

pleasant and profitable time . . . . as

his guests and for the royal man

ner in which they had been entertained” et

cetera, and which winds up with “a testi

monial of the appreciation of this Legisla

tive Assembly of the unselfish

work that is being done by Mr. Hill in

the cause of good roads.”

Sam Hill had a right to smile indulgently

and to feel a bit gratified, for seldom does a

man in the public eye receive a unanimous

vote of approval for his good works. The

banqueters bestowed upon him the title

“Oregon's Friend.” It might well have

been broadened to “The Nation’s Friend.”

Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 13 is

a reminder of the unique entertainment of a

state's assembly by a man with an unselfish

"G"' a toast to Sam Hill!”
interest to exploit. It perpetuates a lesson

to lawmakers in road-building. The Oregon

legislature was in session in February last.

At the fall election the people, confused by a

multiplicity of good-roads measures, de

feated all of them. The state was sadly in

need of legislation that would permit the

levying of necessary taxes for highway im

provement. The people, after the election,

realized their mistake and hoped for favor

able legislative action. The good-roads en

thusiasts were downcast. But not so Sam

uel Hill, chief exponent of good roads.

Never for one moment after the decisive

defeat of the good-roads measures at the

fall election did he lay down. He merely

shrugged his shoulders and remarked “that

they were confused.” There was much

wrangling over proposed measures in the

legislative body. Mr. Hill feared that the

outcome would be but another set-back to

the cause. He determined to impress every

lawmaker with the advantages of honestly

built highways. He invited the entire as

sembly to be his guests for one day.

Eighty-eight gathered at the office of the

Home Telephone Company in Portland,

and from there took train for Maryhill,

across the Columbia and up state in Wash

ington to Klickitat county. The train was

chartered by Mr. Hill. His favorite chef

was given carte blanche to fill the buffet car,

and the chef asked for no further orders.

He took the instructions literally. The

guests included state Senators, representa

tives, prominent citizens of Oregon and

Washington, and newspaper men. Govern

or Ernest Lister of Washington was present

in person and Governor West of Oregon was

represented by George F. Rodgers of Salem.

Along the route Mr. Hill pointed out what
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Samuel Hill, of Oregon, a national figure in the development of public highways. Mr.

Hill is one of the ablest authorities in the United States upon permanent road

construction.

he considers the world’s blue-ribbon scen

ery, and here and there the work of road

gangs on stretches of the Columbia river

highway. At Maryhill Mr. Hill talked and

talked and proudly displayed his seven

varieties of highways, constructed at a per

It has been more than a hobby with him. It is an obsession

tions. Oregon's lawmakers were convinced.

The state now has one of the most effective

good-roads acts of any state in the Union.

Mr. Hill is one of the highest authorities

in the United States on the subject of per

manent road construction. It has been

more than a hobby with him. It is an ob

session. For years he has been traveling

here, there and everywhere, studying

highway construction, figuring out high

sonal expenditure of over $100,000, from

... Maryhill to the Columbia river, demon

stration highways built to satisfy a whim and

to prove the value of an enthusiast's deduc
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transportation taxes voluntarily assumed

by farmers. He has crossed the seas several

times to continue his studies in England

and Germany and France. He goes about

over the states of Oregon and Washington

lecturing on his favorite study. He drops

into a city or hamlet, engages a hall, makes

no admission charge and talks for an hour

and a half, illustrating his lecture with

splendid stereopticon views of good and bad

roads from Illwahee to Timbuctoo, from

Maryhill to London and Berlin, and inci

dentally, quite incidentally, brings in a

series of beautiful slides showing the gran

deur of scenery in the Oregon Cascades. It

is a lecture that is not only inspirational but

effective. He seldom leaves an audience un

convinced of the value of well-builthighways.

Who is Sam Hill? Even though the facts

were abbreviated to intensive terseness, it

required a whole page of the menu prepared

for the testimonial dinner, first referred to,

to tell about Sam Hill. He was born in

North Carolina, in 1857, and he has been so

busy since that he has never had time to

rest. He is a graduate of Haverford and

Harvard. He has been president, associate

counsel, general manager or director of a

half-dozen railroads. He is president of

the Home Telephone Company in Port

land, and just now as a side issue

is amalgamating the independent tele

phone companies throughout the United

States. He is president of the Maryhill

Land Company, Maryhill, Washington;

President of the United States Trust Com

pany of Seattle, Washington; President of

the American Road Builders’ Association;

Honorary Life President of the Washington

Good Roads Association; Vice-president of

the Pacific Highway Association; Vice

President of the Columbia River Highway

Association; Vice-president of the Inter

national Road Congress; Member of the

Canadian Highway Association and an ac

tive member of over a dozen social clubs

from New York city to Portland.

Sam Hill is a busy man.

He has another hobby aside from good

roads, although related to that very laudable

subject. For some years he has had made

in Berlin, each year, a globe, similar to

those found in all well regulated libraries,

but embodying some special line of study.

One is devoted to earthquakes; another to

tidal waves; another to roads, good and

bad; another to railroads. These globes he

has had prepared by experts and then, not

wishing to hide them under a bushel, has

presented them to friends or institutions

where they will serve as valuable reference

works. One such may be found in the Con

gressional Library. Others have been pre

sented to railroad presidents; still others to

social clubs. Among the fortunate possess

ors of these globes are George Baker, Henry

Cannon and the estate of the late J. P.

Morgan, New York.

The latest effective gift was that to the

state of Oregon of a comprehensive outline

for a series of highways for the state. This

plan, based upon information secured at a

personal expenditure of $10,000 and a

thorough canvass of the state, is given to the

people as a suggested means of develop

ment and a donation to the cause of good

roads. Mr. Hill worked quietly for months,

traveling over the proposed routes, study

ing their feasibility from standpoints of

topography, people to be served and traffic

to be encouraged. He had in mind the de

sirability of the most direct connection be

tween rural regions and markets and be

tween centers of population, and was in

fluenced by the experience of the districts

where good roads had already been built.

He reaches this succinct conclusion—that

the directest road which serves the most in

terests the longest distance is the best.

One of the happily chosen tributes to

Samuel Hill's work is that by ex-United

States Senator Charles W. Fulton: “Sam

uel Hill is doing more than any other one

man for the good of Oregon. He is making

it possible for people to get acquainted with

each other. He is making it possible for

tourists to see our scenic attractions.”

What a lot of good could be accomplished

if more men of aggressiveness and wealth

and great constructive ability should give

as unstintingly and as generously of their

time to some especial phase of national

growth as has Samuel Hill, of Portland,

Oregon, to the cause of good roads!

C. E. FISHER.

*

The Only Woman Railroad-President

44 CHARMING gown, my dear. Those

Bulgarian color combinations are fetch

ing, aren't they? . . . . .Yes, as I was say

ing, my contention is that Nietzsche never

would have-the telephone? How annoy

ing!-Hello! Yes. I said seventy-pound
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rails, and I want them. Not at all: seventy

I said, and seventy goes. Tell the superin

tendent of construction to see me at eight

thirty o’clock tomorrow. Good-by— Nie

tzsche fully demonstrated” and so forth.

It sounds like the ravings of a rarebit

fiend, doesn’t it? But it's only the frag

ment of an afternoon tea conversation

with Mrs. Meta J. Erickson. For

Mrs. Erickson is the only

woman railroad president

in the world—and,

though a student of

philosophy as well,

she is all woman,

even if a railroad

man at the same

time. Withal,

she doesn’t al

low business to

interfere with

her pleasure.

Upon the

day that the

directors of

the Amador

Central rail

road were to

meet in San

Francisco it

happened

that Mrs.

Erickson had

a party en

gagement for

the afternoon.

She attended

the business ses

sion in the morn

ing, became the

highest woman rail

road official in this or

any other country, hus

tled out of the office

shortly after noon and

two hours later was

beautifully gowned and

participating in a card

game as calmly as any of

the other club members.

This is merelyanillustration of the energy,

of the versatility, of the women of the

Pacific Coast.

The Amador Central Railroad is in Ama

dor county, California. It runs from Ione,

where it connects with the Southern Pacific,

to Martell, a distance of twelve miles. Mrs.

Mrs. Meta J. Erickson, president of the Amador

Central Railroad in California. She can run a

locomotiveand run it well. Mrs. Erickson learned

the railroad business while living in construction

camps with her husband, who was a contractor

Erickson's home is in Oakland. Her office,

now that she takes up the presidency of the

road in which she is the principal stock

holder, is in San Francisco, in the Balboa

building, right next door to her attorney.

Her residence is at Bay Place and Monte

cito avenue, overlooking one of Oakland's

beauty spots—Lake Merritt. When

this railroad president is at

home she is not planning

some coup in the world of

finance, but instead she

is looking into the

future, anticipating,

and attending to

her household

duties and doing

little things in

behalf of her

family—three

boys and a

daughter.

Mrs. Erick

Son is not a

railroad pres

identinname

only. She is

most practi

cal in every

particular,

being familiar

with the con

struction work

as well as the

detailsof opera

tion. Why, she

can run a locomo

tive and run it

well! She inherited

her interest in the

railroad from her hus

band, Charles Erickson,

a contractor, who died

two years ago. During

the time the road was in

the course of construc

tion,Mrs. Erickson spent

months at a time with

her husband, living in

the construction camps

and taking an active interest in the work.

In addition to the freight business, Mar

tell being a mining town and an important

shipping point, the Amador Central does a

profitable passenger business. By agree

ment with the Southern Pacific, passenger

coaches are run from Galt over the Southern

Photo by

Oscar

Maurer
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Pacific to Ione and then switched to the

tracks of the Amador Central, thus saving

travelers for Martell the inconvenience of

transferring. This is one of Mrs. Erickson's

ideas. The Amador Central also operates

two automobile stage lines out of Martell.

Mrs. Erickson loves the hills and the

outdoor life of California. “When I went

up into that country with Mr. Erickson it

was practically inaccessible” she says, “but

I became interested in the work and enjoyed

every minute that I spent among the hills

where the steel horse was to come.”

Just at present the Amador Central

president has under consideration the pur

chase of several additional locomotives,

freight-cars and other equipment made

necessary by increased business.

“I shall be at my office nearly every day”

says she, “but I have no idea of neglecting

my home life. Nor my clubs.”

Mrs. Erickson is well known as a club

woman, being active as a member of the

Orpheus, the Ebell and the Eurydice clubs,

the Associated Charities, and the Tax Asso

ciation of Alameda county. She is a director

of the West Oakland Home and attends St.

Paul’s Episcopal Church.

The honor of being the only woman rail

road president in the world was formerly

held by Mrs. S. A. Kidder, of Grass Valley,

California. She resigned the presidency of

the Nevada County Narrow Gauge Rail

road some time ago.

Mrs. Erickson's favorite recreation is

reading, especially books on new thought

and philosophy, and the works of some of

the old masters. She believes in suffrage,

but asserts most emphatically that she

is not a suffragette. Despite her activities

in the business world and as a club woman,

she is also a “home-body.” Her eldest

son, who is seventeen, is taking a special

course in engineering, being educated to

take charge eventually of the actual

operations of the Amador Central, thus

relieving his mother of these duties.

Although Mrs. Erickson is a talented

pianist and singer, she is no stranger in the

kitchen. When the only woman railroad

chief executive feels like meddling in that

stronghold—where a Chinese cook holds

forth-guess what she does: dons an apron

and in less time than it takes to get up

steam in a locomotive the table is covered

with dainty tempting deliciously browned

“I am very fond of cookies” she says,

“but it is for the children that I bake them.”

Mrs. Erickson might talk railroad busi

ness all day, or for weeks, and would appear

as an ordinary business woman—a shrewd,

well educated, energetic business woman

familiar with all the details of the business

of which she is the head. But when she

speaks of her family—the boys and the

little girl, the baby—it is then that her face

lights up and her eyes glisten, and she for

gets for the time that she is the world's

only woman railroad president—forgets

everything but that she is a mother.

- JAMES P. Howe.

*

Chief of Police of “Spotless Town”

CCORDING to the Board of Geo

graphic Names, “Spotless Town” is

not on the map. And yet the entire Pa

cific Coast is applying this pleasing nick

name to the University city of California

which preserves the memory of Bishop

Berkeley and his prophetic line, “West

ward the Star of Empire takes its way.”

Reference to the Berkeley census of 1910

will show that there were within its gates

40,434 rich men, some poor men, but seldom

a beggar man or thief. And the reason

why the latter undesirables have given

Berkeley a wide berth is not due to its

estimable doctors, lawyers or merchants,

but to its Chief, Gus Vollmer. Through

his efforts the municipality has been

cleaned up until evil weeds, vegetable

and human, have no place in its precincts.

In 1905, when the population was 25,000,

property to the value of $21,780 was stolen

from the good citizens of Berkeley. Now

that the population in 1912 has doubled,

the average loss through theft is only about

$12,000 a year, a proportion of about one

fourth per capita of the former amount.

Gus Vollmer grew up with the college

town. Although six feet, plus, with dig

nity to match his commanding stature, he

still answers to his boyhood name. He is

an intuitive reader of character. ... ',

Vollmer won his spurs in the quelling

of the Philippine Insurrection. Early in

the outbreak, the Gugu guerrillas had been

having a gay bit of glory in sniping the

Americanos along the Pasig river...Vollmer

cookies. was detailed with a platoon of artillerymen



Gus Vollmer, Chief of Police of Berkeley, California. He ew up with the college town, and has

made a record for vigorous methods in ridding it of all evil growth, vegetable and human

to break up their game. Commandeer

ing a scow, he installed improvised ma

chinery upon it and sheathed its sides with

iron. With a handful of dare-devils man

ning rapid-fire guns, he cruised up and

down the river scaring and scattering the

bushwhackers until he had completely

pacified the pirates of the Pasig.

Shortly after his return from the wars

he was given charge of the police depart

ment of Berkeley. The city was growing

rapidly, new tracts were spreading all over

the map, and as a consequence the slender

force of police was unable to patrol the en

tire territory. Vollmer mounted his men

on bicycles, which enabled them to come

swiftly and silently wherever they were

needed. He next arranged a system of

signals whereby he could communicate

with his patrolmen at a moment's notice.

By touching a switch, an electric current

flowing through wires in various districts

flashed red signals at the intersections of

certain streets, and when they winked

their warnings the officer on that par

ticular beat would catch this high sign and

rush to the nearest police-telephone-box,

where he would receive his instructions.

This installation has proven to be such a

signal success that many other municipali

ties have since adopted its features.

Vollmer transformed his offices into a

technical laboratory where he and his

subordinates studied every phase of
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criminology, specializing upon the evolution

of systems of identification.

All the data obtainable upon the means

of identifying criminals he has cross-in

dexed in a system of filing-cabinets. In

other indices are the records of all articles

sold to pawnbrokers in the western cities,

by which means he is enabled to trace

stolen goods to their more or less innocent

purchasers, and thereby he secures their

return. Between one-third and one-half

of the loot that is pilfered from Berkeley

ans is restored to its owners by this sys

tematic method of conducting searches for

its recovery.

Vollmer's most successful work has been

in deterring crime by treating those who

come under his custody as patients to be

cured, not cursed with the stigma of stripes.

Many a young man who is now leading a

clean and honorable life blesses “Golden

Rule Gus” for his practical help.

Here is one illustration of the way the

Chief of “Spotless Town” combines science,

efficiency and humanity in the practice of

his profession. An ex-convict who was

released from San Quentin prison a few

months ago came to Berkeley to begin a

new life, and engaged in the occupation of

a huckster. Wearied with the plodding of

a long laborious day, he slept for seven

hours in his lonely room, unmindful of the

fact that a bandit had held up three trolley

cars near his new home. Vollmer's men

joined in the hunt and when the carmen

described the appearance of the desperado

they turned to the almost infallible card

index and traced the scent to the unlucky

ex-convict. They got their man and found

he could not prove an alibi. The conduc

tors and motormen “positively identified”

the huckster as the “hold-up man.” He

was arraigned for the crime, and the pros

pect of prison walls for life seemed certain.

But Vollmer felt intuitively that his de

partment had committed a cruel error.

Although the direct evidence was deemed

conclusive, he busied himself looking for

other clews. On the night of the robbery

a boat disappeared from its moorings on

the Berkeley waterfront. Later it was

found on the San Francisco shore and in it

lay a razor on which were blonde hairs.

These faint traces convinced Vollmer that

the person who stole the boat with which

to cross the bay had a good reason for

getting out of Berkeley's back door in

stead of leaving it on the brilliantly-lighted

electric trains. He followed up this clew

until a few weeks later a midnight thug

who held up a San Francisco car was shot

and killed by the metropolitan police. His

hair matched the wisps on the razor as

exactly as other evidence proved him to be

the real criminal. Finally, the Berkeley

carmen identified the dead bandit as the

man who had robbed them, and the inno

cent man was freed. Vollmer had on his

own account engaged a lawyer to defend

the man who had been unjustly accused of

crime, so confident was he in his innocence.

“Big Brother” Gus is the term of endear

ment applied to this charitable Chief by

the boys of Berkeley because of his success

ful policy of dealing with juvenile offenders.

When they fall into his hands, after com

mitting some such offenses against the

propertied classes as “swiping fruit” and

other mischievous misdemeanors, he first

communicates with their folks, and then,

instead of putting them in jail where they

would be exposed to contaminating in

fluences, he puts them on their honor to

amply atone for their wrong-doing, or in

extreme cases he exercises the right of

eminent domain, in loco parentis, and ap

plies salutary spankings. As a result, these

minor offenses have become so infrequent

that now it’s a long time between spankings.

“Spotless Town” was appropriately ap

plied to Berkeley about a year ago, when

the Chief and his men carried on a crusade

against weeds and unsightly litter, requiring

property owners to clean up their premises,

and giving the city the appearance of neat

ness that has not since worn off.

“Golden Rule Gus” bears an enviable

record for nerve. On numerous occasions

he has appeared as though led by intuition

upon the scene of some near-tragedy, and

has captured desperate criminals just in

time to prevent their committing murder

or great bodily violence. If any one is

injured, it is almost always the Chief that

rushes first to the aid of the stricken one.

Even on his vacation trips Vollmer is a

champion life-saver. Having saved two

girls from drowning in the Russian river

during the summer of 1907, he was impelled

by fate to repeat history for a third time in

the same place, three years later. The third

girl, Miss Lydia Sturtevant, whom he saved

from drowning proved the charm, for she

became his bride. HAROLD FRENCH.



The Pulse of the West

F. Vrrent Qomment on Western Affairs *

By Walter V. Woehlke

The Tariffand the West's Wooden Leg

OR nearly six months the doctors at

Washington have been debating the

momentous question whether the leg

should be amputated just above or just be

low the knee. In the meantime the patient,

kept on a stretcher in the ante-room, nearly

died. Except for the abundant nourishment

provided by good crops he would by this

time be in a state of coma.

Whether the question concerns amputa

tion of a limb, proposal of matrimony, a

divorce, a horse trade or tariff revision, un

certainty regarding the outcome is the

killing factor. When the result is settled,

all parties get back to work and adjust

themselves to the new condition.

Now that the worst is over, the West is

bravely facing the future, peering through

the wide gaps in the tariff fence with de

termined eyes. As a sample of the West's

change in front since tariff revision became

a dead certainty, it may be mentioned that

the lemon acreage is increasing faster than

ever. Last winter the lemon industry was

visited by the worst frost in its history; this

summer it suffered a cut of fifty per cent. in

its protective duty, yet one concern in the

Sacramento valley is setting out five thou

sand acres of young lemon orchards, and

the price of nursery lemon trees has soared.

The lumber industry of the Pacific

Northwest at last reports had not yet

crawled bodily across the border into Brit

ish Columbia; nor have the schools of sal

mon forsaken Puget Sound. The copper

and alfalfa output of Arizona, Nevada,

New Mexico and Utah is steadily increas

ing, California is building more good roads

than ever, readjustment is proceeding

bravely everywhere. Of its ultimate out

come the best indication is contained in the

answers received by a Seattle bank which

inquired among its country correspondents

concerning the effect of tariff revision. A

large percentage of the country bankers,

even in the wool-growing districts, replied

that any adverse effect was largely psycho

logical, was based on fear, on uncertainty

regarding the final rates and would vanish

as soon as the tariff bill had been signed by

the president.

Knowing exactly where the protective

leg is to be cut, the West is cheerfully

whittling the wooden limb upon which it

proposes to maintain its commercial balance.

“Compete, Durn Ye, Compete!”

OME twenty years ago the orange grow

ers of California acted in a manner that

would delight the heart of the Democratic

administration: they competed furiously

with one another in the sale of their prod

uct, competed so hard that all of them lost

money.

Isn’t this an ideal condition? To sell for

less than the cost of production is the very

pinnacle of competitive effort. Unfortu

nately the consumer received no benefit

whatever from this less-than-cost price.

The speculative middleman was the sole

beneficiary, and he saw to it that the price

of citrus fruits in the markets stayed high,

so high that in 1893 four thousand carloads

had trouble in finding buyers.

In 1912 forty thousand carloads of citrus

fruits were sold at a profit by the California

growers. This quantity could not have

been marketed unless the bulk of the fruit

was sold at exceedingly low prices. Coöp

eration of the producers made possible this

low price; both the consumer and the pro

ducer benefited by coöperation, yet the

growers were insistently accused, at the

recent tariff hearings, of being dangerous

monopolists.

“Compete, durn ye, compete!” is the

order issued by the Bourbon statesmen.
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Seven years ago the growers of lima beans

were model citizens, poor but honest. They

competed with each other in the sale of their

crops, were satisfied with an average of

three and a half cents per pound. The con

sumer on New York's east side paid twelve

and a half cents a pound, and the demand

apparently was so slack that a part of the

crop remained unsold, was carried over

every season.

For five years some of the lima-bean

growers have ceased competing with each

other. They have broken the hold of the

speculator on the lima-bean market.

Though their association controls but

twenty-five per cent. of the crop, they have

raised the price to the producer from three

and a half to five cents a pound, and they

accomplished this result by reducing the

price to the consumer from twelve and a

half to ten cents a pound. In several in

stances the coöperating growers’ propa

ganda has caused department stores to offer

bargainsinlima beans at seven cents a pound.

A few months ago it was reported that

the federal authorities contemplated an in

vestigation of the lima-bean “trust,” of the

growers' organization that had reduced the

cost of living to the poor.

“Compete, durn ye, compete!” is the re

frain from Washington.

Take the case of the carriers. Both the

quality of the goods sold—to wit: trans

portation—and the selling price of the com

modity supplied by the carriers are under

the control of innumerable state, federal

and municipal authorities. Under the theory

of public regulation, the carriers must treat

all patrons alike, both as to service and

rates. This theory assumes that between

the same points rates must be alike on all

roads, that commodities seeking a common

market from different points must not be

disturbed as to the relations thus created

in this market except by consent of a public

body. A number of public-utility com

missions have laid down the principle that

they will not encourage, will even prohibit

competition in territories satisfactorily

served by a public-utility corporation.

These commissions tacitly acknowledge

that unregulated competition inevitably

ends in disaster, deterioration of service by

both competitors, in consolidation and over

capitalization.

Among railroads competition must not

result in discrimination, in favors shown

particular points or classes of shippers; rate

wars are frowned upon alike by commis

sions, shippers and investors, but

“Compete, durn ye, compete!”

der of the Democratic leaders.

Does this command rise from the same

motive that prompted the Puritan matron

to shout “Go it, husband! Go it, bear!”

Or, if the love of a lively scrap is not the un

derlying reason, exactly what benefit is ex

pected to accrue to the country by the para

dox of a forced revival of competition under

regulative supervision, the very essence of

which is antagonistic to competition?

For the evil of overcapitalization, of reck

less financiering, the competitive pill is no

cure; rather, duplication of plants and of

service supply the very soil in which in

flation germinates.

Associations of farmers and producers

have been removed—by executive action—

from the ban of the Sherman Anti-Trust

law; for many years this law has not been

invoked against the traffic associations

through which all the railroads in the coun

try, with the consent of the Interstate Com

merce Commission, agree upon excursion

rates and similar traffic matters. Instead

of fighting windmills, instead of intoning

monotonously the old magic formula, would

it not be the better part of valor to face the

issues openly, to acknowledge the existence

of hard facts and determine whether en

forced competition will be of real benefit

before urging the trust-buster's steed into

new jousts?

is the or

Financing the Stump-Puller

HAT shall we do with the European

immigrants about to come through

the Panama Canal? During thepast eighteen

months this has been the favorite subject of

discussion by a score of commissions, con

ferences, committees and boards along the

Pacific Coast. The question has been de

bated and considered from all angles, but

the practical result of the discussion has

been as clear-cut and distinct as the profile

of an African on a moonless night. Per

formance everywhere has been far in the wake

of talk-except in the state of Washington.

Washington, however, did not worry

about problematic European immigration.

Instead, the state set out to be of practical

assistance to as many industrious, impe

cunious immigrants from the East and

Middle West as it could induce to come.



PHOTO BY FRANK PAL MER

The state of Washington proposes to finance settlers and assist them in clearing the vast logged-off

area of the commonwealth
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A loganberry farm on cut-over timber land in Oregon.

still unclaimed and unproductive

Under the terms of the Logged-off Land

Act passed by the last legislature, Washing

ton proposes to extend definite tangible

help to the settler who will aid in rendering

productive the state's vast area of cut-over

land. Summarized, Washington proposes,

through the medium of local agricultural

development districts, to buy low-priced

cut-over land for the settler, to employ him

in clearing this land and to sell the clearcd

land to him at actual cost on payments ex

tending over twenty years. .

Free public land which the settler might

enter in spring and which would produce

a crop in fall, this class of land is gone.

The homestead land left in the West needs

either clearing, irrigation or calls for an ex

pensive dry-farming equipment to be made

productive. So heavy is the initial expense

of irrigation or clearing that thousands of

industrious men, lacking the needed capital,

are denied an opportunity to establish a

home on soil of their own. To remedy this

condition, this lack of capital, the new

Washington law provides that agricultural

development districts, organized at elec

tions called on petition of ten per cent. of the

voters in the territory embraced, may issue

bonds, the paper to be legal investment for

school and other public funds. The money

thus raised may be spent in the purchase of

logged-off land suitable for agriculture at

prices not exceeding twenty dollars an

Several million acres of similar land are

acre, in clearing this land, in the construc

tion and repair of roads, in supplying ma

terials to settlers at cost and in helping the

settler to market his products.

The purchased land is to be cleared as

needed, the maximum cost in no case to ex

ceed a hundred dollars an acre. Settlers

"having purchased land directly from the

owners are given the right to turn twenty

acres over to the district, with the prefer.

ential right of repurchase after it is cleared.

Thus the district undertakes not only to

purchase and clear twenty acres for every

desirable applicant, but it also gives the

settler employment pulling stumps at living

wages until the land is ready for farming.

The law is the outcome of a campaign

carried on by the Southwest Washington

Settlers' Agency, a public body organized to

attract settlers and to aid them to select,

purchase, clear and farm the best tracts of

cut-over land at the lowest possible cost.

To those settlers who prefer to do their

own clearing without district aid Washing

ton likewise offers assistance. A new law

now in force authorizes the state to go into

the powder business and supply explosives

to the settlers at cost.

Detailed information concerning the new

law, its operation and the districts now or

ganizing to put it into effect will be sup

plied by the secretary of the Settlers'

Agency in Chehalis, Washington.
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If you believe in music

you need a Victor-Victrola
If you believe in the power of

music to elevate your thoughts

and broaden your intellect, to

stir your imagination and quicken

your emotions, to soothe your £

mind and lighten your toil, you

can appreciate what it would

mean to have a Victrola in your ,

home.

Music is no longer a luxury to

be understood and enjoyed by a

select few. Music has come to

be an actual necessity in every

home, and its foremost exponent

today is the Victrola.

With this wonderful instru

ment, you bring some music into

your life each day to add to your

happiness and make your home

more complete.

There are Victors and Victrolas in- -

great variety of styles ,

from $10 to $500. Mahogany or

- XVIAny Victor dealer quartered oak

in any city in the world will gladly demonstrate the

Victor-Victrola to you and play any music you wish to

hear.

Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N.J., U.S.A.

Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors

New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 28th of each month
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The Tin Can’s Hideous Leer

ILLED, the tin can is the gaudy emblem

of modern mass civilization, an efficient

labor-saving container of undifferentiated,

standardized food. Empty, the tin can be

comes the modern curse, a weapon whose

ragged edges cut man's esthetic soul to the

marrow, a ubiquitous nuisance killing ro

mance and poetry as effectively as the

stockyards perfume murders the odor of

the violet.

The wilderness, the high places, the

aisles of the forest, the mountain meadows

and the banks of singing brooks are the

front lawn of the West. Nature waters it,

sweeps it, keeps it clean, but Nature can no

longer cope with the growing piles of tin

cans, leering hideously from the center of

every inviting spot, with the swirling sheets

of greasy paper and pasteboard plates shed

in transit by motor campers. Even unto

the snow line the curse of the tin can lies

over the West.

If those privileged to commune with Na

ture cannot enjoy her hospitality without

defiling the face of the hostess, why not

penalize thoughtlessly dirty campers in the

National Forests? The man who will

scatter tin cans and waste paper will like

wise forget to put out the fire before he

leaves.

Weapons That Cut Both Ways

N “investment” company selling stock

in an orchard-planting enterprise

advertised that one of its nurseries had

an appraised value of more than three

quarters of a million. The county asses

sor considered $40,000 a fair price. To the

board of equalization came the treasurer

of the “investment” company, demanding

that the assessable valuation of the nursery

be reduced to S6000, and he substantiated

his argument with facts and figures. Con

fronted with the advertisement, he admitted

that three-quarters of a million had been

added to the actual value solely for stock

selling purposes.

Despite numerous similar instances a

referendum petition has rendered inopera

tive California's blue-sky act until the voters

shall have affirmed or rejected the measure

at the next general election. Oregon and

Washington, meanwhile, are enforcing simi

lar enactments, and their experience should

prove of benefit in shaping the verdict of

California.

A workmen's compensation act, a meas

ure against the owners of property rented

for the purpose of prostitution, a law de

signed to bring order into California's

chaos of water-right litigation have like

wise been sidetracked by the pliant refer

endum. Verily, the strongest weapon of

the reformers has turned out to be a double

edged blade!

The recall, the referendum and the initi

ative were designed as emergency brakes,

to be used only in exigencies calling for

heroic treatment. Their indiscriminate use

impedes the smooth movement of the com

monwealth business, creates unnecessary

heat and friction, causes the economic train

to progress in a series of sudden jolts. A

radical increase in the number of signatures

to petitions necessary to bring these emer

gency brakes into play is sorely needed.

Taking The Measure of Happiness

HE Atlantic Coast, low, flat, deeply

indented, with smooth inland water

ways extending from New York to Florida,

was made especially for the motor-boat.

When the specifications for the Pacific Coast

were drawn, the Builder gave no thought to

the needs of the gasoline vessel. He

brought the mountains clear to the sea,

caused white-crested surf to pound against

the base of great cliffs for a thousand miles

between rare sheets of still water. Judging

from natural advantages, from the massing

of population in the East, from the lack of

it in the West, the Atlantic Coast ought to

be as far ahead of the Pacific littoral in the

number of motor-boats as it is in the size

of its rivers-and-harbors appropriations.

But it isn’t.

The New York customs district, so the

Commissioner of Navigation reports, con

tains a total of 75oo motor-boats, the

largest number of any district on the

Atlantic. On the Pacific, both San Fran

cisco and Puget Sound exceed New York’s

record. Though they have less than one

third of the New York district's popula

tion, these Western waters are traversed

bv Ic,ooo motor vessels. Baltimore and

Chesapeake Bay, ranking second in the

East, boasted of 4000 motor-boats; on the

lower Columbia, in Portland and Astoria,

43oo of the internal-combustion boats are

at home, and British Columbia, having

only a quarter of Maryland's population,

exceeds the Eastern commonwealth in the
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number of cruisers and work-boats pro

pelled by gasoline engines. On the Atlantic

Coast four persons per thousand popula

tion own motor vessels; in the Middle West

the proportion drops to one in a thousand;

on the Pacific it is three times the Atlantic

ratio, rising to twelve motor-boat owners

per thousand population.

Why do so many more people, both

relatively and absolutely, tinker with car

buretor and flywheel on the Pacific than on

the Atlantic?

The main reason lies in the fact that

motor-boats cost real money. The Pacific

Coast has the genuine article. So far as the

permanent title to a portion of the coun

try's inflexible currency is concerned, all

that part of New York's teeming popula

tion which is crowded sardine-like into

tenements at the rate of 300,000 per square

mile may be safely eliminated. Sweatshop

hands and factory operatives, up to the

neck in the bitter waters of perpetual want,

cannot buy gasoline for joy rides, either on

land or water.

Perhaps the large number of motor-boats

in the Far West denotes Lucullian tend

encies, careless squandering, lack of healthy

thrift. Perhaps it does. But—before the

Westerners can spend, they must accumu

late the wherewithal. Ninety per cent. of

the population in the crowded centers of the

East never can accumulate enough to buy

a red lamp or a horn. With them thrift is

a grinding necessity, not a virtue.

If freedom from immediate want, finan

cial steerage-way, material possessions con

stitute a yardstick with which to measure

happiness, the life of the masses in the West

is about three times brighter than the

existence of the population's bulk on the

Atlantic.

Prophets and Potatoes

N 191o the country's potato crop was

poor. The market opened strong. In

California most of the growers sold their

potatoes immediately after the harvest, at

prices varying between a dollar and a dollar

thirty cents per sack. Only the Japanese

growers held on. Late in the season they

let go—at two dollars, pocketing a nifty

little extra profit on a million sacks.

In 1911 drouth diminished the American

at seventy to eighty cents.

potato crop to such an extent that spuds

had to be imported from Europe. Again

the California growers, having harvested a

normal yield as usual, parted with their

tubers immediately after the harvest.

They took no chances. Prices were good.

They might drop at any moment. But

they didn’t. They rose. When they

reached the top the Japanese, having held

on, let go. Once more they cleaned up a

sizable little extra profit of a million dollars.

In 1912 every farmer in the United States

planted potatoes, every farmer had a big

crop. The California market opened wcak,

Everybody

held on, hoping for higher prices, except

the Japanese. They crowded their pota- .

toes onto the falling market as fast as the

buyers could absorb them. When the

white farmers woke up, the Japanese had

disposed of practically their entire holdings

at an average of sixty-five cents a hundred

pounds. The Japanese broke even—and

for the rest of the season potatoes did not

bring the cost of picking, sacking and haul

Ing.

No occult gift of prophecy enabled the

Japanese to hold on, to let go at the right

moment. Their leaders had no mysterious

power over the course of the potato market.

They used plain horse sense. They sent

scouts into the potato territories competing

with California in the Southwestern market.

These scouts brought home accurate infor

mation concerning the probable yield.

Knowing the demand of the market, know

ing the quantities that would be thrown

into this market, the Japanese could and

did foretell the course of potato prices al

most to a penny. The yellow men, acting

on definite, exact knowledge, won; the

white men, relying upon vague guesswork,

lost.

If the new Bureau of Markets established

by the Department of Agriculture can find

a way of placing reliable, definite, detailed

crop and price news speedily into the hands

of every farmer, its service will be of greater

benefit than the printing of a thousand

technical bulletins. The Western farmer

has demonstrated that he can produce stuff

in abundance, but he is still wrestling with

the problem of how to extract a fair profit

from the sale of his products.
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to men's watches. Our Riverside booklet will be

These Jewel watches are small, sent to you free-and gladly.

- %altham, Wass
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THE MONTHS
A ROUND – UP OF STRAYS

VORTH CORRALING

Do you want to make a vaca

tion trip that shall be a dream

of delight, free from all hurry

or worry, and costing you less

than the same length of time

at home? Have you tried for

freedom, lo! these many years and failed so in

variably to achieve it that the very word “holiday”

sets stalking through your mind a horrible proces

sion of hotel pirates, who “board” you, fashionable

folk who weary you, flunkies of one sort or another

who see to the robbing of you, to be differentiated

only by the price tag each wears, and all regarding

you as just one straw in their summer harvest?

Still, you want to get away from the grind; and in

spite of failures you somehow still believe in free

dom. Well, here's a way. I'll tell you how to live

like a king for comfort, in chosen company and

amid whatever surroundings your heart desires.

That is, if you love the out-of-doors. If you are

not subject to the yearly yearning to go a-fishing

that attacks many of us as certainly as spring-clean

ing-fever seizes a housewife, then this is the place

for you to stop reading.

We simply turn hobo. When an attack comes on

(and I've noticed it is apt to recur annually at

house-cleaning time) we pack a few necessaries and

take to the road. Both the necessaries and the road

are chosen with exceeding care and must be governed

entirely by personal preference. If you are hunting

scenery your route and your pack will differ from

those of a hunter for game. One of the fundamental

ideas of the trip is that it shall lead through the

country of your heart's desire. And you know

Stevenson says “To travel hopefully is better than

to arrive.”

' A camp in the wilderness seemed good to us for

several summers, until we learned the greater joy of

a pilgrimage; but camp life can be very lonely after

the novelty wears off and immediate surroundings

are explored. The scenery palls on one and minor

inconveniences magnify themselves. If you stay

too long in one place you are likely to be invaded by

neighbors, both two- and four-footed sorts. I could

tell of visitations wherein the questions asked made

the personal history covered by the census inquiries

seem trifling and vague and incomplete. Nothing

on this earth is as joyless as this type of “Rube.”

Tramping in

California

By

JESSIE BURNESS

At one time notice to dispossess was served on us

by a polecat. But this is no hard luck story. I

mention these incidents to illustrate some of the

steps in the evolution of the pilgrimage idea.

When the time comes for our flitting we select

an accessible small town near the mouth of some

river flowing through country which promises most

of the sort of adventure we seek; or, to speak exactly,

we flit to a town selected. The “selection” fills

happily much time between pilgrimages, which each

year cover an entirely new route. From this town

we follow up the river. My especial joy is with rod

and camera. Boy's is the rifles for big game and

small, so we choose rushing streams where canoeing

would not be joyous, but we spent several pleasant

hours one day with a chap from a canoeing party

that was following the slower river into which ours

flowed. He told of a side trip into the Indian reser

vation where they trafficked for baskets, buckskin

gauntlets, and pearls! Think of that! They found

a squaw who made a business of hunting for pearls

in the river clams, and while none of the handful

secured was large and many were flawed, still, it was

a great “find.” Another day we “met up” (as the

countrymen say) with a man exploring the country

with his little hammer for mineral. He depended on

various ranches as he passed for bed and board, but

he thought our scheme a vast improvement. While

your welcome at any ranch is pretty well assured by

the custom of the country, your comfort is less

assured.

It is the rule in all this hobo journeying, whether

by canoe, afoot or ahorseback, to make camp where

night finds you; the “Hotel of the Beautiful Star” it

is called. If the pools or deer-runs are particularly

enticing we may stay two nights, or three. Often

you will make some side trip. We made one to see

operations in a logging camp; and one to a village

where some Indians live who are known the country

over for the excellence of the buckskin gloves,

moccasins, and sometimes jumpers and chaps

which they manufacture. It frequently happens,

too, that the neighbors will include you in some

merry-making.

Last year, leaving our railroad town, a small

donkey packed our camp equipment and necessaries,

each of us carrying small packs of incidentals. My

pouch we called the “ever ready.” It contained in
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The tonic effects of choicestSaazer

Hops and nutritive, tissue building

properties of the best American Bar

ley are scientifically combined in—

TrADE MARK

The Perfect Food Tonic

Easily assimilated by the weakest

stomach.

Leading physicians everywhere

recommend Malt-Nutrine to nurs

ing mothers, the aged, infirm and

convalescents.

It prevents nausea from train or

sea-sickness.

Malt-Nutrine Declared by U. S. Revenue

Department a Pure Malt Product, Not an

Alcoholic Beverage. Contains 14%% Malt

Solids 1#% Alcohol. Sold by Druggists

and Grocers.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, ST.LOUIS, Mo.
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The music of the Swift water is a sort of fairy symphony, and the shadow of a cloud floats across your pool

addition to the camera and spools of film a drinking

cup, magnifying glass, pocket knife, pocket R. L. S.

and a current magazine, revolver and cartridges,

needles, thread and thimble, tin box of tackle, a

small packet of lunch, matches and string. Thus I

was prepared for whatever came to pass; and the

day on such a trip which doesn't provide at least one

unexpected adventure is the exception. One even

ing we trusted Modestine to follow the trail. It

crossed quite a mountain just there, and we could

avoid the climb by following the stream through the

canyon, and as the donkey was accustomed to the

trail and knew that supper awaited her on the other

side we believed she would arrive. You have heard

that the ways of donkeys are contrary. Our trip

through the gorge as evening fell was a succession of

ecstasies, a new grouping every few minutes of the

rocks and river, brake-fern and blackberry tangle,

and the beautiful alders. Back on the hills the night

shadows seemed to form and come creeping down

to us out of the fir forests. Looking up from such

a canyon the sky is a deep, deep blue, almost like

the night sky, and as evening advanced this deep

ened and the stars came out. It is an old, old

mystery how Mother Nature wraps us round at

twilight with a purple velvet robe of rest, but some

how that time it seemed to become our own personal

and particular mystery and we to be just on the

threshold of entering into a knowledge of it all.

Of course the moments sped, and the early star

shine reminded us of camp. When we reached the

meeting place of river and descending trail, no

Modestine. I selected a camp spot and had a fire

by the time she had been rounded up from where she

had pretended to pasture at the top of the hill.

While Boy pitched the tent I made supper, but

the delay prevented our foraging trip to a nearby

ranch. Such trip was usually the joyous incident

of our evenings. We planned to call about milking

time to get fresh milk, eggs, sometimes a fresh loaf

or fruit. These things we never tried to pack.

Coffee, sugar, salt, bacon, flour, baking-powder,

three spiders (skillets), two small and one large, a

coffee-pot, knives, forks and spoons, agate plates

and drinking cups and a light hand-ax—that was

all except tent and blankets and our dunnage bags;

and the tent was only in case of storm.

This is how the cooking is managed. Two feet

from one side of the fire two stakes are driven into

the ground to cross, X-fashion, and a light pole with

forked top on which we hang the coffee-pot, rests

across this support. When the coffee is ready, by

lowering the out end of this pole the coffee can be

lifted and swung away from the fire and thus com

fortably handled. To make the bread, place the

sack of flour on a convenient stump or log. (Brush

off the log, if you want to be particular.) Roll back

the mouth of the sack into a tight rolled rim and

hollow out the flour inside. In the hollow put salt

and baking-powder and just enough water, or milk

if you have it; then stir about with a knife-blade till

the dough is about right to be lifted in portions into

the small spiders which are placed edgeways before

the fire, close enough to toast quickly but not to

burn. Be sure to grease the spiders with butter or

bacon-fat. When the bread is nicely browned on

one side turn the loaf, but don't try to turn by tossin:

till you know how. I never learned, and it is such a

disappointment to lose a loaf when you are hungry.

(And oh! the appetite on such a trip!) The bread

will require just about as long to bake as is needed

to fry the trout—about ten each of those mountain

brook trout you will find to be about right. If it

happen to be venison instead of trout, forked sticks

with good strong prongs sharpened like skewers are

cut and the meat threaded onto them and broiled

over the coals. It will be flavored of the sap of the

wood and the smoke of the campfire, and may be

scorched a little, or perhaps rare inside, but it's

lovely! At times, too, in foraging you can acquire

(lawfully, of course) a real home-made spring

chicken, and then it is worth while to take plenty of
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The Merger of East and West

“But there is neither East nor West, Border, nor Breed, nor Birth,

When two strong men stand face to face, tho’ they come from the ends of the earth!”

In the “Ballad of East and West,”

Kipling tells the story of an Indian

border bandit£ to his hiding

place in the hills by an English

colonel’s Son.

These men were of different

races and represented widely differ

ent ideas of life. But, as they came

face to face, each found in the other

elements of character which made

them friends.

In this country, before the days

of the telephone, infrequent and in

direct communication tended to keep

the people of the various sections

separated and apart.

–KIPLING.

The telephone, by making com

munication quick and direct, has

been a great cementing force. It has

broken down the barriers of distance.

It has made us a homogeneous

people.

The BellSystem, with its 7,500,000

telephones connecting the east and

the west, the north and the south,

makes one great neighborhood of

the whole country.

It brings us together 27,000,000

times a day, and thus develops our

common interests, facilitates our com

mercial£ and promotes the

patriotism of the people.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CoMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One System Universal Service
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time and cook it right. We like best to skewer them

on forked sticks and toast them in much the same

way we do the bread, but we swab them with

melted butter at intervals. You can make a little

trench with the hand-ax, or sharpen the heavy end

of your forked stick and run them into the ground.

They won't fall into the fire unless you are in too

much of a hurry to do it the way you know is right.

The comfort of beds of fern or fir-boughs is a delu

sion and on our sort of expedition too much time

would be lost in making them. An air mattress is

light to pack, and delightfully comfortable. We

used one on a trip when we had mother along; but

the soft side of the bare ground for a general rule,

with plenty of blankets, makes an excellent bed.

You are so deliciously tired, and you look out of the

widespread tent flaps at the glowing campfire or the

stars; the firs and the river are singing the old sweet

song; perhaps the trout are jumping; and you think

to yourself “now I'll lie here awake ever and ever so

long and enjoy this” and the very next thing you

know it is time to be moving on; sun up, birds in full

chorus, and your heart beating “this day, this day”

till you couldn't help getting up and starting some

thing if you wanted to.

The simpler your equipment the more fun you'll

have, but every requirement for perfect comfort and

convenience should be provided for, and each article

selected with care to fit each individual need. Our

crumpled rose-leaf was lack of a good field-glass, but

except that we had all the comforts of home and

spent an average of a trifle less than 75 cents a day

for both of us for the nineteen days after we left the

railroad. Of course the equipment in the first

instance footed somewhere between $20 and $30, but

it has served, with the trifling cost for renewals and

stocking the grub-box, for such a number of years

as to make the annual cost inconsiderable. In pack

ing, our dunnage bags contain in the way of clean

linen the old things darned into temporary respect

ability, which we burn after each change. Our

bathing suits, of course, and good “scratchy" bath

towels, for that mountain river water is icy cold.

Boy's deer-hides we stretched on neighborly barn

doors, rubbing in salt, alum and borax (supplied

from his personal pack), and they were ready on our

return journey to be brought in with us. The R. F.

D. carrier took packages in to town for us, and we

had arranged for prompt forwarding of such before

leaving the railroad, so there were a few trout feasts

among our friends at home as another item of our

vacation fun. We had instructed that the papers be

mailed to us at certain points we expected to pass.

We usually missed them, but that mattered little;

other concerns were so much more engrossing;

whether he or I was right about how to bestow the

pack and throw the “hitch” as a mountaineer

showed us, or what would be a feasible way to cap

ture a faun if we saw one again, or what to do with

it if we could catch it. Things like that are of thrill

ing interest, and when a sojourner at one of the hill

ranches wanted that day's paper for market quota

tions we agreed he'd brought his shackles along.

However, our literature wasn't wasted by any

means. We told different people at different points

how to re-address letters and to appropriate current

literature. The absence from most ranches of read

ing matter indicates more often than not a lack of

cash, and a good story-book or paper will be eagerly

read and promptly passed along.

Misadventures will occur. One night the Boy

went to a dance, and Modestine and the pack went

astray and I slept in such comfort as I could with no

extra covering but the boughs of the fir at whose

roots I made as cozy a nest as I could. My buckskin

gauntlets and canvas pouch I bestowed to cover as

large an area as possible, and the exercise in trans

ferring them frequently to some new spot of dis

comfort kept up my circulation, but I was glad to

see morning. Then, I lost myself several times. I

seem to be endowed with a singular sense of mis

direction. How Boy can circle about after deer in

that tangle of under-growth covering a network of

small canyons, is perpetual amazement to me. I

can lose myself going just about the distance of one

long shadow. But I learned that by following the

stream down it would always lead me to some place

where we had been and I could make a new start, or

else where some friendly soul would tell me where I

wanted to go, giving me a lift to get there if day

were waning. One day's march on such an excursion

isn't very many miles. The last day found us only

forty-two miles from our railroad starting point, to

which we staged back by noon, starting very early.

The friendliness almost invariably met with

brings to mind your grandfather's stories of pioneer

days. It is so fine and kind and sincere. Each is an

individual: no imitations, no duplicates; they are

not “fit to be packed by the gross,” as George Eliot

says we mostly are.

I wasn't hunting anything in particular except

a good time, and I certainly found the hunting

good. The fish would take the fly in the early

forenoon (about the time the sun begins to feel

warm on the water) and I never knew whether that

was more fun than still-fishing later in the day or

not. Probably I’d catch more with the fly-rod,

because I would keep at it, whereas in still-fishing

one invariably falls adreaming. It is unavoidable.

The music of the swift water is a sort of fairy sym

phony, and the shadow of a cloud will float across

your pool, or you are watching through the clear

water a lot of swiftly darting trout of a finger's

length stealing your bait off the hook, and whatever

happens it seems a proper part of your dream. I

believe the highest heaven for a hustler must be a

place of dreams.

You mustn't take my word for it, altogether, for

I'm an enthusiast; but such an expedition is joyous,

easy and practicable and within the most limited

means, so if the spirit moves you that way don your

pilgrim shoon (carefully selected for ease; moccasins

for preference; they make them with thick moose

hide soles that are waterproof), and make up your

party, not less than two nor more than six, and go

awandering in your nearest wilderness.
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Pocket Self-Filler

Two predominating features of this new type Waterman's Ideal are: the effective simplicity

of the ink filling device, and the security of the screw-lock cap when carrying the pen closed.

Filled from any inkwell by the mere pressure of a coin, or other device, through the small

slot in the barrel. Closed by a short, quick turn of the cap, whereby the pen and feed are incased

in an airtight security chamber.

Made in short sizes for purse, vest or trousers pocket, and long sizes for general use. Also in hand

some gold and silver mounted styles. In Waterman's Ideals it is only a question of your prefer

ence:—Regular, Safety, Self-Filling or Pocket Self-Filling Types.

Fine, Medium, Coarse, Stub points in all degrees.

Prices $2.50, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00 and upwards.

Examine and make your choice at your dealer’s

L. E. Waterman Company, 173 Broadway, New York

24 School Street, Boston Montreal, P. # 17 Stockton Street, San Francisco

115 So.Clark Street, Chicago Kingsway, London 6 Rue d'Hanovre, Paris
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This road is three miles long without a corner in it, and it ends wherever it begins. It is a perfect circle.

The avenue is seventy feet wide from curb to curb, a macadam road with asphaltum top, and is lined with

feathery pepper trees and Californian gardens. Twenty years ago this great circle was laid out as a part of the

landscape plan of the town of Corona, near Los Angeles, with the idea that horse-races of national importance

might be held over this magnificent course. Butt times have changed, and now that the boulevard has been

completed as a modern automobile road, at a cost of $86,000, the new horsepower will take possession of it on

Admission Day (September 9th) and the Corona Road Races, for a purse aggregating $10,000, will bring to

realization, thoughr in the undreamed-of terms of today, something of the vision of twenty years ago

THE CALL OF THE DRYADS

By W. DRUMMOND-NORIE

“Don’t you hear our voices calling, calling you where leaves are falling,

Falling, falling from the maples by the flowing river's rim:

Scarlet, crimson, golden-yellow, tinted by the autumn mellow,

Won't you listen? Won't you join us in old Nature's glorious hymn?

“Quit your toiling and your moiling in the crowded city broiling,

"Mid the frowzy, blowzy tenements, the office and the store:

Leave to slaves the scorching sidewalks, come and seek the shady tide-walks

By the river 'neath the maples where the rushing waters roar.

“There is sadness, there is madness and Cod knows there's little gladness,

In those glaring, flaring haunts of vice, the café and saloon:

But there's peace within the forest and there's rest beside the river;

Come and join us where the maple leaves are falling 'neath the moon.

“We cannot call forever, you must answer now or never,

Now or never you may mingle in our grand, marmonious tune:

We are waiting by the river, we are calling for the last time,

Come and join us where the maple leaves are falling 'neath the moon.”
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“HOME SWEET HOME”

Brought Back My Mother's Face to Me, as I Played By Instinct

EXPERIENCES WITH THE NEW INSTINCTIVE PLAYING

*- SAT musing in the twilight, living again my youth, reviving hopes that once had flamed within

me—thinking, with a soft regret, of the long#.

“If I could clear away the mists of time, could see the friendly faces of my far, far youth!

* “Something prompted me to open my Virtuolo Player Piano. Something said to put in Home

Sweet Home.' I closed my eyes. I touched the simple time-lever and the Acsolo buttons that make

the soft and strong effects. £in' I played.

“I saw my home, humble, but, oh, how hallowed in my mind! I saw the child I was, stretched

in the fireside'. My mother's face came through the veil of years –!

“‘Home, home, sweet, sweet home!'"

“I breathed the words, unconscious of the instrument. My soul seemed freed. Sweet strings

were obedient to the melody within me. The keyboard was my slave

“How grand it is to set the years aside through music, when you can play by instinct!”
* * • * *- s *

What wonderful perspectives Music can open to you when you can forget fingers and play in

stinctively! Sunshine, happy gaiety, deepest tenderness, thrilling emotion-all may be yours with the

HALLET & DAVIS

VIRTUOLO
THE INSTINCTIVE PLAYER PIANO

You can own a Virtuolo for as little as $450—the new Princess Virtuolo, -or as much as $1050–

the magnificent Art Style Virtuolo. Learn all about the Free Home Demonstration and Easy Buying

Plan. Three years in which to pay, if you desire. Send for "The Inner Beauty," the book that re

veals the secret of the Virtuolo and many new discoveries in Music. Send today.

The Virtuolo is sold by these well known Music Houses:

Daynes-Beebe Music Co., Salt Lake City, Utah Silvers Piano Co., Tacoma, Wash.

Reed-French Piano Co., Portland, Ore. Boston Piano Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

Waak-Baker Piano Co., Seattle, Wash. Orton Bros., Butte, Mont.

E. E. Long Piano Co., San Luis Obispo, Calif.

HALLET & DAVIS PIANO CO.

(Established 1839)

NEW YORK NEWARK TOLEDO ATLANTA CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

HOME OFFICE, 146 BOYLSTON STREET, BCSTON, MASS.
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The placing of mission belis

Lively Progress along El Camino Real (Spanish

for “El for the Road Royal, or King's

Highway, established by the

Franciscan friars to connect

their twenty-one California

missions) has gone forward with such enthusiasm

during the past year that by 1915 the entire route,

so rich in scenic and historic interest, will probably

be marked by these important sign-posts.

At the annual meeting of El Camino Real Asso

ciation, held in Los Angeles, the following report

was made by Mrs. A. S. C. Forbes, former president,

now a member of the executive board and a tireless

worker for the perpetuation of the padres' pictur

esque trail:

“We feel assured that, when the Panama-Pacific

Exposition opens, the entire length of El Camino

Real throughout California will be marked by

bells. The tens of thousands of visitors who will

then be traveling the old roads which Father

Junipero Serra first marked will be able to do so

without bothering to ask questions. They may be

sure of correct direction by simply following the

bells. These bells will guide the traveler not alone

along the main highway and to the principal cities

and towns of the coast counties, but the bells will

lead them to each of the famous old missions.

“We now have 186 bells, 85 of which are in Los

Angeles county-one for every mile of the old road

there. The year's work shows an increase of 59

bells. Orange county has voted $1,270,000 road

bonds and the bankers of that county have taken

$200,000 worth of the State Highway bonds. Mr.

Frank Ey, president of the City Council of Santa

Ana, has secured from the supervisors of Orange

county ten bells to finish their 26 miles of road,

making 18 bells for that county. Little wonder

that California is becoming the center of road

interest and road travel in the United States, with

such enthusiasm and support as in Orange and Los

Angeles counties. Mr. J. Emmet Hayden, super

visor of San Francisco county, informs me that he

has written to the Board of Public Works of San

Francisco requesting them to refurbish the present

bells, signs and standards and supply any other

bells needed to complete the work in San Francisco

county, and that reply has come that the work will

be done.”

The coöperation of all organized bodies and indi

viduals is desired to complete marking the mission

route between San Diego and Sonoma by 1915.

Mrs. Forbes, chairman of the bell committee, may

be addressed at 1104 Lyndon street, South Pasa

dena. The officers of the Association are:

A. S. C. Forbes, president; Benjamin W. Hahn,

first vice president; Senator Joseph R. Knowland,

second vice president; John Alton, treasurer; Miss

Grace Stoermer, secretary. Executive board: R. F.

Del Valle, Mrs. A. S. C. Forbes, H. C. Lichten

berger, Bruce H. Cass, Mrs. Samuel Storrow, Miss

Eliza D. Keith, Frank A. Miller, Frank Ey, R. W.

Pridham, H. J. Doulton.

Camino Real”
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Julia, Mack .Mary Mack

CDaughters of Mrs. MacR,1701 Jale St., Camden,JN.J.

-

For nearly fifty years Mellin's Food

has been the standard food for babies.

Many other foods have come and gone,

but Mellin's Food continues to be first

choice with the discriminating mother.

Get a bottle

of Mellin's Food today

and start your baby right.

Mellin's Food Company, Boston, Mass.
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My dear Dr. T. ...; I am happy to learn

That bread set a-sailing is sure to return;

That learning's small earnings, by learning

controlled,

Will grow as good fruit as illiterate gold;

That weary of training ideas to shoot,

Forsaking the radical X for a root

Whose products admit of a pleasant solution,

You reached the result by a wise substitution.

You dropped the old sum such a short while ago,

These figures I'm coining will please you, I know.

O man of ex-X, you have figured it through—

And figures, they say, are infallibly true—

A FRUITFUL SUBJECT

(To a mathematics professor from an eastern college, who resigned his position and

went to California to raise oranges)

That Nature's return to a primitive stage

Is bringing mankind to a new Golden Age.

Oh, golden the harvest and golden the meed,

And portly the sock in the years that succeed!

Oh, empty the symbols and empty the store,

And empty the paunch in the decades before!

The groves are God's temples—the orchards at

least—

And neo-Druidic the cult and the priest.

Accept this slight gift that the Muses have made,

And send me a box with the charges prepaid.

Very cordially,

ROY TEMPLE HOUSE.

THE HOME OF THE BRAVE
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P. A. is the

“Big Smoke

Medicine”

Prince Albert has soothed

all kinds of pipe grouches

for all kinds of men. One

of the most interesting

Crow - - cases is that of the Ameri

Chief, - A can Indians on the reser–

"#" - | vations. These direct

Enemy' | descendants of the origi

- | - A nal jimmy pipers have

taken to

-

PRINCEALBERT
the national joy smoke -

with the same enthusiasm their forefathers took after

paleface scalps.

P.A. is the “Big Smoke Medicine” in the lodges

of hundreds of thousands of men of all races. You can

smoke P.A. without feeling your scalp come up or

your tongue blister. The bite is removed by that

wonderful patented process that makes P. A. dif

ferent, distinct, delicious.

Sold everywhere in toppy red bags, 5c; tidy red

tins, 10c; pound and half-pound humidors.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

Winston-Salem, N. C.

--> ~ *
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Tillamook county, Oregon, is the dairy county of the Northwest by which all others are measured.

Government reports refer to it as the Second Netherlands

Letting Down the Bars into Tillamook

County, Oregon

By EMERSON HoLT

CHAMPION was the first white settler in

Tillamook county, Oregon. His name was

Joseph G. and he hazarded a fifty-mile trip in a

whale-boat from the mouth of the Columbia river,

south on the blue Pacific to the entrance to Tilla

mook bay. He was in search of a land of evergreen

slopes, mild climate, verdant valleys and untold

potential wealth, stories of which carried by Indian

lips had crossed the coast mountain divide and

trickled down into the interior valleys. That was

sixty-two years ago, or three years after eager pros

pectors began a search of the California diggings for

gold. Champion entered the promised land and

made his camp in the heart of a hollow spruce tree.

He found a realm of fascination: timbered steeps

where the snow lingered through the summer

months; forests of fir and spruce and cedar filled

with bear and deer and feathered game; trout

streams that purled down the hillsides to join the

laughing waters of wonderful land-locked bays,

promising future commercial and industrial activity

and alive with salt sea delicacies from shrimp to

salmon; a stretch of richly rugged ocean shore with

miles upon miles of hard smooth sand beaches; and

beautiful valleys clothed in an almost impenetrable

undergrowth of rich natural foliage.

That was the Tillamook country as seen by the

first settler.

It has changed but little from that day except

that a few thousand people have found their way

into the county, founded homes, fenced farms or

scratched lightly at the timber and fisheries wealth.

There is still the same fascinating natural beauty;

the same verdure-clad valleys, now wealth-pro

ducing dairy farms; the same mild climate; the same

wealth of practically untouched timber and fisheries.

What held Tillamook back? Remember, here is

wonderland almost in a stone's throw of Portland,

the metropolis of Oregon. Progress and develop

ment depend upon rapid transportation facilities.

Until two years ago Tillamook county was without

a railroad. Until then commerce must needs depend

upon tortuous wagon trails over steep mountains or

upon a more or less hazardous ocean voyage. Yet,

notwithstanding this handicap, Tillamook county

made giant strides, gained fame for its products,

fame for its good roads (second in rank of all Oregon

counties) and fame for its scenic attractions. Here

is a county ninety miles from Portland, rich in

virgin wealth, just at the dawn of an industrial

awakening, offering limitless opportunities to the

settler, the capitalist and the manufacturer, and
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There is always a welcoming smile for You and

NYLO

Chocolates
Exclusive High Grade Chocolates

sold by Exclusive High Grade

Druggists, eighty cents to one dol

lar and fifty cents the pound

“Nylo” Chocolates are absolute in purity and

exquisite in sweetness and flavor. The very

finest in “pure food” candies; no artificial

coloring materials, just purity and freshness

all through-carefully selected nuts and

fruits and snow-white sugar cream centers,

within a heavy coating of rich brown choco

late. Most luscious and delicious-the highest

quality—we believe them the finest choco

lates in the world. “NYLO”—remember the

name and that they are sold only at “NYAL”

DRUG STORES.

15,450 of the best Druggists in

America sell “Nylo” Chocolates.

There is one of these Druggists

right near you.

Look for the “Nyal” Drug Store and

try a box of these delicious chocolates.

They are alwaysfresh,everwholesome.

JA& %
Z Tówrosecovry

-42.4%- 4 vot.

This is the sign of the Nyal store

- IMPORTANT

-

Cut out this trade

mark and send with

10c, stamps. We will

mail post paid a gen

erous sample of these

delicious Nylo Choco

lates. Write name and

address plainly. Send to

New York & London Drug Co.

108 John St., New York,

or, Windsor, Ontario, Canada.
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Development Section: Tillamook County, Oregon

On the hill-slopes are thirty billion feet of timber

ripe for the harvest, which means an

industrial era at hand

untold pleasures to the outdoorsman and vacationist.

Have you ever heard of Tillamook cheese? That

question applies only to those who reside beyond

the Rockies. This side of the mighty mountain

chain Tillamook cheese is a household word.

Nature made Tillamook county a natural cow

pasture. Necessity turned the cream from the dairy

farms into cheese. Foresightedness on the part of

the early dairymen insured the reputation of the

product of the cheese factories, and constant vigi

lance has permanently established that reputation

in the markets of the Pacific Coast states.

The average dairyman is content with the market

price for butter-fat, content because he does not

know how to obtain more for it. Not so the Tilla

mook dairyman. Necessity drove him to seek a

method of preserving his cream for the market, for

the cream spoiled and the butter grew rancid at

times awaiting shipment. He found that for less

than two cents added to the ordinary price of butter

fat in cost of manufacture, he could not only pre

serve the product of his dairy farm but turn a neat

profit of ten cents per pound on his butter-fat.

Good business sense told him to pocket the differ

ence. From an humble beginning of a single

coöperative cheese factory has grown an industry

that is bringing an annual revenue into the county .

of $650,000. And—the Tillamook dairyman smiles

when he talks to his brother dairyman from over the

mountains. Last year he averaged 41.3 cents per

pound for his butter-fat. His brother's income

“lookèd like thirty cents.” Authorities say that

nowhere else is such a profit made in the business.

There are twenty-two cheese factories in the county

now, running full blast. The farmers own them.

They market their cheese through a central selling

agency. They keep the quality up to a certain fixed

standard. Ask any dairyman if there is a profit in

the business at forty cents per pound for butter-fat.

Ask him if there is profit in the business if the pas

ture remains green throughout the year, if the

growth is so luxuriant that the field may be pastured

ten months in the year and a cutting of hay still

yield from two to four tons to the acre. An excess

of natural grasses, heavy growth of root crops and

grain, cool summer breezes, pure mountain water

and a never failing rainfall account for it. The

average rainfall is heavy. It exceeds the hundred

inch mark, yet those who live in this county know

its value. To it may be attributed the success of

dairymen in this Jersey Isle of the Northwest. The

average temperature is 50.5 degrees, cool in summer,

mild in winter. Careful computation shows that an

acre and one half is all that is necessary to pasture

one cow throughout the year. Average returns

indicate that the ordinary cow is good for $1oo

annually. Dairying pays, and pays big. Yet, only

a beginning has been made. Tillamook county can

comfortably support ten times its present popula

tion both of cows and dairymen.

But dairying is not all that Tillamook has to offer.

Here on the wooded slopes stand thirty billion feet

of the very finest of red and yellow fir, spruce, hem

lock and cedar timber, ready for the saw and the

mill. This timber will be marketed shortly. The

giants of the forest will be sent down long flumes to

busy mills that will cluster about the bays. Lumber

experts estimate that the mere cutting of the Tilla

mook county lumber will mean an expenditure of

more gold than Alaska has produced since its dis

covery. Quarter sections of timber land frequently

change hands at $50,000; $10,000 and $15,000 are

common exchange values. When this timber

harvest begins in earnest it will bring about a period

of development seldom equaled even in this country

of surprises. It will demand the building of factories

and cities and the employment of thousands of men

and it will insure a profitable local market for all the

food products that the county can produce.

The salmon fisheries are, too, a steady source of

wealth. Several canneries are scattered about the

There are twenty-two coöperative cheese factories

which last year marketed $650,000 worth

of high-grade cheese
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YALE: for the might

HOUSE that is Yale-locked is as securely locked as

human skill and ingenuity can make it. It makes no

difference whether a Yale Cylinder Lock or a Yale

Night-Latch does the locking, the security is there.

A Yale Night-Latch is a Yale Cylinder Lock from the putside, opened only by its

own key. From the inside it's a latch opened by the turn of a knob. It is called “the

lock of convenience.” It is the lock of absolute security plus convenience. Your hard

ware dealer will show you several styles—all safe to buy if the name Yale is on them.

Look for the name (YALE) on Locks and Hardware

The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company

Makers of YALE Products: Locks, Padlocks, Builders' Hardware, Door Checks and Chain Hoists

9 East 40th Street, New York City

CHICAGo: 74 East Randolph Street SAN FRANCIsco: 134 Rialto Building

CANADIAN YALE & TownE LIMITED: St Catharines, Can.

9-M
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574 Development Section: Tillamook County, Oregon

bays, and the annual pack already amounts to a

considerable figure.

Farmers also find good profits in truck farming,

in cranberry culture, in honey, in small fruits. The

tide-lands offer rich possibilities for future develop

ment.

The people of the county are wideawake, pro

gressive and busy. They have built a system of good

roads second only to those of Multnomah, the

smallest county in the state and containing the

largest city in the state. They have built splendid

schools and are improving their ports. There are

several thriving cities, all in the midst of a tran

sitional period, villages turning into towns and towns

into cities.

But there is still another side to Tillamook county,

a feature that appeals to all of us. Tillamook is the

playground for Portland and the northern Willam

ette valley. IIere is Nature at her best, silvery trout

streams fully stocked; bear and deer in the hills;

salmon and sea-bass in the bays; hunting, camping,

fishing, automobile excursions, boating. The coast

is a continuous beach. Hotels are building here,

there, wherever a site can be obtained. Thousands

spend their vacations in the Tillamook country,

which means pleasure for the visitor and profit for

the people of Tillamook, for campers must eat and

campers will buy.

Just now the waterways of the county are coming

in for a share of the general development. - The

Government and the port of Nehalem are jointly

expending $632,350 for the improvement of the

entrance to Nehalem bay. The port of Bay City

and the Government have also formed a similar

partnership and are expending $814,000 in the im

provement of Tillamook bay. When the Govern

ment engineers finish their work there will no longer

be a hesitancy o the part of the largest of sailing

vessels to enter either port.

Tillamook City is the largest of the towns in the

county and there are a number of other progressive

trading centers, including Bay City, Nehalem,

Mohler, Wheeler, Garibaldi, Bayocean, Netarts.

The beaches, too, are busy places, Neah-Kah-Nie

Mountain, Bayocean, Manhattan, Rockaway,

Brighton, Garibaldi, Lake Lytle, Sea View, Elmore

Park,Tillamook Beach, Midway, Twin Rocks, Ocean

Lake Park, Rose City Beach, Bar View, Netarts.

There is but one thing seriously lacking in Tilla

mook county and that is population. It is a shame

that such opportunities can not be heralded to the

ends of the world. A favored few—those who read

this article and the advertising literature of the

Tillamook country, perhaps—are going to grab a

big bunch of good luck if they take the hunch and

land in Tillamook. -

Half a century ago the Tillamook coast was the Indian's favorite playgrounds. Civilization has appropriated

it for both playground and work-shop
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Fall Fashions in Women’s Footwear
Discriminating women everywhere, who recognize thorough shoe goodness are now wearing the Fall models of

UTZ & DUNN CO.

Shoes for Women

For thirty years and more, the superb

style, the perfect fitting quality, the

absolute comfort of these shoes, have set

and maintained a high standard of merit.

They are always correct and never fail

to give complete satisfaction.

Utz and Dunn Co. Shoes are sold at $3.50

to $5.00.

Ask your dealer or write us for style book.

UTZ & DUNN CO., 214 Canal Street, Rochester, N. Y.

Makers of high grade footwear for Women, Misses and Children. Capacity 8000 pairs daily.

“For women with sensitive feet,” we make and
recommend a special shoe—the

Dr. Edison Cushion Shoe

In addition to its correct style, the insole

of wool felt makes this “the easiest shoe for
women.”

The price of the Dr. Edison Cushion Shoe

is $4.00 and $4.50 per pair.
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RBLE ARMS&MF

Upperbarrel (rifled) shoots.22; lower barrel (smooth

bored) shoots .44 shot or ball. Lengths, 12.15 or 18

inches. Fits you for large and small game or inexpen

sive target practice. Stock folds up or detaches. -

hoister furnished. Sample Nitro-Solvent Oil for name sporting -

goodsdealer. Send for catalog of Marble's 60 Outing Specialties.

MA G. CO., 602 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.

Successor to Marble Safety Axe Co. 1

Employer

we can furnish you with all the help you

may need.

Employee

we can furnish you with the position you

are looking for.

That’s All

MURRAY & READY

Idilig BATHTUB
Costs little, no plumbing, requires little water

Weight 15 pounds, and folds into small roll.

Full length baths, far better than tin tubs. Lasts

for years. Write for special agents offer and full

description. , RoRINSON MFG. Co., 161 Vance Street,

TOLEDO, Ohio. Manufacturers Turkisa bath Cabinets'

The DeafHear!

LEADING EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR AGENTS

782, 784 and 786 Howard Street

Between 3rd and 4th Streets

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BRANCHES:

2nd and Main Streets. . . . . . . . . . . . .Los Angeles, Cal.

7th Street and Broadway. . . . . . . . . . . . Oakland. Cal.

2nd and H Streets.......... ... Sacramento, Cal.

528 Jackson Street. . . . . . . . . . . . . San Francisco, Cal.

121 Marchesault St. (Mexican Office.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Found at last! Perfect hearing for the deaf and those

hard of hearing. Write for our big Introductory Offer

on the latest Scientific hearing instrument, the improved

1913 Special Model

NEW 4-TONE£•- FOUR times as efficient,

FOUR times as powerful,

FOUR times as convenient, FOUR times as perfect as our

famous One-Tone Standard model. Four different sound

adjustments, instantly changed by a touch of the finger.

You hear any sound, anywhere.

Sold only direct from ourTry It FREE New York office on trial at

our expense. Test it for ten days. Pay us nothing if

you do not want it. Keep it on easy monthly payments ||

if you wish at the jobber's lowest net price on

our great Introductory Offer. Save one-half. Send for

this offer and the Mears Booklet-FREE.

MEARS EAR PHONE CO., Suite 1336 .45 west 84th street, New York
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Development Section: Antelope Valley, California

In Antelope, a rediscovered valley in Southern California,

Why They Came Back to Antelope Valley

By F. R. MAULSBY

ANY fertile spots on the earth's surface have

been overlooked. The Antelope valley until

the early eighties was known only as a part of the

Great Mojave Desert. Many tried farming but

failed, because the rains did not come.

It remained for later prospectors to find that

water in plenty was available for the broad acres of

the Antelope, not from the skies but hidden under

neath the earth's surface. The real awakening is just

now in progress. On the 7th of June of this year was

held the first celebration when about two thousand

people gathered at Lancaster and partook of a good

old California Spanish barbecue. Automobiles

whisked them hither and yon over wonderful roads,

showing producing farms and orchards and demon

strating the magical change wrought in desert con

ditions where water in plenty is scientifically ap

plied. It was a campaign of education. People of

long residence at Los Angeles, seventy-five miles

away, learned more in that one day regarding the

possibilities of the Antelope valley than they had

gathered in years as near neighbors.

The Antelope valley is within automobile reach

of Los Angeles, over good roads the year round.

The products of the farm, the orchard or the dairy

reach the city consumer's table within twenty-four

hours by the Valley Line of the Southern Pacific

between Los Angeles and San Francisco. One of the

state highways will traverse the valley from north

to south.

The people of the Antelope valley have organized

a chamber of commerce based upon the principle of

200,000 fruit trees were planted in 1913, pears predominating

development in its broadest sense. The speculator

will not be encouraged. The idea is a united effort

to bring to the valley men and women of achieve

ment who will follow investment with work, ulti

mately bringing under cultivation many thousands

of acres of now idle land.

The spring of the year 1913 witnessed the impor

tation of 200,000 deciduous fruit trees, pears pre

dominating, for planting in this valley, yet planting

has scarcely begun. Another year will record prob

ably a larger acreage in fruit, while alfalfa, the

staple forage, will be sown on many new farms that

are now untilled lands.

The elevation of the Antelope valley assures it a

healthful climate. Its summers are warm but com

fortable and breeze-fanned. Blankets are needed at

night in the warmest weather. The winter days are

cool, nights frosty, air bracing at all times, and live

stock runs the range year round without discomfort.

Lancaster is 2300 feet above sea-level, and the

gentle rise of the valley's floor makes an elevation

of nearly 3000 feet in the westerly edge near the

foot-hills. In the lower levels, artesian wells have

been flowing for many years without diminishing.

At an elevation of 2500 feet wells are sunk to depths

of 250 and 500 feet, in which the pure water, in

every respect like that of the artesian belt, rises to

within twenty feet of the surface of the land, so that

in pumping a lift of only twenty-five feet is necessary.

With the application of water the Antelope

valley has come into its own. Where the few made

failures the many are making fortunes.
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When Prieu Form is in the Home,

Everybody Smiles on Dressmaking Days

. Woman's greatest saver of time, muscles, nerves and money

since the invention of the sewing machine. *

You may sit at ease and see the minutest details of your entire

wardrobe completed, without one moment of tiresome standing for

personal fittings.

The Pneumatic Dress Form

IT'S YOU when inflated insid i.e.

- - - - e Vour Waistand-hip lining. y

- One Pneu Form serves the entire

family where each member has her

own fitted lining.

Write, for booklet “IT'S YOU” which

ves full description, uses, and price of

neu Form.

Also sam

$'. of Air

oofed cloth

of which Pneu

Formis made,

and which is

fully guaran

The box base holds it all.

The Pneumatic Dress Form

Company

557 Fifth Ave., Near 46th St., New York City

LIMBERTS
HDLL& N D - D UTC H

a RT-I & Q RAF T5

UR entire stock is offered at below-list prices

for the summer only. You can save as mu

as $75 by buying now, and have your choice of

all the leading models.
- -

Factory Rebuilt Typewriters
are machines that have been stripped down to the

frame, and built up again with new and refinished

parts by skilled workmen in our own factories.
They are trademarked and guaranteed just like new ma

chines. Back of this guarantee is an organization as big,

as strong, and as responsible as any company making new

machines exclusively.

Now is the time to buy to save money on yout fall type

writer. At this season our stock is most complete and our

prices at their very lowest.

14-2

write Today for Summer Price List and Catalog.

AmericanWritingMachineCompany

(Ineorporated)

*r 716. So. Spring St.

-** Los Angeles

Limbert's Holland Dutch Arts and Crafts Furniture

let us send you limbert's authorative Style Book and Furniture

History, with colored plates and three hundred patterns of true

Holland Dutch Arts and Crafts furnishings that will give you

tasty, wholesome, harmonious effects at modest expenditure.

write for New style book

before selecting furniture. Ask your local dealer to show " Lumbert's

Arts and crafts with above trademark branded into the oak "***

send you the address of our* distributor nearest wou

345-347 Broadway,

New York

PANY
*C*.
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Bayocean, OregonDevelopment Section:

The streets are paved and the walks cemented in Bayocean.

Pretty cottages are tucked away in the woods. The Pacific

is on one side and beautiful Tillamook bay on the other

Bayocean, Oregon

“The Playground of the Pacific Northwest”

ECULIARLY distinctive and individual are the

plans by which Bayocean is rapidly developing

as a perfect whole. From its inception just a few

years ago, these plans destined it to become the

“playground of the great Pacific Northwest” and

one of the most popular in the country. It is

rapidly showing the remarkable results achieved in

the first years of development work.

Rude trails through virgin forests have been raked and scraped and leveled and

The founders of Bayocean conceived the idea of a.

recreation city where mountains, forest, stream and

ocean meet, and from the beginning builded for

permanency as well as beauty and comfort.

At this time, six miles of hard surface paving are

being completed. Civic improvements which gen

erally come only after years in resort cities are

already completed, in course of construction, or

planned for the immediate future.

Bayocean's future is assured as the popular

gathering place for those who appreciate the lux

uries and refinements of Eastern watering places,

be it in seaside bungalow, modern hotel, tent city

or real camp life.

An interesting booklet is issued by the Bayocean

Commercial Club, descriptive of life at this unusual

recreation city. It tells of the delights of a play

ground within a few hours of Oregon's metropolis.

paved. This, once a difficult path through underbrush, is now one

of the paved boulevards of Bayocean
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A design of beautiful simplicity.

Sold by leading dealers.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., MERIDEN. CONN.
Send f - Successor to Meriden Britannia Co.or

- **

catalogue "J-44. NEw York Citicago San Francisco

Quick! That Branch House Letter!

The blue sheet-a glance and you have it. No time wasted in sorting papers—a different color for

each branch house-for each form used in office or factory. That is the signal system. It is the

system in use in most large offices. It gets quick action-speeds up the whole organization. Send for

valuable manual-“The Signal System in Modern Business”-free to executives, regular price 25c.

The paper best adapted to the Signal System is

•

•

** Hammermill

** Paper Company

D ** Erie, Pa.

...” Gentlemen :

* Please send me
*

THE UTILITY BUSINESS PAPER e” your book- The Sig

for it is always in stock in white and twelve colors. The best paper for business use •' nal system in Modern

, office and factory forms,1etterheads,price lists, follow-ups, etc. Examine closely a • Business."

sheet of Hammermill Bond. You know it is a good paper as soon as you touch it. **

It has thatfeelandrattlewhichmean“quality”-a paper fit for permanent records. ** *.
The best paper made to sell for less than 9e a pound. Fill in the coupon, pin to ** Name .................................-

your letterhead and mail. **

* Address......................................... -

HAMMERMILL PAPER COMPANY, ERIE, PA.

– Position .................. -
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Development Section: Development Notes

Development Notes

More Money for Automobiles in California

California farmers are smiling indulgently. The

“piker” is dead and the calamity howler has been

chased into his lair. Notwithstanding the fact that

the clouds were stingier than ever with their mois

ture, the fellows who figured out the crop prospects

earlier in the season have worn their pencils short

revising the estimates to keep pace with actual

returns. The ledgers will be clean; red ink is a dead

loss in the hands of the stationer. Predictions of an

infinitesimal barley crop have gone glimmering

before a harvest of 450,000 tons, which is not very

far short of the normal yield. There is a 103 per

cent clover crop; alfalfa, oats, rye, sugar beets, lima

beans, and fruit crops are not far short of normal.

California's deciduous fruits have been going to

market at the rate of sixty cars daily. The estimate

of 14,000 carloads was too low. The fruits brought

from $1500 to $2000 per car. Shipments will con

tinue until November when the last of the grapes

are on the way to Eastern tables.

The Imperial valley—desert a decade ago-sent

three thousand cars of cantaloupes to market this

year, a record-breaking crop worth two and a half

million dollars. Tulare tobacco growers are pre

paring to harvest a 400,000-pound Turkish tobacco

crop. The hop-picking season in the upper counties

started in the latter part of July with big crops

weighting down the vines. Sacramento county

holds the world's record for average acreage pro

duction of hops. Tehama, Sonoma and Humboldt

counties are big producers.

Santa Clara has a practically normal prune crop

and as prices are higher than usual will easily make

her usual good showing of a twelve million dollar

fruit crop. This county produces one-half the entire

prune crop of America.

Many points in the San Joaquin and Sacramento

valleys report a one hundred per cent. harvest of

both fruits and grain.

Altogether there is no reason for worry on the part

of the California farmer. He is doubtless searching

the market now for his new fall automobile getting

ready to enjoy those portions of the new $18,oooooo

highways that are now ready, during the sunny

winter months.

More Land to be Made Productive

Among the large tracts recently acquired in Cali

fornia for subdivision and marketing as small farms

are: the Santa Isabel ranch, San Diego county,

17,000 acres; large holdings in the San Luis Rey

valley; and some Iooooo acres controlled by the

Solano Irrigated Farms Company in Solano county.

Within the past six or eight months two of the

immense tracts recently opened in Madera county

have been practically sold out and the property is

now in the hands of permanent settlers who are

erecting homes and preparing for farming operations.

Good News from the Oregon Country

Oregon reports a bumper crop of garden truck, hay

and grain, potatoes and hops. Few of the crops are

reported below the average and many are in the

record breaking class.

A Billion Dollar Income

According to the figures compiled by the Cali

fornia Development Board, as published in the

annual report of that body, the following summary

of values for the year 1912 is worth noting:

Orchard products. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $97,157,095

Vineyard products. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26,175,000

Garden products. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,842,950

Dairy and poultry products. . . . . . . . 50,380,978

Farm products. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139,639,250

Fish industry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Io,6oo,ooo

Forest products. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,3o5,ooo

Petroleum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4I,ooo,ož

Other mineral products. . . . . . . . . . . . 46,425,ooo

Farm animals and products. . . . . . . . 69,294,45o

Sundry other products. . . . . . . . . . . . 3o,7oo,ooo

Manufactures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 556,249,059

Grand total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,097,768,708

• The bank clearings of San Francisco increased in

1912 ten per cent. and those of Los Angeles twenty

three per cent. over those of the previous year.

The increase of dairy production for the state

goes hand in hand with the increased acreage of

irrigated farms. During the last five years the pro

duction of butter in the irrigated districts has grown

from 17,000,000 to 30,000,000 pounds. The acreage

of wheat is decreasing and the area of those crops

which require more cultivation, and consequently

tend to smaller acreage, is increasing. -

, New crops which have attained sufficient impor

tance to merit mention are rice, cotton, flax and

hemp. The California raisin crop broke its record of

former years with the production of 85,000 tons.

The citrus crop totaled 40,000 carloads.

Work on Big Irrigation Project Will Now

Proceed -

At a meeting of the directors of the Sacramento

Valley Development Association at Orland recently,

all opposition to the establishment of the Iron

Canyon irrigation project, Tehama county, was

removed and steps were taken toward the securing

of construction of units of the great Sacramento

valley project. The cost of the project may run

anywhere from $30,000,ooo to $70,000,000 and will

include reservoir sites in Lassen, Modoc, Shasta and

Tehama counties. Water will be furnished for two

million acres.

A survey for the irrigation of 150,000 acres in

Shasta valley has been completed. Opportunities

for power plants were also developed.

Coachella Malagas Come High

The Coachella valley, California, Malaga grape

crop this year exceeded all previous records. The

growers two years ago shipped their entire crop from

Thermal netting an average of $1.71 per crate of

twenty pounds or $171 per ton, an exceptionally

good price for table grapes.

The first shipment of Thompson Seedless Grapes

from the Reedley District, Fresno county, Califor

nia, was delivered the third week in July, the first

shipment reported from any section of the San

Joaquin valley. The production of Thompson

Seedless Grapes is heavy this year. Fresno county

thus takes a firmer “hitch” on her title—Raisin

center of the world.

SUNSET Advertisements are indexed on page 396
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Amateur and Professional

U.S. CHAMPIONSHIPS

The greatest and most sought for honors

of the Trap-Shooting World were won

at Dayton, Ohio, June 17-20, 1913, with

©1Q. "S

Factory Loaded Shells

Barton Lewis, Amateur Champion, scored 195 out of

200 with Peters “Target” - medium priced shell for

Bulk Smokeless.

Chas. A. Young, Professional Champion, scored 197

out of 200 with Peters “High Gun”—medium priced Shell

for Dense Smokeless.
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It is not necessary to use high-priced ammunition to win success at

the traps or in the field. Peters “steel where steel belongs” Shells give

real and complete satisfaction, but their cost is within the reach of all.

Say PETERS when buying ammunition for your next tournament or hunt. Sportsmen's Handy

Book, with 1913 Game Laws, free for the asking.

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

Branches: NEW YORK NEW ORLEANS SAN FRANCISCO
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"Of what use is a feast without an appetite? Or what is more distressing than a

stomach that will not digest the food it craves? These are the signs of dyspep

sia-the seeds of weakness which will blossom into disease if unchecked.

The BeSF'Tomic

overcomes dyspepsia, creates anormal, healthy desire for food-aids digestion and relieves

every form of stomach trouble. It isquickinaction and positiveand permanent in results. '

Order a Dozen from Your Druggist-Insist Upon It Being “Pabst”

FREE BOOKLET. “Health Darts,” tells all uses and benefits of Pabst Extract. Write for it.

|-> PABST waukee, Wis.

---
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The San Joaquin and Sacramento valleys in California are filling rapidly with settlers.

this, showing newly-planted berry patch. are common.

an abundance of water is responsible for much of the activity

Boon for the Inexperienced Farmer

An advance step in the higher development of

agricultural and suburban subdivision property is

that marked by the completion of an agricultural

laboratory by the West Sacramento Company on

the property which they are offering for sale just

across the Sacramento river from Sacramento.

This building of re-inforced concrete will be equipped

similarly to university laboratories and when fin

ished will represent an expenditure of $25,000. It

will be used for the purpose of making soil tests and

to furnish the farmers and settlers with every

assistance in the matter of intensified farming and

scientific soil cultivation. The service will be free

to every property owner.

Honoring the Parent Citrus Tree

Preparations are being made for a pageant at

Riverside, California, in 1915, in celebration of the

introduction of the navel orange in southern Cali

fornia. Two navel orange trees brought from

Bahia, Brazil, in 1875 were planted in Redlands.

These trees were the nucleus of the great citrus

growing industry of California. They still stand

carefully guarded by a circular iron fence in the

grounds of Glenwood Mission Inn, Riverside's

famous hostelry.

Butter and Cheese Producers of Oregon

The Oregon Coast counties are experiencing a

period of activity that indicates some rapid develop

ment. Marshfield and North Bend in the Coos Bay

country are awakening to the immense value of

their natural resources and are entering upon an

era of unprecedented prosperity. The Tillamook

country, now that it has a railroad, is making great

-

Such scenes as

Cheap electrical power an

strides in development. The dairying opportunities

of the Coast counties are unexcelled. This region

has been repeatedly and worthily compared with the

far-famed dairying sections of the Netherlands and

other foreign countries. The timber interests are

equally important.

Only Touched the Rough Spots

When the middle-western and eastern states were

sweltering in the terrific mid-July heat, California

had just a touch of the hot weather. The only

damage in the fruit districts occurred however, in

those orchards which plainly showed neglect on the

part of the owner, improper cultivation or neglect in

irrigation which had left the trees in less hardy con

dition than where the work was carefully performed.

The well cared-for vineyards and orchards passed

through the hot spell unharmed.

Sugar Making Regardless of Tariff Changes

The 1913 production of beet sugar in California

has been figured by experts at 175,000 tons. Oper

ating sugar companies report tremendous yields of

sugar beets and are preparing for heavy runs. In

1911-12 the acreage in California was about 1o1,000,

the yield over 1,000,ooo tons of beets and the output

162,538.4 short tons of sugar. California leads all

the beet sugar states with 35 per cent. of the total

production of 572,415 tons in the entire United

States.

Santa Barbara Chamberof Commerce Progresses

The Santa Barbara Chamber of Commerce, Santa

Barbara, California, is one of the first in cities of the

smaller class to affiliate with the National Chamber

of Commerce.
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A O F A G E S

A N D IS STILL

T H E F I N E S T

CORDIAL EXTANT

At first-class Wine Merchants, Grocers, Hotels, Cafés.

Batjer & Co., 45 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Sole Agents for the United States.
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You'll get as much 3-in-One as if you bought 8 of the10c bottles. And 3-in-Onenever

loses its quality—never thickens, gums orturnsrancid, Always sweet, fresh and good.

3-in-One has for 16 years been the leading Household Oil-Lubricating, Cleaning

and Polishing, and Preventing Rust.

Use for oiling sewing machines, bicycles, talking machines, guns, reels, locks, clocks, etc. Use for clean

ing and polishing fine pianos, tables, chairs, any furniture. Use for preventing rust on any metal surface.

FREE On receipt of your 3-in-One is Sold at all Good Hardware, Drug, Grocery and General Stores

dealer's name we

:#3-IN-ONE OIL COMPANY
the valuable 3-in-One Dic

tionary. Try this good oii at 33 BROADWAY NEW YORK

our expense.

6038-475.

and y -->

10%

- a month

//IDIAMONDSON CREDIT
Buying a high grade Diamond is saving money, not

- spending it. The "Lyon Method” makes it easy for you

to save. Lyon Diamonds are Blue-white and perfect. A

written Guarantee Certificate with each Diamond. All

| goods sent prepaid for inspection. No security required.

Write now for Catalog No. 68. 10% discount for cash.

J. M. Lyon & Co., "#"/
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Twenty-eight Days from the Hoosier Capital to the Golden Gate

“The pioneers of 1913 glimpsed the Golden Gate

on Sunday, July 27th. They did not cross San

Francisco bay, however, until the following day,

being sated with rich foods and gladsome recep

tions and content to idle in the balmy summer

mysteries of beautiful Oakland and classic Berkeley.

On the following day they took ferry and landed on

the San Francisco side, where their arrival was

heralded with much joyous acclaim with blare of

trumpets and shriek of klaxons. Thence they

proceeded with due haste to the edge of the Pacific

ocean, thus completing the cross-country path

finding run which began from the capitol steps in

the city of Indianapolis on July first.”—From a

leaf lost from the log of the Indiana Automobile

Manufacturers Association.

And thus was completed on the 28th day the last

lap of the most significant cross-country run ever

made. Lewis and Clark negotiated the distance

from St. Louis to the mouth of the Columbia in

a matter of eighteen months. The Argonauts of

'49 were content if they saw the promised land in

six months. Which reminds us once again that

this is the age of progress!

Nineteen cars, Indiana-made, covered the entire

distance, the longest endurance test ever given so

large a number of cars, demonstrating thoroughly

the efficiency of the American-made product. The

cars which participated included the Haynes,

Premier, American, Pilot, Apperson, Empire, Mar

mon, Marion, Henderson, Cole and MacFarlan and

they bowled up the streets of San Francisco crowned

with well earned glory.

The chief figures of the party were Carl G.

Fisher, originator of the Lincoln Memorial Highway

idea; Elwood Haynes, generally known as the father

of the American automobile, and Charles A. Book

walter, ex-mayor of Indianapolis and “Big Noise”

for the tourists.

Carl G. Fisher is enthusiastic over the promises

of support of the rock coast-to-coast highway. He

is thus quoted:

“The Lincoln Highway is intended to be an ob

ject-lesson in good roads building. It will be built

through the most thickly settled parts of each state

with this purpose in view.

“It is planned at present to make the town of

Big Pine in the Sierras the portal to California.

This town is situated both on the Midland trail

to San Francisco and El Camino Sierra leading to

Los Angeles, giving choice of destinations.”

Elwood Haynes, the pioneer builder of self-pro

pelled vehicles, says: “We found natural highways

of hard sand well compact, making travel easy,

with scenery that surpasses that of the Alps. I

cannot imagine conditions which would be more

pleasing to motorists. What we have discovered

of California has to a large extent offered a solution

to that mystery of the Indiana automobile builders,

the tremendous absorption of automobiles by this

state.” -

All in all it was a record-breaking, eye-opening,

excursion, which is bound to react to the benefit of

the astute manufacturers, to the benefit of the

tourist and to the benefit of those communities

which are building or to build highways.

The way they looked leaving Tahoe Tavern July 26. Ex-Mayor Charles A, Bookwalter, "big noise" for the Indiana

automobile manufacturers, in the front seat; in tonneau. Carl G. Fisher, who originated
Lincoln Memorial Highway, and Captain Robert Tyndall

(Continued on page 586)
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Big Output or Big Merit?

WE could easily quadruple our

output by selling a six-cylinder

car around $2500. But it would be a

gross violation of confidence.

To sell a Six at $2500, it would be

necessary for us to cut down quality,

to skimp on workmanship, or, worse

still, to assemble parts from other

factories, instead of building the

complete car ourselves. There are

a thousand ways to cheapen a car,

and every one of them, in our case,

would be dishonest.

KEEPING FAITH WITH BUYERS

For a company that has a low-grade repu

tation, a $2500 Six might be a step upward.

But for the Winton Company, whose Winton

Six set the world's standard for six-cylinder

quality and drove the best of fours into the

second class, even the slightest cheapening of

quality would be inexcusable-would be a

betrayal of the confidence and good will of

those thousands of Winton Six owners who

believe in us and in our car, and, in good

faith, urge their friends to buy Winton Sixes.

MILLIONS OF GOOD WILL

VINTON SIX

Long stroke motor, left drive, center

control, electric lights, self-starter,

finest mohair top, easily handled

curtains, rain-vision glass front, best

Warner speedometer, Waltham

eight-day clock, Klaxon electric

horn, tire carriers, four-cylinder

tire pump, demountable rims, full

set of tools, German silver radiator,

£$3250

ALWAYS QUALITY FIRST

That's exactly why a big output has never

tempted us. We make only as many cars

as we can make right. And we make them

ourselves. You'll never find a Winton motor

in any other make, nor a Winton clutch

or transmission, nor a Winton axle or steering

gear. Winton Six merit is individual and

exclusive.

WHY PRICE STAYS DOWN

The Winton Six is sold at the lowest possible

price that its merit can be sold for. We keep

quality up because we will not abuse the trust of

our patrons, and we are able to keep price down

becausewe have no water in our stock, no bonds,

no gold notes, no mortgages, no over-expanded

plant, no excessive overhead, no

This Good Will—the result of our produc

ing highest-quality cars and of making good

on every promise during our fifteen years in

business—has a value, according to commer

cial reckoning, of millions of dollars.

Many companies list G Will in their

balance sheets, as an asset. We

don't. We regard Good Will as

a moral liability and obligation

an obligation never to betray pub

lic confidence by marketing under

the Winton nameplate anything

less than the utmost best.

CAUTION

Be careful in selecting a

car-this year more than

ever before.

startling reasons why. Read

em in our Book No. 24.

wasteful executive methods.

Let us send you a catalog of

the Six that leads them all.

The Winton Motor Car Co.

110 Berea Road, Cleveland, 0.

There are
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AUTOMOBILES AND GOOD ROADS

The Effect of the Opening of Yosemite to

Automobiles

The opening of Yosemite National Park to auto

mobile traffic has stimulated neighboring counties

to great activity in highway construction. The

Nation's Playground, heretofore inaccessible to

motoring parties, finally opened August 1st, now

bids fair to be the terminal of no less than four or

five main highways to which will connect innumer

able converging roads. The official recognition of

the Coulterville road makes that the first choice at

present but the boosters for the Big Oak Flat and

the Wawona roads are busy raising funds for and

making improvements in their favorite routes. The

Automobile Club of Southern California, it is said,

is planning still a further road which will leave the

State Highway in the San Joaquin valley somewhere

in the neighborhood of Fresno and will be con

structed along a route which will avoid the high

elevations now encountered.

At Los Banos, a meeting was recently held, where

good roads enthusiasts from Merced and Santa

Clara counties launched a movement to build a

highway from Merced through Pacheco Pass to

connect with the highways of Santa Clara county,

thus opening a direct route from Santa Clara to

Yosemite and an equally important route for the

tourists from the San Joaquin valley to the sea.

The interests are mutual. Stanislaus county is also

working on a similar plan to cross the Coast moun

tains into Santa Clara county by way of Mt. Hamil

ton and Lick Observatory.

Tuolumne county folks are working on the Big

Oak Flat road within their county and are being

ably assisted by San Joaquin and other counties.

Stanislaus county proposes to issue bonds for

$2,000,000 to build 150 miles of cross-county high

way to connect with the State Highway and the

Coulterville road to Yosemite, thus making every

portion of the county accessible.

Ultimately the tourist will profit by the great

highway systems now contemplated and the farmer

folk will find a vast improvement in their present

roads, affording an easy marketing of their produce

and a reduction in their hauling tax.

The Link Between Mexico and British Columbia

Samuel Hill, Father of Good Roads, regards the

building of the bridge over the Columbia, between

Portland, Oregon, and Vancouver, Washington, as

the most important link in the Pacific Highway.

“Not between Portland and Vancouver,” says Mr.

Hill, “but between British Columbia on the north

and Mexico on the south.”

At a recent meeting of the Inter-state Bridge

Committee and the Portland Commercial Club

plans were approved for a bridge as outlined by

Engineer Ralph Modjeski which will cost some

where in the neighborhood of a million two hundred

thousand dollars. It is proposed to start the con

struction of this bridge at once, Multnomah county,

Oregon, to assume $700,000 of the cost and Clarke

county, Washington, the remaining $500,000. It

is believed that when actual construction begins

the states of Oregon and Washington will assume

# responsibility of the completion of the under

ng.

The three Pacific states—California, Oregon and

Washington—comprise an area almost as great as

Great Britain, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Ger

many and Switzerland combined. Through these

states runs the Pacific Highway, now being paved

(Continued from page 584)

in sections through the various states. Within a

few years at most a continuous paved highway

15oo miles in length will be ready for tourists and

team traffic, through a wonderland that far sur

passes the attractions of the European countries

that now draw tourists from this side of the world.

A Little Jaunt of Seventeen Thousand Miles -

A. L. Westgard, vice-president of the National

Highway Association, who joined the Indiana auto

mobile manufacturers in their trip from Indian

apolis to San Francisco, completed one lap of a

17,ooo-mile journey which he is making to gather

data for the National Highway Association for

future use in an educational campaign. He left

New York June 2 and is now on the return trip via

a route different from that covered on the west

bound trip.

Good Roads Notes from Here and There

in California

The voters of Kern county gave a substantial

majority vote in favor of bonding the county for a

splendid system of highways to connect with the

State Highway and to benefit every section of the

county. It is proposed to issue bonds in the sum of

$2,500,000 and with the money thus raised to con

struct 221 miles of paved and 92 miles of graveled
roadS.

Butte county voters will be called upon to con

sider the expenditure of $1,500,000 for a thorough

and complete highway system.

The San Diego County Highway Commission

surprised the people of that county when they com

pleted their labors and turned back $27oo into the

county treasury. All roads included in the original

plans had been constructed according to specifica

tions. The approximate cost of the 44 miles was

$1,250,000 less balance unexpended. While

some sections of the highway cost as high as $850o

per mile other sections were built at a cost as low as

$28oo and the average was low.

Work has begun on a stretch of road eighteen

miles in length between Colton and Pomona, Cali

fornia, which will complete 110 miles of boulevard

between Los Angeles and Whitewater Crossing, on

the Yuma Highway. The State Highway Commis

sion provided an appropriation of $75,000 for this

and additional work on the highway from Banning

to Yuma.

Riverside county is in the midst of a campaign

for a bond issue of $1,500,000 for a thorough system

~f good roads.

The splendid $3,500,000 system of roads in Los

Angeles county were entirely completed on August

1st. Los Angeles has one of the finest systems of

highways of any county in the United States.

With the completion of the State Highway from

San Bernardino to Riverside will be completed a

loop that is expected to become one of the most

popular automobile routes in the Southwest. Con

tracts were let August 1st for 130 miles of all paved

road through this most picturesque portion of

southern California. With this highway completed

there will be two splendid roads running the entire

length of the San Gabriel valley, bordered mostly

by orange and lemon groves. The roads represent

an expenditure of $1,250,000.
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Model 26-Six-cylinder, Iwo,

four of five-passenger, $2000.

Coupe, $3400. Model 27 Six-tyinder,

Snor seven-passenger, $2.985. limousine,

$4050. Model 28-four-cylinder, Iwo, four or

five-passenger, $2135. Coupe, $2850.

Pacific Coast Delivery.

Adopts Electric Gear Shift as

standard equipment

In the new Haynes car electricity does all the work of operat

ing. No more yanking of hand levers, simply press a button,

and electricity shifts the gears instantly and quietly.

America's First Car

-

Electric starting and lighting

everything else in up-to

date equipment

You press a button and the motor

starts. You turn a switch and the elec

tric lights are on. Press another but

ton and the warning sounds. Your

tires are pumped automatically. The

gasoline is pressure-fed. From your

seat you let down the Collins curtains

Most beautiful lines—powerful

engine-strong mechanically

—proven durability

The lines of the new Haynes are long,

sweeping and very pleasing. Back of

the unequaled beauty and comfort is a

simplicity, sturdiness and reliability that's

the result of 20 years testing and proving.

The L-head motor, as is all of the vital

construction, is produced in the Haynes

in a few seconds. The car comes factory. It is a marvel of simplicity

absolutely complete. See it at your and power. See your dealer for fur

dealers. ther particulars.

Write for the “Complete Motorist”—a wonderful automobile book

by Elwood Haynes

In this book, Mr. Haynes, the creator of the first American car, tells you the

important things to know about an automobile, tells you what the different parts

are for, and what you should know about them, tells how to run an automobile

so as to get the most enjoyment for the least expense. Write today.
.

Haynes Automobile Co., 47 Main St., Kokomo, Ind.
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HUDSON SIX 54-$2250

SEVEN-PASSENGER

The New Ideal of a Distinguished Car

ERE now is a car which typifies the ideals of the time.

This streamline body—this long, sloping hood—this

absence of angle at the dash—this low-hung chassis—

these crowned fenders-this placing of extra tires so the front

doors are left clear-these things belong to the car of today.

The consensus of the world's best opinion is that this type

of body marks the coming ideal car. These are radical changes

but they are coming as surely as foredoors came—and as

suddenly. -

All the best foreign cars—English, French and German

will this year exhibit exclusively this new streamline body.

And all men know that what they adopt in body design becomes

the world-wide vogue.

Our designers have added a hundred minor effects. They

have Americanized—have Hudsonized—the type. So the car

is distinctive. There will be no other just like it. But it em

bodies what we regard as the highest conception of the modern

trend in bodies.

And we believe that every connoisseur will consider this

new HUDSON Six the handsomest car exhibited.

Engineering Pauses

We can claim in this car no great advance as regards fine

engineering and no HUDSON owner expects it. Fine engineer

ing has limits. For the past four years Howard E. Coffin and

his able engineers have given their best to the HUDSON.

Last year# brought Sixes pretty close to perfection. So

close that the HUDSON Six jum in one year into the fore

most rank among Sixes.

These men have worked out in this new-model car a vast

number of minor engineering improvements. They have added

scores of new mechanical features-some of them quite impor

tant. But we never expect to build a much better chassis than

we built in our last year's Six.

This year's advances lie mainly in beauty, in comfort, in

conveniences, in room. We have combined the best in lines,

finish and equipment with the best in engineering. We have

succeeded in making the HUDSON Six the masterpiece it is.

Now the Ideal Car

We now feel that this HUDSON 54 offers the utmost in

every wanted feature. It has the staunchness of steel Pull

mans. It has the comfort of Turkish lounging chairs. It has

the speed of express trains. It is free from all the troubles

which annoy the inexpert.

o man knows how to build a car more handsome and

impressive. No conveniences are absent, no modern features

lacking.

And all these things are here included in a Six 54, with

seven-passenger body at the record price of $2250 (f. o. b.

Detroit,M'a'

The New Features

These are among the new features we bring out in this

model. No mention is here made of the countless features in

previous HUDSON models which we still retain.

Seven-passenger body.

135-inch wheelbase.

Left side drive. Right hand control.

36x4%-inch tires. -

Extra tires carried-as never before-ahead of the front

door. This leaves both front doors clear.

Four forward speeds.

Pure streamline body.

Low-hung body.

No angles at the dash.

Wide tonneau doors.

Gasoline tank in dash.

Electric self-cranking, with the rapid type of the Delco

system built especially for this car.

Powerful electric lights with dimming attachment for city

driving. They also act as ordinance lights.

Extra seats in tonneau fold into back of front seat, entirely

out of the way.

Jeweled magnetic speedometer in dash, with new concealed

noiseless gears.

Every operation and control placed within reach of the

driver's hand. Gasoline and oil control, lights and starter

Individual Yale lock on ignition control, prevents theft of car.

Rain-vision windshield built as part of the car.

Genuine Pantasote top. Curtains that are carried in the

top can be instantly adjusted.

Electric horn-trunk rack-tire holders-license carriers—

everything.

Go See It—Go Today

Go to the local HUDSON dealer and see this new achieve

ment. It is not merely an improved car-it's a real innovation.

It will display to you all the best thought of the day in auto

mobile designing.

Go see it while it's new.

Our catalog on request.

Hudson Motor Car Company
7704 Jefferson Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 257

Go see this car today everywhere HUDSONS are sold
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YOU SAVE:''
of this car as you do in buying it.

It is every day testimony of owners of METZ cars

that they make from 28 to 32 miles on ONE gallon

of gasoline, 100 miles on ONE pint of lubricating oil,

and from 10,000 to 12,000 miles on a single set of tires.

--

*
*--~.

COMPLETELY EQUIPPED

1914 IMPROVEMENTS

METZ "22"–$475 |
THE GEARLESS CAR

No clutch to slip-No gears to strip

A remarkable example of low price and minimum cost of upkeep combined with the essential features of the strictly

wp-to-date car—a car that saves you money when you buy it and every hour you run it—a speedy, stylish, abso
lutely reliable car that affords luxury without extravagance.

The METZ'“22” is a high-class, fully guaranteed Makes from 5 to 50 miles per hour on the high speed.

Roadster of the torpedo semi-enclosed type, left-hand and climbs hills as fast as any regular stock car made.

drive and center control. Built to carry either single or double rumble seat, if

Equip with 4-cylinder 22% h. p. water-cooled desired. Its gearless transmission entirely does away

motor, Bosch magneto, wind shield, extension top with with “gear trouble."

cover slip and curtains, full elliptic springs all around. - -

standard artillery wheels, best'' C£: Write to our nearest office for New Illustrated

5 lamps and gas generator, horn, pump and tool outfit. Catalog “V.”

LOS ANGELES BRANCH

1O25 SO. BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

We want a representative in every city and town. Write for terms.

METZ COMPANY, WALTHAM, MASS.
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/*-aft:
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*

A new record has been made. Within two years, in point of sales, one

automobile has out-stripped 180 out of America's 192 makes of motor cars.

Are you interested in this car—its exquisite beauty, mechanical perfection,

wonderful economy of operation? Especially when it costs half or less than

half of what you may have been intending to pay.

Then read this page carefully; and write today for all the other particulars.

For the Detroiter is that car.

With its long stroke, (1 4-10 The long stroke motor and

to 1 of bore) ball bearing sensible gear ratio (4 to 1) make

motor, the Detroiter climbs a for slow depreciation; the rear

15% grade at 28 miles per hour axle cannot give way—its mar

“on high.” On second and first gin of safety is 2000 pounds

speed it climbs anywhere its wheels can overload; the ball bearings, of finest

find traction. grade, do not wear out and never need

adjustment as do other types, neither

can they bind when the car is distorted£ ratio : :'". by rough roads or accident; and ruinous

etroiter uses at leaSt 22% leS '" road shock has no terrors for the plat

is demanded by overpowered cars of its form spring. Such a car lasts.

class: 20 to 25 miles per gallon is its Any of the five models—touring car

everyday record. or roadster-at $850 for standard equip

It has the smooth gait of the platform ment, or $900 for special equipment.

spring. The actual amount of added All with the same 25 h. P. long stroke
comfort is 33%. motor, Io4-inch wheel base, 32x3% inch

- tires (oversize for long life), Speedo

The Detroiter has the greatest propor- meter, Prest-O-Lite or battery lighting

tion of braking surface of any car made system, quick detachable, demountable

-one square inch per 9 5-10 pounds. rims, etc., at the $900 price.

Because of its ball bearings, correct

Briggs-Detroiter Company#:
611 Holbrook Ave

Pacific Coast Distributors:

Los Angeles, Cal. San Francisco, Cal. Spokane, Wash.

Y. R. Del Valle Carl Christensen Motor Car Co. Spokane Taxicab Co.

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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You can transform any dark, dingy room in your home

into a bright, attractive, sanitary one, by means of

EEK:ICA
FLOOR FINISH

ELASTICA is the one floor

varnish that will not only

beautify but protect your

floors against the hardest sort

of wear and tear.

ELASTICA is made specially

for floors—made to meet and

resist all the conditions to

which floors are subjected.

E LASTICA is equally

adapted to old or new floors,

hard wood or soft wood, lin

oleum or oilcloth. It is mar

proof, spot-proof, heel-proof

and “boy-proof.”

&%,
THE PERFECT

White Enamel

There is no more pleasing,

satisfactory and sanitary finish

for every room in the house

than a beautiful white enamel

-provided this enamel is eas

ily and economically applied

and guaranteed to give long

and satisfactory service.

Because of its beautiful ap

pearance and enduring qual

ities, SATINETTE has for

years been specified by the

country's leading architects

and builders for use in apart

ment houses, private dwel

lings, hotels and steamships.

-RAD

S T A I NS

KLEARTONE Stains are

ideally suited to the decora

tion of doors, woodwork and

other trim in the finest resi

dences, bungalows, camps

in fact, to any sort of work

where the preservation of the

natural beauty and grain of

the wood is essential.

KLEARTONE Stains are de

manded by those who insist

on unquestioned and perma

ment beauty of effect through

the use of the highest grade

materials.

KLEARTONE Stains are

made in every desired color

for every known wood.

h/hether you are considering the building of a new house or the renovating of an old

one, write us at once for complete free books, giving detailed information, full in

structions for use and samples of finished work produced by ELASTICA Floor

Finish, KLEARTONE Stains and SATINETTE h"hite Enamel.

SIMMEDWARNISIWR's
113 Front Street, San Francisco, Cal.

2620 Armour Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Elm Park, Staten Island, N.Y.
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A tempting relish

having the true tomato taste

Blue LABEL

KETCHUp
Keeps After Opening

Vine ripened tomatoes, from

selected seed, grown under

our personal supervision,

carefully handled in sanitary

kitchens, same day as picked;

cooked but lightly so that the

natural flavor is retained;

seasoned delicately with pure

spices; placed in sterilized

bottles – this is Blue Label

Ketchup.

Contains only those ingredients

Recognized and Endorsed

by the U. S. Government

Our other products, Soups, Jams,

Jellies, Preserves, Meats, Canned

Fruits and Vegetables, you will

find equally as pleasing as

\ Blue Label Ketchup.
-

-

-

“Original Menus” is an interest

ing booklet, full of suggestions

for the hostess and busy house

wife. Writefor it today, giving

3 our grocer's name, and mem

tioning this magazine.

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS

IN SMALL TOWNS—

You can save one-half your tire expense, and nearly all

your tire trouble, by using Security Reliners. Many of our

customers run their cars the entire season without blowout or

puncture, and without spending a cent for tire repairs. You

Can Do It Yourself.

TAKE OURAGENCY

Get your tires, tubes and Reliners at the dealers' prices.

We are jobbers of tires and tubes, which makes our agency
offer special possibilities for personal economy, good business,

and handsome profit. Write at once for our plan.

SECURITY RELINER CO.

410 West Street Montgomery, N.Y.

McKAY Ventilated Table Pad

Spilla Gallon of Hot Gravy
on the surface of a McKAY Table Pad, and not a drop of it will reach

your table, nor will any of it be absorbed by the pad. When your meal

is over, the surface of the pad may be washed with soap and water, or a

wet cloth, without removing it from the table, and not a trace of the

liquid will remain. This is but ONE of the exclusive features of this pad.

Wentilated air chambers in the body of the pad, provide circulation of

air that absorbs and carries away the heat, keeping the pad dry and sani

tary, and at the same time entirely heat-proof. Simply invert the pad,

and the beautiful felt (or flannel) bottom makes an excellent eard table

out of your dining table. A positive guarantee that your table will not

be injured by heat or hot liquids while covered by a McKAY PAD.

Leaves and luneheon mats made in the same manner. Do not buy

your table pad or luncheon mats until you have seen these.

ACCEPT NO SUBS7/7 UTE.

California Furniture Co.

J. W. Robinson Co. -

A. Fusenot Co., - -

The Emporium - -

H. C. Capwell Co. - -

The Wormser Furniture Co.

Hochheimer & Co. - -

These Pads For Sale By:

Los Angeles, Calif.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Los Angeles. Calif.

San Francisco, Calif.

Oakland, Calif.

Fresno, Calif.

Bakersfield, Calif.

San Diego, Calif.The Benbough Furniture Co

F. A. Taylor Co.

Curtice Brothers Co. / J. G. Mack & Co. -

Rhodes Bros. (Inc.)

Frederick & Nelson

The Grote-Rankin Co.

The Standard Furniture Co,

Tull & Gibbs. (Inc.)

Listmann Furniture Co.

Barnes-Woodin & Co.

Portland, Ore.

Portland, Ore.

Tacoma, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane, Wash.

North Yakima, Wash.

North Yakima, Wash.

><>

2× -

-

-

-

Hudson's Bay Co. -

D. A. Smith, Limited -

David Spencer, Limited

- Vancouver, B. C.

- Vancouver, British Columbia

Vancouver and Victoria, British Columbia

Samples and booklet on request.

LYDON-BRICHER MFG. CO.

233 Central Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

*

ROLLERS

Original and unequaled.

Wood ortin rollers. “Improved"

requires no tacks. Inventor's

signature on genuine:

22:37:44.4%.

RTS! R
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k"A TEMSPOONFUL"

In a Tureen

of Soup.

Is Appetizing.
-

LEA & PERRINS'

... SAUGE.

The Universal Popularity of

LEA & PERRINS SAUCE

is based on Qualities which no

other table Sauce possesses.

Gives Zest to Appetite on Roasts, Chops,

Steaks, Game, Salads, Fish, Gravies,

Soups, etc. Sold by Grocers Everywhere.

Záiffemore's
ASHoe Polishes

Finest Quality Largest Variety

ALSO Clf AN5

All A*Muts MADt

"MMICANNA,

"ORE BE03

...'....

“GILT EDGE,” the only ladies' shoe dressing that positively

contains OIL. Blacks and Polishes ladies and children's and

shoes, shines without rubbing, 25c. "French Gloss,” 10c.

“STAR” combination for cleaning and polishing all kinds of russet

or tan shoes, 10c. "Dandy” size, 25c.

“QUICKWHITE” (in liquid form with s

cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes, 10c. an

*ALBO” cleans and whitens canvas shoes. In round

white cakes packed in zinc-tin boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handsome,

large aluminum boxes, with sponge, 25c.

If your dealer does not keep the kind you want, send us the price in

stamps for a full size package, charges paid.

WHITTEMORE BROS. & Co.

20-26 Albany St., Cambridge, Mass.

The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of

Shoe Polishes in the J/orla

ponge) quickly

C.

LEWY -: -: LEWY

£1, 12% # INCREASED DIAMOND VALUES GUARANTEED #

*~~~

|

'. Lewy Bros. Co. give every customer, the benefit of the rise in diamond £ DS

values! Diamonds have gone up 12% yearly for over 20 years! This increase Lewy

Bros. Co.guarantee to you; and allow you 12% per year (1% per month) MORE THAN YOUPAID, in ex

change at any time! Our diamond Guarantee is a written contract, certifying the carat weight, color, per

WY OS fection and value of every diamond.

LE BR ... CO. - - -

founded in 1835; occupy one of $48: Violet-Blue Diamond Solitaire

the 5 prominent State Street £ Imported direct

corners in Chicago; bank with

you! Rich violet-blue. WHITE

-£ of": brilliancy. Mounting

K. solid p n

We are glad to send

#: any diamond; permit you

examine it in any bank or ex

press office in your city; without

££e C£ : or 1:":£ obligation to*: '''

ational Bank-one of the lead- £ '' ---- *I at our expense and risk. We are

ing of America. Capital 1:#1######£$48.5% £: low£:*of:

$3,000,000.00. C.O.D. on approval-no depositor obligation. - cent below the retail price of jewelera.

Beautifully illustrated in colors, en

raved cover, contains hundreds of ex

me diamonds. You will want this

Write for Lewy Bros. Co. Diamond Book, FREE!
quisite-designs—the latest fashions in diamond jewelry. Complete information about

book if only to post yourself about diamond values! Write ay!

LEWY BROS. CO. ####### Dept. C42, State and Adams Sts., CHICAGO, ILL.

free

• IMPORTERS

-

- -

* - .

-

* -
-

- | L C i ." | L - - -

You can have: trustworth, "an in your

home, ready and efficient for the emergency

of the night. -

The Smith & Wesson has been proved su

perior by four out of five winners of the U.S.

Spring Championship.

Doesn't that convince you of its superiority?

Send for free booklet “the Revolver"

Sp wield. Mass. .52astockbridge street

for over 50 year. mor, or superior revolver.
-
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. S t 2.

COMFORT £
Feet stand Hardest Knocks. Protect them with

WITCH-ELK BOOTS
£) Lightest, easiest boot made. All heights for men and women.

Ask Deater to order pair or write for Catalog “S.

WE MAKE A STRONG LINE OF GOLF, TENNIS

AND YACHTING SHOES - -

2 witHELL-shell company, Detroit, Mich

-

-

#
leads in Ione Quality

in AmericaScientific, Simple Service
A new household economy that kills tea-prejudice and

makes Tea Time a welcome hour is the

LOndon Tea Bob

An air-float automatically lifts the Tea leaves out of

the beverage the moment their essence has been drawn

from them. This absolutely prevents the formation of

the injurious tannic acid which robs most Tea of its

real flavor.

Endorsed by leading pure food advocates and physi

cians and welcomed delightedly by every tea drinker

who sees it.

You need not touch it after pouring in the fresh

boiled water. At the proper moment the Bob seems

to lift itself by its bootstraps. It will interest and de

light your family and your guests.

Always brews fragrant, delicious hot tea, without

sharpness or bitterness. Makes iced-tea a delightful

new beverage to many.

Aluminum Bob in Guernsey with German silver trim

mings, $2.50.

In English Rockingham, $1.50.

If not at your dealers, sent post paid on receipt of price.

THE BEVEFUSER C0.

27 Brattle Square BOSTON, MASS.

,"

One of the three great

Pianos of theWorld

hites Regular Styles'550-1500

The John Church Company

Cincinnati New York Chicago

}

| O

The Everett Piano Co., Boston

~<

-

-

|

-
|

£:. Beauty, convenience and personal home ownership pay -

big dividends. They add joy to your living and give more -

lasting satisfaction than mere pleasures. No matter where you - - - - - -

live, nor how large a house you require, a Bungalow will meet* hows:#":".
your fondest expectations. - -

Our Bungalows are comfortable, sanitary and equipped with ... "WEST COAST BUNGALows”—Price 50 cent.

built-in conveniences. They are profitable as homes and in . £********

vestments. Our latest ideas—the pictures, plans and de- "LITTLE BUNGALows”-25 costing 5400 to 51,200-Price.25 cent.
scriptions sh - r B l Book intensely inter- - -esting. o: £,*''£ s—are intensely SPECIAL OFFER-All 3 book-seatpostpaid for ONE DOLLAR.

411 Henny Building, 122 Third Street, Los Angeles, cal.E. W. Stillwell & Co., Architects,
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GLASTENBURY
HEALTH UNDERWEAR .

FOR MEN

has given the utmost satisfaction for over half acentury.

Every garment is shaped to the figure and retains its original

shape and size permanently. GUARANTEED NOT TO SHRINK.

This famous TWO-PIECE FLAT KNIT UNDERWEAR is more

economical than the one-piece kind. Costs 60% less than

s of same quality.

Highest grade materials and splendid workmanship assure the

long service for which GLASTENBURY is famous.

A protection against sudden chills, colds, pneumonia and

rheumatism.

No dye stuff used in our natural grays.

Made in fifteen grades; Light, Medium and Heavy Weights, of

imported

§ 2.

IR HEATH UNT".#Ży. [RWEAR

fine Wool and Worsted.

Ask your dealer to show you some of the following numbers: - ''

3005 Natural Gray Wool Winter Weight (double thread). . . . . . .at $1.75

we make a Special Feature of ADJUSTABLE DRAWER BANDS on
C/G Natural Gray Worsted, light weight ...................... at 1.50

A Natural Gray Australian Lamb's Wool, light weight .........at 1.75

W/W Natural Gray Worsted, medium weight.................. at 1.50

G/A Natural Gray Worsted, medium weight...................at 2.00

H/20 Natural Gray Australian Lamb's Wool, winter weight.... at 2.50

For sale by'' dealers. Write for our booklet and sample cut

tings. They are yours for the asking. Dept. 24.

Glastonbury Knitting Co., Glastonbury, Conn.

“Can take a pound a day off a pa

tient, or #: it on. Other syste y

temporarily alleviate, but this is sure

and permanent."-N. Y. Sun, Aug.,

1891. Send for Lecture "Great Subject

- of Fat.'"

No Dieting. No Hard Work.

DR. JOHN WILSON GIBBS' TREATMENT

For the Permanent Reduction of Obesity

Harmless and Positive. No FAILURE. Your reduction is assured-reduce

to stay. One month's treatment, $5.00.

New York. A PERMANENT REDUCTION GUAllANTEED,

Mail, or office, 1370 Broadway,

"The cure is positive and permanent.' '-V. P. Herald, July 9, 1893.

"On Obesity, Dr. Gibbs is the recognized authority.”-N. Y. World.

The McConway & Torley Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sole MANUFACTURERS OF THE

JANNEY COUPLER

Used exclusively on the passenger£ of

the Southern Pacific Company and its allied lines

PAcific CoAST REPRESENTATIVES

McMULLIN & EYRE, Flood Building, San Francisco

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

PATENT

Invisible Eyes.
and SpringHooks

are first choice amongwomen

who seek modern dress ele

gance. They insure the fit of

a gown by holding placket

and seam smoothly in place.

Firm and don't work loose.

\ Strong, yet easy to fasten.
|

&

A3/ACH
Eace powper

SUMMER'S SUN

deals_kindly with the complexion protected b

LABLACHE. Users of this famous utifier:
conspicuously free from facial

blemishes, always retaining

their fresh attractiveness

of youth. Delicate -

fragrant-refined.

RefuseSubstitutes

They may be dan

gerous. Flesh,White,

Pink or Cream. 50c.

a box of druggists or

by mail. Over two

million boxes sold

annually. Send 10c.

for a sample box.Look for the name ‘‘Peet's**

- - on every envelope.

PEET BROTHERS, Philadelphia, Pa.

imml

BEN. LEVY CO.

125Kingston St.,Boston,Mass
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For Every Varnish Need
No matter what your use

for varnish—for interiors or

exteriors, for floors or walls,

for whatever purpose—Berry

Brothers can furnish you the

varnish that is best adapted for that use.

Don't buy “just varnish." . Let us

help you choose the right varnish for

your requirements.

Fifty years' experience has taught us

how to make all kinds. We make them

right—and varnish buyers have come to

know and trust us. That is why we

have grown to be the largest varnish

makers in the world.

That is why the Berry Brothers label

on your varnish can guarantee not only

satisfactory appearance, but durability

and ultimate economy.

BERRY
QTHERS Liquid Granite-A

VARNISHES floo'h whose name sug

Here are four of our leading

architectural varnishes:

gests its wonderful durability.

Luxeberry Wood Finish–

For the finest rubbed (dull) or polished

finish on interior woodwork.

Luxeberry White Enamel

-Unequalled for white interior finishing

and white furniture.

Luxeberry Spar—For all kinds

of outdoor finishing, exposed to the

weather. Water cannot change its color

or dim its lustre.

Solve the varnish problem by buy

ing or specifying Berry Brothers. Any

dealer or painter can supply you.

Sendforfree booklet, “Interesting to Home Builders.”

Berry Week

From Sept. 13 to Sept. 20 will be “Berry Week” in thele: stores through

out the country, handling varnish, paint and similar g ers will devote

special attention to the sale of Berry Brothers Varnishes.

Take advantage of£e: Week.” Learn more about varnish. Plan for your

fall repairs and decorating. And order Berry Brothers Varnishes if you want satisfaction.

BERRY BROTHERS, INC.
Established 1858

Largest Varnish Makers in the World

Factories: DETROIT, WALKERVILLE, ONT.

L Branches: New York Boston Philadelphia Baltimore Chicago Cincinnati St. Louis San Francisco

E.
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12 gauge Hammerless

HE handsomest and best de- -

signed pump gun in the world!

Hammerless-Solid Steel Breech

(inside as well as out). SolidTop

a thick steel wall of protection be

tweenyourheadand the cartridge;

keeps out rain, snow, dirt, leaves,

twigs and sand. Side Ejection

(awayfrom yourface and eyes.)

Matted Barrel-A great con

venience in quick sighting.

Press-Button Cartridge Release

-to remove loaded cartridges

quickly from magazine with

out working through action.

[. ' . -]. *M .

|||

USe'('

Double Extractors—they pull any

shell. Take-Down Feature–for

convenient carrying and cleaning.

Trigger and Hammer Safety– a

double guard against accidental fir

ing. The Solid Steel Breech (not And Cuticura Ointment. They

a shell of wood) shows the superior

design. The receiver is absolutely afford the purest, sweetest and

solid steel attherearas well as ontop.

Z most economical method of pre
The Zn/Zn is the safest - - - - -- -

breech-loadingshotguneverbuilt. Serving, purifying and beautifying

Askyoardealer—orsenau three tamps the skin, scalp and hair. For
postage for new big catalog of all

Marlin repeating rifles and shotguns. torturing eczemas, rashes, itch

The Marlin Firearms Co. ings, inflammations and chafings

28 Willow Street • •

New Haven, Conn, of infants, children and adults

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Oint

ment are most effective.

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are sold

throughout the world. Send post-card to nearest

depot for free sample of each with 32-page book:

Newbery, 27, Charterhouse Sq., London; R. Towns

& Co., Sydney, N.S.W.; Lennon, Ltd., Cape Town;

Muller, McLean & Co., Calcutta and Bombay;

Potter Drug and Chem. Corp., Boston, U.S.A.

ox-Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura

Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.
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Three generations

of the Vose family have made the art of man

ufacturing the Vose Piano their life-work. For

63 years they have developed their instruments

with such honesty of construction and materials,

and with such skill, that the Vose Piano of to

| day is the ideal Home Piano.

Delivered in uour home free of charge. Old instru

*nents taken as partial pairwent in exchange

REE--Our handsomeents accepted.

Vose Pianos. Send for it.

WOSE & SONS PIANO CO. .

168 Boylston Street Boston, Mass.

D' Increasing

-Age Postponed

Nightly applications of the

B. & P. Wrinkle Eradicators

remove wrinkles or crows'-feet. Contain no chemicals and

are simple, safe, harmless. FROWNERS correct the habit

of scowling or frowning or raising the forehead, which

make badlines. Both are put up in 25c, 50c and $1.00

boxes, including a booklet on the care of the face. Sold

at drug and dept stores. If your dealer cannot supply

you, we will by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.

B. & P. Co. (Two womeN), 1790 E. 68th St., CLEVELAND, 0.

PRISMASFREND

A Guarantee Against Rust

The best gun oil eper known.

Cleanesttocarry. Absolutelyodor

less. All sporting ds and

hardware dealers.i£
tle (cheaper to buy)25c., trial

| size, 10c. Don't wait un

| your old e of some

4 other make is used up, but4

throw thataway and buy l

abottle of NYOIL now.&#
|

|The Dustles Weyl
Fresh, clean and bright

is the wake of the Bissell

on carpet or rug. It re

moves the dingy dust

and picks up the litter.

Brooming is a harsh,

dusty way to “clean”

your carpets and raises

more dust than it gathers.

BIS SELL’S
“cyco" BALL BEARING

Carpet Sweeper

with its easy glide and gentle ac

tion of the pure bristle revolving

brush saves carpets. There is none

of the harsh scraping of nozzles and

heavy apparatus, and remember,

there is no substitute for the actual

airing and sunning to make a carpet

sanitary to the very "roots.”

You can get a Bissell from

your dealer for $2.75 and up.

Let us mail you the booklet,

"Easy, Economical, Sani

tary Sweeping.’’

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

‘‘We S

th.'”

Shirley Comfortable, sensible,

resident -also seed-looking

uspenders
“Satisfaction or money back.”

Be sure “shirley PRESIDENT" is on buckles

 

 

 

  

 

  

The C.A. Edgarton Mfg. Co., Shirley, Mass.
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Stop that Cold

| at the Start

| ("APSICUM, “Vase:
line,” rubbed well

in, brings overnight

| relief from sore throats

- | and colds in the chest.

|
Use it for rheumatism

—gout—anything a

mustard plaster would

help. It is better, clean

er, easier to apply, and

will not blister the

| skin. Insist on Capsi

TRAINING

Makes Men

-

D"FERENCE in training is what

makes the difference in men's

|

cum “VASELINE.”

| For free booklet on

other valuable

\ “Vaseline” prepar

\\ations address

CHESEBROUGH

MFG. CO.

(Consolidated)

positions.

The trained man is a part of the busi

ness, while the untrained man is only a part

of the work.

You can fit yourself to be one of the

big men with the aid of the International

Correspondence Schools.

Wherever you live—no matter how little

schooling you have had—the I. C. S. can

give you the knowledge necessary for a

better position.

Mark the coupon opposite the occupa

tion which most interests you, and mail it

NOW. The I. C. S. will send you without

obligation on your part, all particulars as to

how you can train yourself at home in

your spare time.

f"...~...~...~" -, -, -, -, - - - -

| INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS |
Box 851 SCRANTON, PA.

| Explain without further obligation on my part,how
I can qualify forthe position beforew£ mark X.

Salesmanship
Electrical Engineer

Elec. Lighting Supt.

#£e Expert

Architec

Building Contractor

Architectural Draftsman

Structural Engineer

Conerete Construction

Mechan. Engineer

Mechanieal Draftsman

Civil Engineer

Mine Superintendent

Stationary Engineer

Plumbing & Steam Fitting

Gas Engines

Civil Service

Bookkeeping

Stenography& Typewriting

Window Trimming

Show Card Writing

Lettering and Sign Painting

Advertising

Commercial Illustratin

Industrial Designing

Commercial Law

Automobile Runnin

English I'fies

Poultry Farming

Teacher Spanish

Agriculture French |
Chemist German

Name

|Present Occupation

ls" and No.
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Take Your Home With You

Travel-comfort comes from the ability to

take home-comfort with you.

The only way to enjoy the comforts of your

home in hotel, cafe, restaurant or Summer

resort is to have served simple, nutritious,

wholesome foods that you are accustomed

to eat in your own home.

You can take your home with you by eating

Shredded Wheat

served in the way you have

it at home-heated in the

oven to restore its crispness,

with hot milk and a little

cream poured over it.

If you like it with sliced

peaches or other fresh fruits

and cream be sure and have

it served the way you like it.

Two - biscuits, with fresh fruit and

- cream, make a perfect meal for the

hot Summer days and will supply all

the strength-giving nutriment needed

for work or play.

Shredded Wheat is ready-cooked

and ready-to-serve

| || | crisp, wholesome, satisfying snack for lunch

*- * eons, picnics or outdoor excursions on land or

- - sea. Delicious when toasted in the oven and

. eaten with butter, soft cheese or marmalade.

Made only by

HESHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY., NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.

%
&%- K- TRISCUIT is the Shredded Wheat Wafer, a

T

|- E- F
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|IFEANY&(0.

TIFFANY & C0. ARE STRICTLY RETAILERS

AND IMPORTAND MANUFACTURE ONLY FOR

THEIR OWN TRADE AND THEY NEVER SELL

|| THEIR MERCHANDISE THROUGH AGENTS OR

| 0THER DEALERS

SILVER WATCHES CLOCKS

JEWELRY DIAMONDS PEARLS

STATIONERY

TIFFANY & COS MAILORDER DEPART.

MENT IS EVERAVAILABLE TO OUT-OF.TOWN

CORRESPONDENTS

- FIFTHAVENUE&3/"STREET

| NEW YORK

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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Armies For 21 years the Ingersoll has done its work of

- of the upbuilding-an army that has given time an added

World 21'o value and helped civilization to measure its work.

It gave to the world an accurate, reliable time

1nly 2. piece-priceless when measured by service—yet

Who Can tell what the distribution of 33 million

Fraction priced at a single dollar. i
of 't/te AGUARANTEED Ingersoll watch is y-rs 4

watches has meant to society?

Ingersoll for a dollar bill. " ...
-

(>The YANKEE—the original Dollar Watch $1.00

Army. The ECLIPSE—a thin model for men 1.50 2.

The MIDGET-a model for women and girls 2.00 *

The JUNIOR-a small thin model watch 2.00 ~).

The WRIST WATCH-for men and women 2.50

Send for the Ingersoll booklet. “Pointers”-it's free.

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro. 29 Ashland Bldg., New York

TITUTITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTD, Aft|III.
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Be suspicious of that of which nobody is proud. Be suspicious of the mere low-price [[\
argument£ in favor of an article with no reputation, no backer, no guarantor.

Better buy the thing you know and can trust, than an article unbranded and un

vouched for.

The automobile, made by a maker with a reputation, is a safer buy than the one

made in an unknown factory by an unknown maker.

Breakfast food made by a firm whose name is as familiar to you as your own, is

worth more to you than a nameless food or that labeled by a maker who is not sufficiently

proud to advertise the quality of his goods.

Buy that which you know, either from advertisements, or from other dependable
acquaintance. Buy the article with the pledge of a known name behind it.

Put your faith in advertisements appearing in good magazines and newspapers.
They are finger-points on the road to right buying. They are quick and safe guides to the

places and goods most worthy of your patronage.

Beware of the article that cannot stand the spot-light of publicity. The commodity
an advertiser backs with his own money is something worth your buying.

S. - [E)
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Sincerity Clothes

Dress Distinction

YOU men and

* young men who

like a spirited individual

ity in your clothing will find

your wants well expressed in

Sincerity Clothes

There's the dis

tinctive harmony of

clever designing and good

taste that appeals to men

who dress knowingly.

And the prices—

$15.00 to $35,00–put

# clothes Satisfaction within

easy reach. - -

Sincerity Clothes Savoy Send for “Ap

A model for the lively parel Hints for

young fellow who wants a

-

' -'. '.'" ' Men"—a bCallti -

00 aSte-in his clothes. s - -

your leading clothier to show itto you fully printed guide to

-but insist on Sincerity Clothes. . good dressing.

Kuh.nathan & Fischer Co.
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L.A.N.C.L.A.c

FREE! $25 Tuition Credit in

& Drafting-Free Position!

LANGUAGES* U-Qū METhop Hurry! Hurry! Wonderful opportunity for###": or

GERMAN - FREMC11 - ENGLIS - £) to *EcoME EXPERT DRAFTSMEN AND DESIGNE LearnITALIAN-SpAN1811 *LIS.ii - RIGHT AT HOME. More trained Draftsmen needed right away.

or any other language learned quickly

and easily by either the Cylinder or Disc

Cortinaphone Method at home.

Write for FREE booklet today;

... - EASY payment, plan.

Cortina Academy of Languages

1111 Mecca Building, 1600 B'way, eor. 48th St., N.
. Y.

While in Seattle

Surround yourself with the

homellite atmosphere of the

Hotel

Washington Annex
A hotel built around the words comfort,

courtesy and convenience.

200 rooms—all facing outward. Suites for families

and partles. Strictly fireproof construction.

Rates, $1.00 per day up. J. H. DAVIS, Propr.

EARN $75 TO $2OO PER MONTH!

At start! WE GUARANTEE to instruct you until placed in position paying

good salary. Work is pleasant and interesting. Send postcard today for

FREE book and information. onerlimited-so Hurry! No obligations.

CHIEF ENGINEER, Room 503, Engineering Bldg, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Mount Tamalpais Military Academy
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNLA

Fully accredited. U.S. Army Officer, Cavalry and Mounted Artillery.

Open-air Gym. and Swimming Pool. Twenty-fourth year began Aug. 14, 1913.

Boys accepted for Summer Vacation,

ARTHUR CROSBY, A.M., D.D., head Master

STANDARDIZED

| SHORTHAND

uccess Shorthand Taught by Expert

Shorthand Reporters£:Reporters in eight years than

all other systems, and thousands of High Class Stenographers.

World's records for speed and accuracy. Recommended by leadin

American court reporters. It is simple, certain, speedy, practical:
reliable for beginners or stenographers who desire further advancement.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Individual mail instruction by

expert reporters. Write at once for free catalog,

Chicago, Ill.|Success Shortland School, sai'in,

Are the BEST PAID Class of Men in the World

We will teach you to be a high grade Salesman in eight weeks

by mail and assure you definite offers of positions from many
reliable firms who will give you an opportunity to earn more

moneythanyou'everbefore dreamedpossible,while you arelearning.
No former experience required. Thousands of leading firms desire

to employ ourTrainedSalesmen and we cannot supply the demand

for our students... Write today for particulars, large list of good

openings and testimonials from hundreds of men recently placed
in good positionswhere they are earning from two to ten times as

| much money as theyformerly did.Address(nearest office)Dept. 122.

NATIONAL salesMEN's TRAINING Association

Chicago, New York, Kansas City, San Francisco
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PRIEST RAPIDS, WASHINGTON
Locate or invest in the new town of PRIEST RAPIDS on the new line of the CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

Situated in Kittitas County near the head of PRIEST RAPIDS in the GREATCOLUMBIA RIVER WALLEY, in almost the geographical center

of the State of Washington, and the center of one of the richest irrigated districts where intensified farming insures a large business.

Invigorating Climate, Mild Winters, 300 days of Sunshine, Unlimited Pure Wa...".

BUSINESS OPENINGS: General Stores,£ and Confectionery, Blacksmith an Machine Shop, Butcher Shop, Creamery, Bank, Hotel, etc.

We wish to hear from active business men in all lines who are looking for locations.

PRICE LIST Townsite plat showing lot and block numbers als initial letter indicating list price amplying on each lot.

A . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - -$ # EACH

B . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * -

C . 75 * - y - *- / --- F.T.T.T.T.JTFT,

D . #: JDFHI #| || 7//t. I [II] [
# - - # - - */w/E

G ............... 175 * -

H ................ . 200 “

l . 225 “

J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 “

K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 275 *

l- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 “

fM .............. . . . . . . . . 325 *

N ............ . . . . . . . . . . 350 *

O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400 “

P ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . # .

$ # :
S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 700 “

T 800 “

Terms, only 10%, cash payment, bal

ance 5% per month. No interest, no

taxes. Ten per cent. discount allowed on

cash payment in excess of the minimum

cash payment requi

All lots offered subject to prior sale.

# lot guaranteed to be a good building

ot.

Midway between Seattle and Spokane

on the C. M. & St. P. Ry., Wenatchee

and Pasco on the Columbia river. The

heart of the World's Greatest Fruit Belt.

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES TO EARLY PURCHASERS

Prices shown, represent our regular values on all lots, but as an inducement to early purchasers, in order that they may benefit by the

advance in value through development of the town, we will allow discounts as ‘ollows:

50 PER CENT. Discount on PURCHASES ON OR BEFORE OCTOBER 31, 1913.

40 PER CENT. Discount on PURCHASES ON OR BEFORE NOVEMBER 30, 1913.

30 PER CENT. Discount on PURCHASES ON OR BEFORE DECEMBER 31, 1913.

20 PER CENT. DISCOUNT ON PURCHASES ON OR BEFORE JANUARY 31, 1914.

10 PER CENT. Discount ON PURCHASES ON OR BEFORE FEBRUARY 28, 1914.

LIST PRICES ON PURCHASES MADE AFTER FEBRUARY 28, 1914.

WEABSOLUTELY GUARANTEE TO MAINTAIN OUR LIST PRICES, SUBJECT ONLY TO DISCOUNTS AS INDICATED.

THIS MEANS THAT PURCHASERS WILL HAVE A PROFIT OF 10 PER CENT. PER MONTHON LIST PRICES UP TO THE

TIME LIST PRICES ARE EFFECTIVE, IF THEY SELLAT ONLY THE ADVANCE WHICH WE GUARANTEE TO MAINTAIN

ON OUR UNSOLD LOTS.

SPECIAL BUILDING BONUS

Full purchase price of first three business lots and first five residence lots will be refunded to purchasers who erect buildings thereon of

a value not less than three times the list price of lots. .

Sites will be donated to the first two religious organizations erecting church buildings thereon.

Owing to limited number of lots and exceptionally attractive proposition we are offering, we can guarantee preferred attention only for people

sufficiently interested to forward with inquiry £ required on lots desired, we agreeing to return such payment if on receipt of contract and

other information purchaser is not entirely satisfied. Inquiries enclosing first payments will have preference on selections in order as they are received.

This is a ground floor proposition. The actual value of the land for cultivation in many instances is worth more per acre than lot prices represent.

Compare prices at which these lots are offered with prices of lots of equal location in any town anywhere, and the possibilities for large profits will be

apparent.

Send in your application immediately, insuring yourself a preferred selection with the additional advantage of saving the discount now applying.

References: A--- - - --------

££". - - - - -
APPLICATION COUPON.

Washington Dept. Sunset, Seattle. ":"* -

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find payment in amount of $. . . . . . . . . . . . . , on receipt of which

please forward me contract in duplicate on the following. Lot No. . . . . . . . . . , Block No. . . . . . . . ;

Lot No.......... , Block No.......... ; Lot No. . . . . . . . . , Block No. . . . . . . . . . ; Lot No.

| - - - - - - - - - , Block No. . . . . . . . . . ; Lot No. . . . . . . . . . , Block No. . . . . . . . . . ; Lot No. . . . . . . . . . *

Block No..........

| . This payment is forwarded on condition that at my option on receipt of contract and other

information I may ratifyF: by signing and returning one copy of contract for your record,

Sx: - or if:'y£ may return': of contract, on receipt of which you will refund

prymen e by me. ours truly,

PRIESI RAPIDSIOWNSIIf(OMPANY |

HENRY BUILDING SEATTLE, WASH. | Address.....--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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ANDERSON ACADEMY

district noted for salubrity and climate. Well

equipped. Has large swimming pool and excellent playgrounds.

Fully accredited by Eastern and California universities. Its aim

hasalways been quality, not quantity." Catalogue on application to

the Principal, WILLIAM WALKER ANDERSON, Irvington, California.

situated in a

“CHRisTIANITY As CHRisT PREAcHED IT."

AND OTHER UNITARIAN LITERATURE

S E N T FREE

Address P. O. Mission, FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH

FRANKLIN AND GEARY ST.s., SAN FRANCIsco

FRENC H., GERMAN, SPANISH, ITALIAN

Can be learned quickly, easily and pleasantly, at spare mo

ments, in your own home. You hear the living voice of a

1... wive professor pronounce each word and phrase. In a sur

issingly short time you can speak a new language by the

LANGUAGE-PHONE METHOD

combined with

ROSENTHAL’S PRACTICAL LINGUISTRY

Disc or Cylinder Records

Send for Booklet and Testimonials

The LANGUAGE - PiloME METHOD

983 Putnam Building, 2 West 45th Street, N.Y.

-

-

Remarkable improvement in theartby an expert

not a mere theorist. Speed capacity beyond reach

of the hand. Wonderfully simple—easy to use-easy

to read. Is being used in the service of the

U.S. Government, in Court Reporting,
in the offices of largest corporations and firms in the
land. Entire system can be learned in 7 days; then

you practice for speed.

e:, $100,000.00
Simply write: “I want shorthand for personal use.” or:

“I want shorthand as a vocation and as a stepping-stone to
high-salaried positions.”

And we will at, once send full proof and particulars and

quote fee for teaching you the system in Your own Home.

Paragon Shorthand

Institute

1480 Camp St.,New Orleans,La.

-

-

-> --

- *>>

*>
–––– >2-2. *-*

*
-*.so-c- 2

Extension Courses

Syllabi, Lectures and Examinations for Those

Unable to Attend University.

Students of preparation and maturity may earn the

regular degrees, or may finish in residence.

HARPER UNIVERSITY, Billings, Montana |

EARN$125Toš350 AMONTH-Lear. Trade
We will teach you in a short time, at small expense, to become an ex

pert Electrician, Plumber, Bricklayer, Draftsman and Designer or

Moving Picture operator. No advanced education or training necessary.

Remarkable opportunities for starting business of your own. School

open all year. Day and night sessions. All tools and materials Free

Good paying position assured. Special Offer open NOW. Write at once

for catalog and full particulars.

L. L. Cooke, Director, COYNE NATIONAL TRADE SCH00LS

Dept. 1847, 51 E. Illinois St., Chicago, Ill.

WANTED-YOUNG MEN

Between the ages of 16 and 40 to become practical mechan

ical draftsmen, designers and engineers. To such we have

positions open that pay from $75 to $200 per month. This

field is not overcrowded; be first in the field. Instructions by

a man now chief engineer of one of the largest factories in

the United States. Instruments, including outfit, will be

furnished free. Address, P. O. Box. 302, Waterloo, Iowa.

The University of Chicago
in addition to resident

H0M work, offers also instruc

With a Western School, chartered by

tion by correspondence.

For detailed in

22nd Year

the State of California. Ten years

of success; thousands of students en

- rolled. High gradeinstruction.in,Bank

1ng,"'n' English, AT Stenography, Civil Ser

vice, Modern languages, Normal kindergarten,En
gineering. Law and College preparatory studies. Write to

day for FREE 50 page catalog. [] M E
Underwood Building, 525 Market Street

Dept. S San Francisco, Cal.

European Conservatories. Faculty unsurpassed.

Location ideal.

time,

Highland Avenue, Oak Street and Burnet Avenue,

MODERN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE

ESTABLISHED 1867.

ELocurion MUSIC LAncuacEs

Day and resident students may enter at any

Illustrated Catalogue FREE.

MISS BERTHA BAUR, DIRECTRESS

Cincinnati, Ohio
-
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REAL ESTATE–California

COMING TO LOS ANGELES7 Send for free illus

trated booklet, on Hollywood, the favorite foothill suburb

''''', and Sea. Exceptionally fine schools.

Valuable Angeles pocket guide free. ppincott Co.,

Dept. S., Fay Bldg., Los Angeles.

CALIFORNIA LAND. Send for catalog. Properties in all

counties. Valuable, reliable information. C. M.Wooster Co.,

Phelan Bldg., San Francisco.

THE FAMOUS SANTACLARA VALLEY. “WE SELL

It.” Write for list of places and literature. E. D. Crawford

St Co., 415 Bankers Investment# 742 Market St., San

Fran Cal. Branches: San Jose, Mt. View and Gilroy.

REAL ESTATE–Washington

FAMOUS KLICKITAT WALLEY, WASHINGTON, the

garden spot of the Northwest, is the place for you to live and

prosper. Splendid soil-pure mountain water—healthful,

Pleasant climate, elevation 1650 feet, rail and water transpor

tation, cheap, fuel, close to good markets—just the country
for hogs, chickens, cows, fruit and grain. rite to me today

and enclose 15c coin or stamps for a set of beautiful photo

# of this country showing what the land is and what it

growing. I have highly improved and raw lands and home

steads—just whatW' want. C. W. Melville, 473 Colman

Building, Seattle, Washington.

REAL ESTATE-Montana

CONRAD, MONTANA, a city of about 1,200 people, is

in the heart of the very best farming land in the great treas

ure state. . The man, who wants to farm at a real profit, may

purchase land in this, section, at prices that are within the

reach of all. These lands are both irrigated and non-irri

gated; all of it is of the finest'' as to the productivity

of the soil. We are not selli and but we have a great deal

to tell you, about Montana in general and Conrad in par

ticular. dly send your address to the undersigned, and

full information will be furnished you. James A. Murty,

Secy., The Conrad Commercial Club, Conrad, Montana.

* REAL ESTATE–Miscellaneous

A BOOK WORTH 25c, beautifully illustrated. .36 9x12

inch pages will be sent free on request. State whether inter

ested as homeseeker, healthseeker, investor or tourist. Ad

dress Board of Trade, Tampa, Fla. “The 143.2 per cent city.”

LAND SEEKERS EXCURSION NEXT NOVEMBER.

The Government of Victoria, Australia, wants settlers and

offers land for all purposes. Alfalfa, Corn, Beets, Dairying,

Hogs, Mixed-farming, Citrus and other Fruits. Special

inducements in Irrigated Districts. Cheap land and water.
Very easy terms. enial climate. Government assistance.

Reduced steamship passages and free rail travel. Early

reservation of berths desired. Full particulars free from

F.T. A. Fricke, Government Representative (from Victoria),
687 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. -

NEW MEXICO-1200 acres Northern New Mexico. 200

acres under irrigation. 30 in alfalfa. Bearing orchard. Good

house, barns, etc. All fenced. Near town. . R. Tompkins,

6 W. Randolph St., Chicago, Ill.

RLAMATH FALLS—Coming railway and manufacturing

center of Southern Oregon. Buy lots now—$75,00; $5.00

down, $5.00 per month; no interest. 160 acres land $10.00

per acre, easy terms. A. Y. Lindsey, Klamath Falls, Oregon.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS

MoTION PICTURE PLAYS WANTED. You can write

them. We teach you by mail. . No experience needed.

Big demand: good pay. Details free: , Associated Motion

Picture Schools, 686. Sheridan Road, Chicago.

WRITE MOVING PICTURE PLAYS; $10 to $100 each;

constant demand; devote all or spare time; experience or

correspondence course£ Details free. Atlas

£ Co., 321 Atlas Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PATENTS,

PATENTS THAT PROTECT AND PAY. Advice and

books free. Highest references. , Best results. Promptness

assured. Send sketch or model for free search. Watson

E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 62.4 F Street, Washington, D.C.

PROTECTIVE PATENTS procured, promptly. Our
books telling how to obtain and realize therefrom sent on

uest. %r' today. . Trade Marks Registered. Robb

& Robb, 243-247 Southern Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Working Men Wanted– See Page 654

MISCELLANEOUS

$4.25 EACH !' for U.S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $600 paid for hundreds of coins dated before 1895.

Send ten cents at once for New Illustrated Coin Value Book.

size 4x7. Get posted—it may mean your good fortune.

Clarke & Co., Coin Dealers. Box 130, Le Roy, N.Y

FREE TUITION BY MAIL. Civil Service, Normal.

Academic, ess, Engineering, Drawing, Agricultural,

English, Law, Real Estate and Physical Culture Courses

thoroughly taught by mail. Matr. $5.00; Tuition free to

first applicants. Address Carnegie College, Rogers, Ohio.

TRADE DOLLAR 1885 sold for $11.40; 20 cent 1876cc

$250: $1 gold 1861d $230; $3-1870s $1450. Equally high

Premiums, on thousands of Coins, Stamps, Books, Paper

Money. Illustrated Circular Free. VonbergenS, Boston, Mass.

THIS MONTH 100 No.3 Oliver VisibleTypewritersatasen

sational price. Terms $3 a month, 5 days free trial, completel

# ... Guaranteed same as if catalog price were£
nited States Typewriter Exchange, Dept. 42, Federal Life

Bldg., Chicago.

JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO.T Reduced

rates and quick time on household goods to all Western

oints. 443 Marquette Building. Chicago: 435 Oliver Bldg.,

ittsburg, Pa., 640 Old South Building, Boston; 324 White

hall Bldg., New York; 1501 Wright Building, St. Louis;

878 Monadnock. Bldg., San Francisco; 516 Central Bldg.,

Angeles. Write nearerst office.

OLD COIN bought and sold. New Fall Coin Selling

Catalog just out free to collectors only. Buying Catalog

# prices I pay, 10c. Wm. Hesslein, Paddock Bldg.,

01 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. -

HELP WANTED

SELL, HOSIERY; guaranteed against holes or new hose

free; build a permanent trade: big profits; experience un

necessary. International Mills, Dept. Z., West Phila., Pa.

$2.50 PER DAY SALARY and additional commission a

paid man or woman in each town to distribute free circulars

and take orders for concentrated flavorings in tubes. Ziegler

Co., 445-R Dearborn St., Chicago.

FREE, ILLUSTRATED BOOK tells of about 300,000

protected positions in U. S. service. Thousands of vacancies

every year. There is a big chance here for you, sure and

enerous pay, lifetime employment. Just ask for booklet

–914. No obligation. Earl Hopkins, Washington, D. C.

SALESMEN MAKING SMALL TOWNS. Whole time

or side-line, should carry our fast selling pocket side-line.

Special sales plan allowing return of unsold goods. Makes

sales. $4.00 commission on each order. Some

thing entirely new. Write for outfit to-day. Canfield Mfg.

Co., 208 Sigel St., Chicago, Ill.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ REPORT LOCAL INFORMATION,

names, etc., to us. No canvassing. Spare time. Excep

tional proposition. Enclose stamp. National Information

Sales Company. Dept. BCS, Cincinnati, O.

WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for several No. 1

salesmen...We are introducing a special line of extraordinary

merit. Liberal proposition. rite today for particulars.

Oregon Nursery Company, Box 7, Orenco, Oregon.

AGENTS’ PRICES. One Machine at Wholesale price

to introduce our goods. Bargains in every make. ype

writers for $5.00_up. Standard Typewriter Exchange, 31

Park Row, New York.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SONG POEMS WANTED. Send us your song poems or

melodies. A hit will bring big money. Proposition Positively

Unequalled. Available work accepted for publication and

copyright secured in your name. ur Composing Staff Best

of Any Company of Its Kind. Instructive booklet free.

Marks-Goldsmith Co., Dept. 41, Washington, D. C.

HAS YOUR MOTION PICTURE STORY or idea made

you money? One hint or suggestion may make it worth $25

to $50 to you right away. Start now in a pleasant work that

brings big money. Start right. The West is the big field

now. Special individual heR our feature. Write for free

£ today. National Photoplay Co., 13 Pacific Bldg.,

an Francisco.
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In this department appear

*:...)"
|

the Announcements of Bankers, Brakers, Trust \ompanies. Insurance Gompanies."

SET

:

And other Financial lnstitvtions. We endover to Arsept only the Annóvnegments of responsible
and reliable institvlions

8% First Mortgages 8%

Salt River Walley Lands

We can loan your money—to net

£ 8%–on highest class Farm

ands under the Roosevelt Dam.

Best security obtainable.

We make a specialty of Ranch

Lands and PHOENIX Invest

ments. Write for information.

G. A. L. P I N & H A R T

Real Estate-Insurance-Loans

PHOENIX ARIZONA

A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

AND UNCLE SAM BACK OF ITI

YUMA MESA the home of Citrus and Deciduous

ruits, where frost has never injured. MA

ORANGES are the best in the world.

YUMA VALLEY grows vegetables and grains

of every description, Dairying, Stock - -aising,

Alfalfa%r hay or seed. Do what you like-Raise

what you choose-and remember MA

NGES are the best in the world.

For information apply to

KERR & MUNROE

BOX 492 YUMA, ARIZONA

Planada Planted for Ou

CREAM OF MERCED COUNTY CALIFORNIAfARM LAND

Ten Acre Tracts

Planted to Alfalfa

$750 Down—Easy

Payments on

the Balance.

Six million dollars worth of

crops raised in Merced

County every ë'. Pro

ducts captured Grand Prize

three successive years at

California State Fair.

> # crops. Quick£
ose re at markets.GS to g

*2.3%.S.

%. N
</94, 22

*%.<>< Planada
Controlled

by

Los Angeles Investment Co.

217-20 L. A.

vestment Bldg.

Los Angeles,

California

<9 &

#2,”

*:#:3.

*: #23 °. .

*::::...”
'* *@,

%

*.
*

A.

4.

*>
>

N.

[[IM|NGTULUSANGELES’

Let us suggest that you make arrange

ments now, with us directly or through

your local banker, to have your funds

transferred to the SECURITY-the oldest

and largest bank in Southern California.

This “Bank Supreme in Service and Size”

has over 85,000 Individual Depositors with

deposits of more than $42,000,000.00.

Highest rates of interest.

Write our Publicity Department today

for free map of Los Angeles and

Southern California or any literature

or information you may desire regard

ing this section of the country.

S#TRUST

:SAVINGSBANK

Fifth and Sprin

Los Angeles,#
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San Diego
San Diego Securities Company

Owners and Developers of Finished Residential Tracts,

offer for sale beautiful homesites in

Loma Portal
The one exclusive, properly restricted and modernly improved residential

section of San Diego. Situated on famous Point Loma, adjacent to the new

Point Loma Golf Club Grounds and commanding a superb view of the city,

bay and mountains.

An Ideal Spot for a Permanent Homesite.

An Excellent Place for Conservative Investment.

Olivewood Terrace

A beautiful suburban subdivision situated at National City, one of the

thriving, rapidly growing cities of Southern California. Every lot over a

quarter acre. All improvements in. Excellent soil. Delightful surround

ings; all modern conveniences, and the cost of living considerably less than

in the city. -

Other Realty Offerings

This company also offers for sale Citrus Groves, Alfalfa Lands, Beach

Properties, Acreage for Subdivision, San Diego Business Properties, Invest

ments and Leases.

An invitation is extended to people interested in California to make in

quiries of this company by mail and to visit our offices when in the city.

San Diego Securities Company

Cash Capital Paid in $1,250,000.00

A. G. Spalding, President. George J. Bach, Sec.-Treas.

H. H. Timken, Vice-President. Thos. B. Wright, Asst. Sec.

George Burnham, Vice-President. Wm. Eldred, Auditor.

Timken Building, - Branch Office:

Sixth and E Streets, 609-611 So. Spring St.,

San Diego. Los Angeles, Cal.

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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When did you make your

investments?

Take your pencil and mark on the

- # *:

Babson Composite Plot
the dates of your investments during the past ten years. Frankly,

have you always chosen the most favorable time to buy, the time

when fundamental conditions were just right to give you, the

lowest price and the highest yield? Now, instead of looking

backward and seeing what you ought to have done, why not

look ahead and actually do it? The Babson£ Plot

indicates when fundamental conditions are ripe for buying

stocks and bonds. Before you make your next investment write

for a copy of a valuable booklet, explaining when to buy or sell,

which will be sent gratis to any person interested in the work of

the Babson Organization.

Address Dept. K-10 of the

Babson Statistical Organization

Engineering Offiees Wellesley Hills, Mass.

Largest organization of its character in the United States.

The McConway & Torley Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

SoLE MANUFACTURERs of the

JANNEY COUPLER
Used exclusively on the passenger equipment of

the Southern Pacific Company and its allied lines

PACIFIC CoAST REPRESENTATIVES

McMULLIN & EYRE, Flood Building, San Francisco

CINDER IN YOUR EYE2

£. colds, catarrh, pneumonia, pleurisy, rheumatism,

evers

To say nothing of Burns, bruises, fractures, amputations,

appendicitis

ALL are Compensated for IF you

INSURE YOUR INCOME

The LARGEST Health and Accident

Insurance Company in the World

Qontinfntal Qasualtt Qompump

H. G. B. ALEXANDER, President

Has Paid $10,000,000 to 400,000 Policyholders

Costs nothing to learn how little “Income Insurance” costs.

J. E. BETTS, Resident Manager

Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., San Francisco

NA* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...............

ADDRESS ................................

AGE........... Occupation..............
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Between Los Angeles

and the harbor district.

A center of unusual in

vestment opportunities.

Scene in one of the great Torrance

factories.

Building miles of petrolithic

boulevards at Torrance.

*III:

TheModern Zadasroot ag.

From a rancho to a real live industrial

city in less than twelve months

Many important industries have been se

cured—several of them are already estab

lished and doing business. These industries

include a great tool company, steel foundry,

car building shops, metal products, motor

trucks, shoes, auto tires, gems and buttons,

brass foundry, mill work, lime and cement.

Experts predict a population of 10,000 within

the next few years. Write for illustrated book

let which proves the exceptional investment

opportunities. Thomas D. Campbell & Co.,

Dept. 10,625 So. Hill St., Los Angeles.

O3Home #uilàers

esses was "ate

This Stock Almost All

Sold-Buy Yours Now
“Home Builders” stock is now $3.15 per share.

There are less than 60,000 shares for sale. As soon

as this balance is closed the extra 10% stock divi

dend will be declared and each stockholder will then

receive one share on each ten, ten shares on each

hundred owned.

This extra dividend is a bonus to the stockholder

as an appreciation for his loyal support of the

company. This is the only stock the company

has ever given away and it comes at a time when

every stockholder will participate.

The Extra 10% Stock Dividend with

regular Cash Dividends will make

you 16% the first year

The regular cash dividends of 19c per year on

each share and the extra 10% stock dividend will

make your dividend earnings about 16% the first

rear your money is with the company. Get the

£ financial statement (always made under oath)

showing the company's standing.

Write for Literature

“#umte'''uilherg (5pneral Agrg.”
Ground Floor Mason Opera House Bldg.

129 SOUTH BROADWAY

\Los Angeles California

–

The Standard

Bungalow Book
The handsomest and most comprehensive

Bungalow Book ever put on the market

the Standard's latest effort.

“It's A Beauty.”

Handsome half tones of both exterior and

interior, with full descriptive data-com

plete plans and specifications of which are

on sale at our office.

Price 50 cents, postpaid.

Standard Building-Investment Co.
340 South Hill Street Los Angeles, Cal.
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acre tractS.

DWIGHT B. HEARD, Gen'1 Mgr.

to $150.00 per acre, on very liberal terms to bona-fide farmers.

neighborhood, large, modern school, Neighborhood House, good roads, etc.

If you would like a free, illustrated

Map of the Salt River Valley

Showing entire project, Roosevelt dam, etc., just write to us today. With

it we will send other interesting literature, including illustrated map of our

old alfalfa and cattle ranch, which we are selling in 20-40-80- and 160

This land, in cultivation for many years, is offered at $70.00

Splendid

BARTLETT-HEARDLANDANDCATTLECOMPANY

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

McClure Realty, Loan &Trust Co., Yuma, Arizona

Why spend half #": life waiting for the other half to come

around the calendar? Come to the country where crops grow all

the year round. The Delta of the Nile of America, the Valley of
the Colorado under the six million dollar United States Reclamation

Project offers the biggest advantages and the biggest returns for the

money invested of any place in the world to-day.... Land can

bought now for $75.00 to $225.00 per acre, that will net the cost

price the first year. Can you beat it? Affidavits of these facts

upon application, address:

McClure Realty, Loan & Trust Co., Yuma, Arizona

WE MANUFACTURE

The famous IMPERIALPUMPS forOilor

Water Wells

R. H. HERRON CO.

Affiliated with

OIL WELL SUPPLY CO.

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

Main 0ffice and Shop, los Angeles, Cal. Brandhes in all California Oil fields

uil

No pit, no noise, no bother.

There is a reason.

The cam mechanism is balanced and has a constant and uniform application
of£" which makes it run smoothly.

t for use for any kind of driving power, including steam, gasoline, oil,

electricity, windmill or line shaft.

Luitwieler Pumps have built a reputation for economy and durability.

Send for our valuable illustrated booklet, “Irrigation”, just from the

printer, free on request.

Established in Los Angeles 1877.

LUITWIELER PUMPING ENGINE COMPANY

707-713 North Main St.

LUITW IELER PUMPS for

Irrigation and Water Works
For Use in Drilled or Open Wells

Least operating and maintenance expense.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Ajax Drilling Engine

California-Land of Oil Gushers

The California National

Supply Co.

Dealers in Oil Well Supplies, Ajax Drillin

Engines, National S '' Boilers, D:

BX Casing, Upset £ Rotary Drill Pipe

Z5 per cent of all the oil gushers in California

were drilled with our outfits

MAIN OFFICE: LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Branches: San Francisco. Bakersfield, Maricopa, Moron. Shale,

McKittrick, Coalinga, Santa Maria, Orcutt. Sisquoc, Brea
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After Fifteen Years We Make a Specialty of

m0F

Practical experience in the Salt River Valley, Arizona,

I am enabled to advise you intelligently on the value O II) | e t e
of lands and the best locations. Glendale is the garden

t of the Salt River Valley.

othing offered # sale £er;# full water rights -

under the Roosevelt project. Small farms are my spe- P P l
cialty. Glendale is ten miles northwest of Phoenix, on Ul II] D 1 I]g 21 I] t S

the Šant: Fe railroad. Also hourly service on the

Glendale-Phoenix electric car line.

A. W. BENNETT REAL ESTATE CO.

Phone Glendale 651 GLENDALE, ARIZONA

adapted especially to

Arizona Conditions

For free information and Get the benefits of our

descriptive literature of the - > -

Pumping Expert’s Advice.

Ú Our stock of pumps, engines,

3. t IWGr 3. €y transmission machinery, etc.,

is complete.

Address

J. M. & O. B. RUGGLES Arizona Hardware Supply Co.

10 N. SECON DAVE. Arizona distributors for American Centrifugal Pumps.

PHOENIX ARIZONA Fairbanks-Morse Engines. Nestor Belting, etc., etc.

If it is for sale and at a bargain Phoenix, Arizona

in this valley, we have it.

Want to make money!
Then send for free booklet entitled

“ORGANIZED DOLLARS’’

It tells of an Arizona company whose management and directorate is composed of the best

men of Arizona-men of state and national prominence.

It tells of the many dormant opportunities owned and now being developed by this

company. - -

It tells of the profits being made AND TO BE MADE in this wonderful state.

© - - - -

#/in this company you are sure O

Through &\Il Investment to reap the greatest returns 3%
*

on your money-returns arising from the development of Arizona's cities and • $
lands, her valleys and mines. e &*

Write us. Let us tell you what we have to offer. Let us tell you of our v2.$ ."

resources. Let us tell you how richly you will be paid in helping M£ $* ..."

develop them. o/S * .."

This company is organized along the most conservative lines & * * -

and the marvelous resources, and RAPID development of the - *\ & *
state assures our investors L A R G E profits with the same * . g?' .S

degree of safety as a 4% investment. - .0% 4° ss

Y. S. * ...' ..

Write For Ś ** ' ". . .

“ORGANIZED DOLLARS” Today / 8 s.s. s' s
A. *> -
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SUNSHEVRENUHNORMMON/
FoR rovrists AND HomESEEKERs
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HIS little space is ours. We reserve it to tell you about

one feature in connection with SUNSET Advertising.

That feature is our Information Bureau. It is con

ducted for the interests of both advertiser and reader. Its

purpose is to answer questions. Its service is complete, com:

prehensive, free. It was established for your benefit. If you

fail to find a satisfactory answer to the questions which arise

about the Wonderland Beyond the Rockies in the advertise

ments which follow, then write us. We will dig up the infor

mation for you if we haven't it at our fingers' ends. Here

---, follow reliable advertisements of hotels, steamship lines,

*:::: resorts, communities, towns. If you fail to find what

you are looking for, ask us. Address your inquiries to

SUNSET INFORMATION BUREAU, 460 Fourth Street, San Francisco, Cal.

--~~

Young Orange

Groves-$550 per Acre

2 Hours from Los Angeles

-In Proven Fontana District

Full -

Bearing Purchasable on 6 year buying terms. The crops from the

Gr fourth, fifth and sixth years should return you a substantial
ove portion of your investment. We scientifically maintain

F roves for non-resident owners-relieve you of all responsi
#" ility. Charges moderate, Gravity water system. rite

ract for illustrated booklet giving facts, figures, references, etc.

Fontana Townsite

Now on the Market

Ground Floor Investment Opportunities

A thriving new citrus city—17,000 irrigated acres tribu

tary to it. Right in the center of 5,ood acres of developed

orange groves, vineyards, etc. Terms on all lots-ro",

cash, balance 6o equal monthly payments. Write for book

let and information about business and investment oppor
tunities.

Thomas D. Campbell & Co.

Dept. 10,625 So. Hill St. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Blaek shows where apples, pears, peaches, etc., grow in U.S. white

spots (see arrows) show LIMITED AREA8 where citrus fruits grow. |
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Restful Havens on the Journey

OESN'T it appeal to you—this Land of Living Color? Wouldn't you

like to slip down over the crests of the barriers before the ice and

sleet overtake you and spend a winter on the Sunny Side of the Snow

Line? Can't you hear the call of Romance, Color, Health, Happiness,

Pleasure!

CALIFORNIA!

Bring along your motor car. No winter storage in this Outdoor Garage of

the Nation. Californians purchase automobiles for use, and use them for

pleasure. They know. The Paths of the Mission Padres-now splendid

pavedboulevards—feel the constantcaress of whirring machines and echowith

the laughter of joyous excursionists. -

No need to worry about the journey's end. Always there is waiting the

hospitable doors of one of California's beautiful home-like caravansaries.

Always there is the glad hand and the open heart. Alwaysthere is comfort

and good cheer. Do you play golf, tennis, polo? Do you swim or sail a

boat, or fish, or hunt? Doyou love sunshine, flowers, warmth, outdoor delights?

CALIFORNIA!
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Through the Land of Living Color

HE following California Hotels and Resorts are known and endorsed

by the Southern Pacific Company, and information and literature will

be gladly furnished at any and all Southern Pacific offices:—

TAHOE, TAVERN

Lake Tahoe, California

FAIRMONT HOTEL

n Francisco, California

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS

San Francisco, California

PALACE HOTEL

San Francisco, California

HOTELOAKLAND

Oakland, California

HOTEL DEL MONTE

DelMonte, California

PASQ ROBLESHOT, SPRINGs
Paso Robles, California

HOTEL ALEXANDRIA

Los Angeles, California

HOTEL VAN NUYS

Los Angeles, California

HOTEL HUNTINGTON

Pasadena, California

HOTEL MARYLAND

Pasadena, California

ALPINE TAVERN

t. Lowe, Pasadena

GLENWOOD MISSION INN

Riverside, California

STRATFORD INN

Del Mar, California

HOTEL DEL CORONADO

Coronado Beach, California

You will promptly receive any information you want and in addition a beautifully illustrated

, picturing and describing A'S Famous Resorts along the Road of a Ou
k did ibing CALIFORNIASF l #. R f a Th

sand Wonders, if you will send your name and address to SUNS

Francisco, California.

T MAGAZINE, San
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Mt. Tamalpais
over “The Crookedest

Railroad in the World”

is a trip no visitor to San Francisco can over

look, and one that no native Californian interested

in scenic effects, or the geography of this part

of the country, should fail to take.

The Trip to Mt. Tamalpais

Consists of

a boat ride along the wharves and shipping of

San Francisco; a sail across the Golden Gate,

the entrance to the Golden West; an electric car

ride, third-rail system, along the shore of the

Bay; a railroad ride through the big redwood

trees of Mill Valley; the mountain railroad trip,

not a cog road and no steep inclines; an un

surpassed panorama of mountains, valleys and

ocean. You see it all from Mt. Tamalpais and

want to go again.

For full information inquire at

any railroad passenger office, or

Ticket Office

874 Market Street, San Francisco

Sausalito Ferry, San Francisco Double bowknot and San Francisco Bay as seen

from top of Mr. Tamalpais

Going East—
|

You, too, will want to travel via

the Sunset-Katy lines.

Personally conducted tourist sleep

ers San Francisco and Los Angeles

to Dallas, St. Louis and interme

diate points.

Standard sleepers connecting at

San Antonio for all Texas and

Oklahoma points, Shreveport,

Kansas City and St. Louis.

For berths and any other travel information inquire at

any office of Southern Pacific Company, or write,

"W |# J. T. Bate, General Agent Joseph McIlroy, Gen'i. Agent,

- |||}\ 612 Trust & Savings Building 613 Hearst Building,

W Los Angeles. San Francisco.

\
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"Hotel Imperial
PHILMETSCHAN SR. & SoNs, PROPRIETORS

* ****

Complete Equipment

or rect Service

300 Rooms, 175 with Bath U • S © G 1 a. In t

Rates: $1.50 to $3.50 per day SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

An absolutely fireproof, architecturally beautiful,

thoroughly up-to-the-minute, centrally located

hotel. I' the Plaza£ # of #.
- - ** Vice. rge, airy rooms—5oo of them, wit
In the Center of Everything 35o private baths. Two large salt water plunges

and duplicate Turkish bath equipments.

Luxury at the Price of Ordinary Service

Seventh: between Washington and Stark

In the Center of the City Rates $1.50 per day up

PORTLAND, OREGON Sendfor Booklet

J. H. HOLMES, General Manager

# HotelSutter
Sutter and Kearny Streets

European Plan

$1.50 per day SAN FRANCISCO

and upwards Take our auto or any taxi-cab from ferries

or depot at the expense of the hotel.

#1ENT 250 ROOMS, Single and En Suite. 200 BATHS

Now under Write us for information about San Francisco, either

our own business or pleasure. Your inquiry will be promptly,

management courteously, and correctly answered without obligation

on your part.

IN THE HEART OF LOS ANGELES

Hotel Lankershim
Broadway at Seventh

EUROPEAN PLAN EXCELLENT CAFES

Three hundred and twenty roomsluxuriously furnished

Two hundred and fifty with private bath

RATES

Rooms without bath: Rooms with private bath:

One occupant, $1.50and upwards (per day) One occupant, $2.00 andupwards (per day)

Automobile Bus Service From All Trains

COOPER & DAVIS, Lessees
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“Overland Limited”

EXTRA FARE

Train de Luxe

Southern Pacific, Union Pacific

Chicago (&, Northwestern

To Chicago Daily in 63% Hours

East bound

Lv.San Francisco Ferry Station) 4:00

Lv.Oakland

Ar Chicago (North Western Station) 9:30

(3rd morning)

p. In.

(Sixteenth St. Station) 4:32 p.m.

a. In

West bound

Lv. Chicago (North Western Station) 7:00 p.m.

Ar. Oakland (Sixteenth St. Station) 8:52 a.m.

Ar. San Francisco (Ferry Station) 9:30 a.m.

(3rd morning)

New All Steel Equipment–Electric Lighted

Barber Shop

Shower Bath

Valet Service

Massage

Ladies' Maid

Observation Car

Library

Drawing Rooms

Buffet-Clubroom Car

Compartments

Manicuring

Hairdressing

Stenographer

Stock and

News Reports

Ladies’ Parlor

Dining Car

Suites of three or more rooms

First Class Tickets Only

Connecting with Limited Trains of Eastern Lines

Arriving New York fourth morning out of San Francisco

See Agents

Southern Pacific
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YO S E M L T E

National a

The onebest Vacation Trip to wonderful Yosemite! In the heart of the Park, Sentinel Hotel, rates $3 to

$4 a day; $20 to $25 by the week. At the end ofPlan it now. See it at your first opportunity.

Nothing to compare with it in all America! the railroad Hotel del Portal rate $4 a day.

Write for folder to the Yosemite Valley Railroad Company,

Merced, California, or call on any. Southern Pacific agent.

H|||||ITITITIII:
E
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We

*

are coming some day to Sunny Southern

California. Possibly not immediately,

but ultimately.

THE MISSIONS and THE ROMANCES

may not appeal to you as much as the

many present day industrial and com

mercial features.

Southern California provides for all

tastes and desires.

would be pleased to supply you with

literature and information relative to

points of interest on the 1000 miles of

“Trolley Trail.” It’s yours for the

asking.

Pacific Electric Railway
D. W. PONTIUS, Traffic Manager

Los Angeles, Cal.
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A. L. M. O N D

ASierra Mountain Resort, PLACER COUNTY, CAL.

Modern accommodations-cottages, with or without

private baths; modern plumbing; comfortable rooms;

wood fires, at no extra cost. "Table bountiful and

wholesome milk, butter, eggs, etc., from home ranch.

Elevation 2,000 feet

Rates:-$10 to Write to L. A. DESMOND, APPLEGATE, CAL.

$1.4 per Week Reservations may be made at Southern Pacific Infor

mation Bureau, Flood Building, San Francisco.

Hotel Stewart
GEARY STREET, Above UNION SQUARE

San Francisco

Motorbus meets all trains and steamers.

European Plan $1.50adayup, American Plan33.50adayup.

In all the World no Water, like these

Wilbur Hot Sulphur Springs
COLUSA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Hot Mud Baths naturally heated and medicated

Hot and Cold Sulphur Baths
Cure Rheumatism, Malaria, Stomach, Liver and Kidney Troubles

Open all year.

Address J. W. Cuthbert, Wilbur Springs, Cal., via Williams, or

Information Bureau S. P. Co., 884 Market St., San Francisco

"TUSCAN SPRINGS"
30 Minutes by Stage to Springs daily. New concrete

Bath house and plunge; Booklet for asking, entitled

LET OTHERSTELL THE STORY

We cure others, Why not you? Address

ED. B. WALBRIDGE, Tuscan, Cal.

Walbridge's Garage, the best in the State, Red Bluff, Cal.

Complete information and folders at Southern Pacific

Information Bureau, Flood Building, San Francisco, Cal.

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS

Hottest and most curative£ in

the world...Modern hotel waters. Mud

highly radioactive. Rheumatism kid

ney and stomach troubles successfully

treated. Resident physician. Altitude

feet. Home grown vegetables.

Dairy and chicken ranch. American

plan table. California's ideal resort.

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS CO.

Arrowhead Springs. Calif.

Homesteads in Arizona

Artesian and surface wells, orchards, vineyards, alfalfa,t'.

Homesteads free. Relinquishments. New survey. nfailing

water supply. For rticulars concerning lands, etc., etc., in the

Simon Valley. Address

A. D. WALLACE, San Simon, Arizona
On S. P. R. R.

ARIZONA

GOVERNMENT LAND

IN

YUMA COUNTY

\

- - ==
Environs of Rio de Janeiro -

An Ideal Winter Cruise

South America,

64 days, $300 and up

Where can you spend sixty-four days

of this winter to better advantage than

among the wonders and beauties of

South America? To those who have

never been there, day after day unfolds

new scenes each of which brings

fresh surprise and pleasure.

Go to South America this winter and

enjoy it as thousands have before you.

See its giant mountains, its tropic

valleys, and its great cities.

Rich as the Valley of the Nile. Abundance

of water for irrigating purposes.

write Morley
T H E LAND MAN

Yuma, Ariz.

Write us today for illustrated book that

gives full details of 64-day cruises that

include visits to Bahia, Rio de Janeiro,

Santos, Montevideo, Buenos Ayres, Sao

Paulo, Barbados and Trinidad in the West

Indies, and optional trips to Panama and

Valparaiso. Cost $300 and up.

These cruises are made by the magnificent

new Twin-Screw steamships VESTRIS and

VAN DYCK equipped with all modern

safety devices and affording passengers the

comforts of a well appointed hotel.

For booklet address:

LAMPORT & HOLT LINE

BUSK & DANIELS, General Agents

316 Produce Exchange New York

#
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HOMESEEKERS

LOOKING FOR LOCATIONS ALONG THE

WESTERN PACIFIC
WILL BE INTERESTED IN LEARNING OF THE

LOW FARES

IN EFFECT FIRST AND THIRD TUESDAYS EACH MONTH DURING YEAR 1913

To

ALL WESTERN PACIFIC POINTS

|N CALIFORNIA

WRITE FOR LITERATURE TELLING OF THE OPPORTUNITIES ALONG OUR LINE,

ALSO GIVING FULL INFORMATION REGARDING HOMESEEKERS' FARES

E. L. LOMAX

Assistant PassengeR TRAFFIC MANAGER

SAN FRANCISCO

HotelSavoy

Seattle’s

Attractions

are Numerous

We Offer Travelers

fascinating trips on Puget Sound,

I(OTEL DIPERRY

Madison Street and Boren Avenue

SEATTLE

Hotel Perry caters to exclusive transient and per

manent guests. It is absolutely fireproof and is

furnished according to the most modern ideas of

luxury, comfort and refinement. It commands

d£ view of Puget Sound, the Cascades

and the Olympics, European Plan.

Rooms with bath, $2.00 a day and upward.

B. H. BROBST, Manager

#Eff

: FFFFFF

FFRFEF FE

REEEEEEE

Motor trips in the hillsaround

Wooded paths thru forests team,

Snow-tapped mountains and trout

streams,

H o t e 1

S. a voy
In the center of things

the theatres, businessand

£ab

solutelyfire-proofbuilding

European Plan

Rooms

$1.00 per day up.

With private bath $2.00

per day up.

$ Lar £*:
hower Baths Equi

at Suggestion#£ al

cers.

S E A T T L E
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Location

Southwest corner of the State of Arizona—on

the wonderful Colorado River, which is navig

able, and the Southern Pacific Railroad. Nine

miles from Mexican border–250 miles southeast

of Los Angeles-197 miles southwest of Phoenix.

Soi 1

The Colorado River is heavily silt laden, which

# the composition of the soil in and about

ulna.

Water

Abundance from Colorado River, to develop

which the United States Reclamation Service

spent millions of dollars.

Climate

During the last 35 years there have been but

145 days when the Government thermometer

recorded below 32 degrees Fahrenheit, an aver

age of four to the year, and during four of these

years the freezing point was not reached. The

period during which the “cold spell” lasts is from

two to five hours. These are salient facts to re

member.

Products

All farming crops grown in Temperate Zone,

also fruit, including oranges, lemons, grapefruit,

dates and cotton. Write today for full particulars.

SOUTHWESTERN LAND CO.

Yunna, Arizona

F. J. PEARSoN, Manager J. J. WADDELL, Sec. & Treas.

Wedeal only inland under the United States Reclamation Service

NEVADA

THE GROUND FLOOR STATE

Northern Nevada is developing rapidly

and great opportunities exist for profit

Nevada is

destined to be a great agricultural state.

able land investments.

The staples: alfalfa, wheat, barley,

potatoes, etc., are money making crops.

Pumping for irrigation is reclaiming

large districts.

Central Pacific Lands sold at reason

able prices and on ten years time, one

tenth cash, to encourage settlement.

ASK

C. E. WANTLAND, General Sales Agent

410 Grosse Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

702 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

B. A. McALLASTER, Land Commissioner ||

801 Flood Building, San Francisco, Cal.

The Home of the

R E D A P P L E

Proven by sixty years experience. We come toda

before the world, offering large tracts of new land,

heretofore impracticable for horticulture because

water had not been developed, at reasonable prices

and with proven market.

Within 3 flours' Ride from los Angeles

In the Heart of Southern California .

Write today, using attached coupon for ...”

full information upon -

A valley that has not known crop ...”

failure for a quarter of a centu- .

ry; where everything grows; ...”

where soil and water are of .

the best; where it is never ..."

too hot nor too cold.

Mr. W. l. Percy.

Set. Board of Irade,

Beaumont, Calif.

Please send me filffin

City and State. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

formation on Beaumont.

Name ...................

Street. . . . . . . . . .
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BUY A GARDEN FARM IN THE MOST

FERTILE VALLEY IN CALIFORNIA

West Sacramento
Just Across the River

From California’s Capital

You men who have thought of California—who have thought of eventually settling in

the Golden West, will find at beautiful WESTSACRAMENTO the consummation of

your ideals.

in development work to make this

For here is a great reclamation.' area of 1 1,500 acres of the

richest land in California upon which five mi ion dollars has already been expended

A MODEL COMMUNITY OF MODERN CONVENIENCES

-Where a ten minute ride on the trolley

cars that cross the property will take

you into the heart of a city of 80,000

people.

-Where 50 miles of macadamized roads

# concrete boulevards are now being

aid.

-Where crop failure is impossible be

cause the land is kept constantly moist

by a natural system of sub-irrigation

that costs you nothing.

Any man who is now engaged in farming or is inter

ested in agriculture£ for his own benefit.

investigate this wonderful reclamation project. He

should send for WEST SACRAMENTO literature

to keep informed of the giant strides that have

been made here on this dominion of Garden Farms.

He should know about the unparalleled crops this

marvelously fertile soil is producing—and the splen

did prices farm products are now bringing.

—Where a Model Free Market has been

provided through which you may dis

se of the product of your farm.

-Where a service bureau has been estab

lished to teach you without cost the most

scientific methods of getting the soil to

produce all it has to give.

ere the climate is typically Califor

nian the year 'round.

And where your success is assured from

the very outset.

-

Terms will gladly be arranged. All you need is enough

money to meet the first two payments, the profits of

the soil will meet every other installment that falls

due-for under intensive farming your land begins to

produce in three or four months. This is being done by

many land owners atWESTSACRAMENTO today.

Tracts from one acre up. Only 10 per cent for your

first payment.

Just fill out the coupon below and mail it to-day.

West Sacramento Co.
Mail Us This Coupon Today

fred I. Moore, Mgr. land Sales Dept., Nicolaus Bldg., Sacramento, Cal.

Dear Sir: Kindly mail me a copy of your illustrated booklet,
LAND SALES - - - y m: A copy of y - -

Country Lite in the City,” and nformation astDEPARTMENT p: #£di.'': way. o

Nicolaus Building Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SACRAMENTO, CALI FORNIA Address P. O. Box

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

Pine and Kearny Sts.

LOS ANGELES OFFICE:

204 Hibernian Building

CHICAGO OFFICE:

512 Harris Trust Bldg.

111 West Monroe St.
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Long Beach#
The Atlantic City as well as the Industrial City of the Pacific Coast

Study both the

map and the pic

ture carefully.

A strategic loca

tion, is it not ?

ESF

Long Beach is the playground of the Southwest. Under the influence of her mild climate and

sunny skies care takes wings and joy rules. -

Ocean and plunge bathing, golf, yachting, motor boating, tennis, ocean and trolley excursions to
points of exceptional interest, and excellent hunting and fishing.

Clean morally and physically; excellent schools; appeals to men with families as a place of

permanent residence as well as a resort.

275 apartment houses and hotels, ranging from the tented housekeeping apartments to the

# Hotel Virginia with its 250 rooms, every one of which is an outside room.

apidly developing as an industrial center. Here are the Craig Shipbuilding Plant, building

steamers up to 6oo feet in length; the salt works; glass works; woolen mills; kelp factory;

the canning company; yacht works, etc.

For detailed information write at once to

R. L. BISBY, Secretary Chamber of Commerce, Long Beach, Cal.

MESA, ARIZONA, ".
2 This limited space forbids details of the varied resources, industries and

y comforts that are making the Salt River Valley world famous, but we

©
are proud to show below

Some of the Reasons for the Greatness of Mesa:

MESA is the heart of 125,000 acres of richest silt soil irrigated by gravity flow from the

Roosevelt U. S. Irrigation project—the finest system in the world.

Our valley produces abundantly every farm product with assured market.

Our ORANGES ARE FIRST in the United States markets.

Our EGYPTIAN COTTON, long fibre, nets $150.oo per acre.

We# more fruit, hay, cattle, grain, dairy and garden products than any other point in

1ZOnal.

Oranges, Grape Fruit, Grapes, Apricots, Peaches, Almonds, Olives, Plums, Pears and other

products are in demand from far and near because the unfailing quality is so well known.

The markets of the world demand them.

Our tributary territory embraces 225,000 acres of higher soil irrigable and irrigated by water

pumped by power generated by Government power plants at the Roosevelt Dam. We are

The Center of an Inland Empire of 350,000 Acres of Proven Production
- ------------ -

Clip and mail this | Secretary,

coup on for de- Mesa Commercial Club, Name

iled, illustrated Mesa, Arizona.

tai illustrat

Please send me free in: P. O. Box or Street Number

information. | formation on Mesa and

Salt River Valley. -

City State
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HERE THEY ARE ||CASA GRANDE

IN THE VALLEY, Arizona

One year ago the Casa Grande Valley offered to the world a

new and virgin soil, sparsely dotted with the shacks of settlers

timidly “trying out” a new land. There were staunch hearts

who had faith and the remarkable growth of one short year is

due to their perseverance.

DEMING NEW MEXICO ||.Today.We Offer.
a community that has made itself felt commercially and politi

cally throughout the Southwest and even nation wide. Men

THE SEVEN ESSENTIALS FOR # settled in our'' year ago' made fine#. over

their investments, and there are very few quitters. c attrac

SUCCESSFUL FARMING tions are too alluring—the prospects too sure.

•

LOCATION:—In the heart of New Mexico; 88 mil Th U d S
west of El Paso. Texas;#:£££ © nite tates

Cal.: 2 days' ride from Chicago or NewOrleans; 1 day's

ride from Los Angeles. Government Has Offered

CLIMATE:-Perfect for man and beast. Air is dry.

pure and bracing, insuring good crops and health. to build our great irrigation works, dams,

££ canals and necessary headworks. The state
eets, corn, wheat, oats, barley, rye, - - - - - -

£ of all: Alfalfa#£: of Arizona will aSSist undoubtedly In bring

and commands top price. ost o ti is low. - * OOO -

Home markets turn it into ready£ 1On is low 1ng water to. 2OO, acres of the richest

Our subdivisi land in America. Combine all these things
ur subdivisions are 10, 20 and 40-acre farms, sold on - -

£I' *:£ and chickens with a growing SeaSOn 365 days long

:"" " nk account and in- where every fruit, grain and vegetable, in

#'P': is pumped cluding oranges and lemons, grow to per

electricity. To irrigate, the farmer p butt :---- - - .**k.: -

Wii#VER WAN'5: "W.' tap£ fection; where market is within easy reach;

underground basin. Before land can be sold, State where the climate is dry, healthful and

and Commission must approve the wells, test su ly

and approve for amount of land they will irrigate. ls

careful supervision by a State Department makes the

£ of££# ":*''' ©

who purchases irrigated lands of the RES

V'I'''A'R'"CöM#N' These Things Mean
RAILROADS:—Our valley had the railroads and

pleasant the year round.

markets before the farmer came. hrough trains -

between Washington, D. G. and New Orleans and San Cà t
Francisco, also between Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas -

City and the Pacific Coast, stop at Deming. It is -
-

terminal for the Santa Fe and the El Paso & South- If you are still skeptical, do us the favor of proving our asser

western System. tions. It will give us pleasure and you will profit by them if you

-
- - heed them now. We will not have snaps to offer very long. Our

MARKET-For this reason our valley is, in close valley is settling# with a fine class of people. Our power

touch with the markets of the world. The home as a community of the Southwest is rapidly approaching the

market is even more attractive. . Arizona and New title of FOREMOST COMMUNITY OFTHE SOUTHWEST.

Mexico, two rich mineral producing states, are still Investigate us now.

importing farm products. he big mines yield mineral

only. They must have forage, fruits, grains, vegetables.

HOME COMFORTS:—All farm houses on our

lands will be lighted by electricity. Local tele

phone systems will connect each pumping

plant and home. The climate we have men

tioned above. The people of the valley

are cosmopolitan, industrious and

progressive. Social conditions are the

equal of any community of its size

anywhere.

OUR BEST REFERENCES

ARE THE FARMERS

Land values have more than doubled

in'' year and we have only well

started development.

CutOutand MailTodayThis

INFORMATION COUPON

&% M.J.'£g de C ial ClubCy. Casa rancie Commercia. up,

N Casa Grande, Arizona.

THEMS EI.V.E.S. QF Please send me free of cost, information of your community.

TH E M &N’ I have marked with X in square industry in which I am

#' - interested.

- + £. .. Dairying D. Mercantile Residence

...N .* Stock Raising Ul Manufacturing Fruit Growing

Poultry Raising DJ Mining Farming

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Name ‘’’’ ‘’’’ ‘’’’ ‘’’’ ‘’’’ ‘’’’ ‘’’

*...* . . . . . . . ............................................................

& &''' • * . . " P. O. Box or Street Number

*@ & 4.3's
N'".< ** 1 | | .......................................................

*** *** 6’2 City State
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“Live the Outdoor Life in the Finest Climate in America” at

TUCSON, ARIZONA
There were 352 days of sunshine

and delightful weather in 1912

and each year for the past half century has a similar record.

Floods, tornadoes, ice and snow are strangers to TUCSON

TUCSON is not merely a delightful playground.

The City is Growing Faster

than any city of its size in the country and had a 90 PER CENT GAIN IN POPU

LATION IN 10 YEARS.

Aside from the ideal climate, here are a few reasons why:

THREE RAILROADS

Have developed a large wholesale and jobbing business throughout the SOUTHWEST,

and northern MEXICO, and Tucson's mills and factories do a large business on both sides

of the international line because:

TUCSON is the only important point on the main line of the Southern Pacific between

Texas and California.

The El Paso and Southwestern, through its Rock Island connections places the city at |
the western end of its lines throughout the Middle West.

The Southern Pacific of Mexico, with more than 2000 miles of road, passes through

rich agricultural and mining districts and touches the west coast at two important seaports,

Guaymas and Mazatlan.

Other roads and extensions are now being surveyed.

The World’s Richest Copper Mining District
centers in Tucson

£ CATTLE RANGES afford cheap feed and make the cattle business profitable

and extensive.

THOUSANDS OF ACRES OF AGRICULTURAL LAND are being reclaimed A

and farmed at handsome profits, and

THOUSANDS OF £&# OFGOVERNMENT LAND still await homeseekers. A

LARGE PAY ROLLS from mines and railroads make general lines of business *

attractive. -

CSON IS THE EDUCATIONAL CENTER OFTHESOUTHWEST. A* x,

owing to the location here of the UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA and * @ S$

numerous private and denominational colleges and schools, and it is a * s &
O

WHOLESOME HOME CITY * c &

- - A d x8
as its schools, colleges, churches and homes bear witness. Q- *

DO NOT FAIL TO VISIT TUCSON, and if you desire A &P M

further information in advance of your trip, write for free $ CŞ

illustrated booklet to the Z &

Tucson Chamber of .2%
TUCSON * &

Commerce #: 2% **

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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You Must Consider

Sacramento

It is to your interest. No wise man turns a deaf ear to his interests. Sacramento County is growing

growing so rapidly that a few years more and land can not be purchased at anywhere near its present

valuation. Government census figures show that the average per acre valuation of farm land in this

county leaped from $22.72 to $64.32 in a single decade. That is the average for the whole county, idle

land as well as land under cultivation.

Sacramento County Produces the

Big Money Making Crops

That is one thing which should prove of immense interest to you. No fooling with crops that net

small returns. Pears, peaches, cherries, prunes, plums, hops, oranges, walnuts, almonds, raisins, table

grapes, wine grapes, olives, figs, lemons, pomelos, alfalfa-you know what such crops mean to the bank

account. And the wonderful thing about Sacramento County is that all the high-priced farm products

reach a certain perfection here that makes them bring top-notch prices always.

Then There is a Market Right at Home

The City of Sacramento is growing so fast that it is hard to keep up with the population statistics.

Sacramento is the metropolis of the Sacramento Valley and northern California. It is the state capital

of California. Its present population is now about 65,000. It is a great city, a splendid city, just such

a city as one would expect to find in the midst of a domain of 12,008,841 acres of splendid farming land

like that in the Sacramento Valley. And it is a city that will continue to grow. Farm land in prox

imity to such a city means something to the farmer.

You must plan to see Sacramento County. Don't overlook it. No man would walk around his BIGGEST

OPPORTUNITY. We will send you illustrated literature, answer your questions, be glad to correspond

with you. AND WE WANT YOU TO WISIT US.

For booklet and further information, address

IMMIGRATION COMMITTEE

BOARD OF SUPERWISORS, SACRAMENTO

SACRAMENTO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

SUNSET Advertisements are indexed on page 604
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Your Opportunity

Lies in the West

There are many small towns in California and Oregon

surrounded by well-to-do Farming communities that need

various business establishments.

There are many Good farms—Irrigated and Non

irrigated-located near railroads and good markets.

The Colonization and Industrial Department of the

Union Pacific has been organized to give You authentic

information regarding business openings and farm propositions

in the west. We make the preliminary investigations and

furnish you all data without expense to you.

Write today. If you wish to establish a business tell us

what kind of business and the locality you prefer. We

will send you complete data covering that business in the

territory you select. If you wish to Farm we will give you

complete data covering the place where you desire to locate.

R. A. SMITH

Colonization and Industrial Agent

Union Pacific Railroad Co.

Room 111, Union Pacific Building

Omaha, Nebraska

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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WOULDN'T IT EE FINE

If you could whenever desired and at an operating expense of less than 2 cents per 1000 gallons

apply water to your garden, orchard, or green house plants in the form of fine rain at the rate of

an inch in less than four hours? All this can be accomplished by using the Campbell Combination

Oil Engine Pumping Outfits and the

CAMPEELL AUTOMATIC

IRRIGATION SPRINKLERs

The Campbell Automatic Irrigation Sprinkler is something entirely new. It covers four times the

area of any other practical sprinkler, the distribution is perfect over the entire surface covered,

the discharge streams are entirely unobstructed and cannot become clogged by sediment or pipe

scale, it operates on very low pressures, requiring inexpensive pumping machinery, and has bell

metal balls with removable Tobin Bronze Bearings, thus making it practically indestructible. It

solves the irrigation problem.

For out-door use the sprinklers are placed 50 ft. distant in every direction on 6 foot 34-inch stand pipes connected to

underground pipe system through which water is supplied to the sprinklers under pressure,p' from our Com

bination Pumping Outfits, and so arranged that as£ an acreage as the pump will supply can be turned on at one

time. For green house use the sprinklers are placed 35 feet apart on pipe 8 feet high extending lengthwise the building,
and are operated in an inverted position.

# Introductory Offer. Send us $2.00 and we will mail you postpaid sample of regular Brass

igation Sprinkler to any point in the United States with full instructions for installing and

operating. Nickel Plated Sprinkler for lawn,£ or cemetery use complete with 4 foot stand

p1 '' connections for attaching to 34-inch hose, delivered via Parcel Post or express $6.00.

ter November 1st price on regular Brass Sprinklers will be $3.00. Our booklet “Modern

Irrigation” on request.

J. P. CAMPBELL, DEPT. B-4

218 EAST BAY STREET JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA

References: Dun, Bradstreets or any bank in Jacksonville

There's No Need Trying

To Farm a Quarter Section

That much land in the Rogue River Valley would keep a man

so busy that he would never have time for rest and recreation.

And besides a wideawake farmer can make more money from

ten to forty acres here than he can on a whole section in some

parts of the country. Twenty acres devoted to general farming

will pay big dividends.

Jackson County leads all others in Oregon in the production of

apples, peaches, nectarines, pears and apricots, is third in the

production of grapes and berries and is making great strides in

poultry raising, and in other agricultural lines.

A delightful climate, with an annual rainfall of 33 inches;

an attractive environment of beautiful mountains and fertile

valleys; proximity to thriving cities; easy access to Oregon's

natural wonders; splendid fishing and hunting; rich soil, plenty

of water—these are some of the things that should interest you.

Write at once for illustrated literature and information relative

to price of land, opportunities for beginners, opportunities for

investment, etc. Address

Jackson County Court, Jacksonville

Jackson County

 

OREGON
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The Public Schools of San Joaquin County are all that could be desired

When You Leave

The Old Home for The New—

you are not leaving better for worse in San Joaquin County, California. This

county was settled many years ago. It is abreast with the times. Here are

wonderful paved highways; fast electric trains; electricity in all homes,

country or city; telephones; rural mail delivery; fast river boats; through

transcontinental trains; thriving cities with big manufacturing interests; live

people; wealth-producing orchards, vineyards, fields. Here life is pleasant,

environment ideal. Within easy reach are the wonderlands of California and

the Nation. Pleasure trips are possible at the minimum of expense. And the

soil! You have never seen anything like it!

San Joaquin is California's Most Diversified County. San Joaquin is in

closest touch with the Biggest California Markets. San Joaquin has every

variety of soil. Therefore—you can easily be pleased, not only pleased but

satisfied with us.

For illustrated literature and answers to your inquiries address either of the undersigned:

Secretary. Chamber of Commerce...Stockton Secretary, Manteca Board of Trade...Manteca

Secretary, Lodi Merchants Association...Lodi Secretary, Ripon Board of Trade....... Ripon

retary, Tracy Board of Trade, Tracy

San Joaquin County
CALIFORNIA
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Per

(36." Cent

This is not a story of inflated dividends. It is

not the story of a get-rich-quick scheme that

worked. It is not the story of bluff and schem

ing and skinning the other fellow. It is the story

of the wonderful increase in population of a

single California county -8 county that made

a greater gain in farming, population than any

other county in all California in a single decade.

Ten years from the time of the taking of the

last census Stanislaus County was sparsely

settled. Its broad acres were in grain. The

farms were tremendous ranches and the farming

was done in a most haphazard manner.

Today Stanislaus County is known far and

wide as

C00S BAY
The safest deep-sea harbor between

San Francisco and the Columbia River

“TheKingdom of the

Small Farmer”

OOS BAY is spending $300,000

annually in harbor improve

ments.

An estimated 110,000,000,000

feet of standing timber, the largest belt

of standing timber tributary to any

£ in the world now ripe for the

aveSt.

Coos Bay offers inducements to

homeseekers, tourists, investors.

Practical dairymen, stock raisers,

fruit growers and truck gardeners are

invited to investigate thoroughly the

opportunities in the Coos Bay region.

Manufacturers are invited to in

vestigate openings here. Four hun

dred miles of territory underlaid with

deposits of coal with four mines in

operation. Five immense lumber mills,

one the largest on the Pacific Coast,

demonstrate openings for wood manu

facturing plants. Modern paper and

pulp mill now operating.

Oregon is on the eve of vast de

velopment. Coos Bay bound to feel

effects of this development.

Further information and booklet

can be obtained from either of the

undersigned organizations.

Write to-day.

Three hundred thousand acres are “under

water,” have been provided with irrigation.

The great wheat ranches are flourishing

orchards, vine-yards, truck farms, dairy pas

tures, alfalfa fields, poultry ranches. One acre

is producing more wealth than did ten, some

times twenty, in the old days.

There is still room for a lot of energetic settlers

in this county. There are still opportunities

for making splendid money from the farm.

There will always be opportunities in Sunny

Stanislaus. But the best opportunities are

right now.

Write us for more information. It will prove of

interest and value to you. You can make a

living from less land here than in many other

sections of the country.

Write us at once. Address

Secretary

Stanislaus County Board of Trade

Modesto, California

And always keep this in mind

It’s

Marshfield Chamber of Commerce, Marshfield, Ore.

North Bend Commercial Club, North Bend, Ore. "Sly"Sälsälls
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Profitable Farming
Profitable farming depends largely upon

climate. In Monterey County, California,

there is a most continuous growing season.

One can plow and plant from November to

April and market a crop almost any month in

the year. The elements of successful produc

tion are soil, warmth and moisture. The

Monterey County farmer has each of these

elements at its very best.

Monterey County has a reputation for good

apples, profitable sugar beets and finest of

potatoes and the best paying of dairy herds.

Forty acres of alfalfa, a small herd of good

cows, a well and a pumping plant means a big

paying industry. There are a lot of farmers in

Monterey County who are making good money

farming grain land, raising hogs and cattle.

The Pajaro Valley in the northern part of

the county is a big apple district where an

Our county booklet tells you lots more about Monterey County. It was written to answer

such inquiries as doubtless are arising in your own mind right now. You might as well send for it

to-day. You'll do it before you move to California anyhow or else you'll miss one of the best

parts of California. Address either of the undersigned organizations.

apple orchard is as safe as a government bond

as an investment but pays better dividends.

Good apples and other' are also grown in

the Carmel, the Jolon, Peachtree and other

valleys in this county. The Salinas Valley is

known for its Burbank potatoes, Here too

almost every sort of farm crop can be grown

successfully and profitably.

Then there is that other side of Monterey

County, the side which interests nearly every

one, the fact that Monterey County is one of

the big playgrounds of California. The resort

section of our county is famous for its climate.

Monterey peninsula is known from one end of

America to the other for its beauty. There

is much of historical interest, much to see,

much to hear and much to do. It is a place

that would satisfy the most discriminating

tourist.

Fort Romie Grange. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Soledad

Greenfield Grange. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...Greenfield

Monterey County Chamber of Commerce, Salinas

Monterey County
CALIFORNIA

Monterey Chamber of Commerce...Monterey

Pacific Grove Board of Trade...Pacific Grove

Kings City Board of Trade ...... Kings City
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Crop Insurance
A well like this proves our claims that

Madera County has an abundance of water.

y who knows anything about Madera

County knows that the county is underlaid

with a tremendous supply of melted snow

from the Sierra Nevada Mountains. This well

pictured above is one of thirty-three artesian

wells in the western end of the county. It has

n flowing for fifty years at the rate of a

million gallons per day. It is 300 feet in depth.

Water can be£d at a nominal cost, so

nominal in fact that it is merely crop insurance

at less than fire or tornado insurance which the

California farmer doesn't carry.

You Just Keep Your

Eye on Madera

the California county that got behind a little

bit in the development but is catching up so

fast that it is already ahead of its neighbors.

The thing that should interest you most about

Madera is that you can still buy land at a most

reasonable figure.

For further information and

illustrated literature address

Secretary Chamber of Commerce

MADERA

Madera County
CALIFORNiA

When This Hay

is Baled

It will bring from ten to twelve dollars a

ton. The rancher has cut his crop six times

this season. He has taken from one to two

tons per acre at every cutting. It seems

impossible to supply the demand for alfalfa

in California for alfalfa takes the place of

almost all other forage and grain crops in the

feeding pen.

The Lodi country is California's most

intensified, most diversified farming district.

It is within ninety miles of San Francisco

Bay. It has the benefit of lowest transpor

tation rates both by water and rail. It has

an abundance of water for irrigation and an

equable and delightful climate.

The annual shipments from the Lodi

section include 25oo cars of table grapes,

2000 cars of wine grapes, twenty-six cars of

almonds, seventy-five cars of deciduous

fruits, 14oo cars of wine, besides grain, alfalfa

and stock.

There are many opportunities for fruit and

nut raising, berries, alfalfa, garden truck,

poultry and dairying. Let us tell you more

about Lodi.

Write for our illustrated booklet.

Address, Secretary Merchants' Associa

tion, Lodi, California.
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ALFALFA
:* Alfalfa and Kern County are synonyms-they are inseparable. Suc- *:

cess with alfalfa here has been demonstrated. Many farmers are making

fortunes growing this most nutritious of forage crops. There is nothing

like alfalfa. Other forage crops are grown and grown with success all

over the world, but in California ALFALFA is the big crop, for here it

reaches a perfection in growth unequalled elsewhere.

One grower of alfalfa in Kern County says that he could easily sell ten

times more than he is able to produce from his acreage. He started with

forty acres and has put in fifty-two acres more. He has averaged ten |
tons to the acre each year, with six or seven cuttings, and has received

from $7.50 to $10 per ton. Another alfalfa grower has an income of

$16oo every six weeks from his eighty-acre field.

Kern County has rich soil, the cream of California climate, plenty of

water for irrigation, transportation facilities that make marketing easy,

and the world for a market.

What Kern County lacks is people—people to till more of the vast

acreage of tillable land that yet awaits cultivation.

Your opportunity for health, wealth and happiness may be right here in

Kern County, California. We will gladly tell you more about it. Send

for our beautifully illustrated sixty-four page booklet. We will back up

every statement in it. Address

= SECRETARY KERN COUNTY BOARD OF TRADE, BAKERSFIELD "

KERN COUNT
T] . . . . CALL FORNLA e • • [T
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Concentrated Dairy Profits
This picture represents a portion of the products of Tillamook County, the prize dairy county of the Northwest.

Tillamook is a natural dairy pasture, where soft warm rains and a rich soil nurture a wealth of nutritious grasses. Profits

in the industry are big. The cream from

the Tillamook dairies is not marketed as

butter but as cheese. There are twenty

two co-operative cheese factories in the

county owned by the farmers and paying

the biggest prices known for butter fat.

Tillamook County has 33,000,000,000

standing timber, the finest

Douglas fir, spruce and cedar in the

Northwest.

harvested, which means a period of great

£y around Tillamook and Nehalem

ayS.

Address, TILLAMOOK COUNTY COURT

Tillamook County, Oregon

feet of

Tillamook County is the most popular

beach resort of the Pacific Northwest.

Almost every foot of available ground

is devoted to beach attractions. Then

there are pleasures for the hunter and

fisherman in the nearby coast mountains.

It is well worth your while to inves

tigate the delights of every day life in

Tillamook County.

Send for our illustrated booklet, the

truth about Tillamook County written

so that you can understand it.

=T

is timber is now being

most reasonable figure.

of California's wonderland.

Grain farmers, stock raisers, fruit growers, dairymen can do well to look into the

offerings of our county.

For further information and booklet address

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors, Sonora, California

Tempting Valleys in the Foothills

of Tuolumne County, California

Tempting because these lands offer much to the man of small means. There are many

thousands of acres here excellently suited to fruit growing that can be obtained at a

The soil is rich, the climate is delightful, there is much to see
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Sonoma County Development Association, Santa Rosa.

Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce, Santa Rosa."

Petaluma Chamber of Commerce, Petaluma.

Sebastopol Chamber of Commerce, Sebastopol.

Cloverdale Chamber of Commerce, Cloverdale."

Answers Your

Ouestions—

Here is exactly what you have been

looking for. We have compiled infor

mation that is just exactly the sort of

thing that the average homeseeker

wants. We tell you in detail the amount

of money required, the character of land,

cost of trees, cost of planting fruit trees

and cost of maintenance until the or

chard comes to maturity. - Minimum

gross receipts, the average gross receipts,

the maximum gross receipts, the mini

mum net profit, the average net profit,

the maximum net profit, the district

best adapted for the various fruit in

dustries and almost any other question

that might arise in your mind in regard

to orchard or vineyard. This is the kind

of information you want. We have also

compiled booklets on poultry raising and

on general farming.

In Sonoma County there are a million

acres of land and only 50,000 people and

the majority of the people are in the

cities. Sonoma County is thirty-two

miles from San Francisco. You know

what that means: big market, cheap

transportation, quick return.

If you are interested and desire such

information as indicated write at once

to either of the undersigned organiza

tions.

Sonoma Chamber of Commerce, Sonoma.

Guerneville Improvement Club, Guerneville,

Healdsburg Chamber of Commerce, Healdsburg.

Windsor Chamber of Commerce, Windsor.

Glen Ellen Chamber of Commerce, Glen Ellen.

Sonoma County
“The Chosen Home of “Wizard” Burbank”

CALIFORNIA
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“For Residence

For Health

For Comfort in the Field

For Real Delight in Outdoor Life

there is no place like Santa Barbara on the planet!”

That may sound a bit strong to you. It may sound a

bit like self praise. It isn't. Not at all. Those words

are not our own but from an authority on California

who knows Santa Barbara.

There is so much to see, so much to do, so many places

to go, so much of historical interest, such a perfectly

delightful climate that it is no wonder that Santa

Barbara is the winter home of thousands who come here

to get a touch of the real sunshine of life.

is the most famous resort city on the Pacific Coast, is

noted the world over for its splendid hotels, its homes,

its scenery, its climate. Here are California's best

known missions.

All this should mean something to you. It should mean

that Santa Barbara must be considered before you

settle upon your destination. This we know-you will

never be disappointed in Santa Barbara.

For information and booklet (illustrated) write at once

to

Secretary

Chamber of Commerce

SANTA BARBARA

C A L I F O R N I A

Would you like to know how—

A SCHOOL MASTER

A CLERGYMAN

A COWMAN

A DOCTOR

have helped to develop the wonderful Mimbres Valley and

incidentally made homes for themselves, developed splendid

farms and are making money?

Would you like to know how you can do the same? How

you can get a start and make good?

Get this!

Good irrigable land can be purchased near Deming now at

$5 to $20 per acre and equipped with a well with a capacity

of 14oo to 15oo gallons per minute at a total cost of land,

well and equipment not to exceed $50 per acre. That is

much less than you would have to pay for irrigated land

elsewhere.

And the pumping plant—the most satisfactory kind of irri

gation. Personally owned pumping plants make each man

master of his water supply—water when needed, as much

aS In

The market? Vast mining districts entirely dependent upon

the Mimbres Valley for farm produce. There is no other

nearby land suitable for agriculture.

DEMING

MIMBRES VALLEY

NEW MEXICO
There you have it—the city, the valley, the state. There
is just one thing more to remember: When you write

address

SECRETARY

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

D EM I N G, NEW MEXICO

* -

WATER—JUSTWHEN YOUWANTIT; JUSTWHEREYOU WANTIT
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We Walt'. Things:
1. MORE FARMERS

2. MORE SUBURBAN HOMES

3. MORE MANUFACTORIES

The points in favor of each are the same. Solano offers proximity to markets, and cities—it is

halfway between San Francisco and Sacramento; good electrical, steam train and river boat

transportation; beautiful homesites; rich soils; magnificent industrial sites; and California's most

beneficent climate.

Solano county is an ideal fruit country, a wonderful alfalfa and dairying country, a perfect truck

farming country.

The picture below shows one of the big dairies in Solano county. This dairy is a model dairy

its product is found on the dining cars of the western railroads, in the hospitals and in the high

class hotels. Here alfalfa is turned into purest milk and cream under most perfect conditions of

sanitation and hygiene. There are other similar dairies. Naturally the product from such

dairies brings the highest prices known for dairy products. The reason for success in dairying is

easily attributable to the richness of Solano county's alfalfa fields. Which in turn proves the

fertility of the soil.

We will be glad to answer any questions you might care to

ask concerning Solano county. Address your letters to .

CHARLES F. WYER, Secretary Solano County Exposition Commission

FAIRFIELD

Solil) (Olly, [AllOlli
THE FINEST CERTIFIED MILK IN THE LAND COMES FROM THIS MODEL SOLANO COUNTY DAIRY
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Beautiful San Diego—On the Harbor of the

Sun—Where Climate, Romance and Com

merceAre Blended Into An Earthly Paradise

HERE'S only one POINT LOMA and it's the choicest residential spot of all the

land. Standing as the majestic guardian of San Diego and her grand harbor, overlook

ing views that are unsurpassed in all the world, Point Loma offers to mankind a home,

and with that home an all-the-time climate that varies at noonday not more than ten degrees

throughout the year.

The sunshine of sunny Southern California carries with it glorious warmth without

discomfort, and at night your blanketed bed leads to dreamless slumber. About you the

beautiful view of mountain, of ocean and of bay, with flowers and citrus fruits in endless

profusion. For pleasure the finest of sunlit beaches with murmuring surf.

In this earthly paradise is to be found home, health and happiness. And yet it is not

alone the haven of the rich. On Point Loma you may purchase fine building sites, 50x140,

from $850 up.

A postcard will bring our booklet.

D. C. COLLIER & CO.

1141 Broadway (D Street) San Diego, Calif.

We Can Tell You Why The

Salt RiverWalley is Best
Mr. Dairyman:-20 acres of our alfalfa land will take care of 50 cows---attin

Alfalfa from $150 to $200 an acre. We will sell you this land in a fina£ of

alfalfa at from $150 to $200 per acre—on easy terms.

- Mr. Cotton Planter:-Our land, will...net, you from . $75 to $125 per acre—if

O[tto[T planted to Egyptian cotton we will sell you this iand at from $75 to $150 per
acre on I'f terms.

Mr. Fruit Grower:-This is the natural home of the olive, which in full bearing
e

O| | VQ-S will net you from $200 toś500 per acre. We will plant you an olive grove or an

orchard of the trees of your choice, care for it, build you a home, on easy payments.

Why not Farm the BEST and Produce the MOST?

We have EVERYTHING in the way of land, for the man who is anxious to succeed.

Write today for full information and illustrated booklets.

Arizona Securities and InVestment Company

PHOENIX ARIZONA
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The ContrastHere is Great

The contrast between Tulane County and other sections

is even greater. The topographical formation of Tulare

County gives her every climate from the semi-tropics

to the rigorous north; her geological formation gives

her many varieties of fertile soil; her vast watershed an

excellent gravity and underground water supply; her

geographical location a commanding position to local

markets and her transportation facilities places her in

touch with the markets of the world.

Here is the opportunity for the fruit grower, the farmer.

the dairyman, the stockman, the homeseeker and the

investor. For free illustrated literature and specific

information write Department A

Tulare County Board of Trade
VISALIA, LIFORNIA

Antelope Valley
LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALLFORNIA

One hundred and forty square miles of the finest of land, only three hours' ride from Los Angeles,

the metropolis of Southern California, now on the market and, being rapidly settled. Few such oppor

tunities left in the southern portion of£ state. This is not a private land£; he

caster Chamber of Commerce is compo of citizens of the Antelope Valley who know the

greatest of opportunities are here for live energetic, settlers: -

This splendid valley is suited for alfalfa, dairying, hog raising, deciduous and citrus fruits. Good soil.

Wonderfully agreeable climate. Purest of water. Splendid auto roads. High, healthful, fertile,

wealth£u: - - -

There is a coupon attached herewith that will be worth your while to cut out right now and mail as directed.

It will be the means of putting you in touch with a chance to own a fine home in a new country.

This alfalfa will cut two tons to the acre

I---------
Mr. Irving E. Dodge

| Secretary Chamber of Commerce

Lancaster, California

Please send me without expense to

myself, illustrated folder descriptive of

your valley.
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How ABOUT YOUR DEED?/ .
Hege's Your Chance. Here's a new standard for*nity

development A new impetus is given to farming 720. | -

acres of the richest soil in THE SANJOAQUIN£

Abundance of water. A service Bureau with an experi

mental farm of more than 700 acres guarantees instruction

and advice failure unknown

7000 acres already sold to more than 300 satisfied farmers

| Men who have compared value before deciding to buy

in the city of SAN Joaouin acres of costly land

have been set aside to provide for the convenience and corn

fort of newcomers to the COMMUNITY OF SANJOAQUIN.

on oneside of the railroad which passes through the prop

erty reservation is made forwarehouses and industrial en

terprises, and on the other side for beautiful parks with

trees shrubbery and flowers bounded by electrically light

edsidewalks.

Picture to yourself this garden spot—this community of

| model farms with its rows of grapevines its viates of bios

soming orchards, snug artistic homes equipped with every

convenience. And all this under a smiling California sky in

the heart ofTHE GREAT SANJoaquin valler.
No community in the world enjoys so many distinct ad

vantages as the model farms around San Joaquin.

*

The project is the most nearly perfect that has ever been

developed

The prices are reasonable-siz5 to $300 an acre on

easiest terms - -

fill out Tobay the coupon below and receive

free booklet of photographic views showing

Joaquin - actual condition-

#: N. San Joaquin Valley Famian's Company
General Offices, Suite N. 200 H. w Hellman Building.

200 M.W. Melmaa Bldg., Los Angeles, California.
Los Angeles, Cal. N -

send me without charge

Hooklet of 72,000 Acre JamesN.
Ranch Pictures. N -

How Hogs Thrive in Oregon

Opportunities

in Oregon

Dairying

Poultry

Hogs

F r u it

Diversified

Farming

Oregon with its fertile valleys

and green grass the year

round is an ideal dairy

country.

The climate of Oregon is par
ticularly adapted to poultry

raising. Eggs range in price

from 25 to 60 cents per dozen,

and poultry from 17 to 25 or

30 cents per lb. The supply

never equals the demand.

Hog raising until recently in

Oregon was confined largely

to home consumption, but

with a better understanding

of the subject and the profits

certain, a splendid field is
open in this industry.

Oregon as a fruit growing

State, for apples, pears,

aches and berries, is well

nown, and there are still

greater possibilities.

Grains and grasses of all

kinds—wheat, oats, barley,

rye, corn, alfalfa, hay, clover

and timothy can be grown.

Truck farming and gardening

offer great opportunities for

the man of small means.

Let us send you literature that is both interesting and
reliable along the above lines. It is free for time asking.

Address
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Douglas, Arizona
THE GATEWAY OF Two REPUBLICS

Douglas is a modern city of 12,000 people, built en

tirely since 1902. Mineral and railroad interests

founded it in the Sulphur Springs Valley, where Nature

has bestowed generously of soil and water and climate

and the farmer is developing a great, rich back country

more rapidly than is usual, because the MARKET

FOR FARM PRODUCTS PRECEDED THE PRO

DUCER.

Douglas is an important point on the main line of

the El Paso & Southwestern System and enjoys through

train service with the Pacific Coast, with Kansas City,

St. Louis and Chicago and direct connection with the

East. It is two days from Chicago and one day from

Los Angeles.

Find

Wealth,

Health Ocean

and Rest | # | Motorists

in Our - | || - - Make

Perfect - \| Douglas a

Climate - Haven

to

A City's Prominence is Indicated by its Hotels. Lobby of the Gadsden at

Douglas, where Motorists, Tourists and Business Men Rest.

Douglas is the Queen City in a Land of Exceptional Resources. -

It has startled the world with its past growth, but development has just begun.

The ground floor of Unparalleled Opportunity Welcomes the Homeseeker and Investor.

Get in touch with our people; they are, all satisfied boosters, .
Send for a daily paper; our Chamber will supply it for the asking.

Our tax and insurance rates are exceptionally low. Our smelter and railroad

yrolls amount to $300,000 per month. Our bank deposits exceed $2,000,000.
W: are also a clearing house for a vast, rich domain in northern Mexico and the

- northern ter

minus of the

Nacozari

railroad.

- | - *...* $ 23° ...”
ilo Maize Helps the Farmer's Bankroll -

& N. ..

- S' S

M * * * ~ 2: &
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The Wonderful

YumaValley
Where they have:

The Richest Soil in the World

The Best Growing Climate

More Water than they can ever use

Great Irrigation System-put in by Uncle Sam

16 Tons of Alfalfa per year per acre

2 Crops of Grain every year

Sweetest Earliest Qranges

Finest Vegetables in Winter

Green Pasture All the Year

Where they raise, as splendid payers:

TURKEYS CHICKENS HOGS

CATTLE BEES

Best Fruit Land in the U.S. for:

DATES FIGS ORANGES

LEMONS GRAPE FRUIT

Write us for Yuma booklet

We sell Yuma, Arizona, Southern Cal., and Sinaloa, Mexico, Lands

Smith, Kryger & Ingham

415-416 Bumiller Building

430 South Broadway LOS A NGELES

Ashland, Oregon

Sheltered by the Siskiyous, the Cascades

and the Coast Mountains, in a high,

healthful valley-an ideal place for res

idence, surrounded by ideal fruit lands.

Many fortunes are being made and have been

made in the fruit lands about Ashland. The

peaches raised here have taken prizes in com

petition with the world's best. shland apples

and pears are big money - makers.

You should know more about Ashland if

you are contemplating a move. We'll be

glad to tell you the rest of the story if

you'll send us your name and address.

Secretary Ashland Commercial Club

Ashland, Oregon

E

| LUCK!
What Is It?

We call a successful man lucky, but there is

no such thing as luck. The successful man

of today was the thinking man of yesterday.

He knows a good opportunity when he sees it,

and he loses no time in taking advantage of it.

Think Today for Tomorrow

The man who never gets ahead in this world

generally thinks after the opportunity is past.

THINK: Right here and now is your oppor

tunity to lay the foundation for your success.

Water is King

Lands in the famous Salt River Valley

sure to double in value.

Under the ROOSEVELT DAM.

If interested write us. We are headquarters

for BARGAINS.

Stewart, Fields and Hammels

THE GARDEN SPOT OF THE SALT RIVER WALLEY

Has a sugar factory, cotton gin, ice factory, creamery,

electric line to Phoenix. Ideal for general farming

stock raising... dairying, poultry, fruit raising and

gardening. We have all kinds of land for sale. Write

us for illustrated descriptive information.

MUGG & COHENOUR, Real Estate Dealers

Glendale, Arizona

It will help you-get it--read it
–It is brim full of live facts

POULTRY LIFE

The magazine of the Pacific Coast

FIFTY C E NT S A YEAR

POULTRY LIFE PUBLISHING CO.

Spalding Building, Portland, Ore.

37 W. Adams St. Phoenix, Ariz.

Egyptian long staple cotton grows

naturally in the Salt River Valley with

Roosevelt Reservoir water service.

Record for 1912, $1 | 1.62 net profit

per acre.

Land with same water service and

same quality of soil still for sale at

$125.00 per acre and up. Good terms.

Write today

WILBUR REALTY CO.

MESA, ARIZONA
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ANTELOPE

WALLEY

CALIFORNIA

Alfalfa Harvest Creates Bank Accounts

We are proprietors of extensive, de

veloped ranch properties here —THE

PORTLAND RANCH–WHICH ARE

NOT FOR SALE. Actual statistics

show over 2', tons per acre from the

Independences -

co:nce #: ZOL1 are on

'petence: LONDON BRIDGE

" *.

*:

'.

- " " |

- s

W. Do You Remember

". the experience of the philosopher who

- | offered English sovereignsfor pennies on

* London bridge a century ago without

T * finding a taker- how the passers-by

- #: ignored the opportunity and lost the profit

£# becausethey thought it too good to betrue?

|- * And do you realize today that YOUare

#Żface to face with an offer, every whit as

| : ." profitable to YOUasthe exchange of cop

-** * '' -% perfor gold-if you are quick to grasp it?

$2,0oo to $5,000 a Year
net income from ten acres of matured# and cher

orchard in the frostless and wormless Bitter Root Valley wit

a home and six months vacation annually in one of the most

magnificently endowed natural environments on, the Crea:

tor's footstool, with golf links, hunting, fishing and mountain

climbing and with neighbors of culture, education and refine
ment—is the opportunity we offer you. -

We believe you will investigate this£because

this appeal for investigation is directed to broad-minded and

sensible readers, living in an age of scientific progress which

has made the impossible of yesterday the reality of today.
This is not an offer of something for nothing. - It is an oppor

tunity for you to make an immensely profitable compact

£on mankind's partnership with nature... We are now

growing more than three thousand acres of fruit trees, one to

three years old, for satisfied customers who would not consider
selling their orchards at a large advance over their cost.

$2,OOO to $5,000 Yearly From Ten Acres

first cutting of our full grown stand of

Alfalfa, this season. Five sure cuttings a

season with possibility of six.

Wishing to encourage others to build homes

here and make money by investing in and de

veloping Antelope Valley lands, we have listed

with us choice properties in RAW, PARTIALLY

AND FULLY DEVELOPED lands, 40 acres

and up, at prices that can not be bettered.

Alfalfa, hog, dairy, pear, apple, apricot and

almond ranches are to be the principal income

producers of this, THE COMING VALLEY OF

SOUTHERN CALIFORNLA.

Raw lands, in isolated cases, may be pur

chased for less, but fine land, well located with

good water conditions, is rapidly becoming scarce

at $35.oo to $50.oo per acre. We offer a few

special bargains, with pumping plant, etc., at

prices less than the cost of the raw land and the

improvements today.

WE KNOW THE COUNTRY. THE SOIL AND THE

POSSIBILITIES OF THIS, NEW COUNTRY., and in

buying through us our Real Estate clients receive the bene

fit of our personal knowledge of all the facts.

Write us today. -

We invite personal inspection by appointment only.

Address WHIDDEN & TAYLOR

(Proprietors of the Portland Ranch)

caster, California

Our Hay Warehouse at Lancaster

A Bitter Root Valley apple orchard bears commercially in

its fifth year. Ten acres, fully developed, should be capable

of returning you during early maturity, strictly net, a profit of

$2,000 to $5,000 yearly. Beginning with the 10th year from

planting. judged by experience of others, 10 acres should net

you an income of$5,000 yearly and employ only halfyour time.

If you have a fair-sized income now and are3: to

improve your condition, you do not need much capital to

possess one of these big-paying orchards.

Our Proposition and Pla.

briefly stated is this: We will sell you a CHOICE 10-ACRE

P D and GROWINGORC D,best standard varieties

apples and cherries-with the Company's definite written con

tract to care for and develop your orchard under expert hor
ticultural supervision, for five, full£5 seasons from

date of planting, including all land taxes and irrigation

charges. You may, if desired, assume personal charge of

your orchard at any time and secure a refun

The land should easily become. worth, conservatively

stated, in fair comparison with other improved land, $1,000 an

acre. There is a clean profit to you of 100 per cent on a

5-year investment to count on at the outset. Only a $300 cash

payment required now to secure your orchard tract-balance

in easy payments divided over a ten year period. Your pay

ments for the first few years are practically ALL, the cash

outlay you will have, as your orchard tract should meet all

payments falling due while in commercial bearing period and

yield you a handsome profit besides. Our reservation plan

£ inspection of the land by you, and your money
ack if dissatisfied.

INVESTIGATE by using this coupon TODAY

BITTER ROOT VALLEY IRRIGATION CO.

844-851 First National Bank Building, Chicago, U.S.A.

Robert S. Lemon. General Sales Manager:

Please send me full information concerning your Riverview

Orchard Tracts in Bitter Root Valley.

Write your name and complete address plainly

on the margin below
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British Columbia, Canada

Developing At Wonderful Rate

Millions of dollars are being spent by several big railroads building thousands of miles of new lines

opening rich new countries and giving birth to many towns, which 'i grow very rapidly because new

settlers are pouring in. Real opportunities being created month by month along the lines of these

transcontinental railroads now rushing construction through Central and Northern country, putting

new towns of importance on the map, and placing millions of acres of farm lands in the fertile valleys

in touch with markets.

Fine land—delightful climate-splendid scenery—all sorts of good hunting and fishing, and every

thing else to make#: happy and successful.

£ is the time to take advantage of this tremendous growth-these are facts, and they will

mean fortunes for a great many who act now. I have studied the country at close range for 10 years

and will be glad to give my unbiased opinion and help to any reader of Sunset, who is really desirous

of getting the facts.

State definitely what sort of a proposition will interest you, exactly how much money you have

available, so that I can answer authoritatively to your best advantage.

ritish Columbia has room and good opportunities for thousands of new-comers. I can tell you

all about the best places to go and locate.

Write today—Enclose 10c for full details and literature.

This service is simply part of my work as Canadian Manager for Sunset Magazine, and is free to

Sunset Readers.

Awaiting your commands, I am,

Sincerely yours.

W. F. C. O L E M A N

Canadian Manager

730 ROGERS BUILDING : VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA

R. C. H. L. A N DS

An Income - A Home

For what are you striving? Working hard day in and day out, winter and summer. Is your

objective point that which actuates the majority of individuals—the making of a home and the

securing of an income which will take care of the lessened earning power of future years? If so,

“Richlands” should be vitally interesting to you. It tells of the “easiest way” in the longest

walk of life. Fruit ranching at “Richlands” lying in the great Okanagan District in Central

Southern British Columbia, offers you a home with all the advantages of civilization in an

unsurpassed climate. Ten acres of “Richlands” adequately improved orchard will pay you

well for your daily labor under the most pleasant conditions and will yield you a net (mark the

word) surplus of from $1500 to $2000 at least. Many have done better. Can you do as well in

your present situation? If not, you can’t afford to pass “Richlands” without the fullest investi

gation. The annexed coupon will start you without incurring any obligation. Send it now.

Kindly send n... ful. ...iformation on Richlands

fruit orchards.
North American Securities, Limited

Capital Paid Up $1,330,000

VANCOUVER, B. C., CANADA

NAME–

STREET-—

CITY-STATE
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For Careful Investors

OR MORE than twenty-three years this Corporation, essentially a sub

stantial old English mortgage company, has built up and maintained in

Vancouver an unblemished reputation for uniformly successful business

methods and constant reliability. In the actual realization of this fact

through all these years its clients have profited, without exception. Conse

quently, the business of this Corporation has expanded to such proportions that its

present offices are inadequate and a modern fireproof office building of ten stories

is now nearing completion to supply the enlarged needs of the Corporation.

We are now prepared to serve more clients, to give them the benefit of our

knowledge and judgment in investing funds for them in non-speculative values,

or in the Corporation’s specialty of investing trust funds in first mortgages on

improved high-class real estate yielding up to 8% annual interest.

Our special offering of Saanich Peninsula garden and home sites,

included in our first announcement in the July number of SUNSET,

has brought an eager response, as these are well known to be the

cheapest desirable first quality lands in this district. We have already

sold $25,000 worth of these choice blocks.

It will be remembered that this property consists of 350 acres of

fine garden land, much of it cleared and cultivated, lying in the north
$25,000 worth ern part of Saanich Peninsula, Vancouver Island, 18 miles north

from Victoria. It has been subdivided into adequate home sites or
of Saanich home blocks of from one acre to two acres each. This fertile and beauti

ld ful tract is situated a mile west from Deep Cove, terminus of the

a C re age s O B. C. Electric Railway's Saanich Extension.

since July a n= The electric railway began operating regularly on June 18, pro

viding QUICK AND FREQUENT service to and from Victoria, and a

new station has been built directly upon our home tract. One railway

also serves this district, and the Canadian Northern Railway is now

building a wharf at Union Bay, one mile from this tract.

We have opened up all the roads throughout the property, as

it is our policy not to sell any property that is not accessible. We

recommend these properties as logical and highly desirable invest

ment values, as it is of interest to the owners to induce occupancy

rather than to profit by this sale.

nouncement.

funds for investment to place their money in trust with us, subject to their explicit direction

and enlightened by our facilities for obtaining exact information, enabling us to give sound

and expertly considered advice. This Corporation, with $1,327,450 of subscribed capital, is

systematically in touch with actual property values throughout British Columbia and is ready at

any time to be of service in an advisory capacity to anyone considering the advisability of investing

in any part of this rapidly developing Province. Write to us freely, explaining your wishes, the

amount of your capital available for investment, the kind of investment that seems most promising to

you, or any other particulars, resting assured that your communication will be considered in strict

confidence and our advice will be thorough and reliable.

T: PURPOSE of these announcements in SUNSET is to invite non-resident men who have idle

Write to us today for authentic information and responsible advice.

Yorkshire Guarantee & Securities Corporation
L I MIT ED

R. KERR HOUL.GATE, Manager

44O Seymour Street Vancouver, Canada

| |
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WI'BRITISH !!!
The Hub of New Railways and Centre of Natural Waterways.

In Heart of British Columbia's New and Rich Inland Empire,

of which it will be the Future Commercial Capital.

On Main Line of Grand Trunk Pacific (Canada's New Trans

continental Railway to be completed from Atlantic to Pacific next

year) and on important branch of Pacific and Hudson Bay, and

other railroads.

Willow River is in the centre of the Largest And Best Farming

District in Central British Columbia. Its Agricultural Resources

alone will make it an Important and Prosperous City.

Willow River is also the Natural Gateway to the Rich Peace

River region and as yet undeveloped, capable of supporting, by

agriculture alone, millions of people.

Willow River's Supplies of Timber and Coal will make it one of

the Principal Industrial and Manufacturing Centres of Western

Canada.

Willow River offers unrivalled advantages for HOME, BUSI

NESS and INVESTMENT.

Willow River will stand critical investigation.

Look into it—a Willow River Investment will be a Money

Maker.

For free information regarding business or investment oppor

tunities and suburban tracts, write

|AIRIUMNI/IWNSITE(III)

JOINTOWNERS & SOLE AGENTS

59) (I) RICHARDS ST, WANCOUVER B.O.

-
- - - - - -
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Are you coming

to Victoria?

If you are
You will find that Victoria Securities, Limited, maintains the largest list of all kinds

of desirable real estate to be found in Victoria—and keeps it up to date.

You will see in this noteworthy offering of properties the choicest buys and most

genuine bargains in all kinds of city real estate, farm lands, timber and mines, each distinct

class of property being in charge of an expert who has mastered every detail of information

concerning the properties in his charge, as well as the general subject applying to his depart

ment. This is also true of the corporation's departments of mortgages, loans and insurance.

You will find here listed most beautiful residential properties in the Oak Bay district,

reputed to be the choicest and most attractive exclusive residential district of Victoria,

and therefore of the Pacific Northwest.

If you are not
You will find that a brief inquiry from you, indicating in what form of property or in

what district you are interested, will bring you absolutely reliable and very thorough

information, as accurate, impartial and reliable as a bank statement—because Victoria

Securities, Limited, is that kind of an establishment and all inquiries and correspondence

from non-residents command the personal attention of the manager, Mr. D. M. Malin.

Your inquiry will start immediate effort to supply you fully with all important par

ticulars, maps, etc., without cost or obligation on your part.

You will be asked to take no risk with your money that this corporation does not

approve as conscientiously as if it were investing its own capital instead of yours.

You can obtain gilt-edged security in the form of 1st mortgages on improved real

estate, based on a 50% valuation, bearing 8% interest, or you can get equally good security

by £nting select agreements of sale, thus making your money earn about 12% interest

annually.

You are invited to inquire as to the financial standing of this corporation by addressing

the Dominion Bank of Canada, the Canadian Bank of Commerce, or (by special permission)

Mr. W. F. Coleman, Canadian Manager of Sunset.

Whether you are or are not
If you are not fully posted as to Victoria's present growth and its rapidly developing

greatness upbuilding month by month, if you could comprehend these obvious certainties

of profit-making, such as this firm affords, and if you knew positively that the standing

: business integrity of this corporation are Al-then you would at once consider it good

business to take advantage of this opportunity to get acquainted with its offerings, its

methods and its organization, for it will very probably redound to your financial benefit.

All that this corporation asks is the privilege of proving to your satisfaction that it

knows its subjects thoroughly and substantiates all its claims.

VICTORIA SECURITIES, Limited
D. M. MALIN, Manager

1112 Government Street VICTORIA, B. C.
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$100
Here Are The Facts

The Mt. Vernon district is clearly the leading dairy and garden section in the State of

Washington. The center of the condensed milk industry with two condensers established

and the third under construction. Big Lake, only four miles east of Mt. Vernon and a part

of this famous district, is on the edge of the great Skagit County timber industry, where

thousands of men are employed all the year converting the magic fir and cedar into the

finest lumber, shingles and mill products. Here at Big Lake the farm joins the forest, here

labor touches the home and fireside; here conditions offer the laboring man a farm home

close to an abundance of work that positively assures him success and independence.

Ten Families Needed Right Now

I have already sold a number of “Sunset” readers through my advertisement on page 29

of the July issue, which I would ask you to look up, and this will likely be my last call,

but I now have a special proposition to offer ten immediate settlers which consists of ten

especially fine five-acre tracts adjoining Big Lake close to the mill, including 10 jobs that

I will furnish you on your arrival. This means steady work. Very fertile soil overlooking

beautiful lake-excellent drinking water-grand scenery—unexcelled climate-good

schools-right on railroad—markets close by and big demand for all farm products—

chickens, eggs, milk and butter particularly. Lumber supplied at cost to build your home.

Puget Sound Country Land Prices

Are increasing rapidly and steadily each year. With the opening of the Panama Canal

land like this will double its value rapidly. This is the time to get a good home in this

fine country and insure yourself comfort and independence.

No Such Offer Was Ever Made The Working Man Before

A chance for a fine home and a job practically for life. The Day Lumber Company at

Big Lake, employing over 250 men, stand back of me in this offer. We want you to come

and settle on this fine land and work for us at good wages. We want you to do it now

because we need you; and to show your good faith, be one of the Io in the above call and

send me $100 cash payment for one of these beautiful five-acre tracts close to your work.

I will hold this money until you receive my complete blue prints of property and full

information from which to make your selection. When you have done this I will forward

you contract and receipts for your money and you can come on to the land at any time

you are ready.

You Run. No Risk Whatever

I guarantee each statement made by me and you can investigate my standing with the

banks. I refer you to THE SCANDINAVIAN AMERICAN BANK OF SEATTLE,

or the SEATTLE TRUST COMPANY of Seattle for full information about me before

sending your money. I want you to do this so you may feel entirely safe that you will

be dealt with in an honest manner. Or, you may write the Day Lumber Company of

Seattle, a half million dollar corporation. They will tell you that I am giving you only

the facts and that they stand back of this employment. Or, write Washington Department

of Sunset Magazine, Seattle. -

*

Cash-$10 a Month Gives You a 5, 10,

or 20 Acre Home and a Steady Income

of $2.25 to $5.00 a Day for 25 Years

I have only ten of these choice five-acre tracts adjoining the town of Big Lake and

the mill property. These will cost you $5oo.oo each, $1oo.oo cash and $1o.oo per month.

Or a little further out I can sell you ten acres for $600.00, or still further out twenty acres

for $600.oo, terms the same. -

You cannot make a mistake on any of these and don't forget that a job awaits you

at any time if you are a purchaser. If you are not ready to come now, just send t” .

$1oo.oo, make your payments and come when you are ready. The job will still be here,

the land will be growing in value all the time and you will have it paid in full before you

know it. Address

H. C. PETERS, Owner, Homes for Workingmen, Puget Sound Country

802 Third Avenue, Seattle, Wash., U.S.A.

P. S.–My plan stops the high cost of living and saves you money.
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Don’t Miss This

A Romance of

the California

Mission Lands

By Authors of “The Golden

Silence,” “The Lightning Con

duéior,’’ “Set in Silver,” “My

Friend the Chauffeur,” “Lord

Loveland Discovers America.”

HE Williamsons have found

T in one of the most pictur

esque portions of the United

States the inspiration for a new

story of American life. “The Port

of Adventure” is a tale of Cali

fornia with the romance of the old

Mission lands for a picturesque

setting. It is full of the beauties

of the land of the Golden Gate

and of that romantic spirit which

is ever associated with Spanish

DouBLEDAY, PAGE & Co., Publishers life and customs of California.

“The Port of Adventure”

SUNSET MAGAZINE

-:

Illustrated. Decorated lining and title pages.

Over 400 pages. Net, $1.35.

150

FOR ONE YEAR

REGULAR PRICE Sunset Magazine,

San Francisco:

44 pp. Gentlemen: Enclosed herewith find $1.50.
The Port of Adventure Please send Sunset Magazine and “The

Sunset Magazine - - - Port of Adventure” to

Both - - -

PRICE TO YOU - - -
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Az CORHAM -

SILVERWARE are the

possibilities of modern Sil

versmithing most manifest.

So great is the scope of the Gorham

activities that every phase of silver

working, from skilled hand-chasing to

the most modern of mechanical methods -

has been brought to the highest degree

of perfection in their great factories.

They have united art and industry

and produced, within the purchasing power

of even the moderate purse, silverware

conforming to the well-known standards

of excellence maintained by the Company

Gorham Silverware invariably bears

their trade-mark and may be purchased

*©g of leadin jewelers - * -

©g everyw.#&

THE CORHAA Co.
S I LV E R SAA IT H S

N E VV Y O R. K.

GORHAM SILVER POLISH-THE BEST FOR CLEANING SILVER
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The province of British Columbia, in the Dominion of Canada, is as large

as the combined area of Germany and California, with New England thrown

in for good measure. During the last fifty years this territory has added, in the

production of metals, two hundred and fifty millions to the assets of the world.

These metals have been taken and brought out over a railroad system of less

than two thousand miles. There is vastly more where that quarter-billion

came from. And there is stuff more precious than gold in British Columbia.

There is coal enough to fill the bunkers of all the steamships that will ply through

the Panama Canal, and, more precious than all, there is timber enough to vastly

overtax the capacity of all the lumber carriers that will seek the Atlantic markets

from the limitless untouched forests of the wonderful Northwest. Add to these

resources the constantly increasing development of agriculture which follows

the rapid extension of the railway system and you may get a faint idea of what

the future has in store for an empire now known almost entirely for two cities

on the seaward fringe of the province and for the silent majesty of glacier

wrapped mountains. Something of all this is told in the November number

by E. Alexander Powell, F. R. G. S., with superb scenic pictures in colors.

Af * Af *

Moving pictures are moving over the whole surface of the earth apparently.

Recently the ubiquitous motion-camera sailed into some of the romantic reaches

of the South Seas, and the camera man drilled astonished natives into accom

plished picture-players for the benefit of sophisticated white audiences at the

centers of civilization. Edmund Mitchell, who wrote the popular “Captain

of His Soul,” went with the company and wrote the scenarios on the spot to

fit the opportunities. His description of the trip is one of the features of Novem

ber SUNSET.

Af Af Af Af

A dish of story-plums for the Thanksgiving table! Hamlin Garland

presents “Kelley Afoot,” and Kelley is a man, afoot or on horseback. Gröm

and A-ya, the prehistoric lovers revivified by Charles G. D. Roberts, carry the

new-found fire to the tribe and are wondrously rewarded. Peter B. Kyne,

promoter of funny-business, forms the “Robinson Crusoe Syndicate” with

Scraggs and Gibney as chief directors, and the operations of the syndicate are

what is known in technical parlance as a “scream.” Edith Ronald Mir

rielees, author of the appealing Benson stories, writes a heart story of the

movement Westward that has an equally deep appeal.
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All material intended for the editorial pages of this magazine should be addressed to the Editors of Sunset,

460 Fourth St., San Francisco. All manuscripts, drawings and photographs are received with the under

standing that the Editors are not responsible for the loss or injury of material while in their possession or in

transit. Return postage must be inclosed. All the contributions and illustrations of this number are fully

protected by copyright and must not be reprinted without special permission from SUNser MAGAZINE.
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The history of Arizona divides itself into three epochs-the aboriginal, the exploratory, and the reclamatory.

or if you prefer, the Indian, the Spanish, and the American- and each of these epochs is typified by a

remarkable and wholly characteristic structure Half-a-dozen miles outside Tucson stands the white Mission of

San Xavier del Bac. still of extraordinary beauty. Sole survivor of that chain of outposts of the church which

the Iriars of the Spanish orders stretched across Arizona in their campaign of proselytism three centuries ago
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ARIZONA

By E. ALEXANDER POWELL, F. R. G. S.

Author of: The Last Frontier; Gentlemen Rovers; Etc.

Decorations by Maynard Dixon

HEY came bucketing into town at a

| hand-gallop, hat-brims flapping, spurs

jingling, tie-down straps streaming,

their ponies kicking the dusty road into a

yellow haze behind them. With their gay

neckerchiefs and sheepskin chaps they

formed as vivid a group as one could find

outside a Remington. They pulled up

with a great clatter of hoofs in front of the

Golden West saloon and, leaving their

panting mounts standing dejectedly, heads

to the ground and reins trailing, went

stamping into the bar. Having had previ

ous experience with their sort, I made bold

to follow them through the swinging doors;

for more unvarnished facts about a local

ity, its people, politics, progress and pros

pects, are to be had over a mahogany bar

than any place I know except a barber's

chair.

“What’ll it be, boys?” sang out one of

them, as they sprawled themselves over the

polished mahogany. I expected to see the

bartender matter-of-coursely shove out a

black bottle and six small glasses, for, ac

cording to all the accepted canons of the

cattle country as I had known it a dozen

years before, there was only one kind of a

drink ever ordered at a bar. So, when two

of the party expressed a preference for gin

ger-ale and the other four allowed that they

would take lemonade, I felt like going to the

door and taking another look at the strag

gling frontier town and at the cactus-dotted

desert which surrounded it, just to make

sure that I really was in Arizona and not at

Chautauqua, New York.

It required scant finesse to engage one of

the lemonade-drinkers in amicable and il

luminating conversation.

“Round-up hereabouts?” I inquired, by

way of making an opening.

“Nope” said my questionee. “Least

ways not as I knows of You see,” he con

tinued confidentially, “we’ve quit cow

punching. We’ve tied up with the movies.”

“With the what?” I queried.

“The movies—the moving picture people,

you know” he explained. “You see, the

people back East have gone plumb crazy on

these here Wild West picture-plays and

we're gratifying them at so much per.

Wagon train attacked by Injuns—good

lookin' girl carried off by one of the braves

-cow-punchers to the rescue, and all that

sort of thing. It's good pay and easy work

and the grub's first-rate. Yes, sirree, it's

got cow-punching beaten to a frazzle. I

reckon you're from the East yourself, ain’t

you?”

I admitted somewhat shamefacedly that

I was, adding that my bag was labeled

“New York.”

“The hell you say!” he exclaimed, re

garding me with suddenly increased re

spect. “From what I hearn say, that sure

must be some wicked town. Gambling

joints running wide open, an everyone

packs a gun, I hear, an’ shooting scraps so

frequent no one thinks nothing about 'em.

It ain't a safe place to live, I say. Now,

down here in Arizony things is different.

We're peaceable, we are. We don’t stand

for no promiscus gun-play and, barring one

or two of the mining towns, there ain’t a

poker palace left, and I wouldn’t be so

blamed surprised if this state went dry in

a year or two. Well, s'long friend,” he

added, sweeping off his hat. “I’m pleased

to’ve made your acquaintance. The feller

with the camera's waiting and we’ve got

to get out and run off a few miles of film

so's to amuse the folks back East.” -

I stood in the doorway of the Golden

West and watched them as they swung

easily into their saddles and went tearing

up the street in a rolling cloud of dust.

Then I went on my way, marveling at the

mutability of things. “That's what civil

ization does for a country” I said to my

self. “Lemonade instead of liquor; police

men instead of pistol-fighters; cow-boys

cavorting in front of cinematographs in

stead of corralling cattle.” At first blush
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Where there was a desert, arid, sun-baked, forbidding, are now groves ablaze with golden fruit.
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have brought about this miracie
pluck and water

Two things

 



Eighty miles north of Phoenix is the great Roosevelt Dam-the latest word, as it were, in the American

chapter of Arizona's history
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—I confess it frankly—I was as disappoint

ed as a boy who wakes up to find it raining

on circus morning, for I had revisited the

Southwest expecting to find the same easy

going, devil-may-care, whoop-her-up-boys

life so characteristic of that country's ear

lier days. Instead I found a busy, pros

perous country, still picturesque in many

of its aspects, but as orderly and peaceful

as Commonwealth avenue on a Sunday

morning.

It wasn’t much of a country, was Arizona,

the first time I set foot in it, upwards of a

dozen years ago. A howling wilderness is

what the Old Testament prophets would

have called it, I suppose, and they wouldn't

have been far wrong either. Certainly

Moses and his Israelites could not have

wandered through a region more forbid

ding. Sand and sagebrush and cactus;

snakes and lizards and coyotes; grim purple

mountains in the distance and, flaming in

a cloudless sky, a sun pitiless as fate. Cat

tlemen and sheepmen still fought for su

premacy on the ranges; faro players still

drove a roaring business in the mining

camps and the cow towns; men's coats

screened but did not altogether conceal the

ominous outline of the six-shooter; as build

ing materials adobe and corrugated iron

still predominated; Portland cement, the

barbed-wire fence, the irrigation ditch and

alfalfa had yet to come into their own. In

those days—and they were not so very

long ago, if you please-A-r-i-z-o-n-a

spelled Frontier with a capital F.

I recall a little incident of that first visit,

insignificant enough in itself but strangely

prophetical of the changes which were to

come. Riding across the most desolate

and inhospitable country I had ever seen,

a roughly written notice, nailed over the

door of a ramshackle adobe ranch-house

standing solitary in the desert, riveted my

attention. The ill-formed letters, scrawled

apparently with a sheep-brush dipped in

tar, read:

4o MILES FROM wooD

4o MILES FROM w. ATER

4o FEET FROM HELL

GOD BLESS OUR HOME

As I pulled up my horse, fascinated by the

grim humor of the lines, the rancher ap

peared in the doorway and, with the hos

pitality characteristic of those who dwell

in the earth's waste places, bade me dis

mount and rest. Such of his face as was not

bearded had been tanned by sun and wind

to the color of a well-smoked brier; corduroy

trousers belted over lean hips and a flannel

shirt open at the throat accentuated a figure

as iron-hard and sinewy as a mountain lion.

About his eyes, puckered at the outer cor

ners by much staring across sun-scorched

ranges, lurked the humorous twinkle which

suggested the Yankee or the Celt.

“I stopped to read your sign” I explained.

“If things are as discouraging as all that, I

suppose you’ll pull out of here the first

chance you get?”

“Not by a jugful!” he exclaimed. “I’m

here to stay. You mustn't take that sign

too seriously: it’s just my brand of humor.

This country don’t look up to much now,

I admit, but come back here in a few years,

friend, and you’ll need to be introduced to

it all over again.”

“But you've no water” I remarked skep

tically.

“We'll have that before long. You see,”

he explained eagerly, “the Colorado's not so

very far away and there's considerable talk

about the government's damming it and

bringing the water down here in diversion

canals and irrigation ditches. If the gov

ernment doesn’t help us, then we'll sink

artesian wells and get the water that way.

Once get water on it and this soil'll do the

rest. Why, friend, this soil'll raise anything

-anything! I'm going to put in alfalfa the

first year or two, until I get on my feet, and

then I'm going to raise citrus fruits. There's

never enough frost here to worry about, and

all we need is water to make this the finest

soil for orange-growing on God’s green

earth. Just remember what I'm telling

you,” he concluded impressively, tapping

my knee with his forefinger to emphasize

his words, “though things look damned dis

couraging just now, this is going to be a

great country some day.”

As I rode across the desert I turned in my

saddle to wave him a farewell, but he had

already forgotten me. He was marking, in

the bone-dry, cactus-dotted soil, the places

where he was going to set out his orange

trees. Though our paths have not crossed

again, I have always remembered him.

Resolute, resourceful, optimistic, self-re

liant, blessed with a sense of humor which

jeers at obstacles and laughs discourage

ments away, with as fanatic a faith in the

future of the land as has a Moslem in the
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Stretching away into the foot-hills

of this erstwhile wilderness are

roads which would do credit

to John Macadam

Koranic paradise, he has

typified for me those pio

neers who, by their indomi

table courage and unyield

ing tenacity, are converting

the arid deserts of the Southwest into a

veritable garden of the Lord.

Recently, after a lapse of little more than

a decade, I passed through that country

again. So amazing were the changes which

had taken place in the brief interim that,

just as my optimist had prophesied, I

needed a second introduction to the land.

Where I had left a desert, arid, sun-baked,

forbidding, I found fields where sleek cattle

grazed knee-deep in alfalfa, and groves

ablaze with golden fruit. Stretching away

to the foot-hills were roads which would

have done credit to John Macadam, and

scattered along them at intervals were

prosperous-looking ranch-houses of cement

or wood; there was a post-office and a trim

row of stores and a school house with a flag

floating over it; straggling cottonwoods

marked the courses of the irrigation streams

and in the air was the cheerful sound of

running water. There were two things

which brought about this miracle: pluck

and water.

Nowhere has the white man fought a

more courageous fight or won a more bril

liant victory than in Arizona. His weapons

have been the transit and the level, the

drill and the dredge, the pick and the spade,

and the enemy which he has conquered has

been the most stubborn of all foes: the hos

tile forces of Nature. The story of how the

white man, within the space of less than

thirty years, penetrated and explored and

mapped this almost unknown region; of

The honk of the white farmers'

auto-horn is heard in the

land of the Indian

herders' "bronc"

how he carried law and order

and justice into a section

which had never had so

much as a speaking ac

quaintance with any one of

the three before; of how, realizing the neces

sity for means of communication, he built

highways of steel across this territory from

east to west and from north to south; of

how, undismayed by the savageness of the

countenance which the desert turned upon

him, he laughed and rolled up his sleeves

and spat on his hands and slashed the face

of the desert with canals and irrigating

ditches, and filled those canals and ditches

with water brought from deep in the earth

or high in the mountains; and of how, in the

conquered and submissive soil, he replaced

the aloe with alfalfa, the mesquite with

maize, the cactus with cotton, forms one of

the most inspiring chapters in our history.

It is one of the epics of civilization, this

reclamation of the Southwest, and its heroes

are, thank God, Americans.

Other desert regions have been redeemed

by irrigation: Egypt, for example, and

Mesopotamia, and parts of the Sudan, but

the peoples of all those regions lay stretched

out in the shade of a convenient palm, meta

phorically speaking, and waited for some

one with more energy than themselves to

come along and do the work. But the Ari

zonans, mindful of the fact that God, the

Government and Carnegie help those who

help themselves, spent their days wielding

pick and shovel and their evenings in writ

ing letters to Washington with toil-hardened

hands. After a time the Government was

prodded into action and the great dams at

Laguna and Roosevelt are the result. Then
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Cattlemen and sheepmen fought

for supremacy on the ranges

and the cow-boy was

lord of the land

the people, organizing them

selves into cooperative

leagues and water-users’

associations, took up the

work of reclamation where

the Government left off, and it is to

these energetic, persevering men who have

drilled wells and plowed fields and dug

ditches through the length and breadth of

that great region which stretches from Yuma

to Tucson that the metamorphosis of Ari

zona is due.

More misconceptions are prevalent about

Arizona than about any other region on the

continent. The reclamation phase of its

development has been so emphasized and

advertised that among most of those who

have not seen it for themselves the impres

sion exists that it is a flat, arid, sandy, tree

less country, a small portion of which has,

miraculously enough, proved amenable to

irrigation. This impression has been con

firmed by various writers who, sacrificing

accuracy for a phrase, have dubbed Arizona

“the American Egypt,” which, to one who

is really familiar with the physical charac

teristics of the Nile country and the agri

cultural disabilities under which its people

labor, seems a left-handed compliment at

best. Egypt—barring the swamp-lands of

the Delta and a fringe of cultivation along

the Nile—is a country of sun-baked yellow

sand, as arid, flat and treeless as an expanse

of asphalt pavement. Arizona is nothing of

the sort. In its most arid regions there is a

small growth of green even in the dry sea

son, while after the rains the desert bursts

into a brilliancy and diversity of bloom in

credible to one who has not seen it. How

many people who have not visited Arizona

Dairy herds now grow fat peace

fully on the alfalfa whose

green mantle has been

flung over the desert

are aware that within the

borders of this “desert

state” is the largest pine

forest in the United States

-six thousand square miles

Egypt, on the other hand, is,in area?

with the exception of the date-palm, vir

tually treeless. In Egypt there is not a hill

worthy the name between Alexandria and

Wady Halfa, Arizona has range after range

of mountains which rise two miles and more

into the air. Egypt is not a white man's

land and never will be. Arizona will never

be anything else. If it is necessary to drag

in Egypt at all (save as concerns antiqui

ties) then, for goodness sake, pay the

Khedive's country a real compliment by

calling it “the African Arizona.”

The thing that surprised me most in

Arizona was the desert. An African would

not call it desert at all; a Bedouin would

never feel at home upon it. I had expected

to find a waste of sand, treeless, shrubless,

plantless, incapable of supporting anything;

yellow as molten brass, sun-scorched, unre

lenting. That is the desert as one knows it

in Africa and in Asia. The Arizona desert

is something very different indeed. In the

first place it is not yellow at all, but a sort

of bluish-gray: “driftwood” is probably the

term which an interior decorator would use

to describe its peculiarly soft and elusive

coloring. Neither is it flat, nor has it the

sand dunes so characteristic of the Sahara.

On the contrary it is a more or less rolling

country, corrugated by buttes and mesas

and unexpected outcroppings of rock and

sometimes gashed by arroyos, its surface

covered with a confused tangle of desert

vegetation so whimsical and fantastic in the
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The white man's weapons have

been the transit and the level,

the drill and the dredge, the

pick and the spade

forms it assumes that it

looks for all the world like

a prim New England gar

den gone violently insane.

There is the cholla, for

example, whose fuzzy white spines, so inno

cent-looking at a distance, might deceive

the stranger into supposing that it was a

sort of wild-cat cousin of the gentle pussy

willow; the towering sajuaro, often forty

feet in height and bearing a striking resem

blance to those mammoth candelabra which

flank the altars of Spanish cathedrals; the

octopus-like ocatilla, whose slender, sin

uous branches, tipped with scarlet blos

soms, seem to be forever groping for some

thing which they cannot find; the grotesque

prickly pear, looking not unlike a collection

of green pin-cushions, a-bristle with pins

and glued together at the edges; the somber

creosote bush, the scraggy mesquite, the

silvery greasewood, the bright green palo

verde. These, with the white blossoms of

the yucca and the pink, orange, yellow,

scarlet, and crimson flowers of the cacti, the

brilliant shades of the rock strata, the pur

ples and violets and blues of the encircling

mountains, the fleecy clouds drifting like

great flocks of unshorn sheep across an

ultramarine sky, combine to form a picture

as far removed from the desert of our imag

ination as one could well conceive. Less

picturesque than these color effects, the por

trayal of which would have taxed the genius

of Whistler, but more interesting to the

farmer, are the fine indigenous grasses

which spring up over the mesas after the

summer rains (some of them being, indeed,

extraordinarily independent of the rainfall)

and furnish ample if not abundant pastur

He slashed the face of the desert

with canals and irrigating

ditches and filled them

with far-brought water

age for live-stock. I am

quite aware, of course, that

those California-bound

tourists who gather their

impressions of Arizona from

the observation-platform of a mail-train

while streaking across the country at fifty

miles an hour, are accustomed to dismiss

the subject of its possibilities with a

wave of the hand and the dictum “Nothing

to it but sun, sand and sagebrush.” Were

those same people to see New York city

from the rear end of a train they would

assert that it consisted of nothing but tene

ments and tunnels. It is easy to magnify

the barrenness of an arid region, and, that

being so, I would respectfully suggest to the

people of Arizona (and I make no charge

for the suggestion) that they instruct their

legislators to enact a law banishing any one

found guilty of applying the defamatory mis

nomer “desert” to any portion of the state.

Though it were not well to take too liter

ally the panegyrics of the soil and its poten

tialities which every board of trade and

commercial club in the state print and dis

tribute by the ton, there is no playing hide

and-seek with the fact that the soil of a very

large part of Arizona is as versatile as it is

productive. At the celebration with which

the people of Yuma marked the completion

of the Colorado river project, prizes were

awarded for forty-three distinct products of

the soil. To recount them would be to

enumerate virtually every fruit, vegetable

and cereal native to the temperate zone and

many of those ordinarily found only in the

torrid, for Arizona combines in an altogether

exceptional degree the climatic charac

teristics of them both. This not being a

–------ -- - -
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Arizona's world-beating output of

copper is produced at a lower

cost than from any other

great field in the world

seedsman's catalogue, it is

enough to say that the list

began with alfalfa and

ended with yams.

Everything considered, I

aminclined to think that the shortest road to

agricultural prosperity lies through an Ari

zoma alfalfa field, for this proliferous crop,

whose fecundity would put a guinea-pig to

shame, possesses the admirable quality of

making the land on which it is grown richer

with each cutting. They told me some pro

digious alfalfa yarns in Arizona, but, as each

district goes its neighbor's record a few tons

to the acre better, I will content myself

with mentioning that, in certain parts of the

state, as many as twelve crops of alfalfa have

been cut in a year. I wonder what your

Eastern farmer, who thanks his lucky stars

if he can get one good crop of hay in a year,

would think of life in a land like that?

Certain of the orange-growing sections of

Arizona have been unwisely advertised as

“frostless.” This is not true, for there is no

place within our borders which is wholly

free from frost. It is quite true, however,

that the citrus groves of southern Arizona

stand a better chance of escaping the rav

ages of frost than those in any other part of

the country. The fruit ripens, moreover,

considerably earlier, the Arizona growers

being able to place their oranges, lemons

and grapefruit on Eastern dinner tables a

full month in advance of their Californian

competitors.

Unless I am very greatly mistaken, two

products hitherto regarded as alien to our

soil-the Algerian date and Egyptian cot

ton-are bound to prove important factors

in the agricultural future of Arizona. There

The rich copper district of northern

Sonora, sending its concentrates to

the smelters, is directly tributary

to the wealth of Arizona

is no tree which produces

so large a quantity of fruit

and at the same time re

quires so little attention as

the date-palm when once

it gets in bearing; date-palm groves in

North Africa, where the prices are very low,

yield from five to ten dollars a tree per an

num. They are, as it were, the camels

among trees, for they thrive in soil so sandy

and waterless that any other tree would

die from sheer discouragement. The date

palm has long since passed the experimental

stage in Arizona, the heavily-laden groves,

which any one who cares to take the trouble

can see for himself at several places in the

southern part of the state, giving ocular

evidence of the success with which this

toothsome fruit can be grown under Ameri

can conditions. The other crop which has,

I am convinced, a rosy future in Arizona, is

Egyptian cotton, which will thrive on less

water than any crop grown under irrigation.

The fiber of the Egyptian cotton being about

three times the length of the ordinary Amer

ican-grown staple, it can always find a

profitable market among thread manu

facturers when our Southern cotton fre

quently goes unharvested because prices

are too low to pay for picking, an average

of about fifty-five million pounds of Egyp

tian cotton being imported into the United

States each year. With the fertile soil, the

warm dry climate, and the water resources

which are being so rapidly developed, the

day is not far distant when the traveler

through certain sections of Arizona will

look out of the window of his Pullman at a

fleeting landscape of fleecy white. “That

isn’t snow, is it, George?” he will ask the
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porter, and that grinning Ethiopian will

answer “No, suh, dat ain’t snow-dat’s

'Gyptian cotton.”

This is no virgin, untried soil, remember.

Centuries before the great Genoese navi

gator set foot on the beach of San Salvador,

southern Arizona was the home of a dense

and prosperous population, skilled in agri

culture and past-masters in irrigation, the

canals which they constructed, the ruins of

which may still be seen, providing object

lessons for the engineers of today. It is

peculiarly interesting to recall that when

the Crusaders were battling with the Sara

cens in Palestine, when the Byzantine Em

pire was at the height of its glory, when the

battle of Hastings had yet to be fought,

when Canute of Denmark ruled in England,

a remarkable degree of civilization pre

vailed in this remote corner of the Americas.

By civilization I mean that the inhabitants

of this region dwelt in desert sky-scrapers

four, five, perhaps even six stories in height,

that they possessed an organized govern

ment, that they had evolved a practical co

operative system not unlike the water

users' associations of the Arizona of today,

and that, by means of a system of dams,

aqueducts and reservoirs—the remains of

which may still be seen—they had suc

ceeded in reclaiming a by no means incon

siderable region. So great became the agri

cultural prosperity of this early people that

it excited the cupidity of the warlike tribes

to the north, who, in a series of forays prob

ably extending over years, at last succeeded

in exterminating or driving out this agri

cultural population. Their many-storied

dwellings crumbled, the canals and aque

ducts which they constructed fell into dis

repair, the soil once again dried up for lack

of water, and returned in time to its original

desert state, the habitat of the cactus and

the mesquite, the haunt of the coyote and

the snake.

Centuries passed, during which migratory

bands of Indians were the only visitors to

this silent and deserted land. Then, trudg

ing up from the Spanish settlements to the

southward came Brother Marcos de Niza,

in his sandals and woolen robe. He, the

first white man to set foot in Arizona, after

penetrating as far northward as the Zuni

towns, returned to Mexico, or New Spain,

as it was then called, where he related what

he had seen to one of the Spanish officials,

Don Francisco Vasquez de Coronado, who

promptly equipped an expedition and

started northward on his own account.

Followed by half a thousand Spanish horse

and foot, a few hundred friendly Indians,

and a mile-long mule train, the expedition

wound across the burning deserts of Chi

huahua, over the snow-clad mountains of

Sonora, through rivers swollen into torrents

by the spring rains, and so into Arizona,

where, raising the red-and-yellow banner,

he took possession of all this country in the

name of his Most Catholic Majesty of

Spain. This was in the year of Grace 1540,

when the ghost of Anne Boleyn still dis

turbed the sleep of Henry VIII and when

Solyman the Magnificent was hammering

at the gates of Budapest. By the beginning

of the seventeenth century the country now

comprising the state of Arizona was dotted

with Spanish priests, who, in their missions

of sun-dried bricks, devoted themselves to

the disheartening task of Christianizing the

Indians. In 1680, however, came the great

Indian revolt: the friars were slain upon

their altars, their missions were ransacked

and destroyed, and the work of civilization

which they had begun was set back a hun

dred years. -

The nineteenth century was approaching

its quarter-mark before the first American

frontiersmen, pushing southward from the

Missouri in quest of furs and gold, pene

trated Arizona. Came then in rapid suc

cession the Mexican war, which resulted in

the cession to the United States of New

Mexico, which then included all that por

tion of Arizona lying north of the Gila

river; the discovery of gold in California,

which, by drawing attention to the country

south of the Gila as a desirable transconti

nental railway route, resulted in its purchase

under the terms of the Gadsden Treaty; and

the outbreak of the Civil war, a Confederate

invasion of Arizona in 1862 resulting in its

organization as a territory of the Union.

The early period of American rule was ex

tremely unsettled, Indian massacres and

the dangerous elements which composed

the population-prospectors, cow-punchers,

adventurers, gamblers, bandits, horse

thieves—leading to one of the worst, though

one of the most picturesque, periods of our

frontier history. -

On February the fourteenth, 1912, the

territory of Arizona was admitted to the

Union, and George W. P. Hunt, its first

elected governor, standing on the steps of the
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capitol, swung his hat in the air and called

on the assembled crowd for three cheers as

there broke out at the mast-head a flag with

eight-and-forty stars.

The history of Arizona divides itself, as

I have just shown, into three epochs—the

aboriginal, the exploratory, and the reclam

atory, or, if you prefer, the Indian, the

Spanish, and the American-and each of

these epochs is typified by a remarkable and

wholly characteristic structure: the Ruins

of Casa Grande, the Mission of San Xavier

del Bac, and the Roosevelt Dam. Casa

Grande—“the Great House”—which rises

from the desert some sixty miles southeast of

Phoenix, is the most remarkable plain ruin

in the whole Southwest and the only one of

its kind in the United States. It is a four

storied house of sun-dried puddled clay,

forming, with its cyclopean walls, its low

doorways, so designed that an enemy would

have to enter on hands and knees, and its

labyrinth of rooms, courtyards, and corri

dors, a striking and significant relic of a for

gotten people. Already a ruin when dis

covered, in 1694, by the Jesuit Father Kino,

how old it is or who built it even the archae

ologists have been unable to decide. Its

crumbling ruins are emblematic of a race of

sturdy red men, growers of grain and breed

ers of cattle, whose energy and resource

wrested this region from the desert, and who

were driven out of it by the greed of a

stronger and more warlike people.

In the shadow of the foot-hills, where the

Santa Rita mountains sweep down to meet

the desert half-a-dozen miles outside Tuc

son, stands the white Mission of San Xavier

del Bac. It is the sole survivor of that chain

of outposts of the church which the friars of

the Spanish orders stretched across Arizona

in their campaign of proselytism three cen

turies ago. I saw it for the first time at sun

set, its splendid carved façade rose-tinted

by the magic radiance of twilight, its domes

and towers and minarets silhouetted against

the purple of the mountains as though

carved from ivory. Perhaps it is the dra

matic effect produced as, swinging sharply

around the shoulder of the foot-hills, one

comes upon it suddenly, standing white and

solitary and lovely between the desert and

the sky, but I shall always rank it with the

Taj Mahal, the Mosque of Sultan Hassan,

and the Alhambra, as one of the most beau

tiful buildings I have ever seen. If Cali

fornia had that mission she would advertise

and exploit it to the skies, but they don’t

seem to pay much attention to it in Arizona,

being too much occupied, I suppose, with

other and more important things. In fact,

I had to inquire of three people in the hotel

at Tucson before I could learn just where it

was. Although the patter of monastic san

dals upon its flagged floors has ceased these

many years, San Xavier is neither deserted

nor run down, for the Angelus bell still

booms its brazen summons at twilight, and

the Indians from the near-by reservation

come trooping in for evening prayer. The

last of the Arizona missions, it stands as a

fitting memorial to the courageous padres

who first brought Christianity to Arizona,

many of them at the cost of their lives.

Eighty miles north of Phoenix, at the

back of the Superstition mountains and

almost under the shadow of the Four Peaks,

is the great Roosevelt Dam—the last word,

as it were, in the American chapter of Ari

zona's history. Those who know whereof

they speak have estimated that four-fifths

of the state is fitted, so far as the potential

ities of the soil is concerned, for agriculture,

but hitherto the lack of rainfall has reduced

the available area to that which lay within

the capabilities of the somewhat meager

streams to irrigate. This was particularly

true of the region of which Phoenix is the

center. Came then quiet, efficient men who

proceeded to perform a modern version of

the miracle of Moses, for, behold, they smote

the rock and where there had been no water

before there was now water and to spare.

Across a narrow canyon in the mountains

they built a Gargantuan dam of sandstone

and cement to hold in check and to con

serve for use in the dry season the waters of

the river which swirled through it. The

great artificial lake, twenty-five square

miles in area, created by this dam holds

water enough to cover more than a million

and a quarter acres with a foot of water and

assures a permanent supply to the 240,000

acres included in the project. The farmers

of the Salt river valley, which comprises the

territory under irrigation, forming them

selves into an association, entered into a

contract with the government to repay the

cost of the dam in ten years, whereupon the

dam will become the property of the land

owners themselves, the water, under the

terms of the agreement, becoming appurte

nant to the land. Just as the crumbling

ruins at Casa Grande serve as a reminder
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of a race long since dead and gone, and as

the white mission at Tucson is a memorial

to the Spaniards who came after them, so is

the mighty dam at Roosevelt, together with

its accompanying prosperity, a monument

to the courage, daring and resource of the

American.

In speaking of Arizona it must be borne

in mind that the state consists of two dis

tinct regions, as dissimilar in climate and

physiography as Florida and Maine. Theirs

is the difference between plateau and plain,

between sandstone and sand, between palm

and pine. If you will take a pencil and ruler

and draw a line diagonally across the map

of the state, from Mojave City, on the Col

orado, to Bisbee, on the Mexican border,

you will have a rough idea of the extent of

these two zones. That portion of the state

lying to the north of this imaginary line is

a six-thousand-foot-high plateau, mountain

ous and heavily forested, with green grass

and running water and cold dry winters,

and an annual rainfall which frequently ex

ceeds thirty inches. To the south of this

quartering line lies a tremendous stretch of

arid but fertile land, broken at intervals by

hills and mountain ranges, with a sparse

vegetation and an annual rainfall which,

particularly in the vicinity of the Colorado,

often does not exceed three inches. It is in

this southern portion, however, that the

future of Arizona lies, for the success of the

great irrigation projects at Roosevelt and

Laguna (and which will doubtlessbefollowed,

in the not distant future, by similar under

takings on the Santa Cruz, the San Pedro,

the Agua Frio, the Verde, the Little Colo

rado, and the lower Gila) have given con

vincing proof that all that its arid soil re

quired was water to transform it into a land

of farms and orchards and gardens, in

which the energetic man of modest means—

and it is such men who form the backbone

of every country—can find a generous living

and a delightful home. They need men, the

right kind of men, out in Arizona, for the

state, though greater in area than New

York and Pennsylvania and Massachusetts

combined, has a smaller population than

Rochester, New York, or Oakland, Cali

fornia.

A grave injustice has been done to the peo

ple of the state by those fiction writers who

have depicted Arizona society as consisting

of cow-punchers, faro-dealers and bad men.

The pictures they still persist in drawing of

towns shot-up by drunken cow-boys, of

saloons and poker palaces running at full

blast, of stage-coaches held up and robbed,

are as much out-of-date, if the public only

knew it, as crinoline skirts and flowered

satin vests. As a matter of fact, Arizona

claims the most law-abiding population in

the United States, and the claim is copper

riveted by the criminal records. The

gambler and the gun-fighter have disap

peared, driven out by the force of public

opinion. The Arizona Rangers, that pic

turesque body of constabulary which po

liced the country in territorial days, have

been disbanded because there is no longer

work for them to do. Not only is “red-eye”

no longer the conventional drink, but many

of the communities have voted for prohibi

tion. Not content with closing the gambling

houses, Phoenix and Tucson have passed

municipal ordinances prohibiting such inno

cent forms of chance as raffles and nickel

in-the-slot machines. When the promoters

of Phoenix's annual carnival wished to ob

tain a stage-coach the other day they could

not find one in the state: they had all been

bought by the moving-picture concerns. A

stage still runs over the mountains from

Globe to Phoenix, driven by a gentleman

who chews tobacco and wears a broad

brimmed hat, but it has sixty-horse-power

engines under it and the fashion in which its

driver takes the giddy turns is calculated to

make the passengers’ hair permanently

pompadour. Out in the back-country, where

the roads run out and the trails begin, the

cow-puncher is still to be found, but he, like

the long-horns which he herds, is rapidly

retreating before civilization’s implacable

advance. Lawlessness has given way to

law; a desert has been plowed and hoed and

watered into a land of farms and fruit-trees;

a wilderness has been converted into a state.

It is a very wonderful thing that has been

done down there in Arizona, and to the

toil-hardened, sun-tanned men who did it

I am proud to raise my hat. Today they

are only commonplace farmers, but, when

history has granted them the justice of

perspective, we shall know them as the

Pioneers.



THE MAKING OF A STATE

By GEORGE W. P. HUNT

Governor of Arizona

O have seen a state in the making is a

I novel experience. To have watched

her grow from unkempt infancy, so to

speak, into a youthfulness marked by sturdi

hood, prominence and power is a remark

able privilege. Yet both the experience and

the privilege have been mine. It is no

wonder, therefore, that I hold for Arizona,

the infant in this case, a feeling of closest

kinship. I might regard her paternally were

her potentialities not so colossal, were her

possibilities not so vast, were she not, in

brief, a mammoth promise only partially

fulfilled. For the past thirty-two years she

has been, as it were, my companion, my

playmate, workmate. I have shared her

vicissitudes while she has retrieved my mis

fortunes. Years ago I yielded my share of

effort to bring her forth from that obscurity

in which countless centuries had enthralled

her; to estrange her from the untutored and

uncouth savage, the Apache, the Papago, the

Pima and the Navajo, who alone had found

her rugged mountains and expansive deserts

hospitable, and to introduce her to the

Caucasian world. With other newcomers

from the older and more populous regions, I

encouraged this untutored child of the west

ern wilderness to emerge from her solitude,

to don the habiliments of civilization and to

extend her welcome more freely and hope

fully to others of my kind. To all these im

portunities Arizona has responded more

readily than ever was imagined; more gen

erously than the most sanguine pioneer ever

anticipated, more bounteously than was

ever thought possible by those superficially

familiar with her resources of thirty years

ago.

Her resources of thirty years ago! The

expression calls to mind frontier pictures

that pass my mental vision in kaleidoscopic

array. When I followed a burro train bear

ing prospectors’ equipment across eastern

Arizona into the town of Globe in the year

1881, I had acquired an abiding faith in the

industrial future of the country over which

my trail had led. I had portrayed mentally

those herculean human efforts by which

rugged mountains impregnated with valu

able minerals would be made to yield richest

tribute to industry. I foresaw towering

smokestacks of smelters. I heard in fancy

the raucous roar of blast furnaces and the

din of machinery in immense refineries. I

forethought, less vividly, it is true, but

accurately, nevertheless, the forces of com

mercialism wresting their wealth from

virgin forests. And a concomitant element

in the whole picture was the settler with his

agricultural instinct creating here and there

a garden spot with waters diverted from

natural channels, while the little mining

camps and trading posts assumed, as a

matter of course, the proportions and ap

pearance of thriving cities.

All these things were a part of the vision

held before the Arizona pioneers in those

early days as an incentive to their industry,

as a hope of reward to urge them on to

further conquests of the wild and all too

barren waste over which savage life and the

elemental forces of Nature had theretofore

held illimitable sway. But even the most

fanciful of the early settlers delving into the

mountain sides for hidden treasure, or graz

ing their herds and flocks on the wooded and

vegetated uplands did not have the temerity

or imagination to predict any future value

for the contemned deserts—those treach

erous expanses of moistureless sand or adobe,

scantily and sporadically covered by sage

brush, mesquite and greasewood, the cactus,

the cholla and the ocatilla. They were

places fraught with vague terrors, where

Nature in recalcitrant mood had chosen to

play strange pranks, where the unwary or

too venturesome prospector was lured to the

tortures of death by thirst while the phan

tom lakes and elusive shades of the mirage

mocked him in his suffering. Verily, here

was the ne plus ultra of desolation! Who

could divine that Uncle Sam would one day

become a twentieth-century miracle-worker,

and with enormous stores of waters im

pounded in the mountain canyons or river
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beds, would drag forth these mute and

barren wastes from their primeval solitude

and convert them into a veritable Garden

of Eden? The mythical feats of Thor, the

conquests of Goliath, and the prodigious

performances of the Brobdingnagian giants

were as nothing compared to this.

So stupendous was the undertaking that

even after the government engineers had

outlined their plans for converting the acres

of the Salt river and Yuma valleys into pro

ductive farms, the agricultural chance-taker

who settled down on a homestead to await

the arrival of irrigation, with the completion

of the projects, accepted the assurances of

the miracle-workers with reservations.

Illustrative of this feeling was the graphic,

if extravagant, expression used by one of

these homestead entrymen while the great

Roosevelt Dam was under construction. As

he leaned on the wheel of my carriage in

front of the little tent house that he called

home, he must have caught me in the act of

making a stealthy survey of his none too

substantial abode and the quarter-section

of desert land that surrounded it, for after

looking skeptically over his surroundings

for a moment, he remarked with grim doubt

fulness “Doesn't look like much to tie to,

does it, stranger? A jackrabbit runnin'

across it 'ud have to carry his lunch with

him.” Today the land that called forth this

pessimism could not be purchased for $200

an alCre.

But one should not bridge too rapidly the

years of endeavor and history-making that

intervened between the days when the white

man in Arizona, repulsing the marauding

Indian, and the hardly less formidable des

perado, evolved law and order of a crude but

effective character, together with means of

livelihood, and this modern epoch when

civilizing and industrial influences and en

deavors appear to be culminating in an era

of incomparable prosperity which stretches

ahead in a roseate vista down the long

reaches of time. For, meanwhile, had come

the cattle barons, the lumbermen, the farm

ers, the yellow-legged mining engineer, and

close in the wake of the latter the great cor

poration with its possibilities for extensive

development of those natural mineral re

sources, knowledge of which caused Hum

boldt, the famous geologist and cosmog

onist, to say of Arizona prophetically in that

early period “There lies the future treasure

house of the world.” And almost contempo

raneously with these notable and significant

events, the great empire of civilization and

industry that lay to the eastward stretched

out a cordon by which it sought to lay hold

on Arizona along with the supposedly richer

and more hospitable country lying to the

westward. It was a railroad, this harbinger

of civilization, and its number, with the ad

vance of industrial development, has become

plural. The railroad builders of those early

days regarded Arizona as a place to be

gotten across as swiftly as possible with as

few stops as were permissible on the way to

the gold fields, the cultivated valleys and

giant forests of California. Yet in the

course of Arizona's development came the

time when she led all the states of the Union

as a producer of copper, when millions more

were annually yielded by her in the form of

gold, silver, lead, zinc and other metals;

when the far-heralded advantages of a mild

and invigorating climate combined with

numerous natural scenic wonders brought

thousands of tourists yearly to her cities and

mountains; when vast natural resources and

enhanced transportation facilities hastened

the upbuilding of her centers of population

and the occupation of her fertile farmlands

until the population of the territory had

mounted to well over two hundred thousand.

Then, surely and inevitably, on February

14, 1912, came statehood with its attendant

advantages and privileges. Arizona was no

longer the storehouse of Nature's curiosities,

the domain of the savage dedicated chiefly

to the scientific explorer and the writer of

fiction in search of new scenes and local

color. As a state she had, so to speak,

“arrived.” -

Not all of a state's resources are indicated

by the figures of industrialism or the litera

ture of boards of trade, however potent

these two factors in development may be.

In brief, one cannot express a true estimate

of a commonwealth in terms of Midas any

more than he can adjudge accurately and

fairly the character and personality of a

fellowman by reference alone to his rating

in Bradstreet's. In the last analysis it is the

populace of a state that foretells its destiny.

They are not the sluggards of the world

who leave kith and kin to wrest a livelihood

from a new and untried region. It takes

both courage and enterprise to abandon

one's household gods of generations and set

up new firesides and shrines on virgin

soil. And even the healthsecker is not
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infrequently a pathfinder in his chosen line

of work, who hasprematurely reached hisday

of reckoning with Nature's laws through the

too feverish pursuit of an ambition. Thus

it has come about naturally that Arizona's

new ship of state carries a venturesome,

hazard-loving people, unafraid to explore

uncharted seas in the realms of industry,

sociology or in other directions of human

endeavor. Since their entrance into this

new territory they have had to subdue

savage tribes, to stand embattled against

the very elements of Nature in gaining a

foothold and founding homes. Therefore,

their chance-taking proclivities are great,

and their view of life is undismayed. Their

conquests have reënforced their confidence.

This spirit of Arizona's people has made

itself manifest in different ways, particu

larly since statehood was acquired and

greater latitude was thus afforded for de

partures from the old order of public affairs.

In divers directions it has reached out to

transform the old into the new, and to

bestow its humanizing influence wherever

conditions made a demand. Perhaps the

greatest monument to this ardent spirit of

progress is the constitution of the new

state, with the initiative, referendum and

recall as its cardinal principles, while the

most striking manifestation of it may be the

radical institutional reforms inaugurated

and supported since Arizona became a dis

tinct entity in the Union. From delving

after wealth, from reclaiming arid lands and

upbuilding cities, the new state has withheld

sufficient attention and effort to effect a new

kind of reclamation, to foster an enterprise

that is, and yet is not, wholly a philan

thropy, the rehabilitation of human char

acter, the conserving of individual life and

energy for social betterment.

The most notable results along these lines

have been achieved in utilizing for public

service those elements which had hitherto

been regarded as wholly estranged from

society.

The state of Arizona had outlined on

paper a great north and south and east and

west system of highways, but the road fund

was depleted. Where was the labor to come

from to extend these radial lines of travel

whereby the different cities of Arizona might

be linked more closely together and the

multitude of tourists might annually find

ready access to all parts of this sightseers'

wonderland? The solution was found when

construction forces were recruited from the

four hundred and fifty men in the State

Prison. To encourage self-respect stripes

were abolished and gray uniforms were sub

stituted. To promote health and efficiency

sanitary surroundings and wholesome food

were provided. In different parts of the

state road camps were established, and in

one of the most remote about forty men

were stationed with no guard except their

own verbal assurances that they would not

try to escape. A lesson in human nature

was then afforded by the discovery that a

prisoner's sense of honor is a more effective

guard than a man with a rifle. Figures show

a far lower percentage of attempted escapes

from road camps unguarded than from those

where the usual espionage is employed. And

this fact affords the basic principle of the

new penology, namely, a man reforms only

as he is trusted and made to rely on him

self.

However that may be, highway and bridge

construction is going forward rapidly in

Arizona by means of prisoners’ labor, and

in this and other ways each man convicted,

instead of becoming a public burden, is pay

ing his debt to the state whose laws he

transgressed.

And yet, whatever Arizona's civic and

industrial advantages today; however phe

nomenal her progress, in the few years since

she emerged from comparative obscurity

into the radiance of a new era, the state is

still in the early stages of development.

While it is true that her advancement has

been of a character not attained by many a

commonwealth of surpassing age and wealth

of tradition, her potentialities are stu

pendous. Hers is a record of many worthy

beginnings, of colossal inceptions. Not the

past, but the future holds her interest, her

ideals, her aspirations. And commanding,

meanwhile, the allegiance and devotion of

thousands of people of every walk of life,

who have felt the subtle and intangible, but

withal potent fascination of her sapphire

skies, her opalescent sunsets, her wondrous

scenery, her wealth of empire, her spirit of

hazardry admitting no defeat, she extends

perennial welcome and promise of pros

perity to every newcomer in search of hap

piness commensurate with human endeavor.



“I think at even, cyes that dreamed of Spain turned wistfully across the trackless Sand”

SAN XAVIER

The Mission of San Xavier del Bac, near Tucson, Arizona, was foundcd

by Spanish priests about 1687

By MARION CUMMINGS STANLEY

Where buried rivers mock the burning sands,

Through trackless wastes of desert, dread and vast,

They came whose feet were first in unknown lands;

They stayed their weary wandering here at last.

They came who counted earthly gain as loss,

They raised the old-world altar in the new;

Around the banner of the lifted cross,

From far and wide, the red men wondering drew.

They burned them bricks from out the desert clay,

They had no quarried stone nor marble white;

They taught the peaceful Pima day by day;

The fierce Apache terrified the night.

They made them bricks of desert sand; they brought

The beamèd oak afar; year after year

Still patiently the gray-gowned brothers sought

To make the old-world beauty blossom here.

Beneath their hands the desert clay took mold

Of Moorish arch and Moorish tower fair.

From mountain mines they brought the virgin gold,

With beaten gold they made the altar there.

I think at even, eyes that dreamed of Spain

Turned wistfully across the trackless sand.

As from an island in the midmost main

A shipwrecked sailor yearns for native land. .
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Did any echo reach them from afar,

Borne over vale and plain and mountain crest,

To tell how in the travail pains of war

The new world bore a nation to the West?

For him, the high of heart and strong of limb,

Her bosom with the milk of plenty fills;

Her wheat upon a thousand plains for him,

For him her cattle on a thousand hills.

And not for Spain for all her splendid dreams,

Though first her ships were on the silent bays,

Though first for her the new world's treasure-streams,

And at her shrine the simple Indian prays.

And not for thee, O thou wild wanderer,

Dark daughter of her youth, whose feet were free

Upon her hills in all the days that were

Before the white man’s star rose from the sea.

Here at this shrine they bowed with faces mild,

They knew no prescience of coming loss,

The son of Spain, America's first child,

Together in the shadow of the cross.

Now from his hills the Indian is gone;

The eager white man works his will; today

The tides of trade are high where old Tucson

Cowered close behind her walls of sun-baked clay.

Along the reaches of the silent land

The throbbing arteries of commerce beat,

And where the fathers knelt, so scant a band,

From sea to sea men gathered, mix and meet.

The old things pass; only the mesa keeps

The olden light when waning afternoon

Along the purple Catalinas sleeps,

Till Santa Rita's roses blossom soon.

And at one shrine of ancient memories

The past lives on from dreaming year to year;

They whisper still—the vanished centuries—

Upon the vesper bells of San Xavier.



IN THE MORNING OF TIME

THE FINDING OF FIRE

By CHARLES G. D. ROBERTS

Author of: The Heart of the Ancient Wood; The Feet of the Furtive

Illustrated by Paul Bransom

A battle belween Earliest Man and the King of the Triple Horn, described in the

September number, was a fitting prelude to this remotely staged romance of Gröm and A-ya,

tribal lovers who roamed the Little Hills, and who were the Finders of Fire.

in extremity. Trouble after trouble

had come upon them, blow after

blow had stricken them, till now there

were but a score of fighting men with per

haps twice that number of women able

to bear children, left to the tribe. It

looked as if but one more stroke such as

that which had just befallen them must

wipe them out of existence. And that,

had ruthless Nature suffered it, would

have been a damage she would have taken

thousands of years to repair. For the

People of the Little Hills had climbed

T: People of the Little Hills were higher from the pregnant ooze than any

other of the man or half-man tribes at

that time struggling into being on the

youthful Earth.

First, and not least formidable to the

tribe, had been an incursion from the east

of beings who were plainly men but even

more plainly beasts. Had the men of

the Little Hills but known it, they were

much like their own ancestors except for

the blackness of their skins beneath the

coarse fur, for the narrow angle of their

skulls, and the heavy forward thrust of

their lower jaws. They wore no garment
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of any kind, bore no weapons except the

gnarled branches crudely trimmed by

breaking or gnawing, and spoke an ex

tremely rudimentary tongue, which to

the Hillmen seemed but a succession of

grunts and clicks. They were, in fact,

a race of Tree-men, or Ape-men, probably

overflowing from their native forests and

seeking a new home where the fruits they

loved should be abundant. In almost

voiceless fury they flung themselves upon

the Hillmen, who slew them in hordes by

the aid of club and spear, but suffered

frightful losses in the struggle. The Ape

men had a hideous habit of rending their

beaten antagonists apart as they were

wont to strip branches from the trees.

But it caused them to lose a lot of precious

time in the rush of a battle, and it roused

the Hillmen to a redoubled rage. In the

end—after a long war, for the invaders

came in a succession of legions—the low

browed ones were beaten, trodden out or

driven into the sea, which they feared

frantically. But when they had passed

the Hillmen's ranks were thin, and their

stone-piled graves were thick along the

windy shoulders of the hill.

Soon afterward, appearing from no man

could say where, came a scattered in

cursion of mammoth cave-bears, sabre

toothed tigers, and a few gigantic cave

lions. These ravenous monsters not only

slaughtered wholesale the game on which

the Hillmen most depended, but strove

each for himself, fortunately—to seize

the caves. As they raged against each

other no less desperately than against

their human adversaries, the issue of the

war was never in doubt. The Hillmen

stood together solidly, fought with all

their cunning of pitfall and ambuscade,

and overwhelmed the mightiest by sheer

weight of numbers. But again the vic

tory was dear-bought. When the last of

the monsters, sullen and amazed, with

drew to seek less difficult encounters, they

left mourning and lamentation in the

CalVeS.

This war had been a matter of some

seasons. Then had followed a summer of

peace and good hunting, which had given

wounds time to heal. But with winter

had swept down another dreadful invasion

from the east—wolves, wolves of gigantic

stature, and hunting in such huge packs

that many outlying sections of the tribe

were cut off and devoured before the Hill

men could combine to withstand them.

Fortunately the different packs had no

combined action, so after the first shock

the hairy warrior who ruled the men of

the Little Hills was able to get his dimin

ished followers together, along with most

of their stored supplies, and mass them in

the central caves. Night after night raged

bloody battles in the cave-mouths; and

from time to time, when the opposing

numbers were not too overwhelming, the

Hillmen would rush forth with deep

chested yells and brain a few score of their

besiegers. But meanwhile all hunting was

made impossible, the meat of the slain

wolves was intolerable, and men's blood

grew thin on a scant diet of nuts and roots.

So dragged by half the desperate winter.

Then suddenly the wolves, having exter

minated or driven off all the game among

the Little Hills, once more took the trail,

though with diminished ranks, and swept

off ravaging to the south. The People

of the Little Hills were free once more to

come out into the sun. But there was no

more game to hunt, neither in the forest,

nor on the upland slopes, nor in the frost

filmed marshes by the estuary. The tribe

was driven to fumbling in the icy pools

at low tide for scallops and clams and

mussels, a diet which their souls despised

and their bodies resented.

The fact that the invasion of the wolves

had forced the tribe to concentrate, how

ever, presently proved to have been a

painfully disguised blessing. Had they

remained as before, scattered all over their

domain for the convenience of the chase,

their next and hardest trial would surely

have annihilated them.

It was once more out of the east that it

came upon them, by the trail of the van

ished Ape-men and the giant-wolves.

About sunrise of a summer's day a woman

of the tribe was grubbing for roots with a

pointed stick, by the banks of a brook,

when she was pounced upon by a pair of

squat yellow-brown filthy men with enor

mous shoulders, short bow-legs, and flat

faces with gaping upturned nostrils.

Young and vigorous, she fought like a

tigress till stunned by a blow on the head—

which was not before both her assailants

were streaming with blood from the jabs

of her sharp digging-stick. Her cries had

aroused the tribe, however, and her
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captors, appreciating in her a shapeliness

and fairness beyond anything they had ever

seen in their own females, made haste to

make sure of their prize by dragging her

off into the woods. Three of the Hillmen,

raging in pursuit, were intercepted by a

horde of the squat strangers suddenly

leaping from the thickets—surrounded,

pulled down after a heaving convulsion

of struggle, and trodden into the earth.

The chief of the tribe, from his vantage

at the top of the slope which led up to the

little amphitheater of caves wherein he

had gathered his people, saw and under

stood. The perils of the past two years

had made him cool and provident. One

look at those foul and shaggy hordes, leap

ing like beasts, had told him that this was

to be a battle to the death. Angrily beat

ing back the hotheads who would have

rushed down to avenge their kin and in

evitably shared their fate, his shouts,

bellowed sonorously from his deep and

hairy chest, called up the whole tribe to

the defense of the bottle-neck pass which

led into the amphitheater. -

The Bow-legs, their yellow skin showing

through the clotted tufts of coarse clay

colored hair which unevenly clothed their

bodies, came plunging irregularly through

the brook and gathered in confused masses

along the foot of the slope, jabbering

shrilly to each other and making insolent

gestures toward the silent company at the

top. The hair of their heads was stringy,

coarse and scant, and of an inky blackness,

in contrast to the abundant locks of the

Hillmen, which were for the most part of

a dark brown or dark ruddy hue.

In other respects the contrast was still

more striking. The Hillmen, erect and

straight, were taller than their bestial

looking opponents by a foot or fifteen

inches. With much less breadth of shoul

der and heaviness of trunk, they had great

depths of chest, great muscular develop

ment in arm and leg, and a leanness of

flank that gave them a look of breed.

Their skins, very hairy in the case of the

mature men, were of a reddish tan color,

paling to pink and cream in the children

and younger women. They had ample

foreheads under the wild thatch of their

hair, and high well-bridged noses, and

fierce steady eyes of green or brown-gray.

Outnumbered nearly ten to one, and shrewd

to see at a glance what ferocious power

lurked in those misshapen frames at the

foot of the slope, they stood staring down

upon them in silence, with an undaunted

loathing.

For some minutes the hordes of the Bow

legs stood jabbering, and waving their

crude but massive clubs excitedly. They

seemed to have no chief, no plan of attack,

no discipline of any sort. Some of them

even squatted down on the turf and

scratched themselves like monkeys, glaring

malignantly but stupidly at the little

array of their opponents, and snorting

through their hideous upturned nostrils,

which were little more than wide red pits

in their faces. Then some of those who

were squatting on the ground began to

play with a dreadful red ball which had

some wisps of hair yet clinging to it.

A snarling roar went up from the ranks

of the Hillmen, and some of them would

have rushed to accept the ghastly chal

lenge. But the chief held them back

sternly. Then he himself, half a head

taller than all but one or two of his fol

lowers, with magnificent chest and shoul

ders and a dark lion-like mane thick

streaked with gray, strode out three or

four paces to the front and stood leaning

on his huge porphyry-headed club while

he glared down contemptuously over the

gesticulating horde.

The Bow-legs stilled their jabbering

for a moment to stare with interest

at this imposing figure. Then one of

those who were seated on the ground

seized the ghastly ball that they were play

ing with, whirled it by the hair, and hurled

it two-thirds of the way up the slope. As

it fell and rebounded, two young women

sprang from the ranks, their thick locks

streaming like a cloud behind them, and

dashed down the hill to meet it. The

foremost caught it up, clutched it to her

naked breast, and screamed a curse upon

the gaping murderers. Then the two fled

back and were lost in the ranks of the Hill

men.

The sight of the two women, with their

bright skins, their strong straight limbs,

and their rich floating hair, appeared to

give the Bow-legs just the spur to con

certed action they were needing. They

rightly judged there were more of these

desirable beings in the crowd behind that

tall contemptuous chief. Those on the

ground scrambled eagerly to their feet,
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and with high beastly yells the whole

horde charged up the slope.

Then ensued a struggle such as men had

not witnessed in all time. When it ended

the passage was blocked with the mangled

bodies of the pig-eyed enemies of the Hill

men.

And thereafter the Bow-legged hosts

changed the path of their migration,

sweeping far to the southward to avoid

the land of the Little Hills.

A white high-sailing moon streamed

down into the amphitheater where the

scarred remnant of the Tribe of the

Little Hills, squatting before their cave

mouths, took counsel. Their dead had

all been reverently buried, under heaps of

stones, on the bare and wind-swept shoul

der of the downs. Outside the pass the

giant jackals, cave hyenas and other scav

engers of the night, howled and scuffled

over the carcases of the slain invaders.

Endless and tumultuous was the talk,

the white-haired bent old men and the

women who had borne children being lis

tened to as attentively as the warriors.

The Chief, sitting on a rock which raised

him above the rest, spoke only a word now

and then, but ga”e ear to all, glancing

from speaker to s.9eaker with narrowed

eyes, weighing all suggestions. On the

outskirts of the circle stood a warrior,

Gröm by name, who had played a valiant

part in the defense of the tribe, leaning

on his club and staring at the moon, ap

parently lost in dreams.

Suddenly the Chief uttered a sharp

word, and the tribe fell silent. He rose,

yet stiff from his wounds, and towering

masterfully over the Council, announced

his decision.

“I have heard much foolishness” said

he, “but also some wisdom. And the

greatest wisdom has come from the lips

of my father yonder, Alp the old.” And

he pointed to a decrepit figure whose bowed

head was hidden under a mane of white

hair.

age” he continued,

darkness they see many things that we

cannot see. They have seen that all these

disasters which have lately come upon us

have come out of the East. They see that

there must be a reason. They see that

other terrible dangers must also be com

ing out of the East, and that we People of

“My father's eyes are blind with

“but behind their .

the Little Hills lie in their path. How

many more can we withstand, and live?

Not one more. Therefore I say, we will

leave this place, this home of our fathers,

and we will go to the setting sun, and find

a new home far from our enemies till we

can grow strong again. I have said it.”

As he sat down there was a low murmur,

many thinking he was right, while others,

not daring to dissent quite openly, yet

were angry and afraid at the idea of leav

ing their familiar dwellings. But Gröm,

who was the mightiest fighter in all the

tribe and second only to the Chief in the

favor of the Hill People, now stepped for

ward into the circle and spoke.

“Bawr is our Chief” said he in a clear

calm voice, “not only because he is our

greatest in war, but because he is also our

wisest in counsel. When do we go?”

The Chief thought for a moment. For

the murmurs of the dissidents he cared

nothing, having made up his mind. But

he was glad of Gröm's su port.

“Two moons hence!” he answered pres

ently. “Our wounded must be healed,

for we muse be strong on the journey.

And as we go far, and know not where we

go, we must gather much food to carry

with us. When the moon is twice again

full, we leave these caves and the land of

the Little Hills.”

“Then,” said Gröm, “if Bawr will take

my boy and care for him while I am gone,

I will go and find a place far up, and come

again quickly and lead the tribe thither

by the shortest way.”

“I will care for the boy” said Bawr,

quick to see what dangerous wanderings

might be spared to the tribe by this plan.

“When will you go?”

“In tomorrow's morning red” answered

Gröm.

At this suggestion a young girl, who had

been watching the warrior where he stood

aloof, sprang to her feet in sharp agitation

and clutched her black hair to her bosom

in two great handfuls. A-ya she was,

fairest of the Hill women, and at her un

expected action a huge youth, who had

been squatting as close as possible to the

girl, and eying her averted face greedily,

jumped up with a jealous scowl.

“Gröm is a traitor!” he cried. “He deserts

us in our need. Let him not go, Chief.”

A growl of protest went up from his

hearers. The girl faced round upon him
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with blazing eyes. Gröm gave him an

indifferent glance and turned away, half

smiling. The Chief struck the rock with

his club and said coldly: “Rāsh is young

and his words are foolish. Gröm is a true

man. He shall do as he will.”

The youth's heavy features worked

angrily for a moment as he sought words

for a further attack. Then his face

smoothed into a grin, as he remembered

that from so perilous a venture it was most

unlikely his rival would ever return. He

gave a crafty side-glance at the girl, and

sat down again, while she turned her back

upon him. At a sign from the Chief the

council broke up, and all slipped off chat

tering into their caves.

As the first pink light crept up the sky,

Gröm leaned over his sleeping boy, touched

him in farewell without waking him, and

set forth on his mysterious venture. It

was just such a venture as his sanguine

and inquiring spirit, avid of the unknown,

had always dreamed of. But never be

fore had he had such an object before him

as seemed to justify the long risk. There

was all a boy's eagerness in Wis deep eyes,

under their shaggy brows, as he slipped

noiselessly out of the bottle-neck, picked

his way lightly over the well-gnawed bones

of the slain invaders, turned his back on

the sunrise, and took his course up the

edge of the stream. The weapons he car

ried were his war club, two light flint

headed hunting spears, and a flint knife

hung from his wolf-skin girdle. *

All that day, till mid-afternoon, he

journeyed swiftly, straight ahead, taking

no precaution save to keep always a vigi

lant watch to avoid dark coverts where

tiger or leopard might spring upon him.

He was in a region which he had often

hunted over, and so felt at home. He

traveled very swiftly, at a long noiseless

lope, and when he wished to rest he climbed

a tree for security. Several times during

the day he had had a sensation of being

followed, and turning quickly he ran back,

in the hope of detecting his pursuer. But

when he found no one he concluded that

it was merely one of the ghosts the tribe

so feared, but whom he himself rather held

in contempt as futile.

Long before noon he had forsaken the

brook because its course had ceased to

lead him westward. In the afternoon he

reached a river which marked the limit

of his former explorations. It was a wide

swift water, but too shallow and turbulent

for swimming, and he forded it with some

difficulty. Once across he went with more

caution, oppressed with a sense of strange

ness although the landscape as yet was in

no way greatly changed. From time to

time he would stop, flatten himself against

a tree-trunk, peer about him with narrowed

lids, listen intently, sniff the air with nos

trils as sensitive as a hound's. For he

knew that the forest abounded in crea

tures savage and flesh-eating, for many of

whom the most powerful man alone was

no match in single combat. And he knew,

too, that as the forest here was broken

with meadows of rank herbage, there was

always the chance of meeting some of those

gigantic herbivores even more irresistible

to man than the cave lion itself-colossal

elk-buffalo, and aurochs, and those three

horned monsters that seemed half-mam

moth and half-rhinoceros, and shapes of

which he had no knowledge except from

dim tribal tradition. Most of the flesh

eaters, he was aware, being night-prowlers,

would be just now asleep in their coverts,

waiting for dusk. But the silence of the

unknown forest tingled with menace.

As the sun got low, Gröm cast about

for a safe tree in whose top to pass the

perilous hours of dark. At the last rivulet

he had drunk copiously, and with the

pointed butt of his spear had dug up

starchy tubers enough, with a fat marmot

which he had speared on the way, to make

his evening meal. As he stared around

him a cry of fear came from the bunch of

woods which he had just quitted. The

voice was a woman's. He ran back. The

next second the trees parted, and a girl

came rushing toward him, her long black

hair streaming behind her. Close after

her came three huge cave-wolves.

Gröm shouted and hurled a spear. It

struck one of the wolves full in the chest,

splitting the heart. At this the other two

halted irresolutely. But as Gröm's tall

figure came bounding down upon them

their courage failed. They wheeled about

and ran off into the thickets. The girl

came forward, timorously, and knelt at

Gröm's feet.

At first with wonder and some annoy

ance, the warrior looked down upon her.

Then recognition came into his eyes. He

saw the tip of a deep wound on her shoulder,
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They traveled warily, feeling that the fortunes of the tribe were in their care. But many times in those

adventurous weeks Gröm had reason to congratulate. himself that he was not alone, many times
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and knew that it ran, livid and angry,

half-way down her bosom. It was the

young girl, A-ya. His eyes softened; for

he had heard now it was she that had saved

him in the battle, fighting so furiously

over him when he was down—she in whose

blood he had found his shoulders bathed.

Yet up to that time he had never noticed

her, his mind being full of other matters

than women. Now he looked at her and

wondered. He was sorely afraid of being

hampered in his great enterprise; but he

: her gently why she had followed

1nn.

“I was afraid for you” she answered,

without looking up. “You go to such

great dangers. I could not stay with the

tribe, and wait!”

“You think I need help?” he asked,

with a self-confident look in his eyes.

“You did need me, in the battle” an

swered the girl proudly.

“True!” said Gröm. “But for you, I

should now have been sleeping under

stones and the wind.”

He looked at her with a feeling that sur

prised himself, a kind of thrilling tender

ness such as he had never felt toward a

woman before. His wives had been good

wives and dutiful, and he had been con

tent with them. But it occurred to him

that neither of them would ever have

thought to come with him on this expedi

tlOn.

“I could not stay without you” said

the girl again. “Also, I was afraid of

Rāsh” she added cunningly.

A wave of jealous wrath surged through

Gröm's veins.

“If Rāsh had troubled you, I would

have killed him!” said he fiercely. And

snatching the girl to her feet, he crushed

her for a moment vehemently to his great

breast.

“But why,” he went on, “did you follow

me so secretly all day?”

“I was afraid you would be angry, and

send me back” she answered with a sigh

of content.

“I could not have sent you back” said

Gröm, his indifference quite forgotten.

“But come, we must find a place for the

night.” And hand in hand they ran to

a great tree which Gröm had already

marked for his retreat. As they climbed

to the upper branches, dusk fell quickly

about them, some great beast roared

thunderously from the depths of the

forest, and from a near-by jungle came

sudden crashings of the undergrowth.

For three weeks Gröm and the girl

pressed on eagerly, swinging north to

avoid a vast lake whose rand and marshy

shores were trodden by monsters such

as they had never before set eyes upon.

They traveled warily, feeling that the for

tunes of the tribe were in their care. But

many times in those adventurous weeks

Gröm had reason to congratulate himself that

he was not alone, many times he was made

to realize the value of his companion's

ready spear and unfailing courage. Of

nights, no matter how high or how well

hidden their tree-top refuge might be,

they found it necessary to keep turn and

turn about, so numerous and so enter

prising were the enemies who sought to

investigate the strange human trail. Had

Gröm been alone, he would soon have

been worn out for want of sleep. The

girl, however, her eyes ever bright with

happiness, seemed utterly untiring, and

Gröm watched her with daily growing

delight. He had never heard or dreamed

of a man regarding a woman as he re

garded the little fierce creature who ran

beside him. But he had never been afraid

of new things or new ideas, and he was not

ashamed of this sweet ache of tenderness

at his astonished heart.

Beyond the lake and the morasses they

came to a strange broken land, a land of

fertile valleys, deep-verdured and teem

ing with life, but sown with abrupt cone

like naked hills. Along the near horizon

ran a chain of those sharp low summits,

irregularly jagged against the pale blue.

From several of the summits rose stream

ers of murky vapor, and one of these,

darker and more abundant than the others,

spread abroad at the top on the windless

air till it took the shape of a colossal pine

tree. To the girl the sight was portentous.

It filled her with apprehension and she

would have liked to avoid this unfamiliar

looking region. But seeing that Gröm was

filled with interest at the novel phenomena

before them, she thrust aside her fears and

assumed a like eagerness on the subject.

In the heat of the day they came to a

pair of trees, lofty and spreading, which

stood a little apart from the rest of the

forest growth, in a stretch of open meadows.
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An ice-cold rivulet babbled past their

roots. It was time for the noonday rest,

and these trees seemed to offer a safe re

treat. The girl drank, splashed herself

with the delicious coolness, flung back her

dripping hair, then swung herself up

lightly into the branches. Gröm lingered

a few moments below, letting the water

trickle down and over his great muscles

by handfuls. Then he threw himself down

upon his face and drank deep.

While he was in this helpless position

his sleepless vigilance for the moment at

fault—from behind a near-by thicket

rushed a gigantic shaggy gray form, and

hurled itself at him ponderously but with

awful swiftness, like a gray boulder dash

ing down a hillside. The girl, from her

perch in the lower branches, gave a shriek

of warning. Gröm bounded to his feet

and darted for the tree. But the monster

—a cave-bear, of a bulk beyond that of

the hugest grizzly—was almost upon him,

and would have seized him before he could

climb out of reach. A spear hurtled close

past his head. It grazed, and laid open,

the side of the beast's snout, and sank

deep into his shoulder. With a roar the

beast halted to claw it forth. And in

that moment Gröm swung himself up into

the branches, dropping both his spears

as he did so.

The bear, mad with pain and fury,

reared himself against the trunk and be

gan to draw himself up. Gröm struck at

him with his club, but from his difficult

position could put no force into his blow,

and the bear hardly seemed to notice it.

“We must lead him up, then drop down

and run!” said Gröm. And the two

mounted nimbly.

The bear followed, till the branches

began to yield too perilously beneath his

weight. Then Gröm and the girl slipped

over into the next tree. As they did so

another bear, even huger than the first

and apparently her mate, appeared below,

glanced up with shrewd implacable eyes,

and proceeded to climb the second tree.

Gröm looked at the girl with a piercing

anxiety such as he had never known before.

“Can you run, very fast?” he demanded.

The girl laughed, her terror almost

forgotten in her pride at having once more

saved him. -

“I ran from the wolves” she reminded

“Then we must run, perhaps very far”

answered Gröm, reassured, “till we find

some place of steep rocks where we can fight

with some hope. For these beasts are obsti

nate and will never give up pursuing us.”

When both bears were high in the two

trees, Gröm and the girl slipped down by

the bending tips of the branches, almost

as swiftly as falling. They snatched up

Gröm's two spears and A-ya's broken

one, and ran, down along the brook toward

the line of the smoking hills. The bears,

descending more slowly, came after them

at a terrific, ponderous gallop. They

were not two hundred yards behind.

The girl ran, as she had said, well—so well

that Gröm, who was famous in the tribe

for his running, did not have to greatly

slacken his pace in her favor. Finding

that, at first, they gained slightly on their

pursuers, Gröm bade her slow down a

little till they did no more than hold their

own. Fearing lest she should exhaust

herself, he ran always a pace behind her,

admonishing her how to save her strength

and her breath, and ever warily casting

his eyes about for a possible refuge. War

ily, too, he chose the smoothest ways,

sparing her feet. For he knew that if she

gave out and fell he would stop and fight

his last fight over her body. He had no

room for fear, however, for every force

in body, brain and nerve was bent on pre

serving the good life which he felt so warm

and strong in them both. Had he been

alone, he could have so far distanced his

pursuers as soon to lose them utterly; but

this thought never even entered his mind.

From time to time he glanced back over

his shoulder at the monstrous gray bulks

following tirelessly in their rolling gallop,

and he racked his brain for some expedient

to outwit them.

For an hour or more the girl ran easily.

Then she began to show signs of distress.

Her face grew ashen, and the breath came

harshly from her open lips, and once or

twice she stumbled. With the first pang

of fear at his heart Gröm closed up beside

her, made her lean heavily on his rigid

fore-arm, and cheered her with words of

praise. He pointed to a spur of broken

hills now close ahead, with a narrow valley

cleaving them mid-way.

“There will be ledges” he said, “where

we can defend ourselves, and where you

him. can rest.”
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A-ya saw strange puffs and streamers of

smoke shooting up from some of the crev

ices in those naked hills, and she feared

the mystery before her almost as much as

the sure doom at her heels. But she

answered with a brave look, a firm grasp

of Gröm's arm, and ran steadily once more.

Skirting a bit of jungle, so dense with

massive cane and thorned creepers that

nothing could penetrate it, they came Sud

denly upon a space of barren gray plain,

and saw straight before the opening of the

valley. It was not more than a couple

of furlongs distant. And its walls, partly

clothed with shrubbery, partly naked,

were so seamed and cleft and creviced that

they appeared to promise many conven

ient retreats. But across the mouth of

the valley extended an appalling barrier.

From an irregular fissure in the parched

earth, running on a slant from one wall to

the other, came tongues of smoky flame,

waving upward to a height of several feet,

sinking back, rising again, and bowing as

if in some enchanted dance.

Gröm's heart stood still in awe and

amazement, and for a second he paused.

The girl shut her eyes in unspeakable

terror, and her knees gave way beneath

her. As she sank, Gröm's spirit rose to

the emergency. The bears were now al

most upon them. He jerked the girl vio

lently to her feet, and spoke to her in a

voice that brought her back to herself.

Dragging her by the wrist, he ran on

straight for the barrier. The girl, obe

dient to his order, shrank close to his side

and ran on bravely, keeping her eyes upon

the ground.

“If they are gods, those bright, dancing

things” said Gröm, with a confidence he

was far from feeling, “they will save us.

If they are devils, I will fight them.”

A little to the right appeared a gap in

the leaping barrier, an opening some fifty

feet across. Gröm made for the center of

this opening. The fissure here was not

more than three feet in width. The run

ners took it in their stride. But a fierce

heat struck up from it. It filled the girl

with such horror that her senses failed her

utterly. She ran on blindly a dozen paces

more, then reeled and fell in a swoon. Be

fore her body touched the ground Gröm

had swung her up into his arms. But as

he did so he looked back.

The bears were no longer pursuing. A

spear's throw back they had stopped,

growling and whining, and swaying their

mountainous forms from side to side in

angry irresolution.

“They fear the bright, dancing things”

said Gröm to himself—and added with a

throb of exultation, “which I do not fear.”

Noticing for the first time in his excite

ment that the ground, here parched and

bare, was uncomfortably hot beneath his

feet, he carried his burden a few steps fur

ther on, to where the green began again,

and laid her down on the thick herbage.

Then he turned to see what the bears were

going to do.

Seeing that their intended prey made no

further effort to flee, the two monsters

grew still more excited. For a moment

Gröm thought they would dare the pas

sage of the barrier. But he was reassured

to see that the flames filled them with an

insuperable fear. They dared not come

nearer than the thin edges of the verdure.

At last, as if the same notion had come to

them both at once, they whirled about

simultaneously, made off among the dense

thickets to the right, and disappeared.

Gröm knew too well the obstinate vin

dictiveness of their kind to think that they

had given up the chase; but feeling safe

for the present, and seeing that the girl,

recovered from her swoon, was sitting and

staring with awed eyes at the line of fire,

he turned all his attention to these myste

rious shining leaping shapes to which they

owed their escape.

With an attitude of deference, yet carry

ing both club and spear in readiness, he

slowly approached the barrier, at the point

where the flames were lowest and least

imposing. Their heat made him very un

easy, but under the eyes of the girl he would

show no sign of fear. At a distance of six

or eight feet he stopped, studying the thin

upcurling tongues of brightness. Their

heat at this distance was uncomfortable

to his naked flesh; but as he stood there

wondering and took no further hurt, his

confidence grew. At length he dared to

stretch out his spear-tip and touch the

flames, very respectfully. The green-hide

thongs which bound the flint to the wood

smoked, shriveled and hissed. He with

drew the weapon in alarm, and examined

the tip. It was blackened, and hot to the

touch. But seeing that the bright dancers

had taken no notice, he repeated the
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experiment. Several times he repeated it,

deeply pondering, while the girl, from her

place at the edge of the grass, stared with

the wide eyes of a child. At last, though

the green thongs still held, the dry wood

burst into flame. Startled to find that

when he drew the point back he brought

a portion of the shining creature with it,

Gröm dashed the weapon down upon the

ground. The flame, insufficiently started,

flickered and died. But it left a spark,

winking redly on the blackened wood.

Audacious in his consuming curiosity,

Gröm touched it with his finger. It stung

smartly, and Gröm snatched back his fin

ger with an exclamation of alarm. But

by that touch the spark itself was extin

guished. That was an amazing thing.

Sucking his finger, Gröm stood gazing

down at the spear tip, which had but now

been so bright, and was now so black.

Plainly, it was a victory for him. He did

not understand. But at least the Mys

terious Ones were not invincible, however

much the bears feared them. Well, he

did not fear them, he said proudly in his

heart. Aloud he said to A-ya: “The

Shining Dancers are our friends. But

they do not like to be touched. If you

touch them, they bite.” His heart swelled

with a vast unformulated hope. Ideas,

possibilities, which he could not yet grasp,

seethed in his brain. Dimly but over

poweringly he realized that he had passed

the threshold of a new world. With brood

ing brows he picked up the spear and

turned to renew his experiments.

This time he let the fire take well hold

upon the spear tip before he withdrew it.

Then he held it upright burning like a

torch. As he gazed at it raptly a scream

from the girl aroused him. She had sprung

to her feet and stood staring behind her,

not knowing which way to run because of

her fear of the fire. And there, not twenty

paces from her, their giant gray bulks half

emerging from the thicket, stood the bears,

slavering in their fury but afraid to come

nearer the flame.

With a shout Gröm darted at them; and

the wind of his going fanned his spear

point to a fierce blaze. The girl screamed

again at the sight, but bravely stood her

ground. The bears shrank, growled, then

turned and fled. With a dozen leaps Gröm

was upon them. The flame was already

licking up the spear-shaft almost to his

grip. With all his force he threw, and the

flint tip buried itself in the nearest mon

ster's haunch. The long fur blazed. And

in a frenzy of terror the great beasts went

crashing off through the coverts. The

fire was speedily whipped out by the

branches they went through. But their

panic was uncontrollable; and long after

they had passed out of sight the sounds

of their wild flight could be followed.

Gröm's heart was near bursting with exul

tation but he disdained to show it. He

turned to the girl, and said quietly “They

will not come back.” And the girl threw

herself at his feet in adoration.

And now for hours Gröm sat motionless,

pondering, pondering and watching the

line of flames with deep eyes. The girl

did not dare to interrupt his thoughts.

The sun sank and the shadows crept up the

valleys; but here there was abundant light.

With the going of the sun came a chill

breeze drawing down from the ridges.

Gröm rose, led the girl nearer to the flames,

and reseated himself. As the girl realized

the kindly and comforting warmth her

fears vanished. She laughed softly, turned

her shapely body round and round in the

glow, and then curled herself up like a cat

at Gröm's knees.

At last Gröm arose once more. Picking

up his remaining spear, he approached the

fire with decision, and thrust the butt,

instead of the tip, into the flame. When

it was well alight, he threw it down upon

a tuft of withered grass. The stuff caught

at once, blazed up and died out. Then

Gröm rolled the burning spear-butt on

the earth till it, too, was quite extinguished.

The sparks still winking in the grass he

struck with his palm. They stung him,

but they perished. He drew himself up

to his full height, turned to the girl, and

stretched out his blackened hand. The

girlsprang to her feet thrilled and wondering.

“See” said Gröm, “I have made the

bright Dancing Ones my servants. The

tribe shall come here. And we shall be

the masters of all things.”

Once more the girl threw herself at his

feet. He seemed to her a god. But

remembering how she had twice saved his

life she laid her cheek against his knee.

He lifted her into the hollow of his great

arm; and she leaned against him, gazing

up into his face, while he stood staring

into the fire, his eyes clouded with visions.

[The third instalment of the romance of Gröm and A-ya, entitled “The Children of the Shining One,” will

appear in the November number.]
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•* ELL, Scraggsy, old hunks, this

W is pleasant, ain’t it?” said Mr.

Gibney, and spat on the deck

of the Maggie II.

“Right—oh,” replied Captain Scraggs

cheerily, “though when I was a young feller

and first went to sea, it wasn’t considered no

pleasantry to spit on a nice clean deck.

You might cut that out, Gib. It's vulgar.”

“Passin over the fact, Scraggs, that you

ain’t got no call to jerk me up on sea ettycat,

more particular since I’m the master and

managin' owner of this here schooner, I’m

free to confess, Scraggsy, that your obser

vation does you credit. I just did that to

see if you was goin’ to take as big an interest

in the new Maggie as you did in the old

Maggie, and the fact that you object to me

expectoratin' on the deck proves to me that

you're leavin' behind you all them bay scow

tendencies of the green-pea trade. It leads

me to believe that you'll rise to high rank

and distinction in the Colombian navy.

Your fin, Scraggsy. Expectoratin’ on the

decks is barred, and the Maggie II goes

under navy discipline from now on. Am I

right?”

“Right as a right whale,” said Captain

Scraggs. “And now that you’ve given that

old mate of mine the course, and we’ve

temporarily plugged up the holes in this

here Mexican gunboat, and everything

points to a safe and profitable voyage from

now on, suppose you delegate me as a com

mittee of one to brew a scuttle of grog, after

which the syndicate holds a meetin’ and

lays out a course for its future conduct.

There's a few questions of rank and priv

ileges that ought to be settled once for all,

so there can’t be no come-back.”

“The point is well taken and it is so or

dered,” said Mr. Gibney, who had once

held office in Harbor 15, Masters and Pilots

Association of America, and knew a

fragment or two of parliamentary law.

“Rustle up the grog, call McGuffey up out

of the engine room and we'll hold the

meetin’.”

Twenty minutes later Scraggs came on

deck to announce the successful concoction

of a kettle of whisky punch; whereupon the

three adventurers went below and sat down

at the cabin table for a conference.

“I move that Gib be appointed president

of the syndicate” said Captain Scraggs.

“Second the motion” rumbled McGuffey

“The motion's carried,” said Mr. Gibney,

and banged the table with his horny fist.

“The meetin’ will please come to order.

The chair hereby appoints Phineas Scraggs

secretary of the syndicate, to keep a record

of this and all future meetin’s of the board.

I will now entertain propositions of any and

all natures, and I invite the members of the

board to knock the stopper out of their jaw

tackle and go to it.”

“I move,” said Captain Scraggs, “that B.

McGuffey, Esquire, be, and he is hereby

appointed chief engineer of the Maggie II,

at a salary not to exceed the wage schedule

of the Marine Engineers’ Association of

the Pacific Coast, and that he be voted a

one-fourth interest in the vessel and all

subsequent profits.”

“Second the motion,” said Mr. Gibney,

“and not to hamper the business of the
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meetin', we'll just consider that motion car

ried unanimous.”

B. McGuffey, Esquire, rose, bowed his

thanks, and sat down again, apparently

very much confused. It was evident that he

had something to say, but was having diffi

culty framing his thoughts in parliamentary

language.

“Heave away, Mac” said Mr. Gibney.

“Cast off your lines, McGuffey” chirped

Scraggs.

Thus encouraged, McGuffey rose, bowed

his thanks once more, moistened his larynx

with a gulp of the punch, and spoke:

“Feller members and brothers of the syn

dicate: In the management of the deck

department of this new craft of ourn, my

previous knowledge of the worthy president

and the unworthy secretary leads me to

believe that there's goin’ to be trouble. A

ship divided agin herself must surely go on

her beam ends. Now, Scraggsy here has

been master so long that the juice of author

ity has sorter soaked into his marrer bones.

For twenty years it's been ‘Howdy do,

Captain Scraggs,’ ‘Have a drink, Captain

Scraggs,’ ‘Captain Scraggs this an Captain

Scraggs that. I don’t mean no offense,

gentlemen, when I state that you can't teach

an old dog new tricks. No man that's ever

been a master makes a good mate. On the

other hand, I realize that Gib here has been

a-pantin' and a-belly-achin’ all his life to

get a ship of his own an' have folks call him

‘Captain Gibney. Now that he's gone an’

done it, I say he's entitled to it. But the

fact of the whole thing is, Gib’s the natural

leader of this expedition or whateverit's goin'

to be, and he can’t have his peace of mind

wrecked and his plans disturbed, a-chasin’

sailors around the deck of the Maggie II.

Gib is sorter what the feller calls the power

behind the throne. He's too big a figger

for the grade of captain. Therefore,

I move you, gentlemen, that Adelbert

P. Gibney be, and he is hereby

nominated and appointed to the grade of

commodore, in full command and super

vision of all of the property of the syndicate.

And I also move that Phineas Scraggs be

appointed navigatin' officer of this packet,

to retain his title of captain, and to be obeyed

and respected as such by every man aboard,

with the exception of me and Gib.”

“Second the motion” said Captain Scraggs

briskly. “McGuffey, your argument does

you a heap of credit. It's— it's— dog my

cats, McGuffey, it's masterly. It shows a

keen appreciation of an old skipper's feelin's,

and if the move is agreeable to Gib I'm

willin’ to hail him as commodore and fight

to maintain his office. I— I dunno, Gib,

what I’d do if I didn’t have a mate to order

around.”

“Gentlemen,” said Mr. Gibney beaming,

“the motion’s carried unanimous. Captain

– chief— your fins. Dook me. I’m hon

ored by the handshake. Now, regarding

that crew you brought down from San

Francisco on the old Maggie, they’re a likely

lot and will come in handy if times is as

lively in Colombia as I figger they will be

when we arrive there. Captain Scraggs, you

will have your mate pipe the crew to muster

and ascertain their feelin's on the subject of

takin’ a chance with Commodore Gibney.

If they object to goin’ further, we'll land 'em

in Panama an’ pay ’em off as agreed. If

they feel like followin’ the Jolly Roger,

we'll give 'em the coast seaman’s scale for a

deep water cruise and a five per cent bonus

in case we turn a big trick.”

Captain Scraggs went at once on deck.

Ten minutes later he returned to report that

the mate and the four seamen elected to

stick by the ship.

“Bully boys,” said the commodore,

“bully boys. I like that mate. He's a

smart man and handles a gun well. While

I should hesitate to take advantage of my

prerogative as commodore to interfere with

the normal workin’s of the deck department,

I trust that on this special occasion our

esteemed navigatin’ officer, Captain Scraggs,

will not consider it beneath his dignity or

an attack on his office, if I suggest to him

that he brew another kettle of grog for the

crew.”

“Second the motion” replied McGuffey.

“Carried,” said Scraggs, and proceeded

to heat some water.

“Anything further?” stated the president.

“How about uniforms?” This from

Captain Scraggs.

“We'll leave that to Gib” suggested Mc

Guffey. “He’s been in the Colombian navy

and he'll know just what to get us.”

“Well, there's another thing that's got to

be settled,” continued Captain Scraggs.

“If I’m to be navigatin’ officer on the flag

ship of a furrin fleet, strike me pink if I'll

do any more cookin’ in the galley. It's de

gradin. I move that we engage some

enterprisin’ Oriental for that job.”
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"From now on, the motto of us three should be "All for one and one for all ”

“Carried” said Mr.

further business?”

Once more McGuffey stood up. “Gentle

men and brothers of the syndicate” he

began, “I’m satisfied that the back-bitin',

the rag-chewin', the scrappin', the petty

jealousies and general cussedness that

characterized our lives on the old Maggie

will not be duplicated on the Maggie II.

Them vicious days is gone forever, I hope,

an’ from now on the motto of us three should

be:

Gibney. “Any

All for one and one for all—

United we stand, divided we fall.

This earnest little speech, which came

straight from the honest McGuffey's heart,

brought the tears to the commodore's eyes.

Under the inspiration of McGuffey's un

selfish words, the glasses were refilled and

all three pledged their friendship anew.

As for Captain Scraggs, he was naturally of

a cold and selfish disposition, and McGuf

fey's toast appealed more to his brain than

to his heart. Had he known what was to

happen to him in the days to come and what

that simple little motto was to mean in his

particular case, it is doubtful if he would

have tossed off his liquor as gaily as he did.

“There's one thing more that we mustn't

neglect” warned Mr. Gibney before the

meeting broke up. “We’ve got to run this

little vessel into some dog-hole where there's

a nice beach and smooth water, and change

her name. I notice that her old name,

Reina Maria, is screwed into her bows

and across her stern in raised gilt letters,

contrary to law and custom. We'll snip

'em off, sandpaper every spot where there's

a letter and repaint it; after which we'll rig

up a stagin over her bows and stern, and

cut her new name, ‘Maggie II, right into

her plankin. Nobody'll ever suspect her

name’s been changed. I notice that the

official letters and numbers cut into her

main beam is F-C-P-9957. I'll change

that F to an E, the C to an O and the P to

an R. A handy man with a wood chisel can

do lots of things. He can change those nines

to eights, the five to a six and the seven to

a nine. I’ve seen it done before. Then

we'll rig a foretopmast and a spinnaker

boom on her, and bend a fisherman's stay

sail. Nothing like it when you're sailing a

little off the wind. Scraggs, you have the

papers of the old Maggie, and we all have

our licenses regular enough. Dig up the

old papers, Scraggsy, and I’ll doctor 'em

up to fit the Maggie II. As for our arma

ment, we'll dismount the guns and stow 'em

away in the hold until we get down on the
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Colombian coast, and while we're lying in

Panama repairing the holes where my shots

went through her, and puttin' new planks

in her decks where the old plankin’ has been

scored by shrapnel, those paraqueets will

think we're as peaceful as chipmunks.

Better look over your supplies, McGuffey,

and see if there's any paint aboard. I’d

just as lief give the old girl a different dress

before we drop anchor in Panama.”

“Gib,” said Captain Scraggs earnestly,

“I’ll keel-haul and skull-drag the man that

says you ain’t got a great head.”

“By the lord,” supplemented McGuffey,

“you have.”

The commodore smiled and tapped his

frontal bone with his forefinger. “Imagi

nation, my lads, imagination,” he said, and

reached for the last of the punch.

Exactly three weeks from the date of the

naval battle which took place off the Coro

nado islands, and whereby Mr. Gibney be

came commodore and managing owner of

the erstwhile Mexican coast patrol schooner

Reina Maria, that vessel sailed out of the

harbor of Panama completely rejuvenated.

Not a scar on her shapely lines gave evidence

of the sanguinary engagement through which

she had passed.

Mr. Gibney had her painted a creamy

white, with a dark-blue water-line. She had

had her bottom cleaned and scraped and the

copper sheathing overhauled and patched up.

Her sails had been overhauled, inspected and

repaired wherever necessary, and in order to

be on the safe side, Mr. Gibney, upon motion

duly made by him and seconded by Mc

Gulley (to whom the seconding of the Gibney

motions had developed into a habit), pur

chased an extra suit of new sails. The en

gines were overhauled by the faithful Mc

Guffey and a large store of distillate stored in

the hold. Captain Scraggs, with his old

time aversion to expense, made a motion

(which was seconded by McGuffey before he

had taken time to consider its import) pro

viding for the abolition of the office of chief

engineer while the Maggie II was under sail,

at which time the chief ex-officio was to hold

himself under the orders of the commodore

and be transferred to the deck department

if necessary. Mr. Gibney approved the

measure and it went into effect. Only on

entering or leaving a port, or in case of chase

by an enemy, were the engines to be used, and

McGuffey was warned to be extremely 3: v

ing of his distillate.

Mr. Gibney had made a splendid job of

changing the vessel's name, and as she chug

ged lazily out of Panama bay and lifted to

the long ground-swell of the Pacific, it is

doubtful if even her late Mexican com

mander would have recognized her. She

was indeed a beautiful craft, and Commodore

Gibney's heart swelled with pride as he stood

aft, conning the man at the wheel, and looked

her over. It seemed like sacrilege now, when

he reflected how he had trained the guns of

the old Maggie on her that day off the Coro

nados, and it seemed to him now even a

greater sacrilege to have brazenly planned to

enter her as a privateer in the struggles of the

republic of Colombia. The past tense is

used advisedly, for that project was now en

tirely off, much to the secret delight of Cap

tain Scraggs, who, if the hero of one naval

engagement, was not anxious to take part in

another. In Panama the freebooters of the

Maggie II learned that during Mr. Gibney's

absence on his filibustering trip the Colom

bian revolutionists had risen and struck their

blow. After the fashion of a hot-headed and

impetuous people, they had entered the con

test absolutely untrained. As a result, the

war had lasted just two weeks, the leaders had

been incontinently shot, and the white

winged dove of peace once more spread her

pinions along the borders of the Gold Coast.

Commodore Gibney was disgusted be

yond measure, and at a special meeting of the

syndicate, called in the cabin of the Maggie

II that same evening, it was finally decided

that they should embark on an indefinite

traling cruise in the South Seas, or until such

time as it seemed their services must be re

quired to free a downtrodden people from a

tyrant's yoke.

Captain Scraggs and McGuffey had never

been in the South Seas, but they had heard

that a fair margin of profit was to be wrung

from trade in copra, shell, cocoanuts and

kindred tropical products. They so expressed

themselves. To this suggestion, however,

Commodore Gibney waved adeprecatingpaw.

“Legitimate tradin', boys,” he said, “is a

nice, sane, healthy business, but the profits

is slow. What we want is quick profits, and

while it ain’t set down in black and white,

one of the principal objects of this syndicate

is to lead a life of wild adventure. In tradin',

there ain't no adventure to speak of. We

ought to do a little blackbirdin', or raid some

of those Jappearl fisheries off the northern

coast of Formosa.”
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“But we'll be chased by real gunboats if we

do that” objected Captain Scraggs. “Those

Brith and Jap gunboats shoot to kill. Can't

you think of somethin else, Gib?”

“Well,” said Mr. Gibney, “for a starter, I

can. Suppose we just head straight for

Kandavu island in the Fijis and scheme

around for a cargo of black coral? It's only

worth about fifty dollars a pound. Kandavu

lays somewhere in latitude 22 south, longi

tude 178 west, and when I was there last it

was fair reekin’ with cannibal savages. But

there's tons of black coral there, and nobody's

ever been able to sneak in and get away with

it. Every time a boat used to land at Kan

davu, the native niggers would have a white

man stew down on the beach, and it's got so

that skippers give the island a wide berth.”

“Gib, my dear boy,” chattered Captain

Scraggs, “I’m a man of peace and I - I -"

“Scraggsy, old stick-in-the-mud,” said Mr.

Gibney, laying an affectionate hand on the

skipper's shoulder, “you're nothin' of the

sort. You're a fightin’ tarantula, and no

body knows it better'n Adelbert P. Gibney.

I’ve seen you in action, Scraggsy. Remem

ber that. It's all right for you to say you're

a man of peace and advise me and McGuffey

to keep out of the track of trouble, but we

know that away down low you're goin'

around lookin' for blood, and that once you're

up agin the enemy, you never bat an eyelash.

Eh, McGuffey?”

McGuffey nodded; whereupon, Captain

Scraggs, making but a poor effort to conceal

the pleasure which Mr. Gibney's rude corn

pliment afforded him, turned to the rail,

glanced seaward, and started to walk away

to attend to some trifling detail connected

with the boat falls.

“All right, Gib, my lad,” he said, affecting

to resign himself to the inevitable, “have it

your own way. You're a commodore and

I'm only a plain captain, but I'll foller wher

ever you lead. I'll go as far as the next man

and we'll glom that black coral if we have to

slaughter every man, woman and child on

the island. Only, when we're sizzlin' in a

pot don't you up and say I never warned you,

because I did. How dy'e propose intimida

tin the natives, Gib?”

“Scraggsy,” said the commodore solemnly,

“we’ve waged a private war agin a friendly

nation, licked 'em and helped ourselves to

their ship. We've changed her name and

rig and her official number and letters and

we're sailin’ under bogus papers. That

makes us pirates, and that old Maggie

burgee floatin' at the fore ain’t nothin more

nor less than the Jolly Roger. All right!

Let's be pirates. Who cares? When we

slip into N’galao harbor we’ll invite the

king and his head men aboard for dinner.

We'll get ’em drunk, clap 'em in double

irons and surrender 'em to their weepin'

subjects when they've filled the hold of the

Maggie II with black coral. If they refuse

to come aboard we'll shell the bush with

that long six and the Maxim rapid-fire guns

we've got below decks. That'll scare 'em

so they'll leave us alone and we can help

ourselves to the coral.”

Scraggs' cold blue eyes glistened. “Lord,

Gib,” he murmured, “you’ve got a head.”

“Like playin' post-office” was McGuffey's

COmment.

The commodore smiled. “I thought you

boys would see it that way. Now tomorrow

I’m going ashore to buy three divin’ outfits

and lay in a big stock of provisions for the

voyage. In the meantime, while the car

penters are gettin' the ship into shape, we'll

leave the first mate in charge while we go

ashore and have a good time. I’ve seen

worse places than Panama.”

As a result of this conference Mr. Gib

ney's suggestions were acted upon, and they

contrived to make their brief stay in Panama

very agreeable. They inspected the work

on the canal, marveled at the stupendous

engineering in the Culebra cut, drank a

little, gambled a little. McGuffey whipped

a bartender. He was ordered arrested, and

six spiggoty little policemen, sent to arrest

him, were also thrashed. The reserves were

called out and a riot ensued. Mr. Gibney,

following the motto of the syndicate, i. e.

All for one and one for all—

United we stand, divided we fall,

mixed in the conflict and presently found

himself in durance vile. Captain Scraggs,

luckily, forgot the motto and escaped, but

inasmuch as he was on hand next morning

to pay a fine of thirty pesos levied against

each of the culprits, he was instantly for

given. Mr. Gibney vowed that if a United

States cruiser didn't happen to be lying in

the roadstead, he would have shelled the

town in retaliation.

But eventually the days passed, and the

Maggie II, well found and ready for sea,

shook out her sails to a fair breeze and

sailed away for Kandavu. She kept well to

the southwest until she struck the southeast
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trades, when she swung around on her

course, headed straight for her destination.

It was a pleasant voyage, devoid of incident,

and the health of all hands was excellent.

Mr.Gibney took daily observations, and was

particular to make daily entries in his log when

he, Scraggs and McGuffey were not playing

cribbage, a game of which all three were

passionately fond.

On the afternoon of the twenty-ninth day

after leaving Panama, the lookout in the

fore-cross-trees reported land. Through

his glasses Mr. Gibney made out a cluster

of tall palms at the southerly end of the

island, and as the schooner held lazily on

her course he could make out the white

breakers foaming over the reefs that guarded

the entrance to the harbor.

“That’s Kandavu all right,” announced

the commodore. “I was there in '87 with

Bull McGinty in the schooner Dashin'

Wave. There's the entrance to the harbor,

with the Esk reefs to the north and the Pearl

reefs to the south. The channel’s very

narrow—not more than three cables, if it’s

that, but there's plenty of water and a good

muddy bottom that'll hold. McGuffey,

lad, better run below and tune up your en

gines. It's too dangerous a passage on an

ebb-tide for a sailin’ vessel, so we'll run in

under the power. Scraggsy, stand by and

when I give the word have your crew shorten

sail.”

Within a few minutes a long white streak

opened up in the wake of the schooner, an

nouncing that McGuffey's engines were

doing duty, and a nice breeze springing up

two points aft the beam, the Maggie heeled

over and fairly flew through the water.

Mr. Gibney smiled an ecstatic smile as he

took the wheel and guided the schooner

through the channel. He rounded her up

in twelve fathoms, and within five minutes

every stitch of canvas was clewed down

hard and fast. The sun was setting as they

dropped anchor, and Mr. Gibney had lan

terns hung along the rail so that it would be

impossible for any craft to approach the

schooner and board her without being seen.

Also the watch on deck that night carried

Mauser rifles, six-shooters and cutlasses.

Mr. Gibney was taking no chances.

“Now, boys,” announced Commodore

Gibney, as he sat at the head of the officers'

mess at breakfast next morning, “there'll

be a lot of canoes paddling off to visit us

within the hour, so whatever you do, don’t

allow more than two of these cannibals

aboard the schooner at the same time.

Make 'em keep their weapons in the canoes

with 'em, and at the first sign of trouble

shoot 'em down like dogs. It may be that

these precautions ain't necessary, but when

I was here twenty years ago it was all the

rage to kill a white man and eat him. May

be times has changed, but the harbor and

the coast looks just as wild and lonely as

they ever did, and I didn’t see no sign of

missionary when we dropped hook last

night. So don’t take no chances.”

All hands promised that they would take

extreme care, to the end that their precious

persons might remain intact, so Mr. Gibney

finished his cup of coffee at a gulp and went

on deck.

The Kandavu aborigines were not long in

putting in an appearance. Even as Mr.

Gibney came on deck, half a dozen canoes

shot out from the beach. Mr. Cibney im

mediately piped all hands on deck, armed

them and nonchalantly awaited the ap

proach of what might or might not turn out

to be an enemy.

When the flotilla was within pistol shot of

the schooner, Mr. Gibney stepped to the rail

and motioned them back. Immediately the

natives ceased paddling, and a wild-looking

fellow stocd up in the forward canoe. After

the manner of his kind he had all his life

soused his head in lime-water, when making

his savage toilette, and as a result his shock

of black hair stood on end and bulged out

like a crowded hayrick. He was naked, of

course, and in his hand he held a huge war

club.

“That feller'd eat a rattlesnake” gasped

Captain Scraggs. “Shoot him, Gib, if he

bats an eye.” -

“Shut up,” said the commodore a trifle

testily; “that's the number-one nigger, who

does the talkin'. Hello, boy.”

“Hello, cap'n,” replied the savage, and

salaamed gravely. “You likee buy chicken,

buy pig. Maybe you say come 'board, I

talk. Me very good friend white master.”

“Bless my sweet-scented soul!” gasped the

commodore. “What won’t them mission

aries do next? Cut off my ears if this nigger

ain’t civilized !” He beckoned to the canoe

and it shot alongside, and its brown crew

came climbing over the rail of the Maggie II.

Mr. Gibney met the spokesman at the rail

and they rubbed noses very solemnly, after
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Captain Scraggs stuck out his hand and shook briskly with the native

the manner of salutation in Kandavu. Cap

tain Scraggs bustled forward, full of im

portance.

“Interduce me, Gib,” he said amiably,

and then, while Mr. Gibney favored him

with a sour glance, Captain Scraggs stuck

out his hand and shook briskly with the

native.

“Happy to make your acquaintance” he

said. “Scraggs is my name, sir. Shake

hands with McGuffey, our chief engineer.

Hope you left all the folks at home well.

What'd you say your name was?”

The islander hadn’t said his name was

anything, but he grinned now and replied

that it was Tabu-Tabu.

“Well, my bucko,” muttered McGuffey,

who always drew the color line, “I’m glad to

hear that. But you ain't the only thing that's

taboo around this packet. You can jest

check that war club with the first mate,

pendin’ our better acquaintance. Hand it

over, you black beggar, or I'll hit you a swat

in the ear that'll hurt all your relations. And

hereafter, Scraggsy, just keep your nigger

friends to yourself. I ain't waxin effusive

over this savage, and it's agin my principles

ever to shake hands with a colored man.

This chap's a damned ugly customer, and

you take my word for it.”

Tabu-Tabu grinned again, walked to the

rail and tossed his war club down into the

Canoe.

“Me good missionary boy” he said rather

humbly.

“McGuffey, my dear boy,” protested

Captain Scraggs, “don’t be so doggone rude.

You might have hurt this poor lad's feelin's.

Of course he's only a simple native nigger,

but even a dawg has feelin's. You —”

“A-r-r-r-h" snarled McGuffey.

“You two belay talkin' and snappin’ at

each other,” commanded Mr. Gibney, “an'

leave all bargainin’ to me. This boy is all

right and we'll get along first rate if you two

just haul ship and do somethin useful be

sides buttin' in on your superior officer.

Come along, Tabu-Tabu. Makee little eat

down in cabin. You talkee captain.”

It was half an hour before Mr. Gibney

came on deck with Tabu-Tabu. The latter

immediately salaamed and took his de

parture.

“Gib, my dear boy,” sputtered Captain

Scraggs, bursting with curiosity, “whatever's

in the wind?”

“Money—fortune,” said Mr. Gibney sol

emnly.

McGuffey edged up and eyed the commo

dore seriously. “Sure there ain't a little

fightin’ mixed up in it?” he asked.

“Not a bit of it” replied Mr. Gibney.
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“You’re as safe on Kandavu as if you was in

church. This Tabu kid is sort of prime

minister to the king, with a heap of influence

at court. The crew of a British cruiser stole

him for a galley police when he was a kid,

and he got civilized and learned to talk

English. He was a cannibal in them days,

but the chaplain aboard showed him how

foolish it was to do such things, and finally

Tabu-Tabu got religion and asked as a spe

cial favor to be allowed to return to Kandavu

to civilize his people. As a result of Tabu

Tabu's efforts, he tells me the king has con

cluded that when he eats a white man he's

flyin’ in the face of his own interests, and ,

most generally a gunboat comes along in a

few months and shells the bush, and—well,

anyhow, there ain’t been a barbecue on

Kandavu for ten years. It's a capital crime

to eat a man now, and punishable by boilin’

the offender alive in palm oil.”

“Well,” rumbled McGuffey, “this Tabu

Tabu don’t look much like a preacher, if you

ask me. But how about this black coral?”

“Oh, I’ve ribbed up a deal with him” said

Mr. Gibney. “He'll see that we get all the

trade we can lug away. We're the first ves

sel that's touched here in two years, and they

have a thunderin’ lot of stuff on hand. Tabu’s

gone ashore to talk the king into doin' busi

ness with us. If he consents, we'll have him

and Tabu-Tabu and three or four of the sub

chiefs aboard for dinner, or else he’ll invite

us ashore for a big feed, and we'll have to go.”

“Supposin’ this king don't care to have

any truck with us?” inquired McGuffey anx

iously.

“In that case, Mac,” replied the commo

dore with a smile, “we'll just naturally shell

him out of house and home.”

“Well, then,” said McGuffey, “ket's get

the guns ready. Somethin tells me these

people ain't to be trusted, and I'm tellin' you

right now, Gib, I won't sleep well tonight un

less them two quarter gatlings and the

Maxim-Vickers rapid-fire guns is mounted

and ready for business.”

“All right, Mac,” replied Mr. Gibney, in

the tone one uses when humoring a baby.

“Set 'em up if it'll make you feel more cheer

ful. Still, I don't see why you want to go

actin’ so foolish over nothin'.”

“Well, Gib,” replied the engineer, “I may

be crazy, but I ain't no fool, and if there's a

dead whale around the ship, I can come

pretty near smellin' it. I tell you, Gib,

that Tabu-Tabu nigger had a look in his

eye for all the world like a cur dug lickin' a

bone. I ain't takin' no chances. My old

man used to say: ‘Bart—the old man

always called me Bart—Bart, whatever you

do, allers have an anchor out to windward.’”

“By the left hind leg of the Great Sacred

Bull,” snapped Captain Scraggs, “if you

ain’t enough to precipitate war.”

“War,” replied McGuffey, “is my long

suit—particularly war with native niggers.

I just naturally crave to punch the ear of

anything darker than a Portugee. Remem

ber how I cleaned out the police department

of Panama?”

“Mount the guns if you’re goin’ to, Mac.

If not, for the love of the lord, don't be

demoralizin’ the crew with this talk of war.

All I ask is that you set the guns up after

I've finished my business here with Tabu

Tabu. He's been on a war vessel, and

knows what guns are, and if he saw you

mountin’ them it might break up our friendly

relations. He'll think we don’t trust him.”

“Well, we don't" replied McGuffey dog

gedly.

“Well, we do” snapped Captain Scraggs.

There is always something connected

with the use of that pronoun of kings,

which eats like a canker at the heart of men

of the McGuffey breed. That cfficer now

spat on the deck, in defiance of the rules

and his superior officers, and glared at Cap

tain Scraggs.

“Speak for yourself, you miserable little

wart” he roared. “If you include me on

that cannibal's visitin' list, and go to con

tradictin’ me agin, I’ll—”

“Mac,” interrupted Mr. Gibney angrily,

“control yourself. It's agin the rules to have

rag-chewin' and backbitin' on the Maggie

II. Remember our motto: “All for one

and one for all’—”

“Here comes that sneakin', bushy-headed

murderer back to the vessel,” interrupted

McGuffey. “I wonder what devilment he's

up to now?”

Mr. McGuffey was partly right, for in a

few minutes Tabu-Tabu came alongside,

climbed aboard and salaamed. Mr. Gibney,

fearful of McGuffey's inability to control his

antipathy for the race, beckoned Captain

Scraggs and Tabu-Tabu to follow him

down into the cabin. Meanwhile, McGuf

fey contented himself by parading back

ward and forward across the fo’castle head,

with a Mauser rifle in the hollow of his arm

and his person fairly bristling with pistols
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and cutlasses. Whenever one of the flotilla

of canoes hove to at a respectful distance,

showed signs of crossing an imaginary dead

line drawn by McGuffey, he would point

his rifle at them and swear horribly. He

scowled at Tabu-Tabu when that individual

finally emerged from the conference with

Mr. Gibney and Scraggs and went over the

side to his waiting canoe.

“Well, what's in the wind this time?”

inquired McGuffey.

“We’re invited to a big feed with the

king of Kandavu,” replied Captain Scraggs,

as happy as a boy. “Hop into a clean suit

of ducks, Mac, and come along. Gib's

goin’ to broach a little keg of liquor and

we'll make a night of it.”

“Good lord,” groaned McGuffey, “does

the man think I’m low enough to eat with

niggers?”

“Leave him to his own devices” said Mr.

Gibney indulgently. “Mac's just as Scotchy

as if he'd been born in Glasgow instead of

his old man. Nobody yet overcome the

prejudice of a Scotchman, so we'll do the

honors ourself, Scraggsy, old skittles, and

leave Mac in charge of the ship.”

“Mind you’re both back at a seasonable

hour” warned McGuffey. “If you ain’t,

I’ll suspect mischief and— say! Gib!

Well, what's the use talkin' to a man with

an imagination? Only if I have to go ashore

after you two, those islanders’ll date time

from my visit, and don't you forget it.”

It was nearing four o'clock that afternoon

when Commodore Gibney and his navigat

ing officer, Captain Scraggs, both faultlessly

arrayed in Panama hats, white ducks, white

canvas shoes, cut low, showing pink silk

socks, and wearing broad, black silken

sashes around their waists, climbed over

the side into the whaleboat and were rowed

ashore in a manner befitting their rank.

McGuffey stood at the rail and jeered them,

for his democratic soul could take no cogni

zance of form or ceremony to a cannibal

king, or at least a king but recently delivered

from cannibalism.

Upon arrival at the beach the two adven

turers were met by a contingent of frightful

looking savages, bearing long spears. As

the procession formed around the two guests

of honor and plunged into the bush, bound

for the king's wari, two island maidens

marched behind the two sea dogs, waving

huge palm-leaf fans, the better to make the

passage a cool and comfortable one.

“By the gods of war, Gib, my dear boy,”

said the delighted Captain Scraggs, “but

this is class, eh, Gib?”

“Every time” responded the commodore.

“If that chuckle-headed McGuffey only

had the sense to come along he might be

enjoyin himself too. You must be dignified,

Scraggsy, old salamander. Remember that

you're bigger an' better'n any king, because

you're an American citizen. Be dignified

by all means. These people are sensitive

and peculiar, and that's why we haven't

taken any weapons with us. If they thought

we doubted their hospitality they'd have

the court bouncer heave us out of town

before you could say Jack Robinson.”

“I’d love to see them giving the bounce to

McGuffey” said Captain Scraggs musingly.

Mr. Gibney had a swift mental picture of

such a proceeding and chuckled happily.

Had he been permitted a glance at McGuf

fey at that moment, he might have observed

that worthy sweltering in the heat of the

forward hold of the Maggie II, for he was

busy getting his guns on deck. From

which it will readily be deduced that B.

McGuffey, Esquire, was following the ad

vice of his paternal ancestor and getting an

anchor out to windward.

One might go on at great length and de

scribe the triumphal entry of Commodore

Gibney and Captain Scraggs into the capi

tal of Kandavu, of how the king, an under

sized, shriveled old savage, stuck his bushy

head out the window of his bungalow when

he saw the procession coming; of how a

minute later he advanced into the space in

the center of his wari, where in the olden

days the populace was wont to gather for

its cannibal orgies; how he greeted his

distinguished visitors with the most pro

digious rubbing of noses seen in those

parts for many a day; of the feast that

followed; of the fowls and pigs that gar

nished the festive board, not omitting the

keg of Three Star thoughtfully provided by

Mr. Gibney.

Tabu-Tabu acted as interpreter and

everything went swimmingly until Tabu

Tabu, his hospitality doubtless strengthened

by frequent libations of the Elixir of Life,

begged Mr. Gibney to invite the balance of

his crew ashore for the feast. Mr. Gibney,

himself rather illuminated by this time,

thought it might not be a bad idea.

“It’s a rotten shame, Scraggsy,” he said,

“to think of that fool McGuffey not bein’
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here to enjoy himself. I’m goin’ to send a

note out to him by one of Tabu-Tabu's

boys, askin him once more to come ashore,

or to let the first mate and one or two of the

seamen come if Mac still refuses to be

civil.”

“Good idea, Gib,” said Captain Scraggs,

his mouth full of roast chicken and yams.

So Mr. Gibney tore a leaf out of his pocket

memorandum book, scrawled a note to Mc

Guffey and handed it to Tabu-Tabu, who

at once dispatched a messenger with it to

the Maggie II.

Within half an hour the messenger re

turned. He was wildly excited and poured

a torrent of native gibberish into the at

tentive ears of Tabu-Tabu and the king.

He pointed several times to the point of his

jaw, rubbed the small of his back and once

he touched his nose; whereupon Mr. Gibney

was aware that the said organ had a slight

list to port, and he so informed Captain

Scraggs. Neither of the gentlemen had the

slightest trouble in arriving at the correct

solution of the mystery. The royal mes

senger had been incontinently kicked over

board by B. McGuffey, Esquire.

Tabu-Tabu's wild eyes glittered and grew

wilder and wilder as the messenger reported

the indignity thus heaped upon him. The

king scowled at Captain Scraggs, and Mr.

Gibney was suddenly aware that goose

flesh was breaking out on the backs of his

sturdy legs. He had a haunting sensation

that he had not only crawled into a hole,

but that he had pulled the entire aperture

in after him. For the first time he began to

fear that he had been too precipitate, and

with the thought it occurred to the gallant

commodore that he would be much safer

back on the decks of the Maggie II. Al

ways crafty and imaginative, however, Mr.

Gibney came quickly to the front with an

excuse for getting back to the ship. He

stepped quickly toward the little group

around the outraged royal ambassador, and

inquired the cause of the disturbance.

Quivering with rage, Tabu-Tabu informed

him of what had occurred.

Mr. Gibney's rage, of course, knew no

bounds. Nevertheless, he did not have to

simulate his rage, for he was truly furious.

When he could control his emotions, he re

quested Tabu-Tabu to inform the king that

he, Gibney, accompanied by Captain

Scraggs, would forth with repair to the

schooner and then and there flay the offend

ing McGuffey within an inch of his life.

Suiting the action to the word, Mr. Gibney

called to Captain Scraggs to follow him, and

started for the beach.

As Captain Scraggs arose, a trifle un

steadily, from his seat, a black hand reached

around him from the rear and closed over

his mouth. Now, Captain Scraggs was well

versed in the rough-and-tumble tactics of

the San Francisco waterfront; hence, when

he felt a long pair of arms closing over his

neck from the rear, he merely stooped and

whirled his opponent over his head. In

that instant his mouth was free, and clear

above the shouting and the tumult rose his

frenzied shriek for help. Mr. Gibney

whirled with the speed and agility of a pan

ther, just in time to dodge a blow from a

war club. His fist collided with the jaw of

Tabu-Tabu, and down went that savage as

if pole-axed. -

Pandemonium broke loose at once. Cap

tain Scraggs, after his single shriek for help,

broke from the circle of savages and fled

like a frightened rabbit for the beach. One

of the natives hurled a rock at him. The

missile took Scraggs in the back of the head,

and he instantly curled up in a heap.

“Scraggsy's dead” thought the horrified

Gibney, and sprang at the king. In that

moment it came to Mr. Gibney to sell out

dearly, and if he could dispose of the king,

he felt that Scraggs' death would be avenged.

In an instant the commodore's great arms

had closed around the king, and with the

helpless monarch in his grizzly bear grip,

Mr. Gibney backed up against the nearest

bungalow. A fringe of spears threatened

him in front, but for the moment he was

safe behind, and the king's body protected

him. Whenever one of the savages made a

jab at Mr. Gibney, Mr. Gibney gave the

king a boa-constrictor squeeze, and the

monarch howled.

“I’ll squeeze him to death” panted Mr.

Gibney to Tabu-Tabu when that individual

had managed to pick himself up. “Let me

go, or I'll kill your king.”

The answer was an earthenware pot which

crashed down on Mr. Gibney’s head from a

window in the bungalow behind him. He

sagged forward and fell on his face with the

gasping king in his arms.

On board the Maggie II, B. McGuffey,

Esquire, had just gotten into position the

Maxim-Vickers “pom-pom” gun on top of
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tein his grizzly bear grip, Mr. Gibney backed up against t

the house. The last bolt that held it in

place had just been screwed tight, when

clear and shrill over the tops of the jungle

and across the still surface of the little bay,

there floated to McGuffey's ears the single

word:

“Help !”

McGuffey leaned against the gun, and for

the moment he was as weak as a child.

“Gawd,” he muttered, “that was Scraggsy

and they’re a-goin’ to eat him up. Oh, Gib,

Gib, old man, why wouldn’t you listen to

me? Now they’ve got you, and what in

blazes I’m going to do to get you back,

dead or alive, I dunno.”

McGuffey could hear the cries and gen

eral uproar from the wari, though he could

not see what was taking place. In a min

ute or two, however, all was once more

silent, silence having descended on the

scene simultaneously with the descent of the

earthenware pot on Mr. Gibney's head.

“It's all over” said McGuffey sadly to

the mate. “They’ve killed 'em both.”

Whereupon B. McGuffey, Esquire, sat down

on the cabin ventilator, pulled out a bandana

handkerchief and wept into it, for his honest

Scotch heart was breaking.

It was fully half an hour before poor Mc

Guffey could pull himself together, and when

nearest bungalow

he did, his grief was superseded by a fit of

rage that was terrible to behold.

“Step lively, you blasted scum of the

seas,” he bawled to the mate, and the crew

gathered around the gun. “Lug up a case

of ammunition and we'll shell that bush un

til even a parrot won't be left alive in it.”

“Aye, aye, sir,” responded the crew to a

man, and sprang to their task.

“I’m an old navy gunner” said the first

mate quietly. “I’ll handle the gun. With a

‘pom-pom gun it's just like playing a garden

hose on them, only it's half-pound shrapnel

instead of water. I can search out every

nook and cranny on the coast of this island.

Those guns are sighted up to 4,000 yards.”

“Kill 'em all,” raved McGuffey. “Kill all

the blasted niggers.”

When Mr. Gibney fell under the impact

of the earthenware pot he was only par

tially stunned. As he tried to struggle to

his feet, half a dozen hands were laid on him

and in a trice he was lifted and carried back

of the wari to a clear space where a dozen

heavy teakwood posts stood in a row about

four feet apart. Mr. Gibney was quickly

stripped of his clothing and bound hand and

foot to one of these posts. Three minutes

later another delegation of cannibals
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arrived, bearing the limp body of Captain

Scraggs, whom they bound in similar

fashion to the post beside Mr. Gibney.

Scraggs was very pale and bloody, but con

scious, and his pale-blue eyes were flicker

ing like a snake's.

“What's—what's—the meanin’ of this,

Gib?” he gasped.

“It means,” replied the commodore,

“that it's all off but the shouting with me

and you, Scraggsy. This fellow Tabu

Tabu is a damned traitor, and his people are

still cannibals. He's the decoy to get white

men ashore. They schemed to treat us

nice and be friendly until they could get the

whole crew ashore, or enough of them to

leave the ship helpless, and then-O Gawd,

Scraggsy, old man, can you ever forgive me

for gettin' you into this?”

Captain Scraggs hung his head and quiv

ered like a hooked fish.

“Will they—eat—us?” he

finally.

Mr. Gibney did not answer, only Cap

tain Scraggs looked into his horrified eyes

and read the verdict.

“Die game, Scraggsy” was all Mr. Gibney

could say. “Don’t show the white feather.”

“Dy'e think McGuffey could hear us from

here if we was to yell for help?” inquired

Captain Scraggs hopefully.

“Don’t yelp, for Gawd's sake” implored

Mr. Gibney. “We got ourselves into this,

so let's pay the fiddler ourselves. If we let

out one yip and McGuffey hears it, he'll

come ashore with his crew and tackle this

outfit, even if he knows he'll get killed. And

that's just what will happen to him if he

comes. Let poor Mac stay aboard. When

we don't come back, he'll know it's all off,

and if he has time to think over it he'll real

ize that it would be foolish to try to do any

thing. But right now Mac's mad as a wet

hen, and if we holler for help—Scraggsy,

please don’t holler. Die game.”

Captain Scraggs turned his terrified glance

on Mr. Gibney’s tortured face. Scraggs was

certainly a coward at heart, but there was

something in Mr. Gibney's unselfishness

that touched a spot in his hard nature—a

something he never knew he possessed. He

bowed his head and two big tears stole down

his weatherbeaten face.

“God bless you, Gib, my dear boy,” he

said brokenly, “You're a man.”

At this juncture the king came up and

thoughtfully felt of Captain Scraggs in the

quavered

short ribs, while Tabu-Tabu calculated the

precise amount of luscious tissue on Mr.

Gibney’s well upholstered frame.

“Bimeby we eat white man” said Tabu

Tabu cheerfully.

“If you eat me, you bloody-handed beg

gar,” snapped Captain Scraggs, “I’ll pizen

you. . I’ve chawed tobacco all my life, and

my meat's as bitter as wormwood.”

It was too funny to hear Scraggs jesting

with death. Mr. Gibney forgothisown mental

agony and roared with laughter in Tabu

Tabu’s face. The cannibal stood off a few

feet and looked searchingly in the commo

dore's eyes. He was not used to the brand

of white man who could laugh under such

circumstances, and he suspected treachery

of some kind. He hurried over to join the

king and the two held a hurried conversa

tion. As a result of their conference, a huge

savage was called over and given some in

structions. Tabu-Tabu handed him a war

club and Mr. Gibney, rightly conjecturing

that this was the official executioner, bowed

his head and waited for the blow.

It came, sooner than he expected. The

earth seemed to rise up and smite Adelbert

P. Gibney across the face. There was a

roar, as of an explosion in his ears, and he

fell forward on his face. He had a con

fused notion that when he fell the post came

with him.

For nearly a minute he lay there, semi

conscious, and then something warm, drip

ping across his face, roused him. He moved,

and found that his feet were free, though his

hands were still bound to the post, which lay

extended along his back. He rolled over

and glanced up. Captain Scraggs still hung

to his post, only his mouth was wide open

and it seemed to Mr. Gibney that Captain

Scraggs was shrieking. By degrees the

bells quit ringing in the commodore's ears,

and this is what he heard Captain Scraggs

yelling:

“Oh, you McGuffey. Oh, you bully

Scotch terrier. Soak it to 'em, Mac. Kill

the beggars. You’ve got a dozen of 'em

already. Plug away, you good old hunk of

oatmeal.” -

Mr. Gibney was now himself once more.

He struggled to his feet, and as he did some

thing burst ten feet away and a little fleecy

cloud of smoke obscured his vision for a

moment. Then he understood. McGuffey

had a rapid-fire gun trained on the wari, and

the savages, with frightful yells, were fleeing
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madly from the shrapnel. Half a dozen of

them lay dead and wounded close by.

“Hooray,” yelled Mr. Gibney, and dashed

at the post which held Captain Scraggs pris

oner. He struck it a powerful blow with

his shoulder and Scraggs and the post

crashed to the ground. In an instant Mr.

Gibney was on his knees, tearing at Scraggs'

rope shackles with his teeth. Five minutes

later Captain Scraggs' hands were free. Out

came his pocket-knife and with a slash he

freed his ankles and the cords which bound

Mr. Gibney’s hands.

All the time the shells from the Maggie II

were bursting around them every second or

two, and it seemed as if they must be killed

before they could make their escape.

“Beat it, Scraggsy” yelled Mr. Gibney.

He stood and picked up a war club. “Arm

yourself, Scraggsy. Take a spear. We may

have a little fighting to do on the beach” he

yelled. Captain Scraggs helped himself to

a loose spear, and side by side they raced

through the jungle for the beach.

As they tore along through the jungle

path, Mr. Gibney's good right eye (his left

was obscured) detected two savages crouch

ing behind a clump of cocoa-palms.

“There's the king and Tabu-Tabu”

yelled Scraggs. “Let’s round the beggars up.”

“Su re,” responded the commodore.

“We'll need 'em for hostages if we're to get

that black coral. We'll turn 'em over to

McGuffey.” -

“I’d better ease up a minute, sir” said the

mate to Mr. McGuffey. “The gun's get

ting fearful hot.”

“Let her melt,” raved McGuffey, “but

keep her workin’ for all she's worth. I'll

have revenge for Gib's death, or—suffering

mackerel!”

McGuffey once more sat down on the

cabin ventilator. He pointed dumbly to

the beach, and there, paddling off to the

Maggie II, were two cannibals and two

white men in a canoe. Five minutes later

they came alongside. McGuffey met them

at the rail, and he smiled and licked his

lower lip as the trembling monarch and his

prime minister, in response to a severe ap

plication of Mr. Gibney’s hands and feet,

came flying over the rail. Mr. Gibney and

Captain Scraggs followed.

“I’m much obliged to you, Mac,” said

Mr. Gibney, striving bravely to appear

jaunty. “One of your first shots came be

tween my legs and cut the rope that held me,

and banged me and the post I was tied to

all over the lot. A fragment of the shell

appears to have taken away part of my ear,

but I guess I'll recover. We're pretty well

shook up, Mac, old socks, and a jolt of

whisky would be in order after you've put

the irons on these two villains.”

“You’re two nice bloody-lookin’ villains,

ain't you?” was McGuffey's comment, as he

surveyed the late arrivals.

“Which two do you mean?” inquired Mr.

Gibney, with a touch of asperity in his tones.

“I dunno” replied McGuffey. “It's

pretty hard to distinguish between niggers

and folks that goes to work an eats with 'em.”

“Mac,” said Captain Scraggs severely,

“you're prejudiced.”

 



THE RED CAR OF ENMPIRE

By RUFUS STEELE

Author of The Personal Conductor

HY is Los Angeles?

W Anybody anywhere would at

tempt to answer the question.

There is not another American city about

which so many persons who have and

haven’t seen it are ready to talk to you. I

wanted, however, an answer that I could

See as well as hear. So I went to Los An

geles. Everybody on Spring street seemed

so full of the business of pleasure or the

pleasure of business that I disliked to stop

him to put my query. That night I gave

the box-office of the Mason theater two

dollars in the hope that chance would guide

me to a seat next to somebody with both

the knowledge and the time to talk. Be

tween acts I turned to the man in the ad

joining chair. A glance told me he was

Eastern born.

“You’re a stranger” I said to him in some

disappointment.

“Guess again” he suggested. “I’m a na

tive by adoption.”

“Tell me, then, why is Los Angeles?”

“There are very many reasons.”

“Name the best one you know.” I coaxed.

“Myself!”

“Why are you a reason?”

“Oh, I have to be. I insist upon living

in the woods, and, being a shoe-merchant,

I have to keep my store in a city. You see,

I like to go to sleep with the mocking-bird

singing to me, and at the same time I want

to be able to go to the theater two nights a

week. I couldn’t do all these seemingly

inconsistent things anywhere else in Amer

ica.”

“You can do all of them here?” I asked

in fine ignorance.

“Easily! I live in an orange grove in a

meadow twelve miles from this theater, and

I'll be in my bed out under my favorite tree

forty-five minutes after the final curtain

falls.”

“You have an auto, I perceive.”

“Not on your perceiver!” he assured me.

“No auto could do the work for our little

family. Listen and I'll give you the actual

program of today-of a sample day. I got

out of my outdoor bed at 6, thrust my feet

into slippers and went in my pajamas to

get the morning paper that was caught in

the rose tree by the front gate—the same

rose tree in which at this season the male

mocker sings all night to his nesting mate.

Milk and cream were at the gate and also

a parcel of merchandise ordered the after

noon before. At 7:30 I got up from the

breakfast table and left home for business.

At 8 my eldest daughter left to come in to

the art institute. At 8:30 the two kids de

parted for their grammar school three miles

away. At 9 my wife received a note in the

mail that made her wish to do a little shop

ping, and she came in to the heart of the

city. She got home in time to prepare

lunch for three ladies who didn’t start out

to our place until after 11. In the after

noon all of them ran over to a swimming

tank fifteen miles away. When I got home

from the store the whole family was on the

tennis court and we had a lively hour before

dinner. Tonight we all came in to the

show. This is my little flock beside me.

Healthy bunch, eh?”

“Do I understand,” I asked, “that your

answer to Why is Los Angeles? is, an air

ship?”

“Not exactly” laughed the shoe-merchant

and orange-grower. “I think the best

answer would be this: A red interurban

electric car that seems always to be waiting

at the door when you want to go anywhere,

and that gets you everywhere and back

with unbelievable rapidity.”

“Still I don’t quite get you” I told the

man. “I’m asking about Los Angeles, and

you’re answering merely with reference to

your own case.”

“I’m telling of my own case multiplied

by thousands” he explained. “Listen: I

come from Iowa. One day somebody put

a notice in The Times here, saying former

Iowans would hold a picnic at Westlake

Park the following Thursday. How

many Iowans do you suppose showed up?
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Thirty-five thousand! More than twenty

thousand of those people have interests in

the city and yet live miles out in the country

just as I do. Ask them “Why is Los An

geles?’ and they'll all tell you the tale of the

red car with the invisible wings. That's

merely the Iowa bunch. Every state in the

Union is well represented here. Los An

geles is what it is because these folks are

what they are; and they're what and where

they are because of this same cardinal car

rier that wipes distance out of the considera

tion in a way you never saw anywhere else.

The red car not only whisks the people

about, but it delivers their mail and fetches

and carries for them like a chain-lightning

St. Bernard. They enjoy all the con

veniences of the city and all the fun of the

country. If there's more produce than the

family eats, the red car markets the surplus

in town. I was a pioneer out in my dis

trict, and the red car wires actually sup

plied me with light and power for a year

until the regular service company got its

poles up. You don't seem to know much

about the crimson chariot that is doing most

of the history-making around here.”

“I know a good deal about street cars” I

answered; “but really I have never seen any

such high-power friend-of-the-family as

you're describing.”

“Of course not” my new friend smiled.

“You haven’t bumped into anything of the

sort because it doesn’t exist anywhere else.

Los Angeles is the center and heart of the

most highly developed interurban electric

system in the whole world.”

As everybody knows, it was the golden

orange that made Los Angeles possible.

But—as everybody is rapidly finding out

Los Angeles is in the lively second chapter

of its history, and the lines this chapter is

following are the steel tracks of the flitting

red car. The shoe-man was right; there

never was another car just like this one.

The truth is that a strect-car set out to con

quer the world—that is, that fine chunk of

the world known as southern California—

and actually carried the absurdity to the

point of making good.

Before I could find out “Why is Los An

geles?” I had to learn the true answer to

“What is Los Angeles?” My ideas under

went a considerable change. I knew the

thirteenth census said Los Angeles was a

city of 319,000 population, and that in

formed officials maintain that the city had

grown, in the three years since the census,

to more than 400,000. But this latter fig

ure, it developed, concerns merely the pop

ulation within the incorporated city, while

the fact is that the destiny of Los Angeles

is at this very moment being shaped by a

contributing population of 750,000 per

sons. Outside the city of Los Angeles,

within a radius of thirty-five miles, there

are forty-two incorporated cities and towns

with countless country homes between that

are bound to it and to each other by

the strongest material bond ever forged

between separate municipalities. All these

southern California cities and towns are

literally of one body—of the healthiest and

most rapidly growing body in America.

The arterial system that holds them to

gether is the double trackage of the inter

urban electric road. The red corpuscles

that race to the end of every farthest vein

to proclaim and carry the abundant life

are the flitting crimson cars.

The how and wherefore of it all is simple.

Southern California is a country de luxe.

It sends its peculiar appeal across the con

tinent and then across the ocean so that in

time the appeal must be heard by everyone

who has dreamed of sometime setting up a

home where climatic conditions are per

fect, and taking time enough to play.

Southern California is to become—rather,

it is becoming—the playground of the

world. The leisure idea is as unmistakable

as the climate. Los Angeles has more auto

mobiles than any other city of its size on

earth; the parks are always full of well

dressed saunterers; on any summery day

one can see the farmers pitching horse

shoes in the Long Beach sand. Los An

geles is a remittance town. The “settlers”

regularly get money from the old home;

from the bank or the farm lands or the city

property they did not sell when they moved

out to the Pacific playground to occupy a

bungalow on Do Not Worry boulevard.

The population displays to a very unusual

degree a financial independence; and the

soil, at the first stirring of its fructivity,

proves over again that to him that hath,

more shall be given.

The migration to Los Angeles and south

ern California is about the most nearly

self-propelling thing in the universe. The

local booster has merely to see that the

newcomer gets settled in a way that will
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not prevent him from sharing the natural

happiness that exudes from every orange

tree, palm and sandy hill-top. In his for

mer community the newcomer was some

pumpkins, just as any family with the

means to move across the continent at will

is more or less pumpkins. The newcomer

left friends and relatives back there who

are in circumstances equal to his own. If

the newcomer is happy he writes letters

letters in which a man long used to freezing

in wintertime and fusing in summertime

pours out his soul concerning his newly

discovered paradise. The friends and rela

tives receive those letters. Something

moving follows their receipt. Countless

cases of this kind explain how Los Angeles

got most of that contributing population

of three-quarters of a million people.

In a country de luxe it was inevitable

that a demand should arise for a de luxe

system of getting around. It was then that

the street-car—the climate and the tender

feet having gone to its head-set out to con

quer the world. Mostly the people didn't

wish to live within the city; and whether

they lived in or out of it, they had the de

sire, the leisure and the carfare to get

around. They wanted Sunday to come two

or three times a week, when they could

climb into a warm-blooded electric car, as

different as paint and other things could

make it from any car they had ever seen

in their lives, and go like the mischief to the

hills or the beaches for a breath of holiday.

Then, too, the newcomer, having been

raised to believe that when he reached para

dise he could have anything he wanted,

however inconsistent, demanded all the

conveniences that a big city can give and at

the same time a home out among the ever

blossoming orange trees. “All right,” said

the flitting red car, “I’ll give you all you

ask. I'll just wipe distance off the map,

and your life shall be one long cocktail of

orange blossoms, ocean beaches and Spring

street.” And verily thus it came to pass.

The red corpuscle of a car began with H.

E. Huntington, though he may not have

guessed its eventual circulation. He was

succeeded by E. H. Harriman. Several

existing urban and interurban railways

were absorbed. When, on September 1,

1911, the Pacific Electric was incorporated

for one hundred million dollars, the con

solidation included the Pacific Electric

Railway Company, the Los Angeles Inter

urban Railway Company, the Los Angeles

Pacific Company, the Riverside and Arling

ton Railway Company, the San Bernardino

Interurban Company, the Redlands Cen

tral Railway Company, and the Los An

geles and Redondo Railway Company.

The Southern Pacific Railroad Company

owns all the stock.

The red car has an even thousand miles

of trackage-nearly twice as much as any

other electric interurban system. All im

portant lines are double-tracked, while the

trunk lines extending northward and south

ward out of the city are four-tracked for

ten miles. Three-fifths of the straight road

mileage is over private rights of way, mak

ing high speed possible. The equipment

can make sixty miles an hour; over the

private right of way a speed of from forty

five to fifty-five miles is maintained. The

6oo passenger cars carry 225,000 persons

73,000 miles every day. Seventy-two mil

lion passengers are carried in a year. The

entire steam system of the Southern Pacific

carries forty million passengers in a year.

The gross annual earnings of the Pacific Elec

tric are ten million dollars, the earnings per

mile of track exceeding those of any steam

or electric railroad in the world. The six

thousand employees draw five million dol

lars a year in their yellow envelopes. The

lines reach thirty-five miles out of Los An

geles in every direction except to the west

and southwest. In those directions the

lines extend only from fifteen to twenty

five miles because the Pacific Electric isn’t

an ocean-going road. Low commutation

fares between Los Angeles and all points

of the system give a per mile cost of travel

of from one-half to three-quarters of a cent.

The single round trip fare to any of the

beaches is half a dollar.

The company undertook to do a parcel

carrying business for the settlers along its

lines, was forced into the freight business,

and now operates fifteen hundred freight

cars. It does most of the local freight-car

rying in southern California, handling sev

enty-five per cent of all less than carload

lots in the towns it serves. Sugar-beets are

gathered from the fields for three sugar

factories on the lines of the company and

for four factories that are remote. The

noiseless, smokeless freight trains earn a

million and a half dollars a year moving

beets, beans, oranges, oil, lumber, rock and

countless other commodities. The volume
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of freight handled regularly at the depot at

Eighth and Hemlock streets, Los Angeles,

has doubled in a year. Ten new freight

locomotives were included in a recent

order for electric rolling stock.

Newspaper trains set out over all main

lines at daybreak. Anywhere within thir

ty-five miles the city paper is on the break

fast table. Mail trains run all day, and the

post-office may hand any motorman a sack

of mail at any time.

Expedition such as steam roads cannot

furnish has multiplied the profits for the

big and little producer of milk, vegetables

and berries by providing immediate mar

keting. Express service is rendered at

freight rates. I heard of a queer case out

Santa Ana way. The invalid head of a

family of six children died before he got

their three-acre place to the point where it

would support the family. It looked as if

the kids would have to go to the orphan

asylum. “Wait a minute” said the mother,

as she jumped into the breach. She spaded,

seeded, irrigated, got capacity from the

cow and urged the hens to give her the ulti

mate egg. The widow hadn't time to take

her produce to the nearest village, nor a

horse to load it on, nor a son old enough to

lead the horse. But the red car stopped at

her door. It carried every ounce of the

surplus in to the Los Angeles market. The

red car got tremendously interested in the

widow's fight—neighbors swear it would

even wait a few minutes when the twelfth

egg wasn't immediately available. Pres

ently the returns began to meet the family

needs. The home was saved-and the kids

were not sent to the storage. Possibly the

story is exaggerated, but I like to think

that a hundred-million-dollar corporation

could hold the car motionless while the

widow rustled the dozenth egg.

Separate companies developed the origi

nal lines to outlying towns. Pasadena was

the best advertised resort town in America.

Visitors to Los Angeles wanted to run over

and see it. The electric line was built;

later the Pasadena Short Line. Tourists

clamoring to see an old mission started the

line to San Gabriel. The ocean was an at

traction, the Long Beach line came. Out

at Whittier, Puente hills oil and Valencia

oranges were making the Quaker settlers

rich. They demanded an electric line to

Los Angeles. They got it. These lines

showed a profit and a development possi

bility somewhat beyond anything that had

been expected. Lines were extended to

Santa Monica, to Redondo, to San Pedro,

to Glendale, to Glendora, to Santa Ana and

Orange-everywhere that sound demand

directed. At first lines were built for towns;

then towns were built for lines. It was

discovered that an interurban electric road

into a southern California town carried an

infusion of life that made the town double

and quadruple in population almost before

the paint on the power poles was dry. In

ten years the population of Long Beach has

increased eight hundred per cent. Lines

were built into unoccupied but promising

territory and lo, towns and homes blos

somed along the right of way like poppies

along an irrigating ditch. An enterprising

land company surveys a townsite, paves

the streets and lays the pipes—all out in

the wilderness. Then the red car, which

lays nothing but standard steam road

track, is paid a bonus that will justify the

making of a new path. Once an hour some

thing flashes past. Presently this flashing

thing stops to let off the population. Then

the car comes twice an hour. By and by

two or three cars run in a train. With the

town established, the red car brings mail,

newspapers, groceries, vegetables, hard

ware-everything a town of plenty needs

to have brought.

The Pacific Electric empire has developed

so suddenly that the world does not yet

comprehend; in fact, the world knows little

about it. The southern California towns

have been strung upon the interurban lines

like pearls. Into the necklace has gone

many a gem that is shining new. Los An

geles has become the commercial center of

three immensely wealthy counties; and so

closely is it allied with the forty-two cities

and towns and the countless hamlets and

suburban homes that its heartbeat is felt

through them all—that their response re

vivifies Los Angeles. At first the merchant

in the outlying town did not welcome the

flitting crimson car. He regarded it as a

pest that blighted his business. He saw

his people speeding in to the big stores of

the metropolis to trade. Then the mer

chant discovered compensating advantages.

The red car brought him into such close

touch with the wholesaler that he became

more of a distributing agent, with a smaller

capital tied up in stock. In the afternoon

he telephoned his next day's requirements



Outside the city of Los Angeles, within a radius of thirty-five miles, there are forty-two incorporated cities and

towns with countless country homes between.

rapidly growing body in America.

All these are literally of one body-of the healthiest and most

electric road.

The arterial system of this body is the double trackage of the interurban

The red corpuscles that race to the end of every farthest vein to proclaim and carry the abundant

life are the litting crimson cars
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to Los Angeles; the goods were waiting on

his platform in the morning. The imme

diate growth in population meant multiplied

customers for him.

A nine-story building went up at the

corner of Sixth and Main streets in 1905 at

a cost of one and three-quarters millions.

Not only was it the first fire-proof building

in Los Angeles, it was the first depot an

interurban system had ever built squarely

in the heart of a big city. The idea was a

success. Eighteen hundred trains run out

of the depot every day. The upper floors

contain the offices. The depot is readily

accessible from every part of the city. It is

close to the hotels. A system of brass gates,

polished and noiseless, seems effectually to

prevent confusion among crowds. People

like this depot. The only interurban lines

not using it are the Hollywood and west

beach lines which still operate out of the

former Los Angeles Pacific depot at Hill and

Fourth streets.

The big success of Pacific Electric is

traceable to the fact that its cars proceed

over private rights of way where high speed

may be maintained for miles without en

dangering the traffic of a public thorough

fare. It is only by use of the private right

of way that the red car is able to get the

man who lives in Pasadena to his office in

the center of Los Angeles as quickly as the

resident of the Westlake Park section of the

city, for instance, can get to the same des

tination by the yellow city cars. Pacific

Electric service is now the standard, yet

the service is to undergo conspicuous im

provement. The red car must slow down

as it enters the city and proceed at ordinary

street-car pace to the depot at Sixth and

Main. How to get to Sixth and Main with

out the necessity of slowing down—that

has been the problem. The problem is to

be solved. The company is preparing to

expend three million dollars in building a

steel elevated railway from the depot build

ing southward seven blocks to the nearest

point of the private right of way. North

ward from the depot the country is ridged

with hills. An L road would not be prac

ticable. Five million dollars is to be used

in driving three miles of subway to connect

at Vineyard with the northward private

right of way. Eight million dollars being

spent to save a few minutes for people who

already have more time to spare than any

In Los Angeles they call Paul Shoup the

big dreamer of Pacific Electric. A more

practical dreamer never headed the affairs

of a hundred-million-dollar concern. He

came into the interurban in 1910 as the

personal representative of Mr. Harriman.

By and by he became president of the con

solidation, and the building gangs have

never laid down their tools since that time.

First he extended the Hollywood line

through Lankershim to Van Nuys. Next

he reconstructed the Los Angeles and Re

dondo road. He expanded to standard the

old narrow-gauge line through Gardena to

San Pedro the port. Torrance, an indus

trial city, is now growing up beside this

line. An extension is building from Van

Nuys to Owensmouth, where Owens river

water for city use is to be held in a great

reservoir. An offer of right of way and

bonuses by the people of San Fernando

valley was met with the commencement of

the important construction now going on.

Pacific Electric owns the interurban system

that unites San Bernardino, Redlands,

Colton, Riverside and Arlington. A line

now building will close the gap between

Uplands and San Bernardino and lead the

cars of these famous towns of the citrus

belt into the heart of Los Angeles.

Where the needs of the tourist demanded,

the company has not hesitated to engage

in other undertakings than the operation

of cars. Thus it owns and conducts Echo

Mountain Observatory and Alpine Tavern

on the line up Mt. Lowe, a pier, bath

house and pavilion at Redondo Beach, and

amusement parks at San Bernardino, Riv

erside and San Antonio Heights. If there

isn't already something mighty interesting

at the end of a red car line, it seems to be

the policy of Pacific Electric to put some

thing interesting there.

The fame of the interesting things to be

seen from the big windows of the flitting

red car has gone all over the country-per

haps all over the world. The tourist in

Los Angeles fastens his eye upon the first

red car he sees as though it were the friend

he had expected to be on hand to show him

the sights. The stranger goes to the red

car as straight as a man lost on a mountain

heads for a lighted cabin door. Anybody

from anywhere, it appears, can understand

the glistening red invitation to come and

make a holiday. Practically all visitors

body else! see the sights of southern California from



The tourist in Los Angeles fastens his eyes on the first red car he sees and goes to it as straight as a man lost

on a mountain heads for a lighted cabin door. The car shows him, at the rate of a cent a mile, a movin

picture of orange groves, the homes of millionaires and of others rich, only, in content: ostrich farms and

missions, oil-fields and sugar-factories, lonely mountain peaks and crowded beaches-enough to make a Trappist

monk break into a veritable trolley travelogue
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the comfortable wicker seats of the open

ends of the cars or the still more comfort

able red plush seats of the enclosed mid

section. Three regular excursion trips,

with lecturers to point out and explain, are

run every day. On each the sight-seer

travels all day, going one hundred miles at

a cost of one dollar. The Mission trip

shows him the orange groves, the San

Gabriel Mission, the ostrich farms, the world

famous homes of Pasadena millionaires and

the developed beauty-spots of the interior;

the Triangle trip leads to the sugar fac

tories, Santa Ana, San Pedro harbor and

the south beaches; the Balloon trip makes

the run to the oil fields, lemon and walnut

groves, Old Soldiers' Home, Santa Monica,

and the charming resorts, towns, aquariums

and amusement parks of thirty miles of

ocean shore. The fellow who makes the

three trips and returns to an Eastern home

does more to induce travel than any Baede

ker ever published. Personally I don't see

how even a Trappist monk who had made

the rounds could refrain upon reaching

home from breaking into a veritable trolley

travelogue.

A red car line works both ways. If it's

fine for the fellow living out among the

lemons to be able to jump to an office

building in Spring street while he skims the

headlines of his paper, it is also pretty fine

for the fellow dwelling in the shadow of

office buildings to be able in an hour to

reach his choice of a dozen beaches, or to

go to Mt. Lowe, to Arrowhead or Bear

valley artificial lakes, or into the white

pine forests of the Angelus or San Ber

nardino reserves. He may picnic, hunt or

fish. One hears that southern California

is dry country, yet Mill creek, Devil's

creek, Lytle creek, Bear creek, San Gabriel

creek, Warm creek and San Antonio creek

are but several of the fishing streams that,

all the year through, course down fifty

charming canyons reached by the interurban

lines.

Eight days I spent in Los Angeles study

ing the ebb and flow of the human tides.

In Broadway, Spring and Main, in First,

Fourth, Sixth—in a dozen streets there

bustled at all times a pleasant multitude

of persons who somehow impressed one

as being long on health, hope and the joy

of being there. They represented not

merely the city's 425,000, but the red car's

close-knit district of three-quarters of a

million. Los Angeles is separately dis

tinguishable only on an official map. No

body but a surveyor could tell where the

city limits are. Nothing stops or begins

at the line. A base-ball tossed from home

to home would travel from Pasadena to the

sea with nothing to show when it passed

into or out of Los Angeles. The man who

is working out the destiny of the red car

system says that the population of the city

proper should reach the million mark by

1920. The red car man didn’t say what

population he expected the red car country

to have by that time, but it was tomorrow's

needs he was thinking of when he planned

that subway and that L.

On my last night in town I met again

my friend the shoe-merchant who sleeps

under an orange tree, as he headed for the

after-the-theater car. Maybe he could see

the light of a little comprehension trans

figuring my face.

“Why is Los Angeles?” he called in my

own words of a week before.

“I think I know the answer now,” I

cheerfully assured him, “but it would take

a lot of words to get it all out. ”

“Just tell me its color” he suggested.

“Any color,” I replied in the words of a

famous unknown, “so long as it's red!”
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Blanca, the “white mountain,” the

fierce noon blaze was reflected in

shimmering waves that rolled off and away

across interior valleys and long sea beaches

till absorbed by the cool mists which draped

the vast blue of the far Pacific. All along

the sun-struck slopes of the coast range,

chaparral and bunch-grass baked in dry

heat, exhaling dust and acrid resinous

odors. Even the poppies, gay children of

the sun, languished under his fiery glances.

Only in the deep valley of the Sur was

there surcease of the heat. There the

light slanted in dusty shafts between huge

redwood columns, diffusing a pleasant

warmth through the rose-brown shade

just as it had for a thousand years before

Columbus. As during the two centuries

required for the descendants of Cortes to

accomplish their slow march from Mexico

northward, it broke in golden rain through

the green lace of alder and cottonwood that

roofed the stream. As it did, forty years

ago when the Padre Junipero Serra passed

on his way to found the missions of Car

melo and Monterey, so the water leaped

and sang among the boulders making rich

music for his successor, a brown-cowled

priest who rode with an Indian woman and

boy behind a small mule-train.

As they ambled along in the order named,

the three unconsciously retypified the proc

ess of civilization under Spanish rule in

the western world: the priest blazing, in

his thirst for souls, a path through the

wilderness; the woman in her simplicity,

rich soil for gospel seed and first prey of

the trader who treads on the heels of the

priest; lastly the boy, born of the woman

into the mission fold. If slightly inac

curate, the truth of the allegory was in no

wise impaired by the fact that the woman

was half-caste herself. A third mixture

of Spanish blood that had merely pushed

up her brow and squeezed in the broad

F' the stark white face of Pica squaw face, had lengthened in the lad both

legs and waist, softened and enlarged his

dark Indian eyes, transmuted the mother's

dark bronze into rich cream and streaked

his thick hair with waves of brown. About

medium size, full-breasted and shapely, he

was undoubtedly as handsome a lad as could

be picked out of the California missions.

Moreover, his comeliness gained still more by

sharp contrast with the lean angular form and

severe face of Padre Mendez, the priest.

Grave to austerity and lit with blue

eyes that burned like alcohol flames in

the dusk of his cowl, his face was such as

painters have fixed as the ideal type for

the porter of the gospel beyond the sav

age pale. But in these days, when the

brown sheep of the California woods were

already gathered into the mission folds, a

softer eye would have shown him fitter

for his place. Forty years ago he would

have rivaled Fray Junipero himself in

outstaring an ever-present death, and it

was no lack of courage on his part but the

fault of his horse that turned tail and

bolted when, with a hoarse shout, a man

sprang from behind a bush and shoved the

muzzle of a musket under its nose.

“Bandits! Fly! Fly! Holy Padre!

Rafael, fly!”

Knocking the lad sideways off the path

as she jerked her own mule around, the

woman took after the priest, and what of

the mingled din of her squawks and pound

ings, and the rattle of cooking utensils

slung from her saddle-bow, she completed

the panic that had seized the priest's

beast; rendered it so unmanageable that

he was unable to stop it short of a mile.

Turning then, he proved his mettle, first

by his stern reproof, next by the speed at

which he returned to lend the lad aid.

Robe streaming behind him, eyes aflame

in the midst of his pale face, he personified

that swift retribution which is said to over

take the evil-doer.
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After cinching his captive's feet from stirrup to stirrup the bold marauder led the mule a quarter of a

mile down stream before climbing out of the water on the opposite bank
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This time, however, the sign failed.

Though he returned as fast as he came,

it was only to find the lad gone with one

of the mules, and the packs of the remain

der rifled of food. During the hour,

moreover, that he rode up and down stream,

searching and spying, mixing shouts for

the bandit to come forth with promises

of pardon, threats, religious objurgations,

he received no answer but that of the de

risive echoes. In the absence of track or

sign, the woman's whimpering explana

tion took on credibility.

“”Twas an elf, holy Padre. There are

many, ’tis said, in these dark woods.”

“Be not foolish, woman.” The priest

sternly reproved her. “Spirits do not

carry muskets, neither have need of food,

and, as you see, all ours is gone.”

“Oh, si!” Noticing the theft for the

first time, she threw up her pudgy brown

hands. “The keg of fine wine and spiced

hams for the holy fathers of Monterey!

Also the wheaten loaves! All are gone.

'Tis sacrilege. He will be cursed, this

robber, even if he do no harm to my

Child.”

“That he will not do. 'Twas Pedro

Vasquez, a renegade from our mission of

Monterey that I ordered whipped a month

ago for his loose conduct. Most likely

he has carried off the lad for company.

The greatest danger lies in this—that if

they be long together he will make the lad

as bad as himself.”

“A loose man?” They had both dis

mounted to tie up the rifled packs and, to

his surprise, she fell on her knees. “Oh,

I am a wicked woman and am overtaken

thus in my sin.” Then lowering her voice

so that he had to bend to catch her whisper,

she went on to tell that which sent a wave

of horrified feeling across his severe face.

Only her last words rose to their usual

tone: “Si, 'twas a sin and you shall give

me penance for it.”

“No, 'twas only foolish, but folly is

sometimes more dangerous than wicked

ness. This calls for instant action. We

must ride on at once to Carmelo and have

Padre Sebastian send his soldiers out.”

Mounting, he rode on, his lips mutter

ing prayers for a soul in danger. While

the woman kept the mules on a run at his

heels, her lips also moved. Not altogether

converted to his opinion concerning the

earthly character of the robber, it is to be

feared, however, that her petitions were

somewhat impaired by a liberal mixture

of incantations that had proved efficacious

in Indian practice these last few thou

sand years. Between vigorous crossings

she sandwiched spells for the confounding

of the wicked elves that had produced

this mysterious disappearance which, prop

erly understood, was very simple. After

cinching his captive's feet from stirrup to

stirrup under his mule's belly, the bold

marauder had led the beast a quarter of a

mile down stream before climbing out of

the water on the opposite bank. And could

their eyes have pierced the veined foliage

of a red madroña high up on the mountain

side, they might have seen him, muzzle of

his musket pressed into the lad's back,

watching their progress down the valley.

Until the mule train disappeared he

held that position, and just as the lad's

comeliness had served as a foil for the

priest, so it now emphasized the power

that pulsed in his captor's strong body,

glowed in his rugged face. Though not

more than four years intervened between

their ages, the temper that sparkled in

the marauder's black eye, aggression ex

pressed by his heavy jaw and overhung

brows, made him appear at least twice

as old. Apart from the sullen anger it

reflected while watching the priest, his

was not, however, a bad face. The tem

per faded, too, with the priest, and he

burst out laughing at the lad's sudden

whimpering plea.

“Oh, señor el bandido, do not kill me!

I will repay with service. Si, I can be of

great use, for my mother, that had none

to help her, taught me to wash and cook.

Even now your camisa is very dirty.”

The lad's shudder was almost feminine.

“I shall wash it in the brook? And if

there be either corn or ground meal to be

had I can grind and bake tortillas that are

light as a butterfly's wing.”

“I am no bandido.” He laughed again

at the youth's absurd expression of mixed

doubt and relief. “Nothing but a lad,

like yourself, that fled to the woods to es

cape harsh treatment.”

“Yet-you stopped the holy padre on

the camino real?" His eyes grew round

and big at thought of the sacrilege. “And

the spiced hams, cheese, fine wheaten

loaves for the padres at Monterey? You

took all?”



They had dismounted to tie up the rifled packs and, to his surprise, she fell on her knees.

"Oh, I am a wicked woman!”

“One must eat.” With a resumption

of sullen anger he added: “What better

sauce could one have than the knowledge

he is feeding on fat meats intended for

his enemies?”

“Were they—so very hard?” The awe

in the voice told that the case would have

to be very bad indeed to atone for such

transcendent sin as the robbing of a priest.

“They whipped me—or tried to, for at

the first stroke I burst my bonds and fled

to the woods at speed that left their

horses.”

“But why did they whip?

are kind.

The padres

I have heard my mother tell

of one, the Padre Junipero, long since dead,

that was a very saint for good works.”

“Si, I have heard, too, of him.” To the

rather grudging admission he added a

heartier testimony. “And Padre Sebas

tian of Carmelo is a priest with a man's

heart. But this shaveling of Monterey—

withered in his skin, without love or com

passion. You doubt? Then judge for

yourself whether a bit of fair loving is a

crime to be punished with stripes? 'Twas

all over Manuela, the comandante's wife's

maid. For her betterment with her mis

tress she carries always, by day, the

straightest of faces. But she was never
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A brown-cowled priest rode with an Indian woman and boy behind a small mule-train. As they ambled

known to turn from a kiss in the dark, and

when, one moonlight, this Padre Mendez

caught me kissing her behind the mission

wall, she raises a great outcry swearing

that the kiss were forced. Then when,

out of very scorn for her, I make no answer,

I am seized and ordered whipped!”

“You loved her—this Manuela?” In

tense interest had wiped the fear out of

the boy's face.

“Caramba, no! What silly talk!

love always go with a kiss?”

“It would—with me.”

He spoke with such confidence that the

other broke out in a laugh. “Listen to

the cockerel! What should you know of

love—a lad of sixteen?”

“Seventeen, señor, and soon to be more.”

He had flushed under the other's amused

look. It was undoubtedly to cover em

barrassment that he made a quick change

of subject. “Then if you are not a bandit,

wish only for our food, you will lend me

our leave to go forward?”

“I will lend you—this.”

It proved a box on the ear—so sound

that the lad was toppled sideways, and

while he lay there whimpering without

trying to get up, his captor shook over

him a threatening fist. “Do not think

me so soft. You said you could cook?

Bueno! If you would avoid harder treat

ment, do your best to feed me good. Get

up, for we have a long trail to cover before

sunset.”

Sound as it was, the buffet was neither

meant nor taken unkindly. Intended by

Does

the one to establish their relations beyond

mistake, it was so accepted by the other.

Walking and riding by turns along the

Sur's wooded bottoms, they talked quite

amicably, proceeding from an exchange

of names to that of histories. In reply

to Pedro's questions Rafael related how he

and his mother had worked a small cattle

rancho in the Santa Barbara foot-hills

ever since his father, a Spanish soldier,

had been killed in the Navajo wars. At

first they had thriven. But lacking a

man's hand to compel respect for their

rights, they had suffered so much of late

from petty thieves and Indian raiders

that the mother had sold off the remnant

of their cattle and traveled north to keep

the house of her husband's brother in

Monterey.

“How came we to travel with the Padre

Mendez?” He repeated Pedro's question.

“By the kindness of the saints, he was

returning to Monterey after a visit to the

padres of our mission, and so permitted us

to ride in his train.”

“Whereby he saved himself the hire of

an arriero to drive his own mules.”

“No, señor.” The lad instantly re

pudiated the ironical comment. “He was

to pay me dos reales the day.”

“Then it is more than he pays in Mon

terey.” Pedro's shrug conceded grudging

belief. “Once there they will set you to

herding cattle at one real the day—hard

labor for little pay. You can do better

with me. Here, in the mountains, we

have no master but the sun. For servants
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we have the birds, the winds, the sea and

the trees. If the stomach will sometimes

shout for white bread, still is there always

deer meat in plenty, fresh trout and berries,

honey from the bee trees. With you to

cook, while I fish and hunt, we shall lack

for nothing. How looks it to you?”

His dilating nostrils, upflung head, shin

ing eyes, told of his own relish in the life.

All of which dissolved in laughter at the

lad's demure reply. “Is there—a choice?”

“De verdad! There is not!” He roared

it between laughs. “No choice but a

difference. Stay cheerfully and I will

treat you better than the señora, your own

mother. Sulk, and I beat you black and

blue.”

“A difference—truly. Yet—I will stay.”

This time he joined Pedro's laugh, and

his chatter, journeying onward, told very

plainly that the prospect was not alto

gether uninviting. His glance when it

rested on Pedro revealed not only respect

but growing liking. As for that master

ful person, having laid down the law for

their mutual guidance, he carried out to

the letter his promises of kindness. Both

during the long trail that ended at dusk

under an oak that overlooked the ocean,

while later they satisfied ravenous appe

tites with generous portions of the padre's

bread and bacon, and when, finally, they

lay down to sleep the dark hours away, he

displayed consideration that would have

graced the father of a girl-child.

“'Tis only a temblor.” He comfort

ingly prtted the lad's shoulder when, at

midnight, the earth writhed in the grip

of a quake. “It will pass in a second.”

Still later he spoke reassuringly, even

tenderly, when the boy cried out as a bat

whirled an evil wing close to his face.

“You are timorous as a girl. Go to sleep.

I will take good care of you.”

Thus urged, the lad slept, and woke no

more that night.

Hotly pursuing the opposite direction,

the padre and the woman passed on over

the rolling hills at the mouth of the Sur

into the copse and brake that interspersed

dark reaches of redwood in the canyon on

the other side. Night chased them to the

door of an Indian herd who kept ward

over the horses of some hacienda at pasture

on the foot-hills. From which meager

lodging they went forth again at dawn.

The rising sun found them in a more

thickly settled land. Where, before the

founding of Carmelo, only the occasional

smoke of an Indian's lodge rose at wide

intervals along the hills, this bright morn

ing shone on numerous brown adobes clus

tering around pink-walled haciendas. For

surging in by land and sea, Spanish civil

ization had rooted and grown during two

generations into the very semblance of old

Mexico's life. Linking the farmsteads,

cattle and horses roamed under the care

of brown Carmel Indians, and these in

creased in frequency and numbers until,

as they rode into the open beyond Point

Lobos, “the place of the wolves,” the tower

of the mission suddenly appeared across
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a wide blue arm of the sea. Spacing the

sullen roar of the surf, the mellow voice of

a bell came drifting over the sunlit land.

With its placid herds browsing within the

circle of pine-clad hills, it was beautiful be

yond words. But though, at other times, it

was the padre's custom to stop and view

it, he now increased his speed, nor paused

till he dismounted at the portales of Padre

Sebastian's house.

Leaving his horse with a herd, he hurried

along the corredor with the woman in tow

and barely avoided running into the Padre

Sebastian, who just then turned the corner.

A stout broad man with a round kindly

face, his dark eyes twinkled merrily under

heavy gray brows. While he listened to

his colleague's hurried tale, their humor

increased rather than abated, and he

interrupted the narrative with a word

of good cheer. “’Twas Pedro Vasquez?

Then have no fear. We shall get back the

lad, good woman, a trifle frightened, per

haps, but otherwise none the worse.”

“But—she is a girl!” She burst out

with the confession she had whispered in

the silent woods. “”Twas a sin to be so

deceitful, but we did it for her good. For

better protection against roving soldiers

in the lonely hills her father brought her

up as a lad, teaching her to ride and throw

a riata with any vaquero. And when he

was killed in the Navajo wars she had to

take his place.”

“And this puts another face on the mat

ter” Padre Mendez went on. “’Twas over

a girl that Pedro was ordered—”

“Yes, yes!” For a second a touch of

impatience extinguished the other's twinkle.

“That sly-boots, Manuela.” Drawing

Padre Mendez aside, he lowered his tone.

“Brother, there is no good reason why a

priest should not be guided in his judg

ments by knowledge gained privately.

I do not believe the lad altogether in

blame.”

“But even so?” The other raised se

vere brows. “If the girl were to blame

for the kissing? You would not ignore

such conduct?”

Padre Sebastian's slight shrug betrayed

suppressed impatience. “The kisses of

young folk are usually given in honor.

'Tis your man grown that needs the watch

ing.” His mellow laugh rang like a rich

bell in the corredor's warm shadows. “So

let us not be too quick in judgment. With

out some seed of kisses where should the

church turn for her next harvest of souls?”

“Still, this Pedro—”

“One moment, Brother.” He con

tinued with serious good humor. “You

will not take umbrage at my saying that,

in my opinion, you proceeded wrongly with

the lad! Punishment should always be

nicely fitted to both culprit and case.

Were Pedro one of these gentle Carmel

Indians, he would, if guilty, have stood

for the lash. But with the riotous blood

of a Spanish soldier dominating his veins—

never! Having made one mistake, it

behooves us to go carefully. As yet he

is but a foolish youth that harbors in his

soul a sense of injury. But with only a

little hunting, he will quickly sour and

harden. Then, in robbing for his suste

nance, he will one day kill a man. Where

after we shall have a bandit, full-fledged,

upon our hands.”

“But this girl? She cannot be aban

doned? At least soldiers should be sent

to bring her in?”

“Not a soldier.” His rich laugh rang

out again. “From the girl he will take no

harm.”

“But She-”

“Nor she from him.” He turned to the

woman. “Thy daughter? She was

brought strictly up in our church?” And

when she answered with vehement nods, he

went on: “Then is she in the hands of

the Blessed Virgin who chooses her own

instruments for the saving of souls. 'Tis

the good girl that makes the good man,

and I'll trust her to effect his healthy con

version. Mark me for a fool if, sooner or

later, she does not bring him in.”

“Then you will not send out—”

“Si, I shall send out—but no soldiers.

If you will leave the matter with me,

Brother?”

While they talked the other's frozen

austerity had gradually thawed. Now he

bowed his tall lean head. “We are but

weak vessels, the best of us, I weaker than

most. If I erred—’twas through zeal for

the lad's good. Plainly I now see that

there is a lack in me that would defeat my

best efforts. Henceforth he is thine,

Brother, to seek and to save.”

At noon two days thereafter the two

lads-for, so far as Pedro was concerned,

Rafaela was still Rafael—lay on their



When, after a long detour -

through the woods, he

came crawling up behind

her, she had almost freed

her hands

stomachs at the top of a high hill that fell

steeply on one side into the woods of the

Sur. The other overlooked the ocean's

deep blue that was laced, here and there,

with filmy clouds.

After a full meal of tortillas and spiced

ham helped out by a dessert of bread and

wild honey, they were in excellent fettle

for the exchange of those bright dreams

and confidences that are natural to youth.

“What should I like to be?” Pedro slowly

repeated the usual beginning. “Of all

else I would choose to be comandante of

Padre Sebastian's soldiers to go with him

into new wild countries. Your father was

killed by the Navajos? Then I would

like to fight with them.”

“But you would not be always at the

wars?” Rafaela questioned.

“No.” A shadow of disappointment

clouded the brightness of his dream. “The

best of fighting comes to an end. When

no more was to be had I should wish for a

rancho of my own—and a pretty wife.”

“Manuela?” Rafaela watched him closely.

“The cat! No, señor, she has caused

me enough of trouble.”

Satisfied by the vigor of his answer, she

continued her stealthy study of him while,

chin propped in his hands, he gazed stead

ily out to sea. A smile, soft yet mischie

vous, prefaced her next remark. “I know

the girl that should just suit you.” But

when he turned, the smile had vanished.

He read in her face only casual interest.

“Si,” she nodded. “A cousin of mine.”

“What would she be like, this cousin?”

“About my height and color.” Said

color took a deeper stain under his quick

critical look and comment: “That would

be fine—for a girl. Only this morning

I was thinking that the big eyes and soft

skin of you were wasted on a lad. Si, if

she look like you she can come to my

rancho.”

“And you would love her?”

He was looking again out to sea and so

missed the soft curiosity in her look. “How

should I know that have never seen her?”

He laughed, a little scornfully. “Love?

That is a word for girls.” -

“Or she might not like you.” She hid,

with her propped hands, a flash of pique

that merged in a peculiar mixture of anger

and satisfaction when he gave answer.

“That would not matter. If she pleased

me I would take her, yea or nay.”

“But you—would be good to her?”
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“That would I!” The quickness and

heartiness of the reply made ample amends

for his masterfulness. “She should have

of eating and dressing the finest, and if

any man dared to even look at her—” his

coal eyes flashed “—I would kill him.”

“Then she would love thee.”

Had Padre Sebastian been there to see,

his twinkling glance would have pierced

down to the feeling that underlay her

smile. It was plainly to be seen that she

had marked Pedro for her own—so very

plainly, indeed, that she could not alto

gether exclude her sense of proprietorship

from her manner. At supper, that evening,

she assumed such housewifely airs of au

thority, airs so out of keeping with their

relations as captor and captive, that they

finally drew upon her a second buffet. De

livered with an open hand, it yet sent her

rolling head over heels downhill. But

accepting the correction quite meekly, she

lay down for the night and slept soundly

till the rising sun poked a hot finger into

her eyes.

Rising, then, on one elbow, she looked

over at Pedro, still asleep, with curiosity

shy as that of the two deer which, in turn,

watched her from behind a clump of man

zanita. As, growing bolder, the animals

came out in the open and approached with

stealthy padding of small hoofs, she trans

ferred her gaze to them and was observing

their slim beauty with the tender interest

the mother instinct inspires to all things

helpless and small, when a slight rustle

caused her to look at Pedro's hand stealing

out from his side. Till it closed on his

gun she gazed in terror, her wide dark

eyes beseeching the pretty creatures to

run, then as, rising suddenly on one knee,

he aimed and fired, she fell heavily against

his shoulder.

“Fool!” he yelled as the deer sped away

with sidelong leaps. “You have lost us a

fine dinner. You slipped? Then this will

teach more care.”

Once more she toppled over. But con

tent to pay with her own pains for the

lives of the pretty creatures, she rose and

went quietly to work preparing their break

fast. And the very next minute his anger

evaporated. Lying on his back in the sun

after the meal, he drew her on to tell all

that she had learned from her father of the

Navajo country and wars. While she

interspersed narrative with descriptions

of the sun-struck sands, painted moun

tains, stupendous gorges, golden pueblos

of the desert peoples, the morning slipped

on, and, apart from the undoubted pleasure

she obtained from the exercise of her tongue,

she was rewarded by his sudden question:

“This cousin of yours. Where lives she?”

For a moment she looked nonplussed.

But his gaze was searching the fathomless

blue of the sky. After a moment's hesi

tation she answered: “In the hills by

Santa Barbara.”

“About your height and build, you

said?” His dreamy tone told of the ideal

that was floating in his mind. Rafaela

smiled as he went on: “And she lives near

Santa Barbara? 'Tis a fine place I have

heard. We shall go there, you and I.

Si, we shall pack and make a start after

the noon meal.”

As so often happens, however, when mere

man undertakes his own dispositions with

out knocking on wood to propitiate the

fates, the program thus manfully laid out

was subject to immediate revision. The

two Indian trackers who had heard the

report of his gun down in their camp by

the Sur were even then within sound of his

voice. Moving up through the chaparral

with the smooth stealth of snakes, they

had gained to its edge a few yards from

where Pedro lay. Lost as he was in pleas

ant abstraction, his acute instincts still

sensed the infinitesimal earth vibrations.

When the two came shooting like brown

arrows from their covert, he sprang from

full length upright upon his feet and went

bounding down the opposite slope with the

long leaps of a startled stag. In half a

minute he was lost in the dense chaparral

below.

Had there been time for him to have

snatched his gun, the dénouement of Padre

Sebastian's fears would have come to pass

there and then, for looking back uphill he

saw Rafaela struggling in the hands of the

trackers. If he had had the gun he would

surely have fired. Lacking it, he could

only look on. As they quickly dragged

her out of sight down the other slope, he

failed to see her sudden yielding after her

captors had spoken a few words, and though

he followed at once on their trail he had to

keep his distance. When, an hour later,

they brought her to the brush shelter where

Padre Sebastian was resting after the

fatigue of the trail, he was too far off to
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catch from the opposite hill anything more

than the brown flash of his robe. All that

he saw was, that after binding their pris

oner and throwing her into the shade of a

tree, the trackers moved off once more up

the valley.

“To find me” he interpreted the move

ment; was sure of it when, quarter of an

hour later, he caught a glimpse of them

against the skyline of the opposite hill.

At intervals while he watched, the girl’s

limbs had moved in futile struggle against

her bonds, and when, after a long detour

through the woods he came crawling up

behind her, she had almost freed her hands.

After the Indians departed, the priest had

gone back into the shelter, and while he

was cutting the thongs that bound Rafaela's

ankles, Pedro plainly heard him snore.

“From the hillside, I saw his robe” he

chuckled as they ran together through the

redwoods. “I would give a peso to see his

long horse face when he comes out to find

you gone.”

Letting him laugh, she busied herself

scraping the leaves with her feet as she ran

so that a trail was left plain as a pike road.

When he plunged into the Sur shallows and

waded up-stream she managed to break,

unseen, several twigs where they entered

and left the water. Unaware of these

small treacheries he chuckled continuously

at the thought of his enemy's discomfiture.

“His Indians will have gone back for

the mule and provision” he explained the

probabilities. “Afterward they will pick

up my trail and follow it—back to their

own camp. Thereafter—running water

tells no tales in its song. 'Tis true that the

padre has gotten back his hams. But I

have other food bestowed in a cave where

we shall rest tonight. Then carrying only

enough to last us to the haciendas beyond

the mountains we shall set our faces, to

morrow, toward Santa Barbara-and your

cousin.”

As he was walking ahead he could not see

her guilty color—which deepened when he

began to ply her once more with questions

concerning said cousin. Her exact com

plexion, disposition, the size of her hands

and feet, not a detail escaped his eager cen

sus. While on her part Rafaela filled in the

portrait with qualities and quantities taken

from her own temper and bulk, her face

presented a study in gratified guilt. In

spite of these preoccupations, however, she

did not forget to mark their trail with dis

turbed leaves and broken twigs, but when,

having climbed out of the valley to a path

that led along the bald crest of the moun

tains, the trail ran in the open, she began to

look worried. Sometimes a full quarter

mile would pass without a bush presenting

itself for her fingers, and it was after crossing

a particularly long stretch of open ground

that she fell to the ground uttering a sharp

cry.

“I twisted my ankle.”

Rising, she tried to hobble on, but her

face revealed such pain that he stopped,

rubbed the injury with all his might, then,

with her leaning upon his shoulder, moved

slowly forward. As long as the trail ran

in the open she limped along, but when,

presently, it dipped down into dense chap

arral between two peaks, she took frequent

rests. The last came in the midst of brush

so thick and high that a weasel would have

been hard put to squeeze through it. It

would have been difficult, indeed, to con

trive a better trap. Only the narrow path

led out, and as, at the crack of a twig be

hind them, Pedro leaped up to run, she

threw her arms about his knees and brought

him headlong to the ground.

The next second the trackers were upon

him, and though he fought like a panther

with teeth and fists, feet and nails, the odds

were too heavy. Standing, hands bound,

three minutes later, he glowered at Rafaela,

who had forgotten all about her limp in the

excitement.

“A quick recovery!” He snarled it be

tween set teeth. “If I had dreamed of this

'twould not have been your bonds I cut

there under the tree.”

If she shrank before his blazing anger,

her expression, following behind, revealed

neither sorrow nor contrition. If the truth

be told, a touch of amusement flavored its

strong hope.

While they still lacked a mile of the camp,

dusk fell, wrapping mountains and sea in

one brown robe. But there, in the black

depths of the Sur valley, gleamed a red star,

the watch-fire Padre Sebastian had built

for the discouragement of panthers and

grizzlies that were uncomfortably numerous

in those woods. Flickering and fading as

they came downhill, it grew stronger and

brighter, leaped at last, a warm column of

flame that stained the surrounding red

woods with brighter hues. Under its rich
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light Pedro caught a second glimpse of a

brown robe, and still believing that it be

longed to Padre Mendez, he stiffened him

self for the encounter. Then, before he had

time to correct the impression, the trackers

tied him with his back to the fire.

After building a cooking-fire for them

selves, they loosed his hands and gave him

of their own food. Consisting of cold tor

tillas and stringy venison, it was good

enough eating after his twelve-hours' fast.

But while munching with keen appetite he

paused to grin as a whiff of fried ham drifted

across from the other fire.

“The padre will take no more chances.

He is bestowing his hams where thieves may

not break in and steal.”

The grin, however, quickly faded, for

floating in just then on the savory odor,

Rafaela's clear laugh stirred the glowing

coals of his anger. “Telling the shaveling

how he fooled me.” Pedro interpreted it.

“Bueno! "Tis now his turn.”

By craning as much as his bonds per

mitted, he managed to obtain a glimpse of

a black skirt and white chemisette that

shone pale pink under the dye of the fire.

Then a change in their wearer's position

removed them beyond his view. “The old

woman–come with the priest to recover

her darling.” Muttering it, he fell again to

his eating, but had no more than swallowed

two mouthfuls before a strong mellow voice

broke close to his ear.

“'Tis said by the doctors that one should

be broken gradually from too rich eating.

Come, Son, and sit at my fire.”

Erect and free, Pedro stood staring his

hardest at Padre Sebastian. “But-but-I

had thought—”

“—me another?” The padre filled in his

stammerings. “Yes, yes, but he is now of

your past. From this day you belong to

me. Of course there is to be no restraint on

your inclination. But soon I go out from

this warm peace of Carmel to the wilds

where I shall have need of brave lads.

So—”

In his turn, Pedro now interrupted. “I

would sooner go with you than any other

in the whole world.”

“Bueno!” The padre patted his shoulder.

“Now let us join your friend at the fire.

No?”

“No.” The brightness all gone from his

face, Pedro stubbornly repeated it. “He is

no friend of mine. I run not with traitors.”

“Not even when—” he paused long

enough to change the sex of the pronoun,

“—he has wrought for your good!”

. “No.” He stubbornly shook his head.

“You will not come to—him?” Mischief

sparkled in his twinkle. “Then he shall

come to you.”

“Si, let him come.” Muttering it to him

self, Pedro clenched his hard fist. “He will

get at least one good one before they can

get him again away.”

The huge black bulk of a redwood inter

vened between him and the fire. As a

shadow moved out from behind it, he raised

to strike-then stood, hand in mid-air,

staring at Rafaela in the familiar skirt and

chemisette of a peona's wear. Completing

the transformation from a pretty lad to a

large-eyed maid, she had gathered her

thick brown hair into a knot at the back of

her head. Timidly returning his gaze, she

stood in the warm firelight, the materializa

tion of the ideal that she herself had built

up in his mind. -

His first stammering words testified to

the likeness. “Are you yourself or—your

cousin?”

& 4 Both.”

He glanced around. The Indians sat with

their back toward them. The padre had

passed out of sight. Stretching out both

hands, he pulled her into the shadows. “A

girl—all the time! And to think of the way

I knocked you about!”

Though out of sight, the padre was not

unmindful. When, after a long silence, a

murmur of soft talk floated from behind the

tree to his fire he smothered a laugh in his

sleeve. “'Tis complete—the conversion.”
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By ELEANOR GATES

Author of Motoring Among the Missions

N insistent squealing, not unlike

the irritable protest of a choir of

hungry pigs; a dull bass-drum boom!

boom! boom! and the sweet heavy fra

grance of new-cut willow—all these, borne

on the heat-waves of that August day,

testified that the fiesta was somewhere in

the neighborhood.

The reservation town of Pala, laid out

upon a gentle mesa-like slope with some

thing of the regular aspect of a military

settlement, seemed utterly deserted. But

we needed no guiding. Pala has a barrier

of ragged mountains half-circling one side

of it. Rimming the other half is the San

Luis Rey river. We turned riverward, to

where the street ended abruptly in a sharp

dip. Before us lay a broad winding stream

bed of sand and gravel divided by a narrow

creeping flow. And on the nearer half of

this bed, standing just between the edge

of the mesa and the water, was a great

quadrangular shelter built up of large poles

and willow boughs. The boughs, shocked

on end, formed the gray-green outer wall

of the quadrangle. Other boughs, dis

posed regularly, formed the roof. Through

the roof, curling up into the sunlight, rose

the smoke of many cooking-fires.

The quadrangle had two openings, one

on the up-stream side, another opposite.

In and out of these openings, steadily

passing and repassing, gaily dressed figures

were moving. These were the rallied

Palatingwa Indians, and friends from other

tribes. Their wagons—by the dozen—

stood about among the willow thickets on

all sides, with teams tied to wheels and

brake-rods. Other horses, saddled and

mounted, were being galloped up and down

by good-looking young braves with wide

hats set rakishly on their heads and rope

lariats at their pommels-galloped for the

edification of a bevy of lustrous-eyed Indian

girls. Under the wagons, to get out of the

way of so many hoofs and heels, were dogs—

the usual Indian sort, thin, slinking, mangy.

There was little laughter, and no loud
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conversation. For this lack, however, the

squealing and the booming made up, both

issuing from what the fiesta poster was

pleased to term “the merry go-around.”

The advent of our automobile occasioned

no gathering of the curious and no excite

ment. But there was plenty of enthusiasm

over the arrival, in our wake, of more

wagons—with the younger people on the

seats, and the aged, the babies and the

dogs comfortable and secure on straw in

the boxes behind. As the wagons halted

there was hailing and hand-shaking, then

the horses were unharnessed; whereupon

they broke and made for the water. The

youthful bucks in the wide hats took after

them, hallooing and swinging their lariats.

The older men shouted advice, or orders.

Dogs barked. Colts whinnied. And “the

merry go-around” added its voices to the

Il.

But presently, when the dust settled,

a ceremonial greeting took place just within

the great quadrangle. This was a suffragist

affair, a half-dozen very old squaws form

ing a semi-circle to chant and dance. All

but one of this semi-circle kept the eyes

downcast, and stepped in time to the song

rather perfunctorily, with much bobbing

of the head or hat. But the leader! She

was the fattest little body imaginable

fat, but with, oh, such a smiling friendly

face! Her dress was typical: gay waist,

ruffled skirt, and apron; over her dark

hair she wore a thin white shawl. She

held her chin up, and her sloe-black eyes

sparkled. Puffing, she stamped the sand

with alternating bare brown feet. The

result was “the jelly-wobble!”

The sun was hot. The quadrangle was

close. Yet not until the faces of the

squaws streamed and shone with perspira

tion did the dance come to a sudden grunt

ing stop. Then the assemblage took to

circling. There was much to see and en

OV.
J for example, there were the three-dozen

booths that formed the quadrangle, and

opened upon the patio. Some of these

were being used as living-rooms. Here

were the cooking-fires. And here babies

tumbled about among pots and pans, and

inquisitive dogs, and rolls of bedding, and

—yes, suit-cases! In booths that alter

nated with the living-booths fresh meats

were for sale, or melons, or ice-cream, or

prickly pears and grapes. One offered

tamales, and several were well-equipped

restaurants. Across the corner of one

swung a hammock holding a cunning pa

poose. At this booth, for a payment of

five cents, you might shoot at a whirling

wheel for prizes. And whenever you

wanted a moment's rest, there, at the cen

ter of the quadrangle, offering shade and a

seat, was a covered platform.

We had traveled a good distance to be

present at this annual festival of the

Palatingwas, held in honor of San Luis,

Rey de Francha. But—to be frank—we

were finding it a bit disillusioning. These

were not the kind of Indians we had ex

pected to see. And where were the time

honored semi-savage customs we had

promised ourselves? For that suffragist

ceremonial-dance was the only primitive

feature of the day. Jose Juan Owlinguish

and Remijio Lugo had the program of

events in hand. And, as per that luring

poster, there was a base-ball game, and a

girls' foot-race. The young braves on

horses raced, too, with lean thoroughbreds

picked up at low prices when the anti

racing edict lowered the value of track

animals. Of course, there was a sack-race

(this for the younger men). And the fat

men held a tug-of-war. Prizes were dis

tributed among the husbandmen of Pala

for “the best farms, vegetables and flower

gardens.” Last of all, there was bronco

busting, with soft-eyed mothers anxiously .

watching the sand swirl up about the

plunging horses. It was all along familiar

Fourth-of-July lines!

And yet, disappointed though we were,

we found this new kind of Mission Indian

fascinating. The young people were par

ticularly attractive, the boys being of good

height and stocky build (foot-ball mops

all but hid their roguish eyes!) and the

larger girls, with scarcely an exception,

possessing more than the average of good

looks. Each maid’s hair was glossy and

prettily “done,” her face was oval and not

too full, her teeth regular and a dazzling

white. And the complexions of these

budding women seemed much lighter than

the complexions of the older ones—due,

no doubt, to soap, hats and powder!

Nevertheless, each young face was brown

“a marvelous brownish face, with fair red

lips, and ruddy cheeks.” -

Interest among these girls centered on

the platform—where Burwell's orchestra
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from Santa Ana played selections from

“The Sultan of Sulu” and “The Dollar

Princess.” As is usual in more conven

tional gatherings, dancing men were scarce.

A few did their duty nobly, trousers turned

up to show bright socks as they two

stepped and waltzed with their shirt

waisted partners. But these dancing braves

were young. The older ones preferred

the saddle, and the games; or rode “the

merry go-around”-silently, as if too ut

terly deep for words was the delight of

circling to its asthmatic strains!

The Indian maids flocking the platform

were slender. It was among the older

women that we found too much uncorseted

solidity. But whatever charm was lack

ing in the figures of the middle-aged squaws

was more than made up by the charm of

their faces. As a rule Indian women of

fiction are described as being noble and

dignified of countenance. The younger

matrons of Pala fit that description. Their

brows are broad and smooth, their eyes

gentle but brave. Indeed, the expression

of each face is almost habitually sad

until interest is unexpectedly awakened,

when a slow smile lights the soft hazel

of the eyes and sweetens the mouth into

a curve of good-humor. And in the silent

inspection each gives the white stranger

there is none of the resentment discover

able in the glances of the old women

who will resent (as well they may) the bitter

days of their removal from Warner's Ranch.

The little girls looked as if they had just

trouped out of a school-room. They were

tomboyishly active, and as full of giggles

as all small country girls should be. And

they wore at the nape of their short fat

necks—to set off their blue-black hair

tremendous ribbon bows of rare and re

splendent dyeing. Their small brothers,

a few of them in brand-new overalls,

gravitated in a drove from booth to booth.

They played tricks on one another, counted

their cigarette pictures, teased the girls,

stuffed themselves with assorted edibles, and

filled up any otherwise vacant moments by

hitching untiringly at their suspenders.

As for the babies, these were plump sweet

little brown things, as alike as so many

tiny quail. Their chief accomplishment

was sleep. And not one of the score knew

how to whimper!

The attitude of the full-grown braves was

spiritless. The majority of these men sat

the

doubled up in the shade within or without

the great willow shelter. If one moved,

it was sluggishly. Turning your head

suddenly, to take him unawares, you found

the face calm—almost expressionless. And

his slumbrous black eyes were averted,

being usually upturned, as if intent upon

the weather! And yet (particularly as the

afternoon waned) we got the impression,

somehow, that each brave was waiting for

something. Each was—for night!

Night wrought a change. And what a

change! The “civilized” Fourth-of-July

aspects of the fiesta disappeared magically

before the advancing dark. And the years

rolled back, sweeping us with them. Ah,

this was what we had traveled so far to

see! This was early California! Here

were the Palatingwas and their friends,

celebrating—with tribal dances, and old

songs, and enthralling gambling-games.

And at the upper end of the brush-shelter

a great bonfire was sending its sparks to

ward the stars. About this rallying-point

surged the Indians (real Indians), eager,

joyous, unrestrained

But not altogether unrestrained, as in

former days. There was a link that

bound the “civilized” day with that night

of older times. Just as twilight merged

into dark a grizzled brave in uniform moved

away from the throng at the fire and took

his stand on the edge of the dance-plat

form. The flames flashed on his eye

glasses, and on his large star. This was

the Link—between Past and Present;

between Washington-on-the-Delaware and

Pala Reservation. This was Uncle

Sam's Chief-of-Police!

He began to speak in the tongue of his

tribe, very quietly and pleasantly, so that

it was impossible, listening to him, and

watching the faces upturned to his, even

to form an idea of what he was saying. He

talked for five minutes, then paused, look

ing from side to side thoughtfully. When

he began again, his language was Spanish,

but as softly intoned as before. Presently

he took another breathing-spell, blinking

and gazing over the heads of the crowd, as

if letting his message soak in. Then for

the third time he resumed his talk. Now

he used English.

It was English, broken and picturesque,

and as fascinating in its lingo as it was

elusive. In this third short low address, he

laid down the law touching the oncoming
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Hero were the Palatingwas and their friends, celebrating with enthralling gambling-games.

was the greatest of these.

The peon stake

Eight Indians seated themselves opposite one another. At their

head was an aged man with eight short sticks in one hand

celebration. All “bankers” in the games,

he declared, must be Indians. And none

but full-bloods would be permitted to play

peon. Furthermore, the discovery of liquor,

or of its hilarious effects, would spell the

“cooler.”

He bowed, and got down. Thereupon

the crowd, which had been motionless and

open-mouthed, suddenly split up into

groups, precisely as if it were some giant

picture-puzzle that had been suddenly

shaken.

One by one lights had sprung up down

the lines of booths. Now, in their flare,

the dancers of the night began to come

forth, to meet in the fuller glare of the

great fire.

These dancers were men—old men, but

not spiritless. They came hurriedly, their

heads adorned with feathers, and apron

like clouts at their loins. And a score of

old crones, crouched in a line beyond the

blaze, met them with shrill chanting.

The old men danced by threes and fours,

keeping in a wavering line. Now each

head was lowered—while the bare feet

beat the ground to the rhythm of the

chant; now each feathered head-dress was

suddenly thrown back, as the dancer, his

face upraised, joined his guttural bass to

the high cracked intoning of the squaws.

It was as if the clothes of civilization had

fallen from them, revealing the savages

of Drake's day. And that chant!—it was

unceasing, untiring, piercing, unforget

able! A shrill neigh-like call ended it.

Then a Palatingwa, suddenly lifting his

eyes to the sky by a backward toss of the

head, gave an answering cry.

As the dances ended, we turned away—

and saw eager groups here and there down

the open square within the brush-shelter.

One group was pressing about a game of

Klondike. Others were playing loteria,

their cards covered by beans or corn. On

a wide-spread blanket a wrinkled squaw

was dealing out a Mexican deck. Mexi

can monte was the game. And she had

before her a heap of small sticks. Poker

was going forward in some of the dimly lit

booths. But the game of la chuza

tempted the majority. Here and there

in the quadrangle were saucer-shaped

tables, striped by horizontal and center
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converging lines. A score of men and

women surrounded each table, and the

ripple of the spinning marble could be

heard, followed by grunts of disappoint

ment, or quick gratified laughs.

Peon had not begun yet. But an aged

man, with a younger at each elbow, was

moving slowly hither and thither, to stop

at each group. He carried a faded square

of silk in one hand, and offerings met him

everywhere. Now the silk square opened

to receive a dollar; again, a gold-piece fell

with a clear ring. These offerings were

the makings of the greatest stake of the

night—the peon stake.

Meanwhile, another fire was being built,

a small fire, half of dry and half of green

fuel. An old man laid it, carefully cross

ing stick upon stick. Then—a circle look

ing on, big-eyed and approving—he lit it.

The circle swayed, whispering. There was

a turning of heads. The groups about the

scattered games swayed and whispered

and craned, too. And now, by ones and

twos, the circle around the peon blaze

began to grow to a crowd.

It was midnight! The twenty-fourth

of August was merging into the twenty

fifth. And the whole of the stake was

gathered in—one hundred and sixty-five

dollars. In the light of the newer bonfire

five Indians counted it—not once, but

several times, a breathless crowd looking

on. Next, the crowd parted to let eight

braves in wide hats approach the blaze.

The eight divided, four seating themselves

on the ground to one side, the others drop

ping down in a line opposite. Then the

aged man with the stake in his keeping

took his place at the head of the two lines.

Between him and the crackling sticks lay

a sheaf of twelve long wands.

Once more the voices of women rose in

a song—a weird droning song, yet differ

ent from all the others of the night. There

was something about it that thrilled; more:

there was in it a note of passionate urging,

of wild eagerness. It made one goose

flesh.

The players settled themselves, their

feet under them. The four to the right

of the old Indian showed no nervousness,

no excitement. Their eyes affected in

difference. They wore complacent smiles.

But the four across the fire!—all younger.

Their eyes were anxious, their lips tense.

A long double-blanket had been thrown

across their knees. They touched their

beaded foreheads to it, and wiped at it

with damp palms. -

The old Indian had eight short sticks

in one hand-four white, four black. He

handed one of each color to the first of the

young braves. Quickly the latter thrust

his hands under the blanket, which he

held in place before him by his teeth. For

a moment his hands moved swiftly. Then,

his hat pulled down to his eyes, he fell

quiet, and waited.

The leader of the opposite line leaned

toward the fire. His look was keen,

searching. He strove to meet the averted

eyes of his opponent. A moment, and he

threw out one arm, pointing a finger, and

half-turning a hand.

The holder of the sticks let the conceal

ing blanket fall, and opened his hands,

disclosing the sticks. At that the Indian

opposite dropped back, chagrined. He had

guessed wrong as to the whereabouts of

the white stick. So the younger braves

had won first chance to hold the sticks.

And now the song of the women quickened

and swelled proudly. And now, with

excited but subdued chatter all about,

began the peon game.

Each of those younger braves was

tossed two sticks, a black and a white.

Then up came the blanket once more, to

be gripped between four pairs of strong

jaws. Next, each player, hat pulled far

down to shadow his face, folded his arms

under the blanket and began to sway

jerkily from side to side, barking a breath

less accompaniment to the loud song of

the women.

The men opposite took off their hats

and held them before their faces. And

over the brim of each sombrero peered a

pair of black eyes, alert, questioning.

Presently one of these older men, with a

swift donning of his hat, leveled an arm

toward the rocking four opposite. He

pointed one finger; then two. He turned

his hand this way and that, signaling his

guess.

Instantly the squaws’ drone stilled. But

another song, by other women, took its

place. The blanket fell from between the

teeth of the young Indians. They tossed

the black-and-white sticks across the fire

to the older men, to whom the aged man

had handed one long wand. This time

the guesser had guessed right!
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There was something supremely touching in that service out under the summer sky. The worshipers were

the remnants of once in'ghty tribes. Save for Swarthy faces and brown hands, this might

have been an outdoor prayer-meeting anywhere in the rural West

Thus went on the game of the black

and-white sticks. One o’clock came—two

—three. No longer did the smoke of the

cooking-fires rise through the willow boughs

of the great shelter. Yet few had left the

crowd pressing about the peon blaze, and

these only sleepy children. For excite

ment was at white heat. At one time the

four elder men had possessed all save two

of the twelve wands. But at present the

younger braves had eleven wands on the

sand at their knees. No longer were their

opponents stolid. They were using every

mite of their craft. And as for the song

of those who favored the winning braves,

it told of fierce determination! It was like

the prolonged cry of a pack that have set

their teeth in the prey!

Four, and the lights were out up and

down the quadrangle, and the stars were

already dimming in the sky. But the throng

about the peon game was no smaller. It

cried out continually in its excitement.

It crowded for place.

And then, with morning at hand, the

old man tossed the last wand to the line

of young Indians. The stake followed.

Whereupon the older players, rising stiffly,

separated without a word, and were lost

to sight among the surging people of the

tribes.

Sunday morning was near its dawn.

Little time was left for sleep. The quad

rangle cleared quickly. The living-booths

filled. And silence came upon the great

willow shelter.

But by ten o'clock, what a change! As

in the old pagan days, a night of savage

ceremonies and tribal games was to be

followed by Christian worship. Civiliza

tion had triumphed at sunrise! Time had

moved forward once more. Here, strolling
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"The Missions totter, but the Faith lives in the hearts of the Indians”

up and down the quadrangle in holiday

best, were the men, women and children

of the day before. And the covered

platform was an altar! A banner made

a fluttering back for it. Spotless cloths

dressed it. And the steps leading up

were covered with Indian blankets and

a serape. The organ had been brought

down from the Mission church; the great

statue of the sainted French king, too.

At eleven o’clock, Father Doyle, young,

fervent, with his fine esthetic face and

his earnest voice, clear to every corner of

the quadrangle, preached the morning

Sermon. -

There was something supremely touch

ing in that service out under the summer

sky. The kneeling worshipers were the

remnants of once mighty tribes. Tamed,

shorn, booted, suspendered, the braves

stood or knelt to listen to the story of a

Redeemer Who was not unmindful of their

needs. Besides them stood or knelt their

Squaws, prettily, almost daintily, dressed,

and becomingly combed and hatted. Save

for swarthy faces and brown hands, this

might have been an outdoor prayer-meet

ing anywhere in the rural West.

The Father spoke first in Spanish–

though the Mass was said, and the responses

given, in Latin. He ended with a brief

English address. Very simple it was, and

full of feeling. “The Missions totter, my

people” he said, “but the Faith lives in

the hearts of the Indians.” He blessed

them, and the choir of Indian girls raised

their voices in a Latin hymn.

Just so in the old days was an altar built

and the fresh-hewn Cross erected. In

just such a spot, under that same smiling

sky, did the “long-gowns” of Serra's day

preach peace and love to the great-great

great-great-grand parents of that same

kneeling throng.
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Billy Fortune and the Foreigners

By WILLIAM R. LIGHTON

Author of Billy Fortune and the Meaning of Goodness

Illustrated by Arthur Cahil)

Swede—in Sweden, I mean, where

the folks are all that way, and where

you don’t have to keep explainin’ it. But

I wouldn’t want to be one out here in the

Wyoming cow-country, where you're mixed

up with all kinds, and where everybody

has got to take the consequences of bein’

what he is. Yes, sir, if I was one of them

Petey Peterson boys, I’d want to be

amongst my friends.

But I wouldn’t want to be one of them

Bulljohn lads anywhere on earth. Shucks!

I' must be awful comfortable to be a

You know what a Bulljohn is. Oh, you

do, too! It's a British man. Not for

me! There's times when it sort of soothes

me to be around a Swede; but an English

man always ruffles me all up. We had

'em both at once, one time, on a becf

round-up down below Nigger Baby creek,

and it got right complicated.

Petey Peterson was the first one of 'em

I struck. That was up at Lusk. I'd

gone in after a wagon-load of truck for

the camp, and we were loadin', out in

front of the store, along toward noon

hurryin', too, so I could make camp by

night. I was real busy, when along comes

somebody on the sidewalk and stops be

hind me.

“Hello!” he says.

I had a case of canned tomatoes balanced

on the tail-gate, and it slipped down and

scraped my thumb, so I wasn’t feelin' So

very sociable when I turned around and

saw him—a long loose chap with straw

hair and weak blue eyes and a foolish grin.

I didn’t say anything to him; I went back

in the store and come out with a sack of

beans on my shoulder and bumped into

him, and pretty near dropped the sack

in the dirt.

“Hello!” says he, just the same as be

fore. I could see he was a Swede, and I

knew he'd keep on sayin’ it till somebody

answered him.

“Well, for the love of country!” I says.

“What is it?”

“I want the boss” he says.

“You want the boss of what?” I says.

“I dunno” says he.

Well, I made another trip in and back

to the wagon, and there he was yet, with

his hands in his pockets.

“Mister” he says, “I want the boss.”

I needed a minute's rest, so I stood

leanin' against the wheel and suckin’ my

sore thumb. “Well, here” I says, “I’m

the boss of this outfit right now. What

is it you want?”

“I want a yob” says he.

“A job doin’ what?” I says.

“I dunno” he says. -

He stood right there in that very same

spot till my last box was on the wagon and

I was sayin' good-by to the boys in the

store; and when I come out, there he was.

“Mister” he says, “I want a yob.”

“Well, Sufferin’ Peter!” I says. “Open

up and tell me what kind of a job you want.

What can you do? Where do you want

to go to?”

“I dunno” says he. “I want a yob.

I want to go off Lusk somewheres.”

I couldn’t think of any use for him down

at Nine-Bar; but while I was lookin’ at

him my mind commenced to slant off

toward devilment. “Billy” I says to my

self, “it’s a right good while since there's

been anything but hard work down there.

Why not?” And then I says to him:

“Look here; I can take you off Lusk, all

right. I can't agree to pay you any wages;

but if you want to go along with me you

can work your way without it's costin'

you anything. I'll let you drive my

wagon for me. But I’ve got a pretty

heavy load on, so only one of us can ride.

It's twenty-three miles to where I’m goin’.

Can you walk that far?”

Honest, his grin seemed to spread up

into his hair and down his neck, he was
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so rank tickled. “Sure!” he says. “I

can do any kind of a yob.”

And he done it, too. Yes, sir, that

Swede just jumped down off the sidewalk

and picked up the lines, lookin' at me to

show him which way to go; and when I’d

showed him, off we went, with him down

in the sand, pluggin' ahead on his long

legs, and with me stretched out in the

sun on top of the load, fixin a cigarette,

real easy in my mind; only raisin' up once

in a while to make sure he was keepin'

in the right trail. I wasn’t botherin'

myself a speck about what was to come

afterward. It was plenty good enough

for me just to roll my head sideways,

every little bit, to take a look at him down

there, workin’ his passage to Nigger Baby.

Don’t it seem a shame that a man should

be let loose that way in this unfeelin' bad

world? Only I wasn’t the one that was

to blame for it; now was I?

It was away past dark when we hit

camp. We'd stopped once, when we come

to a spring, to eat a little snack; and then

toward night we'd boiled some coffee and

had our supper; but for the rest of the

time that Pete boy had just drilled along

through the sage-brush and cactus and

over the rocks, all of ten good hours, just

perfectly happy and innocent, with me

enjoyin a right good rest and feelin' sorry

for him.

The camp was all quiet when we got

there, except for the horses in the corral

nickerin'. The fire was smothered down

in ashes and everybody was sound asleep,

with the tarp' beds showin' faint against

the ground. My bed was down under the

mess wagon; but I found another one close

alongside, with only one man in it, and I

told Petey to crawl in there. And then

that was all till mornin'.

It was plumb early when I waked up.

Kind of half waked up, I mean, layin'

there with the edge of the tarp pulled up

over my head, tryin' to make out what

the trouble was. It seemed to be some

brand-new kind of trouble for that part

of the country. -

“Ow, I sa-ay, you know, I cawn't have

this!” That's what I heard, right up

close beside me. “Ow, I sa-ay, this is

an aoutrage!” And then, whoever he

was, he started in to say it all over again:

“Ow, I sa-ay, you know, I cawn't have

“Well, gee whiz, Billy!” I says to my

self, and I raised up to take a look. There

was another head raised up in the next

bed, where I’d put the Pete boy—a funny

round bald head with a comical round

pink face on it, and a short fat neck and

a pair of starin’ eyes and a big lot of white

front teeth. You know them British front

teeth. These looked like gravestones in

some cemetery where the corpses was all

rich-important, you know, and glistenin’.

I’d never seen that face before, nor nothin'

like it.

“Whee!” I squeals. “Billy, there's been

witchcraft! That ain't the thing you put

to bed there last night!”

With that the face turned around toward

me, and we laid there for a spell, starin’

at each other through the spokes of the

wheel. He was the one that said the first

word. “Ow, I say, you know” says he,

“I cawn’t have this!”

“Cawn't have what?” I says. “What

is it you’ve got, any way?”

“Why” says the funny voice, “there's

a man in me bed, you know.”

“You don't tell me!” I says. “A real

man? I don’t see him. Where is he?”

“Right over here” says he “Ow, I

sa-ay, this is a demmed aoutrage!”

I poked my head up a little further, and

there was Petey, deep asleep, with his

head on his old boots for a pillow, and his

loose mouth hangin' wide open. He wasn’t

a bit pretty to look at; I didn’t wonder

at the other chap bein’ surprised; I would

have been, too, most likely, if I’d waked

up sudden in a new place and found that

face snuggled up so close to me. It made

the Englishman so mad that he shucked

back the covers and started to scramble up.

I ain’t ever goin’ to forget the way he

looked, it don’t matter how old I get. He

didn’t have any clothes on at all, only a

set of pink tights, stretched close over his

round front, with silk trimmin's around

the neck and sleeves, and with his bare

fat pink feet stickin’ out below and his

tender toes curlin' up on the cold tarp'.

He was sure comic. But he didn’t seem

to know it. He stood there with his lips

lifted off his teeth, lookin’ down at me.

“I sa-ay, me man” says he, “will you

just be kind enough, you know, to tell

me where I can find the water for me tub?”

I didn't quite get him, at first. “For

this!” your which?” I says.



“For me tub” he says again. “For me

bawth, you know.”

“Oh, yes!” says I. “A bawth. You

want water. Well, there ain't any, ex

cept for cookin', this side of Nigger Baby.”

It was his turn then. “I beg pahdon?”

says he. “This side of—where?”

“The Nigger Baby” I says. “The creek,

you know.”

“Ow!” says he. “Yes, to be sure! And

where can I find the Creek?”

“That way” says I. “Two miles, right

straight over the top of that hill.”

He looked the way I pointed, terrible

doubtful, with his round body beginnin'

to shake in the cold wind, and his big

block-teeth knockin’ together.

“Ow, impawssible!” he says. “But I

must have me tub, you know. I cawn't

do without me tub.”

“Well” I says, “there's your Swede

friend, in bed with you. Shake him up.

You can get him to pack you over to the

creek on his back.”

I couldn't explain him. He had a little silver

lookin'-glass propped up on the wagon-axle

and he opened up a band-box and took out a

hat. It tickled me

That notion didn’t seem to strike him

good, somehow. He took a look down at

Petey, and then another look around at

the scattered beds, with the boys beginnin'

to move in 'em; and then he give it up,

reachin’ down for his things, that was all

folded up under his blanket—a pink shirt,

and button shoes, and a pair of checkered

pants, and a lot more. I pulled on my

boots and went to start the fire for break

fast, and when I come back to the mess

wagon to begin my biscuits, there he was,

just stretchin’ the wrinkles out of his .

socks, not hardly started to dress yet.

I couldn't keep my eyes off of him; and

pretty soon he turned around and caught

me grinnin' at him.

“Ow, Isa-ay” he says, “would you kindly

turn your back, me good fellow, till I can

finish me toilet?”

“Why, sure!” I says. “Anything to

oblige. Me stomach's turned already; so

I might as well turn me back too, you

know.” And I bent down over my
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dough-board and kept on with my biscuits

till he was through.

I couldn't explain him. Wyoming's a

great country for different kinds of people;

but this one was so awful different. The

next time I looked at him he had a little

silver lookin'-glass propped up on the

wagon-axle and was fussin’ with his neck

tie and brushin’ his little fringe of hair,

cockin’ his head around to look at himself;

and then at the last he opened up a band

box and took out a hat, balancin’ it on

his head with both hands. It tickled me.

“Billy” I says to myself, “there's some

good sport in that man, if we can think

of a way. And there's the Swede, too.

You don't often draw that kind of a pair.”

And that's the way some of the other boys

seemed to be feelin', because pretty soon

here come Tommy Atwater, one of the

Hargraves outfit, and stood beside my

cook-fire, lookin' over at the Englishman

and then at the Swede, that was settin'

up in bed and rubbin his eyes open.

“Billy” says Tommy, “if we keep on,

we're liable to make a regular Noah's Ark

out of this yet, ain’t we?”

And then it got explained; because the

Boss come from his bed, over beyond the

second wagon, and he stopped to shake

hands with the English one, hopin’ he’d

slept well, and all that; and then he says:

“You haven’t met my cook yet. Come

over and let me introduce you.”

“Ow!” says the other one. “Your cook!

Fawncy, now! It's so demmed awd, you

know, meetin so many of one's-aw-one's

equals all at once. Extrawd'n'ry! But

delighted, you know, I’m sure!” And then

the Boss brought him along over to me.

“Billy” says the Boss, “this is Lord

Algernon Tucker, of London. Lord Tucker,

this is Billy Fortune, of the great West

the best cook in Wyoming, besides a great

many other things.”

Lord Tucker! It bothered me. All I'd

ever knew about them boys was readin'

about ’em in the yellow-backs, out back

of the cow-shed at home when I was a kid.

I’d never thought they looked like this.

Nor he didn't help his looks much when he

fished up an eye-glass at the end of a black

ribbon and put it in his eye, starin at me

through it. “Most chawmed, really, you

know” says he to me; and then he grinned

at the Boss. “Your cook has a sense of

humor, too, you know. One observes

so many awd things in America. Fawncy,

now-a cook with a sense of humor!”

“Billy” says the Boss, “Lord Tucker is

writing a book about our country. He's

seeing things for himself, and he wants

to live the life for a while. That's why I

brought him out to camp yesterday. You

boys must help him to see all he can.”

“Yes, indeedy!” I says. “We sure

Will!”

“Aw, thanks!” says the lord lad. “But

I don't want to be treated as a guest, me

man. You must let me be one of you.”

“Of course you'll be one of 'em” says

the Boss, “but just look out that they

aren't too many for you.”

It didn't seem to worry the Boss when

I told him about the Swede. He only

laughed. “We’ll need some more men at

the ranch pretty soon, when we get to

shearing” he says. “Maybe we can use

him.” And then when Petey come over

to warm by the fire, the Boss says to him:

“What kind of work can you do, Peter

Son?”

“I can sweep out good” says the Swede.

“What?” says the Boss. “Sweep out?

Where?

“In Minnesota” says Petey. “I had a

yob to sweep out in Minnesota, and shov

elin' coal. I can do both good.”

The Boss, he was grinnin’ over at me.

“Well” he says to the Swede, “you might

whirl in and sweep out the front room for

us. There's time before breakfast.”

“Sure!” says the Swede. “Where is

the broom?” Wouldn't that kill you?

The Boss looked at me, making a motion

with his two hands.

“Billy” says he, “this is too much for

me. It seems to be a case for you. You

see what you can do.”

The Englishman had been listenin', real

interested, with his eye-glass up, studyin'

Peterson's face. “Rawther an extrawd'

n'ry character, isn't he?” he says to the

Boss, when Petey had slouched over to

get his plate out of the box. “But what

did you mean about sweepin’ out? You

were merely jestin' with him, weren't you?

Ow, I see!”

It looked as if there ought to be some

thing in it, didn’t it? Yes, sir, I couldn’t

see how things could help happenin'.

That's the way the other boys felt, too,

when we got a little chance to talk it over

amongst ourselves.
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“Lord Tucker!” says Tommy Atwater.

“Say, there's nobody on earth gets me to

call him “my lord’. My Gawd!”

“And he wouldn't hardly stand for

‘Algy, would he?” says Steve Brainard.

“‘Tuck’ wouldn’t be so bad, though, be

cause he certainly puts a crimp in you,

don’t he?”

“Shucks!” I says. “He’s Lord Bull

john.” And that seemed to sort of plumb

satisfy 'em.

All mornin’ I was busy around the camp,

but I was keepin’ one eye watchin’ out, in

case anything would turn up. At first it

just sort of contented me to look from one

to the other of 'em, the Swede and the

Scotty lifted him

another one

Englishman; but that got tiresome, after

a while. I couldn't keep satisfied with

havin' 'em just look funny; what I was

hopin’ for was action. It didn't seem as

if there was goin’ to be any, by the way

them two behaved. Right after breakfast

was over, Petey had roosted down beside

the fire, and there he stuck, blinkin’ and

drowsy and bland, not stirrin' at all except

to roll him a cigarette once in a while.

Nobody had found any use for him yet,

and he acted as if he was just perfectly

satisfied to set and wait till they did.

Nor the Englishman wasn’t much livelier.

He hadn’t gone out with the boys, because

he'd said he had some writin’ to do, and

he'd squatted down beside the fire too,

over across from the Swede, with a little

note-book in his lap. Horrible busy, he

was. I reckoned he must be fixin' up his

book about the cow-country, because

every once in a while he'd get up and come

over to the mess-wagon and start askin'

me for information. It was real good in

formation I give him, too; I know it

was, because I made most of it up for him

myself. Did you ever see his book? If

he put in the things I told him, it must

have been considerable different from all

the rest of the books.

“Me man” he says to me once, “I haven’t

seen any American Indians about.”

“No” I says to him, “nor you won’t,

except in the asylums. It's right curious

about that. I don’t understand it myself.

The country used to be full of 'em, till

folks begun raisin' so many sheep, and the

Indians commenced eatin mutton. I don’t

know why it is; but eatin' mutton just

plumb ruins an Indian's mind. If you

go down to the asylum you’ll see thou

sands of 'em out in the yard, down on their

hands and knees, eatin’ grass and bleatin’.

You ought to see that. It’s real amusin’.”

“My word!” says he. “Most extrawd'

n'ry! I have never heard of that. I must

make a note of it.” And down it went in

his little book. He put lots of them things

in his little book, talkin’ to me. We com

menced to get pretty well acquainted with

each other. But I wasn’t suited yet.

Just actin’ the fool with that kind of a
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man gets terrible humdrum. It relieved

my feelin's a whole lot when I caught sight

of old Scotty comin’ amblin’ along.

Scotty? Didn't you ever hear about

him? He was an old buck Merino that

had got a funny notion of not wantin’ to

run with sheep, so he just drilled around

the country by himself. I don’t know

who he belonged to. When he'd been a

kid, he'd kind of learned wise ways, hangin'

around the different camps whenever he

got a chance and associatin’ with folks,

and the boys had always made a pet out

of him, so whenever he'd see a wagon out

fit he’d always come rollickin' up to get a

mess of potato peelin's or a couple biscuits

or somethin'. Since he'd got old he'd

been losin’ quite a good bit of his dis

position, except for them that had knew

him. There didn't seem to be anything

that pleased the old coot as well as pickin'

a fuss with a stranger. So when I saw him

come trottin’ along toward camp, stoppin'

every little bit to give a shake to his old

head, I just went on with pourin’ out the

rice for my puddin’.

The Swede, he was sound asleep beside

the fire, right where he'd been, with his

head down on his knees, and Lord Bull

john was over across from him, with his

little ink bottle settin' on the sand and his

little book open in his lap, writin', and so

absorbed with it he wasn't noticin’ any

thing. It wasn’t but a minute till Scotty

was right behind him, liftin' up on his hind

legs to get a good purchase; and then the

next thing there was the scared Swede

spraddled out on the flat of his back, with

the scared Britisher spraddled out on top

of him, and old Scotty backin' off a little

and showin' the whites of his eyes.

You’d have been amused. The Pete

boy didn't make a move. All he done was

just to stay still and blink his eyes, all

astonished and stupid. “Hello!” he says

to the Englishman; but he didn’t try to

stir hand nor foot. “Hello!” he says.

“What you doin’?”

And Lord Bulljohn, he didn’t seem to

know how it happened, either, because he

just lay there on top of the Swede and

stared down at him. “Ow!” he says, by

and by, “I beg pahdon, really!” He

started to scramble up; but he'd only got

as far as his hands and knees when Scotty

lifted him another one, pickin’ out a good

place to hit and turnin' him clean over,

and then standin’ over him and blattin

and just darin him to make another move.

If the lord lad had knew anything about

old buck sheep, he'd have stayed where

he was; but he was awful ignorant. I

wouldn’t wonder if he was mad too, mebbe.

Any way, he got on his feet and kicked at

Scotty. He used awful poor judgment,

because the next thing Scotty took him

right in the middle of his round front and

sent him over backwards, and he lit in a

big kettle of canned tomatoes that I’d

got ready to set on the fire. And there he

stuck, with his knees up against his chin,

and the breath squeezed all out of him, and

his round eyes poppin'.

It took me all of ten minutes to get

Scotty sobered down, so he'd let me drive

him off down the hill. When I got back,

there was Lord Bulljohn with his eye-glass

in, screwin’ around and tryin' to get a

sight of the other side of him. I'd thought

he'd be all worked up over it; but all he

done when he seen me was to give me one

of his cold British grins.

“I sa-ay, me man” says he, “this dinner

is on me, you know.” And then he

laughed. It was a terrible feeble laugh,

but I couldn’t help likin’ him for it.

“Dinner?” I says, “You ain’t thinkin’

about dinner, are you? You've just had

a great big chunk of hot mutton.”

“Hot mutton?” he says. It took him

quite a spell to work around to it, but he

got me by and by. “Hot mutton?” he

says. “Ow, yes; I see! You mean that

the sheep was angry! Come, that's not

bad at all, you know! No-demmed

good, really! But, I sa-ay, me good

fellow, I shall catch me death of cold in

these damp trousers, and me others are

all in me bag at the ranch. It's frightfully

embarrassin', isn’t it? Cawn’t you help

me out a bit, somehow?”

I dug him out a pair of my own; but

the trouble with 'em was that me and him

wasn’t built enough alike so you could

notice it. There was worlds of pants to

spare when he'd got 'em on. I got a good

hindsight of him while he was hangin'

his’n over a bush to dry, and it looked

awful satisfactory to me. It seemed to

strike the Swede too. He was settin' up

by now, fixin him a smoke, but when he

got sight of them pants he quit and let

his tobacco spill on the ground; and after

that he got up and commenced followin’



the Tucker man around, keepin’ a little

ways behind him, lookin’ and lookin’.

He was just perfectly serious about it;

and then by and by he come over to where

I was at work and whispered to me.

“Mister” he says, “I guess mebbe that

man ain’t safe. I guess mebbe we better

watch him some.”

“You’re mighty right” I says. “That

man's actin’ queer, Pete. I think he's

crazy. We’ve got to keep our eye on him,

so long as the Boss ain’t around camp.

There's no tellin’ what he's goin’ to do

next.”

He didn’t do anything more, though,

till after dinner; and then my water-bar

rels was empty and I set ’em in the wagon

and sent the Pete boy over to the spring

to fill 'em. It was kind of a clumsy way;

but the ground around the spring was low

and boggy, and we'd made camp back a

ways, where it was dry, so we'd had to

haul our water for cookin'. That's what

I explained to Petey when I sent him off.

“Now, you go right straight that way”

I says, “and hurry back, so I’ll be sure to

have it for startin’ supper.”

That was two o'clock. He’d ought to

been back inside an hour, easy; but it

got to be four, after while, and then five,

and no sign of a Swede. The Boss came

in then, and I told him. He seemed to

Every time he'd start the talk at me, over the top of

the barrel, I'd let drive with some different thing

be thinkin’ the same thing that had been

comin’ in my mind.

“Do you reckon he might be tryin’ to

get away with the horses, Billy?” he says.

“We don't know anything about him.

You’d better throw on a saddle and go

See what's the matter. I’ll look after

your supper.”

I went all of ten miles before I found

him. He’d gone straight the way I

pointed; I could follow his trail, plain;

and he'd passed only a hundred yards or

so to one side of the spring. That’s what

made me sure he was runnin’ off, and I

hurried up some; but when I got sight of

him, there he was with the wagon standin’

still on top of a hill, and him standin' up

on the seat, lookin’ all around. When I

got up to him, me plumb dumb with mad

ness, there was his grin, smeared out all

over his face.

“I don’t see no spring” he says. “I

guess mebbe the spring is lost some

wheres.”

Never mind. By the time we'd gone

back and filled our barrels and got to

camp, it was the same as last night—the

fire out, and everybody gone to bed, and

no chance to rustle anything but a little

bite of cold supper. I’d quit talkin’ to

Pete, the last five miles, on account of

my feelin's. When we'd got the barrels
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down out of the wagon, I spread my bed

underneath and crawled in, not sayin' a

word to him, but just leavin’ him to find

a place wherever he could. Yes, sir, I

WaS CrOSS.

And that's the way I waked up-cheer

less, you know, and up on edge. I knew

it, even before I’d got my eyes open, layin'

there and feelin' the dullness of it creep

over me. Then I got wider awake, quick.

“Well, gee whiz, Billy!” I says. “It’s

rainin’!” I heard water goin’ splash

splash-splash, up against the wagon, and

drippin’ down on the ground, and I pulled

on my boots and jumped out.

It wasn’t rainin', though. The noise

I heard was in one of my water barrels.

When I got it located, there was Lord

Bulljohn's pink, bald head stickin’ out of

the top, with the rest of him down inside,

havin' a real bully British time of it. I

was so mad I couldn't say a word. I just

kept on lookin' at him and backin’ off

toward the place where my cook-stuff was

piled up, and reachin’ down and grabbin'

hold of the first thing I touched. It hap

pened to be the handle of a fryin'-pan.

“Hi!” I sung out to him. “What the

Sam Hill are you doin’ in there?” I knew

just perfectly well what he was goin’ to

say, but I sort of wanted to hear him say it.

“I’m takin' me tub” he says, liftin' a

fresh double-handful of water up over his

neck and shoulders. “It was awfully

good of you, me man, to have the second

barrel brought for me, to be sure.”

I didn't answer him. I couldn’t. All

I done was to haul back with the fryin'-pan

and let her go. If I hadn't been so worked

up, it would have gone better; but it

didn’t miss him more than a quarter of

an inch, skimmin’ across the top of his

bald place.

“Get out of there!” I hollered at him,

reachin’ down for somethin’ else.

But he didn't get out. What he done,

when he felt the hot whiz of the fryin'-pan,

was to duck down close and pull his

head in like an old turtle. It come up

again, though, just far enough so his

round eyes could stare at me over the rim.

“Ow, Isa-ay!” he calls to me; and then

I let drive with a can of bakin' powder,

that busted on the edge of the barrel in

a thick white smoke.

“Ow, I sa-ay, me man!'

he'd poked his head up again.

*

says he, after

But I was

pullin’ in closer, with one arm piled full

of truck—a couple cans of corn, and a stick

of wood, and whatever else I could lay

hold of; and every time he'd start the talk

at me, over the top of the barrel, I'd let

drive with some different thing—me gettin'

closer and closer all the time, and madder

and madder in my mind, till it seemed as

if he didn't dare show himself any more,

and all I could hear from him was a scared

wet gurgle. And then at the last, when

I'd got right up to it, I hit the barrel a

swift kick, and over she went.

The water welched out, but not the

lord boy. He stayed in; and the barrel

teetered backwards and forwards a minute

and then started rollin’ down the slope,

off south, goin’ easy, because it wasn’t

but a gentle hill. But it was a long one,

with the lower end more than a quarter

of a mile from camp. And there went

the barrel, trundlin' along, leavin' a thin

little trail of scared sound floatin’ out be

hind.

The boys was beginnin’ to set up in

their beds and take notice by then. Even

Swede Pete was awake; and then here was

the Boss's head comin' up out of his blan

kets, with his eyes full of sleep.

“Billy” he says, “what's all this racket?”

I wasn’t mad any more; I was feelin’

real tranquil, standin’ there and watchin’.

“I ain't makin’ any racket”

“It's Lord Bulljohn.”

“Who?” says he, because he hadn't

heard that name for him yet.

I says.

“Lord Bulljohn” I says. “There he

goes.”

“Where?” says the Boss. “Billy, look

here: What do you mean?”

“There he goes!” I yells. “He’s inside

that barrel.” I grabbed hold of Petey and

pulled him out of bed. “Pete!” I hollers

at him, “that crazy man's runnin' off with

our water barrel. Yonder he goes! Go

after him and bring him back—quick!”

And off Pete started on a run, with the

barrel a good two hundred yards start of

him.

The Boss was standin' up beside me,

with his hand on my arm, makin' me pay

attention to him. “Billy” he says, “I

want to know what's the meaning of this?”

“Ain’t I told you?” I says. “Lord

Bulljohn's inside that barrel. I can’t say

it any plainer than that. Nor you needn't

look at me that way. I didn’t put him
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there. Heclimbed in

himself. Now that's

just the solemn

truth.”

He was tryin’ real

hard to keep stern

with me, but his

eyes was beginnin’ to

dance. “Billy” he

says, “I hope you haven't for

gotten what's due his lordship.”

“Who? Me?” I says. “No, I

ain’t. He's been gettin' just ex

actly what was comin’ to him.

Look there! You can see for

yourself.”

The Swede had caught up with

the barrel down at the bottom of

the hill. Pete must have felt re

sponsible, on account of what I’d

told him, because when Lord

Bulljohn started to crawl out,

Pete grabbed for him, and then

they had it, round and round.

It was a good ways off, but we

could see most of it. The Tucker

man put up a real good scrap;

once, in the beginnin', he sent

Pete down in the dirt. But he was too

fat to last; and I guess mebbe the cactus

and stones hurt his bare feet. Any way,

it wasn't but a little while till he was on

his back, with the Swede settin' straddle

of him; and then Pete just gathered him

up and started back up the hill with him,

holdin’ him tight, with round pink rolls

of him bulgin' out around the Swede's

arms. He was givin’ Pete a heap of

trouble, tryin' to squirm away; but he

got to camp with him, by and by,

clean out of breath, but grinnin', all

serene and victorious. He plumped

the Bulljohn boy down on the sand in

the middle of us and wiped his hot

face on his sleeve.

“I got him!” he says. “He wouldn't

come, but I got him.”

You'd have judged that the English

man's feelin's were hurt, by the way

he acted. No, he wasn’t hot; he was

ice-cold. He was so freezin’ cold he

was pale with it. I don’t like a man

to get mad that way; it's a sight worse

than when they turn red. He didn't

let a word out of him while he was

huntin’ around for his things and puttin'

'em on; he didn't let on like he knew

we were there at all; he didn’t even

give a look sideways at us till the very

last, when he'd got his necktie fixed

and his hair brushed. Then he marched

over to the Boss, stiff as a poker, with

all his teeth showin’.

I never did know what he

was meanin' to say. What

ever it was, he never said

it, because he caught the look

in the Boss's eyes. The Boss

wasn't laughin' at him; the

And there went the barrel, trundlin' along, leavin'

a thin little trail of scared sound

floatin' out behind
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rest of his face was sorry and full of

trouble; but them brown eyes of his was

shinin’. I’ve had him look at me that

way, times when I’d be havin' one of my

tantrums, him not sayin’ a word to me, and

it would gentle me down quicker than if

he’d argued his head off at me. That's

just the way it seemed to be workin’ with

Lord Bulljohn, because he fished up his

eye-glass and stuck it in his eye, and then

them two just stood and faced each other.

I knew what the Boss was sayin’ with his

eyes: “Oh, come, now; play the game!”

That’s what it meant. What he said out

loud was: “My lord, I'm sorry. I know

the boys didn’t mean any real offense.

I think Billy is ready to apologize.”

Well, what could I do? I couldn’t see

but one thing. “I sure am” I says to the

lord lad. “I’m horrible sorry you got

in that water barrel.”

He didn’t seem to stop to notice whether

my apologizin’ was satisfactory; he just

put out his hand to the Boss. “Not a

word!” he says. “I won't have it! It was

all my doin', I assure you.” And then

he grinned. “I wouldn't have missed it

for a hundred pound!” he says. “My

word, what a yarn I'll have to tell 'em in

me club in London, you know, when I go

home!”

It seemed to be on his mind clear through

breakfast. He wasn’t sayin’ anything,

but he was broodin’ about it; and when he

was pretty near through, out it come.

“It’s most extrawd'n'ry, the way you

Americans do things!” he says. “Fawncy,

now!—doin’ all this to a chap, and then

makin’ him like it! Isn’t it awd?”

"I'll get him for you, Mister” he says, and

he started to do it, movin' cautious

The Boss smiled at him, friendly. “I

guess that's part of the reason why we

Americans have been able to get ahead

so fast in this new country of ours” he

says. “The gods have done some hard

things to us out here—and then made us

like 'em.” -

Somehow the boys took to the Bulljohn

lad a heap better after that. If he'd

stayed mad, we'd have been through with

him; but he'd kind of showed that he be

longed. It's awful hard to be made a

fool of before folks and come through it

a-grinnin’. You're just bound to like a

man that can do that, even if you ain’t

fond of him. I couldn’t ever have got

along with the Tucker man in this world

without feelin’ hostile toward him; but

I had to own up that he was game, and I

had to like him for his gameness. He

didn't keep his grouch a speck. After

breakfast he went off with the gang to

watch the drive, ridin’ British style, with

his stirrups shortened up and the back of

his pink tomato pants bobbin' up and down

in the saddle with every lope. And then

that night, when we'd had supper, he lit

in and told us a string of tales about him

huntin lions and tigers and elephants,

over yonder somewheres, and goin' up in

balloons, and fightin’ with the Dutch, and

huntin' the North Pole, and all such-like.

He had sure been one busy little man.

“But I've never seen anything like your

American democracy” he says. “It’s amaz

in', you know, the way you do it. It's

astonishin'!”

Yes, sir, he'd forgive us for makin' a

fool of him, all except Swede Pete. He

----.
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hadn’t forgive the Pete boy. He wasn't

sayin’ anything to him; but a body could

tell by the signs that that foreigner was

just sort of ranklin' in his mind. Every

once in a while I’d see him lookin' side

ways at the Swede, sizin’ him up and study

in over him, and I knew he wasn't goin’ to

be contented till somethin’ would happen

to give him another chance.

Well, mebbe you’ve noticed that the

chances mostly come, when you’re watchin'

for 'em. It did this time, and it come

quick. It wasn’t but noon the next day,

when we was settin' at dinner.

I'd fixed 'em a good one that day. I'd

roasted 'em some fresh beef over the

coals, and baked my potatoes in the hot

ashes, and a few other little things, so

everybody was just payin' attention to

his plate and not noticin’ anything else.

It had been goin’ on that way for a quarter

of an hour or so; and then all

of a sudden the Bulljohn boy

raised up on his knees, when

the Swede had gone over to

the fire for more beef.

“Boys, boys!” says Lord

Bulljohn, with his voice just

a hoarse whisper. “Here's

sport! Don't spoil it! Help

me!” And then, when Pete

had come back to his place,

he put up his eye-glass and

stared off into the sage-brush.

“My word!” says he.

“Isn't that a puma's kitten,

out there?”

It wasn’t any such a thing.

It was one of these great

big black-and-white striped

skunks, standin’ there with

his big tail in the air, sniffin'

the camp smells.

“Why, yes” says Steve

Brainard. “So it is! Gee

whiz, but ain’t he a pretty

one! And ain’t he tame?”

“I’ve noticed 'em that

way” says Black's Jim, wallin'

his comical eye around at us.

“I’ve had 'em act so tame

with me that they was plumb

familiar. You can make pets

out of 'em, if you like that

kind of pets.”

“Indeed?” says the En

glishman. “I wish I had

that one.” He took another look. “Boys”

he says, “I’ll give five dollars to the one

that'll get him for me.” And with that

Swede Pete lifted up on his feet, quick, so

as to be the first one. He needn’t have

hurried so fast.

“I’ll get him for you, Mister” he says,

and he started to do it, movin' cautious,

so as not to scare him. He needn’t have

done that, either. It takes more than a

big yellow-headed Swede to scare one of

them critters. This one didn’t budge,

exceptin’ for his tail gettin' a little nervous.

The Swede was holdin’ out his hand and

slippin’ along easy. “Kitty!” he says,

real coaxin'. “Kitty, kitty!” And he

crept up closer and closer, till he could

make a grab for the fur on the back of its

neck.

He certainly was one surprised man.

No, sir; nobody need tell me, after this,
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that you can’t wake a Swede up. This one

was sure broad awake, down on his hands

and knees with his head lifted and his eyes

squeezed tight shut and his big mouth

hangin’ as wide open as he could get it,

gaspin’ for breath and makin a mess of

chokin' noises in his throat. He couldn't

say a single word, not for as much as a

minute. “Help!” he says then, with his

voice soundin’ far off and feeble. “Come

and help me, somebody! What'll I do-o-o?”

He got one eye open, a little crack, and got

up and started toward the fire; but I picked

up a rock.

“Stand still!” I yells at him. “Don’t

you dare come here! You stay where you

are, or I'll plunk you. You take them

clothes off, first.”

We made him stand right there and do

it, too, while we was scrapin' up different

things to throw to him to wear. They

didn’t match up together much. That

was the lord lad's idea. “Let’s mix 'em

all up” he says, “let’s give him a costume,

don't you know?” And we sure did.

There was an old pair of Red McGee's

chaps, with the shape of Red's bow legs

in 'em, with the fringe only comin' down a

little ways below the Swede's knees and

a pair of Tommy Atwater's bright red

socks showin’ down below; and the Bull

john boy give him a pink shirt; and he

had an old vest that belonged to Black's

Jim, that was miles too short behind, and

a little bit of a hat roosted up on top of

his mop of yellow hair. I can’t even com

mence to tell you how he looked. When

he'd worried 'em all onto him, we let him

come and set down over beyond the fire

a ways, where we could look at him. He

sure did look complete. And he was that

solemn! Honest, I most believe he'd got

it through his mind that somethin’ had

happened to him. He set there for a good

bit, blinkin’ and blinkin', and not sayin'

a blessed thing till the last, when the boys

was startin’ to saddle up for the afternoon.

He hadn’t seemed to be payin’ a mite of

attention to all the things we'd been sayin'

to him; he'd just set and brooded, with

his face all gloomed up with melancholy.

And then at the last he got up and come

closer to the camp. -

“I guess I'll not be stayin’ here” he says.

“I guess I don’t like this country. I guess

I'm goin’ back to Minnesota.”

And he turned right straight around and

went, headed north toward Lusk, lookin'

like a picture that had walked off of a

valentine. You’d have enjoyed him,

watchin’ him from behind. It struck me

that there wasn’t a thing lackin’.

The Bulljohn boy was lookin' after him,

grinnin’. “Ow!” he says, as if he was

relishin’ it real well. But then he begun

to sober off, a little bit at a time. “I

sa-ay” he says, “isn’t it rawther rough on

him, you know, goin’ that way? I didn't

intend bein’ rough on him.”

The Boss had been grinnin’ too, and he

kept right on with it. “Don’t let that

worry you” he says. “Most likely you’ve

saved him from something a lot worse.

He doesn't belong here, and he never

could.”

The Englishman was doin' some think

in’. “Don’t you think it's very awd” he

says, “what a lot of material must go into

the discard after all, in this game of equal

ity—what?”

The Boss give him a quick look and

another one of his friendly smiles. “You’ve

hit it” he says. “Just between you and me,

my lord, the game of equality is exactly

like most of the rest of 'em—a good deal

of a gamble.”

I reckon he was right, too, mebbe—or

else wrong—I don’t know.
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The Guardian of Oregon's Orchards

HEN the pear blight had burned

W up a half million pear trees in

the San Joaquin valley and was

beginning a similar work of extermination

in the Sacramento valley the federal govern

ment sent out a young man named O'Gara

to aid in checking the devastating con

flagration. This was done so successfully

that the pear industry of the Sacramento

and adjoining valleys was saved and con

tinues to this day a very profitable pursuit.

By this time, however (1907), the incen

diary blight germs had made their way up

into southern Oregon and were playing sad

havoc with the pear and apple orchards of

the Rogue river valley. Proceeding thither,

Prof. O'Gara put in two strenuous years

battling with blight, gaining complete con

trol over this arch-enemy of fruit trees in

the world's premier pear district.

The Oregon orchardists who had thus

had their trees saved did not take kindly

to the government's orders for O'Gara to

move on to other localities, desiring that he

remain in their midst and keep the upper

hand of the pestiferous pear blight. In

order to accomplish this object, Jackson

county created the office of pathologist and

entomologist, fixing the salary at $5000.

This looked good to Prof. O'Gara, who was

tired of the continual traveling which his

government work necessitated, and also

because he had fallen in love with the cli

mate and people of sunny southern Oregon.

For three years he has held the abovenamed

office, greatly to the profit and satisfaction

of the Rogue river horticulturists.

While the waging of a continuous cam

paign against blight in one hundred square

miles of orchards is a man's size job, it

didn't begin to absorb all of O'Gara's super

abundant energy. Looking around for a

new field of conquest, it was found in the

domain of Jack Frost. The easy-going

Oregonians were accustomed to having this

merry monarch take heavy toll from their

orchards every twice in a while. O'Gara

got busy and perfected a system of orchard

heating which is the most effective and

economical in the United States. The

first 60,000 heaters which the growers pro

posed buying were priced by agents at an

average cost of about thirty-five cents each.

O'Gara investigated the matter thoroughly

and found that pots meeting all require

ments could be made to order and delivered

for nine and one-half cents—a saving of

$15,000. Fuel oil containing a large per

centage of non-inflammable asphaltum had

been priced at nine and one-half cents in

car lots. After conducting exhaustive tests

and taking the matter up with the oil com

panies, O'Gara found that the best and

cheapest fuel for orchard heating was a

distillate of about 20 degrees test, from

which the useless asphaltum had been

removed. This could be delivered in tank

cars for four cents a gallon—a saving of

another $15,000. *

The first attacks of Jack Frost caught

many of the orchardists napping. Since

the damage is usually done in the latter

part of the night, it is not always possible

for the fruit-grower to tell the day before

what to expect along the line of low tem

peratures. Although Prof. O'Gara began

his meteorological observations in the

Rogue river valley in 1908, it was not until

March, 1911, that he succeeded in having

established at Medford a United States

Weather Bureau Station. Through his

efforts, six local coöperative weather stations
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Professor P.J. O'Gara, official pathologist, entomologist and meteorologist for Oregon. He is also an expert

telegrapher, wireless enthusiast, electrical engineer, linguist, a globe-trotter and base-ball

fan; and he places idolatrous faith in Rogue river pears

were also established in order to perfect

a system of frost forecasting which is

said to be the most accurate in this or

any other country. During the past five

years not a single error has been made,

either as to the low temperature which

would occur or the time when it would be

necessary for the orchardists to begin firing.

The forecasts are sent by telephone in such

a way that every farmer may receive them

promptly. During the past spring a tem

perature of 22 degrees was successfully

combated, the temperature being raised Io

degrees.

Every disease, pest and problem which

confronts the Rogue river fruit-grower is

given attention by the versatile and inde

fatigable O'Gara. He is a bundle of bound

less energy and enthusiasm and there is no

harder worker in the state. Like Edison,

he finds six hours out of twenty-four all he

can spare for sleep. With four salaried

assistants and sixty volunteers he wages

unceasing and effective warfare against

every fungus and insect pest that preys upon

the pomological products of his district.

A direct descendant of a feudal Irish

monarch whose kingdom lay along the

shores of Lake Gara, Sligo county, Ireland,

born forty-one years ago on a Nebraska

homestead near Coleridge, Cedar county,

P. J. O'Gara began his college career with

-
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a total capital of $5, studying two years in

the University of South Dakota, then four

years in the University of Nebraska, spe

cializing in botany, pathology and bacteri

ology. During these four years, although

earning his board and other expenses, an

average grade of 98 per cent was made, and

in a class of over two hundred O'Gara was

the only one upon whom was conferred an

honorary membership in the Sigma Xi.for

original scientific research. He is a member

of the Phytopathological Society of America,

the Botanical and Biological Societies of

Washington, the National Geographic So

ciety and the Washington Academy of

Science. He is also a Fellow of the Ameri

can Association for the Advancement of

Science. Prof. O'Gara has contributed

articles to SUNSET, The Strand, Technical

World, Electrical World, Science and other

scientific journals and is the author of a

number of horticultural bulletins, as well

as technical papers on plant physiology and

pathology. He was chosen by Dr. L. H.

Bailey of Cornell University to assist in

the preparation of the New American

Cyclopedia of Horticulture. He is also on

the editorial staff of the Cyclopedia of

Horticulture of the Pacific Northwest. In

his offices there is a completely indexed refer

ence library of 40,000 books and bulletins.

Prof. O'Gara is quite a linguist, being

familiar with German, French, Spanish,

Italian and Latin. He is an expert teleg

rapher, a wireless enthusiast and an elec

trical engineer, having built three electrical

power plants. He thoroughly enjoys a

good ball game, either in the field or on the

bleachers. He has traveled in Europe,

Africa, Canada, Mexico and every state in

the Union, sometimes covering 25,000 to

40,000 miles in a single year. No wonder

he grew tired of time-tables and Pullmans.

In 1906 Prof. O'Gara married Miss Belle

Sloan, daughter of Prof. T. J. Sloan of the

University of South Dakota, and she has

since been his chief lieutenant, having

charge of the office and secretarial work.

Over the pathologist's desk hangs a picture

of one who has been to him a veritable

patron saint: Prof. Chas. E. Bessey, presi

dent of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, teacher of botany

for forty-five years—thirty in the Univer

sity of Nebraska—who refused to accept

a chair in Harvard University or to be laid

on the shelf by a Carnegie pension.

Since taking charge of his present office,

Prof. O'Gara has turned down offers from

land companies who wished to engage his

services at salaries as high as $20,000.

When asked why he chose to remain in his

present place at a much smaller salary, he

replied “Because I like the climate and

people here and enjoy my work. I do not

work for money—that would be slavery.”

Questioned as to his opinion of the fruit

industry, he remarked: “I consider a Rogue

river pear orchard a splendid investment.

Pears can be profitably produced for $1 a

box, and prices have always averaged con

siderably higher than that.”

O. H. BARNHILL.

*

A Humane Worker in Honolulu

UMB animals were given little con

sideration in the Hawaiian islands six

years ago. Until that time Miss Rose

Davison had remained on her father's

plantation, a short distance from Honolulu,

studying the ailments of horses and looking

after the other animals with wise care. On

her regular visits to the city she did not

fail to note the lame and ill-fed horses used

for cab work, the heavy loads and the bru

tality of the drivers. Afflicted dogs infested

the city, and the sight brought a resolve to

change the conditions if it lay in her power.

Miss Davison went about her work in a

quiet, thoughtful way. She was appointed

humane officer and was invested with the

power to arrest, which greatly aided her in

her work. The drivers and teamsters with

whom she mostly dealt were Japanese,

Chinese, Portuguese, Russians; in fact,

nearly every nationality in the world was

represented among the men handling horses

in Honolulu. Only the fear of the law could

compel them to listen to Miss Davison, and

many times she has been forced to exercise

her privileges before impressing upon them

that their horses must receive humane treat

ment.

It has been twice as hard for her to

accomplish the end which she set about to,

because of the ignorance and the genera

tions of customs which cling so closely

about the races of the Far East. Her

investigations led her to the stables where

the horses of the hucksters were fed. She

found them barely subsisting on rations

which the good American farmer feeds his



Miss Rose Davison. Humane Officer of Honolulu, who has revolutionized conditions in the animal kingdom

of the Hawaiian city. In the six years of her incumbency, cases of cruelty have

been reduced to one-tenth of the former number

chickens. When she discovered a case of

this kind she would explain the necessity

of proper feed and the correct measures,

also the increased value of a well-fed horse.

When teaching did no good the man was

arrested and fined, and not permitted to

use his horse until it passed inspection.

Miss Davison did not devote her entire

time to the surveillance of the horses owned

and used by Orientals, but watched the

delivery wagons of the stores and markets.

She received hearty cooperation from the

merchants, who never failed to recognize

a complaint from her by discharging an

inhuman driver, and her work progressed

fast among the white people. Having had

charge of her father's horses for so many

years, Miss Davison is enabled to tell at a

glance whether the horse is fit for work or

if it should be segregated. On every side

there is evidence of her success. The cab

horses are the pride of Honolulu and never

fail to attract the complimentary attention

of the traveler. They are fat, sleek and well

groomed, and the teachings of Miss Davison

have so far impressed the drivers that many

treat their horses like pets.

Undesirable dogs have disappeared from

the streets and alleys. A large asphyxia

tion tank is the means of putting the animals

quickly and easily out of their misery. It

was solely through the work of the Humane
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Officer that this tank was installed to take

the place of the old method of shooting.

Miss Davison's work has broadened

gradually, and in her inspection trips

through the poorer districts, where the

immigrants have settled, she has discovered

that their children are often treated with as

little consideration as their horses. She is

constantly on duty, and neither child, big

or little animal can be mistreated while she

holds the power of humane officer. At the

last report of the humane society, it was

shown that during the six years of Miss

Davison's incumbency, the cases of cruelty

have been reduced to one-tenth of the

former number.

HENRIETTA GOODNOUGH HULL.

*

A Specialist on Ramie

IS father was a warrior; a bold man

and brave, devoted to his emperor

and deserving the honors bestowed upon

him. One day the father called the son to

him.

“Son,” he said, in a tone used to com

mand, “you will prepare for a career in the

service.”

The father was proud of the service.

“As you say, father, I shall obey” replied

the youth. “But I would rather be a true

developer than a trained destroyer.”

That is why George William von

Schlichten is mightier and more majestic

in his jeans than if adorned in the tinsel

and trappings, lace and lacquer and shim

mering shades of a king's court. He is a

doer, a developer—and a dreamer.

It was in ramie that Mr. von Schlichten

proved himself. Note that he proved him

self; there was no accidental discovery

about it. Ramie is older than many of the

hills we see around us. It was in existence

when the giant sequoias were mere saplings

in nature's nursery. For the benefit of

those who may rush off to the grocer's de

manding a new breakfast food, let it be

said that ramie is a fiber, from which a

textile material is made. No one would

suspect that romance and ramie are inter

twined, as it were, but it is so. Eons of

ages ago the Orientals grew ramie and pro

duced a linen from the fiber. They used

ramie linen for many purposes; in it they

dressed their dolls, living and image, and in

wants to be a mummy? To return to

ramie: the Orientals still make a great

labor of this fiber-producing. Today they

grow their fiber and treat it in the same

manner they did centuries ago. They

strip the stalks when green; resin gum

keeps the stalks in a matted mass, and the

degumming process is tedious. and costly.

One Chinese is capable of stripping five

pounds of green ramie stalks in a day, and

these make one pound of dry ramie, con

taining thirty-five per cent. of resin gum.

The Chinese laborer gets eight cents a day.

Now right here is where George William

von Schlichten returns to the story. While

the reader figuratively was following that

bent coolie as he trudged through the ramie

field in Asia, Mr. von Schlichten's name

has been dancing all around, anxious to

break back into the narrative. Mr. von

Schlichten knew ramie. He knew much

about all textiles and fibers, but he special

ized on ramie. He determined that two

things were necessary to make ramie linen.

used extensively-machines to take the

place of hand labor in the treatment, and

acreage upon which to produce the fiber in

great quantities. He built a machine, and

the United States Department of Agri

culture sent an expert to Kentucky to see

it in operation.

“The greatest machine since the cotton

gin!” exclaimed the then Secretary of Agri

culture, Mr. James A. Wilson. The Inter

national Harvester Company rushed an

official to the scene to bargain for the manu

facturing rights. The binder twine indus

try would be revolutionized, he asserted.

But Mr. von Schlichten was not enthus

iastic. In fact he appeared downcast, de

pressed.

“It’s a wonderful machine!” effervesced

the harvester man. “Your fortune is made!

Everybody is satisfied!” He tried hard to

communicate his enthusiasm to Mr. von

Schlichten.

“Yes, everybody but me is satisfied!”

wailed the inventor.

“Everybody” tried to argue with the

seemingly erratic person who refused to

believe in his own genius, but he only said,

“Wait!”

Then Mr. von Schlichten came to Cali

fornia. He began experimenting in ramie

growing in the San Joaquin valley. From

Lodi to the Mexican line he preached—

it they wrapped their mummies. But who and produced-ramie. All the time he
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George William von Schlichten, who has demonstrated that California can produce a species of
ramie superior to any that the world has known. He has invented a decorticating

machine that does the work of a thousand coolies in a day

kept working on that decorticating ma

chine. He had one built at the Union Iron

Works in San Francisco, and great me

chanics danced around it in sheer delight.

As they danced, Mr. von Schlichten spent

$3600, for he sold that machine back to the

U. I. W. for junk for $400 and it had cost

him $4000. He wasn't satisfied!

Now if you journey to Lerdo (which is in

Kern county, California), you may see a

new decorticating machine in successful

operation on ramie, doing the work of Iooo

coolies in a day at a minimum cost. You

will see this ramie (a perennial plant) being

grown and harvested just like grain, but

the stalks are tall and there are six cuttings

a year. When cut with a mower the stalks

are put into shocks and dried for a couple
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of days. Then they are fed into the ma

chine, which tickles them, turns and twists

them, bends and breaks them, shakes them,

stretches them. That machine does any

thing else that may be necessary properly

to treat those stalks. But there is no gum

to stick and smear over everything; it is

eliminated along with the pulp. The fiber

is laid down in bale form, and shipped to be

prepared for the textile mills, which afford

an ever-ready market.

Mr. von Schlichten has spent $350,000

experimenting with ramie-growing and me

chanical treatment of the fiber, and he has

demonstrated that the San Joaquin valley

is capable of producing every pound of

fiber now imported into the United States,

and the government statistics show that

$87,000,000 worth comes from Asia and

India annually. With ideal soil conditions

and perfect climate, Mr. von Schlichten

asserts that California can produce better

fibers than any place in the world, and even

in competition with the pauper labor of Asia

can produce it cheaper. He has evolved a

California species oframiefar superior to that

grown elsewhere, for although the plant is

tropical and subtropical, requiring the

moisture of the heavy rainfall of the tropics,

it is being produced in California by means

of irrigation. In China it is possible to pro

duce only three crops annually, the stalks

being from thirty-two to thirty-six inches

long, while Mr. von Schlichten cuts six

crops a year, the stalks being six to seven

feet long, and each cutting is of the same

excellent quality. In China, the stalks are

from six to ten inches in fiber, while the

fibrous portion of the California species is

from twelve to seventeen inches long.

What is more, Mr. von Schlichten has

proved these things to the satisfaction of

shrewd observers, including your very

astute Uncle Samuel, who owns forty

eight show-me states, two doubting terri

tories and several more or less skeptical

insular possessions. And in such things

Uncle Sam's the guy who put the mist in

pessimist.

These years of study and of sacrifice on

the part of Mr. von Schlichten open up new

opportunities to the farmers of California.

There is no monopoly on ramie. There are

thousands of acres of rich level soil avail

able for ramie-growing, and, with increased

production, great textile mills may be es

tablished on the Pacific Coast.

Having completed his marvelous ma

chine, and having shown that ramie is

profitable to the farmer, and being the

recipient of high praise from experts and

economists, you'd think Mr. von Schlichten

was well satisfied. But he isn't. If it

weren't for his expansive smile he'd appear

gloomy when he says:

“I’ll be satisfied when stalks go into the

machine and come out twine!”

ARTHUR DUNN.

YOSEMITE

By LOUISE CULVER

This is God’s temple; each great wall

Is veiled in royal purple light.

The organ is the wind at night,

And rippling streams that murmuring call

Between their banks. Azaleas all

The tapers are, and lilies white.

It seems as if God kept each rite

 

And souls could here grow straight and tall.



THE VISION OF BALBOA

By S. E. KISER

High on a peak in Darien (as someone else has said)

Balboa stood alone and looked and gravely bared his head;

“That's it, as sure as fate,” said he, “there can be no mistake;

There lies the broad Pacific Sea—unless it is some lake;

And I’m the first white man to gaze upon that wide expanse—

This makes me famous; all my days I’ve waited for this chance.

“Too bad no moving picture men are here with their machine

To show me as I proudly stand and view the thrilling scene!

High on a peak in Darien I'm standing all alone,

And all the world will wonder when I let the fact be known;

The little boys in school some day will learn to speak my name,

And there will be no Doctor Cook with any prior claim.

“They'll dig away these hills some day and call this Panama,

And blast the rocks and put in locks and fill mankind with awe;

And mighty ships will come and go and many flags will fly;

I'll not be here to see them, though, as they pass proudly by,

And I shall never know a thing about what has been wrought—

Unless de Leon finds the spring that he so long has sought.

“From every clime the ships will come, the ways will center here;

Where all is silent things will hum and wonders will appear;

And lovers, leaning on the rails, by tropic breezes fanned,

Will softly whisper silly tales and murmur: ‘Ain’t it grand!'

Oh, I should like to stand upon a peak in Darien

An hour or two and calmly view the panorama then.

“I'd like to be on earth to see the fleets of commerce plow

Their way through here, say in about four hundred years from now;

The bride and groom will sit on deck and hear the engines chug,

And he'll brush insects from her neck and claim a stealthy hug;

The captain from his bridge will speak to people on the shore,

And I who gaze from this fair peak will gaze from peaks no more.

“And in a city yet to be, o'er yonder blue expanse—

The City of the Golden Gate, the City of Romance—

They splendidly will celebrate the wonder to be wrought;

There men will turn to look and learn the lesson that is taught,

And I, if I could have my way, would rather be there then

Than standing on a peak today in lonely Darien.”
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The Grocer's Credit and the

Homesteader's

HEN Grocer Smith, seeing his

W receipts dwindle and his debts

mount, quietly sneaks a wagon

load of his goods out of the backdoor and

announces his failure the next day, he

commits a crime with a penitentiary

sentence attached to its tail. When the

homesteader performs the same trick,

borrows money on the land he claims,

disposes of the land and vanishes with the

proceeds, he has committed no crime. The

man who advanced the money can do

nothing. For which reason it is easy to

obtain credit to go into the grocery business,

to add another one to the thousands of

superfluous retail stores, to increase the

duplication of equipment and service in the

distributing end that is one of the causes of

the increasing cost of merely keeping alive.

But when the homesteader wants a loan

with which to defray the cost of plowing

and seeding, with which to increase the food

supply, the moneylender turns down his

thumb. He has to. Uncle Sam safeguards

the credit extended the merchant, punishes

dishonest mercantile borrowers, but Uncle

Sam has for fifty years encouraged the home

steader to be dishonest by allowing him to

relinquish or assign his claim without first

settling the debts incurred. Wherefor the

lending of money to homesteaders has be

come as popular a diversion as water polo

among the Eskimos.

The new Secretary of the Interior, having

a genuine, sympathetic understanding of the

settler's needs, has now come to the aid of

the homesteader. By providing that the

lender may register a mortgage on an un

patented homestead entry in the land office,

and by the further provision that such

mortgaged entry cannot be relinquished or

assigned except subject to the mortgage,

Secretary Lane has removed one of the

obstacles barring capital from the unde

veloped lands of the West. A second new

rule, also designed to facilitate the influx of

capital to Western land, authorizes the

Reclamation Service to send notice of de

fault in payments on water-rights to the

mortgage-holder as well as to the owner of

the land.

This new departure should help mate

rially to finance the families who haveunder

taken the hard task of carving homes out

of the dry remnant of the public domain in

the West. But the action does not go far

enough. Australia is giving its irrigation

settlers thirty-two years in which to pay

for water-rights. Congress should extend

the ten-year payment period of the Rec

lamation Act at least to twenty years.

England and the Exposition

NGLAND bases its refusal to partici

pate in the Panama-Pacific Interna

tional Exposition on the increasing cost of

exhibiting at the multiplying expositions.

This increased cost is an undeniable fact.

If, however, the growing expense of partici

pating in expositions be compared with the

increase in Britain's foreign trade, it will be

found that the total volume of this trade

has grown faster, proportionately, than the

aggregate cost of making exhibits.

An exposition is a form of international

advertising. It accomplishes what no other

form of advertising does; it brings the

prospective buyers of one nation in direct

contact with the latest goods produced by

other nations. If this form of advertising

had not brought adequate results to the

advertisers, the exhibitors, the number of

expositions would be decreasing instead of

multiplying.
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The Palace of Machinery is the largest of the exhibit palaces at the Panama-Pacific International Exposition.

It is 967 feet long, 367 feet wide and 136 feet high. The frame is now being covered with an
ornamented surface and the vast building is rapidly assuming the "Exposition look”
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The expositions at San Francisco and

San Diego occur during a period of

unprecedented opportunities for trade

enlargement. Since the opening of the Suez

Canal no event has surpassed the comple

tion of the Panama Canal in stimulating

international commerce. Furthermore, im

mediately preceding the exposition the

United States is opening inviting breaches

through its tariff wall, is lowering duties

and encouraging imports to compete with

domestic products. Surely a wider market

for the product of English factories is of

greater importance to the United Kingdom

than an equalization of canal tolls which

would be of no benefit whatever to British

shipping.

England's foreign trade has grown, but

by no means in the same ratio as the exports

of its keenest competitors. Compared with

the business of its strongest rivals, England's

trade has been marking time. Would it be

considered good business if a mail-order

house, finding itself hard pressed by younger,

more enterprising concerns, should decide

to reduce the size of its catalog and cut its

advertising appropriation at the very mo

ment when the establishment of the parcels

post service widened the mail-order market?

If England, Germany and Russia hoped

to obtain commercial or political advan

tages, expected to obtain better bargains by

using their exhibits as pawns in the game of

diplomacy, they will be disappointed.

Even without the trio's participation the

two expositions will be truly international

in scope. Twenty-seven governments have

already accepted the invitation to partici

pate in the San Francisco exposition, numer

ous sites for foreign buildings have been

selected at both exposition cities and several

contracts have been let by the representa

tives of foreign nations. There will be no

lack of exotic exhibits in either enclosure.

The sulking absence of the two principal

industrial nations of Europe will only stimu

late their competitors to greater efforts, will

help the American manufacturer to cement

trade relations with the Central and South

American and oriental countries whose

representation at both cxpositions will far

surpass any exhibits they have made prior

to I915.

No one will lose by the insincere horse

trading attitude of England and Germany

except the interests that engineered the

A Census of Imperishable Goods

OSES and dollars have been piling up

very rapidly in the West. Nowhere

else in the country did population and

wealth increase faster during the last thir

teen years than in the tramontane region.

Beyond doubt the American West has a

greater proportion of well-to-do commoners

than any other portion of the globe. It has

been thus ever since the days of gold. Be

tween the Rockies and the Pacific material

wealth has always been abundant and

widely distributed.

What of the West's spiritual wealth, of its

ideological accumulations? Has the West

merely piled up things, has it imitated the

foolish bee and stored more honey than it

could possibly consume, sacrificing in the

task leisure that might be more profitably

employed? Would a psychic census, an

enumeration of the West's spiritual and

cultural possessions be flattering to the

land of high mountains and broad vistas?

Has the growth of the soul kept pace with

the rounding of the paunch?

Ethical statistics are not available. The

quantity and quality of mental attainments

cannot be measured with the yardstick or

scored on a tally sheet. Culture is not re

ducible to tonnage terms, nor can the aspi

rations of the soul be expressed in dollars or

cents. Nevertheless the currents of a peo

ple's spiritual and cultural life are not

inscrutable; their direction may be ascer

tained even by the contemporary observer

with a fair degree of accuracy.

Fourteen or fifteen years ago the mind of

the West was centered exclusively on the

variations in the price of land, on the size

of crops and the profit that may be gained

from the circulation of commodities. Ar

tists starved, musicians played ragtime in

brassbands, women played cards and wrote

papers on Browning, the scientists of the

universities lived apart, separated from the

people by a Chinese wall of mutually con

descending indifference, poets and writers

packed up and went away, the halt, the

weak and the lame were ruthlessly trampled

underfoot by the strong in the rush for

moth-and-rust treasure. Literature was

dead, politics in the mire; no man was his

brother's keeper. Selfish, dull, unenlight

ened individualism filled the West with a

cruel, smug indifference to any aspiration

above the personal, material plane. Wealth

refusal. had prerogatives only, owned to no duties;
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poverty had greedy appetite without

dignity.

Nor have all these things been changed

in a decade. Partially they still persist, but

the light of a new era is dawning. Ten

years ago the West was drifting and cared

not whither. Today the West is steering a

well defined course, heading consciously for

the harbor of the Brotherhood of Man far

below the horizon. Today the West has a

social conscience, is striving toward a social

ideal.

In the East the spectacle of ignorant,

helpless, suffering multitudes herded into

industrial centers aroused the sympathy

and the fear of the leisure strata. No such

spectacle brought about the change in the

West's course. Wealth was very widely

diffused, the door of opportunity stood wide

open when the West changed its conception

of social justice. Neither pressure from

below nor sympathy from above wrought

the change. The West's inherent love of

fair play, its intense, deep-seated democracy

rather than pity or fear caused it to erect

barriers against the excesses of unrestricted

individualism. . . . .

The West today is no longer engrossed

solely inbread-and-gasolineproblems. With

the increased sensitiveness of the social

conscience came a new respect for educa

tion. Western universities, especially

Leland Stanford and California, are slowly

beginning to rub elbows with the people, to

do some leading as well as teaching. With

their technical knowledge the students of

the great agricultural colleges of Oregon,

Washington and Utah are carrying back to

the farms a broader outlook upon life. A

new brood of virile Western writers has been

hatched, is filling the pages of every periodi

cal with its work. Western painters,

sculptors and musicians no longer starve or

emigrate; not a few of them ride on rubber

tires, and the new type of domestic archi

tecture developed in the West has been

haled with joy throughout the country.

Nor does the rising tide of estheticism

stop at the city limits. Coöperation in pro

duction and marketing is bringing new

standards to the farm, enriching and deepen

ing country life. Appreciation of, pilgrim

ages to the cathedrals of Nature scattered

lavishly over the West are increasing. Year

after year the mountaineering clubs of

British Columbia, of Oregon and Washing

ton, of California are growing in number

and strength, widening the scope of their

work. In the foremost creative organiza

tion of the West, in San Francisco's Bohe

mian Club, the fountain of poetry, art, wit

and intellect is sparkling more brilliantly,

running in clearer, stronger volume than for

many years. Outdoor pageants, plays in

forest and on mountainside are multiplying,

drawing larger, more appreciative audiences.

Ethically and esthetically, a fresh, stirring

breeze is blowing through the tramontane

region. . . . . .

The West need no longer be ashamed of a

census enumerating its imperishable pos

SeSS1OnS.

Money to Burn

HIS rich country has money to burn.

It is burning it at the rate of nearly

two hundred million dollars a year. In

New York the annual fire loss amounts

to $2.60 per soul; Berlin pays only twenty

five cents per capita for bonfires. The fun

of seeing the fire engines go by costs every

man, woman and child in Boston $5.15 per

year; London and Paris get the same amuse

ment for less than fifty cents. -

Can we expect to reduce this tremendous

waste so long as endless miles of American

dwellings are built of wood, while ninety

per cent. of the brick buildings are merely

brick shells enclosing wooden cores?

Youngstown, Ohio, has no more fireproof

buildings than any other American city of

equal size. Ten years ago Youngstown's

annual fire losses exceeded four dollars per

capita; last year they were forty cents.

Rochester, N. Y., did not make itself over

in three years, yet during that period it cut

its fire losses in half. Cincinnati and Phila

delphia have likewise trimmed the peak off

their fire losses, and they did it by the simple

expedient of turning their fire fighters into

fire preventers.

In his book “Fire Waste,” Powell Evans,

chairman of Philadelphia's fire prevention

commission, shows that “virtually half of

the total American fire waste of life and

property arises from careless, ignorant,

shiftless living which creates dirty physical

conditions” both in homes and on business

premises. To prevent these accumulations

of inflammable dirt, Youngstown caused its

fire department to make thorough and fre

quent inspections of every building in the

city. The inspections paid. -

In the Triangle and the Binghampton



A Pianola Advertisement

Written by

WILLIAM MAKE PEACE T HACKERAY

Thackeray's masterly description of the effect of

the piano-playing of little Miss Cann, the humble

music-teacher, upon “J.J.”-who, though the

son of a butler, possessed the soul of an artist.

FROM “THE NEWCOMBS”

# “r-YLD and weazened as that piano is, it is wonderful

what a pleasant concert she can give in that parlor of a

Sunday evening—to Mrs. Ridley, who generally dozes a

good deal, and to a lad who listens with all his soul, with

tears sometimes in his great eyes, with crowding fancies

filling his brain and throbbing at his heart, as the artist

plays her humble instrument.

“She plays old music of Handel and Haydn, and the little
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chamber anon swells into a cathedral; and he who listens

beholds altars lighted, priests ministering, fair children swing

ing censers, great oriel windows gleaming in sunset, and seen

through arched columns and avenues of twilight marble.

“The young fellow who hears her has been often and often to

the opera and the theatres. As she plays “Don Juan," Zerlina

comes tripping over the meadows, and Masetto after her, with a

crowd of peasants and maidens; and they sing the sweetest of all

music, and the heart beats with happiness, and kindness, and

pleasure.

“Piano, Pianissimo! the city is hushed. The towers of the great

cathedral rise in the distance, its spires lighted by the broad moon.

The statues in the moonlit place cast long shadows athwart the

pavement; but the fountain in the midst is dressed out like

Cinderella for the night, and sings, and wears a crest of diamonds.

“That great sombre street all in shade, can it be the famous

Toledo?—or is it the Corso?—or is it the great street in Madrid,

the one which leads to the Escurial, where the Rubens and

Velasquez are? It is Fancy Street—Poetry Street—Imagination

Street—the street where the lovely ladies look from balconies,

where cavaliers strike mandolins and draw swords and engage!

where long processions pass, and venerable hermits, with long

beards, bless the kneeling people; where the rude soldiery,

swaggering through the place, with flags and halberts, and fife

and drums, seize the slim waists of the daughters of the people,

and bid the pifferari play to their dancing.

“Blow, bagpipes, a storm of harmony! sound trumpets,

trombones, ophicleides, fiddles and bassoons! Fire, guns.

Sound, tocsins! Shout, people! Louder, shriller and sweeter

than all, sing thou, ravishing heroine! And see, on his cream

colored charger Masaniello prances in, and Fra Diavolo leaps

down the balcony, carabine in hand; and Sir Huon of Bordeaux

sails up to the quay with the Sultan's daughter of Babylon.

“All these delights and sights, joys and glories—these thrills

of sympathy, movements of unknown longing, and visions of

 



beauty, a young sickly lad of eighteen enjoys in a little dark

room where there is a bed disguised in the shape of a wardrobe,

and a little old woman is playing under a gas-lamp on the jing

ling keys of an old piano.”

Yes, the great novelist wrote, in “The Newcombs,” one of

the most powerful advertisements for the Pianola possible to be

penned—even though the Pianola itself was not then in exist

ence, and though its coming was delayed for many, many years

|
thereafter.

- -

But what makes his marvelous passage a most magnificent

- advertisement for the Pianola is the fact that, though Thackeray

did not and could not write of what the Pianola is, he did write,

with wonderful truth and power, of what the Pianola does.

For the Pianola is the key to that vast realm of light and beauty
- - - - -

and happiness in which music reigns supreme. It opens the

golden doorway to the world's hungry music-lovers, who, like

little “J.J.” love to enter. And, best of all, it enables them to go

in by themselves, no longer dependent on others for their musical

enjoyment.

-

Nor is this wonderful passage from “The Newcombs" applic

able to any piano-playing instrument. It describes what the

genuine Pianola alone, of all such instruments, has capacity for,

namely– interpretation. Not one of all the host that have

|

followed the Pianola, does more than imitate it in its ability to

play notes. To enable its performer to play with true poetic

feeling—to interpret the message of the composer, which gives

his music its true beauty and meaning—is exclusively a Pianola

attribute, protected from imitation by basic patents.

This is the secret of the genuine Pianola's acceptance by the

musical world—why it is accepted as the standard of its

type, wherever musical instruments are sold.

Yes! The Pianola and the Pianola alone confers on everyone

not only power to play, but what is greater, power to interpret.

In Thackeray's time, the wealth of all the world couldn't have

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



bought this power, without weary years of arduous practice. To-day, you have but to

stretch out your hand and take it. In your own home, you may, tonight if you wish,

begin tasting the delights experienced by "J. J." in Miss Cann's dingy little parlor.

But when the time comes that you want this pleasure, for yourself and possibly your

loved ones, remember the word “Pianola." Look at whatever instruments you will, but

buy no instrument before seeing those with “Pianola” actually lettered on them.

The genuine Pianola may be obtained in

combination with the following pianos,

each of which is the world's standard at

its price—the Steinway, Steck, Wheelock,

Stuyvesant, Stroud and famous Weber.

These combined instruments are Pianola

Pianos and are playable by hand as well

as music-roll.

Prices from $5.5o

Slightly higher on Pacific Coast

The Aeolian Company

27-29-31 West 42nd St., New York

We will send free, descriptive booklet, details

of Easy Payment Plan, and name of nearest

agent. Write to Dept. S

Advertisement
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Victor Record

of “Celeste Aida.”

sung by Caruso

| The Victor Record of Caruso's voice is

| just as truly Caruso as Caruso himself.

It actually is Caruso—his own mag

nificent voice, with all the wonderful

power and beauty of tone that make him

the greatest of all tenors.

Every one of the hundred and three

- Caruso records brings you not only his

| || art, but his personality. When you hear

| Caruso on the Victrola in your own home,

you hear him just as truly as if you were

listening to him in the Metropolitan
g p

r -

Opea House The proof is in the hearing.

- - Any Victor dealer in any city in

- the world will gladly play for you

\ Victor Records by Caruso or any

\ other of the world's greatest

artists.

Various styles of Victors and Victrolas $10 to $500.

| Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N.J., U.S.A.
Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors,

Caruso

as Rhadames

in Aida

E.

H

|
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fires it was shown that large accumulations

of highly inflammable rags and cuttings had

been piled up for months. No inspectors

ordered their removal. Flames did the

cleaning—and licked up two hundred lives

in the process.

In the West the fire-prevention problem

does not end at the city limits. It extends

into the forests, but it does not change its

character. The piles of brush, of slashed

branches and tops left in the wake of the

loggers correspond closely to the heaps of

rags in the clothing factories, nor is the con

trol of the careless camper less difficult than

the supervision over the shiftless house

keeper or manufacturer. Both East and

West should heed the recommendations of

the National Fire Prevention Conference

that is to be held in Philadelphia during

October.

The Metaphysical Aspect of Beef

R. J. INGRAM BRYAN, editor of the

Japan Magazine, published in Tokio,

in a lengthy article maintains that the racial

rivalry between the yellow and the white

races will be the great international problem

of the future. He accuses the white races

of a selfish dog-in-the-manger policy; of an

attempt to reserve for their unborn genera

tions the unoccupied or half-occupied re

gions of the globe, without however, multi

plying rapidly enough to make full use of

their domain. Therefore, he argues, the

rapidly hatching yellow races should be

allowed free access to these locked empty

places, unless the white world wants to

force the Asiatic races to smash the lock by

force.

Dr. Bryan's jaundiced eye sees the ulti

mate triumph of yellow over white. Yel

low, he says, can outstarve and outbreed

white; therefore, he moans Cassandra-like,

white must come down to the level of yellow

if it wants to survive and retain its domi

nant position. “The man of the East . . . .

can underlive, and therefore he can outlive,

any Occidental . . . . . If fecundity be a

sign of national and racial permanence and

virility, then even now the odds are in favor

of the East. It will be a contest between

the motherhood of the East and the mother

hood of the West. This is how Japan will

win,” the Tokio editor asserts.

It follows, therefore, that the United

States would profit nothing by throwing

its doors wide open to yellow immigrants.

The Asiatics would outstarve and outbreed

their white neighbors. The open door

would be a tacit admission of the truth of

Dr. Bryan’s assertions. If it is kept locked,

the Japanese will force it open, will

win if it is meekly thrown wide. America

will become yellow; such is the English

writer's logic. There are two horns to the

Japanese dilemma, and it is the inevitable

fate of the United States to be gored by

both. Rather gloomy for the fate of the

Pacific Slope, as painted by the disciple of

Schopenhauer in the Far East.

However, there is one ray of hope. De

parting from the outstarving-and-outbreed

ing theory of superiority, Dr. Bryan admits

that “the essence of society is a spiritual

quality, a sanity and vigor of soul with a

capacity to overcome environment.” Dr.

Bryan’s “unchanging East” is just begin

ning to develop these spiritual qualities;

even the editor admits Eastern backward

ness. But he falls into his own fundamental

error when he assumes that the West has

passed the zenith and is on the downgrade

spiritually. Most emphatically it is not.

Never in the history of the world has there

been a period when the masses of the West

displayed as active and widespread an in

terest in the ideals of the age as at present.

Never did a race strive more energetically

with a clearer purpose to lift itself bodily

upon a higher plane than the white race of

the present day. For two thousand years

this race accepted almost unquestionably

the doctrine of oriental fatalism that we

must always have the burden of poverty,

misery, irremediable pain, of sorrow and

anguish with us. Now at last the Western

world is making a tremendous effort to es

cape from the yoke of Eastern pessimism,

is endeavoring to complete the conquest of

environment, is filled with wondrous, per

haps utopian, dreams of a society rising not

by a brutish survival of the fittest, but by a

conscious, purposeful improvement of each

unit, each individual. And at this moment

when the Western world, having cast aside

the Asiatic philosophy of hopeless pain, is

unfurling the banner of the new, of its very

own ideals, come the prophets of the Far

East and command that the West crawl

back into the ancient swamp filled with the

bitter waters of preordained suffering.

The West supplied the “swarming hu

manity” of the East with the weapons now

threateningly brandished by Japan's spokes

men. But it is extremely doubtful whether

this argument will ever be used against the
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- Chicken Gumbo(Okra) # Broth Vegetable

J.' Clam Bouillon x Tail Vermicelli-Tomato

Two cases more •

"#" Look for the red-and-white labeltable”.
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United States, for besides materials of war,

the West is also exporting its new ideals

to the East. In China these ideals are tak

ing root; India is feeling the effect of the

doctrine that the race cannot rise so long as

the mass lies inertly at the bottom. Japan,

outwardly the most modern of Asiatic na

tions, has been least able to comprehend

the Western ideal of glorifying the race by

improving and exalting the individual; in

Japan the individual is still a nonentity,

bearing pain, sorrow and hardships without

a murmur that the race might prosper out

wardly. But even in Japan the leaven of

Western ideals is at work. In due time the

effect of these ideals will manifest itself, as

it has throughout the occident, in a declin

ing oriental birth-rate, in a diminution of

promiscuous fecundity, in a demand for

quality rather than quantity. And as in the

occident, the decline of the birth-rate will

be offset by a corresponding decline in the

death-rate. A fuller, longer, healthier, hap

pier life, as opposed to the thoughtless

breeding and voiceless dying of the oriental

multitude, that is the new ideal the West is

defending when it reserves the empty places

of the world for the unborn generations.

Ideological, spiritual facts lie at the bot

tom of the different standards of living in

the East and West. It is not merely a

question of the quantity of food needed;

back of the white man's beef stands a meta

physical conception of man in his relations

to the universe diametrically the opposite

of the rice-eater's philosophy.

“Stop, Look, Listen!”

HE State Railroad Commission of

California recently investigated all

grade-crossing automobile accidents occur

ring in its jurisdiction during a period of

three months. After careful consideration

of the evidence in each case the Commission

found that every one of the accidents could

have been avoided had the drivers of the

motor-cars exercised ordinary caution; in

every instance the responsibility was placed

upon the shoulders of the motorists.

Grade crossings in and near the centers

of population are doomed. By and by they

will vanish, but the work will be very ex

pensive-twenty thousand dollars is the

usual minimum cost of substantial grade

separation—and the completion of the task

will require many years. Traffic by both

motor and rail is increasing, and with this

increase the number of grade-crossing

accidents will continue to grow unless

automobile owners and drivers can be

educated, can be made to pay heed to the

warning signs and devices at the crossings.

The inner surface of every windshield

should bear, in large letters, the legend at

the head of this paragraph.

Proving the Pudding

LONG the North and South Atlantic

coast of late little “Come-Back-Home”

and “Stay-at-Home” movements have been

started. Newspapers and local magazines

have been preaching the stay-at-home-and

be-happy doctrine, assuring their readers

that right in the vicinity could be found

climate, soil and opportunities “just as good”

as the extensively advertised Western brand.

Perhaps this is so. Perhaps the Western

kind of climate is not superior at all. Per

haps life in the old Eastern towns is as

broad, as full, pulses as vigorously as the

life in and around the new Western com

munities. Perhaps opportunities are more

abundant East than they are West. Perhaps

the elbow-room, the wide vistas, the high

color of the Westexist only on beautiful litho

graphs. This contention is not to be solved

by argument. The ultimate judge is the

consumer, the man who samples both kinds

and then states his preference.

Here is an actual, unbiased consumer's

judgment:

Some months ago SUNSET MAGAZINE

asked Mr. William R. Lighton to look at the

valley of the Willamette in Oregon, to look

carefully, thoroughly, and write his im

pressions of the region. Mr. Lighton,

stepfather and amanuensis of quaint Billy

Fortune, the philosopher of the cow coun

try, operates a farm in Arkansas with suc

cess as signal as the success that followed

his literary operations. His description of

that farm, some years ago in the Saturday

Evening Post, brought him letters of in

quiry and a large number of new neighbors.

Mr. Lighton knows the farming business

from the subsoil up. As farmer and writer

he was an ideal man to observe the Wil

lamette valley and to record his impressions

in SUNSET. He came, traveled far and wide

over the three hundred and fifty miles of

newly completed trolley lines in the valley,

saw a small part of what there was to be

seen and wrote the article.

He did not damn with faint praise. To

speak in the vernacular, he put it on with a

trowel, drew a most attractive picture of
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Waltham

Automobile Timepieces

Details

Timepieces of chronometer construc

tion similar to jewelers' chronometer

and to the marine chronometer pur

chased from us by the navy.

Adjusted for temperature, neither

heat nor cold will affect its running

quality.

8-day movement with an indicator

on the dial which shows a red warning

signal three days before the timepiece

runs down.

Can be had either alone or in com

bination with standard speedometers.

Choice is offered of a raised dial or

dial flush with the dash.

Most desirable model costs $25.

For the first time you can get an

automobile timepiece designed especially

for automobiles. This instrument is a

summary of Waltham mechanical re

sources and skill, and in spite of hard

road work it will render orthodox

Waltham accuracy. In fact it will run

so accurately that you can regulate your

pocket watch and house clocks from it.

Now that you can get a timepiece

which in accuracy and beauty of ap

pearance corresponds with the other

fittings of your car, we believe that you

will be quick to do so.

If you have any difficulty obtaining

thisWaltham timepiece please let us know.

Waltham Watch Company

Waltham, Mass.

Manufacturers of the famous Waltham "Riverside” Watches
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the broad valley's fields, orchards and for

ests, described it with a warmth and an

enthusiasm that carried conviction.

It may be objected that enthusiasm was

expected of him, that the warmth of his

sentences was professional, not personal,

emanated from Lighton the writer, rather

than from Lighton the farmer. This is

not so. It is here asserted, without mental

reservation, that Mr. Lighton's praise of

the Willamette valley was sincere from the

first line to the last.

Proof?

Immediately after writing the article,

Mr. Lighton went out and bought him a

farm in the Willamette valley.

Take the other side, the tourist side, if

you please. E. Alexander Powell, globe

trotter, has been writing enthusiastic things

about the pleasures of life in California.

Proof that his enthusiasm is genuine:

Mrs. Powell and the little Powells are

coming this fall to live in California.

Both puddings are being actually eaten.

Alaska’s White Hope

RANKLIN K. LANE became Secre

tary of the Interior on March fourth.

On March fifth things began to happen.

At short intervals they have continued to

happen ever since. Not spectacular, ora

torical events accompanied by the mild

popping of grape juice, but practical helpful

things which indicated that a very sensitive

dictagraph caught the confused murmur of

the masses in the West and conveyed it to

sympathetic ears in Washington.

The settler under Government irrigation

systems had his inning, was heard. What

ever relief it was in the power of the Secre

tary to render, was given promptly.

Remedial legislation suggested by the ex

perience of ten years in Federal reclama

tion of arid land is in the making and, with

the weight of the Secretary behind it, will

buck the Congressional line this winter.

The work of eliminating agricultural areas

from the National Forests was expedited.

Gradually this land is being opened to settle

ment. By legally acknowledging the home

steader's equity in the land he is reclaiming,

the Secretary made it possible to raise

money on this land before it is patented,

thus enlarging the credit which the home

steader needs imperatively. Nor was a

more fortunate element of the population

forgotten. Following out his conviction

that the public domain is meant for the

broadest possible use alike by rich and poor,

the Secretary overruled the Army and

opened Yosemite National Park, under

proper restrictions, to automobilists.

He is now commencing on the most im

portant problem confronting the Depart

ment. He is filing the key with which to

unlock the dormant wealth of Alaska, a

task, which has been attempted several

times during the last six years, but always

without success.

Secretary Lane realizes the sore need of

action, acknowledges the injustice of keep

ing the vast northern land in perpetual cold

storage. Prying open the warped and barri

caded doors of Alaska is going to be a man’s

size job, complicated by a multitude of sensi

tive toes that restrict the working space.

Only a man having the confidence of the

contending factions can hope to break

through. This confidence the Secretary of

the Interior seems to have in far greater

degree than his predecessors. He is at

work. If his performance during the first

five months of the new administration is a

criterion, Alaska will be preparing for its

grand opening soon after the Panama red

fire has died down.
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The New Universal Food

Get your appetite ready for the New Food. It’s Spaghetti

Spaghetti prepared in a new form with a new-found flavor. Heinz

Spaghetti

Cooked—Ready to Serve

Made by a new Heinz recipe. Choicest ingredients enriched by

the special zest of Heinz Tomato Sauce and imported fine flavored

cheese.

It's piquant-glowing- satisfying. And it's muscle-forming,

brain-building FOOD. Don’t forget that.

The world is waking up to the wonderful food value of Spaghetti

-realizing that it is one of the elemental foods. A mighty important

one in the Nation’s diet. Heinz Spaghetti wherever introduced has

become a Universal Food.

Try a Heinz Spaghetti meal today and find out for yourself. Get

a tin from your grocer under the Heinz money-back guarantee that

covers all the

57 Varieties
$1000.00 In Prizes for School Children

for best Little Essays on Heinz Spaghetti. Parents, children

and teachers may read the announcement of this contest in

current issues of such juvenile publications as the Youth's

Companion, St. Nicholas, American Boy, etc.—or watch the

newspapers. It will be impossible for us to answer any

letters regarding the contest.

ge to less

Others of the Heinz 57 Varieties are: | SPACHETTI

Heinz Baked Beans, Tomato Ketchup, - (A I it alienne

Euchred Pickle, Chili Sauce, Peanut But

ter, Mince Meat, Tomato Soup, etc., etc.

H. J. Heinz Company \

50,000 Visitors Inspect the Heinz Model Pure Food Kitchens Every Year. -

"T-"
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THE MONTHS
A ROUND – UP OF STRAYS

VORTH CORRALING

"Let 'er Buck!” is the slogan of Pendleton, Oregon, for three exciting days in the year.

round-up in September of this year drew fifty thousand spectators to the big frontier show

Over in the wheat country of

Pendleton’s eastern Oregon about the only

Annual shelter that picnickers can find

is made by scraggly cotton

Round-up woods along the banks of an

occasional stream or by trees

in an orchard made possible by irrigation. The roll

ing country does not lend itself to arboreal vegeta

tion but is perfectly content to spend its fertility in

record-breaking grain yields. There is no romance

in cottonwoods and apple trees. Lovers and

workers hanker for leafy maples, spreading elms,

droopy peppers or sighing eucalypti.

What has that to do with a picture of cow

punchers and Indians! Just this:

The people of Pendleton had a great desire for a

playground, a city park. The desire got coupled

up with the ambition of some of the enterprising

young men of the town for real live sport, something

The fourth annual

that would put Pendleton on the map. The result

of the union of these ambitions was the Pendleton

Round-up, which proved so successful the year of

its inception that a long start was made toward the

cherished park. The promoters were moved wholly

by an altruistic, communistic motive, hence the

round-up cleaned up a neat sum. Success! The

second year saw Pendletonians rampant with en

thusiasm. A beautiful park site was purchased, an

amphitheater seating ten thousand erected and the

whole population practised the slogan “Let 'er

Buck!” until the Blue mountains reverberated the

echo. The third year the amphitheater was en

larged, Pendleton entertained for three days an

average of thirty thousand visitors, and surprised

railroads could not meet the emergency.

The fourth year's celebration ended September

13th last and the banks of Pendleton are bulging

with coin left in the town by at least fifty thousand
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| Sugar Wafers

* / A tempting dessert

~/ confection, loved by

all who have ever

tasted them. Suit

able for every occa

sion where a dessert

sweet is desired. In

ten-cent tins; also

in twenty-five-cent

tins.

- NABISCD

£,

ATDOTA

Another charming confec

tion—a filled sugar wafer

with a bountiful center of

rich, smooth cream.

TF_STINO

An ever-popular delight.

An almond-shaped dessert

confection with a kernel of

almond-flavored cream.

CHOCOLATF, TOKENS

Still another example of the

erfect dessert confection

nchanting wafers with a

most delightful creamy fill

ing-entirely covered by

the richest of sweet choc

olate.

NATIONAL BISCUIT

COMPANY
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thoroughly satisfied guests; for the Pendletonians

give value received. They have the biggest frontier

show of them all. It is a community enterprise.

The butcher, the baker, the banker, the lawyer all

unite in making it pay, and its tremendous success

is easily attributable to community effort. One of

these fine days Pendleton will have what it set out

to have, a city park fitting the “biggest town of its

size in the West.”

It's some fun to take care of six times a town's

population for half a week!

*

Rhyme of the Matchless Maid

The Hallowe'en maid ran away from her guests

At midnight and stole to the glass;

She trembled to think that the face of her fate

For life through the mirror might pass . . . . .

More terrified still she returned to the hall—

This Hallowe'en maid had seen no one at all!

EUNICE WARD.

*

In pursuit of health many a

Grubbing successful farmer is made from

the professions. The West is
rHe Way full of successful farmers who

to Health
have turned from indoor life

to the more pleasurable and

more healthful outdoor pursuits.

Up in the Willamette valley in Oregon a few miles

south of Milwaukee is a farm of twenty-five acres

* wildest of wild land,

*-On this

Governor George W. P. Hunt, of Arizona, who has

put into practice his ideas upon prison reform

a timeworn tradition to support the

isoners' mail, the governor arranged

Tray” should enjoy the helpful

arrespondence with friends

he theory that idleness

“o have every well

V. Faith in one's

‘s the governor,

reform. “It

on charac

lop and

tering

ing better than

uS

l
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

:^e
gives the wall finish you want

at a price you can afford

It offers the widest possible choice of

soft, harmonious shades. It spreads

smoothly and readily, lasts remarkably,

and can be washed as frequently as

you please.

Flat-tone offers the true economy of artistic

decoration-great capacity for covering space.

Whether you contemplate redecorating a part

of a room or your whole house, there is a

Sherwin-Williams paint, stain, varnish or enamel

exactly suited to your purpose. All of these

up-keep finishes are completely described in our

Portfolio of Suggestions for Painting

and Decorating

This handsome booklet contains a lot of decorative

schemes, illustrated in color, for the improvement of

your house, outside and in. Suggestions for everything,

from painting a house to staining a chair. We mail

it free. Send us a line today.

£RW.W.I.A.M.
. PANTs & WARNISHES

Address all inquiries to The Sherwin-Williams Co.

460 Second St., San Francisco, Cal.
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PHOTOGRAPH. B.Y. GATL | FF - THOMPson

Governor Johnson of California and Governor Lister

of Washington at the initial meeting of the

Pacific Coast Good Roads Association,

Eureka, California, Aug. 21.

(see page 796)

*

The California Girl

She dwells in a sun-washed land

Bowered in palm and vine,

Where age at its best is young,

Surging with life's new wine.

She's fair as the dawn that fires

The lone Sierra height,

When night with her bowl of stars

Is flushed and brimmed with light.

The flame of the poppy burns

Her pouting lips to red:

The gold of the orange yields

Spun gold to grace her head:

The blue of a thousand bays

Sleeps in her fearless eyes;

And straight as a pine she stands

Fronting her western skies.

She dwells in a lusty land

That breeds bold men and brave—

Behind is a wall of peaks,

Before, the wind-lashed wave.

Serene in her hands she holds

The story of souls to be,

This queen of the Golden Gate

Throned by the Sunset Sea.

C. M. G.

PHOTOGRAPH. B.Y. L. s. slev

The unique western colony of writers, artists and other

developers of originality whose habitat is among the

pines of Carmel-by-the-Sea, in Monterey county, Califor

nia, made dramatic history in the season of 1913,

according to annual custom. The scene presented above

is from Mary Austin's poetic drama "Fire," played in

the Forest Theater, out-of-doors, by members of the

Western Drama Society. Laela (Mrs. John Kenneth

Turner) is bidding farewell to her parents (Mrs. Karl

Rendborf and William Kibbler) to follow the fire-bringer

(Herbert Heron). Mary Austin is the author of "The

Arrow Maker,” an Indian play produced at the New

Theater, New York, two years ago
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A tent large enough to shelter his

vast army, yet so small that he could

fold it in his hand, was the gift de

manded by a certain sultan of India

of his son, the prince who married

the fairy Pari-Banou.

It was not difficult for the fairy to

produce the tent. When it was

stretched out, the sultan's army con

veniently encamped under it and, as

the army grew, the tent extended of

its own accord.

A reality more wonderful than

Prince Ahmed's magic tent is the Bell

Telephone. It occupies but a few

square inches of space on your desk

or table, and yet extends over the

entire country.

When you grasp it in your hand,

it is as easily possible to talk a hun

dred or a thousand miles away as to

the nearest town or city.

In the Bell System, 7,500,000 tele

phones are connected and work to—

gether to take care of the telephone

needs of the people of this country.

As these needs grow, and as the

number of telephone users increases,

the system must inevitably expand.

For the Bell System must always

provide a service adequate to the

demands of the people.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One System Universal Service
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This is the only weapon that the late Mark Twain ever carried, and he always referred to it as "my cannon”

*...* The only weapon that the late
Mark Twain's Mark Twain ever carried is now

“Cannon” the property of Harry McCand

By less of Stockton, California,

HARRY ARTHUR who holds it as worth more

Powell than its weight in gold, which

would be something over seven pounds. It is a

muzzle-loading revolver of Colt manufacture, fifteen

inches in length, and it has brought down many a

deer at a distance of seventy-five yards or more.

That Mark Twain carried the gun for several years

is beyond dispute and its intimate history is written

to McCandless in a letter from Steve Gillis, a

pioneer resident of Jackass Hill, Tuolumne county,

who is now in his ninetieth year, and who is a

brother of James Gillis, the “Truthful James” who

figures in Bret Harte's celebrated free-for-all fight

on Table mountain.

McCandless, who is interested in mining proper

ties near Jackass Hill, several years ago gave Gillis

his first automobile ride, and this was made the

subject of a letter to Mark Twain, which the author

prized highly, and to which he sent a lengthy reply.

It was on this occasion that McCandless was prom

ised the revolver, together with its history, con

tained in the following letter:

TUTTLETowN, CAL., May 15, 1913.

FRIEND McCANDLESS: Yours regarding the

authenticity of the Mark Twain gun received.

Don't call it a “gun,” Mac. That's undignified.

Mark always respectfully referred to it as “my

cannon.”

Now let's go into the history of that celebrated

piece of artillery. Mark Twain brought it with him

when he traveled from Missouri to Nevada by over

land stage. The stage company charged “extra”

baggage on it. Mark defiantly wore it in Carson

City by day and slept in it by night. That was in

the territorial days of Nevada, when it was con

sidered disgraceful not to pack a big gun. Mark

followed the fashion until the “cannon” made him

lopsided and threatened to lame him for life. Then,

when he left Carson City to go prospecting in

Esmeralda county, he took the cannon with him.

He had to buy an extra mule to pack it. When he

started out as a miner in Esmeralda and came to

Virginia City to work on the Territorial Enterprise

as a reporter, he brought that tiresome gun with

him. He laboriously packed it around for awhile

until he found that the chivalric gun sports of Vir

ginia scorned to shoot-up a newspaper reporter, and

then he buried it in the bottom of his trunk, after

trying in vain to give it away.

When he left Virginia City for San Francisco he

took the old hoodoo with him. In all the lodging

houses he inhabited in the latter city he would hang

that old relic on the wall of his room and leave his

door open, hoping that some poor thief would steal

it. But even the room thieves scorned to take it.

Perhaps they had a hunch that it was a hoodoo.

After many attempts to lose that pistol a bright idea

struck Mark. He shipped it to an old enemy in

Missouri hypocritically as a peace-offering. His old

enemy sent it back by express in a big box marked

C. O. D. filled with 150 pounds of old horse-shoes.

You can't fool a Missourian.

Utterly discouraged by this last attempt to rid

himself of his incubus, Mark gladly accepted Jim

Gillis' invitation to join him on Jackass Hill in the

pocket-mining business. His ostensible object in

visiting Jim was pocket-mining; his real design was

to get rid of that old hoodoo. After cabining several

months on Jackass Hill with Jim Gillis and Dick

Stoker, he persuaded the latter to accept the

pistol, and then for fear Dick would make him take

it back, he fled to San Francisco, where he rose to

fame and fortune. Forty years later, Dick died at

the untimely age of eighty-four, and the pistol

came to me.

As you now possess the strongest and most

malignant hoodoo in the United States, allow me to

assure you of my profound and distinguished con

sideration. S. E. GILLIS.
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The clothes of now

are made to order for the individual

wearer—to embody his own person

ality and character—yet they cost no

more than is asked for so-called high

&rade clothing made for nobody in

particular.

When We Make Them

you &et the benefit of our modern

organization and tremendous volume

of business, which enable us to £ive

you the £reatest value and satisfaction

you can possibly obtain for the

money–$25 to $50,

Write us for the name of our dealer in your

town. He will show you our Autumn and

Winter woolens and take your measure.
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THE ROMANCE OF PATROLMAN CASEY

By ELLIS PARKER BUTLER

There was a young patrolman who

Had large but tender feet;

They always hurt him badly when

He walked upon his beat.

(He always took them with him when

He walked upon his beat.)

His name was Patrick Casey and

A sweetheart fair had he;

Her face was full of freckles—but

Her name was Kate McGee.

(It was in spite of freckles that

Her name was Kate McGee.)

“Oh, Pat!” she said, “I’ll wed you when

Promotion comes to you!”

“I’m much-obliged,” he answered, and

“I’ll see what I can do.”

(I may remark he said it thus—

“Oi'll say phwat Oi kin do.”)

So then he bought some new shoes which

Allowed his feet more ease—

They may have been large twelves. Perhaps

Eighteens, or twenty-threes.

(That's rather large for shoes, I think—

Eighteens or twenty-threes!)

What last they were I don't know, but

Somehow it seems to me

I’ve heard somewhere they either were

A, B, C, D, or E.

(More likely they were five lasts wide—

A, B plus C, D, E.)

They were the stoutest cowhide that

Could be peeled off a cow.

But he was not promoted.

So

Kate wed him anyhow.

(This world is crowded full of Kates

That wed them anyhow.)

*k k * *

* * * *

“All in the Game"
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Self-Filler

FOUNT PEN

The most perfect of all self filling

fountain pens. Self filling pens

operating with one compression of

a rubber sack leave the impression

that the pen is full. An emergency

when your need is greatest

discloses that the pen had in it

part ink and part air-and

that the ink part had been used up.

SW A N “Self

Fillers” fill full

with 5 squeezes of

a rubber bulb-no

air—all ink. The

“Little Windows”

show you that your

pen is filling and

warn you when

your ink supply is

running low. They

are the “‘little

sign als” that

preven t you

from finding your

pen empty in an

emergency. They

are unbreakable.

17 Maiden Lane, New York

79-80 High Holborn, London

Manchester

SECONDS,

A FULL PEN

Unscrew cap, dip pen point

in ink, squeeze bulb five

times and the pen is full.

There are no protuberances

on the holder. It is symmet

rical and exactly balanced.

The “SWAN SELF-FILLER”

fountpen has all the merits

of other styles of “Swans.”

Double Feed (pen point fed

from top and bottom) Mabie,

Todd & Co.'s Gold Pen (famous

for 70 years) Strong Guarantee.

For sale by all stationers and jewelers. $2.50 and up.

With “Little Windows” $3.00. Writefor illustrated folder.

209 So. State Street, Chicago

124 York Street, Toronto

Brussels Sydney

MABIE, TODD & CO.

Paris The Makers
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|Aere are Noled Various Significant Facts Kaling to the

|- Pogress andGeneral Advancement of the PacificQast Qvnry El

Kern river, flowing through Kern county, California, irrigates a quarter of a million fertile acres

Kern’s Getting There

By ARTHUR DUNN

ERN county, California, is suffering—from

growing pains. -

Its population is increasing so rapidly that the

pioneers of that vast empire are astonished.

But do not think because Kern's suffering-from

growing pains—that Kern is complaining. Indeed,

she is not. Kern's getting there. Kern's building

magnificent highways in order that the influx may

be accelerated. There isn't a single moment that

Kern county, officially and privately, isn't right

down to the county lines, shouting:

“Come on, you settler! Come on, you farmer!

Kern has the land! Kern has the water!”

Not many years ago Kern county was the abiding

place of kings-cattle kings, sheep kings, land

kings. Today she is inhabited by princes of pro

ductive principalities. The kings have gone—

long live the princes!

Of course, these are imaginary princes, but every

farmer in Kern is a prince, being independent of all

men, beholden to none, fearing none. Kind Provi.

dence keeps his court crowded with congenial

neighbors, his banquet board stacked with the

choicest from his own fields.

When the range was pushed farther into the

hills, and the sheep corral moved farther from the

valleys, a new era began in Kern, and today this

prosperous county is moving along at a rapid pace.

In fact, it's getting there.

There are three primary reasons for this phe

nomenal growth of Kern—water, climate, land.

Of course, had there been no land for the settler;

had Kern not been larger than Massachusetts and

New Jersey, with a population of only 37,000, there

could never have been an invitation to the farmer

to come to Kern. And then, if there hadn't been

water-well, what would have been the use of

suggesting a migration to dry withered plains?

There are places where they have land and water,

but the other part of the combination—climate—

is lacking. But not so with Kern. Kern county

has the land, the water and the climate.

To begin with, there is Kern river, irrigating

200,000 acres of the finest valley land, which
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All men of good taste

realize a greater value in the

“Patriot” Shoe, and there is a good

reason for it.

We are making more shoes than any

other concern in the world. Our

twenty-three large factories are produc

ing over 50,000 pairs per day.

The “Patriot” is made in our finest / 7:

factory by the most skilled shoemakers

in our great army of 10,000. Only the

finest cuts of leather are used.

Every pair has hand-welted oak leather soles.

For $4.50 to $5.00 you can get more real

service in the “Patriot” and all the style and

snap found in shoes costing a dollar more.

Each pair of “Patriots” is as good as every \.

other pair. Get the “Patriot” and you will be better

satisfied with your shoes than ever before.

Srlouis The “Patriot” has our well known star on the heel

it is a “Star Brand” shoe. Don't just go into any store

and ask for them, but look up the “Star Brand” dealer

or write to us for name of the nearest merchant

who sells them.

Get the “Patriot” and wear it—you will

then know why

“Star Brand Shoes Are Better.”

ROBERTS.O.
MANUFACTURERs Branch of
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Climate, soil and water produce olive and orange groves like this in Kern county, California

producesbumper crops every year. For there are no

dry years under the canal system from which the

supply is drawn. Irrigation, by means of these

canals, has been carried on for thirty years. For

many years the canal system was the only means of

irrigation thought of. The kings of things were not

acquainted with the fact that there was a sub-sur

face water supply virtually inexhaustible; or, if

they knew it, they did not care to become farmers.

There is such a water supply system, and all that is

necessary is for a farmer to sink a well to a reason

able depth, install his pump, and the water will be

there for his crops.

“They told me to get water” says E. B. Arm

strong, sometime cattleman and heroic figure in the

official life of Crook county, Wyoming, now a resi

dent of the Delano district. “After I had the water,

I was told everything would be easy. It isn't

true! I've got the water, lots of water, and now it

keeps me jumping to keep my alfalfa cut!”

That's where the element of climate entered.

The climate of Kern makes things grow; makes

them grow amazingly. You see, the sun shines in

Kern about three hundred and sixty days a year,

and there are no cold winds, no fogs; frosts, snow

and sleet are unknown. The rainfall is small, but

nature has provided the sub-surface water, fresh

from snow-capped mountains, which seeps down to

the valleys below in countless never-drying streams.

Climate, water, soil combine to give the farmer

six cuttings of alfalfa annually, the average cutting

being one and a half tons to the acre, the average

price being $7.50 a ton, cocked in the field. The

cost of producing this crop-including water for

irrigating, seed, plowing, checking, etc.—is between

$10 and $12 an acre, so the farmer has a very hand

some profit for his effort.

ow, when one mentions alfalfa to a farmer his

mind naturally reverts to the dairy herd, for all

alfalfa districts have their dairy herds. In Kern of

old, cows used to be cattle; nowadays they are

synonymous with cream checks. It used to be

fashionable to turn them loose on the range, gainst

the time for “killing the fatted calf.” But while

there are a good many thousand range cattle still

in Kern, there are also many thousand dairy cows.

It so happens that the small alfalfa patch and the

small dairy herd, and the small berry patch—small

in comparison with the old empires of a decade

ago–are responsible for the great growth attained

by Kern county in recent years. Vast tracts of land

have been opened for settlement, and farmers have

come from every quarter of the globe to cast their

lot in Kern. There has not been a single failure;

that is, there has never been a failure recorded

wherein the colony itself was to blame. There may

have been individuals who did not know how to farm

who fell out of the procession of progress, but even

these are few. In fact, if a man half tries, the climate,

water and the soil of Kern will produce things for

him, and eventually bring him an independence in

spite of past ignorance with agricultural affairs.
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Cze QUAEERs,

PIONEERS 9/

PENNSYLVANIA-

| The Twofold Pleasure - *

of the

ANGELUS #
The Pioneer |

Player-Piano *

For more than fifteen years the Angelus has been the pioneer |
in the development of the player as a means to enable anyone to

play the piano artistically. Now is added another enjoyment— .

the listening to the playing of the world's most eminent pianists -

—by means of our newest invention,

Voltem Music Rolls

which are actual personal records played specially for repeti

tion with the Angelus. With the Angelus and Voltem Rolls

Tina Lerner Gottfried Galston

Ethel Leginska Rider-Possart

and others are ever present in your home to

entertain you with their masterful interpre

tations of the great composers. Thus

the Angelus becomes a twofold source

of pleasure – an instrument that any

one can play with personal expression,

or by which he or she can reproduce

the playing of artists. The Melo

dant, Phrasing Lever and Diaphragm

Pneumatics (exclusive features of the

Angelus) make possible these mar

velous results.

Knabe-Angelus Emerson-Angelus

Grands and Uprights Grands and Uprights

Lindeman & Sons---Angelus Upright

Angelus-Piano---An Upright built expressly

for the Angelus.

In Canada---The Gourlay-Angelus and Ange

lus Piano.

Any of these instruments can be

played by hand in the usual manner

THEWILCOX &WHITE CO.

MERIDEN, CONN.

Business Established 1877

233 REGENT ST, LONDON

Agencies all over the world.
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Kern County, California

Irrigating a peach orchard near Delano, Kern county, California. No "dry” seasons in this region

of continuous canals!

In many parts of Kern county, alfalfa is the chief

product, and one good cutting pays all the expense

of $10 to $12 an acre for planting, irrigating,

“checking” etc. It must be remembered that there

are five or six cuttings a season, which means that

there is large profit in this crop. Here is an in

stance, not unusual, of what may be expected in a

Kern alfalfa crop; Frank Schlitz, of Delano, has

ninety-two acres in alfalfa. The yield averages ten

tons to the acre a year, the average price being

$7.50 a ton, cocked in the field.

Delano is an old district in the history of the

county, some of the tragedies of dry-farming having

been enacted hereabouts; but that was in the long

ago. The California State Board of Agriculture

says in a recent report:

“Surrounding the town of Delano is a large body

of good land, which is now attracting attention

from investors, as development has shown that

within a few feet of the surface lies an unlimited

quantity of water, which can be raised to the sur

face to transform the arid plains into orchards and

alfalfa fields.”

Another interesting community is the new

found Lerdo, a colony containing about 7000 acres

of level land.

This is only another proof of the productivity of

the soil of Kern and the possibilities of water devel

opment. Ramie and hemp require water. With

out it, the stalks will not grow. But at Lerdo the

barrenness.

largest stalks produced in the world are grown, and

there is sufficient acreage in Kern county alone to

produce every pound that is now bought in foreign

lands and shipped to the mills of the United States.

The Edison Orange Lands, situated seven miles

east of Bakersfield, are located ideally, being shel

tered by a horse-shoe shaped cluster of mountains.

There is water in abundance, which is distributed

through the tract by means of an underground

cement pipe system, which keeps the land abso

lutely free from weeds. These orange lands, with

water guaranteed, are being sold in ten and twenty

acre tracts, payments to be completed in three

years.

A wonderful transformation has taken place

around Tehachapi–“land of plenty of acorns and

good water” as the Indians named it. As you

climb the mountain, riding comfortably in a Pull

man palace car, and see the rails twisting and turn

ing below, describing the world-famous loop trav

ersed by both the Southern Pacific and the Santa

Fe railroads, you wonder what tempted persons to

settle in that foreboding appearing section of Cali

fornia. It has all the appearance of bleakness and

But there is a chain of valleys here

abouts—Tehachapi, Cummings, Brites and Bear

valleys. The acreage of these valleys approxi

mates 50,000, and there is no better, no richer soil

in the West. An old resident of the “Land of plenty

of acorns and good water,” B. M. Denison, was the
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Father Did This

For Your Birthday

H' were an old dresser, a

desk, some chairs and an iron

bed-old-timey, well-built furni–

ture that showed wear. It needed

only the near-magic touch of

ACME QUALITY
Paints, Enamels, Stains, Varnishes

to make it up to date—a charming, cheerful bedroom. Is

there a birthday coming in your house? No present you

could give your daughter would delight her so much as to

have her room all fixed up. Boys, too, like good-looking

things. Try it and see. A few evenings, an hour or so at a

time, is time enough to work a wondrous change in the

appearance of any room. The fresh effects will delight and

repay you many times over, while the cost is surprisingly

economical. There is an Acme Quality for every practical

and decorative use around the house-for walls and ceilings,

- floors, woodwork from parlor

to kitchen, bathroom, cellar

—for outdoors as well as in.

% % */ y "Two Books that

y Will Show. You

What can be Done

We have printed two handsome and helpful

books on home painting-Acme Quality

Painting Guide and “Home Decorating”—

books for you who want to beautify your

home. You will certainly appreciate the

helpful suggestions they contain for fixing

up, while the possibilities of simple but

artistic decorative treatment for your home

are shown in handsome illustrations in color.

These books clearly show you what can be

done by you if you follow simple directions.

With their help you can secure the most

attractive effects, easily doing the work

yourself in odd moments. You will find joy

in doing it, too.

You need only to drop us a postal card to

secure these helps on home painting, and

we will also tell you where you can get

everything you need in Acme Quality Paints

and Finishes.

ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR WORKS

Dept. G, Detroit, Michigan

Boston Pittsburgh Birmingham Lincoln Portland

Chicago Cincinnati Fort Worth Salt Lake City San Francisco

Minneapolis Toledo Dallas Spokane Los Angeles

St. Louis Nashville Topeka Tacoma San Diego

-l Factories in Detroit and Los Angeles -
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788 Development Section: Kern County, California

first to profit by a translation of the Indian name

Tehachapi. He discovered that the red man was

something of an engineer, for there is plenty of good

water under the surface. When Mr. Denison began

his experiments in well-sinking, folk laughed at him.

And now land that was then worthless at $1o and

$12 an acre cannot be purchased much less than

$150, and much of it is held at $200 and $250 an

acre. This land grows the prize-winning apples

and pears, aided by the altitude and the water.

The main characteristics of the Kern climate

are warm, dry summers and moderate winters,

during which the greater part of the rainfall occurs.

The temperature ranges from 100° to 110°, but the

nights throughout the summer are cool enough to

demand covers for comfortable sleeping. Ice and

snow virtually are unknown. Men work in the

fields in summer on the hottest days, and in com

parative comfort, while cases of sunstrokes are un

known. It is the kind of climate that grows things. .

Take the Mojave district, which is developing

water, and that means that thousands of acres of

arid lands are being opened up to settlers. From

Mojave to Rand one sees a score of ranches today

where heretofore were wastes of sage. Water, soil

and climate have done it.

It has been estimated that there are 10,000 pump

ing plants in the San Joaquin valley. Of this total,

Kern county has its share, for there is not a day that

the various sections of this great empire do not

record the installation of one or more plants. It is

possible, in most instances, for a person to move

right onto “raw” land, and install the pumping

plant immediately, for there is no difficulty in pre

paring the land for irrigation. It is level, or sloping

just sufficiently to make proper drainage. Thus it

is easy to “check” land for alfalfa, or for any other

crop requiring flooding. Another factor which

enters into the rapid development of the pumping

plant is the proximity of the oil fields, from which

the fuel supply of Kern county is drawn. Here,

figuratively in their back yards, Kern residents have

the greatest oil-producing center of the Western

World, millions of barrels of oil being produced

annually. Oil is cheap, and the great power com

panies operating in this section are able to compete

with home produced oil, thereby guaranteeing inex

pensive cost of operating a pumping plant.

With an inexhaustible sub-surface water supply,

irrigation of 200,000 acres from canals drawing their

supply from the Kern river, and with an artesian

well belt thirty-five miles long and half as many

wide, Kern county has ample water, although the

rainfall comparatively is light. That disposes of

the water question.

As for acreage, it is not an exaggeration to say that

Kern county can take care of 200,000 persons seek

ing homes-not the kind who are content to struggle

and skimp, but persons who are looking for pros

perous homes in a progressive upbuilding country.

It is most fortunate for the welfare of this end of

the San Joaquin valley that the land kings of Kern

decided to permit settlement of their holdings, and

it is evidence that this has been done, and that the

large owners are willing further to let go, when it is

considered that colonies of thousands of acres are

being offered to settlers; and it is to the everlasting

credit of one concern that every purchaser must be a

bona fide settler, for it does not desire to deal with

the land speculator. Of this company it may be

said that, in thirty years of business life, it has never

foreclosed a mortgage nor filed a suit against a ten

ant, leaser or time-contract purchaser, notwith

standing that it has on its books the names of twenty

five hundred individuals with whom it has been

transacting business in that period.

Kern county is the ideal spot for diversified as

well as intensive farming. Here anything will grow.

Peanuts and pumpkins, melons and mulberries,

alfalfa and apples, ramie and roses, oranges and

onions—anything that will grow anywhere is pro

duced in Kern in great quantities.

Not only is Kern promising agriculturally, but

in mining it is leading the whole Golden State, the

production of oil bringing California up to fifth place

among the states of the sisterhood in the output of

minerals. In the Rand district there are great pos

sibilities for mining development, while San Emigdio

mountains are full of minerals that only await the

developer of some future day.

It is a venturesome thing to utter predictions, yet

I do not hesitate to assert that Kern county will

experience the most rapid growth in its history

within the next few years. Which means that Kern

county will add more farmers to her population than

any other county of California. For Kern has:

The Land,

The Water,

The Climate.

That's why Kern's getting there.

Alfalfa in Kern county, California, keeps farmers on the jump, for there are six cuttings annually

at a handsome profit
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Mahomet on White Hyacinths:

£

“Had I two loaves of bread, I'd sell one,

and buy white hyacinths for my soul. *

Autumn colored leaves. Swiftly set

the sun in pageant of green and red.

The keen air from the blue mountains

came in at the window. “Ye old back

log” crackled a soothing drowsiness on the

walls, and the faces of my little family.

The stage was set for playing The Pil

grims’ Chorus, from Tannhauser. Nothing

else seemed to chime with the poetry of

that brown October evening.

Aflame with emotion, I sat at my

Virtuolo, my eyes closed, my fingers on

S' dozed the shadows over the the soft Acsolo buttons. None but a

Virtuolist knows the joy of playing by

instinct with those wondrous solo buttons,

the joy of shutting out the world with your eye

lids, and letting your feelings feast on music.

At the first slow, muffled notes, my tormented

nerves seemed to relax and float away to a divine

world of calm. The worries of business vanished.

Beautiful melodies and harmonies marched like

processions of roses from the Virtuolo into my

feelings. And as the wonderful score climbed from

pinnacle to pinnacle of grandeur, “Bravo! Bravo!”

I cried. Who could hold it back?

And then I looked at my wife and said, “Had I

#: ofbread, I’d sell one and buy white hyacinths

or my soul.

THE HALLET & DAVIS

VIRTUOLO
THE INSTINCTIVE PLAYER PIANO

Do you still believe the player-piano sounds mechanical? Then you do not understand the

Virtuolo and the new Instinctive Playing. Do you think you cannot afford a Virtuolo? It is our

business to make it possible for you to afford one. Prices range from $425 to $1050, and terms can be

arranged to suit any purse.

Send for “The Inner Beauty,” the book that reveals the secret of the Virtuolo and many new discoveries

in Music. Send today.

The Virtuolo is sold by these well known Music Houses:

Daynes-Beebe Music Co., Salt Lake City, Utah Silvers Piano Co.,

Reed-French Piano Co., Portland, Ore. Boston Piano Co.,

Waak-Baker Piano Co., Seattle, Wash. Orton Bros.,

E. E. Long Piano Co., San Luis Obispo, Cal.

HALLET & DAVIS PIANO COMPANY

(Established 1830)

NEWARK TOLEDO ATLANTA CHICAGO

Home Office, 146 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

Tacoma, Wash.

Angeles, Cal.

Butte, Mont.

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO
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“Good Store, ohn—

I notice most live stores carry Holeproof Hose”

America’s best storessell Hole

proof Hose simply for these rea

SOnS :

The style is perfection, they

are made in all weights, and if 6

pairs wear out in 6 months, if

even a thread breaks, you get new

hose free.

We pay an average of 74c per

pound for theyarn in Holeproof.

Common yarn sells for 32c. But

oursistwisted from three soft, but

/ong fibre strands, and the long

fibres give it strength. Such yarn

means smart style and comfort,

for it doesn’t depend on bulk for

strength. The best stores know

that Holeproof is standard, that

it lives up to these facts. That’s

why they sell it. And a million

customers, who know too, now

buy it in these stores.

See the new fall colors that

are fashionable now. Write for

your dealers’ names. We ship

direct where no dealer is near,

charges prepaid on receipt of

price.

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Holeproof Hosiery Company of Canada, Ltd., London, Canada

Holeproof Hosiery Company, 10 Church Alley, Liverpool, England

Afg/ørø///gsierzy

$1.50 per box and up, for six pairs of men's; <^* For long wear, fit and style,

of women's and children's $2.00; of Infants -- Aft/g 7% these are the finest silk gloves

(4 £) $1. Above boxes guaranteed six **-----> produced. Made in all lengths,

months. Sil(G/ - d colors
$2 per box for three pairs of men's SILK CØ sizes an ".

Hole #'': ofB:££ X'.'.££
roof St * **** te ---- - - -p ockings oxes of 81 guarantee *~~ FOR WOMEN ling them.

three months.
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Be sure to find a Dittmann

<>

Shoe

Store before you buy another

pair of shoes—just try on a pair

They Are Good

Shoes -

These are the first good words about

Dittmann Shoes: they give fine wear,

the best possible at the price.

They look neat because Dittmann

shoes are kept up to the minute in style

an essential feature in Ladies' Shoes.

Dittmann Shoes give comfort, from the

first minute because there is sure to be a

Dittmann Shoe that just fits your foot.

For that reception or for

church be fitted to a pair of

nifty Dittmann Shoes. Be in

style, enjoy comfort—wear a

Dittmann.

Why Men Like

Them

For 69 years we have been making

shoes—we have made them for every

shape of foot; we have perfected an im

mense number of typical patterns and

our lines are complete. Let your Ditt

mann dealer show you what he can do—

you will be glad of the day you put your

feet into Dittmann Shoes.

Nine o’Clock

School Shoes

for children, remove the last

trace of worry about the feet

of little folks. Just prove it

for yourself.

COUPONS get School Flags

If you cannot find a Dittmann Shoe Store near you, send us the name of your

regular shoe dealer and we will see that you get Dittmann Shoes. Enclose 2c and

we will send you, free, an educational book, “Our Flag”, illustrated in three colors.

It pays to trade with Dittmann Dealers

S\\\e Co.
WWCWWW
MANU F# G#C#F#5
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Just See, Men,

What 50cWill Buy

-a staunch, sturdy undergarment

with unbreakable seams

that will wear you and warm you

to the last degree of com

fort and satisfaction.

Men, if you have been

paying twice as much

for your underwear,

before you do it again,

just examine

50c

Per

Garment

AZASZCAA//7"

UNDESVVEAR

--

.

\

§. - : . -

You will find undergar

ments every bit as good

and perhaps better than

what you have been getting.

You will find “extra value"

features that mark Hanes Under

wear apart from others—the elastic

collarette, which hugs the neck closely and

teeps out the cold; the improved knitted

is that will not flare out; the staunchly

sewn waistband; the reinforced shoulders that

will no stretch and slip down; and the unbreak

able seams with their absolute guarante of your money back or a new garment

for any returned with a seam broken. And the material and making are standards

#f values in themsälves. Ask your depler to show you “Hanes." Compare it with

What you have been buying. We wilcome any test of comparison. If you don't

how the name of the “Hanes" deală in your town, write us for his name.

P. H. HANES KNITTING CO., Winston-Salem, N. C.
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Quality The Lower The Price

ls of Varnish The Higher

Economy | The Cost of Using It.

Murphy Varnish does the job with fewer

gallons and fewer days’ work—enough

fewer to make it actually cheaper by the

job than any varnish at a lower price.

Its lasting and wearing power saves you

the entire cost of many Re-Varnishings:

and that is the big item on Floors and

Outside Work and Carriages and Auto

mobiles.

Murphy Goods are handled by the following Pacific Coast Firms:

CALIFORNIAGLASS & PAINT CO., Los Angeles RASMUSSEN & CO., Portland

JONES & DILLINGHAM, Spokane, Wash. WATERHOUSE & LESTER CO.,

C. G. CLINCH & CO., San Francisco Los Angeles, San Francisco, Oakland

• o

The Vernish Murphy Varnish Company New',
That Lasts FRANKLIN MURPHY, President, cHicAco

Longest Associated with Dougall Varnish Company, Limited, Montreal, Canada ii is:
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HE fear of fire exists in every human

being. Too often it is in #. back

ground until a tongue of flame stealthily

creeps in among our loved ones, and

taking us unawares, leaves a blackened

scar which may take years or eternity to

heal.

Have you taken proper precaution to

protect your home from this danger? It

may be your turn next. The Pyrene

Fire Extinguisher is a handy dependable

weapon. It is more than a polished brass

ornament. Pyrene puts science and

readiness between your dearest posses

sions and possible disaster.

Price, $7, f.o.b. nearest shipping point.

Brass and Nickel-plated Pyrene FireEx

tinguishers are the only one-quart fire

extinguishers included in the lists of

Approved Fire Appliances issued by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters.

lyrite for Boozer

PYRENE MANUFACTURING CO.

1358 Broadway, New York City

Atlanta Baltimore Boston Buffalo Chiengo Dayton

Denver Louisville Memphis Norfolk 0klahoma City

Pittsburgh St. Louis San Antonio York, Neb.

Pacific Coast Distributors: CORHAM ENGINEERING CO.

San Franciseo Los Angeles Seattle

~

My “Pride System” of buying.

I borrowed the idea from Solomon.

Written by a Purchasing Agent

Lots of times I don’t know much about

what I am buying, but I have a system that

protects me. For example, we were paying

too much for stationery, office forms, etc.

I wanted a paper that looked right and had

the quality feel, but which I could buy for

a reasonable price. The printer showed me

two different makes. They looked alike to

me, with this one difference. One make was

plain, while the other bore a manufacturer's

water-mark–Hammermill Bond. Now, that

water-mark assured me that the Hammer

mill Paper Co. is proud of its paper.

The manufacturer has confidence in it be

cause he is making his paper just as good as

it can be made. He water-marks it because

he knows that I will be satisfied and order

again. If he took the water-mark off, it

might mean that he was cutting quality and

was ashamed of the paper; but as long as the

water-mark remains I can be absolutely cer

tain of #ting good paper. That's what I

call my “Pride System.” It’s a system that

has never failed me. Give me stuff that's

backed by pride every time.

I use Hammermill Bond on all my letter

heads, forms, price lists, etc., not only be

cause it seems to me the strongest and clear

est paper I can buy, but also because it car

ries the trade-mark of a proud manufacturer.

Yours faithfully,

A Purchasing Agent.

P. S.-I advise you to send for their

new book, “The Signal System.”

HAMMERMILL PAPER CO., ERIE, PA.

Makers of

| *m.
[BON][)

“The Utility Business Paper”

-----,

- ". . .
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THE composition of roofing may be a dry sub

ject to look into—but that’s the safest way to

insure a dry building ever afterward.

Ordinary “composition” or “secret process” roofings are variously made

—some of coal tar, some California and Texas “asphalts" (so called), and some

of stearin pitch. These are manufactured products. They lack uniformity,

and are utterly devoid of lasting natural oils to prevent their cracking.

Genasco Roofing is made of the natural product of Trinidad Lake, which

wells up from the heart of Nature full of storm-defying, weather-resisting, last

ing oils which only Nature can produce.

This is the real and vital inside difference, even though the surface of

roofings may look alike.

Be on the safe side—insist on Genasco, the roofing with the hemisphere

trademark.

Ask your dealer for Genasco. Smooth or mineral surface-several weights. Guaranteed. Every roll of Genasco

smooth surface roofing contains the patented, Kant-leak Kleet, which, waterproofs seams without cement, and prevents nail
leaks. Write us for samples of Genasco, and the Good Roof Guide Book, free.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company Philadelphi

Largest producers in th ld - -

£ New York San Francisco Chicago
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Another Pacific Coast Good Roads

Movement Started on Its Way

If auspicious beginning augurs anything the

Pacific Coast Good Roads Association should ac

complish much in the upbuilding of highways dur

ing the next few years. The association God-fath

ered by three Pacific Coast governors started on its

career at Eureka, Humboldt county, California,

on August 19th. Eureka, the largest city in the

United States without a railroad, has thus had

another honor thrust upon it. This enterprising

city is the farthermost west of any in the United

States and except in the summer months when

travel is possible over the mountain roads, entirely

dependent upon the sea for intercourse with the

outside world.

Delegates from three states braved two hundred

miles of mountainous roads and auto trails to gather

at the first annual meeting of the association.

Governor Ernest Lister, of Washington, came by

train to Redding, where he was joined by Gov

ernor Hiram Johnson, of California, and.a number

of prominent good roads authorities and enthusi

asts. Governor Oswald West, of Oregon, was to

have been a member of the cross-country touring

party but was delayed by an official visit to his

state by Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane.

From Redding to Eureka the trip was made through

beautiful and picturesque mountain scenery. The

first stop was at the quaint old mining town of

Weaverville, which never before had entertained a

governor much less two at a time. Luncheons of

venison and trout kept hunger away on the trip

through the pine and redwood forests.

At Eureka there was much feasting, clam baking,

oratory, good roads discussion and handshaking.

California was congratulated on her enterprise in

spending a preliminary $18,000,ooo on two main

trunk highways. Eureka and Humboldt county

benefited largely by the impetus given to a pro

posed $1,000,000 bond issue for the construction of

two hundred miles of highway within the county

boundaries and a promise from the California state

officials that work would begin at once on that

county's share of the California state highway:

The Pacific Coast good roads movement benefited

by the infusion of enthusiasm which will work as

leaven up and down the coast.

The first meeting of the association was attended

by many who have the interest of the Pacific Coast

states at heart. Medford, Oregon, was chosen as

the place of holding the next annual convention.

No Speed Records Will Be Made

in Yosemite

On August 22d Yosemite National Park was

finally thrown open by the Interior Department to

automobilists. Regulations prepared under the

direction of Secretary Lane provide that automo

biles will be permitted to enter and leave the park

by way of the Coulterville and Big Oak Flat roads

only; that approaching Yosemite Valley they will

be restricted to the Coulterville road and that in the

valley they will be restricted to the northern bank

of the Merced river.

A speed 'imit of ten miles per hour is named in

the rolling mountain country, five miles an hour on

the steep descent on the Coulterville Road, fifteen

miles between the Old Blacksmith Shop and Cas

cade Creek, ten miles between Cascade Creek and

Pohono Bridge, fifteen miles between Pohono

Bridge and Yosemite station. A limit is set on the

time to cover distance from Merced Grove to Cas

cade Creek and vice versa.

Tourists entering the park are given tickets upon

which the time of starting is stamped and this

ticket is in turn punched by the ranger and stamped

with the time of passing his station. A license fee

of $5 is required for the round trip. A car exceed

ing the maximum speed must be parked and the

offending driver must leave the reservation at the

£ regular time set for the passage of automo

1ICS.

Motorcycles are prohibited.

Pacific Highway Association Would

Commemorate Century of Peace

The annual convention of the Pacific Highway

Association held in Vancouver, B. C., the first week

in August closed with the election of Judge J. T.

Ronald, Seattle, honorary president; Samuel Hill,

Portland, Oregon, president; Frank M. Fretwell,

Seattle, honorary secretary. Vice-presidents were

elected for British Columbia, Washington, Oregon,

California, Arizona, Yukon territory and Alaska.

A peace arch was proposed to celebrate one hun

dred years of peace between Canada and the United

States to be erected where the Pacific Highway

crosses the international boundary and to be dedi

cated sometime during 1914 when the centenary

celebration is held.

To Raise $100,000 for New Road

to Yosemite

The Engineering Corps of the Automobile Club

of Southern California has completed a survey for

a new route between the towns of Mariposa and El

Portal into Yosemite Park, a link needed on the

finished road at water level from the main State

Highway to the park. The Automobile Club of

Southern California proposes to raise $100,000 to

construct this stretch of highway and will ask all

motoring organizations in the United States to

coöperate in the effort. The estimated length of

the road is thirty miles.
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The scene above was

quite common fifteen or

sixteen years ago. The earl

| Haynes cars were eagerly sought as lead

ing attractions by County Fair Associations

The new models of \ W.

Haynes--
America's First Car

Are even better than those on Indiana-Pacific tour

After their recent strenuous 3750 mile trip from Indiana-to-the-Pacific, the two

Haynes cars immediately left Los Angeles for a further tour of 1000 miles through

California—in as good shape as they left Indianapolis. You get this same wonder

ful durability in the new Haynes models, with many new features of comfort and

convenience, including the biggest improvement of many a day-the

Vulcan Electric Gear Shift

A small dial of electric push buttons on the wheel replaces the hand gear lever

in the Haynes. Changing gears requires no hard pull, sets up no deafening roar. You

simply press a button, and the gears change instantly and almost without noise.

Other Strong Features Three Great Models

The new Haynes cars are more beautiful than ever. Model 26, has 6 cylinders, 65 H. P., 130-in, wheel

They have that much sought for elongated, sweeping base: and sells at $2900 for 2-pass roadster, 4or 5-pass.

- - - ; $3400 for coupe.

appearance. Among their features are electric start- "," $ -1:

ing and 1ighting, mechanical tire pump, pressure gas- a':£:

oline feed, quick-adjusting collins curtains and full - - - -

- Model 28, has 4 cylinders, 48 H. P., 118-in, wheel

cowl-board equipment. And don't forget the wonder- base, and sells at $2135 for 2 pass, roadster. 4 or 5-pass.

ful Haynes Motor, famous for its power and depend- touring; #2850 for coupe. Above horsepowersare by

ability the Dynamometer test.

Pacific coast delivery. Handlewers optionalat$200 reduction.

of the American Automobile. It'll make you understand the auto

better, care for yours better and get better service. Write today. If

you don't know your nearest Haynes dealer, ask for his address.

Write for Valuable Auto Book—the “Complete Motorist,-by Elwood Haynes, father

-

#
-

Y|N|- \.

| `- S.

|
The Haynes Automobile Company

47 Main Street, Kokomo, Ind.

|
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COMFORT!

Keynote of Ohio Electric Construction ||

Driving Comfort-magnetic (disc) control; magnetic brake,

absolutely eliminating skidding; double drive from both front and |- ||

rear seat; extra-wide doors, with patented safety catch; full width

rear seat; external brakes-cannot freeze up and afford a sure grip at |- |

all times -

Physical Comfort—big, deep, luxurious upholstery that em- /s
bodies the utmost in ease and softness. /

Artistic Comfort—a grace of line and a beauty of finish that / -

have made these exclusive Viennese models the envied cars on every |-|
boulevard. /*/

Most of the features which distinguish the Ohio are patented and /.../
exclusive. You should examine them at the nearest Ohio showroom /*/

Descriptive literature on request. /.../

The Ohio Electric Car Co. 1519 W. Bancroft St., Toledo /*/

Gibson Electrics, Ltd. Ontario Distributors Toronto, Canada /.../

OHIO
THE ENVIED

ELECTRIC
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MADE BY A SPECIALIST

VERY MAKER, we suppose,

is producing the best car

he knows how to build.

Yet no two makes are alike, and no two makes are of

equal value. Some one maker knows better than any

other maker how to produce small, cheap cars. Some

one maker knows better than any other maker how to

roduce superb electric cars. And Alexander Winton

ows better than any other maker how to produce the

world's finest six-cylinder car.

Specialists Lead the World

There's nothing accidental about it. It isn't luck or

genius, but hard work, concentration, and experience.

We live in an age of specialists. Specialists lead the

world, and easily outdistance the straddlers, the floppers,

the men who do not know their own minds well enough

to stick to some one thing.

Cars That Don't Make Good

It's so in every profession, every business, and espe

cially in the complicated automobile business, where a

single mistake can ruin a season's output. That's why

some cars are up one year and down the next. Also,

that's why so many makers are forced to announce

sweeping changes from year to year.

How can you expect excellence in the car of any

maker who switches and revises and discards his mod

els so rapidly that he never has a chance to perfect any

one of them? What sort of specialist is he? How can

he hope to equal the Winton Six, which has been the

sole product of the great Winton factory for seven con

secutive years?

VINTON SIX

Long stroke motor, left drive, center control, elec

tric lights, self-starter, finest mohair top, easily

handled curtains, rain-vision glass front, best War

ner speedometer, Waltham eight-day clock, Klax

on£ horn, tire carriers, four-cylinder tire

pump, demountable rims, full set of tools, Ger

man silver radiator, metal parts

nickel finished. Fully equipped, $3250

One Maker's Method

Mr. Winton never tried to make more cars than any

other maker. He never tried to see how many different

models he could make. He did not flop around from

one thing to another, trying to monopolize the entire

automobile market. But, on the contrary, for longer

than seven years, he has devoted himself to a single

object-the perfection of one six-cylinder car, the Win

ton Six.

The Result is Excellence

That's what has made Alexander Winton the world's

most experienced six-cylinder specialist, and the Winton

Six the world's standard six-cylinder car. No wonder

the Winton Six won high-grade demand away from four

cylinder cars. No£ the Winton Six holds the

world's lowest repair expense record. No wonder it is

a car of exceptional beauty and of goodness that stays

good. For it is the one car in the world that has been

most thoroughly proved, developed, and perfected—the

most satisfying car that money can buy.

The Winton Motor Car Company

11O Berea Road, Cleveland, Ohio

Our Book No. 24 tells automobile trade facts that you ought to know
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“And David Slew Goliath.”

ETZ *22”
Regular Stock Car

Wins Glidden Tour

In a Clean Sweep-and it was the

Lowest-Priced Car in the Contest!

The Glidden Tour this year started at Minneapolis on July 11 and terminated at

Glacier National Park, Montana, on July 19, the course covering more than 1,300 miles

and embracing stamina-testing stretches of rough roads in Minnesota and Dakota and

monumental hills in the Rocky Mountains of Montana.

The team of three METZ “22” regular stock cars was the ONLY team

holding a perfect score for the entire eight days of the tour. The nearest

a perfect score for only the first two days.

cars also were the ONLY cars in the tour that were equipped with GEAR

competitor showed

LESS transmission.

The METZ team of three regular stock cars was last to leave noon

control on the last day of the tour, passed all the cars ahead, caught the

finish, and crowded him over the

mountain range, finishing the last run of the tour with 20 minutes to spare.

And this on top of the fact that the METZ “22,” before entering the Glidden Tour

contest, made a remarkable non-stop record of 1,600 miles from Boston to Minneapolis

in 99 hours, beating its own schedule by 6 hours in spite of having to drive over 100 miles

pacemaker ten miles from the

additional on account of twice losing the road.

The METZ

last

EQUIPPED COMPLETE

1914 IMPROVEMENTS -

|METZ'22"–
T H E G F AR L E S S CAR $475

NO CluTCh TO SLIP-NO GEARS TO STRIP

E have told you, time and again, that the METZ “22” is the ve

Its performance, as a

costing from five to ten times as much, yet all three of the

Construction, that it is a Practical car.
all doubt. It was pitted against cars

essence of Efficiency and Dependable
ve recorded, sweeps aside all argument,

METZ cars made Perfect scores throughout the contest-a showing which was not even approached by any

one of the competing teams.

The METZ “22" won the Glidden Tour and the Glidden

trophy simply because it was the best-built car and the most

practical car entered in the contest. It is the lowest-priced

car on the market, and remarkably economical in cost of

operation and upkeep.

It will make from 5 to so miles per hour on the high

speed, and climbs hills as fast as any regular stock car made,

regardless of price. It is commonly reported by owners of

the METZ “22" that it travels from 28 to 32 miles on a

gallon of gasoline, and from 10,000 to 12,000 miles on a

single set of tires,
It is£ with 4-cylinder 3.2% h.p. water-cooled

motor, Bosch magneto, wind shield, extension top with

cover slip and curtains, full elliptic springs, standard artil

lery wheels, best quality Goodrich clincher tires, 5 lamps and

gas generator, horn, pump, tool outfit, etc. It is a high

grade, fully guaranteed car, torpedo semi-enclosed-body

type, left-hand drive, center control. Its gearless trans

mission entirely does away with aggravating and expensive

“gear troubles.”

Write for New Illustrated Catalog "C.’’

METZ COMPANY., WALTHAM, MASS.

We want a representative in every city and town. Write for terms.
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WhenYouBuyAn Electric-Consider:

1:—How simply the Baker is designed: No complications

or experiments to get out of order.

2:—How long the Baker has been made: For fifteen years

of continuous manufacture.

3:—How well the Baker is backed: By a company whose

engineering record and financial resources have no parallel

in the electric motor car field: here today and ten years

from today.

How much do electrical brakes, novel controllers, mechanical

frills, etc., weigh against considerations like these, in the

opinion of a sensible buyer? How much should they count

in the purchase of anything so important as a motor car and so

dependentuponsoundengineeringfor its life and performance?

“Baker Service Follows Every Baker”

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, Cleveland, O.

Canada: The Baker Motor Vehicle Company of Canada, Ltd., Walkerville, Ont.

Builders Also of Baker Electric Trucks. Branches or Dealers in Principal Cities

e£#s
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Accept Howard E. Coffin’s 1914

Automobile Review—We'll Send It!

O AUTOMOBILE buyer should “

fail to read Mr. Coffin's Auto

mobile Review.

He shows why six cylinder cars are

now so popular.

He explains the reasons for their

smoothness, and why they are so de

sirable. With diagrams, and in the

clearest language he makes you un

derstand why so many makers are

now manufacturing sixes exclusively.

He tells about wire wheels and wood wheels—about

left side drive and right side drive—about gasoline

economy—electric and other gear shifts-streamline

bodies—speedometer drive-new things in lighting, and

other features embodied in the 1914 designs.

No man is more eminently qualified to prepare such

a review. Mr. Coffin's reputation as an engineer, and

his many contributions to the progress of the auto

mobile industry both as a designer of many successful

cars, and a contributor to engineering literature make

this review authentic.

Of course he also describes the HUDSON SDK 54.

No discussion of automobile tendencies would be com

plete that omitted mention of this new car.

It approaches a new ideal with its true streamline

body—135-inch wheel base—six cylinder motor of ex

treme flexibility and smoothness—electrical lighting

and starting by an improved Delco system-left hand

drive—center control —and entrance to the driver's

seat from either side. These are features that make

the HUDSON SIX 54 a prominent car in the 1914

announcements.

Can you afford to consider the purchase of any car

over $1,500 without knowing what such an authority

as Mr. Coffin has to say upon the subject?

Send your name and address.

HUDSON Motor Car Company

7725 Jefferson Avenue Detroit, Michigan

THE TRUE STREAMLINE BODY

HUDSON Six 54, $2,250

(F. o. B. Detroit, Mich.)

N.

26o
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H U Pmobile

The 1914 Hupmobile is in the hands

of Hupmobile distributers.

We believe this new Hupmobile to be

the best car of its class in the world.

By best, we mean best in internal essen

tials, especially. We mean best in those

things which make for long life and

continuous service at lowest cost.

But we believe you will also pronounce

it the most beautiful car of its class in

the world.

We believe we have put more money

into the chassis than any car of its class

in the world.

We base these beliefs on our convic

tion—

That the production of this new Hupmo

bile incorporates a greater tonnage of high

grade steel than any car of its class in the

world;

That this new Hupmobile is the largest

user of aluminum-without regard to class

or price—in the world;

That the frame used in the new Hupmo

bile is the costliest piece of pressed steel

construction used by any car of its class in

the world;

SPECIFICATIONS

“32” Touring Car or Roadster-$1050

# o. b. Detroit

Four-cylinder, long-stroke motor, 3%x 5%

inches; unit power plant. Selective type trans

mission, sliding gears. Center control. Full

floating rear axle. 106-inch wheel base. Tires

32 x3% Q. D. Rear shock absorber. Mag

neto rain shield.

Equipment—Rain vision ventilating wind

shield; mohair top with envelope; Hupmobile

Jiffy curtains; speedometer; cocoa mat in

tonneau; Prest-O-Lite; oil lamps; tools. Trim

mings, black and nickel.

"32” Touring Car or Roadster with

Westinghouse two unit electric genera

tor and starter; electric horn; oversize

tires, 33x4 inches; demountable rims,

one extra rim and tire carriers at rear.

$1200 f. o. b. Detroit.

That the Hupmobile long-stroke motor

will outpull any engine of its class in the

world;

That the Hupmobile pressed steel body

—designed by us and built by the builders

of Pullman cars—is the costliest body used

by any car of its class in the world;

That Hupmobile springs utilize a greater

tonnage of costly steel-more than 2,000 tons

—than any other car of its class in the world;

That Hupmobile bearings-Timken and

Hyatt—are the best in the world; one

whole Hyatt building being devoted to

Hupmobile bearings.

We repeat—for readiness; for rugged

ness; for smartness of style; for fine

ness of finish; for daily work on the

road; for extremest economy—we

believe this new Hupmobile to be the

best car of its class in the world.

Hupp Motor Car Company

1320 Milwaukee Avenue, Detroit, Michigan

The car of Thie Anvericar". Farrvils."
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YOUR HOME CANNOT RADIATE BEAUTY AND GOOD

CHEER, UNLESS THE FLOORS, DOORS ANDWOODWORK

ARE PERFECT IN FINISH –SANITARY, AND INVITING

We want to tell you about the marvelous improvement you

can effect in the appearance of your home, by means of-

EE: CA
FLOOR FINISH

ELASTICA is the one floor

varnish that will not only

beautify but protect your

floors against the hardest sort

of wear and tear.

ELASTICA is made specially

for floors - made to meet and

resist all the conditions to

which floors are subjected.

E LA ST I C A is equally

adapted to old or new floors,

hard wood or soft wood, lin

oleum or oilcloth. It is mar

proof, spot-proof, heel-proof

and “boy-proof.”

&%
THE PERFECT

White Enamel

There is no more pleasing,

satisfactory and sanitary finish

for every room in the house

than a beautiful white enamel

—provided this enamel is eas

ily and economically applied

and guaranteed to give long

and satisfactory service.

Because of its exquisitely

beautiful appearance and

enduring qualities, SATI

NETTE has for years been

specified by the country's

leading architectsand builders

for use in apartment houses,

private dwellings, hotels and

steamships.

S T A INS

KLEARTONE Stains are

ideally suited to the decora

tion of doors, woodwork and

other trim in the finest resi

dences, bungalows, camps

in fact to any sort of work

where the preservation of the

natural beauty and grain of

the wood is essential.

KLEARTONE Stains are de

manded by those who insist

on unquestioned and perma

nent beauty of effect through

the use of the highest grade

materials.

KLEARTONE Stains are

made in every desired color

for every known wood.

/hether you are considering the building of a new house or the renovating of an old

one, write us at once for complete free books, giving detailed information, full in

structions for use and samples of finished work produced by ELASTICA Floor

Finish, KLEARTONE Stains and SATINETTE /hite Enamel.

SIMMEDWARNISIWRKS
113 Front Street, San Francisco, Cal.

2620 Armour Ave., Chicago, Ill. Elm Park, Staten Island, N.Y.
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You can't

forget to

make a

- /
/ f * *

- * ,
-

-

This Gun can’t
/

OUR Gö weavíre until you want it. when Cocked

Y: * COLT is\aufomatically locked against accidental
discharge. Locks self. Doesn't depend on you to make

it st When yoy purposely pull the trigger—you auto

matically press in/the grip safety (see circle) and your

COLT shoots. That's why

|The Colt Automatic
Fires first shot first

You don't have to bother your head about “safety” devices

—you don’t have to even think—without one second's

hesitation you simply grab your COLT and shoot-quickly

—instantly.

The COLT is the finest steel watchdog—it rests safely as

far as you are concerned, but keeps its weather eye open

day and night, instantly ready for the other fellow.

Don’t be stalled off the COLT if you

want the best gun-it costs you no more.

Write for catalog 38 .

- coLT's PATENT FIRE ARMSMFG. Co., Hartford. Conn.

Bay “Colt” when you want a revolver

or pistol. That name stands for ster

ling quality in small firearms.

The Standard for 70 years.

Adop y

United States Government.
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“I Really Enjoy My Wife's

Little Dinners, Now”
And it's all because we've got a dandy new range. Do you know—for the

longest time I thought wife was losing the knack of her old-time good baking, when

it was all the fault of an old worn-out range with loose bolts and open cracks that

you could stick a knife into. No wonder wife had poor luck with everything she put

in the oven. Because we were saving the price of a new range, we thought we were

economizing—all a mistake, though-our new Great Majestic is easily earning its cost

in the fuel-saving alone—and such baking and roasting!

You see, the Majestic is put together with rivets so that its joints and seams are

practically air-tight—and they stay so forever. The body is lined with a thick sheet

of pure asbestos board-placed behind an open grate so you can see it.

This combination is the sole secret of the wonderful improvement in my

wife's baking and roasting-since we purchased a

,Great Majestic As
\

Malleable andR * @

Char"Coal IrOil &l 11 ©/s

4, A Perfect Baker-Saves Half Fuel ->

Don't Buy any Range Sight Unseen
Buying a range isn't an every day transaction. To be

absolutely sure of complete satisfaction—don't buy from print

ed descriptions—see the Great Majestic (dealer in nearly every

county in 40 states) compare it point for point with any % A

other range. Then you can buy intelligently and be sure of W.
a range that will last a lifetime. -

Outwears Three Ordinary Ranges

It is the only range made of malleable iron and charcoal

iron. Charcoal iron WON'T RUSTLIKE STEEL- Body lined With

malleable iron can't break. Pure Asbestos Board

All Copper Reservoir—Against Fire Box &

The reservoir is all copper and heats

through copper pocket, pressed from

one piece, setting against fire box.

Holds 15 gallons water. Just turn

lever—frame and reservoir are in

": stantly moved away from fire.

£eservoir Greatest Improvement

==Ever Put In Any Range

- —increasing strength and wear

of a Great Majestic more than 300

per cent at a point where other

ranges are weakest. See it.

Oden thermometer-accurate all

the time. All doors drop down
and form rigid shelves. en end

£h pan-ventilated ash pit-ash cup.
Best£ at and price. Like a

£a.

---

- - - | Shull'E
Reputation Your Kitchen

Any Majestic dealer can furn

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly

c

©
|

-

- =

waits, it!!!

M

I'll,
The Range W:

ish any size or style Majestic
Range with or without legs.

Write for booklet, “Range

Comparison."

Majestic Manufact’g Co.

Dept. 157 St. Louis, Mo.
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R.UBBER HEELS

50c. attached

At all dealers

*

Comfort-Safety—Durability

These three features have made Cat's Paw

Heels the popular choice of the public.

. You will never really experience complete rubber heel satisfac

tion until you wear Cat's Paw Cushion Rubber Heels.

You stride along steady and sure. Every They cost no

street pavement is like velvety turf. No fear of more, and the

slipping on wet sidewalks, pavements, or shiny name is easy

floors. No holes to track in mud and dirt. to remember.

The Foster Friction Plug– in the back part

of the heel— right where the wear comes– not

only prevents slipping – but makes Cat's Paw

Rubber Heels outwear the ordinary kind.

T0 the Retail Trade: : pays to give the

ublic what they want.

The majority want Cat's Paw Cushion

Rubber Heels. Order of your jobber today.

FOSTER RUBBER CO., 105 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

Originators and patentees of the Foster

Ariction Plug, which prevents slipping.

Z}/ ROGERS EROS',
-

J#/perŽe that Wears *:

-TÉe Old Colony

A design of marked individuality.

Sold by leading dealers.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., MERIDEN, CONN.

--so-o-o-o

The World's Largest Makers of Sterling Silver and Plate.

Send for

catalogue "K-44."
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What is a Burglar?
A degenerate—a cowardly, sick-minded

degenerate who prowls at night like a rat

—in bedrooms of women and children—

tense, cringing, always a deadly menace—

deadly as a poisonous snake or a mad dog.

The weakest sentimentalist attempts no

defense of the burglar—he is outside the

law—to destroy him is a stern duty to society.

|WER JOHNSON

£, REVOLVER

Peculiarly the weapon for home defense, for it is

accident-proof. You can “Hammer the Hammer.”

Because of its permanent-tension wire springs, it is

absolutely dependable-can lie for years inactive
|WER - -

Joh'on with no loss of efficiency.

: It is accurate, hard-hitting
BiCYCLES - -

MoTor- and smooth in action.
CYCLEs.

Send for Catalog A

$6.00 at Hardware and Sporting Goods Stores

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Works, 180 River St., Fitchburg, Mass,

New York, 99 Chambers Street Phil. B. Bekeart Co., 717 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

, “Arizona Special Plume”
Made in Phoenix, Arizona, the home of the ostrich feather

industry of America. The cut opposite illustrates our Arizona

#. a 20 inch£: No. 172. ice $12.00. A magnificent

ume. Every feather is selected with greatest care, using the extra

road handsome flues of the white feathers of the male bird. The

beautiful shape, the rich glossy wide fibre makes this the most

wonderful value ever offered in

Ostrich Plumes

We carry the largest stock in the Southwest of willows, Byrocks,

French curve, mounts, aigrettes, pom pons, boas and fans. Send

for illustrated booklet an price-list and compare our prices. Mail

orders solicited. Satisfaction or money refunded.

ARIZONA 0STRICH FARM, PHOENIX, ARIZONA

-
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Buy them if you want comfort

as well as strength

There is not much virtue in a sock that's '" strong

—you want style and foot comfort as well.

Bachelors' Friend socks are for men who are careful in

their dress, who are particular as to fit and appearance

and yet who would be sure of their

Money's Worth in Wear

They are sold at the same price as the usual guaranteed

hose, but their wearability is acquired by the quality of

yarns of which they are made and by careful reinforcing,

rather than the use of cheap, hard-twisted yarns that

are hard and uncomfortable to the foot.

Why buy any other kind when Bachelors' Friend

are priced and guaranteed just the same as other

guaranteed socks? Sizes 9's to 12's—guaranteed

fast dyes—all leading colors.

Box of 2 pairs, guaranteed # months | $1.00

-

/

- -- 3 -- -

- - 4. - - 4. 44 a. box

SPECIAL-Lightest weight guaranteed gauze

socks made—three pairs in a box, guaranteed

3 months, $1.00.

If not at your dealer's, order direct, at the

same time giving us your dealer's name

and address so that we can arrange

for your future wants.

Jos. Black & Sons Co.

York, Pa.
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An oil that maintains its

uniform body in all temperatures

and under all conditions, is one of

the first requirements of the motorist.

ZEROLENE
The Standard Oil for Motor Cars

Fulfills this requirement exactly. It does not thin out

in the sometimes intense heat of Arizona and Southern

California; yet its low cold test keeps it from becoming

heavy in the cooler climates of the Pacific Northwest.

ZEROLENE–The Carbon Proof Oil.

Sold by Dealers Everywhere.

Standard Oil Company
(CALIFORNIA)

San Francisco

-
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|

This “Liquid Granite” Floor Is Still Bright and Lustrous

Pittsburgh, Pa., March 4, 1913.

“Some 12 years ago the writer put down in his residence a hardwood floor and in

finishing it used Berry Brothers' Liquid Granite. Three years ago we decided to

refinish. A solution of soap, ammonia and warm water was used to prepare the floor:

We found the soap and water had no effect, on the varnish except to clean,and
brighten it. And we are now using the floor with the original finish of Berry Brothers'

Varnish and still find it superior to any finish we have ever seen,"

BERRYOTHERS

VARNISHES

An architect is one of

the severest varnish crit

ics. He insists on good

varnish-not only in his home,

but in the different buildings

he erects for clients.

Knowing good varnish is a necessary

part of the “know how” of his profession.

In the experience of George Hodgdon

and thousands of other architects and users

throughout the land, for thirty years

Berry Brothers' Liquid Granite has been

superior in durability, lustre and all

'round finishing value.

But it is not alone as floor finishes that

Berry Brothers' varnishes excel. They are

used for hundreds of different purposes.

George Hodgdon, Architect.

55 years of honest making

and honest service are back

of every Berry Brothers' pro

duct. Berry Brothers' label is

your guide to the varnish that

will serve you best.

Our service department is also at your

disposal to help you get the best varnish

for your needs.

Here are four of our principal products:

Liquid Granite-A floor varnish whose name

suggests its wonderful durability.

Luxeberry Wood Finish-For the finest rubbed

or polished finish on interior wood work.

Luxeberry White Enamel-For white interior

finishing. A white enamel that stays white.

Luxeberry Spar Varnish-For marine uses and
all kinds of exposed outdoor finishing. Never turns

white, checks nor cracks.

Use and# “Berry Brothers'”

varnish—for sale by nearly all dealers.

Write for interesting literature on the

varnish question.

Berry Brothers
World's Largest Varnish Makers

Factories:-Detroit; Walkerville, Ont.

(Incorporated) Established 1858

Branches:-New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

Baltimore, Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati, San Francisco
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Reach for

Your Salary? # Three generations

& of the Vose family have made the art of man
ufacturing the Vose Piano their life-work. For

63 years they have developed their instruments

with such honesty of construction and materials,

S: and with such skill, that the Vose Piano of to

day is the ideal Home Piano.

s: Delivered in wour home free of charge. Old instra

> ments taken as partial pa t in exchange.

* Time pa accepted. #-G#. handsome

*. book of the Vose Pianos. Sendfor it.

* WOSE & SONS PIANO CO. <

€. 168 Boylston Street Boston, Mass. £)

The hands at home are reach

ing for every man’s salary. *

You must advance to keep ahead of your

needs, and the only way to advance is, to keep

learning more and more about your work.

|

Thousands of men have risen to high

salaried positions through the aid of the Inter

national Correspondence Schools. You can

do the same.

- UnlimpedeemedPledges

Diamonds and Watches

Examine–IfSatisfied, Pay-IfNot,Return.

LA"We ship. Frivilege of Examination
Before£a diamond or other jewelry let us prove by

satisfied buyers the tremendous£ in our prices under

I- "##########*-*- - - - - - - - - - - - - ur argain Butletin e Winole ry-now as

| INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE schools'£
- - Cls, -- -

Box 851, SCRANTON, PA. ####":"#:' ' P -

| Explain, without any obligation on my part, how necessity*::: of which is a real reason back of the£
I can qualify for the position before which I mark X. low prices. Send for free copy of illustrated listings fully

Worthwhile Christmas Gifts

Salesmanship Civil Service On Which We Accept A Deposit For Later Delivery.

| #":# £ itin | No.246969. 1-3/16, 1/32kt.guaranteedgen
-. stating Supt. Stenography ypewr r - - anno itaire

Telephone Expert Window Trimming £: cut blue-white diamond soli

| Arellitect Show Card Writing

Building Contractor || Lettering andsign Painting

Arehitectural Draftsman Advertising

| Structural Engineer commereial illustratin

| Comerete Construction Industrial Design

-

Mark the coupon opposite the occupation

in which you want special training. Mail it

to the International Correspondence Schools.

They will send you full particulars.

Mechan. Engineer Commercial Law ite - - -

Meehanieal Draftsman Automobile Runnin #":#.'": ©

Civil Engineer English *:::fies Unredeemed Price,

Mine Superintendent Poultry Farming to believe, but............ 33.85
Stationary Engineer - Teacher Spanish No. 345%. Celebrated 21-jewel

Plumbing & 8team Fitting Arrieulture French Father Ti de Elgin railroa |

Gas Engines Chemi- German ££ justed. *#£ - -

year gold£ case. Prime new con- - -

dition. Try to match it at $40 to $45. Complete, $16 90
| N Unredeemed Price....................We pay ext "...

e Day ex

- - Money-Back Guarantee : ''':
| you in the examination. Your money back if any article
Present Employer- should not be perfectly satisfactory to you,even though ex

actly as represented. This guaranteeis backed by our #50,000

Street and No. - - capital. Sixty years in one location is proof ofour reliability.

i - Jos. DeRoy & Sons -

10.*-- - Smithfield Street 2410 DeRoy Bldg.,£ Pa.

- - - References, by permission, Farmers' sir Nation

at Bank, MarineNational Bank, Dun's, Bradstreet'
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[“Just can't keep

my hands out”
Neither could you if you knew how good

they were. Nothing more tempting and

delicious could be imagined than an open

box of

enok(\ocolates

To look at them fairly

makes your mouth

water, but

the proof

is in the

eating.

Thick,

rich

choc

o late,

covering

an exten

sive varietyof

- delicious centres

-nuts, fruits, jellies, nou

gat and creams. Each luscious

piece is a palate tickler, and

they're just as pure as they are

good. Made by America's lead

ing candy makers in kitchens of

ideal cleanliness.

Try a box today at your drug

gist's or confectioner's.
If

he hasn't them, send as one

dollar for handsome sample

- box of Lenox-assorted.
|

*/ 6- New England

} Confectionery Co.

Boston, Mass.

Makers of the famous line of

Necco Sweets.

-]

I)PREVENT

falling flair

CUTICURA

\apand[immil
DIRECTIONS: Make a parting and

rub gently with Cuticura Ointment.

Continue until whole scalp has been

gone over. The next morning sham

poo with Cuticura Soap and hot

water. Shampoos alone may be

used as often as agreeable, but once

or twice a month is generally suffi

cient to remove dandruff, allay irri

tation and prevent thin, falling hair

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are sold

throughout the world. Send post-card to nearest

depot for free sample of each with 32-page book:

Newbery, 27, Charterhouse Sq., London; R. Towns

& Co., Sydney, N. S. W.; Lennon, Ltd., Cape Town;

Muller, Maclean & Co., Calcutta and Bombay;

Potter Drug & Chem. Corp., Boston., U.S.A.

*Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura

Soap will find it best for skin and scalp.
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Suction C/oaner

It does its work just as well as $5oo to $600

built-in suction cleaners, yet costs much less

than any portable cleaner that even ap

proaches its power, size and efficiency.

It moves 80 cubic feet of air a minute at

| terrific speed, picking up everything from

the finest dust atoms to ravelings, lint, big

cuttings and heavy refuse that less efficient

cleaners cannot lift.

| It's the volume and speed of": that count

in gauging a cleaner's quality. The Bissell excels be

cause it has the most powerful motor ever put in a
rtable suction cleaner of£ near its lightness.

ts 134 inch hose has four times the suction space of

the usual 34 inch hose. It has an 80 foot circle of opera

tion from any lampsocket. Weighs only 33 lbs. Is easily

carried up and down stairs by any woman.

You don’t have to DRAG the Bissell. It runs lightly

beside the operator on large, rubber-shod wheels with

out conscious effort. It's not like pushing a heavy
motor on a stick.

You need not hesitate a moment in ordering by mail.
The name “Bissell” has stood for extraordinary effi

ciency in high grade electrical machinery for over

twenty years. We will pay the freight

and let you test this wonderful cleaner for

a month for a ridiculously small payment,

without any obligation on your part.

Decide leisurely—alone. Then you can

own it, if you wish, for

Only $1.75 Per Week

Practically unbreakable, it gives complete satisfaction

in the largest office buildings, churches, hotels,

theatres, restaurants, etc., as well as in private homes.

Write today. Ask about our Easy Payment Plan.

THE BISSELL MOTOR CO.

227 Huron St., Toledo, Ohio

Western Offices: 501 Market Street, San

Francisco; 608 So, Olive Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

NOTE: We have no connection whatever with the

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich.

po

furnished

.

Use Pebeco and keep

your teeth for life

D G B GCO

TOOTH PASTE

saves and cleans the teeth, because it overcomes the cause of

95% of all decay. It neutralizes the acids formed in almost

everyone's mouth by fermenting remnants of food, and ren

ders them so harmless that they cannot weaken the enamel.

By thus keeping intact this hard “armor plate" of the teeth,

Pebeco makes it impossible for the decay-germs to reach the

softer interior “dentine” and “pulp." So that the decay

germs have no chance to form the familiar “cavities," which

ordinarily grow larger and deeper till either your dentist fills

them or the entire tooth is destroyed.

Send for FREE 10-day Trial

Tube and Acid Test Papers

and prove by actual test that Pebeco preserves the teeth, as

well as beautifully whitens them, purifies the breath of all

odors and gives such a refreshing sensation that its use is a

distinct pleasure.

Pebeco originated in the hygienic laboratories of P. Beiers

dorf & Co., Hamburg, Germany, and is sold everywhere

in extra-large tubes.

LEHN & FINK, Manufacturing Chemists

Producers of Lehn & Fink's Riveris Talcum

155 William Street New York

-"
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GLASTENBURY
HEALTH UNDERWEAR

FOR MEN

. Perfect fit, unshrinkable quality, superior workmanship and the
highest# materials o.otainable have made GLASTENBURY the

popular TWO-PIECE FLAT KNIT UNDERWEAR for over half a century.

#####" is shaped to the figure and GUARANTEED NOT TO

Look for our trade-marks; they guarantee longest wear and

absolute satisfaction.

GLASTENBURY affords protection against sudden chills, colds,

pneumonia and rheumatism.

Costs 60% less than imported goods of same quality.

No dye stuff used in our natural grays.

Made in fifteen grades; Light, Medium and Heavy Weights, of

fine Wool and Worsted.

Ask your dealer to show you some of the following numbers:

3005 Natural Gray Wool Winter Weight (double thread). . . . . . . at $1.75

We make a Special Feature of ADJUSTABLE DRAWER BANDS on

CG Natural Gray Worsted, lightweight ......................at 1.50

A Natural Gray Australian Lamb's Wool,light weight ... . . . . . at 1.75

W/W Natural Gray Worsted, medium weight..................at 1.50

G/A Natural Gray Worsted, medium weight............... ... at 2.00

H/20 Natural Gray Australian Lamb's Wool, winter weight.... at 2.50

For sale£ dealers., Write for our booklet and sample cut

tings. They are yours for the asking. Dept. 24.

Glastonbury Knitting Co., Glastonbury, Conn.

The hardest hit

ting and most

accurate rifle for

small game and

target shooting.

Model 20, $11.50

Model 29, $8.50

Pump

Action .22 Repeating Rifle

The deep Ballard target rifling is the reason

it develops maximum power and adds years to

the rifle's life. Ask us about Ballard rifling.

Other equally important advantages, too, make the

Zzzyżn the most desirable of all repeating rifles.

Has fewer and stronger parts than any other re

peater. Takes down easily; simple to clean; you can

look through the barrel-it cleans from both ends.

Handles all .22 long, .22 short and .22 long rifle

ZŽe ZZzZa/Zreazs Co. ---.

cartridges without adjustment. 15 shots at one

loading. Model 20 with Full Magazine, 25 shots.

Solid Steel Top protects your face and eyes

against injury from defective cartridges, from

shells, powder and gases.

Side Ejection throws shells away to the side,

never up across your line of sight.

Send 3c postage for gun catalog, showing all

the Zzza Repeaters, Rifles and Shotguns.

5 Willow St., New Haven, Conn.
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| Y' ideas of style and your ideals

of quality meet in

J(arinette
G60 Aristocrato/KnittedCoats

for Mon.Women and Childron

They’re away from the same old, tame old, lame old
- - *

sweater coats’’ of commerce and commonness. A
- - - - - - -

AMarinette” has the aspect aristocratic-it lifts
- - -

* >

you above "the look-alike many.

Pure worsted-knitted to shape-full fashioned—soft and

elastic-hand-finished – everlastingly shape-keeping.

Four hundred separate styles for men, women and children

retailing from $3 to $15 at all best shops. Silk Coats, $20

to $75. Send a postcard for the name of a dealer near you

and for our fascinating Book "M.”

**** Marinette

<\\
- - - - -

23' * Knitting Mills,

- Marinette, Wis.

| ||

F. : : TT = \
*Q. | 1 || 1 || || 1 || " " " " " -

.*&######:--> N

A PLAYTHING OF THE GODS

By Carl Gray

A TALE OF OLD CALIFORNIA

A historic romance of the early days of

California, simply and beautifully told

"You loiter along its placid English, till you, like its£
people, fall into dreams of golden days.”-Boston Herald.

Illustrated; Cloth; 8 vo; $1.25 net; by mail $1.35

SHERMAN, FRENCH & COMPANY, Publishers

No. 6 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts |
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Two Weeks Free Trial

Get a Genuine “BLUE RIDGE”

|- Protect your furs and woolens

- against Moths, Mice and Insects.

No dampness no dust. This highly ornamental “BLUE RIDGE”

Red, Cedar, Chest, 19' x 40 x 15 inches, in either polished or

hand rubbed finish, $16.50. Made of selected, well seasoned

Southern Red Cedar. Will last a life time. Just the thing for

wedding, birthday or other gifts. Order direct from factory. We

prepay the freight east of Mississippi River. Remit by Certified

Check, P. O. or Express Money Order. We will allow you Two

Weeks Free Trial; if chest is not as represented, return at our

expense. Special prices to, those who wish to buy on monthly

£ Catalogue describing chests of all styles and prices sent

ree upon request. Send today.

BLUE RIDGE, RED CEDAR CO., Dept. S., Reidsville, N.C.

And 1654-56 Long Beach Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.

[the Best Business Card"
for your use and for any man's use who desires the distinction of

attention tolittle things is the Peerless Patent Book Form Card.

It will get close and careful scrutiny, and that means an au

dience with mostfavorable attitude of mind fromyour prospect.

Peerless Patent Book Form Cards
OUR

not only save fifty percent of your cards,
but they are always together and SMART

get-at-able when you want to CARDS

hand one out. They are

always clean, per

fectly flat and every

edge is smooth and

perfect,

Send for a sample

and detach the cards

one by one and see for

IN CASE

yourself. - -

Send today. - --- - -

The John B. Wiggins Company

Some Mornieracturers

Engravers, Die Embossers, Plate Printers

U74-76 East Adams Street Chicago–

“Can take a pound a day off a pa

tient, or put it on. Other systems may

temporarily alleviate, but this is sure

and permanent.”-N. Y. Surt, Aug.,

1891. Send for Lecture “Great Subject

of Fat.'"

No Hard Work.No Dieting.

DR. JOHN WILSON GiBBS’ TREATMENT

For the Permanent Reduction of Obesity

II.irmless and Positive. No FAILURE. Your reduction is assured-reduce

to stay. One month's treatment, $5.00. Mail, or office, 1370 Broadway,

New York. A PERMANENT REDUCTION GUARANTEED,

“The cure is positive and permanent.' '-N. Y. Herald, July 9, 1893.

“On Obesity, Dr. Gibbs is the recognized authority.”-N. P. World.

Genuine PRIESTLY or GOODYEAR Quality

Far better material, fit, finish and style than can

be had elsewhere at double our prices.

Tailored to Your Order

Just as You Would Like It

Direct f

M:W'rer $10. to $18.

No Deposit—We Prepay All Charges

! If it is not the very biggest raincoat value you ever

saw—or if it is not wholly satisfactory—don't pay

: for it. We deliver and prepay all charges. Write for

our line of samples, latest models and simple measure

| | blank without obligation.

| ENGLISH RAINCOAT TAILoRs Co.

Suite G 500 Fifth Ave. New York

is strong, calm nerves
that can withstand the

numerous distractions

incident to present-day liv

ing. But in spite of utmost

care, nervous troubles often

become manifest—then

it's time to begin the use of

Påb.St EXtract

The Best Tomic

a food as well as a tonic. It calms

and strengthens the nerves, aids ||

digestion, enriches the blood |

and gives vigor to every part of

the body. Best of all, it insures |

s: quiet, peaceful sleep

which is so essential in

\ overcoming nervousness.

| Order a 0078m from Your Druggist

- N Insist Upon It Being “Pabst”

| | ||

..

&\ FREE booklet, “Health Darts,”

tells all uses and benefits of Pabst

Extract. Write for it.

Pabst Extract Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.
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GUMFORT Sportsman’s

# / First Essential

Feet Stand Hardest Knocks. Protect them with

WITCH-ELK BOOTS

Lightest, easiest boot made. All heights for men and women.

Ask Dealer to order pair or write for Catalog “S.

WE MAKE A STRONG LINE OF GOLF, TENNIS

AND YACHTING SHOES

2 WITCHELL. SHELL BOMPANY Detroit, Mich.

E.
IHE

£NPLAYING CARDs
- - CLUB INDEXES

CARD GAMES £ ForGeneral Play

GULD EDGES

-

*"

For Social Play NORS:[Hoyle up-to-date

Dainty, beautiful art backs ££0 SENDI5C IN STAMPS// - Millions of Players in all

in full color. Many new 606 - . parts of the world use

designs now ready. See - - #| || - Bicycle Cards because of

them at your dealer's. ** ' [atul GRDS their matchless qualities.

Air-Cushion Finish A: Ivory or Air-Cushion Finish

- |> a month

ZDIAMONDSON CREDIT
Buying a high grade Diamond is saving money, not

spending it. The “Lyon Method” makes it easy for you

to save. Lyon Diamonds are Blue-white and perfect. A

written Guarantee Certificate with each Diamond. All

goods sent prepaid for inspection. No security required.

Write now for Catalog No. 68. 10% discount for cash.

C J. M. Lyon & Co., ''':*

Sign your name and address across the top of this page and we

will send you five full-colored pictures of room interiors. Address

Dept. 35. These show the effectiveness of the various styles of

9lobc Warmicke Sectional Bookcases

These pictures are mounted on easels and will prove useful to you in£ your

library. In all probability there is a Globe-Wernicke dealer very near to your home.

-> If so, he will gladly show you the Globe-Wernickeline. However if we are not repre
sented in your locality we will ship goods on approval,

freight prepaid.

Thc Slobo Wormicko Co.

Makers of Sectional Bookcases & Filing Cabinets

CINCINNATI

Branch Stores: Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Chicago,
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“Let’s Have Fish Today”
Creamed codfish with baked£ is delightful for

breakfast, luncheon or dinner. Be sure to use

BURNHAM & MORRILL

FISH FLAKES

the savory, flavory, fresh product-choice codfish or

haddock that tastes just right-and is just right. When

you remove the ready cooked, perfectly seasoned con

tents from its sanitary parchment-lined container you

know it will have exactly the sea taste you want.

se it in dozens of different ways-creamed fish, fish

hash, fish balls, curry, souffle chowder, etc. Nothing

but flakes of choicest fish.

If not at your grocers, send his name and a 2c stamp

for sample and book of recipes, "Good Eating.”

BURNHAM & MORRILL CO.

1.O. Water St. Portland, Maine

(Amateur Comet Players'
SHOULD ALWAYS USE

Professional

Cornets

There's a big tone difference—ask any Band Master.

Write for our 40 per cent saving offer. American

Professional Cornets mean to you a $50 quality Cornet

for $30—other instruments similar proportion and

quality.

Particularly want to hear from Band Masters and

Teachers. They will learn something to their advantage.

Easy terms if desired.

LYON & HEALY, 29-49 E. Adams St., Chicago

\- World’s Largest Music House –

Freeman’s

Face

Powder

Our Guarantee

If you are not

delighted with

it after using -

half a box, your * -

dealer will return you."

money. Write for sam

ples to test.

Freeman Perfume Co.,

Dept. 75, Cincinnati, O.

Záiftemore3
ASPhoe Polishes

Largest Variety

***

#NE'in's .

*

Also clf ans

All ARTICuts want

"Millf(AMWA;
*"Off Beos

& Co.

*E*.*.*.*.*...* a

*** *

"IMDR BROS Acal

**"…
|

“GILT EDGE,” the only ladies shoe dressing that positively

contains OIL. Blacks and Polishes ladies and children's and

shoes, shines without rubbing, 25c. “French Gloss,” 10c.

“STAR” combination for cleaning and polishing all kinds of russet

or tan shoes, 10c. “Dandy” size, 25c.

“QUICKWHITE” (in liquid form with sponge) quickly

cleans and whitens dirty canvas shoes, 10c. and 25c.

“ALBO’’ cleans and whitens canvas shoes. In round

white cakes packed in zinc-tin boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handsome,

large aluminum boxes, with sponge, 25c.

If your dealer does not keep the kind you want, send us the price in

stamps for a full size package, charges paid.

WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.

20-26 Albany St., Cambridge, Mass.

The Oldest and Largest Maniofacturers of

Shoe Polishes in the World

# MENTHOLATED PINE PILLOW

AND ENJOY PERFECT H EALTH

* Healing properties of Balsam Pine and Menthol reach

every part of nose, throat and lungs. Recommended

by doctors in treatment hay-fever, asthma, catarrh

throat, lung and nervous troubles. 14x17x4%in.

Price $2. Order to-day; money back

* after one week's trial if you wantit.

Booklet free.

MENTHOLATED PINE

Pillow Co.

MS 23 Fourth Ave.

, Carnegie,

AUTUMN*S MIRROR

reflects the pleasures of Summer, as Nature in trium

phant beauty prepares for

Winter. LABLACHE retains

and restores that delicate

touch of refinement, a fair

complexion, which qual

ifies for social favor

and preferment.

Refuse Jubstitutes

They may be dangerous. Flesh,

White, Pink or Cream, 50c a box

of druggists or by mail. Over

two million boxes sold annually. W.

Send 10c. for a sample bór, W.

BEN. LEVY CO.

French Perfumers. Dept. 32 -

125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass.
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Add a Tea

Spoonful to a

Cup of Salad

Dressing.

An Appetizer.

LEA & PERRINS

SAUCE

T H E O RIG | NAL WORC E ST ER SH 1 RE

Have a bottle on the table as

well as in the kitchen. Once

used, the whole family will

have it.

An indispensable relish for Soups, Fish,

Roasts, Steaks,Game,Graviesand Chafing

Dish Cooking. Sold by Grocers Everywhere.

-

*
*

0 Best Revolver

| | A and Gun Oil

- Unless your revolver is in
smoothworkingorder when

voir want it...you will be likely to regretthat fact

as long as you live. NYOIL contains no acid

revents rast, will not gun or chii.
-

utyour weapon away in NYOILand you

can catch it up a year later in perfectcon

fidence. Askany hardware or sporting

goods dealer for NYoil. rge

bottle (cheaper to buy) 25c., trial
size, 10c ake it with you when

you go gunning, fishing, bi

cycling, motoring. -

WM. F. NYE

# %.

*::=>
-

E: * -

CA. L I FC R N I A

G LACE fRUITø.
for fifty Years the favorite Souvenir from California ||

A delightful gift for the Holidays. -

The most delicious confertion you ever ate. Choicest

of California fruits candied in a way that makes their

eating a treat.

Apriots - Peaches 0ranges--Pears-Cherries—Prunes

Order a trial pound today. Put up in a pretty hand

painted "...,x, itself a • *-iyenir of the Gol-len State.

A 1, ar 1 pound the world around $1 a for a full

point *" i.e., " I anywhere. Order a box today –

you ll or ler more.

|- TOWNSEND’S *

NBEST IN THE WORLD!"

#

=|JSUF FINE

|%TW'FURNITURE

Time and use mar and scar the delicate finish of pianos,

china cabinets, dining table, chairs and all other varnished

or veneered surfaces.

3-in-One quickly obliterates time's footprints and

renews the new, bright finish. No doubt about it. No

work about it. Simply wring out cloth in cold water and

apply a few drops of 3-in-One. Go over furniture as though

washing. Then rub with dry cloth. That will make your

furniture "look like new”. No furniture polish on earth

will do as much for as little work or as little money.

3-in-Cne contains no acid or grease to injure clothing.

It's free from all varnish odors.

Household size, 8-oz. bottle, 50 cts; 3-oz., 25 cts; trial

size, 10 cts. All stores.

FREE-Send for generous sample and “the new way”

to polish furniture.

3-in-One Oil Co.,

SECURED OR FEE

PAT E. N T RETURNED. Send sketch

for free search of Patent Office Records, how To obtaix a

33 Broadway, New York

PATENT and WHAT TO INVENT with List of Inventions wanted

and Prizes offered for inventions sent free. Patents advertised FRE. E

WANTEP.NEw inFAS: Send for our list of Patent Buyers.

VICTOR J. EVANS & Co., WASHINGToN, D. C.

Shirley Feel better, look better,

PrGesident fit better, wear better

Suspenders

55 GRANT AVENUE

San Francisco, Cal.

“Satisfaction or money back.”

Be sure “SHIRLEY PRESIDENT" is on buckles

The C. A. Edgarton Mig. Co., Shirley, Mass.

'#
-

SHOWCASES, SODA FOUNTAIN

BANK, STORE AND OFFICE FIXTURES

COMMERCIAL FURNITURE

FACTORY AND GENERAL or Fic Es

sEND FoR cataloa LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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Get the good Out of living-take

the Work Out of housekeeping

Instead of spending many tiresome hours each day to keep the house in order why

not live in a house that keeps clean in one-tenth the time that you employ with an

ordinary home? Why not£ in a house that is so built that it cannot be other

than clean and sanitary? Why not live in a house where you always have pure

fresh air, is free from drafts and where you can realize the health giving effects of

being close to nature? This sort of life is yours if you live in a

A Cozy Kenyon Interior

Kenyon Take-Down House

the wonderful house which may be constructed in a few hours by simply putting the parts together. Each h - - -

screened windows, storm blinds and ventilated gables let in: proper£'££''££

are all hardwood, polished, and the rooms in each house are planned so as to suit the needs of your family. Kenyon houses are

Built in Sizes of One to Eight Rooms

so no matter whether you are a family of two desiring a small house or a large family requiring the largest Your

needs will be fully taken care of by the elastic Kenyon construction.£:£ aS£ part

is scientifically treated before being sent to you, Kenyon Houses may be placed anywhere and have their own

foundation, No£ no tools, no skilled labor required to put them up. You can erect one in a few

hours. . They will resist al kinds of weather conditions and storms, and present an ideal way of living, of

permitting you to enjoy the clean atmosphere, and the true comforts of an ideal home.

Kenyen'sbigcatalog, a beautifulillustrated bookin colors, will be sent toyou

free upon request. It shows how Kenyon Houses are making thousands of

families happy. Send for it and it will open your eyes to a new and better

way of living, for in these houses housework is just like play.

Houses carried in stock by Kenyon-Pacific Co., 601 First Nat'l

Bank Bldg., San Francisco, Cal. Lowe 8 Company, 2888

Wall Street, Vancouver, B.C.

R. L. KENYON COMPANY

537 Albert St., Waukesha, Wis.

GETTHEMONEY:
I teach practically, thoroughly, rapidly. Sample lesson and

details 6c. A. HAMILTON, Box 361, Chicago.

Picture-Casino Monte 27 Quartered

Carlo in Full Operation $ Oak

£
54-in. Standard

greatest resort for games of chance. You don't have

to spend $300 to see it. Send 25c stamps or money

Shipped on
order. Showing the room in full operation, Roulette Approval

tables, cut glass chandeliers, anels '' '' •

solid gold, etc., costing $500,000. Also showing I h K d th t L t
beautiful gowned men and women in Louis XIV e III al aS S

costume participating in'#'#£w# © •

16x22, ready for framing. . T. Snyder, 10 ... 10t L f I
St., Los Angeles, Cal. al I e IIIle

Isn't that the furniture you are looking for particularly

- -
swhen it means an unlimited selection of the world

best market and a big saving in dollars and cents?

This is what Quality furniture offers. It is sold direct

to you from the Quality factory at the wholesale

factory price. Send for our new

Arts and Crafts Furniture

Free Catalogue

- - -
All furniture is shipped at our risk, for your approval. Save

- -
Can Be Erased If not completely satisfied return D:".

LINES can be erased by the use of the to us. We pay all expenses. Profit

- -
"rite for thi a'ity Cata

B. & P. Wrinkle Eradicators #,£"####
FROWNERS are for the lines between the eyes time and "totely.

and on the forehead: "#. one took old

Applied at night. Both are put up in - •

# 'an.' 1.00 boxes, including booklet on Quality Furniture Co. -

the care of the face. Sold at drug and depart- (Formerly Grand Rapids :

ment stores. If your dealer cannot supply you, Furniture Mfg. Co.)

we will by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price. $8.25 - -

B. & P.co. (two womeN), 1790 E. 68th St. CLEVELAND, 0. 11 14 Quality Building, Grand Rapids, Mich.
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DIAMONDS-WATCHES ca'r
MEN's 12 SIZE THINMODEL WATCH, 17 JEWELS, ADIUSTED,

ILLINOIS, ELGIN, HAMPDEN,

Warranted accurate.

or WALTHAM

Finest gold strata case, guar

anteed 25 years; engraved, engine turned

polished or your monogram engray

movement.

lain

#EE"#####
centof all men's watches sold today are these neat open

face Thin Models.
- At our Special Sale price of $18.95,

with monogram engraved free, this watc -has no “run

ning mate”in the world. Sent all charges#IA on

|30 AYS FREE AL

THEN $2.00 A MONTH#:
These Diamond Rings are the famous Loftis."

- - old mounti

Kpense.

Perfec

Finest pure white diamonds.---

#":":
£:

alog.containing -

etc. It tells all

. Sent prepaid on approval. Write

illustra -

about our easy credit plan.

or freeCat

of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry

Representatives wanted.

LOFTIS BROS. & Co., Diamond Merchants,

Dept. E.966 100 to 108 N. State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Branch Stores: Pittsburgh, Pa., and St. Louis, Mo.
Guaranteed 25 Years

T. H. E. R. 1 P E O L I V E S UP P L Y

will probably never catch up with the demand. Packers, will now make

ten year contracts for fruit at big prices. Ideal soil and climatic condi

tions at Ducor, San Joaquin Valley, Cal. Drop us a card and let us tell

# of the opportunities in this business. Harvey & North Co.,711 Story

uilding, Los Angeles, Cal.

THE BOYS MAGAZINEFREE:
* and addresses of 5

boys (from 8 to 18 years old) and we'll send you a copy of this

splendid magazine FREE. Great stories-beautiful illustra

tions-handsome covers in colors. Edited by WALTERCAMP.

Departments devoted to Electricity, Mechanics, Athletics,

Photography, Boy Scouts, Carpentry, Stamps and Coins.

THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO., 267 Main St.,Smethport, Pa.

Employer

we can furnish you with all the help you

may need.

Employee

we can furnish you with the position you

are looking for.

That’s All

MURRAY & READY

LEADING EMPLOYMENT AND LABORAGENTS

782, 784 and 786 Howard Street

Between 3rd and 4th Streets

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BRANCHES;

2nd and Main Streets. . . . . . . . - -

7th Street and Broadway . . . . Oakland, Cal.

2nd and H Streets. . . . . . . . . ... Sacramento, Cal.

528 Jackson Street. . . . . . . . . . . . . San Francisco, Cal.

121 Marchesault St. (Mexican Office)

Los Angeles, Cal.

..I Os A.ngeles, Cal.

ALL MAKES! ALL STYLES! ALL PRICES!

Our guarantee for service and condition-strong as the original

maker's-gees with every machine. You take no risk for we are

the oldestrnd largest rebuilt typewriter concern in the world. Our

“Factory Rebuilt': are selected machines of all

makes, honestly and thoroughly reconstructed from top to bottom.

You Can Save

$25 to $50

- On the original makers' list

be sure of getting a machine that will be

perfect in quality, condition and looks, and serviceable and efficient

in every way, our “Trade Mark" rantees for one

year against any defect in workmanship or material

arest branch store.

NY

ces and

Write for catalogue and address of ne

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE COMPA

345 Broadway, New York lies. Spring si l-Aurel

Largest Builders of -

2-cycle Motors in the H.P. with

World. Over 1000 Outfit readyto install

responsible dealers. ALSO - to 36 H. P.

Guaranteed by a big responsible concern. Write for bir

catalog-rel/s and shows you all about these high-grade

motors and how they are made.

GRAY MOTORCO., 10.108 Gray Motor Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

$82Saving onNewTypewriter
As a result of remarkable invention, a modernstandard£
typewriter is now being built in the Elliot-Fisher£: hine

actory, with* 2-0# Other machines havo 1700 to 3700.

This typewriter-The BennETT PortA

ounces, andcanbereadily carried in grip orpocket. It's

wonderful simplicity enables us to sellit for 818. Sold

on money-back-unless-satisfied-guaranty. Over 26,

in daily use. WRITEFORCATALOG and agentsterms, in U.S.A.

A.S.W. BENNETTTYPEWRITERC0.,366Broadway,N.Y.
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W. &. J. SLOANE

SAN FRANCISCO

Northern California Distributors

Originality and good taste

are especially noticeable in

furnishing ahome,therefore

extreme care should be ex

ercised in selecting your

furniture.

Grass Furniture

Original—exclusive de

signs; Made to wear a life

time—it harmonizes per

fectly with the decorations

of any period. It fills the

desire for a high class

attractive furniture at mod

erate COSt.

Ask your dealer for CREX

New booklet:

No. 277, Artistic Home Furnishings,

sent free, on request

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.

Sole Manufacturers

Glendale, Long Island,

New York

CALIFORNIA FURNITURE CO.

LOS ANGELES

Southern California Distributors

With

%z5%zz
The Pneumatic Dress Form

The most elaborate gown may be

ordered, and completed without a single

try-on.

With Pneu Form you can make your

own clothes, or simply select the pattern,

fabrics and the trimmings for your

gowns, send Pneu Form to your dress

maker and she will do all the rest.

Pneu Form reproduces your exact

figure in minutest detail when inflated

inside your fitted waist and hip lining.

One Pneumatic form serves for the

dressmaking needs of all the family.

The Standard Rod adjusts to correct

skirt length.

When not in use the small

box base holds it all.

Pneu Form is the greatest

saver of time, muscles, nerves

and money, since the invention

of the Sewing machine.

write for booklet, “It's You,”

which gives full descriptions, uses and

price of Pneu Form.

The Pneumatic Dress Form

Company

557 Fifth Ave., Near 46th St., New York City
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The YAL Way

of closing doors
Doors have been in use

for centuries and people

have not yet learned to

close them.

But you need not suffer

from draughts, dust, noises,

odors £ other annoy

ances because people for

et. Just equip those

oors of yours with Yale

Door Checks.

The Yale is a spring without a slam.

It closes a door quietly, but positively

a quick swing to the closing point,

then a steady, relentless push until the

door latches.

Any hardware dealer has the proper

sizes for all doors or can obtain them for

you promptly. There is a bright little

story about Yale Door Checks called

"The QuietLife."Let usmail you acopy.

The Yale & Towne Mfg Co.

Makers of CYALED Products

9 East 40th Street, New York City
Chicago San Francisco

74 East Randolph Street 134 Rialto Building

CANAD1ANYALE& TownE LIMITED: St. Catharines, Can.

------------>

Send for the

“Nightie Book”
Tells all about the new

health sleepingware.

For those who would ban

ish the dangers of stuffy bed

rooms and let in the fresh air.

BR!'Prets" atR

SLEEPING

A wonderful assortment of

beautifully made

Nightgowns, Nightshirts,

Pajamas and Sleepers

for people who care. Made of a specially

warm and , soft material. Durable –

practical—the very utmost in comfort.

Special Fresh Air Features

Our book explains everything. Tells

how you can see your size or style
without remittance or inconvenience.

If your dealer can't, show you the

line we will fix it so he can. Write

for book today. Address Dept. 61.

H. B. GLOWER CO., Dubuque, Iowa

&######==

#|
FOR YOUR

• SPARE TIME

-

&

*o-vin |

|

Hundreds ofour

sure you can do it. Such a thing as failure is

utterly impossible with our new and complete

outfit which we send#: charges prepaid.

Our fine line of stylish, well made, carefully fin

ished clothes, guaranteed fit-beats everythin
ever offered. Lowest prices, ouroutfit ismagnif

icent-our-styles and fashions simply wonderful

Strong selling plans that bring the orders and

Big Money for you every week, in hard cash. I

Pants $33: Suits $93:

e

their spare#": are beatingthatand are

getting their own clothes FREE. We are dead |

|\|

- ||

Can you beat it? Be a PROGRESS agent, Earn V
$5 to $10 a day in your spare time while doin

otherwork. Send no money. Everything is FR

No experience necessary. Get the Outfit, order W.

blanks, stationery, tape-lineand£: W
to start you in a Big Money:* usiness of |

our own. Write, today. Be ready for the largest | |
all business ever known. Land the early |
n bunches. <>||

ProgressTailoringCo., Dept. 620, chicago - L
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Stylishshoe Thatfit
Fashion's best models, an extraordinary

wearing quality, and best of all, a super

lative fitting quality, are embodied in

UTZ&DUNN CO
Shoes for Women

Every normal foot enjoys these shoes because our

experts test every model upon actual normal feet. Then

with the finest materials and everlasting caution they

make up shoes that hold their shape indefinitely. For

more than thirty years, this desire to excel has gained for

us a natural reputation for perfect fit and lasting wear.

Utz & Dunn Co. Shoes are sold at $3.50 to $5.00. Dr. Edison

Cushion Shoes are priced at $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00.

Write for our new book—“The Feet of An Active Woman.”

UTZ & DUNN CO., 216 Canal St., Rochester, N.Y.

Makers of High Grade Footwear for Women, Misses and Children.

Capacity, 8000 pairs daily.

*

-
-

*-

-

“For women with sensitive feet,” we recommend

one of our specialties -the

Dr. Edison Cushion Shoe

In addition to its correct style, the insole of wool felt

makes this “the easiest shoe for women.”

-

D

H. -

|
-

D.E.E.T.:

'':**

-

NEW STYLE BOOK-FREE

mustrating LIMBERT's Holland Dutch ARTS & CRAFTS FURNITURE. the

result of painstaking handiwork of Dutch Artists and Craftsmen whose inborn

skin as cabinet-makers is recognized all over the world. LIMBERT FURNI

ture is artistically beautiful, built of solid white Oak, richly upholstered in

leather, and constructed to serve and give lasting satisfaction to several gener

ations.

The above TRADE-MARK is BRANDED INTO EVERY PIECE. The"Style Book

also shows several arts & crafts interiors in colors, write for it today, and visit

the Associate distributor nearest you as insted here--They all handle LIMBERTS

ARTS & CRAFTS FURNITURE.

Dep't TCHARLES P. LIMBERT COMPANY

GRAND RAPIDs. McHIGAN
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Aberdeen, Wash

bellingham, Wash

Billings, Mont.

Boise, Idaho

Colorado Springs, Colo

Everett, Wash

Great Falls, Mont

Idaho Falls, Idaho

Kalispell, Mont.

Lewistown, Mont.

Logan, Utah

Los Angeles, Cal

Missoula, Mont

No. Yakima, Wash

Oakland, Cal.

Ogden, Utah

Phoenix, Ariz,

Pocatello, Idaho

Portland, Ore.

Pueblo, Colo.

Salt Lake City, Utah

San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle, Wash

Spokane Wash

Tacoma, Wash

Twin Falls, Idaho

Walla Walla, Wash

LINA B E RT/P:

J. J. Kaufman Co.

B. B. Furniture Co.

Geo. Setzler

Standard furniture Co.

C. W. Daniels H. F. Co.

Barron Furniture Co.

Strain Bros.

Dinwoodey Furniture Co.

Robinson Furniture Co.

Power Mercantile Co.

Spande Furniture Co.

A. Hamberger & Sons

Missoula Mercantile Co.

Coffin-Rundstrom Furn, Co

Jackson Furniture Co.

Ogden Furniture & Cpt. Co.

Dorris-Heyman Furniture Co.

Gate City Furniture Co.

Henry Jenning & Sons

Dean-Creel Furniture Co.

Greenewald Furniture Co.

Jos. Fredericks & Co.

Standard Furniture Co.

Spokane Dry Goods Co.

Stone-Fisher Co.

Ostrander & Co

Whitehouse-Drumheller Co.
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A complete finish and polish -

for all wood-floors, wood.

work and furniture.

Johnson’s

Wood Dye

In 17 shades—for

the artistic color

ing of all wood

soft and hard.

Use the coupon

for trial packages

and FREE In

struction Book,

“THEPROPER

TREAT. "

MENT OF

FLOORS,

WOOD

WORK

AND

FURNITURE”

PRESENT THIS COUPON TO YOUR DEALER IN PAINTS

S. C. Johnson 45c-Value FREE-45c

& Son To Paint, Hardware or Drug Dealer: Furnish the

bearer, free of all expense, with

“The Wood Finishing 1-25c Instruction Book

- Authorities” 1-10c Bottle Johnson's Wood Dye

1-10c Can Johnson's Prepared Wax

Racine, Wisconsin S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.

(Must be presented by an adult.) S10

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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[M'V'NA

CREAM

“The One Reliable |
Beautifier”

Banishes Freckles, Sunburn,

Pimples, Ringworm and all

imperfections of the skin

and prevents wrinkles.

Does not MERELY COVER

UP but ERAdicates them.

Malvina Lorion and

Ichthyol SoAP should be

used in connection with MAL

vina CREAM. At all:
sent tpaid on receipt of price.

c:: Lotion, 50c: ; Soap, 25c.

send for testimonials.

"Prof.i. Hubert, Toledo.o. )

Zo->roza wazar roaqvo"

#2 How to £vetop
VITALITY ENERGY, ENDURANCE,

- NERVESTRENGTH.MUSCULARSTRENGTH

PERFECT PHYSIQUE *

My FREE BOOKS, “The ‘Whys' of Exercise"
and "The first and Last Law of Physical

culture,” tell you, if you are weak or underdevel

oped, how to grow strong; if strong, how to grow

stronger. They explain how to develop lungs and

muscle, the strong heart and vigorous digestion-in

short, how to improve health and strength internally

as well as externally. Send TO-DAY-NOW-for

these FREE BOOKS. Enclose 4c in stamps to

cover postage.

,'':NewYork CityPROF. H. W.TITU

HARTSHORN

SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of

Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get "Improved,” no tacks required.

Wood Rollers - Tin Rollers |

BIG MONEY" ":We have paid thousands of dol

Experience not necessary.

lars to amateur song writers.

us your song poems or melodies today for free examination.

Write for free particulars or send

A. teed if available. Big Song Writer's Magazine,

£ '', book and valuable advice all free.

Dugdale Co., 183 Dugdale Bldg., Washington, D.C.

|

| |

|
|

|

are first choice amongwomen

who seek modern dress ele

gance. They insure the fit of

a gown by holding placket

and seam smoothly in place.

Firm and don’t work loose.

Strong, yet easy to fasten.

Look for the name "Peet’s’’

on every envelope.

PEET BROTHERS, Philadelphia, Pa.

| |M

||||||\m:

Practical Bungalows

*S*m

Homes of the Golden West

-particularly the small houses (on large lots)—are de
signed to satisfy the requirements of people who are used

to and must have modern conveniences and comforts.

The steps from inexpensive homes to the palatial styles

are gradual and run thru an amazing variety of houses,

charming in aspect and perfect in equipment.

The true Bungalow originated in and has its ideal de

velopment in California. Bungalows can only be repro

duced from the best plans architects prepare. Built in

any climate, they are beautiful beyond compare and

leave nothing to be desired.

Solve the Servant Problem

A big house means a struggle with the help question.

Also unless you are in the social whirl you want the peace

and quiet with that freedom from care which only the

comparatively small house affords. Built-in conveniences

and economy of space save half the work and worry. We

should all live the simple life instead of talking it.

Substantial

These are year-round homes, substantial, built of the

best£ In cold climates where ordinary pre

cautions are taken, they are more comfortable than other

houses and withstand the attacks of the coldest winters.

Inexpensive

Because every part is planned for a useful purpose
there is no waste space. No useless ornamentation. Only

beautifully simple and appropriate combinations of com

mon materials. This means a reduction in the high cost of

building—better homes for the money.

Experience

We've studied the building proposition, worked out the

essentials, adapted the beautiful to the practical. Before

you build, study our practical plan books showing 128
ideal homes.

“REPRESENTATIVE CALIFORNLA HOMES”—Price 50 cents.

50 Bungalows and two-story houses, costing $1,500 to $6,000.

“WEST COAST BUNGALOWS”—Price 50 cents.

50 one-story Bungalows of 4 to 6 rooms, costing $500 to $2,000.

“LITTLE BUNGALOWS”–28 costing $400 to $1,200-Price.25 cents.

SPECIAL OFFER-Send a dollar bill now for all 3

books postpaid. We will refund if not well satisfied.

Mail this Coupon
-

-

-

'E.R. STILLWEll & Co. #:
411 Hanne Bldg. 122 Third Street Los Angeles |

| Enclosed find. . . . . . . . . .for books as follows: |

- - - - - - - - - - “Representative California Homes” |

| - - - - - - - - - - “West Coast Bungalows”

I . . . . . . . . . . “Little Bungalows” I

| Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - |

L'" or Box . . . . . . . . . . . . . . City. . . . . . . . . . . - -–
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David Belasco,

The eminent dramatic

author, writes:

“Itgivesmepleasuretolet

you know the wonderfully

beneficial results I have

experienced from the use

ofyour Sanatogen. It has

a most invigorating effect

upon the nerves, and I

heartily recommend it to

all who, like myself, are

obliged to overwork. Alter

my personal experience I

can readily vouch for its

recuperating qualities."

Colonel Henry Watterson,

Thefamous Editor writes:

"I feel I owe it to truth

to state that I have made a

thorough trial of Sanatogen

and that I have found it

most efficacious and bene

ficent. I donotthink I could

have recovered my vitality,

as I have done, without this

Sanatogen operating equ

ally upon the digestive

organs and nerve centers."

Sir Gilbert Parker, M.P.,

The eminent novelist

statesman, writes fromLon

don:

“Sanatogen is to my

mind a true food-tonic,

feeding the nerves, increas

ing the energy, and giving

fresh vigor to the over

worked body and mind."

Sanatogen
stands ready to help

YOU to Better Health
Wherevermenandwomenareconfrontedwith

the problem of sustaining health and strength

in the face of physical and nervous exhaustion

—the aftermath of overwork, worry or illness

—there Sanatogen wins its greatest victories

extending beneficent aid to help multitudes

regain new strength, greater vitality, sounder

nerves, vigorous digestion. And the remark

able benefits conferred by Sanatogen, as told

in written tributes from many grateful thou

sands who took Sanatogen in their time of

stress become doubly impressive in the light

of endorsements of great medical authorities.

Over 18,000 physicians, have written in praise of

Sanatogen-praise founded upon actual experiences at

the bedside—often in their own families—and follow

ingscientific laboratory tests. These authorities vouch

that Sanatogen does bring new strength and vitality

that it doestruly nourish the blood and cells-carrying

needed£ food elements to thetired-out,starv

ing nerves—that it is a remarkable assistant instrength

ening and toning the process of digestion and assimi
lation. In the face of this impressive'' of proven

evidence-can you afford not to take Sanatogen:

Write for a Free Copy of

“Nerve Health Regained”

Ifyouwish to learn moreaboutSanatogen beforeyou#
write for a copy of this booklet, beautifully illustrated an

comprising facts and information of the greatest interest.

Sanatogen is sold by good draggists everywhere. --
in " -

THE II* * *

30-N Irv

eceived Tn. "A-" at the

International Congress ofA

London 1913. -

|

14,

from $1.00 | -*f
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TIFFANY & (0.

fiFTHAVENUE &37T"STREET

NEW YORK

1914 BLUE B00K
A. CATALOGUE-NOT ILLUSTRATED

IT GIVES THE RANGE OF PRICES OF

THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE STOCK

OF JEWELRY IN THE WORLD

IT IS REPLETE WITH SUGGESTIONS

FOR APPROPRIATE GIFTS FOR EVERY

OCCASION -

IT WILL HELP TO SOLVE THE PERPLEX

ING PROBLEM OF WHAT TO SELECT

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

IT IS PARTICULARLY HELPFUL TO PER

SONS WHO FIND IT INCONVENIENT

TO VISIT NEW YORK

IT WILL BE SENT UPON REQUEST. THE

MAILORDER DEPARTMENT SUPPLIES

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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A New Member

— of an Old Family.

TQ meet inquiry for a

liquid soap of merit
we introduce

Packer's

Liquid Tar Soap

We are confident that it will share

with Packer's Tar Soap the reputation

for quality which for more than forty

years has been identified with the name.

Packer's Liquid Tar Soap instantly

yields the copious cleansing lather so

important for a thorough shampoo.

You will find its faint pleasing per

fume is but the fore-runner of lasting

benefits which follow its regular use as

directed.

Whether for shampooing or for gen

eral toilet uses, this high quality

preparation gives skin and scalp the

genial after-effects of healthful invig

oration.

50c. per bottle at your druggist's, or send us

60c. (which includes mailing) and we will see that

you receive a bottle promptly.

Send for our manual “The Hair and Scalp—

Their Modern Care and Treatment.” Free on

request.

THE PACKER MFG. CO., Suite 85N, 81 Fulton Street, New York

-

The Soap You Know

For nursery use, irritations of

the skin, and for the care of the

hair and scalp at all ages. This

soap has earned the confidence

of the public and is approved by

the medical profession.

The New Liquid

RACKERs
-

Pure and bland—made from

vegetable oils, glycerine and

pine-tar. Perfumed. Thoroughly

efficient for shampooing and

delightful for general toilet uses.

Both are “Pure as the Pines”

_T
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Fixing the price so that it will be the same

-

to all people in all places at all times

It is this kind of “price-fixing” that America approves—for could there be any greater evidence of

national approval than the tremendous patronage which the American people give those manufacturers

that have exerted every cffort to maintain one fair, uniform price on their'' throughout the entire

market? Name over a list of the most popular advertised articles, the kind that are guaranteed and that

measure up to their guaranties, the£''' their buyers “swear by,” and you will have named a list of

articles on which this kind of “price-fixing” applies.

It is this kind of “price-fixing” that has unmade trusts because it guarantees equal rights and privileges

to every dealer, to every consumer, and, in the very nature of things, to every competitor.

It is this kind of “price-fixing” that the Sherman Anti-Trust Law, if we may believe the words of its

authors, was expressly designed to foster and encourage—a system of prices which should insure equal rights

to all and special privileges to none.

And another name for this kind of “price-fixing,” and a better name, is “Price Maintenance.”

Price manipulation is the chief weapon of the trusts.

Price maintenance is the most perfect remedy against the trusts.

For the merest child can understand that it is impossible to maintain prices and to manipulate them

at the same time.

It is price manipulation, not “Price Maintenance,” that has built up the trusts-cutting the price

' cost in one place to starve out competitors, and robbing the people in another place to make up for

the losses. -

And “Price Maintenance” is the one real, operative remedy for this evil.

Written by R. O. Eastman—Reprinted from Collier's Weekly, issue of September 20, 1913.
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The Lesson of the Watch

A watch so dependably accurate

as the Hamilton leads its owner to

form desirable habits of promptness

and precision. Such a watch exerts

a positive influence for good on the

person who carries it.

Engineer H. P.MAYBEE, Erie Rail
It is a constant reminder of what

road, has had years of satisfactor -

" honest effort, skillful labor and

quality materials can accomplish.

% amiltonillatch
“The Railroad Timekeeper of America”

Over one-half (56%) of the railroad men on American railroads where

Official Time Inspection is maintained, carry the Hamilton Watch.

Hamilton Watches are made in correct sizes for men and

women. Movements only are $12.25 and

upward. Complete watches, certain sizes,

are $38.50 to $150.00. Ask your jeweler

about them; also about fitting your present

watch case with a Hamilton movement.

HAMILTON WATCH

COMPANY

Dept. 2

Lancaster |

I'.

- Z. E.

£ [.
-

* *
Pennsylvania |

Z = 4":
=> es:#"#.#
*:

--

Write for “The Timekeeper”

It illustrates and describes the various

Hamilton Models.

"I'Tisi •
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Balboa’sDream

Realized

The dream of Balboa is at last to be

realized. Exactly 400 years from the

date when that great Spanish discoverer

crossed the Isthmus of Panama on foot,

other men will cross it in ships. That

was Balboa's dream-to “cross it in

ships.” American men, his equal in

courage and perseverance, have made

his dream come true.

Every patriotic American citizen should

esteem it a proud privilege to see this

crowning ' of American industry,

and see it in the making, as it can never

be seen again.

NORTH

GERMAN

LLOYD

Panama-West

Indies Cruises

enable the American people to see this

monumental work now approaching

completion with the maximum of com

fort and enjoyment. The voyages will

be made by the spacious, elegantly ap

inted S. S. GROSSER KUR

#ST. going and returning through

the West Indies, and stopping at all

the most interesting and attractive points

in that picturesque, romantic archi

pelago.

Duration of 21 or 29 days, sailing

from New York Jan. 14th, Feb. 12th,

and Mar. 19th, calling at Havana,

Santiago, Kingston, Colon, La Guaira,

Port of Spain, Brighton, Barbados,

Fort de France, St. Pierre, St. Thomas,

San Juan, Nassau.

The Cost is $160.00 up

For full information address

OELRICHS & CO.,

GENERAL AGENTS

5 Broadway, New York

H. Claussenius & Co., Chicago

Central National Bank, St. Louis

obert Ca San Francisco
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Sincerity Clothes

If that indefin

able smart “something"

about good clothing ap

peals to you,

Sinceritu clothes

will strike you right.

It is not just good cloth,

clever designing or fine

tailoring, but a combination

of these things, knowingly applied

that makes them clothes for men

of taste who seek the best.

The price is no higher

—just the quality. So it's

Worth your while to make

sure of the Sincerity label.

“Apparel Hints

- for Men” is a good
Sincerity “English” Model dressing guide you

Winter's latest fashion ought to write for.

edict expressed in crack

English form. Your leading ->

clothier will show it to you. But l{uh, llathan & Fischer Co.

be sure you ask for Sincerity -

Clothes.
- Chicago

-
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A DEMY

situated in a district noted for salubrity and climate. Well

equipped. Has large swimming pool, and excellent playgrounds.
Fully accredited by Eastern and California universities. Its aim

has always been “quality, not quantity.” Catalogue on application to

the Principal, WILLIAM WALKER ANDERSON, Irvington, California.

Mount Tamalpais Military Academy
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA

Fully accredited. U. S. Army Officer. Cavalry and Mounted Artillery.

Open-air Gym. and Swimming Pool. Twenty-fourth year began Aug. 14, 1913.

Boys accepted for Summer Vacation.

ARTHUR CROSBY, A. M., DD., Head Master

FR ENC H., GERMAN, SPANISH, ITALIAN

Can be learned quickly, easily and pleasantly, at spare mo

ments, in your own home. You hear the living voice of a

native professor pronounce each word and phrase. In a sur

prisingly short time you can speak a new language by the

LANGUAGE-PHONE METHOD

IiícreaseYourEfficiency

The greatsecretofbusiness andsocialsuccess

is the ability to remember... I can make your
mind an infallible classified index from which

you can instantly selectthoughts, facts, #.
ures, names, faces, arguments. I will enable

youtoconcentrate, developselfcontrol over

conneself-consciousness, bashfulness, think

onyourfeetand intelligently addressanaudi

ence withoutnotes. My methodiseasy, clear,

simple,infallible. Itis notatheory,butscien

tific and practical, endorsed by such notables

as Elbert Hubbard, Prof. Swing, etc. It is the

result of 20 years£ in developing

memories—over 50, students. I want to

roye all I claim, so write r copy o

Henry #" £"##:#;"|R''...'...".

Dickson, £EEcopy of my ““How
Speak in Public.'"Principal - D

Dickson School of Memory, 708 Auditorium Bldg.,Chicago, Ill

Extension Courses

Syllabi, Lectures and Examinations for Those

Unable to Attend University.

Students of preparation and maturity may earn the

regular degrees, or may finish in residence.

HARPER UNIVERSITY, Billings, Montana

LANGUAGES
GERMAN - FRENCli - ENGLish

ITALIAN-SPAN1811

2, or any other language learned quickly

and easily by either the Cylinder or Disc

Cortinaphone Method at home.

Write for FREE booklet today;

EASY payment plan.

Cortina Academy of Languages
1112 Meeea Ruilding, 1600 R*w- eor. 48th St., N. Y.

--OR-A

-o-o-o

*ETMOD

--~~~~ ||

DISK

L-A-E

*fcord

WANTED-YOUNG MEN

Between the ages of 16 and 40 to become practical mechan

ical draftsmen, designers and engineers. To such we have

positions open that£ from $75 to $200 per month. This

fieldis notovercrowded; be first in the field. Instructions by

a man now chief engineer of one of the largest factories in

the United States. Instruments, including outfit, will

furnished free. Address. P. O. Box. 302. Waterloo, Iowa.

The University of Chicago

HOME:

STUDY

tion by correspondence.

22nd Year

For detailed in

formation address

U. of C. (Div, K) Chicago, Ill.

-

!'rmy Mount Beautiful Birds

FREE. £u',:

combined with

ROSENTHAL’S PRACTICAL LINGUISTRY

Disc or Cylinder Records

Send for Booklet and Testimonials

THE LANGUAGE . PhoME METhop

983 Putnam Building, 2 West 45th Street, N.Y.

TUDY drawing at home underExpert Faculty.
We have successful st ants in every part of

the world. Turn your Talent into money, our

Students arefilling high salaried positions. # years

successful teaching. Endorsed by high authorities,

18 Courses in Commercial and Illustrative Drawing,

*Teachers Normal and Applied Art. Profit oró:lture.
APT Thoroughly Equipped Residence school

rtist's Outfit FREE to Enroled Students
F- A.

Eritriovu, SCH00L 0F APPLIED ART,766 AppliedArt Bldg.,Battle Creek,Mich.

With a Western School, chartered by

the State of California. Ten years

of success; thousands of students enST| DY rolled. High grade instruction in Bank

ing, Bookkeeping, English, AT Stenography, Civil Ser

vice, Modern languages, Normal kindergarten. En

MODERN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE

My book “How to

- Stop Stammering”
-atreatise on "Sci

entific Talking”

£ Law and College preparatory studies. Write to

ay for FREE 50 page catalog.

Underwood Building, 525 Market Street

Dept. S San Francisco, Cal.

*- direct to the point.

Write M. L HAIIlflD. 1918 Grove Street, 0AKLAND, CAllföRNIA

Arepaid Larger Salaries than any other class of men

Hundreds of good positions now open. We will teach you to be

a high-grade. Salesman by mail in eight weeks and assure you
offers good positions where you can easily earn good wages

while you are learning, write today for particulars, list of

good openings and testimonials from£ of our students

who are*: from $100,00 to $500.00 a month and expenses.

Address (nearest office) Dept./22.

Mational saresmon's training association
-or- Chicago Kansas City San Francisco

ome or make money mounting for others.

Taridermists in great demand and

£,paid. #: guaranteed or not

reat book"How to Mount Birds

*/Animals”sent F Men and women write today.

| M.W.School ofTaxidermy, 1888 Elwood Bds...omaha-Me".
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REAL ES

- -

HELP WANTED

THE FAMOUS SANTA CLARA VALLEY. “WE SELL

It.” Write for list of places and literature. E. D. Crawford

& Co., 415 Bankers Investment 'dki 742 Market St., San

Francisco, Cal. Branches: San Jose, Mt. View and Gilroy.

FOR SALE–California Land. Improved Ranches. Tracts

for Subdivision. Acreage in large and small tracts. Water,

soil, lay of ground, transportation, prices and terms are right.

Write us your wants. Geo. H. Paling & Co., 706-7–8 Hiber

nian Building, Los Angeles, Calif.

REAL ESTATE–Oregon

KLAMATH FALLS—Coming railway and manufacturing

center of Southern Oregon. Buy lots now-$75.00; $5.00

down, $5.00 per month; no interest. 160 acres land $10.00

per acre, easy terms. A. Y. Lindsey, Klamath Falls, Oregon.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. Rogue River Valley

fruit lands; dairy, stock and poultry ranches. Homes in

Ashland, best all-the-year-round climate on the Coast.

Address Beaver Realty Co., Ashland, Oregon.

REAL ESTATE–British Columbia

VANCOUVER ISLAND FRUIT AND FARM LANDS

$8 an acre first payment and the same amount for four years

with interest at 7%. will buy a block of farming land close to

rail, stores and good markets, with best of s it and splendid

climate. Vancouver Island Fruit Lands, Limited, 606–610

Belmont House, Victoria, B. C.

PORT MOODY, BRITISH COLUMBIA—The rapidly

growing young seaport city which is just now attracting

world-wide attention on account of the tremendous growth

and development. On main line of C. P. R. 12 miles from

Vancouver; new Railway lines in course of construction;

accepted location for Government Grain elevators. Popu

lation has increased rapidly in the last 12 months. Positively

the best investment opportunity in Western America today:

Big profits assured—get in at starting prices-large level

beautiful building sites $175.00 to $600.00. Send us $5.00 by

return mail and we will reserve a fine lot for you, subject to

your*''' on receipt of our blue prints, maps and litera

ture. ou take no chances, this is a large substantial Com

pany and guarantees every client thorough satisfaction. No

attention paid to idle curiosity seekers. We mean business

and desire to transact business with responsible persons only.

#y A. Johnston Company, 422 Richards St., Vancouver,

CHOICE BRITISH COLUMBIA LAND at practically

Government prices, located in the best farming districts wit

transportation and markets at hand where big developments

are taking place and land prices increasing every year. I can

supply the finest of land in small or# tracts on small cash

payment and long terms. Write and tell me what you require,

and I will submit complete proposition. Ask for my booklets,

maps and full details. I have8' just the opportunity

ou are looking for. British Columbia land is the proper

ind of an investment to make you independent; Write

today for our very latest offerings. J. C. Thorn & Co., Lt. d.

Rooms 301 to 312 Metropolitan Blk., Vancouver, British

Columbia.

REAL ESTATE–Miscellaneous

A BOOK WORTH 25c, beautifully illustrated. 36 9x12

inch pages will be sent free on request. State whether Inter

ested as homeseeker, healthseeker, investor or tourist. Ad

dress Board of Trade, Tampa, Fla. “The 143.2 per cent clty.”

COINS AND STAMPS

$4.25 EACH paid for U.S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $600 paid for hundreds of coins dated before 1895.

Send ten cents at once for New Illustrated Coin Value Book,

size 4x7. Get posted—it may mean_your good fortune.

Clarke & Co., Coin Dealers. Box 130. Le Roy, N. Y.

TRADE DOLLAR 1885 sold for $11.40; 20 cent 1876cc $250;

s1 gold 1861d $230; $3–1870s $1450. Equally high Pre

miums on thousands of Coins, Stamps, Books, Paper Money.

Illustrated Circular Free. Vonbergen, Dept. S, Boston, Mass.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS WANTED. You can write

them. We teach you by mail. . No experience, needed.

Big demand; good pay. Details free: , Associated Motion

Picture Schools, 686. Sheridan Road, Chicago.

SELL, HOSIERY: guaranteed against holes or new hose

free; build a permanent trade; big profits; experience un

necessary. International Mills. Dept. Z., West Phila., Pa.

$2.50 PER DAY SALARY and additional commission

paid man or woman in each town to distribute free circulars

and take orders for concentrated flavorings in tubes. Ziegler

Co., 445-R Dearborn St., Chicago.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ REPORT LOCAL INFORMATION,

names, etc., to us No canvassing. Spare time. Excep

tional proposition. Enclose stamp. National Information

Sales Company. Dept. BCS, Cincinnati, O.

SALESMEN making small towns. Whole time or side

line, should£ our fast selling pocket side-line. Special

sales plan allowing return of unsold goods. Makes quick

easy sales. $4.00 commission on each order. Something

Entirely New. Write for outfit today. Burd Mfg. Co., 212

Sigel St., Chicago, Ill.

SALESMEN:–Working For Us Means Cash In Your

pocket every day; Household Device; duplicate orders;

profits big, experience unnecessary. Write immediately.

Specialties Supply Co., 31 Willoughby St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

AG ENTS PRICES. One Machine at Wholesale price

to introduce our goods. Bargains in every make. ype

writers for $5.00 up. Standard Typewriter Exchange, 31

Park Row, New York.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK tells of about 300,000

protected positions in U.S. service. Thousands of vacancies

every year. There is a big chance here for you, sure and

generous pay, lifetime employment. Just ask for booklet

S-914. No obligation. Earl Hopkins, Washington, D.C.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SONG POEMS WANTED. Send us your song poems or

melodies. A hit will bring big money. Proposition Positively

Unequalled. Available work accepted for publication and

copyright secured in your name. Our Composing Staff Best

of Any Company of Its Kind. Instructive booklet free.

Marks-Goldsmith Co., Dept. 41, Washington, D. C.

MAKE MONEY WRITING SHORT STORIES, or for

newspapers. Big pay. Pleasant spare time or regular work

for you. Send for free booklet, tells how. United Press

Syndicate, San Francisco.

LEARN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS. Make bi

money without capital. Great opportunities now. We'

train you and appoint you our representative. Send for free

booklet “How to Win." Am. Realty League, San Francisco.

TEXAS-STATE OF OPPORTUNITIES. For investors.

farmers, business, professional men, wage earners. Fortunes

being made in real estate in Houston district; farm lands

W' '' “The Lone Star Magazine" tells all about it.

Write for Free sample copy today. E. O. Glenn, Publisher,

100 First National Bank Bldg., Houston, Texas.

AN ESTABLISHED PAYING BUSINESS in various

lines—real genuine money makers. Owners want to retire.

Two good Banks. If you want a business advise us your

wants. Our business to serve you satisfactory. Geo. H.

Paling & Co., 706-7–8 Hibernian Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

AGENTS PRICES. One Machine at Wholesale price

to introduce our goods. Bargains in every make. ype

writers for $5.00 up, Standard Typewriter Exchange, 31

Park Row, New York.

MISCELLANEOUS *

JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Reduced

rates and quick time on household goods to all Western

oints. 443 Marquette Building, Chicago: 435 Oliver Bldg.,

ittsburg, Pa., 640 Old South Building, Boston; 324 White

hall Bldg., New York; 1501 Wright Building, St. Louis;

878 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco; 516 Central Bldg.,

Los Angeles. Write nearerst office.

SWEET PEAS–California grows the World's supply.

For 25c we will mail to you six packets Grandiflora Sweet

Peas, assorted colors. Spencer's 10c per packet. Other high

#le Vegetable seeds. West Coast Seed House, Los Angeles,

Dal.

LEARN TO ENTERTAIN. Wonderful Magic trick

cards 10c. Free Catalogue. Walwen Company, 150 Nassau

St., New York.

PATENTS

WRITE MOVING PICTURE PLAYS; $10 to $100 each;

constant demand; devote all or spare time; experience or

correspondence course unnecessary. Details free. Atlas

iPublishing Co., 321 Atlas Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

WRITE PHOTOPLAYS for the Movies! Producers pay

$5 to $100 for simple plots. No literary experience necessary.

W: us. Western Photoplay Co., Box 1646–L, Spokane,

PATENTS THAT PROTECT AND PAY. Advice and

books free. Highest references. Best results. Promptness

assured. Send sketch or model for free search. Watson

E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer. 624 F Street, washington, D. C.

PROTECTIVE PATENTS procured promptly. Our

books telling how to obtain and realize therefrom sent on

request. Write to–day. Trade Marks Registered. Robb &

Robb, 243-247 Southern Bldg., Washington, D. C.
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LUITW IELER PUMPS for

Irrigation and Water Works
For Use in Drilled or Open Wells

No pit, no noise, no bother. Least operating and maintenance expense.
There is a reason.

The cam mechanism is balanced and has a constant and uniform application

of power, which makes it run smoothly.
- uilt for use for any kind of driving power, including steam, gasoline, oil,

- electricity, windmill or line shaft.

Luitwieler Pumps have built a reputation for economy and durability.

Send for our valuable illustrated booklet, “Irrigation”, just from the

printer, free on request.

Established in Los Angeles 1877.

LUITWIELER PUMPING ENGINE COMPANY

707-713 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.

Between Los Angeles

and the harbor district.

A center of unusual in

vestment opportunities.

> Yesterday Torrance was a rancho-today it is a

> live, modern industrial city-backed by investments

aggregating millions of dollars. The Torrance of

tomorrow should bring large profits to those who

are buying property at today's low prices.

Eleven important industries have been secured

\ seven are in active operation. The present monthly

payroll is $60,000.00. Experts predict a population

of 10,000 to 15,000 within a few years. Write

for illustrated booklet which tells the wonderful

story of Torrance-realty values, great plan of in

dustrial, public, civic and business improvements,

etc. Thomas D. Campbell & Co., Dept. 10,

625 So. Hill St., Los Angeles.

Scene in one of the great Torrance

factories.

Building miles of petrolithic

boulevards at Torrance.
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San Diego
San Diego Securities Company

Owners and Developers of Finished Residential Tracts,

offer for sale beautiful homesites in

Loma Portal
The one exclusive, properly restricted and modernly improved residential

section of San Diego. Situated on famous Point Loma, adjacent to the new

Point Loma Golf Club Grounds and commanding a superb view of the city,

bay and mountains.

An Ideal Spot for a Permanent Homesite.

An Excellent Place for Conservative Investment.

Olivewood Terrace

A beautiful suburban subdivision situated at National City, one of the

thriving, rapidly growing cities of Southern California. Every lot over a

quarter acre. All improvements in. Excellent soil. Delightful surround

ings; all modern conveniences, and the cost of living considerably less than

in the city.

Other Realty Offerings

This company also offers for sale Citrus Groves, Alfalfa Lands, Beach

Properties, Acreage for Subdivision, San Diego Business Properties, Invest

ments and Leases.

An invitation is extended to people interested in California to make in

quiries of this company by mail and to visit our offices when in the city.

San Diego Securities Company

Cash Capital Paid in $1,250,000.00

A. G. Spalding, President. George J. Bach, Sec.-Treas.

H. H. Timken, Vice-President. Thos. B. Wright, Asst. Sec.

George Burnham, Vice-President. Wm. Eldred, Auditor.

Timken Building, Branch Office:

- Sixth and E Streets, 609-611 So. Spring St.,

S. Diego. Los Angeles, Cal.

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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PROSPERITY AHEAD?

Do You Know-or merely hope so?

You Can Know-by studying the

#H#H#

BABSON COMPOSITE PLOT

which shows you the ups and downs of business conditions

for the past ten years. It is a part of

THE BABSON MERCANTILE SERVICE

This Service supplies you with the vital fundamental business

factors and facts thus enabling you to exercise good business

judgment. You know your own market—but you should

know, for instance, what the 1913 crop yield means to the

country. How will it affect manufacturing? It is the work

of the Babson Mercantile Service to put all the vital business

facts of the country into usable form for you. Are you
interested in knowing how this Service will benefit you

directly?

“Anticipating Business Conditions” illus

trates the value of The Babson Mercantile

Service. It’s free. u

Address Dept. X-11 of the

Babson Statistical Organization

Engineering Building Wellesley Hills, Mass.

Largest organization of its character in the United States.

THE STANDARD

BUNGALOW BOOK

The handsomest and most comprehensive

Bungalow Book ever put on the market

the Standard's latest effort.

“It's A Beauty.”

. Handsome half tones of both exterior and

interior, with full descriptive data—com

plete plans and specifications of which are

on sale at our office.

Price 50 cents, postpaid.

Standard Building-Investment Co.
340 South Hill Street Los Angeles, Cal.

ROBERT W. HUNT

JNo J. CoNE

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO., ENGINEERS

BUREAU OF

INSPECTION, TESTS & CONSULTATION

CEMENT—STRUCTURAL STEEL

ALL ENGINEERING MATERIALS

CHEMICAL & PHYSICAL TESTING

SAN FRANCISCO

418 MonTGoMERY ST.

JAs. C. HALLSTED

D. W. McNAUGHER

PITTSBURGH LoNDoN St. Louis

SEATTLE VANCOUVER MEXICO city

CEICAGO NEW YORK

MONTREAL TORONTo

O3Home Huilaerz
~f~*

This Stock Almost All

Sold-Buy Yours Now
“Home Builders” stock is now $3.15 per share.

There are less than 60,000 shares for sale. As soon

as this balance is closed the extra 1o' stock divi

dend will be declared and each stockholder will then

receive one share on each ten, ten shares on each

hundred owned.

This extra dividend is a bonus to the stockholder

as an appreciation for his loyal support of the

company. This is the only stock the company

has ever given away and it comes at a time when

every stockholder will participate.

The Extra 10% Stock Dividend with

regular Cash Dividends will make

you 16% the first year

The regular cash dividends of 10c per year on

each share and the extra 10% stock dividend will

make your dividend earnings about 16% the first

ear your money is with the company. Get the

# financial statement (always made under oath)

showing the company's standing.

Write for Literature

“#untriliuilüera (Seiteral Aurg.”
Ground Floor Mason Opera House Bldg.

129 SOUTH BROADWAY

The McConway & Torley Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sole MANUFACTURERs of the

JANNEY COUPLER

Used exclusively on the passenger equipment of

the Southern Pacific Company and its allied lines

PACIFIC CoAst REPRESENTAtives

McMULLIN & EYRE, Flood Building, San Francisco

ULos Angeles California_

Employer

we can furnish you with all the help you

may need.

Employee

we can furnish you with the position you

are looking for.

That’s All

MURRAY & READY

LEADING EMPLOYMENT AND LABOR AGENTS

782, 784 and 786 Howard Street

Between 3rd and 4th Streets

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BRANCHES:

2nd and Main Streets. . . . . . . . . . . . . Los Angeles, Cal.

7th Street and Broadway. . . . . . . . . . . . Oakland, Cal.

2nd and H Streets.......... ... Sacramento, Cal.

528 Jackson Street. . . . . . . . . . . . . San Francisco, Cal.

131 Marchesault St. (Mexican Öffice)

Los Angeles, Cal.
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APPLICATION

HARTFORD

FIREINSURANCE COMPANY.,

- MARTFORD, CONN.

2×

-- a--> *

a 2.2.2.e.g. *: 22-fa

2×

Zzz. Act.

*Ew JAMEsox scent.

ALEXANDMA,

win-I-A.

on 20, 30 and 40-acre IRRIGATED AL

FALFA FARMS, 9 miles east of Merced, in

Merced County, California. This County

won the Grand Prize at the State Fair in 1910,

1911 and 1912—Three years in Succession.

Its farmers produced over $6,000,000 worth

of crops last year.

These Irrigated Alfalfa Farms are on the

Santa Fe main line, 4 hours running time to

the great market of San Francisco, 1% miles

from railway station and growing town, with

best business, school and social facilities.

The lands are equipped with an underground

concrete pipe irrigation system with an in

exhaustible water supply developed; elec

trically driven pumps, cheap power, pump

lift as little as 16 feet. Water costs about $3

an acre a year. Strictly A 1 land, rich, deep

sediment soil, no alkali or hardpan.

LOW COST-EASY TERMS. Price $150

an acre, with water—20% cash, no further

payment until fall of 1916, balance in 8 equal

annual payments; interest 6%.

Mail This Ad Today for Free Literature.

VERNON BARLOW

Homes of the Golden West

Genuine California residences are the most inexpensively

artistic and scientifically planned in all the world. Our

homes are this country's most£ attraction—the

big trees, mountains, sea, climate, have but furnished the

setting, inspiration, opportunity.

Comfortable Homes

The broad generous roofs shield walls and windows from

the vertical summer sun, while in winter the warmth of the

low slanting rays is not excluded. Where snow falls, the

only necessary differences in construction are ordinary pre
cautions to secure warmth.

Our plan books show 128 ideal homes you can build

anywhere.

“REP. CALIFORNLA HOMES”—50–$1600 to $6000—Price 50 Cts.

“WEST COAST BUNGALOWS”—50–$500 to $2000-Price 50 Cts.

“LitTLE BUNGALOWS”–28- $300 to $1400-Price 25 Cts.

SPECIAL OFFER—At our risk send a dollar bill now

for all 3 books (postpaid) subject to your approval.

E. R. STILLWELL & C0. ###221 Los ANGELES INVESTMENT BLDG.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
411 Hanne Block 122 Third Street Los Angeles
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MSHAURENO.
For revrists AND Home:

N the succeeding pages of Sunset, both in the descriptive

articles and in the advertising section, you will find, most

surely, the Call of Opportunity—the call which, wisely

heeded, cannot but lead you on to fortune. -

In each issue it is not possible to touch upon all the manifold resources.

attractions and opportunities of the West's vast treasure house. Nor

is it possible to indicate even briefly all the varied phases of her activi

ties. To supply this want our Information Bureau was established.

aimed to be, as it is, a constant source of information to those con

templating residence or travel in this Wonderland Beyond the Rockies.

If you are interested in the Far West this Bureau is at your service.

Write us. We shall be glad to hear from you. Be specific in your ques

NFORMATION-
-

tions, and you will receive specific answers.

SUNSET MAGAZINE INFORMATION BUREAU, 460 Fourth St., San Francisco

Irrigating a years Orange Grove at Fontana

Success with Fruit

Fontana lands offer what is needed—fertile soil, abundant

water, right climate, adequate transportation.

Oranges, lemons and grapefruit grow to perfection in this famous

and thoroughly proven citrus section only two hours from Los

Angeles, on the main lines of the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe

Railroads.

Land planted to order under supervision of expert horticulturist

at $550 per acre--six years time for payment.

Inquire of the nearest Selling Agency.

S. A. FRENCH & COMPANY.,

54 W. Randolph Street, Chicago.

DAVIS & GOETZ,

915 Plymouth Building, Minneapolis.

ROUNTREE & COMPANY.,

713 Old South Building, Boston.

R. W. MUIRHEAD,

306 McGreevy Building, Winnipeg.

Home | THOMAS D. CAMPBELL & COMPANY

Office Los Angeles

The luscious California ripe olive now in such demand

thrives in the deep, vigorous Fontana soil.

Clive and fig groves planted and intersct with decid

uous fruits at $35o per acre.

Ideal residence community, world renowned climate

beautiful scenery--near the base of “Old Baldy” and

other peaks of the San Bernardino Mountains. More

than St.o.o.o.o.o.o.o.o in public and private improvements.

Write for illustrated booklet.

Thomas D. Campbell & Company

625 South Hill Street Los Angeles, California

--- -->
.
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Sol Duc Hot Springs Hotel

E le v at i on 1760 feet

Heart of Olympic Mountains

The Ideal Health Resort in the Most

Ideal Location on the Continent

HE CURATIVE POWERS of these waters are wonderfully

effective for the treatment of kidney, liver, stomach and all forms

of rheumatism. Thoroughly competent medical staff with the most

modern scientific equipment.

All forms of out-door recreation, sun parlors, driveways, trails, in fact, nothing

has been left undone to insure complete comfort and expert care of guests.

Sol Duc Hot Springs Sanatorium is working wonders in hundreds of cases.

Write today for illustrated book and full details. Address

SOL DUC HOT SPRINGS COMPANY

607 American Bank Building, Seattle Sol Duc, Clallam Co., Washington

-While in Seattle

Surround yourself with the

homelike atmosphere of the

Hotel

Washington Annex
A hotel built around the words comfort,

courtesy and convenience.

200 rooms-all facing outward. Suites for families

and parties. Strictly fireproof construction.

Rates, $1.00 per day up. J. H. DAVIS, Propr.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA

An absolutely fireproof, architecturally beautiful,

thoroughly up-to-the-minute, centrally located

hotel. Opposite the Plaza Park. Best of ser

vice. Large, airy rooms-500 of them, with

350 private baths. Two large salt water plunges

and duplicate Turkish bath equipments.

In the Center of the City Rates $1.50 per day up

Send for Booklet

J. H. HOLMES, General Manager
ear Everywhere"
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Hotel Alexandria] Absolutely Fireproof T

Fifth and Spring Streets

LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA

THE FAMOUS MARBLE LOBBY

700 Artistic and Comfortable Rooms

Elegantly - The Franco

- 100 R00ms, Ioilet and for One for IW0 •

Appointed lavatory . . . . $2.00 $3.00 and $3.50 Italian ... .

Banquet and 100 R00ms, With Bath 2.50 $4.00 Grand Dining

Assembly 200 “ “ “ 3.00 $4.00 and $5.00 Salon is

Rooms 100 “ “ “ # #: # Something

Cuisine the 100 “ ...". ". . 5.0 .UU dM /. Heretofore

Very Best 100 R00ms, With Bath, fmsuite, from $10.00 Unequalled

ALEXANDRIA HOTEL COMPANY

A. C. BILICKE S.J. WHITMORE JOSEPH REICHL

President Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr. Asst. Mgr.
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ORIENT INDIA by S.S. Cleveland (17,000 tons) from New Yor

January 15th, 1914. Through the Mediterranean, Suez Canal, Red Sea

and Indian Ocean, to Bombay and Colombo. Side Trips through India,

loly Land and Egypt. Stopping at points in Europe, Asia and Africa.

Duration.93 Days. Cost $700 up. Including shore excursions andnecessary expenses.

west-INDIES-PANAMA CANAL by S.S. Amerika (22,500 tons)

and Victoria Luise (17,000 tons) during January, February, March

and April. Duration 16 to 29 days. Cost $145-$175 up. Also two 15-day

Cruises from New Orleans during January and February by special

cruising steamer. Shore trips optional. - . -

INDEPENDENT TOURS for 1914 arranged by ourtourist department,

including trans-Atlantic passage on S. S. Imperator and S. S. .

Vaterland-world's largest ships. - -

NILE SERVICE by superb steamers of the Hamburg and Anglo

American Nile Company. Sailing weekly. -

1915-Around the World,through Panama Canal

From New York, January, 1915, by S. S. Cleveland (17,000 tons).

Duration 135 days. Rates $900 up, including shore trips and

necessary expenses.

Write for information, stating cruise. Offices in principal cities.

HAMBURG-AMERICAN LINE, a sp.a., N.Y.:

*
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ROrmance

Color

Health

Pleasure

Juggle these words as you will they still tell of the Land of

Living Color, the Outdoor Garage of the Nation, the Sunny Side

of the Snow line–CALIFORNIA.

Are you planning now to make winter a pleasure? Are you

thinking of fragrant orange blossoms and tender golden poppies?

Are you dreaming of gliding over smooth paved boulevards in

your car instead of housing it for the cold, dreary winter

months? Are you dreaming, too, of the restful havens at each

journey's end-the great, hospitable, homelike California cara

vansaries so typical of the all-encompassing welcome and open

heart of California?

Comfort and good cheer await you-true sport awaits you,

golf, tennis, polo, swimming, sailing, boating, fishing, hunting,

indoor contentment, balmy springtime, something to do, to see,

to hear, something to enjoy every moment.

Come to California, glorious Californial
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Hospitality

Bids You Linger Here

HE following California Hotels and Resorts are known

Ö and endorsed by the Southern Pacific Company, and

information and literature will be gladly furnished at

any and all Southern Pacific offices:

TAHOE, TAVERN HOTEL ALEXANDRIA

Lake Tahoe, California Los Angeles, California

HOTEL VAN NUYS
FAIRMONT HOTEL

- -

n Francisco, California Los Angeles, California

HOTEL HUNTINGTON

HOTEL ST. FRANCIS Pasadena, California

n Francisco, California
HOTEL MARYLAND

PALACE HOTEL Pasadena, California

San Francisco, California ALPINE TAVERN

HOTELOAKLAND Mt. Lowe, Pasadena

£ GLENWOOD MISSION INN

- Riverside, California

HOTEL DEL MONTE

DelMonte, California #2'

PASO ROBLES HOT SPRINGS HOTEL DEL CORONADO

Paso Robles, California Coronado Beach, California

You will promptly receive any information you want and in addition a

£. illustrated book, picturing and describing CALIFORNIAS

Famous Resorts along the Road of a Thousand Wonders, if you will send

yourname and addressto SUNSET MAGAZINE, San Francisco, California.
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£££333333$$$$$$$$$$$$.

See Washington and Alaska

Investigate their numerous attractions for the pleasure and

health seeker, farmer, poultryman, dairyman and truck gardener.

Ask me about any of the cities and towns—their Hotels and the

wonderfully beautiful health and pleasure resorts in the many

attractive show places of the Puget Sound country and other

sections.

Specific information concerning Alaska and its various attrac

tions and resources. Seattle is the gateway to this great rich

country.

I will mail free to any address illustrated literature on any city,

town, or community in Washington, also complete list of literature

on Alaska, including authentic maps of Washington and Alaska.

Write today for full details and booklets.

WASHINGTON 8 ALASKA DEPARTMENT

SUNSET MAGAZINE

218 Globe Block Seattle, Washington

#############################3

—
*-

-

#

'Hotel Imperial
- - PHILMETSCHAN SR. & SoNS, PROPRIETORS

- 7- ** * ~1 >

IU[(DTIET, IIPIETRIRY g', ''g''':

Madison Street and Boren Avenue 300 Rooms, 175 with Bath

Rates: $1.50 to $3.50 per day

SEATTLE

Hotel Perry caters to exclusive transient and per

manent guests. It is absolutely fireproof and is

Luxury at the Price of Ordinary Service

furnished according to the most modern ideas of “In the Center of Everything”

luxury, comfort and refinement. It commands

a magnificent view of Puget Sound, the Cascades Seventh: between Washington and Stark

and the Olympics. European Plan. - -

Rooms with bath, $2.00 a day and upward. PO RTLA N D, O R E. G O N

B. H. BROBST, Manager
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10Cate Or

Invest in

unusually liberal contract. Small cas

to $300 profit each year.

annually.

A R Z O N A

GOVERNMENT LAND in YUMA county
Rich as the Valley of the Nile

Abundance of water for irrigating purposes

Write

MORLEY, The Land'Man, YUMA, ARIz.

In all the World no Waters like these

Wilbur Hot Sulphur Spring
COLUSA COUNTY. CALIFORNIA

Hot Mud Baths naturally heated and medicated

Hot and Cold Sulphur Baths
Cure Rheumatism, Malaria, Stomach, Liver and Kidney Troubles

Open all year.

Address J. W. Cuthbert, Wilbur Springs, Cal., via Williams, or
Information Bureau S. P. Co., 884 Market St., San Francisco

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS

Hottest and most curative springs in

the world...Modern hotel waters. Mud

highly radioactive. Rheumatism, kid

ney and stomach troubles successfully

treated. Resident physician. Altitude

2000 feet. Home grown vegetables.

Dairy and chicken ranch. American

plantable. California's ideal resort.

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS CO,

Arrowhead Springs. Calif.

WE MANUFACTURE

The famous IMPERIALPUMPSforOilor

Water Wells

R. H. HERRON CO.

Affiliated with

OIL WELL SUPPLY CO.

OF PITTSBURGH, PA.

Main 0ffice and Shop, Los Angeles, Cal. Brandies in all California Oil fields

Priest Rapids
WAS H N G T O N

Anew town with rapid development assured on the new line of the C.M.&St.P.Railroad in the

COLUM EIA RIVER VALLEY

Business openings in all lines. Special Building Bonuses. Lots now offered at half regular

prices. First purchasers protected on 100% advance in five months by Guaranteed Advance

on unsold lots of 20% per month until regular prices are reached. Prices $25 to $150, with

a few choice business corners a little higher. Only 10% cash, balance 5% per month. No

Interest. No Taxes. Special discount for all cash. Attractive combinations of lots for Garden

Tracts, all cleared, level, rich land. Early selections are always best.

Farm Tracts 5 to 4O Acres Close to Town

$200 to $350 per acre, including perpetual water right and valuable special features in

£ balance in seven years.

producing land anywhere. One acre will feed 15 to 18 hogs or two cows.

Midway between Wenatchee and Kennewick this land is in the

heart of the world's greatest fruit belt, and when developed is worth as much as similar

property which has sold as high as $3,000 per acre and will produce $500 to $2,000 per acre

Special Income Investment

Interest Bearing—Profit Sharing For Investors with $1,000 to $5,000 absolute security.

Let me make you a special proposition to suit your requirements.

H. A. MUFFLEY, President, Priest Rapids Companies, Seattle, Washington

££££P

The best alfalfa

Good for $150

S.

%ie Stillwell
Los Angeles, U.S. A.

A Fireproof Hotel Private Bath. Each Room

The Most Modern Popular-price Hotel of America

Rates with Bath $1.50 per Day and Up

Special Rates Made to Permanent Guests

Phones: Home 60297-Sunset Broadway 327

C. H. STILLWELL, Menezer.

All Outside Rooms
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|- |

–|- E

HOMESEEKERS - |
LOOKING FOR LOCATIONS ALONG THE

WESTERNPACIFIC

DBNVER8RIOGRANDE,
WILL BE INTERESTED IN LEARNING OF THE

LOW FARES

IN EFFECT FIRST AND THIRD TUEsdays EACH MONTH DURING YEAR 1913

TO

ALL WESTERN PACIFIC POINTS

IN CALIFORNIA

WRITE FOR LITERATURE TELLING OF THE OPPORTUNITIEs ALONG OUR LINE,

ALSO GIVING FULL INFORMATION REGARDING HOMESEEKERS' FARES

F. A. WADLEIGH E. L. LOMAX

PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER AssistanT PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER

DENVER SAN FRANCISCO

|

DoYou Wanta CozyFlowerEmbow

ered Winter Home in California?

There are lots of people who would take the first train to California

were they sure of a pretty cottage or comfortable hotel home for

the winter. You may be one of such. Santa Barbara will appeal

to you if you are. Santa Barbara is in a class by itself for Resi

dence, Health, and Real Outdoor Life. The most famous resort

city on the Pacific Coast; known the world over for its “homey”

hotels, its delightful residences, its scenery and its climate. We

will be glad to help you find a home if you contemplate coming to

our Beautiful City for the Winter.

SECRETARY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA

I am planning a winter trip to California and would like

to know more about Santa Barbara.

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - -
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long BEACH SANITARIUM
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM METHODS

A STRICTLY modern and up-to-date

institution, employing all the very

latest methods known to modern medi

cal science, consisting of the following

leading features: Special Diet System;

Hydrotherapy; Phototherapy;

Thermotherapy; Electrotherapy;

X-Ray; Mechanotherapy; Massage;

Diatheramy orThermo Penetration;

- Milk ": and #e:'' £:
- | finest ectrical an echanica

- Swedish Department on the Pacific

Coast.

A homelike home where all the objectionable features of hospital life are eliminated.

BATTLE CREEK CUISINE

365 happy, sunshiny days for recreation each year; few blocks from Pacific Ocean. Mean temperature,

60 degrees. Best specially trained and experienced lady and gentleman physicians together with grad

uated nurses only, compose our medical department. Special Reservations for Tourists.

#, Long Beach Sanitarium £

JUST THE PLACE For A Rest

Mt. Tamalpais
over “The Crookedest

Railroad in the World”

is a trip no visitor to San Francisco can over

look, and one that no native Californian interested

in scenic effects, or the geography of this part

of the country, should fail to take.

The Trip to Mt. Tamalpais

Consists of

a boat ride along the wharves and shipping of

San Francisco; a sail across the Golden Gate,

the entrance to the Golden West; an electric car

ride, third-rail system, along the shore of the

Bay; a railroad ride through the big redwood

trees of Mill Valley; the mountain railroad trip,

not a cog road and no steep inclines; an un

surpassed panorama of mountains, valleys and

ocean. You see it all from Mt. Tamalpais and

want to go again.

For full information inquire at

any railroad passenger office, or

Ticket Office

874 Market Street, San Francisco

| Sausalito Ferry, San Francisco

from top of Mt. Tamalpais
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EIL |E |

Yosemite National Park

EL CAPITAN, known to all who have seen Yosemite! When are you going to see Yosemite, the Nation's

Playground? - A part of it is yours. The trip is easy—in price and comforts. . In the heart of the Park is Sentinel

Hotel, rates $3 to $4 per day; $20 to $25 by the week. At the end of the railroad is Hotel del Portal, rate $4 per day.EE

~ Write for folder to the Yosemite Valley Railroad Beautiful souvenir booklet mailed on receipt of $1.

HE Company. Merced. California, or call on any Southern No advertising; a gem of the printer's art. nd the

E £ Agent. dollar to the Yosemite Railroad Company, Merced.

| |T|| Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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- I II.G

WinterGuises
# “FRANCONIA” and “LACONIA”

18,150 tons (Twin Screw) (Built in 1911-12)

The NEWEST STEAMERS IN THE MEDITERRANEAN - EGYPTIAN SERVICE AND

£" “CARONIA” £,

MEDITERRANEAN-EGYPTIAN-ADRIATIC SERVICE

“FRANCONIA” November 15th, 1913 | Calling at MADEIRA, GIBRALTAR, ALGIERS

- - MONAC0 or GENOA, NAPLES,
LACONIA December 2nd, 1913 #E and FIUME

“FRANCONIA” January 8th, 1914

“LACONIA” January 22nd, 1914 Calling at MADEIRA, GIBRALTAR, ALGIERS

“CARONIA” January 31st, 1914 MONACO or GENOA, NAPLES,

“FRANCONIA” February 24th, 1914 ALEXANDRIA and ADRIATIC PORTS

“CARONIA” March 17th, 1914 Franconia February will not proceed to Egypt

Stopovers Permitted. A la Carte Service without extra charge

Return to America by Cunard Services From Mediterranean & Egypt; From Southampton

to Canada; From Liverpool to New York or Boston

LUSITANIA and MAURETANIA
Fastest steamers in the World

and CARONIA, CARMANIA, CAMPANIA

Passages Booked from London and Paris. Tours in Spain, Also Through Europe Generally

Round the World Trips, $498 First Class; $380 Second Class

AGENTs for P. & O., S. N. Co., IN UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Apply for Illustrated Booklets to

THE CUNARD STEAMSHIP CO., Ltd.

21-24 STATEST., Room 122, New York Or to our Offices or Local Agents in all Cities

~~

== --~~~-->
*
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AMERICA’S GREATEST

MOUNTAIN SCENIC TROLLEY TRIP

is only one of the many trips of interest through Wonder

land. You had best prepare for your forthcoming journey

to the land of hearts desire by asking for our newest

booklet—“Trolley Trips through Wonderland.” It is

well worth the reading and is yours for the asking.

No tour of Southern California is complete without you have availed yourself

of the three greatest personally conducted trolley trips in the world

Balloon Route Trolley Trip; Old Mission Trolley Trip; Triangle Trolley

Trip—Three days time and three dollars’ expense will give you the best

knowledge of the southland obtainable. Let us send you beautiful folders free.

PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY

D. W. PONTIUS, Traffic Manager

Los Angeles, Cal.
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J.T *

612 Trust & Savings Building

Los Angeles. -

|

''

|- "W".

the Sunset-Katy lines.

4: #/. | Personally conducted tourist sleep

d &| ers San Francisco and Los Angeles

|- * to Dallas, St. Louis and interme

£ * £ diate points.

*\| £) | |

#2\#(\£ | | Standard sleepers connecting at

*~ 'T | | | | San Antonio for all Texas and

| \!" Oklahoma points, Shreveport,

- Bate, General Agent

Going East

You, too, will want to travel via

Kansas City and St. Louis.

For berths and any other travel information inquire at

any office of Southern Pacific Company, or write,

Joseph McIlroy, Gen'i. Agent,

613 Hearst Building,

San Francisco.

-

New

Central

#.HotelSutterComfortable

Sutter and Kearny Streets
European Plan

$1.50 per day SAN FRANCISCO

and upwards Take our auto or any taxi-cab from ferries

or depot at the expense of the hotel.

|- #1ENT 250 ROOMS, Single and En Suite, 200 BATHS

Now under Write us for information about San Francisco, either

our Own business or pleasure. Your inquiry will be promptly,

management courteously, and": without obligation

IN THE HEART OF LOS ANGELES

Hotel Lankershim
Broadway at Seventh

EUROPEAN PLAN EXCELLENT CAFES

Three hundred and twenty rooms luxuriously furnished

Two hundred and fifty with private bath

RATES

Rooms with private bath:Rooms without bath:

One occupant, $2.00 and upwards (per day)|- One occupant, $1.50 and upwards (per day)

Automobile Bus Service From All Trains

- COOPER & DAVIS, Lessees
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$83,38388838633333333333333333333333333333333333333BSHSHSBSHSBSHS;

A NEW

“Sunset Limited”

DAILY TRAIN BETWEEN

San Francisco, Los Angeles, New Orleans

NO EXTRA FARE

Commencing Sunday, November 16th

EASTBOUND WESTBOUND

Lv. San Francisco . . . . 5.00 p.m. Sun. Lv. New Orleans . . . . 11.00 a.m. Sun.

Lv. Los Angeles . . . . 8.15 a.m. Mon. Ar. Los Angeles . . . . 9.45 p.m. Tue.

Ar. New Orleans . . . . 8.50 p.m. Wed. Ar. San Francisco . . . . 1.00 p.m. Wed.

A high standard transcontinental train, with

unexceptionable service and every convenience.

There is no transcontinental route of greater

interest or diversity than that of “Sunset Limited"—

from San Francisco, via Los Angeles, through

southern California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas

and Louisiana to New Orleans.

Protected by Automatic Electric Block Safety Signals.

Connection at New Orleans with fast daily limited and express trains from and to New York,

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Boston, Atlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis and other

points in the East and Middle West. Also with steamers of Southern Pacific's Atlantic

Steamship Line between NewYork and New Orleans, with two weekly sailings in each direction.

See Agents

SOUTHERN PACIFIC

$83,3333333333333333333333333333333333;
*O'C'C'
-- (- - - - - |$383,3838883: St St
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M

onoma County
“The Chosen Home of “Wizard Burbank”

CALIFORNIA

Sonoma County leads in many phases of

agricultural and horticultural pursuits. Here

is the largest dry wine district in America;

the earliest producing apple district; Cali

fornia's largest berry patches and the fore

most hop growing districts. Sonoma County

is one of California's leading prune shipping

centers and is without superior in the United

States for general farming.

This county has an area of 1577 square miles

and over 200,000 acres of valley land, largely

black loam. The foothills take up a like

area and as much more of the surface is rolling

or table land, splendid for fruit.

The average rainfall is 30.13 inches each year.

This means an ample supply of moisture to

insure good crops. Irrigation is not necessary.

The mean annual temperature is 56 degrees.

There are few excessively warm days and

fewer where the temperature goes below

32 degrees. The climate is equable and

delightful.

Sonoma County contains some of the largest

poultry ranches in the United States. The

Sonoma County Development Association, Santa Rosa.

Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce, Santa Rosa.

Petaluma Chamber of Commerce, Petaluma.

Sebastopol Chamber of Commerce, Sebastopol.

Cloverdale Chamber of Commerce, Cloverdale.

Petalume district is far famed as a poultry

raising center.

Luther Burbank chose Sonoma as his outdoor

laboratory for his wonderful plant experi

ments. Jack London chose Sonoma County

for his home because of its great natural

beauty. There you have the combination

that makes Sonoma County what it is—

beauty and utility. It is worth while farm

ing in a country that provides delightful

environment.

We are willing to help you. Farming in

California may be a bit different from that

which you have been accustomed to. We

will answer your questions. We are prepared

to tell you about the amount of money re

quired, the character of land, the cost of

planting an orchard, the cost of orchard

maintenance, gross receipts, net receipts, etc.

You are welcome to our special service for

homeseekers and settlers. Simply drop a

line to any of the undersigned organizations.

Sonoma Chamber of Commerce, Sonoma.

Guerneville Improvement Club, Guerneville.

Healdsburg Chamber of Commerce, Healdsburg.
Windsor Chamber of Commerce, Windsor.

Glen Ellen Chamber of Commerce, Glen Ellen.

SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

.
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"Sunny” Stanislaus
Sounds cheerful, doesn't it? “Sunny” Stanislaus! Where the sun shines almost all the year

round. Where crops just work themselves overtime and the farmers wear the smile that

won't come off. It is cheerful. Just as cheerful as this slogan which we have adopted sounds.

There was a time when that prefix wouldn't have been entirely true. That was before we

poured the water on the land. Now 300,000 acres are bearing great burdens of fruits and

vegetables and alfalfa every year. Towns have sprung up where once was only sand and

brush. Railroads are taking carload after carload of products from these towns to the great |
California markets constantly.

“Sunny"Stanislaus-“Kingdom of theSmall Farmer”

That line expresses what we have for you, Mr. Homeseeker, cheerfulness, happiness, plenty.

And only a small acreage is necessary. Ten acres will make a comfortable living.

Write today for booklet and further information.

Secretary Stanislaus County Board of Trade

MODESTO, CALIFORNIA

The Contrast Here is Great
The contrast between Tulane County and other sections

is even greater. The topographical formation of Tulare

County gives her every climate from the semi-tropics

to the rigorous north; her geological formation gives

her many varieties of fertile soil; her vast watershed an

excellent gravity and underground water supply; her

geographical location a manding position to local

markets and her transportation facilities places her in

touch with the markets of the world.

Here is the opportunity for the fruit grower, the farmer,

the dairyman, the stockman, the homeseeker and the

investor. For free illustrated literature and specific

information write DepartmentA

Tulare County Board of Trade

VISALIA, CALIFORNIA
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solaNo County CAPTURED THE GRAND PRIZE AT THE CALIFORNIA STATE FAIR

Slăl)|[[||SFallièStPO||[EIS

The first deciduous fruit sold in the United States each year is grown

in Solano County. The sequestered valleys with gently rising slopes

sheltered by ranges of high hills that bar the egress of moisture-laden

clouds in one season and shut out the hot dry winds of another make

possible the early ripening of the fruit. Trees are abloom in February.

The fruit forms rapidly and ripens in the genial heat of the spring season

which is here really early summer. Shipments begin in April and con

tinue until late fall. Solano County soil is unexcelled even in California

for productiveness.

Solano County also has its delta lands, the fabulously rich section

along the Sacramento River known throughout the country as the

richest farm land in the United States.

Solano County is the home of many large industrial establishments

which have come here to take advantage of the nearness to market and

extremely favorable shipping rates.

Solano County's chief advantages are summed up in its rich lands,

their adaptability to various crops, proximity to market and especially

facilities for transportation.

We have just issued a handsome folder fully illustrating the advantages

and sources of income of Solano County. It will tell you succinctly the

whole story of Solano's wealth and prosperity.

Send for it now. Address

CHAS. F. WYER, Secretary Soland [OInty Exposition Commission

Fairfield, Solano County, California

SOLANO FRUIT IS UNEXCELLED BY THAT GROWN ANYWHERE IN THE UNITED STATES
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TUCSON

ARIZON A

is growing faster than any city of its size in the
country—a ninety per cent gain in population in

ten years.

THE REASONS FOR IT ARE:

Delightful Climate

Tucson has the finest climate in America:

352 days of sunshine and delightfui

weather in 1912. Each year for the past

half century has a similar record. Floods,

tornados, ice and snow unknown.

A Railroad Center

Tucson is the only important point on the

main line of the Southern Pacific between

Texas and California. The El Paso &

Southwestern through its Rock Island

connections places this city at the western

end of its lines throughout the Middle

West. The Southern Pacific of Mexico

with more than 2000 miles of railroad

passes through rich agricultural and mining

districts and touches the west coast at two

important seaports, Guaymas and Mazat

lan. These railroads have developed large

wholesale and jobbing business through

southwestern and northern Mexico.

Tucson's mills and factories do a large

#" on both sides of the international

1ne.

World’s Richest Copper Mining District

centers in Tucson. Which means a big

demand for products of farms and stores.

Large pay rolls from mines and railroads

make business lines attractive.

Rich Agricultural Country

Tucson is surrounded by a rich agricultural

country and great cattle ranges affording

cheap feed and making the cattle business

profitable and extensive. Thousands of

acres of agricultural land are being re

claimed and farmed at handsome profits.

Thousands of acres of government land

still awaiting the homeseeker.

An Educational Center

Tucson is the educational center of the

southwest. Here is located the University

of Arizona and numerous private and de

*\, nominational colleges and schools. Tucson

is a wholesome home city with good

*\, schools, colleges, churches and attractive

* homes.

Do not fail to visit Tucson. Write

or further information.Secretary J.

Tucson

C" " N Tucson Chamber
Commerce,

Tucson, Arizona. \ of Commerce

Please send me

illustrated literature

Tucson

N. Arizona
and further information in

regard to Tucson: *\.

NAME . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *

Appress ............................. *

Thrice Blessed Trinity

California’s Treasure Storehouse

- •

Mining

Trinity County, in Northwestern California, is first

in activity, extent and value of hydraulic mines in

America. Vast deposits of gold, copper, cinnabar,
asbestos, limestone, coal, iron.

Timber Wealth

Trinity County has billions of feet of untouched

timber which will shortly provide a source of income

surpassing that even of the mines. A great indus
trial awakening is not far away. With it will come

abundant prosperity in the movement of this vast

timber wealth.

A:iculture

Trinity County's agricultural wealth has only been

hinted at. The agricultural possibilities have

scarcely been scratched. Fruits, cereals, vegetables

-anything that can be grown in the Temperate

Zone-thrive in the rich, almost untouched virgin

soil of the county. . Grazing, stock raising and hay

raising are profitable resources.

ill gi

The Prudent Homeseeker#
heed to what Trinity County has to offer, before making a

decision. This advantage is of significant value–Trinity

County land is cheap and values are sure to increase as the

population of the county increases.

Send for our new booklet. It will

interest you from cover to cover.

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

Weaverville, California

m
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Profitable Farming
Profitable farming depends largely upon

climate. In Monterey County, California,

there is a most continuous growing season.

One can plow and plant from November to

April and market a crop almost any month in

the year. The elements of successful produc

tion are soil, warmth and moisture. The

Monterey County farmer has each of these

elements at its very best.

Monterey County has a reputation for good

apples, profitable sugar beets and finest of

potatoes and the best paying of dairy herds.

Forty acres of alfalfa, a small herd of good

cows, a well and a pumping plant means a big

paying industry. There are a lot of farmers in

Monterey County who are making good money

farming grain land, raising hogs and cattle.

The Pajaro Valley in the northern part of

the county is a big apple district where an

Our county booklet tells you lots more about Monterey County. It was written to answer

such inquiries as doubtless are arising in your own mind right now. You might as well send for it

to-day. You'll do it before you move to California anyhow or else you'll miss one of the best

parts of California. Address either of the undersigned organizations.

apple orchard is as safe as a government bond

as an investment but pays better dividends.

Good apples and other fruits are also grown in

the Carmel, the Jolon, Peachtree and other

valleys in this county. The Salinas Valley is

known for its Burbank potatoes. Here too

almost every sort of farm crop can be grown

successfully and profitably.

Then there is that other side of Monterey

County, the side which interests nearly every

one, the fact that Monterey County is one of

the big playgrounds of California. The resort

section of our county is famous for its climate.

Monterey peninsula is known from one end of

America to the other for its beauty. There

is much of historical interest, much to see,

much to hear and much to do. It is a place

that would satisfy the most discriminating

tourist.

Fort Romie Grange.....................Soledad

Greenfield Grange. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield

Monterey County Chamber of Commerce, Salinas

Monterey Chamber of Commerce...Monterey

Pacific Grove Board of Trade...Pacific Grove

Kings City Board of Trade ...... Kings City

Monterey County
CALIFORNIA
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Let Your Money Grow
There is no surer way of gaining a fortune. Give the fruit industry

some thought. See how many fortunes have been made from paying

orchards. A little time, patience and money will make one inde

pendent in a short while.

Apples are a staple crop in Tuolumne County. An apple orchard at

full bearing is a safe investment. It will make any man rich.

TUOLUMNE

COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

b/w offers splendid inducements for fruit raising.

* £, Land is still reasonably priced. Delightful climate,

healthful outdoor life, scenic attractions.

* Opportunities also for grain growing, stock raising,

dairying and general farming.

* -> / * For further information and booklet address

Milit):

Walty
LOS ANGELES COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

Unly Three flours' Ride From the Metropolis of Southern California

One hundred and forty square miles of the finest Valley who are anxious to encourage energetic

of land now on the market. Many settlers are settlers to get a foothold in this delightful

arriving to take advantage of cheap prices and section.

splendid new openings. Few such opportunities - - - - -

left in Southern California. This is not a private Land suitable for alfalfa, dairying, hog raising,

land project. The Lancaster Chamber of Com- deciduous and citrus fruits. Good soil. Agree

merce is composed of citizens of the Antelope able climate. Purest of water. Splendid roads.

We will gladly furnish full information and folder descriptive of this valley to all interested in

obtaining a new home in a growing section. Address all letters to

IRWING E. DODGE, SECRETARY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, LANCASTER, CALIFORNIA
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What can you see in this Picture?

Doesn’t look like much of anything to you, does it? Just a small shack with a pipe

and water coming from the pipe. At the side of the shack is a pole. On the top of

this pole is a “box.” Do you know what the box contains? An electrical trans

former and it tells a big story. It means that the pump in the shack is hitched to

an electrical motor. The electrical energy is generated many miles distant. Nearby

are also vast oil fields. Many of these pump houses contain distillate or crude oil

engines. Almost every farm has its pumping plant.

This combination of cheap power and cheap power fuel and a pumping plant is the

essence of success in agriculture and horticulture in the great interior valleys of

California. It means cheap water. Cheap water means great big paying crops.

-

This picture was taken in Kern County. It is typical of the power pumping plants

which are turning Kern acres into fine farms. Kern is making wonderful strides

in population gain, wealth and value of products. You ought to know more about

this splendid country. Write today for illustrated literature.

THE SECRETARY, KERN COUNTY BOARD OF TRADE

BAKERSFIELD

KERN COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

£££&#########&

#aaaaaaaaaaaaazzazzazzzzzzzzzzzz:

*
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Why Dairying Pays in

TILLAMOOK

County, Oregon

The natural elements that enter into the success

of the dairying industry of Tillamook are an excess

of natural grasses, prolific and luxuriant growth of

all root crops and grains, cool sea breezes from the

Pacific Ocean, pure water from mountain streams

that flow through the meadows and the never failing

rainfall.

Mr. Dairyman, do you know that one and one

half acres of Tillamook County land will keep a

cow without any effort on your part? Do you know

that the average return per cow in Tillamook

County is $1oo and that the average price per

pound for butter fat is the highest paid in any section

of the United States? Do you know that but one

acre in one hundred in Tillamook County is in

cultivation, that there are at present 90oo head of

dairy cattle in the county and that the county will

easily support 40,000 head? These things are

worthy of consideration by any man interested in

dairying and dairying is considered one of the most

profitable of agricultural pursuits.

Tillamook County is destined to become one of

the most popular summer resorts of the West. Cer

tain in the near future to be among the greatest

lumber manufacturing counties of the Pacific North

west. Has fisheries that will always be a source of

vast wealth.

USE THE COUPon

Tillamook County Court

TILLAM00K, OREGON

I am interested in your county. Will you

please send me your illustrated booklet at once.

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Address. . . . . - - - -

Yo'R: going to miss a lot

this winter unless you come

to San Antonio the Beautiful.

Where else will you find new million

dollar Hotels, Polo, Golf, Tennis, Riding to

Hounds, Country Club, Hunting and Fishing,

mineral wells, natural hot baths, the second largest

military post in America, dances, receptions and

the gayest of refined society- a short run to the

Gulf Coast and a surf bathing-sea food of every

variety fresh dailyVaud all in the midst of the
glamour of-the £c 2.9f ~6ld Spain – plazas'' %9 p p P

g-- S '% parks, the picturesque

>22#. %2Mexican, Quarter-the

=2"> --> %-historic Alamo and the

=ancient Missions of the

*# Friars- 185

miles of boulevard and

Noadway for automo

\biling- the finest in

*\, the Ncountry! Come

£and “bring the ma

|-> chine" like hundreds

SA of others.

#Write at once for
#4.- the finest tourist book

published—

!

* <% “San Antonio

- * * %*2. The Beautiful”
- {&z= -s.

<\g- .* *(Faiti. e. Luxe) - FREE

Iohn B. Carrington £s

Ashlāli PB8ElBS
Known the World Over for Their Excellence

Fruit raising is the chief industry here but diversified interests

.nclude mining, lumbering, ranching, poultry raising. Ashland

apples have won prizes at Spokane and Chicago apple shows.

Ashland is the acknowledged climatic capital of Southern

Oregon, a railway divisional point, gateway between Oregon

and California. Population 6,500. Modern improvements.

Fine schools. Mineral springs. Beautiful city park. Health,

happiness, contentment. Send today for our booklet:

Secretary Commercial Club, Ashland, Oregon
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Wouldn’t Such a Stack of Sacks

Make Any Farmer Smile!
Yet that is but an ordinary crop in the San Joaquin Delta country. The

sacks contain red onions. Red onions are a paying crop in the wonderful

delta lands. So are potatoes and beans and asparagus and celery. San

Joaquin County produces one-half the entire potato crop of California each

year.

Then there is the famous Lodi diversified fruit country, one of California's

most intensively cultivated fruit sections. And the South San Joaquin

Irrigation District, which is fast becoming one of California's best de

veloped irrigated districts.

All in All, San Joaquin is California’s Most Diversified County.

San Joaquin County has 270 miles of asphalt macadam highways; four

through transcontinental railways; electrical power and railway service;

telephones; rural mail; 400 miles of navigable waterways; fast river

express boats; thriving cities with large manufacturing enterprises; live

people; wealth-producing farms; and an ideal environment.

For illustrated literature and to your inquiri JJ either of the undersigned:

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce...Stockton Secretary, Manteca Board of Trade...Manteca

Secretary. Lodi Merchants Association...Lodi Secretary, Ripon Board of Trade ....... Ripon

Secretary, Tracy Board of Trade, Tracy

San Joaquin County
CALIFORNIA
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MADERA

is makinggreat progress

|

£

Three years ago a soil survey was made of Madera

County by government experts and the report which

these experts made of their investigations is the

following:

“A study of the agricultural development

of this area shows that it is far behind

practically every other section in the

San Joaquin Valley, although as far as

fertile soil is concerned no such difference

exists. The lack of progress of Madera

County is due primarily to one factor

the inability to secure an adequate sup

ply of irrigation water which is neces

sary for the highest development of these

lands.”

If the government experts were to make another soil

survey of Madera County this year that sentence

£ never appear in the government report. Since

that report was made Madera has made great progress.

Numerous individual holdings of land have been sub

divided and vast subterranean water supplies have been

tapped and cheap electrical power has been provided to

'' in the development and distribution of water.

FIFTEEN HUNDRED FAMILIES MOVED TO MADERA

County FARMS IN six MoxTHS. HUNDREDS ARE COMING

NOW.

Madera County
is the center of the San Joaquin Valley, the heart of Cali

fornia, the home of alfalfa, and there are no greater

opportunities anywhere.

For further information and illustrated literature,

address:

SECRETARY MADERA COUNTY

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Madera, California

|- f * ****,*-*-- -- -- -

KHSSSSSSSSHSHSSSSSSSSSSSHSASEHEREEEEER:

*
-

Are You Interested

in Poultry Raising?

Are you thinking of taking it up as a

side line to fruit raising, truck gardening,

dairying, general farming?

Do you know that poultry raising is

most profitable where green feed can be

raised all the year around, where there is

plenty of sunshine and pure air, where the

markets are close at hand?

Do you know that the Lodi section

provides every favorable element for suc

cessful poultry raising?

Here is an item worth noting. The

residents of Californian cities are the

greatest consumers of poultry and

poultry products in the world. They are

accustomed to paying high prices for

their eggs and poultry and demand only

the best.

THELODICOUNTRY

is California's most intensified, most di

versified farming district. Ninety miles

from San Francisco. Low transportation

rates by rail and water. Abundance

of water for irrigation. Equable delight

ful climate and many opportunities for

fruit and nut raising, berry raising, alfalfa

growing, garden truck, dairying, etc.

Write for our illustrated booklet

Secretary Lodi Merchants Association

|

LO D ||
CALIFORNIA

*ā
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You may eat oranges

this month which were

grown in Sacramento

County. The Sacra

mento County citrus

fruits are now ready

for the market. They

are always on the

market ahead of the

fruit from other sec

tions. Damage from

frost has no terrors for

the Sacramento Valley

orange grower. He

knows that his crop is

safely on the market

before the winter

months set in. Sacra

mento oranges are un

excelled for flavor, size

and keeping qualities.

Why is Wheat Farming Unpopular

in California? -

Because it has long since been demonstrated that far more

valuable crops can be obtained from California soil.

Where pears, peaches, cherries, prunes, plums, hops,

oranges, walnuts, almonds, raisins, table grapes, rice, wine

grapes, olives, figs, alfalfa and other such crops which

mean high prices, can be grown successfully the land be

comes far too valuable for grain growing. Especially is

this true in California where the high-priced farm products

reach a perfection that makes certain top-notch prices.

And always there is a good market for such products.

It is to your interest to send for the booklet descriptive of

Sacramento County. Address

IMMIGRATION COMMITTEE, BOARD OF SUPERWISORS, SACRAMENT0

Sacramento County, California
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BEAUMONT

A CALIFORNIA

Apple Home

Where

Big Red

Apples

Grow

Proven by sixty years' experience. We come today

before the world, offering large tracts of new land,

heretofore impracticable for horticulture because

water had not been developed, at reasonable prices

and with proven market.

Within3Hours' Ridefrom LosAngeles

Our valley has not known crop failure for a

quarter of a century; everything grows; soil

and water are of the best; never too hot nor

too cold.

In the Heart of Southern California

Write today for Free Full Information

W. L. PERCY, SECRETARY

Beaumont Board of Trade

Beaumont, California

Population Doubled

In Ten Years

That is the record in Jackson county during the

decade from 1900 to Ioro. It is a safe prediction

that the same thing will happen before the next

census is taken.

Up until the time the first commercial apple and

pear orchards were planted in the Rogue River

Valley, there was no appreciable gain in popula

tion. After those first plantings came into bearing

people began to come into Jackson county in

droves. They have been laying out homes and

orchards and farms since.

And yet notwithstanding the big gain in the last

decade there are still less than four people to the

square mile in this county. That ought to show

that there is a great opportunity for many thou

sands here yet.

JACKSON

COUNTY

produces the finest apples, pears, peaches and

strawberries in the whole world. Apples, and

pears from this county have gained international

reputation. Look up the championships awarded

at all the bi '' e and pear shows. Jackson

county heads the list.

The average farm value per acre, cultivated and

uncultivated, as given by the U.S. census in this

county is $90,60 per acre. That ought to tell you

that the land is very rich and very productive, for

farm values are governed by the productivity of

the land. The resources are as yet scarcely

touched.

Send for our booklet. It will tell you much about

our county. It's most solid reading, a compilation

of facts that are worth while.

Jackson County Court

Jacksonville, Oregon
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There Are W on d e r ful

Money-Making Possibilities in

Fresno County
C A L I F O R N IA

Just an example of what has really been accomplished. This is not a theory of what might be

accomplished but the actual experience of one grower. It shows what can be done in Fresno

County, the district so ideally fitted by climate and soil for the production of figs.

Read what one man accomplished

(From Reedley Ledger, Reedley, California).

HARWESTS $1050 FROM

2 ACRES OF FIGS

Five years ago Y. Wake purchased of Fresno parties

forty acres of the old Purington ranch, situated one and

one-half miles northeast of Reedley, at a price of $80

per acre, says the Reedley Ledger. Adjoining the home

site on the place were two acres set out to White

Adriatic figs, then in bearing, having been set out

several years previous. The trees, however, had re

ceived scant attention until Wake took charge of the

tract, but since he took possession he has given them

proper care and cultivation.

The fruits of his toil are a striking example of the big

returns that can be made from fruit culture in this dis

trict where proper methods are employed. His labor

in the care of his fruit trees was painstaking and not of

the haphazard kind but that he was well repaid is

shown in the handsome receipts from the harvest of this

season. Fifteen tons of the figs produced on the two

acres were sold to the wholesalers at $70 per ton, or a

total of $1050 and Wake would not sell those two acres

today for $25oo, whereas five years ago he paid but

$3200 for his entire forty-acre tract.

The balance of the parcel, thirty-eight acres, were

set out to vines and the owner intends rooting up a por

tion of them from time to time in order to plant more

fig trees of the White Adriatic variety which thrives

exceedingly well and bears prolifically in the Reedley

district, a district fast becoming known throughout the

country as the very choicest in the state for culture of

the highest grade of figs grown in the world.

It is an industry just in its infancy and with a

future unsurpassed, for limited indeed is the terri

tory suited to the production of figs for commercial

purposes.

Other Opportunities

in Plenty

And this is just one of the possibilities. There are

scores, even hundreds, of others in this marvelous

section. Fresno County abounds in more possi

bilities than any other district of similar size in the

entire world.

Do you want to become independent? Then you

want to know more about Fresno County, the center

of the San Joaquin Valley, the center of the state,

the county that has such wonderful variety to offer

you.

For further information write to any of the following:

Fresno County Chamber of Commerce, Fresno, Cal. Clovis Chamber of Commerce... . . . . . . Clovis, Cal.

Sanger Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . . Sanger, Cal. Reedley Chamber of Commerce . . . . . Reedley, Cal.

Coalinga Chamber of Commerce. . . . Coalinga, Cal. Kingsburg Chamber of Commerce... Kingsburg, Cal.

Selma Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . . . Selma, Cal. Fowler Chamber of Commerce.... . . . . Fowler, Cal.

Parlier Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . . . Parlier, Cal.
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In the Heart of “The Land Where Life is Large”

OACO ORCHARDS

A perfect orchard subdivided into ten and twenty

acre tracts, scientifically planted, cultivated and

cared for by experts. Now in its third and fourth

year. Trees will begin to bear at sixth year.

Corvallis-Home of Oregon Agricultural College

Eugene-Home of Oregon State University

Oaco Orchards are located in Benton, the Blue Ribbon

County of Oregon, about midway between the two universit

cities, on the Portland, Eugeneand Eastern Electric£

This magnificent orchard tract is commanding the respect

and admiration of orchardists everywhere. The directorate

invites investigation, and urges buyers to visit the property.

An Opportunity for a Splendid Income-Bearing Country Home

Send for ourbooklet “The Investment Value

of An Apple Orchard” or better still,

come to Corvallis and see this tract now.

OREGON APPLE COMPANY

Box 4, B. W. JOHNSON, Manager, Corvallis, Oregon

Your Home in San Diego's

Choicest District

Majestic Point Loma

Tribute of John S. McGroarty

McGroarty, master of descriptive Eng

lish, says of Point Loma: “A magnificent

headland, shouldering its way far out into

the shining ocean, glowing in the sun, and

soft and mystic with shadow under moon

and stars. It lies against the Harbor of

the Sun like a mighty barrier, inviting the

haven-seeking ships to its shelter. When

Cabrillo saw it and later when it rose upon

the vision of the galleons of Viscaino, it

was heavily wooded. Now it is a place of

brown spaces, broken here and t'. by

ever increasing gardens, wonderful with

roses and the name of flowers of every hue.

On its extreme point is a modern light

house watching ceaselessly over the mari

ner, a fortress clings to its slope, and one

of the big wireless telegraph stations of the

world lifts its mystic fingers to catch the

message of the air. It is easily reached by

a trolley system and a boulevard that

might have been built by Caesar, so per

fect is its construction.”

HERE'S only one Point Loma and

it's the choicest residential spot of

all the land. Standing as the

majestic guardian of San Diego

and her grand harbor, overlooking

views that are unsurpassed in all the world, Point

Loma offers to mankind a home, and with that

homeanall-the-timeclimate that varies atnoonday

not more than ten degrees throughout the year.

In this earthly paradise is to be found health and happi

ness. And yet it is not alone the haven of the rich. On

Point Loma you may purchase fine building sites, 5ox 140,

from $850 up. Values however are advancing rapidly as

more and more people are finding in this wonderful district

their ideal home place. Investments here have proven ex

ceedingly profitable and will in future days prove even

more SO.

Full details concerning San Diego and Point Loma in a profusely
illustrated booklet are yours for a post card. Write

D. C. COLLIER & CO.

1 141 Broadway San Diego, Calif.
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Send / %

for this

Booklet

A Region of Great Diversity

Sixty-four pages beautifully

illustrated; contains a vast

fund of information for the

homeseeker, the investor

and the manufacturer.

If you are looking for climate,

home comfort, returns on your

money invested, or recreation—

you'll find all these rolled into one

in this county. Here

we have all that com-

bines to make a pros

perous, law-abiding,

contented community.C A L I F O R N J A L A N D S F O R W E A L T H

Opportunities are measured by comparative conditions. If soil, water

and climatic conditions are equal, and transportation and market accessible,

then to the orchardist, the horticulturist and agriculturist it becomes a matter

of comparative soil values, associated with the price of land.

To the manufacturer, a comparison of the quality, cost and supply of

raw material; the cost of power and fuel; transportation facilities and accessi.

bility to market are the elements that appeal.

The mine operators seek ore deposits, under proper geological and min.

eralogical conditions to assure permanency.

The lumberman compares quality, quantity, variety and accessibility of

timber—as well as market—when he contemplates investment.

To state conditions as they exist, and as the inquiring mind will find them

is the purpose of this publication, issued under the authority of the Board of

Supervisors of Shasta County. It is desirable that the State, the Coast, and

the country develop in harmony, and that Shasta County with her diversified

opportunities-pomological, horticultural, agricultural, mining and in

dustrial—will not unnecessarily lag behind in the great strides of develop.

ment now apparent in the states bordering the Pacific. This booklet is

primarily an invitation to the homeseeker and investment seeker, to investigate

the natural resources and vast undeveloped opportunities of Shasta County,

and it is our purpose to present an authentic account of what has been

accomplished in the past and what we believe the future gives promise of

having in store for us.

Address either of the

undersigned:

REDDING CHAMBER

OF COMMERCE

Redding, California

ANDERSON CHAMBER

OF COMMERCE

Anderson, California

or, CLERK OF THE

BOARD OF

SUPERWISORS

Redding, California
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NVESTIGATEBRIISHEDIUMBIA

Mr. Homeseeker

Time means everything, yet how few realize that the time to make that intended move or

investment, is NOW, and thus reap the benefit of the development and natural growth of the

country. Study your conditions—your future prospects, and just what a move into a new

country will mean to you. In British Columbia now are thousands of people who faced this

exact situation before you. They pioneered it—took the hardships as they came, and today are

reaping the benefit—comfortably situated on land that has multiplied a hundred fold.

As an investment proposition, there is no place on the American continent today, where

you stand to win, through growth and development alone, as in British Columbia. State

whether you wish an investment in new townsites, city property, or land.

To the man wanting a home in British Columbia, I say, decide definitely to share in

British Columbia’s natural wealth, then write me fully regarding your requirements as you see

them—whether you desire to follow general farming, stock raising, dairying, fruit growing,

truck gardening or poultry raising. Tell me how much land you think you will require, along

what lines you have had experience, the amount of money you can invest, and together let us

see if we can place you where prosperity will be assured. Complete your arrangements this

winter, so that the spring may find you located in your new field. Such a move should not be

made hastily-it should be given careful thought.

My offer will bring many responses. There are satisfied settlers in all parts of British

Columbia and investors in every State in the Union, in China, Japan, New Zealand, Australia,

Mexico, South American countries, and many in England, who have been placed in touch with

“their opportunity” through my office. Now what can Ido for you? Enclose ten cents for postage.

W. F. COLEMAN
CANADIAN MANAGER SUNSET

73O ROGERS BUILDING V A N C O U V E R, B. C.

P. S. I have just learned today of some exceptionally good openings in two or three

young growing towns in Central British Columbia. My information is authentic. Ask for it.

|

Kindly send me full information on Richlands -1
fruit orchards. t

Capital Paid Up $1,330,000
NAME

STREE VANCOUVER, B. C., CANADA
TREET_ l "Reliable Agents Wanted-Liberal Commission”

City ––– STATE- |

WE have something intensely interesting to tell you. Something that vitally affects your future.

We want to tell you about a proposition that will ensure yòu a steady income year in and year

out with a “net profit” at the end. We want to tell you about exceptionally rich, productive

soil under a superior system of irrigation. About a climate that is “just right” as regards cold,

heat and sunshine. About the success that others are making. In fact we want to tell you all

“RICHLANDS"
or beautiful orchard land in the Okanagan District in Southern British Columbia. The district

that produces the “world's best” when it comes to apples. Small fruits and general farming

intensively followed are just as remunerative.

Do you want to know about this almost ideal place to live and work? Your name on the coupon

will bring fullest information.

North American Securities, Limited
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8% Mortgage Investments
For the past few months this Corporation has offered “SUNSET’ readers some

attractive real estate investments with very gratifying results. At the same

time we have drawn attention to mortgage securities on improved Vancouver

Real Estate and from the large number of enquiries that have resulted we

are convinced that a great many investors in the United States and Canada

are looking for just this class of security, and we have therefore decided to

feature our Mortgage plan in this issue.

The investments we offer are backed by over a quarter of a century's

experience in the investment field of Western Canada, during which time this

Corporation has built up a reputation through its sound conservative business

methods that has given it a position in Western Canada financial circles

second to none.

Our Mortgages are based on improved Vancouver City real estate yield

ing 8% on residential property and 6% to 7% on down town business Blocks,

extending over a term of three years with interest payable in quarterly install

ments. A careful inspection of every property submitted for loan is made

and only 50% of our valuation is loaned. We also require that the property

shall produce an annual net revenue equal to double the interest on the

Mortgage and that Fire Insurance for at least the amount of the Mortgage

shall be carried, with loss payable to the investor in case of fire. In addition

to this our Attorneys pass on each title, and only where their report shows it

to be perfectly clear of any encumbrance is a Mortgage granted, and it is then

registered as a first charge against the property in the Government Land

Registry Office.

Our investments will therefore stand the most rigid investigation and you

will find them as sound as any investment you may be offered; at the same

time yielding a higher rate of interest.

If you are interested in getting a larger return on your Capital than you

at present receive with absolute security we shall be pleased to have you write

us and any further information you desire will be cheerfully given.

We can transfer Mortgages to clients in sums of $1,000 up to any amount

you may wish to invest.

OUR OFFER

8% With Absolute Security 8%

Interest in Quarterly Instalments

Our Bankers are the Canadian Bank of Commerce; also Dunns or

Bradstreets will give you our standing.

Yorkshire Guarantee 8 Securities Corporation, Ltd.

R. Kerr Houlgate, Manager

440 SEYMOUR STREET WANCOUWER, CANADA

—
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How VICTORIA Solves

RITISH COLUMBIA is today doubtless the most rapidly

developing region of virgin lands, forests, mineral deposits

and fisheries in the world, and Victoria, its beautiful

capital city, has been for the last two years Canada’s most

rapidly growing commercial centre.

Victoria has increased in population and volume of

business more than 50 per cent in the last two years. Its population

grew from 31,620 in 1911 to more than 63,000 in 1913. No other large

city in Canada experienced a growth in the same brief period at once

so amazingly rapid and significantly substantial.

Real estate values and the earning power of property increased and

are steadily increasing coincidentally with the growth of population and

business activity.

As fields for highly productive and secure investment, Victoria, Van

couver Island, and in fact all Western British Columbia, afford a multitude

of opportunities unrivaled in older or less richly endowed localities.

In the midst of the consequent real estate activity, the substantial and

conservative people of Victoria found the analyzing and judging of offered

investments, lands and securities a difficult and potent problem.

This situation resulted in the final recognition of the Victoria Securi

ties, Limited, a solid financial and most efficiently organized and officered

corporation, as the ideal establishment to investigate, analyze and approve

or reject offered securities or investments involving properties of any

kind anywhere in British Columbia.

Victoria Securities, Limited, combines in its large establishment, the

solidarity and conservatism characteristic of leading British investment

concerns, with the most thorough and systematic departmental organ

ization and equipment maintained by up-to-date investment corpora

tions on this continent.

The Dominion Bank of Canada, or the Canadian Bank of Commerce,

will be pleased to answer any inquiries concerning this Company.
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Canadian Investment Problems

ICTORIA SECURITIES, Limited, is prepared promptly and

authoritatively to answer any question relating to invest

ments in Victoria or anywhere in British Columbia.

It is a thoroughly modern establishment having large

capital and immense resources. Each department is in

charge of an experienced specialist. These departments include real

estate, mortgages, loans, rentals and insurance.

Its headquarters are situated in Victoria, the Capital and financial

centre of the Province of British Columbia. This fact is noteworthy

because it enables this corporation to remain constantly and most effec

tively in touch with all the investment fields of this great Province,

enabling it always to obtain or verify important information directly

through official sources.

The departmental heads of this corporation have maintained a thorough, constant

investigation and study of British Columbia real estate values for a number of years.

Moreover, at the present time this corporation possesses the choicest and most

extensive listings of properties offered for sale in many districts, cities and towns of

British Columbia.

In Victoria this establishment specializes in high class business, residential and

apartment house properties. Also it offers exceedingly attractive investments in the

form of agreements of sale and first mortgages.

If you are interested in British Columbia or inclined to share in the profits of the

present prolific era of upbuilding and development, Victoria Securities, Limited, is pre

pared to give you, without cost or obligation, intimate and authentic information, essen

tial facts and up-to-date news, together with official Government blue prints and maps,

as well as competent and enlightened advice and suggestions.

Victoria Securities, Limited, invites all readers of Sunset when visiting Victoria to

make this corporation’s offices their headquarters and business home while in the city.

Every facility of the establishment will be at your service, including inspection of and

report upon any investment in British Columbia that may interest you.

VICTORIA SECURITIES, Limited

D. M. MALIN, Manager

1112 Government Street VICTO RIA, B. C.
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|I||W
|Biliń.

Interior British Columbia’s future Manufac

turing and Commercial Capital, offers unrivalled

opportunities for money-making investments,

business and homes. Located on the Fraser

and Willow rivers, Grand Trunk Pacific,

Pacific & Hudson Bay, and other railroads, in

the centre of a large, rich, farming and timber

district, the natural supply point for the Wonder

ful Peace River country and the rich Cariboo

Mining District, together with immense deposits

of the finest coal in British Columbia only 16 miles

away, and water power sufficient to supply a city of

a million people only 9 miles away, ensures

Willow River's future. For free information

and full particulars, write

|MIIUMNIKINSITE(ITI)

JOINTOWNERS & SOLE AGENTS

5 :) " RICHARDS ST.VANCOUVER B.C.
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No More Monthly Payments. ‘Increase in Price of $29.00

A Radical Departure is About to Be Made in the Plan of Sale of

THE NEW

Encyclopaedia Britannica
11th EDITION (Published by the Cambridge University Press)

Now Sold Direct to the Public

Hereafter it will be obtainable

—through agents and booksellers only

—for cash payment only (complete sets or volume by volume)

—no longer for monthly payments

The Difference will be
* -

–An increase of $29,00–$5.75 instead of $4.75 a volume

–An immediate outlayof the full cash priceinsteadof only $5.00

THE FINAL DATE Formal announcement is hereby made of the

and for monthly payments.

termination of the sale at the present low prices

In England the closing date will be December 22nd,

and in the United States and Canada very shortly thereafter.

Your only safe plan is to sign and mail, now, the

order form on the last page of this announcement

if you want to get the book before it costs $29.00 more.

/ | \O MANY of the public this inevitable

change in the conditions of sale will

Present itself in this simple form:

“It is now easy, and will be then almost

impossible, for me to secure a work which I

long since determined to obtain sooner or later.”

The success of the new Encyclopaedia Brit

annica, of which 51,243 copies (1,486,047

volumes) have already been sold, has made

the existing system of small monthly payments

so familiar that its discontinuance may, at first

glance, seem to be a sudden and violent dis

turbance of established usage. But it should

be remembered that every advertisement of

the work has explicitly described the current

offer as provisional, and the price as tempo

rary, and subject to increase by stages until it

reached the normal figure of $7.50 per volume,

i.e., the price at which the 7th, 8th and 9th

editions were sold. The increase to $5.75 a

volume which has been fixed to take effect in

England as from December 22nd, and very

shortly thereafter in this country, marks a

stage in this upward process.

A last opportunity

before the price is raised and

the facility of making small

monthly payments is withdrawn.

As all those who have been contemplating

the purchase of the new edition have been told

that the offer at $4.75 a volume was temporary,

it could hardly be considered a hardship if the

change to $5.75 per volume, and the abolition

of the instalment system, were effected at a

day's notice. But that course has not been

adopted. Provision has been made for those

who have been intending to subscribe but

have not yet done so.

Before the change takes place, a last opportun

ity will be given to subscribe at the present low

Prices and to obtain immediate delivery of the

volumes (and of the bookcase if desired) for

monthly payments of only $5.00.
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INCREASE IN PRICE–No More Monthly Payments

Why the Change Is Made

at This Time

A reader who thinks that it would suit him

better to purchase the Encyclopaedia Britan

nica on the monthly payment system and at

the low price next year, than to do so now, may

wonder why the sale should not be continued

under the present conditions.

The employment of the large capital required

for instalment sales, and the minimizing of

profit entailed by exceptionally low prices, are

expedient in the case of a new work of which

the contents are so voluminous and so varied

that they cannot adequately be represented by

advertisements. On the other hand, the rapid

distribution of a large number of copies upon

unusually attractive terms firmly establishes

the reputation of the work. Now that this

has been done, a continuous, though slower,

sale through booksellers and agents is more

profitable and less troublesome. On the one

hand, those who most need the Encyclopaedia

}ritannica, and those to whom its acquisition

in the ordinary way would be most difficult,

have already subscribed or can at once sub

scribe. On the other hand, it is now better

known, more highly appreciated, and more con

stantly used than any other book to which the

20th century has given birth.

3 inches thick

1 inch thick

Half Morocco -

Ordinary paper Full Sheepskin

iNDiA PAPER

The Object Achieved, the

Offer Closes

The editor completed a great achievement

when he passed the volumes for press. Its

publishers have now accomplished the equally

necessary task of introducing the volumes in

all parts of the world. And, after this final

subscription sale, those who want the Ency

clopaedia Britannica must buy it and pay for it

as they buy and pay for any other book.

A Book Now Known to All

It may be safely assumed that virtually every

reader of this announcement has either seen

the new Encyclopaedia Britannica in the house

of some friend, or heard it so highly com

mended and so often quoted that its general

character and its original features are already

known to him. The notes which appear under

the photograph of the volumes (see next page)

should sufficiently refresh his memory in this

connection; and for the purpose of this brief

sale it is not proposed to invite applications

for any descriptive prospectus, though spe

cific questions will gladly be answered.

There are, doubtless, some intending purchasers,

however, who have delayed because they would like first

to convince themselves concerning certain points such

as cannot be covered in any general description. In

particular, a reader may argue that his hesitation does

not in the least call in question the value of the book,

only his capacity to profit by it. “A series of volumes

in which leading specialists collaborate to answer any

question that can reasonably be asked should be in

valuable. Will it prove so in my case? Shall I, in

fact, use it when I have it?” This is not a matter for

reasoning, but for experiment. Arguments on this head

are words wasted. Only actual examination and use

of the volumes themselves can satisfy the desire to be

reassured on this point.

“Conditional Purchase”

It has accordingly been decided that the wishes of

those who truly seek an answer to this question will

best be fulfilled by permitting conditional purchase,

i.e., the subscriber holds himself free to return the vol

umes after ten days use and claim a refund of $3.75

from the $5.00 sent with his order. The reader who

would subscribe with this proviso must endorse the order

form “Conditional Purchase.” On no account will the

privilege be granted to those who order without such

endorsement, since it is essential that the precise num

ber of copies supplied on these terms must be known.

For the Present Only

As it is only practicable to part, in this provisional

manner, with a small proportion of the copies now on

hand, this privilege may have to be withdrawn at any

moment. Those who wish to prove for themselves

that the Encyclopaedia Britannica will really be useful to

them, confirming their opinion from actual examination

of the volumes, should make due application to-day.
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THE

NEW

11TH

EDITION

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA

HE IMMENSEGROWTH OF

KNOWLEDGE renders an en

cyclopaedia more of a necessity

to-day than ever before. For the same

reason, a book which to-day affords a thorough answer to any ques

tion that can reasonably be asked must inevitably be voluminous.

The contents of the 11th edition of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica would fill between 400 and 500 ordinary octavo

books. Printed, as previous editions were printed, on ordinary

paper, the 29 quarto volumes make a row 7 feet long. The

ever-increasing bulk of the Encyclopaedia Britannica promised

to become a serious menace to its usefulness. The present

edition was already far advanced towards completion when a

member of the editorial staff, rebelling at the thought that all

the precious material passing through his hands was destined to

be buried in volumes too cumbersome for easy reading, urged

the employment of India paper. The idea was unheard of.

Nothing larger than an octavo Bible had ever been printed on

A single payment

of $5.00 secures

delivery complete.

India paper.

found more complete justification in the event.

The use of India paper has resulted in light, slender, elegant

volumes, inviting for reference, a pleasure to read; and the whole

44 million words go into a cubic space of only 2 feet.

greater need of the day for an encyclopaedia has been met by a

Seldom, however, has a revolutionary change

INDIA PAPER

IMPRESSION

29 quarto volumes; 1,000 pages each;

44,000,000 words; 400 plates : 7,000

other illustrations; 300 maps.

Occupying a cubic space of only 2 ft.

The

work which surpasses in usefulness all earlier editions, not only

by reason of the more exhaustive and systematic character of its contents, but also in virtue

of its compact and infinitely more usable form.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th Edition, is copyright in all countries subscribing to the

Berne Convention by

THE MOST WONDERFUL BOOK IN

the Chancellor, Masters an Scholars of the University of Cambridge

THE WORLD

Eleven Editions: a Century and a

Half of Development

1. No more striking evidence could be given of the immense

expansion of knowledge in modern times than the growth of the

Encyclopaedia Britannica. The three volumes of the first edition

(1768), mainly the work of a single hand, have grown to 29 volumes

in the 11th edition, the outcome of collaboration among some 1,

distinguished specialists. And this growth of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica is an indication also of the extent to which the need of

such a work has increased with the expansion of knowledge. If a

book of this kind was in demand 145 years ago, when a useful ac

count of knowledge could be given in three volumes, how much

more is such a resource needed to-day, when the required inform

ation occupies almost ten times as many volumes?

A Nearer Approach to Perfection

2. Besides the growth that naturally accompanies the increase

of knowledge, each successive edition shows also an internal im

provement upon its predecessor. The instrument is ever perfecting

itself, until we come to the present edition, and to an advance for

which the whole history of encyclopaedias affords no measure.

Apart altogether from the immense£ of its compact and

handy format, the 11th edition excels all previous books of the kind

in the following points:-(a)it is more thoroughly and consistently
abreast of its times, (b) it will appeal to the reader as more exhaus

tive, and (c) to the enquirer as easier of reference.

More Useful Because More

Systematic

4. Hitherto, at the beginning of the task of issuing the Ency

clopaedia Britannica, the£ immediately in view the£
cation of the first volume only, containing, perhaps, 600 articles.

The inevitable tendency, therefore, was to take the corresponding

volume of the previous edition as a basis and correct the

articles so far as, viewed separately, they seemed to call for correc

tion. In the present case, the editor had in view the issue, not of a

single volume, but of the entire work, since the whole was to be

published simultaneously. His first business, therefore, was to

plan, with the assistance of his permanent editorial staff and his

contributors in each department, how each individual subject—e.g.,

English History, Chemistry, Religion—could best be dealt with in

a series of connected articles, each of which should give the reader

precisely the information he requires under the heading to which he

would naturally refer, while together they should form an exhaus

tive treatment of the whole subject.

The Perfected Instrument

- -

An Advantage Peculiar to this

Edition

3. These and other improvements—which may all be included

in the general statement that the 11th edition is more systematic

than its predecessors—are the result of a circumstance peculiar to

the preparation of the 11th edition. For the first time in the mak

ing of an extensive work, the whole book was planned and executed

as one consistent whole, and no part of it was printed and published

until the whole material from A to Z was assembled.

5. The 11th edition, therefore, is no mere revision, but a new

work founded upon a fresh survey. It is singularly easy of refer

ence because, in every case, a separate article is accorded to the topic

uponwhich the inquirer seeks information, whereas previously it was

too often lost in an “omnibus” article of inordinate length. . . It

is extraordinarily exhaustive, because these separate articles

were not written independently and at haphazard, according to the

exigencies of the alphabet and the particular volume in preparation,

but in pursuance of a well considered scheme planned to meet the

demands of the whole subject.

Whether he turn to its# for the answer to a specific question

or for enlightenment upon the whole of a great subject, the reader
will find the 11th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica more

zaseful, more thorough, more interesting, than he could have imag

ined possible in a work of such immense scope, or than he £i

: expected from his acquaintance with any other encyclopaedia

Whatever.
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THE

NEW ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA '#'s

Closing of the subscription lists for the New ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA–

11th Edition, 29 volumes, published by the Cambridge University Press, of England. Price to

be increased from $29 to $50, according to the binding. No more monthly payments.

NOW–$4.75 a volume, and sold direct to the public for monthly

instalments, the complete set delivered on a first payment of only $5.00.

THEN–$5.75 a volume, for full cash payment, through agents

and booksellers only.

INDIA PAPER AND ORDINARY PAPER The extraordinary compactness, flexibility, and

lightness of the India paper edition, in its various

bindings (occupying a cubic space of but 2 feet) immediately appealed to the general public... Of the 51,000

sets already bought, 91% per cent. have been on India paper and only 8% per cent on ordinary paper, the

same as that used for the old 9th edition, and those are chiefly for public institutions.

THE BINDINGS Of the bindings, the dark red full morocco edition forms the handsomest addition

- to any library, worthy a collection of the most expensively bound books; the dark

green sheepskin, by its extreme flexibility, the ease with which it is handled, and its comely appearance, has

proved by far the most popular with the general public; the cloth binding has been regarded as entirely satis

factory by those who had to choose the cheapest form.

Form of Subscription for the LAST SALE on the

Instalment System and Before the Price is Increased

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA Co.,

12o West 32nd Street, New York.

Please send me the new Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th edition, 29 volumes,

published by The Cambridge University Press, of England. I enclose$

bein ( first payment ) and I agree to send the second and all subsequent payments
"g \payment in full g - - quent pay

on the corresponding day of each following month until payment is complete, in accord;

ance with the style of binding and the terms of payment indicated by the XI have placed

in one of the squares below, showing my selection. It is agreed that I shall keep the
books, but the title does not pass to me until the total amount has been paid. Terms,

F. O. B. New York. - - -

Please indicate style of binding desired by marking a cross X in one of the

squares shown below.

INDIA PAPER, After this Sale these

Prices will be
Strongly recommended, especially in

the Leather bindings.

D CLOTH (ordinary covers).

31 monthly payments of . . 5.00 $29.00 more,
•) • * - - -

' ' '. ; : # ... i.e.,

4 “ - . . .3481 $166.75 cash.

Cash Price . . . . . . 137.75

D FULL shEEPskin (flexible).
37 monthly payments of $36.50 more,

12 “ -- -

- - 1.e.,

* . - y $203.25 cash.

Cash Price . . . 166.75

DT FULL MoRocco (lexible).

There is also a beautiful binding

(India paper) in full limp velvet

suede, Prayer Book style, round

corners, gilt edges. Having ex

treme flexibility, being lined with

leather, the backs may be folded

back against each other and the

volume may be doubled up and

slipped into a coat pocket.

AN ORDER FORM

is printed opposite. It should

be cut off and mailed at once.

The reader, unless he wishes to

deny himself and, it may be,

his children the possession of

the most wonderful book in the

world, has before him a simple

alternative:

He can purchase the new

Encyclopaedia Britannica NOW

for $4.75 a volume, while the

option of making monthly pay

ments is still open to him.

47 monthly payments of . . $5.00 $50.00 more,

12 “ ** . . 18.52 i.e.,

. : ; : #: $267.50 cash.

Cash Price . . . . . . . 217.50

SUN-C 1913.

Mame

Address

Occupation

If in business |
add &usiness address.

If you wish to have a bookcase for the India paper impression, please mark a cross X

in one the squares shown below.

D (1) Single tier, solid mahogany: $14.50 cash (or 3 monthly payments of $5.00after

payments for the book are completed).

D (2) Two tier, solid mahogany : $8.75 cash (or 2 monthly payments of $5.00 each).

OR,

he can obtain the Work LATER,

from an agent or bookseller,

for $166.75 cash, and propor

tionately higher prices in the

better bindings.

Should you for any reason

contemplate purchasing the or

dinary, or thick, paper impression,

please write for a special order

form. The cash prices are, Cloth,

$130.50 (to be increased $29,00),

or 29 monthly payments of $5.00

each. Also bound in Half-Morocco

and Full Morocco.
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Coos Bay

Oregon
Natural Outlet for Products

of Great Inland Agricultural,

Dairying & Farming Country

Industries of surrounding country include

lumbering, mining, salmon fishing and

packing, agriculture, cranberry culture,

horticulture and dairying.

Ten to twenty acres under intensive cul

tivation or 40 to 100 acres, general farm

ing, sufficient to support the average

family and produce good income.

Estimated 110,000,oooooo feet of timber,

greatest belt of standing merchantable

timber tributary to any port in the world;

now ripe for harvest.

Tourists, homeseekers, investors, stock

raisers, practical dairymen, fruit growers,

truck farmers and manufacturers invited

to investigate opportunities in the Coos

Bay Country.

Cheap fuel, cheap transportation rates,

abundant raw material should interest

manufacturers.

Oregon is just on the eve of vast develop

ment. Coos Bay is bound to receive

great impetus from the strides which will

be made in this country in the next

decade.

For complete information and booklet de

scriptive of resources and opportunities

here, write either of the undersigned

organizations.

MARSHFIELD

CHAMBER of COMMERCE

MARSHFIELD, OREGON

NORTH BEND

COMMERCIAL CLUB

NORTH BEND, ORE.

6YEAR’s
TO PAY FOR

JamesRanchlands

'.
---

A -

31.2 on

-the county in whichthe big

72,000 acre James Ranch

tract is located produces

more alfalfa than any other

county in the United States!

-the James Ranch lands are

the cream of Fresno county

and may be procured on very

easy terms! Big profits have

been made here by Alfalfa

growing and dairying-are

being made NOW!

"tworailroads-bigmarkets

cheaptransportation-$18aton

now being received for Alfalfa

on stack! Superabundance of -

water from two big rivers and . .

many wells. Cheap irrigation. ~ .*

-before you buy California N "ur. |
land of any kind, investigate \ - -

the cream of it all and the big

gest single ranch subdivision .
being marketed! The cheap

estland of its high productive

-

|
, -

quality! * 108A: Its.

our big free book just off the

press with map of the James

C- -

-send your name today for '. \ . .

-- NRanch!

San Joaquin Valley |
Farm Lands Co.

General Offices:

200 H. W. Hellman Building

Los Angeles, Cal.
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BEDRUGK PRICES

Can not obtain much longer in the heart of

New Mexico. If you want to secure a farm that

will make you rich in the rise of its market value

and pay you an income as long as you keep it

NOW is the time to investigate and purchase

land in our valley.

WE HAVE Good Location, Good Climate,

Rich Soil, Fine Water in abundance,

Electricity at Small Cost, Good Railroad

Connections, Home Markets, Foreign

Markets, Home Comforts common to

few rural communities.

Our valley has proven its worth. Its best

references are the farmers who have made their

homes here. They know the lands which our

company is now offering for sale. We would be

glad to have you investigate us through them.

Bank and other financial references may be

had from us on request.

MAKE A START RIGHT NOW to acquire

one of our 10-, 20- or 40-acre farms and be in

dependent the rest of your days.

The State Land Commission of New Mexico

must approve water facilities on all lands offered

for sale, thereby guarding the purchaser's rights

by state regulation. - -

We are offering the safest possible opportunity

to secure an income property in a valley where

you will be proud to make your home.

It is up to you, if you care to better your

financial condition, to get in touch with us at

once regarding our lands

IN THE

|||}|SWALIE)

DEMING, NEW MEXICO

In the heart of New Mexico.

88 miles from El Paso, Texas.

725 miles from Los Angeles,

Cal.

2 days’ ride from Chicago

or New Orleans.

1 day’s ride from

Los Angeles.

--"I"

e Get Your Canadian Home e

From the Canadian Pacific

The * |
Home H

Maker - - -

E will make you a long-time loan-you will H

have 20 years to pay for the land and repay

the loan-you can move on the land at once

-and your Canadian farm will make you zndependent.

2O Years to Pay
Rich Canadian land for from $11 to $30 per acre. You pay

only one-twentieth down-balance in 19 equal annual pay

ments. Long before your final payment comes due your farm

will have£ for itself over and over. This advertisement

is directed only to farmers or to men who will occupy and

improve the land.

We Lend You $2000 for Improvements
The $2,000 loan is used only for erecting your buildings,

fencing, sinking well and breaking. You are given twenty

years in which to fully repay this loan. You pay only the

king interest of 6 per cent.

Advance of Live Stock on Loan Basis

The Company, in case of approved land purchaser who is in

a position and has the knowledge to take care of his stock

will advance cattle, sheep and hogs up to the value of $1 ooj

on a loan basis, so as to enable the settler to get started from

the first on the right basis of mixed farming. If you do not

want to wait until you can complete your own buildings and

cultivate your farm, select, one of our Ready-Made farms

developed by C. £R. Agricultural Experts—with#
complete, land cultivated and in crop, and pay for it in
years. We give the valuable assistance of great demonstra

tion farms-free.

This Great Offer Based on Good Land

Firest land on earth for grain, growing, cattle, hog, shee

and horse raising, dairying, poultry, vegetables and gene

mixed farming, irrigated lands, for intensive farming-non

irrigated lands with ample rainfall for mixed and grain farm

ing. These lands are on or near established lines of railway.

near established towns.

Ask for our handsome illustrated books on Manitoba, Sas

katchewan and Alberta-mention the one, you wish. Alse

maps with full information free. Write today.

C. S. THORNTON, Colonization Agent

Canadian Pacific Railway
Colonization Department 112 W. Adams St., Chicago

FOR SALE-Town lots in all growing towns-Ask for

e information concerning Industrial and Busi

||

ness openings in all towns.

*==

TheWaterGoes Farther

In irrigating when your land is level and your ditches are
clean and straight. ou can make new ditches—clean and

level old ditches—make a dead level seed bed—or throw up a

border dike—just as fast as 2 horses can walk, if you use the

2Oth Century Grader
Twice across the field makes a smooth level ditch 4

feet wide and 2 feet deep, with hard sides and a dead

level bottom.

This handy machine has a hundred uses on the

irrigated ranch. Can't break it A 2-horse, 1-man

grader that does the work of an

8-horse machine.

Send for new Catalogue A.

THE BAKER MFG. CO.

574 Stanford Ave., Springfield, Ill.

Pacific Coast Agents'

E. D. W. A R I, R. B. A. C. O N C"o.

Dept. S., San Francisco, California
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There is a place

for YOU

somewhere in California or Oregon. The west is building

up rapidly and many small towns need

Alfalfa Mills, Bakers, Bankers, Barber Shops,

Blacksmith Shops, Brick Yards, Canning

Factories, Cement Block Faćtories, Creameries,

Drug Stores, Elevators, Flour Mills, Foundries,

Furniture Stores, Garages, Hardware Stores,

Hotels, Implement Stores, Laundries, Lumber

Yards, Meat Markets, Physicians, Restaurants,

Stores (general) and a great variety of others.

CAN YOU NOT FILL ONE OF THESE PLACES 2

For the Farmer, Gardener, Dairyman there are many

tracts of land Irrigated and Non-Irrigated that can be had at

reasonable prices. The markets are near and transportation

facilities good. -

Write to me for authentic information concerning any

Business Openings or Tračis of Land you may be interested

in. I will give you complete authentic information Free.

R. A. SMITH

Colonization and Industrial Agent

Union Pacific Railroad Co.
Room 1 / 18, Union Pacific Building

Omaha, Nebraska
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G A T E D F A R M s| R. R. I.
%|

#2 & 5 7" //v 7-/** **.s 7”;

$ &
#7 Balfour, Guthrie & Co. announce the opening sale of

§ Brentwood Irrigated Farms, the choicest farm land in

$ California.

The Soil is a sedimentary deposit of great depth and fertility. The Water*S

% comes from the San Joaquin River in abundance through a complete irrigation
NZ system of the highest type of construction. #

Zs.

% The Climate is excellent—a blending | The Markets are the million people §
%3 of the interior valleys with that of the of San Francisco Bay district besides §
- coast. No intense heat,no extreme cold. numerous smaller adjacentcommunities. #
V

# Alfalfa, fruit, nuts and vegetables grow abundant crops. There is no better

# location in the State for dairying, hog and poultry raising.
NZ

% Brentwood Irrigated Farms are for the man who wants the best. Allan expert

farmer need doisvisitthe property—he will see enoughin an hourtosatisfy him.
%

- -

% East of Mt. Diablo in Eastern Contra Costa County.

Prices $250 to $300 an Acre Including Water

% Write today for illustrated pamphlet, maps, etc. #1

BALFOUR, GUTHRIE & C0., 350 California St. \,
San Francisco

A. Burness, Resident Agent, Brentwood, California

4
"w& -
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The Home of the Early Orange and Olive

TIM HIA

|RICHGROVE"

Experts state there is no place in Cali

fornia where oranges and olives grow

to such perfection as in this Early

Orange belt of Tulare County. Olives

are crowding the orange industry. The

world demands more California ripe

olives. Buyers are paying $200 per ton

on long term contracts. All kind of crops can be grown between tree rows such as alfalfa, corn,

tomatoes, casaba melons, berries, fruits, etc. More than $100 per acre have been realized on such

crops this year, proving that the land will pay for itself in one season. Prices are $100 and $125 per

acre. Sold on very easy terms. Call or write us for full information and booklet.

ENSIGN-FRANCIS CO.

212 H. W. HELLMAN BLDG. LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

File Your Sunset Magazines

Wery often you wish to read an article or

story in some back issue only to find that

copy lost. You can now keep your

SUNSETS in the form of a handsomely

bound book that will add to the appearance

of your library, by using a Big Ben Binder.

The Big Ben

Binder

is the simplest binder made and each binder will hold six copies of SUNSET.

It has the appearance of a regular bound book. The cover is of vellum de

luxe and leather, the name stamped in real gold leaf. The binder makes a

richly bound volume that will be a handsome addition to your ill -

library. By special arrangement we can furnish you with Fill out £oupon and send to "with.* -

this binder for SUNSET MAGAZINE,

| 460 Fourth St., San Francisco.

Only $1 © Gentlemen:

Enclosed herewith find $1. Please send your

Binder.

Opens Flat

y

“It's as Simple as Filing Papers'
Address............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

_l
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Green feed the year around makes dairying pay

Opportunities

in Oregon

Oregon with its fertile valleys

green grass the year

round is an ideal dairy

country.

*n

Dairying

The climate of Oregon is par

ticularly adapted to poultry
raising. Eggs range in price

from 25 to 60 cents per dozen,

and poultry from 17 to 25 or

30 cents per lb. The supply

never equals the demand.

Poultry

Hog raising until recently in

Oregon was confined''
to home consumption, but

with a better understanding

of the subject and the profits

certain, a splendid field is

open in this industry.

H og s

© Oregon as a fruit growing

r Ul I t State, for , apples, . pears;

aches and berries, is well

£ and there are still

greater possibilities.

Grains and grasses of all

kinds—wheat, oats, barley,Diversified
- rye, corn, alfalfa, hay, clover

Farming and timothy can be grown.

Truck farming and gardening

offer great opportunities for

the man of small means.

Let us send you literature that is both interesting and

reliable along the above lines. It is free for the asking.

Address

John M. Scott, General Passenger Agent

Portland, Oregon

OVer Four Million Sold

THE AUTHOR'S LATEST SUCCESS

Harold Bell Wright's

Eook of Human Heart Beats

Their Yesterdays
A Tender Story of Life and Love

Illustrations by Cootes. Cloth, 12mo., $1.30 net.

Boston Globe-This is the gentle story of the love of a

man and a woman in which the vigor of “That Printer of

Udell's,” the kindliness of “The Shepherd of the Hills,” the

W' of “Dan Matthews” and the grace of “Barbara

orth' are all woven into a strain more delicate and more

beautiful than this great writer has ever before penned.

One Million Edition

50 Cents Everywhere

The Book That Thrilled the World

The Winning of Barbara Worth
A Story of Reclamation and Love

Illustrations by Cootes. Cloth, 12mo.

Other Novels by Mr. Wright

The Famous Ozark Life Stories

The Calling of Dan Matthews

The Shepherd of the Hills

That Printer of Udell's

Harold Bell Wright's Next Novel

The Eyes of the World

Announced for publication this fall, has been post

poned till next year (1914).

Mr. Wright's story of

The Uncrowned King
Illustrations by John Rea Neill.

Cloth, 16mo., 50 cents net. Full leather, $1.00 net.

The message Harold Bell Wright gave to the world in Novel

form in “The Calling of Dan Matthews” and then in in

#: in this story of “The Uncrowned King” is vital

to the race.

Book Catalog Free
Our mammoth£ size 8'x5% inches, over 400 •

advertises books of all the publishers at big savings. Writeus

for it today. Bargains on every . Books on all subjects.

Hundreds of Fine Bindings for your£; Every book

carried in stock. Catalog sent postage prepaid free on request.

The Book Supply Company
E. W. Reynolds, Pres. Publishers and Booksellers

231-233 West Monroe Street :: Chicago

PUTTING THE BEST FOOT FORWARD

IS DONE BY SENDING IN A

PEERLESS PATENT BOOK FORM CARD

because that is the first step that

has to be taken to reach your

man. No man worth reaching

will ever ignore the message of

that card. That one advantage

will pay ten times the cost of

every c with every

customer. That is why you

need-why every manneeds

-this card. The card is

always clean, perfectly flat.

and the edges are absolute

ly smooth. There is no in

dication of where it has

n detached. It seems

incredible, yet it is true. Send for a sample tab and prove it. Send today

Send now. Be prepared to always put your best foot forward.

The John B. W i g g in s Company

Engravers Die-Embossers Plate-Printers ... .

74-76 Adams Street Chicago, Illinois

**w
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IT

GUIDES

YOU

SAFELY

to Good Times, Good

Comrades, Good Health,

a Full, Bright Life.

Devoted to *

Clean Sport |

Fair Play

Conservation

Wild Life Protection

and all the best in

- - outdoor life and

recreation. Entertaining—Inspiring-Informing

IN NOVEMBER

The Swordsmen of the Sea—The snoordfish out-jumps the tarpon ten to one,

out-fights it five to one, and provides an element of real danger.

A Mixed Heritage—Isaac Walton, left to the training of his mother, nas neighed

in a creel, taken to a Maine camp in infancy, and cut his teeth on a sinker.

The New Football – There are those nho sigh for the “good old days,” but in

their heart of hearts, they knon, they are sorry they never had a chance to play the

game as it is, and as it is going to be. And look out for the "joker” in the rules

touching the forniard pass.

Camping Near the Office The Secret of Getting Grouse

The Indian as a Hunter Hunting for a Big Game Range

Judgment in Wing Shooting Around theWorld with aCamera

The Sentiment of Roads Breeding Game Birds

Edward Cave, Herbert Reed, Ed Mott, Belmore Brown, H. K. Job, Chas.

Askins, E. L. Sabin, Chas. Frederick Holder, Strickland Gillilan, and other

authoritative entertainers in this autumn number.

Send 10 cents in stamps or coin and we will mail you a sample copy of the October number (as

long as they last) and also a copy of our Readers' Economist and Magazine Catalogue for 1914.

Outdoor World Publishing Co.,4-8Duane Street, New York, N. Y.
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Of fine quality, made from carefully selected

high-grade cocoa beans, skilfully blended, pre

pared by 8. perfect mechanical process, without

the use of chemicals or dyes. It contains no

added potash, possesses a delicious natural flavor,

and is of great food value.

Booklet of Choice Recipes sent free

wALTER BAKER s Co. Ltd.

Established 1780 DORCHESTER, MASS.
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They're off! E. Alexander Powell, F. R. G. S., and the SUNSET Car!

Mr. Powell has traveled all over the world, using all sorts of conveyances from

the ships of the sea and of the desert to the automobile of the Corniche Road

beside the Mediterranean. This is his latest experience as a wayfarer on the

seven seas and the coasts thereof and the dry land that lieth between and beyond

them. The trip is certain to be, in many ways, as interesting a journey as he

has yet made, at least by automobile, for every year that form of transporta

tion is made possible for more of us. Camels may never enter our lives but

automobiles seem bound to, sooner or later. Thus we shall read with a delight

ful sense of impending emulation “the Log of the SUNSET Car.” It is SUN

SET's own car that is making the trip, and Mr. Powell is one of the most popular

writers for the Magazine. He begins his trip at the Mexican line near San

Diego and he is determined to end it on the Alaskan border beyond Hazelton,

in British Columbia. If he succeeds he will have accomplished what has not

yet been done, we believe—to cross British Columbia on one's own wheels and

under one's own power. So the cruise of the SUNSET car is bound to be one of

varied adventure, beginning under soft blue skies, among the flower-scented

arches of the California Missions and ending amid the primeval wilderness of

the Country of Tomorrow. Illustrated in colors.

Af * Af *

A Wonder-City is being built in San Francisco for the nation's festival

in 1915—not entirely in architects offices but actually upon the beach first

touched by the tide from the Pacific as it pours through the Golden Gate. Pictures

of the progress of the Panama-Pacific Exposition, some of them in colors,

including a reproduction of a painting by the famous Jules Guerin, Director

of Color of the Exposition, are a feature of the December issue.#
#

Af * * Af

A Christmas Story-book! Sydney Paternoster recounts an “Adventure of

Anastasius,” Peter B. Kyne, like a literary Santa Claus, draws forth one of the

best in his pack, Edith Ronald Mirrielees appears with a sympathetic story

“Homestead,” postponed a month in order to make room in November for one

more short Billy Fortune story before beginning, in December, W. R. Lighton's

splendid story of the Wyoming ranches, “The Man Who Won.”

C. C. C. > * * > on C J O C-> *

All material intended for the editorial pages of this magazine should be addressed to the Editors of Sunset,

460 Fourth St., San Francisco. All manuscripts, drawings and photographs are received with the under

standing that the Editors are not responsible for the loss or injury of material while in their possession or in

transit. Return postage must be inclosed. All the contributions and illustrations of this number are fully

protected by copyright and must not be reprinted without special permission from SUNSET MAGAZINE.
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THE GIANTS’ STEPS

British Columbia is mountainous, ravined, with many impassable chasms and nigh-impenetrable forests. Its

plateaus are eroded by lake and river into gorges of stupendous beauty. Its mountains rise to a height of nearly

two miles above the bed of its swirling angry rivers, and mighty forests upon distant slopes look soft as velvet
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CHOPPING A PATH

TO TOMORROW

Author of Gentlemen Rovers; The Land of Magic Names

“We’re the men that always march a bit before

Though we cannot tell the reason for the same;

We're the fools that pick the lock that holds the door

Play and lose and pay the candle for the game.

There's no blaze nor trail nor roadway where we go;

There's no painted post to point the right-of-way,

But we swing our sweat-grained helves and we chop a path ourselves

To Tomorrow from the land of Yesterday.”

ian forest when our forward tire

exploded with a report which sounded

in that eerie stillness like a bursting shell.

It was not a reassuring place to have a

“blow-out,” in the heart of a forest as large

as many a European kingdom, with the

nearest settlement half-a-hundred miles

away and the nearest apology for a hotel

as much more. Between the cathedral-like

columns of the pines, however, I glimpsed

a signal of human presence in the twinkling

of a fire, and toward it I made my way

through underbrush and over fallen trunks,

while my chauffeur, blaspheming under his

breath, busied himself at the maddening

task of fitting on another tire in the dark

IneSS.

I shall not soon forget the incongruity of

the scene which greeted me as I halted on

the edge of a little clearing fitfully illumi

nated by a roaring camp-fire. Within the

circle of warmth—for the summer nights

are chilly indeed in the north country

stood a canvas-topped wagon which ap

peared to be a half-brother to a prairie

schooner, an uncle to an army ambulance,

D': had fallen on the Oregon and a cousin to a moving van. Its side

curtains had been let down, so that it

formed a sort of tent on wheels, and seated

beside it on an up-ended soap box a plump

little woman in a calico dress was preparing

six small youngsters for bed as uncon

cernedly as though she were in a New Eng

land farmhouse, with the neighbors’ lights

twinkling through the trees, instead of in

the middle of a primeval wilderness, a long

day's journey from anywhere. The horses

had been out-spanned, as they say in South

Africa, and were placidly exploring the

recesses of their nose-bags for the last stray

grains of oats. A lank, stoop-shouldered,

sinewy-framed man, who had been squatting

beside the fire watching the slow progress

of a pot of coffee, slowly rose to his feet on

my approach and slouched forward with

outstretched hand. He radiated good

nature and hospitality and an air of easy

going efficiency, and from the first I liked

him.

“Howdy, friend” he drawled, with the

unmistakable nasal twang of the Missis

sippi valley. “I reckon you’ve had a little

bad luck with your machine, ain't you?
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A MEADOW IN “THE LAST WEST"

A wilderness whose only inhabitants a few years ago were fur traders, trappers and prospectors is now a-hum

with industry, blossoming with towns and farm-houses and orchards. Even if you haven't a dollar to invest;

even though you couldn't tell a field of barley from a field of wheat; even though you are unattracted by

the finest fishing and big-game shooting remaining on this continent, it is still well worth your making the

Journey for the sake of seeing in the pioneer stage of its development a soon-to-be populous country

896
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A CITY PARK ON THE EDGE OF THE PRIMEVAL

Observe a great and prosperous city with broad and teeming streets, clanging street-cars, rumbling traffic,

belching factory chimneys, towering office-buildings, extensive railroad yards, excellent pavements and attrac

tive residential suburbs. There is nothing very startling about this, unless you observe, also, that twenty

years ago there was no such place on the map, that all this then was part jungle and part beach and that

even today there are being sold in city limits town lots still covered with virgin forest
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We heard you a comin' chug-chuggin'

through the woods, hell bent for election,

an’ all to once there was a noise ’sif some

one had pulled the trigger of a shot gun.

“There says I to Arethusa, some pore

autermobile feller's limpin' 'round in the

darkness on three legs' says I, an as soon's

I get this coffee to boilin’ I reckon I'll stroll

over with a lantern an’ see if I can’t give

him some help.’”

“Just as much obliged” said I, “but my

man has the tire pretty well on by now.

But we could do with a cup or so of that

coffee, if you’ve some to spare.”

“That's what coffee's for, friend—to

drink” he said cordially, reaching for a tin

cup. “Where’ve you come from?” he

added, with polite curiosity.

“From San Francisco” said I, a trifle

vainly, I fear, for our speedometer regis

tered a thousand miles of mountain roads

and forest trails. “And you?” I asked in

turn.

“Us?” he answered. “Oh, we’ve come

from Kansas.” (He said it as unconcernedly

as a New Yorker might mention that he

had just run over to Philadelphia for the

day.) “Left Emporia thirteen weeks ago

come Thursday and have averaged nigh

on twenty-five miles a day ever since. An’

the horses ain’t in bad condition, either.”

“And where, in the name of heaven” I

exclaimed, “are you going?”

“Well” was the reply, “we’re headed for

the Cariboo country, up on the headwaters

of the Fraser river. In British Columbia,

you know. But I reckon we'll have to

winter somewheres along the Columbia and

push on across the line in the si ring. You

see, friend” he continued, in his placid,

easy-going manner, in reply to my rapid

fire of inquiries, “it was this way. I was in

the furniture business back in Kansas, fur

niture an undertakin', but I didn't much

care for the business cause it kept me in

doors so much, my folks always havin' been

farmers and suchlike. Well, one day a

while back, I picked up one of those folders

sent out by the Canadian government,

tellin' 'bout the rich resources up in British

Columbia, an how land was to be had for

the askin', so that night when I went home

I says to Arethusa 'What'd you think of

sellin' out an' packin' up an goin' up British

Columbia way an' gettin' a farm where we

can live out o' doors an make a decent

livin’?” says I. Sure’ says she, ‘I’d like it

fine. An’ it'll be great for the kids.” “All

right’ says I, it's all decided. I’ll build a

body for the delivery wagon that we can

sleep in, an' we'll take Peter an’ Repeater,

the delivery team, an’ it won’t take us more

than six or eight months to make the trip

if we keep movin’.’ You see, friend” he

added, “my paw moved out to Kansas

when there warn’t nothin there but Indians

an' sagebrush, an hers did too, so I reckon

this movin' on to new places is sort of in

the blood.”

“But why British Columbia?” I queried.

“Why Canada at all? What's the reason

that you, an American, don’t remain in the

United States?”

“Well, I don't know exactly, friend” he

answered, a little shamefacedly, I thought,

“unless it's because it's a newer country up

there an a man has a better chance. What

with the Swedes an’ the Germans an’ the

Eyetalians, this country’s gettin’ pretty

well settled an’ there ain’t the chances in

it there was once, but up British Columbia

way it's still a frontier country, they tell

me, an a man who's willin’ to buckle

down an’ work can make a home an a good

livin’ quicker’n anywhere else, I guess.

It's fine rich land up along the Fraser, I

hear, an’ they want settlers so darn bad

that they'll give you a farm for nothin'.

An' it's a pretty good country for a man to

live in, too. Here in the United States we

do a heap of talkin' 'bout our laws, but up

in Canada they don’t talk 'bout 'em at all—

they just go right ahead an enforce 'em.

I may be in wrong, of course, but from all I

hear tell it's goin’ to be a great country up

there one of these days, when they get the

railroads through, an’ me an Arethusa sort

of got the notion in our heads that we’d

like to be pioneers, like our paws were, an’

get in an help build the country, an’ let

our kids grow up with it. You’ve got to be

startin', eh? Won't you have another cup

o' coffee before you go? Well, friend, I'm

mighty glad to’ve met you. Good luck to

you.”

“Good luck to you” said I.

Though I didn't appreciate it at the

time, my acquaintance of the forest was a

soldier in an army of invasion. This army

had come from the south, quietly, unos

tentatiously, without blare of bugle or

beat of drum, its weapons the plow and the

reaper, the hoe and the spade, its object
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THE END OF THE PATH

They come from the American Middle West, or from the English shires, or from the Rhine banks to this

beckoning primeval promiseful land. Carpenters of empire, pioneers of progress, advance guards of civilization,

they are chopping a path "to Tomorrow from the iand of Yesterday,” a heroic road from forests through
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the conquest, not of a people but of a wilder

ness. Have you any conception of the

astounding proportions which this agri

cultural invasion of Canada has assumed?

Did you know that last year upwards of

one hundred thousand Americans crossed

the border to take up farms and carve out

fortunes for themselves under another.

flag? These settlers who are trekking

northwards by rail and road are the very

pick of the farming communities of our

Middle West. Besides being men of fine

physique and splendid character, and of a

rugged honesty that is characteristic of

those closely associated with the soil, they

take with them a substantial amount of

capital—probably a thousand dollars at

least, on an average, either in cash, stock,

or household goods. Moreover, they bring

what is most valuable of all-experience.

Coming from a region where the agricul

tural conditions are similar to those pre

vailing in the Canadian Northwest, they

quickly adapt themselves to the new life.

Unlike the settlers from the mother country

and from the Continent, to whom every

thing is strange and new, and who conse

quently require some time to adjust them

selves to the changed conditions, the

American wastes not a moment in contem

plation, but rolls up his sleeves, spits on his

hands, and goes hammer-and-tongs at the

task of making a farm and building a home.

He is efficient, energetic, industrious, busi

nesslike, adaptable, and quite frankly

admits that he has come to the country

because it offers him better prospects. So,

though he may not sing “God Save the

King” with the fervor of a newly arrived

Briton, he is none the less valuable to the

land of his adoption.

If Canada, as Kipling once remarked, is

“a map that is half unrolled,” British Co

lumbia, its westernmost province, scarcely

shows at all. Ask your average well-in

formed American what he knows about

British Columbia, and it is dollars to

doughnuts that he will remark rather

dubiously, “Oh, yes, that's the place the

tinned salmon comes from, isn't it?” Take

yourself, for example. Did you happen to

know, by any chance, that this Canadian

province is larger than California, Oregon

and Washington put together, with Indiana

thrown in to make good measure? Or, if

the comparison is more graphic, that it is

larger than the combined areas of Italy,

Switzerland, and France? Bounded on the

north by the gold fields of the Yukon and

the fur-bearing Mackenzie territories, on

the east by the titanic wall of the Rockies,

on the south by the cattle country of Mon

tana and Idaho and the apple orchards of

Washington, and on the west by the heav

ing Pacific, it includes within its borders

greater natural resources, perhaps, than

any area of the same size on the globe. It

promises to prove the storehouse of the

continent. I have heard naval experts and

railway presidents and mining men talk

ponderously of a future shortage in the

coal supply of the world—but they need

not worry, for British Columbia's coal

measures are estimated to contain forty

billion tons of bituminous coal and sixty

billion tons of anthracite: enough to run

the engines of the world until Gabriel’s

trumpet sounds “Cease working.” It will

be some years, at least, before our people

will be forced to build their houses of con

crete instead of wood, for British Columbia

possesses, in its vast and unmapped for

ests, the greatest compact area of merchant

able timber north of Panama. The output

of its salmon canneries will provide those

who order fish on Fridays with most excel

lent eating until the crack of doom. Its

untouched deposits of magnetite and hema

tite are so extensive that they are likely to

make the ironmasters of Pittsburg break

that Commandment (I forget just which

one it is) which says: “Thou shalt not covet

thy neighbor's goods.” The province has

enough pulpwood to supply the Hearst

and Harmsworth presses with paper until

the last “extra special edition” is issued on

the morning of Judgment Day. The re

cently discovered petroleum deposits have

proved so large that they bid fair to mate

rially reduce the income of the lean old gen

tleman who plays golf on the Pocantico

hills. The area of agricultural and fruit

lands in the province is estimated at sixty

million acres, of which less than one tenth

has been taken up, much less put under

cultivation. And, scattered through the

length and breadth of this great cave-of-Al

ed-Din-like territory is a total population of

less than four hundred thousand souls.

Think of it, my friends! A region larger

than all three of our Pacific Coast states

put together, and richer in natural resources

than California, or Mexico, or Australia,

with a population less than that of Buffalo,



There are farmhouses in British Columbia that might have been moved from England to their places

under the oaks of the new world

N. Y.! Were I a young man with courage,

energy, and ambition, a little cash, and a

speaking acquaintance with hard work,

I should walk briskly to the nearest railway

ticket office and say to the superior young

man behind the mahogany counter “A

ticket to British Columbia, and step lively,

if you please. I want to get there before

it is too late to be a pioneer.”

Situated in the same latitude as the

British Isles, sheltered from the winter

blizzards of the prairie provinces by the

high wall of the Rocky mountains, its long

western coast washed by the warm waves

of the Japan current, its air tinctured with

the balsamic fragrance of millions of acres

of hemlock, spruce and pine, British Co

lumbia's climate is, to use the phraseology

of the real estate boosters, “highly salubri

ous,” although, to be strictly truthful, I

am compelled to add that it is extremely

wet during a considerable portion of the
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Victoria is as essentially English as Vancouver is American. It is indeed a bit of England set down in this
golf links and are careful not to let business interfere with

year. But it is a misty drizzly sort of rain

to which no one pays the slightest atten

tion. You will see ladies without umbrellas

stop to chat on the streets, and men loung

ing and laughing in front of the clubs and

hotels in a rain which would make a Chi

cagoan hail a taxicab and a Bostonian turn

up his coat-collar and seek the subway.

When you speak about it they laugh good

naturedly and say in a surprised sort of

way “Why, is it raining? It is a little

misty, by Jove. Really, you know, I

hadn't noticed it at all.” Then they will go

on to tell you that it is the moistness of the

climate which gives British Columbia its

beautiful women and its beautiful flowers.

And I can, and gladly do, vouch for the

beauty of them both. They–the women

and the flowers—are worth going a long

way to see.

You mustn't confuse British Columbia,

you understand, with the flat, monotonous,

grain-growing provinces which lie on the

other side of the Rockies. It isn’t that sort

of a country at all. It is too mountainous,

too ravined, with many impassable chasms

and nigh-impenetrable forests. Its plat

eaus are eroded by lake and river into

gorges which are younger sisters of the

Grand Canyon of Arizona. From a little

distance the mountain slopes look as though

they had been neatly upholstered in the

green plush to which the Pullman car

builders are so partial, but, upon closer

inspection, the green covering resolves

itself into dense forests of spruce and pine.

Thousands and thousands of brooks empty

into the creeks and hundreds of creeks

empty into the big rivers, and these mighty

waterways, the Fraser, the Kootenay, the

Skeena, the Columbia, go roaring and boom

ing through their rock-walled channels to

their mother the sea. Nowhere, that I can

recall, are so many picturesque and inter
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remote corner of the Empire. Its people spend much of their time on the tennis courts, cricket fields or

pleasure.

esting scenes combined with such startling

and impressive scenery as along the canyon

of the Lower Fraser. Here the mountains

of the Coast Range rise to a height of nearly

two miles above the surface of the swirling,

angry river, the walls of the canyon being

so precipitous and smooth that one marvels

at the daring and ingenuity of the men who

built a railway there. As the canyon

widens, the traveler catches glimpses, as

though on a moving-picture screen, of

Chinamen washing for gold on the gravel

bars, of Siwash Indians fishing with dip

nets from the rocks for salmon, of bearded,

booted lumberjacks guiding the course of

mile-long rafts of logs. Then the outposts

of civilization begin to appear in the form

of hillsides which have been cleared and

set out to fruit trees, of Japanese truck

gardens, every foot of which is tended by

the little brown men with almost pathetic

care, of sawmills, and salmon canneries,

A regatta at Gorge Park is a bit of transplanted Henley

and so through a region where neat villages

alternate with stretches of primeval forest,

until in the distance, looming above the

smoke-pall, the sky-scrapers of Vancouver

appear.

The chief cities of the province are Wan

couver, the commercial capital and a port

and railway terminus of great industrial

importance, and Victoria, the seat of gov

ernment and the center of provincial

society. There are also several smaller

cities: New Westminster, at the mouth

of the Fraser and so close to Vancouver

that it is almost impossible for the stranger

to determine where the one ends and the

other begins; Nanaimo, a coal-mining town

of considerable importance on the eastern

shore of Vancouver island; Nelson, the

cheflieu of the prosperous Kootenay dis

trict, in the southeastern corner of the

province; and Prince Rupert, the remark

able mushroom city which the Grand Trunk
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Twilight at Nit-Nat lake, in the beautiful wilderness on the west coast of Vancouver island

Pacific Railway built, from the ground up,

on the coast of British Columbia, forty

miles south of the Alaskan border, as the

Pacific Coast terminus for the transconti

nental system which is now under construc

tion.

Between Vancouver and Victoria the

most intense rivalry exists. They are as

jealous of each other as two prima donnas

singing in the same opera. Vancouver is

a great and prosperous city, with broad and

teeming streets, clanging street cars,

rumbling traffic, belching factory chimneys,

towering office buildings, extensive rail

road yards, excellent pavements and at

tractive residential suburbs. Of course

there is nothing very startling in all this,

were it not for the fact that it is all new—

twenty years ago there was no such place

on the map. It is a busy, bustling place,

where everyone seems too much occupied

in making their fortunes overnight to have

much time to spare for social amenities.

There was a land boom on in Vancouver

the last time I was there—in fact, I gath

ered that it was the perennial condition

and prices were being asked (and paid!)

for town lots not yet cleared of forest which

would have made a New York City real

estate agent admit quite frankly that he

had not progressed beyond the kindergarten

stage of the game. I am perfectly serious

in saying that within the city limits of Van

couver lots are being sold which are still

covered with virgin forest.

Victoria, on the contrary, is old, as old

ness counts in the Dominion. It was the

seat of government when Vancouver was

part jungle and part beach. It is the resi

dential city of western Canada, and is much

in vogue as a place of permanent abode for

those who in any of the nearer provinces have

“made their pile,” for well-to-do men with

socially ambitious wives and marriageable

daughters, and for military and naval

officers who have retired and wish to get as

much as possible out of their limited in

comes. Victoria is as essentially English

as Vancouver is American. It is, indeed, a

bit of England set down in this remote

corner of the Empire. It has stately gov

ernment buildings, broad tree-bordered
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Hatley Park, near Victoria, in the luxurious land where they drink afternoon tea

streets, endless rows of beam-and-plaster

villas which one sees in every London sub

urb, and one of the most beautiful parks I

have ever seen. Its people spend much of

their time on the tennis courts, cricket

fields or golf links, and are careful not to

let business interfere with pleasure. That

is the reason, perhaps, why in business

Vancouver has swept by Victoria as an

automobile sweeps by a horse and cart.

Vancouver might aptly be compared to a

hustling, bustling business man who never

lets slip an opportunity to make a dollar

and who is always on the job. Victoria,

on the contrary, is a quietly prosperous,

rather sportily inclined old gentleman who

is fond of good living and believes that no

time is wasted that is devoted to sport.

Each town has a whole-souled contempt

for the other. The Victorian takes you

aside and says “Oh, yes, Vancouver is pro

gressing quite rapidly, I hear, although,

fact is, the subject really doesn’t interest

me. The people are so impossible, you

know. Why, would you believe it, my dear

fellow, most of them came there without a

dollar to their names—fact, I assure you.

Now they're all bally millionaires. Posi

tively vulgar, I call it. Very worthy folk, no

doubt, but scarcely in our class. Look here,

let's have a drink and then motor out and

have a round of golf. What say, old chap?”

The Vancouver man shoves his derby on

the back of his head, sticks a thumb in the

armhole of his waistcoat, and with the

other hand gives you a resounding whack on

the shoulder. “Victoria? Pshaw, no one

takes Victoria seriously. Nice little place

to send the madam and the kids for the

summer. But it's asleep–nothing doing

no business. Why, friend, do you know

what they do down there? They drink

afternoon tea! Believe me, Vancouver is

the only real, growing, progressive, wide

awake, up-and-doing city this side of Broad

way. Say, have you got an hour to spare?

Well then, just jump right into my car here

and I’ll run you out and show you a piece

of property that, if you buy it quick, you

can make a fortune on. Yes, sirree, you

can make a fortune if you invest your money

in Vancouver.”
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Consider the cities, how they grow.

Prince Rupert, for instance. A city liter

ally made to order, just as a tailor would

make a suit of clothes, is something of a

novelty even in an age which jeers at prece

dent and slaps tradition in the face. “Rome

was not built in a day” but that was be

cause it had no transcontinental railway

system to finance and superintend and push

forward its construction. If a Gaul, Trans

alpine & Pompeiian Railway had been in

operation, and its directors knew their

business, they would have turned loose

their engineers, architects, and builders

and, after staking out and draining a town

site beside the Tiberian marshes, they

would have run up the Eternal City as

expeditiously as the Grand Trunk Pacific

Railway has built the west coast terminus

which it has named Prince Rupert. Unless

your family atlas is of a recent vintage (and

I have regretfully observed that most of

them were purchased at about the period

of Fremont's explorations) you will search

it in vain for Prince Rupert, for this cus

tom-made municipality came into existence

about the same time as the tango and the

turkey trot. The easiest way to locate it,

then, is to place your finger on parallel

54 4o North (the slogan “Fifty-four forty

or fight!” you will recall, once nearly

brought on a war with England) until it

reaches the Pacific coast of North America.

There, five hundred and fifty miles north

of Vancouver, forty miles south of the Alas

kan border, at the mouth of the Skeena

river, set on a range of hills overlooking

one of the finest deep-water harbors in the

three Americas, is Prince Rupert. Prob

ably never before has there been so much

time and money expended in the planning

and the preliminary work of a new city.

The townsite was chosen only after a careful

inspection of the entire British Columbian

coastline and was laid out by a famous

firm of Boston landscape architects with

the same attention to detail and beauty

which they would give to the laying out of

a great estate. Experts who have studied

the plan on which Prince Rupert is being

built assert that in time it will be one of the

most beautiful cities on the American con

tinent. Unless one is conversant with the

development of the Pacific Coast; unless

one has seen its seaports-Victoria, Van

couver, Seattle, Tacoma, San Pedro, San

Diego–spring into being as though by the

wave of a magician’s wand, one can not

fully realize the possibilities and probabili

ties of this new city with the unfamiliar

name. To begin with, it not only is the

terminus of a system which will run from

ocean to ocean; it is not only five hundred

miles nearer the Orient than any other

port on the continent; but, what is most

important of all, it has at its back perhaps

the richest hinterland in all the world—a

veritable commercial empire waiting to be

explored, developed, and exploited. The

mineral wealth of all this vast region, the

forest products, the gold, the coal, the

copper, the iron ore of Northern British

Columbia and the Yukon, as well as the

food products of the prairie provinces and

the fish and fur of the far North—in short,

all the westbound export wealth of this

resourceful region will find its outlet to

the sea at Prince Rupert as surely and as

true to natural laws, as its rivers empty

into the Pacific.

Over all that great stretch of back-coun

try watered by the Fraser and the Skeena

rivers and their innumerable tributaries,

civilization and progress are striding in

three-league boots. The country is a-hum

with industry. Along the line of railway

construction from Prince Rupert to Fort

George the lonely prairies and the silent

forests resound to the shouts of workmen

and the clank and clang of tools. In a wil

derness whose only inhabitants until half

a-dozen years ago were a few fur-traders,

trappers and prospectors, there are spring

ing up towns and hamlets and farmhouses

and orchards. Panting stern-wheel steam

ers navigate the rivers; along the three

hundred miles of the historic Cariboo Trail

the old-time six-horsed Concord coaches

have given way to sixty-horse-powered

motor stages which rush his Majesty's

mails and passengers northward at an

average speed of thirty miles an hour.

Even if you haven’t a dollar to invest;

even though you couldn't tell a field of

barley from a field of wheat; even though

you are unattracted by the finest fishing

and big-game shooting remaining on this

continent, it is still worth, well worth, your

making the journey for the sake of seeing

a nation in the making, of seeing what will

in the not far distant future be a prosper

ous and populous country in the pioneer

stage of its development. When you read

such wonder-tales of history as Roosevelt’s
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“The Winning of the West” you cannot but

wish that you might have seen with your

own eyes the frontier scenes, and have

known the picturesque, rough-and-ready

types which he describes. You can witness

those same scenes, talk with those same

types of men in British Columbia today,

for this region is, when all is said and done,

“the last West” and amid its forests and on

its prairies the pioneer is doing his last

work, making his last stand, fighting the

battles and solving the problems of civil

ization. I, who have followed hard on

the heels of the pioneers on all the conti

nents, assure you that the work they are

doing up there in the North country is

worth the seeing.

You of the sheltered life; you, Mr. Bank

President, you, Mr. Lawyer, you, Mr.

Business Man, you, Mr. Tourist, who

travel in Pullman cars and sleep in palatial

hostelries, have you any real conception

of the breed of men these are who are mak

ing new markets and new playgrounds for

you and me? Some of them have saved and

scrimped for years that they might be able

to buy a ticket from the Middle West, or

from the English shires, or from the Rhine

banks to this beckoning, primeval, prom

iseful land. Others, taking their families

and their household belongings with them,

have trekked overland by wagon, just as

their grandfathers did before them for the

taking of the West, trudging in the dust

beside the weary horses, cooking over

camp-fires in the forest or on the open

prairie, sleeping, rolled in blankets, under

the stars. Some there are who have come

overland from the Yukon, on snowshoes

mayhap, their pitifully meager possessions

on their back, living on the food which

they killed, their only sign-posts the endless

line of wire-hung poles. There are the

engineers, who, mocking at the obstacles

which this savage, untamed country heaped

in their path, pushed forward and ever

forward their twin lines of steel, cutting

their way through well-nigh impenetrable

forests, throwing their spider-spans across

angry rivers and forbidding gorges, running

their levels and laying their rails and driv

ing their spikes oblivious to torrential rains

or blistering heat or freezing cold. Then

too there are the silent, efficient, quick

witted men who have maintained law and

order through the length and breadth of

this great region, traveling on duty through

its wildest parts, amid dangers and priva

tions without end, at one time deep in the

snows of the far nor'west, at others making

their hazardous way on horseback along

the brink of precipices which make one

sick and dizzy to look down; swimming

rapid rivers holding to the tails of their

horses or journeying over the frozen lands

with teams of dogs; one month on the

uppermost reaches of the Fraser and the

next carrying the fear of the law to the

wild tribes of the Kootenay. Such men as

these are carpenters of empire, pioneers of

progress, advance guards of civilization,

and they are chopping a path for you and

me, my friends, “to Tomorrow from the

land of Yesterday.”

Where flowers spring up in the path of the pioneer

 



A giant sabre-tooth emerged from the brush, the daggers of his tusks, ten inches long, agleam in

the light of the dancing flames

IN THE MORNING OF TIME

The Children of the Shining One

By CHARLES G. D. ROBERTS

Author of The Heart of the Ancient Wood; The Feet of the Furtive

Illustrated by Paul Bransom

Gröm and A-ya, prehistoric lovers and Finders of Fire, encounter marvelous adventures

that lead to the renaming of their tribe as “The Children of the Shining One.”

ROM the lip of the narrow volcanic

fissure, which ran diagonally two

thirds of the way across the mouth

of the valley, the line of fire waved and

flickered against the gathering dark. Some

times only a few inches high, sometimes

sinking suddenly out of sight, and then

again as suddenly leaping up to a height of

five or six feet, the thin gaseous flames

danced elfishly. Now clear yellow, now

fiery orange, now of an almost invisible

violet, they shifted, and bowed their

crests, and thrust out shooting tongues,

till Gröm, sitting on his haunches and star

ing with fascinated eyes, had no choice

but to believe that they were live things

like himself. The girl, curled up at his

side like a cat, paid little attention to the

marvel of the flames. Her big dark eyes,

wild and furtive under the dark tangled

masses of her hair, kept wandering back

and forth between the man's brooding face

and the obscure black thickets which filled

the valley behind him. The dancing flames

she did not understand; but she under

stood the ponderous crashings and growls

and savage cries which came from those

black thickets and slopes of tumbled rocks.

The man being absorbed in watching the

wonder of the flames, and apparently all

forgetful of the perils prowling back there

in the dark, it was plainly her duty to keep

watch.

From time to time Gröm would drag

his eyes away from their contemplation

of the flames to study intently the charred
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spots on his club and the burned blackened

end of his spear. He looked down at the

lithe figure of the girl and laid a great

hairy hand on her shoulder in a musing

caress, as if appraising her, and delighting

in her, and finding in her a mate altogether

to his desire, although but a child to his

inmost thoughts. But those sounds of

menace from the darkness behind him he

affected not to hear at all. He could see

from the girl's eyes that the menace was

not yet close at hand; and since he had

learned the power of the fire, and his own

mastery over that power, he felt himself

suddenly little less than a god.

A louder roaring came out of the shad

ows, closer than before, and he saw A-ya's

eyes dilate as she clutched at his knee. A

slow smile spread across his bony face,

and he turned about, rising to his feet as

he did so and lifting the girl with him.

With a new strange warmth at his heart

he realized how fully she trusted him, how

cool and steady was her courage. For there

along the edge of the lighted space, glar

ing forth from the fringes of the thickets,

were the monstrous beasts whom Man had

most cause to dread. Nearest, his whole

tawny length emerging from the brush,

crouched a giant sabre-tooth, with the

daggers of his tusks, ten inches long,

agleam in the light of the dancing flames.

He was not more than thirty or forty paces

distant, and his tail twitched heavily from

side to side as if he were trying to nerve

himself up to a closer approach to the fire.

Some twenty paces further along the fringe

of mingled light and shadow, their bodies

thrust half-way forth from the under

growth, stood a pair of huge ruddy cave

bears, their monstrous heads held low and

swaying surlily from side to side as they

eyed the prey which they dared not rush

in and seize. The man-animal they had

hitherto regarded as easy prey, and they

were filled with rage at the temerity of

these two humans in remaining so near

the dreaded flames. Intent upon them,

they paid no heed to their great enemy,

the sabre-tooth, with whom they were at

endless and deadly feud. Away off to

the left, quite clear of the woods but safely

remote from the fire, a pack of huge cave

hyenas sat up on their haunches, their

long red tongues hanging out. With jaws

powerful enough to crack the thigh-bones

of the Urus, they nevertheless hesitated

to obtrude themselves on the notice either

of the crouching sabre-tooth or of the two

giant bears.

With neither the bears nor the great

hyenas did Gröm anticipate any trouble.

But he felt it barely possible that the sabre

tooth might dare a rush in. Snatching

up a dry branch and leading the girl with

him by the wrist he backed slowly nearer

the flames. Terrified at their dancing

and the scorching of their breath, the girl

sank down on her naked knees and covered

her face with her hair. Smiling at her

terror, Gröm thrust the branch into the

flames. When it was all ablaze he raised

it above his head, and carrying his spear

in his right hand he rushed at the sabre

tooth. For - a few seconds the monster

faced his approach—but Gröm saw the

shrinking in his furious eyes, and came on

fearlessly. At last the beast whipped

about with a screeching snarl, and raced

back into the woods. Then Gröm turned

to the bears—but they had not stayed to

receive his attentions. The sight of the

flames bursting, as it seemed, from the

man's shaggy head as he ran, was too much

for them, and they had slunk back dis

creetly into the shadows.

Gröm threw the blazing stick on the

ground, laid several more branches upon

it, and presently had a fine fire of his own

going. He seized a small branch and hurled

it at the hyenas, sending them off with

tails between their legs to their hiding

places on the ragged slopes. Then he fed

his fire with more dry wood till the fierce

heat of it drove him off. Returning to

the side of the wondering girl, he sat down

and contemplated his handiwork with

swelling pride. When the flames died

down, he piled on more branches till they

blazed again to the height of the nearest

tree-tops. This he repeated, thoughtfully,

several times, till he had assured himself

of his power to make this bright, devour

ing god great or little at his pleasure.

This stupendous fact established clearly,

Gröm brought an armful of grass and fol

iage, and made the girl take her sleep.

He himself continued for an hour or two

his experiments with the fire, building

small ones in a circle about him, discover

ing that green branches would not burn

well, and brooding with knit brows over

each new center of light and heat which

he created. Then, seated on his haunches
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beside the sleeping A-ya, he pondered on

the future of his tribe, on the change in

its fortunes which this mysterious new

creature was bound to bring about. At

last, when the night was half worn through,

he awakened the girl, bade her keep sharp

watch, and threw himself down to sleep,

indifferent to the roars and snarls and

dreadful cries which came from the dark

ness of the upper valley.

The valley looked straight into the east.

When the sun rose, its unclouded level

rays paled the dancing barrier of flames

almost to invisibility. Refreshed by their

few hours' sleep in the vital warmth, Gröm

and the girl stood erect in the flooding

light and scanned the strange landscape.

Gröm's sagacious eyes noted the fertility

of the level lands at a distance from the

fire, and of the clefts, ledges and lower

slopes of the tumbled volcanic hills. Here

and there he made out the openings of

the caves, half overgrown with vine and

bush. And he was satisfied that this

was the land for his tribe to occupy. That

it was infested with all those monstrous

beasts which were Man's deadliest foes

seemed to him no longer a fact worth con

sidering. The bright God which he had

conquered should be made to conquer

them. Some inkling of his purposes he

confided to the girl, who stood looking up

at him with eyes of dog-like devotion from

under the matted splendor of her hair.

If he was still the man she loved, her mate,

yet was he also now a sort of demi-god,

since she had seen him play at his ease with

the flames, and drive the hyena, the sabre

tooth, and the terrible red bear before him.

When the two started on their journey

back to the Country of the Little Hills,

Gröm carried with him a bundle of blazing

brands. He had conceived the idea of

keeping the bright god alive by feeding

him continually as they went, and of re.

newing his might from time to time by

stopping to build a big fire. The under

taking proved a troublesome one. The

brands kept the great beasts at a distance,

but time and again the red coals almost

died out, and Gröm had anxious and la

borious moments nursing them again into

activity. When night came on he built

three fires about the base of a huge tree,

gathered a supply of dry wood, told the

girl to feed the flames—which she did with

head bowed in awe-and they passed the

hours of darkness, once so dreaded, in

proud defiance of their enemies who prowled

and roared beyond the circle of light.

He made the girl sleep, but he himself was

too prudent to sleep, lest these fires of his

own creation should prove false when his

eye was not upon them.

So passed the night and the next day,

during which they journeyed as rapidly

as they could toward the Hills. Then

came an hour when, weary with constant

watching, Gröm slept heavily—and the

fire went out. It had gotten low and the

girl, attempting to revive it, had smothered

it with fuel. And thereafter their progress

was slow indeed.

It galled Gröm's proud heart to find

himself now compelled, through loss of

the fire, to go warily, to scan the thicket,

to keep hidden, to hold spear and club

always in readiness, and to climb into a

tree at night for safety, like the apes. But

he let no sign of his chagrin or of his anxiety

appear. Like the crafty hunter and wise

leader that he was, he forgot no one of his

ancient precautions. They had by this

time passed beyond the special haunts of

the red bear and the sabre-tooth. Twice

they had to run before the charge of the

great woolly rhinoceros. But they had

fled mockingly, for the clumsy monster

was no match for them in speed. Once,

too, they had been treed by a Urus bull,

a gigantic white beast with a seven-foot

spread of polished horns. But his im

placable and patient rage they had cun

ningly evaded by making off, unseen and

unheard, through the upper branches.

They came to earth again half a mile away,

and ran on gaily, laughing at the picture

of the furious and foolish beast waiting

there at the foot of the tree for them to

come down. Once a prowling leopard con

fronted them for a moment, only to flee

in great leaps before their instant and un

hesitating attack. Once a huge bird,

nearly seven feet high, and with a beak

over a foot in length, struck at them sav

agely, with a shrill hissing, through a fringe

of reeds, because they had incautiously

come too near its nest. But they killed

it, and feasted on its eggs. And so, with

out further misadventure, they came at

last to the skirts of their own country and

looked once more on the rounded familiar

wind-swept tops of the Little Hills, sacred

to the barrows of their dead.
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It was toward sunset, and the long rosy

giow was flooding the little amphi

theater wherein the remnants of the tribe

were gathered, when Gröm crossed the

brook and came striding up the slope with

A-ya close behind him. She had been

traveling at his side all through the journey,

but here she respected the etiquette of

her tribe, and fell behind submissively.

Hardly noticing, or not heeding if he

noticed, that the tribe offered no vocifer

ous welcome and seemed sullenly sur

prised at his appearance, Gröm strode

straight to the Chief whom he saw sitting

on the judgment stone, threw down spear

and club at his feet in sign of fealty. But

A-ya, following, was keen to note the hos

tile attitude of the tribe. Her defiant

eyes darted everywhere, and everywhere

noted black looks. She could not under

stand it; but she divined that there was

some plot afoot against Gröm. Her heart

swelled with rage, and her dark-maned

head went up arrogantly, for she felt as if

the strongest and wisest of the tribe were

now but children in comparison with her

lord. But though children, they were

many, and she closed up close behind him

for a guard, grasping more firmly the shaft

of her short serviceable spear. She saw

the broad black scowling visage of young

Mawg, towering over a little group of his

kinsfolk and eying her with mingled greed

and rage—and she divined at once that he

was at the back of whatever mischief might

be brewing. She answered his look with

one of mocking scorn, and then turned her

attention to the Chief, who was sitting in

grim silence, the customary hand of wel

come ominously withheld.

A haughty look came over Gröm's face,

his broad shoulders squared themselves,

and he met the Chief's eyes sternly.

“I have done the bidding of Bawr the

Chief” he said, in a clear voice so that all

the tribe might hear. “I have found a

place where the tribe may hold themselves

secure against all enemies. And I have

come back, as was agreed, to lead the tribe

thither before our enemies destroy us. I

have done great deeds. I have not spared

myself. I have come quickly. I have

deserved well of the people. Why has

Bawr the Chief no welcome for me?”

A murmur arose from the corner where

Mawg and his friends were grouped, but

a glance from the Chief silenced it. With

his piercing gaze making relently inquisi

tion of the eyes that answered his so stead

ily, he seemed to ponder Gröm's words.

Slowly the anger faded from his scarred

and massy face; for he knew men; and this

man, though his most formidable rival in

strength and prestige, he instinctively

trusted. -

“You have been accused” said he at

length, slowly, “of deserting the tribe in

our weakness—”

A puzzled look had come over Gröm’s

face at the word “accused,” then his deep

eyes blazed, and he broke in upon the

Chief's speech without ceremony.

“Show me my accusers!” he demanded

harshly.

The Chief waved his hand for silence.

“In our weakness—” he repeated. “But

you have returned to us. So I see that

charge was false. Also, you have been

accused of stealing the girl A-ya. But you

have brought her back. I see not what

more your accusers have against you.”

Gröm turned, and with a quick decisive

motion drew A-ya to his side.

“Bawr the Chief knows that I am his

servant, and a true man” said he sternly.

“I did not steal the girl. She followed me,

and I had no thought of it.”

Angry jeers came from Mawg's corner,

but Gröm smiled coldly and went on.

“Not till near evening of the second

day, when she was chased by wolves, did

she reveal herself to me. And when I

understood why she had come, I looked

on her, and I saw that she was very fair,

and very brave. And I took her. So that

now she is my woman—and I hold to her,

Chief! But I will pay you for her whatso

ever is just—for you are the Chief. And

now let Bawr show me my accusers, that

I may have done with them quickly. For

I have much to tell.”

“Not so, Gröm!” said the Chief, stretch

ing out his hand. “I am satisfied that

you are a true man. And for the girl,

that will we arrange between us later.

But I will not confront you with your

accusers, for there shall be no fighting be

tween ourselves when our warriors that are

left us are so few. And in this I know

that you, being wise, will agree with me.

Come, and we two will talk of what is to

be done.”

He got up from his seat, an immense

and masterful figure, to lead the way to
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his own cave, where they might talk in

private. But Gröm hesitated, fearing lest

annoyance should befall A-ya if he left

her alone with his enemies.

“And the girl, Chief” said he.

not have her troubled.”

Bawr turned. He swept a comprehen

sive and significant glance over the gaping

crowd.

“The girl A-ya,” said he in his great voice,

which thundered over the amphitheater, “is

“I would

Gröm’s woman. I have spoken.” And he

strode off toward his cave door. Gröm

picked up his club and spear. And the

girl, with a haughty indifference she was far

from feeling, strolled off toward the cave of

the old women, kinsfolk of the Chief, who

were caring for Gröm's boy.

But as the meaning of the Chief's words

penetrated Mawg's dull wits, he gave vent

to a great bellow of rage, and snatched up

a spear to hurl at Gröm. Before he could

launch it, however, his kinsmen, who had

no wish to bring down upon themselves

both Gröm’s wrath and that of the Chief,

fell upon him and bore down his arm.

Raging blindly, Mawg struggled with

them, and having the strength of a bull

he was near to wrenching himself free.

But other men of the tribe, seeing from the

Chief's action that their bitterness against

Gröm had been unjustified, and remember

ing his past services, ran up and took a

hand in reducing Mawg to submission.

For a few seconds Gröm looked on con

temptuously. Then he turned on his heel

and followed the Chief, as if he did not

hold his rival worth a further thought.

Mawg struggled to his feet. Gröm had

disappeared. But his eyes fell on the

figure of A-ya, slim and brown and tall,

standing in the entrance of the near-by

cave. He made as if to rush upon her,

but a group of men stood in the way,

plainly ready to stop him. He looked at

his kinsmen, but they hung their heads

sullenly. Blind with fury though he was,

and slow of wit, he could not but see that

the tribe as a whole was now against him.

Stuttering with his rage, he shouted to

the girl—“you will see me again.” And

snatching up his club and spears he rushed

forth from the amphitheater, darted down

the slope, and plunged into the thick woods

beyond the brook. And when the follow

sing day came it was found that three kins

*n of Mawg, with two young women who

were attached to them, had fled to join

the deserter in the bush.

The Chief, indignant at this further

weakening of the tribe, declared them out

laws, and ordered that all (except the

women, who were needed as mothers)

should be killed as tribal traitors, at sight.

As was natural, since he was trying to

present a totally new conception, with no

known analogies save in the lightning

and the sun, Gröm found it impossible

to convey to the Chief's mind any real

idea of the nature of his tremendous dis

covery. He did succeed, however, in mak

ing it clear to Bawr that there was a cer

tain mighty Bright One, capable of putting

even the sabre-tooth and the red bear to

instant flight, and that he had somehow

managed to subdue this powerful and

mysterious being to the service of the tribe.

Bawr had examined with deep musing the

strange black bite of the Bright One on

Gröm's club and spear. And he realized

readily enough that with such an ally the

tribe, even in its present state of weak

ness, would be able to defy any further

invasions of the bow-legged beast-men from

the east. There was a rumor, vague

enough but disquieting, of another migra

tion of the beast-men under way. So

there was no time to lose. Bawr gave

orders that the tribe should get together

their scanty possessions of food, skins and

weapons, and make a start on the morrow

for their new home.

And thus it came that before the sun

marked noon the whole tribe was under

march, trailing forth from the neck of the

amphitheater at the heels of Gröm and

A-ya, and picking their way over the bones

of their slain enemies which the vultures

and the jackal had already stripped white.

Bawr the Chief came last, seeing to it that

there were no laggards; and as the tail

of the straggling procession left the pass

he climbed swiftly to the nearest pinnacle

of rock to take observation. He marked

Gröm and the girl, the tribe strung out

dejectedly behind them, winding off to

the left along the foot of the bare hills; and

a pang of grief, for an instant, twitched

his massive features. Then he turned his

eyes to the right. Very far off, in a space

of open ground by the brookside, he

marked the movement of confused, living

masses, of a dull brown on the green. A
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closer look convinced him that the moving

masses were men—new hordes of the

beast-men, the gaping-nosed Bow-legs.

“Gröm is a true man!” he muttered with

satisfaction; and went leaping like a stag

down the slope to rejoin the tribe. When

news of what he had seen was passed from

mouth to mouth through the tribe, every

murmur was hushed, and the sulkiest

laggards pushed on feverishly, as if dreading

a rush of the beast-men from every cleft

and glade. -

The journey proved, for the most part,

uneventful. Traveling in a compact mass,

only by broad day, their numbers and their

air of confidence kept the red bear and the

sabre-tooth, the black lion and the wolf

pack from venturing to molest them. By

the Chief's orders they maintained a noisy

chatter, with laughter and shouting, as

soon as they felt themselves safely beyond

range of the beast-men's ears. For Bawr

had observed that even the sabre-tooth

had a certain uneasiness at the sound of

many human voices together. At night

and it was their rule to make camp while

the sun was yet several hours high—with

the aid of their flint spear-heads they would

laboriously cut down the saplings of the

long-thorned acacia, and surround the

camp with a barrier which the monsters

dared not assail. Even so, however, the

nights were trying enough to the stoutest

nerves. Half the tribe at a time was

obliged to stand on guard, and there was

little sleep to refresh the weariest when

the shadows beyond the barriers were

alive with mutterings and prowlings and

terrible paling-gleaming eyes.

On the fourth day of the journey, how

ever, the tribe met a foe whose dense brain

was quite unimpressed by the menace of

the human voice, and whose rage took no

account of their numbers or their confi

dence. An enormous bull Urus—perhaps

the same beast which, some days earlier,

had driven Gröm and the girl into the tree

tops—burst up dripping and mud-streaked

from his wallow in a reedy pool, and came

charging upon the travelers with a roar.

No doubt an outcast from the herd, he

was mad with the lust of killing. With

shouts of warning and shrieks of fear the

tribe scattered in every direction. The

nearest warriors hurled their spears as

they sprang aside; and several of the

weapons went deep into the monster's

flanks, but without checking him. He had

fixed his eye on one victim, an old man with

a conspicuous shock of snow-white hair,

and him he followed inexorably. The

doomed wretch screamed with despair

when he found himself thus hideously

selected, and ran doubling like a rabbit.

Just as the monster overtook him he fell,

paralyzed with his fright, and one tre

mendous horn pinned him to the earth.

At this instant the Chief arrived, running

up from the rear of the line, and Gröm,

coming from the front. The Chief, clos

ing in fearlessly, swung his club with all

his strength across the beast's front, blind

ing one eye, and confusing him for the

fraction of a moment. And in that mo

ment Gröm, calculating his blow with

precision, drove his spear clean through

the massive throat. As he sprang back,

twisting his ragged weapon in the wound

and tearing it free, the monster, with a

hoarse cough, staggered forward across

his victim, fell upon his knees, and slowly

sank, while the blood emptied itself in

enormous smoking jets from the wound.

The incident caused a day's delay in

the march; for there was the dead elder

to be buried, with heavy stones heaped

over his body, according to the custom of

the tribe, and there was also the meat of

the slain bull to be cut up for carrying—

a rank food, but sustaining, and not to

be despised when one is on a journey with

uncertainties ahead. And the delay was

more than compensated by the new spirit

which now seized this poor fugitive rem

nant of the tribe of the Little Hills. The

speedy and spectacular triumph over a

foe so formidable as the giant bull Urus

was unanimously accepted as an omen of

good fortune.

As they approached the valley whose

mouth was guarded by the line of vol

canic fire, Gröm purposely led the tribe

by such a path that they should get no

glimpse of the dancing flames until close

upon them. Down behind a long line of

woods he led them, with no warning of

what was to come. Then suddenly around

into the open-and there, not a hundred

paces distant, was the valley-mouth, and

the long thin line of flickering scarlet

tongues drawn across it.

As the people came in sight of the in

comprehensible phenomenon they stared

for a moment, gasping, or uttering low
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cries, then fell upon their faces in awe.

Gröm remained standing, leaning upon his

spear, and A-ya stood with bowed head

close behind him. When the Chief, shep

herding and guarding the rear ranks,

emerged around the elbow of woods and

saw his people thus prostrate before the

shining wonder, he too was moved to fol

low their example, for his heart went cold

within him. But not without reason was

he Chief, for he could control himself as

well as others. A pallor spread beneath

the smoky tan of his broad features, but

without an instant's hesitation he strode

to the front—and stood like Gröm, with

unbowed head, leaning calmly on his great

club. His thought was that the Shining

One must be, indeed, a God, and might

slay him from afar, like the lightning

but it could not make him afraid.

Gröm gave him a quick look of approval.

“Tell the people,” said he, “to follow us

round through the open space yonder,

and into the valley, that we may make

camp, for there are many great beasts

here. And tell them not to approach

the Shining One, lest he smite them; but

also not to fear, for he will not come at

them.”

When the people, trembling, staring

with fascinated eyes at the dancing array,

and shrinking nervously from the strange

warmth, had all been gathered into the

open space between the fire and the thick

ets, Gröm led the Chief up to the flames

and hurriedly explained to him what he

had found out as to how they must be man

aged. Then, leaving him to ponder the

miracle, and to experiment, he took A-ya

to help him build other fires along the edge

of the thickets in order to keep the monsters

at bay. And all the while the tribe sat

watching, huddled on their haunches, with

mouths agape and eyes rolling in amaze

ment.

Bawr the Chief, meanwhile, was revolv

ing many things in his sagacious brain,

as he alternately lighted and extinguished

the little, eating flames which fixed them

selves upon the dry wood when he held

it in the blaze. His mind was of a very

different order from that of Gröm, though

perhaps not less capacious and capable.

Gröm was the discoverer, the initiator,

while Bawr was essentially the ruler, con

cerned to apply all he learned to the ex

tension and securing of his power. It was

his realization of Gröm's transparent hon

esty and indifference to power which made

him so free from jealousy of Gröm's pres

tige. His shrewd perceptions told him that

Gröm would far rather see him rule the

tribe, so long as he ruled it effectually,

than be troubled with the task himself.

But there were others in the tribe whom

he suspected of being less disinterested—

who were capable of becoming troublesome

if ever he should find his strength failing.

One of these in particular, a gigantic black

browed fellow by the name of Ne-boo,

remotely akin to the deserter Mawg, was

now watching him with eyes more keen and

considerate than those of his companions.

As Bawr became conscious of this inquir

ing crafty gaze, he made a slip and closed

his left hand on a portion of his branch

which was still glowing red. With superb

nerve he gave no sign of the hurt. And he

thought quickly. He had taken a liberty

with the Bright One, and been bitten by

those mysterious shining teeth which left

a scar of black. Well, some one else should

be bitten also. Calmly heating the branch

again till it was a live coal for three-quar

ters of its length, he called the crafty-eyed

warrior to him. The man came, uneasy,

but full of interest.

“Take this” said Bawr—and tossed

him the red brand. With shrinking hands

Ne-boo caught it, to drop it instantly

with a yell of pain and terror. It fell

scraping his leg, and then upon his foot;

and in his fright he threw himself down

beside it, begging it not to smite him again.

“Strange” said Bawr, in a voice for all

the tribe to hear. “The Shining One will

not suffer Ne-boo to touch him.” With

the air of a high priest he picked the brand

up, and held it again into the flames. And

Gröm returning at this moment to his

side, he commanded in a low voice—“Let

none but ourselves attend or touch the

Bright One.”

Gröm, his mind occupied with plans for

the settling of the tribe, agreed without

asking the reason for this decree. He was

thinking about getting the tribe housed in

the caves which he had noticed in the

steep sides of the valley. He knew well

enough that these caves were the houses

of the red bear, the sabre-tooth, and the

bone-crushing hyenas, but, as he explained

to the Chief with thrilling elation, the

Shining One would drive these monsters
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out, and teach them to keep their distance.

To Bawr, who had had some experience in

his day of the red bear and the sabre-tooth,

and who had not yet seen all that these

dancing tongues of gold and scarlet could

do, the enterprise seemed a formidable

one. But he sagaciously reserved his

judgment, pondering things that he felt

sure Gröm would not dream of.

That night when all was thick darkness

beyond the magic circle of the fires, the

People of the Little Hills sat or crouched

trembling and wondering, while monstrous

dim shapes of such bears and tigers as they

had never imagined in their worst night

mares prowled roaring all about them,

held off by nothing more substantial than

just those thin and darting tongues of

flame. That the little bright things could

bite terribly they had evidence enough,

both in the charred and corroded wood

which the flames had licked, and in the

angry wounds of Ne-boo. At the same

time they saw their Chief and Gröm appar

ently handling the Terror with impunity,

and the girl A-ya approaching it and serv

ing it freely, though always with bowed

head and every mark of awe.

But what made the deepest, the most

ineffaceable, impression on the minds of

the tribe was when Gröm and the Chief,

each waving a pair of dead branches all

aflame, charged at a pair of giant sabre

tooths who had ventured too near, and

drove them scurrying like frightened sheep

into the bush. Repeating the tactics

which he had previously found effective,

Gröm hurled one of his flaming weapons

after the fugitives—an example which the

Chief, not to be outshone, followed in

stantly. The result was startling. The

brands ch unced to fall where there was a

great accumulation of dry wood and twigs

and leaves. In a moment, as it seemed,

the flames had leapt up into full fury, and

were chasing the fugitives up the valley

with a roar. In the sudden great glare

could be seen sabre-tooths stretching out

in panic-stricken flight, burly red bears

fleeing with their awkward but deadly

swift gallop, huge hyenas scattering to

this side and that, and many furtive un

known creatures driven into a blind and

howling rout. Gröm himself was as thun

der-struck as any one at the amazing result

of his action, but his quick wits told him

to disguise his astonishment and bear him

self as if it were exactly whathehad planned.

The Chief copied his attitude with scrupu

lous precision and unfailing nerve, though

quite prepared to see the red whirlwind

suddenly turn back and blot himself, the

audacious Gröm, and the whole shudder

ing tribe from the face of the outraged

earth. But no such thing happened. The

torrent of flame raged straight up the

valley, cutting a path some fifty odd paces

in width, and leaving a track of smoulder

ing winking red stems and stumps behind

it. And all the beasts hid themselves in

their terror, so that not one of them was

seen again that night. As for the People

of the Little Hills, they were now ready

to fall down and put dust in their hair in

utter abasement, if either Gröm or the

Chief so much as looked at them.

Soon after sunrise the next day the

Chief and Gröm, bearing lighted brands

and followed close by A-ya with a bundle

of dry faggots, twigs and grass, took pos

session of two great caves on the southward

facing slope of the valley. The giant

bears which occupied one of them fled

ignominiously at the first threat of the

flames, having been scorched and thor

oughly cowed by the conflagration of the

previous night. The other cave had been

already vacated by the hyena pack, which

had no stomach to face these throwers of

flame. Before the mouth of each cave,

at a safe distance, a fire was lighted—a

notice to all the beasts that their rule was

at an end. The whole tribe was set to

the gathering of a great store of fuel,

which was heaped about the mouths of

the caves as a shield against the weather.

Then the people began to settle themselves

in their new home, secure in the knowledge

that not even the hordes of the Bow-legs,

should they chance that way, would have

the temerity to face their new and terrible

protector.

When all was ordered to his satisfaction,

the Chief called Gröm to his side. The

two stood apart, and watched the tall

figure of A-ya moving from the one fire

to the other and tending them reverently,

as one performing a rite. Gröm's eyes

took on a certain illumination at the sight

of her, a look which the Chief had never

observed in any man’s eyes before. But

he thought little of it, for his mind was full

of other matters.

“It is well,” said he presently in a low
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voice, “that the service and understanding

of the Bright One should not be allowed

to the people, but should be kept strictly

to ourselves and to those whom we shall

choose to initiate. I shall appoint the two

best men of my own kin, and your son,

and one other whom you shall select, as

servants of the Bright One, and they shall

be sworn to admit no other to a knowl

edge of their task. And I will make a

law that the people shall henceforth wor

ship only the Bright One, instead of, as

heretofore, the Thunder, and the Wind,

and unknown Spirits, which, after all, as

far as I can see, have never been able to

do much either for or against us. But this

Bright One is a real God, such as we can

be sure of. And you and I shall be His

priests. And only we shall be allowed to

understand Him.”

“That is good” agreed Gröm, whose

brain was busy devising other ways of

making the wild flames serviceable to man.

“But,” he went on, “there is A-ya. She

knows as much about it as you and I.”

The Chief pondered a moment.

“Either the girl must die” said he, eying

Gröm's face, “or she must be a priest along

with us.” *

“I think she will be a good priest” said

Gröm drily, his eyes resting upon her.

Then the Chief, ascending a rock be

tween the two fires, spoke to the people, and

decreed as he had said. He told a little

about the Shining One, just so much as he

thought it good for his hearers to know.

He declared that the ones he had chosen

for the great honor of serving the fires

must tend them by turns, night and day,

and guard them with their lives—for that

if one or the other should be suffered to

die out some great disaster would assuredly

come upon the tribe.

“And henceforth,” he concluded, “you

shall not be called the People of the Little

Hills; for these ridges, indeed, are not

such hills as those whose bald and windy

tops are keeping the bones of our fathers.

But you shall be known and feared greatly

by our enemies, as “The Children of the

Shining One’—under whose protection I

declare you.”

[The fourth instalment of the romance of Gröm and A-ya, entitled “The Puller-down of Trees,” will

appear in the December number.]

BALBOA

By ELIZABETH WHITFORD

In awe-struck triumph stood he on the height

Of Darien mount, and looked upon the wave

A new-discovered sea whose waters lave

Bleak Arctic wastes and teeming tropics bright,

Ice-shackled shores and lands of living light.

Then through the surf he strode with naked glave,

And to his sovereign of Castile he gave

Worlds, greater than his fancy's wildest flight.

Nor recked he that a nation, yet undreamed,

Would rive the continent in twain, and make

One water of the east and western sea—

Such thoughts insanity he would have deemed.

Brave Spaniard, may our glory thine awake,

For fancy's flame leaps up at thought of thee!
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Author of Main Traveled Roads; The Nugget

I/hustrated by Arthur Cahill

profound disgust with himself, for

after serving honorably as line-rider

(and later as cow-boss) for ten years or

more, he had ridden over to Keno to meet

an old comrade. Just how it all happened

he couldn’t tell, but he woke one morning

without a dollar, and what was incredibly

worse, without horse or saddle. Even his

revolver was gone.

In brief, tall Ed for the first time in his

life was set afoot, and this, you must under

stand, is the most direful disaster in cow

boy life. It means that you must begin from

the ground up, as if you

were a perfectly new ten

derfoot from Nebraska.

FortKeno was, of course,

not a real fort, but it was a

real barracks. The town

was an imitation town.

The fort, spick-span in rows

with nicely planted trees

and green grass-plats (kept

in condition at vast ex

pense by the War Depart

ment), stood on the bank

of the sluggish river, while

just below it and across the

stream sprawled the town,

drab, flea-bitten, unkempt,

littered with tin cans and

old bottles, a collection of

saloons, gambling houses

and nameless dives, with a

few people—a very few

making an honest living by

selling groceries, saddles

and coal-oil.

Among the industries of

Keno City was a livery and

sale stable, and Kelley,

with intent to punish him

self at once, applied for

position as hostler. “You

durned fool,” he said ad

K: was in off the range and in dressing himself, “as you’ve played the

drunken Injun, suppose you now play valet

to a lot of mustangs for a while.”

As a disciplinary design he felicitated him

self upon having hit upon the most humil

iating and distasteful position in Keno. It

was understood that Harford of the Cotton

wood Corral never hired a man as hostler.

He seemed to prefer bums and tramps,

either because he could get them cheaper or

else because no decent citizen would work

for him. He was an “arbitrary cuss” and

ready with a gun or boot. He came down

a long trail of weather-worn experiences in

the Southwest and showed

it both in face and voice.

He was a big man who had

once been fatter, but his

wrinkled and sour visage

seldom crinkled intoa smile.

He had never been jolly and

he was now morose.

Kelley hated him. That,

too, was another part of his

elaborate scheme of self

punishment-hated, but

did not fear him, for tall Ed

Kelley feared nothing that

walked the earth or sailed

the air-except mosquitoes

and women. Mosquitoes,

he had learned, carried yel

low fever, and women

robbed a man of horse and

saddle.

He was no longer young,

that is, as a cow-puncher

he was sometimes called

“old Ed Kelley.” In fact,

he was only thirty-six and a

very attractive figure when

cleanly shaven and freshly

shirted. “You bum,” he

continued to sayin bitterde

rision as he caught glimpses

of himself of a morning in

Tall Ed for the first time in his life
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the little fragments of broken glass which,

being tacked on the wall, served as a mirror

in the office, “You durned mangy coyote,

you need a shave, but you won’t get it.

You need a clean shirt and a new bandana,

but you won’t get them, neither—not yet a

while. You'll earn 'em by going without a

drop of whiskey, and forking manure for

the next six months. You hear me?”

He slept in the office on a soiled ill-smell

ing bunk, and his hours of repose were

broken by calls on the telephone or by some

one beating at the door late at night or

early in the morning, but he always re

sponded without a word of complaint. It

was all lovely discipline. It was like beat

ing a measly bronco over the head in cor

rection of some grievous fault (like nipping

your calf, for example), and he took a grim

satisfaction in going about degraded and

forgotten of his fellows, for no one in Keno

knew that this grimy hostler had once been

cow-boss on the Perco. This, in a certain

degree, softened his disgrace and lessened

his punishment, but he couldn’t quite bring

himself to the task of explaining just how

he had come to leave the range and go into

service with Harford.

The officers of the fort, when tired of the

ambulance, occasionally took out a team

and covered rig, and so Kelley came in con

tact with the commanding officer, Major

Dugan, a fine figure of a man with carefully

barbered head and immaculate uniform.

In Kelley's estimation he was almost too

well kept for a man nearing fifty. He was,

indeed, a gallant to whom comely women

were still the fairest kind of game.

In truth, tall Ed as hostler often furnished

the major with a carriage in which to make

some of his private expeditions, and this

was another and final disgrace which the

cow-man perceived and commented upon.

To assist a gay Lothario like the major in

concealing his sentimental affairs was the

nethermost deep of “self-discipline,” but

when the pretty young wife of his employer

became the object of the major's attention,

Kelley was thrown into doubt.

Anita Harford, part Spanish and part

German as sometimes happens in the South

west, was a curious and interesting mixture

with lovely golden-brown hair and big dark

brown eyes. She had the ingratiating smile

of the señora, her mother, and the moods of

gravity, almost melancholy, of her father.

To Kelley, when he saw her first, she seemed

a child, and when he learned that she was

Harford's wife he swore softly in pity and

disgust. “How did the old seed get her?”

he asked himself.

She had been away in Albuquerque dur

ing the first week of his hostlership, and

though he had heard something of her from

the men about the corral, he had no great

interest in her till she came one afternoon to

the door of the stable, where she paused

like a snow-white timid antelope and softly

said “Are you the new hostler?”

“I am, miss.”

She smiled at his mistake. “I am Mrs.

Harford. Please let me have the single

buggy and bay Nellie.”

Kelley concealed his surprise.

thing, mom. Want her now?”

“If you please.”

As she moved away so lightly and so

daintily, Kelley stared in stupefaction.

“Guess I’ve miscalculated somewhere. Old

Harf must have more drag into him than I

made out. 'Pears like he's the champion

hypnotic spieler when it comes to women.”

He hitched up the horse in profound med

itation. For the first time since his down

fall his humiliation seemed just a trifle

deeper than was necessary. He regretted

his filthy shirt and his unshorn cheeks, and

as he brought the horse around to the door

of the boss's house he slipped out of the

buggy on the off-side, hurriedly hitched the

mare to the pole and retreated to his alley,

like a rat to its burrow. The few moments

when Anita's clear eyes had rested upon

him had been moments of self-revelation.

“Kelley, you're all kinds of a blankety

fool” said he. “You’re causing yourself a

whole lot of extra misery and you're a dis

gusting object besides. It isn’t necessary

for you to be a skunk in order to give your

self a welting. Go now, and get a shave and

a clean shirt, and start again.”

This he did, and out of his next week’s

pay he bought a clean pair of overalls and a

new sombrero, so that when he came back

to the barn, Harford was disturbed. “Hope

you aren't going to pull out, Kelley? You

suit me and if it's a question of pay, I'll

raise you a couple of dollars a week.”

“Oh, no, I'm not leaving. Only I jest

felt like I was a little too measly. 'Pears

like I ought to afford a clean shirt-it does

make a heap of difference in the looks of a

fellow. No, I'm booked to stay with you

for a while yet.”

“Sure
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Naturally thereafter little Mrs. Harford

filled a large place in Kelley's gloomy world.

He was not a romantic person, but he was

often lonesome in the midst of his self-im

posed penance. He forbade himself the

solace of the saloon. He denied himself a

day or even an hour off duty, and Harford,

secretly amazed and inwardly delighted,

went so far one day as to offer his hostler a

cigar. But Kelley waved it away by saying

“No. I’ve cut out the tobacco.”

This astonished his boss still more.

“Whar were you raised?” he asked in a tone

which implied that he suspected a thorough

Sunday-school training.

“St. Louis, Mo.” answered Kelley.

“That accounts for it” retorted Harford

with humorous accent. “Couldn’t stand

the town, eh? Say, it's a wonder you es

caped the ministry.”

“It’s more of a wonder than you know”

replied Kelley. “I was headed right plumb

that way till I was seventeen. My mother

had it all picked out for me. Then I broke

out for the West.”

Harford, with the instinctive caution of

the plainsman, pursued the subject no

further. He was content to know that for

a very moderate wage he had secured the

best man with horses that the stable ever

knew. As he told his wife that night,

“Kelley's too good to be permanent. He'll

skip out with one of the best saddle horses

some night, or else he'll go on a tearing

drunk, and send the whole outfit up in

smoke. I don’t understand the cuss. He

looks like the usual hobo out of a job, but

he's as abstemious as a New England dea

con. 'Pears like he has no faults at all.”

Anita had been attracted to Kelley, lowly

as he looked, and hearing his singular vir

tues recounted by her husband opened her

eyes in augmented interest. All the men in

her world were rough. Her father drank,

and brothers fought and swore and cheated,

and her husband was as free of speech in her

presence as if she were another kind of man,

softening his words a little but not much.

Therefore the next time she met Kelley she

lingered to make conversation with him,

rejoicing in his candid eyes and clean

shaven face.

shirt was clean and his tie new. “He looks

almost like a soldier” she thought, and this

was her highest compliment.

Surrounded as she was by gamblers,

horse-jockeys, cattle-buyers and miners, all

She observed also that his

(generally speaking) of the same slouchy

unkempt type, she recognized, in the officers

of the fort, gentlemen of the highest breed

ing and radiant charm. Erect, neat, brisk

of step, the lieutenants on parade gave off

something so alien yet so sweet that her

heart went out to them collectively, and

when they lifted their caps to her individ

ually she smiled upon them all with childish

unconsciousness of their dangerous quali

ties.

Most of the younger unmarried men took

these smiles to be as they were, entirely

without guile. Others spoke jestingly (in

private) of her attitude, but were inclined

to respect Harford's reputation as a gun

man. Only the major himself was reckless

enough to take advantage of the young

wife's admiration for a uniform.

Kelley soon understood the situation.

His keen eyes and sensitive ears informed

him of the light estimation in which his

employer's wife was held by the major, but

at first he merely said “This is none of your

funeral, Kelley, stick to your curry-comb.

Harford is able to take care of his own.”

This good resolution weakened the next

time Anita met him and prettily praised

him: “Mr. Harford says you are the best

man he ever had, and I think that must be

so, for my pony never looked so clean and

shiny.”

Kelley almost blushed, for as a matter of

faithful history he had spent a great deal of

time brushing bay Nellie. She did indeed

shine like a bottle and she trod the air like

winged Pegasus, and her harness, newly

oiled and carefully burnished, glittered as if

composed of jet and gold. “Oh, that's all

right, it's a part of my job” he replied as

carelessly as he could contrive. “I like a

good horse”—“and a pretty woman,” he

might have added, but he didn't.

Although Anita seemed to linger and to

desire to speak a word or two more, the tall

hostler turned resolutely away and disap

peared into the stable.

Bay Nellie, being the one dependable car

riage horse in the outfit, had been set aside

for the use of Anita and her friends, but

Kelley had orders from Harford to let the

mare out whenever the women did not need

her, provided a kindly driver was assured,

and so it happened that the wives of the

officers occasionally used her, although none

of them could be called friends or even ac

quaintances of little Mrs. Harford.
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Kelley observed their distant, if not con

temptuous, nods to his employer's wife as

they chanced to meet her on the street, but

he said no word, even when some of the

town loafers frankly commented upon it.

He owed nothing to Harford. “It’s not my

job to defend his wife's reputation.” Never

theless it made him hot when he heard one

of these loafers remark: “I met the old

major the other evening driving along the

river road with Harf's wife. Somebody

better warn the major or there'll be merry

hell and a military funeral one of these

“I reckon you're mistaken” said Kelley.

“Not by a whole mile! It was dark but

not so dark but that I could see who they

were. They were in a top buggy drivin'

that slick nag the old man is so choice

about.”

“When was it?” asked Kelley.

“Night before last. I met ’em there just

at the bend of the river. It wasn’t hardly

dark yet and I saw 'em plain.”

Kelley said no more, for he remembered

that Anita had called for the horse on that

date just about sundown and had driven

away alone. She returned alone about ten,

at least drove up to the stable door alone,

but he recalled hearing the low tones of a

man's voice just before she called.

It made him sad and angry. He muttered

imprecations against the whole world of

men, himself in

cluded. “If I

hadn’t seen her

—if I didn’t know

how sweet and

kind and pretty

- she was I would

n’t mind,” he

said to himself,

“but to think of a

little babe like

her—” hechecked

himself. “That

cockalorum

needs killing. I

wonder if I’ve got

to do it?” he said

in conclusion.

Harford came

home the next

day, and for sev

eral weeks there

was no further

occasion for gos

sip, although Kelley had his eyes on the

major so closely that he could neither

come nor go without having his actions an

alyzed. He kept close record on Anita's

coming and going, also, although it made

him feel like a detective when even she

glanced at him. He was sure she was only

the thoughtless child in all her indiscretions,

with a child's admiration of a portly man

in a handsome uniform.

“I’ll speak to her” resolved Kelley, “I’ll

hand her out a word of warning just to clear

my conscience. She needs a big brother or

 

days.” an uncle—some one to give her a jolt.”
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The opportunity came a day soon after

Harford's return, but his courage almost

failed at the moment of meeting. So dainty,

so small, so charming and so bird-like did she

seem! She complimented him again on the

condition of the mare and asked timidly:

“How much does my husband pay you?”

“More than I'm worth” he replied with

gloomy self-depreciation.

She caught the note of bitterness in his

voice and looked at him a moment in sur

prised silence, her big eyes full of question.

“What made you say that?”

Kelley, repenting his lack of restraint,

smiled and said, “Oh, I felt that way for a

minute. You see, I used to lead a high life

of ease. I was a nobleman—an Irish lord.”

She uttered an incredulous word, but he

kept on. “Yes. Although my name is

Kelley I belong to a long line of kings. I'm

working as hostler just to square myself

for having killed a man. You see, my queen

was kind o' foolish and reckless, and let a

certain English major hang round her till I

got locoed, and being naturally quick on the

trigger, I slew him.”

She was not stupid, she understood.

With a scornful, resentful glance, she took .

the reins from his hands and stepped into

the carriage. Kelley, silenced for the time

and with a feeling that he had bungled his

job, fell back a pace, while she drove away

without so much as a backward glance.

“I reckon she got it” he said grimly, as he

went back to his work. “I didn't put it all

just the way I had it in my head, but she

'peared to sense enough of it to call me a

Piute for butting in. If it don’t work I'll

tack a warning on the major which nobody

will misread for a joke.”

As the hours of the afternoon went by he

became more and more uneasy. “I hope

she'll turn up before dark, for Harf is liable

to get back any minute.” He said this a

dozen times and when he saw her coming up

the street with a woman in the seat beside

her, he breathed deeply and swore harshly

in his relief. “I guess my parabie kind o'

worked” he thought exultantly. “She's

kept clear of the old goat this trip.”

The little lady stopped her horse at the

door of the stable and with a cool and dis

tant nod alighted and walked away.

“I’m the hostler now—sure thing”

groaned Kelley. “No raise of pay for tall

Ed this week.”

He was in reality quite depressed by the

change in her attitude toward him.

“Reckon I didn’t get jest the right slant on

that warning of mine—and yet at the same

time she ought to have seen I meant it

kindly. Oh well, hell! It's none o' my

funeral anyway. Harford is no green

squash-he's a seasoned old warrior and
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ought to know when men are stealing his

wife.” And he went back to his dusty

duties in full determination to see nothing

and do nothing outside the barn.

Nevertheless, when thereafter anybody

from the fort asked for bay Nellie, he gave

out that she was engaged, and the very first

time the major asked for the mare, Kelley

not only brusquely said “She's in use,” but

hung up the receiver in the midst of his ex

planation.

The town gossips were all busy with the

delightful report that Mrs. Harford had

been seen again driving with the major, whose

reputation for gallantry, monstrously exag

gerated by the reek of the saloons, made

even a single hour of his company a dash of

pitch to the best of women. Kelley specu

lated on just how long it would take Har

ford to learn of these hints against his wife.

Some of his blunt followers were quite ca

pable of telling in so many words, and when

they did, an explosion would certainly take

place. - -

One day a couple of Harford's horses

standing before the stable became frightened

and ran away up the street. Kelley, leaping

upon one of the fleetest broncos in the stalls,

went careering in pursuit.

gate just as Anita came down the walk.

Tall Ed was a fine figure of a man, even

when slouching about the barn, but mounted

he was magnificent. It was the first time

he had ridden since the loss of his own out

fit, and the feel of a vigorous steed beneath

his thighs, the noise of pounding feet, the

rush of air, filled his heart with mingled

exaltation and regret. He was the centaur

again.

Anita watched him pass and disappear

with a feeling of surprise as well as of ad

miration. She was skilled in reading the

character of men on horseback, and pecul

iarly sensitive to such an exhibition of grace

and power. Her hostility was transformed

into something new and wholly admirable,

and she gladly took the trouble to watch

for his return, as she could not witness the

roping and the skillful subduing of the out

laws. She was careful to see him as he came

driving before him the runaways, which he

did a few moments later with the quiet air

of the conqueror.

It is a pleasure to see anything done

superlatively well, and every spectator

along the way was delighted with Kelley's

prompt arrest of the fugitives. “That fel

He passed the

low has had range training” they said.

“He’s no hobo,” and his stock rose instantly.

The superb picture he made as he tore along

swinging his rope now displaced that of the

dirty indifferent hostler, and Anita there

after looked upon him with pleasure, not

withstanding his presumptuous warning

which still rang in her ears. She was not in

doubt concerning his meaning, and though

she still resented his interference she re

sented it less now that she knew him better.

She began to wonder about his past. Who

was he? What was he? Why was he the

hostler? Naturally, being wise in certain

ways of men, she inferred that strong drink

had “set him afoot,” but when she hesi

tantly approached her husband about him,

his reply was brusque. “I don’t know any

thing about Kelley and don’t want to know.

So long as he does his work, I shall not dig

into his family vault.”

Still desiring to be informed, she turned

to her servants with no better results.

They knew very little about tall Ed, “but

we like him” they were free to say.

This newly discovered mystery and

charm in her hostler accomplished what his

warning had failed to do. It made her

neglect her correspondence with the major.

His letter lay in a hollow willow tree on the

river road unread for nearly a week, and

when one afternoon she finally rode by to

claim it, her interest was strangely dulled,

the spice of the adventure was gone. In

deed, the reading of the letter revolted her.

It was as if the real character of the writer's

advances had suddenly been made clear to

her. .

Her admiration had been that of a child,

only faintly colored by desire. She had

been lonely and idle in the town (when Har

ford was away the days seemed endless),

therefore this attention from a resplendent

soldier had been a most alluring diversion.

This final letter frightened her, for the

major had permitted himself passionate

words of reproof of her neglect, and his

professions of love were tinged with some

thing more than insincere. As she read it

she wept with shame and anger. “Shall I

answer it?” she asked herself, and at last

decided to do so. “I shall write a few lines

telling him never, never to address me

again,” and dropping this answer she rode

home, an uneasy and saddened little woman.

As she was about to deliver her pony

to Kelley that night, he handed her an

*
**,



Finally she rode by to claim his letter, but the spice of adventure was gone

envelope and with a penetrating glance said:

“I found this on the river road today—I

wouldn’t write any more such, if I was you.

It ain’t nice and it ain’t safe.”

It was her own letter, the one she had

just written and deposited in the tree. She

chilled and stiffened under the keen edge of

Kelley's contempt and pity, then burned

hot with illogical anger.

“What right? You spied on me—it is a

shame!”

“So it is,” he agreed quietly, “but I

don’t want any killing done—unless I do

it myself.”

“You are a thief” she accused.

“All right,” he answered dispassionately.

“Spy, thief, big brother, dog—anything

goes—only I don’t intend to let you slide

to hell without a protest. You're nothing

but a kid—a baby. You don’t know what

you’re going into. I’m an old stager. I

know a whole lot that I wish I didn’t know.
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I’ve known women who said they didn’t

care, lots of 'em, but they did all care.

They all knew they'd lost out. There's

only one end to the trail you're starting in

on—and it ain’t a pretty one. Harf mar

ried you in good faith, and even if he is

gettin’ old and slab-footed and skinny, he's

your husband and entitled to a square deal.”

Blinded by her tears and weak with pas

sionate resentment at his tone, she could

scarcely climb down from the carriage, and

taking her in his arms he lifted her out of

the seat.

As soon as her feet touched the ground,

she started away, but he detained her by

the force of his big rough hand upon her

waist. “Wait a moment” he said huskily.

“You’re mad now and you want to murder

me, but think it all over and you’ll see I’m

your friend.”

There was something in his voice which

caused her to look squarely into his face,

and the tenderness she saw there remained

long in her memory. He went on."

“You’re too sweet and lovely to be the

sport of cheap men. You're worth taking

care of—don't throw yourself away on law

less sports. Good-by and God bless you.”

She walked away with bent head and tear

blinded eyes, her heart filled with weakness

and pain. She was like a child justly pun

ished yet resenting it, and mingled with her

resentment was a growing love and admira

tion for the man whose blunt words had

bruised her soul for its redemption.

Kelley went back to his little office,

gathered his small belongings together and

called up Harford on the phone. “I’ll take

that blue Colt’s and that Denver saddle and

call it square to date . . . Yes, I’m leav

ing. I’ve got a call to a ranch over on the

Pinto . . . Sorry, but I reckon I’ve

worked out my sentence . . . All right.

So long.”

Ten minutes later he was mounted and

riding out of town. The air was crisp with

autumn frost and the stars were blazing

innumerably in the sky. A coyote had be

gun his evening song, and to the north the

high dark mass of a long mountain rose.

Toward this wall he directed his way.

He hurried like one fleeing from tempta

tion; and so, indeed, he was.

All night and for many days thereafter

he could feel Anita's small soft helpless

form within his arms, but it grew fainter

as the weeks passed, and the people of

Keno never again saw or heard of tall Ed

Kelley, the best hostler Harford ever had.

STARS

By ARTHUR WALLACE PEACH

The eyes of men have watched the stars of night

For reasons many; sailors on the sea

Have found them beacons guiding faithfully;

And hearts find holy peace beneath their light.

So life has stars as has the night above:

The stars of hope, of honor, and of truth;

And guiding creeping Age and joyous Youth

One star shines evermore—the star of love!
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McGuffey Promotes a Prize-Fight and Neils Halvorsen Acts as Referee

By PETER B. KYNE

Author of Captain Scraggs; Under the Jolly Roger

Illustrated by L. J. Rogers

T 6:30 o'clock on the morning of the

A. day following the frightful experience

of Commodore Gibney and Captain

Scraggs with the cannibals of Kandavu, the

members of the Maggie II Syndicate faced

each other across the breakfast table with ap

petites in no wise diminished by the exciting

events of the preceding day. Captain Scraggs

appeared with a lump on the back of his head

as big as a goose egg. The doughty commo

dore had a cut over his right eye, and the top

of his sinful head was so sore, where the

earthenware pot had struck him, that even

the simple operation of winking his blood

shot eyes was productive of pain. About a

teaspoonful of Kandavu real estate had also

been blown into Mr. Gibney’s classic features

when the shells from the Maxim-Vickers gun

exploded in his immediate neighborhood,

and as he naively remarked to Bartholomew

McGuffey, he was in luck to be alive.

McGuffey surveyed his superior officers,

cursed them bitterly and remarked, with

tears of joy in his honest eyes, that both

gentlemen had evaded their just deserts

when they escaped with their lives. “If it

hadn't been for the mate,” said McGuffey

severely, “I'd 'a let you two boobies suffer

the penalty for your foolishness. Any man

that goes to work and fraternizes with a

cannibal ain’t got no kick comin’ if he's

made up into chicken curry with rice. The

minute I hear old Scraggsy yippin’ for help,

says I to myself, let the beggars fight their

own way out of the mess. But the mate

comes a-runnin' up and says he's pretty sure

he can come near plantin' a beltful of shells

in the center of the disturbance, even if we

can’t see the wari on account of the jungle.

‘It’s all off with the commodore and the

skipper anyhow, says the mate, so we

might just as well have vengeance on their

murderers.’ So of course, when he put it

that way I give my consent—”

At this juncture the mate, passing around

McGuffey on his way to the deck, winked

solemnly at Mr. Gibney, who hung his war

worn head in simulated shame. When the

mate had left the cabin the commodore

pounded with his fork on the cabin table and

announced a special meeting of the Maggie

II Syndicate.

“The first business before the meeting,”

said Mr. Gibney, “is to readjust the owner

ship in the syndicate. Me and Scraggsy's

had our heads together, Mac, and we’ve

agreed that you’ve shot your way into a

full one-third interest, instead of a quarter

as heretofore. From now on, Mac, you're

an equal owner with me and Scraggsy, and

now that that matter's settled, you can quit

rippin’ it into us on the race question and

suggest what's to be done in the case of

Tabu-Tabu and this cannibal king that

almost lures me and the navigatin’ officer

to our destruction.”

“I have the villains in double irons and

chained to the mainmast,” replied McGuffey,
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“and as a testimonial of my gratitude

for the increased interest in the syndicate

which you and Scraggs has just voted me,

I will scheme up a fittin’ form of vengeance

on them two tar babies. However, only an

extraordinary sentence can fit such an ex

traordinary crime, so I must have time to

think it over. These two bucks is mine to do

what I please with and I'll take any inter

ference as unneighborly and unworthy of a

shipmate.”

“Take 'em” said Captain Scraggs vehe

mently. “For my part I only ask one thing.

If you can see your way clear, Mac, to give

me the king's scalp for a tobacco pouch,

I'll be obliged.”

“And I,” added the commodore, “would

like Tabu-Tabu’s shin bone for a clarionet.

Pendin’ McGuffey's reflections on the ham

perin’ of crime in Kandavu, however, we'll

turn our attention to the prime object of the

expedition. We’ve had our little fun and

it's high time we got down to business. It

will be low tide at nine o’clock, so I suggest,

Scraggs, that you order the mate and two

seamen out in the big whale boat, together

with the divin' apparatus, and we'll go after

pearl oysters and black coral. As for you,

Mac, suppose you take the other boat and

Tabu-Tabu and the king, and help the mate.

Take a rifle along with you, and make them

captives dive for pearl oysters until they're

black in the face—”

“Huh!” muttered the single-minded Mc

Guffey. “What are they now. Sky blue?”

“Of course,” continued the commodore,

“if a tiger shark happens along and picks

the niggers up, it ain't none of our business.

As for me and Scraggsy, we'll sit on deck

and smoke. My head aches and I guess

Scraggsy's in a similar fix.”

“Anythin’ to be agreeable” acquiesced

McGuffey.

After breakfast Commodore Gibney or

dered that the prisoners be brought before

him. The cook served them with breakfast,

and as they ate, the commodore reminded

them that it was only through his personal

efforts and his natural disinclination to re

turn blow for blow that they were at that

moment enjoying a square meal instead of

swinging to the stun's boom.

“I’m goin’ to give you two yeggs a chance

to reform” concluded Mr. Gibney, address

ing Tabu-Tabu. “If you show us where we

can get a cargo of black coral and work hard

and faithful helpin' us to get it aboard, it

may help you to comb a few gray hairs.

I’m goin’ to take the irons off now, but

remember! At the first sign of the double

cross you’re both shark meat.”

On behalf of himself and the king, Tabu

Tabu promised to behave, and McGuffey

kicked them both into the small boat. The

mate and two seamen followed in another

boat, in which the air-pump and diving

apparatus was carried, and Tabu-Tabu

piloted them to a patch of still water just

inside the reef. The water was so clear that

McGuffey was enabled to make out vast

marine gardens, thickly sprinkled with the

precious black coral.

“Over you go, you two smokes,” rasped

McGuffey, menacing the captives with his

rifle. “Dive deep, my hearties, and bring up

what you can find, and if a shark comes

along and takes a nip out of your hind leg,

don’t expect no help from B. McGuffey,

Esquire—because you won’t get any.”

Thus encouraged, the two cannibals dove

overboard. McGuffey could see them paw

ing around on the bottom of the little bay,

and after half a minute each came up with

a magnificent spray of coral. They hung

to the side of the boat until they could get

their breath, then repeated the performance.

In the meantime, the mate had sent his two

divers below to loosen the coral; with the

result that when both boats returned to the

Maggie II at noon Captain Scraggs fairly

gurgled with delight at the results of the

morning's work, and Mr. Gibney declared

that his headache was gone. He and Cap

tain Scraggs had spent the morning seated

on deck under an awning, watching the

beach for signs of a sortie on the part of the

natives of Kandavu to recapture their king.

Apparently, however, the destructive fire

from the pom-pom gun the night before had

so terrified them that the entire population

had emigrated to the northern end of the

island, leaving the invaders in undisputed

possession of the bay and its hidden treas

ures of coral and pearl and shell.

For nearly two weeks the Maggie II lay

at anchor, while her crew labored daily in

the gardens of the deep. Vast quantities of

pearl oysters were brought to the surface,

and these Mr. Gibney stewed personally in

a great iron pot on the for’d deck of the

Maggie II. The shell was stored away in

the hold and the pearls went into a chamois

pouch which never for an instant was out

of the commodore's possession. The coast



After breakfast Commodore Gibney ordered that the prisoners be brought before him

at that point being now deserted, frequent

visits ashore were made, and the crew

feasted on young pig, chicken, yams and

other delicacies. Captain Scraggs was

almost delirious with joy. He announced

that he had not been so happy since Mrs.

Scraggs “slipped her cable.”

At the end of two weeks Mr. Gibney

decided that there was “loot” enough

ashore to complete the schooner's cargo,

and at a meeting of the syndicate held

one lovely moonlight night on deck, he

announced his plans to Captain Scraggs

and McGuffey.

“Better leave the island alone” counseled

McGuffey. “Them niggers may be a-layin'

there ten thousand strong, waitin’ for a

boat's crew to come prowlin' up into the

bush so they can nab 'em.”

“I’ve thought of that, Mac,” said the

commodore a trifle coldly, “and if I made a

sucker of myself once, it don’t stand to rea

son that I’m apt to do it again. Remember,

Mac, a burnt child dreads the fire. To

morrow morning, right after breakfast,

we'll turn the guns loose and pepper the

bush for a mile or two in every direction.

If there's a native within range he'll have

business in the next county and we won’t

be disturbed none.”

Mr. Gibney’s program was duly put

through and the capital of Kandavu looted

of the trade accumulations of years. And

when the hatches were finally battened

down, the tanks refilled with fresh water and

everything in readiness to leave Kandavu

for the run to Honolulu, Mr. Gibney an

nounced to the syndicate that the profits of

the expedition would figure close up to a

hundred thousand dollars. Captain Scraggs

gasped and fell limply against the mainmast.

“Gib, my dear boy,” he sputtered, “are

you sure it ain’t all a dream and that we'll

wake up some day and find that we're still

in the green pea trade; that all these months

we've been asleep under a cabbage leaf,

communin’ with potato bugs?” -

“Not for a minute” replied the commo

dore. “Why, I got a dozen matched pearls

here that's fit for a queen. Big red pear

shaped boys—regular bleedin’ hearts.

There's ten thousand in them alone.”
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“Well, I'll— I'll brew some grog,” gasped

Captain Scraggs, and departed forthwith

to the galley. Fifteen minutes later he re

turned with a kettle of his favorite nepenthe

and all three adventurers drank to a bon

voyage home. At the conclusion of the

toast Mr. McGuffey set down his glass,

wiped his mouth with the back of his hairy

hand, and thus addressed the syndicate.

“In leavin' this paradise of the South

Pacific,” he began, “we find that we have

accumulated other wealth besides the loot

below decks. I refer to His Royal Highness,

the king of Kandavu, and his prime minis

ter, Tabu-Tabu. When these two outlaws

was first captured, I informed the syndicate

that I would scheme out a punishment be

fittin’ their crime, to wit—murderin’ and

eatin' you two boys. It’s been a big job and

it's taken some time, me not bein’ blessed

with quite as fine an imagination as our

friend, Gib. However, I pride myself that

hard work always brings success, and I am

now ready to announce what disposition

shall be made of these two interestin speci

mens of aboriginal life. I beg to announce,

gentlemen, that I have invented a punish

ment fittin’ the crime.”

“Impossible” said Captain Scraggs.

“Shut up, Scraggs,” struck in Commodore

Gibney. “Out with it, Mac. What's the

program?”

“I move you, members of the syndicate,

that the schooner Maggie II proceed to

some barren, uninhabited island, and that

upon arrival there this savage king and his

still more savage subject be taken ashore in

a small boat. I also move you, gentlemen

of the syndicate, that inasmuch as the two

aggrieved parties, A. P. Gibney and P.

Scraggs, having in a sperrit of mercy re

frained from layin’ their hands on said pris

oners for fear of invalidin’ them at a time

when their services was of importance to the

expedition, be given an opportunity to take

out their grudge on the persons of said

savages. Now, I notice that the king is a

miserable, skimpy, sawed-off and hammered

down old cove. By all the rules of the prize

ring he's in Scraggsy's class. (Here Mr.

McGuffey flashed a lightning wink to the

commodore. It was an appeal for Mr.

Gibney's moral support in the engineer's

scheme to put up a job on Captain Scraggs

and thus relieve the tedium of the homeward

trip. Mr. Gibney instantly telegraphed his

approbation, and McGuffey continued.) I

notice also that if I was to hunt the universe

over, I couldn’t find a better match for Gib

than Tabu-Tabu. And as we are all agreed

that the white race is superior to any race

oil earth, and it'll do us all good to see a fine

hard mill before we leave the country, I

move you, gentlemen of the syndicate, that

we pull off a finish fight between Scraggsy

and the king, and Gib and Tabu-Tabu.

I’ll referee both contests and at the conclu

sion of the mix-up we'll leave these twomur

derers marooned on the island and then—”

“Rats” snapped Captain Scraggs. “That

ain’t no business at all. You shouldn’t con

sider nothin’ short of capital punishment.

Why, that's only a petty larceny form of—”

“Quit buttin' in on my prerogatives”

roared McGuffey. “That ain’t the finish

by no means.”

“What is the finish then?”

“Why, these two cannibals, bein’ left alone

on the desert island, naturally bumps up

agin the old question of the survival of the

fittest. They get scrappin’ among them

selves, and one eats the other up.”

“By the toe-nails of Moses,” muttered

Mr. Gibney in genuine admiration, “but

you have got an imagination after all, Mac.

The point is well taken and the program

will go through as outlined. Scraggs, you’ll

fight the king. No buckin’ and grumblin’.

You'll fight the king. You’re outvoted two

to one, the thing's been done regular and

you can’t kick. I'll fight Tabu-Tabu, so

you see you're not gettin’ any the worst of it.

We'll proceed to an island in the Friendly

group called Tuvana-tholo. It lies right in

our homeward course, and there ain’t

enough grub on the confounded island to

last two men a week. And I know there

ain’t no water there. So, now that that

matter is all settled, we will proceed to heave

the anchor and scoot for home. Mac, tune

up your engines and we'll get out of here a

whoopin’ and a-flyin'.”

Ten minutes later the anchor was hanging

at the hawsepipe, and under her power the

Maggie II swung slowly in the lagoon,

pointed her sharp bow for the opening in the

reef and bounded away for the open sea.

Captain Scraggs jammed on all of her lower

sails and within two hours the island of

Kandavu had faded forever from their

vision.

It was an eight-hundred-mile run up to

Tuvana-tholo, but the weather held good

and the trade-winds never slackened. Ten
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days from the date of leaving Kandavu,

they hove to off the island. It was a long,

low, sandy atoll, with a few cocoanut-palms

growing in the center of it, and with the ex

ception of a vast colony of seabirds that

apparently made it their headquarters, the

island was devoid of life.

The bloodthirsty McGuffey stood at the

break of the poop, and as he gazed shore

ward he chuckled and rubbed his hands

together.

“Great, great” he murmured. “I couldn't

have gotten a better island if I’d had one

built to order.” He called aft to the navi

gating officer. “Scraggsy, there's the ring.

Nothin’ else to do now but get the con

testants into it. Along in the late afternoon

when the heat of the day is over we'll go

ashore and pull off the fight. And by

George, Scraggs, if that old king succeeds

in lambastin' you, I'll set the rascal free.”

“I’ll lick him with one hand tied and the

other paralyzed” retorted Captain Scraggs

with fine nonchalance. “No need o' waitin'

on my account. Heat or no heat, I'm just

naturally pinin’ to beat up the royal person.”

“If this ain’t the best idea I ever heard of,

I'm a Dutchman” replied McGuffey. “A

happy combination of business and pleasure.

Who fights first, Gib? You or Scraggs?”

“I guess I’d better open the festivities”

said Mr. Gibney amiably. “I ain't no kill

joy and I want Scraggsy to get some fun out

of this frolic. If I fight first the old kiddo

can look on in peace and enjoy the sight,

and if him and the king fights first perhaps

he won’t be in no condition to appreciate the

spectacle that me and Tabu-Tabu puts up.”

“That's logic,” assented McGuffey sol

emnly; “that's logic.”

Seeing that there was no escape, Captain

Scraggs decided to bluff the matter through.

“Let's go ashore and have it over with" he

said carelessly. “I’m a man of peace, but

when there's fightin' to be done, I say go

to it and no tomfoolery.”

Mr. Gibney winked slyly at McGuffey.

They each knew that Scraggs little relished

the prospect before him, though to do him

justice he was mean enough to fight and

fight well, if he thought he had half a

chance to get the decision. But he knew

the king was as hard as tacks, and was more

than his match in a rough and tumble, and

while he spoke bravely enough, his words

did not deceive his shipmates, and inwardly

“Clear away the big whale boat with two

men to pull us ashore” said Mr. Gibney to

the mate. Five minutes later the members

of the syndicate, accompanied by the cap

tives, climbed into the whale boat and

shoved off, leaving the Maggie II in charge

of the mate. “We’ll be back in half an

hour,” called the commodore, as they rowed

away from the schooner. “Just ratch back

and forth and keep heavin’ the lead.”

They negotiated the fringe of breakers to

the north of the island successfully, pulled the

boat up on the beach and proceeded at once

to business. Mr. Gibney explained toTabu

Tabu what was expected of him, and Tabu

Tabu in turn explained to the king. It was

not the habit of white men, so Mr. Gibney

explained, to kill their prisoners in cold

blood, and he had decided to give them an

opportunity to fight their way out of a sad

predicament with their naked fists. If they

won, they would be taken back aboard the

schooner and later dropped at some inhab

ited island. If they lost, they must make

their home for the future on Tuvana-tholo.

“Let 'er go,” called McGuffey, and Mr.

Gibney squared off and made a bear-like

pass at Tabu-Tabu. To the amazement of

all present, Tabu-Tabu sprang lightly back

ward and avoided the blow. His footwork

was excellent and McGuffey remarked as

much to Captain Scraggs. But when Tabu

Tabu put up his hands after the most ap

proved method of self-defense and dropped

into a “crouch,” McGuffey could no longer

contain himself.

“The beggar can fight, the beggar can

fight,” croaked McGuffey, wild with joy.

“Scraggs, old man, this’ll be a rare mill, I

promise you. He's been aboard a British

man-o’-war and learned how to box. Steady,

Gib. Upper-cut him, upper—wow!”

Tabu-Tabu had stepped in and planted

a mighty right in the center of Mr. Gibney's

physiognomy, following it up with a hard

left to the commodore's ear. Mr. Gibney

rocked a moment on his sturdy legs, stepped

back out of range, dropped both hands and

stared at Tabu-Tabu.

“I do believe the nigger'll lick you, Gib,”

said McGuffey anxiously. “He’s got a hor

rible reach and a mule kick in each mit.

£ with him, or he's due for a full par

on.”

“In a minute” said the commodore

faintly. “He’s so good I hate to hurt him.

they shook with laughter. But I’ll infight him to a finish.”
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Which Mr. Gibney forthwith proceeded

to do. He rushed his opponent and clinched,

though not until his right eye was in mourn

ing and a stiff jolt in the short ribs had

caused him to grunt in most ignoble fashion.

But few men could withstand Mr. Gibney

once he got to close quarters. Tabu-Tabu

wrapped his long arms around the commo

dore and endeavored to smother his blows,

but Mr. Gibney would not be denied. His

great fist shot upward from the hip and con

nected with the cannibal’s chin. Tabu

Tabu relaxed his hold, Mr. Gibney followed

with left and right to the head in quick suc

cession, and McGuffey was counting the

fatal ten over the fallen warrior.

Mr. Gibney grinned rather foolishly, spat

and spoke to McGuffey, sotto voce. “By

George, the joke ain’t all on Scraggsy” he

said. Then turning to Captain Scraggs:

“Help yourself to the mustard, Scraggsy,

old tarpot.”

Captain Scraggs took off his hat, rolled

up his sleeves and made a dive for the royal

presence. His majesty, lacking the scien

tific training of his prime minister, seized a

handful of the Scraggs mane and tore at it

cruelly. A well-directed kick in the shins,

however, caused him to let go, and a mo

ment later he was flying up the beach with

the angry Scraggs in full cry after him. Mc

Guffey headed the king off and rounded him

up so Scraggs could get at him, and the lat

ter at once “dug in" like a terrier. After

five minutes of mauling and tearing, Cap

tain Scraggs was out of breath, so he let go

and stood off a few feet to size up the situa

tion. The wicked McGuffey was laughing

immoderately, but to Scraggs it was no

laughing matter. The fact of the matter

was the king was dangerous and Scraggs had

glutted himself with revenge.

“I don’t want to beat an old man to

death” he gasped finally. “I’ll let the

scoundrel go. He's had enough and he

won’t fight. Let's mosey along back to the

schooner and leave them here to amuse

themselves the best way they know how.”

“Right, O,” said Mr. Gibney, and turned

to walk down the beach to the boat. A sec

ond later a hoarse scream of rage and terror

broke from his lips.

“What's up?” cried McGuffey, the laugh

ter dying out of his voice, for there was a

hint of death in Mr. Gibney's cry.

“M aro one d!” said the commodore

hoarsely. “Those two sailors have pulled

back to the schooner, and—there-look,

Mac! My Gawd!”

McGuffey looked, and his face went

whiter than the foaming breakers, beyond

which he could see the Maggie II, under full

sail, headed for the open sea. The small

boat had been picked up, and there was no

doubt that at her present rate of speed the

schooner would be hull down on the horizon

by sunset.

“The murderin’ hound,” whispered Mc

Guffey, and sagged down on the sands.

“Oh, the murderin’ hound of a mate!”

“It’s—it's mutiny,” gulped C a pta in

Scraggs in a hard, strained voice. “That

bloody fiend of a mate! The sly sneak

thief, with his pleasant smile and his winnin'

ways! Saw a chance to steal the Maggie

and her rich cargo, and he's leavin’ us here,

marooned on a desert island, with two can

nibals.”

Captain Scraggs fairly shrieked the last

two words and burst into tears. “Lord,

Gib, old man,” he raved, “whatever will we

do?”

Thus appealed to, the doughty commo

dore permitted his two unmatched optics to

rest mournfully upon his shipmates. For

nearly a minute he gazed at them, the while

he struggled to stifle the awful fear within

him. In the Gibney veins there flowed not

a drop of craven blood, but the hideous pros

pect before him was almost more than the

brave commodore could bear. De a th,

quick and bloody, had no terrors for him,

but a finish like this—a slow finish—thirst,

starvation, heat

He gulped and thoughtfully rubbed the

knuckles of his right hand where the skin

was barked off. He thought of the silly

joke he and McGuffey had thought to per

petrate on Captain Scraggs by leading him

up against a beating at the hands of a can

nibal king, and with the thought came a

grim hard chuckle, though there was the

look of a thousand devils in his eyes.

“Well, boys,” he said huskily, “who's

looney now?”

‘What's to be done?” asked McGuffey.

“Well, Mac, old sporty boy, I guess there

ain’t much to do except to make up our

minds to die like gentlemen. If I was ever

fooled by a man in my life, I was fooled by

that doggone mate. I thought he'd tote

square with the syndicate. I sure did.”

For a long time McGuffey gazed seaward.

He was slower than his shipmates in making



His majesty, lacking the scientific training of his prime minister, seized a handful of the Scraggs mane

up his mind that the mate had really de

serted them, and sailed away with the for

tunes of the syndicate. Of the three, how

ever, the stoical engineer accepted the situa

tion with the best grace. He spurned the

white sand with his foot and faced Mr. Gib

ney and Captain Scraggs with just the suspi

cion of a grin on his homely face.

“I make a motion,” he said, “that the

syndicate pass a resolution condemnin’ the

action of the mate.”

It was a forlorn hope, and the jest went

over the heads of the deck department. Said

Mr. Gibney sadly:

“There ain’t no more Maggie II Syndi

cate.”

“Well, let's form a Robinson Crusoe

Syndicate,” suggested McGuffey. “We’ve

got the island, and there's a quorum present

for all meetin’s.”

Mr. Gibney smiled feebly. “We can ap

point Tabu-Tabu the man Friday.”

“Sure,” responded McGuffey, “and the

king can be the goat. Robinson Crusoe had

a billy goat, didn’t he, Gib?”

But Captain Scraggs refused to be heart

ened by this airy persiflage. “I’m all het up

after my fight with the king,” he quavered

presently. “I wonder if there's any water

on this island.”

“There is,” announced Mr. Gibney

pleasantly; “there is, Scraggsy. There's

water in just one spot, but it's there in

abundance.”

“Where's that spot?” inquired Scraggs

eagerly.

Mr. Gibney removed his old Panama hat,

and with his index-finger pointed downward

to where the hair was beginning to disap

pear, leaving a small bald spot on the crown

of his ingenious head.

“There,” he said; “right there, Scraggsy,

old top. The only water on this island is on

the brain of Adelbert P. Gibney.”

Neils Halvorsen, who for many years had

been deckhand on the old steamer Maggie

when she ran in the green pea trade, Half

moon bay to San Francisco, often wondered

what had become of the Maggie and Cap

tain Scraggs. Mr. Gibney and Bartholo

mew McGuffey he knew had turned their

sun-tanned faces toward deep water some

years before Captain Scraggs and the
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Maggie disappeared from the environs of

San Francisco bay, and Neils Halvorsen was

wise enough to waste no time wondering

what had become of them. These two

worthies might be anywhere, and every

conceivable thing under the sun might have

happened to them; hence, in his idle mo

ments, Neils Halvorsen did not disturb his

gray matter speculating on their where

abouts and their then condition of servitude.

But the continued absence of Captain

Scraggs from his old haunts created quite a

little gossip along the waterfront, and in the

course of time rumors of his demise by sun

dry and devious routes came to the ears of

Neils Halvorsen. Now, Neils had sailed

too long with Captain Scraggs not to realize.

that the erstwhile green pea trader would be

the last man to take a chance in any haz

ardous enterprise unless forced thereto by

the weight of circumstance; also there was

affection enough in his simple Scandinavian

heart to cause him to feel just a little wor

ried when a month passed and Captain

Scraggs failed to show up. He had disap

peared in some mysterious manner from

San Francisco bay and the old Maggie had

never been heard from again.

Hence Neils Halvorsen was puzzled. In

fact, to such an extent was Neils puzzled,

that one perfectly calm, clear night while

beating down San Pablo bay in his bay

scow, the Jennie and Lizzie (the reader will

recall that after the old Maggie retired from

the green pea trade Neils had purchased an

interest in a bay scow, arrogated to himself

the title of “captain,” and proceeded to

freight hay from Petaluma to San Fran

cisco—when the hay season was over he

freighted gravel), he so far forgot himself

and his own affairs as to concentrate all his

attention on the problem of the ultimate

finish of Captain Scraggs. So engrossed

was Neils in this vain speculation that he

neglected to observe toward the rules of the

ocean highways that nicety of attention

which is highly requisite, even in the skipper

of a bay scow, if the fulsome title of captain

is to be retained for any definite period. As

a result Neils became confused regarding

the exact number of blasts from the siren of

a river-steamer desiring to pass to starboard.

Neils thought she wanted to pass him to

port. Consequently the Jennie and Lizzie

received such a severe butting from the

river-steamer in question as to cause her

to careen and fill. Being, unfortunately,

loaded with gravel on this particular trip,

she subsided incontinently to the bottom of

San Pablo bay, while Neils and his crew of

two men sought refuge on a plank.

Without attempting to go further into the

details of the misfortunes of Neils Halvor

sen, be it known that the destruction of the

Jennie and Lizzie proved to be such a

severe shock to Neil's reputation as a safe

and sane bay scow skipper that he was ulti

mately forced to seek other and more virgin

fields. With the fragments of his meager

fortune, the ambitious Swede purchased a

course in a local nautical school, from which

he duly managed to emerge with sufficient

courage to appear before the United States

Local Inspectors of Hulls and Boilers and

take his examination for a second mate's

certificate. To his unutterable surprise the

license was granted; whereupon Neils

shipped as quartermaster on the steamer

Alameda, running to Honolulu, and what

with the lesson taught him in the loss of the

Jennie and Lizzie and the exacting duties

of his office aboard the liner, he forgot that

he had ever known Captain Scraggs.

Judge of Neils Halvorsen's surprise, there

fore, upon the occasion of his first trip to

Honolulu, when he saw something which

brought the whole matter back to mind.

They were standing in toward Diamond

Head and the Alameda lay hove to taking

on the pilot. It was early morning and the

purple mists hung over the entrance to the

harbor. Neils Halvorsen stood at the gang

way, enjoying the sunrise over the Punch

bowl, and glancing longingly toward the

vivid green of the hills beyond the city,

when he was aware of a “put,” “put,” “put,”

to starboard of the Alameda. Neils turned

at the sound, just in time to see a beautiful

gasoline schooner of about a hundred and

thirty tons heading in toward the bay. She

was so close that Neils was enabled to make

out that her name was Maggie II.

“Well, aye be dam,” muttered Neils, and

scratched his head, for the name revived old

memories. An hour later when the Ala

meda loafed into her berth at Brewer's

dock, Neils noticed that the schooner lay at

anchor off the quarantine station.

That night Neils Halvorsen went ashore

for those forms of enjoyment peculiar to his

calling, and in the Pantheon saloon,

whither his pathway led him, he filled

himself with beer and gossip. It was here

that Neils came across an item in an
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afternoon paper which challenged his instant

attention. It was just a squib in the ship

ping news, but Neils Halvorsen read it with

amazement and joy;

The power schooner Maggie II arrived this

morning, ten days from the Friendly islands.

The little schooner came into port with her hold

bursting with the most valuable cargo that has

entered Honolulu in many years. It consists

for the most part of black coral.

The Maggie II is commanded by Captain

Phineas Scraggs, and after taking on provisions

and water today will proceed to San Francisco

tomorrow, for discharge of cargo.

“By yiminy,” quoth Neils Halvorsen,

“aye bet you that bane de ole man so sure

as you bane alive. And aye bet new hat he

skall be glad to see Neils Halvorsen. I

guess aye hire Kanaka boy an he bane pull

me out to see de ole man.”

Which is exactly what Neils Halvorsen

proceeded to do. Ten minutes later he

was at the foot of Fort street, bargaining

with a Kanaka fisherman to paddle him off

to the schooner Maggie II. It was a beauti

ful moonlight night, and as Neils sat in the

stern of the canoe, listening to the sound of

the sad, sweet falsetto singing of half a dozen

waheenies fishing on the wharf, he actually

waxed sentimental. His honest Scandina

vian heart throbbed with anticipated pleas

ure as he conjured up a mental picture of

the surprise and delight of Captain Scraggs

at this unexpected meeting with his old

deckhand.

A Jacob's ladder was hanging over theside

of the schooner as the canoe shot in under

her lee quarter, and half a minute later the

expectant Neils stepped upon her deck. A

tall dark man, wearing an ancient palm

leaf hat, sat smoking on the hatch coaming,

and him Neils Halvorsen addressed.

“Aye bane want to see Cap'n Scraggs,”

he said. *

The tall dark man stood erect and cast

a quick, questioning look at Neils Halvor

sen. He hesitated before he made answer.

“What do you want?” he asked deliber

ately, and there was a subtle menace in his

tones. As for Neils Halvorsen, thinking

only of the surprise he had in store for his

old employer, he replied evasively:

“Aye bane want job.”

“Well, I’m Captain Scraggs, and I

haven’t any job for you. Get off my boat

and wait until you're invited before you

For nearly half a minute Neils Halvor

Sen stared open-mouthed at the spurious

Captain Scraggs, while slowly there sifted

through his brain the notion that he had

happened across the track of a deep and

bloody mystery of the seas. There was

“something rotten in Denmark.” Of that

Neils Halvorsen was certain. More he

could not be certain of until he had paved

the way for a complete investigation, and

as a preliminary step toward that end he

clinched his fist and sprang swiftly toward

the bogus skipper.

“Aye tank you bane dam liar,” he mut

tered, and struck home, straight and true

to the point of the jaw. The man went

down as if pole-axed, and in an instant

Neils was on top of him. Off came the

sailor's belt, the hands of the half-stunned

man were quickly tied behind him, and

before he had time to realize what had

happened, Neils had cut a length of cord

from a trailing halyard and tied his feet

securely, after which he gagged him with

his bandana handkerchief.

A quick circuit of the ship convinced

Neils Halvorsen that the balance of the

dastard crew were evidently ashore, so he

descended to the cabin in search of further

evidence of crime. He was quite prepared

to find Captain Scraggs' master's certificate

in its familiar oaken frame, hanging on the

cabin wall, but he was dumbfounded to ob

serve, hanging on the wall in a similar and

equally familiar frame, the certificate of

Adelbert P. Gibney as first mate of steam

or sail, any ocean and any tonnage. But

still a third framed certificate hung on

the wall, and Neils again scratched

his head when he read the wording

that set forth the legal qualifications of

Bartholomew McGuffey to hold down a

job as chief engineer of coastwise vessels

up to 1,200 tons net register.

It was patent, even to the dull-witted

Swede, that there had been foul play some

where, and the schooner's log, lying open

on the table, seemed to offer the first means

at hand for a solution of the mystery.

Eagerly Neils turned to the last entry. It

was not in Captain Scraggs' handwriting,

and contained nothing more interesting than

the stereotyped reports of daily observa

tions, currents, weather conditions, etc.,

including a notation of arrival that day at

Honolulu. Slowly Halvorsen turned the

come aboard again.” leaves backward, until at last he was
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rewarded by a glimpse of a different hand

writing. It was the last entry under that

particular handwriting, and read as follows:

June 21, 1911. Took an observation at

noon, and find that we are in 20 - 48 S., 178

– 4 W. At this rate should lift Tuvana-tholo

early this afternoon. All hands well and

looking forward to the fun at Tuvana. Bent

a new flying jib this morning and had the

king and Tabu-Tabu holystone the deck.

A. P. GIBNEY.

Neils Halvorsen sat down to think, and

after several minutes of this unusual exer

cise it appeared to the Swede that he had

stumbled upon a clew to the situation. The

last entry in the log kept by Mr. Gibney

was under date of June 21st-just eleven

days ago, and on that date Mr. Gibney had

been looking forward to some fun at Tu

vana-tholo. Now where was that island

and what kind of a place was it?

Neils searched through the cabin until he

came across the book that is the bible of

every South Sea trading vessel—the British

Admiralty Reports. Down the index went

the old deckhand's calloused finger and

paused at “Friendly islands-page 177”;

whereupon Neils opened the book at page

177 and after a five-minute search discov

ered that Tuvana-tholo was a barren un

inhabited island in latitude 21-2 south,

longitude 178-49 west.

Ten days from the Friendly islands, the

paper said. That meant under power and

sail with the trades abaft the beam. It

would take nearer fifteen days for the run

from Honolulu to that desert island, and

Neils Halvorsen wondered whether the ma

rooned men would still be alive by the time

aid could reach them. For by some sixth

sailor sense, Neils Halvorsen became con

vinced that his old friends of the vegetable

trade were marooned. They had gone

ashore for some kind of a frolic, and the

crew had stolen the schooner and left them

to their fate, believing that the castaways

would never be heard from and that dead

men tell no tales.

“Yumpin' yiminy,” groaned Neils. “I

must get a wiggle on if aye bane steal this

schooner.”

He rushed on deck, carried his prisoner

down into the cabin and locked the door on

him. A minute later he was clinging to the

Jacob's ladder, the canoe shot in to the side

of the vessel at his gruff command and

passed on shoreward without missing a

stroke of the paddle. An hour later, ac

companied by three Kanaka sailors picked

up at random along the waterfront, Neils

Halvorsen was pulled out to the Maggie II.

Her crew had not returned and the bogus

captain was still triced hard and fast in the

cabin.

The Swede did not bother to investigate

the food and water supply. Only one

thought surged through his mind, and that

was the awful necessity for haste. The

anchor came in with a rush, the Kanaka

boys chanting a song that sounded to Neils

like a funeral dirge, and Neils went below

and turned the gasoline engines wide open.

The Maggie II swung around and with a

long streak of opalescent foam trailing be

hind her swung down the bay and faded at

last in the ghostly moonlight beyond Dia

mond Head; after which Neils Halvorsen,

with murder in his eye and a tarred rope's

end in his horny fist, went down into the

cabin and talked to the man who posed as

Captain Scraggs. In the end he got a con

fession. Fifteen minutes later he emerged,

smiling grimly, gave the Kanaka boy at the

wheel the course, and turned in to sleep the

sleep of the conscience-free and the weary.

Darkness was creeping over the beach at

Tuvana-tholo before Mr. Gibney could

smother the despair in his heart sufficient

to spur his jaded imagination into working

order. For nearly an hour the three cast

aways had sat on the beach in dumb horror,

gazing seaward. They were not alone in

this, for a little further up the beach the two

Fiji islanders sat huddled on their haunches,

gazing stupidly, first at the horizon and then

at their white captors. It was the sight of

these two worthies that spurred Mr. Gib

ney's torpid brain to action.

“Didn’t you say, Mac, that when we left

these two cannibals alone on this island,

that it would develop into a case of dog eat

dog or somethin’ of that nature?”

Captain Scraggs sprang to his feet, his face

white with a new terror. However, he had

endured so much since embarking with Mr.

Gibney on a life of wild adventure that his

nerves had become rather inured to im

pending death, and presently his fear gave

way to an overmastering rage. He hurled

his hat on the sands and jumped on it until

it was a mere shapeless rag.

“By the tail of the Great Sacred Bull,”

he gasped, “if they don’t start in on us first
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Captain Scraggs hurled his hat on the sands and

jumped on it until it was a mere shapeless rag

I’m a Dutchman. Of all the idiots, thieves,

crimps, thugs and pirates, Bart McGuffey,

you're the worst. Gib, you hulkin' swine,

whatever did you listen to him for? It was

a crazy idea, this talk of fight. Why didn’t

we just drop the critters overboard and be

done with it? We got to kill 'em now with

sticks and stones in order to protect our

selves.”

“Forgive me, Scraggsy, old scout” said

Mr. Gibney humbly. “The fat's in the fire

now, and there ain’t no use howlin' over

spilt milk.”

tain Scraggs, and danced once more on his

battered hat.

“Let’s call a meetin’ of the Robinson Cru

soe Syndicate” said Mr. Gibney.

“Second the motion,” rumbled McGuffey.

“Carried,” said the commodore. “The first

business before the meetin' is the organiza

tion of a expedition to chase these two can

nibals to the other end of the island. I ain’t

got the heart to kill 'em, so let's chase 'em

away before they get fresh with us.”

“Good idea,” responded McGuffey,

whereupon he picked up a rock and threw

it at the king. Mr. Gibney followed with

two rocks, Captain Scraggs screamed defi

ance at the enemy, and the enemy fled in

wild disorder, pursued by the syndicate.

After a chase of half a mile Mr. Gibney

led his cohorts back to the beach.

“Let’s build a fire—not that we need it,

but just for company—and sleep till

mornin’. By that time my imagination’ll

be in workin’ order and I'll scheme a break

fast out of this God-forsaken hole.”

At the first hint of dawn, Mr. Gibney,

true to his promise, was up and scouting

for breakfast. He found some gooneys

asleep on a rocky crag and killed half a

dozen of them with a club. On his way

back to camp he discovered a few handfuls

of sea salt in a crevice between some rocks,

and the syndicate breakfasted an hour later

on roast gooney. It was oily and fishy but

an excellent substitute for nothing at all,

and the syndicate was grateful. The break

fast would have been cheerful, in fact, if

Captain Scraggs had not made repeated

reference to his excessive thirst. McGuffey

lost patience before the meal was over, and

cuffed Captain Scraggs, who thereupon

subsided with tears in his eyes. This hurt

McGuffey. It was like salt in a fresh wound,

so he patted the skipper on the back and

humbly asked his pardon. Captain Scraggs

forgave him and murmured something

about death making them all equal.

“The next business before the syndi

cate,” announced Mr. Gibney, anxious to

preserve peace, “is a search of this island

for water.”

They searched all forenoon. At intervals

they caught glimpses of the two cannibals

skulking behind sand-dunes, but they
found no water. Toward the center of the

island, however, the soil was less barren, and

here a grove of cocoa-palms lifted their

 

“Shut up, you murderer,” shrilled Cap tufted crests invitingly.
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“We will camp in this grove,” said the

commodore, “and keep guard over these

green cocoanuts. There must be nearly a

hundred of them and I notice a little taro

root here and there. As those cocoanuts are

full of milk, that insures us life for a week

or two, if we go on a short ration. By

bathin several times a day we can keep

down our thirst some and perhaps it'll rain.”

“What if it does?” snapped Captain

Scraggs bitterly. “We ain’t got nothin'

but our hats to catch it in.”

“Well then, Scraggsy, old stick-in-the

mud,” replied the commodore quizzically,

“it’s a cinch you’ll go thirsty. Your hat

looks like a cullender.” .

Captain Scraggs choked with rage, and

Mr. Gibney, springing at the nearest palm,

shinned to the top of it in the most approved

sailor fashion. A moment later, instead

of cocoanuts, rich unctuous curses began to

descend on McGuffey and Scraggs.

“Gib, my dear boy,” inquired Scraggs,

“whatever is the matter of you?”

“That hound Tabu-Tabu's been strippin'

our cocoanut grove” roared the commodore.

“He must have spent half the night up in

these trees.”

“Thank the Lord they didn't take 'em

all” said McGuffey piously.

“Chuck me down a nut, Gib,” said Cap

tain Scraggs. “I’m famished.”

In conformity with the commodore's plans,

the castaways made camp in the grove. For

a week they subsisted on gooneys, taro root,

cocoanuts and cocoanut milk, and a sea

turtle which Scraggs found wandering on the

beach. This suggested turtle eggs to Mr.

Gibney, and a change of diet resulted.

Nevertheless, the unaccustomed food, poorly

cooked as it was, and the lack of water, told

cruelly on them, and their strength failed

rapidly. Realizing that in a few days he

would not have the strength to climb cocoa

nut-trees, Mr. Gibney spent nearly half a

day aloft and threw down every cocoanut he

could find, which was not a great many.

They had their sheath knives and conse

quently had little to fear from an attack by

Tabu-Tabu and the king. These latter

kept well to the other side of the island and

subsisted in much the same manner as their

white neighbors.

At the end of a week all hands were

troubled with indigestion and McGuffey

developed a low fever. They had lost much

flesh and were a white, haggard-looking

trio. On the afternoon of the tenth day on

the island the sky clouded up and Mr. Gib

ney predicted a williwaw. Captain Scraggs

inquired feebly if it was good to eat.

That night it rained, and to the great joy

of the marooned mariners Mr. Gibney dis

covered, in the center of a big sandstone

rock, a natural reservoir that held about

ten gallons of water. They drank to reple

tion and felt their strength return a thousand

fold. Tabu-Tabu and the king came into

camp about this time, and pleaded for a

ration of water. Mr. Gibney, swearing

horribly at them, granted their request,

and the king, in his gratitude, threw him

self at the commodore's feet and kissed

them. But Mr. Gibney was not to be de

ceived, and after furnishing them with a

supply of water in cocoanut calabashes, he

ordered them to their own side of the island.

On the eighteenth day the last drop of

water was gone, and on the twenty-second

day the last of the cocoanuts disappeared.

The prospects of more rain were not bright.

The gooneys were becoming shy and dis

trustful and the syndicate was experiencing

more and more difficulty, not only in killing

them, but in eating them. McGuffey, who

had borne up uncomplainingly, was shaking

with fever and hardly able to stagger down

the beach to look for turtle eggs. The syn

dicate was sick, weak and emaciated almost

beyond recognition, and on the twenty-fifth

day Captain Scraggs fainted twice. On the

twenty-sixth day McGuffey crawled into

the shadow of a stunted mimosa bush and

started to pray!

To Mr. Gibney, this was an infallible sign

that McGuffey was now delirious. In the

shadow of a neighboring bush Captain

Scraggs babbled of steam beer in the Bow

head saloon, and the commodore, stifling

his own agony, watched his comrades until

their lips and tongues, parched with thirst,

refused longer to produce even a moan, and

silence settled over the dismal camp.

It was the finish. The commodore knew

it, and sat with bowed head in his gaunt

arms, wondering, wondering. Slowly his

body began to sway; he muttered something,

slid forward on his face and lay still. And

as he lay there on the threshold of the un

known, he dreamed that the Maggie II came

into view around the headland, a bone in her

teeth and every stitch of canvas flying. He

saw her luff up into the wind and hang there

shivering; a moment later her sails came
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Mr. Gibney spent nearly half a day aloft and

threw down every cocoanut he could find

down by the run, and he saw a little splash

under her port bow, as her hook took bottom.

There was a commotion on decks, and then

to Mr. Gibney’s dying ears came faintly the

shouts and songs of the black boys as a

whaleboat shot into the breakers and pulled

swiftly toward the beach. Mr. Gibney

dreamed that a white man sat in the stern

sheets of this whale boat, and as the boat

touched the beach it seemed to Mr. Gibney

toward him. And—Mr. Gibney twisted

his suffering lips into a wry smile as he

realized the oddities of this mirage—it

seemed to him that this visionary white man

bore a striking resemblance to Neils Hal

vorsen. Neils Halvorsen, of all men!

Old Neils, the “squarehead” deckhand of

the green pea trade! Dull, bowlegged

Neils, with his lost dog smile and his—

Mr. Gibney rubbed his eyes feebly and

half staggered to his feet. What was that?

A shout? Without doubt he had heard

a sound that was not the moaning of their

remorseless prison-keeper, the sea. And—

“Hands off” shrieked Mr. Gibney and

struck feebly at the imaginary figure rushing

toward him. No use. He felt himself swept

into strong arms and carried an immeas

urable distance down the beach. Then

somebody threw water in his face and

pressed a drink of brandy and sweet water

to his parched lips. His swimming senses

rallied a moment, and he discovered that he

was lying in the bottom of a whaleboat.

McGuffey lay beside him, and on a thwart

in front of him sat good old Neils Halvorsen

with Captain Scraggs' head on his knees.

As Mr. Gibney looked at this strange

tableau, Captain Scraggs opened his eyes,

glanced up at Neils Halvorsen and spoke:

“Why, if it ain’t old squarehead Neils”

he muttered wonderingly. “If it ain’t Neils,

I'll go to hades or some other seaport.” He

closed his eyes again and subsided into a

sort of lethargy, for he was content. He

knew he was saved.

Mr. Gibney rolled over and struggling to

his knees, leaned over McGuffey and peered

into his drawn face.

“Mac, old shipmate! Mac, speak to me.

Are you alive?”

B. McGuffey, Esquire, opened a pair of

glazed eyes and stared at the commodore.

“Did we lick 'em?” he whispered. “The

last I remember the king was puttin' it all

over Scraggsy. And that Tabu boy— was

— no slouch.” McGuffey paused, and

glanced warily around the boat, while a

dawning horror appeared in his sunken

eyes. “Go back, Neils — go back – for

God's sake. There's two niggers — still —

on the – island. Bring— 'em some –

water. They're cannibals – Neils, but

never – mind. Get them — aboard - the

poor devils—if they're living. I— wouldn't

leave a – crocodile on that — hell hole, if I

 

 

that this man sprang ashore and ran swiftly could — help it.”
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An hour later the Robinson Crusoe Syn

dicate, including the man Friday and the

Goat, were safe aboard the Maggie II, and

Neils Halvorsen, with the tears streaming

down his bronzed cheeks, was sparingly

doling out to them a mixture of brandy and

water. And when the syndicate was strong

enough to be allowed all the water it wanted,

Neils Halvorsen propped them up on deck

and told the story. And when he had fin

ished, Captain Scraggs turned to Mr. Gibney.

“Gib, my dear boy,” he said, “make a

motion.”

“I move,” said the commodore, “that we

set Tabu-Tabu and the king down on the

first inhabited island we can find. They've

suffered enough. And I further move that

we readjust the ownership of the Maggie II

Syndicate and cut the best Swede on earth

in on a quarter of the profits.”

“Second the motion” said McGuffey.

“Carried” said Captain Scraggs.

When the Canal (e

"Starts Something"

By ARTHUR STREET

Author of 29 to 6 on Oregon; Ten to One in California

WER look at it that way?

Ever get your Seeing-Yesterday

goggles on when you were thinking of

the Panama Canal proposition? Ever hear

the megaphone man on the Opening-New

Trade-Routes auto call out the landmarks?

“Babylon! Tyre! Jerusalem! Once, the

centers of the world’s commerce; now

grass between the building stones, arch

eologists in the ruins!”

“Venice! Lisbon! Bruges! Once, bankers

to His Greatness, the Round Earth; now,

curiosity seats for tourists and pitholes for

passing revolutions!”

Which is to say, did you ever stop to

think what some stunts, such as the opening

of the Panama Canal, have done to some

spots famous in history, and what they

might do to some other spots yet to be

famous, such as San Francisco, Los Angeles,

San Diego, Portland and Seattle, Victoria

and Vancouver?

For instance, take Venice and Genoa,

when Columbus did his American stunt.

Those places weren't any farther from own

ing the globe then than some suspicious

people think New York and London are

now. But within five years after Columbus

sighted the skyline of the West Indies,

Genoa bankers were borrowing money to

pay their fare to Lisbon, and the bankers of

Venice and Florence were hiking for the

fresher pastures of Cadiz and London.

Forsooth, by the time Cortez began to raid

Mexico and Pizarro to maraud the treasures

cf the Peruvian Incas, the seat of trade

empire had been entirely transferred to the

capital of Portugal and to Antwerp on the

Northern Atlantic.

It was in 1492—remember?—that Colum

bus was heard from. It was in 1504 that the

Portuguese king made a coalition with the

clever sailors and merchants of Antwerp,and

these two cities thus became such a market

place for the exchange of the world's goods

between the Orient and Europe that over

five hundred vessels a day sailed in and out

of the present chief seaport city of Belgium.

Think of that! Look at it through those

Seeing-Yesterday goggles and size it up.

Only twelve years after Columbus’ deed,

the great entrepot of the world's flow of

trade had so shifted from the Mediterranean

to the shores of the Atlantic that five hun

dred ships a day were registering, in one

direction or another, in a port which there

tofore had hardly been shadowed by a sail

an hour. And that, too, in a day when ocean
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freight didn't move by steam and bank

balances weren’t settled by wire!

Kind o' makes a fellow sit up and wonder,

doesn’t it? Makes him wonder how it’d be

if that same sort of thing were to happen in

only twelve years after the opening of the

Panama Canal.

Suppose, for instance, you’d walk along

the waterfront some morning and find this

sort of thing actually on the docks:

Wouldn’t that get hold

of something inside of

you? Five thousand more

vessels going in and out

of one port on the Pacific

than there used to be! Z

That is to say, looking //

ahead twelve years from

now, the ship capacity of

one port, one lone port on

the Pacific Coast, in

creased two and three

quarter times.

Which’d be only the

same thing that happened

at Antwerp four centuries

ago! It'd be only taking

hold of the present head

of the American Trade

dog, now at New York,

and twisting it around to

the tail, now at San

Francisco. For it's 7966

vessels a year that go in year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

and out of Manhattan Total number of vessels that used

to go in and out of same place

Number of new vessels doing the

in and out trick ...

harbor, and it's 2938 that

salute Lime Point every

year in the Golden Gate.

Total number of vessels going in

and out of San Francisco in a

Get that? Can you chew the figures?

Do they signify anything to you? Seven

teen hundred dollars’ worth of trade for

every $94 worth that now exists! You, as

a merchant of San Francisco, we'll say,

handling just about $1700 for every $94

that you now handle. Having that much

more in the bank. Or, since money in the

hundreds may not mean much to you,

translate it into thousands, and say you're

carrying a balance of

$17,460 as against your

present balance of $940?

That'll look a little more

scrumptious, won’t it?

Gosh! Cogitate on it.

Raising your financial

ante by seventeen to one

just by the opening of

the Panama Canal! Ex

tra bacon and eggs for

yours, no?

Now, just wade in a

little deeper. This article

wasn’t written to boost

San Francisco. 'Tisn’t

what may happen in one

port of the Pacific Coast

that it is sought to bathe

you with. It's what may

happen in all the ports

and up in the hills and

downin the valleysaround

the ports. For ’twasn’t

just to Lisbon and Ant

werp that the Mediter

ranean trade ducked after

the Columbus discovery.

1N | T ANY

7,966

And those five thousand more vessels'd It was to the whole Atlantic shore from

mean something like this:

Total value of goods going in and out of San Francisco harbor . . . . . . . . $1,746,146,743

Total value of goods that used to go in and out of same place . . . . . . .

Total value of new goods that go in and out . .

2, 9 38

5,028

Gibraltar and Cadiz to London and Bristol.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $1,651,638,819

Q 4, 9 o Q, Q 24
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There was Cadiz, for instance. Remem

ber what Cadiz looked like after the Goths

got through with it? What San Francisco

looked like a couple of days after April

18th, 1906, wasn't in it in comparison.

And remember that the ruins stood there

for several centuries-just plain, unchanged

ruins, with none of the “damndest, finest”

about them at all; while over on the Medi

terranean Barcelona grew up until it could

whale the liver out of anything between

Venice and the British Channel? Yet, when

the Columbus flagship came back from

Hispaniola, or rather, when the Cortez

and Pizarro safe deposit boxes came back,

Barcelona wasn't even able to hold out

for a ten-round go, and Cadiz became the

wealthiest spot in Western Europe.

Then, there were London and Bristol.

They'd been digging along as best they

could for close onto half a dozen centuries

selling fish wherever they could and paying

bills to the German fellows who owned the

famous Steelyard in London or to the bank

ers of Venice who had been lending money

to King Henry and his Pa. But when

Drake began raking in the gold from the

Spanish galleons and the tobacco habit

crossed over from Virginia to Westminster,

'twasn’t so long, was it, till London and

Bristol had even Cadiz and Lisbon licked

to a frazzle?

Well, as we said, imagine the same sort

of thing happening to all the towns along

the Pacific Coast. Imagine the other fel

lows legging it for the great ports of our

western edge. You'd find something like

this in your kitchen:

-
-

How'd that sight hold you? Pretty

nearly twenty-five billions of new business

a year! Would you want to throw it out,

or invite it to stay and be one of the family?

Here's what we mean:

Just suppose that things had got started

to . coming to the Pacific Coast, as they

started to go from the Mediterranean to

the Atlantic after the Columbus and Da

Gama affairs. Suppose that the “let-'er

buck” show were in full operation and the

bronco boys already in the field. Wouldn't

there be some people wanting to pay for

their little tickets at the window? Wouldn’t

there be somebody around selling apples

and peanuts and blowing the popcorn

whistle? Wouldn’t there even be something

about like the drawing on the opposite page?

Sixteen and three-quarter millions more

of people on the coast than there are now!

Makes you sit up and crane a little, doesn’t

it? But it doesn’t put the fear into you

that the grandstand’d break down? It's

only saying that there'd be as many people

on the same grounds and in the same street

cars, proportionately, as there are in the

grounds and street cars of the United States.

You know about that United States

business, don't you? Know that if you

took the entire caboodle of us Americans

and divided us up into bunches of equal

size, you could put about thirty-one of us

into every square mile of the landscape?

But, if you did the same thing for the

Pacific Coasters, we'd come out pretty thin.

Only about seven to the square mile.

Think of it! Only seven persons, count

ing, mother, father, Johnny, Grace and the

Total business flowing in and out of the banks of the coast yearly. . $30,311,131,859

Total business that used to flow in and out of same banks. . . . . . . . . . . 5, 366,9 o 1,ooo

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -$24,944,239,859Total new business flowing in and out. . . . . .

 



Total number of people attending the new Pacific Coast round-up . . . . . . . . 2 1,854,457

Total number that used to attend the round-up. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I6,716,979Total increase in number of people . . . . . . . . .

baby, on a square mile. Only seven of us

on about 20 city blocks; while in some places

along the Atlantic we’re stuck together at

the rate of from 300 to 5oo to the mile.

Looks kind o’ empty, doesn’t it? Looks

as if something ought to be doing. And

does it hurt your creepers to believe that,

when the Pacific-Coast-Panama-Canal “let

'er-buck” once gets into motion, that

emptiness will fill up to at least the thick

ness of the national thickness?

Does it?

Well, let it hurt for awhile. We'll come

back to it presently and put some new-skin

on the wound. The point for the time

being—the point with the edge to it—is

that that new attendance of nearly twenty

two millions, that new population which

the Pacific Coast may reasonably expect

to have when once the population free-for

all sets in, will pay in to the business gates

of the coast the twenty-five billions in

crease in the coast's annual business in

come, as above suggested.

Takes that much money to keep twenty

two million persons going for a year.

Can't buy their automobiles and pay the

baker for any less. Takes something like

$1387 a head every twelve months to pull

off the living and keep the fingers busy.

Some fellows who aren’t lucky enough to

draw that much don’t think so. And to

some, who draw a lot more than that,

$1387 a year looks like an infant. But if

any one who isn’t afraid of figures'll take

his pencil and divide the annual bank clear

ings of the United States by the number of

people in the United States, $1387's, the

sum he'll get. And the annual bank clear

5, I 37,478

ings, in these days when the bank comes

pretty near to being the whole cheese in the

human store, just abouttell the story of what

it costs to live and do business, don't they?

So, what more do you have to do but to

do some more arithmetic? Multiply the

twenty-two million population of the Pa

cific Coast by the $1387 per pop, and you'll

get the thirty billions of business that the

Pacific Coast'll presently be doing.

NOP

Come up to it from another side street.

Work your forgetery for a few minutes on

the matter of how many people the Coast

may expect to have and of how much money

the new people will probably pay in to the

ticket sellers. Use your mind, not on what

may be, but on what is.

Pacific Coast produces

enough gold yearly to

*do a business of . . . . . . .

Pacific Coast now does a

business yearly of . . . . .

New business Pacific Coast

has enough gold to do. . $109,975,454,500

That's a whale, sure! No speckled trout

story about that. Gold enough to do

twenty-three times as much business on the

Pacific Coast as is now done!

That's not a what-may-be, is it? That's

only a What Is. Rather, it's a what-may

be, based on a What Is.

Here's another one. Another What Is-er.

It's oil, this time.

Pacific Coast produces

enough petroleum an

nually for... . . . . . . . .

Pacific Coast now has..

Pacific Coast produces

enough petroleum to

warrant having. . . . . .

$115,742,355,500

5, 366, o o 1, ooo

32,305,667 persons.

5, 137,478

27,168, 189 more

 

9:3
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Smell that gasoline, do you? Enough oil

on the Pacific Coast for more than six times

as many persons as are now on the Pacific

Coast! Does that assuage the wound to

your feelings that you got when you read

about sixteen million more persons?

Or, shall we come up through another

side street? A more modest one, we'll

say, that doesn't make the credulity shiver

so much. It'll be a bucolic one this time.

With trees alongside the road, in the ditch,

and with alfalfa over the fence.

Pacific Coast farms now pro

duce fruit enough for... . 17,858,657 persons.

Pacific Coast now has, to eat

this fruit, only. . . . . . . . .

More persons who could get

fruit right off the trees on -

the Pacific Coast. . . . . . . I2,72 I, I79

5, I 37,478

That's an Is-er, too, isn't it? Something

that the Coast is doing right now. Produc

ing everything in the fruit line from thimble

berries to grapefruit for two and a half times

as many persons as are on hand to eat it.

Why, just take your Seeing-Yesterday

goggles off again for a half minute and look

at this:

Total number of trees now bear

ing on the Pacific Coast. . . . . . 35,165,451

Total number of trees getting

ready to bear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23,494,658

That's three Come-ers, almost, for every

five Is-ers. It's a little fruit family of some

thing like 27% million bushels about to

arrive. Enough for eleven and three

quarter millions more of fruit eaters, if it be

fair to gauge the fruit appetite of the average

man by what the average man gets in the

way of fruit in the United States.

Add that eleven and three-quarter mil

lions to the more than seventeen and three

quarter millions already mentioned, and it

shows, doesn't it? that the twenty-two

million persons predicted for attendance at

the Pacific-Coast-Panama-Canal round-up

won’t have to go without their peach-cobbler

and their raisin pudding at supper. Shows

that the Pacific Coast is already equipped

to take care of six millions above the twenty

two, so far as the fruit is concerned.

And doesn't that put a little more

new-skin on your wound? Or, do you stick

at the fruit proposition and say that people

don't live on fruit? That it's only a luxury?

Is it the beefsteak and the lyonnaise pota

toes that you want to know about? The

bran bread and the oatmeal? You don't

want to get puffed up over this 1700 million

commerce idea, wheelbarrow your house

hold goods to the Coast, and then find that

there's nothing but oil and gold and fruit

to commerce with?

Well, that's right. Let's look into this

beefsteak and bran bread business. Let's

go down to the alfalfa patches and see the

pigs feed. Let's go out in the cook-wagon

and watch the boys fill the grain sacks.

Maybe that's where the proposition won’t

come through. Maybe that's where the

Lisbon-Antwerp, or the London-Bristol

parallel'll begin to get crooked legs and

won't be parallel any more.

We wonder.

And we answer:

Average amount of beefsteak produced

per farm on Pacific Coast. . . . . . . . . . .

Average amount of same produced per

farm in United States. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Amount of beefsteak to the good on the

Pacific Coast farm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$1,414

Get it? The average farm on the coast

produces almost twice as much cow-meat

as the average American farm. Furnishes

an actual surplus over the American farm

habit of 85 cents on the dollar. The figures

given are not all cow-meat, to be sure.

They're for live-stock, including the chick

ens and turks. But that only makes it all

the better. The twenty-two millions can

have a change once in awhile.

Once more. As to the bran bread:

Average value of all crops per farm on

Pacific Coast. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - - - $1,358

Average value of same per farm in United

States. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86 3

Extent to which Pacific Coast farm has it

on average American farm. . . . . . . . . . . $ 495

Sizes up along with the beefsteak end of

things, doesn't it? And 'tisn’t just the

bran bread. It's the whole product of the

farm. It's the stuff that stuffs the man’s

stomach and the stuff that stuffs that cow's

stomach. It's what goes to the mill and

what goes to the kitchen stew-pan. It's the

turnips and the celery soup. And the

Pacific Coast can turn it all out at the rate

of 57 pounds to the hundred, or $57 to the

hundred, better than the average American

farm!

Think the new-comers are likely to go

hungry with a barbecue like that lined up

under the trees, or to stay away when they

smell the drippings dropping into the fire?
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Then, what more is there to it but to

know how far this sort of farm business can

go? To know whether these places that

beat the rest of the country all the way from

57 to 85 cents on the dollar in the eating

line are just a few places and may give out

before the food goes half-way round?

Here's the reply:

Number of farms for which there

is room on the Pacific Coast.... I,5 I5,444

Number of farms now on Pacific

Coast. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 5 4:2 99

More farms that might be on Pa

cific Coast. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I,261,154

Does that give your question room

enough? Space to waddle round in? The

Pacific Coast could have over a million and

a quarter more farms than it now has, and

yet be no fuller of farms, on the average,

than the United States at large. Only

forty-four per cent full! And we're saying

nothing, even at that, of the rate at which

a Pacific Coast farm supplies the beefsteak

and the potatoes, the cauliflower and the

cow-peas, as compared with the rate at

which the average American farm supplies

these things.

Why, do you know that all you have to

do is to multiply that total of something

over a million and a half of farms altogether

on the Coast—the million and a half that

might be—by the average number of people

the American farm supports, namely 14.2

to the farm, and get a result like this:

Number of people that could be

supported on 1,515,444 farms. .. 2 I,719,344

Number of people now supported

on 254,290 farms. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 137,478

More people who could live on Pa- -

cific Coast and not go hungry. ... 16,581,866

How far is that from the 16,716,979 in

crease that we let out of our prophetic soul

when we first strode into view in this article?

How uneasy does it leave you as to what'll

be doing in the people line on the P. C.

when once that “let-'er-buck” is in full

operation? Is your wound worse? Need

more new-skin?

And, say, truly, isn't the whole tale a

peach, with the bloom on it? Rounds up

from the root proposition with which it

started, and proves itself right out here on

the end of the limb? Right where you can

pick it off and enjoy it?

And there we might leave it for you to

the Pacific Coast from the top of a 44-story

sky-scraper and can’t see the muscles work

ing under the shoulders. And you, sir, of

the West, whose shoulders are doing the

working. Might leave it for both of you to

reflect upon, to assimilate into your systems

and get mutually strong upon for the days

that are to come. Might leave it, we say,

save for one fact. That fact is that the

opening of the Panama Canal is not the dis

covery of an America. And our case isn’t

really a ripe peach if it's a green plum, is it?

Rightly you call our attention to the dis

crepancy. And rightly we dig in and

anSWer:

No! The Panama Canal is not the dis

covery of an America. It's more. It's let

ting the rooters for both sides of the Earth,

who have been beating their fists against

the palings for more than half a century,

walk through and get at each other. It's

reëstablishing on the Western hemisphere

the kind of a grand let-'er-buck arena that

once existed on the Eastern hemisphere,

where for ten centuries or more the people

of all nations bucked trade broncos for the

delectation of the world in a series of spectac

ular round-ups. You remember the place,

don't you? That Syrian caravan route.

That place with the Mediterranean ocean

at one end of it, and the Persian Gulf on the

other,and only a narrow camel trail between.

Remember how every time a fellow in

Europe wanted Indian curry on his goat

stew, he had to bring it in by way of the

Persian Gulf and up the Euphrates? Had

to pay tariff to Old Nebbie (Nebuchad

nezzar) or somebody like him on the way.

And how every time a fellow in India

wanted a piece of British tin to cover a

snake hole, he had to bring it in the same

way, only in the reverse. So, that Nebbie (or

the other fellow) got his, coming and going.

And you remember, too, how rich the

graft was, don’t you? How rich for Nebbie,

for example? So rich that the other fellows

wouldn't let him hold onto it? Cyrus, we'll

say, who broke up the banquets in the

Mene, Tekel, Upharsin hall, and held his

own banquets on the ruins.

Then, you remember the next stages?

How Alec of Greece took it all away from

the descendants of Cyrus, and of how

Caesar took it away from the descendants

of Alec, and then the Goths made Caesar

let go. And from there it passed down to

pick. You, sir, of the East who are viewing the years of Venice and Genoa.
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Well, what was it all? Not discovery,

but lariating for the control of a trade be

tween two Is-ers, two sections of the world

that were already known and spoke to each

other. A grand round-up in which the seat

of trade empire got up and sat down some

where else every time some new and husky

chap put a burr under the cinch.

And so we have it again today. So far

as we know, there is no other world this side

of Mars to be discovered. There is no new

land to be exploited, no Peruvian treasure

to pillage, no millions of Mexicans to wear

out in the enforced slavery of the mines.

All that is and is to be must get into this

Panama arena or some other and pass back

and forth before the ropers, must undergo

the ordeal of the trade thong and spur and

saddle. And who is it that is going to put

the burr? Who that's going to draw down

the buckskin for the longest and best ride?

Put on your Seeing-Yesterday goggles

again and watch the answer:

Who was it put the thing under the

saddle of Nebuchadnezzar and then stuck

to the pony himself for half a century, or

so tamed the pony that there wasn’t any

change till the Macedonian chap came

through the gates? Was it some old chap

from the lowlands, from the places that were

already so full of people that there wasn't

room to get a good practice run in a back

lot? Or wasn’t it some other chap—Cyrus,

with the hay still in his hair and the dust

of the country roads on his feet—who came

from the land where there were probably

only 7.2 persons to every square mile

against about 30.9 in the whole of Nebbie's

kingdom, as it is on the Pacific Coast in

comparison with the United States?

Who was it made the successor of Cyrus

chew the sod? Wasn't it Alexander, who

came down from another land that once

lay, like the Pacific Coast, on the unde

veloped rim of the trade ocean? And where

did Caesar come from, to undo the trap

pings on the saddle of the successors of

Alec, save from still another land that was

once waiting, like the Pacific Coast, for an

influx of sixteen millions? Who took the

buckskin from Caesar, save the big-lunged

fellows of the undeveloped Inland Europe?

Will it not be so in our own grand

Pacific-Coast-Panama-Canal round-up?

Where are the undeveloped lands, where

is the new soil, where are the buoyant

people of this day, to unhorse the old ones

and stick to the terrific saddle of the Trade

Tomorrow? Where, save on the Pacific

Coast? With a prize such as the control

of the world’s commerce offered to the

section of the world that's young enough and

new enough to win it, will the seat of empire

stay in Old Babylon, so to speak, or get

up and sit down somewhere else? In San

Francisco? In Los Angeles? In San

Diego? In Portland? In Seattle? In

Vancouver and Victoria? In all of them?

THE NEW TO THE NEW

By JESSICA N. NORTH

O Children, my Children, I reach forth longing hands,

What time your wayward feet explore

In strange and unknown lands.

In strange and unknown lands, alas, your wayward feet explore.

Why shun ye now the ancient paths

We walked in of yore?

O Mother, our Mother, O Mother old and gray!

We cannot be content to walk

The old well-trodden way.

We seek the strange and wonderful, the marvelous and true.

The old heart loves the old, Dear Heart.

The new hearts love the new.
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Carved in stone, in the attitude of stepping from a ship's boat, Fray Juniporo Serra, the veritable founder
of California, looks seaward across the blue , alers of the bay of Monterey

as a conqueror—in spirit—to the Cali

fornia he entered as a humble friar,

and which now celebrates the two-hun

dredth anniversary of his birth, honoring

him as the first of all its great. Serra tran

scended the limits of any class or creed. He

was no mere zealot. In culture and intellect

as well as in religious power he was eminent.

Pioneer of pioneers, he was the type of the

Man of the West—the founder of its civili

zation as well as of the missions which he

came to build.

There are biographies enough of Fray

Serra. Here I take just a handful of facts

with which to compose a spiritual picture—

if I can—of the man, and of his meaning for

us, here and now.

November 24, 1713, was the date of his

birth. Petra, on Majorca, an island off the

coast of Spain, was the place. At the age

of seventeen he entered the Franciscan

Order. So proficient in his studies did he

show himself that even before his ordination

to the priesthood he was appointed lector

of philosophy. Later, he also received the

degree of doctor of theology from the

Lullian University of Palma, where, too,

J' SERRA this month returns he occupied the Duns Scotus chair of phi

losophy. In short, without attempting to

follow his career in detail, the records prove

that Serra in his youth and early manhood

was even more distinguished intellectually

than he was spiritually, although his relig

ious fervor was notable. There had been

born in that passionate, fervent lad of the

remote isle of the Balearic group a forceful,

mighty brain, as well as a powerful and

devoted soul. For such a one the highest

paths of power in the church were open and

easy of ascent. Even in his early twenties

the fame of his preaching, and of his teach

ing, and of his exceptionally magnetic

personality, was rife in Europe. Thoughtful

ecclesiastics closely watched the youthful

prodigy. In him they discerned the stuff

of greatness, the material from which leaders

are fashioned. Eminently fitted by nature

and by culture to hold his own in the highest

ranks of European affairs of church and

state, Serra seemed predestined to achieve

splendid success in the eyes of the world.

Whether such dreams were his as well as

those of his observers who shall say?

Doubtless they were, for human nature is

human nature, and the saint knows the
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promptings of ambition as well as the

worldling—perhaps he knows it even more

keenly, for the saint is one in whom all

emotions and all forms of thought manifest

with an intensity unknown to other men.

But this we do know: Serra knew his own

capacities, his own talents, and his vision

could quite readily perceive where these

things might place him. And we also know

that he put all such things aside, once and

for all. He dismissed the dreams of power,

the mental dramas of ambition realized,

with a single gesture of renunciation. An

other ideal was his. He knew the real–

which is the mystic-meaning of the counsel

“Sell all thou hast and give it to the poor.”

To him, his intellectual and personal gifts

were but means to an end-and that end

not his, but the greater and larger end to

which his Order was dedicated. He was a

Franciscan who understood St. Francis.

Not all Franciscans are of his kind. If they

were, the world would long ago have been

converted utterly. But the world is stub

born material, even in the strong hands of

men like St. Francis, and his disciple,

Junipero Serra. For that's just what he

was—apostle. Thathe was alsophilosopher,

great teacher, compelling preacher, wise

administrator as well, to him meant nothing

save only in so far as philosophy, teaching,

preaching and other gifts could subserve

his apostolic mission. For not only without

regret or sorrow, but with joy and thanks

giving, he gave up all thought of fame and

position in Europe and passed from the

plane of pomp and power—a silent, brown

robed, bare-footed friar, disappearing from

the eyes of men into the wilderness—into

the far-away and incredible depths of pagan

and almost mythical America. His true

call had come. He had answered—at once,

and completely, like the hero he was.

And in renouncing the world to gain

souls, and his own soul as well, he not only

succeeded in his primary object, but he

also conquered the esteem of the world, for

today Serra is gaining the fame he might so

easily have gained a century and a half ago.

He is coming into his own. His true great

ness, his actual importance, are being

realized in this very year—and especially

here, in the California he founded. And

his glory is bound to wax, not to wane. As

California grows greater—even as America

grows greater—the name and fame of Serra

will keep pace.

For it is well to remember that Serra's

renunciation was a real one. Honored as

missionary work was then, and is now, by

all missionaries and those who understand

the missionary spirit, then as now only a

few people would realize that in giving up

the splendid work he might have done so

well and so easily in cultivated Europe, for

unknown and unseen and unheard-of work

among the savages of America, Serra was

succeeding, and not failing-was accom

plishing the greater and not the lesser task.

While it is true that in Serra's day the value

and meaning of missionary work was per

haps known and honored by kings and great

people more than today, nevertheless it is

safe to say that then as now those capable

of understanding the future-building work

that Serra was doing in preference to work

that would have had immediate results,

would be much in the minority. To these,

Serra would be a man who had given up the

substance to grasp at what was not even a

shadow—for it wasinvisible. Hehad chosen

to contend not for the prize before the eyes,

but for a prize unseen and unrealized. Into

the tenebrous depths of the vague blot on

the map of the world known as America, he

passed and disappeared-a silent, brown

robed, corded, bare-foot friar—and that

was the end of him. Poor fellow! So bril

liant, too. What a pity he should be so

fanatical! Had a perfectly good job at the

University. How he would have helped the

church, as well as himself, and the cause of

intellectual progress, if he had left the mis

sionary work to men who—well, without

being unkind—were more distinguished for

zeal than for brains; men warm in the heart,

no doubt, but a little thick in the head!

Too bad, but he would do it, and so, good

by to Serra!

For most of his contemporaries that was

the end of Junipero Serra. He was as good

as dead to the world from the day in 1749

when he sailed for Mexico. A few people—

and those principally his brother religious

and others who were interested in what was

going on in America—knew about him.

And now, in the year of grace 1913, it is

“Hail, Junipero Serra!” He has exempli

fied the mystic paradox of the grain of

mustard seed of his Master's parable, that

was cast into the earth, and died, so that

from it might spring a mighty tree. He

humbled himself—and now he is exalted.

He made himself least—and now he is
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placed among the foremost. At his birth

place, the King of Spain unveils a monument

and dedicates a plaza to Petra's immortal

son. The great commonwealth, the corner

stone of whose civilization he laid in the

wilderness, celebrates his two-hundredth

anniversary. The most successful drama

ever written and produced in the West

spreads his name and the glory of his work

through the effective suggestion of theatrical

appeal among the people of the land. To

his lonely grave, in the Mission San Carlos

de Carmelo, which for generations remained

unknown amid the ruins of his beloved

church, thousands of pilgrims—among them

his living brothers of the Order of Friars

Minor-proceed this month, in homage to

his memory. It is more than probable that

his birthday will be proclaimed a legal holi

day in California this year. A movement

to that end is vigorously under way. The

one-hundredth anniversary of his death,

which fell on August 29, 1884, was pro

claimed a legal holiday, and it is justly

reasoned that the anniversary of this year

is much more important.

It is certainly curious, to say the least, to

mark how notably 1913 has witnessed a

revival of public interest in the missions

which Serra founded, and a deeper sense of

their meaning and of their true value to

California and to America. And that this

revival should come just before the great

event of 1915, when hundreds of thousands

of visitors from all over the world will come

to California, is a matter of jubilation to all

lovers of the Golden State—the beautiful

among the daughters of our nation—the

Hellas of the western world.

Only a handful of the native races that

Serra gave his life to Christianize and civil

ize remain today. The mission system was

arrested in full stride and crushed at a

single blow by the Mexican government.

The mission buildings crumbled into ruins,

in many cases. The lands and possessions

of the Indian charges of the Friars were

taken away from them. The incoming tide

of Caucasian life swept their poor feeble

lives away. Where the sign of the cross had

drawn all the ways of life to follow it, the

sign of gold blazed a beacon to the world

and its powers, and the flood of strenuous,

striving, material modern life swept pastoral

and romantic and spiritual California away.

Apparently forever—but not so. Romance

returns once more. Spiritual things exert

a new ascendency. California shines with

renewed luster to the world as the home and

haunt of beauty—a region where abides the

creative spirit of art, and where there

remains for the American world to cherish

and make use of one of the most precious

possessions any people may have, namely,

visible symbols and links of tradition, join

ing the present with the past and supplying

a glorious perspective for the future. And

these symbols are the missions. Every

crumb of adobe in their walls is precious.

Every scrap of history or legend concerning

them is more valuable than fine gold from

the Californian hills. Their inspiration for

the millions of people who have gazed upon

them, or who will so gaze, the influence they

exert upon thought and so upon life itself,

and the gracious history of the period from

which they spring, these things are what

put California in a place by herself—make

of her a state sui generis. And even in a

material sense, the missions are worth more

to California than any other one of her

great possessions. They attract people to

her. Not merely this, but they attract peo

ple akin in spirit to the Californian spirit.

If you do not appreciate the missions, you

don’t belong to California. But where are

those who fail to appreciate them?

And, for all this, California, and America

-which needs as no other nation can need

the mellowing and atmospheric influences

of historic traditions—stand indebted to

Fray Junipero Serra, humble Franciscan

missionary, who put aside all ambitions save

one-which was, as Rudyard Kipling puts

it, to win his game in “playing against the

devil for the living soul.” It is well to re

member, too, that from Serra's point of

view—which is the point of view of his

church-his was no failure in its real sense,

for he won “the living soul” in hundreds of

thousands for his faith.

What was he like, this Junipero Serra?

No authentic portrait of him has been

handed down. As he lived, so he died,

obscure and unknown save to the few who

were in touch with his work. But from his

own writings, from the writings of Palou,

from the pages of Engelhardt, and from the

magical domain of tradition, there emerges,

as it were, his image—the apparition of his

virile and consecrated personality.

Yes, I seem to see him. I have lived

much in Carmel, near the mission which

was the Benjamin of his heart, San Carlos,



At the Mission San Carlos de Carmelo, which Serra loved best and where he prayed that he might

die, and where, indeed, he did die and where his honored grave is set in the historic sanctuary
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where he prayed that he might die, and

where he died, and where his grave is; and

perhaps my meditations have penetrated

some little distance into the mystery of

death and discovered for me some sem

blance of this hero, for his image seems very

real. I seem first of all to see him as a true

pioneer—a splendid type of the men who

made the west. He had a distinguishing

mark of the pioneer—he trusted to his own

feet. His first act in arriving in Mexico was

to refuse a conveyance to the capital city,

and to walk there from Vera Cruz. He per

manently crippled his leg in doing so—but

that meant nothing to Serra save that it

gave him a chance to share in the earthly

sufferings of his Master. When his con

dition became so bad that it threatened to

disable him completely, he asked a muleteer

for some of the liniment he used for his

beasts, and applied it—with prayer, how

ever—to his own leg. Then he went on.

Mule liniment—or prayer—whichever you

prefer, had cured him—or, at least, made

it possible for him to continue his journey.

And throughout his thirty-five years of

labor in America he never went anywhere

save walking, except when walking was

absolutely impossible. When he lay dying

at San Carlos, Fray Palou wished to ad

minister the last sacraments of his faith to

him in his own room, but the indomitable

Serra replied that he could and would arise

and walk to the church—since as long as he

could possibly go there on foot, there was

no good reason why his Lord should come

to him at his house.

Enthusiasm was his—the kind of joyous

and stimulating enthusiasm which was seen

in St. Francis, the father of his order, in its

supreme degree. When he arrived at the

oak trees where later the Mission San An

tonio was to stand, and hung a bell to one

of them, he swung the bell to and fro so

that his companions were amazed, and

wondered if he had become demented,

shouting all the while for the “pagans”

the Indians, of whom not a soul was visible,

to appear and be converted. It was gently

—but doubtless very firmly-pointed out to

him that there were no pagans to hear him.

His companions had the same difficulty

that average men always have in under

standing the man of genius and realizing

that his vision can see farther, and deeper,

and higher, and longer, and truer, than

theirs, honest and clear as theirs may be.

For, as Francis Thompson says, true

sanctity is genius manifesting in religion.

The saint is the elder brother of the poet.

He lives his beauty and his truth instead of

singing it, that is all; and often it is a truer

beauty, a more perfect form of truth.

Serra could see in his prophetic vision, as he

swung the bell beneath the oak tree, the

pagans swarming to the mission that was

already completed in his imagination. And,

sure enough, he was right, as the real man

of genius is always right. Even before he

had finished ringing his bell, a timid Indian

or two appeared. The reason was, that

Serra not only believed that they would

come, but he also kept on calling out to

them to come until his faith was realized.

That sign of the great man was also his—

persistency: works added to faith. And in

these things—in imagination, which visions

the future, in faith which says that the

vision can be realized, and in good, hard,

put-your-back-into-it work to realize the

vision, Serra was the model of the future

Californian.

And he did it all so happily, so joyously,

with such an open-air light-heartedness—

the true, bubbling spirit of the Franciscan

always his! His spiritual father, Saint

Francis, was a poet—a singer of sweet can

ticles in which he called the sun his brother,

and the birds his little sisters, and showed

himself on the best of terms with the

elemental spirits of water and air and fire,

even as a good Bohemian Grove dramatist

is today. And here again, Serra was the

first, and the pattern, of modern Cali

fornians. Of course, you may point to

Serra pounding his breast with a stone in

the pulpit in Mexico until the blood

streamed, in order to impress upon the crude

material minds of his congregation of In

dians and peons the reality of penance—

but do not think for a moment that he did

it lugubriously, or with personal regret.

His heart sang within him even while the

jagged edge of the stone ripped through the

brown habit and tore at his flesh—the flesh

of a sturdy man, a man who stopped at

nothing, so long as it was honorable, and at

no matter what discomfort to himself, to do

his job of work in the world—and here

again he is the type of the Californian at

his highest—the type of the man of the

west. Serra even initiated the great modern

habit of open-air sleeping! Yes, certainly

he did. We have his testimony to the effect
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"Bells of the Past, whose long-forgotten music *

Still fills the wide expanse,

Tingeing the sober twilight of the Present

With color of romance

I hear your call, and see the sun descending

On rock and wave and sand,

As down the coast the Mission voices, blending,

Girdle the heathen

Scene from the Mission Plau, San Gabriel, California
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Mission San Luis Rey

“O solemn bells! whose consecrated masses

Recall the faith of old;

O tinkling bells! that lulled with twilight music

The spiritual fold !

Your voices break and falter in the darkness—

Break, falter and are still;

And, veiled and mystic like the Host descending,

The sun sinks from the hill.” (. -

-BRET HARTE. &

 

 

 

 

 

Scene from the Mission Play, San Gabriel
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that only his custom of sleeping under the

sky preserved his health in the midst of all

his toil. Only, he usually did it from

necessity, even if it did become his choice

at last. Also, beyond a doubt, Serra let his

vision lead his spirit through the starry

spaces of his roof, as well as let his lungs

breathe in the untrammeled ozone, for he

cared more for the health of his soul than

that of his body.

A man among men, as well as a gentleman

and a scholar, a worker in the world as well

as a seeker after the sanctity of the spirit, a

lover of his kind, and beloved of them—

generous, humorous, practical as only the

mystic mind may be, such was Serra-the

first Californian, the founder of the civiliza

tion of the West.

California honors herself this month in

honoring him.

ILMING THE SOUTH SEAS

Adventures of a Motion Camera Among Pacific Islands

By EDMUND MITCHELL

Author of Captain of His Soul; Tales of Destiny

‘Photographs by Hugh McClung and the Author

- AHITI, New Zealand, New South

Wales, Queensland, Java, Singapore,

Indo-China, Hong-Kong, China and

Japan. Then back to Los Angeles.”

The speaker was a leading manufacturer

of moving pictures from Paris and New

York. The proposal that I should join the

expedition he was organizing for a swing

around the Pacific had come with startling

suddenness. To gain a little time for re

flection I lighted my after-dinner cigar.

“You would be home again within the

year" urged my interlocutor. Then he

paused for my decision.

The proposal was a tempting one—the

literary man is always in quest of new ma

terial. I had already crossed the Pacific,

and several of the countries named in the

itinerary I knew well. But this voyage of

some twenty-five thousand miles would

fill up gaps in my previous traveling experi

ence, completing a comprehensive survey

of the islands and littoral of the great ocean

which with the near completion of the Pana

ma Canal is destined soon to become the

principal arena of diplomatic and commer

cial rivalry among the nations. Then, final

but paramount consideration, the work

that offered, although somewhat of a new

departure, was in my line and to my liking.
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A star of the tropics, ready for rehearsal before the motion-camera
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My cigar was now alight and my mind

made up.

“I’ll go” I said. And with hands extended

across the table we sealed the contract.

Thus did it come about that a week later

we were at San Francisco aboard the good

ship Manuka, a party of sixteen-manager,

actors and actresses, camera operators and

film developers, dramatic director, and my

self, the scenario writer of the combination.

Cinematographically speaking, we were

sailing into unknown and uncharted seas,

for hitherto no moving pictures had been

taken among the South Pacific islanders.

Even before moorings were cast loose the

work of the company had commenced.

The wharf was crowded with the usual

throng, but only those who were close to

the operator turning his little wheel in an

unobtrusive corner realized why the corpu

lent and bucolic-looking passenger ascend

ing the gangway tumbled over the enormous

cardboard box he was carrying, hopelessly

destroying his wife's latest millinery crea

tion from Paris, and was roundly berated

by the angry lady in question for his clumsi

ness and stupidity. The spectators on quay

and ship laughed heartily over this domestic

disaster, and quite unbeknown to themselves

their exuberant hilarity contributed to the

successful making of our first hundred feet

of comedy film.

Next day, on a calm sea and in bright

sunshine, the play proceeded, to the great

amusement and delight of both passengers

and crew. The spacious decks became a

stage, golf and quoits were neglected, books

laid aside, so keen was the general interest

displayed in the various operations of

photo-play production. For here the public

were behind the scenes, watching the choice

of locations, the fixing of lines, the rehears

ing, the final playing to the purring accom

paniment of the camera wheel-quite a new

experience for all of them. Even captain

and officers entered into the spirit of the

thing, and before nightfall not only they

but every sailor, fireman and steward

aboard were eagerly discussing the feasi

bility of an elaborate reproduction of the

old-time ceremonies known as “Crossing

the Line.” And next morning in the bar

ber's shop and the carpenter's sanctum the

fashioning of stove-pipe hats and flaxen

wigs had begun.

A few days later we were close to the

equator, and at the proper moment a fan

tastically accoutred figure was seen climb

ing over the bowsprit. This proved to be

the herald of King Neptune. Arriving at

the bridge, he blew a blast on his trumpet

and announced the coming of the ocean god.

Then he called upon the captain to sur

render his authority for the time being, to

which demand the officer in question, with

admirable histrionic gravity, reluctantly

and somewhat dubiously assented. A

proper reception assured, the herald again

sounded his trumpet, the signal for his sub

marine majesty with a score of myrmidons

to come tumbling over the rails forward.

The visitors from briny depths advanced

in procession toward the hurricane deck on

which all the passengers and such of the

crew as were off duty were now assembled.

First came a body-guard of ancient mariners

clearing the way with pikes for their royal

master. Then King Neptune himself ap

peared, crown on head and trident in hand,

closely followed by his beauteous caricature

of a daughter. Next in line was the judge

of the depths below, wearing a flowing

black gown and a tow wig, and accompanied

by a lean clerk laden with ponderous

volumes. Thereafter came the lord high

executioner carrying as the badge of his

office a mighty cleaver, the apothecary with

his mysterious black bag and an apprentice

bearing enormous bottles of medicine and

boxes of pills, the barber armed with a razor

as big as a broadsword, his assistant pro

vided with two yards of machinery belting

for a strop and a bath-room mop for shaving

brush, attendants lugging along a tub of

pasty-looking and weirdly-colored soapsuds,

and finally a rear-guard of bottle-nosed and

bibulous constables flourishing their trun

cheons, a motley throng dressed in all the

colors of the rainbow.

The court of Neptune was duly consti

tuted on a flag-draped hatchway. Then by

strange perversity of fate the identical stout

gentleman who had stumbled on the gang

way at the outset of the voyage was pounced

on by the police satellites and despite vigor

ous struggles dragged forth from among a

crowd of his fellow-passengers. Indignantly

protesting, his wife clinging to him in hys

terical terror, the unfortunate individual

was pushed and pulled up the steps to the

elevated hatchway. Here he was formally

arraigned for trial. Satisfactory evidence

having been presented that the culprit had

never before crossed the line, the judge,
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The chorus "made up” for a performance of the corrobboree before the motion-camera.

bedaubed figures leaped and pranced around a log-fire in savage delirium while th

Weird clay

e

camera recorded a moment in the history of a dying people

after consulting his law books, pronounced

the appropriate sentence. King Neptune

then ordered the executioner to do his duty.

Without loss of time the condemned man

was forced into the barber's chair. There

he was dosed with physic from one of the

huge bottles, doctored with a pill as big as a

golf ball, smothered in polychromatic lather,

shaved with the Brobdingnagian razor, and

finally tipped backward into a tank of sea

water formed by means of a large sail. His

tearful wife had vainly prostrated herself at

the feet of Neptune, and the police squad

now settled her plaint by flinging her into

the water after her husband.

By this time there were some grave faces

among the laughing spectators, and several

of the more timid ones were unobtrusively

making for the companion. It might be

their turn next; cabins afforded the only

safe place of refuge. But the clever actor

and actress, aided by the stewards and

sailormen, had done their work, and the

moving picture camera had secured a record

for all time of a venerable ceremony that

has almost already passed into the limbo of

forgotten things.

In Papeete, the capital and seaport of

Tahiti, we were agreeably surprised to find

a booming picture-show business. Two

large theaters are exclusively devoted to the

display of films, and such is the popular

avidity for this form of amusement that it

has been found advisable to open these show

houses only four nights in each week. And

both establishments are closed on the same

nights, for otherwise there would be no

domestic evenings among the natives. So

for three nights in every seven the Papeetian

perforce remains at home; on the other

evenings he packs the picture theaters to the

very doors, and his continuous patronage

compels an entire change of program for

every performance.

I shall never forget my first visit to one

of these theaters. Such an aggregation of

diversified humanity! Chinese, Kanakas,

Tahitians proper (these are grievously of

fended if the stranger unwittingly classes

them as Kanakas), brown-skinned sailormen
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A bunch of rollicking little boys at Yarrabah, Queensland posed upon the stranded body of a dugong

or Sea-COW. With childish delight they peeped into the view-finder of the camera, so

bright and happy it is sad to rea, lize that their race cannot endure

from every corner of the Pacific, with a

sprinkling of whites from the ships in harbor

or from among the resident officials or com

mercial population. And the native brings

his whole family to the show-wife, children,

sisters, cousins and aunts; even the grand

fathers and grandmothers decline to be left

at home. The hum of excited voices speak

ing many languages is only hushed by the

first whir of the projecting machine. For

the efforts of the orchestra of four players

have been unheeded. It is for the pictures

alone that the crowd has come.

Perched high upon a platform beneath

the rafters is an interpreter who translates

the English titles and explanatory sub

titles on the screen, first into French, then

into Chinese, and lastly into the Tahitian

language. Judging from the uproarious

laughter that sometimes greets his render

ings of perfectly innocent seeming English

a love letter, perhaps, or a “meet me by

moonlight” invitation—I feel sure that the

fellow spices his remarks to suit the primi

tive notions and tropical tastes of his audi

tors. And such excitement during the prog

ress of each story, such quick perception of

a joke or a humorous situation, such mur

murs of execration, even shouts of warning,

when the villain nearly gets his man, such

heartfelt sighs of satisfaction when virtue

in the end triumphs and hero and heroine

are clasped in each other's arms! Never

did a Sarah Bernhardt or a Harry Lauder

sway the passions or tickle the risible fac

ulties of a theater audience in Europe or

America as do those dumb actors of the

photo-play in far-away Papeete. And al

ways reserved as the last item on the pro

gramme is the cow-boy picture—they pro

nounce it “com-boy” down there; during

the final interval the house resounds with

the impatient call “com-boy, com-boy,” and

if there were to be any failure in the supply

of Wild West reels the ticket office outside

would assuredly be wrecked.

But it is not only the play that goes; there

are educational pictures as well that stir the

hearts of those simple-minded islanders. Re

member that they have never seen a railroad
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train nor witnessed the evolutions of a

fleet of warships, that the aeroplane comes

to them as a veritable miracle, an elephant

or a camel as an almost unbelievable mon

strosity. So when “the huge earth-shaking

beast” starts piling up the teak logs at

Rangoon, when an express train dashes over

a suspension bridge, when an aviator leaps

into the air on his biplane, when a great

battleship at target practice belches forth a

broadside of smoke and flame, when Niagara

pours down her flood of waters—well, the

whole house simply gasps with amazement

and then, when breath is recovered, lifts the

roof with shouts of approval.

It was in Tahiti that I began fully to

realize what moving pictures mean for the

whole world—not only for the civilized

world, but even more for the uncivilized or

partly civilized peoples of the earth. Your

Tahitian learns more in a night at a moving

picture show than he could ever learn in a

year at a school, the benefits of which can

only be reached laboriously through the

complicated preliminaries of alphabets,

grammatical rules, arithmetical tables, and

so on. And it is his very eagerness to learn

that makes him so keenly appreciative of

the film pictures. He has heard of the out

side world, but now he is actually seeing it

its beauties, its wonders, its manifold

achievements. As human passions and af

fections are the same everywhere, it is

doubtless the play that most quickly reaches

his intelligence. But even the play is teach

ing him all the time—the manners, customs

and surroundings of other peoples.

He was a gentle savage, the old-time

Tahitian, although a brave fighter with a

proud and lofty scorn of death. And his de

scendant of today, tutored to peaceful living,

reveals the innate goodness of the race by

the very emotions he displays, openly and

like a child, at the moving-picture show.

It is curious also to note that, when it comes

to a battle between white men and those we

are pleased to call the inferior races, his

sympathies are always intensely with the

whites; he shouts with joy when the black

fellows or the redskins are mowed down.

This points clearly to where his aspirations

lie, but at the same time prompts the reflec

tion that gruesome spectacles of this class

should be rigidly barred from the South Sea

islands if civilization is to be accepted there

as a benign influence and not a mere mur

Traveling around the island of Tahiti I

found no fewer than seven other picture

show houses besides the two large ones in

the capital. Each populous village has its

long barn-like building roofed with corru

gated iron to which the reels are sent in

regular rotation, while there is even a trav

eling outfit with tent, screen and projecting

machine to meet the demand in still tinier

hamlets. The wonder is whence all the

money comes for this now almost national

form of amusement. The answer lies in one

word—vanilla. Happily the Tahitian has

not been despoiled of his lands by the

French government, and, with the painstak

ing Chinaman to cure the so-called but

misnamed “bean” and attend to its market

ing, the easy-going native finds time to pick

the crop, so that he experiences little diffi

culty in securing francs and even two-franc

pieces for admission to the picture show.

Indeed this new and expensive taste for

theater-going has stimulated his industry,

so that indirectly as well as directly the

cinematograph may be counted as a civiliz

ing agent among the race.

And for every other semi-civilized com

munity around the Pacific much the same

story could be told. Men of many diverse

races—Javanese, Malays, Sikhs, Tamils,

Arabs, Annamese, Chinese, and others be

sides—all proved to be dyed-in-the-wool

devotees of the picture-show. None were

so frankly demonstrative as the South Sea

islanders, but every packed and multi

colored audience showed itself intensely in

terested and at times deeply moved by the

dramas told on the screen in the one lan

guage—the language of action—which all

present could understand.

But I must return to our more immediate

department of the enterprise-the making

of the photographic films. We worked for

a month in Tahiti, re-creating some of the

legends and historical stories of the island,

and utilizing in large measure the natives

themselves for the telling of the tales. We

had quickly abandoned the seaport town,

and were among the rural people-the true

Tahitians and not the mongrel brood that

makes up the population of Papeete.

Crowds assembled every day to witness the

taking of the scenes, and seemed to enjoy

the outdoor spectacle of rehearsing and act

ing almost as much as the play on the screen.

These unsophisticated onlookers showed

derous foray. remarkable aptitude in picking up the
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points of the game-kept carefully outside

the lines that marked the photographic

field, respected the camera as a thing too

delicate to be touched or interfered with,

maintained a decorous silence during re

hearsals and restrained their applause until

the actual completion of each scene. Such

natives as were selected for active partici

pation in the work, some as principals and

others as supernumeraries to fill up the pic

tures, were quick to learn what was required

of them, and while painstaking efforts were

at times required to obtain or even approxi

mate to desired results—for all instructions

had to be conveyed by aid of an interpreter

or by pantomime—they soon proved them

selves to be quite equal in intelligence to any

group of untried amateurs that might have

been similarly selected in America or else

where. They were also unquestionably

superior in naturalness of gesture and move

ment, being free from the self-consciousness

and camera-consciousness that so often mar

the work of professional photo-play artists.

Toward the close of our stay in Tahiti a

party of five of us made a flying expedition

to the outlying island of Bora-Bora, there to

witness and record a great fish drive within

the lagoon, in which some six hundred na

tives participated. We were aboard a small

twenty-ton power launch, and the outward

voyage of 150 miles, with a favoring wind

and a rest at night on one or other of the

islands on the way, was an enjoyable expe

rience. The main object of our journey, too,

was an unqualified success, the scenes of the

mustering of the natives, the beating of the

long line of canoes along the reef, the spear

ing of the fish after they had been driven

into a natural rock trap by means of ex

tended barriers of twisted palm leaves, and

the feasting and dancing that followed, be

ing all of entrancing interest and high ethno

logical value. -

But the return voyage proved to be both

a hazardous adventure and a severe test of

physical endurance. A tempest had arisen,

and for three days our little boat thrashed

its way through high seas and blinding rain

storms. We had only one night's rest on

the island of Raiatea, for on the succeeding

night we were for hours feeling our way

along the surf-beaten reef outside the island

of Huahine, unable to make the dangerous

passage into the sheltered lagoon until well

nigh the break of dawn. Provisions had

The leading lady in a photo-drama

of Maori life

 

 

 

 

run short, and after a fast of twelve hours
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only a cup of tea and a hard sailor's biscuit

constituted the breakfast ration. But we

were destined to go hungry for twenty-two

hours longer; for embarking again at 7 A.M.

in the expectation of making the island of

Moorea by evening, we found landing there

to be impossible and had to fight our on

ward way through storm and Cimmerian

darkness, drenched to the skin by the lash

ing sea scud and intermittent rain squalls.

We looked like so many bedraggled and half

drowned crows when at last at 5 A.M. we

once again stood on the wharf at Papeete.

Such are the pleasures and ventures of pic

ture-making! But it had been all in the

day’s work, and we were contented.

In New Zealand we organized a band of

sixty Maoris to assist in the moving-picture

work. At Whakarewarewa, near Rotorua

in the North Island, the government has re

constructed, complete in every detail, a

native pah or fortified village on a hilltop.

Here, amid a setting of magnificent natural

scenery—mountains, lake, river and steam

ing geysers—with all around us the

thatched whares or dwelling huts, elabo

rately carved meeting houses, food-stores on

raised platforms, watch-towers and pali

sades, we had ready to our hand all the es

sential materials for a realistic reproduction

of the beautiful Maori legends and the

Homeric tales of their wars in historic times.

Our Maori friends entered into the task

with whole-hearted enthusiasm. Each day

meat and potatoes were baked in earth

ovens in the old-fashioned style, and with

feasts and dances, sports and mimic fights,

the memories of ancient native life were

brought back again. For the old people it

was simply a return to the days of young

manhood or womanhood; for the middle

aged the vivid recollections of childhood

were being once more visualized; for the

youthful Maoris, bright, clever and well

educated, the camping out, the wearing of

feather robes, and the dancing of war hakas,

combined all the pleasures of a picnic, out

door theatricals and a historical pageant.

And in the art of acting some of them,

both old and young, manifested rare in

stinctive ability—their keen zest, their

quick apprehension of details, their power

of playing for the play itself and not for the

camera or the throng of interested specta

tors, came as a delightful surprise. Gar

ments, weapons, canoes, domestic utensils,

articles of personal adornment-in short,

all the “properties,” to use the theatrical

word-were genuine, so that with real

Maori players and real Maori stories these

picture dramas can claim to be of high

educational value.

For within a very few years it will be im

possible to reconstruct and record such

ethnological scenes in New Zealand. Not

that the Maori race is disappearing. But

the Maori is an ex-savage not merely of fine

physique but of splendid intelligence, and

the younger generation is being absorbed

into the civilized population with remark

able facility and rapidity. There are Maori

legislators who are among the finest orators

in New Zealand, Maori doctors at the head

of their profession, Maori lawyers who have

won seats as judges on the bench, Maori

landowners and farmers—the colonials re

served for the natives an ample domain of

the richest lands in the country—who today

are running their own automobiles; while

Maori footballers have recentlygone “home”

to the British Isles and swept the board, de

feating teams representing England, Scot

land, Wales and Ireland on their own fields

and in their own national game. So the

Maori is disappearing only in the sense that

he is being absorbed into the progressive

ranks of humanity.

What a pathetic contrast is afforded by

the aboriginals of Australia, a dying race,

inexorably and inevitably doomed to ex

tinction! We spent a month among them,

in mid-Queensland and northern Queens

land, where they are still to be found in

considerable aggregations under govern

ment or philanthropic supervision. The

older people are for the most part sullen,

silent, unreceptive and undemonstrative.

Even young boys and girls seem to have

fallen under the shadow of hopeless resigna

tion to the grim truth that there can be no

place for them in a world of white men and

civilization. But some of the smaller chil

dren are so bright and happy that it comes as

a heart-pang to realize that there is not

sufficient stamina, intelligence and initia

tive in the breed to ensure its continuity.

I shall always remember with deep affec

tion one bunch of about twenty little boys

at Yarrabah Mission, near Cairns, in the

York Peninsula. Plump and well fed,

laughing and romping, they were as happy

six-year-olds as anywhere could be seen.

After first shyness had been conquered and

their confidence gained they would sit
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around me and chatter away in English,

their only common tongue, for the young

sters had been drawn from several tribes.

I never saw more exuberant childish delight

when each in turn peeped into the view

finder of my kodak and discovered for him

self the tiny tinted picture of cocoanut

palms, thatched houses, and the figures of

his comrades.

And they had a keen sense of humor, too.

Among the boys was the son of a tribal

king, and John Mitchell was his name—his

officially recorded name in the settlement

books, although how he came by it was a

mystery, for with his ebony countenance

and unspoiled aboriginal features there

could be no suspicion of even the smallest

admixture of Scottish or Irish blood in this

particular product of the Australian wild.

The wee chap was shy and timid at first,

but at last he took my hand and we were

good friends.

“John Mitchell” I remarked.

that is my father's name!”

The other youngsters in a ring watched

and listened intently.

“Therefore you are my father, John,” I

added, tapping the boy on his head and then

myself upon the breast.

It was this gesture that broke through

the mist of incomprehension, and the ridic

ulousness of my suggestion that the small

black boy could be the father of the big

white man so tickled the urchins that the

whole bevy simply flopped down on the sand

and rolled about in convulsions of laughter.

At the government station of Barambah

we found about five hundred aboriginals,

remnants of many tribes from widely sepa

rated districts, the different groups under

standing hardly a word of each other's

language. But the men had one thing in

common—they were all expert hunters and

throwers of both the boomerang and the

long spear. Their prowess in these lines

was one of the principal things we had come

to witness and record, and our dramatic

work was shaped accordingly.

As happened almost invariably in our

contact with such benighted races, there

was one individual who stood out preemi

nently from his fellows in quickness and

intelligence. In this instance it was not a

true Australian aboriginal but an islander

from the Gilbert group who proved himself

the man of exceptional parts. To look at

he was not a very promising specimen of

“Why,

humanity—of slight build, with jet-black

complexion, his body seamed with self-in

flicted scars, a four-inch-long cylinder of

bone thrust through the middle cartilage

at the base of his nose. But he swiftly

grasped what moving-pictures meant and

what was required for the making of a series

of scenes. Then when he came to compre

hend that there were liberal supplies of to

bacco for those participating in the play, it

was not long before he had mustered a

squad of more or less likely volunteers.

Rehearsals followed, and although in

finite tact and patience were required before

the camera wheel could begin to turn, the

results surpassed first anticipations. In

deed when it came to throwing spear or

boomerang the realism grew to be quite ex

citing, and the leading lady of the play made

her escape on horseback with the deadly

weapons whizzing uncomfortably near her

crouching person. Again, when we had the

natives hiding in a rocky place it was simply

wonderful how the crouching and almost

nude black figures were instantly lost to

sight among the black stones, just as a

flock of white ptarmigan in Norway vanish

on a snow drift. Or when for the nonce

they had become stealthy hunters, not a

desiccated twig crackled as their lissome

figures glided through the brush, while as

trackers the mere disturbance of the dew

drops on shrub or grass sufficed to enable

them to chase their quarry at a dog-trot.

Then their resourcefulness in the wilderness,

the making of fire by the rubbing of sticks,

the quick building of a gunyah or shelter

by means of slabs of bark, their finding of

water where the white man would have

perished from thirst—really after these dis

plays one's first estimate of the capability

of the race seemed to call for reconsideration.

But civilized man cannot live by wood

craft alone, and when finally we came to

witness their corrobborees, the weird clay

bedaubed figures leaping and prancing

around the log fire in savage delirium, back

surged the mournful thought that our

camera was indeed recording the last pages

of the history of a dying people. As Ella

Wheeler Wilcox has sung:

“Wherever the white man's pathway leads

(Far, far, has that pathway gone),

The earth is littered with broken creeds,

And always the dark man's tent recedes,

And the white man pushes on.

For this is the law, be it good or ill:

All things must yield to the stronger will.”



ID you ever have anything to do

with rainbows? Could you make

anything out of 'em? I never could

and I’ve been mixed up with 'em all my

life, too, so I ought to know something about

'em. I’ve helped to put the fresh paint on

hundreds and hundreds of 'em, and I’ve got

used to the shabby, common look of'em after

the paint has commenced to crack and peel

off. I’vehad 'em fool meinto believin'in 'em

when they'd show up all bright and shinin',

and then fool me by fadin’ away. I've made

up my mind that there's nothin’ to 'em

except what you call vanity and vexation.

I'm plumb done with havin’ anything more

to do with 'em. They're four-flushers.

But folks do tell some great tales about

rainbows, don’t they? There's that one

about the gold that's buried under the end

you know. Do you believe that one? I did,

once. Once was a-plenty. That once

learned me. I’ve got a reputation for fool

ishness, up here in Wyoming; but I'm wise

too. It takes a wise man to know enough

not to do the same foolish thing twice after

it's made a fool of him once.

This was the way of it: I’d been terrible

steady for as much as six months, down

there in the sheep country toward Colorado,

not doin’ a thing but just earnin’ my wages

and lettin' 'em pile up for me at the ranch,

without even a little bit of excitement. I

get one of them relapses once in a while.

Nobody could explain why an able-minded

man would want to waste himself herdin’

sheep for a livin’; but that's what I was

doin’—all off alone by myself, with not a

soul for company but a couple of collies,

and a couple thousand merinos, and a mil

lion miles of flat sand and hot sun and soap

weed and dry bunch-grass, and me drinkin’

nothin' but canned tomatoes on account of

the bad water, and all that kind of thing,

for twenty-five dollars a month. Yes, sir,

that's what I was doin’.

And then one noon I was settin' in the

shade of the wagon, humped up with my

face hid down on my knees to keep the

blazin’ shine of the sand from drivin’ me

blind, with the wind siftin' the hot dust

down the back of my neck, and my ears

fair throbbin’ with the bleat of them two

thousand sheep, and my tobacco all gone,

and all the rest of it. I expect I couldn't

have been feelin' the best in the world, be

cause pretty soon I says to myself:

“Oh, gee whiz, Billy! Ain't this the

heavenly job?” -

“Yes, ain't it, though?” says I; and then,

after I'd set a while longer and let the misery

of it soak into me: “What the Sam Hill

are you doin’ it for, any way?”
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“You tell me” I says. “Just think,

Billy: six months we’ve been at it, and

there ain’t but a mean little old hundred

and a quarter comin’ to us, after they take

out for the boots and pants we’ve wore out,

and what we’ve smoked, and the rest of the

little trinkets we’ve had.”

“Well, then, what are you doin’ it for?”

“Do you want to know what I think of

you? I think your mind's failin'. You

ain't any brighter than one of these Monon

gohelians with a pigtail down your back.

Next thing you know you'll be votin’ the

prohabationism ticket.”

“What's that?” I says. “What was that

last remark?”

“That wasn’t a last remark,” says I.

“That was just the beginnin’. There's lots

more comin’.” And I let myself have 'em,

till I'd called myself all the mean names I

could think of “Billy” says I, “honest,

if I was in your place, I'd think it was

about time you forsook this forsooken

country and went to lookin’ for some easier

money.”

That was the way it commenced. Easy

money! Did you ever get to thinkin’ about

that idea? Then you know how it is. It

seemed as if the notion had just got stuck

in my mind and I couldn’t get it loose. All

afternoon I loafed there in the middle of

that big lonesomeness, rememberin’ all the

different well-fixed folks I'd knew, different

places around the country. So far as I

could remember, none of 'em had made

theirs herdin’ sheep; I couldn't recollect

but a few that had ever seemed to really

work for it at all. And their money had

come to 'em mostly in chunks, instead of

just by the nickel's worth. “Like pickin'

it up at the end of a rainbow, Billy” I says

to myself. By night, when I'd got through

messin’ with my supper, and got my sheep

bedded down and the lanterns hung out

around the bed-ground, I was plumb ab

sorbed with broodin’ over it. I laid there

in my blankets under the wagon, listenin'

to the dogs and the coyotes singin' soprano

at each other across the creek, and tryin'

not to listen to the world-without-end

racket of them ewes and lambs; and then

a big wind started to rattlin' the wagon

canvas up above me, and I got to thinkin'

about the fine, different places it had blew

from and all the good times it had saw,

around where there was folks, till I couldn't

stand any more of it.

“Easy money!” I says over again to my

self. “And twenty-five dollars a month!

And there's just kazillions of it layin’ around

loose, waitin’ for a bright man to come along

and pick it up.” By mornin’ it seemed as if

them sheep was goin’ to have to find another

Little Boy Blue, because this one was sure

goin' to make trail away from there.

Laramie was the first place I struck, and

the very first night I started lookin’ at

rainbows. Laramie was full of 'em; a man

could pretty near take his pick. I wasn’t

goin’ to be in any hurry. All day, and away

along after supper, I was just shiftin’

around, enjoyin’ seein’ the people, and the

things in the windows, and the round com

ical wet marks the bottom of a glass makes

on top of the table, and knowin' I had a sack

of tobacco in every one of my pockets, and

all that Rind of luxury. No, I wasn’t tearin'

loose. I wasn’t goin’ to waste my money.

I was goin' to save it up and have it to work

with when the right thing turned up. I

hadn’t the least notion what it would be;

but I was goin’ to find it.

I did, too. It was along in the middle of

the evenin’ that I run across a mess of peo

ple standin’ out in the road, bunched up

around a big store-box. There was a gaso

lene torch, and a nigger playin' a guitar,

and a lean man with long hair was standin’

sideways with a potato between his teeth,

and a yellow-haired girl in a buckskin shirt

and a Mexican hat was shootin’ chunks out

of the potato with a target gun, ten feet

away, with everybody standin’ with his

mouth open and wonderin’ at the wonder

fulness of it. You’ve seen 'em. In a min

ute I was shovin’ through, to get near the

front, with my mouth as wide as anybody's.

And then pretty soon the lean lad spit out

the last end of the potato, and the girl quit

and went and set down by herself, over at

one side, takin' off her heavy hat to let the

cool wind fan her. She looked plumb tired

and tuckered out—a poor thin little thing;

young, but with the youngness sort of

clouded over with weariness. I never could

get used to seein a girl look that way. Do

you enjoy it? It’s a heap different from the

look that comes with just gettin' old. This

one was plenty young enough; she couldn’t

have been over twenty-five or so; and she'd

have been right good-lookin', too, only for

the tiredness and the wiseness in her face.

I didn’t have much time to notice her,

because the long-haired chap had fished up

*
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a little gripsack from somewhere and opened

it out on top of the box, and started talkin'. "

“Now, ladies and gentlemen” he says,

“havin’ concluded our magnificent free

exhibition, I want to call your attention to

the most marvelous medical discovery of

the age—Doctor Jonah Fish's Golden

Specific Oil—a compound, ladies and gen

tlemen—” Shucks! I don’t have to tell

you what he said. You’ve heard 'em mil

lions of times. He was like the rest of 'em.

Accordin’ to his talk, his oil would cure any

thing from homesickness to a hare-lip; you

could use it inside or out; it would grow hair

on a bald place, or it would stop a case of

heart-disease. “A single dose will often

work a miracle, ladies and gentlemen” says

the lad. “Let me demonstrate its virtues.”

And with that he poured out a spoopful and

leaned over. I’d crowded up till I was the

closest one. “Here, my friend, taste it” he

says, and held the spoon toward me.

I didn’t require any. There wasn't any

thing the matter with me. But I reckon

I’d been associatin’ with sheep too long,

because I just held my mouth open and let

him slip it into me. Great Guns! It tasted

just exactly like a scorched horse-blanket

with the fire not put out yet. The man

don’t live that could even think of anything

any ranker. It certainly surprised me, and

I expect my face must have showed it.

“See, ladies and gentlemen!” says the

lad. “See the amazed expression of this

gentleman's countenance. The effects of

the oil are often instantaneous and truly

astounding.” And then, the next thing I

knew, he was holdin’ out a bottle of the

stuff toward me. “One dollar” says he,

“if you please, sir.”

Yes, I certainly had been associatin’ too

long with sheep. I fished up his dollar and

took my bottle and started to back off

through the crowd, gaspin’ for breath. I

felt as if my dampers was all wide open, and

the smoke and hot sparks just rollin' up out

of my chimney. It took me quite a bit be

fore I could notice the bottle I had gripped

in my hand.

“You Billy!” I says then. “You don’t

mean to tell me you give a whole dollar for

that little dab of stuff! Why, there ain't

near a quarter of a pint of it.”

“Ain’t there?” says I. “Well, if you was

the one that had it to take, you might think

that was a blessin'. There's plenty to suit

“Yes, but your dollar's gone.” I says.

“A whole dollar you give for just what's in

that bottle.” -

“I didn’t” says I. “I give the dollar for

the experience. The medicine didn't cost

me nothin’. I don’t care! Come on, now;

let’s go to bed. It’s a good while since you

and me have slept in a real bed.”

But it seemed as if that spoonful must

have made me wakeful. I laid there and

turned over from one side to the other for as

much as an hour; and then I got up and set

by the window and smoked a while, till by

and by the town was all quiet for the night.

I rolled me another cigarette; but after a

bit I noticed I'd forgot to light it. I was

thinkin’. “Why, Billy!” I says to myself.

“Why, Billy!” I was beginnin’ to get a sus

picion of what was in my mind. You could

n’t say the idea was there yet, but I could

feel it comin’. “Billy” I says, “don’t that

look like the end of a rainbow to you? It

does to me. Yes, sir; we'll hunt up the

Professor, first thing in the mornin’.”

But when I’d had my breakfast I'd

changed my mind. “No” I says, “we’ll

talk to the girl first. You’re always luckier

with a girl than you are with a man. Let's

see if we can find her.”

It wasn’t any trouble to find her. I was

just goin' up the street and I run right into .

her, walkin' by herself, headed out toward

the edge of town, like she was aimin’ to be

alone. She'd put off the buckskins and the

Mexican hat, and she was dressed real quiet

and quaint in some kind of a frock that

made her look a heap better than the night

before. I hadn’t took to her such a whole

lot in that other outfit of hers; but I sort of

did this morning, with her soft hair all

fluffed up, and her little blue hat, and her

wide eyes. The tiredness wasn’t gone out

of 'em; but they were blue, and they looked

right straight at me for a minute when she

went past me, like a little kid's eyes. No,

she wasn’t the kind I’d ever fall in love with.

I wasn’t thinkin’ about it a speck; but she

was the sort I could be sorry for. I was

sorry for her, too. “The poor little thing!”

I says. “Billy, she don't look as if she even

gets enough to eat. I don’t believe they’re

treatin her right. I shouldn't wonder if she

'd be real glad of a nice friend.” And with

that I turned around and started to follow

her, walkin' slow, till she'd got out beyond

the town on one of the trails; and then she

me.”
stopped and stood there, leanin her arms
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It didn't seem like the way a woman mostly cries-just tears; it was a real stormy cry, with a high wind

on the top of a fence-post, with her chin in

her hands, lookin’ out across the wide ragged

ugly jumble of rocks and sand-miles and

miles of it, without a single human sign, far

as you could see. I judged from the looks

of her that she was sort of meditatin’.

When I come up to her she turned her head

and give me a slow quiet look out of them

wide blue eyes, and then she looked away

again, as if I didn't interest her much, and

kept on with whatever she was thinkin'

about. But I’d come out to be sociable with

her. I stopped a little ways from her and

acted just sort of casual.

“Sufferin’ Peter!” I says. “Ain’t that a

lonesome view, though? It's enough to

make a wooden Indian homesick.”

I didn't expect her to take it the way she

did. She give me another look, longer than

the first, studyin' my face real careful, but

not sayin’ a word; and the next thing she

dropped her face down on her crossed arms

and begun cryin’ as if her little heart would

break. It didn’t seem like the way a woman

mostly cries-just tears; it was a real

stormy cry, with a high wind. “Well, gee

whiz, Billy!” I says to myself. I hadn’t

meant to hurt her feelin's; I hadn’t ex

pected she'd care anything about my re

marks about that little old patch of bum

scenery; I’d said it just to get acquainted

with her. “Yes, and now just look what

you’ve done.” I says. “You’ve made the

lady cry, and ruined it. Shucks!” says I.

“When a lady cries, don’t she need con

solin’?” Well, that was true, too. I hadn’t

thought of that. I walked up closer to her,

so as to be handy.

“Say” I says, “don’t you do that! Don’t

you! What's the trouble? Can't a body

help? I wish you'd tell me.” She didn’t,

though, not right away. I'd thought her

weepin’ wasn’t goin’ to be more than just

a shower, but it begun to seem as if it had
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set in for a steady rain. “I wish you would

n’t” I says, after a bit, and I laid my hand

on her arm—not a speck familiar, you un

derstand, but just a touch, to sympathize

with her. “Please let me help you” I says.

It took her a little while to work around

to it; but pretty soon she lifted her head off

her arms and commenced to dab at her

eyes, with her face turned away from me.

When she turned around to me, she give

me a melancholy little smile.

“I’m awfully foolish” she says, “but

I’ve been so awfully miserable; and then

what you said—about homesickness-I

couldn’t bear it! Oh, I want to go home

I want to go home!”

“Oh!” I says. “Well, why don’t you go?

Where's this your home is?”

“Back in Illinois” she says; and then I

wormed it out of her, a scrap at a time.

The lean lad had been to her town with his

outfit, she told me, and she'd run across him

there and he'd made friends with her, dif

ferent ways, spendin his money free and

tellin’ her about the good times he had,

driftin' round; and by and by he'd asked

her to come along with 'em and take a little

interest in the business, and see the country,

and make some good money. She'd listened

to him too, because her mother had been

vful strict with her at home about lettin'

er be with folks and enjoy herself; and so

she'd made a drag on her mother's bureau

drawer for a couple hundred and had give

it to the long-haired man to put into the

business, and they'd come on to Wyoming.

And now she was broke, because the lad

had blew in the money on a big drunk in

Cheyenne, and she couldn't get a cent out

of him. What made it worse, they'd told

her he'd done the same thing with lots of

'em before; he’d sold an interest to as many

as a dozen, scattered around all over the

country, and never give 'em a nickel back.

“I despise him!'” she says to me. “I

want to go back home to my mother; only

I’m ashamed to write to her and ask her

for more money, after I’ve behaved so

dreadfully. Oh, I don't know what to do–

I don’t know what to do!”

“Oh!” I says. That was as much as I

felt safe in sayin’ right away, till I'd studied

it over. It wasn't just the girl that was

worryin' me. The girl would have been

easy enough. I could just have dug down

in my clothes and give her the money.

She'd have been satisfied with that, would

n’t she? But that didn’t satisfy me, after

what she'd told me, and after what I’d

been figurin’ on since last night. It made

me feel rank ridiculous, rememberin’ back;

because the very thing I’d been broodin’

about all this time was wonderin’ whether

I might be able to coax the man to sell me

an interest in his medicine business; and

I’d set out to ask the girl if she wouldn’t

please tell me a good way to coax him to

do it. “You Billy!” I says to myself. “You

certainly are one lucky man! But what

you figurin’ on doin’ about it now?”

I couldn't answer that for a spell. It

bothered me, till all of a sudden it struck

me. “Why,” says I, “what's the matter with

goin’ right on with it, the way you started?”

“What?” I says. “Go on with it? After

I’ve found out the kind of a man he is?

And let him skin me out of my money,

deliberate?” “Why, certainly not!” says

I. “Billy, you pain me. Skin him. Skin

him good. You can do it—as bright a man

as you. And then you can give this lady

her money back, and let her go home, and

have some easy money of your own; and

everything will be just perfectly complete.

Do it! Go ahead!”

I kind of liked the notion, too, after I’d

turned it over. “Why, yes, of course!” I

says. I didn’t settle on how I was goin’ to

do it; there wasn’t time, because the girl

she was gettin’ restless, standin’ there.

“I must be goin' back” she says, in her

soft little voice. “Good-by. I hope you’ll

forgive me for talkin' to you about my

troubles; but I’ve felt so helpless and

friendless.”

I stopped her when she made as if she was

goin’ to walk away from me. “Say” I says,

“wait a minute. I'm goin' to be your

friend, myself, and I’m goin’ to help you.

I’m goin' to tie in with the outfit and get

you what's comin’ to you. When can I see

the Professor?”

She give me a long, long look this time,

with her eyes wider than ever. “I don't

understand” she says.

I didn’t have to tell her all of it. “I’ve

got some money that ain't in use.” I says,

“and I’ve been kind of hankerin’ for a

little variety. When can a body see the

Professor?”

She'd got through lookin' at me and was

watchin' the toe of her little slipper make

marks in the sand; nor she didn't say

anything more except just to answer my
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question. “He’s always drunk in the morn

ings” she says. “He takes a bottle to bed

with him and doesn’t get up until noon.

He's around the hotel at dinner time.”

“All right” I says. “I’ll find him. But

you listen: don’t you mention anything to

him about this. Let's surprise him. You

just leave the arrangements to me.”

It looked as if it might be terrible easy,

by the looks of him, when I’d got him lo

cated. The drink was just dyin' out of him,

and he hadn’t fixed himself up any yet.

He’d been a mean looker by torchlight; but

he was a heap worse now, with the daylight

on him—nothin' but a pale rickety tremblin’

ruin of a man, with a pair of shifty bad

eyes, and a face the color of a mess of sour

dough, and a nasty trick of slantin a mean

grin at you from just one side of his crooked

lips. Maybe there's a use for men like him,

but I never could find it. I hated him,

right then. It wasn’t because of his stealin’

from that poor little girl; it was just him

self. It tickled me, thinkin’ about what I

was goin’ to try to do to him; he certainly

deserved it.

He was slouched down in a chair in the

hotel office when I run onto him, sour and

cross. That didn’t discourage me. I

wanted him that way. I went over and

took another chair beside him, grinnin’ at

him real cheerful.

“Professor,” I says to him, “I’m a rank

stranger to you; but I bought me some of

your medicine, last night, down on the

street, and I’ve been thinkin’ about it ever

since. The way it strikes me, you ain’t

near livin' up to your chances with it. I

don’t believe you know what a big thing

you’ve got; or else you ain't got capital

enough. You're squanderin' your time,

the way it is. Look here: how would you

like to take a man in with you that's got

some capital, so as to go at it right? Would

there be any chance, supposin' I was the

man?”

It was right comical to watch him, with

the greedy shine comin' in his eyes and his

crooked lips twitchin', and him tryin’ to

seem careless. He started to make him a

cigarette, but his hands was shakin' so bad

he tore it in two in the middle. After that

he flicked a quick sly look at me.

“I don’t know about that” he says.

“I’m doin’ mighty well as it is. I'd have to

know somethin’ about you before I’d want

to consider it. And what do you mean

about the capital? How much could you

put in?”

“Well” I says, “would a thousand buy

a half interest, and me helpin’ with the

Work?”

He was so anxious he had to steady him

self by grippin’ hold of the arms of his

chair; but he shook his head. “Come again,

my friend” he says. “You say you don’t

believe I know what a big thing I’ve got.

You certainly seem to think so. No; say a

couple thousand for a third interest, and I

might talk to you; but I ain’t sure.”

“All right then, put it that way” I says.

It didn’t make a speck of difference to me,

me bein’ a capitalist. “Listen, now” I says.

“This is the way of it: my aunt, that's

livin’ down in Chanute, Kansas, has buried

four husbands, different times, and every

one of 'em has left her well fixed. She's got

more money than you could pack in a

trunk; and now she's got too old to try an

other husband, and I’m the only kin she

has in the world. She's awful fond of me,

and she's wrote me to whirl in and learn to

make investments with her money, if I can

find the right chances. She says I ought to

be gettin' the experience, because it's goin'

to be all mine, after bit, and I ought to

learn how to act responsible with it. She's

a real nice old lady, and she says she'll do

just whatever I tell her. So, if you'll say a

couple thousand for a third interest, I'll

fix up the letter for her right this afternoon

and tell her how much to send. How does

that suit you?”

His voice wasn’t anything but a tremblin’

whisper, he was so anxious. “Make it

three thousand” says he, “and it's a go.

Let's go get a drink on it.” -

He took a considerable string of drinks,

tryin’ to calm himself down; but the more

he took the worse he got. Pretty soon he

was tellin’ me that his truck only cost him

sixty cents a barrel to make, besides the

bottles and corks, and a barrel had been

lastin’ him all of three months. He didn’t

have any regular way to make it, but

changed it around accordin’ to where he

happened to be and what he could buy the

cheapest that would taste the worst. The

only thing it lacked to make a million out

of it, he says, was some way to make folks

buy more of it. That was the hard part.

“That part's plumb easy, Professor” I

says. “You wait till I get my letter sent

off to my aunt, and I’ll show you.”
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It certainly was one good letter I wrote

her. It took me a couple of hours to fix it

up; but it suited me fine. It suited the

Professor too, when I showed it to him.

If I’d only had a rich aunt down in Chanute,

it would sure have fetched her. Any way,

I sent it off, and then me and the lean lad

went back up to the hotel, and set down in

a corner where he could have his bottle

handy and where I could get confidential

with him.

“Professor,” I says, “here's my idea that

I was tellin' you about: the trouble with

you is you ain't been pickin' the right places.

The cow-country ain't the place. You've

got to sell that truck some place where the

folks are diseased; or else you've got to sell

it to them that are goin' to learn to crave

it for refreshment. See? But this part of

the country is sort of headquarters for

health. These punchers and herders never

get a blessed thing ailin' 'em except bow

legs and sunburn. Nor you ain't ever goin'

to get ’em to longin' for the time for the

next dose, after they've tasted the first one.

There's excitement in it, but it ain’t the

right kind of excitement for a white man.

You couldn't get me to take another spoon

ful of it, not if you was to pay me big money.

No, sir; a white man ain’t ever goin' to get

so he feels he lacks it. See? You’re foolin’

with the wrong kind of people, Professor.”

He was listenin’ real close and cunnin',

with his eyes narrowed down to nothin' but

a couple of thin slits. “Yes” he says, “I

could have told you that myself. But

where are you goin’ to find any such per

sons? There ain't anybody that's goin’ to

really relish it, unless you fool 'em with its

badness into thinkin’ it's got virtues. And

that's the truth.”

“Shucks!” I says. “There's folks that'll

just naturally learn to yearn for it. Have

you ever been to Chadron, Professor?”

“No” says he, “I ain't.”

“Then that's where we're goin' " I says.

“It's goin' to take Aunty a week or so to

get the money here; but we might as well

be busy while we're waitin’. We'll go to

Chadron, and I'll show you the people

that'll take it by the quart, and then keep

on a-comin' for more.”

Have you ever saw Chadron, in the

Nebraska sand country? It looks like just

nothin at all, spread out terrible flat and

lonesome and tedious. It's a cow-town,

and the Sioux country is up above. When

ever the Sioux get tired of bein’ tired to

death doin’ nothin' up on the reservation,

they go down to Chadron and do nothin'

there for a spell, for variety. There was a

bunch of 'em in camp when we got there,

on the dry flats over north of the railroad—

a couple hundred or so, lazy and greasy and

loafin' in the sun, and fair perishin' with

tiresomeness and dryness. When I went over

and drifted around through the camp, there

wasn’t a blessed one of 'em doin’ a blessed

thing but squat, except a lean old squaw

that was scrapin’ at a piece of hide with a

rusty piece of hoop-iron. The rest was just

sick and disgusted with the sameness of

everything. It pleased me. You couldn't

have fixed it any better. After I'd took a

quick look around, I rustled back over to

town and found the Professor and the

nigger, and we started makin’ our arrange

ments. The nigger, he went after a new

wash-tub, and the Professor headed for the

drugstore, and I went and bought me a

quart of rye; and then we packed the stuff

over toward the edge of the camp and

started in.

You'd have been amused. The nigger

begun it, standin' beside the tubful of water,

twangin' on his guitar and singin' one of

them melancholy nigger hymn-tunes with

his eyes shut, and with me and the Professor

settin' on the ground, pattin' time to it,

solemn as a couple of drunk owls, waitin’

till the folks from the camp would start to

take notice. It didn’t take but a minute or

so till here come a couple of young bucks

in their dirty blankets, and then another

bunch; and then some more, and more, and

more, with the squaws and kids stringin'

along. The nigger hadn't more than com

menced on the next song before we had a

big gang of 'em standin’ around us in a

ring, gruntin’ and stretchin' over to see

what was goin' on.

“Now, Professor” I says; and he got up

and begun to untie the string from one of

his bundles and pour the stuff in the tub,

with me stirrin it up with a stick; and then

he unwrapped another one, and another

one, and three or four more, and poured

'em in, slow and serious, the two of us

mumblin' to each other and the nigger's

tunes gettin' sadder and sadder. By that

time the tubful of stuff was about the color

of the Yellowstone when the water gets

high in spring; and then the next mess

turned it pink. That was the last one. I
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He'd emptied all the bottles in a tin bucket and was drinkin'

out of the bucket

uncorked my quart of rye and held it up

where everybody could see it.

“Now,” I says to the nigger, “you light

in and play a tune that sort of goes along

with a quart of good whiskey.”

He give us a real rollicky one, and words

to match it—one of them nigger laughin'

songs that set you to twitchin’ all over; just

plumb full of gayness and devilment.

“Laugh, Professor!” I says. “Turn loose,

just this once, and laugh as if somethin'

was ticklin' you to death!” And while the

three of us was gigglin’ away, I lifted the

bottle up high and poured in the rye, a

little drink at a time, till it was all gone.

It was certainly comical, watchin’ them

Sioux. You could see what they was

thinkin’. They thought it was some kind

of a religion we was up to. The rye helped

a heap. They couldn’t understand the

rest, but they could understand that. By

the time the bottle was empty them bucks

and squaws was up on tiptoe, with their

ss

“Taste it, Professor, and

see if it's strong enough” I

says. But he pulled back.

“I’ll be jiggered if I will!”

he says. “Let her go, just

the way she stands.”

I’d picked out the buck

for samplin' it. He was the

oldest one, and the fattest,

and the saddest lookin',

standin’ right in the front

row of the crowd. I never

did know his name; but he

was some kind of a head

man, and I judged he'd be

able to sort of set the styles

for the rest of 'em. I fished

a big spoon out of my pocket

and dipped up a dose and

held it toward him.

Right from then I knew

we was goin’ to make a big

winnin’. That old lad must

have had a heap of different

experience since he was

young. It must have been

terrible tryin’ to him, this

way of livin’ with nothin’ to

do except longin’ for a

change. I’d judged that

Dr. Jonah Fish's Golden

Specific Oil would give it

to him, if anything would.

It sure did. You could tell it by the

heavenly-delight look on his tattered old

face when that spoonful of slow fire went

scorching down his weary old throat. He

just give one big deep gasp, and then he

shut up his eyes, tight, and commenced

laughin’ to himself, like a bass old bullfrog.

“M-m-m, m-m-m!” he says, like it was too

good to be real; and then he opened up his

eyes and motioned for more.

I filled me up a half-pint bottle and made

signs to him that it was three dollars. He

didn’t say a word back, nor make a sign,

except to turn around and start straight

back for the camp, and in a minute all the

rest of 'em was trailin’ after him, walkin’

fast and gruntin’ to each other, all worked up.

“Well, what the blazes!” says the Pro

fessor. He was terrible disappointed, the

Professor was, by his looks. “Call that big

one back” he says, “and tell him he can

have it for two. You might have known

you couldn’t get him to give three dollars

 

eyes poppin.’ a bottle. Call 'em back and tell 'em.”
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“No, I won’t” I says. “Let 'em alone.

They’re goin' after their money. They'll

be comin' back theirselves. You watch.”

And here they come. You don’t need to

ask me where they get it, because I ain't able

to tell you; but you get an Indian camp to

wantin a thing and they can always pro

duce the price. All they do is just to crawl

back in their tepees and feel around under

their blankets, or scratch a little hole in the

sand, and up it comes. These boys had it.

The old one come first, with his three dollars

gripped in his big fat hand, and he took his

bottle and tipped the neck of it up to his

mouth for a real drink. It was quarter

empty when he took it away, and he was

certainly one happy man. I’d never saw but

one other one near as happy as him. That

one was a Shoshone, up in the Wind river

country, that had bought a whole case of

pain-killer off of the agent, and he'd emptied

all the bottles in a tin bucket and was drink

in it out of the bucket. But our Sioux was

the happiest. There just couldn’t be any

mistake about it: that truck just exactly

suited him.

Listen: you don't have to believe it, but

by the end of the afternoon there wasn't a

thing left in the tub but a little mess of

settlin's, and some of the first ones was

beginnin’ to come back for a second helpin'.

I'd lost count of the bottles we’d sold, and

of the money too. The Professor had the

money in a gripsack he'd brought the

bundles in from the drugstore, and it was

so heavy he had to keep changin' it from

one side to the other, packin’ it over to the

hotel. It sort of satisfied me, noticin’ the

heft of it. I expected the Professor to be

satisfied, too; wouldn't you? He wasn’t.

He was grumblin’ all the way over to town.

“Why didn't we mix up more of it?” he

says, “We might just as well have put

in another hour before supper, while the

luck was runnin' good. It's risky to fool

with luck like that. We'll have to get a

barrel, instead of the tub.”

“But, gee whiz!” I says. “I wish you'd

tell me how much of it a man can take

into his system without its makin' cinders

and ashes of him. One dose nigh ruined

me; but them lads are absorbin it by the

int.”

| He grinned sideways at me. “I don't

know" he says, “If they're in good health

they ought to be able to stand it till their

money peters out. That ain't what's

worryin' me. What I want to know is,

how much money have they got?”

“There's no use worryin’ any about

that” I says, “because we’re liable to get

all they’ve got, any way. We can count

it afterwards.”

The girl, she'd been stayin' at the hotel

in the afternoon, while we was tryin’ the

thing. Shé went back with us after sup

per, in her buckskin clothes and with her

little target gun, and commenced to pop

it at a mark while we was fillin’ our barrel

with water; but the Sioux wasn’t takin' a

mite of interest in her. They was keepin'

their eyes on me and the Professor; and

then pretty soon the Professor made her

quit and come and help us fill up the

bottles. It was as much as the three of

us could do. Nor we wasn’t stickin’ to

half-pints any more. We'd brought over

some empty quarts; and, besides, they

come at us with tin cans, and little buckets,

and old coffee pots, to get ’em filled up;

and one lean old squaw brought down a

battered old kerosene can. For as much

as three hours I didn’t have time to do a

blessed thing but make motions with my

hands. It wasn’t till I’d gone to bed,

along in the middle of the night, that I

got time to make a few motions with my

mind.

“Billy” I says to myself, “what was that

about a rainbow? Why, what we’ve got

here is a whole flock of 'em!”

It was just the same next day; and then

the third day a new bunch moved down

from the reservation, and some more the

day after. My word, it begun to get hum

drum, doin’ nothin’ all day long but dip

the truck out of the barrel and reach after

the money. There was a whole week of

it, and I was commencin’ to wish the

thing would change, somehow. A streak

of luck like that was makin’ me nervous

and uneasy. It couldn’t last, could it?

I wanted to know what was comin’ after

wards.

Well, I found out. There come a couple

days, at the last end, when business

slacked off considerable, and the next day

we didn't sell nothin' but little dabs and

driblets; and the day after that all the

Sioux done was to come down and stand

around us or squat on the sand, real de

jected. We hadn't sold but a couple

bottles by the middle of the mornin';

and then one of the young bucks come at



I fished a big spoon out of my pocket and dipped up a dose and held it toward him

us with a fancy deerskin shirt, all worked

over with beads and porcupine quills, and

wanted to swap it for a quart. I knew

then.

“Professor” I says, “we might as well

be movin' on to the next place. We've

took 'em to a cleanin'. We can go count

our money now; we’ve got all there is.”

We waited a while, and then we quit

and started gettin’ our traps together.

And then here come a man. He come

horseback, and he come on a snort, ridin'

hard till he got right up to us. He started

fussin' before he'd lit from the saddle.

“Here, here!” he says. “What's all

this? I want to know what you fellows

are doin’.”

“Nothin’” I says to him.

through now.”

“We’re all

“What's the stuff you’ve been peddling

to these people?” he says. “What's in

it?”

“Let’s see” I says. “Who's this you

are?”

“I’m from the reservation” he says.

“I’m partly responsible for these folks.

I want to know what you’ve been giving

them.”

It was the Professor that answered him

this time, grinnin’ his crooked grin. “My

friend” he says, “a lifetime of patient labor

and profound research has been devoted

to perfectin' this marvelous preparation.

You ain’t expectin' me to open up and tell

you the secret for nothin', are you? Why,

it’s worth a fortune!”

The lad glowered at him, real cross, for

a minute, and then he turned around and
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spoke to the Sioux, short and snappy, and

they begun to poke off up to camp, one at

a time, slow and mournful. The chap

waited till they was all gone before he

turned back to us. He didn’t seem a mite

more cheerful, but he started to talkin’

different.

“My Maria!” he says. “Do you boys

know what you’ve done? You’ve drained

these Sioux so dry of cash that there ain’t

as much as a four-bit piece circulatin’

amongst 'em at the agency. The only

money I’ve seen on ’em in the last two days

was a dime with a hole in it. Say, that

ain’t right, you know. Legitimate busi

ness’ll have to stand still and wait till these

people can rustle some more money. We

can’t stand for that. You might leave a

little.”

“Meanin', I reckon” says the Pro

fessor, “that you want your bit out of our

winnin's? Is that what you're drivin'

at? Well, you don’t get a cent. Not a

red cent.”

“Oh, come, now!” says the lad. “That

ain’t white, you know.”

“Whatever color it is’ says the Pro

fessor, “the most I’ll do is to sell you the

receipt for makin' it. You can have it

for a thousand dollars; and if you don’t

take it we'll come back here once a month

and do like we’ve done this trip. One

thousand dollars, cash. And you’ve got

till noon to make up your mind.”

Would you have done it? Well, this

man did. Honest, he did. No, not right

away. He fussed, and stewed, and argued;

but by noon he'd done it. I saw him do

it, myself. And then I heard the Pro

fessor tell him.

“Why,” says the Professor, grinnin'

real nasty, “there ain’t much to it. All

you do is to take several different things—

it don’t matter what they are, so long as

they taste bad and ain’t poison—and you

mix 'em together with water. You can

season it with a little somethin', if you

want to; but it ain’t necessary. And after

you get it all mixed, you sell it. That's

all.”

“Oh!” says the man—just that way.

“Oh!” he says, calm and quiet. “Now,

Billy” I says to myself, “here's where

somethin' starts.” But it didn’t. That's

all the man said—just “Oh!” He set for

as much as a minute, lookin' at the Pro

comin’ in his eyes. He was mad clear

through, but he didn’t let go. “All right,

my friend” he says. “It’s a big world,

but we'll meet again.” And with that he

got up and walked out. I expect he'd

have felt better if he'd knew how soon

that other meetin’ was goin’ to come.

After he was gone, I bought another one

for the Professor and me. “Well” I says,

after we'd had it, “I reckon we might as

well count up and see how much we’ve

got, before we light out for the next place.

It's been a bully week, ain’t it?”

“Count up?” he says. “Oh—you mean

the money! You needn’t bother; it's

already counted.”

“How much is there?” I says. “There

must be five or six thousand, countin’ what

that lad just give you. How much is it?”

“There's quite a bit” he says to me. I

didn’t like the sound of the way he said

it, some way. It sounded hostile to me.

Nor I didn’t like the look of him, neither,

with his thin lip lifted up off his teeth and

his little eyes glimmerin’.

“Well” I says, “tell me how much is my

share?”

“Your share?” he says after me. “Why,

were you figurin’ on gettin' some of this

money? I guess you couldn’t be—not

yet-not till your aunt comes across.”

“What's that?” I says. My word, I’d

clean forgot all about aunty, with all the

excitement we'd been havin’. I remem

bered her now. “Do you mean I don’t

get nothin' at all out of this?” I says.

“Why, it was my idea; you know it was.”

“You don’t get anything out of me till

I’ve got somethin’ out of you first” he says.

“That was the contract. And I’m much

obliged to you for the idea; but I didn’t

agree to pay you anything for it. When

your aunt sends you the money, then we'll

start in pardners; but not till then.”

“Oh!” I says, just like the agency man

had said it. “Oh!” I set there a minute

and tried to think, but the inside of my

head was kind of dazed, it seemed like.

“Say” I says to him, “why can’t you just

pay yourself out of my share of the win

nin's till you’ve got the three thousand?

That would be satisfactory to me.”

“Yes?” he says. “I expect it would—

me payin’ myself with my own money and

makin' you a present of it. No, sir; you

might as well understand that this money's
fessor across the table, with a hot shine mine.”
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Well, I could have reached across the

table and got him, and we could have had

it out on the floor. I could have licked

the daylights out of him. But that

wouldn't have been any satisfaction. I

didn't touch him; I just got up and went

outdoors where I could get some fresh air

and get my mind to workin'.

“Billy Fortune” I says to myself, out

on the sidewalk, “you’ve been neglectin’

somethin’ in this business, somewhere.

Can you tell what it is?”

But I was too disgusted to try. I

drilled around for a while, and then I went

in another place where I could be alone

by myself till I could mebbe figure out what

I was goin’ to do. The agency lad was in

there, over in a corner, with his elbows up

on the table and his face in his hands,

broodin'. I judged we felt pretty much

the same, and I was hungry for some com

pany like him; so I went over and set down.

He wasn't a bit friendly to me at first, till

I’d lit in and told him. Then he motioned

to the man behind the bar. Pretty soon

we'd got to be real chummy and confiden

tial, thinkin' up new names for callin' the

Professor; but we couldn’t seem to arrive

anywhere in fixin' up what we was goin'

to do about it. All afternoon we was at

it, and we went to supper together after

while; but I couldn’t see that our talkin'

had helped any. It brought us out at

the end just exactly where we’d started

at the beginnin’.

“He’s nothin' but a common crook”

says the lad, “but he's a slick one. You

and me are stung. We might as well

wave our money good-by.”

“Well, mebbe so I says, “but I'm goin'

to have one more seance with him. Mebbe

somethin’ might kind of occur to me.”

He wasn’t at the hotel. The hotel man

said he'd paid up about dark and gone out,

and he'd seen him goin’ down the railroad

track toward the water tank, totin his

gripsack, like he might be meanin’ to catch

the night train there. The train would

be comin' along in a few minutes now.

That's what the hotel lad said. -

I found him down by the tank, stretched

out on the ground with a quart bottle

beside him and only a couple little drinks

left in it, and him sound asleep with his

mouth hangin' wide open and his gripsack

for a pillow. He didn't budge when I

touched him with my boot. He was

plumb dead to the world. “Careful, now,

Billy!” I says; and I stooped over and

wormed the gripsack out from under his

head, a little bit at a time. He never

stirred. When I’d got it in my hand, I

tiptoed away from him and hiked back to

the hotel to find the girl. I hadn’t set

eyes on her since yesterday; but she come

to her door with her eyes wide and anx

ious. -

“Say,” I says, “the Professor was

quittin' us—sneakin' off all alone with all

the money. I’ve got him located, and I’m

goin' back to him to finish up with him.

Here; you take this and keep it till I get

through with him. If he's got any in his

pockets, I'll get it; and then in the mornin'

we'll sort of divide it around, fair.” I give

her the gripsack; and then I went down in

my clothes and dug out what I had of my

own, all but a little I might need. “Put

this with the rest” I says, “because it's

liable to be a sort of a frolicky night, before

we get done, and it mightn't be real safe

on me. You keep it for me. And to

morrow you can start home with plenty.”

Her feelin's was croppin’ out on her,

strong. “He was going away with it?”

“Oh, the scoundrel! The thief!” She

set the gripsack down on her bed and come

back to me at the door. “I’ll take good

care of it” she says; and then she come

close up to me and laid both of her little

hands on my arm, lookin' up in my face.

“You’ve done more for me than you know”

she says. “He’s a bad man. I don’t care

what you do to him; but—please—for my

sake, Mr. Fortune, don’t run any risks

for yourself. Do be careful—for my sake.”

Well, I was meanin' to be careful, but

not just the way she meant. I was goin’

to be careful to make it all complete. The

first thing, I rustled around till I’d found

the agency chap, and I give him the news,

and me and him arranged it together. I

went back to keep my eye on the Pro

fessor, in case he waked up, and the other

lad put out for the Sioux camp. By and

by here he come, and he had as many as

forty of the bucks along with him, all

dressed out with feathers and paint and

fixin's, and a couple of the young ones was

packin’ a couple of hide drums. The lad,

he made 'em set down in a ring, with the

Professor in the middle, and I set to work

and built up a bonfire a little ways from

him, so he could see good when he waked
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up. He hadn’t stirred hand nor foot yet.

The train had pulled in and gone again,

but he’d snored right on through. He was

still snorin’ when we’d got the thing all

set; and then the agency man signed to

the bucks and they started off, drummin'

and singin'.

Did you ever hear ’em make their music?

Well, you tell me this. How would you

like to wake up sudden out of a hard drunk

and be layin' beside a railroad track in

the middle of the night, and not likely

rememberin’ where you were or how you'd

happened to be there, and see a big row

of them painted faces around you with

firelight on 'em, and hear drummin’ and

singin', with your head achin’, and your

mouth dry and furry clear down your

throat, and your mind just goin’ round and

round? Would you relish that? The Pro

fessor didn’t, then. He roused up, after

a bit, and rolled over part way, openin’

up one of his mean eyes; and then they

both snapped open and he set up sudden,

starin', and starin', and starin', with his

jaw droppin’ down. He tried to scramble

up onto his feet, but he fell back again,

and after that he just set there, not sayin'

a word nor makin' a sound, but only lookin’

and lookin’. It pleased me, standin’ back

in the shadow and watchin’ him. And in a

minute I crept up behind him, light and

easy, and tipped him over on his back,

with me settin' straddle of his chest and

the neck of a bottle of Dr. Jonah Fish's

Golden Specific Oil poked in between his

teeth.

“Take it” I says. “Take plenty.

There's more.” And I made him drink

it all, every last drop, before I got off of

him.

Oh, well, I can’t tell you about the rest

of the night. We just took charge of him,

and run him up and down, all over the

town, doin’ more different things with him

than a spry man could count up in quite

a while. Whenever we couldn’t think of

anything more, somebody else would hap

pen along and join in with us, and he'd

tell us somethin' fresh; and every little

bit there'd be a new bottle of the oil for

him. It was sure one swift night.

It was gray mornin’ when the rest of

'em got tired out and quit, and left the

three of us in a back room somewhere,

around a table—me and the Professor and

the agency man. The Professor, anybody

says in a chokin’ whisper.

could see that he'd had a plenty; but there

was one more thing to be settled yet.

I fetched out my last bottle of oil from my

tobacco pocket behind and set it in the

middle of the table, where he could keep

his eyes on it.

“Now, Professor,” I says, “about that

money? How are we goin’ to divide it

up?” - -

He had to try two or three times before

he could answer me, on account of his

voice bein’ all dried up. “Any way” he

“I don’t care

how.”

“Well, then” I says, “this man gets his

thousand back, don’t he?”

“I guess so” whispers the Professor.

“And I get thirds of what's left, to pay

for my idea, don't I?” I says.

“Yes” whispers the Professor.

“All right” I says. “Now we'll go

count it. The girl's got it, over to the

hotel. Come on.”

But she wasn’t there. No, sir. She'd

gone. She'd left the night before, goin’

east, the hotel man said, right after I’d

been to see her. She’d told him she was

leavin’ unexpected, and he was to tell us

good-by for her, when we come around.

Yes, she'd took all the things out of her

room. No use goin' up to look, because

he'd helped her over to the depot with 'em

himself. No, she hadn’t left him a blessed

thing to give to either one of us, except

he was to be sure to tell us good-by for

her.

Well, I guess it must have been ten

o'clock in the mornin’ that me and the

Professor was settin’ together on the edge

of the sidewalk, for company, up the

street a ways, tryin’ to get reconciled to

it.

“Billy” says the Professor, “have you

got the price of a drink on you? I sure

need one, and I’m broke flat.”

I didn’t have to feel in my pockets to

find out. “No, I ain’t” I says. “She's

got all there is left.”

“Oh, well!” he says, givin' a sad motion

with his hand; and then we both kept still

a while.

“Any way” I says, “mebbe it'll be doin'

her some good, now she's quit this way of

livin’ and gone home to her mother.”

The Professor squinted around at me,

with his little eyes all dulled over.

“Mother?” he says. “Whose mother?”
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“Why, her mother” I says. “Her own

mother, back in Illinois. She told me

about it.”

He was so weary with it, he didn't seem

able even to sneer at me. “Did she?”

he says, real listless. “You fool, she

don’t belong in Illinois. She hasn’t got

any mother that I ever heard of, in Illi

nois or anywheres else. She's been string

in you. She's right cute at that. That's

what made her so valuable to me. That's

why I picked her up, down in Fort Worth,

where she was runnin' a dance hall. Per

fectly smooth, she was. Why, Billy, it

was her that put up the scheme with me

for doin' you out of your money. She's

been awful valuable to me. I certainly

hate losin’ her.”

Right then was when a man come along

the sidewalk and stopped beside us. A

big man, he was, in a corduroy ridin'

outfit, with the dust all over him.

“Does either one of you fellows happen

to want a job?” he says.

“I do” I says. “But please don’t tell

me it's herdin' sheep.”

“That's exactly what it is’ says he.

“Twenty-five dollars a month and your

board.”

“Not me!” I says. But when he'd

gone on a little ways, I called after him.

“Wait a minute!” I says. “Yes, I'll

take it.” -

So that's what makes me say what I

do about rainbows. They're deceitful.

You can’t depend on 'em a mite.

to paper.

Next month, in SUNSET MAGAZINE, William R. Lighton, the creator of Billy Fortune,

begins a story to which he has given years of thought and preparation before putting pen

Its fundamental idea, as Mr. Lighton phrases it, is: “No land, no matter

what the manner or profit of its use, has come into its own until the home has taken

root in it—until the home-makers have put their sweat and blood into it, have buried

some of their dead in it, have established themselves upon it and become a part of it,

not as adventurers, but as home-makers.”

Mr. Lighton’s active literary life has yet produced—a vital vibrant narrative of the

struggle for possession of land, waged between stockmen and farmers, and complicated

still further by a love plot that makes a double battle-ground of a sturdy stockman's

life. Incidentally, running through the story like a gay thread, is the lovable personality

of Billy Fortune, a subordinate character but brightening the tale of love and war with

bits of his delicious philosophy and amiable interference in the love-affairs of others.

“THE MAN WHO WON” begins in December and will run through most of 1914.

It is a magnificent story—the best thing
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INTERESTING

WESTERNERS

The Road-Maker of British Columbia

HERE is a man in the government

of the Canadian province of British

Columbia whom all western motor

ists love. His name is Thomas Taylor

Honorable Thomas Taylor, to be official;

but to the old-timers he is “Tom” Taylor

and to the highway enthusiasts he is known

from San Diego to Rupert as “Good Roads”

Taylor. Mr. Taylor comes by this sobriquet

quite naturally. As a champion of good

roads he has few equals and no superiors,

and the work he has done in his department

will stand for all time in Western Canada

as a monument to his memory.

British Columbia has a right to be proud

of its roads. Road-building in country

such as makes up the greater part of the

Pacific Canadian province is an enormously

difficult task. Immense obstacles have to

be overcome and the road-makers find

knotty problems demanding solution at

almost every step. Yet, since 1903 the total

mileage of roads and trails in British Colum

bia has been increased from Io,956 to 18,355,

an addition of 7375, almost all good roads.

Since 1908 “Good Roads” Taylor has

been the deus ex machina and the progress

has been steady. In that year the Public

Works Department was separated from the

Department of Lands and Mr. Taylor was

placed in charge. He immediately an

nounced a plan of reorganization and this

has been extended from year to year until,

this season, the department will consist

of a most complete and competent staff

with the Minister, Deputy Minister, Public

Works Engineer, an Engineering Branch,

and Accounting Branch, thirty-two Road

Superintendents and four Bridge Superin

tendents. The Engineering Branch com

prises six Resident Engineers established at

different centers in the province to super

vise the work of the superintendents, par

ticularly as regards the proper location of

roads and bridges.

Mr. Taylor and his assistants recognize

fully that the old methods of road-building

have become obsolete. Standard up-to

date types of road bed are being insisted

upon and due regard is being paid to the

all-important matter of location. There is

now a comprehensive scheme for trunk

roads embracing the entire province, and an

organization has been perfected by which

every district is closely identified with the

remainder. One result of adapting modern

methods in regard to road types and loca

tion has been the reduction of the cost of

transportation Ioo per cent or more.

The introduction of up-to-date road-mak

ing machinery has not only insured a better

quality of work but has materially cut down

the cost of the work.

Standard types of bridges have been

adopted and, with all permanent struc

tures, concrete and steel are used except

where the traffic does not at present justify

this expenditure. In such cases concrete

piers are built with a view to replacing the

wooden superstructures later.

The trunk road programme already

referred to embraces British Columbia's

portion of the Inter-Provincial Highway.

The greater portion of this has already been

surveyed, a large part of it has been built

and provision has been made in this year's

estimates for a substantial sum towards

further construction.

Apart from this a large sum has been

spent upon that portion of the International

Highway lying within the borders of British

Columbia and under Mr. Taylor's direction
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Thomas Taylor, of the Canadian province of British Columbia, the energetic Minister of Public Works,

known from Rupert to San Diego as "Good Roads Taylor"

British Columbia may confidently be ex

pected to keep up her end of the load in

this great work.

Another scenic highway of vast interest

to which the Government has paid consid

erable attention with excellent results is the

Calgary-Banff road. By arrangement with

the Dominion Government, the latter

bears the cost of construction on this high

way as far as Castle mountain, with a steel

bridge over the Bow river in Alberta. From

that point the British Columbia Govern

ment shares the expenditure jointly with

the Canadian Pacific railroad, constructing

seventy miles through the heart of the

Rocky mountains to Windermere. There
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a junction is made with the existing Golden

Cranbrook road. By way of Cranbrook a

return can be made into Alberta or, with the

completion of the Inter-Provincial Highway,

direct access may be gained to the coast.

The establishment of Mt. Robson park,

a scenic area of great magnificence, and the

building and linking up of roads to make it

accessible is another work of great impor

tance engaging the attention of “Good

Roads” Taylor and his men.

Coming to Vancouver island, a section

of British Columbia by itself, containing

close to Io,000 acres of land, on the southern

end of which Victoria, the capital of the

province, is located, one meets with another

great piece of work in which Mr. Taylor

and his department have several fingers.

The development of Strathcona park, one

of the finest scenic parks in the world, with

its 8oo square miles of magnificent territory,

means, among many other things, the con

struction of proper highways within the park

area and the making of connections with

trunk roads at the north and south.

On Vancouver island Mr. Taylor has

established a system of roads and trails

that has been the means of aiding tremen

dously in the settling up of the more remote

districts as well as enhancing the prosperity

of the older settled portions of the island.

The roads in the northern part ofthe island,

the roads and trails along the West Coast,

the latter including a trail which will pres

ently connect any part of that coast with

civilization; the projected road to Strath

cona park, the world-famous Malahat

Drive and innumerable highways and by

ways, testify to the ability, forethought,

patience and energy of the man at the head

of the Department of Public Works.

In his coöperation with the various

public bodies both of Vancouver and of

Vancouver island, Mr. Taylor has always

shown himself to be a courteous, able and

painstaking official; in every respect the

right man in the right place. Deputations

or individuals approaching him in his

official capacity have found a man who is

always willing to meet half way any prop

osition tending towards the good of the

province. And, if there be one conspicuous

quality in “Good Roads” Taylor's char

acter it is that of the absolute sincerity of a

man who has his whole heart in his work.

It is, perhaps, too early to estimate the

influence which this work will have upon

future generations, but it is neither too late

nor too early to say that the administration

of the Department of Public Works by the

Hon. Thomas Taylor is one of the triumphs

of a more than usually able government,

which has developed in Sir Richard McBride

a man whose selection of capable cabinet

officers has been proved again and again.

Mr. Taylor was born forty-eight years

ago in London Township, Province of On

tario, Canada, his father having been a

native of Ireland and his mother of Ontario,

the latter a descendant of Colonel Talbot,

aide-de-camp to Lord Durham. Thomas,

the fifth in a family of six children, was

reared on a farm and attended the graded

and high schools until the time of his father's

demise. There followed a course in the

commercial college at London, Ont., and

then the young man entered the offices of

Taylor & Taylor, lawyers, where he re

mained for two years.

In 1885, then twenty years of age and

full of ambition and energy, Mr. Taylor

went to Winnipeg, which was then just

entering upon an era of importance as a

community. He was variously employed

there until 1888 when he went to British

Columbia in the service of the Canadian

Pacific railway. In 1889 he was removed

to Donald, B. C., in connection with the

mechanical and stores department of the

road and, for a year, later, he was in charge

of the company's store at North Bend.

Leaving the C. P. R. he became manager of

the branch store of C. B. Hume & Co. at

Revelstoke. Subsequently he took charge

for the same firm at Trout Lake City and

then became a partner in the firm and took

an active partin its management until 1903.

Mr. Taylor still retains a financial interest

in the concern which is an important and

extensive mercantile establishment with a

number of branches.

In politics, of course, Mr. Taylor is a

staunch Conservative. In 1900 he received

his party's nomination as a member of the

provincial parliament from Revelstoke dis

trict and was elected. He was reëlected in

1903, 1907, 1909 and in 1912. In 1908 he

was called into the government by Sir

Richard McBride, Premier, and, on the 21st

of December of that year he was sworn in as

minister of public works.

Sixsmall by-paths branch out from “Good

Roads” Taylor's happy home; all promising

to grow into good roads, too, in time.

C. L. ARMSTRONG.
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Dr. Luella Clay Carson, president of Mills College, California, the only woman's college on the Pacific

Coast. An educator of wide experience, and the author of a text-book used in

Wellesley College and the public schools of New York City

A Woman of Vision

“T EARNED but modest, brilliant but

unassuming, efficient but unselfish,

with respect for men and reverence for

God” is Dr. Luella Clay Carson's charac

terization of the ideal woman. To the fur

therance of this ideal she has given her life

work, first as dean of women in the Uni

versity of Oregon, and for the past four years

as president of Mills College in California.

This latter institution has the unique

distinction of being the only woman's college
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on the Pacific Coast. Founded by Dr.

and Mrs. Cyrus T. Mills, it has stood for the

highest ideals in the education of women.

With the death of Mrs. Susan Lincoln Mills

in December last the college passed from the .

direct influence of its founders. At such

a time in the history of an institution it is

natural to look both backward and forward

to view with gratulation and satisfaction

the history of the past and to cast a pro

phetic glance into the future. Mills College

has had an honorable record and its future

is assured under such able leadership as

that of its present president. -

Vision is one of the prime qualities of

leadership, and this quality Dr. Carson

possesses to a marked degree. It is inspir

ing to listen to her as she outlines her ideals

for “The Greater Mills College,” which the

large-minded and generous citizens of this

coast will undoubtedly make an actuality

by generous endowment. While it is pos

sible to have a university on a log, with the

student at one end and Mark Hopkins at the

other, the modern college in order to meet

modern conditions must be well equipped.

“As to the material equipment” says Dr.

Carson, “I am looking forward to the time

when the college shall be appropriately

housed in modern buildings uniform in

color and material, with enough diversity

in style to give variety. Though we have a

splendid location and a good-sized campus

of 150 acres, I am anxious that we should

acquire about thirteen acres on the south.

Upon this tract is a hill commanding a view

of the surrounding country. This is an

ideal location for a group of art buildings.

In addition to groups of buildings on the

campus I would have a row of splendid new

buildings on both sides of Seminary avenue.

“Intellectually and morally a woman'scol

lege in the West must be upon broad founda

tions, for it has unusual opportunities for

training women for the larger service required

of them in this great Western common

wealth. Unlike the colleges of an older civili

zation it is not bound by tradition and must

prepare for a larger social and political life

than was ever dreamed possible in the past.

“Woman in the home has ever been the

conserver of health, the promoter of com

fort, the divider of the loaf and the mis

sionary of beauty. She must perform these

offices for the state as the home. To pre

pare her for these enlarged duties, courses

of study should follow these four main lines.

“To conserve the Public Health a thor

ough knowledge of biology, bacteriology,

sanitation, chemistry and physical culture

are necessary. -

“To promote the public comfort and

welfare requires an acquaintance with

sociology, political economy and civics.

“To divide the loaf requires an accurate

acquaintance with foodstuffs and their

proper preparation, together with all the

variety of knowledge embraced in modern

domestic economy. The problem of the

high cost of living might be solved if

women had a more accurate knowledge of

the cost and quality of foodstuffs.

“The missionary of beauty must have a

broad grounding in painting, music, archi

tecture, sculpture and the drama.

“Along with the intellectual training

must go the developing and deepening of

the spiritual nature which is the highest

function of a woman’s college. And thus

‘Greater Mills College will interpret to a

new generation its motto “Pro Christo et

Mundo.’ - 's . . . .

“Why not get this training at the great

universities? you ask. University courses

are prepared in the main by men, for men,

and from the mass of information a woman .

must select what she needs. . In a woman's

college the courses are prepared especially

for women. The selection has been made

with the needs of women in view, and thus

the time and energy of the student is saved.”

This far-sighted president of Mills Col

lege was born in Portland, Oregon. Her

parents were prominent pioneers of that

state. Her early education was obtained in

the schools of her native city. For two

years she was a pupil at Mills, but ill

health compelled her to give up her work

there. It is interesting to note that she

was at Benicia during the Seminary's last

year at that place. The enthusiastic young

girl listened eagerly to Dr. Mills' account

of the new buildings which are the old

buildings of the present, and to his plans for

the enlarged usefulness of the school, little

dreaming that some day she would be

guiding the destinies of Mills College with a

vision for its future which its founder never

pictured in his most prophetic moments.

Dr. Carson’s experience in teaching has

been wide. She began her career as pre

ceptress in the Pacific University at Forest

Grove, Oregon. Then she served as vice

principal of the Canch School of Portland,
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from which position she was called to be

dean of women at the University of Oregon.

Always an intimate friend of Mrs. Mills,

the latter chose her in 1909 to be her suc

cessor as president. -

Dr. Carson has traveled widely in this

country and Europe. Recently she visited

all the women's colleges of the Eastern

States. She is also a writer. Her best

known work is a “Handbook of English

Composition” which has been adopted by

Wellesley College, and by the public

schools of New York City.

LELA ANGIER LENFEST.

*

A Plant-Master and His Power

HE story of how Luther Burbank, by

pollenation and selection, has created

species of plants is not a new one; but very

few even of his intimate friends know what

a delicately sensitive human organism his

intense study of plant-life has made of

him, or how close in touch he is, as a result

of his study, with life principles. To under

stand these things, a glance at his general

method in the nursery is necessary. Hav

ing cross-fertilized, for example, the wild

Siberian blackberry with the California

wild blackberry, he collects and saves the

myriads of tiny seeds, plants them and

grows thousands of seedlings, puts them in

the nursery, and selection and rejection

S. -

When he is thus at work his rapidity is

marvelous. With quick glances at indi

vidual vines he moves down the long rows

saying “Kill, keep; kill, keep,” while three

or four trained employees follow him, mark

ing the plants to be saved. When he finds

a specimen of striking and unusual promise,

one almost or quite ready to be sent to the

world, his well-known mark, a sort of a

double cross, is made with his own hand.

The rejected plants are immediately de

stroyed, for no plant of poor quality is

allowed to remain and blossom, as its pollen

might be carried by the industrious insect

to the promising fruit and thus vitiate the

good bloom. It is in this work of selection

that one of the mysteries of Mr. Burbank's

genius is to be seen; for his is the instinct

that knows by the “look” or perhaps “feel”

of the plant whether it promises good or

bad. Curious experts have proved that

the instinctive judgment of the plant

grower seldom errs. These have taken the

trees discarded by the plant-creator, grown

them by the side of the good trees and satis

fied themselves that the experimenter

knows what he is about.

There is no doubt that Burbank’s ex

treme sensitiveness as regards touch, sight

and hearing, explains in a large degree his

power to so unerringly select the plant best

suited to survive as a producer for human

welfare. But it is not the full explanation.

Burbank not long ago in a conversation

with the writer called attention to the well

known fact that some people attract each

other, others repel. Domestic animals

often have instinctive likings for some

people, for others instinctive dislikes.

Plants flourish under the care of some who

try to garden. Other people, try as they

may, are unable to make a plant flourish.

The important point is that plants feel just

as animals do, but in less degree, the kindly

care or love bestowed upon them by their

cultivators. Burbank’s explanation of this

strange instinctive power is interesting:

“There is,” he says, “a magnetism, a life

principle, not yet well understood, which

plays under sympathetic conditions be

tween human and human, between human

and animal, between human and plant.

The common carrier of this magnetism

may be electricity—electricity, I repeat,

being merely the carrier.”

It is this hypothetical magnetism trans

ported on electricity that enables the Plant

Master, aided by his highly developed sen

sitiveness, to judge of the fitness of a plant

to survive. Yet on the other hand it is this

power, so refined as to make it appear the

gift of the gods, which causes the ordinary

visitor at the Santa Rosa gardens, or the

average reader of results obtained in creat

ing species, to shake heads and mutter

“Alchemist!” “wizard!” terms which Mr.

Burbank in no manner deserves to have

applied to him. He is human, the same as

others, only he is a human far ahead of the

time in developmentof sense-powerand soul.

Once understanding these qualities both

mental and physical, one is prepared to

accept many of the marvels of Burbank’s

work-life; for, frail in body as the Plant

Master appears, what he does, and his

output of work, is no less wonderful than

the wonders of his gardens. For example,

because of his close use of eyesight in ob

servation of plantsduring the day, it becomes
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EXCE:

Luther Burbank of California, the plant-grower whose patient and persistent discoveries have

benefited the entire civilized world

necessary to rest this, the first of the

senses. Yet it is a part of his busy day to

record his thoughts; for a busy printing

press is awaiting his copy. How is this to

be done? In the dead of the night he

awakes, his fertile thought begins. He

reaches for the paper and pencil already

handily placed; but no match is struck, no

electric button turned. In the darkness,

scratch, scratch, scratch goes the lead, and

on it goes until sometimes four thousand

words are recorded before the mind has
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run down. Sometimes the writing is little

more than a scrawl. Sometimes when

paper runs short he cross-writes a page.

But it is clearly enough done for the patient

typist, perhaps with slight help from the

composer, to unravel all for the clean type

written page.

His sense of color also goes far beyond

the usual. Like the blind he can tell color

from the “feel.” An ordinary bed of white

appears to him not as one unbroken color,

but perhaps a half-dozen shades from cream

to pure white. He has been known to

figure out a shade by conceiving it in his

mind, and with this as a desired color to

be realized in a new flower, to begin and

successfully prosecute the search for a new

plant rarity.

The flowers of the Santa Rosa garden

must be carefully guarded, for a visitor not

educated into the real value of a rare speci

men may thoughtlessly pluck and carry

away one of most worth. The fence around

the garden is low so that the casual visitor

may from the outside look into the modern

Eden. Once the gate was left open and a

little girl, peering through, could not resist

the temptation to take a lily growing near.

Now this lily had gone to seed, all but the

top flowers. The flower was plucked and the

childish hand rasped from the flower stem

the small ripened seeds and they fell in the

sand and gravel. In dismay. Mr. Burbank

missed the specimen—the culmination of

the work of years gone! With tears trailing

his cheeks he went in the house to his

sister, and the two went back to where the

lily had been taken. Mrs. Beeson suggested

that probably the ripe pods, unattractive

to the child who wanted only the flowers,

might have been scattered near by. Surely

enough one was found; then Mr. Burbank

got down on his hands and knees in the

sand and patiently hour after hour hunted

till nearly all the very minute seeds were

recovered.

It is very natural for the Plant-Master

to be deeply interested in human character,

as his little book, “The Training of the

Human Plant,” attests. In judging the

worth of the human it is probably the

introactive magnetism that gives him the

discernment. This is noted in his attitude

to visitors at the gardens. He is fully

cognizant that the very seconds of his own

life must be conserved for his great work,

yet he is strangely alive to the rational

sympathy of a serious visitor. The mere

curious caller receives short shrift, while the

man who brings a real thought or a good

criticism, who comes with a message, is

immediately recognized and is sure of a

hearing. Quoting from Goethe, “A friendly

thought is the purest gift mankind can

afford to man,” he once reflected this idea

in an autograph. This explains why he

often takes a holiday for recreation and

interchange of ideas. “There is all the

difference between men that there is be

tween wheel-barrows and watches” he said

again in the interview referred to. The

many-jeweled watch finds an open door at

Burbank's. He is, therefore, as far as his

time allows, as careful a student of striking

human character as he is of the wonders of

his fields and greenhouses. It was a most

intense disappointment to him that John

Muir and Thomas Edison passed him by,

giving as their reason for doing so the very

courteous “We do not wish to disturb the

work.”

Mr. Burbank is no doubt far in advance

of his time on many points of science. “All

communication is by means of vibration”

he says. “Sound is borne on vibrations of

air, heat by water, light flies on the wings

of ether. Shall we not say that mind is

borne on wings of electricity? And is not

the so-called mental telepathy” (in which

Mr. Burbank believes on the basis of his

own experience) “the faint-shadowing forth

of what may later be a clear truth to us,

that mind may talk to mind over the

gulfs of space?” This is not the exact

wording Mr. Burbank gave to his ideas

spoken during the hour we talked together,

but the substance stated. This thought is

an indication of the intensity with which

he is peering into the mysteries of life.

HENRY MEADE BLAND.
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A Coöperative Melon-Cutting

N 1908 the Imperial valley, stretching

I its tawny length along the border be

tween California and Mexico, was can

taloupe-mad. During the three preceding

years the pioneer growers of muskmelons

had cleared two hundred and three hun

dred dollars an acre, marketing their out

put in June when no other melons appeared

on the Eastern markets. Cantaloupes

promised ready cash in large quantities,

a commodity the valley needed sadly. So

everybody planted muskmelons and laid

in a supply of blank checks.

Eighteen hundred carloads went out.

The valley, holding its breath, braced itself

against the shock of the money avalanche

that would presently sweep across the

Colorado. But the avalanche of cash did

not come. Bills came instead. When

freight and selling charges had been de

ducted, less than nothing remained of the

selling price. Of course the railroads, being

handy, were blamed for a large share of the

calamity. -

For three successive seasons history

repeated itself. Though ever increasing

quantities of cantaloupes were poured into

the void of the Eastern markets, no profits

came back. Few growers were lucky

enough to cover the cost of production.

In 1912 the growers were exceedingly

tired of work that did not even bring them

glory. A record-breaking crop was on the

vines that year. Should distribution be

handled in the usual chaotic manner, the

fiasco would be worse than ever. The

growers went after the dozen big commis

sion houses that marketed the crop. Hith

erto these firms had worked in the dark,

each one anxious to conceal its operations

from all others, eager to take trade away from

the other fellow by underbidding, all simul

taneously shipping to the same markets,

glutting them with fruit and forcing the

wholesale price to zero while other markets,

neglected, remained bare.

The growers forced the shippers to get

together, to organize a clearing-house, to

divide the country into districts, to assign

exclusive territory to the various firms and

to regulate shipments into each district

according to market conditions.

In 1911 the growers shipped 28oo car

loads and lost money. In 1912 they shipped

31oo carloads under the new plan and made

a fair profit, receiving on the average a

dollar a crate net for cantaloupes costing

sixty-five cents to produce, pick, haul and

pack.

This year the crop reached the enormous

total of 3600 carloads, twice the size of the

disastrous 1908 crop, yet the net proceeds

per crate averaged a dollar and twenty

cents. Profits of eighty dollars an acre were

the rule rather than the exception.

If an automobile manufacturer with an

output of a hundred thousand motor-cars

a year employed a dozen agents to sell the

machines for what they would bring, if

these agents simultaneously rushed the

cars into half a dozen of the largest cities,

the manufacturer would be ruined in a

year. Growers of perishable fruit, vege

tables, grapes and melons, forced to dis

pose of their output in a few weeks, have

followed this sales' plan for years, are still

following it. Only by a miracle, by the

magic power of sustaining life inherent

in the soil, have so many of them survived

successive seasons of disaster. . . .

The example of the melon growers proves

that the country's markets are wide, large

and hungry enough to absorb at fair prices

all that is produced, provided the products

are distributed methodically. The apple

growers of the Northwest, after two seasons

of unsatisfactory returns, have realized
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This year the cantaloupe crop in the Imperial valley, California, reached the enormous total of 3600 carloads.

nder the new cooperative method of distribution the net proceeds per crate averaged a dollar and

twenty cents instead of a loss, as during the three preceding seasons of unorganized marketing

this fact. This year the North Pacific

Fruit Distributors, a coöperative sales’

agency, is handling the output of seventy

eight producers' associations scattered over

six states. Practically all the fruit growers

in a territory covering one-fifth the area of

the continental United States have joined

hands to solve the marketing problem.

Never before have so many elements scat

tered over as large, as diversified an area

been brought together in one compact

organization. One successful season should

knit this coöperative organization together

so firmly that the growers will never return

to a selling system formulated in the dark

ages of agriculture.

Taxing Honesty to Promote Fraud

N the manufacture of port, sherry, tokay,

Malaga and other brands of sweet wine

a portion of the grape juice is distilled into

brandy and added to the fermented fluid.

This indispensable process, by which no for

eign substance is mixed with the blood of the

grape, is practiced the world over wherever

sweet wines are made—except in Ohio.

For many years a tax of three cents a

gallon has been levied upon wines, includ

ing the sweet varieties. Under this tax

a large wine industry sprang up in Cali

fornia, many millions were invested in vine

yards and plants. And the output of these

plants was pure.

A few months ago Senator Atlee Pomer

ene—of Ohio-presented to the Senate

Finance Committee a measure designed to

raise the tax on grape brandy used in the

fortification of sweet wines from three cents

to a dollar ten cents a gallon. No temper

ance society had asked for this increase;

it had not been recommended by any de

partment of the Government; the populace.

did not clamor for it; winemakers and vine

yardists were not asked concerning its

effect upon their business; no public hear

ings were held before the committee fa

vorably reported on it. Like Pallas Athene,

the thirty-fold increase in the tax sprang

full grown out of the Jovian head of the

Senator—from Ohio.

Of course the California grape growers

hastily sent a delegation to protest against

this arbitrary exorbitant increase. In

Washington the Californians met a dele

gation come to insist upon the increase in

the tax. This delegation also consisted of
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The height of the season in a Californian vineyard, and the height of perfection in grapes

winemakers—from Ohio. Unable to grow

the European grapes from which the only

real sweet wine can be made, Ohio uses

native grapes and sweetens them with beet

sugar, but the product has never been able

to compete with the real article.

The proposed tax would double the cost

of the pure Californian sweet wines; Ohio's

imitation sweet wines, not being subject

to the tax, would enjoy a wider market.

Do these facts throw light on the par

ties who sired the proposition that sprang,

full grown, from the cranium of the Ohio

Senator?

-

The Californians countered. They pro

posed that a tax of twenty-five cents a

gallon be placed upon spurious sweet wines,

upon sugar-water tinctured with grape

juice and masquerading as wine; such a

tax, they maintained, would protect the

consumer by driving the doctored, adul

terated article out of the market.

Instantly there arose a great howl, a wild

wail against the proposed tax on adulter

ated impure wine, upon an artificially made

beverage sailing under false colors. The

same parties who proposed to have the hon

est pure product of California's vineyards

We'l-kept vineyards delight the observer in California and rival those of France in luxuriant beauty
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Publishers' Announcement!

Sunset Becomes a Twenty-five-cent Magazine

EF'NG with the December number, SUNSET, the Pacific

Monthly, enters upon another stage of its advancement.

For many months the publishers of the Magazine have been experi

menting, with their own money, to produce a magazine of two-fold quality

—beautiful and efficient—and to learn the cost of doing so. Additional

illustrations in color—the most expensively produced of any similar pages

in the country—and employment of some of the leading writers of

description and fiction in America, these have been the materials of this

experiment.

SUNSET, as it is today, is the result. The change of price to twenty

five cents means that experimental excellence now becomes permanent

and the way is paved to go on to make a bigger and better magazine.

Under the stimulus of added resources, a big investment is being

made to bring SUNSET to the point of excellence demanded of its new

position. The pages of this announcement show definitely the extent

to which the Magazine realizes its obligation.

The Personality of a Magazine

To be a regular and welcome visitor to the reading-tables of intelligent men

and women, a magazine must have an individuality, a definite personality.

Sporadic hit-or-miss efforts to stir by the shock of sensation, to catch the pass

ing interest in a fad of the day or merely to fill the empty leisure of an hour—

none of these things can establish a magazine as a constant factor in the life

of a home. Not all magazines aim to be this; most of them hope for it; some of

them achieve it.

SUNSET, the Pacific Monthly, claims to have become such a factor in the

life of one hundred and fifty thousand homes, in many parts of the world,

because of a definite and consistent personality. It has been possible to create

and maintain this individuality because the magazine is published with a

definite purpose, separated from that of immediate profit, and because, in the

fulfilment of that purpose, SUNSET has consistently reflected the personality

of the remarkable territory it serves.

The Pacific Coast of North America has a personality as individual and as

easily recognized as that of the friend whose appearance attracts and whose

activities interest us. It is a region of varied and in many respects transcendent

beauty; it is a country thrilling with the pulse of new development, aflame with

the ideal of turning waste places into homes, elated by consciousness that

there is no better place anywhere for the larger life of earnest men and women.

The mere reflection of this personality has been enough to make a magazine

and to give it an important place among the publications of America.

The personality of a friend develops, grows richer, finer, more admirable

as the years ripen it. The Pacific Coast obeys a similar law. Its magazine

must keep pace or be an imperfect reflection. SUNET for 1914 is the answer

to this demand.
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First, as to Beauty

More people today are cognizant of the attractions of Nature than were

aware of them yesterday and more will learn the lesson next year. Why?

Because the automobile is showing us our own surroundings as we have had

no way of knowing them before.

From Border to Border through the Wonderful West

To properly show forth in this modern manner the thousand wonders

of our west coast, SUNSET has purchased a six-cylinder touring car, induced

E. Alexander Powell, F. R. G. S., to postpone for a little his impending trip into

“Innermost Asia” and has bade him godspeed from the Mexican border to the

mountain wall along the Alaskan line beyond Hazelton, in British Columbia.

It will take Mr. Powell a year to set down, each month, the “Log of the SUNSET

Car” and this picture of the magnificent Farthest West, painted in the rainbow

colors of its endless variety, by a man who has seen the wonder and the glory

of “all the world beside” will be the most thorough work of its kind that has

yet been done.

The International Expositions

There is always reason enough to come to see the wonders of the Pacific

Coast, but in 1915 there will be an exciting cause which will turn westward

the steps of countless thousands who might not otherwise be brought to the

point of taking the trip. To celebrate the completion of the Panama Canal by

the United States, our Government will hold in 1915 an international exposi

tion at San Francisco, the site having been chosen in token of the importance

of the Isthmian waterway to the Pacific Coast. This exposition will open in

February, 1915, and its slogan is: “the exposition that will be ready.” Thus

1914 must see its mighty preparations practically completed and SUNSET is

now in a position to keep step, upon the very site itself, with the building of

the World's Fair and to set forth, each month, the progress upon buildings and

grounds and in the gathering of the materials for the vast exhibition of the

world's best in things and ideas. The Exposition site is now a hive of fas

cinating industry, the cream of which will be shown in these pages, where the

progress of the correlated Exposition at San Diego will also be followed.

Hearthstones De Luxe

One of the elements in the “double personality” of the West is found in the

existence, in a new land where homes are being carved from the wilderness, of

magnificent residences, housing the beauty and the culture of the centers of

civilization. Some of these wonderful homes will be shown in SUNSET through

out 1914 in attractive pictures and with first-hand comment by Porter Garnett,

litterateur and art critic, who has had access to the libraries and art-galleries

and wonder-gardens of these homes deluxe.

And Now as to Development

During the fifteen years of its life, SUNSET has led in telling the story of the

happenings in the great West. In this undertaking it has become a recognized

authority. Its pages will continue to present the truth of this new and desirable

land, to tell the miracle-tale of reclamation and settlement and to show forth

the work and the achievements of the builders of this empire-in-the-making.

But, in addition to this task which it has already performed worthily, the

Magazine is to add next year a special concrete service to the constantly

increasing number of men and women to whom these articles appeal.

“Does apple-growing really pay?” “Is the underground water supply

of Arizona and New Mexico reliable?” “Where is the best place for
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dairying and hog raising in the Pacific Northwest?” “I have five children and

$900? Would you advise me to come to California with these assets to raise

chickens and truck?” “I’m a singer and have saved $2000. I love country

life. Can you tell me whether I could make a living and develop an orange

grove with my capital and voice?” “Where is there an opening for a

carpenter with a little capital?” “How are the motor roads on Vancouver

Island?”

Sunset Service Bureau -

These are some of the questions addressed to SUNSET. Letters of inquiry

concerning a thousand subjects and Western localities are steadily growing in

number. With the increasing interest in the West and its affairs, engendered

by the opening of the Panama Canal, the stream of inquiries addressed to SUN

SET will become a torrent. This vast amount of correspondence will be handled

through a Service Bureau, conducted by Walter V. Woehlke, whose reputation

as a writer upon western development is nation-wide. Mr. Woehlke will

make the Bureau a recognized clearinghouse for accurate, authentic infor

mation concerning the West. In coöperation with Western agricultural colleges,

civic organizations and similar factors he will supply disinterested information

"and advice as detailed, as accurate, as truthful as it is possible under the

limitations of the human equation.

Why “The Pacific Monthly?” -

There is to be more than ever reason for that descriptive title of SUNSET.

The people of the Pacific Coast front the Pacific ocean and the countries whose

shores it washes as consciously and as significantly as the people of the Atlantic

Coast look across the Atlantic ocean to the countries of Europe. The Pacific

ocean is the ocean of action for the twentieth century. Throughout the year

SUNSET will reflect the action upon this vast stage, the theatre of at once the

oldest and the newest of the world's civilization.

Sunset's War Correspondent

The story of the impending contest between the east coast of Asia and the

west coast of America for the dominance of the Pacific will be told in SUNSET

by Arthur Street, whom this magazine is sending as special war correspondent,

so to speak, an editorial commissioner who is to make a tour of the entire

ocean and to continue on a journey round the world to make a personal analysis

of the great changes which must inevitably follow the opening of the Panama

Canal. At all points our commissioner will be brought into direct personal

touch with the strong men and influences at work in moulding the new develop

ments and his reports will include living touches of these men and influences.

It would be hard to find a more highly qualified commissioner to undertake

the enormous task of reporting upon the mighty drama which the world is

about to witness than the man who has sailed out upon the Pacific in the inter

est of SUNSET's readers. Arthur Street, for nearly twenty years, has been

known to the newspaper and magazine press of America as a special student

of large movements of this sort. He has held commanding positions on the

standard periodicals of both coasts and his collective index and digest of the

newspapers of the United States, conducted by him for fifteen years, has given

him an unusual familiarity with public affairs, both domestic and international.

The Pacific Coast of America stands at the edge of a vast and epic panorama

of future human action in which the interests of the entire world must be,

from now on, indissolubly engrossed. The reflection of that world drama in

the pages of SUNSET is irresistibly a part of the magazine's duty to the potential

region it represents.
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Thereby Hangs a Tale!

SUNSET does not pretend or intend to be all description or analysis. It

knows that the very people most interested in its reflection of the Twentieth

Century Land and Sea are just as fond of a good story as those who take no

heed of social or economic movements. And SUNSET will keep faith with these

people at every point.

*The Man Who Won”

William R. Lighton, the creator of Billy Fortune, has written a noble story

of Wyoming, the story of the battle for the possession of land between the

forces of stock-grazing and home-making. Incidentally a beautiful and

appealing love story is involved. And Billy Fortune, though a subordinate

character in this big story, is up to his old tricks all through it, and his quaint

philosophy and humorous personality make many a bright spot in this narra

tive of love and war. Arthur Cahill has gone to Wyoming with the author and

his illustrations, made, in some cases, from the originals, will add much to the

pleasure of this story which will run through most of the year.

A Detective Story as an Extra Serial

In absolute contrast to “The Man Who Won” is “The Allison Pearls,” by

Edward H. Hurlbut, author of the popular Lanagan stories of the San Fran

cisco underworld. This new Lanagan story, which is a deepening mystery

until the final chapter, deals with a baffling robbery in San Francisco high life.

Short Stories

During the last few years, during which SUNSET has gained a national

reputation as an authority upon Western beauty and development, the maga

zine has also steadily gained in reputation for the excellence of its fiction.

Some of the best writers now appearing before the reading public are contrib

utors to SUNSET. Among these SUNSET for 1914 will number Peter B. Kyne,

Eugene Manlove Rhodes, John Fleming Wilson, Charles G. D. Roberts, Hugh

Johnson, John Kenneth Turner, George Pattullo, Hamlin Garland, Grant

Carpenter, William Hamilton Osborne and Herman Whitaker.

A Great Miscellany -

In addition to the special features enumerated here, there will be a wealth

of miscellaneous material, chief among which may be mentioned a series on

that vital topic “Immigration” by Robert Newton Lynch, of the California

Immigration Commission, a series giving the romantic story of “the golden

goddess,” being the history of Pacific Coast gold mining, from placer to stock

exchange, by Arthur Dunn, and the autobiography of one of the most influen

tial pioneers of the Oregon country.

Sunset's Pictures

The appearance of the magazine will be improved, which is saying no

small thing, for the color illustrations of SUNSET have made it widely known

in this regard. These color pictures will be maintained and will be given

greater interest by being made, so far as is practicable, from successful examples

of color-photography. In illustration and in dress, generally, the magazine

will continue to advance.
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“I Suppose We’ve Got

to Practice”

64

Yes, said Edith, “we promised

we'd practice while visiting Uncle Jack just

as we do at home, but don't you hate it?”

“One, two, three, four, five—one, two,

three, four, five-la, la, la, la, la—la, la,

la, la, la, went Harry's fingers on the key

board. “Oh, if only we could play some

music instead of this stupid exercise!”

“You can, if you want to!" said Uncle

Jack's voice from the next room. “Practice

faithfully for a half hour, each of you, and

I promise each of you can play some real

music!”

Neither Harry nor Edith knew what

Uncle Jack meant. But they knew he

didn't make strange promises without be

ing able to “make good,” as Harry said.

So each practiced a half hour, faithfully

and then

:k * *k * *

“Did you practice faithfully?” Mother

asked, when Uncle Jack brought the

children home from their visit.

“Indeed we did!" said Harry and Edith

together. “Oh, it was just fun for—”

“Uncle Jack has the dandiest piano—we

played all sorts of things and-”

“Mother, isn't a sonata a wonderful

thing—the way it's put together, I mean,

and—” -

“Mother, I thought you said that dance

music wasn't usually good music? Uncle

Jack says—”

“Mother, did you know there was a kind
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of music that has the same base all

through—and yet it's pretty? Uncle Jack

has three—"

“Children, children!” Mother clapped her

hands to her ears. “What are you talking

about? Tell me now, slowly, -

and one at a time.” -

“Oh, Mother, it's been won

derful,” began Edith. “Uncle

Jack has a piano that plays

with rolls of paper and with

your feet and—”

“Oh, dear!” interrupted Mother,

in her turn. “Those dreadful things!

I'm surprised at Uncle Jack. I hope

he didn't let you use it—and you

studying real music so hard!”

“But, Mother dear, you don't under

stand! Uncle Jack's is quite different from

that one across the street. He says there

is only one piano player that really plays

music. It's a Pianola. And—"

“Uncle Jack says we haven't been study

ing music at all!" burst in Harry. “Why,

neither of us know any music except waltzes

and marches—I hardly ever heard any

music until I heard that Pianola—and I

played it myself!"

“Yes, Mother, he did say we weren't

studying music—just studying the piano.

He said it wasn't any wonder we hated

practice so, when we never heard any music.

And—”

“And, Mother, there is dance music that

is beautiful!" Harry was enthusiastic.

“There is a piece called Anitra's Dance,

from—from—something, that is just as

pretty as it can be, and Uncle Jack says it

is the best kind of music!”

“And he played us a piece that wasn't

exactly pretty, but so interesting, about

the skeleton coming out and dancing, and

the midnight fiddler—what was it, Harry?"

“Oh, I know—Dance Macabre—Saint

Saens wrote it. And Uncle Jack showed us

how a Symphony is put together, and a

Sonata—they are almost alike, only one is

for an orchestra, and one for a piano—”

“Well, I can see how much you prac

ticed!” said Mother, distressed.

“Oh, but we did!” chorused Harry and

Edith. “Uncle Jack said we could have

two pieces for each fifteen minutes we

practiced—and there wasn't a day we

didn't practice two hours!”

“Mother, get us one, won't you? I want

to study music, as well as the piano. We

can't play, yet, but we love music and—”

“And you can't keep on loving it and

learning about it without hearing it!” said

Uncle Jack, unexpectedly again, from the

doorway. “That's right, Mother. They
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learned more music in a week with my

Pianola than in two years of five-finger

exercises, as necessary as they are. If you

don't believe it—listen!"

Uncle Jack sat down at the piano and,

playing a few bars, asked, “What is that?"

“Chopin's Military Polonaise,” was the

immediate answer.

“And this?”

“Grieg's Berceuse—that's the one with

the same base," cried Harry, eagerly.

“And this?” A beautiful soft strain

sounded through the room.

“Oh, Schubert's Unfinished Symphony

—play it all, Uncle Jack, do!” Edith

clasped her hands, her eyes shining.

“I can't, unfortunately—but the Pianola

can—and does!”

Mother, a real music lover, was silenced.

Again a few bars.

It was a new thought—that her children

had been studying only the instrument,

not the music it could but did not make

under their unskilled fingers. And it was

a Pianola—the “machine” she had despised

—which had aroused her children's in

terest in the music she loved. After all,

how could they love music, hearing only

their own unskilled practice? And Uncle

Jack was a good musician—and he evident

ly approved it—

Harry and Edith now have a Pianola

Piano of their own. They play on it

only after honest practice —and then

only good music. Edith plays Anitra's

Dance with her fingers, now, and Harry is

learning the difficult Troll Dance from the

same music. They cannot equal the

Pianola as yet.

“But I'll play it as well as the Piano'a
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does, or bustl” says Harry, attacking

his practice daily, with interest and vim

because he now studies music and not the

instrument alone!

If you, too, dislike practice and wonder

where the beauty of the music you never

hear may lie, ask your mother if she doesn't

think a means of studying music, as well

as the instrument, might not be the spur

to your ambition she hopes for.

As a means towards a liberal and com

prehensive musical education, the Pianola

The Stroud

Pianola Piano

Price $550

There are but six genuine Pianola Pianos.

Piano far surpasses any agent hitherto

known.

This is recognized by such distinguished

music teachers as Leschetizky, Marchesi,

Reinecke, Van Der Stucken, Sir A. C.

MacKenzie, Dr. Hans Richter, Walter R.

Spaulding, George Coleman Gow and many

others, and has been followed by its

adoption for educational uses in such

leading universities, colleges and schools as:

Harvard, Columbia, Vassar, Tufts, New

York Teachers' College, Amherst, Radcliffe

and over 150 others.

-

These are the Steinway, Steck, Wheelock, Stuyve

sant, Stroud and famous Weber. The Aeolian Company has spent many years and hundreds of

thousands of dollars, developing these six instruments, so that they would be not only the most

fascinating means of entertainment ever devised, but would have wonderful educational value,

as well. Many special courses for music study have been arranged, edited by the foremost

musical educators of the country. To make sure of securing these and the other exclusive

Pianola advantages, we advise you to write to us direct for free descriptive Booklet “S,” and

the address of the music store which is the sole agent for the Pianola Piano, in your vicinity.

THE AEOLIAN COMPANY, Aeolian Hall

29-31-33 West 42nd St. New York
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The Victrola satisfies

your love of music

The love of music is born in every one of us, and

we naturally come to love the kind of music we hear

the most.

In this day of the Victrola it is easy for every one

to hear the world's best music—and not only to hear

it, but to understand and enjoy it, for this wonder

instrument gives to you a thorough -

appreciation of the masterworks of

music.

The Victrola opens to you a

new and ever-increasing vista of

musical delight, as elevating as it

is entertaining, and completely

satisfies your longing for musi

cal recreation.

There are Victors and Victrolas in

great variety of styles from $10 to $500.

Any Victor dealer in any city in the

world will gladly demonstrate

the Victrola to you and

play any music you wish

to hear.

Victor Talking Machine Co.

Camden, N.J., U.S. A.

Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal

ian Distributors

This Master's voice
-

Victor-Victrola

XIV, $150

Mahogany or oak

New Victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 28th of each month
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weighted down with the burden of an ex

cessive impost did the squealing. Ohio,

shouting for a higher tax on California's

unadulterated product, with shaking voice

and trembling finger begged the committee

not to levy a tax upon a liquid deriving

nothing but its name and color from the

vine.

Shall Congress adopt the scheme pro

posed by the Ohio Senator, tax an honest

product to death that a dishonest product

may enjoy a wider sale, tax-free?

Is Private Hold-up a Public Virtue?

HE Forest Service has rendered the

nation most valuable service. It has

preserved for future generations the bal

ance of the public timber, it is preventing

forest fires, saving brush and timber cover

on the West's priceless watersheds, it is

improving the public ranges, enlarging

their capacity, it is exterminating rodents

and jackrabbits, helping to increase the

game supply, is reforesting barren areas,

preaching sane, scientific lumbering meth

ods, is reducing the tremendous waste of

forest products by investigation and dem

onstration and it has established the prin

ciple of public control over water-power

sites and their development.

But the Forest Service is not infallible.

In its desire to make a record and please

its master, the public, it may go too far,

create friction by an overzealous adherence

to a hard-and-fast policy. Here is a case

in point:

The South Yuba water system in the

Sierra Nevada was started in 1856. Within

this system are some thirty small reser

voirs and five hundred miles of ditches and

canals, all having been in private owner

ship since the beginning. In 1905 the sys

tem—it had been operated at a loss since

hydraulic mining was prohibited—was sold

to the Pacific Gas & Electric Company.

This company determined to make the

system pay by spending fifteen million

dollars in the construction of large reser

voirs that would store the spring floods, in

building canals, power plants and irrigation

ditches to use the stored water after the

potential power had been extracted from

it. Every square foot of land needed for

the enlargement of the old system was

acquired from private owners except one

strip of twelve hundred feet crossing a

corner of an isolated section of government

land. This square mile of valueless moun

tainside was surrounded by private land,

it was far from the body of the public

domain comprised within the Sierra Na

tional Forest, three hundred feet below its

corner passed the old canal which was to

be enlarged ten times and carried at a

higher level. In order to accomplish this

improvement, a right-of-way twelve hun

dred feet long across the isolated tract of

public land was needed. This right-of-way

the Forest Service refused to grant unless

the corporation agreed to sell the entire

system at the expiration of a certain time

to any municipality designated by the

Service, at an appraised price to be fixed

by the Service. The contract also con

tained conditions giving the Service the

right to prescribe a system of accounting

and other privileges.

If the private owner of a twelve-hundred

foot strip tried to impose such conditions

upon a corporation in exchange for a right

of-way, the attempt would be styled a hold

up and no court would countenance it.

Had the system been new, had the com

pany received from the Forest Service the

power site, the water-rights, the land neces

sary for reservoirs and canals, the Forest

Service would have had the undeniable

right, the duty to safeguard the interest

of the public, owner of the land, by impos

ing the conditions most advantageous to

the people. But the system had been in

private hands, had been delivering water

and power to its patrons for half a century.

The right of eminent domain was con

ferred upon public-service companies to

protect them against gouging by private

ies. Does the act of gouging change

its ethics when it is performed by the public

instead of being done by private parties?

Still, the public might pat its overzeal

ous servants on the back if the gouging had

been successful. But it wasn’t. The com

pany did not absolutely have to have the

twelve-hundred-foot strip. By building

a large pipe line twenty-two hundred feet

long it could keep its water from public

property, convey it around the lower end

of the Forest section. Instead of flooding

some twenty-five acres of public land at the

extreme head of the enlarged reservoir, it

could and will build an eighty-five-foot dam

to keep the sacred soil, useless for any pur

pose, clean and dry.

In other words, the attempted hold-up

on the part of the public was not complete.

By spending a quarter of a million more than
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luxury. His table is supplied with the best the
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Why? Because no one can obtain choicer materials

than we use. No care can exceed that which we devote

to their preparation and blending. And no chef can
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if not satisfied.
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it intended, the company could avoid the

use of two small patches of public land.

This extra quarter million will, of course,

be added to the cost of the project. To the

extent of the interest charges on this

amount, to the extent of the maintenance

expenses of an unnecessary pipe line, of an

unnecessary dam, the cost of the output

to the consumer will be increased. Was it

good business on the part of the Forest

Service to increase the cost of an enter

prise which it can never hope to control?

The sensible thing to do would have been

the elimination of the isolated tracts from

the National Forests and their sale to the

company at an appraised value. Instead

of hampering the company, the Forest

Service should have aided it in the storage

of flood water that has hitherto gone to

WaSte.

Nor does the fact that the company, in

clearing the reservoir site, without a permit

cut the timber on a small patch of Forest

Service land, affect the merits of the right

of-way proposition.

The Club Woman and Real Work

WESTERN woman studied medicine,

became an M. D., built up a good

practice, married, had a child and con

tinued in her vocation. Of a sudden she

dropped medicine, abandoned her practice,

put the child out of the home and volun

tarily, as chairman of a woman's club com

mittee, proceeded to watch the acts of the

city administration with Argus eyes.

This woman had lost her sense of pro

portion. She had spent years in equipping

herself for a professional career, following

it honorably, successfully, until club life

engulfed her. Then she cast her profession

aside as a child discards a used toy and

assumed a position she was not by training

qualified to fill. She had been a profes

sional worker; she became an amateur.

The chance was hers to help demonstrate,

by quiet, efficient, continued medical serv

ice, that woman is the equal of man in all

lines of endeavor, that she is not lacking

in steady purpose and staying power.

Instead, she chose the limelight and the

center of the stage upon which the civic

amateur performs. She strengthened the

reproach of emotional dilettantism directed

against the woman’s movement; she fur

nished proof of the assertion that the lead

ers of the movement, unconsciously per

haps, are craving change, diversion and

excitement rather than lasting results,

that club life among women is not the means

it pretends to be but an end itself.

Until the woman who is relieved from the

necessity of domestic toil has shown that

she is willing to assume uncomplainingly

a share of the endless drudgery that is the

lot of millions of men, until the unmarried

worker ceases to consider matrimony the

natural dumping ground of all professional

obligations and ambitions, until the mani

fold activities of woman’s clubs cease to

fill the horizon of the members to the

zenith, until they shrink to their proper

proportions of time-fillers, until then a very

large proportion of skeptical men will con

tinue to hide supercilious smiles when the
ardent leaders of the feminist movement

are around.

Soothing the Western Banker's Nerves

FIRM manufacturing pipes and tanks

for irrigation plants owed the bank

twelve thousand dollar last summer. The

concern had more orders on its books than

its sixty employees could fill. Its financial

affairs were in good condition except that it

needed more capital to take care of the ex

panding business.

In July the bank called the loan, insisted

upon its reduction by two thousand dollars

a month. It would not accept notes signed

by substantial ranchers, paper maturing

after the harvest this fall. The bank in

sisted on cash. Though the concern was

swamped with unfilled orders, though busi

ness was normal, the concern had to dis

charge twenty men in order to pay the

bank.

Nor was this the only instance in which

the credit of sound financial institutions

was arbitrarily curtailed by panicky bank

ers whose unreasoning fright threw thou

sands of men out of employment. Yet these

same bankers declared that deposits of gov

ernment money were not needed in their

vicinity.

•If the Glass Currency Bill can extract

the fear of Wall-street happen ngs out of

the soul of the Western banker, if the re

gional reserve feature can induce the banker

to extend or withhold credit calmly, wisely,

after due consideration of the needs of the

region he serves, if elastic currency can con

fine a speculative tremor to the point of

its origin, can prevent it from setting up a
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There are Riversides in several styles for men and women.

jewelers have them and will testify to their excellence.

Will you look over our Riverside Book? It will be sent you with

pleasure—and our compliments.

°/altham')/a/G/1 Compa

%altham, Mass
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998 The Pulse of the West

sympathetic financial disturbance in the

otherwise tranquil and prosperous West, if

the bill can do these things, let us pass it

without delay.

The Fossilized Mining Law

OLD and other metals are found either

in veins and ledges of ore between

walls of rock or in a free state scattered in

fine particles throughout the soil. Different

rules and regulations apply to the location

and patenting of lode and placer claims.

The size and shape of a lode claim is largely

determined by the length and the course

of the vein. A gold-bearing gravel or placer

claim has a maximum area of twenty acres.

To hold this claim against covetous neigh

bors, it is necessary to spend a hundred

dollars a year in improvements. However,

eight owners of contiguous claims, each

containing twenty acres, may pool their

holdings and perform the assessment work

on only one of the eight claims. Nor does

the law prevent these eight men from locat

ing as many association claims of a hundred

and sixty acres each as may be lying around

loose. In California it was not at all un

common that one man, armed with the

names of seven dummies, should attempt

to hold possession of five and even ten

square miles of supposedly oil-bearing land.

Similarly, many Alaskan operators acquired

gold-bearing placer lands to the extent of a

dozen sections or more, holding possession

by spending four hundred dollars a year in

the improvement, nominal or real, of each

section.

Now comes the Interior Department and

raises the ante. Beginning with next year,

no placer claim can be held unless the

claimant spends a hundred dollars an

nually in improving each twenty-acre tract.

To hold a square mile, the annual expense

rises from four hundred to thirty-two hun

dred dollars.

In the days of the Argonauts when a

panful of gravel often yielded a hundred

dollars, this rule was rigidly enforced. On

the rich ground worked by the Forty

niners the rule read: “Dig or get off the

dump!” But the Forty-niners knew noth

ing of modern gold-dredging methods, of

gold boats costing a quarter million apiece

that handle gravel containing only twenty

five cents’ worth of gold per cubic yard and

handle it at a profit. In Alaska this gold

dredging industry has just begun. A gold

boat cannot be operated profitably unless

it has a large area at its disposal. The new

rule, which increases preliminary expenses

eightfold, is not at all to the liking of the

Alaskan dredging companies. It takes

from them the right to hold, at merely

nominal expense, large placer areas until

such time as their dredges can reach them.

The new rule increases the cost of produc

ing placer gold from lean gravel by dredg

ing, but it also increases the chances of the

poor prospector to obtain a slice of rich

Alaskan placer ground. It kills the dummy

entryman, but it also retards the exploita

tion of low-grade propositions that require

large capital expenditures for their devel

opment.

The cause of the trouble lies in the in

flexibility of the country's antiquated

mining laws. These laws have not been

changed materially for fifty years, for half

a century during which the mining indus

try has been revolutionized every decade.

The shop-worn, seedy, graybearded relics

of the early days no longer fit in with mod

ern conditions. Throughout the West

mining men would welcome radical changes

in the basic enactments concerning the

acquisition of mineral-bearing public land.

Even a leasing law, wisely, liberally ad

ministered, would be preferred by a very

large number of operators to the fossil

ized statutes at present in force.
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Johnson's Wood Dye
In 17 shades-for the artistic coloring

of wood-soft and hard.

Johnson's Prepared Wax

A complete finish and

polish for all wood –

floors, woodwork and

furniture.
-

IIHE*: #.|O

#
| 4: FURN RE >>

Use the coupon

for trial pack

ages and FREE

Instruction

Book, “The

Proper Treat

mentfor Floors,

Woodwork and

Furniture.”

PRESENT THIS COUPON TO YOUR DEALER IN PAINTS

45c—Value FREE-45c

To Paint, Hardware or Drug Dealer. Furnish the

bearer, free of all expense, with

1-25c Instruction Book

1-10c Bottle Johnson's Wood Dye

1-10c Can Johnson's Prepared Wax

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.

(Must be presented by an adult.) S-11

S. C. Johnson

& Son

"The Wood Finishing

Authorities”

Racine, Wis.
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THE MONTHS
A ROUND – UP OF STRAYS

VORTH CORRALING

This is little Bertha Savelberg and her “R. F. D.” team, The leaders are dogs, the wheelers are sheep.
Bertha is a sturdy Hollander on a remote Idaho farm. Three times a week she

drives her coach and four to the stage-station for mail

The oddest mail coach and*

You Can't team of four to be seen any

Beat the where in the West undoubtedly

Dutch is the one being driven by

By Bertha Savelberg, a little Hol

Will T. KIRK
lander who lives with her par

ents in southern Idaho on a farm thirty miles from

the nearest town. From the farm the nearest stage

station is Roseworth, a mile away in Twin Falls

county. Bertha, who is eleven years old, used to

walk to get the mail, which comes three times a

week. Now she rides in her coach and drives Katie

and Mabel and Bingo and Fannie. Katie and Mabel

are woolly sheep and Bingo and Fannie are likable

dogs. The sheep are the wheelers in this unusual

team and the dogs in the lead set a brisk pace for

them. The animals were trained by the little girl

herself, and she handles them ably, although some

times they become fractious and run away.

The Savelberg farm is eight miles from the near

est school, so Bertha's tutoring in the last two years

has consisted of two months' instruction, of three

lessons a week, from a neighbor. Her parents

scarcely speak English. She is imbued with the

spirit of the West, which is to conquer, to overcome

difficulties, to make the best of every situation.

*

- *...* Of all the trees and shrubs

California's which enrich California's land

Madroño scape, none has more individu

Trees ality than the madroño (Arbutus

By Menziezii), an evergreen with

CARL PURDY broad elliptical leaves, shining

above, and of a lighter green below, every light

breeze giving a changing foliage effect much like

the poplar but brighter.

Its rich brown bark is as smooth as if polished,

except on the largest branches and trunk of old trees,

and on young trees is altogether so; and on every

twig the bark shines through in strong contrast to

the leaves.

Were the tree hardier so that such specimens as

we see here could be grown in the East, it would

rank first among broad-leaved evergreens. The

magnolia has not nearly so many elements of beauty.

Like very few trees, the outer bark is shed off

each summer as a snake would shed its skin. In
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Sugar Wafers

A tempting dessert

confection, loved by

all who have ever

tasted them. Suit

able for every occa

sion where a dessert

sweet is desired. In

ten-cent tins; also

in twenty-five-cent

tins.

ATDOTA

Another charming confec

tion—a filled sugar wafer

with a bountiful center of

rich, smooth cream.

TESTINO

An ever-popular delight.

An almond-shaped dessert

confection with a kernel of

almond-flavored cream.

CHOCOLATE, TOKENS

Still another example of the

perfect dessert confection.

Finchanting wafers with a

most delightful creamy fill

ing—entirely covered by

the richest of sweet choc

olate.

NATIONAL BISCUIT

COMPANY
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April the old bark begins to split T -

and peel back in flakes and rolls

which are readily detached, and

by midsummer the madroño is

in a completely new dress. In

the meantime the leaves have

not been idle; as spring ad

vances fresh shoots with new

crowns of leaves burst forth,

and when they are fully devel

oped the old leaves first turn

reddish like autumn leaves, then

brown, and then fall off. By

July Miss Madroño is clothed

anew from stem to crown, just

a little late for Easter but quite

seasonable as tree life goes,

and she continues fresh and

green throughout winter when

her neighbors are bare or

rusty.

The flowers are very much

like others of the family to

which the madroño belongs,

the heaths, and are creamy

white bells borne in large clus

ters; racemes, botanists would call them.

Green berries soon form, and toward fall these

become salmon red and gain in color until of the

deepest crimson. When a specimen is well fruited,

no tree can excel it with its fine color; and for winter

none can compare with the triple beauty of glossy

bark, showy leaves and the perfect flame of highly

colored fruit. While not unpleasant to the taste,

the madroño berries are too seedy to be much

relished even by children, but the birds are fond of

them.

The madroño is found in the coast range from

near Santa Cruz to southern Oregon, and usually

in company with oaks and spruces. People are apt

to think of it rather as a large shrub than a tree.

For such I would describe a superb specimen which

is photographed for this sketch. It stands alone

on the estate of Dr. H. L. Tevis near Alma, Santa

Cruz county, on a conspicuous foot-hill. Its girth

four feet above the ground is twenty-three feet.

At the ground the circumference is thirty-seven feet.

Eight feet above, where the great limbs divide, the

girth is twenty-five feet six inches; circumference of

one limb, fourteen feet, the other being fifteen feet

three inches. Height, approximately sixty feet.

Spread of branches from north to south, ninety feet;

from east to west, eighty-eight feet. An oak with

girth of four feet and ten inches grows out of the

madroño a few feet above its base.

Old, so old that it must antedate all neighbors

for miles around, it is still healthy and vigorous

except for a hollow at the base caused by some burn

of time past. A skilful tree doctor has cared for

that, and a special driveway leads visitors to this

remarkable tree.

Near San Rafael another famous old madroño

stands, and other large specimens are not uncom

mon. That there are not more, and that as a rule

Mammoth madroño on the H. L. Teyis place. A curious freak of nature

is the oak-tree, nearly five feet in girth, growing out of

the madroño near its base to the right

we see only low specimens or sprouts around a

stump, is entirely owing to the prevalence of grass

and brush fires in times past.

The Indians frequently set fires before the white

man came, and with the immense growth of grass

then, the fires were far more destructive. The

white man for many years cared little if brush fires

raged, and as with its thin bark the madroño is

very easily injured, few escaped. When killed by

fires a group of sprouts sprang up about the stump

and so it is now that we usually see the trees in

clusters. When cared for these sprouts grow very

rapidly and become beautiful, symmetrical trees.

Nowhere is this better shown than in Ukiah,

Mendocino county. The residence portion of that

pretty mountain town is built in natural woodland

of which a considerable part was madroño.

Toward the holidays some of the street vistas are

fairly scarket with the madroño berries.

I may add that if the young trees of a foot or two

in height are carefully lifted in early spring (Febru

ary or March according to section) they are not

hard to grow and are well worth the while. The

young trees for the purpose should not be taken from

sheltered woods but rather from exposed positions,

where they are hardier and feel the change less.

*

Darwin to the Rescue!

When forced to look four ways at once

Lest auto-cars surprise,

We'll hope, through our “environment,”

To “evolute” more eyes!

One by each ear, two more behind,

Would—don't you think?—seem wise?

HENRIETTA R. ELIOT.
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“I Tell You—

These ‘Holeproofs' Are Wonderful Socks”

Go to a furnishing, clothing or department store

and see the original guaranteed hose—famous Hole

'' Hosiery. Note its texture, light weight and

style.

Buy six pairs of Holeproof and begin to know

them, as a million wearers do.

Buy them today. They will last six months or

longer. If they wear out—if even a thread breaks—

you get new pairs free.

We pay an average of 74c per pound for the yarn

in Holeproof. Common yarn costs but 32c.

But ours is three-ply and long-fibre cotton. That

means strength with light weight. It means soft

Afg/2/g2///gsierz

pliability. The wear you get in these stockings

or socks has nothing to do with the weight of

the yarn.

Holeproof dealers now have the new Fall colors

in many weights. Both Cotton and Silk. Go see

them now.

Write us for your dealers' names. We ship direct where

no dealer is near, charges prepaid on receipt of remittance.

Ask for new Mercerized Holeproof Socks for men at $1.5o for

six pairs. Write for free book telling about Holeproof.

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO., Milwaukee,Wis.

Holeproof Hosiery Co. of Canada, Ltd., London, Can.

Holeproof Hosiery Co., 10 Church Alley, Liverpool, England.

AND CHILDREN (474)

$1.50 per box and up for six pairs of men's;

of women's and children's $3; of Infants'

(4 pairs) $1. Above boxes guaranteed six
months.

$2 per box for three pairs of men's SILK
Holeproof socks; of women's SILK Hole:

proof Stockings, $3. Boxes of silk guaranteed

three months.

For long wear, fit and style,

these are the finest silk gloves

produced. Made in all lengths,

sizes and colors.

Write for the illustrated book.

Ask us for name of dealer hand

ling them.

%

_Sil.(G/oics

FOR WOMEN
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Margaret Anglin's recent artistic triumph as “Electra"

in the Greek theater, Berkeley, California, was the

blending of genius and preparedness in a classic setting.

For three years Miss Anglin had worked and dreamed,

and the result won the plaudits of ten thousand people.

Art and archaeological exactitude were so finely wedded

that the drama of the ancients became a living thing

under the spell of the artist's personality. Having added

these fresh laurels of Electra to those of Antigone, in

the same beautiful setting, Miss Anglin need not regret

her studious months of diligent diving into the dust of

antiquity for "atmosphere.”

Latin patriotism and love of

Honors to the beautiful in music and art

Verdi in San have found fitting expression in

- the massive Verdi monument

Francisco
given to the city of San Fran

cisco by her Italian Colony—

the 40,000 dwellers of the “Little Italy” by the

Golden Gate who, led by Ettore Patrizi, editor of

L'Italia, have subscribed a fund of $15,000 since

Verdi's death in 1901. At time of writing, the

board of supervisors is considering the site, which

will be the Civic Center or Golden Gate Park, elab

orate ceremonies of unveiling to be held in connec

tion with the Portola Festival and the opening of

the grand opera season at the Tivoli under leader

ship of Leoncavallo, composer of “I Pagliacci.”

That the gift might be Italian in every detail it

was made in Italy, from the decorative bronze parts

to the stone base and pedestal which are of the cele

brated red and black granite of Baveno on the

Lago Maggiore. The monument is nearly 24 foet

high and weighs 52 tons. It was supervised by the

Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Milan. The

sculptor was the eminent Professor O. Grossoni.

On the pedestal is this inscription by G. Negri: ,

INEXHAUSTIBLE CREATOR OF DIVINE MELODIES;

EvoCATOR OF IMMORTAL CHARACTERS IN

LAUGHTER AND IN TEARS, IN HIM THE

TIRELESS OMNIPOTENCE OF GENIUS AND THE

VIRTUES OF THE MAN AND THE CITIZEN WERE

JoINED IN PURITY AND IN PoweR.

On another side of the pedestal are four lines

taken from D'Annunzio's beautiful ode to Verdi:

“He drew his chorus

From the deepest vortex of the striving masses;

He voiced the hopes and sorrows of all humanity,

He wept and loved for all.”
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Consider this significant fact:

While most of the necessaries of life

have gone up, the price of telephone

Service, which is one of the essential

factors in Our commercial and Social

life, has moved steadily downward.

Although a pound of these neces

sities still contains but sixteen

ounces, the telephone user has been

getting more and more service for

less money. -

On the average, the people of this

country pay 49% more today for

food, fuel and clothing than they did

in 1895. Since then, the decrease in

the average rates for telephone ser

vice has been more than one-half.

Economy of the Bell System

At the same time, the efficiency

and value of the service to the sub

scriber has vastly increased. Today

he can talk to an average of five

times as many persons in each

exchange as he could eighteen

years ago.

This is the inevitable result of the

comprehensive policy of the Bell

System, which£ together the

associated Bell companies and the

communities they serve.

Through the very size and effi

ciency of their organization they

accomplish improvements and effect

economies which give the greatest

Service at the lowest rates.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One System Universal Service

-
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Mrs. Holt as "Ambition” and Mrs. McLeod Batten as

"Atol, the Lonely” in Mrs. Batten's play "The Seer.”

The background is furnished by the redwoods and

laurels of Mill Valley, Marin county, California, a pic

turesque suburban town at the base of Mt. Tamalpais.

The drama was recently presented by amateur talent to

audiences from San Francisco and other bay cities

*

LOS ANGELES

I met a bluff enthusiast

Who like a tameless Western blast

Across my quiet pathway passed.

He told me of a monstrous boom

That lightened up financial gloom

And made the very mountains bloom.

A dollar wisely there invested

Went bravely on and never rested,

Like hen's eggs fortunately nested,

Until within a year or two

Up into thousands more it grew:

There was no end to what 'twould do!

“Where is this Eldorado, please?

Where men grow wealthy with such ease?”

He winked and said: “Loss Anjelces.”

One day by curious chance I met

A frantic Western suffragette.

Was she a schoolma'am? I forget.

She told me how the women voted;

Statistics manifold she quoted;

Her city-government was noted;

The schools there Heaven seemed to bless;

The whole scheme was a grand success.

“Where is this Eden?” “Loze Angleless.”

I met a lady young and fair.

She had a cosmopolitan air;

It seemed she'd traveled everywhere.

She'd been in Italy, in Siberia,

In France, in Spain and in Algeria,

But where she now lived was superia."

To any other earthly place.

“Where is your home?” With Spanish grace

She said: “I’m from Lose Anhaylace.”

Now which of these pronunciations

(With other possible complications)

Of a town so perfect, so immaculate,

Should a mild and timid man ejaculate?

NATHAN HASKELL DOLE.

*

Copyright 1913 by T. Haglund Photograph by Bushnell

Brown-eyed Katherine Haglund, three years old, is San

Francisco's official representative of the nursery. Honors

rest gaily upon her golden curls. She is a mascot in

miniature. A baby's rattle in her hands becomes a

queen's scepter. Last year Mayor Rolph crowned her

mascot of the May-day parade and the Exposition

a-coming in 1915. In 1913 she led the City Beautiful Ball

with Mayor and Mrs. Rolph. Her portrait has been

painted by the famous Rose Hooper. She was mascot

of the big Portola fete, Oct. 22 to 25, riding in a floral

float to present the city's golden key to the Queen
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Beautify and protect your floors with

SHERWIN-WILLIAMs

AR NOT
floor VARNISH

A good floor varnish is a rare find. Mar-not

is more than mere surface shine. It goes into

the wood and becomes a protecting surface,

resisting wear to an unusual degree. Mar-not

comes in small packages. It is easily applied

and dries overnight.

Thereal Brighten-Up Paint store in your town

FRW.WII/AM
PAINTS & WARNISHES

460 2nd

Address all inquiries to The Sherwin-Williams Co.

., San Francisco, Cal.

is the Sherwin-Williams agent. Hehas Mar-not.

For the great or small improvement of your

home you need our Portfolio of Suggestions

for Painting and Decorating.

It tells you all about Mar-not and other Sherwin-Wil

liams Paints and Varnishes. A host of color illustrations

are contained in this booklet, as well as ideas and sug

gestions that are as practical as they are artistic.

£y
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AN OLD BOOK

By EUNICE WARD

Odor just a trifle fusty,

Cover brown, and very dusty.

Tawny margins dashed with speckles

Here and there, like little freckles.

Folk in stilted phrase communing,

Lords a-cursing, ladies swooning,

Sighs more frequent far than laughter,

Marriage, happy ever after.

On a dusty shelf I found it,

Mold and memories around it;

Novelty its worth once measured,

Now for age ’tis bought and treasured.

AND NEXT7

By EUNICE WARD

When grandma toured in foreign parts,

Her letters were an education—

Twelve pages of impressions, sights,

Heights, distances and population.

Mother, doing Europe,

In four pages told

Whom she met and where the best

Gowns and hats were sold.

Maud, abroad,

Gets all she's able

Upon two post-cards

And one cable.

A WORKING HYPOTHESIS

Mr. Lo, one of our first citizens, being asked his opinion of equal suffrage, replied: "I believe

that a womans place is in the home" (or words to that effect
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PRINCE ALBERTShe nationalJoy Smoke

-

-

\

silence-under-tor

ture” bunk. Believe us,

his brand of endurance is

counterfeit compared to

that of the boyswhosmoke

live-coal-on-the-tongue

brands of pipe food and

let on to be gleeful. But

why put your tongue to

the torture test, brother?

P.A. can't bite, can't singe

your lining. The bite's

removed by our wonder

ful patented process.

P.A. is sold -

########
poundand half-pound humidors.

R.J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.

Winston-Salem, N.C.
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|Aere are Noled Variovs5gnificant Paris Kaling to the

| Pogress andGeneral Advancement of the PacificQast Qvnry El

The bay of Monterey, viewed from the famous Seventeen Mile Drive-two of California's Scenic assets

Monterey, the Magnificent

By ARTHUR DUNN

ONTEREY is picturesque, productive and

progressive.

The old county isn't all play—but if you are

seeking pleasure there is no prettier spot on this

continent than California's old capital. For nearly

three hundred years Monterey plodded along and

dreamed of the dimming past, the days of the

majestic missions, the dashing and daring dons of

Spain, the spangled señoritas-all sweet dreams of

slumberland. .

But today there is life in the mountains and

valleys of Monterey, and if the past be not buried

it is at least blurred in the kaleidoscopic changes

in the last half decade.

True, you will find the missions, some crumbling

and some restored, and here the first customs house

will be pointed out; wander through the town of

Monterey and you'll be shown the Sherman Rose

Tree, planted as the heart-tribute of a valiant

soldier to his sweetheart, Señorita Bonifacio; and

you may see where Sebastian Vizcaino landed at

Monterey bay in 1602; then the coming of Junipero

Serra, in 1770, to colonize Monterey and establish

missions; also will be recounted the arrival of Com

modore Sloat, the reign of Governor Alvarado, the

rule of Thomas O. Larkin, the songs Jenny Lind

sang in the state's first theater-all these things

will be told and lose no romance in the telling.

Moderns have decreed that Monterey shall not

be considered merely as embalmed history. While

there is a thrill in the picturesque past, there are

new things in the pulsating present.

The county is adding materially to the wealth

of the Golden State. The output of its dairies

approximates one-tenth the total output of Cali

fornia. Its apple orchards produce larger and more

luscious fruit than any place on this continent.

Its grain fields shimmer golden. Alfalfa is the

natural carpet for the dairy herds. Monterey's

hills are dotted with grazing cattle.

In simple truth, Monterey is a vast prosperous

principality, promising rich rewards for the indus

trious, and offering hope and happiness, peace and

plenty, for a great concourse of people.

The State Board of Agriculture thinks highly of

Monterey county. Here is an excerpt from a

recent report:

“Owing to the peculiar topography, with its

rough mountains and broad plains, its great river

running from south to north with tributaries from

either side, its rolling hills, the rugged mountains,

it is found to be a miniature of the state, with its

diversity of climate and soil, enabling it to yield

everything produced in the state, and rendering it

one of the most desirable regions for settlement.

Its river furnishes a never-failing supply of water
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Welcome Your Friends

To a Room. Like This

DINING room that

speaks of hospitality, a

cheery reception hall, the

comfortable living room—let

their furnishing and coloring

express your own good taste.

Effects the most pleasing and

artistic can be obtained, and at con

servative cost, by the use of

You Ought to Get These

ACMVFQ/AL/TY Books on Painting

If you want suggestions for color schemes, we will

be glad to send them to you free. We have prepared

Paints, Enamels, Stains, Warnishes two books, Acme Quality Painting Guide and

“Home Decorating,” which are filled with sugges

You should know the wonders that can be worked tions. The illustrations have been drawn with great

care and are shown in color, so that you may see
in a dull, dingy room byAcme Quality No-Lustre, what the effect will be. You will be delighted to see

a soft, velvet-like finish for walls; Acme Quality how these suggestions adapt themselves to your own

Varnotile, a varnish made to walk upon; Acme home. These books also give many ideas for refin

Quality Varno-Lac, to make scratched furniture '# old furniture, floors and walls, as well as for

- outside uses. You will certainly need these and you

and woodwork appear like new mahogany, wal- have only to ask for them. If you do not know the

nut or other expensive woods. They all come Acme Quality dealer in your town, write us for his

ready for use and in cans of all sizes. name. Let us hear from you today.

ACME WHITE LEAD AND COLOR WORKS, Dept. G, Detroit, Mich.

Boston Minneapolis Pittsburgh Toledo Birmingham Pallas Lincoln ... Spokane Portland. LosAngeles
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Monterey County, California

A prune orchard in Monterey county, California, near the thriving municipality of Kings City

for irrigation, and the mountains abound in min

erals—gold, silver, copper, coal, bitumen and oil.”

At first glance, one would believe that the fore

going sentences were clipped from the literature

of some real-estate promoter, but, while the state

of California is a promoter of population, it adheres

strictly to facts in presenting claims of the worth

of any of the political subdivisions of the state.

Just consider that Monterey county is larger in

area than the state of Rhode Island, and that it has

a population of only 25,000, or a little more than

seven persons per square mile. That should give

an idea of the rare opportunities that await the

homeseeker in this county.

Monterey has been held back by reason of the

land being in the hands of a few-descendants of

the beneficiaries under the old Spanish grants.

However, there is a rapid change working in this

respect, and the settler is criss-crossing vast tracts

with fences, and homes are being erected where

not even huts could be seen before. Many of the

owners of large tracts are cutting them up into

smaller plots and these are being purchased by

persons skilled in intensive farming. Others are

leasing smaller blocks of land.

It is truly said that everything may be grown in

Monterey county, for it is being demonstrated

every day in the year. The portion of the Pajaro

valley lying south of the Pajaro river and running

to Monterey bay on the southwest is in Monterey

county. The land is exceedingly fertile and under

a thorough system of cultivation, producing large

crops of all kinds of vegetables, grain, fruit and

berries. Pajaro valley is noted for its apples, being

awarded first prize at the State Fair at Sacramento

in September, 1913, for the most perfect product

of this fruit. There are approximately 1,000,000

apple trees in bearing in this valley, and the total

output in normal times is over 4000 carloads, hav

ing a market value of $2,500,000. In this valley

also are about 1000 acres in strawberries, and nearly

as many in other berries.

The great Salinas valley opens on Monterey bay

and extends southward 100 miles, with an average

width of ten miles, and embraces about 640,000

acres. The Salinas river flows through its entire

length, and the land has been divided by experts

into three classes, as follows: First, the heavy

rich bottom lands which produce almost every

thing, the soil being sediment and black adobe

which often contains just enough sand to make it

work easily; second, the mesa, or table-lands, par

ticularly adapted to growing wheat, barley and

other cereals; third, the uplands and slightly rolling

hills, some of which are the finest fruit lands in

California, and will produce peaches, apricots,

almonds, walnuts, figs, apples, plums, pears, berries,

and all other fruits common to the state. Nearly

all semi-tropical fruits do well in some part of this

county, especially in the thermal belt along each

side of the Salinas valley. For potato-raising the

Salinas valley has no equal, for here is the home of

the far-famed Salinas Burbanks.

Situated at Spreckels, near Salinas, is the largest
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| The Smile

Worth While

is the

PebecoSmile

-

is only as good

as its teeth. Pebeco

is the one cleanser and

whitener of the teeth that is sci

entifically made to prevent their decay.

With 19 people out of 20 the enamel of the

teeth is gradually weakened by contact with the |
acids formed in the mouth by fermenting particles of

food. If left alone, these mouth-acids finally “eat through"

the not verythick shell of enamel, which permits the decay

germs to enter and quickly decay the softer interior dentine, until

your dentist fills the cavity or the tooth is completely destroyed.

From this all but universal process of decay, Pebeco preserves your teeth in

two ways-by rendering the acids harmless and destroying the decay-germs.

Besides this, it beautifully cleans and polishes them, purifies the breath, and pleases

you with its refreshing sensation.

Send for FREE 10-Day Trial Tube

and Acid Test Papers

and see by an interesting little test how Pebeco not only saves your teeth but proves it. You will

realize it is more than a mere toilet preparation when we tell you that it originated in the hygienic

laboratories of P. Beiersdorf & Co., Hamburg, Germany, and is sold all over the world. Your

dealer has it in extra-large tubes, that are very economical because so little is used at a time.

LEHN & FINK, Manufacturing Chemists, 155 William Street, New York

Producers of Lehn & Fink's Riveris Talcum
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Sugar-beets, growing for the largest beet-sugar factory in the world, in Monterey county, California

beet-sugar factory in the world, thousands of acres

being devoted to raising the beet, and the output

of this factory runs into the hundreds of thousands

of dollars annually.

There is a new “rule of thumbs,” and it is being

learned by the bankers of the country, especially

of Monterey.

“I have the safest bank in the state” a banker

assured me recently. “Of course, it is a small

institution but we do a large business. If a man

comes to borrow money I look at his thumbs. If

they are large flat thumbs he gets the money.”

The “large, flat thumbs” indicate that the pros

pective borrower has been a dairyman—a milker

for many years. And a dairyman is always the 100

per cent certainty in the banking business. Cream

checks keep up the interest and soon wipe out the

principal. It may be said truthfully, although

there has been no recent census of “thumbs” in

Monterey, that there are many “large flat thumbs”.

in that vicinity. For there is alfalfa grown in

abundance, and where there is alfalfa there will be

found the creamery, or the milk-canning company.

Monterey county affords ideal dairying conditions,

and it is predicted that in the next few years there

will be a tremendous growth in this industry.

Gonzales, Soledad and Greenfield have thousands

of dairy cows on the alfalfa fields, and each little

town is growing rapidly. In the south, Kings City

is the busiest example of increased growth in the

whole valley, having doubled its population in a

few years. With the new state highway turning

right down its main street and thence south, Kings

City is preparing for livelier times to come.

Salinas, the county seat of Monterey, is the

largest and one of the liveliest cities of the county,

boasting a growing population of about 6000. It

is modern in every respect, and it is a question

whether it is more famous for its annual round-up,

to participate in which cow-boys come from every

section of the country, or for its potatoes. In any

event “King Spud” signs the proclamation of mirth

under which frolicsome rule holds sway throughout

the Big Week.

Salinas enjoys probably as equable climate as

there is in the West—and that is saying a great

deal in a state where climate is an asset.

Castroville has been rechristened Del Monte

Junction, and while it may have lost its old-time

identity it has not lost any of its prestige as a pro

ducer of things that grow. It is that favored spot

which has a reputation for horticulture and vege

tables, potatoes being a leader.

Pajaro, too, has been renamed Watsonville

Junction. Here is the busy “Y” of the Southern

Pacific railroad over which are hauled the thou

sands of carloads of fruit from this rich valley.

Not far away is Watsonville, made famous by the

apple, or which has made the apple famous, as you

wish it. At the Junction the Southern Pacific is

engaged in building one of its largest round-houses,

and other extensive improvements are contem

plated and under way.

When you leave Del Monte Junction you enter

enchanted land—Seaside, Del Monte, Monterey,

Pacific Grove, Carmel-by-the-Sea, and places of

lesser fame but as bright-hued and as balmy.

Hotel Del Monte, of course, is known all over the

world. This magnificent hotel has over five hun

dred rooms, and a dining room that seats seven

hundred-fifty. The hotel has 125 acres of lawns

and flower beds, the result of a quarter-century of

landscape gardening.

Not far away is Seaside, a district bounding to

the front as a place of select residence. Here are

afforded gorgeous views of ocean and beach, and

not far off is the majestic forest after which Mon

terey was named.

Monterey itself is one of the prettiest spots on

the peninsula. Here is the nearest harbor for a

part of California embracing 11,000,000 acres of

arable land, and the chamber of commerce of this

city maintains that the region tributary to Mon

terey as a sea-port is one-fifth of the total area of
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THE CHIEF CHARM OF THE

PERFECT COLONIAL HOUSE

Is found in the beauty of its immaculate white woodwork, the rich

contrast of its doors and wood trim and the perfect gloss of its var

nished floors.

You, in your home, can have this same beauty of effect by means of

STANDARDWARNISHWORKS

EE:ICA
Floor FINISH

ELASTICA is the one floor

varnish that will not only

beautify but protect your

floors against the hardest

sort of wear and tear.

E LASTICA is made

specially for floors-made to

meet and resist all the con

ditions to which floors are

subjected.

ELASTICA is equally

adapted to old or new floors,

hardwood or softwood, lin

oleum or oilcloth. It is mar

proof, spot-proof, heel-proof

and “boy-proof.”

c/a/20/22
THE PERFECT

White Enamel

There is no more pleasing,

satisfactory or sanitary

finish for every room in the

house than a beautiful white

enamel—provided this

enamel is easily and econom

ically appliedandguaranteed

to give long and satisfactory

service.

Because of its beautiful

appearance and enduring

qualities, SATINETTE has

for years been specified by

the country’s leading

architects and builders for

use in apartment houses,

private dwellings, hotels and

steamships.

STA INS

KLEARTONE Stains are

ideally suited to the decora

tion ofdoors, woodwork and

other trim in the finest resi

dences, bungalows, camps

in fact, to any sort of work

where the preservation of

the natural beauty and grain

of the wood is essential.

KLEARTONE Stains are

demanded by those who

insist on unquestioned and

permanent beauty of effect

through the use of the highest

grade materials.

KLEARTONE Stains are

made in every desired color

for every known wood.

h/hether you are considering the building of a new house or the renovating of an old

one, write us at once for complete free books, giving detailed information, full in
structions for use and samples of finished work. £roduced by ELASTICA Floor

Finish, KLEARTONE Stains and SATINETTE White Enamel.

SIMMEDWARNISIWRRS
113 Front Street, San Francisco, Cal.

2620 Armour Ave., Chicago, Ill.

- -

Elm Park, Staten Island, N.Y.
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Monterey's hills are dotted with grazing cattle, and her valleys are carpeted with alfalfa

the state. The same authority asserts that this

territory produces 2,250,000 tons of commercial

products annually. The city has under its control

the water frontage, with the exception of that con

trolled by the United States Government. It is

declared that the expenditure of a comparatively

small sum will enable the loading of vessels of the

largest draught. The harbor itself is excellent,

affording shelter to the biggest ships when storms

rage at sea, and the largest battleships may anchor

within one hundred feet of shore.

It is the aim of Monterey to become a first-class

seaport, and it will realize that ambition in time.

As a military post Monterey is one of the most

important on the Pacific Coast.

Within the city limits of Monterey is a popula

tion in excess of 5000, and within a few minutes'

ride are as many more. The entire peninsula is

now dotted with homes.

The city has an excellent trolley system, and all

that goes to make up a modern community.

Next in importance in this section is Pacific

Grove, with more than 3000 population, which is

trebled during the summer months when thou

sands journey from all over California to enjoy

their vacations. Pacific Grove is the city of con

ventions and camp meetings, many organizations

availing themselves of its beautiful climate, mag

nificent surroundings and gorgeous view.

The Lantern Festival, in July each year,isa novelty

that attracts wide attention. The streets are deco

rated gaily and lighted brilliantly at night, and craft

in the bay move about with twinkling fairy lights.

There are many attractions for the vacationist

at Pacific Grove, but there is more lure for the perma

nent homeseeker, one who desires rest and recreation.

Carmel-by-the-Sea, four and a half miles from

Monterey, is spreading a fame given it by many

artists and writers who maintain summer and per

manent homes in this delightful spot. The Forest

Theatre in Carmel-by-the-Sea has won a notable

place in the dramatic world. Here have been pre

sented for the first time the works of some of the

foremost authors of the country. At the foot of

the town is the old Mission of Carmelo, established

by Father Junipero Serra, whose richly embroidered

robes are still preserved as interesting relics of the

founder of the early California missions. Near by

also is the Carnegie Botanical Institute, one of the

foremost institutions of this kind in America.

Carmel-by-the-Sea offers a glorious retreat to all

those seeking quiet, with the music of the sea and

the speech of the forest to drive away monotony.

There is no visit, of course, to the Monterey

peninsula that is complete without a tour over the

Seventeen-mile Drive, so justly famed for its scenic

beauty. And after you have taken that drive and

wish to roam farther there are miles of excellent

highway maintained by the county that make

touring by auto a never-ending delight. There are

numerous other resorts in Monterey county.

In the next few years there will be a great up

building in Monterey. The completion of the

Panama Canal and the vast shipping that will

come this way means that Monterey's attractions

will appeal to world-capital, and there will be a

mighty influx and greater development than has

marked the last decade.

Salinas valley will be one of the first to fill up

with peoples from over seas, for here ideal lands

may be obtained at ideal prices and under the very

choicest terms. The peoples of the old countries

will be quick to seize upon the natural advantages

that here abound—climate, soil, and water for

irrigation. And that means that Monterey will be

right up in the foremost rank of those communities

that are pushing to the front.

Verily, Monterey is the magnificent opportunity.
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Men, This is Certainly a
© 9

Big Half-Dollar sWorth.

Yes, sir, you'll be amazed when you 2 *

examine Hanes Winter Underwear &

and learn what you get for only fifty \

cents a garment. It looks

better, feels better and

wears better-is much

better than the price

would indicate.

What other under

wear, at the price, offers

you such features as this

elastic collarette that fits

the neck snugly and

never gapes open; this shoulder

reinforced with a narrow strip of

cloth running across the wale to

prevent stretching and slipping

down; these improved cuffs,

firmly knit to prevent flaring; this staunchly

sewn waistband and these

unbreakable seams

Your money back or a new garment for dy returned with the £am broken.

That's wonderful value, men. Ask your deßler to show you this underwear and

look for the “Hanes" label. If he doesn't have “Hanes,” white'us for the name

of the dealer who has.

P. H. HANES KNITTING CO. Winston-Salem, N. C.
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Nevada has entered upon that era of transition wherein the ten-thousand-acre ranch loses its identity

in homes for intensive farmers

Development Notes

Nevada is Calling for Homeseekers

It is difficult for those of us who have seen Nevada

only from the car window to imagine that it has fer

tile valleys that offer anything like opportunity to

the homeseeker. The seer brown landscapes void of

majestic streams or broad irrigating canals, broken

only by the grayed clumps of sage-brush, are any

thing but inviting. But Nevada is not wholly an arid

state. Just at present it has something that is of tre

mendous interest to the man who is looking for cheap

land. Nevada is a state of cheap land; ranches

comprising tens of thousands of acres are in the

transition state, that is, are being cut up and offered

£e at a price that makes this a most inviting

CICI.

Nevada is shaking off its cloak of lethargy just as

did California after the grain-farming days. Some

body dug a well and found that there was water,

and plenty of it, under the cultivable lands and that

meant the beginning of prosperity for a state long

known only for its mineral production.

There are 10,000 miners living in the mountain

ous and desert sections where farming is impossible.

As a mineral state Nevada has only begun to rank

at the head of the column. Ten years hence twice

as many miners will be employed, and twice as

many cars of vegetables, hay and grain will be

required to feed the metal workers. The mines and

mills have a pay-roll of seven million a year and the

men who cash the checks buy the best that money

can buy. The railroads of Nevada pay out to

employees five million dollars a year.

At the present time practically all of the butter

and eggs, the berries and fruits, flour, hay and

grain are shipped in from California, Utah, Oregon,

Colorado and Washington. With a normal pre

cipitation the valleys of Nevada can feed a million

and a quarter head of stock and several million

head of sheep without thought of overcrowding.

The succulent native sand-grass of the range is a

most nourishing staple crop, and California, Arizona

and New Mexico have been called upon to supply

cattle to restock the depleted ranges of Nevada

within the last year.

Less than five per cent of Nevada's seventy

million acres is hopelessly barren. Water is the

key that unlocks the fertilizing elements of Nevada's

soil and the state is said to have the cheapest irri

gation rate of any on the Pacific Coast. It might

be well worth the while of the homeseeker who

knows the value of starting on virgin soil to investi

gate this new awakening in Nevada's agricultural

section.

After Twenty Years in the Citrus Fruit Industry

Dr. A. J. Cook, Horticultural Commissioner of

California, has compiled some interesting data

relative to the tremendous growth of the citrus

fruit industry in California. “Our orchards,” says

the report, “eclipse the mines in the wealth the

pour into the state. Except for oil no single p:
uct compares with the citrus groves in cash returns.

Two hundred million dollars represents the capital

invested by 10,000 people interested in the indus

try. One hundred thousand people depend upon

the citrus fruit industry for a livelihood, and two

hundred thousand acres, much of which was en

tirely useless before the introduction of oranges

and lemons, are now covered with paying groves.”

It requires fifty thousand cars to move the crop

to market. Twenty years ago four thousand cars

could take care of all the oranges and lemons in all

the groves of California and still have room to spare.
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It is the

daily use of

keeps the complexion in such
endid condition at all times.

it only a small amount should be

pplied to make the skin clear, soft

and more youthful. There will be

no roughness or chapping if you use

Hinds Cream regularly. It is abso

lutely pure, and free from greasy,

sticky or any injurious properties.

Guaranteed positively not to cause

hair to grow on the face, arms or

hands.—Soothes babies' skin troubles.

Relieves men's tender skin after

shaving.

selli. everywher. or postpaid by us on receipt of

price, Hinds Cream in bottles, 50c: ,

| inds Cold Cream in tubes, 25c. .
is: a Samples will be sent if you enclose s

| A. S. HiNds -

287 West Street, Portland, Maine L

£|| 2c stamp to pay postage.

* beneficial 25c postpaid

You hould try HINDS Honey and Almond

Cream SOAP; highly refined,#' fra--

samples.

-

W. &. J. SLOANE

SAN FRANCISCO

Northern California Distributors

If you will thoroughly in

vestigate the many good

qualities of

Grass Furniture

TRADE MAPuń.

you will then be convinced

why CREX has so many

enthusiastic advocates.

Ask your dealer for CREX

New booklet:

No. 277, Artistic Home Furnishings,

sent free, on request

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.

Sole Manufacturers

Glendale, Long Island,

New York

CALIFORNIA FURNITURE CO.

LOS ANGELES

Southern California Distributors
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Hop-growers in California and Oregon have cleaned up a profit of one hundred per cent this year

Hop-Growers Rejoice over Fourth Good Year

There are not many farm crops that will yield

a one hundred per cent profit but that is the figure

which the jubilant California and Oregon hop

growers see on their ledgers this year. Practically

the entire hop output of the United States is grown

in California, Oregon and Washington. The

market is largely regulated by the success or failure

of foreign growers, the greatest hop-yards of the

world being in Bohemia and England. The ad

vantage of the Pacific Coast growers over their

foreign competitors is the absence of the pests that

do great damage to the foreign yards.

The cost of production of hops is eight cents per

pound. This year the selling price is averaging

twenty cents. A conservative yield is one and one

fourth tons to the acre. Hop-growing is a gamble,

however, as the price fluctuates greatly. Growers

have received as high as $1 per pound and the next

season as low as four cents. The successful grower

must be prepared to stand a heavy loss as well as

enjoy an enormous profit. The past four years

have been exceedingly profitable.

Where Census Figures are Unstable Statistics

Government Census Bureau officials have made

a 1913 guess on the population of Pacific Coast

cities, the computation of increase being figured at

the same ratio as indicated between official returns

between 1900 and 1910, to which is added the terri

tory taken in during 1913. According to the esti

mate, Los Angeles has a population of 412,466,

Portland 246,650 and Seattle 295,225. Seattle is

felicitating itself over “an individual count” by

the employees of the Post Office Department,

which indicates a population of 301,670, the officials

having found 54,734 families in the city.

All of which means that the guesswork on the

1920 population has begun already and while the

figures may be a trifle exaggerated at the present

time, like the latest Parisian styles, they will be out

of date six months hence.

The Pacific Coast cities which made a gain Irom

one to two hundred per cent in the last decade are

figuring on turning the same trick again and they

are going to do it as sure as another two million

people are going to find homes on the western side

of the Rockies during the next two or three years.

Visitors' Registers Tell Interesting Tales

Within a little over six months time 262o visitors

passed through the Fresno, California, Chamber of

Commerce building and entered their signatures

on the visitors’ register. The signers came from

every state in the Union and from a great many

foreign countries and many of them left their

impressions of the state and county after their

names on the register.

Almost every county maintaining an exhibit

keeps such a register and it is most interesting to

study the signature and the remarks placed upon

these books. Loyalty to the old home is frequently

indicated after a good word for the community.

Many of the names signed to these registers in the

past few years may now be seen in the local papers

# the news items concerning permanent resi

ents.
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One Zollar Zwo Zollars

a Seventy-five

%ast in theseZainty Slippers

M£ your tired feet cool and comfortable. Firfelt Foot

wear is made of best quality felt. Felt is soft and porous

and by its nature allows the cool air to pass through: keep

the feet comfortable at all times.

%22& 29

%tweaz

makes a Christmas present for women, men and children that

will be serviceable all through the year. Write for catalogue

showing a variety of attractive styles in eighteen colors.

Ask your dealer for Firfelt—see the name on the sole. If he cannot supply

you, order from us, stating color wanted and giving size of your street shoe.

WORCESTER SLIPPER CO., 380 Park Ave., Worcester, Mass.
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7or 13abies One TDollar
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The Motor and the Army Mule

Late in August one road leading into Yosemite

National Park was thrown open to automobile

traffic. Early in September the hardy pioneers on

Yosemite's gasoline trail in clarion tones sent out

a warning to the motoring fraternity. “Keep out

of the Park!” they shouted. “The Army Mule is

on a rampage, lies in wait on the trail!”

The uprisings and downsittings of the Army Mule

are regulated by a stop-watch with military pre

cision. The Army Mule hates the odor of gasoline,

especially if the hybrid is attached to the cavalry.

Knowing the pressure of the military yoke, the

Army Mule could think of no better weapon against

the automobile than a large load of the red tape

in which its own hoofs are hopelessly tangled. If

the regulations governing the movement of auto

mobiles in the National Park were designed for the

express purpose of discouraging motor traffic, they

are a howling success. Enforced to the last dot

over the i, without the least regard to the changing

exigencies of the moment, they become a positive

barrier to self-propelled vehicles.

Whoever knows Yosemite will admit that the

floor of the valley affords no room for sightseeing

by motor, that the movements of automobiles

should be restricted to ingress and egress along a

'single route. Furthermore, no sensible person will

'object to a strict regulation of motor traffic over

a narrow road with dangerous grades, but when

these rules are used to force a motorist off a clear

road, when they oblige him to camp at the edge

of a precipice, miles from food and water, for a

night, when they compel him to walk back to head

quarters for a new permit allowing him to make a

fresh start in the morning, when they cause him

vexation, expense, discomfort and a delay of at

least twelve hours on a clear road solely because

he has fallen one minute behind the appointed

schedule, then the temper of the Army Mule be

comes apparent.

Not until a water-grade road, wide enough, safe

enough to admit both animal and motor traffic at

the same time, is built, will the traffic problem of

the Yosemite valley find a permanent, adequate

solution.

Good Roads and Convicts

Many miles of highway have been built in the

state of Washington by convict labor. Some of the

superb highway system built under the plans of

Samuel Hill were so built. The convicts have here

tofore worked under guard. The state has decided

to go a step further and will hereafter not only

make the camps honor camps but will allow the

men to work without the customary prison stripes,

without guards and pay them fifty cents per day,

as an additional incentive for faithful services.

Fifty picked men have been sent to the per

manent camp at Hoods Canal to carry on the work

of highway building.

Bringing the Pacific Ocean Nearer to Portland

The people of Multnomah, Columbia and Clatsop

counties in Oregon are planning to make the Pacific

ocean accessible. Multnomah is interested in the

construction of a new highway which will knock the

rough places off of the present inadequate roads and

cut the running time for automobiles from nine

hours to less than six, because the people of Mult

nomah want the ocean playgrounds nearer. Clatsop

and Columbia counties are interested because their

present modes of egress and ingress for even ordi

nary traffic are sadly in need of bolstering. There

fore it took little more than a suggestion of coöpera

tion to bring about almost precipitous action to

ward the construction of the proposed new highway.

Six hours from Portland to the sea through

scenery rivaling the best Europe offers to the hordes

of tourists, and a quickening of the industrial and

agricultural development of a magnificent section

of Oregon—that succinctly tells of the purposes of

the organization of the Columbia Highway Asso

ciation.

The first definite steps toward the success of the

undertaking was the raising of a fund for the pre

liminary work. The promoters were not content

to await the slow processes of ordinary legal meth

ods involving a vote and a subsequent tax levy.

They raised the necessary amount in a remarkably

short time by personal subscription.

The plan is to complete this scenic highway be

fore September, 1914. The money raised for the

preliminary survey will be expended under the

direction of H. L. Bowlby, State Highway Engineer.

Oregon Making Progress Other Than Argument

Oregon is now thoroughly alive to the necessity

and value of good roads. Lane county is finishing

six and one-half miles of macadam highway which

will make a total of seventeen miles built within

the past three years. Jackson county has just

carried a $500,000 bond issue for new highways,

by a big majority, and work will commence at once

on a six-per-cent-grade highway over the Siskiyous.

This is welcome news to those who have attempted

the northern stretch of the Pacific Highway.

Work is progressing on the Columbia River

Scenic Highway which is to connect Portland with

Hood River. The route of the boulevard has been

determined with the exception of a short stretch

in the vicinity of Rooster Rock, one of the scenic

landmarks on the Columbia, where the road now

makes a precipitous drop to the edge of the river.

This portion of the road will be built so as to enable

automobile and other vehicles to negotiate the drop

on a grade not to exceed five per cent.

Multnomah county has engaged a highway

expert to assist in the big road work.

Oregon has got beyond the talking stage in the

good roads movement and has begun to build

highways. It is a sign of good tidings for all Oregon.

(Continued on page 1026)
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Demonstrated Superiority in the Four Vital Points

Control: Magnetic—a small disc taking the place of the usual

cumbersome control lever.

Braking: Magnetic, operating upon pressure of a button. The car

cannot skid when this is applied. Foot-brake has automatic power cut-out.

The brakes are external, and will not freeze up.

Drive: Double drive from both front and rear seat.

Principle: Chainless, direct shaft drive without universal joints.

Consequently, maximum efficiency per unit of power.

These four features are patented and exclusive to the Ohio Electric.

They are only a few of many.

See the car at the nearest Ohio dealer or write us for catalog.
-

The Ohio Electric Car Co. 1519 W. Bancroft St., Toledo

Gibson Electrics, Ltd. Ontario Distributors Toronto, Canada

HIO
//

THE ENVIED 2£2/

- ELECTRIC 22
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With Worm Gear Axle.

5-pass. Brougham, Detroit Duplex Drive $3000

4-pass. Brougham, Rear Seat Drive 2850

Gentleman's Roadster 2500

With Bevel Gear Axle

5-pass. Brougham, Front Seat Drive $2800

t:", Rear Seat Drive 2550

ictoria 2300

All enclosed bodies are of our celebrated “Clear

Vision” Seats are so arr that no one

sits in front of the driver.

Big Volume - Finer Quality -

- Model48 Detroit Duplex Drive

Lower Prices

This is the Detroit Electric policy for 1914—to make more cars and there

fore, better cars than have ever been made by an electric manufacturer, to sell

these cars for lower prices than have ever been asked before; to take only a

small profit on each car, relying on large volume for an adequate yearly earning.

We believe that this new policy is

something people have been waiting for,

that it marks a big step forward in the

electric car business. We believe it

means that thousands of people will buy

electrics who have not bought before.

Our Output—Two to One

In the past twelve months we have sold

more than twice as many cars as any

other maker of electric pleasure vehicles.

Our factory and service organization have grown

to be the largest in the world devoted exclusively

to electric cars. Our manufacturing facilities have

been brought to maximum efficiency.

So we have determined to £ after even larger

volume, to reduce our prices, but at the same time .

to put into our cars the very utmost in quality.

And our 1914 models are the result.

Why Our Prices Are Lower

Every one of the six models listed above, if

priced according to the usual methods of figuring,

would sell for $300 to $400 more.

Take the worm gear Detroit Duplex Drive car,

$3000. The factory cost of this car, plus the usual

rate of profit, would make the list price, $3350.

Take the bevel gear Forward Drive brougham,

$2800. Last season's corresponding model sold

for We have added $140 actual factory

cost, in new features and finer quality—and yet we

ask only $2800. And so all through the line.

Anderson Electric Car

How Quantity Produces Quality

Bear in mind that the reduction in the prices of

Detroit Electric cars means no reduction in the

quality. Exactly the opposite.

The large volume that makes possible these lower

prices also makes possible the highest quality in

materials, in workmanship, in improved features.

It requires quantity to produce quality. The

old idea that small production means better quality,

more care, finer attention to detail is a fallacy.

When a maker builds 1800 to 2000 cars, his stand

ard of quality is higher than when he builds the

average output of to 500 cars.

The large manufacturer can afford to have a

higher standard. He can and does put better work

manship into his cars—because he can afford the

mechanical equipment necessary.

Small production means near-accurate handwork,

instead of absolutely accurate machine work. It

means steel castings instead of the stronger drop

forgings. It means fitting and filing instead of

standardized, uniform parts.

Don't Let High List Prices Blind You

The high prices asked for many cars are not

evidence of quality. You don’t make anything in

buying such cars. A few hundred dollars added to

the price and then taken off again by a cut in

price or an excessive allowance for a used car,

doesn't change the quality of the car. Price doesn't

really mean anything except in relation to value.

Detroit Electric cars are lower in price than any

cars even approaching them in quality. They are

sold at catalog prices. They are marketed with a

smaller discount to the dealer than other cars.

Please see these cars at our dealer's. You will

find him to be the most substantial electric car dealer

in your city. 1914 advance catalog sent on request.

Company, Detroit, Mich.
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O motor car has yet appeared

that fits the requirements of the

average American family in

comfortable circumstances quite so

well as the Marmon. It ranks among

the few leading cars of both hemis

pheres. World-famous for its speed

and power, it is no less famous for

its easy-riding qualities and its

remarkable economy in fuel, up-keep

and tires. It is just as reliable, just

as quiet, just as delightfully smooth

in operation after years of service in

conservative hands as it is the day it

comes from the shop—and service

is the real criterion of value.

The old frame building shown in the sketch above,

is the first Nordyke & Marmon factory, built in

1851—the present factory is shown below.

The constant growth of this great institution is

proof of the soundness of its policy-“the best that

can be produced at a fair price, for the greatest

service to the purchaser.” Every Marmon car is

better for this unwavering standard.

Detailed Information on Request.

Nordyke & Marmon Co.

INDIANAPOLIS (Established - 1851 ) INDIANA

n; Cer. In he VVor

The1914Marmon

Six ty Y e < r s ož Sv. G. c.c. s. s. FRT)

The Marmon “Thirty-Two’’

Four-cylinder, 32-40 h.p., 120-inch

wheel base, body types and equip

ment to meet every requirement.

rational, logical car for touring and

city use. Years of satisfactory service

have proved its economy in tires, fuel

and upkeep-plus smooth, delightful

operationand durability. Price$3,000.

The Marmon “Forty-Eight’’

Six-cylinder, 48-80 h. p., 145-inch

wheel base with short turning ability

eliminating the old objections to long

wheel base. Body types and equip

ment to meet every requirement.

The only big car with small car

advantages. Wonderful riding

qualities and surpassing power and

flexibility. A car developed by years

of exacting tests. Price $5,000.

##:£ ****

Na ri r\,:N1 &r" \l f’ &ct
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AUTOMOBILES AND GOOD ROADS

Anticipating a conda' Increase in Automobile

ales

According to figures compiled by the Automobile

Club of Southern California, southern California

has more cars per capita than northern California.

These figures show that Orange county leads all

others in the state in number of cars to the popula

tion. Orange, though one of the smaller counties

of southern California, has 2,349 automobiles.

The population of the county is 38,251. San Diego

is second and Los Angeles third. Los Angeles

county for instance, has 36,360 cars, whereas the

county has a population of 672,093. The figures

were compiled by the Automobile Club of Southern

California and the remarkable part of the informa

tion lies in the fact that the county with the least

number of machines in proportion to population

is far ahead of the average for automobiles owned

per thousand of population in the United States as

a whole. The figures are conservatively based.

They show that out of the total population in

California of 2,629,134 there are a total of cars in

use of 87,971. The total population of southern

California is 1,010,162 with a total of 51,936, while

the total population of northern California is 1,618,

972 with cars totaling 36,035.

A significant feature in connection with prospect

for the coming season for 1914 in California is the

fact that the purchasing agent of the State Engineer

ing Department has just let the contract for 200,000

automobile registration number plates and 20,000

motor cycle plates for 1914, the aggregate weight

of which will be 165 tons, amounting in mass to

from four to six car loads. For these plates the

state of California is paying $38,800. Beginning

(Continued from page 1022)

with January 1st the new California Registration

law goes into effect which changes the system of

registration and requires the payment of taxes on a

horse-power basis. Since the motor vehicle depart

ment was established in 1905 118,135 cars have been

registered. In September of this year, the regis

trations numbered 2,295.

Scenic Road Around Crater Lake

Former United States Senator Jonathan Bourne,

of Oregon, spent his vacation at Crater Lake Na

tional Park and Klamath Falls late this summer,

and made the discovery that the scenic wonders of

the Crater Lake region were worth millions of dollars

to Oregon because of their attractiveness for tour

ists. A scenic road is being built around the lake

which will soon be of great importance to automo

bile travel. Crater Lake will in a very short time

come into its own as one of the great National play

grounds and scenic wonders. It has long been

known for its wonderful beauty by a few who have

visited it. I

Trinity County Rejoices Over Road Prospects

Trinity County, “the treasure-box of Northern

California” is just now rejoicing over the announce

ment made by B. H. Burrell, Senior Highway En

gineer of Public Roads, of the Department of Agri

culture, that the Government has set aside $50,000

of Forest Service refund money for road construc

tion down the Trinity River between North Fork

and South Fork a distance of forty miles. The

construction of this road will be of immense bene

fit to Trinity County.

Samuel Hill's Graphic Argument in Favor of Good Roads

S k;
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HOW THE COST OF HAL LING ONE TON ONE MILE INCREASES WITH INCREASE OF GRADE

Samuel Hill, the famous good-roads advocate, thus illustrates graphically the value of good roads on easy grades,

and shows how the cost of hauling one ton one mile increases with each increase of grade
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Haynes “Six”, $2985; equipped ( -

with Vulcan Electric -

| Gear Shift

*

p

Elwood Haynes-Inventor

of America’s First Car

In the hall of America's great inventions

the name of Elwood Haynes ranks with that of

2. Fulton, Morse, Bell, Edison and Wright. The

invention of the gasoline automobile has revo

lutionized road travel and become the chief recrea

tion of thousands in the brief space of twenty years. Elwood Haynes' original car, built by him

in 1893-1, is now a permanent government possession in Smithsonian Institution, Washington.

|

America's

First Car

most up-to-date car

It has electric lights, starter, horn—and the

Gears are shifted by electricity Other good features

The hand gear lever is relegated to the tool Tires are pumped mechanically. Gasoline is

box, replaced by a handy dial of push buttons pressure fed. Collins quick adjusting curtains

on the steering post. A mere pressure of are let down in a few seconds, right from the

the finger replaces the yanking of the gear seat. Doors and inside space are very roomy.

lever. There is no chance of a wrong gear And

supporting all this refinement and comfort is

the well-known mechanical reliability of the

Haynes and its famous engine—the result of

selection, no possibility of stripping the gears.

Everything is so simple and easy that the

frailest woman or most nervous of persons can

The design is more pleasing than ever.

drive the Haynes and enjoy it. twenty years development.

Write for great auto book by Elwood Haynes

“The Complete Motorist”

This book shows step by step, part by part, how the auto is produced, and tells how to get the

most satisfaction out of a car. It's as absorbing as a novel. Tells all about the new Haynes

models and the Vulcan Electric Gear Shift. Sent for 10 cents in stamps. Mention when you

write, when you're planning to buy a new car.

Model 27, illustrated, 6cylinder, 65 Dynamometer H. P., 136-inch wheel

base, 6 or 7 passenger touring, $2985; limousine, -

Model 28, 4-cylinder, 48 Dynamometer H. P., 118-inch wheelbase, 2 pass

enger roadster, 4 or 5 passenger touring, $2135; coupe, $2850.

Model 26, 6 cylinder, 65 Dynamometer H. P., 130-inch wheelbase, 2 pass

enger roadster, 4 or 5 passenger touring, $2900; coupe, -

- Pacific Coast delivery. Hand lever optional at $200 reduction.

} If you don't know who your nearest Haynes dealer is, ask us for his address

--- t The Haynes Automobile Company "#.'...'"

The new models

and their prices

"
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Types of Control
Front-Rear– Selective Dual

The last has a combination of either

front or rear control. Select the posi

tion from which you desire to £,

according to the number of passengers.

ntrols and brakes are automatically

interlocked by merely turning front

seat to natural positions required by

driving conditions. The Rauch &

Lang Control System guarantees

positive control of your car al

ways, under every driving

condition.

Society

The New Rauch &

Again has the Rauch & Lang Electric assert

edits premiership as Society's chosen car.

The success of the new worm drive has been

immediate. This feature means the continued

leadership in driving quality—just as the beau

tiful body lines, rich finish and ultra refine

ment of every detail have always marked su

premacy of Rauch & Lang construction.

Hundreds have already ordered the new car.

They are enthusiastic because the Rauch &

Lang StraightType Worm Drive (top mounted)

Branches at

New York-1800 Broadway.

CLEVELAND-Superior Avenue,

THE RAUCH & LANG CARRIAGE COMPANY

2194 West Twenty-fifth Street

Adopts

Lang Worm Drive

which is superior to all others means a greater

than-ever all-round efficiency, a silence that is

manifest, a power-economy hitherto unknown,

and a driving simplicity that appeals to the

most timid woman.

The Rauch & Lang is the highest-priced

Electric on the market. Its value is readilyap

parent to those who seek a car of artistic and

mechanical perfection.

Any Rauch & Lang agent will gladly dem

onstrate. Catalog mailed on request.

MAKERS OF COACH HISTORY-For over sixty years Rauch & Lang have been building fine vehicles for a select patron

age. In each successive vehicle era they have been accorded the leadership. Strict adherence to lofty art ideals

and a wonderful mechanical perfection have won and held the acclaim of people of refinement. 147)

MINNEAPOLIS-1207 harmon -

Place.

KANSAS CITY-3501 Main St.
~ or C. L. E. O.

Q ROYALEGUIPAGE

D

*

-O
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Hu D m O b i 1 e

We believe the Hupmobile to be the

best car of its class in the world; and

by far the best car for the average

American family.

We believe it to be the best for the

average American family because it

is so quick and so inexpensive in ser

ving the needs of every member of

that family.

We believe it is better for the average

American family because of its longer

life and the lesser cost of upkeep

because it is kept more continuously

in commission by every member of

the home circle.

Ask the Youngsters!-Bless their

hearts, they’re all for the Hupmobile

-because it's smart and stylish and

swift, and so simple that even they

could drive it if Dad and Mother

would permit.

Ask Dad and Mother-ask every

member of every Hupmobile house

hold. See if it isn’t true that they Why shouldn't they whirl ol i

hold it in warm affection. See if it ''' off"::
*... ? r bil f il upmobile on wet an stormy ays, instea

isn t true that every Hupmo Ile tamily of being drenched or chilled by exposure to

is free from the haunting fear of dangerous and inclement conditions?

excessive expense.

The car of the American family?

Well, tens of thousands of American

families say so and they ought to know.

Hupp Motor Car Company, 1320 Milwaukee Ave., Detroit, Mich.

“32” Touring Car or Roadster—$1050

f. o. b. Detroit

In Canada, $1230 f. o. b. Windsor

SPECIFICATIONS - Four-cylinder, long-stroke

motor,31-4x51-2inches; unit power plant. Selective

type transmission, sliding gears. Center control.

Full floating rear axle. 106-inch wheelbase. Tires,

33 x 3.1-2, Q D. Rear shock absorber Magneto cover.

EQUIPMENT—Rain vision, ventilating windshield;

mohair top with envelope; Hupmobile Jiffy curtains:

speedometer; cocoa mat in tonneau: Prest-0-Lite;

oil lamps; trimmings, black and nickel

"32” Touring Car or Two-passenger

Roadster with Westinghouse two - unit

electric generator and starter; electric

lights; oversize tires, 33 x 4 inches; de

mountable rims, extra rim and tire

carrier at rear. $1200 f.o.b. Detroit.

In Canada, $1380 f. c. b. Windsor

The car Of Thwie Anvericarv Farrvils."
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H HUDSONSix 54, $2.250

- F. 0, B. Detroit, Mich. *

FIVE WIRE WHEELS, $8o ExTRA

- Experience Six-Cylinder

É Smoothness in Your Four

E -But This Is The Only Way You Can Get It

- S' your Four up to 30 miles an hour or more on a smooth

E road. Then throw out the clutch and close the throttle.

- Or coast down a long smooth hill with the motor running idle.

--

He shows why six cylinder cars are now so popular.

He explains the reasons for their smoothness, and

successful cars, and a contributor to engineering

literature make his review authentic.

El

|- The feeling is that of flying. There is no vibration. In this

particular the sensation of riding in a Four approaches that felt

b: in a Six.

Er: But, in a Six, the smoothness is ALWAYS there. Try coasting with your Four on a run of Ioo feet.

You ride like constant coasting. In the HUDSON Then come, see us, we'll show you how to do it for

- Six 54, up hill and down, on rough roads or smooth, 300 miles, all day, without fatigue. It must be in a

- fast or slow, the feeling is always the same. HUDSON'Six£

- No Four—no matter how powerful or through - - |

=| what combination of gears its power is transmitted- New Features inHUDsoN Six 54 =

=| can be made to ride So smooth: - True streamline body-the handsomest car E

Come, take a drive in the HUDSON Six 54. #£ Highest#: #£ -

If you enjoy driving, take hold of the wheel and design and construction...The very best we know E

+ feel for yourself the full meaning of that much talked- £"£#:#: E
~. about smooth'sand flexibility of the Six. either side. Electrically self-cranked and E

+ In no other will it have such a meaning for you. electric lighted. E

- Accept Howard E. Coffin's 1914 Automobile Review-We'll Send It!

E No automobile buyer should fail to read Mr. and his many contributions to the progress of the

= Coffin's Automobile Review. automobile industry both as a designer of many

Of course he refers to the HUDSON Six 54. No
E why they are so desirable. With diagrams, and in *-------- - - would be
= the clearest language he makes you understand why discussion of automobile tendencies wou Conn

: so many makers are now manufacturing sixes plete that omitted mention of this new car.

– exclusively. Can you afford to consider the£ of any car

= He tells about left side drive and right side drive- costing $1,500 and over without knowing£ ''
- about gasoline economy- electric and other gear an authority as Mr. Coffin has to say upon the su

= shifts-streamline£ drive-new ject?

= things in lighting, and other features embodied in the Send your name and address.

– 1914 designs.

H- No man is more eminently qualified to prepare HUDSON Motor Car Company -

-

H
Hsuch a review. Mr. Coffin's reputation as an engineer,

77.35 Jefferson Avenue Detroit, Michigan

- -

T T HTTT T- TTTTT - |- : | T T

l II, IIII IlllllllllllllIT T l Illllllllllllllll |
TTTTTT TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT TTTTTTTT TTTTTTI
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The Prof f |

Filing is Finding ||

==

In the “Yand E” Direct Name ||

System filingerrors are prevented |

|-therefore there are no finding |

troubles.

This System possesses five important ||

advantages: (1) Speed in finding; (2) |

Speed in filing; (3) Assured accuracy of |

both; (4) Economy of cost and main- |

tenance; and (5) Quick transferring. |
- //

- The guides are of pressboard with cel

A-G luloided tabs and will last 50 times as long

Dž 1. as manila. They are printed with alpha

S- - betical subdivisions and numbers. They |

| can be used year after year, for the ||

guides are not transferred, but are left |

in the active file, as the tabs of the folders ||

serve as the index in the transfer case.

You will soon be transferring this |

year’s papers, so now is the time to con- |

sider the changing of your indexing sys

tem to make transferring easy.

Send for sample folder

and free book, “Vertical

Filing Down-to-Date” |

Direct Name System

of Wertical Filing
Its 40 pages fully illustrate and describe

the “Y and E” System. Write for a copy | |

on your business letterhead.

YAWMANANDERBEMFG.Q).

1175 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.Y.

“Leaders of the World.” Washington, Chicago, Cleveland, Buffalo, Pittsburgh,

in Filing Systems and San Francisco and Los Angeles. Agents and dealers

Business Equipment in all cities. Look us up. In Canada, The Office

Branch stores in New York, Boston, Philadelphia,

|

|

Specialty Mfg. Co., Ltd., Toronto. |
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-
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*- pirates of the olden days cont

be #ierror of law:#####.

££ and force of£
-

-
-

theplinderings of the #ode:#£

£ityand£
finile intil there is active ed:#£
tween every honest citizen and the*:

It is your duty to assist in the protectič

your home, your family and your yala' .

£how to use a revolver: Geta Sinj -

&AWesson today: * >

-

---
--

- -----

-

-£ -

Write for our new free booklet:

Herewith:£
-

* | £

£# -

#over55years: £
£ofSuperior * \s:

-

-

|-
-

-

--- -

|

-
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GLASTENBURY
HEALTH UNDERWEAR

FOR MEN

Our trade marks are a guarantee of every desirable quality in

TWO-PIECE FLAT KNIT UNDERWEAR.

Every garment shaped to the figure and retains its shape per

manently.

GUARANTEED NOT TO SHRINK.

It offers the best protection against sudden chills, colds, pneu

monia and rheumatism.

The high-grade materials and splendid workmanship insure

great length of service.

Costs 60% less than imported goods of same quality.

No dye stuff used in our natural grays.

Made in fifteen grades, Light, Medium and Heavy Weights, of

fine Wool and Worsted.

Ask your dealer to show you some of the following numbers:

Natural Gray Wool Winter Weight (double thread) ............at $1.75

We make a Special Feature of ADJUSTABLE DRAWER BANDS on

Natural Gray Worsted, light weight ...........................at 1.50

Natural Gray Australian Lamb's Wool light weight ...........at 1.75

Natural Gray Worsted. medium weight.....--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - at 1.50

Natural Gray Worsted, medium weight........................at 2.00

Natural Gray Australian Lamb's Wool, winter weight..........at 2.50

For sale by leading dealers. Write for our booklet and sample cut

tings. They are yours for the asking. Dept. 24.

Glastonbury Knitting Co., Glastonbury, Conn.
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FOUNTPEN

What do you expect of a fountain pen when you .

buy one? What features or characteristics in

fluence your choice? The pen you purchase must

write with a steady, even flow and must not leak

or soil your fingers. There your requirements

usually stop. But the “Swan” does not stop.

It insures these absolutely and further it con

serves your time, energy and patience. With

a “Swan Self-Filler” your time is never

wasted in trying to make an empty pen 64 Th5

write. The simple, efficient self-filling Swan

gold pen,

device here pictured and the “little

windows,” if you heed them, keep

your pen full and always ready

for instant use. Fill your pen

in odd moments by pressure of

the bulb when the “little win

dows” warn you that your

ink supply is running low

and never have an empty

pen in an emergency. //

the vital part

of any foun

tain pen, is

generously fash

ioned from 14 kt.

gold tipped with

iridium, with full

rounded back and straight

sides which gives it strength

and resistance yet insures easy,

flexible action. The “gold top

feed” above the pen point and

the “ladder feed ” below

supply a flow of ink regulated

to the pressure, breadth of

stroke and rapidity of the

writer. The “screw - down

cap’’seals the pen when closed

and makes leaking impossible.

Write for illustrated

folder. “Swans” may

be had in many styles

and sizes, tooled vul

canite, plain or gold

mounted, sterling

silver and rolled gold

in plain, filigree or en

graved patterns. Any

“Swans” may be fitted

with a nib you like best

-fine, coarse or me

dium, regular or stubs.

For sale by all stationers, jewelers and druggists.

$2.50 and up. With “Little Windows,” $3.00.

-
. S s , Chi

####: MABIE, TODD & CO. ###"###
Manchester Paris The Makers Brussels Sydney

23 SELF-FILLER
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Efficie11C depends on

appropriate meals

My efficiency system of eating is easy to learn. The foods in ordinary daily use

are classified according to their effects on the body, the brain and nerves, the liver,

the skin, etc. Rules are given for guidance in quantities, combination and selection

of meals according to age, occupation, symptoms, environment, etc. Meals produc

ing or aggravating various diseases are also indicated.

THE NAMES OF A FEW MEALS

Strong Digestible Brainy Meal Laxative Meal

Weak Digestible Brainy Meal Solvent Meal

Indigestible Brainy Meal Curative Meal for Heart Trouble

Maximum Variety Brainy Meal 44 44 “. Kidney -

Meal Without Brain Nutriment 44 * “ Liver •s

Volatile Brainy Meal Meal for Athlete with Strong Digestion

Blood Purifying Cooling Meal - 4- * - “ Average -

Warming Meal 44 sq. 44 “ Weak •

S. P.” Purging Meal Vocalist's Meal

G. H. BRINKLEB

Control Your Moods by Foods

Our different moods are under the influence of different meals. Some meals produce great vitality, strong

nerves, strong eyes, presence of mind, moral strength; other meals of finest quality (including game, poultry,

whites of eggs, almonds, pears, asparagus, spinach, celery, etc.) are inspirational or favorable to artistic

development. Other meals such as tea, fatty, starchy and sweet

foods, in excess, make one nervous, shy, low spirited. Appropriate

meals maintain virtue and continence by preference without any

restraint. It is only the heat-producing and irritating meals that

arouse the lower nature. -

Brainy meals make mental work easy.

Do not take an athlete's meal when you want to do many

hours of brain work at your desk, because muscle foods tend to

clog your liver and stupefy you when you are inactive.

For special stress of mental work DOUBLE YOUR BRAIN

POWER by eating a maximum brainy meal which yields many times

the amount ofnerve force that is in an ordinary meal.

inappropriate meals discount every man 25 to 100 per cent, making

Some men chronic invalids, who accomplish nothing. Unsuitable 5

meals produce unsanitary conditions in the body resulting in adenoids,

enlarged tonsils, defective hearing, etc. Faulty circulation,’ imperfect

elimination,impaction,congestion and inflammation produce appendicitis

or a condition where the surgeon's knife is a necessity unless a radical change to appropriate meals is adopted at once.

You cannot postpone the study of SYSTEM in eating. You must learn to CORRECTLY COMBINE your

foods to prevent fermentation and the formation of poisonous deposits which become the basis of disease.

Aged People the Best Test

The testimony of aged people who have regained health on a Brainy Diet is conclusive because they

have practically no reserve force on which to subsist, therefore they depend absolutely on the new nerve

force in a brainy diet for their restoration to health, e.

Mr. B. L., 68 years, Proprietor of Dyeing Works, writes: “Enclosed find picture
of fish which f tramped for three miles to catch. I climbed down rocks 75 feet above

water. You know three months ago I was pretty bad; could hardly walk, had an at

tendant on account of Vertigo. The severe neuritis in my arm and the rheumatism

was too painful for sleep. Absolutely free from all pains now and it is owing to the

Brainy Diet System that I am alive.'

Dr. R., a retired physician, 81 years: “Can now use my hand that was partially

paralyzed. Can Walk straight now and have much more energy.”

Mrs. C. K. writes that she is 82 years and has used cathartics and enemas for 50

years. “No more headaches since adopting the Brainy Diet System the last six months

and that is wonderful, since I had a headache almost every day previously. Constipa

tion is overcome, I sleep well and my appetite is good.”

Mr. F. C., 70 years, Proprietor of Department Store, writes: “As I improved in

every respect at 70 years of age, I think there is good prospect for any one else. I was

dropsical and rheumatic, have lost over 50 pounds of superfluous weight in two months,

!'t my rheumatism and have returned to business, something I never expected to do

•again. Young People Increase Their Income

The greatest service that old people can render the world is to popularize a brainy diet system among

the young, for whom the possibilities are so great under a correct system of arranging their foods, because

they have such abundant reserve force to supplement a correct diet.

Mr. T. L., age 22, clerk, who suffered from catarrh and had a weak, hoarse voice,

writes: “Voice is clear and strong, head clear as a bell. Have resigned government

position and am now making four times as much travelling, something I had the ambi

tion but not the energy to do before. Have fattened up 20 pounds in two months.”

Affidavits of the writers and of witnesses are on file, with corroborative evidence.

IrOVER 100 REMARKABLE CASES HAVE BEEN CERTIFIED, UNDER SEAL, BY THE OFFICIAL

INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE. Send the addresses of those interested,

You can easily learn to select appropriate meals for your various needs by the Brainy Diet System. No foods for

sale. Only ordinary foods in daily use are advised. Send 1o'cents for “The New Brainy Diet System.”

G. H. BRINKLER, Food Expert, Dept. 40L, Washington, D.C.
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- - of-he A Uni ity, Albuq ::m*: Surface Ready: :
- -

~£:

It pays to buy roofing with #

your mind as well as your eyes.
You must go below the surface of roofing

to find out how long it will last. And you

find out only when you know what the roofing

enasc

.-T#|

|
|# |

-

|

---

#| || || THE TRINIDAD-LAKE-ASPHALT

*...*

|

->

- L.

#||| Roofing
#: - is made of Trinidad Lake asphalt. This asphalt

£. * abounds with natural oils that do not evaporate on

£25 exposure to air, like the lighter oils of manufac

#.* tured, so-called "asphalts.” - -

#: As the oil is the life of the asphalt, Trinidad

.*.* Lake Asphalt in Genasco Roofing is kept full of

# life to resist rain, snow, wind, heat, cold, and fire.

£, This gives you continued protection without

£ --- thought of your roof—or expense. It rids you of

£. | worry and saves you money.

it. Write us for samples and the Good Roof Guide Book, free.

2- The Kant-leak kieet packed with Genasco smooth-surface roofing

prevents nail leaks and makes seams water-tight without cement.

Ask your dealer for Genasco, Guaranteed-in writing, if you want

1 The Barber Asphalt Paving CompanyFe

Largest producers in the world
Trinidad Lake Asphalt of asphalt and ready roofing. Trinidad Lake Asphalt

Asphalt-saturated Felt Philadelphia Asphalt-saturated Felt

*: Asphalt
New York San Francisco Chicago Trinidad Lake Asphalt
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“Years of Experience Have Proven To Me

That the MAJESTIC Range IS the Best
“Strange, that for years I couldn't see that# t2getgood work from an old, worn-outrange, merely to save the

price of a new one, was not true economy. My Great Majestic has more than earned its cost in the saving of fuel

because the open seams and joints inmy old, worn-out range where the bolts -

were loose and the putty had crumbled away, made me burn twice as -

much fuel as£i - -

"Talk about luck in baking-"luck” is nothing but good oven

and my Majestic oven is simply perfect... I can depend on it abso. A
''{ every#. I believe father and the£ are happier *

vebetter meals at less expense with our -

Great Majestic
Malleable and

Charcoal Iron Range
A Perfect Baker—A Fuel Saver

OUTWEARS THREE ORDINARY RANGES

Don't Buy Any Range Sight Unseen
Buyingarange isn'tan every day transaction. To be ab

solutely sure of complete satisfaction-don't£ rint

ed descriptions-see the GreatMajestig (dealer in nearly
every county in 40 states) compare itpoint

for point with any other range.£"
can bu£ and be sure of a

rangethatwill last alifetime—the ONLY

range made of malleable iron and charcoal

iron. Charcoaliron WON'T RUST Like

d I knowwe

STEEL-malleable iron can'tbreak. Put £ -->

together with rivets—joints always abso- - -

lutely tight., Bodylined with pure asbestos *J||E.
board covered with iron grate-tou can see it- - -

insuring a dependable baking heat with halfthe :=

fuel requiled in ordinaryranges. £ |

All Copper Movable Reservoir

Other Exclusive Features

Reservoir in direct contact with fire,

* heats through copper pocket
pressed from one piece-exclu

sive patented feature. Oven ther

mometer-accurate all the time. All
doors drops down and form rigid

shelves. Open-end ash pan-ven

-

tilated ash pit-ash cup. RCservoir

Contains Greatest Improvement £,

Ever Put In a Range Tea Rettle

-increasing strength andwear of a Great

Majesticmore than 300 percent at a point

where...other ranges are weakest. Ask | -

-
-

The Ran?

Majestic dealercanfurnishany size or

£ Majestic Range with or without

legs. Write for booklet, “Range Com

parison.”

Majestic Manufact’g Co.

Dept. 1572 St. Louis, Mo.

*

- - ld Beln

Your Kitchen

P-5PRISMASFREND

A Guarantee Against Rust

The best gun oil eper known.

Cleanesttocarry. Absolutelyodor

has stood the test

for thirty years,
Why not test it

yourself?' Buy a box

for 25c. If after using

half you do not think it

equal to any powder, no

matter what the price, your

dealer will refund your

money.

less. All sporting£ and

hardware dealers. rge bot:

tle (cheaper to buy).25c.; 4
size, 10c. Don't wait until

your old bottle of some

other make is used up, b

throw thataway and buy

a bottle of NYOIL now.&

WM. F. NYE
25c

Freeman Perfume Co.,
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When you buy your new shoes ask for

CATS PAW
CUS HION

RUBBER HEELS

No holes to track mud and dirt.

The Foster Friction Plug keeps your footsteps from

sounding like a “gum-shoe” artist, and makes the heels

wear longer.

The extra quality rubber gives greater resiliency and longer wear.

Ask your shoeman for Cat's Paw Rubber Heels. The name is

easy to remember—they cost no more than the ordinary kinds.

50c. attached—all dealers.

That

Foster Plug

Prevents

Slipping

FOSTER RUBBER CO.,

105 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

Originators and patentees of the Foster Friction Plug,

which prevents slipping.

EIGYGLE
[E CARDS

[ELLE INDEXES :

F:FE:
Congress designs are true - - The sterling quality of

reproductions of original sub- * * \o Bicycle cards for play at

iects by European and Amer- E - home or club surpasses by far

ican artists. Wonderfully * . -" all popular-priced brands.

beautiful incoloring. Club - W. Sold everywhere.

Air-Cushion Finish/.4%, * Ivoryor Air-Cushion Finish

THE U. S. PL'AYING CARD CO., CINCIN NAT1. U. S. A.
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WaterWon't Hurt It

VEN though your shells

get rain-soaked, or fall

into the river, the powder will

be unharmed providing it is

HERCULES BRAND

"|NFALLIBLE"
Smokeless Shotgun Powder

“Infallible” is weatherproof

and waterproof, climate and

temperature do not affect its

strength.

“Infallible” gives a tremend

ous velocity and at the same

time good, even patterns and

very little recoil. Bree ch

pressure well within safety

limits; no corroding or pitting

gun-barrel—an almost entire

absence of smoke.

Remember these points when you

buy your ammunition, and see that

your shells are loaded with “In

fallible.”

Write today for booklet describing

“Infallible” powder, together with

picture in colors "The Game Bird

of the Future.” Address Dept. 17.

HERCULEs PowDER CO.

Wilmington, Delaware

|
| |

| -

,

S&#"

WOOL permits

the hu

man body to breathe

through the pores, as

Nature intended—it

provides for inhalations and

exhalations, retains the

warmth and repels the cold. His -

For the sake of health and -

comfort wear genuine, por

ous, undyed, Jaeger Made

Woolen underwear—it will ~.

help you to keep well all

winter. Jaeger Woolen

coats, stockings, sweaters, •...-- *:::::

caps, etc., are a comfort. ~~

Learn the facts about

Wool. Write for booklet.

-
-

-

Dr. Jaeger's S. W. S. Co.'s Own Stores .

New York: 306 Fifth Ave.,22Maiden Lane -

Brooklyn: 504 Fulton St. Boston: 324 Boylston St.

Phila.: 1516 Chestnut St. Chicago: 126N. State St.

Agents in all Principal Cities

=9,059-Word
Business Book Free

Simply send us a postal and ask for our free illustrated 9959
wordP' Booklet which, tells how, priceless Business

Experience, squeezed from the lives of 112 big, broad, brainy

business men, may be made yours-yours, to boost your
salary, to increase your profits. This free book deals with

—How to manage a business

—How to sell goods

—How to get money by mail

—How to buy at rock-bottom

-How to collect money

—How to stop cost leaks

—How to train and handle men

—How to get and hold a position

—How to advertise a business

—How to devise officemethods

Sending for this free book binds you to nothing, involves you in no
obligation; yet it may be the means of starting you on a er--ee

£ you will not deny#":'. privile -y:£:£
I. -Denn 1m say on y 059-wothe risk of r. postal penny ply Wabash & Madison, Chicago

Booklet." Send to SYSTEM, Dept. 8-11,

Don’t Scowl

Don’t Frown

wrinkles and crows feet are simply bad habits-they're only

skin deep and are easily lost by using

B. & P. Wrinkle Eradicators

Work while you sleep.

"Frowners" for between the

eyes, Eradicators for lines in the face.

Either in 25c, soc and $1.00 boxes at drug and department

stores, or by mail postpaid on receipt of price.

B. & P.co. (two women), 1790 E.68th St., Cleveland, 0.

Harmless, simple and easy to ise.

Why look old." Two styles:
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The Secret of

Motor Car

Economy

lies in the use of a perfect

lubricating oil—an oil that

eliminates friction and allows

all the power of the engine

to be utilized.

ZEROLENE

[:The Standard Oil For Motor Cars

accomplishes exactly these

results. Hundreds of owners

of motor trucks tell us that

ZEROLENE is one of the

main factors in the reduction

of their maintenance charges.

Qad co

$."#",
ZEROL E N E— the

carbon proof oil. Sold T
by dealers everywhere. -

Standard Oil Company
(California)

San Francisco

(ARE FOR

THE HANDS

~
* =~ ~\\\\

*>
s' * ~ £

£

N £ N

s -* -

'. With

SOAP
And Cuticura Ointment. Sug

gestion: Soak the hands, on re

tiring, in hot water and Cuti

cura Soap. Dry, anoint with

Cuticura Ointment, and wear

soft bandages or old, loose

gloves during the night. They

are equally effective for the

skin, Scalp and hair.

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are sold

throughout the world. Send post-card to nearest

depot for free sample of each with 32-page book:

Newbery, 27 Charterhouse Sq., London ; R. Towns

& Co., Sydney, N.S.W.; Lennon, Ltd., Cape Town;

Muller, Maclean & Co., Calcutta and Bombay;

Potter Drug and Chem. Corp., Boston, U.S. A.

mar-Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura

Soap will find it best for Skin and Scalp.
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relish having the -

true tomato taster

BLUE ABE
TKETCHUF

Vine ripened tomatoes, from

selected seed, grown under

our personal supervision,

carefully handled in sanitary

kitchens, same day as picked;

cooked but lightly so that

the natural flavor is retained;

seasoned delicately with pure

spices; placed in sterilized

bottles-this is Blue Label

Ketchup.

Contains only those ingredients

Recognized and Endorsed

by the U.S. Government

Our other products, Soups, Jams,

£ Preserves, Meats, Canned

ruits and Vegetables, you will

find equally as pleasing as Blue

Label Ketchup.

“Original Menus" is an inter

esting booklet, full of sugges

tions for the hostess and busy

housewife. Write for it today

giving vour grocer's name an

mentioning this magazine,

Curtice Brothers Co. A/

Rochester, N. Y. |

- S. As - - and U - -

| \l -

#e-NAS Mil ". |MOTE
-

-
- -

- - -
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- - -
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-
-

- - -G

Inliedeemed Pledges-

~

-* DiamondsandWatches
- -

-* Examine-If Satisfied, Pay-If Not, Return.

* . l We Ship, Privilege of Examination
Before#diamond or other jewelryletus prove by

satisfied buyers the tremendous savings in our prices under

dealers, mail order, retail or even wholesalers.

Our Big Bargain Bulletin tells the whole story-how as

“Headquarters for Loans” forover60years, wehaveadvan
money onfine diamonds, watches, etc. Our investment buta

£:- or dis - - - -

i:££ copy of illustrated listings fully£

Worthwhile Christmas Gifts

*> No. 255984. 94-3/82kt. solitaireblue

white perfect cut quality£ dia

mond, of most radiant brilliancy, in
#' . Try to#: it at $60,

- 1Offeredwithguaranteed loan$29.85

-

-

-

*/of $25at Unredeemed Price.

". Ne:##".- 6, . *... -*

£at A*S*&#"

guaranteed weight sup: 'A'.£
white quality genuine perfect cut #. O

diamondgeminima cent tigers \,. *S*

claw mounting. Best proportion ~£
-shape brilliancy. Try to match -------->

it at $150. Guaranteed loan $68.

taredeemed. Price ------..................879 40
Will remount in ladies' ring $2 less, **

No. 34,1127. Famous 19-jeweled B. W. Raymond£)
watch-adjusted five":####": to pass inspec -

In genuine 20-year gold filled case. This, u eemed watch con

lete in# new condition. Try to match it at $40 to $18 55

#.£w:£r- ressage

oney-Back Guarantee":: in the examination. Your

£:ven - - - - -

£: #£ location is proof of our reliability,

- Jos. DeRoy & Sons

Smithfield Street 2411DeRoy Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

References, by permission, Farmers' Deposit Nation

at Bank, MarineNational Bank, Dun's, Bradstreet's

-
-

You can encourage the whole family to beneficial

reading habits by giving your home an Xmas gift of

Slobo Wormick2
Sectional Bookcases

No gift is more desirable to the ** *
family or to an individual than a -----

Globe-Wernicke Bookcase- /

none more useful, more beautiful or

durable, none makes a more lasting re

membrance of the donor.

Sectional construction adapts

the Globe-Wernicke Book

caseto roomsand book collec

tions of all sizes. But write

for our catalog No. 36 for full

details of the many advan

tages of this modern book

case. Either write your name

and address on the margin of

this page and mail to us, or

go to the Globe-Wernicke

dealer in your town who

will be glad to give you the

catalog.

We have branch stores and

agencies nearly everywhere.

Where not represented we

ship freight prepaid.

Globe-Wernicke (0.

Maxx/acturers of

Sectional Bookcases.

Fift»e Cabiners and

Stationer's Goods.

CINCINNAT1

-
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No. 1292

Glaze Kangaroo,

welt, kid top,

ETTER SHOE,

Patriot

Żelt, dull top,

London Last. / * * Amherst Last.

The Value of a Name and Trade-Mark

This star trade-mark on the heel of a shoe insures perfection

of materials and workmanship. No substitutes for leather are used.

The star on the heel, our name on the sole and “Patriot" on

the shank mean the utmost in fine shoes for men.

Every “Patriot" is a masterpiece in fine shoe making—the

pride of our 23 great shoe factories.

It doesn't matter what your requirements may be there's a

“Patriot" shoe or oxford to satisfy you. The 50 classy styles make

this possible. -

Priced at $4.50 and $5.00

Better than Many Shoes

Sold at a Dollar More

Get the " Patriot” and be glad. Don't just go into ANY store but look

up the "Star Brand” dealer.

"Star Brand." Shoes are known, worn and appreciated in every civilized

country. Over seven million people wear them. There are over 700 styles.

Sold by 20,000 good merchants. Be sure you get the genuine, with our

name on the sole and our star on the heel—Then you'll know why— -

“Star Brand Shoes Are Better”

ROBERTS, JOHNSON & £AND
Manufactuatas Brañch of International Shoe Co. ST. LOUIS

No. 1214

-
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Whatever the Weather Your Feet Can Always Be Dry

A thorough application of Dri-Foot once in a while

will make your shoes proof against rain, snow and slush.

You don't need rubbers when your shoes are Dri-Footed.

DRI-FOOT
Waterproofing for Shoes

soaks into the leather, keeping it pliable as when new, making shoes

wear much longer.

Dri-Footed shoes are never greasy nor sticky;

are not changed in appearance; can be polished

easily. Good for black or tan. Get a can of

Dri-Foot today.

It's Easy to Apply Dri-Foot 25 cents Full Size Can

ust pour some on your shoes,

: evenly£ 2. a: Enough to keep your shoes waterproof for a whole season

£| FITZ CHEMICAL CO., 667 Broad Street, Phillipsburg, N.J.

~!
* *- f* - * * * - # -- 'I H. "- * * * if a f* * * * **, Ill-ā- Hilali-ani" =* * *

GOMFORT Sportsman’s

- First Essential

Feet Stand Hardest Knocks. Protect them with

WITC H-ELK BOOTS

Lightest, easiest boot made. All heights for men and women.

Ask Dealer to order pair or write for Catalog “S”

WE MAKE A STRONG LINE OF GOLF, TENNIS

AND YACHTING SHOES

WITCHELL-SHELL COMPANY, Detroit, Mich

;

|
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. ‘Cóe(CAVALIER

* PIONEERS2( )
| | ||

|

One of the most valuable

and exclusive features of

The ANGELUS

T. & e P i oz e er

Player-Piano
is a marvelous device that brings out and accent

uates each melodic note of the composition being

played, clearly and distinctly above the surrounding

accompaniment notes, no matter how complicated or

interwoven. This remarkable device known as

The MELODANT

is entirely self-acting leaving you free to phrase

and embellish as you may desire.

It is the possession of the Melodant, the Phrasing

Lever, theČ' Accompaniment and Melody

Buttons that makes the Angelus the one and only

Player-Piano capable of artistic results. They sup

ply you with the skill of trained fingers and leave

£ the same freedom of interpretation as the

and performer.

Knabe-Angelus-Grands and Uprights.

Emerson-Angelus-Grands and Uprights.

Lindeman & Sons-Angelus Uprights.

Angelus-Piano-An upright built expressly for the Angelus.

In Canada-The Gourlay-Angelus and Angelus Piano.

Any of these instruments can be played
by hand in the usual manner.

The WILCOX &, WHITE CO.

MERIDEN, CONN.

Business Established 1877. 233 REGENT St., London.

Agencies all over the world.
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A book for the

insecure

OMEdoors requirelocking all of

the time. Others require lock

ing part of the time. Still others

require locking against outside in

trusion only.

“Light on Latches” tells how to meet all

these conditions with one lock.

Some doors have old locks that need

help at times. Other doors stand un

locked because someone forgets to turn

the key. “Light on Latches” tells how

simple it is to prevent such occurrences.

The security of your home and your

possessions is too important to be left

to others. “Lock” alone doesn’t mean

protection. Hence you should learn the

significance of locks marked

*Light on Latches” tells about one kind of Yale

Locks-a most useful and most convenient kind. It

is well worth asking for.

TheYale &Towne Mfg. Co.

Makers of Yale Products

9 East 40th Street, New York

Chicago San Francisco

74 E. Randolph St. 134 Rialto Building

CANAD1As YALE & Towse LIMITED

St. Catharines, Can.

--- *::= -T->

There's Big Money in Trees

—provided you plant the right varieties and get stock that
is strong and thrifty and true to name. It doesn't pay to take

chances with anything but absolutely first class stock-from

a reliable nursery.

We have been established here for 30 years and are thoroughly

posted on what is best adapted # a profit-producing

standpoint, to every sectica of the Pacific Coast.

We Grow Everything That Grows

and can supply your orders complete-large or sma. quan

tities-oranges, lemons, pomelos, apples, peaches bears;
plums, walnuts, almonds, grape-vines, berries, ornamental

shrubs, palms, evergreens, hardy field grown roses, etc., etc.

Write Us For Suggestions

Let us know your probable requirements and what you are

planning on setting out this season. We will be glad to advise

with you, free of charge, as to what is best suited to your

locality.

For25 cents
Six months of a magazine that sells for

One Dollar a year.

Containing a best-selling Story that retails

in book-form for One Dollar and a quarter.

The Book News Monthly
is the magazine.

POLLYANNA, The Glad Book, /

by Eleanor H. Porter, is the story.

POLLYANNA will teach you to Thplay the Glad Game. A B:

News

A. Monthly,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Enclosed find 25

cents for which

rend one six months

A of your "tagazine Ae

The Book News A *::::''',

A
Monthly A Na

PHILADELPHIA A

A

It's a great game. Try it!

7776 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Shirley

President

“A pair for every suit”

makes a man's whole year

happy. Try it and see! In

beautiful gift boxes - 12 different

pictures. At stores or postpaid, 50c.

“Satisfaction or money back"

Be sure “Shirley President" is on buckles

The C. A. Edgarton Mfg. Co., Shirley, Mass.

SEXUAL KNOWLEDGE

(Illustrated; 320 pages)

Tells all about Sex Matters; what young men and

women, young wives and husbands, and all

others need to know: what parents need tell

children; how to prepare for motherhood. Plain

Truths of Sex Life according to latest researches

of Medical Science in relation to Marital Happi

ness; Plain Sex Facts hitherto misunderstood.

Sex Faets plainly told; “Eugenies” fully ex

plained. By Winfield Seott Hall, Ph.D., M.D.
New Book All (Leipsig) “Sexual Knowledge" and “Eugenics”

Need to Read in One Volume, Only $1.00, postage 10e extra.

(Mailed under plain wrapper)

THE INTERNATIONAL BIBLE HOUSE

16th & Chestnut Sts., Dept. W-117

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Over80,000 in Use (i.)

Mostly sold by recommen

dation. For Personal Desk ||

or General Office. .

Itchecksmentalcalculations.

HandsomeMoroccocasefree.

Buy Thru Your Stationer.

Write for today trial offer.

8. S. Gancher, A. A. M. Co.,

119 W. Broadway, New York City.

- ---
- -

-

Agents Wanted

I'll furnish Music for your words.

* I have actually paid writers THOUSANDS

QF DOLLARS IN ROYALTIES. You may produce a "hit" and IF PROPERLY

PUBLISHED sh in future ta. £: of your work to me for

wexamination and criticism. If available, 1 publish, IN FINE STYLE,
under fairest, most liberal contract ever offe * Secure# rightin your name

and PRöMöté'FüRööölföNi Y SUCCESSFül Mi'rhoffs. s' depends
largely unen selectingean *#"##### competent, and SUCCESSFU;
#s'."'W"Yôk"is"#####N########r's

best lace to publish. have composed and published many of the greatest

# Est 16 years. If interested, do not fail to write for my valuable
FREE BOOKLET and full particulars.

JOHN T. HALL. Pres.

£ Navajo Indian Rugs
". £ and blankets for auto and carriage lap

| * robes, couch covers, saddle blankets, etc.

# Finest qualities. Small sizes as low as

$3.90 prepaid. Send for circular A.

E. C. Waring & Co., Aztec, New Mexico

136 Columbus Circle, NEW YORK.

-

|

-

-

Three generations || ||
of the Vose family have made the art of man- '
ufacturing the Vose Piano their life-work. For ||>

63 years they have developed their instruments | -

with such honesty of construction and materials,
- -

-
*

and with such skill, that the Vose Piano of to #:
day is the ideal Home Piano. |.

Delivered in yourhome free of charge. old instru- y
ments taken as partial pay-lent in exchange.

Time payments accepted. Phee-Our handsome
book of the Vose Pianos. Send for it.

W0SE & SONS PIANO CO. ~ ||
168 Boylston Street Boston, Mass.

*
-

**
- ---
---

Largest Builders of -

2-cycle Motors in the H.P. withComple $

World. Over 1000 Outfit readyto install

responsible dealers. ALSO 4" to 36 H. P.

Guaranteed by a big responsible concern. Write for big

catalog-re's and shows you all about these high grade

motors and how they are made.

te

GRAY MOTORCO., 11108 Gray Motor Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

AUTUMN

reflects the pleasures of Summer as Nature in trium.
phant beauty prepares for

Winter. LABLACHE retains

and restores that delicate

touch of refinement, a fair

complexion, which qual

ifies for social favor

and prefer ment.

Refuse fubstitutes

They may be dangerous. Flesh,

White, Pink or Cream, 50c a box

of druggists or by mail. Over

two minion boxes sold annually. \\

Send 10c. for a sample bor.

BEN. LEVY Co. ''.

French Perfumers, Dept. 32 *

125 Kingston St., Boston, Mass. *
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Spilla Gallon of Hot Gravy
on the surface of d

X McKAY ventilated Table Pad and not

Runarm sunrace

Q-arú - was 4DD

*

| Russex rups

| Cow-Jo

*Axuneo uouro Proo"

r

al- #####.
assoluteuw "sat "soof

and sanitasv

pad. Wash the surface of the pad with soap and water, or a damp

cloth, without removing it from the table, and not a trace of the gravy

will remain.

This is but one of the exclusive features of this pad.

Wentilated Air Chambers in the body of the Pad provide a circulation

of air that absorbs and carries away the heat, keeping the pad dry and

sanitary and entirely heat-proof.

Invert the pad, and the beautiful felt (or flannel) makes an excellent

card table or study table out of your dining table.

A positive guarantee that your table will not be injured by heat or

hot liquids while covered by a McKay Pad.

Leaves and Luncheon Mats made in the same manner.

Do not buy your table pad or luncheon mats until you have seen these.

Accept No Substitute.

These Pads For Sale By:

California Furniture Co.

J. W. Robinson Co. -

A. Fusenot Co., - - - -

Los Angeles, Calif.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Los Angeles. Calif.

San Francisco, Calif.

Oakland, Calif.

Fresno, Calif.

Bakersfield, Calif.

San Diego, Calif.

Portland, Ore.

Portland, Ore.

Tacoma, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane, Wash.

North Yakima, Wash.

North Yakima, Wash.

The Emporium -

H. C. Capwell Co. - -

The Wormser Furniture Co. - -

Hochheimer & Co. - - - -

The Benbough Furniture Co.

F. A. Taylor Co. - -

J. G. Mack & Co. - -

Rhodes Bros. (Inc.) -

Frederick & Nelson -

The Grote-Rankin Co.

The Standard Furniture Co.

Tull & Gibbs, (Inc.) -

Listmann Furniture Co.

Barnes-Woodin & Co. -

Hudson's Bay Co. - - Vancouver, B. C.

D. A. Smith, Limited - - - - Vancouver, British Columbia

David Spencer, Limited - Wancouver and Victoria, British Columbia

Write us for samples, booklet, etc.

LYDON BRICHER MFG. CO., 231 (entralAve., Minneapolis, Minn.

|

|

a drop of it will reach your table, nor will any of it be absorbed oy the

Pick Out YourTypewriter

and PocketYour Saving

Typewriters Rebuilt in our own Factories, and

guaranteed for one year. Here are a few of them:

Remingtons $25 to $65. Smiths $23 to $60

Underwoods $35 to $60. Royals $30 to $40

L. C. Smiths $30 to $50. Olivers $30 to $40 -

We have others, of course. Send for catalog de

scribingthem,andaddressof nearestbranchoffice.

AMERICAN WRITING := |

MACHINE company £

345 Broadway, New York

716. So Spring Street, Los Angeles

|-||

(Incorporated) #
-

-

-

£

# MENTHOLATED PINE PIL10w
AND ENJOY PERFECT HEALTH

Healing properties of Balsam Pine and Menthol reach

*...* every part of nose, throat and lungs. Recommended

~ by doctors in treatment hay-fever, asthma, catarrh

throat, lung and nervous troubles. 14x17x4% in. :

Price $2. Order to-day; money back

* after one week's trial if you wantit.

* Booklet free.

- MENTHOLATED PINE

PILLOW Co.

23 Fourth Ave.
Carnegie,

Pa.

-

:

*
-

FFF:EETS K.

Invisible E es

and Spring Hooks

are first choice amongwomen

who seek modern dress ele

gance. They insure the fit of

a gown by holding placket

and seam smoothly in place.

WONTRUST Firm and don’t work loose.

2. | Strong, yet easy to fasten.

-

--
-

% Look for the name “Peet's**

|- - on every envelope.

-

|

|

\% PEET BROTHERS, Philadelphia, Pa.

- - - ADJUSTABLE SHAVING

'' Rite Lite AND DRESSING GLASS

El

“No Shadows Shaving”

Raises and lowers 8 in.

Slides 14 inches in front of

window. Nick eled

fixtures, Bevel plate

mirror. Turns on swivel.

Excellent Xmas Gift

for men or women.

6 in. Diam. $2.

7 in. Diam. 53

7 in. Dble, 55

magnifying

*Justed to Atry

*** - Money back if

not satisfied.

RiTE - LITE GLASS Co. Special X mas

252 N. Salina St. proposition to

Syracuse, N. Y. dealers.

Bargains in

, Band Instruments

We have a wareroom full of band instruments taken

in exchange for our Lyon & Healy American Profes

sional and Own Make Band Instruments. We are dis

posing of them at agrand clearing sale. Cornets $3.00 -

and upward. Trombones$6.00and upward. Write for

our big listifyou can use a good instrument in perfect order at a nomi
nal price. We will also send you (free) a copy of our Band Herald.

LYON & HEALY, 29-49 Adams Street, CHICAGO

World’s Largest Music House (187)

RISHO
ROLLERS

Original and£:
Wood ortin rollers. "Improved"

requires no tacks, Inventor's

signature on genuine:

22:37:44-4*.
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=|E|E 1||D|E|D|D

THE

MONKS"

FAMOUS >
CORDIAL &

[E][
-

* HAs stooD

& THE TEST

#: 3. |

* o F A G E s : * *

AND is sri Li . . . ."
T H E F I N E S T £;

CORDIAL EXTANT #:

At first-class Wine Merchants, Grocers, Hotels, Caf’s. *
Batjer & Co., 45 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

Sole Agents for the United States.

|E - |E|| 1||D|E =|[E][

PATENTS #."'
for free search of Patent Office Records, How T0 0ht (1N A

PATENT and what T0 INVENT with List of Inventions Wanted

and Prizes offered ior inventions sent free. Patents advertised F E. E.

WANTED NEW 110EAN. Send for..."r list.: Pa....R.'..., -

Wići or J. Ev ANS & Co., WASHINGTON, D. C. M

- • Quartered

Try on a Pair and See! $27 £,
“IVY” Corsets—Made with *: s:
bones, or made without bones

give the natural support and

suppleness, producing the fash

ionable, sane, healthful, smart

figure everybody admires.

If your dealer does not carry our line,

send his name and we will send you

the most magnificent catalog o

corsets ever issued. It will suggest

styles sure to delight you.

IWY:
The greatest national leaders since our designer

created the straight-front style. They produce the soft

looking figure-the easy, uncorseted look that good

taste demands. Prices 81, $2, $3, $4, 85 and up.

Every pair guaranteed to be satisfactory. Sold on the

Coast at Win. C. Pomin's, 893 Market St. and Post St.,

San Francisco; Bullock's. 7th and Broadway, Los |

Angeles; Bon Marche. Seattle; Mver Frank's, Port- 4. - 37

land; and other dealers. If no dealer convenient to It Clings

Shipped on

Approval

The Kind that Lasts

a Life Time

Isn't that the furniture you are looking for, particularly
when it means an unlimited selection of the world's

best market and a big saving in dollars and cents?

This is what Quality furniture offers. It is sold direct

to you from the Quality factory at the wholesale

factory price. Send for our new

Arts and Crafts Furniture

Free Catalogue

All furniture is shipped at our risk, for your approval. Save

not coiniolet, ly satisfied return -

to us. We pay all expenses. esler's

Profit

hi rite for f/3. , Qazi's y Cerror

*ue four y it wasa sare you

time a"st money.

Quality Furniture Co.

(Fortnerly Grand Rapids

Furniture Mfg. Co.)

you carries this line write the originators. $8.25

CORSET H COMPANY 1114 Quality Building, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Worcester - Dept. S. Mass.
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- Ajax Drilling Engine

California-Land of Oil Gushers

The California National

Supply Co.

Dealers in Oil Well£ Ajax Drillin

Engines, National Special Boilers, Diamon

BX Casing, Upset End Rotary Drill Pipe

Z5 per cent of all the oil gushers in California

were drilled with our outfits

MAIN OFFICE: Los ANGELEs, CAL.

Branches: San Francisco, Bakersfield, Maricopa, Moron, Shale,

McKitrick, Coalinga, Santa Maria, Orcutt, Sisquoc, Brea

“Can take a pound a day off a pa

tient, or put it on. Other systems may

temporarily alleviate, but this is sure

and permanent."-A. P. Sun, Aug.,

1891. Send for Lecture “Great Subject

of Fat."

No Dieting. No Hard Work.

DR. JOHN WILSON GiBBS’ TREATMENT

For the Permanent Reduction of Obesity

Harmless and Positive. No FArit"RE. Your reduction is assured—reduce

to stay. One month's treatment, $5.00. Mail, or office, 1370 Broadway,

New York. A PEItMANENT REDUCTION GUAitANTEED,

"The cure is positive and permanent.”—v. P. Hera/a, July 9, 1893.

“On obesity, Dr. Gibbs is the recognized authority.”-A. P. World.

Will bring to you, Freight prepaid, a Schmoller

& Mueller Sweet-toned Piano. Here is the

opportunity of having placed in your home to

: Free for 30 days a guaranteed-for-25-years

Diano.

If you like it you are given

5 Years to Pay
Our wonderful selling plan is so devised

that people with music in their souls, but small

purses, can now satisfy their love for music

and have a Sweet-Toned Piano at once.

Do not hesitate but mail the attached coupon.

We will sendyou our beautiful catalogue orwon

derful pianos that are sold at factory-to-home

prices at a saving of $100 to $175, and on terms

that are truly remarkable.

You can easily save 10 cents a day.

That will pay for the piano. We ship it to you

Freight Prepaid. You can try it free for 30

days. You are given 5 Years to Pay.

Tear of this coupon now and send for com

plete details of our plan and catalogue.

Schmoller & Mueller Piano Co.

Est. 1859. Capital and Surplus over $1,000,000

Dept. S.M.311 Omcha, Neb.

-

Schmoller & Mueller Piano Co.

Dept. S.M.311 Omaha, Neb.

Gentlemen: Please send me all in

formation regarding your plan.

Name --------------------------------------

Address ----------

3 CUSTOM SHIRTS FOR $5.OO

I make shirts that fit you, because I make your shirts from your measure

ments and guarantee to take them back if they do not satisfy you.

I send you 100 samples to select from

I send you measurement blank with rules. I send you the finishedshirts

express prepaid. No ready-made shirts in my shop, but facilities for

quick delivery of the highest grade of custom work, Write formysam

ples Fall samples now ready (Higher-priced fabrics, too.) No agents.

CLARENCE E. HEAD (Master of Shirlcraft), 10 Pacific St., Ithaca, N.Y.

13 Cents a Day for this Famous

". \ Wisible Typewriter

—The OLIVER

Nothing Down–FreeTrial!

Guaranteed for Life-Free

Supplies–13 Cents a Day

or $4 a Month.

Ask for our beautiful descriptive book called “Your Final

Typewriter”—It's free-No obligation. No salesmen, to

bother you-We give our customers a price so low that

we have astonished the entire typewriter world! 15,000

people have accepted our offer-, - -

Just write your name on a postal or on the margin of this

page and mail today sure. - (191)

Typewriters Distributing Syndicate, 1661 77 Mo. Midigan Bhd., Chicago

(Authorized Distributors of the No. 3 Olivers)

CINDER IN YOUR EYE”

Coughs, colds, catarrh, pneumonia, pleurisy rheumatism,
few - - -

'y nothing of Burns, bruises, fractures, amputations,

appendicitis- -

ALL are Compensated for IF you

INSURE YOUR INCOME

The LARGEST Health and Accident

Insurance Company in the World

Q'ontinental Qasualty Q'ompany
11. G. B. ALEXANDER, President

Has Paid $10,000,000 to 400,000 Policyholders

Costs nothing to learn how little “Income Insurance” costs.

J. E. BETTS, Resident Manager -

Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., San Francisco

NAME.……………………....………….-

ADDREss ............... -------------- *........-

Ace........... Occupation. . . . . . . ... --------------------
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#leadsinionequality

in America

One of the three great

Pianos Of theWorld

|hires RetularStyles'50'500

The John Church Company

New York

The Everett Piano Co., Boston

Cincinnati Chicago

m&S

buffet, show smut,smoke stains,

Works Like Magic

When chair, table, piano or

|
finger marks or grime-get busy with 5

3-in-One! You'll be amazed at the

thorough and quick way in which 3-in

One brings back the new look to time-worn

furniture. Here's the way to do: Wring out

a cloth in cold water; add a few drops of

3-IN-ONE

wipe a comparatively small surface at a time and dry

and polish with a softwoolen cloth or a cheese cloth,

being careful to rub only with the grain of the wood.

After this treatment you will hardly distinguish old

furniture from new.

3-in-One cleans and polishes without leaving anything

to stick to or rub off on cloths.

No disagreeable odor-contains no

acid. Will not turn rancid or get

gummy. 3-in-One is sold by hard

ware, drug, housefurnishing and

general stores-1 oz. size, 10c:

* oz. 25c; 8 oz.('% pint)50c, and

in Handy Oil Cans 3% oz. 25c.

If your dealer hasn't these cans

we will send one by parcel post,

full of good 3-in-One for 30c.

A library slip with every bottle.

FREE. Write for a generous free

sample and 3-in-One Dictionary.

THREE-IN-ONE OIL CO.

33 Broadway, New York

'll- A

£Avi;

<>
\'-.

[Y

*

- S$

\

£2e2ezozó'

of Zaziness
are a constant tax upon

mental, physical and ner

vous forces. The effects

of concentration, worry and ||

overwork soon become evi

dent. Unless proper nourish

ment for brain and nerves be

provided, complete break

down is the inevitable result. |

| Pabst Extract
| The BeSF'Touc |

quickly dispels the effects of

| overwork, nerve exhaustion

and brain-fag. It feeds the

nerve centres, strength- -

ens the muscles and £

quickly restores both NA"

mind and body to a " |

| normal, healthy state. |

Order a Dozen from
2. TSN

Your Druggist © &Y >

| Insist Upon It Being“Pabst” |

I FREE BOOKLET, “Health :#||
| Darts,” tells all uses and bene- " #

| fits of Pabst Extract. Write for it. *:/8:

PabstExtract Co., Milwaukee.wi. 'B' |

E---- -
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Men, Here is the Limit in

Sock Wearability

While Bachelors' Friend Socks

are sold at the same price as the

ordinary guaranteed hose, we

will never ask you to buy on

price, but strictly on quality,

for these socks have quality

sticking out all over them.

feel like silk to the skin—they are

soft, pliable, snug-fitting and comfort

able, because they are knit from the

highest quality yarns. We will only

guarantee a sock that comes up to

these unusually high standards; that's

why we guarantee Bachelors' Friend.

These are real gentlemen's socks—

absolutely fast dyes-sizes 9's to

12's-every pair guaranteed—

sold in four grades—all leading

colors.

Box of 2 pairs guaranteed 2 months
- -- - -

... :
- - -

- 4.

$1.00 a Box

Special lightest weight guaranteed gauze

socks made-box of three pairs, guar

anteed 3 months, $1.00.

If not at vour dealer's, order direct,

at the same time giving us the name

and address of your dealer, so

we can arrange for gour

future wants.

--

JOS. BLACK & SONS CO.

York, Pa.

EEEEEEEEE

“I know these

are good”

If you but knew the modern

methods of manufacturing we

employ, the scrupulous regard

for cleanliness we exercise and

the purity of the ingredients we

use in making

lego'"
you’d try some, too. And you'd find

the first piece so deliciously good that

you'd have another—and another.

Fruits, nuts, caramels, nougat and

many other tempting centres, daintily

covered by a thick coating of rich

chocolate. And you can always de

pend on the purity and freshness of

Lenox Chocolates, no matter where

you buy them.

Try a box today at yourdrug

gist’s r confectioner’s. If

he hasn’t thern, send us one

dollar for handsome sample

box of Lenox-assorted.

-

New England

onfectionery Co.

Boston, Mass.

Makers of the famous

line of Necco Sweets.
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alive is big

enough to

withstand their

I tremen dous

shocking and killing power.

Have Smokeless Steel barrel; rifled deep

by famous Ballard system. Built for rapid,

accurate shooting; for continued use of high

power smokeless loads with jacketed bullets.

Ú-> Solid Top; Side

Ejecting; Safe.

Send 3 stamps for catalog showing extensive

line of Zarza Repeaters, Rifles and Shotguns.

The Marlin Firearms Co. #':

Do Your Christ

Write for

your FREE copy

of the world's Greatest Money

saving Catalog of Diamonds,

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware on

credit. Front cover by one of Ameri

ca's famous artists, made in oil and repro

duced in all the rich brilliant colors of the

original painting. Send for Catalog today.

This handsome 100-page illustrated Catalog is brim full of
suggestions for Christmas presents, as well as for per

sonalwear. All the new,: styles inJewelry-gor
geously beautiful Diamonds, artistic solid gold and plati

num mountings-exquisite thin ideal gifts-Ethat

sell-in some stores at double our prices. Select

anything desired and let us send it

to-you-o£ if satisfactory,...e :

: U.S.£ fth of purchase:
as first payment, balance divided

into eight equal amounts, payable:

: it's just like helping

yourself to all your Christmas

presents and not bothering about

money, for you practically pay as

you like. Christmas is not far

off. Do your shopping now

But first of all, send for,your
Catalog. It is£ FREE.

Write for it today-NOW.

LOFTIS BROS. & C0.

\\DIAMONDS, WATCHES, ETC. -

The -f- Dept F966 IOPTIS BROS8 CO

N. statest: chicago, ill. "…

*.

If You

Can Do It

That is what employers are saying

everywhere. On one side is the

trained man, confident because he

knows he can fill the position. On

the other hand is the untrained man

who is “stumped”.

Which chair do you wish to hold

down-that of the doubtful man, the

confident man or the boss? It is just

as easy to be the BOSS, and we

can prove it beyond a shadow of doubt

if you will indicate on the I. C. S.

coupon the position in which you wish

to be “boss”, and mail it today

to the I. C. S.

INIFRNio'Iconifrostinct schools'
Box 851, SCRANTON, PA.

| Explain, without any obligation on my part, how
I can qualify for the position before which I mark X.

- Civil Service

Electrical Engineer Bookkeeping

| ERec. Lighting Supt. Stenography & Typewriting |
Telephone Expert Window Trimming

| Architect Show Card Writing |

Building Contractor Lettering and Sign Painting

| Arehitectural Draftsman 'f''
Structural Engineer || Commereial illustratin |

| Conerete Construction Industrial Desi &:

Salesmanship

Mechan. Engineer Commercial Law

Meehanieal Draftsman Automobile Runnin

Civil Engineer English I'fies

Mine Superintendent Poultry Farming

Stationary Engineer Teacher Spanish

Plumbing & Steam Fitting Agriculture French

Gas Engines Chemist German

|Name

|Present Employer

Street and No.
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W: you buy a “Marinette,”

you don’t buy just labor and ma

terials, but surpassing style. To wear a

./grinette
G69 Aristocrat of Knitted Coats

for Mon.Women and Childron

proclaims your kinship with gentlefolk

the well-bred and the “thoroughbred.”

Pure worsted-knitted to shape– full

fashioned-soft and elastic—hand-finished

-everlastingly shape-keeping.

Four hundred separate styles for men, women and

children retailing from $3 to $15 at all best shops.

Silk Coats, $20 to $75. Senda postcard for the name

ofadealernear youand for our fascinating Book“M.”

Marinette Knitting Mills ,
Marinetto. Wisconsin.

Let the little children

learn to love the flag

Our Free Flag Plan brings beautiful, large flags for the

school or class, free, and develops public spirited children.

All that is required is to save the coupons that are given -

with Nine o’Clock Schoo/ Shoes. ou.'s'."

Every girl and boy likes Nine o’Clock School Shoes because they are built on foot-form

lasts. They give absolute ease and freedom in walking.

@ Nine o’Clock School Shoes

are built for lively youngsters, who spend most of their time out doors in all sorts of weather.

Every sole of every Nine o’Clock School Shoe is made of leather—the best we can buy—

cut from the thickest part of the hide. We have left a spot on the bottom of each shoe, for

father or mother to test.

The grown folks all wear Dittmann Shoes

for dress or work. There is a Dittmann Dealer in your locality. If you don't know him, write us. Enclose

2c and we will send, free, an educational book “Our Flag”, illustrated in three colors.

It pays to trade with Dittmann Dealers

\\\\\\\\\\\\\SYM) e Qo.MANU FA CTURERS ST. LOUIS
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Powder introduced 1867

Cream 66 1913

Both of Equal Merit for Clean

ing and Polishing Gold, Silver,

Nickel, Aluminum, and all metals.

Harmless and Effective.

Send for

FREE SAMPLE

Or, 15c. for box (Powder) postpaid,

or 25c. for 34 pint jar (Cream) postpaid.

Electro Silicon Co., 30 Cliff St., New York

At Grocers and Druggists.

We pack Hamilton Coupons.

WittegatesASPtoe Polishes
Largest Variety

“GILT EDGE,” the only ladies shoe dressing that positively

contains OIL. Blacks and Polishes ladies and children's boots and

shoes, shines without rubbing, 25c. "French Gloss,” 10c.

"STAR” combination for cleaning and polishing all kinds of russet

or tan shoes, 10c. "Dandy” size, 25c.

"QUICKWHITE” in liquid f ith ) quicklcleans and whitensdia'£ 10." .# quickly

"ALBO” cleans and whitens canvas shoes. . In round
white cakes packed in zinc-tin boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handsome,

large aluminum boxes, with sponge, 25c.

If your dealer does not keep the kind you want, send us the price in

stamps for a full size package, charges paid.

WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.

20-26. Albany St., Cambridge, Mass.

The O/test and Larrest Manzofacturers of

Shoe Polishes in the J/orld

onzóisse/6/ectric – &

Suction C/eaner || L.

Do you know that the easiest way to clean clean is also the cheapest

way? It is true.

One reason is because our way cuts the work in half. This is

proved every day. And a searching trial will convince you, too, that

it is cheaper to own a Bissell Electric Suction Cleaner than to go
without one.

To the money savi

finest and most dangerous dust escape you.

It's The Volume and Velocity of Rushing Air That Count

A month's trial costs you only a ridiculously small sum. We

y the freight. A short trial tells little. You use the Bissell

lectric Suction Cleaner for four weeks; learn to know it;

decide leisurely after making every test. Then you can own

it, if you wish, for

Only $1.75 Per Week

Weighs only 33 lbs. Any woman can carry it up and down
stairs easily. Runs lightly on rubber-shod wheels, following

the user without conscious effort. Reaches 40 ft. from any

electric fixture. Cleans a whole floor without disconnecting.

in labor—and in floor coverings—and in

draperies—you must add the saving in health; your old way let the

The Bissell Electric Suction

£## private

omes, big an e#. -

ments, '' buildings, *~~~S= -

churches, hotels, theatres,

restaurants, steamships;

everywhere. - - - - -

Appliances for sharpening knives and polishing silverware are fur
nished free. Equipment for running washing machines, meat

choppers, bread mixers, costs only a little extra . -

Isn't the servant question always with you? Hereis its best solution,

and the price is within the reach of any woman's allowance.

Ask About Our Easy Payment Plan

THE BISSELL MOTOR CO., *:#"

Western Offices: 501 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.; 608 So. Olive St.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Canadian Office: Sterling Bank Chambers, St. Catharines, Ontario.

NOTE.–Make no mistake. This is the Bissell Electric

Suction Cleaner; not the Bissell Carpet Sweeper. It is

made and guaranteed by THE F. BISSELL. CQ.,
of Toledo, O. We have no connection whatever with the

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich.
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Everybody Smiles on

Dressmaking Days when

Pneu Form is in the Home

Pneu Form does away completely with

all the fret and fuss of dressmaking.

When inflated inside your fitted waist

and-hip lining, it reproduces your figure

with the fidelity of Nature. The most

elaborate gowns can be made, draped

and completed by you or by your Dress

maker without a single “try on.”

%z5%zz
The Pneumatic Dress Form

relieves you of the fatigue of standing hour after

hour for tiresome “fittings.” No more are you

obliged to answer to the call to “just try this on

once more, please.” The minutest details of your

entire wardrobe may be perfected without one

moment of standing.

One Pneu Form in the family serves for the dressmaking

and remodeling needs of the entire family. It is as simple as

A, B, C. Each woman who is to have dresses made or

remodeled, first has a fitted lining made covering the upper

part of the body, including the hips. Pneu. Form is then

inflated inside of the lining and the figure of the person is

reproduced with looking-glass fidelity.

The standard rod adjusts to any skirt

length. When not in use Pneu Form can

be deflated and packed away in its own

box base which holds it all. Weight com

plete ten pounds.

Ask any of the 200,ooo women users

about the practical value and economy of

Pneu Form.

Prepare for your dressmaking days now.

Do not try to get along another season

without Pneu Form—Woman's Greatest

Saver of Time, Muscles, Nerves and

Money since the invention of the Sewing

* Machine.

It’s You Write for booklet “It's You,” which gives

full description, uses and prices of Preu Form.

The Pneumatic Dress Form Co.

557 Fifth Avenue (near 46th St.)

-

|

If your player-piano is a Kranich

& Bach, you can be certain that

no other or cheaper piano contains

the same kind of a self-playing

mechanism. If you have any other

player-piano there are nine chances out

of ten you will find that some cheaper

or lower grade instrument contains a

self-playing mechanism identical with

yours.

The majority of player-pianos are

“assembled” instruments, containing a

sort of hybridself-playing action capable

of being “tinkered” into all kinds of

pianos, but designed for no one in

particular.

THE

Kranich & Bach

Player-Piano

contains a superbly constructed player

action made by Kranich & Bach ex

clusively and expressly for Kranich &

Bach pianos, and is built completely in

every detail in one factory under the

supervision of men who have made the

Kranich & Bach name a synonym for

superb workmanship, exquisite tone and

wonderful durability.

An experience ofhalfacentury is back

of the Kranich & Bach player-pianos.

KRANICH & BACH

237 East 23rd St.

New York City
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LEA & PERRINS

SAUCE
**e oran ours a L. wortC. Est ERs 1-4 1 RE

The only Original Worcestershire

Sauce is made by Lea & Perrins.

No other relish perfectly seasons so many

dishes.

Use a Teaspoonful on Roasts, Chops, Fish, Soups,

Salads, Steaks,Gravies and all Chafing DishCooking.

Sold by Grocers Everywhere.

ITER

-

Bennett.818 PortableTypewriter doeswork of

$100 machines. Visible writing, standard keyboard,

ause so simple, 250 parts. Others
- |

- Sl *rcoat

#£ *C. |a.-rlaner achine experts. |

t. Sold on money-back-unl * *I'll

*:::::::::::::::":

#-A.S.W. Bennett Typewriter Co.

366 Broadway, New York

$82

* constructed to burn kerosene are

wn achievement surpassing all other known

methods of artificial lighting. Cost of

1-00 Our

Our£ can be 11t with an

ordinary match like city gas. For complete

fllustrated catalogand agency, address

THE NAcEl-chase Mr.G. co.,

171 E. Erie street, Chicago

‘gAL'sNLA
GLACE: FRUITs

A delicious confection that embodies all the flavor of California's

t fruits, candied by the original Townsend process and

daintily packed in a hand-painted souvenir box. A full pound will

mailed anywhere upon receipt of $1.00. As a dainty remem

brance it is particularly appropriate. No more acceptable holiday

gift could besent. Sold only by

TownsenD*s

55 Grant Avenue San Francisco

S.

Ç

RISTOCRATIC types of

superb footwear for Fall and

Winter, admired by experts, and

bound to meet your desire for cor

rectness, are found in

UTZ&DUNN CO

Shoes for Women

Our distinctive models show the touch

of careful designing for an easy, practical

fit. The absolute comfort of our shoes

also makes them the choice of an increas

ing multitude of discriminating women.

For more than thirty years our one aim

has been to make shoes that look well,

feel well, fit well, and wear well.

“For women with sensitive feet,” we

recommend one of our specialties—the

Dr. Edison Cushion Shoe

“The easiest shoe for women”—

which possesses style in addition to the

comfortable “built in” wool felt sole.

Utz & Dunn Co. shoes are sold at

$3.50 to $5.00. Dr. Edison Cushion Shoes

are priced at $4.00, $4.50 and $5.00.

Write for our new book—“The Feet of

An Active Woman.”

UTZ & DUNN CO.

218 Canal Street Rochester, N.Y.

Makers of High Grade Footwear for Women,

Misses and Children.

DDDDDDDDDDITILITITITTTTTTTTTTTTTIDDITIII
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You Are Welcome

If we could induce every one of the hundred

million persons in this country and Canada to

visit “The Home of Shredded Wheat” and

witness the process of making Shredded

Wheat Biscuit and Triscuit we would not

need to print this advertisement—or any other

advertisement. Nearly one hundred thous:

visitors from every habitable portion of the

globe pass through this factory every year.

They are impressed with the beauty al. '

cleanliness of the factory. They are convinced of the

wholesomeness, purity and nutritive value of

Shredded Wheat

It is the one universal staple cereal food, eaten in all

lands, always clean, always pure, always the same.

Delicious for breakfast when heated in the oven (so

restore crispness) and served with milk or cream, or

for any meal in combination with fresh -

The Only Cereal Breakfast Food Made in B ---at rorm

Made only by

THE SHREDDED WHEAT COMPANY., NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

".
- - -

–

-- V

y

|
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TIFFANY&(0

MODERATE PRICES AS

WELL AS THE HIGHEST

STANDARD OF QUALITY

ARE CHARACTERISTIC OF

TIFFANY & C0S ENTIRE

STOCK OFJEWELRY SIL

WERWARE,STATIONERY AND

ARTISTIC MERCHANDISE

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

THE TIFFANY BLUE B00K

WILL BESENT UPONREQUEST

fif|HAVENUE&37'STREET

NEW YORK

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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the

Dollar Watch

Measure your gifts by the pleasure and service they give—and

your mind will turn naturally to watches—and to Ingersoll's.

Childish faces light with pleasure at the tick of an Ingersoll on

Christmas Morn,and older folks appreciate them just as much.

An Ingersoll is a sane and sensible gift-the nature of which t

cannot be measured by price. It is the sincerest of remem

brances, an intimate daily companion and consultant.

Think how many of your friends you can please with an Ingersoll—there is a

model just suited for each one of them. The five models are:

“The Watch that made the dollar famous.” - - $1.00

The Eclipse—a thin model for men - - - 1.50

The Midget—a model for women and girls - - 2.00

The Junior—a small thin model watch - - 2.00

The Wrist Watch—for men and women - - 2.50

Send for the Ingersoll booklet, "Pointers” - it's free

Robt. H. Ingersoll & Bro. 39 Ashland Building, New York

SUNSET Advertisements are indexed on page 1054
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DECEMBER SUNSET

WALTER V. WOEHLKE CHARLES K. FIELD LILLIAN FERGUSON

Contributing Editor Editor Associate Editor

i
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TWO BIG SERIALS begin in this number. One of them is fiction, the other

fact. The fiction is based on fact and the fact reads like fiction. There you have a

recipe for human interest! The fiction serial, “The Man Who Won,” is a reflection of

several years' residence in the Wyoming country it describes and the result of intelli

gent study of one of the most interesting periods of the history of that region. It deals

with the dramatic clash between determined occupants and equally determined in

vaders and it is a real story of the West with the best meaning of the West as its motif.

The fact serial, “Autobirds of Passage,” has a heroine, also—the Lovely Lady, and the

dramatic clash in this story is chiefly between the desire of the Lady to linger in the

beauty-spots to which this motor flight brings her and the eagerness of the Mere Man

to fly northward and meet the challenge of the unmotored roads toward the Alaskan

border.

Furthermore: the cover design of this number is fact, not fiction.

CONTENTS

COVER DESIGN: A California Water-baby . . . . . . . . . W. H. BULL

“Lift Up Your Heads, O Ye Gates!” . . . . . . . . . . . . Frontispiece

An autochrome photograph made at the Gatun locks, Panama Canal, by Earle Harrison,

reproduced in colors

Autobirds of Passage . . . . . . . . . E. ALEXANDER POWELL

The record of a motor-flight along the Coast from Mexico to Alaska after the manner of birds

of passage who pass northward in the spring from a warm climate to a cooler one

Illustrated in colors

The Man Who Won . . . . . . . . . . WILLIAM R. LIGHTON

The story of a struggle for the possession of land between stockmen and farmers. This first

instalment, “The Challenge,” begins the contest which makes a double battleground of a sturdy

stockman's heart, since the opposing farmer has a daughter Illustrated in tint from sketches

made on the scene of the novel, in company with the author, by Arthur Cahill

a *

Chez Grevé . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. SIDNEY PATERNOSTER

If you have read the other "Adventures of Anastasius” by this author, you will be greatly

interested in finding that astonishing young person engaged in a piece of tender charity the

account of which makes a Christmas story of rare charm

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

III.5

II 25

II37

Immigration . . . . . . . . . . . . . ROBERT NEWTON LYNCH

I. The Anticipated Immigrant. First of a series of authoritative articles on this vital Western

topic by a former member of the California Immigration Commission and based on careful

and constructive investigation

Homestead . . . . . . . . . . . . . EDITH RONALD MIRRIELEES

A new story by the biographer of the Benson family, told with the same insight into the 115o

hearts of men and women that has endeared the plain Benson folks to thousands of readers

and with an equally deep insight into the conditions of Western life

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

Smoke-stacks on the Pacific . . . . . . . WALTER V. WOEHLKE

Mr. Woehlke gives the result of his investigations regarding the future of the Pacific Coast as

a manufacturing region. The article is full of surprises and leads to a most interesting conclusion

The Disappearing Trick . . . . . . . . PETER B. KYNE

Peter Kyne digs up the strangest characters in the strangest places. He seems to strike pay

dirt wherever he puts his literary pick. This time it is "Molini the Magician” and the way

he juggles with Mr. Porky O'Hara and his partner makes holiday reading

Illustrated by L. J. Rogers

116I

1172

(Continued on page 1053)
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True Time Q

All the Time

'1'he owner of a Hamilton Watch

soon learns to rely on it implicitly,

for a Hamilton tells the true time

all the time. You will not doubt

your Hamilton when someone else

mentions the time as being a bit

faster or slower than your own.

In railroad operation, where men must have

E X accuracy, the Hamilton is chosen above all

() others. Statistics show that over one-half

H & (56%) of the railroad men on American

) railroads maintaining Official Time

Inspection carry the

#amilton

illafch
“The Railroad Timekeeper ofAmerica" [. #:#. .

---

=

=
-

|

F

@y
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Hamilton Watches are made in correct

sizes for men and women and sold by

jewelers everywhere.

Movements only are $12.25 and up

ward. Complete watches, certain

sizes, are $38.50 to $150.00. Ask your

jeweler about them; also about fitting

your present watch case with a

Hamilton movement.

Write for

“The Timekeeper”

It illustrates and describes the various

Hamilton models and is a book well

worth reading if you are thinking of

buying a fine watch.

&

|
Z.

|

-

|

- ami atch CompanEngineer D. R. Wood, of “The Twentieth H ilton W pany

Century Limited,"New York Central Lines, Dept. 2 Lancaster Pennsylvania

has carried a Hamilton Watch for years.

|

See&s=<><=<><=&
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The Christmas Bird Census at Santa Barbara . WILLIAM LEON DAWSON

Bagging 104 different birds in one notebook on Christmas Day

DECEMBER CONTENTS-Continued

1185

The Panama-Pacific Exposition Today . . . . Photographs by SWADLEY 1.191

Photographic evidence of progress toward the Wonder City of 1915

Illustrated in colors

Stately Homes of California . . . . . . . . PORTER GARNETT 1198

I. New Place, the residence of William H. Crocker, Esq., of Hillsborough. First of a series of

critical estimates of notable places in California which combine architectural and landscape •

beauty with culture, on the scale made possible by great wealth

Illustrated in colors

The Puller-down of Trees . . . . . . . . CHARLES G. D. ROBERTS 1204

Fourth instalment of the romance of Gröm and A-ya, lovers in a forest primeval. A particu

larly terrifying enemy appears to vex the path of this couple “in the morning of time”

Illustrated by Paul Bransom

Interesting Westerners . . . . . . . . . . . 1215

The Exposition's Landscape Gardener; A Brace of Champions: An Aviator on Earth

The Pulse of the West . . . . . . . . . WALTER V. WOEHLKE I 2.2.2

Editorial Comment on Western Affairs

The Month's Rodeo . . . . . . - - - - - 1236

The Portola Festival at San Francisco; Santa Claus on "The Limited”: An Open-Air Christmas

Tree; Opening of the Los Angeles Aqueduct; "Peer Gynt” out-of-doors; The San Francisco

Land Show; The Meeting of the Waters at Panama

Sunset Service Bureau . . . . . . . . . 1246

Questions and Answers regarding the West, illustrative of the general service of the Bureau

to thousands of inquiring tourists and homeseekers. Conducted under the supervision of

Walter V. Woehlke

Development Section . . . . . . . . . . . . I 254

Tuolumne's New Golden Era (Arthur Dunn) 1254; Coos Bay Coming Into Her Own (C. E. Fisher) 1258

Motor Notes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1262

Verse and Miscellany . . . - - - - - - - -

- The Sheep-herder (Margaret Ashmun) 1136; Christmas in California (Jeannette Campbell) 1143; A

Christmas Greeting (Xatharine Rolston Fisher) 1160; The Miracle of the Train (Antoinette DeCoursey

Patterson) 1171; Desert Flowers (Helen Field Fischer) 1222; By Way of Illustration (W. R. Lighton)

1202; Shopping Early (Drawn by Albertine Randall Wheelan) 1234

Published monthly bySunset Magazine, William Woodhead, BusinessManager, Sunset Building, San Francisco.

Two dollars and fifty cents a year, foreign subscriptions one dollar additional for postage. Canadian

subscriptions fifty cents additional. Entered at the San Francisco postoffice as second-class matter.

Copyright, 1913.
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Who gets the money?

Some are asking whether the money spent in advertising does not

add to the cost of living. Does it increase the cost of living?

Who Pays for the Ads?

:
Advertising is a method of marketing. Judiciously used, it operates

to the advantage of both seller and buyer. For the volume of busi

ness that it produces, it is the cheapest agency known, and that is

why it has grown to such prodigious proportions.

But does the consumer pay? Only as he pays for the labor and

material that go into an article and for the cost of marketing and
(Continued on next page)
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distribution.

place would be taken by something vastly more expensive.

of ink does the work of a salesman.

Who pays? Well, here is the paradox. The consumer both pays,

and profits more than he pays, for without advertising he would pay

more than he does for his advertised goods.

—Arthur Evans, in Chicago “Record Herald.”

Index to Advertisements

Automobiles, :reveiei,
Accessories age

Anderson Electric Car Co. 1269

Associated Oil Co . . . 1061

Baker Motor Vehicle Co . 1263

Herreshoff Motor Sales Co. 1268

Ohio Electric Co. . - 1265

Standard Oil Co . . . 1295

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co. 1245

Investments and

insurance

Babson Statistical£ation#
Bankinri

Continental Casualty Co.

Hartford Fire Ins. Co. - 1059

Hegler-Sutcliffe Co., Ltd. 1106

Hibernian Savings Bank . 1060

Homebuilders"General Agency 1061

Long Beach Improvement Co. 1059

Pacific Land & Cattle Co. . . 1080

Potter. Flynn & Pearson . . . 1060

Standard Building & Inv. Co. 1061

Building and Construction

Hunt, Robt. W. . . . . 10

North Western Metal Co. . 1293

Classified Advertising . . 1057

Educational

Anderson Academy . . . 1056

Belmont School . . . . 1056

College of Osteopathy . . 1056

Cortina Academy . . . . 1056

Dickson School of Memory .. 1056

Hatfield, M. L. . . . . 1056

nternational Corres. Schools. 1291

Language-Phone . . . . 1056

VIodern School of Cor. . . 1056

Vít. Tamalpais Military Acad. 1056

National Salesmen 0.56

No. West School of Taxidermy 1056

School of Applied Art - 1056

ty hicago . . 1056

Food Products

Bauer Chemical Co. . . 1296

Brinkler, G. H. - 1275

Campbell's Soups . . . . 1231

Coca Cola . . . . . . 1276

Heinz Co., H. J. . . . 1292

Hill. Arthur J. . . . . . 1063

#Toasted Corn Flakes 2d Cov

B . 1288Knox Co., Chas. B. . .

Mellin's Food Co. . . . 1249

Merrell-Soule Co. . . . 1273

National Biscuit Co. . 1237

New England Conf. Co. . 1272

Osburn, G. - - ... 1063

Townsend's Glace Fruit . 1276

Wrigley's Spearmint Gum. 1239

Hotels, Resorts and Travel

Alaska Steamship Co. . . 1070

Alexandria Hote 1064, 1065

Alpine Tavern . . . 1064, 1065

Arrowhead Hot Springs ... 1063

Bowring & Co. . . . . 1273

Del Monte Hotel . . 1064, 1065

Del Coronado Hotel 1064. 1065

Fairmont Hotel . . 1064, 1065

Glenwood Mission Inn 1064, 1065

Hamburg-American Line . . 1073

Hotel Lankershim . . . 1 106

Huntington Hotel . 1064, 1065

Imperial Hotel . - . . . 1063

Lamport & Holt Line . ... 1067

Long Beach Sanitarium ... 1066

Maryland Hotel 1064. 1065

Mill Valley& Mt. Tamalpais Ry 1068

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Ry. 1068

No. German Lloyd . . 105.5

Oakland Hotel . . 1064, 1065

- Page

Pacific Electric Ry. ... 1069

Palace Hotel . . . 1064, 1065

Paso Robles Hot Springs 1064, 1065

P Hotel, Wash. . . . 1071

So. Pacific Co. .

St. Francis Hotel

Stillwell Hotel . - -

Stratford Inn 1064, 1065

Tahoe Tavern . . . 1064, 1065

Union Steamship Co. . . . 1072

Van Nuys Hotel .

. . 1066

1064, 1065

1063

Washington Hotel Annex -

Western Pacific Ry. Co. 1072

Wiltshire Hotel. . . . . 1067

Yosemite Valley Ry. Co. . . 1075

Household Furniture and

Necessities

American Tel. & Tel. Co. 1241

Blue Ridge Red Cedar Co. 1275

Cudahy Pkg. Co. . . 4th Cover
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Water is Flowing

Through

“Goethals' Ditch”

The Panama Canal is practically

complete, a year ahead of time.

The whole world is singing

“America.” Foreigners marvel at

our enterprise. Rejoice thatyou

are an American. Of course you

will want to see theCanal as soon

as it is in operation, so you can

intelligently discuss the most

important subject of the day.

NORTH

GERMAN

LLOYD

West Indies

Panama Cruises

for 1914 are so arranged that

participants can see ships pass

ing through the Canal. The

dates are Jan. 14, Feb. 12, and

March 19. The world-famous

S. S. “Grosser Kurfuerst”

has been selected to make the

cruises.

In addition to the Canalyou will see all

themostinteresting West Indies' ports,

including Havana, Santiago, Kingston

§:amaica), Colon, La Guaira, Port of

pain (Trinidad), Brighton,Barbados,

Fort of France and St. Pierre (Marti

nique), St. Thomas, San Juan and

Nassau.

Duration of Cruises 21 and 29 days.

Rate $16O.OO up

For illustrated booklet “To the Canal

and Caribbean" write

OELRICHS & CO.,Gen.Agts.

5 Broadway, New York

H. Claussenius & Co., Chicago

Central National Bank, St. Louis

Robert Cappelle, San Francisco

Alloway & Champion, Winnipeg

£

S.
S\'

Bladk feather

$10 VALUE
'.| XMAS SPECIAL

*/ $ Delivery

Prepaid

- Here's a delightful Christ

2 mas gift for mother-sister

* wife-sweetheart or friend—a

genuine Cawston guaranteed

plume-direct from the famous

|

* . d Cawston Ostrich Farm. Our stan

- r $ro-oo Black plume—featured as

a holiday gift special at $9.o.o. Finest

selected male bird stock—very full and heavy.

Special ££ Incline:£
- to which you want the plume

Christmas sent. Enclose P. O. or Ex

Service press Money Order-or call

in person at our Los Angeles store, 723 Broad

way—or our San Francisco store, 54 Geary

Street. We will send the feather (delivery

free) to any address and enclose appropriate

Christmas card extending greetings from you.

If you want to pay more or less than $9.oo or

want some other color than black-enclose

amount you wish to spend and describe what

you want and we will send the most beautiful

feather that can be had for the price you name.

FREE-with every $999

Cawston Special
A Real Cawston Ostrich

Feather for Dolly’s Hat

Yes—real Cawston ostrich feathers for Dolly's

hat. Just the thing that will make both Dolly

and Dolly's mother happy. The $9.oo£
plume special—and the Dolly feather may be

sent to separate addresses without additional

expense. Remember the Dolly feather is

absolutely FREE with the $o.ooholiday special

black plume. Order at once-and state

whether you want Dolly's plume to

be burnt orange or purple.

Send us your old plumes to be

re-dyed andremodeled into smart

new ideas. We will quote the

cost of the work in advance

and prepay return charges if

we do not do the work.

CAWSTON OSTRICH FARM

South Pasadena, California

723 Broadway, Los Angeles

54 Geary St., San Francisco

Mail order depots at

108 Michigan Ave., Chicago ë

500 Fifth Ave., New York * * *

South Pasadena, Cal.
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ANDERSON ACADEM

situated in a district noted for salubrity and climate. Well

equipped. large swimming pool, and excellent playgrounds.

Fully accredited by Eastern and California universities. Its aim

has always been “quality, not quantity.” Catalogue on application to

the Principal, WILLIAM WALKER ANDERson, Irvington, California.

Mount Tamalpais Military Academy
SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA

Fully accredited. U.S. Army Officer. Cavalry and Mounted Artillery.

Open-air Gym. and Swimming Pool. Twenty-fourth year began Aug. 14, 1913.

Boys accepted for Summer Vacation.

ARTHUR CROSBY, A. M., D.D., Head Master

BELMONT, CALIFORNIA

Belmont School does for its boys what thoughtful and careful

parents most wish to have done. Its location beyond the diversions

and temptations of town or city, the fineness of its climate, the

excellence of its equipment and the spirit of its faculty combine to

IäcreaseYour Efficiency
Thegreatsecretofbusinessandsocialsuccess

is theability to remember. I can make

mind an£: from

you can instantly select facts,

ures, names, faces,£
ū youtoconcentrate,developselfcontrolover

comeself-consciousness, bashfulness.

onyour feet andintelligentlyaddressan

ence withoutnotes. Mymethodiseasy -

simple,infallible. It isnota#:
tific and practical, endorsed by suchnot

as Elbert Hubbard, Prof. Swing, etc. Itis the

Principal

Dickson School of Memory,708 Auditorium Bldg.,Chicago, Ill.

make this possible. It prepares boys for the best coll and

schools of engineering, and offers in addition such elective courses

as boys may wish who are not planning for University work later.

Write for catalogue giving detailed information. Spring semester

opens January 12th, 1914.

W. T. REID, Headmaster.

GILBERT N. BRINK, Assistant Headmaster.

Address-Registrar, Belmont.

25 MILES SOUTH OF SAN FRANCIsco

Los Angeles College of Osteopathy

The University of Chicago

in addition to resident

H0ME work, offers also instruc

tion by correspondence.

For detailed in

formation address

22nd Year U. of C. (Div. K.) Chicago, Ill.

dermists in great dema and hand.

somely paid. Success guaranteed#:
ø-tion. #: book"How to Mount B and

- Tanimals”sent frce. Menandwomen:
| M.w.school of Taxidermy, 1880slwood Bas-, -

FRENCH, GERMAN, SPAN1sH, ITALIAN
Can be learned quickly, easily and pleasantly, at spare no

ments, in your own home You hear the living voice of a

native professor pronounce each word and phrase. In a sur

prisingly short time you can speak a new language by the

LANGUAGE-PHONE METHOD

Largest Medical College in western half of United States. More

students than other ten Coast Medical Colleges. Only profes

sion not overcrowded. California Course conforms to Cali

fornia requirements for either Druglessor Unlimited Physicians

Certificate. Write NOW for Illustrated Souvenir.

DR. A. B. SHAW, Secretary

Los Angeles
321 S. Hill Street

With a Western School, chartered by

the State of California. Ten years

of success;, thousands of students en

- rolled. High grade instruction in Bank

ing,*#": English, AT Stenography, Civil Ser

vice, Modern nguages, Normal Kindergarten,En

gineering. Law and Collegepreparatory studies. Write to

day for FREE 50 page catalog.

MODERN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE

Underwood Building, 525 Market Street

Dept. S San Francisco, Cal.

entific Talking”

EE A SALEsNAAN

Write today for large list of openings

are now earning $100 to $500 a month.

- My book “How to

Stop Stammering”

direct to the point.

Write M. L HAIfflo, 1918 Grove Street, 0AMIAND, CAllföRNIA

Hundreds of positions now open, no

offering you opportunities to earn good

wages while you are learning, also testimo

Address nearest office. Dept 122

NATIONAL sales.MEN’s TRAINING ASSOCIATION

-a treatise on "Sci

experience required to get one of them.

nials from hundreds of our students who

chicago New York Mansas city san Francisco

combined with

ROSENTHAL's PRACTICAL LINGUISTRY

Disc or Cylinder Records

Send for Booklet and Testimonials

The LANGUAGE - Piloxe MET110D

983 Putnam Building. 2 West 45th Street, N.Y.

WiMá.

*

TUDY drawing athomeunderExpert Faculty.

We have successful students in every part of

the world. Turn your Talent into money, Our

students arefilling high salaried positions, | years

successful teaching. Endorsed by high authorities.

18 Courses in Commercial and Illustrative Drawing,

Teachers'Normal and Applied Art.Profit orCulture.

Thoroughly Equipped Residence school

rtist's Outfit FREE to Enroled StudentA.

is raterovou, SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART,766Applied ArtBldg.,Battle Creek,Mich.

---

-

METMOD

GERMAN - FitExcil - ENGLISM

ITALIAN-SPAN1811

or any other language learned quickly D

land-lade

RECoRD

: and easily by eitherthe Cylinder or Disc

Cortinaphone Method at home.

write for FREE booklet today;

... - EASY payment plan.

Cortina Academy of Languages

111s Meerahuildine, 1soon-or-sta st-N.Y.

.|
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REAL ESTATE–MiscellaneousREAL ESTATE–Califor

THE FAMOUS SANTA CLARA VALLEY. “WE SELL

It.” Write for list of places and literature. E. D. Crawford

& Co., 415 Bankers Investment# 742 Market St., San

Francisco, Cal. Branches: San Jose, Mt. View and Gilroy.

FOR SALE–California Land, Improved Ranches. Tracts

for Subdivision. Acreage in large and small tracts. Water,

soil, lay of ground, transportation, prices and terms are#:
Write us your wants. Geo. H. P. & Co., 706-7-8. Hiber

nian Building, Los Angeles, Calif.

COMING TO CALIFORNIA? Long Beach, the fastest

wing city in theU.S. offers exceptional opportunities forpro

tableinvestment. Wehandle homesnear the ocean, business

and harbor property. Yucaipa Apple lands, other California

fruit lands. R. R. Richey, 19 Locust Ave., Long Beach, Cal.

REAL ESTATE–Oregon

"KLAMATH FALLS-Coming railway and manufacturing

center of Southern Oregon. Buy lots now—$75.00; $5.00

down, $5.00 per month; no interest. ... 160 acres land $10.00

per acre, easy terms. A. Y. Lindsey, Klamath Falls, Oregon.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE. Rogue River Valley

fruit lands; dairy, stock and poultry ranches. Homes in

Ashland, best all-the-year-round climate on the Coast.

Address Beaver Realty Co., Ashland, Oregon.

REAL ESTATE–British Columbia

VANCOUVER ISLAND FRUIT AND FARM LANDS

$8 an acre first payment and the same amount for four years

with interest at 7%, will buy a block of farming land close to

rail, stores and good markets, with best of soil and splendid

climate. Vancouver Island Fruit Lands, Limited, 10

Belmont House, Victoria, B. C.

REAL ESTATE–Canada

FOR SALE. On account of my permanent residence in

Winnipeg, Canada, I will dispose of my five acre fruit farm

locat n the beautiful town of Ontario, California. This

place is in a high state of improvement: About two years

ago I set out approximately five hundred orange, peach and

other trees, and erected a beautiful bungalow upon the prop

erty besides putting in other ''' improvements.

Ontario has about 6,000 population, is thirty miles east of

Los Angeles, on three railways—Southern Pacific; Santa Fe;

Salt Lake Route. It is also reached by inter-urban electric

lines. Here is a real''' to acquire an ideal home in

one of the most beautiful and pros us towns of Southern

California. Will take part , balance can be arranged.

For photographs and particulars address “Bungalow,” 610

Sterling Bank Building. Winnipeg, Canada.

REAL ESTATE—Texas

$1500 A YEAR INCOME from a suburban farm near

Houston, in the famous Gulf Coast Winter Garden District:

raise two money-making crops a year of vegetables as weli

as strawberries, figs and other fruits; farmers net $75 to $350

an acre; splendid poultry and dairy country: these farms are

near Fairbanks suburban station, good school, etc.; shell

paved road to city markets where products sell for good cash

prices; the pleasure of the country combined with the ad

vantages of the city; 10 and 20 acre tracts on easy monthly

yments; no taxes, no interest. Address C. W. Hahl & Co.,

#: 119 Commercial Bank Bldg., Houston, Texas.

HOUSTON. TEXAS: Population in 1910, 78,000; in

1913, i20,000. A growth that is truly wonderful. Predicted

that will go to half a million in a few years. $3,000,000 hotel

just completed. Rice Institute endowed with $10,000,000

recently opened. Millions going into sky-scrapers, factories,

shipping wharves, railroadt£ and residences. We own

''. 20d lots in St. Mary's Beach, a suburb of Houston,

on the Great Ship Channel where the Government, and City

are spending $2.500,000 in dredging for ocean going ships:

at an opening price of $30 a lot, size 50x100 feet. Terms $2

a month; no interest, no taxes. Plats, pictures and particu

lars mailed free. $1 with inquiry reserves choice lot. E. O.

Glenn Co., 865 Union Nat’l Bank Bldg., Houston, Texas.

PATENTS

PATENTS THAT PROTECT AND PAY. Advice and

books free. Higuest references. . Best results. Promptness

assured. Send sketch or model for free search. atson

E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer, 62.4 F Street, Washington, D. C.

PROTECTIVE PATENTS procured promptly. Our

books telli how to obtain and realize therefrom sent on

request. rite today. Trade Marks. Registered, Robb

& Robb. 243-247 Southern Bldg., Washington, D. C.

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY easily in Virginia in general

farming, fruit, stock or dairying. Ideal climate, short

winters, abundant rainfall, monthly average 4 inches in 1913.

Living expenses low. Labor plentiful ood, well watered

farm lands from $10 an acre; easy terms. Write for lists and

official information. F. H. LaBaume, Agl. Agt., Norfolk &

Western Ry., Room 267 N. & W. Ry. Bldg., Roanoke, Va.

COINS AND STAMPS

$4.25 EACH paid for U.S. Flying Eagle Cents dated 1856.

$2 to $600 t" for hundreds of coins dated before 1895.

£d#ce:at£to' Illustrated Coin Value Book,

ze 4x4, -it may mean your good fort -Clarke & Co., 3'al'. #x 130. 1:#y' Y une

TRADE DOLLAR 1885sold for $11.40; 20 cent 1876cc s250;

$1 gold 1861d $230; $3-1870s $1450. Equally high Pre

miums on thousands of Coins, Stamps, Books,£p'o'
Illustrated Circular Free. Vonbergen, 'Dept. S, Boston, Mass.

OLD COINS bought and sold. New Fall coin selling cata

log just out free to collectors only. Buying coin catalog

#### I pay, 10c. Wm. Hesslein, dock Bldg.,

101-D. Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

MOTION PICTURE PLAYS

MOTION PICTURE PLAY'S WANTED. You can write

them. We teach you by mail. No experience needed.

Big demand; good pay. Details - ated Motion

Picture Schools. 686. Sheridan Road, Chicago.

WRITE MOVING PICTURE PLAYS; $10 to $100 each;

constant demand; devote all or spare time; experience or

correspondence course unnecessary. Details free. "Atlas

Publishing Co., 321 Atlas Bank Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.

HELP WANTED

SELL, HOSIERY; guaranteed against holes or new hose

free; build a permanent trade; big profits; ence un

necessary. International Mills, 'Dept."Z. West hila., Pa.

$30 WEEKLY Selling “Easy” Suction Sweeper. Wheels

operate cylinder creating powerful suction. All metal. No

W# o bellows. Low price. Guaranteed. Sample Free.

rite quick. Foote Sweeper Co., Box 2075, Dayton, Ohio.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ REPORT LOCAL INFORMATION.

names, etc., us. No, canvassing. Spare time. Excep

tional proposition. Enclos” stamp. National Information

Sales Company. Dept. BCS, Cincinnati, O.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK tells of about 300,000

protected positions in U. S. Service. Thousands of vacancies

every year. There is a big chance here for you, sure and

enerous pay, lifetime employment. Just ask for bookl

–914. No obligation. Earl Hopkins, Washington, D. C.

$65 TO $150 MONTH paid men and women in Govern

ment Jobs. Common ucation sufficient. Over 12,000

appointments coming. Write immediately for free list of

positions. Franklin Institute. Dep't A 50, Rochester. N. Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SONG POEMS WANTED. Send us your£ or

melodies. A hit will bring big money. Proposition Positively

Unequalled. Available work accepted for publication and

copyright secured in your name. ur Com g Staff Best

of Any Company of Its Kind. Instructive booklet free.

Marks-Goldsmith Co., Dept. 41, Washington, D. C.

AGENTS PRICES. One Machine at Wholesale price

to introduce our goods. Bargains in every make. e

writers for $5.00 up. Standard Typewriter Exchange, 31

Park Row, New Yor

MISCELLANEOUS

JUDSON FREIGHT FORWARDING CO. Reduced

rates and quick time on household g to all Western

oints. 443 Marquette Building, Chicago: 435 Oliver Bldg.,

Pittsburg, Pa., 640 Old South Building, Boston; 324 White

hall Bldg., New York; 1501 Wright Building, St. Louis;

878 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco; 516 Central Bldg.,

Los Angeles. Write nearerst office.

SWEET PEAS–California grows the World's supply.

For 25c we will mail to you six packets Grandiflora Sweet

Peas, assorted colors.£ 10c per packet. Other high

£e Vegetable seeds. est Coast Seed House, Los Angeles,

*\l.

MEN OF IDEAS and inventive ability should write for

new “Lists of Needed Inventions,” Patent Buyers and “How

to Get Your Patent and Your Money.” Advice Free. Ran

dolph & Co., Patent Attorneys, Dept. 53, Washington, D.C.

See Opportunity Offered, Page654, OctoberIssue
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SVNSET

DEPA

In this department Appear the announcements of Bankers, Brokers, Trust Sompanies, insurance Gompanies

and other Financial Institutions. We gnsigawar to assept only the Annøvnegments of responsible
and reliablo institutions

Ż *

'*

LUITW IELER PUMPS for

Irrigation and Water Works
For Use in Drilled or Open Wells

No pit, no noise, no bother. Least operating and maintenance expense.

There is a reason.

The cam mechanism is balanced and has a constant and uniform application

of£ which makes it run smoothly. -

uilt for use for any kind of driving power, including steam, gasoline, oil,

- electricity, windmill or line shaft.

Luitwieler Pumps have built a reputation for economy and durability.

Send for our valuable illustrated booklet, “Irrigation”, just from the

printer, free on request.

Established in Los Angeles 1877.

LUITWIELER PUMPING ENGINE COMPANY

707-713 North Main St. Los Angeles, Cal.

Between Los Angeles

and the harbor district.

A center of unusual in- TUI -

vestment opportunities. TheM.23.2 lustraaf Gö.

Torrance property values are backed by great

wealth-producing industries and millions of

dollars in established improvements.

These are the things which today make

Torrance the most attractive investment field
in Southern California.

Torrance is succeeding because it is a big,

clean, organized development-not a pro

InOtion.

Machine Shop in big Tool

Manufacturers and investors alike are finding

real opportunities in Torrance.

Write for illustrated booklet which tells the

story of Torrance—its great industrial, civic

and public improvements and realty values.

THOMAS D. CAMPBELL & CO.

Dept. 10 625 South Hill Street Los Angeles, Cal. Huge Machine in Auto Tire Plant at Torrance

Plant at Torrance
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A Safe Investment Base Your Selling Plans

14% Per Annum on Par Upon Business Facts

• • • - Get exact information regarding trade

Paid Quarterly in Dividends conditions and stop “taking chances”

$3,393,957 is the value of the 1860 building permits issued in

Long Beach, California, during the nine months of 1913—an

all-the-year-round resort and commercial and industrial city

right on the Pacific ocean with a magnificent harbor and a

population that has increased from 17,000 in 1910 to 30,000.

$1,000,000 is the value of buildings constructed by

Long Beach Improvement Company

engaged in active business two years. This company is incor

porated for 1,000,000 shares, par value $1.00# share. Begin

ning with 30 stockholders and $60,000 subscribed capital, today
it has accumulated

Assets, $1,047,576 Surplus, $145,914

while paying continuously for seventeen months dividends from

net earnings at rate of 12% per annum on par. Nov. 15, 1913,

dividend rate increased to 14% per annum.

The Business of the Company shows you the ups and downs of business conditions

: speculative. # is conducted largely on a money-lending, and is a feature of

basis, with mortgage securities. To augment the
£ owns its lumber yards, planing mills, building material THE BABSON

warehouses, electric fixture and sheet metal plants, and con- MERCANTILE SERVICE

ducts its own real estate, loan, insurance, building construction

and architectural, lumber and building material sales and other which enables you to know when and where to sell to

departments. - - -- - - the greatest advantage. It gives you a broad knowl

More than a thousand stockholders are now participating in its edge of present and past fundamental conditions, as

profits; more than 50% of the shares sold are held by Long they apply to your business. You get the facts, the

Beach residents. exact facts, essential to your future success.

Shares now are selling readily at $1.5O If you wish to know just how the Babson Mercantile

Send for literature and learn how $100 invested in these shares Se'. 'll help : Yite, for or ex'natory,
when selling at $1.00 is today worth $174.35. booklet, "Anticipating BusinessConditions.

- Address Dept. X-6 of the

LONG BEACH IMPROVEMENT CO., Home Builders BABSON STATISTICAL ORGANIZATION

Mills, Yards and Warehouses on the Harbor, Long Beach, California

References: Every Bank in Long Beach. Engineering Building, Wellesley Hills, Mass.

Largest Organization of its Character in the U. S.

*=

-

*This Fire Might Have

| Been Prevented

And there have been thou

sands of other fires that could

have been prevented by simple

precautions which all prop

erty owners ought to use and

probably would if they knew

about them.

The Hartford Fire Insurance

Company has prepared a book

on Fire Prevention.

If you are a property owner

you ought to read it, no matter

in what company you are in

sured. It will be sent you free

if you will sign and mail the

coupon below. Send it to-day;

it may save you money.

|

HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY, Hartford, Conn. sunset Tear off

Send me book on “Fire Prevention.” My name and address is written below.
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The Panama

Canal Opening

means more to Los Angeles, California, than

to any other section in the world. When the

great gates of the Canal swing open a mighty
influx, a thing unprecedented in the history of

the world, will pour through and spread itself

upon the shores of Southern California.

This will heavily increase property values as

surely as the tides rise and fall. Fortunes will

be made by wise investors.

We are in constant touch daily with bona-fide

investment opportunities that will net sub

stantial profits. We are glad to offer our

clients any assistance or advice. The time to

invest is now. Write us today. We have

bargains in all classes of residence property in

Los Angeles and vicinity—ranch and business

properties of every description. Write or call

upon

Potter, Flynn & Pearson

714 Marsh-Strong Building

Los Angeles, California

Reference: First National Bank.

LOS ANGELES

Hibernian Savings Bank

The bank with the personal service

Operating under the strict Savings Bank Laws
of this State -

Pays 5%Compound Interest

On Your Savings

Because of economies in administra

5 tion which include, nominal invest

ment in furniture and fixtures, and

the low rent of our

Second Floor Quarters

This is the only Bank in California

not paying ground foor rent.

Our eleven Directors are old identities

in the business life of California and

among the most conservative and sub

stantial men in the State.

If you are interes ed in

Southern California

we can give you godd advice as our

interests are here.

i
Write us for particulars: we#

-

#: <-43: give the same personal ser

vice in correspondence as in

our Banking Rooms.

Paid Up Capital

- $250,000.oo
HIBERNIAN BUILDING Deposits more than

4th and Spring Sts. $2,OOO,OOO.OO

LOS ANGELES

Hibernian Savings Bank

Why not come and play in the surf with us?

L O N G

BEACH
CA L I F O R N IA

Wh Stay home and poke the

* clinkers in the base burner

and worry about steam

heat? Come to Long Beach, California,

and enjoy the sunshine each day in the year.

Wh Stay cooped up in the house

y- for the greater part of the

winter by sleet, snow and

rain? Come to Long Beach, California,

where you can go swimming each day during

the year.

Wh Stay where it is hard to

y- make an investment that

will pay you eight or ten

per cent? Come to Long Beach, California,

where property values and industrial oppor

tunities offer you from twenty to fiftypercent.

Wh Long Beach, California?

* Because it is a commercial

and industrial city as well

as a resort city, that has over two hundred

and seventy-five apartment housesand hotels

that offer at reasonable rates most excellent

accommodations.

Wh Did they organize the Long

* Beach Tuna Club? Because

the best deep sea fishing on

the Pacific Coast is to be had at Long Beach,

California. Come on and get the gold button.

For free descriptive booklet, or

full information, write today to

R. L. B ISBY

Se(retary long Beath Chamber 0f Commerce

Second Floor, Hibernian Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
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THE STANDARD

BUNGALOW BOOK

The handsomest and most comprehensive

Bungalow Book ever put on the market

the Standard's latest effort.

“It's A Beauty.”

Handsome half tones of both exterior and

interior, with full descriptive data-com

plete plans and specifications of which are

on sale at our office.

Price 50 cents, postpaid.

Standard Building-Investment Co.
340 South Hill Street Los Angeles, Cal.

Associated Oil Company

GENERAL OFFICES:

Sharon Building San Francisco, Cal.

RoBERT W. HUNT

JNo J. CoNE

ROBERT W. HUNT & CO., ENGINEERS

BUREAU OF

INSPECTION, TESTS & CONSULTATION

CEMENT—STRUCTURAL STEEL

ALL ENGINEERING MATERIALS

CHEMICAL & PHYSICAL TESTING

SAN FRANCISCO

418 MontcomERY ST.

JAs. C. HALLSTED

D. W. McNAUGHER

PITTSBURGH LoNDON ST. LOUIS

sEATTLE VANCOUVER MEXICO CITY

NEW YORK

TORONTO

CEICAGO

MONTREAL

CINDER IN YOUR EYE2

Coughs, colds, catarrh, pneumonia, pleurisy, rheumatism,

fevers- -

To say nothing of Burns, bruises, fractures, amputations,

appendicitis

ALL are Compensated for IF you

INSURE YOUR INCOME

The LARGEST Health and Accident

Insurance Company in the World

Qontinental Qasualt, Qompamp
H. G. B. ALEXANDER, President

Has Paid $10,000,000 to 400,000 Policyholders

Costs nothing to learn how little “Income Insurance” costs.

J. E. BETTS, Resident Manager

Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., San Francisco

NAME ......................................................

AGE........... Occupation.................................

-

Now I LAY ME. DowN To SLEEP or TwiligHT MADoNNA

by Jessie Willcox Smith. One of the new pictures in

#(30p|t|$2rimtg
An exquisite gift for a mother or child

These Prints have for nearly twenty years been

recognized by artists themselves as the best of art

reproduction. Permanent as well as beautiful in quality.

Unsurpassed for gifts and for framing for one's home.

Fifty cents to $50.00. AtArt Stores or sent on approval.

GURTS & GAMERUN

Picture Catalogue sent for 25 cents (stamps accepted).

Contains 400 illustrations,-practically a Handbook of American

Art. This cost deducted from subsequent purchase of the prints.

Exhibitions for schools, clubs, churches, etc.

Family Portraits done on private order from

daguerreotypes, tintypes, old photographs, etc.

#:ROSION0pp. Public library

r

WLos Angeles

426 Pierce Building

some iliuilàers

This Stock Will Soon Be

Sold-Buy Yours Now

“Home Builders” stock is now $3.15 per share.

There are now but few shares for sale. As soon

as this balance is closed the extra 10% stock divi

dend will be declared and each common stockholder

will then receive one share on each ten, ten shares

on each hundred owned.

This extra dividend is a bonus to the stockholder

as an appreciation for his loyal support of the

company. . This is the only stock the company

has ever given away and it comes at a time when

every common stockholder will participate.

The Extra 10% Stock Dividend with

regular Cash Dividends will make

you 16% the first year

The regular cash dividends of 19C per year on

each share and the extra Io9% stock dividend will

make your dividend earnings about 16% the first

ear your money is with the company. Get the

# financial statement (always made under oath)

showing the company's standing.

Write for Literature

“#umte'uilüera (3riteral Agrg.’
Ground Floor Mason Opera House Bldg.

129 SOUTH BROADWAY

california_
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WIM&RHRHERSIF W.W
-t

Here follow the advertisements of hotels, railroads, steamship lines,

resorts, communities and colonization companies. The advertisers and

the announcements appearing in these columns have been investigated

by SUNSET MAGAZINE and are believed to be trustworthy. SUNSET does

not accept any advertisement that will not stand investigation.

If, after a careful consideration of these advertisements, the reader fails

to find such information as is desired, his attention is called to the

SUNSET SERVICE BUREAU in the editorial section of this magazine.

FOntana Lands

The luscious California ripe olive now in such demand

thrives in the deep, vigorous Fontana soil.

Olive and fig groves planted and interset with decid

uous fruits at $350 per acre.

Ideal residence community, world renowned climate

beautiful scenery—near the base of “Old Baldy” and

other peaks of the San Bernardino Mountains. More

than $1,000,ooo.oo in public and private improvements.

Write for illustrated booklet.

Thomas D. Campbell& Company

Home Office:

625 South Hill Street Los Angeles, California

Or inquire of the nearest Selling Agency.

S. A. FRENCH & COMPANY.,

54 W. Randolph Street, Chicago.

Arrigating a yelor orange Grove at Fontana DAVIS & GOETZ
-

*

Success with Fruit- 915 Plymouth Building, Minneapolis.

Fontana lands offer what is needed—fertile soil, abundant

water, right climate, adequate transportation. ROUNTREE & COMPANY.,

Oranges, lemons and grapefruit grow to perfection in this famous

and thoroughly proven citrus section only two hours from Los
Angeles on the main lines of the Southern Pacific and Santa Fe

Railroads.
- - R. W. MUIRHEAD,

Land planted to order under supervision of expert horticulturist 306 McGreevy Building, Winnipeg.

at $550 per acre-six years time for payment.

713 Old South Building, Boston.
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From the Grower to You

BIG CALIFORNIA JORDAN ALMOND MEATS

READY FOR USE AS FOOD OR RELISH

": 0ne Pound

on
Solid Almond Met:

Meats for Of

$4.00 $1.00

Prepaid Prepaid

These magnificent “Avonwood Brand” Jordan Almonds, raised in the

foothills of the famous Santa Clara Valley, are superior in size, flavor

and sweetness to the imported nut---trial order will convince you of

this --Printed matter on request.

HAL G. OSBURN “Avonwood,” Los Gatos, Calif.

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS

Hottest and most curative£ in

the world...Modern hotel waters. Mud

highly radioactive. Rheumatism, kid

ney and stomach troubles successfully

treated. Resident physician. Altitude

2000 feet. Home grown vegetables.

Dairy and chicken ranch. American

plan table. California's ideal resort.

ARROWHEAD HOT SPRINGS CO.

Arrowhead Sprints Calif.

A R T Z O N A

GOVERNMENT LAND in YUMA COUNTY

Rich as the Valley of the Nile

Abundance of water for irrigating purposes

Writ

MoRLEY, The Laná'Man, YUMA, ARIZ.

'Hotel Imperial
PHILMETSCHAN SR. & SONS, PROPRIETORS

Complete Equipment

C or re c t S er v ice |

300 Rooms, 175 with Bath

Rates: $1.50 to $3.50 per day

Luxury at the Price of Ordin a ry Service

“In the Center of Everything”

Seventh: between Washington and Stark

PORTLAN D, OREGON

==
|

Right from My California

Orange Grove to YOU!

c.A Box of Big, $150
Tree-Ripened Oranges for ~

Parcel Post or Express PREPAID

Ready for picking about Dec. 1st—all orders filled

as received.

A rea treat for yourself or a pleasing Christmas

gift for a friend—a box containing 24 big, fine,

delicious, sweet CALIFORNIA ######s (16

lbs. weight) fresh from my grove, with all their first

£ orange carefully picked and

acked and guaranteed of finest quality and to

eep for 60 days.

Send money order or dollar bill and 5 dimes or

your check-your card enclosed if you like.

|

c.ARTHUR J. HILL, Orange Grower

Reedley, CaliforniaR. F. D. No. 2

%ie StillWell
Los Angeles, U.S. A.

A Fireproof Hotel All Outside Rooms Private Bath. Each Room

The Most Modern Popular-price Hotel of America

Rates with Bath $1.50 per Day and Up

Special Rates Made to Permanent Guests

Phones: Home 60297–Sunset Broadway 327

C. H. STI LLVVELL, Manager
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California's

Christmas Call

Far across the snowline's boundary, leave Old Winter to his wrath!

in the Land of Living Color, trail the Padres' sun-kissed Path!

This is an invitation to you!

It bids you to awake,to break winter's shackles and harken to

the call of green hills, and smiling valleys; of fragrant orange

blossoms; of dreamy drives and glorious highways. It promises

pleasure on the sunny side of the mountains, where the deep

blue sea mocks the sapphire of the sky.

Bring your car along, for California is the Outdoor Garage of

the Nation I Bring your favorite golf sticks, for California is the

Golfer's Delight! Bring your swimming togs, for California's

beaches are always thronged with happy bathers. Bring your

tennis rackets, for California's courts have made America

famous!

And remember this—at the end of the journey there always

awaits one of California's big, hospitable, homelike hotels.

There is always comfort and good cheer in these restful havens

which seem to have enshrined within their walls the sunshine.

and the splendor of the wonderful valleys and uplified hills,

where still linger memories of the romantic past!

Come! Come now to California!

- - -- - - - -
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Come, Linger Here

These I havens will multiply and make

complete the winter'sjoyousness.

FAIRMONT HOTEL HOTEL VAN NUYS

San Francisco, California Los Angeles, California

HOTEL ST.FRANCIS HOTEL HUNTINGTON

San Francisco, California Pasadena, California

PALACE HOTEL, . HOTEL MARYLAND

San Francisco, California Pasadena, California

HOTEL OAKLAND
- - ALPINE TAVERN

Oakland, California Mt. Lowe, Pasadena

£, G|Swoop Mission
HOTEL DEL MONTE - - - - - -

Del Monte, California Riverside, California

STRATFORD INNP#les HOT Del Mar, California

Paso Robles, California HOTEL DEL

HOTEL ALEXANDRIA CORONADO

Los Angeles, California Coronado Beach, Calif.

These hotels and resorts and their managers are favorably

known to the Southern Pacific Company, Information and
literature can be procured from any Southern Pacific office.

You will£ receive any information you want and

in addition, a utifully illustrated book, picturing and

describing CALIFORNIA'S Famous Resorts along the Road

of a Thousand Wonders, if you will send your name and

address to SUNSET MAGAZINE, San Francisco, Cal.

-

-
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LONG BEACH

SANITARIUM

LONG BEACH

CALIFORNIA

JUST THE PLACE FOR A REST

A homelike home where all the objectionable

features of hospital life are eliminated.

BATTLE CREEK SANITARIUM METHODs

- BATTLE CREEK CUISINE

STRICTLY modern and up-to-date institution,

employing all the very latest methods known to

modern medical science, consisting of the following

leading features: Special Diet System; Hydrotherapy;

Phototherapy; Thermotherapy; Electrotherapy;

X-Ray, Mechanotherapy, Massage, Diatheramy or

Thermo Penetration; Milk Diet and Rest Cure. . Also

the finest Electrical and Mechanical Swedish De

partment on the Pacific Coast.

365 happy, sunshiny days for recreation each year;

few blocks from Pacific Ocean. Mean temperature,

*... 60 degrees. Best specially trained and experienced

<> lady and gentleman physicians together with grad

9): uated nurses only, compose our medical depart

*
% Q', ment. Special Reservations for Tourists.

4.3% &

%*>.

<'' *. LONG BEACH

% * * * * SANITARIUM

es %%24%. LoNG.'Ach

%£GALifornia

% %>

°, 2:ź.
%, Z &

2 *. %.
% < **,

*...*c.
%% S.

% Cu.

''<

Gire

A Wonderful

- -- - -

Steamship Ride
NEW ORLEANS

TO NEW YORK

“One Hundred Golden Hours at Sea.”

with all the pleasures and benefits of an

ocean voyage.

Fares the same as all rail but include

your berth and meals on Steamships.

Sailings Wednesdays and Saturdays

from New Orleans and New York.

A wonderful new train to carry you

San Francisco to New Orleans in three

days

“The Sunset Limited”

Operated Daily with no extra fare.

Write for illustrated booklets

and information.

L. H. NUTTING, General Pass. Agent

366 Broadway, New York

P. K. GORDON, General Agent

32 Powell Street, San Francisco

GROWE KETCHUM, Dist. Pass. Agt.

607 So. Spring Street

Los Angeles
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-

-

Rates: $1.00 Per Day and Up

SAN FRANCISCO

First Classservice -

3.34 - 342 S TO C K TO'N S T RE ET

Located in the heart of the business district

and virtually at the entrance of the Stockton

Street tunnel, which will be direct route to

Exposition Grounds. Finest View in the City.

Handsomely furnished cozy lobby; ladies'

rlor. A thoroughly up-to-date £d with

irst Class Cafe in connection.

220 Rooms

200 with Bath

Class “A” Building

Fifteen Stories

* Take this

Cruise thisWinter—

South America, 64 Days $300 Up.

Think of the trips you have taken in the past.

Decide on the one that gave you the most

pleasure, that held the greatest interest.

If you could take another, its equal in every

way but with the added value lent by novelty,

you would, wouldn’t you? Then take this

cruise to South America.

A beautiful broken coast line, gashed by the mouths

of giant rivers, great mountains whose tops disappear

in the clouds, tropic forests that would delight the

heart of a Livingstone or a Stanley, flourishing farms,

and above all, magnificient cities the peers of the

capitals of Europe—these things you find in South

America. See them. No written word can do

them justice.

Write us today for illustrated book that gives details

of 64-day cruises that include visits to Bahia, Rio

de Janeiro, Santos, Montevideo, Buenos Ayres,

San Paulo, Petropolis, Barbados andTrini

dad in the West Indies, and optional trips

to Panama and Valparaiso. Sailings from

New York every alternate Saturday.

Cost $300 and up.

These cruises are made by the new Twin

screw S. S. VESTRIS and S. S. VAN

DYCK equipped with modern safety de

vices and affording passengers the comforts

of a well appointed hotel. For booklet

address:

Lamport & Holt Line

Busk & Daniels, General Agents

316 Produce Exchange New York
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IGoing East—

| You, too, will want to travel via

the Sunset-Katy lines.

Personally conducted tourist sleep

ers San Francisco and Los Angeles

to Dallas, St. Louis and interme

diate points.

Standard sleepers connecting at

San Antonio for all£

Oklahoma points, Shreveport,

Kansas City and St. Louis.

For berths and any other travel information inquire at

any office of Southern Pacific Company, or write,

J. T. Bate, General Agent Joseph McIlroy, Gen'i. Agent,

612 Trust & Savings Building 613 Hearst Building,

Los Angeles. San Francisco.

Mt. Tamalpais
over “The Crookedest

Railroad in the World”

is a trip no visitor to San Francisco can over

look, and one that no native Californian interested

in scenic effects, or the geography of this part

of the country, should fail to take.

The Trip to Mt. Tamalpais

Consists of

a boat ride along the wharves and shipping of

San Francisco; a sail across the Golden Gate,

the entrance to the Golden West; an electric car

ride, third-rail system, along the shore of the

Bay; a railroad ride through the big redwood

trees of Mill Valley; the mountain railroad trip,

not a cog road and no steep inclines; an un

surpassed panorama of mountains, valleys and

ocean. You see it all from Mt. Tamalpais and

want to go again.

For ful/ information inquire at

any railroad passenger office, or

Ticket Office

874 Market Street, San Francisco

Sausalito Ferry, San Francisco Double bowknot and San Francisco Bay as seen

- from top of Mt. Tamalpair
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* AMERICA’S GREATEST

MOUNTAIN SCENIC TROLLEY TRIP

is only one of the many trips of interest through Wonder

land. You had best prepare for your forthcoming journey

to the land of hearts desire by asking for our newest

booklet-“Trolley Trips through Wonderland.” It is

well worth the reading and is yours for the asking.

->

No tour of Southern California is complete without you have availed yourself

of the three greatest personally conducted trolley trips in the world—

Balloon Route Trolley Trip; Old Mission Trolley Trip; Triangle Trolley

Trip-Three days’ time and three dollars’ expense will give you the best

knowledge of the southland obtainable. Let us send you beautiful folders free.

PACIFIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY

D. W. PONTIUS, Traffic Manager

Los Angeles, Cal.

- -
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ALASKA

North America's Scenic

Wonderland

Is beyond question the most interesting and unique

corner of this Continent, if not of the entire World.

The trip can be made with perfect ease and luxurious

comfort on our splendid steel steamships at very mod

erate cost. Bookings and reservations are now being

#

made for the Summer Tourist Season of 1914—it is

advisable to secure your accommodations early to avoid

being disappointed at the last minute, as these Alaska

S. S. Co. Excursions have become nationally popular

and travel is always heavy.

A Choice of Two Trips

$100 gives you a 14-day trip to Southwestern Alaska,

including meals and berth—the steamship is your home

from the time you leave Seattle until you return.

$66 for a 10-day trip to Southeastern Alaska, touch

ing dozens of fascinating points—this includes all ex

pense while on board.

Beautiful Completely Illustrated

Literature Free

Let us send you these instructive booklets, telling

all about Alaska, its quaint towns, inhabitants, their

customs, shooting, fishing, agriculture, mining and

other commercial possibilities, including a good map

of the country.

For further complete details and literature, write
Unique Alaskan Picture

today.

* Alaska Steamship Co.

Suite 509 Lowman Building

107 CHERRY STREET

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

- -

Steamer “Mariposa"

–- - -
- - -- - - - -
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#

sections.

country.

218 Globe Block

Specific information concerning Alaska and its various attrac

tions and resources. Seattle is the gateway to this great rich

I will mail free to any address illustrated literature on any city,

town, or community in Washington, also complete list of literature

on Alaska, including authentic maps of Washington and Alaska.

Write today for full details and booklets.

WASHINGTON 8 ALASKA DEPARTMENT

SUNSET MAGAZINE

############################2.

#####################################|

See Washington and Alaska
Investigate their numerous attractions for the pleasure and

health seeker, farmer, poultryman, dairyman and truck gardener.

Ask me about any of the cities and towns—their Hotels and the

wonderfully beautiful health and pleasure resorts in the many

attractive show places of the Puget Sound country and other

Seattle, Washington

-While in Seattle

Surround yourself with the

homelike atmosphere of the

Hotel

Washington Annex
A hotel built around the words comfort,

courtesy and convenience.

200 rooms-all facing outward. Suites for families

and parties. Strictly fireproof construction.

Rates, $1.00 per day up. J. H. DAVIS, Propr.

I[[OTEL PERRY

Madison Street and Boren Avenue

SEATTLE

ear Everywhere”

Hotel Perry caters to exclusive transient and per

manent guests. It is absolutely fireproof and is

furnished according to the most modern ideas of

luxury, comfort and refinement. It commands

a magnificent view of Puget Sound, the Cascades

and the Olympics, European Plan.

Rooms with bath, $2.00 a day and upward.

B. H. BROBST, Manager
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679 Market Street San Francisco, Calif.

###############################

-
-

GRAND PACIFIC TOUR

San Francisco, Papeete (Tahiti), Rarotonga (Cook Island)

Wellington (New Zealand), Sydney (Australia)

RETURNING WIA

Auckland (New Zealand), Suva (Fiji), Honolulu

thence to San Francisco or Vancouver

$325,00–First Class Throughout–$325.00
SAILINGS EVERY 28 DAYS

Full particulars and illustrated literature on application

UNIONSTEAMSHIP Co. v. NEw ZEALAND,LTD.

HIND, ROLPH & COMPANY, General Agents

-

HOMESEEKERS

LookiNG FOR LOCATIONS ALONG THE

WESTERNPACIFIC

DBNVER-8-RIOGRANDB

WILL BE INTERESTED IN LEARNING OF THE

LOW FARES

IN EFFECT FIRST AND THIRD TUESDAY's EACH MONTH DURING YEAR 1913

To

ALL WESTERN PACIFIC POINTS

|N CALIFORNIA

WRITE FOR LITERATURE TELLING OF THE OPPORTUNITIES ALONG OUR LINE,

Also Giving FULL inForMATION REGARDING HOMESEEKERS' FARES

F. A. WADLEIGH E. L. LOMAX

PAssengER TRAFFIC MANAGER AssisTANT PASSENGER TRAFFIC MANAGER

| DENVER sAN FRANCISCO

|
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*A CRUISES

ORIENT-INDIA by S.S. Cleveland (17,000 tons) from New York January 15th,

1914. Through the Mediterranean, Suez Canal, Red Sea and

Indian Ocean, to Bombay and Colombo. Side trips through India, Holy Land and Egypt.

Stopping at points in Europe, Asia and Africa. Duration 93 days. Cost $700 up. Including

shore excursions and necessary expenses.

WEST INDIES-PANAMA CANAL by S. S.A.' (£
tons) and Victoria Luise

(17,000 tons) during January, February, March and April. Duration 16 to 29 days. Cost

$145-175 up. Also four 15-day Cruises from New Orleans during January, February and

March, by S. S. Fuerst Bismarck and Kronprinzessin Cecilie. $125 and up.

ATLAS SERVICE Weekly Sailings to Cuba, Jamaica and the Panama

Canal, Hayti, Colombia, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, by

new fast Twin-Screw Steamers.

MEDITERRANEAN SERVICE by Steamships Cincinnati and

Cleveland. Ports of call: Gi

braltar, Naples, and Genoa. NILE SERVICE by superb steamers of the Hamburg and

Anglo-American Nile Company.

1915–AROUND THE WORLD, THROUGH PANAMA CANAL.
From New York, January 31, 1915, by S.S. Cleveland (17,000 tons). Duration

135 Days. Rates $900 up, including shore trips and necessary expenses.

Write for information, stating cruise. Offices in principal cities

HAMBURG-AMERICAN LINE, 41-45 Broadway, New York

Philadelphia Boston Pittsburgh Chicago Minneapolis St. Louis San Francisco

m-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-a-mas
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INVESTORS 1 . .

We are in need of

HOTELS AND APARTMENT HOUSES

to satisfy the increasing demand for accommodations for Tourists and Home

seekers who are coming to this city in great numbers. N.We will gladly furnish

you with facts and figures, showing that

TUCSON, ARIZONA

has had a 90% growth in population in 10 years, and will grow even more rapidly

in the next decade.

-

A FEW REASONS WHY

Tucson is an ideal field for the

HOMFSEEKER and INVESTOR

THREE RAILROADS—The Southern Pacific, El Paso and Southwestern

(Rock Island) and Southern Pacific of Mexico—have made the city

the most important commercial and jobbing point in the Inland

Southwest.

COPPER MINING-Tucson is the center of the world's richest copper mining
section.

AGRICULTURE—Thousands of acres of “desert" have been developed into as

fine farming land as lies out-of-doors, and thousands of acres of

Government land still are open for entry.

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS—The University of Arizona and numerous

private schools and colleges afford the best educational facilities

to be found in the West.

THE CLIMATE IS THE FINEST IN THE UNITED STATES. 352 DAYS

NSHINE AND DELIGHTFUL WEATHER IN 1912.

wri-Y NOT INvesTucsATE TUCson P

Beautifully illustrated booklets will be furnished free. Address

Tucson Chamber of Commerce

TUCSON, ARIZONA
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EL PAS0, TEXAS, Extends a Welcome to Winter Tourists

S a Winter resort, El Paso, Texas, ranks second to none in

the United States. A delightful climate combined with the

most modern hotel accommodations makes it possible for

the traveler to enjoy to the fullest extent the time spent here. By

trolley and motor many interesting places can be reached in El Paso

and adjoins. Just across the international boundary line Ciudad

Juarez, Mexico, abounds in quaint people and picturesque places.

In addition, the Juarez race course-one of the finest on the
American continent-for 100

days offers daily a well filled

program.

Avail Yourself of the

Stopover Privilege

On all of the four transconti

nental railroads that pass

through El Paso stopover priv

ileges are allowed. Avail your

self of this privilege, if only for

a day. You will probably de

cide to stay longer.

N considering El Paso as a Winter resort, consider her climate.

: average of 329 ''',££#' tells vou

what you can ex t. e altitude-3760–insures a dry

NWINTER SEASON ness that is both'd bracing. El Paso's water supply is

plentiful and the purest that Nature knows. Briefly summed up,

a large percentage of El Paso's population today is made up of

tourists who took advantage of the stopover privilege and stayed to

become substantial citizens.

An inquiry addressed to A. W. Reeves, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, El Paso, Texas, will result

in your receiving interesting literature concerning El Paso especially and the Southwest generally.
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A Home Awaits You

in California or Oregon

and there are many opportunities to make

big things of that Home.

I have a list covering many lines of

business openings, all in growing towns

surrounded by prosperous farming com

munities.

In this list of towns may be the one

with the business opening and home you

are looking for.

Write and tell me what business you are

interested in and I will send to you, Free,

authentic information of the various towns

in which your business is needed and should

make good.

I also have authentic data on many

tracts of good land—cultivated, uncultivated,

irrigated, subirrigated and non-irrigated—

suitable for all classes of farming. This

data will be sent to you free for the asking.

R. A. SMITH

Colonization and Industrial Agent

Union Pacific Railroad Co.

Room 1 / 19, Union Pacific Building

Omaha, Nebraska
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DAIRYING PAYS BIG !

Especially does dairying pay big in such localities as Tillamook County, Oregon. There are few such localities in the

world. The Jersey Isles are similar. A great supply of natural grasses accounts for the big money which the Tillamook

£ finds from his herd. Yet there are but 9,000 dairy cows in this great county. Forty thousand can be as easily
Cared for.

Besides dairying. Tillamook County has untold riches in timber and fisheries. It is the "playground of the Pacific

Northwest." ts bays and mountains are the retreat for thousands of summer campers and vacationists. That all

counts for the settler. It makes a market for the small stuff grown on the ranch.

For further information and reliable literature

Address TILLAMOOK COUNTY COURT, TILLAMOOK, OREGON

TILLAMOOK COUNTY, OREGON

–

County gives her every climate from the semi-tropics

to the rigorous north; her geological formation gives

her many varieties of fertile soil; her vast watershed an

excellent gravity and underground water supply; her

geographical location a commanding position to local

markets and her transportation facilities places her in

touch with the markets of the world.

Here is the opportunity for the fruit grower, the farmer,

the dairyman, the stockman, the homeseeker and the

investor. For free illustrated literature and specific

information write DepartmentA

Tulare County Board of Trade

VISALIA, CALIFORNIA
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D|| - |D

Antelope Walley
Los Angeles County, California |

The Citizens of Antelope Valley, banded together

as the Lancaster Chamber of Commerce, take this

means of encouraging energetic settlers to get a

foothold in one of the last moderately priced farm

ing sections in Los Angeles County, in delightful

Southern California.

Many settlers are already arriving to take ad

vantage of cheap land and splendid new openings.

The Antelope Valley comprises one hundred and

forty square miles of the finest land now on the

market. It is not a private land project, but the

opening up of a large area heretofore left unde

veloped for want of irrigation means. There is

now plenty of water available.

Land in the Antelope Valley is suitable for alfalfa,

dairying, hog raising, deciduous and citrus fruits.

The soil is excellent. The climate is delightfully

agreeable. The water is the very purest. The

roads are splendid.

For further information use the coupon.

Only Three Hours Ride from the Metropolis of Southern California
|

D----------------- -- - -D

-

- > Mr. Irving E. Dodge, Secretaing ry

- |

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Lancaster, California

Please send me

without further

expense to my

self, descriptive

illustrated folder

of the Antelope

Valley.

Wante -------------------------

- Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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We have proved—

MONEY
IN FATTENING CATTLE

IN THE

IMPERIAL VALLEY
C A L I F O R N I A

Our company was organized to purchase alfalfa lands in

Imperial Valley, California, and in Arizona; and to PUR

# FATTEN and SELL CATTLE and HOGS. As

a strictly private venture we brought our operations to a

decided profit producing business before incorporation.

Our company now has $375,785.00 in land, cattle, appur

tenances and other property, including ownership of 950

acres, crop lease on 2,500 acres in alfalfa and a 10-year

lease on 10,000 acres more which we are planting to alfalfa

and other feed products.

We buy range cattle from “periodical” ranges, fatten

them on cotton seed meal, corn and our perennial alfalfa

tures, selling them as fat beef in from 4 to 6 months at a

ndsome profit.

The business of the company as it stands today pays

stockholders 7% besides# a surplus. No dividends

will ever be paid from the sale of stock and no one will be

THERE IS

paid by commission or otherwise for the sale of stock. The .

romoters of the Company are its heaviest stockholders

W', PURCHASED THE. R. STOCK AT PAR AS

EVERY ONE ELSE MUST DO AT $10o.oo PER SHARE.

For the purpose of enlarging our scope, buying more land
at advantageous prices and feeding more cattle,

WE NEED CAPITAL

Not only will the proceeds from the fattening of range

cattle continue to pay bigger and bigger returns, but the

value of the land we now own and will purchase, will con

tinue to increase in rapid ratio. For these reasons:

oUR STOCK IS BETTER THAN MORTGAGES

and our competent management, with its experience and

up-to-date equipment, will double the value of our stock.

NOTHING is SAFER than LAND and CATTLE

Our References:

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Los Angeles, California

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Imperial, California

AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK

Pomona, California

INVESTIGATE by using this coupon TODAY

PACIFIC LAND & CATTLE C0.

605 DELTA BLDG., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. Geo. A. Lathrop, Sec. and Treas.

Please send me full information concerning operation of

vour company ir. Imperial Valley and Arizona.

Name ------- --- -- -

Street No. or Rural Route ---

----------State----------.Town.------------------------

####". (Pregon

Our city is the acknowledged climatic capital of

Southern Oregon, a railway divisional point, gate

way between California and Oregon. Population

6500. Modern improvements. Splendid schools.

Mineral springs. Beautiful city park.

Fruit raising is the chief industry although diver

sified farming, mining, lumbering, ranching,

poultry raising are sources of wealth. Ashland

apples and peaches have won international recog
nution.

If you are looking for a delightful home city,

health, wealth and contentment. Ashland will meet

with your requirements

AddressSend today for our booklet.

Secretary Commertial Club, Ashland, Oregon

L.

# M. |

\\ RRY_CHRISTMAS I'
|

- -

"-
-

You can help

in this fight against

Consumption
Invest Your Charity in Red Cross Seals

There's no better time than the Christmas

season to show that you appreciate the

vital importance of this great fight against

consumption.

Do your share—by beginning the Red

Cross Seal habit to-day—and keep it up.

Do your share toward lightening the

burden of those afflicted with consumption.

Put Red Cross Seals on your Holiday and

Everyday Packages.

If you cannot buy Red Cross Seals in your town, write to

R d Cross Seal Headquarters, 715 Union Building,

Washington, D.C. for as many as you wish at 1c. each.

l
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There's Plenty of Water for Irrig .....g

SOLANO COUNTY ACRES

'.and to spare. The great Sacramento River alone carries past the

portals of our county 16,000,000 acre feet of water in the five summer

months. The rise and fall of the tide in San Pablo and Suisun Bays

make irrigation by gravity mere play. In the lands farther removed

from the rivers and bays there is an abundance of underground water

which is lifted at trifling expense. Plenty of irrigation systems now in •

use demonstrate the practicability and cheapness of the various sorts

of irrigation systems. Irrigation in this county is a “cinch.”

But irrigation alone suffices little. Were there not soil and climate the

abundance of water at our disposal would be of no use whatsoever.

These are the Big Points in Solano County’s Offering

to Settlers:

Strategic geographical location:

The link between the Coast and Bay counties and the great Sacramento

Valley. -

A particularly favored Climate:

Sea-tempered, equable, delightful all through the year.

An abundance of water:

A wonderfully fertile soil:

The cream of the sedimentary deposit from the Sacramento and San

Joaquin rivers, washed down through countless centuries.

Study these points carefully. Send for further literature. You will be deeply inter

ested in Solano County.

Charles F. Wyer, Secretary Solano County Exposition Commission

Fairfield, Solano County, California
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The People of Selma, Kingsburg, Fowler, Parlier, Del Rey and

Other Towns are

MAKING MONEY

| Growing Peaches in the Finest Peach District in the World

Fresno County
CALIFORNIA

r - -

That is -----...- growing district. These towns are

located in the very heart of it. More than 30,000 acres of

land are devoted to this crop. They haven't any monopoly

on the business either. There is room for thousands of

people still in this region.

The great luscious peaches grown here are canned,

shipped green, or dried. It is a wonderful industry. The . - - \, :

superb quality has made this section largely devoted to this * S

one fruits. It has made thousands of people independent. }s. *. * \, ... " £,

BUTTHAT’SJUST ONE OF THE SCORES OF BIG OPPORTUNITIES

Fresno County is the “Best of the West” for Figs, Grapes, Raisins, Alfalfa, etc.

.
But this isn't all by any means. Fresno County is the

most wonderful territory in the West. There is room for

every business and industry in the world. From the

Sierras to the Coast Range mountains there is every

variety of climate and soil, every mineral.

In the growing and packing of figs, Fresno County leads.

Many thousands of acres are devoted to fig growing.

Fresno County produces more than half of the raisins

grown in the United States. Millions of gallons of wine

and brandy are produced.

And there is room for you here, lots of it. We of Fresno

County are not selfish with our prosperity. We are willing

for all to share in it.

Do you want to?

For further information write to any of the following:

Fresno County Chamber of Commerce, Fresno, Cal. Kingsburg Chamber of Commerce. Kingsburg, Cal.

Sanger Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . Sanger, Cal. Fowler Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . Fowler, Cal.

Coalinga Chamber of Commerce. . . Coalinga, Cal. Parlier Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . Parlier, Cal.

Selma Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . . Selma, Cal. Riverdale Chamber of Commerce. Riverdale, Cal.

Clovis Chamber of Commerce. . . . . . . . Clovis, Cal. Laton Chamber of Commerce . . . . . . . Laton, Cal.

Reedley Chamber of Commerce. . . . Reedley, Cal. Kerman Chamber of Commerce. . . . Kerman, Cal.
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The Dome of the State Capitol is the

Beacon to the Sacramento Farmer

It calls him to a market place of

eighty thousand. It calls him to

the city of first importance in the

great Sacramento Valley. It calls

him to a shipping center which

has all the advantages of rail and

water transportation to the big

markets of California and the

world.

The court yard of the capitol gives

a hint of the variety of the products

that are grown within the county.

Besides the grains and fruits and

vegetables common to the tem

perate climes, here grow the oranges

and lemons, the figs and olives, the

raisin grapes and other fruits of

semi-tropical countries. That

strawberries are marketed during

eleven months out of the twelve

each year gives an idea of the

productiveness of the soil and the

equableness of the climate.

There is room for a great number of new settlers in Sacramento

County. A comparatively small percentage of the total cultivable

acreage is now being farmed. We want, we need more farmers.

You may learn something to your advantage if you will address:

ImmigrationCommittee,BoardofSupervisors

Sacramento, Sacramento County, California

|
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Trinity
California’s Treasure Storehouse

Mining–Timber—Agriculture

Trinity County, in Northwestern California, is first

in activity, extent and value of hydraulic mines in

America. Vast deposits of gold, copper, cinnabar,

asbestos, limestone, coal, iron.

Trinity County has billions of feet of untouched

timber which will shortly provide a source of income

surpassing that even of the mines:...A great,indus

trial awakening is not far away. With it will come

abundant prosperity in the movement of this vast

timber wealth.

Trinity County's agricultural wealth has only been

hinted at. The agricultural possibilities have

scarcely been scratched. Fruits, cereals, vegetables

—anything that can be grown in the Temperate

Zone-thrive in the rich, almost untouched virgin

soil of the county. Grazing, stock raising and hay

raising are profitable resources.

The Prudent Homeseeker£
"eed to what Trinity County has to offer, before making a

decision. This advantage is of significant value-Trinity

County land is cheap and values are sure to increase as the

population of the county increases.

Send for our new booklet. It will

interest you from cover to cover.

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors

Weaverville, California

". -"Irilisati-III-I-III-II"tastitull-III-III-III-III"1"LII*IIIMI-III-III-III"
is "I-I"I" Hist-in

RSGet Your Canadian Home 91

From the CanadianPacific-

*
- -

H

|

have 20 years to pay for the land and repay

the loan-you can move on the land at once

-and your Canadian farm will make you andependent.

2O Years to Pay
Rich Canadian land for from $11 to $30 per acre. You pay

only one-twentieth down-balance in 19 equal annual y

ments. Long, before your final payment comes due your farm
will have paid for itself over and over. This advertisement

is directed only to farmers or to men who will occupy and

improve the land.

We Lend You $2000 for Improvements
The $2,000 loan is used only for erecting your buildings,

fencing, sinking well and breaking., You are given twenty

£ in which to fully repay this loan. You pay only the
anking interest of 6 per cent.

Advance of Live Stock on Loan Basis

The Company, in case of approved land purchaser who is in
a position and has the knowledge to take care of his stock

will advance cattle, sheep and hogs up to the value of $1,000

on a loan basis, so as to enable the settler to get started from

the first on the right basis of mixed farming If you do not

want to wait until you can complete your own buildings and

cultivate, your farm, select, one of,our Ready-Made farms

developed by C. P. R. Agricultural Experts-with buildin

complete, land cultivated and in crop, and pay for it in#
years. We give the valuable assistance of great demonstra

tion farms-free.

This Great Offer Based on Good Land

Finest land on earth for grain, growing, cattle, hog, sh

and horse raising, dairying, poultry...vegetables and gene
mixed farming, irrigated lands for intensive f ng-non

irrigated lands with ample rainfall for mixed and grainfarm

ing. These lands are on or near established lines of railway,
near established towns.

Ask for our handsome illustrated books on Manitoba, Sas

katchewan and Alberta-mention the one you wish. Also

maps with full information free. Write today.

C. S. THORNTON, Colonization Agent

Canadian Pacific Railway
Colonization Department 112W. Adams St., Chicago

FOR SALE-Town lots in all growing towns-Ask for

information concerning Industrial and Busi

e ness openings in all towns. €
-

... .".--"":

H

|

TheWaterGoes Farther
In irrigating when your land is level and your ditches are

clean and straight. You can make new ditches-clean and

level old ditches—make a dead level seed bed—or throw up a

border dike—just as fast as 2 horses can walk, if you use the

2Oth Century Grader
Twice across the field makes a smooth level ditch 4

feet wide and 2 feet deep, with hard sides and a dead

level bottom.

This handy machine has a hundred uses on the

irrigated ranch. Can't break it. A 2-horse, 1-man

grader that does the work of an

8-horse machine.

Send for new Catalogue A.

THE BAKER MFG. CO.

574 Stanford Ave., Springfield, Ill.

Pacific Coast Agents:

ED WAR in R. B A C 0 N C 0.

Dept. S., San Francisco, California
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#######
Wyż

Here's the Holiday

You Are Looking For

in the Historic City of a Thousand Charms, whose

sapphire skies arch above a land of sunshine where

fogs are unknown.

| " .
'' Outdoor Recreations

"{{}}".
|

}*''''''' -
- -

-

*: Tennis, golf, polo, motoring, fishing and hunting call to the

'', : lovers of sport. The city with its magnificent hotels, its

| '' theatres, schools, churches, meets adequately the necessities

|: y of modern life-and is worthy of investigation to those

| '' interested in commercial investments. This country of wonderful

% fertility, offering the last of the reasonably-priced lands, offers

# much to the homeseeker. For full details write

j

|
|

|

|
THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE |

| SAN ANTONIO TEXAS ||
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#| # You the Story of#| || Let Us Tell You the Story 0*

• *:::::

- **: f -

#. -B # # the Man Who Made This F# An Income earing #| || the Man Who Made This Farm

# # H.#
# #

3: # H - * ” st story of *

* #: tory, a “success" story, a story.
#: f#: | It is a true '', is one of thousands of similar *

#: #: Madera County. It - D
*:::: # | L: accounts of California opportunity, that one may *H

# # H. find on every hand. What a happy Christmas *

# # yours would this year had you made the start #
# # this man made! #

#£ - rou? Wouldn't you like a \,: *# Doesn't that appeal to you? Wou icline. ' | H. arm from which this forty was T

#£ #me£# : ':farmed” in a more or less #
* -: *1-3 ride from - - - - £ - - - ur
# within an Qur'. * h f educational institu- # haphazard manner. Then the present owner p #

# If these cities were the homes o - - £ - hapha - - relop it. He |

# # tions of highest rank wouldn't that strike you, if you * # chased this forty and began to £dn't H

#: have children to educate? # id less than $1oo per acre and no |# alve C li ft r cent on £ # isten to an offer of $400 per acre. #

: - annual income of ten pe *:: TH - |

££ paying a handsome salary for # # Madera County is chockful of such opportunities. :
£: your time, isn’t that worth considering? # DH We would like to tell you about'' It is: '. #

# f the Northwest # H mendously big county, and there t"# * H
# Do you know that the apple growers of the ?' ou #: # hundreds of families. Almost'. ££ H

# are getting big prices for their crop this£ - # it # # new settler now. They are ge : se to *

# know that the outlook for handsome profits in frui # # ground floor and they will never have cau *

# raising was never better? # T regret it. :
"3: *- -

* **** of tional **: D
** ACOORCHARDS offer an investment of excep - # t

#£ This great orchard tract is commanding # :
# the admiration of horticulturists throughout the North- # H] *

£ ''''''''''''£ #| || H
# orchard. Scientifically selected, planted, cultivate # t #
# and tended. OACô"ORCHARDS represent all that # # #

# can be desired in an absolutely ideal orchard investment. # D #-

£

- *

*
- *: - - - - ***** - - l # D# The directorate invites investigation as to its£ £ #

# standing, business integrity and character of this in # H Anxious Inquirer, to write for fullest in- H.

* £ - tment # t wants you, Mr. nx1Oul - q * l it We have #
# ves - h £: 5 formation. It is our££ in seeing #

*** - - - ich £ H - fe have a great big

#"##:
# make this an exc gly # # So if you will write us and tell us just what you want we :

# ## # will do our best to help you. #

y *: Write at once for booklet “The # # :

' : Investment Value of an Apple # # Address your letters to #

# Orchard.” # H *

£ 3: - [. D.
£ *:::: D. |

#: : £ [. t *
# # # ecretary . #

1. . * *

# The Oregon Hault Commit || Chamber of Commerce #
*:::: *: | ambe T

-

-

£ Box O. B. W. Johnson, Manager # # Madera County #

- ** D I
* -

CORWALLIS, OREGON # # MADERA, CALIFORNIA :

- # M

# T--- ------------ ~~ ---------- **- D- |- "-"T"-*

# #- Jú""T": -- Tr". |--|--|--|--|--
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Monterey County contains some of

the most famous resorts of the Pacific

Coast. Monterey Peninsula-the

southern shore of Monterey Bay-is

famed for its beauty from one end of

America to the other. Here are some

noted towns: Monterey-called the

cradle of California history because

of its prominence in the early develop

ment of the state—Pacific Grove,

Carmel and half a dozen other com

munities. -

The resort section is famous for its

climate. Three of the twenty-one

California Missions are in Monterey

County; two more are barely beyond

its borders. The one in the picture

here is the Carmel Mission.

imateis EssentialtoSuccess

Profitable farming depends largely upon climatic conditions. If the climate pro

vides for a continuous growth of vegetation, there is little loss during the year. In

Monterey County one can plow and plant from November to April. Grain and

fruits, hay, beets, potatoes, apples, apricots, berries, all these grow at the profitable

time in Monterey. There is a wide range of choice and the weather helps instead

of hindering.

There are a great many opportunities in Monterey County for the successful

pursuit of agriculture under almost perfect conditions. The hills back of Monterey

and the little valleys in the folds of the hills offer splendid opportunities. The

products of Monterey County annually total something like this: potatoes,

$1,000,ooo; apples, $1,000,ooo; sugar beets, $1,000,ooo; barley, $1,000,ooo; live

stock, $1,000,000. These are big figures. They show that there is considerable

wealth being taken from the soil of Monterey County and even then the County

is only scratched. There is room for a lot more good farmers and we will be glad

to put you in touch with opportunities to buy land in our County.

Write to either of the undersigned organizations for illustrated literature.

Monterey Chamber of Commerce...Monterey Fort Romie Grange.. ...Soledad

Pacific Grove Board of Trade...Pacific Grove Greenfield Grange. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...Greenfield

Kings City Board of Trade ...... Kings City Monterey County Chamber of Commerce, Salinas

Onterey County
CALIFORNIA
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Growing Apples in the

BEAUMONT

CALIFORNIA

DISTRICT

IS NOTHING NEW. We have been growing apples

here for sixty years. Our success is what is attracting

the world today. The Beaumont District has been

given a long thorough trial and growers are coming in

now to take advantage of our early experimenting.

Beaumont Apples gained fame throughout Southern

California without our advertising them. The eyes of

the Southwest have been focused on our district for a

long time. Now the whole valley and the mesa lands

are being set to apples and olives and other fruits. It

won’t be very long until all the available acreage is

put to work.

Large tracts of land heretofore impracticable for horti

culture because water had not been developed are

ready for planting. An abundance of water awaits the

horticulturist. This land is being offered at reasonable

prices. The market has already been established for

the fruit.

The Beaumont "istrict has not known

a crop failure in a quarter of a cen

tury; everything grows; soil and

water of the best; never too hot

% ad or too cold.
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DEEP RICH SUCCULENT

AL FA L FA

The greatest stock food that comes from the ground! The

hay crop that makes dairying pay handsome profits. The

hay crop that swells the bank account of thousands of

California farmers.

This field is palm fringed. Splendid orchards surround it.

Orchards of peaches and cherries, plums and walnuts and

almonds.

The Lodi Country is one of California's most diversified,

most intensified farming districts, truly delightful to the

eye and promising to the pocket-book. Alfalfa is but one

of the many products grown. Chickens and the dairy are

profitable along with the alfalfa field. The income is

easily doubled when the farmer feeds his own stock.

How much land are you farming now? How much of an

income are you obtaining from it? How much did it cost

you and how much is its present valuation? Will it beat a

twenty-acre Lodi farm? Will twenty acres of your land

return $20oo per year?

IN LODI LAND

there are many farmers making better than $20oo from

their twenty-acre tracts every year. And we know of no

district in all California, or all the United States for that

matter, that comes as near fulfilling every ideal for farming

as does the Lodi Country. Here are comfort, climate,

health, easy living, good neighbors, good friends, good

schools, good churches, good roads. Could you desire more!

Write for our illustrated booklet. Address

SecretaryMerchantsAssociation

|

LODI, CALIFORNIA |
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| It's more fun to Pick Olives

Than to Shovel Snow!

While some of our good friends over on the other side of the Rockies are clear

ing the snow from in front of their doorways we are picking our olive crop.

Olives are harvested in December and January. Wouldn't you rather gather

an olive crop than shovel snow? -

Olives are but one of the money-making products of orchard and field in San

Joaquin County. Any well informed man in California will tell you that

San Joaquin is one of the most diversified and one of the greatest wealth pro

ducing counties in California. Here's a county worth your earnest con

sideration. It is a garden spot within six hours of San Francisco and the

San Francisco Bay market. It embraces some of the richest land imaginable.

There is room for a lot more energetic settlers.

For further information and illustrated literature address either of the undersigned commercial organizations:

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce. . . .Stockton Secretary, Ripon Board of Trade. . . . . . . Ripon

Secretary, Lodi Merchants Association....Lodi Secretary, Tracy Board of Trade. . . . . . .Tracy

Secretary, Manteca Board of Trade. Manteca Or Board of Supervisors. . . . . . . . . . . .Stockton

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
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CHEAP APPLE LAND

Apples can be successfully grown in but few localities. As a consequence, good

apple land is ordinarily very high priced. Look at the prices asked in the

established districts! Bearing orchards are bringing anywhere from $500 to

$2500 per acre. Tuolumne County is ideal for apple culture. Here are the

foothill lands so prized for fruit culture, affording good air drainage; the soil is

right and the climatic conditions right. Tuolumne apple land is not quite so

highly developed as yet, consequently prices are still low.

TUOLUMNE

COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

wants homeseekers and settlers to aid in the

development of its resources. Besides fruit land

there are many thousands of acres suitable for

general farming, tri"k farming, grain farming,

stock raising, etc.

is

Maybe that doesn't mean much to you. It means a lot to the California farmer. Out here

water, in the irrigation districts, is worth more than the land, ofttimes. Without the water the

land isn't worth much. There is a big difference in Irrigation Systems. The irrigation districts

in Stanislaus County are organized under the Wright and Bridgeford Acts, wise California

irrigation laws that allow the land owner to own and control the water. It is one of the big e

things in California. It has made Stanislaus County a winner.

We have called our county “Sunny Stanislaus. The Kingdom of the Small Farmer.” That sums

up about as succinctly as it is possible to sum up all that we have to offer-sunshine, pure air,

health, wealth, contentment; big returns on small acreage, intensive farming. Dairying, fruit
raising, poultry raising, truck farming, and similar agricultural and horticultural pursuits pay

big money in Stanislaus County.

For further information address

SECRETARY STAN ISLAUS COUNTY BOARD OF TRADE

MODESTO STANISLAUS COUNTY CALITORNIA

|
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Diversified Shasta Wants You

It wants you if you are a wide-awake, hustling homeseeker. If you are looking for

climate, home comfort, returns on your money invested, you will find all these rolled

into one in Shasta County, California. Here we have all that combines to make a pros

perous, law-abiding, contented community,

Opportunities are measured by comparative conditions. If soil, water and climatic

conditions are equal and transportation and market accessible, it is a matter of com

parative soil values and price of land.

We believe that Shasta County has greater advantages for the orchardist, the

horticulturist, the agriculturist, the manufacturer, the mine operator, and the lumber

man than any other section of California.

We invite the homeseeker and investment seeker to investigate the natural resources

and undeveloped opportunities of Shasta County.

We believe the future gives greater promise in Shasta County than elsewhere,

therefore we feel that we are giving you a bona-fide tip when we ask you to investigate

our county now. In fact, we believe that we are almost doing you a favor to call our

county to your attention.

We suggest that you get busy at once and write for our literature. It will put you

in touch with actual conditions in diversified Shasta County and it may mean that

through this booklet you will be able to get in direct touch with your fortune.

If you are interested write either of the undersigned organizations and ask for a
-

Shasta County 64-page illustrated booklet.

REDDING CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, REDDING, CALIFORNIA |
ANDERSON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, ANDERSON, CALIFORNIA

OR CLERK OF THE BOARD OF SUPERWISORS, REDDING, CALIFORNIA
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OME

PUMPKINS

They show something of the fertility of Jackson County

soil. Here are grown, besides the fruits for which

Jackson County is famous, all sorts of farm products.

Corn is one of these products. There is a lot of land

suitable for general farming and the returns are far in

excess of those from land as farmed in many eastern

states.
-

And as to Fruit—

Jackson County is almost in a class by itself. The

Rogue River Valley is known far and wide as the real

apple and pear country. There is no doubt about its

place in the fruit world. This Valley is the criterion

by which all other fruit sections in the Pacific Northwest

are measured. This year the fruit ranchers of the

Rogue River Valley are reaping splendid rewards from

their orchards. The crops are good and the prices

such as to insure handsome returns.

Here too is a point to consider—the government experts

have found but one person to every quarter of a square

mile in Jackson County. Of course that doesn't mean

that all the people are scattered regularly a quarter of

a mile apart. But it does mean that there is a lot of

land not under cultivation and that there are many

opportunities awaiting farmers and horticulturists in

this county.

Write at once for our booklet. Ask all the questions

you wish. It is our business to answer you fully and

truthfully.

Jackson County Court

JACKSONWILLE

OREGON

In the Rogue River Valley

=

There's a. Great Difference Between

TheAtlantic and the

Pacific Coast Lines

Look at the map of the United States. Compare the

ports of the Atlantic with those of the Pacific. Can

- you count a dozen deep sea harbors on the Pacific

Coast?

Does it need argument to convince you of the value of

one safe deep sea harbor for a distance of eight hundred
miles along the Pacific Coast?

COOS BAYA SAFE DEEP - SEA HARBOR

The story of Coos Bay is summed up in these resources:

The Ocean Harbor of Coos Bay

1oo,oooooo Feet of Timber Tributary

A great natural dairying country

Splendid fruit and agricultural land

Great deposits of coal

Commercial fisheries

Summer resort attractions unequaled

A mild delightful year-round climate.

There you have the things that have made the Coos

Bay District forge ahead of the railroad. But it is

£oming, The rails will soon be laid. The one shipping
link is thus completed and Coos Bay will have Railroad

Transportation with Water Transportation Compe

tition.

Land is still cheap. Our advice is that you get in line

now and take advantage of Coos Bay opportunities.

Write to either of the undersigned
organizations for literature.

MARSHFIELD CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Marshfield, Oregon

NORTH BEND COMMERCIAL CLUB

North Bend, Oregon

-

-
.

-

-
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-

-
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We'llTake Care of You

Kern can take care of 200,000 persons seeking homes-not the kind who are content to

struggle and skimp-but those who are looking for prosperous homes in a progressive upbuild

ing country. Kern County is the ideal spot for diversified as well as intensive farming.

Here we grow anything-pumpkins, melons, alfalfa, apples, ramie, roses, oranges, onions,

anything that will grow anywhere will grow in Kern County.

Stock raising is one of Kern's big industries. The yearly value of beef shipments is

$2,000,000. Fifty per cent of California's meat supply comes from this county. Then there

are dairy products and alfalfa and fresh and dried fruits and oranges and figs and grapes and

all those other products which have made the San Joaquin Valley famous.

This advertisement means nothing to you, unless you are interested in a new home. If you

are interested in a new home, you want to move to a place which has the essentials of agri

cultural success—and that means soil, water and climate. Kern has them all. The only

thing that Kern lacks is population; that's why we are talking to you. There are a million

and a half acres of farm land in Kern County and less than half a million acres in improved

farm land. The most successful colony in the county is but six years old, so you see there is

plenty of room for settlers. Prices are still low; they cannot remain so long.

Send for our booklet–64 pages with beautiful

illustrations which tells all about Kern County and

its resources. Better send for it today; free for the

asking. *

Address all correspondence to

Secretary Kern County Board of Trade, Bakersfield

KERN COUNTY

CALIFORNIA
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A Sonoma County Christmas

It is so different from the ordinary Christmas. The tree is there and the happy kiddies

are there, but the tree is outside the house and the kiddies, minus overcoats and furs,

are dancing gleefully on the green grass. The rigors of winter are unknown to them. |

The snow is on the distant mountain tops, but that doesn't keep old Santa away. He

comes just the same and his pack is full, for the folks in Sonoma have plenty and to

spare and they give old Kris Kringle a big boost.

Sonoma is a wonderful county. It is famed far and wide for its fruit. It is famed too

for its beautiful home sites and its delightful scenery. “Sonoma” is an Indian word,

which translated means “The Valley of the Moon.” Pretty sentiment, isn’t it? And

yet Sonoma has all the beauty that such a phrase conjures from the imagination.

You ought to know more about Sonoma County. Address any of the undersigned

organizations:

Sonoma County Development Association, Santa Rosa. Sonoma Chamber of Commerce, Sonoma.

Santa Rosa Chamber of Commerce, Santa Rosa. Guerneville Improvement Club, Guerneville.

Petaluma Chamber of Commerce, Petaluma. Healdsburg Chamber of Commerce, Healdsburg.

Sebastopol Chamber of Commerce, Sebastopol. Windsor Chamber of Commerce, Windsor.

Cloverdale Chamber of Commerce, Cloverdale. Glen Ellen Chamber of Commerce, Glen Ellen.

Send for our

beautiful book

let, which gives

a mighty good

idea of our

county.

Sonoma County
| “The Chosen Home of

Wizard Burbank’’

California
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Are You Rea dy to Learn

of a western community whose mining, agricultural and scenic resources are but in their infancy; whose rapid growth

is in itself a producer of wealth; whose chief center already has a population of over 13,000; whose buildings have all

been reared from a sagebrush plain since 1901 and are therefore modern; whose location is in a valley itself a plateau

3955 feet above sealevel? THEN INVESTIGATE

DOUGLAS, ARIZONA
The Gateway of Two Republics

The Smelter City of Arizona–Greatest Copper Producing State of the Union

There is a combination of climate, resources, mineral, agricultural and com

Our Growth Record mercial, scenic beauties, sporting pleasures, advantages of location and quick

by post-office receipts communication, that is a lure to tourist and motorist, a fascination for the
homeseeker and an attraction to the investor and capitalist.

Established April, 1901.

3 months 1901. . . . . . . . . $110.28 DOUGLAS HAS:

Yearending June 30,... Ten miles of street car lines—broad gauge. Value of two smelters, $12,300,000.

1902 $2,201.32 1908 $18,859.90 Smelter payrolls carry 1,850 men. Division offices of two railroads. Popula

1903 6,559.30 1909 19,398.19 tion of 13,473. School attendance 2,663. (We claim the best schools in the

1904 11,299.73 1910 - State.) Three banks with deposits over $2,000,000. Two daily papers;

1905 13,240.84 1911 22. municipal light and water. Low Tax and Insurance rates.

1906 15,214.04 1912 -

1907 18,021.86 1913 26,427.31

Douglas is a Queen City in a Land of Exceptional

Resources. Its Past Growth

Startles; But Develop

ment Has Only Just

Begun.

Get in touch with our people;

they are all satisfied boosters

for their home community.

Send for a daily paper;

our Chamber will

'' it for the

asking.
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A Million P0unds 0f Butter a Year

(£

Every year Yolo County dairymen sell a million pounds of butter; enough butter

to butter ten million loaves of bread; enough butter if moulded into one pound

squares and placed end to end to reach over 140 miles in length. That is some

butter, isn't it? Yolo County dairymen and stockraisers think they have a mint.

And they have too. Their success is due to the rank growth of rich alfalfa.

Alfalfa does no better anywhere than in Yolo County. Here the farmers get

three and four crops a year and they cut from one to three tons to the acre. The

alfalfa crop comprises£ of the entire hay crop produced in Yolo County

and is valued at $500,000 annually.

Livestock, poultry and bees to the value of $13,000,000 are raised every year

in this county. Yolo is greater in land area than the state of Rhode Island and

has within its borders the largest contiguous body of unbroken fertile land in the

state of California.

Write at once for literature and get in touch with opportunities in this county.

|
$3.

Yolo County Panama-Pacific Exposition Commission

WOODLAND YOLO COUNTY CALIFORNIA
Gó

££££33333333333333333333
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THEMimbres Walley AlfalfaFarms Co.
OPERATING IN THE HEART OF NEW MEXICO’S RICH, VIRGIN PLATEAU COUNTRY,

To the business farmer of other lands exceptional opportunities to acquire

a producing farm that will pay good interest on the investment in a

country where

LAN VALUES ARE INCREASING RAPIDLYAND IRRIGATION

IS EASY AND PROFITABLE

Comforts, including a most healthful climate, good

ANDHOME water, good society, electric light, in fact all modern

conveniences are possible-yea are now enjoyed.

In southwestern farms, protected by State

BARGAINS Land Commission, on a trans-continental rail

road, with good markets, whether crops,

whether forage, grains, fruits or vegetables, are unfailing, are becoming

scarcer every day.

.
:

::

Get information on our 10-, 20- and 40-acre farms sold on

installments.

They spell INDEPENDENCE

Two days ride from Chicago; one day from Los Angeles.

Our References: The farmers themselves of the

Mimbres Valley; get in touch with them.

d5DELE
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Closing of the

Subscription

Lists

YOU WILL PAY $29.00 LESS

for the new Encyclopaedia Bri

tannica if you subscribe at once

than you will have to pay if you

delay.

THE DIRECT SALE to the public

is about to be terminated, the

price raised, the monthly pay

ment system abolished, and the

work will then be sold only

through agents and booksellers

for cash.

THE DIFFERENCE to you will be

an increase in price of $29.00 to

$50.00 a set, according to bind

ing, and an immediate outlay of

the full cash price instead of

only $5.00.

WHY THE PRICE

You may think that it would suit you better to

take your own time about subscribing for the

Encyclopaedia Britannica, and may wonder why

the sale at the present prices should not be con

tinued indefinitely.

Do not forget that, from the first, every advertise

ment of the new edition has stated that the current

prices were “temporary,” and that the book would

ultimately be sold at $7.50 per volume, the stan

dard price at which previous editions were pub

lished.

The increase from $4.75 to $5.75 a volume now

announced will be followed by a further increase

to $7.50. You cannot, therefore, think that you

have a legitimate grievance because you have looked

upon $4.75 a volume as a permanent price.

Furthermore, you never would have had the

chance you now have to get the book at $4.75 if it

had not been that the sale, from the beginning, was

No more monthly payments.

Increase in price of $29.00.

The End of a

Great Offer

The Eleventh Edition of the Encyclo

paedia Britannica, published by the

Cambridge University Press, of Eng

land, has now been widely distributed

in all parts of the world, 54,725 sets

having been sold to October 25.

The original plan, as announced from

the first, was to give widespread pub

licity to the offer of the work at very

low prices and on exceptionally easy

terms when it was fresh from editors

and contributors. A rapid sale under

these conditions was regarded as the

best way to popularise the great library

of universal reference and to establish

its reputation firmly.

Now that this has been done, a continu

ous but slower sale at the higher prices,

for cash, through agents and booksellers

only, will be more profitable and less

troublesome, from every point of view.

Formal announcement is therefore made

of the termination of the sale at the

present low prices and under present

conditions. In England the sale will

be closed on December 20, and in the

United States and Canada very shortly

thereafter.

MUST BE RAISED

based upon the theory of a low price and convenient

terms to early buyers and a substantial profit from

later buyers at a higher price.

THE PRESENT PRICE COULD

NOT BE PERMANENT

Look at the figures in the case as you would look

at any figures in connection with your own business.

The preparation of the 11th edition cost $1,500,000

before a copy of it was printed for sale. Fourteen

or fifteen years of continuous sale is as much as

can be counted upon in the case of any one edition;

and during that time the purchasers of the book

must share among them the payment of that

$1,500,000 in addition to paying the manufactur

ing and selling costs and a profit fairly commensu

rate with the risk of such a large capital.

AN ORDER FORM WITH PRESENT LOW PRICES WILL BE FOUND ON THE LAST PAGE OF THIS NOTICE

DEc ^*ER 1912
*
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NO MORE MONTHLY PAYMENTS. A RADICAL CHANGE

It would be absolutely impossible to make such

a book and get back the plant cost from a sale at

$4.75 a volume. Library editions of non-copy

right standard authors, on which there is no plant

cost at all for manuscript, are invariably sold for

more than that, and are printed on much cheaper

paper, are much less richly bound, and are much

less costly in every way to manufacture. Each

volume of the Encyclopaedia Britannica contains

more matter and more illustrations than 15 books

of ordinary size. And it is, by universal consent,

the “handsomest book in the world,” the “acme

of perfection in book-making,” apart from the

value of its contents.

PRE-ARRANGED “PERIODS”

OF SALE

On the other hand, to have fixed the price at $7.50

a volume from the beginning, while it would have

paid a good profit, yet it would have meant a

comparatively slow sale for the book. Its value

to readers in general would not have been as fully

recognised as it is to-day for at least five or six

years to come, and therefore the object of the pub

lishers—to make the work widely known and con

stantly used by a great many people—would have

been defeated.

The plan of sale that was adopted—the plan by

which you can to-day get the Encyclopaedia Bri

tannica at less than a fair price for such a book

was to divide the distribution of the book into

two distinct periods: first, a rapid sale at a low

price direct to the public, then a slow but steady

sale at a higher price through agents and book

sellers.

The first of these periods, now nearly at an end,

has already justified the expectation that the new

edition would have a large sale, which would

firmly establish its reputation as the greatest work

of reference and practical information.

It may seem to you that there is one weakness

in such a plan of sale: that the public would be

shrewd enough and alert enough to do all the buy

ing before the change came, and that afterwards

there would be no demand.

But how about your own case? You knew, when

you did not secure the book as soon as its issue

was announced, that you were running some risk

of losing the opportunity. You have not yet

bought it, or you would not be reading this adver

tisement.

Perhaps you will sign the order form to-day,

or you may continue to put the matter off, and

you may finally purchase under less favorable con

ditions. If you had made your purchase last sum

mer, you would have had the use of the work

during the last three or four months, so that you

have already lost something by your failure to act.

And thousands of people will fail to act, until the

low prices have ceased to exist.

WILL YOU DELAY-OR WILL

YOU ACT?

This description of the plan of sale has enabled

you to see that the present offer could not be made

if all those who are sure to buy the book ulti

mately were to accept the offer now. This very

advertisement is printed with the expectation that

the warning it gives will be neglected by thousands

of those to whom it is addressed. Otherwise

it would forestall the sale of the book for some time

to come. But an essential part of the plan of sale

is the belief that while these closing advertisements

will induce many thousands to buy, it will move

many more thousands only half-way towards the

point of buying the book.

If you have got that far, if you have made up

your mind that it would be best for you to buy the

Encyclopaedia Britannica now, there is not much

probability that you will fail to buy it in the long

run, even if you wait until it has become much

less easy so to do.

“CONDITIONAL PURCHASE”

Before it is too late to buy it on the present terms,

you can ascertain, by actual experiment, how use

ful it will be to you.

It may be that the question in your mind, as you

consider the purchase of the new Encyclopaedia

Britannica, is a question about yourself, rather

than about the work, You may say: “I know

that it is an admirable book, but shall I really use

it if I buy it?”

Under ordinary circumstances, that question might

be left to answer itself. But a way is now pro

vided by which you can answer that question

yourself, and answer it decisively. This is by an

actual examination of the volumes themselves,

putting them to any test you may choose. You

will then discover whether the new Encyclopaedia

Britannica will be as useful and as attractive to

you as it is to thousands of others. The question

is one which you ought to settle at once, in order

that if you do purchase you may do so before the

price is increased and the monthly payment sys
tem discontinued.

It has been arranged that a limited number of copies

may be “conditionally” purchased.

A LIMITED OFFER

The subscriber under this arrangement will be at

liberty to return the volumes and the bookcase after

10 days’ use, and to claim a refund of $3.75 from

the $5.00 sent with his order, the difference to

be applied to return freight charges.

This special privilege can be secured only for the

present, and only by endorsing the order form

with the words “Conditional Purchase.” To this

rule no exception can be made, as it is essential

that the copies supplied on these terms should be

carefully noted, and should bear but a small pro

portion to the total number of copies now ready

for immediate delivery. Those who have already

made up their minds cannot be kept waiting in

order that a special facility should be accorded to

those who are still hesitating.
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IN THE SALE OF THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA

%2 Ideal Christmas Present

[G Intending purchasers who desire delivery by Dec. 24th are re

quested to make EARLYUSE of the Order Form on the next page

OR many reasons it is natural that the new edition of the Encyclo

paedia Britannica, in the compact and attractive form of the India

paper impression, should commend itself as a Christmas present

or that the season of buying and giving presents should be made an appro

priate occasion of carrying out an intention of acquiring the great work.

IN THE HOUSE It is, for one thing, such a possession as appeals to ALL the members

of a household to which it is introduced. It may be given, for in

stance, as the particular property of one among the elder members of a family, but the

young people will havetheir share of it. Indeed, to judge from the letters which have been

received by the publishers, the attraction and value of the work are particularly appreci

able wherever there are young people at hand. Those who havepurchased thebookfor their

own use find an added pleasure in the readiness with which their children take to reading

and consulting it; while others, who have made the purchase for the sake of their child

ren, express themselves as very sensible, also, of the service it renders in their own case.

“I bought two copies for the benefit of my two sets of grandchildren” wrote Dr. C.

W. Eliot, President Emeritus of Harvard. “I find them altogether admirable, and

my grandchildren, who are at the most inquisitive ages, are of the same opinion.”

At the Present Price the Cheapest Book ever Published

The new edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica,

with its 44 million words, equals in contents 440 vol

umes of ordinary octavo size, each containing 400

pages, with 250 words to the page.

If some of these books cost $1.50, some $2.00, and

some $5.00, and if $2.50 were taken as the average

price, the total cost of the collection would be $1,100,

more than 7 times the present price of the Encyclo

paedia Britannica, yet no such collection

nor of double that number—would approach

in usefulness to the complete library afforded

by this new edition.

fairly regard himself as doing 16 years’ book-buying

when he subscribes for the new Encyclopaedia Britan

nica-16 years' book-buying at a seventh of the ordi

nary cost-and he obtains the whole of his books at

once, for an immediate outlay of—

Only $5.00

In respect of the great value received for the

price paid, the new edition of the Encyclopaedia

Britannica is comparable only to other editions

of the same work-and at its present price, the

new edition costs $3.00 a volume less than did

the 9th edition, which was published at $7.50 a
w

volume. Even when the present price is increased £

by $29, therefore, the new edition will still cost

much less than the standard price charged for

the 9th edition, although there are fully 300,000

words more to the volume in the new edition.

The new Encyclopaedia Britannica is a vast

storehouse of human thought, learning and

achievement, by the greatest authorities. The

purchaser obtains not a mere work of reference

for occasional consultation, but a complete li

brary for practical use and constant reading. It

is as if he were purchasing between 400 and 500

selected volumes of the utmost interest and use

fulness, volumes that take theplace of other books

such as he might buy—with this great difference,

that he pays about one-seventh of the amount

he would spend were he buying separate books.

Thus the reader who, for example, buys, on

an average, say, thirty books in the year, may

No. 1. BOOKCASE

Single Tier. Solid Mahogany

HE Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th Edition, is | 4

copyright in all countries subscribing to the

Bern Convention by the Chancellor, Masters and

Scholars of the University of Cambridge, England.

*

**
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See three

ABSOLUTE TERMINATION(...'...

Of the sale of the New ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA–11th Edition, 29

volumes (published by the Cambridge University Press of England).

FOR A SHORT TIME, The present offer: per volume, $4.75.

volumes, delivered for a first payment of only $5.00.

AFTER THIS SALE, $5.75 a volume.

Payments. Through Agents and Booksellers only.

Full payment in cash.

The Complete Set—29

Sold Direct to the Public.

No more Monthly

INDIA PAPER AND ORDINARY PAPER The extraordinary compactness, flexibility, and

• lightness of the India paper edition, in its var

ious bindings (occupying a cubic space of but 2 feet), immediately appealed to the general public. Of the

54,725 sets already bought, 91%% have been on India paper and only 8%% (these being chiefly for public

institutions) on ordinary paper, the same as that used for the old 9th Edition.

THE BINDINGS Of the bindings, the dark red full morocco edition forms the handsomest addition
THE BINDINGS to any library, worthy a collection of the most expensively-bound books; the dark

green sheepskin, by its extreme flexibility, the ease with which it is, handled, and its comely appearance,

has proved by far the most popular with the general public; the cloth binding has been regarded as entirely

Form of Subscription for the LAST SALE on the

Instalment System and Before the Price is increased

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA Co.,

12o West 32nd Street, New York.

Please send me the new Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th edition, 29 volumes,

published by The Cambridge University Press, of England. I enclose $

being ('') and I agree to send the second and all subsequentpayments

on the corresponding day of each following month until payment is complete, in accord;

ance with the style of binding and the terms of payment indicated by the XI have placed
in one of the squares below, showing my selection. It is agreed that I shall keep the

books, but the title does not pass to me until the total amount has been paid. Terms,

F. O. B. New York. - - -

Please indicate style of binding desired by marking a cross X in one of the

squares shown below.

INDIA PAPER, After this Sale these

Prices will be
Strongly recommended, especially in

the Leather bindings.

D CLOTH (ordinary covers).

31 monthly payments of . . £ $29.00 more,

# : : ; : # ...'”
4 - 4- - - 34.81 $166.75 cash.

Cash Price - 137.75

D FULL shEEPskin (flexible).
37 monthly payments of . . $5.00 $36.50 more,

12 “ - - - 4. 1.e.,

' ' : 7. $203.25 cash.

Cash Price 166.75

$50.00 more,

i.e.,

$267.50 cash.

47 monthly payments of

12 “ -

8 “ -

4 “ **

Cash Price

SUNSET-d

D FULL MOROCCO (flexible). |

-Vanze

Address

Occupation

// in £ers

add &usiness address.

If you wish to have a bookcase for the India paper impression, please mark a cross X

in one the squares shown below.

D (1) Single tier, solid mahogany: $14.50 cash (or 3 monthly payments of $5.00after

payments for the book are completed).

D (2) Two tier, solid mahogany: $8.75 cash (or 2 monthly payments of $5.00 each).

satisfactory by those who had

to choose the cheapest form.

There is also a beautiful

binding (India paper) in full

limp velvet suede, Prayer

Book style, round corners, gilt

edges. Having extreme flexi

bility, the backs may be folded

back against each other and

the volume may be doubled

up and slipped into a coat

pocket.

AN ORDER FORM

is printed opposite. It should

be cut off and mailed at once.

The reader, unless he wishes

to deny himself and, it may

be, his children the posses

sion of the most wonderful

book in the world, has before

him a simple alternative:

He can purchase the new

Encyclopaedia Britannica

NOW for $4.75 a volume,

and while the option of mak

ing monthly payments is still

open to him.

OR,

he can obtain the Work

LATER, from an agent or

bookseller, for $166.75 cash,

and proportionately higher

prices in the better bindings.

Should you for any reason

contemplate purchasing theor

dinary, or thick, paper impres

sion, please write for a special

order form. The present cash

prices are Cloth $130.50 (to be

increased $29.00), or 29 month

ly payments of $5.00. Also

bound in Half-Morocco and

Full Morocco.

III" ".
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A Day with Edison
“I feel bully today, I slept only

- four hours last night.”

This customary morning greeting of the great inventor after one of the big

days he delights in, gives an insight into his wonderful recuperative powers,

which enable him to “come back” constantly, with undiminished

vim and energy, after the most arduous work.

To realize how fully Mr. Edison lives up to his soubriquet of

“the Human Dynamo,” you must read the intensely inter

esting account of one of his ordinary days (a mere

eighteen hours or so) in

POPULAR FLECTRICITY

WORLD'S ADVANCE

for December

Mr.W. H. Meadowcroft, the author, hasworked foryears side

by side with the great inventorandenjoys hisconfidence. He

is, therefore, able to give you an intimate view of Mr. Edison

through every moment of his# and strenuous day. From

the time the# man arises in the morning until he retires,

far into the night, you will follow his goings and comings; be with

him in his laboratory, shop and test room; so close that you get a

glimpse, even, of his wonderfully interesting mail from all over the

civilized world and read the queer and freakish problems pro

pounded to him. With Edison it is half an hour here, twenty

minutes there, ten minutes another place, meeting instantly and

squarely a staggering number of difficult situations and intricate

problems. You will wonder at the many things he does in a day

and how he makes every minute and every second count.

Among other stirring articles in this same issue

Now On Sale At YourNewsdealer's
are: Dr. Carrell's Living Machine-First Photographs of Schroeder-Stranz

Expedition-Electrocution in Arkansas-Filming a Raid on Moonshiners-Uncle

Sam as a Motion Picture Man-Fighting Forest Fires-Attacked by "The Little

Ice Devils”-Batson's Trans-Atlantic Flyer-Magic Flats-World's Mortar Fire

-

Record-Electric Dynamite Truck in City

Streets-Iron Making in Central Africa

and these are only typical of the

200 Fascinating Subjects

of devouring interest which, with

200 Absorbing Illustrations

|A ||
#S ADVA . .* WA*

CDPYRIG = r - - - -****** *****3. give you one of the most interesting of 15 CE-Ts

magazines. Just note this brief sum

mary of good things:

worlon PicrurE DEPARTMENT of latest photo plays and stories with all the fas

cinating details of motion picture production.

world's PICTURE GALLERY of striking photographs from everywhere. History in

the making. Wonderfully interesting.

The GREATELECTRICAL SECTION tel's simply and entertainingly the fascinating

story of electricity and how to make and do things with it yourself.

mANY OTHER LIVE ARTICLES on modern progress in all lines. Vivid, living pictures

and stories of the world in action-interesting-educational-uplifting. This immense

entertainmentof 128 Pages-200 Subjects-200 Illustrations-awaits you in

POPULAR ELECTRICITY: WORLD'S ADVANCE

for December 75c a Cop y

Get It Today From Your Newsdealer.

If your dealer cannot supply you send us his name and

your own name and address with 15c for a copy postpaid

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUBLISHING CO., 350 No. Clark St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

A L B ER TA

These two Western Canadian Provinces are today developing

very rapidly. The opportunities are numerous and varied, and

certainly worth investigating. Some of them of good new towns

on new railroads; farm lands; timber and coal lands.

I have just returned from an extended trip of investigation through

Alberta (Western Canada) and have some very interesting and

helpful facts to give Sunset Readers concerning the country and

the impressions I formed. Enclose 10c to cover postage, for

literature and full information. State definitely what you are

interested in, so that I can reply specifically.

W. F. COLEMAN

Canadian Manager Sunset, The Pacific Monthly

730 Rogers Building Vancouver, British Columbia

P. S.-I can supply free details and maps of the wonderful Peace

River country on request.

A Real Home

Are YOU looking for a REAL HOME? A place where you will want to remain even

after you have made enough to quit. A place where a man with a little capital and plenty

of energy is sure of a living—and more. A place where nature annually blends heat and

cold, rain and sunshine in such a manner as to produce the luscious fruits and vegetables that

command the profitable prices of the world's best markets and make living a delight. A

lace where an ample irrigation system absolutely insures YOUR crop and YOUR income.

£ fact, if you are looking for one of nature's BEST places you should investigate

“RICHLANDS”
our select Fruit and Farm land section in Okanagan Valley region in Central Southern British

Columbia–Canada. A district of good soil, good climate-churches, schools, good roads and

other necessities of a profitable and enjoyable existence.

Your name and address on the coupon will bring full particulars and proof. You'll be sur

prised how quickly this will reach you if you send NOW. -

K#£ full information onR.T. North American Securities, Limited

Capital Paid Up $1,330,000

VANCOUVER, B. C., CANADA

“Reliable Agents Wanted-Liberal Commission”

NAME

Street

CITY StATE
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8% Mortgage Investments

For the past few months this Corporation has offered “SUNSET’’ readers some

attractive real estate investments with very gratifying results. At the same

time we have drawn attention to mortgage securities on improved Vancouver

Real Estate and from the large number of enquiries that have resulted we

are convinced that a great many investors in the United States and Canada

are looking for just this class of security, and we have therefore decided to

feature our Mortgage plan in this issue.

The investments we offer are backed by over a quarter of a century's

experience in the investment field of Western Canada, during which time this

Corporation has built up a reputation through its sound conservative business

methods that has given it a position in Western Canada financial circles

second to none.

Our Mortgages are based on improved Vancouver City real estate yield

ing 8% on residential property and 6% to 7% on down town business Blocks,

extending over a term of three years with interest payable in quarterly install

ments. A careful inspection of every property submitted for loan is made

and only 50% of our valuation is loaned. We also require that the property

shall produce an annual net revenue equal to double the interest on the

Mortgage and that Fire Insurance for at least the amount of the Mortgage

shall be carried, with loss payable to the investor in case of fire. In addition

to this our Attorneys pass on each title, and only where their report shows it

to be perfectly clear of any encumbrance is a Mortgage granted, and it is then

registered as a first charge against the property in the Government Land

Registry Office.

Our investments will therefore stand the most rigid investigation and you

will find them as sound as any investment you may be offered; at the same

time yielding a higher rate of interest.

If you are interested in getting a larger return on your Capital than you

at present receive with absolute security we shall be pleased to have you write

us and any further information you desire will be cheerfully given.

We can transfer Mortgages to clients in sums of $1,000 up to any amount

you may wish to invest.

OUR OFFER

8% With Absolute Security 8%

Interest in Quarterly Instalments

Our Bankers are the Canadian Bank of Commerce; also Dunns or

Bradstreets will give you our standing.

Yorkshire Guarantee8 Securities Corporation, Ltd.

R. Kerr Houlgate, Manager

440 SEYMOUR STREET WANCOUWER, CANADA

E- E- Ex

E- s ww
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Willow Kiver
[E]

Š

NT E R I O R. British Columbia's

future JManufacturing and Commer

cial Capital, offers unrivalled

opportunities for money-making

Investments, Business and Homes, located on

the Fraser and Willow Rivers, the Grand

Trunk Pacific and Pacific & Hudson Bay and

other railways, in the centre of the largest and

richest farming and timber district in interior

British Columbia. It will also be the natural

supply point for the wonderful Peace River

Country and the rich Cariboo Mining District,

all of which ensures its future. For free maps,

plats and all information, write the Pacific Land

& Townsites Company, Limited, Joint Owners

and Sole Agents for the original and legal town

site of Willow River, 599 Richards Street,

Vancouver, B. C.

|

Agents Wanted
-- - -

SUNSET Advertisements are indexed on page 1054
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Forcible Figures

Population, 1901, 3,167; by card census, May,

1913–67,243.

Building permits, 1905, $702,724; 1912, $14,446,

819. For the seven months ending July 31, 1913,

$7,121,355.

Tax assessment—land only—1905, $6,620,985;

1913, $187,941,920.

There are 26 chartered banks and branches in

Edmonton, and bank clearing figures show

these increases: 1908, $38,486,496; for 1912, $220,

EDMONTON
Strong Situation

Three great railway systems center on Edmon

ton—The Grand Trunk Pacific, the Canadian Pa

cific and the Canadian Northern. The Canadian

Pacific has built a high level bridge and is complet

ing terminals at a cost of $2,500,000. The Grand

Trunk Pacific is building a hotel to cost $2,000,000.

Edmonton is the chief central point of the

Edmonton, Yukon and Pacific Railway, the Dun

vegan, Peace River and British Columbia Railway,

727,624. For the seven months ending July 31,

1912, $117,533,015. Corresponding period of 1913,

$124,211,339.

Passengers carried on street cars: 1911, 6,296,

824; carried in 1912, 11,250,404; seven months of

1913, 8,556,479.

Edmonton has 91 miles of sewers, 111 miles of

water mains, 140 miles of sidewalks, 32 miles of

£ streets, 801 acres of public parks, 28 miles of

ulevards.

Edmonton has coal beds containing sixty thou

sand million tons of coal directly under the city.

Thirty mines are operated.

and the Alberta and Northwestern Railway.

Edmonton is the capital of Alberta, a Province

with an area of 253,540 square miles.

The country about Edmonton is very rich in

agricultural, and other resources, only partly

developed.

At present, four railways are building into the

Peace River Valley and country North and West of

Edmonton. This country contains 40,000,000

acres of land and boundless resources of minerals,

water power and cattletimber,

ranges.

natural gas,

A L BE

FREEINFORMATION

SPECIAL REPORTS

Also FREE

GEORGE M. HAIL

Industrial Commissioner

EDMONTON

CANADA
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EDMONTON

THE CHICAGO / THE NORTH

Investigate Today *#"**

We have exceptional facilities for placing loans on first class improved and

income producing Edmonton City Property at highest current rate of

interest. Security of Title given under Torrens Registration System: all

titles being guaranteed by the Province of Alberta. The discounting of

Agreements of Sale also gives a secure and highly profitable means of

investment equal to first mortgage security. We solicit correspondence.

%ie

HEGLER-SUTCLIFFE CO., Ltd.

Realty Brokers—Loans and Investments
CARE OF PROPERTIES

Rooms 5-6-7 Orpheum Arcade Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

REFERENCES: Royal Bank of Canada, Edmonton; R. G. Dun & Co.

r-ir-ir-ir-ir-in-la-i-II-in-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-ir-i

Erl#G#,G,F,G,G#,G,Gülüt Erl#TELETELETELETELETELEGEDELETELETELETELETELETELETETELETELETELETELETELETE:::::::::::"

H © :

# The Peace River Country :Fi *

# IS ATTRACTING THE ATTENTION OF THE WHOLE WORLD TODAY AS THE MOST FERTILE FIELD FOR INVESTMENTS :

* H
R. R

H BEZANSON IS THE KEY TO THIS WAST EMPIRE. WHY? :

*H - - - H

R. It's on the Threshold of Grande Prairie; the E.

H Because Premier Prairie of the West. #

H It's the choice of five Railroads for their crossings of the Big Smoky River. *

H It's the mill-site for Billions of feet of timber. H

H It's at the head of the greatest navigable waterway in North America, The Peace, *

H Mackenzie River System. *

# Bezanson development is just starting, hence it's the best investment. The increase is in the future, not the past. Hi

H Write today for booklet telling more about it and the latest authentic map of the Peace River Country. *
d

H BEZANSON TOWNSITES LIMITED :
: 557 First St., Edmonton, Alberta 336 Hastings West, Vancouver, B. C. #

agananaburiantinuintin[intinguintin[intin[intin[intin[intin[intin[intin[infinidinidiotididst"I"it"I"It'5!"It'5!"It'5!" ("It'5!"It'5!" ("it" ("It'5!" ("I"I SEED5E5.5DSES

IN THE HEART OF LOS ANGELES

Hotel Lankershim
Broadway at Seventh

EUROPEAN PLAN EXCELLENT CAFES

Three hundred and twenty rooms luxuriously furnished

Two hundred and fifty with private bath

RATES

Rooms without bath: Rooms with private bath:

One occupant, $1.50 and upwards (per day) One occupant, $2.00 and upwards (per day)

Automobile Bus Service From All Trains
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The Home of the Early Orange and Olive
I

T THAHIA

RIGHGROVE"

Experts state there is no place in Cali

fornia where oranges and olives grow

to such perfection as in this Early

Orange belt of Tulare County. Olives

are crowding the orange industry. The

world demands more California ripe

olives. Buyers are paying $200 per ton

on long term contracts. All kind of crops can be grown between tree rows such as alfalfa, corn,

tomatoes, casaba melons, berries, fruits, etc. More than $100 per acre have been realized on such

crops this year, proving that the land will pay for itself in one season. Prices are $100 and $125 per

acre. Sold on very easy terms. Call or write us for full information and booklet.

ENSIGN-FRANCIS CO.

212 H. W. HELLMAN BLDG. LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Your Home in San Diego's

Choicest District

HERE'S only one Point Loma and

it's the choicest residential spot of

all the land. Standing as the

majestic guardian of San Diego

and her grand harbor, overlooking

Majestic Point Loma

Tribute of John S. McGroarty

McGroarty, master of descriptive Eng

lish, says of Point Loma: “A magnificent

eadland, shouldering its way far out into

the shining ocean, glowing in the sun, and

soft and mystic with£ under moon

and stars. It lies against the Harbor of

the Sun like a mighty barrier, inviting the
haven seeking ships to its shelter. W'

Cabrillo saw it and later when it rose upon

the vision of the galleons of Viscaino, it

was heavily wooded. Now it is a place of

brown spaces, broken here and there by

ever increasing gardens, wonderful with

roses and the name of flowers of every hue.

On its extreme point is a modern light

house watching ceaselessly over the mari

ner, a fortress clings to its slope, and one

of the big wireless telegraph stations of the

world lifts its mystic fingers to catch the

message of the air. It is easily reached by

a trolley system and a boulevard that

might have been built by Caesar, so per

fect is its construction.”

views that are unsurpassed in all the world, Point

Loma offers to mankind a home, and with that

homeanall-the-timeclimate that variesat noonday

not more than ten degrees throughout the year.

In this earthly paradise is to be found health and happi

ness. And yet it is not alone the haven of the rich. On

Point Loma you may purchase fine building sites, 5ox 140,

from $850 up. Values however are advancing rapidly as

more and more people are finding in this wonderful district

their ideal home place. Investments here have proven ex

ceedingly profitable and will in future days prove even

InOre SO.

Full details concerning San Diego and Point Loma in a profusely

illustrated booklet are yours for a post card. Write

D. C. COLLIER & CO.

1 141 Broadway San Diego, Calif.
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STER LING ~ *
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"TIMILITLD I1". In Il-Ilmin

THE ETRWSCANI I I II

THE ETRUSCAN THE NEWEST PATTERN IN

CORHAMTABLE SIVERWARE STANDS WITH

THE BEST PRODUCTS OF THE MIDDLE GEORG

|AN PERIOD - THE FVRNITVRE OF SHERATON

AND THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE ADAM

BROTHERS ARE FAMILIAR EXAMPLES OF

THE CLASSIC STANDARDS OF THE DAYS

WHEN CEORGE || WAS KING

THESE GEORGIAN DESIGNERS WERE STRONG

LY IMPRESSED WITH PVRE GREEK AND

ROMAN FORMS • THEY INVARIABLY ANOIDED

THE ROCOCO - THE FANTASTIC AND THE

ORNATE • THEREFORE THIS NEW CORHAM

PATTERN MODELED VPON THEIR STANDARDS

IS AS CLEAR AND PURE IN ONTLINEAS ANY

CLASSIC VRN OR CAPITAL"

THIS IS A PATTERN WITH A PVRPOSE

A PATTERN THAT ATTRACTS BY ITS

CLASSIC SIMPLICITY AND IS ESPECIALLY

APPROPRIATE TO COLONIAL AND GEORGIAN

DINING ROOMS

A COMPLETE LINE OF KNVES FORKS SPOONS

FANCY INDIVIDUAL AND SERVING PIECES MAY

BE OBTAINED FROM LEADING JEWELERS EVE,

RYWHERE AND BEARS THIS TRADE-MARK

-

THEGORHAMCO's

SILVERSMITHS

NEW YORK

H

E

---

I
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Just before he started on his motor flight from South to North, from a warm

climate to a colder one, which is the way of birds of passage, according to the

dictionary, E. Alexander Powell went down into the wonderful American

Southwest and observed New Mexico with the trained eye of an F. R. G. S.

He found a region which has changed more remarkably in the space of a single

decade, perhaps, than any other in the world, certainly as regards the United

States. Until about ten years ago, government engineers wrote it down in their

reports as a worthless desert and the gentlemen who make the school geographies

followed suit by painting it a speckled yellow like the Sahara and the Kalahari.

Then, one day, a Californian who understood irrigation sank some wells and

soused the thirsty desert and turned its good-for-nothing sand into good-for

anything loam, and the future of all southern New Mexico was assured. Today

they are as enthusiastic in New Mexico about a field of alfalfa as the Eskimos of

Labrador are about a stranded whale. In the January number, illustrated

from paintings by Maynard Dixon and W. H. Bull.

Af * Af Af

California is determined that when ships sail direct from European ports

to the Golden Gate, after the opening of the Panama Canal, the disembarking

immigrant shall meet a different experience from that which faced his less

fortunate brother who entered the United States, in years past, through the

port of New York. Robert Newton Lynch outlines, in January, California's

enlightened policy of welcoming the immigrant.

Af * Af Af

M-4 Beginning the New Year right! Peter B. Kyne's story, “At the Top of

: the Mast,” has a title that expresses its relation to his work; “Tent Mates” is a

n soldier story by Robert J. Pearsall, a new writer in SUNSET and a good one;

“In the Making,” by Isabella Woodland, is a story from a school-room in the

Latin quarter of San Francisco, full of quaint humor and with an underlying

significance for the building of a nation. As for Gröm and A-ya, their pre

historic troubles reach a climax in “the Battle of the Brands” which Charles

G. D. Roberts reports with imaginative power. In the second instalment of

“The Man Who Won,” W. R. Lighton thickens his plot to such an extent that

Cass Burdick says, under his breath: “Lord Almighty! It's a complicated
* * *

life you've fixed up for us.
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A UT O B I R D S

BEING THE RECORD OF A MOTOR FLIGHT

ALONG THE COAST FROM MEXICO TO ALASKA

#

S S A G E

By E. ALEXAN DER POWELL, F. R. G. S.

Author of: The Last Frontier; Gentlemen Rovers

“The Lord knows what we may find, dear lass,

And the deuce knows what we may do—

But we're back once more on the old trail, our own trail, the out trail,

We're down, hull-down on the Long Trail—the trail that is always new.”

HE Lovely Lady was playing tennis

on the Polo Club courts at Coronado

when I strolled up with the telegram

in my hand. She was in white from

broad-brimmed hat to buckskin shoes and

looked very nice indeed. At least I

thought so.

“Love-fifteen!” she called and then,

catching sight of the yellow envelope, she

came running toward me.

“There's nothing the matter, is there?”

she asked a little anxiously.

“Nothing very serious” I assured her.

“They merely want us to motor up to

Alaska.”

“Motor to where?” she exclaimed.

“To Alaska” said I, trying to be as non

chalant as though I were proposing to run

across the bay to San Diego. “Why not?”

“Well” she demurred, “it seems like quite

a long trip.”

“It’s only about three thousand miles as

a motor goes” I urged, “and there are roads

nearly all the way.”

“But it's never been done” she protested,

retreating to her last line of defense.

“That's just it!” said I triumphantly.

“You’ve hit it exactly. It never has been

done. That is precisely the reason we are

going to do it—or try to. You see” I added,

“we’ll be sort of gasoline pioneers.”

“Very well” she capitulated, though I

knew that her wanderer's heart was singing,

“I’ll go, of course. When do we start?”

Notwithstanding the little shibboleth of

hesitation with which she habitually pref

aces her acquiescence to anything from a

week-end jaunt to a world’s-end journey,

she is a born traveler, is the Lovely Lady.

Why, once, when we were in the Hedjaz—

but that, after all, has nothing to do with

this story.
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Before throwing on my power and taking

to the road, however, I ought to explain how

it all came about. The gentleman who sits

at a mahogany desk in San Francisco and

shapes the policy of the SUNSET MAGAZINE

happened to read in his newspaper one

morning a paragraph which mentioned how

many thousand Americans had gone to

Europe on motor-trips last year, either tak

ing their cars with them or hiring them over

there, and how many million good American

dollars they had left on that side of the

Atlantic. “It’s just ignorance that makes

them do it, of course” he argued. “If those

same people could only be made to realize

that out here on the edge of the western

ocean they can find roads as fine as the

English highways or the French routes

nationales, and mountains as high and as

sublimely beautiful as the Alps or the

Pyrenees, and scenery more varied and

lovely than is to be found between Copen

hagen and Capri, and vegetation as luxur

iant and hotels as luxurious as on the

Riviera, and a milder, sunnier, more equable

climate than anywhere else on the globe, so

many of them would come pouring out here

that there wouldn’t be enough garages to

accommodate their cars.” (Did you ever

notice that when the people on the Pacific

Coast dwell upon their climate or their

scenery they become as sonorous and ora

torical as was Mr. Bryan in the days when

he was pleading for free silver? They

can’t help it any more than an Italian can

help waving his hands.) In any event, that

is how it came about that the Lovely Lady

and I found ourselves, one hot winter's

morning, in the tonneau of a long, low,

rakish, fifty-horse-powered car. Our chauf

feur (and no better one ever grasped a

steering-wheel) was christened William,

but his week-day name was Billie. At our

backs rose the mountains of Mexico, purple,

forbidding, and grim. To the northward,

far, far to the northward, Alaska beckoned

and called. And in between stretched the

most alluring region which ever echoed to

the hoarse honk of a motor-horn.

Everything considered, Tia Juana, a flea

infested hamlet in the Mexican state of

Baja California, twenty miles south of San

Diego, seemed the logical place from which

to set out on our motor flight to the north.

National City, which is on the American

side of the border and is connected with

San Diego by quite a passable road, would

have done quite as well, but it didn’t sound

foreign enough. Just as the Mediterranean

bound tourists eagerly avail themselves of

the brief stop which the liners make at

Gibraltar to take the ferry across the bay to

Algeciras so as to be able to say that they

have “been in Spain,” so the visitors to San

Diego and Coronado feel it imperative that

they should run down to Tia Juana so that

they can write to their admiring friends at

home that they have “been in Mexico.”

Tia Juana (it is pronounced “Tee-ah Wah

nah” and means “Aunt Jane,” though who

the lady thus immortalized was I haven’t

the remotest idea, unless she was President

Diaz' aunt and a Maderista named the

town for her) is as filthy, squalid, ram

shackle, cur-ridden, vermin-haunted a town

let as you can find between the Rio Grande

and the Rio Chagres. (As I haven’t the

slightest intention of ever revisiting Tia

Juana, there seems no good reason why I

shouldn’t be truthful and depict it as it

really is.) But it’s picturesque,rightenough,

is Tia Juana, and has as much atmosphere

dust-laden atmosphere—as any place I

know. You can buy postcards bearing

pictures of vivacious Mexican señoritas

dancing the bolero, which you can post

with Mexican stamps to the folks back

home, thus suggesting that you are ad

venturing in foreign parts. You can pay

twenty-five cents for a long black Mexican

cigar which is every bit as villainous as it

looks. You can invest quite a tidy sum

in things which you haven’t the least use

for, such as opals and drawn-work and

serapes with the Mexican coat-of-arms

woven in them, and you can experience all

the thrills of a smuggler as, with bulging

pockets, you quakingly face the gimlet

eyed customs inspector on the border.

And, should there be enough Americans to

make it a financial success, you can witness

what passes in Tia Juana for a bull-fight.

When we reached Tia Juana, which, to

lapse into golfing parlance, was to serve as

our tee for a long drive, we found the usual

revolution in progress. Did you ever

notice how a fad will sweep across a coun

try like fire in dry grass? Within a week

after the harem skirt struck Broadway it

was being worn by the bedizened belles of

the Barbary Coast. When Madero and

later Felix Diaz and General Huerta made

revolutionizing a popular form of enter

tainment in the Mexican capital, ergo,



-

The log of the Sunset Car begins, properly enough, beside the first harbor on all that devious coastline from

Cape San Lucas to the Straits of Juan de Fuca in which a white man's anchor

rumbled down and a white man's sails were furled
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the provincials of Tia Juana started revolu

tionizing too, so far as their very limited

resources would permit. When we arrived

the town was in the hands of the Constitu

tionalist forces, the local garrison consisting

of some two-score wizened-faced soldiers in

uniforms of soiled white linen, who looked

for all the world like monkeys masquerading

as district messenger boys. They had

thrown up in the plaza a rectangle of

earthen breastworks, over the top of which

peered the lean black muzzles of half-a

dozen machine guns. Above these forti

fications the red-white-and-green banner

with its emblem of the serpent-killing buz

zard drooped listlessly in the noon-day

heat; from within came the agonized notes

of a tortured bugle; without, a slovenly

sentry, a rifle sloping over his shoulder and

a cigarette hanging from his lip, shuffled

disconsolately up and down . . . .up

and down . . . up and down.

“Just the thing!” said I to the Lovely

Lady. “It’ll make a perfectly ripping

picture. We'll run the car right up in

front of the fortifications and take a pic

ture with the machine-guns and the sentry

and the flag for a background.”

“I wouldn't, if I were you” urged the

Lady. “Don’t you remember what hap

pened the time you insisted on taking the

picture of the Turkish fort?”

“Yes, I know, but that was different” I

answered, brushing her objections aside.

“These Mexicans won’t mind,” and, suit

ing the action to the words, I unlimbered

my camera.

But just as I was getting the picture

beautifully into focus I was startled by an

exclamation from Billie, a scream from the

Lady, and the peremptory Spanish for

“Halt! Hands up!”, accompanied by the

ominous click of a breech-bolt. Glancing

up I found myself looking squarely into the

muzzle of a rifle in the hands of the afore

mentioned sentry, who was so frantic with

excitement that at first glance I thought

he was suffering from St. Vitus' dance.

His challenge brought the garrison pouring

out from behind their earthworks as the

ants pour out of a disturbed ant-hill. At

their head was a small, very fat, very red

faced officer whose equator was emphasized

by a vivid scarlet sash. He was buckling

on a huge cavalry saber as he ran and twice

it got entangled with his legs and nearly

sent him sprawling. In much less time

than it takes to tell it there were so many

grimacing, jabbering, threatening little

brown men clustered about me that I felt

like an unwelcome visitor at the Zoo.

“You are ar-r-r-r-r-est!” screamed the

little officer, waving his arms like busy

windmills. “You are one damned gringo

spy! You would steal the plans of our

fortress! You would betray us to the

enemy! You will be tried by court-martial!

Tomorrow at daybreak, maybe, perhaps,

yes, you will be shot! I hope so, si, señor!”

“Now don’t be so precipitate” said I

soothingly, with as much savoir faire as I

could muster, for I had dwelt long enough

in Latin-American countries to know per

fectly well that these little brown men

could be exceedingly unpleasant if they

chose. “I’m not a spy. Spies don’t run

up to forts in six-cylinder motor-cars in

broad daylight. And you won’t arrest me,

because if you did the people in Washing

ton would make a fuss and you would all

lose your jobs. I’ll put up the camera and

you tell your men to put up their guns and

we'll call it quits. And General, won’t

you do me the honor of accepting a cigar?

Yes, fill your pocket, do. (They were

those long, slender Larranagas, which are

to all other cigars what Imperial Tokay is

to all other wines.) Señor General, I wish

you a very good morning.” Then I strolled

over to the car quite carelessly and got in,

having all the time that quavery sensa

tion which runs up and down one's spine

when one passes a group of boys who are

making snowballs.

“Where to, sir?” inquired Billie.

“To God's country” said I, “and don’t

mind the speed limit getting there.”

“There” said the Lovely Lady, accus

ingly, “I warned you that you would get

into trouble. And you didn’t get the pic

ture, either.”

“No” I admitted, “I didn’t get the pic

ture—but I did get a perfectly bully be

ginning for the story.”

After passing the shanty with the

strange-looking revenue flag with vertical

stripes which marks the international

boundary, we found the road into San

Diego lined on either side with scraggy

dust-colored eucalyptus trees, between

which we caught fleeting glimpses of the

orange groves and alfalfa fields which are

bringing astounding prosperity to this



we stopped at San Luis Rey on a golden afternoon when the sunlight, sifted and softened by the branches

of ancient olive trees, cast a veil of yellow radiance upon the crumbling weather-worn Mission
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one-time desert region. Instead of keeping

to the San Diego road, however, we swerved

sharply to the west when some five miles

out of Tia Juana and followed the breeze

swept ocean-bordered highway which has

been built along the sandy shoestring which

is the only thing that saves Coronado from

being an island.

To understand the peculiar geography

of San Diego, and of its joyous little sister

Coronado, you must picture in your mind

a U-shaped harbor containing twenty

square miles of the bluest water you will

find anywhere outside a washtub. Spread

upon the gently sloping hillsides which

form the bottom of the U are the chalk

white buildings and tree-lined, flower

banked boulevards which make San Diego

look like one of those imaginary cities which

scene painters are so fond of painting for

backgrounds of comic operas; the right

hand horn of the U corresponds to the

rocky headland known as Point Loma,

where Madame Tingley and her disciples

of the Universal Brotherhood theosophize

under domes of violet glass; and in the very

middle of the U, or, in other words, in the

middle of San Diego harbor, on an almost

island whose sandy surface has been lawned

and flower-bedded and landscaped and

gardened into one of the beauty spots of

the world, is Coronado. Coronado isn’t

really an island, you understand, for it is

connected with the mainland by a spit of

sand a dozen miles long and so narrow that

Christy Mathewson could throw an orange

across it. There is nothing quite like Coro

nado anywhere. I can best describe it as

a combination of Luxor, Sorrento, Cap

Martin and Palm Beach. And then some.

It is one of those places where, unless you

have on a Panama hat and flannel trousers

and white shoes (in the case of ladies I

don't insist on the trousers, of course) you

feel awkward and ill-dressed and out of the

picture. You know the sort of thing I

mean. There are miles of curving asphalted

parkways, bordered by acres of green

plush lawns, and set down on the lawns are

quaint stone-and-shingle bungalows with

roses clambering over them, and splendid

English mansions of beam-and-plaster, and

the most beautiful villas of white stucco

with green tiled roofs, which look as if

they had been brought over entire from

Fiesole or the Lake of Como. Over near

the shore is the Polo Club, which does not

confine its activities to polo, as its name

would imply, but, like the Sporting Club

of Cairo, caters to the golfer and the tennis

player and the racing enthusiast as well.

Every afternoon during the polo season

tout le monde goes pouring out to the Polo

Club in motors and carriages, on horse

back, on street cars and afoot, to gossip

along the side-lines and swagger about in

the saddling-paddock and to cheer them

selves hoarse when eight young gentlemen

in vivid silk shirts and white breeches and

tan boots, and hailing from London or New

York or Santa Barbara or Honolulu or

Calgary, as the case may be, go streaking

down the field in a maelstrom of dust and

color and waving mallets and flying hoofs.

After it is all over, and the colors of the

winning team have been hoisted to the top

of the flag-staff, and the losers have drunk

the health of the victors from a Gargantuan

loving-cup, everyone goes piling back to

the great hostelry whose red-roofed towers

and domes and gables rising above the

palm-groves form a picture which is almost

Oriental as they silhouette themselves,

black, fantastic and alluring, against the

kaleidoscopic sunset sky.

There are certain hotels which, because

of the surpassing beauty of their situation,

or their historic associations, or the tradi

tions connected with them, have come to

be looked upon as institutions, rather than

as mere caravansaries, which it is the duty

of every traveler to see, just as he would see

Les Invalides in Paris and the Pantheon in

Rome and the Alcazar in Seville, and, if his

purse will permit, to stop at. In such a class

I put Shepheard's in Cairo, the Danieli in

Venice, the Grand in Paris, the Lord War

den at Dover, the Mount Nelson in Cape

Town, the Waldorf-Astoria in New York,

the Mission Inn at Riverside, the Hotel

Del Monte at Monterey and the Hotel del

Coronado. It is by no means new, is the

Coronado, nor is it particularly up-to-date,

and from an architectural standpoint it

leaves much to be desired, but it shares

with the other famous hotels I have men

tioned that indefinable something called

“atmosphere” and it stands at one of those

crossways where the routes of tourist travel

meet. To find anything to equal the bril

liant scene for which its great lobby is the

stage you will have to go to the East Coast

of Florida or Egypt or the Riviera. From

New Year's to Easter its spacious corridors



You can invest quite a tidy sum in things you haven't the slightest use for and you can experience all the

thrills of a smuggler as, with bulging pockets, you quakingly face the

gimlet-eyed customs inspector at the border

and broad verandas are thronged with

more interesting types of people than any

place I know save only Monte Carlo. Let

us sit down for a few minutes, you and the

Lovely Lady and I, and watch the passing

show. There are slim white-shouldered

women whose gowns bespeak the rue de la

Paix as unmistakably as though you could

read their labels, and other women whose

gowns are just as obviously the products of

dressmakers in Schenectady and Terre

Haute and Sioux City; there are well

groomed young men, well-groomed old men,

and over-groomed men of all ages; men

bearing famous names and 1...en whose

names are notorious rather than famous;

there are diplomatists, adventurers, big

game hunters, professional gamblers, polo

players, explorers, novelists, mine-owners,

bankers, landowners who reckon their acres

by the million and cattlemen who count

their long-horns by the tens of thousands;

there are German counts and French mar

quises and English earls; there are women

of Society, of society, and of near-society;

actresses whose features the newspapers

and billboards have made as familiar as the

faces of Dr. Woodbury and Mr. Gillette,

and, mingling with all the rest, plain every

day folk hailing from pretty much every

where between Portland, Maine, and Port

land, Oregon, and whose money it is, when

all is said and done, which makes this sort

of thing possible. They come here for rest,

so they take pains to assure you, but they

are never idle. They bathe in the booming

breakers when the people beyond the Sierras

are shivering before their bathtubs; they

play golf and tennis as regularly as they take

their meals; they gallop their ponies madly

along the yellow beach in the early morning;

they fish off the coast for jewfish and tuna;

they take launches across the bay to see the

flying men swoop and circle above the army

aviation school; they play auction bridge

upon the sun-bathed verandas; and after

dinner they tango and turkey trot in the

big ballroom until the orchestra has to put

up its instruments from sheer exhaustion.

At Coronado no one ever lets business in

terfere with pleasure.

“I don’t want to go away” said the Lovely

Lady. “I like it here. Let's stay.”

“I don’t want to go either” I agreed un

happily, “but we’ve got to. We have a car,

you know. And that's what a car is for: to

keep you moving.”

So the next morning saw us waving a
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regretful adieu to flower-smothered, sun

kissed Coronado as the steam ferry chug

chugged us across the bright blue bay to

San Diego.

I don’t know the population of San Diego,

because a census taken yesterday would be

much too low tomorrow. The San Diegans

claim that they arrive at the number of the

city's inhabitants by the simple method of

having the census enumerators at the trains

to count the people who get off. For, as they

ingenuously argue, any one who once comes

to San Diego never goesaway again, unless it

be to hurry back home and pack his things.

San Diego's history stretches back into

the past for close on four hundred years.

Her harbor was the first on all that devious

coastline which reaches from Cape San

Lucas to the Straits of Juan de Fuca in

which a white man's anchor rumbled down

and a white man's sails were furled. In her

soil were planted the first vine and the first

olive tree. The first cross was raised here

and the first church built and beneath the

palms which were planted by the padres in

the valley that lies just back of the hill on

which the city sits, the first lessons in Chris

tianity were taught to the primitive people

who inhabited this region when the paleface

came. Here began that remarkable chain

of outposts of the Church which Father

Junipero Serra and his indomitable Fran

ciscans stretched northward to Sonoma, six

hundred miles away. And here likewise

began El Camino Real, the King's Highway,

which linked together the one-and-twenty

missions and which forms today the longest

continuous highway in the world, and,

without exaggeration, the most interesting,

the most varied, and the most beautiful.

And when the motorist hears the road a

calling, the cities lose their lure. And so, on

a winter's sunny morning, when they were

selling roses in the plaza of San Diego atten

cents a bunch, and the poor people who

dwelt beyond the Sierras' rim were begging

their janitors for goodness sake to put on

more coal, we told Billie to point the nose

of our car northward, and the Lovely Lady

and I were off on our journey up the land

of Heart's Desire.

As, with engines purring sweet music,

the car breasted the summit of the Linda

Vista grade, our breath was almost taken

away by the startling grandeur of the view

which met our eyes. Spread below us, like

a map in bas-relief, lay the orchard-covered

plains of California, to the left the Pacific

heaved lazily beneath the sun, to the right

the snow-crowned Cuyamacas swept

grandly up to meet the sky, and before us

the beckoning yellow road stretched away

away . . . . away.

I have never been able to resist the sum

mons of theopen road. I always want to find

out what is at the other end. It goes some

where, you see, and I always have the feel

ing that, far off in the distance, where it

swerves suddenly beyond a wood or drops

out of sight quite unexpectedly behind a

hill or disappears in the depths of a rock

walled canyon, there is something myste

rious and magical waiting to be found.

About the road there is something primitive

and imperishable. Did it ever occur to you

that it has been the greatest factor in the

making of history, in the spread of Chris

tianity, in the march of progress? Someone

has said, and truly, that the rate and direc

tion of human progress has always been

determined by the roads of a people. For a

time the marvel of modern inventions

caused the road to be forgotten. The steam

ship sailed majestically away in contempt

of the road upon the shore and the locomo

tive sounded its jeering screech at every

crossing along its right-of-way. But still

the road stayed on. And now the miracle

of the motor-car has brought the road into

its own again and started us a-journeying,

in the latest product of twentieth-century

civilization, with the strength of half-a

hundred horses beneath its throbbing hood,

up that historic highway which has been

traveled in turn by Don Vasquez del Cor

onado and his train of steel-clad men-at

arms, by Father Serra in his sandals and

woolen robe, by Jedediah Smith, the first

American to find his way across the ranges,

by Fremont the Pathfinder, by the Argo

nauts, by Spanish caballeros and Mexican

vaqueros and American pioneers, by priests

afoot and soldiers on horseback and peas

ants on the backs of burros, by lumbering

ox-carts and white-topped prairie schooners

and six-horsed Concord stages—and now

by automobiles. In El Camino Real is

epitomized the history and romance of the

West. It is to western America what the

Via Appia was to Rome, the Great North

Road to England. It has been in turn a

trail of torture, a course of conquest, a road

of religion, a route to riches, a path of

progress, a highway to happiness. He who



The Mission Chapel of San Antonio de Pala is well worth going out of one's way to see because of its
picturesque campanile with a cactus sprouting from the top

can traverse it with no thought for anything

save the number of miles which his indicator

shows and for the comforts of the hotel

ahead; who is so lacking in imagination that

he cannot see the countless phantom shad

ows who charge it with their unseen pres

ence; who is incapable of appreciating that

in it are all the procession and panorama of

the West, had much better stay at home.

The only thing that such a person would

understand would be a danger sign or a

traffic policeman's club.

It is very close to one hundred and forty

miles from San Diego to Riverside if you

take the route which follows the seashore,

via La Jolla and Del Mar, to Oceanside and

thence inland by way of Mission San Luis

Rey and the mission-chapel of Pala and the

Lake of Elsinore. That is the route that we

took and, though it is not the shortest, it is

incomparably the most interesting. We

found by experience that one hundred and

forty miles is about as long a day's run as

one can make with comfort and still permit

of ample time for lunch and to pause at the

innumerable places of interest along the

way. Once, in the South of France, I

motored with a man who had chartered a

car by the month with the agreement that

he was to be permitted to run two hundred

and fifty kilometres a day. It mattered not

how fascinating or historically interesting

was the region through which we were pass

ing, we tore through it as if the devil was at

our heels. We couldn't stop anywhere, my

host explained, because if we did he would

n’t be able to cover the full distance allowed

him. Some day, however, I’m going

through that same region on a bicycle and

see the things that I missed. With high

ways as smooth as the promenade deck of

an ocean liner (and that's what the new

state highways of California are like) it's a

temptation to be a road-burner, of course,

particularly if your car has plenty of power

and your driver knows his business. But

that sort of thing, particularly in a country

so replete with beauties as California,

smacks altogether too much of those im

possible persons who boast of having “done”

the Louvre or the Pitti in an hour. Half the

pleasure of motoring, to my way of thinking

at least, is in being able to stop whenever

and wherever one chooses—and stopping.

There are several charming places be

tween San Diego and Riverside at which to

break your journey for luncheon: the

Stratford Inn at Del Mar, for example, a

gem of a hostelry built on a hillside with a

forest of live-oaks at its back and in front
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a wonderful beach of the yellowest sand you

ever saw; or, a few miles farther up the

coast, the quaint Miramar at Oceanside.

But the Lovely Lady had a better plan.

“I’m tired of hotel meals” she urged,

“and in such a climate as this why should

we eat indoors anyway? In Italy we always

used to lunch out-of-doors, you know. And

this is ever so much lovelier than Italy. So

we’ll have a lunch put up and the thermos

flasks filled with coffee, and when we come

to one of those green-grassy places on the

bank of a river, we’ll eat there. Please?”

“And may Ilie on my back on thegrass and

smoke a cigar and look up at the sky and be

just as slow about starting as I want to?”

“Of course” she assented. “That's part

of the game, you know. But if we’re late

getting into Riverside you needn’t expect

me to go down to dinner. One thing I refuse

to do is to go into a hotel dining-room in

dusty motor clothes when other women are

in evening gowns.”

We found just such a spot as the Lady

had pictured on the banks of the San Luis

Rey river, and when luncheon and cigars

were finished we proved our appreciation of

the spot in particular and our “public con

science” in general by leaving not a trace of

tissue-wrapped sandwiches and stuffed eggs.

Four miles inland from Oceanside is the

Mission of San Luis Rey de Francia, which,

as its name denotes, is dedicated to St.

Louis, King of France. Begun in 1798,

completed in 1802, and secularized by the

Mexican authorities after the expulsion of

the Spaniards, in 1834, this historic mission

has once again passed into the hands of the

Franciscan Order and is now a college for

the training of foreign missionaries. The

ruins of the mission—which, thanks to the

indefatigable efforts of Father O'Keefe, the

priest in charge, are being restored to their

original condition as fast as he is able to

raise the necessary funds—are among the

most picturesque in California. We stopped

there on a golden afternoon, when the sun

light, sifted and softened by the branches of

the ancient olive trees, cast a veil of yellow

radiance upon the crumbling weather-worn

façade and filtered through the arches of

those cloistered corridors where the cowled

and hooded brethren were wont to pace up

and down in silent meditation, telling their

beads and muttering their prayers.

Nestling in a mountain valley, twenty

miles northeast of San Luis Rey, over a road

which is comparatively little traveled and

only tolerably smooth, is the asistencia or

mission-chapel of San Antonio de Pala,

which, even though it were not on the road

to Riverside, would be well worth going out

of one's way to see because of its picturesque

campanile, with a cactus sprouting from its

top. The chapel, after standing empty

for many years, once again has a priest and

at sunset the bell in the ancient campanile

booms out its mellow summons across the

surrounding olive groves and the Indians,

just as did their forefathers of Padre Serra's

day, come trooping in for evening prayer.

But of all the California missions, from

San Diego in the south to Sonoma in the

north, the one I like the best is the Mission

Miller at Riverside—and any one who has

ever stopped there will unhesitatingly agree

with me. Its real name, you must under

stand, is the Mission Inn, and there is no

hostelry like it anywhere else in the world.

At least I, who am tolerably familiar with

more than five-score countries, know of noth

ing like it. In it Frank Miller, the Master of

the Inn,as he loves to be called, hassucceeded

in commercializing sentiment to a remark

able degree. In other words he has built a

great hotel which combines the architectural

beauties of the most interesting of the Cali

fornia missions-cloisters, brick-paved cor

ridors, quadrangles, bell-hung campaniles,

it has them all—and in such a setting he

dispenses much the same genial and personal

hospitality which the mission fathers must

have dispensed in the days when the trav

elers along El Camino Real depended on the

missions for food and shelter.

We swirled in between the arches of the

Mission Inn just as night was falling upon

the sea of orange groves which makes the

town an island. They were expecting us

and we were shown straightway to our

rooms. On the table was a basket of fresh

picked oranges; a great bunch of scarlet

roses lay upon the dresser. The leaded

windows stood open and through them came

the subtle scent of orange blossoms. Then,

from one of the campaniles above us, a bell

began to boom, and then another chimed

in, and then another, until the air seemed to

reverberate to the pleading, soft-toned,

wistful notes of the Angelus. The Lovely

Lady crossed the room to the open window

and stood looking out into the balmy, tropic

night.

“I’m glad I came!” said she.

(In January the Autobirds of Passage will reach Santa Barbara)
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The basis of this story is the conversion of the desert West into a land of homes. Its

fundamental idea is that no land, no matter what the manner or profit of its use, has

come to its own until the home has taken root in it—until the home-makers have put their

sweat and blood into it, have buried some of their dead in it, have established themselves

upon it and become a part of it—not as adventurers, but as home-makers.

The story is laid in Wyoming, in that broad district north of Cheyenne which until

recent years was given over wholly to stock-grazing. It begins in the time just preceding

the first permanent lodgment gained there by the farmers, before the big ranges began

to be broken up. It covers the period of the struggle for possession of the land that was

waged between the stockmen and the farmers.

While the author has used rather a free hand in the treatment of the material, it should

be said that he has kept very close to actual conditions as he has known them. His people

and incidents are the stuff of fiction; but the background and setting and motif are real.

THE CHALLENGE

VERY night, when supper was over

E in camp, Squint Wade would get out

his accordeon, squat a-straddle the

tongue of the sheep-wagon, and begin

wheezing away at the one tune he knew.

If you asked him, he would tell you the

tune's name—“Peace, Sweet Peace.” It

sounded more like the beginning of hostili

ties. Age had smitten the instrument, for

one thing, sapping the life out of it, and

half the keys were so choked with the wind

blown sand that they could do no more than

mutter in a sort of gasping death-rattle.

The other half might have been better dead.

It suited Squint, though. He maintained

that his playing soothed the sheep and kept

them quiet on the bed-ground-which, if

true, would tend to prove that the sheep is

indeed a curious animal.

Cass Burdick had come into camp at

dusk, in the company of a Kansas City

wool-buyer, and in a black humor. That

state of mind didn’t happen often with him.

When it did happen, timid herders were

used to treading lightly and speaking softly

in his presence. But Squint lacked timidity;

or perhaps he was a helpless slave of habit.

Anyway, when supper was over, he brought

his accordeon from its hiding place in the

wagon, dropped down to his usual seat,

slipped his hands into the straps, and

squeezed out the disconsolate chord which

always began his performance.

Burdick, who stood by the fire making

a cigarette, turned with a sour scowl. “Cut

that out!” he ordered. As Burdick was

general manager of the Weismann Land,

Cattle & Sheep Company, and in supreme

authority in the camps, Squint's part ought

to have been meek obedience. Instead, he

smiled blandly up at the manager's frown

ing face.

“The sheep like it” he explained, and

struck into the first bars of his tune.

Whereupon Burdick swiftly kicked the

accordeon from his hands into the sage

brush; then turned back to his cigarette

making.

Squint ought to have resented that, of

course, with a good deal of feeling, with

heated words and maybe with swift action.

But association with sheep begets an odd

spirit. Squint sat quite still on the wagon

tongue, blinking and cracking his knuckles.
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“He’s an awful impatient man, ain’t

he?” he remarked to the empty dark; and

by and by he got up and went out into the

brush to look for his instrument.

That kick illustrated Burdick's way of

doing things. He never did anything by

finesse or diplomacy. He held his job with

the company because of his ability to “bull

things through.” On the company's range

he was boss, and he expected to have that

always remembered; but the Weismanns

were his bosses, and they expected some

thing of him—results; nothing less. They

had made that quite plain to him when they

had hired him, several years ago, and the

point had been kept quite clearly before

him ever since. He was a natural-born re

sult-getter; but he understood only one

method—the point-blank, not the round

about or indirect. When he gave orders,

they were given point-blank; when he

swore, it was plain, point-blank swearing;

when he fought—which happened some

times—it was with his fists. When he

didn’t want to listen to Squint's tune, he

took a point-blank way of stopping it.

There was reason tonight for his abrupt

ness. The spring rains had stopped almost

a month ahead of time this year, and already

the range was looking parched and sick.

Between the time of spring increase in the

sheep herds and the time of shearing, it is

the duty of the gods to send much rain.

Every drop counts in the tale of the year's

well-being. If the rains fail, the grass is

scant; even the fresh shoots of the sage are

short and bitter; and without pasture the

herds come to the winter months gaunt and

weak, ready for a heavy toll of death. Bur

dick had come forty miles in the saddle

since morning, beneath brassy skies, his

narrowed eyes noting the wan hue of the

range lands. He knew of no way to bluff

the gods into making it rain. As for pray

ing for rain, he would rather have gone

without; for isn't prayer a sort of diplomacy?

He was no diplomat. And because here

was a situation he couldn't help, his mind

was troubled.

While he smoked, he sat by the fire, tore

a leaf from his worn pocket-notebook and

wrote a letter to the senior Weismann at

Kansas City. This took but little time:

Dr. Sir -No rain since 28th ult. Grass

looks bad. Better arrange to ship marketable

w--'ers next thirty days. Answer.

His letters were always models of brevity.

Like this one, they were usually written at

one of the camps or somewhere in the open.

Earlier in the season, with nearly ten thou

sand ewes under his care, he had reported

simply: “Lambing finished this week. In

crease, 88 per cent”--a message briefer than

a telegram, though it told the whole story

of the year's breeding operations in the

company's flocks. There was plenty more

that he might have said about his days and

nights of almost sleepless watchfulness

about the corrals and pens; but essay-writ

ing was no part of his duties as he under

stood them. What the Weismanns wanted

was the bare facts.

When his letter was sealed and ready

for mailing at the first chance, he dropped

it between the leaves of his book and re

stored the book to his pocket, then felt for

a match. The foreman of the camp had

finished the evening task of setting out the

lanterns around the bed-ground, and now

he stood by the fire, waiting for the ques

tions Burdick would be asking presently.

He was a lean, active old man, this Scott,

upon whose scant-bearded face the years of

range life had bred an expression not unlike

a wise old ram’s. He chewed his tobacco

with a short quick jaw-movement like a

browsing ram's; when his thoughts were

uneasy, this movement betrayed him by

its nervous rapidity. He was uneasy now;

for he had no cheerful news for Burdick.

“How's the water below?” Burdick asked,

after a moment.

Scott spat into the coals, shifting his

weight from one foot to the other. “Fair”

he answered. “Creek’s dryin’ in spots, but

the holes are mostly fair.” Then, as a con

tribution: “A couple squatters filed on

them springs below Iron Hill, day before

yesterday. A hundred and sixty apiece.

That takes the best summer water there is

in this part of the pasture.”

Burdick's scowl deepened, but he brooded

the news in silence. Squatters! The word

stirred a concern that had come to him

again and again within the last year.

Briefly he made a mental picture of the

situation at Iron Hill and of the strategic

importance of the squatters' location. He

thought he understood. In a dry season,

use of that water determined the use of

thousands of acres of free range round about.

The Brant Sheep & Wool Company ran its

herds south of this mountain, dividing the
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grazing with the Weismanns by a tacit

agreement upon an imaginary line. There

was nothing binding, though, in such an

understanding. In the last year or two the

Brant herds had become too large for their

range. With impoverished pastures to be

faced this year, beyond a doubt these squat

ters were Brant hirelings. For months

Burdick had intended doing that very thing

in the interest of his own company, but

putting it off from time to time. He had

planned to go to Cheyenne on this trip,

locate his homesteaders, and have it off his

mind before shearing-time. But he had

waited too long; the Brants had forestalled

him. So he reasoned, with the logic of the

sheep country.

“There's two of 'em.” Scott volunteered

further. “They’re campin’ down there now,

gettin’ out logs and posts. One of 'em's

got a tent. And he's got his family with

him—a couple women and a growed boy.

The boy was startin' plowin' this mornin’.

That’s the word I got from Steve Brainard,

when he went past this noon.”

Burdick made an inarticulate sound in

his throat, then shut his teeth upon what

he might have intended saying. It was not

his way to discuss affairs with his men. He

would ask pointed questions, get at the

facts he wanted, and keep his own counsel.

Particularly he was not disposed to open

his mind in the presence of a stranger. The

wool-buyer, he knew well enough, was

scavenging the sheep-country for scraps of

news that would be passed along minutely

to his principals, news that might be used

in beating down the range price of wool,

after shearing-time. Glancing askance at

him, Burdick saw that, though he lounged

carelessly cross-legged, he was listening in

tently.

“Lambs doing well?” Burdick asked of

Scott.

“Fair” Scott said. Under the best of con

ditions, the old man indulged no extrava

gant enthusiasms; sun and wind and

weather had dried those all out of him, long

ago. “We’ve been losin a right few ewes

with the coyotes, and there ain’t hardly

been time to fuss with gettin' their lambs

adopted. We’ve been movin’ too steady,

this last week.”

“Let that go” Burdick returned. “Keep

moving. I want this band to get in first.

You ought to have 'em at the shearing pens

by this time next week. Heard from Num

ber Three Camp? How's grass over there?

Any better than here?”

“It’s worse” said Scott. “Awful poor.

Grazed too close last year. You'll likely

have to divide that bunch, if you don’t

want ’em to keep shiftin’ camp every day

or so.”

The wool-buyer moved lazily, seizing the

chance to slip in a depressing comment.

“There'll be lots of little bands dumped,

this next month. It’s going to shoot prices

all to pieces. I look for wool to go a couple

cents off in a couple weeks. Up Sundance

way there's some tolerable big bunches

goin’ to be cleaned out. They’re quittin’.

It's discouragin', ain’t it?”

“The more the better” Burdick coun

tered. “High wool next year, then. We'll

hold ours. So will most of the big outfits.

You fellows won’t get any cheap wool to

speak of.”

He got abruptly to his feet and walked

out from the camp, his practiced senses

alert. The south wind, drifting slowly

across wide miles of desert expanse, was

warm and dry upon his face. To the touch

of his hand the sagebrush betrayed no

dewy coolness. The stars shone feebly

through a summery dust-haze. He had

hoped for a good year; for it had been pretty

well understood at the end of last season

that the right sort of showing this year

would make him a partner. He wanted

that. The role of hired man, no matter

what his pay, was not to his liking. It was

to be endured for a time only because it

would lead, by and by, to better fortune and

to power. That was what he dreamed of,

desired, coveted with all his strength, and

meant to win, some time: a place of power

amongst men—not the negative sort that

attends on wealth, but the compelling,

dominating power that he knew was native

to him.

Already he had proved it, after a fashion.

Five years before, not yet twenty-five years

old, he had come to Wyoming on foot, pen

niless, an unnoted bit of human drift, find

ing work as he could, here and there. Where

he came from and what he had been or done

he kept to himself. He was no mixer, and

so never a favorite with the range hands.

Whether in camp or town he took no share

in the jocund adventures by which this

half-wild bachelor brotherhood now and

then relieved the stress of its working days.

Sometimes he drank with them moderately,
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but he always stopped short of excess of any

sort; and, after the first few months, it was

known that he always had a bit of money

handy. He got on with the other men

chiefly because even those who liked him

least could borrow from him on occasion.

It was not dollar-meanness that held him

apart from them. He was of another stripe

than they, with his head set upon other

things. They got their satisfaction with

life from the happy-go-lucky adventures of

day to day; he from his brooding upon his

plans for the long years. He and his crew

hadn’t much in common.

From the time when he got his first job

in the new country, all the energy he had

was given to a mastery of the life and work.

He set himself to know the sheep business

thoroughly. Soon after his arrival in

Wyoming, the Weismann interests bought

out, consolidated and reorganized a number

of lesser holdings, and then Burdick had

found work as a herder in one of the camps.

Six months later he was made camp fore

man; by the end of the first year he had

general oversight of the half-dozen flocks

scattered over the Weismann range; and

then, by a sort of inevitableness, he gained

the title and place of manager. Then the

two younger Weismanns, who had been in

charge upon the ground, had left this isola

tion for the livelier scenes back home. Only

at rare intervals thereafter did Burdick see

any of the owners of the great interests in

his care. Though much was demanded of

him he was trusted implicitly, not only for

the proved integrity of his accountings, but

still more because of his shrewd capacity.

Yet he was not satisfied, nor would he

ever be as a subordinate man. All through

the months of the last winter his mind had

dwelt upon the half-given pledge of his

superiors. Nor did he mean to stop when

he had realized that promise. That would

be only the beginning. He had been plan

ning, planning, not in terms of mere vanity,

but clearly, strongly, solidly. One day he

meant to speak with authority, not in the

interest of others, but for himself. Nothing

of what he saw in his visions was too am

bitious to daunt him. He did not stop at

the vision of himself as governor of the

state. At any rate, he meant to be rich,

strong, powerful.

And now there might be a year's delay,

unless belated rains would come to freshen

the browning grass. He could find no least

rain-sign in the night. It wasn’t likely that

the Weismanns would willingly accept ex

planations, however clever or well founded.

He did not want to offer excuses, but only

performance; and large performance this

year began to appear impossible. If it

would only rain!

Presently he went back to the fire and

sat down, getting out his papers and tobacco

for another cigarette, then stretching out on

the ground to ease his muscles that had

been stiffened by the day's ride. Relaxed,

there was about his big body an appearance

of loose bulk that did not belong to him at

other times. On foot or in the saddle he

showed a massive strength in legs and

shoulders and neck, but without the sug

gestion of an ounce out of place. His face

gave accent to the vigor of his body—

bold-featured, dark-skinned naturally and

weather-tanned by years of exposure in all

seasons. It was a face full of forcefulness

coupled with grim restraint. Some of its

lines hinted at brutality, but this was some

how subtly redeemed by his eyes. They

were good eyes; gray, clear, direct, fearless,

with a trick of softening unexpectedly at

times when humor appealed to him, and

when another man would have laughed with

his lips.

There was that gleam of light in his eyes

now as he glanced at Squint Wade. The

herder had recovered his beloved accordeon

and sat upon the wagon-tongue, holding it

on his knee, turning it over and over, ten

derly, anxiously.

“Did I break it, Squint?” Burdick asked.

“You kicked hell out of it” Squint re

turned with an air of melancholy reproach.

The glint in Burdick's eyes brightened.

“Is that what was in it?” he said. “I’ve

often wondered.” Then, after a moment:

“Get yourself a new one, Squint. I’ll pay

for it.”

In the morning, on his way to Number

Three Camp, Burdick turned aside from

the trail to ride down to Iron Hill. The

more he had thought overnight of the

squatters’ occupation of this point, the

more it had disturbed him. He wanted an

other and a more careful look at the situa

tion, to see just what this change might

Ineqin.

What he saw was not reassuring. There

were three of these springs, closely grouped,

issuing in a strong, unfailing flow from the
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face of a sheer ledge of rock at the eastern

foot of the hill, their waters uniting to form

a deep pool at the rock's base. In times of

abundant rains the pool overflowed, send

ing a small stream meandering through a

channel it had worn for itself in the sand.

The pool was always full, but the stream

did not run in dry weather; in the best of

times its waters sank beneath the sand at

something over a mile from the source.

From the hill side, the cliff rendered access

to springs and pool impossible; but on the

eastward side the ground lay almost level

as a floor, grown with huge cottonwoods

over a space of twenty acres. The grove

had been an ideal noontime resting place

for the herds in summer; and in the driest

times the grass hereabouts, fed by abun

dant seepage, was luxuriant. Altogether,

possession of this spot was invaluable.

Looking at it now, Burdick cursed himself

heartily for having been so complacent,

for having delayed so long in insuring con

trol for the company's use.

The homesteaders' camp was pitched

at the edge of the grove, beside the pool.

Plainly, these men had been busy in their

first days on the land. Near the camp was

a pile of freshly hewn logs, the beginning

of a supply for house-building. Above the

pool, abutting against the foot of the cliff,

a line of new fence posts lay along the

ground, ready for setting. For a quarter

mile the line ran eastward, then turned to

the south. The new-comers had taken

fullest advantage of their rights. Three

hundred and twenty acres, in a quarter

mile-wide strip, would be two miles long.

Their fence would shut the water in com

pletely, even in those times when the little

stream carried its fullest volume. A man

was at work with a plow, a short distance

across the flat. Burdick rode over to join

him, curious to see what manner of men he

might have to deal with. Evidently this

was the “growed boy” Scott had told of.

He was about twenty years old, tall and

slender, moving with a lithe sort of strength

that bespoke long training in guiding a

plow-team. His face was full of the charm

that belongs to the middle ground between

boyhood and first maturity, its expression

lively with good humor, lips and eyes

ready to break easily into laughter; yet

there was besides an elusive suggestion of

a manlike sense of responsibility, untried,

He stopped his horses at Burdick's ap

proach and stood waiting, pushing back

his hat, wiping the sweat from his wide

smooth forehead.

“Hello!” he laughed with frank friend

liness, his eyes openly appraising. Burdick

glanced from him to the zigzag furrow

drawn by the plow and to the line of stakes

running ahead. The lad answered the un

spoken question. “Trying to run a ditch

level” he said. “It’s a poor way, without

instruments; but we had to make this do

for now. Dad's going to put in a patch of

alfalfa here, and some garden truck nearer

the house. It looks funny to me, after

working all my life on the black prairies.”

“Where do you come from?” Burdick

asked briefly.

“Iowa’’ the boy answered. “Dad thought

land was too high back there. He thought

he'd try something different. This is sure

different. I guess we'll like it, though, when

we get used to it some. Dad's going to run

cattle on the range around here. It looks

like mighty poor pasture to me; but they

say this grass carries 'em, if you’ve got

water. Dad's starting with fifty cows, till

he sees how they do and how much alfalfa

he can raise for wintering 'em. He figures

he can get in pretty near forty acres under

this ditch, if the water holds out as good as

it looks.”

He needed no questioning to make him

talk. Burdick listened with his thoughts

readjusting themselves to what the boy

said. Apparently he had been mistaken in

his quick suspicion that these were Brant

men, put here for a sinister purpose. If

the boy was telling the truth they were but

ordinary homesteaders, adventuring on

their own account. This aspect of things

gave Burdick a sense of relief. If the worst

should develop, it would be far easier to

deal with private claimants than with a

powerful rival company. Within the last

year he had had pretty fair luck in getting

rid of such folk, who had come in and tried

to settle on the land, without prestige or

backing. These little fellows—fence-string

ers and truck-patch men, these farmers with

their home-making notions, were held in a

profound contempt on the wide range.

They were looked upon as mere trifling

disturbers of the established order. The

powers of the established order conceded

them no rights; they were but troublesome

elastic, equal to great things. pests, to be swept out of the way by any
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means at hand. This had offered no par

ticular difficulties heretofore. There had

been no protest louder than a murmur, and

a murmur couldn’t be heard far through

those big empty spaces. -

A far halloo, was borne from the camp,

and the boy moved alertly to loosen his

team from the plow. “That's dinner” he

said. “Don’t it beat all how far you can

hear 'em calling it, when you're hungry?

Come on and get some. The folks’ll be

mighty glad to have somebody drop in.

That's one thing—we're going to be mighty

lonesome for neighbors, in this country,

with nobody living nearer than seven miles.

Back home we had 'em thick. We brought

one of 'em along with us–him and his

wife. He and Dad are throwing in together

with this cattle business. He's a good

chap; but we're certainly going to miss some

of the rest of 'em.”

The appearance of things about the camp

was out of the common. Plainly these

people were in better circumstances than

most of the wanderers who drifted into the

country from time to time. A homelike

air was about the big tent, and the ground

around had been cleared of wild litter over

a wide space that had been made into a

big, clean, outdoor living room. Here the

table was spread for dinner. A middle

aged woman, ample of figure, was bustling

between table and camp-fire. At a little

distance, in the dense shade of a low

branched cottonwood, a man was feeding

his work-team. He came up to greet the

guest—a stalwart, straight-backed, ruddy

faced man of fifty. It needed no intro

duction to tell that he was the father of the

plow-boy. Years had hardly tempered the

laughing good-nature in his eyes, hardly

drawn a line upon his full forehead.

“Dad,” the boy said, “I’ve brought com

pany. This is Mr.—my word! I don’t

know his name myself, yet. He'll have to

tell it.”

“Burdick” Cass supplied briefly.

“Burdick?” the older man echoed. “Bur

dick!” He seemed to ponder the name for a

moment. “Oh, yes-Burdick—I know,

now! I thought I'd heard it before. Well,

mine's Carson. You're welcome. Bob,

better hurry with your feeding. Take Mr.

Burdick's horse too. Have a seat here,

till mother gets ready for us.” He settled

himself in one of the big chairs that stood

about, stretching out his big legs. “Warm,

ain’t it? A man don’t seem to mind it so

much, though, working out in the sun, as

where we came from. Because it’s drier,

I reckon. Air's lighter, too.” He had his

son’s habit of talking freely, rather aim

lessly. His talk demanded nothing of Bur

dick until the lad had finished his task and

joined them, his brown face freshened by a

hasty toilet at the edge of the pool. He

seated himself upon the ground at his

father's side, laying his hand upon the older

man’s arm with a frank caress. The father

turned to look down at him, smiling, with a

fondness no less frank.

“Well, son,” he said, “how do you come

on with your job?”

“First-rate! I want you to come out and

look at it, before night. I’ll have it ready

to set sticks for the laterals by noon to

morrow, unless you want me to go ahead

with the ditch-digging.” He interrupted

himself with a short, low laugh. “Look at

Sis! Ribbons! And she's changed her

dress!” He glanced at Burdick, smiling.

“I guess that's for you. Ain't a girl funny?”

Burdick had needed no bidding to look

at the girl who had joined her mother in

setting dinner upon the table. Instantly

she attracted him, and strongly. His

attitude toward women had been one of

the things that had made him a puzzle to

the other men on the range; they had been

much like his other relations with life,

marked by a large reticence on his part,

contained, controlled. He had had no

headlong affairs, carried on after the manner

of his range-mates. On that account they

had set him down as indifferent, maybe

something of a woman-scorner. He was

anything but that. Nothing like a passing

flash of light sentiment seemed possible

to him. None of his emotions were fitful.

His regard for all attractive women was

intensely masculine, fundamental, deep

rooted, all the stronger because it did not

find ready expression—at its strongest when

the woman was distinctly feminine, as

Carson’s daughter was.

She appeared to be two or three years

older than her brother, with a full physical

maturity in form and poise which a man

rarely attains in his early twenties. She

was almost as tall as the boy, and slender,

yet of soft, flowing outline; her carriage

firm, self-possessed, reliant, yet all womanly.

She had beauty, too—the beauty of vivid

health and delight in life—a positive charm,
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rather than mere negative prettiness. If

she had made a toilet on the guest's ac

count, she seemed quite unconscious of

him as she went about her work quickly,

quietly.

“Well,” Carson said presently, at a sign

from his wife, “I guess they’re ready for us.

Come up. It’s canned stuff, mostly; but

we brought our own hams and bacon from

home, back in Iowa, and some of mother's

preserves and truck. Mother, this is Mr.

Burdick, one of the sheep company's men.”

She offered a warm comfortable hand in

friendly greeting, murmuring an inarticu

late word or two, in the manner of one to

whom a meeting with a stranger was an

ordeal. But her eyes said what her tongue

could not. They were kindly eyes, and

shrewd too; eyes trained to see clearly and

to judge fairly, with a leaning toward

mercy. There was no embarrassment in

the welcoming look she gave Burdick. In

a moment she included the girl in the in

troduction.

“My daughter, Janet, Mr. Burdick”

she said.

The girl stood across the table from him.

She did not try to offer her hand; she

acknowledged the introduction only by an

inclination of her head and a quiet echo

of his name. That was all the others might

have seen or heard; but her glance met his

in a quick give-and-take of inquiry. Her

look was neither shy nor bold, but search

ing, curious; there was in it nothing like

self-consciousness, but that primal sex

consciousness which flames inextinguish

ably in the eyes of Youth, seeking, challeng

ing, elusive, defying the commonplaces of

understanding. In that flash of time, Bur

dick made up his mind that he would know

this girl better.

She seated herself calmly and turned to

speak a smiling word to her brother at her

side, rallying him upon his impatient appe

tite; for he was already in his place. The

other men too were hungry, and there was

no time lost in empty formality. Carson,

at the head of the table, began serving the

plates generously.

“This is the way it ought to be” he said

whimsically, as he passed Burdick his

portion. “Enemies ought to act as friendly

as they can, instead of being just hostile

strangers to each other. I reckon you'll

be looking on us as enemies of yours, Bur

dick, more or less, since we’ve set ourselves

down inside your lines. That's what they

told me at Cheyenne, anyway.”

Burdick looked at the man a bit uneasily.

He knew, then, though he essayed to treat

the situation lightly. Or did he under

stand fully? Most likely not, since he

could jest about it before the women.

Burdick parried, with an attempt at a

kindred lightness.

“Yes, we're against you. But we can’t

fight it out with table knives. We’ll call

this a truce. You have an amiable way of

treating spies. I’d better own up that I

came down here just to spy on you.”

Carson seemed to take the remark as a

mere pleasantry, letting it pass without

retort, turning vigorous attention to his

dinner. Bob chuckled over his heaped

plate.

“We're certainly going to do things with

your water. They told us at Cheyenne

that you wouldn’t care so much about a

few acres of land, but that you'd make a

fuss about the water. That seems funny,

coming from Iowa. I didn’t believe it,

till I got to riding around the country here

a little and seeing how things are. How

far is it to the next water?”

“Six miles” Burdick answered quietly.

“And that isn't permanent. Yes, water's

worth something, out here. It's hard for

us to get used to the idea of having a spring

like this turned into a plaything. That's

the way we look at you, you know. We

think you homesteaders are only children

playing a foolish game. We think we're

making the only possible permanent use

of this country.”

“But you're not!” It was the girl who

broke in suddenly, unexpectedly. “Life

isn't permanent anywhere until the people

build homes. You’ve left out the real

home-building. The homes here are only

makeshifts.”

Burdick turned to her with quickened

interest and their eyes met. She seemed

a bit startled by her own downrightness of

speech; the color was high upon her cheeks.

Burdick noted with half-conscious pleasure

that her skin was of that brilliant blonde

type which seems immune to sun-brown

ing, its delicate flush sensitive to every

emotion. Her eyes too were changeful as

the lights in limpid water, responsive to

her thoughts. Burdick smiled at her, but

there was no answering smile. She had

spoken earnestly.
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“Do you think so?” he queried. He

obeyed an impulse to provoke her into

further speech. “That's the woman's way

of thinking of it, of course, since the woman

makes herself felt in the home, more than

she's able to anywhere else. But it doesn’t

strike her that her way of looking at it

may be a little bit one-sided.”

He was speaking with broad good humor,

with light raillery—not as if he were an

nouncing a conviction, but rather as if he

were issuing a challenge. She accepted the

challenge with spirit.

“And your man’s part-that isn’t one

sided! What have you done, you men,

apart from the home?”

“Well,” he laughed, “there were the

tribes of Israel, for instance-flock-tenders

and wanderers, but a pretty fair lot. They

got results and left their mark.”

“Theirs was necessity; this isn’t” she

declared stoutly. “And they were always

dreaming of something better than wander

ing—something enduring. They built

temples to permanence, when they could.

We build homes instead, when we can.

Ours is the better way.”

He laughed outright at the picture con

jured by her idea and his knowledge of the

wide spaces. “Vine-covered cottages and

rose-gardens, out here in these yellow

wastes!” he said. “Can you really imagine

it?”

“We can do better than that” she re

turned. “We mean to build one here.”

He would not permit himself to take

this over-seriously. There would be time

for seriousness later. “Don’t think me

just a profane scoffer at the home idea” he

said. “But it seems to me such a hopeless

job here. I shall want to come by, once

in a while, if I may, and look on at what

you're trying to do.”

Bob had appeased his appetite so far as

to let him put in a brief word. “You’ll

find something doing, all the time-won’t

he, Sis?”

The girl seemed to have dropped out of

the talk, though; she left it entirely to the

men thereafter. Carson asked questions

freely about the country and its life, and

Burdick answered as he could, not too

frankly. Frankness was left until the

moment of his leave-taking with Carson,

when he had said good-by to the women

and was ready to mount for his afternoon's

ride. Then he and Carson stood apart

from the others, and the older man spoke

plainly.

“Look here” he said, “there's no reason

that I can see why we shouldn’t have an

understanding about this thing. You

don’t welcome folks like us. I know that.

That's fair enough. But I’ve been told

that you stockmen go farther than that,

sometimes, with us settlers. They tell

me your men have made it mighty unpleas

ant for other settlers, till they drove 'em

away. How about it? You can talk plain

to me, if you want to.”

Burdick was not one to mince words, if

he chose to talk at all. “Well,” he said

brusquely, “since you ask, I'll tell you

you’re not welcome on our range. That’s

true. Your fencing in this water would cut

us out of grazing a lot of this land, for the

whole summer, till the fall rains come. We

need all the range we have; we're badly

crowded as it is. Naturally, we don’t

want you here.”

Carson’s jovial face grew grimly intent

as he listened. “Yes?” he returned.

“And about the other part—about trying

to get rid of us? You can’t do it legally.

Our entry gives us just what we're taking.

You haven’t any title to this land we’ve

entered. You haven’t any rights at all,

except what you’ve preempted. We’ve

got the law with us.”

Burdick smiled in faint amusement at

such innocent ingenuousness. “Public sen

timent is with us” he said, “and public sen

timent goes behind the law, sometimes, out

here. It’s different from Iowa.”

“Well,” Carson prompted, “what are

you going to do about it?”

Burdick answered just as bluntly: “I

hope we shan’t have to do anything; but

you can understand that we won’t give up

this water without a struggle with you for

it. I hope it won’t have to come to a

show-down.”

“But if it does?” Carson persisted.

“When it has come to a show-down with

the others, we’ve always won” Burdick

answered pointedly.

A slow red had come into Carson's face,

mounting to the very roots of his hair.

He took his time about answering this

lightly veiled threat, as though he did not

want to answer angrily. “That's ugly

talk” he said by and by. “I don’t like it.

It sounds like bluff to me. So it is. The

only way you're holding your free range is
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by bluffing other folks into letting it alone.

That's all right, if the other folks will

stand for it. But I won’t. I come of a

long line of men who have been stayers,

and I’m going to stay with that record.

I’m going to stay here. I'm not hunting

trouble, but I’m not running away from it

either. If we’re going to have trouble,

we'll have it right here.” He broke off

with a short laugh. “Well! This isn't

exactly hospitable talk, on your first visit.

I'm not trying to make an enemy of you.

I like friends better. But maybe it's

better that we understand how the thing

stands, on both sides, right from the jump.”

Burdick swung into the saddle and picked

up his rein, nodding in agreement. “Yes,

I think so. Really, Carson, I think you'd

do well to pick another place, where you

won’t have to go against any of these

strong interests. You ought to be able to

find plenty of places, if you’ll look.”

Carson shook his head stubbornly. “I

won’t look for another place” he said stub

bornly. “This suits me. I’m going to

stay right here, in this very spot.”

The next instalment of "The Man Who Won,”£nly Fortune Enlists,” will

appear in the January number.

THE SHEEP-HERDER

By MARGARET ASHMUN

Where white the moonlight down the mountain spills

Its liquid glory, sits the herdsman, bowed

And still—a dumb, dark figure in a crowd

Of gray uneasy forms; about him shrills

A stupid cry; incessantly it fills

His brain and soul, and, terribly endowed

With force to torture, echoes keen and loud

Through the insentient vastness of the hills.

Ever that cry. So has it quavered days

And nights now countless. Dully brooding here

While that gray bleating mass before him sways

And some relentless woe comes stealing near,

His anguished spirit gropes a thickening maze,

And hurls to heaven a wordless call of fear.
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brought a companion with him, a girl of about nineteen

CHEZ GREVE

An Adventure of Anastasius

By G. SIDNEY PATERNOSTER

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

OSE who have not followed the ad

| ventures of Anastasius in the city of

London and marked his progress

from the position of confidential clerk to

Mr. Solomon Isaacs, bucket-shopkeeper, to

the proud position of head of the firm of

Wilberforce, Wilkes & Washington with a

five-figure balance at his bankers and scrip

standing to his name, which at face value

would add up to six figures, will not readily

understand why that diverting and tan

talizing bundle of everything feminine,

Miss Moya Marston, should have at last

obsessed his thoughts to the exclusion of

everything else. But the fact remains.

Under his eyes the pert and amusing flapper

had grown her feathers, and flapping no

more, had flown straight away into the

empyrean, where in one pair of male eyes

at least the thing feminine is always sure

of being reckoned amongst the angels. In

other words, Anastasius was in love, and

perusal of his bank-book did nothing to

console him.

There had come to Anastasius the time

which arrives in the life of every man, the

time when he succumbs to this endemic

disease. It is like measles inasmuch as it
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treats children better than adults. Best

it is to take the sickness in the twenties,

good for the patient if he gets it while in

the thirties, in the forties unfavorable symp

toms may be looked for, the diagnosis is

bad in the fifties, and in the sixties there is

no hope. Lucky for Anastasius, therefore,

that he got it while still in the twenties.

To be precise, he was twenty-five and

nineteen days when he recognized the symp

toms, and admitted having caught the com

plaint.

Anastasius was always ready to admit

facts, as the little book with red imitation

morocco covers which he carried in the

breast pocket of his coat was always ready

to testify. The entry therein which re

corded this most important discovery could

not have conveyed any particular meaning,

however, to any casual eye which happened

to glance upon it. Merely, it stated “The

half is necessary to the whole,” a piece of

philosophy so banal that it was quite suf

ficient to demonstrate that Anastasius’

mind was not functioning in its normal

manner. However, there it was, and there

it remains, a standing witness to the fact

as recorded by Anastasius elsewhere that

“The star gazer inevitably tumbles into

the ditch of the commonplace.”

But unoriginal though the observation

may be, the incident which prompted it

was not such as is likely to happen to any

man whose senses are not attuned to ro

mance. Of that, however, everyone may

judge for himself.

, It began at Grévé's, that inestimably

useful little restaurant in Soho, where

young men and women whose heads and

hearts were much fuller of aspirations than

their pockets of money, and, elderly men

whose hearts, heads and pockets were

equally poorly furnished, foregathered to

dine at the cost of an expenditure which by

careful selection from the menu could be

so compassed as to leave a penny out of the

shilling with which to tip the waiter.

What, it may be asked, was Anastasius

Yorke doing there when the savory meals

of the Carlton and the choice wines of the

Savoy were as easily attainable?

The answer is merely that Anastasius

was Anastasius. At Grévé's had come to

him inspirations which had set him on the

road to wealth. At Grévé's he was still a

young man with aspirations, licensed to ex

press absurd opinions upon any subject.

At Grévé's he was unknown, without re

sponsibilities, free to follow his own preoc

cupations or not, as he chose, and with a

certainty of finding, if he desired it, com

panionship which none of the temples of

Lucullus could offer. His bank-book was

locked away in his safe in the city, and not

one of Grévé's habitués ever penetrated

further east than Fleet street. Anastasius

could, if he so desired, play the part of a

city Haroun-al-Raschid without the faint

est chance of detection. Not that he ever

felt such desire, and his object in choosing

Grévé's for his evening meal on this par

ticular Christmas eve was chiefly due to

the determination that afterward he would

straightway return to the comfortable arm

chair and the cheerful fire in his own rooms

and the luxury of a novel. Consequently

it was quite early when he passed over the

grating from which an odor compound of

coffee, boiling oil, fish and onions, steamed

up from an underground kitchen, and at

tained the entrance to Grévé's.

But early as it was, Grévé's was awake,

though its lights blinked sleepily at the fad

ing daylight, and the long room which

Anastasius entered looked cheerless enough

with its rows of empty tables, the meager

display of cutlery barely furnishing the

white-spread table-cloths. -

Nor was Anastasius the only customer.

Hanging his hat on a peg at the far corner

of the room was a man whom Anastasius

had frequently seen there before.

He was a young man, within a year, more

or less, of Anastasius' own age. More—he

was a young man with an undeniable claim

to good looks-clean-cut features, blue

eyes, and a crinkle in his well-brushed hair

of reddish gold which could easily have been

persuaded to coil up into curls. Anastasius

had seen him at Grévé's at intervals for

some twelve months or more; had some

times sat at the same table and discussed

the drama with him. Then he had learned

that Seymour Earle was an actor, one of

the many actors whose presence at Grévé's

indicated that they were more frequently

resting than acting.

At first he had been an almost daily

diner, coming alone. Then for a while he

had brought a companion with him, a girl

of eighteen or nineteen, with pathetic dark

eyes and an impressionist mouth, and in

those times Earle had always found a table

for two. Later his visits had grown rarer



He thrust his hands into his pockets, sunk his chin in the opening of his waistcoat, and

relapsed into moody reverie

and rarer, and for three months Anastasius

had not seen him at all.

Anastasius deposited his coat and hat on

an adjoining peg, and as he did so remarked:

“Hullo, Earle, expecting anybody? May

I join you?”

“I’m alone tonight” was the reply. The

answer was not very gracious. “Hungry”

thought Anastasius as he took his seat op

posite Earle and raised his eyes to the

actor's face. -

He was astonished at the change which

had taken place since last they had met.

Earle had been a nice fresh-colored boy.

Now the face Anastasius looked into was

lean and gray and furrowed, the face of a

man who has wrestled with trouble and

been thrown in the encounter.

“Been ill, old chap?” queried Anastasius.

He could give his voice a very kindly in

flection when he chose. - - -

Earle muttered something to the menu

which he picked up, and a dull flush gath

ered on his forehead and as quickly faded.

He looked up and saw Anastasius still look

ing at him.

“D- you!” he said savagely. “If you

want to stare at me, go and pay your bob

in the gallery.”

But the ebullition passed as quickly as

it had come. “Sorry,” he continued, “I

didn’t mean that. I’m worried.”

He dropped the menu, put his elbows on

the table, and resting his chin on his hands

said slowly: “Have you ever come to a

place in your life, Yorke, where you know

that if you can only make good what you

know is in you, the way is open to the fu

ture you have dreamed of, and yet you feel

absolutely certain that you have not the

power to take advantage of the opportu

nity?”

A waiter stopped at the table. Earie

looked up. “Pot-au-feu” he ordered.
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“We will discuss the proposition as we

dine,” said Anastasius, “on the condition

that I pay for dinner.”

He turned to the waiter without waiting

for reply.

“Louis, we will commence with oysters,

not those you keep on the premises, the

undesirable aliens which have evaded the

eye of the immigration officer. But a dozen

of the natives from the shop over the way.”

“Oui, M'sieu” said the waiter.

Anastasius looked at the menu. “We

will dispense with the soup, Louis. It has

no body. Grilled soles—an entrecote—

quails: are you sure they are quails, Louis?”

“Mais, certainement, M'sieu je—”

“No matter so long as they are plump,

and send the wine-waiter, Louis.”

Anastasius turned to Earle as the waiter

drifted away. “What's the trouble?” he

asked.

The actor groaned. “I should only

weary you” he said listlessly.

“It will make me ever so much more

tired if I have to drag it out of you bit by

bit” replied Anastasius briskly.

Earle sat up: “Suppose I refuse to

answer?”

Anastasius laughed. “A bargain’s a

bargain. You share my dinner. I share

your trouble. Good for both of us.”

Earle smiled. For a moment the furrows

disappeared from his brow.

“You’re a good fellow, Yorke, and I’m

not sure you haven’t done me good already.

But it won’t last. I’m half inclined to end

it now. If it were not for—yet, per

haps it would be better for her.”

He thrust his hands into his pockets, sunk

his chin in the opening of his waistcoat, and

relapsed into moody reverie.

Anastasius said nothing more to his com

panion until after a whispered colloquy with

the wine-waiter. By that time the oysters

were on the table.

“Where are you playing?” asked Anas

tasius.

“Been for a week at the Pygmalion” re

plied Earle. He lifted an oyster and laid

it down again to answer, and Anastasius

seeing the restraint made a mental comment

to the effect that “appetite is more difficult

to conquer than a kingdom.”

He forebore to speak again until the oys

ters had disappeared and had been suc

ceeded by the soles. Then the wine-waiter

appeared and filled two glasses with a bur

gundy whose aroma but rarely escaped

into the mixed atmosphere of Grévé's.

“No,” said Earle, “I mustn't:

afraid.”

“Why?” asked Anastasius.

Earle set his lips.

“I asked you a question just now. You

haven’t answered it. Perhaps the position

has never presented itself to you. Let me

explain why I won’t drink with you tonight,

for it's due to fear lest I shall lose the ghost

of a chance of making good which still re

mains to me.”

Anastasius nodded.

“I told you I'm playing at the Pygmalion.

So I am—a six-line part at two pounds a

week after resting for six months. Did you

know I am married? You must have seen

my wife here. Poor little Evie! Precious

poor bread-winner I’ve made, though she's

never complained. We were looking for

ward to a real dinner tomorrow, for it’s

treasury. Then this morning came a call.

Second man's ill and I’m the understudy.

Lord! How I’ve longed for such a chance!

But it's no good. I knew the part, could

have sworn I was word-perfect. At re

hearsal today the words went completely.

I know that six months ago I could have

played the other chap off the stage. Today

I was a block. I'm only surprised that old

Jerrick hasn’t hoofed me out of the theater

and put someone else to read the part.

Poor little Evie! She has such hopes and

—”. He gulped down something which

seemed to stick in his throat, and it was not

food. “She pawned her coat this morning

for fear lest, if I didn’t have something be

tween bread and tea for breakfast and tea

and bread for supper, I—I should fail.”

Anastasius pushed the glass of burgundy

across the table. “You won’t fail” he said

quietly. “Come, drink to the fortune that

favors those who don’t know how to fail.”

“I’m afraid” said Earle. “I’m d-d

afraid. Don’t you understand? I’ve had

nothing to eat since breakfast, and precious

little for days. If this gets into my head—”

“To fortune!” said Anastasius. “I’ll

take the risk.” The glasses clinked. A

little color came into Earle's cheeks.

“If I were only sure of remembering the

words” he remarked when the sole was de

molished.

“The words will come” declared Anas

tasius confidently. “You tell me you have

studied them.”

I’m
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“Day in and day out” replied the actor.

“Evie knows them as well as I do from lis

tening to them. Poor little girl!”. He

paused as he was lifting a morsel of the

succulent entrecote to his mouth. “What

a beast I am to be gorging here while she is

shivering at home and saving our last crust

for my supper!”

There was more color in his cheeks now

a new light in his eyes.

“You would like your wife to come and

see you make good?” asked Anastasius.

That was when the quails had been de

spatched, when the empty bottle flanked

two empty glasses, and the perfume of

coffee mingled with the scent of two cigar

ettes from Anastasius' case.

“If she were there, I could not fail now”

said Earle.

“Then if you will write her a note,” said

Anastasius, “explaining that you have

managed to get two seats, I will guarantee

that she shall be present and that we will

celebrate the occasion by a little supper

afterward.” -

Some people have declared that on oc

casion Anastasius exhibited what they

termed a dominating personality. Certainly

he seemed to be possessed of such on this

occasion, for when Seymour Earle left him

at the door of Grévé's and turned his face

toward the Pygmalion, Anastasius hailed a

taxi and gave Earle's address to the driver.

It was not far distant, a ten-minutes'

drive to Bloomsbury—where all the lodg

ing-houses are—a house in a dull street of

dull houses with four bells set perpendic

ularly one above another, revealing the

fact that every one of them sheltered four

families at least.

“If the front door is not open you must

ring the top bell” Earle had directed.

The front door was open, and Anastasius

made his way upstairs to the top floor un

challenged. On the landing he paused.

It was unlighted save for the reflection

from a gas-jet on the floor below. He

tapped on the door on his left. He

strained his ears. There was no movement

from within. What if—no, he refused to

put the question to himself, and tapped

again.

The door opening suddenly made him

jump—with relief.

“Mrs. Earle?” he asked.

A timid voice answered him depreca

“Nothing worse than a good dinner” said
Anastasius in his most cheerful tones

“Oh, I’m so sorry. We have been dis

appointed, but tomorrow—I will bring the

rent tomorrow, we-”

“I’m afraid you’ve made a mistake,”

broke in Anastasius. “I’ve brought a note

from your husband and a promise to take

you to see his first great success.”

“A note from Seymour!” She had

slipped forward and clutched him by the

arm. “He is all right? You are sure he

is all right? You are certain nothing has

happened to him?”

“Nothing worse than a good dinner”

 

tingly. said Anastasius in his most cheerful tone.
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“And he is so confident that he has sent

me to bring you to the theater to see him

play.”

“You said you brought a note.

I must have a light.”

Her hand dropped from his arm and she

disappeared into the deeper shadow of the

room. He heard her footsteps on the bare

floor, the scratch of a match. Her fingers

trembled so that the first match burned

through before she could light the wick of

the little paraffin lamp that stood on an

empty sugar-box which did duty for a

table.

Anastasius stepped inside and handed

her the note.

The girl dropped on her knees to be near

the light and read the message.

“I have met a good pal,” she read, “and

he has promised to bring you to see me.

I think our luck has turned—” There was

more, but the rest she did not read aloud.

She raised the note to her lips, and Anas

tasius saw that her tears were falling.

“I don’t think I understand” she said.

“I do, fortunately” said Anastasius.

He did perfectly. The bare room, void of

furniture save a mattress in one corner, a

pair of dilapidated chairs and the pathetic

table, would have told the tale to any one.

The girl saw him glance round, and a sob

escaped her.

“It’s our last chance”

don’t think I dare.”

“Come and see the trumps turn up”

said Anastasius. “They are bound to do

so if you are there to cut.”

She made a half step forward, and raised

her hands despairingly.

“I—I’m too shabby,” she replied, and the

gesture with which her hand smoothed out

the old black skirt she wore was pathetically

despairing.

“You need not be seen” said Anastasius.

“But—”

“We shall only just have time to reach

the theater” said Anastasius.

A smile flitted across her face. “I have

seen you at Grévé's. You are Mr. Yorke,

aren't you? Are you at the Pygmalion

too?”

“I’ll tell you on our way” replied Anas

tasius. “No, you will not want your

hat.”

An idea had occurred to him—born of

a glimpse of a shop window he had passed—

a shop window full of cloaks.

Wait!

she said. “I

Seymour came before the curtain four ti

and each time he looked up at #imes.
With love in his eyes

He had his way. In two minutes they

were in the waiting taxi-cab. It halted at

the door of the shop where the cloaks were

exhibited.

The shop-walker and the two young

ladies who supplied Anastasius with an

opera-cloak declared for fourteen days
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afterward that they had never met with so

rapid a customer in their lives. He had

seen exactly what he required, had paid

for it and carried it out on his arm within

the space of two minutes.

At 8.15 exactly the cab pulled up outside

the door of the Pygmalion. At 8.30 the

curtain was to rise.

“You will want something to keep you

going till supper time” said Anastasius.

The cab went on to a restaurant a little

further on. The girl with the cloak now

covering the shabby frock was too dazed

to remonStrate. -"

Mechanically she alighted. Mechanic

ally she swallowed the soup which was

placed before her, and mechanically she

allowed herself to be ushered into a first

tier box at the Pygmalion.

It was all a dream, she was convinced.

Even the sight of the play did not awaken

her. Everything happened just as she

had dreamed in her happiest dreams many

times before. She was in the box, and Sey

mour was there on the stage, and the audi

ence was waiting on his words and applaud

ing frantically, and he came before the

curtain not once nor twice, but four times,

and each time he looked up at her with a

smile on his lips and love in his eyes. It

was a glorious dream.

Then afterward there was warmth and

light and food—such delicious food! And

while they sat together her hand had stolen

into the hand of her husband as he told her

and Anastasius that he had been promised

a new contract in the new part for the run

of the play, as his predecessor had not been

ill at all, but had backed out of the engage

ment owing to some quarrel with the man

agement.

“It is all owing to Yorke” he said, and

turned to thank the friend who had given

him the power to make good, only to

find that while they had been looking

into each other's eyes Anastasius had

disappeared.

So they went home in another taxi, for

in an envelope upon which was written

“A loan from Santa Claus,” they had found

some coins that shone red and white. The

December wind failed to chill them as it

ever fails to chill those whose dreams come

true, and Anastasius, returning to his own

domicile where only the ashes of a fire re

mained in the grate, felt no cold either.

It was then, remembering the look he had

seen in the eyes of two young people, that

he made that profound entry in his diary

“The half is necessary to the whole.”

It was his recognition of the fact that in

his life something was lacking.

CHRISTMAS IN CALIFORNIA

By JEANNETTE CAMPBELL

As wise men to a manger-shrine of old

Brought gifts of myrrh, of frankincense and gold,

So here earth brings her fairest gifts to lay

Before the shrine of Love's high holiday.

For gift of gold, a sheaf of sun-bright hours,

For incense, breath of field and garden flowers,

And for the healing myrrh, caressing skies,

 

The balm of south winds and bird lullabies.



The entire fishing fleet of San Francisco bay, whether equipped with the lateen sail or the more modern
and reliable gasoline engine, belongs to the Italians

By ROBERT NEWTON LYNCH

Formerly of the California Immigration Commission

I. THE ANTICIPATED IMMIGRANT

66 HAT shall we do with the immi

W grant?” This is the tantaliz

ing question which intrudes it

self at all hours, in season and out of season,

to the citizen of the Pacific Coast. To some

the question conjures up haunting fears,

and phrases itself: “What will the immi

grant do with us?” To others the question

gives visions of large profits due to the

increased price of land and other brilliant

prospects associated with increased popu

lation.

It is generally assumed with confidence

that large numbers of immigrants are

coming direct from Europe through the

Panama Canal, and there is much specula

tion to discover what may be involved in

this coming situation.

Fortunately for the Pacific Coast almost

the exact situation may be determined in

advance. The United States has had many

decades of experience in receiving immi

grants. These immigrants have had a his

tory in this country which has been viewed

from every angle. The same questions

which the West Coast will have to face

have been threshed out elsewhere with

much tribulation. The effects of restrictive

legislation have been definitely ascertained.

The peculiar problems and perils created

by the presence of the immigrants of every

European nation, in all stages from the

entrance of the raw immigrant to his final

adaptation to, or rejection by, our social

system, are well understood. The efforts

made by various states to remedy unfortu

nate conditions associated with immigra

tion are available for study. The United

States, through its Immigration Commis

sion, spent several years investigating the
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whole question and has published its report

in forty volumes.

Above all, the fallacies and false assump

tions in connection with the subject have

been gradually exploded and the stage has

been reached in the consideration of the

whole immigration situation where a sane

view, based upon scientifically acquired

facts, may more readily be taken.

A prominent social worker in the state

of New York was recently asked the ques

tion: “What would you do if the history

of New York could be set back forty years,

and you could re-live it, knowing the exact

facts in connection with immigration which

have been learned during that period?”

The answer indicated that could New York

have known in advance the situation it

would have been possible to avert prac

tically all of the “problems” popularly

reputed to have their origin in immigra

tion.

San Francisco, for example, is in the same

position that New York was forty years

ago, but with the immense advantage of

knowing what will happen under given

conditions of immigration. It is possible

to compute at this time with approximate

accuracy the number of tons of freight that

will come from Europe to Pacific Coast

ports. The influences and conditions that

cause people to migrate may be almost

as unerringly reckoned by careful and

patient study. In other words, California,

in facing this new experience, is in reality

facing an old and much-considered situa

tion and need make few guesses as to what

will happen, nor hesitate long before the

obvious course to be followed.

California is attractive to the foreigner.

This is evidenced by the fact that nearly

a quarter of the state's present population

are foreign-born. An average of 60 per

cent of these foreign-born residents live

outside the cities of 25,000 population, and

are largely occupied upon the soil. In fact,

almost the normal percentage of farmers

in the total immigration of the country

have actually, in California, found their

way onto the land. This is in strong con

trast to the East where only 1o per cent

of the agricultural immigrants find their

way to the rural districts.

Immigration into California has been

largely filtered through the eastern states,

and we have received the more thrifty,

industrious and daring. Possibly this is

one reason why the immigrant in California

has proven uniformly a blessing. Our

foreign farmers have brought with them an

intimate knowledge of the soil and a skill

in intensive cultivation which have done

much to place this state to the fore as the

home of the successful small farmer.

The Italian has found in California a

grateful climate and agricultural conditions

which approximate those of his own be

loved Italy. During the last dozen years

more North Italians have come to the

Coast than any other European race.

Many of the great vineyards and wineries

throughout California are in their capable

hands. The hills and valleys of San Fran

cisco's rural southern side are checkered

with their year-round gardens. At Fisher

man's wharf the fleet of lateen sails is

reminiscent of Mediterranean waters, and

indeed the entire fishing fleet, whether

equipped with the sail or more modern and

reliable gasoline engine, belongs to the

Italians. The substantial banks bearing

Italian names are witness to the prosperity

of the Italian-American.

The development of the grape industry

has been shared with the Italians by the

French and Swiss people. The French are

rather fonder of the cities than are the other

races mentioned, but the Swiss love the

country and many successful dairies are

being run by them.

Of all the Portuguese in the United States,

two-fifths are located in California. From

Sacramento to Fresno, down the rich in

terior valleys, are found their gardens,

orchards and dairies. A half-hour ride

from San Francisco across the bay into

Alameda county puts one into the midst of

a thrifty region of Portuguese small farms

devoted to vegetables and fruit. Like the

Italian, the Portuguese takes no chances

on wearing out the soil of his farm. The

wagon which takes produce to market in

variably returns laden with manure, and

you may know the Portuguese farm in

many parts of the state by the fertilizer

waiting, in piles that rival haystacks in

size, to be spread upon the land. The

rotation of crops is as invariable and as

wise as though dictated by the College of

Agriculture.

The excellent farm land about Fresno

has been the Mecca of many foreign tongues.

It is there that the German-Russians are

demonstrating their faculty of rapid
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advancement from laborers to renters, and

through that class to the dignity and thrift

of farm owners. They are general farmers

and their hard work has found reward in

growing prosperity. Here, too, the Arme

nians have congregated during the past

twenty-five years until a fifth of the raisin

grape acreage, and a tenth of the water

melon crop, are in their hands. -

Up in the lumber camps of the north

coast's big timber, the Finns are esteemed

the most desirable of workmen; many of

them have also established themselves

there as dairymen with notable success.

An interesting example of immigrant

contribution to our agriculture is that of the

Dalmatians and their apple-growing down

in the Pajaro valley in California. Accus

tomed to the rocky steeps of Dalmatia

where each tree receives as solicitous care

as an infant because of its economic im

portance to the family existence, the Dal

matian has learned to know his trees

root, stem and fruit—as few Americans

take time to do. Consequently it was the

Dalmatians who saw the possibilities in

the neglected orchards scattered through

the district. They rented the trees and

demonstrated their fruitfulness, with the

result that some 55oo carloads of apples

are now annually shipped out of the valley.

Instances of immigrant prosperity and

contribution might be multiplied. What

ever the record of the immigrant has been

in other parts of the United States it would

be ungrateful for California, in particular,

to credit him with anything but industry

and honest citizenship within her borders.

The number and success of the foreign

born already in California might be taken

as one argument for the easy assumption

that California will be flooded with immi

grants after the opening of the Canal.

This assumption is not borne out by careful

analysis. In the first place, it implies a

permanent and continuous expulsive power

in Europe and ignores the whole history

of the causes of emigration. It takes for

granted that steamship lines will imme

diately be established from European ports

to San Francisco; that the rate of fare will

be practically the same as from Europe to

New York; that steamship companies will

be competing to haul passengers the longer

distance for approximately the same rate

of fare; and, above all, that the general

fascination of California will be strong

enough to compete with every other sec

tion of the world looking for immigration.

Assuming that there will be steamship

lines in operation between here and Euro

pean ports and that the rates will be greatly

reduced below present transcontinental

fare, the question of what California can

offer large numbers of immigrants is vital

to correct prophecy.

Over 90 per cent of the immigrants know

their destination before they leave their

peasant homes in Europe. The decision

to travel into a far and unfamiliar country

is not lightly determined upon, and the

European is not so accustomed to earning

his living easily that he leaves his present

means of livelihood without having another

in sight. It is not a flaring advertisement,

nor a picturesque page, nor a love of ad

venture that sets him under way, but the

letter sent him by the friend already in

America, or the returned immigrant with

gold in his pocket. The latter wears Ameri

can clothes with an American air, fires the

imagination of the inhabitants of some

European village and opens to them a

hopeful vista for the realization of the uni

versal human instinct: a chance to rise in

the social scale. If the letter from America

gives a glowing account of immediate em

ployment and carries with it a prepaid

ticket, the immigrant is soon on his way.

The one thing the immigrant needs most

and quickest when he lands in America is

work. It is not chance that lands the bulk

of immigration into the United States at

the northeastern ports of the country.

That is the great industrial territory and

because they can secure immediate em

ployment in the region of mills, shops and

factories, there they go-guided by the

advice of their friends who are already em

ployed. The immigrant goes not where he

wants to go but where he is wanted. He

is rich in strength and in willingness to

work (if he is not, he does not pass the

inspection at Ellis Island), but he has on

an average less than thirty-five dollars in

his pocket. The money paid for passage

has been hoarded through long and weary

months of labor, paid for on the European

wage scale, or else is the loan of some friend

already in America, and still to be earned

and repaid.

It does not make much difference that

the immigrant and his family may have

lived and worked on the land all their lives.



The European immigrant in California begins in a

little shack amid a spreading truck-garden,
with a typical windmill close by

In some instances, like this of an Italian immigrant

who began as a cellarman, the humble shack

is changed by the magic of a new

country into a marble palace

Agricultural labor is seasonal, poorly paid,

requires a prolonging of the journey into

the country among strangers in a strange

land by men having little or no English

to help them make their way; as for going

upon the land as a tenant, much less as an

investor, it is wholly out of the range of

possibility unless assistance is provided.

It is not perverseness that causes the immi

grants to huddle in the cities, but the very

need of keeping alive. Without work they

cannot live and work is found in the indus

trial centers.

Turning to California, we find a vast ter

ritory populated with fifteen persons to the
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square mile—or forty-five to the square

mile if only that part of the state capable

of sustaining a population is taken into

account. The cry goes out that we can

accommodate great numbers of people, and

it is true. The natural resources of the

state lie rich to the hand awaiting further

development. Riding through the great

interior valleys from the northern limit of

California to the southern, one is impressed

with the acreage still awaiting the intimate

hand of the cultivator of the small tract.

The immigrant farmer, as shown by the

record of the foreign farmers already in

California, is fitted to do just such intensive

farming, but he is not financially ready at

the time he lands to enter upon it. At cer

tain seasons of the year he can find employ

ment upon the land, but it is not permanent,

and involves migrating with the crops from

one section to another, and precludes any

possibility of family life.

In our Coast cities we find a steadily

growing industrial development of which

we may well be proud, but compared with

the seething centers of Atlantic Coast man

ufacturing they are as rural playhouses. If

the 2000 or 3ooo immigrants which are New

York's average daily allowance were to

land in California (as some persons have

assumed that they will, immediately the

ships begin sailing through the Canal), the

result would be unspeakable suffering. We

now receive an annual allowance of less than

30,000, or an average of some 80 persons

per day, direct from ports of landing. It

would be an utter impossibility to supply

with immediate employment anything like

the thousands that land at eastern ports.

We are receiving more than the 30,000

foreigners of the Immigration Report into

California annually, and a happy propor

tion of them are going upon the land, but

they are not coming direct from Europe to

us; they are landing in the east, and earning

in eastern industrial centers the money

necessary to establish themselves upon the

land before they come to this state.

Three years ago California received 2.1

per cent of the country's total immigration;

the following year 2.9 per cent; and last

year 3.4 per cent—an increase from 22,000

to 29,000 in the annual immigration direct

from ports of entry. More than one-fifth

of the state's total population is foreign

born, and since the effect of immigration is

cumulative—present population acting as

a magnet to others of the same nationality

it is reasonable to assume that European

immigrants will come in increasing numbers .

in the future, other things being equal.

As a matter of fact other conditions will

not be stationary. And this brings us to the

real effect which the Canal may be expected

to have upon immigration-more real,

though less direct, than would be the mere

coming of people because it is possible to

come. Business men of keen foresight pre

dict that the establishment of new and

shorter lines of water transportation will

stimulate manufacturing activities tremen

dously in this state. We have an abundance

of cheap fuel underlying great areas of Cali

fornia in the oil fields; we have almost un

limited electric power from our snow-fed

mountain streams; and when water trans

portation makes cheap raw materials a

possibility, it appears inevitable that manu

facturing on a large scale must thrive.

When the European already in California

can write home the good news that the

Golden Gate is open for the man rich in

strength and energy, but poor in pocket

book, and has the ready employment which

may prove his stepping stone to a place upon

the soil later, then the immigrant will come.

He will probably travel through the Canal,

but he would come just the same if he had

to pay more fare and experience all the in

conveniences and hardships that have

always attended immigrant travel across

the continent. The Panama Canal will in

crease immigration, but rather on account

of the revolution it will work in trade and

freight transportation than because of the

new route of passenger travel it will open.

Undoubtedly the charm that envelops

California for all the world will have its

effect upon the immigrant when economic

conditions permit him to yield to its lure.

Robert Watchorn states the case very

clearly: “Where is the workman,” he says,

“who would choose to cope with the severe

winters and exhausting summers of the

East, when he might labor under the cli

matic conditions that make for comfort

and efficiency in this state?”

Sensing the probable results of the open

ing of the Panama Canal upon California,

and appreciating the need for wise action to

forestall such conditions as have resulted

in the East from an industrial development

which attracted large numbers of foreign

peoples, the people of California have been



trained to an intensive struggle in soil production

in the crowded fatherland, have grown rich

in the new country by applying the old

home methods to the new land

for the past two years studying the subject

from many angles, discussing it in confer

ences, and sentiment has finally crystallized

in the bill creating a permanent Immigra

tion Commission, which the temporary

Commission appointed by Governor John

son last summer have drafted. By this

prompt preparation it should be possible to

correct such evils as may have already

sprung up through the ignoring by our

social and economic systems of conditions

peculiar to the presence of immigrants, and

to prevent the fastening upon our beloved

California of those horrors of slave-like

labor and unspeakable housing which have

come to be associated with immigration in

eastern cities. Whether immigration shall

prove a blessing or a curse will depend not

upon the immigrants themselves so much as

upon the conditions of living and labor

which we offer them. The history of immi

gration in the United States has proven

There are many instances of European immigrants who,

On the Atlantic coast, only ten per cent of the agricul

tural immigrants find their way to the rural districts.

In California, sixty per cent of the foreign-born

residents are occupied upon the soil

quite conclusively that it is possible to

assimilate the European immigrant, but it

has also proven that we assimilate him to

the bad as well as the good of our American

life. Profiting by the experience of the

East, it is the privilege of the West to avoid

many of those pitfalls into which the Ameri

can and immigrant have stumbled together.

(The next article by Mr. Lynch will explain some of the reasons why a permanent Immigration Commission

is necessary, and the plans California has for making immigration a blessing instead of a burden.)
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By EDITH RONALD MIRRIELEES

Author of the Benson Stories

T the gate Margaret Hammond turned

A. to look back up the street she was

leaving. She stood leaning on the

shabby pickets for a moment, her eyes busy

with the sun-flecked road. Her lips did not

move, but to herself her speech was as au

dible as though it had been shouted.

“Good-by, good-by, good-by” she was say

ing with a passion of farewell which set her

quivering.

Even when at last she gave over her sur

vey and turned toward the house, she stood

for a moment on the steps, drinking in, with

a feeling not unlike the satisfaction of actual

thirst, the crisp clean autumn air, the crisp

frost-moderated sunshine. In the seven

months since her marriage she had not

once—she recalled the fact with self-ap

proval—omitted her Sunday afternoon visit

at home. Hardly once had she entered

with such deep reluctance.

And yet within was only what she had

always found—a room over-hot and dark

after the sunshine, a fire in the stuffy stove,

her father barricaded behind his paper.

She kissed her mother, crossed the room to

her father and stood beside him.

“You’re hot enough in here” she com

mented. “Can I open a window? Oh, all

right!”—in answer to her mother's look of

protest. “Anyhow, I may as well get used

to it. I’m thinking”—she drew in her

breath sharply as she plunged into the dis

closure—“I’m thinking of coming home for

a while—if you'd like me to.”

Her mother looked at her bewilderedly.

“You and Ralph aren’t quarreling?” she

questioned—hopefully, it seemed to the

daughter.

“Hardly! Only, Ralph's talking about

stopping work at the store-he hasn't been

very well—and if he does, he thought he'd

Illustrated by Arthur Cahill

go out West and—and look at land. And

I thought till he got settled somewhere—”

her hand groped down to find her father's.

“You mean he's going to move?” the

mother asked. Her voice dropped. “Not—

to farm?”

“They call it ranching out there” Mar

garet corrected. “Now, mother, there's no

use making a fuss. Just because you didn’t

like farming—” she stopped. Her mother,

silent, had hurried out of the room.

Margaret released her father's hand.

“Think I better go after her?” she ques

tioned. And all at once the secret feeling

which always had weighted her attitude

toward her mother burst into speech.

“She’s just letting herself do it! She just

wants me to see how bad she feels.”

“Marge!” her father reproved. He too

rose and moved to a place nearer his

daughter. “Ralph got anything new since

I talked to him?” he asked. “Still thinking

of Kern county?”

“He’s crazy about it” Margaret admitted.

She flushed unhappily. “I keep telling him

we're better off here. He isn’t really sick—

I just said that; he's only sick-and-tired.

Sometimes I think if he could get away

and try it and I stay here till he got ready

to come back—”

“If he didn’t get ready?” the listener

asked.

“Oh, if he liked it, I guess I’d go; I know

I would. Only, I don’t like it the way it is.

He comes home from the store, and the

minute he's inside, he's picked up a land

circular. And I say ‘Ralph, can you go

over to the Struthers with me tonight?” and

he says “If the trees removed from a square

rod can be converted into ninety-nine mil

lion feet of lumber—’” she laughed in spite

of herself. “What I mean is, it’s worse this
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way than it would be if he went and had to

come back. Now the work he's doingnow

when he gets away from the store, that's

all; it never enters his head.”

“Ralph never did like clerking” her

father commented. He looked sidewise at

his daughter. “What you think about it?

Don’t it ever strike you you’d like it—hav

ing a place of your own?”

“Mother didn’t” Margaret proffered—

and instantly was aware of the unfortu

nateness of the reply. She turned toward

the door. “I guess I'll go see where she is.

Ralph's coming for me after supper, and I

don’t want her to say anything to him.”

But as she crossed the passage which

divided the two living-rooms of the cottage

from the two bed-rooms, she stood for a

moment still, her hands pressed against her

face. Before her parents—before her

mother especially-she might be noncha

lant; alone, every fiber of her trembled in

answer to that conserving dread of change

which is the woman’s long inheritance—a

change more imminent than she had dared

at once to acknowledge.

It was a dreary supper. Margaret was

thankful when it was over, and more thank

ful still when the sound of her husband's

footsteps gave her an excuse for hurrying

out to him.

“Wait till I get on, my things” she di

rected, halting him. “Mother isn't feeling

so very well.”

It was a time-honored formula—one

which the husband accepted instantly.

“Tell her what I was going to do?” he

questioned when his wife rejoined him.

“Told her what you were thinking about”

Margaret qualified. “She didn't say much.

Anyway, it isn’t asif we couldn't comeback.”

“Or they come out to us. That wouldn’t

be so bad, Marge.”

“Mother wouldn’t” Margaret pointed

out. “You know they tried farming.

That’s what’s the matter with her. She

worked so hard-” she stopped. It was an

old story, a part of her earliest recollection;

for the first time it dawned upon her now

that not once, through all the vociferous

years, had she heard her father's version.

“Well, there's no need of that” her hus

band was saying tolerantly. “I’m glad she

didn’t pass her opinions on to you.” He

laughed.

“Supposing she had?” Margaret ques

tioned. She tried to give the words a joking

tone. “What I mean is, if I felt—well,

afraid of it?”

“There's nothing to be afraid of. It isn’t

as if we’d pay a big amount for the land and

begin in debt. When you homestead—oh,

but I’ve explained about homesteading.”

He stood suddenly still, facing her. “Look

here, Marge, do you?”

“Supposing I did?” the girl repeated.

In the half light of stars and crescent

moon she could see his face turned toward

her, puzzled, patient. -

“But think what it means to us! You

can’t get ahead on wages. Look how it's

been with your father.”

“They’ve lived” Margaret put forward.

“We always had enough.”

“Oh, if a living's all you want—look here,

dear, let's not try to talk it out tonight.”

He had forced his voice back to gentle

ness. It came over Margaret that the new

note in it was not new to her. It was the

forbearing tone which she had heard in her

father's voice time out of mind. If that was

to be the price—they went on, silent, down

the close-shaded street. Inside the shelter

of their own porch she spoke again.

“I don’t want you to think I'm not will

ing to go, Ralph. I'm willing to try. Only,

if it was like mother says!”

“We could come back” the husband vol

unteered.

“But would you? If I tried it for a year-”

“Don’t you always get your own way?”

the boy jested. Then he grew serious.

“Sure I would, Marge. I wouldn’t want

you to do anything you didn’t like.” His

arm was about her as they went into the

house.

“And everybody sent their love” Mar

garet repeated. “Mr. Strong said to tell

you if we wanted to come back, he'd keep

the house.”

“He needn't bother” said her listener.

He turned a kindling face toward his wife

upon the buckboard seat beside him. “Not

much danger of our wanting to go back!

Isn’t it the great country!”

“Lovely” Margaret assented. “But

Ralph, I was telling you about how nice

Mr. Strong was. He said he'd rather have

us in the house-”

Her husband laughed and laid his free

hand over hers. “You wait till you see the

house I got for you. It isn’t finished up

yet.” His face clouded to seriousness.
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“You can’t help liking it when you know

it, but it's going to be rough at first.”

“I’m expecting that” said the girl diffi

cultly.

It was not intended unkindness which

hardened her tone, any more than it was

intended reticence which struck her silent

at every reference to the ranch. She tried

now to think of other appreciative speech

to follow, but unsuccessfully, and was re

lieved when, after an instant, Ralph re

moved his hand to wave it at a distant

horseman.

“That's Caerlson—the man that has the

quarter-section next to ours” he explained.

“We’re putting in a new ditch together

whenever we get a day off to work

on it, a big one. Mrs. Caerlson's all

right, Marge. The day I got here she was

driving past.” He launched into the story

of the acquaintance.

Margaret, watching him rather than

listening to him, was conscious of a sudden

tightening around her heart. “He likes it”

she was acknowledging to herself in a kind

of panic of surprise. “He isn’t pretending.

He—he loves it.” -

She turned away her face to look out

over the siren land which had brought about

the charm. Green slopes, blue hills, the

brown waves of plowed land-the entice

ment of it was as clear to her as the entice

ment of a woman's lovely face—and as un

welcome.

“I’m going to hate it” she decided, not

herself knowing that the decision had been

taken months before. “I know I am.”

And then, like the judgment of an outside

mind, “I’m going to hate it because he loves

it.”

But she had to acknowledge when they

reached the ranch-she had to acknowledge

afresh many times in the days which fol

lowed—that either Ralph was very patient

with her unappreciation or blind to the

evidences of it. Again and again she found

herself buoyed up upon the current of his

enthusiasm, his rush of hopeful planning

for the future, a future based upon and

knitted to their permanence in this new life.

“But we might not be here, Ralph” she

demurred once. “We’re just trying it, you

know. If it doesn’t go—”

“It's going to go. Look at the start

we've got already. The way things grow

here!” His voice fell to a flatter tone,

“You still don't like it, Marge?”

Instantly she was on the defensive. “I

never said I didn’t like it.”

“But you don’t, just the same.”

“I like the house” Margaret qualified.

“I like that. Only, I'm no farmer. And

everything you know now is farming. No

matter where we start when we try to talk,

we get right back.”

She saw the color sweep into his face, the

hurt stiffening of his manner, and re

proached herself futilely for the words.

“But I couldn’t help it” she argued later,

alone. “He does talk about it all the time.

He never thinks anything or sees anything

else.” Her eyes flooded with angry tears.

“I suppose I can be like Mrs. Caerlson and

get interested in my chickens. I don’t

care! Supposing we do get rich, what’s it

worth to us? If we don’t have any pleasure

as we go along-”

So strong was the conviction upon her

that she tried at supper time to put it into

words; cautiously, her habitual reticence

guarding her speech. But part of her mean

ing at least broke through the guard. Her

husband raised his eyes to hers in swift

amazement.

“But Marge—why, it's great here! You

get homesick for special people maybe, but

for there being no pleasure in it—” They

were eating on the low uncovered porch

outside the kitchen. From the porch his

eyes went out to the acre of vegetable gar

den close back of the house, to the field of

alfalfa beyond it. Unconsciously, his breath

drew in with the quick wonder of the

creator. “Why, it's great! It's the

poor man's country, all right! You put

in three or four acres and you take care of it

yourself—”

“I’ve heard that” said the wife tensely.

This time she did not blame herself for the

words.

She sat still when the meal was over,

watching Ralph as he wandered out into

the garden, stopping to examine a leaf here,

to straighten a stalk there. He went lag

gingly at first, but presently his step quick

ened. Clearly it was a labor of love he was

performing.

“I wanted him to be happy” the watcher

reproached herself. “I want him to. Only,

to have his work all the time coming be

tween us!” And as if in answer to the

thought, Ralph, from the farther end of the

garden, straightened and called through

hollowed hands. -



She sat still, watching Ralph as he wandered into the garden

“Going down to the ditch. Want to

come?”

“Not tonight” Margaret shouted back

at him. “Busy. Dishes.” She went inside

in proof of her statement.

But, once inside, she stood sheltered in

the doorway, watching her husband as he

made his way toward the ditch. The air

breathed cool against her face as she stood,

the softness of the shadowed field was like

an invitation.

“I might have gone” she acknowledged.

“I'd enjoyed it.” She turned impatiently

to put behind her the alluring beauty of the

night.

It must have been an electric atmosphere

lingering about her still which in the morn

ing recalled to the rancher the evening's

discussion. Breakfast despatched, he lin

gered about the kitchen, watching his wife

uncomfortably.

“Look here, Marge,” he ventured at last,

“you oughtn't to stay shut up in the house

all the time. If you’d come out and get ac

quainted with things—”

“What for?” Margaret questioned.

isn’t as if I knew anything.”

“But you could know” said the boy.

Half unwittingly, he blundered upon her

grievance. “If you'd take an interest; but

you think whenever I’m thinking about the

“It

ranch, I'm not thinking about you. That's

not so. If we had it between us—”

“That's exactly what we have—the whole

hundred and sixty acres” Margaret said.

She made her refuge of laughter serve her

again. “You needn't worry about my

ranching. If you’d worried about what I

wanted you to do—”

She stopped. There is a blessing in en

vironment to mate with every curse it lays

upon us. If her mother's instilled prejudice

had weighted her attitude toward the new

life, it was the memory of her mother now—

the recollected sound of her complaining

voice—which checked the words. With a

sudden rush of resolution she got to her

feet, crossed the room, and laid her hands

upon her husband's shoulders.

“You go on to work, Ralph, and stop

finding fault. We'll try it this year.”

“If I don't make it go this year, I'll clerk

all right. I’d have to” the enthusiast

promised. “You don’t understand. It's

like a game. You get things in and bring

them up, and then if you can just keep

water on them and sell them!”

“Oh, go on and get water on them.” Mar

garet cried in sharp, affectionate scorn.

She pushed her self-renunciation a step

farther. “Maybe I'll come down and walk

back with you. Where you working?”
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“On the new ditch. Caerlson's coming

over with his team. It isn’t half broken,

but it can pull a plow. Say, come about

noon and bring some drinking-water. I'm

going to take my lunch.”

“I’ll see” Margaret compromised. She

stood looking after him as he left the house.

If she did go, it would not really be seeing

him. Caerlson would be there. All at once

she flung out her hands toward the green

acres in a passion of jealous anger.

“I hate it! I hate every inch of it! I'd

rather starve!” It was as though her earlier

gentleness had drained the last drop of her

compunction.

She had not really intended to go down

to the ditch, but as the day drew on toward

noon her glance turned more and more often

toward the distant progress of the work.

Finally, half against her will, she picked

out a glass jar from its place on the shelf,

filled it with water, and turned to the mir

ror to adjust the wide garden hat which was

her sole concession to ranching.

“No reason why I should be horrid while

I’m here. But he's got to go back. I

won’t—”

The thought went unfinished. Reflected

from the door behind her, she saw, through

the frame of her upraised arms, Caerlson

standing on the threshold. She swung

round, pointing at the filled bottle.

“I was coming, Mr. Caerlson. I was just

starting. If it was water-”

“I come up after the buckboard” the

neighbor said. He shifted from foot to foot.

“We needed water, though. If you wanted

to take some down-”

“He’s hurt!” Margaret cried out.

The other nodded. “He was fooling

round the horses—here, you better ride

down with me!”

“He’s alone?”

“My wife's with him. She'd come over—”

He broke off. Margaret, the water-bottle

in her arms, had flashed past him and was

running toward the distant line of up

turned earth.

She had to give over running after a

moment. Between haste and fear, the

beating of her heart stifled her. She looked

back now and then to see whether Caerlson

was coming, but she was still far in advance

of him when she rounded the breastwork

of earth which marked the ditch.

Ralph was lying at length on the ground.

Mrs. Caerlson sat near his head. She got to

her feet as Margaret came into view and

held out her arms for the jar.

“Thank God you brought water. I used

up what we had.”

“He’s dead” Margaret said with sharp

conviction. She fell on her knees and

laid her face against her husband's

shoulder.

“Ralph! Ralph, dear!”

Mrs. Caerlson pulled her gently back.

“Look out! You don’t know where he’s

hurt. Now you rub his hands.”

They were still at their task when the

buckboard rattled up beside them. It was

a nightmare to the wife—the careful, labor

ious lifting of the unconscious man, the slow

precautions for his easy riding. Only one

thing lightened the horror of it. In the jar

of movement Ralph groaned. He was not

dead, then—not yet dead, she phrased it

desperately.

They were almost at the house before

any of them spoke. Then,

“How—” Margaret began.

Caerlson turned his head. “My team.

He got tangled up in the lines.” The in

stinct of a man to defend his own led him

to add a sentence. “They wouldn’t 'a run

if he hadn't kept hurrying them. But he

was so crazy to get the water in.”

Margaret nodded. She did not speak

again, and she was thankful that the others

did not, until the house was reached. After

that there were many things to do. By

mid-afternoon a doctor had appeared.

From somewhere had been summoned a

square-built, gray-haired woman to dom

inate the sick-room. The Caerlsons, hus

band and wife, were close at hand until

dusk. Leaving, they stood before her,

lingering over their farewells.

“If there's anything more; if you’d feel

safer with one of us staying-”

“There’s nothing more” Margaret said.

“The only other thing's about the ranch.”

She was conscious that her tone was hard.

“I suppose I'll have to have a man to work

outside.”

“If you can get one” the neighbor agreed.

There was a queer throb of pride in his

voice along with its perplexity. “I’ll see

what I can do, but this ain’t a country

where men stand around waiting for a

place. I'd keep water on it for you myself,

only I got to go in to Rollins this week on a

ditching job; I promised.” He shook hands

heavily with her, “Mrs. Caerlson's going to

j
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keep ours wet down while I'm gone” he

added tentatively.

It was a relief to Margaret when they

were gone. It was a relief to her to stand

alone in the darkened doorway, with time

at last for her own thoughts. In all her life

she had never before seen injury or serious

illness. Ralph would die—she was quite

sure of that; he would inevitably die. She

looked out across the fields, across the lush,

near growth of the garden.

“Oh, you’ve taken him! I knew you

would! I knew I’d never get him back!”

There was the sound of a closing door;

She moved among the
growing things

she faced round toward it, rigid, but it was

only the nurse bustling out in search of

glass and spoon. She stopped to talk on her

way back, with a hearty gossiping interest

in the details of the accident. And Mar

garet, picturing all the while Ralph stirring,

feverish, in need of care, tried to force her

self to courteous answers.

The doctor came again

in the early morning and

departed, leaving hopeful

intelligence behind him.

“Though it'll be slow”

he warned the wife, stand

ing, reins in hand, at the

gate. “Got any help?”

“Mrs. Stimson's going

to stay.”

“Outside, I mean. If

you had some relative you

could call on—no? Well,

if I hear of any one, I'll

send you word.” He

looked attentively at her

for a moment. “It’s a

pity you haven’t been

here longer, Mrs. Ham

mond. If you’d had a

little more experience—”

“I can manage” Mar

garet said. She had a

sense of being disapproved

of when she went back

into the house; a sense

against which she defended

herself with passion. “He

thinks I’m not much good.

How can I be out here!

Once I get him home!”

It did not soothe her

self-esteem to find that,

within doors, she was

actually of little use.

Coarse-grained, garrulous,

laborious, Mrs. Stimson

permeated every inch of

the house; as a result,

Margaret found herself

oscillating between the

sick-room and the outer

porch where out of reach of monologue she

could pace up and down with her own

thoughts for company.

Ralph was conscious at intervals during

the next day. She sat beside him, stroking

his hand, murmuring to him. She was sure

that he knew her, but it was evening of the
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second day after that before he spoke.

Then, as she took her place beside him after

an absence, his hand groped out toward

hers, his lips moved.

“It’ll be—drying up” said the sick man

faintly.

The listener bent over him. “Ralph

dear! Everything's all right! I'm looking

out for everything.” She choked with the

sudden pity of it.

“Just so it don’t dry up” the invalid

reiterated. “I’d hate to plant them—and

let them die—” His voice trailed off into

silence.

When she was sure that he was asleep,

Margaret laid the hand she held softly back

upon the covers and stole out of the room.

The kitchen was dark. She stood in its

open door, looking out across the ranch.

The farther fields she could not see, but close

at hand the even rows of the garden lay flat

as though a blight had passed across them.

Unwillingly, she moved down among the

growing things, pausing from step to step to

examine as she went. It had been five days

since that night when, standing at the house

door, she had watched Ralph so examining,

so appraising. It had been only five days;

and yet the leaves were limp in her hand, the

tendrils of the vines intwined and flaccid

as sickness.

She looked back at the house. There was

a light in the window of the loft bedroom.

She could see Mrs. Stimson's shadow pass

ing and repassing before it. That meant

that she was preparing for bed, that in a

moment she would descend, competent and

heavy-footed, to her nightly place on a cot

in the sick-room. There would be no more

for the wife to do—no more that she could

do.

“Except what I won’t” she told herself

bitterly. “Except the only thing he'd want

me to do. I’d work for him, fast enough.

If ever I'd been willing to work with him!”

She shut her lips hard upon the words.

It was unreasonable—her common sense

told her how unreasonable—to feel that if

she had helped Ralph more he need not have

been hurt, but, reasonable or not, she did

feel it. It was remorse as much as pity

which presently moved her, the very mus

cles of her body in rebellion, toward the

lean-to shed where the ranch implements

were kept. She made her way softly away

from the house, the long irrigating shovel

steadied in both hands.

Ralph was in pain the next day, restless,

fretful. She was all day in the sick-room,

and it was not until he had fallen asleep at

night that, utterly weary, she found her way

out of doors in search of a moment of quiet.

As she stepped from the porch into the

luminous gray darkness, her foot splashed

in a pool of standing water. She had for

gotten till then her exploit of the night be

fore; she stood looking down at the gathered

pool, irritated, amused.

“No wonder Ralph said it was like a

game. It’s a game where the other side

keeps right on playing. Well, it’s got to be

shut off. If it's done them any good—”

A curiosity of which she was half ashamed

made her stoop and test between thumb

and finger the straggling tendril of a pea

vine. Certainly, the water had done its

work. The leaf crackled beneath her touch

with a crisp resistance.

“Like the breath of life breathed into

them. Like—like hope,” the girl told her

self, wondering. She was oddly stirred by

the experiment. A something she had not

known she held within her, a pulse of uni

versal protectiveness set the breath catch

ing in her throat. She began to move up

and down the rows, measuring the scope of

her life-giving efforts, feeling the earth

around the roots of plants, pushing back

spreading runners from the way of harm.

The head of water, left to its own devices,

had followed easy channels, wasted itself

in hollows. Uncertainly, she set about

rectifying the loss. She scooped out a little

earth from one place, filled it in at another.

It was absorbing work, this playing

creator to a garden of thirsty plants. It was

late when she gave it over, and she found

herself looking out, scarcely awake, next

morning, doubtful whether the miracle she

had witnessed would stand the test of day

light.

And viewed by daylight, the results were,

indeed, not wholly good. Hard-beaten

courses showed where the current had run;

bare, baked surfaces marked the shrinking

boundaries of the pools. But at least the

garden was alive. Its foliage glistened

green in the sun.

“I’ll probably get it killed off, though”

she warned herself. “I’ll wait till I see be

fore I say anything.”

Afterhis first half-conscious speech, Ralph

had made no further mention of the ranch.

Once or twice he had asked for Caerlson



"I won't!" said the wife. The color flared suddenly to her temples

and frowned at news of his absence. Except

for that, he spoke scarcely at all, but lay

with his face averted, drowsing or absorbed

in his own bitter thoughts. Margaret, at

tending him, pitying him, was yet aware

through all her pity of a keen internal re

sentment. Even now, even in this extrem

ity, the ranch stood between them. It had

been so from the first inception of it in

Ralph's brain; it would be so to the end of

their stay. And—longer. She faced the

thought in a panic of realization.

“Like father and mother” she recognized.

“He won’t say anything, but he'll feel as if

it was my fault. As if there was anything

I hadn’t done.” She looked down at her

water-reddened hands. She had spent

many evenings out of doors now, some hot

daylight hours too. Any judge-the doc

tor, Caerlson, Mrs. Stimson—would pro

nounce her free of blame. And yet in her

own heart she knew the blame was just.

It was nearing the end of the third week

before she reaped a reward for her toil.

Then Caerlson, returned, came on foot

across the fields at twilight and stood, wet

booted, on the threshold. Margaret met

him there.

“I’ve been getting what water I could on

it” she acknowledged in answer to his ques

tion. “Some of it's alive.” Her anxiety

rushed into words. “If it does live, would

you-do you suppose somebody’d buy it?

The way it is, I mean.”

“On the stalk?” Caerlson interpreted.

“The alfy'd sell, all right. The garden stuff

won’t be ready for a while yet. Maybe

Hammond—”

“He hasn’t even been off the bed. I

thought I could get enough out of it to

move him back home.”

“It’ll do that” the neighbor conceded.

He went into the sick-room.

Margaret did not follow. Even after the

guest was gone, she delayed her entrance,

half hoping that Ralph would fall asleep

before her coming. She was sure that

Caerlson would have told him of her ques

tion. If the discussion springing from it

could be deferred! But as soon as she was

fairly inside the door she knew that there

would be no discussion. Ralph had been
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lying with his face to the wall. He turned

his head to look at her.

“Caerlson says you’ve been irrigating,

Marge. You didn’t tell me.”

“I didn’t know what I could do” Mar

garet said. “I thought if I killed things

off—” To her own amazement and annoy

ance she choked over the words.

“You won’t have to keep it up. Caerl

son’s going to take the place off my hands.”

He was silent for a moment. “He’s been

fine about it” he added presently. “We'll

come out about even.”

“And—and then?” Margaret questioned.

“We'll go back. I couldn’t get another

start here till spring. And anyhow—” his

fingers beat up and down against the cov

ers—“just picking up and coming—I hadn’t

any business to do it. I didn’t know—”

There was something so wistful in the smile

he gave her that her eyes filled. “Till I got

to thinking about going back, I didn’t

know how much you could hate to leave a

place. I hadn't any right-”

He broke off as the door opened to admit

Mrs. Stimson in her voluminous night-wrap

per, andtookup the sentence to a new theme.

“We wanted to ask you something, Mrs.

Stimson. Do you suppose you and Marge

could push me out into the kitchen for to

night? Would it be too hard? I'd like to

be where I could look outdoors.”

“We'd jar you” Margaret began. Then

she understood. Together, the two women

propelled the cot through the entrance and

placed it across the open door where, all

night long if he chose, its occupant might

look over his relinquished fields.

Margaret could not leave him after the

change was made. Instead she sat down

on the floor beside the bed and rested her

head against it. She must have dozed

presently, for she waked stiff and shivering

to find a flush of pink in the east, birds be

ginning, and, a foot from her own, Ralph's

face, wide-eyed, turned toward the dawn.

He smiled when he saw she was awake.

“Great, isn’t it? I didn't notice you'd

stayed till it began to get light. Cold?”

“A little” Margaret owned. “You didn't

sleep?”

“I slept a while; I wanted to stay awake;

I thought I'd remember better.”

“Ralph, if you don't want to go” the

wife began uncertainly. It was as though

the words were being forced from her. “If

you think we'd better stay—”

He smiled still—with something of hard

ness in the smile. “Oh, I’m going! I’d no

business to make you come in the first

place. And we'd be dog-poor. Though, of

course, in another year-” his eyes with

drew themselves to seek the wider vision;

he turned away his head.

Margaret stood looking at him for a

little. Then, stumblingly, she went up

stairs in search of warmer garments. He

seemed to be asleep when she descended.

She slipped past him and out of doors, pull

ing her sweater closer around her in answer

to the keen delicious chill of the air. The

sun was just rising, and across the fields

each dew-heavy blade and tendril flashed

back to it its radiant signal.

“And at home I’d be sleeping under one

sheet, and lying awake then because I was

too hot” the watcher remembered. “Oh, I

never said it wasn’t lovely.” She felt the

smart of tears against her eyelids. -

It was middle afternoon before Caerlson

again made his appearance, this time accom

panied by Mrs. Caerlson and by another

neighbor, a justice of the peace, to add the

weight of an authority quasi-legal. Mar

garet was gathering the first of the June

peas when they came. She left her pan be

tween the rows, and with Mrs. Caerlson

wandered up and down among the growing

things in desultory domestic talk, while the

two men went into the house.

“And you’ve done fine with things out

here, too,” the more experienced rancher

complimented her hostess. “You got the

growing touch, all right. Some people do

have. Seemsashame when they got this far.”

“What's a shame?” Margaret questioned.

Her companion laughed. “Oh, it’s all

the way you look at it. You could just as

well say it was lucky Jim's fixed so he can

handle it.”

“What's he going to do?” Margaret

asked. “We don’t want Mr. Caerlson to

lose.”

“Going to feed. He got a lot of hogs

when he was over to Rollins—had a chance

to get ’em cheap. We meant to let 'em run

till next year, but we can turn 'em right in

here to fatten.”

“I see” Margaret agreed. She had a

wincing vision of the onslaught-uprooted

stalks, torn tendrils.

“Jim's waving at us.”

recalled her attention.

ready to sign.”

Mrs. Caerlson

“I guess they're
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Inside the house, Ralph was lying high

on his pillows, face flushed and eyelids

heavy. He motioned his wife to the table

beside his bed.

“You’ve got to sign, too, Marge. Put

your name under mine.” He indicated the

spot. -

“Shall I read it first?” Margaret asked.

She turned toward the window, the bill of

sale in her hands.

It was the first time in her life that she

had read a legal instrument. Clumsy

though this one was, the wording of it filled

her with an immense seriousness, a sense

of the abiding consequence of its signing.

She had been aware of the surprised pause

following her question. She was aware

now, as she read, that Caerlson took up the

conversation at the point her entrance had

interrupted.

“—and get ’em over from Rollins this

week. Sprague said he'd deliver. We'll

start with the garden, so long's you got that

fenced; then, by the time they get to the

alfy—”

“Do you want us to leave right away?”

Margaret interrogated. “Because we could

n’t—”

“I’ve fixed that.” Ralph cut off the

question. He spoke with the quick asperity

She slid down beside the bed.

*~

of emotion. “Caerlson and I have settled

all that. All you have to do's to sign.”

“I won't!” said the wife. The color flared

suddenly to her temples. She flung the

paper back upon the table. “I won’t do it,

Ralph! I—the way we’ve worked!”. To

her horror she found herself crying. And

it was as though neither tears nor words lay

in her power to stop. “I tell you I won’t

do it! When we’ve started things—and

they're doing so well—and—and to turn in

pigs—”

It was Mrs. Caerlson who saved the sit

uation. She was on her feet in an instant.

Both her strong friendly arms were around

Margaret's waist.

“Of course she won't! Would I if it was

you, Jim Caerlson? You go on and get the

horses, Jim. Go on! You don’t under

stand.” She had drawn Margaret through

the door to the porch, was straining up on

tiptoe beside her to pillow the taller woman's

head on her shoulder. “It’s all right, dearie.

Just you cry all you want. They don’t any

of 'em understand.”

“I—thought I wanted to go” Margaret

said, struggling with the words. “Only—

when I thought about it—and to have it all

rooted up!”

“And why should you? You'll get along.

"I didn't understand, dear. I never once understood”
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Anybody can that’s willing and’s got a man

that don’t drink. There now, he's got out

the team. You go on in.”

But Margaret clung suddenly to the

friendly shelter beside her. “If you’d stay

a little while. I don’t want to—”

“Why, you got to sometime, dearie”

urged the older wife with entire compre

hension.

She turned to wave back as she went

down the path and again as the wagon

started up the road, but Margaret did not

return the salutes. Instead, she was stand

ing rigid, every inch of her braced to meet

the necessity of reëntering the house. If

she could escape the ordeal somehow, gain

an hour for self-comprehension!

“Marge” said her husband's voice from

within.

She faced round toward the door. “I

couldn’t help it, Ralph. I’m sorry.”

“Marge” said the boy again. He held

out his hand. And as her own met it, sud

denly through her tears the wife saw clear.

She slid down beside the bed.

“I didn’t understand, dear. I never once

understood. But when I thought about

leaving it—it's like creating something,

Ralph. After you’ve tried it, you couldn’t

give up making and go back just to living

off things. Clerking and going to sewing

parties. You’d be so cramped.” She

laughed unsteadily. Her free hand came

up to find and rest against her husband’s

cheek. “Maybe I’ve ruined us. We won’t

have half a crop. But it's worth the other

half, Ralph. You know it is. Some people

are expensive to teach.”

A CHRISTMAS GREETING

By KATHARINE ROLSTON FISHER

From us among green barley-fields to you 'mid barren snows,

Warm from Westland gardens where the winter violet blows,

With warble of vireo laden, love-borne our greeting goes. *

To you by ice-dumb stream or thundering surge of briny sleet,

From us by a crooning ocean curled in play round children's feet,

Overland speed our wishes for your happiness complete.

Complete our happiness would be if we with you could share

Of our earth the jewel-radiance, the balm of our amber air,

The charm of our foster-mother state, of her heart the mother-care.

We play at her garment's border foam-embroidered by the sea,

On her lap we lie enfolded in the verdure that drapes her knee;

At her foothill-breasts we feast our fill from vine and bough and bee.

His splendor exiled Winter lends to crown our summer-world:

Star-cold o'er peaks before whose glow the fog's pale flag is furled,

Behold the high Sierras’ vast tiara, snow-impearled!

From mountain, mesa, canyon, from arroyo, valley, beach,

The call of California floats to all of you and each;

Well, we her foster-children know her witchery of speech.

With her to you across the range we call who rest or roam

In snowless garden-lands enringed by sunlit snow and foam,

Till hither you come, as come you will, for holiday or home.
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By WALTER V. WOEHLKE

Author of The Land of Before-and-After

N the good old days before the Revolu

tion the hatters of Danbury, Connecti

cut, came to grief when they attempted

to market their output. They were not

allowed to take hats across the line and sell

them in New York. They could not load

six dozen assorted chapeaux on a cart, drive

to Norwalk and exchange the sombreros for

currency. These nefarious practices were

against the law. No man in the thirteen

colonies might manufacture and sell more

hats than he could transport on his own or

his wife's back. Why? Because manu

facturing was the sole and exclusive prerog

ative of the mother country. The colonies

might supply England with raw material,

but they must not attempt to do manufac

turing on their own account. In 1750 Par

liament, afraid lest English iron workers

lose their jobs, prohibited the erection of

rolling mills, forges and furnaces in Yankee

land. “I never will allow the colonies to

manufacture even a hobnail for themselves”

swore Chatham. And in 1763 the third

George, fearing that his loyal colonial sub

jects might trek beyond the reach of made

in-England goods, designated the crest of

the Alleghanies as the limit of American

expansion, ordered the settlers beyond the

Crest to return.

Poor pig-headed George!

To such an extent did the colonists depend

upon the British industry that the Virginia

and Carolina planters used to fell the forest

trees, ship the logs to English sawmills and

have the boards and beams sent back across

the Atlantic.

“Foolish waste!” you say contemptu

ously. “Thank God, we would not think of

doing business that way nowadays.”

Are you so absolutely, downright certain

of your premises?

California, Oregon, Washington and

Idaho cut a good deal of sugar pine, fir and

Western white pine. They send the rough

stuff to Grand Rapids and bring furniture

back. The lumber in the furniture makes a

round trip of five thousand miles, by rail,

before it reaches the consumer's door.

Arizona, Nevada, Montana, Utah, Cali

fornia and New Mexico produce the bulk of

American copper. It's five hundred miles,

average, from the mines to the Pacific,

twenty-five hundred miles to the Atlantic,

yet the copper matte goes to New Jersey to

be refined, to New England and New York
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to be worked up into bedsteads, faucets,

brass, bronze and electrical goods that by

and-by roll back across the continent, past

their birthplaces to the consumer on the

Pacific Coast.

It's the same story with wool, lead, hides,

silver, mercury, mohair, with a dozen other

products. The Far West supplies the East

with raw material, buys the finished article,

pays labor and profit plus freight-both

ways—and whistles cheerfully. Those Dan

bury hatters have their revenge. They

were simple colonists once; now they have

non-manufacturing colonies of their own

in the Far West.

Things are changing, though. The West

is stirring in its colonial chrysalis. It wants

to get out, do its own manufacturing. Al

though the West is growing fast, it wants to

grow faster. It has seen a light—in the fac

tory window. A score of industrial com

mittees are camping on the factory's trail.

Will they, can they, succeed? Will the

smoke-stack ever be an important factor on

the Pacific Coast?

“Sure,” says the Optimist. “Haven’t we

the raw material, oodles of fuel oil, the

cheapest electric power on earth, the finest

climate for work, the great undeveloped

Asiatic market right at our front door?

There's big money in factory sites on tide

water. Better buy before the rise.”

“Labor is too high” answers the Pessi

mist. “The market for our goods is too

narrow. We can never operate on as large

a scale as the Eastern manufacturer. He

will always be able to pay the freight and

still skin us on price. The Easterners have

the organization, the experience, the skilled

workers, the big market and the standing

with the trade. They have the basic mate

rial of industrial, cheap iron and lots of it.

We're out of the running. It can’t be done.”

Whose argument is sound?

Before proceeding, let us dispose of the

lack-of-iron objection.

The West has abundant deposits of ore

high in metallic iron, low in sulphur and

phosphorous, deposits close to tidewater,

steam-shovel propositions. Alaska, British

Columbia have coal. Too far to haul? The

Bethlehem Steel Company is building a

fleet of vessels to carry iron ore from Chile

through the Panama Canal to its furnaces.

The distance is twice the Alaskan haul, plus

canal tolls. Blast furnaces and rolling

mills on the Pacific Coast, however, depend

upon many future Ifs. What the industrial

committees want to know is this: can a

factory in the Far West be made to pay

right now? Is there really a field for in

dustrial enterprises on the Pacific Coast?

How can it be developed? What advan

tages accrue to the budding manufacturer

in the West and how is he handicapped?

Obviously, the most authentic replies to

these questions can be supplied by the

Western manufacturers playing the game.

“Are there any?” groans the Pessimist.

Here is one who is doing fair to middling,

thank you:

Six years ago a young fellow came from

the East to start a factory in Los Angeles.

Sounds funny, doesn’t it? Like making ice

cream freezers on Baffin's Bay. However,

this young man decided that there was a

field for the manufacturing of electric-light

fixtures on the Coast and that Los Angeles

was a good place to make them. Four boys

and one adult constituted his initial force.

He solicited among the builders, helped

make up the order when he landed a job,

put the finished goods in a gunnysack,

jumped on a car and delivered them. By

and-by he had to hire additional help and

invest in a horse and wagon. Presently he

was obliged to move to larger quarters, em

ploy more mechanics. The trade liked his

goods. The builders could not get the novel

designs in this line from the Eastern fac

tories. The big plants supplying the

market east of the Rockies specialized in

combination gas-and-electric fixtures. It

took them a long time to find out that the

West had discarded gas illumination, was

demanding exclusively electric fixtures fit

to be hung in its attractive bungalows.

The East is making these fixtures now, but

in the meantime the young man's plant

grew until now he employs seventy men

and has four drummers on the road between

El Paso and Vancouver. And the slow

response of the Eastern manufacturers to

the change in the peculiar needs of the West

caused five other fixture factories in Los

Angeles, San Francisco and Portland to

expand like the golden poppy blossom in

the morning sun.

The West is thirty days from the big

markets of the East as the freight train

travels. That distance may bar Western

manufactured goods from the Eastern

markets, but it also works the other way.

The Eastern manufacturer is just as far



At the Union Iron Works in San Francisco, The opening of the Panama Canal will crowd the shipyards

and dry-docks of the Pacific Coast with work for skilled labor

from the West as the Western plant is from

the East. This is one reason why large

Eastern firms, recognizing the increasing

importance of the Western market, are

establishing branch factories in the West.

“Wages are fifteen per cent higher than

in the East,” said the manufacturer who

used to make his deliveries with a gunny

sack, “and we don’t get any more work out

of the men, but workmanship is better,

quality is higher and our expenses for the

plant, for heat, light and power are smaller.

We can’t make certain staples like brass

tubes, rods and chains in competition with

the big Eastern plants, but our finished

product has individuality and quality

enough to hold our trade and bring in new

customers right along. We aren't through

growing, either. The territory we cover

buys about three million dollars' worth of

fixtures a year. Coast factories supply only

twenty-five per cent of the consumption.

The Coast can and ought to supply sixty

per cent. There's lots of room for more

factories in this line, especially as the

market is doubling every five or six

years.”

The big Eastern manufacturers with

their standardized mass output, with gigan

tic plants in which the cost of every opera

tion is shaved down to the bone, may have

a tight hold on the Western market for their

staples, but there is always a chance for the

local man to work up a good business by

catering to special needs.

A shoe man working for a St. Louis house

decided to start a plant of his own in the

West. The same thing had been tried be

fore, mostly with disastrous results. This

man came with eyes wide open. Seattle

appealed to him. He studied the field care

fully. Wages were high, output would have

to be small at the start. An attempt to take

business away from the big makers of well

known brands would be an invitation to the

business coroner to come and view the re

mains. However, there seemed to be a

strong demand for loggers’ and prospectors’

boots that would withstand the moisture of

the Northwestern woods, of the Alaskan

ice. Assembling men, machinery and ma

terial, the Missourian began building foot

gear of this character. He did not try to

compete on a price basis. He based his

campaign solely upon quality, workman

ship and adaptation to special conditions.

He started in 1912. This year he had to

double his output.
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Modern machine shop of tool works at Torrance, near Los Angeles. Los Angeles increased the output of its

manufactured products from five millions to sixty-eight millions in the ten years preceding 1909.

Since then the output has increased seventy-five per cent more

A similar policy brought success to a new

woolen mill established in Seattle. Though

the raw material was grazing just across the

crest of the Cascades, though electric power

was cheap, though the mild, equable climate

promoted year-around efficiency, the mill

could not hope to compete in the dress

goods line with the New England mills that

turned out ten thousand yards to its one.

The margin of profit was too small. But

there was a strong and increasing demand,

at good prices, for heavy mackinaw cloth

of the highest quality. Accordingly the

mill specialized in this material. Alaska

liked its cloth and told others. The mill is

shipping large amounts of high-grade macki

naw to Duluth and other perpetually frost

bitten regions today.

These examples, typical of a hundred

young and flourishing enterprises, show

that there is room for factories in the West,

provided the budding manufacturer can see

the peculiar requirements of his locality.

One of the largest garment firms in San
icca b-> a world-wide market for

ecause its wide-awake

es and an intimate

sonsumer wanted.

In the days when the West was all gold,

cattle and wool a miner stepped into this

man's store to buy a new pair of overalls.

He wore the frazzled old pair. In each cor

ner of the pockets sewed to the garment's

front elevation the merchant noticed a

small copper disc.

“What are those things for?” he asked.

“Got tired of sewing the pockets on

again,” grinned the miner. “Every time

I’d shove a heavy piece of quartz or steel

into the pockets, the d–d seams busted.

So I took some rivets and hammered 'em

into the cloth. Now the seams stay put.”

Before the miner left the store, the mer

chant had bought the idea. He patented

the riveted overall pocket, won the lion's

share of the overall trade in the mining and

cattle country, exported his brand to South

Africa and Australia and cleaned up half a

million before the patent expired.

Since cheap fuel oil and hydro-electric

power displaced expensive steam coal, the

industries of the Pacific Slope have grown

by leaps and bounds despite all handicaps.

Between 1899 and 1909 the value of the

goods manufactured annually in Seattle

increased from fifteen millions to fifty

..
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million dollars, according to the Thirteenth

Census. Tacoma more than doubled its

output; Spokane's manufactured products

rose from less than four to more than eight

een millions. Portland, with products

valued at forty-six

millions, showed a

three-fold increase.

Though San Fran

cisco in 1909 had

lost four thousand

wage-earnersascom

pared with 1899 and

ten thousand as

against the 1904

census, losses due to

the fire and to

chronic labor trou

bles, the value of its

manufactured goods

rose from 107 mil

lions to 133 millions

in the ten years.

Across the bay Oak

land, Berkeley and

Alameda trebled the

number of their

wage-earners; from

five millions in 1899

Oakland's output

grew to twenty-two

millions, its smaller

neighbors contribu

ting eight additional

millions. Los An

geles lifted the num

ber of its factory

employees from five

thousand to seven

teen thousand, their

output from five mil

lions to sixty-eight

millions in ten years,

taking second place

among the industrial

centers of the West.

Pacific Coast plants doubled the number

of their employees, also their output. They

repeated the trick between 1904 and 1909.

To judge from the number of new estab

lishments, from the growth of the older

enterprises, next

year's manufactur

ing census will again

show an increase of

a hundred per cent

in the West.

The Western

manufacturer pays

higher wages, works

shorter hours, has a

smaller output and

a narrower market

than his competitor

in the East. By all

the rules of the

game these draw

backs should have

stifled manufactur

ing in the West at

birth. But they did

n’t. What factors,

then, make it possi

ble for the Western

manufacturer not

only to exist but to

grow and expand

despite the severe

handicap?

There are three

factors, to wit: prox

imity to market,

quality of the goods,

and sentiment.

Seattle, among

other things, manu

factures gas engines

and sawmill machin

ery. On a business

trip to the plant of

a shingle concern the

agent of a gas engine

San Diego got along

with two hundred

and fifty-five wage

It is a model factory, all concrete, steel and glass,

flooded with sunlight, equipped with a perfect venti

lator system. "There isn't a sweat-shop in the West”

says the manager, "and I think there will never be one”

factory learned that

the mill was to be

equipped with new,

earners in 1899; ten

years later the enumerator found more than

a thousand, with an annual output of five

millions. The building trades, the mining

industry, the fisheries, laundries and com

mercial establishments are not included.

The manufacturing census is taken every

five years. Between 1899 and 1904 the

modern machinery.

Immediately the engine salesman called up

the representative of the machinery maker.

“Hurry over and see Jones of the Blue

Star shingle mill” he snarled. “Jones is

figuring with a Saginaw man on a new mill

equipment. Wake up and get the business!

Yes, this is Smith talking. I don’t want you
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There are thirty days between East and West, as the freight-train travels. But the Eastern manufacturer is

just as far from the West as the western plant is from the East. Recognizing the increasing

importance of the western market, large eastern firms are establishing branch

factories in the West. This plant at Seattle had 100 employees in

January. Now it has 1200 and must double its equipment

to think that I’m giving you this tip be

cause I love you. So far as you personally

are concerned, I’d rather shake hands with

a skunk, and you know it, but I want this

work to stay in Seattle.”

That kind of sentiment has been a most

powerful factor in the multiplication of the

smoke-stacks on the Pacific Slope. Business

in the West has not yet reached the cold

blooded, impersonal basis of Eastern trans

actions. Friendship, loyalty, state pride,

love of the Golden West, these queer no

tions, discarded long ago by the incisive,

snappy man-of-affairs in the East, are still

influencing men's actions and purchases

beyond the Rockies. Here is one in

stance of Western sentiment as a business

builder.

Eight years ago two brothers, proprietors

of a small machine shop, decided to enrich

the West by starting a new industry. They

wanted to make bath tubs and sinks. They

did it. They brought an enameler out from

the East, built a foundry and a furnace and

made one bath tub a day. They could not

sell their output cheaper than the estab

lished Eastern firms, but they had no

trouble in making sales even at a slight ad

vance. The trade was willing to give home

industry a boost. When the firm's output

had reached a hundred bath tubs and sinks

a day, the bath tub combine bought the

plant, leaving the management in the hands

of the brothers—at a good fat salary-for a

period of ten years. In truth, Western

sentiment is an asset not to be despised by

manufacturer or jobber.

It requires thirty days after the order is

mailed to bring goods from the East to the

Pacific Coast. A month is a long time to

wait, especially when the goods are needed

at once. Hundreds of Western factories

got their start because the Eastern competi

tors were unable to fill orders immediately.

From being merely a convenience, called

upon in emergencies only, scores of these

shops have expanded into large plants em

ploying many hundreds of men. Their

logging and sawmill machinery, their mine

and mill equipment, their water-wheels,

their oil-well supplies and cannery apparatus

have become the standard in the West, and

their plants are the backbone of industry

on the Pacific.
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In 1904 Germany and England supplied

the bulk of the cement used on the Pacific

Coast. That year four California cement

plants employed 596 men; their output was

worth $1,600,000. In 1909 the number of

plants had doubled, the number of workers

had risen to 2407 and the output had

reached a value of $6,500,000. Since then

California's output has doubled again, new

plants have been opened in the Pacific

Northwest, imports have ceased entirely.

In the case of cement, proximity to the

market made competition impossible.

But the trump card of the Western man

ufacturer is quality.

“Goods made in the West are better

goods,” said a jobber handling a large line

of wearing apparel. “The trade knows it.

This isn't a home-industry boost for cham

ber of commerce consumption. It’s a fact.

No cheap stuff is made on the Coast. Wages

are too high to compete with sweat-shops.

Plants are so large, competition is so keen

in the East that the makers speed their

machines up and pare their costs down to

the limit. With the comparatively small

output of the individual Western plant,

-

Wages are fifteen per cent higher than in the East and they don’t get any more work out of the men, but

the workmanship is better, quality is higher and expenses for the plant, for heat, light and power,

are smaller. Climate actually reduces plant investment and overhead expenses and increases

working efficiency. Incidentally seventy per cent of these Pacific Coast workers own their

own homes-in most cases live actually under their own vine and fig-tree

speeding up wouldn’t do the makers much

good. They can’t compete with the big

fellows on a purely price basis anyway. So

they do the only thing that's left: they put

better, more careful work into their stuff.”

He opened a long showcase displaying an

array of leather belts.

“Look at this” he invited. “It’s the best

line of belts in the country, bar none. Made

in San Francisco. I’ve tried to get the equal

of this line in the East, but they simply

can’t put 'em up as well.”

He closed the showcase. “That maker's

biggest account is in St. Paul” he added.

“Take gloves” he continued. “There are

four or five factories in the West. In the

big Chicago plants the cutters get an aver

age of twenty-five cents an hour. Out here

they won’t hire a glove cutter of the

twenty-five cent grade. With the exception

of two high-class houses whose gloves are

standard the country over, there isn’t a

factory that puts up as good a glove as the

Far Western makers.”

San Francisco has a firm of retail jewelers

and silversmiths that started business soon

after the first shipload of Argonauts sailed
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through the Golden Gate. This firm a year

ago completed a new factory building five

stories high and occupying half a square.

It is a model factory, all concrete, steel and

glass, flooded with light, equipped with a

perfect ventilating system, built with such

forethought that sound-proof walls were

provided for all heavy pieces of machinery

in order to keep annoying noises from the

workers. Four hundred employees com

prising thirty-five trades are housed under

the roof of the factory, which was built

for twice its present capacity. Its entire

output is sold at retail through one store.

“What's the secret of the recipe?” I

asked the manager.

“A sustained reputation for quality; the

character and the individuality of the

goods,” came back promptly. “We employ

craftsmen, artists in their line, not mere

‘hands. Our men love their work and take

pride in it. That tells in the product, gives

it distinction.

best, even when we give it away. Look at

these boxes.”

He pointed to a pile of leather-covered,

velvet-lined jewel caskets.

“The best of the Eastern boxmakers

could not make them good enough. Even

the French boxes did not reach our standard,

so now we are making them right here.”

It's a long jump from sterling silver

caviar forks—or do they eat caviar with a

spoon now?—to the humble working shirt

but, notwithstanding the distance in be

tween, the quality principle applies to the

flannel shirt as well as to the diamond in

platinum setting. It is the character and

the quality of both products that enable

the Western manufacturers to hold and

increase their trade.

In 1896 two partners started to make

overalls and working shirts in Los Angeles.

They operated four machines in a small

room. They have a six-story reinforced

concrete factory today, with six hundred

operatives putting in eight hours a day.

The average wage of the women, according

to the superintendent, is between ten and

eleven dollars a week. Along the glass sides

of the long rooms curtains are stretched to

keep out the excess of sunlight. Down on

the first floor they have a rest-room, a

library and a spick-and-span, non-profit

cafeteria for the employees. Clean, silent

electric current operates every machine,

every iron, even the cutters' knives. The

We manufacture only the

model factory stands within a stone's throw

of a large tourist hotel.

“How can you make this elaborate plant

pay in the town where the palms, date and

itching, flourish?” I inquired.

The manager took me to the third floor.

“This is the inspection department.

Every garment is examined four times be

fore it is packed. See them press those

blue-flannel outing shirts? Notice that the

presser irons every part of the garment

before he folds it. Our Eastern competitors

fold them first, then press the front only.

It's cheaper that way, but we get the busi

ness. The trade is willing to pay for the

extra pains we take with our goods.

“We don’t make the cheap stuff. We

can’t compete with the sweatshop—and we

don’t want to. There isn’t a sweatshop in

the West, so far as I know, and I think there

never will be one.”

Sustained quality, good workmanship, en

abled this firm to build up a very large trade

in overalls, work shirts, in golf, outing,

hunting, silk and dress shirts, in khaki and

corduroy apparel for outdoor wear, a trade

that did not melt away under the fiercest

price onslaughts of Eastern competitors.

The Census proved that Western manu

facturing has grown vigorously the last ten

years. But population has grown likewise.

The West still remains the colonial empire

of the East, still imports eighty per cent of

the manufactured goods it consumes. Can

home industry be stimulated to supply

more than the present twenty per cent?

How is it to be done? How large a percen

tage of the home market may the Western

manufacturer hope ultimately to conquer?

Not a hundred per cent. That is neither

possible nor desirable. This is the age of

the specialist. There will always be places

which can do one certain thing better than

any other place. Take Troy, N.Y., and its

monopoly of the collar-and-laundered-shirt

industry, for instance. There are thousands

of localities that can make good shirts, but

Troy is the only place that knows how to

launder shirts and collars so that they will

keep white on the shelves. No other place

can do it. Unless the laundries of Troy do

the work, the garments turn yellow in time.

Whether it's the Troy water or the heredi

tary skill of the Troy laundresses, that

question does not affect the result. Troy

and the surrounding territory have the

laundered-shirt industry cinched; neither
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the Pacific Coast nor the Middle West can

hope to capture a slice of the business.

After eliminating all those goods which

the East can make far better than the West,

there still remains a good chance to increase

the percentage of Western-made goods in a

hundred lines. How? Babies, trees and

chicks grow by careful nursing. So do

factories. Fruit trees do not spring from

second year they closed the plant. Five

hundred or a thousand dollars would have

been a reasonable investment in molds for

bottles of standard sizes, for fruit jars and

milk containers. Instead of starting small

and growing, the baby enterprise came into

being with whiskers. They were false,

though. It was an infant and needed a

nurse. It started on too large a scale.

Peter Donahue, a me

"We employ craftsmen; artists in their line, not mere hands',

love their work and take pride, in it. That tells in the
product, gives it distinction''

the seed full-grown, with apples or plums

dangling from their branches. Here is an

instance of the wrong way of promoting

home industry. -

Glass bottles are shipped to the West

from Indiana and Pennsylvania by the

trainload. “Let’s make bottles on the

Coast” said some glass men. They built

a large factory, accumulated forty thousand

dollars’ worth of molds for special sizes and

shapes of bottles during the first year. The

chanic, founded the Union

Iron Works of San Fran

cisco in 1849; Robert

Moran and his six brothers

had fifteen hundred dollars

between them when they

opened the blacksmith

shop thirty years ago that

grew into the plant of the

Seattle Drydock & Con

struction Company. Both

of them, the largest ship

yards and machine shops

in the West, have built

battleships, cruisers and

liners, but they did not

start on a battleship basis.

A manufacturer of high

class cut-glass-the doc

tors told him he could

not live another six

months in New York–

came to Los Angeles, in

haled the famous climate,

regained his health though

his bank account dwindled

and pretty soon was in

business again, on a very

small scale. He lost

twenty-two hundred dol

lars the first year. The

second year he broke even.

“I had expected to lose

money in the beginning”

he explained. “Almost

every new enterprise does.

It takes time and money to get things

running smoothly, to introduce new goods.

I charged the twenty-two hundred off to

experience and good-will. In the third

year the money came back, though, with

a good profit besides. After the fourth

year I put up this brick plant.”

Careful nursing, liberal credit and finan

cial assistance at critical periods will do

more to lift home industry than bales of

talk and miles of banquet tables. Just now

Our men
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the importance of the financial wet-nurse

in the childhood of industrial enterprises is

dawning upon the thoughtful men of the

West. They are beginning to realize that

some of the capital tied up in speculative

land deals might with greater permanent

profit be employed in helping to build

smoke-stacks. Seattle's Chamber of Com

merce is collecting a fund to be used in aid

ing to finance new factories; Los Angeles

is raising money for an industrial bureau.

Everywhere along the Pacific Coast the

banker is being urged to give the man with

the pay-roll to be met the right-of-way over

the dealer in real estate. If the banker will

listen, factory sites won’t have to be given

away.

“But all these plants are little picayunish

affairs,” grumbles the Pessimist, “mere toys

that can’t even supply the local trade.

There's no chance for the Western manu

facturer to invade the big Eastern markets,

no chance to do a national business.”

Maybe the man with the dark glasses is

right. Still, there is the iron ore and the

Alaskan coal, with the Asiatic market, its

potentialities unknown as yet, facing the

Pacific Coast. Seattle, Portland, Tacoma

and San Francisco are shipping cargoes of

Western flour to the orient, have been doing

it for years. There is more soft lumber in

the three Pacific states than Michigan ever

had; the west coast of Mexico and the

Philippines are full of hardwood which is

just beginning to find its way to the new

furniture factories strung along the Coast

from Puget Sound to Los Angeles. There

are thirty million electric horsepower in the

streams of British Columbia, Washington,

Oregon and California, as much energy as

there is developed now by all the steam

plants in the United States put together.

That energy will spell aluminum, calcium

carbide, nitrates, nitric acid and a dozen

other products of the mysterious current

in the by-and-by.

And there is the Climate. The model

garment factory in Los Angeles has used

artificial light only twice in two years; the

photographs of the interior of San Fran

cisco's jewelry factory were taken late on a

gray day, without flashlight. Climate re

duces plant investment and overhead ex

penses, increases working efficiency. Really,

truly? Ask the manager of the largest elec

tric-heating appliance factory in the world.

He says he can ship the raw material from

market and cheap labor.

Chicago to California, work it up in an

eight-hour day at wages twenty per cent

higher, pay the freight back to Chicago and

still beat the Chicago cost on operations

requiring dexterityand exactness. He attrib

utes the efficiency miracle to the Climate.

By the way, that electric concern has its

headquarters and its main plant in the Far

West and still does a national business.

Furthermore, an international business is

being done right now by Western manu

facturers of food products. California’s

canned fruit is found on the shelves of

stores in every country. The East is out of

the running in this line. Its fruit has no

body, melts to a messy pulp in tin or glass.

Only the West can supply fruit of the size,

color and solidity suitable for the highest

class of preserves, and of the West’s orchard

land less than five per cent has been devel

oped. Libby, McNeill and Libby, the big

Chicago firm, has just completed, at Sacra

mento, another link in its chain of Western

canneries. The same firm has killed the

butter business in the redwoods of Cali

fornia's northwest corner. It pays such

high prices for the full, rich milk which it

condenses and cans that the dairy farmers

have discarded the separators. Two Pacific

Coast concerns manufacturing jams, mar

malades and confectionery with fruit in

gredients are on the verge of entering the

national field. Californian perfume is sell

ing in New York’s best shops, California’s

olive mills cannot supply the demand for

pickled ripe olives and their oil, the cider of

the Pacific Northwest is going East, the wine

of California sells even in Ohio. Remember,

only five per cent of the available orchard

and vineyard area has been developed.

“Seasonal occupations with raw, un

skilled labor these are” objects the Pessi

mist. “If you can’t get a better foundation

for your Western smoke-stack, you need not

build it very high. Anyway, this talk of

factories in the West is all rot. A factory

that is a factory has got to have a big

How are you

going to get either of 'em way out here in

the tall timber where the waiter tells you

who won this afternoon’s world-series game

before you sit down to lunch?”

I fear my friend with the gout is right,

partially at least. Cheap labor will never

be an inducement to manufacturers to

come to the West. The West has no desire

to recede from its standard of high wages;
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San Francisco has a firm of retail jewelers and silversmiths that started business soon after the first shipload

of Argonauts sailed through the Golden Gate. The entire output of a five-story factory

building occupying half a Square is sold at retail through one store

it wants no sweat-shops, will not tolerate

them. The West can not and does not want

to be a carbon copy of New England or New

Jersey. Its industrial destiny appears to

lie in a different direction. Like the goods

of France, the manufactured products of

the Pacific Slope will be individual in de

sign, will appeal to the buyer through

novelty, appearance, quality and work

manship rather than through low cost.

Craftsmen, not mere “hands,” will make

these goods, craftsmen who love their work,

who embody in their product the dignity of

the snowy peaks, the grace of the palm

leaf, the wealth of color that is poured over

the West. And quality goods of this charac

ter will sell, will never lack a broad market.

“Come down to earth and get your shoes

half-soled” sneers the Pessimist. “Been

reading Emerson, Morris and Ruskin, eh?

Craftsmen! Pshaw, the San Francisco press

feeders and cloakmakers and electricians

are still striking. Wake up!”

Perhaps it's a dream, this vision of the

West as the home of skilled artisans who

are half artists, drawing fresh inspiration

from their noble surroundings, who take

pleasure and pride in their tasks, who will

live each under his own vine and fig tree,

in his own home. Perhaps it is a nebulous,

utopian vision, but it is better than the

nightmare of the sweat-shop and the tene

ment's squalor.

Dreams sometimes do come true.

PHoTogRAPH's BY webstER & stEvens, seATTLE; Pacific PHoro & ART co., SAN FRANcisco; DE HAAFF, Los ANGELE's

THE MIRACLE OF THE TRAIN

By ANTOINETTE DECOURSEY PATTERSON

I closed mine eyes upon Nevada's snows;

Under the moon her plains shone cold and white;

I woke at Sacramento; palm and rose

Gleamed green and scarlet in the sun's warm light.
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The Disappearing Trick

By PETER B. KYNE

Author of: The Great Mono Miracle

Illustrated by L. J. Rogers

R. “Porky” O’Hara, of O'Hara &

Keane's Great Gift Show, breathed

softly on a solitaire diamond as big

as a hazel nut and rubbed the stone briskly

along the leg of his trousers. He was

thoughtful for several minutes, and Mr.

Jim Keane, rightly gauging the thoughts

that were fomenting in his partner's brain,

delivered himself of a gusty sigh and the

remark:

“Porky, you'll be hockin’ that ice if we

don’t get rid of this wizard of ours. It

don’t look like we was goin’ to have a very

merry Christmas.”

Mr. O'Hara favored his partner with a

sullen glance.

“He’s crabbin’ the show somethin’ fierce”

continued Mr. Keane. -

“Huh-huh. Well, you hired him, and

now when we want to fire him we can’t.

Jim, I was against that forty-week con

tract with the salary in escrow in the bank,

but you were plain nuts over this Profes

sor's work and wished him on to me. Now,

when it's too late, you're sorry.”

“Mistakes will happen.” Mr.

retorted waspishly.

“Well, they won’t happen again. Now,

looky here, Jim. Me an’ you’ve been

partners together in this gift show a good

many years and I’m free to confess I’m

kinder fond o' you, Jim, but that ain’t no

sign that I’m goin’ to sacrifice myself on

the altar o' love. Now this wizard of ours

is all to the mustard, although I will admit

that there's plenty almost as good, except

for his line o' gab, that'd get by almost as

well for less money. The only trouble with

Keane

this wizard is that he's too good-lookin’ an’

you're jealous of him. Away down low

I’m strong for him. He's a drawin’ card

an’ no mistake, an’ he’s worth his fifty a

week when he wants to half try, an’ the

only reason I'm willin’ to oblige you to the

extent o' agreein’ with you that he's crab

bin the show is because me an’ you’s

partners. Jim, you gotta acknowledge

you got scrappin’ with our wizard and

a-treatin’ of him with base contempt, an’

it's only human he should fight back.”

“He don’t fight fair” protested Jim

Keane.

“Well, he fights sensible, which is more'n

you're doin’. He ain’t queerin his bread

an’ butter. He gets even by sloppin’ his

work an’ bunglin’ the big tricks; he don’t

try to get no laughs an he's quit distribu

tin’ the gifts after the show, an’ that's what

hurts me most. But he can refuse to dis

tribute the gifts without layin’ himself

open to be canned. It ain’t in his contract,

distributin’ the gifts an’ sendin’ the audi

ence home good-natured, even when they

know they’ve been stung. He's killin’ the

show because he wants to get even on you

where it’ll hurt most—an’ that's in the

pocketbook. An’ he can do it too, unless

we ditch him, an’ ditch him quick, because

we got a signed contract with him that runs

thirty weeks yet, with the money in escrow

for him in bank—two thousand iron men!”

“But I—”

“’Snough” growled Mr. O'Hara. “I

tell you he ain’t crabbin’ the show half as

bad as you are. You had no business

fallin’ out with him. You had a right to
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think o' me, your partner, an’ my missus

that takes up tickets every night, rain or

shine. It ain’t my fault that your missus

is young an’ beautiful an’ has to play

assistant to the Professor in boy's clothes.

I'd have my missus take her place, only my

missus is fat. This whole danged affair

ain't any of my fault, an I’ve stood enough

of it. I’ll give you one week to make the

Professor jump his contract so we can get

somebody more agreeable to you in his

place, or you gotta sell out your interest

in the show to me. Them sentiments is

final, Jim Keane.”

And with the words, Porky O'Hara, who

with his partner had been sitting on the

porch of the Bristol House, kicked back his

chair and departed for the “opera house,”

leaving Mr. Keane to scratch his head in

deep perplexity and distress.

From the foregoing the reader will

readily observe that a crisis was imminent

in the affairs of O'Hara & Keane's Great

Gift Show. For many pleasant years

Messrs. O'Hara and Keane and the G. G. S.

had been touring the “pumpkin circuit”

with much mutual pleasure and a modest

profit. Their show was inexpensive and

unique. It consisted of the two partners

and their respective wives, an advance

agent and “The Professor.” No matter

who this latter individual might be, he was

always The Professor, and in the very

nature of things he had to be a professional

magician, for he was the Whole Show!

Of course the billing advertised a lecture

and stereopticon views, which started off

with a slide of George Washington and ran

the entire ancient gamut of The Dancing

Skeleton, Niagara Falls, Eddystone Light

house, Brooklyn Bridge and Windsor Castle

right down to the grand old Stars and

Stripes, with strong nasal description and

announcement by Mr. James Keane-but

the real attraction of the show was always

The Professor.

At the beginning of a tour of the Cali

fornia “cow counties,” Messrs. O'Hara &

Keane's reliable old Professor, one Giovanni

Malatesta (billed as The Marvelous Mala

testa, The World-Renowned Wizard, Direct

From The Imperial Court of Vienna), had

taken to strong drink. In fact, he had been

taking to it gradually for a considerable

period, and after a consultation the pro

that it would be dangerous to allow The

Marvelous Malatesta to continue longer

in their employ, notwithstanding the fact

that the world-renowned one proffered

immediate reform and a cut in salary at the

prospect of the sack. But Mr. O’Hara was

a keen business man, and obstinate to a

degree, so at his suggestion Mr. Keane

visited a cheap booking agent in San

Francisco and engaged a new wizard, who

responded to the delightfully Gaelic cog

nomen of Desmond McNally.

“That ain't no name to conjure with,

Jim,” Mr. O'Hara had complained at the

time, although in his heart of hearts he

meant no veiled slur on the new Professor's

obvious nativity. He was an O'Hara him

self, albeit second-growth, and far be it

from any O'Hara to view a McNally

with disfavor on purely hypothetical

grounds.

“He’s black Irish, Porky” replied Mr.

Keane enthusiastically. “Looks like a

dago-black roached mane and sp ked

beard, big white teeth and no brogue to

speak of. He imitates a dago to perfection

and we can bill him as Professor Molini,

The Man of Mystery, Direct From The

London Hippodrome. He's a real find,

Porky. Played the Orpheum circuit as

assistant to Hermann The Great, and he's

got a barrel of new stuff—some of Her

mann's best. He'll cost us fifty a week an’

stop at the best hotels, but he's worth every

cent of it. We'll have to give him a con

tract with his salary in escrow in some

bank. Says he won’t take no chances on

a bum show goin’ fluey an’ leavin’ him

stranded in a bum hotel wit’ the landlord

lookin' ugly.”

“That's the Irish for you” complained

O'Hara. “If he was a dago he wouldn't

have the nerve to ask all that. Tell him

to go chase himself, Jim. He's too rich

for our blood.”

“But Porky! He's a real wonder, an’

cheap at the price, an’ he’s got the cre

dentials to prove he's played in big time.

We're bound to make good with him.

Didn’t we make money with that fake

Malatesta? Suppose we do give this new

Professor a contract, with the salary in

escrow and the privilege o' stoppin’ at the

best hotels, all expenses paid. We can

spare the dough to put in escrow, and any

how there ain't no best hotels in the tank

prietors of the Great Gift Show had decided towns we play.”
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“Oh, well,” retorted O'Hara wearily,

“have your way. We’ve got tohaveawizard,

so let's have a good one while we're at it.

I'll give him a contract that'll be a con

tract. We'll stipulate that he can’t drink

a drop or it nullifies his contract, and if he

fails to complete a performance or misses

one, biff! And I want to see him work

before I even agree to give him a job.”

Accordingly Mr. Desmond McNally was

requested to get his tricks out of storage,

which he did, the resulting paraphernalia

proving to Mr. O'Hara's practised eye that

the new Professor was the possessor of

many “illusions” not possible of purchase

in the ordinary magical repositories. He

gave a private and satisfactory performance

in the parlor of the hotel that housed the

G. G. S., and after considerable confab and

meticulous pros and cons, a contract with

more stipulations and whereases than a

constitutional amendment was finally drawn

up and signed before a notary.

“Now,” announced The Man of Mystery,

Direct From The London Hippodrome,

“I’ll have to have an assistant.”

“That's dead easy,” O’Hara replied.

“This is a little close fambly corporation.

I sell tickets, Mrs. O'Hara takes 'em at the

door an’ works the magic lantern slides,

Keane ushers and delivers the illustrated

lecture, and Mrs. Keane is assistant to the

magician. She has her own costume.

Dresses as a court page. She understands

her business. Used to be a “kinker’ in a

circus.”

Mr. Keane nodded his approbation of

this arrangement and that point was duly

settled.

“What's this gift business, anyhow?”

Mr. McNally next demanded.

Porky O'Hara smiled. “That's the bug

that attracts the fish, and all our fish are

suckers. Our advance agent goes ahead

and bills a town or a school district, adver

tisin’ the show an a free gift to each and

every person attendin’. There's a long list

o' gifts—a side o' bacon, a ham, small sack

o' flour, butter-dish, and all that junk

you’ll find in a Japanese ping-pong alley

or a five-and-ten cent store. That offer of

a prize to everybody tickles the Rubes to

death. It fills the house an’ it don’t cost

much. Besides, we don’t give much of it

away. All those in the reserved section

get a numbered ticket that calls for a real

prize, an’ we have a drawin' after the show,

chuck the tickets into a hat and a little

girl from the audience does the drawin’.

An of course we don’t have very many

reserved seats! But we give everybody a

prize just the same. At the conclusion of

the drawin’ for the prizes in the reserved

section we tell the general admission to

step to the box office as they go out an’

get their prize. We slip ’em an envelope

containin a pair o' wooden cuff buttons.

We buy 'em for two dollars a gross, an’ we

always engage a nigger or some town bum

to distribute ’em at the box office while we

make our get-away out the stage entrance.”

Desmond McNally was satisfied, and a

week later the show opened in a San Joa

quin valley town. The result of the first

ten weeks of the Professor's engagement

has already been explained in the ulti

matum of Mr. O’Hara to Mr. Keane to

break the iron-clad contract that bound

them to Professor Molini, nee Desmond

McNally, or sell out his interest in the show

to Mr. O'Hara, in the interests of harmony.

With his Hibernian shrewdness Mr.

Porky O'Hara had detected the mote in his

partner's eye. He was consumed with

jealousy of Professor Molini, who, with the

gallantry and blarney of his race, had pre

sumed to tell the charming Mrs. Keane

(sotto voce) what a lovely figure she had!

This, upon the very first occasion she had

appeared upon the stage as his assistant,

arrayed in a faded and tawdry costume of

an alleged page of the reign of Louis Quinze.

The lady, who was both young and pretty,

had permitted a pleased blush to mantle

her fair cheek; whereat the Professor had

playfully chucked her under the chin and

thought no more about it. It was merely

one of his little stage mannerisms. He

could have slapped her face, with equal

pleasure, had his “art” required it. But

Jim Keane, directing a fat lady and her

family to their seats, had caught the tell

tale flush of pleasure mounting beneath the

rouge of his lady's cheek, and the demon

of jealousy had thereupon entered into

him and would not subside.

He showed his displeasure by glowering

malevolently at Professor Molini, and

later, by scolding his wife; with the result

that she appeared the following night with

her eye-lids pink and watery. Also her

mind was not on her work and twice the

Professor had to speak a little sharply to

her, but in a voice so low that none in the
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audience could hear what he said. How

ever, Mr. Keane, who suddenly imagined

himself an expert on lip reading, was con

fident he had interpreted a tender message

from the Professor to Mrs. K. He rea

soned that it was but natural the Professor

should take advantage of the only oppor

tunity he had of speaking to Mrs. Keane,

and in a frenzy of jealous rage, torn between

his love, his profits and his duty to his

partner, Mr. Keane strutted up and down

the aisles, hurling daggers of defiance and

hatred at The Man Of Mystery.

The Professor, having been informed by

this time by his assistant “that Jim had

been scolding her,” had his quick Irish

sympathy for distressed femininity aroused.

So he glared back at his employer, and the

seeds for the riot were started in fertile

soil.

Now it was Keane's business to mount

the stage immediately after Professor Mo

lini had closed the show (he occupied the

stage for an hour and a half) and distribute

the special prizes to those in the “reserved

section.” On the night when his jealous

rage reached its climax, however, his

emotions completely mastered him, and

it was with somewhat of the air of throwing

bones to a pack of hungry dogs that he

performed his portion of the night's enter

tainment. Thereafter, like the Professor,

he “slopped” his act.

For a week Mr. O'Hara stood this in

grim silence; then, one night after the

audience had been dismissed in sullen

humor and the members of the company

had dodged out the rear door and hur

riedly sought the protection of the village

hotel, Mr. O'Hara gently reminded his

partner of this lapse from the humor which

hitherto had made the distribution of the

gifts one of the features of the show.

“You threw that little picnic ham at the

thin lady like you was tryin’ to knock her

down” he remonstrated. “That ain’t no

nice way to distribute gifts. An you

never cracked a single joke. Just chucked

the gifts around like you was sore on every

body, and that sort o' thing don’t go with

people, Jim.”

“What's the odds?” demanded Mr.

Keane hoarsely. “We’ll never see 'em

again.”

“All the odds in the world” O'Hara

retorted. “We ain’t out o' this town yet

an’ we show in Jenkinstown tomorrow

night. Jenkinstown ain’t so far away it

can’t be reached by train, an’ personally,

I don’t want no insulted patrons o’ the

night before bangin' me with no dead cats

an’ soft tomatuses. There ain’t no use

incitin' a riot by addin’ insult to injury, an’

you know as well as I do, Jim, that them

wooden cuff-buttons is a downright insult.”

“Well,” rasped the tortured Keane, “if

you don’t like the way I distribute them

gifts, Porky, you get your funny friend,

Professor Molini, to distribute 'em.”

“All right, I’ll do that” retorted Professor

Molini, who had been listening to the con

versation and was eager to do anything

that might prove his superiority over Mr.

Keane. “You let me distribute the gifts

tomorrow night and I’ll send ’em home

laughing as sure as I’m a fakir.”

Porky O'Hara was more than willing to

give the Professor a free hand, and the

manner in which that competent person

handled this additional task the following

night in Jenkinstown caused the efforts of

the former distributor to appear weak and

small and amateurish in comparison. So

much wit and good-nature of a homely

bucolic brand did he introduce into the

job that O'Hara's heart went out to him,

and he begged the Professor to do him the

favor of distributing the gifts nightly.

The Professor agreed.

For that first ten weeks on the road of

one-night stands in town halls, “opera

houses,” district school-houses and court

houses, O’Hara & Keane's Great Gift

Show did a fair business, despite the inter

nal dissension and the fact that of late Pro

fessor Molini finally discontinued the dis

tribution of the gifts and was descending

to a perfectly miserable exhibition of magic.

And all that time the fatal jealousy, fed

entirely on fancy, gnawed at Mr. Keane's

vitals. He, as well as his partner, knew

they were not doing the business they

ought to do; that if this disorganization

continued they would be bankrupt at the

end of the forty weeks’ tour, while the

diabolical Professor, with his salary in

escrow, would be certain to emerge with a

profit. In desperation at the storm-clouds

which he saw gathering daily on Mr.

O'Hara's black brow, Keane at length sug

gested that they engage a girl to take Mrs.

Keane's place as assistant to the Professor.

“Sure,” assented O'Hara, “expense ain’t

no item at all. Oh, no! Not a bit. While
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you’re at it, Jim, engage another girl to

take the place o' my missus takin’ tickets

at the door an’ working them slides for the

magic lantern.”

“My wife'll do that” suggested Keane,

ignoring the veiled sarcasm.

“Good. Of course you’ll pay the wages

an’ travelin' expenses o' the new assistant,

an’ me an’ my missus haul down our little

old fifty per cent just the same.”

This was too much for Mr. Keane, who

thereupon subsided into gloomy introspec

tion. A week later Mr. O'Hara had de

livered the ultimatum with which this

story begins.

It will be remembered also that Mr.

O'Hara had allowed his partner one week

in which to force the Professor to jump his

contract, or else sell out his (Keane's)

interests in the show. During that week

Keane resorted to everything short of

assault with intent to do great bodily

harm, in his efforts to dislodge the Pro

fessor, but still The Man Of Mystery hung

on. In retaliation of Keane's snubs and

insults, he substituted for some of his best

tricks others so aged and infirm as to cause

Mr. O'Hara to howl for mercy. He sought

an explanation from the Professor.

“Looky here, McNally” he pleaded,

“you're ruinin’ the show just so you can

get back at that jealous ass Jim Keane, an’

you're that anxious for revenge you ain’t

takin’ into consideration the interests of

me an’ Mrs. O'Hara. For the love of

Mike, Desmond McNally, be reasonable.

I’ve always treated you like you was a

gentleman instead of a magician, ain't I?”

“You have, Porky,” the Professor re

sponded, “you have, indeed, and I'm sorry

to make you suffer, but that's what you

get for having a man like Keane for a

partner. You tell that feller to smile and

look cheerful and friendly when he speaks

to me and I’ll behave. I ain’t getting fresh

with Mrs. K. and I don’t enjoy these re

marks he's passing around. Why, she was

a kinker in a one-ring circus! Her idea of

fun is to stand off in a corner and turn

somersaults until she's dizzy, and me-I

don’t like that kind of a woman enough to

make love to her. You get rid of Keane as

a partner or make him behave himself, or

I'll crab this show. I know how to save

my contract, and believe me, this show has

thirty weeks of hell ahead of it if I don’t

“What'll you take to quit now?” de

manded O’Hara.

“My full salary for the thirty weeks re

maining.”

“I’ll paint you a full salary—”

“Suit yourself, Porky. I’m happy” re

sponded the wicked wizard, and Mr. O'Hara,

realizing the hopelessness of his position,

departed in search of Jim Keane.

“Jim,” he said, “lemme have a look at the ,

Professor's contract.”

Keane produced the voluminous docu

ment and Mr. O’Hara sat down to re-read

it for the twentieth time. He droned in a

sing-song monotone:

Article 4. The parties of the first part shall,

upon the verbal or written request of the said

Desmond McNally, party of the second part,

furnish the said second party with such live

stock as white rats and mice, rabbits, doves or

pigeons or such other fowl as the said party of

the second part may require for the proper

presentation of his entertainment during the

life of this contract. It is understood and

agreed that the expense of supplying and main

taining such animals or fowls shall be borne

by the parties of the first part, and that in the

event of carelessness, accident or brutality on

the part of the party of the second part result

ing in the loss of one or more of the said animals

or fowls, the party of the second part shall

permit the original cost of said animals or fowls

to be deducted from his weekly salary.

Article 5. The party of the second part shall

be the sole judge of which of his repertoire of

tricks and illusions he shall present at any one

performance, and if, in the event that the

parties of the first part are dissatisfied with the

selections made by the party of the second

part, they may, at their option, provided

twenty-four hours notice be given the party

of the second part, order an entirely new reper

toire, in whole or in part, from the following

list of tricks and illusions; to wit:

Here followed a long list of the Pro

fessor's stock in trade, which Mr. O'Hara

omitted to read and passed on to the mul

tifarious other whereases and it-is-mutual

ly-agreeds.

“That Article 4 was a trap” raved Mr.

Keane. “He makes us supply the live

stock and maintain 'em, and he gets out of

all the work o’ maintenance, and the job's

up to my Lizzie. He's only responsible if

he kills one or more of 'em during a per

formance.”

“Well, praise be he's only usin’ two doves

and three rabbits, so we should be grateful

and not kick” O’Hara warned him.

“Is that so? Well, he just slipped me an

order for half a dozen white Pekin ducks

get my way.” and a kitten for tonight's performance.
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He says he's goin’ to cut out that levitation

stunt where Lizzie disappears in a puff of

flame and smoke on account o' the high

cost of them chemically treated sheets he

uses to cover the dummy.”

“We'll bar the ducks an’ the kitten by

substitutin’ somethin’ else for that trick.”

“Twenty-four hours notice” groaned Mr.

Keane. “I’ve bought the ducks and stole

the kitten.”

Mr. O'Hara flexed his biceps and scowled

portentously. “Jim,” he warned his part

ner, “this feud’s got to stop! Innercent

parties is sufferin’ because of it. This con

tract's got to be broke. We won’t have no

house worth mentionin’ tonight. The

weekly paper is out this afternoon, with a

column from the correspondent in the last

town we played, pannin’ the socks off'n

Professor Molini and the Gift Show. I

been floatin’ around the vegetable stores

and they're all sold out. I don’t know

whether that means anything, but it's a

sign of bad luck just the same.”

“Well, I won’t be put on by no magician,

and that goes” stormed Jim Keane.

“You’ll go, too, if this contract ain’t

broken” warned Mr. O'Hara. “I’m gettin’

plumb sick of this old-woman nonsense

between you and the Perfessor, and you

got twenty-four hours left to get rid of

him by legal means, or the show busts up.”

Mr. Keane went his way mumbling

threats and curses against the devilish

Molini, and Mr. O'Hara resumed his pe

rusal of the contract. When he had finished

he leaned back on the hind legs of his chair

and for an hour gave himself up to intro

spection.

Suddenly he started as if snake-bitten,

and a malevolent smile broke over his

cherubic countenance. He arose and sought

the telegraph office, where he sent a wire

to a booking office in San Francisco, in

structing the agent to forward him imme

diately one perfectly good magician warran

ted free from stage fright and equipped to

perform any one of the twenty-five tricks

and illusions which O'Hara proceeded to

enumerate in his telegram. The salary

was to be not less than fifty a week for

thirty weeks, contract to contain usual

clause of two weeks notice by both parties

in case of dissatisfaction.

On his way to the town hall where the

gift show was playing that night, Mr.

O'Hara looked in at the telegraph office

again and to his huge delight found an

answer to his wire, informing him that

Martin the Marvel would meet them at

their next stand. -

Shortly after Porky O'Hara reached the

hall and took his station in the box office,

while Mrs. O'Hara guarded the door and

collected the tickets sold by her worthy

husband, Keane and his wife arrived, fol

lowed shortly by Professor Molini. It

would be an hour before the Professor and

his assistant would be called upon to per

form, and pending that time he leaned

against the wall and idly watched the crowd

thronging into the hall. Mr. Keane passed

his employee every minute or two as he

ushered seat holders into the “reserved

section,” and each time he passed the

wizard he favored that Gaelic personage

with a malevolent glare.

“Unmannerly pup!” muttered Professor

Molini. “I’ll get even on you for them

haughty stares,” and forthwith he walked

to the door and glanced out. It was rain

ing hard, without prospects of a let-up,

and the Professor turned to Jim Keane.

“Did you bring me that live hen, the six

eggs and the plate I ordered this afternoon,

Mr. Keane?” he demanded.

Keane's lip curled angrily. “No, I

didn't" he snarled. “You never spoke to

me about them.”

“Now, that's a lie, Keane, and you know.

it,” retorted Molini gently. “You’ve been

doing all you possibly can since I joined

this show to queer my acts and get me to

quit. It's in my contract that you and

O'Hara are to furnish me with such fowls,

etc. as I may require for the proper presen

tation of my entertainment. I hurt my

hand today and you know I can’t do the

usual card work, so I’d planned to substi

tute a brand new stunt. Pull the hen out

from under a table-cloth, set her on the

plate and have her lay six eggs; then I

was going to cook an omelet in a plug hat.

Why, I’ve been working for weeks on that

stunt—it's a new one, and with at least

three hundred people in the house I wanted

to pull it tonight, and you forget to bring

me that live hen and the eggs! I have a

plate I can use, but I must have the hen

and the eggs—”

“Then go up town after 'em” rasped

Keane.

Molini came closer to his employer and

menaced him with a long finger. “I told
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you about the hen and the eggs when I

ordered the ducks and the kitten, and I was

careful to tell you in front of witnesses.

If you’ve forgotten, it's not my fault. All

I’ve got to say is this: the house is about

filled, and unless I get that hen and the

eggs there’ll be no performance as far as I’m

concerned, and you’re out a hundred dollars

clear profit. I can’t live up to my contract

if you won’t let me, and I'll fight you in the

courts to a fare-ye-well finish. I know my

legal rights.”

Keane turned to O'Hara, who was glow

ering at the pair from the box office.

“Wants me to rush out in this peltin’

rain and get him half a dozen eggs and a

live hen” he explained. “Says he won’t

show unless I do it.”

“Then do it, you blithering ass!” howled

Porky O'Hara. “That's what you're here

for. Are you going to let him queer the

show? Get a move on!”

It was eight blocks to the hotel and Keane

had neither umbrella nor overshoes—and

there was not a cab in sight. Nevertheless

he departed growling, to return in about

half an hour with three of the eggs broken

in his pocket, an indignant hen in a gunny

sack, and the water dripping in little rivu

lets from his saturated clothing. He threw

the hen at the Professor's feet, handed him

the three eggs, and all wet and dripping

as he was mounted the stage, while Mrs.

O'Hara managed the destinies of the stere

opticon lantern, to deliver his perfunctory

lecture in a voice quivering with rage.

After the performance, as the crowd

pressed around the box office for the usual

distribution of wooden cuff buttons, Jim

Keane approached the Professor and in

querulous husky tones demanded to know

why the dickens the said Professor hadn’t

used the hen and the eggs after making

him, Keane, run sixteen blocks in the rain

to fetch them.

“I changed my mind” he replied, “after

you broke three of the eggs.” He smiled—

a devilish smile, as became a magician-as

if to imply that forgetting was one of the

privileges of his profession. Keane, realizing
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how heavily the Professor had scored,

turned away without another word. He

dared not trust himself to speak his mind,

for Mrs. O'Hara and his wife were present.

At that moment Porky O'Hara came up.

He also, was smiling.

“Just so you don’t change your mind

too often, McNally, I don’t care” he said.

“Jim had that comin’ to him. However, I

want to give you twenty-four hours notice

about changin' your act. I want you to

put on that basket trick and instead of dis

appearin’ from the stage and enterin’ a

minute later by the front door in your

evenin’ dress suit, I want you to make up

as a tramp in the box-office and walk right

up on the stage. The audience won’t

recognize you, and then you’ll kick over

the basket and act fresh, and about the

time they’re wonderin who you are take

off your make-up and you get the big

laugh. They'll think you’re just a fresh

drunken bum.”

“That is a good one” the Professor an

swered heartily, “and it’ll be easier to do

than make an omelet in a plug hat and

then give the hat back to the old gent in the

first row.” -

“Put it on tomorrow night and we'll try

it out anyhow” warned O'Hara, “and don’t

forget you’ve had your twenty-four hours'

notice in front o' witnesses.”

As O'Hara & Keane's Great Gift Show

entered the taxi waiting for them at the

rear entrance of the opera house, Porky

O’Hara commenced to chuckle.

“What you chucklin’ for, Porky?” de

manded Mr. Keene irritably. Whenever

he was not “in” on a joke he always imag

ined himself to be the butt of it.

“I got a happy idea for the Christmas eve

performance” O’Hara replied.

Mrs. Keane clapped her hands and joined

Mrs. O'Hara in a demand for instant eluci

dation.

“Tomorrow night's Christmas eve an’ we

show in Morganstown. There's a good big

stage in the opery house at Morganstown

an’ we ought to draw a big house-”

“But we won't” interrupted Mrs. O'Hara,

who in addition to her fat was strangely un

diplomatic. “What with this row on be

tween Jim and the Professor—”

“Can that chatter, Julia” warned her

husband. “That's just the sperrit that's

a-goin’ to bust up this show if something

ain't done. I’ve give Jim a week to make

friends with the Professor or get rid of him,

and as I see right off he ain’t a-goin’ to make

good either way, I gotta take matters in my

own hands. Folks, we're a-goin’ to have a

Christmas tree tomorrow night an’ dis

tribute all the gifts from the stage instead

o' givin’ the general admission their wooden

cuff-buttons at the box office. And we ain’t

goin’ to give no wooden cuff-buttons either.

Each an every person gets a numbered

ticket as he goes in, entitlin’ him to a free,

sensible, useful gift—”

“But that'll cost a lot of money” pro

tested Keane.

“I ain’t worryin’,” O’Hara retorted, “be

cause you’re a-goin’ to pay for the extra

value of all them gifts. If you ain’t satisfied

after the show is over, I’ll pay for 'em my

Self.”

“And I call that fair enough” challenged

Mrs. O'Hara belligerently. Her husband

silenced her with an ominous scowl, and

continued.

“Things has come to such a pass with this

show that we gotta cut out the bunk for

one night an’ deliver some real gifts, in

addition to settlin’ forever the internal dis

sensions of the comp’ny. We’re a-goin’ to

have a Christmas celebration—a real old

Merry Christmas—a season of rejoicin’ an’

peace on earth an’ good will to men, an I

got a scheme to put it over that’s a absolute

winner.”

“What's the scheme, Porky?”

“I just thought of it this minute, Jim.

You heard me give the Professor his orders

to put on the disappearin’ basket trick to

morrow night, didn’t you? Well, I got a

new idea. Instead o' distributin’ the gifts

after the show, we'll distribute 'em right

after the first turn, which’ll be the disap

pearin’ basket trick. Then, instead o'

havin’ the Professor come reelin' up the

aisle like a drunken tramp, we'll have him

enter as Santa Claus, up goes the backdrop,

revealin’ a big Christmas tree all lighted up,

an’ the Professor takes charge. As he calls

the number on each gift, the feller with the

correspondin’ number in the audience

comes up on the stage an' gets his gift, and

that way we have 'em all in good humor

before the show starts. Then we'll give 'em

a good show, clear the floor an' have a dance

an’ send 'em all home happy. It’s goin’ to

cost a little money, but it’s good advertisin’

an’ll set at rest them rumors that’s got

afloat about us havin’ a bunk show.”
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“But how about the Professor?”

Keane was dubious.

“After this Christmas celebration you

ain’t goin’ to have no more trouble wit’ the

Professor. Now don't ask questions. Just

leave this to me. If I pull off this stunt an’

make a success o' this Christmas festival,

you pay for it. If I lose out, I pay for it,

and that goes.”

Mr. O'Hara resolutely refused to discuss

his dark scheme further, and his three audi

tors went to bed that night wondering if

success would crown the efforts of the astute

Hibernian to promote peace in the family.

All three doubted it.

Mr.

The hall in which O’Hara & Keane's

Great Gift Show played at Morganstown

the following night was situated upstairs

over a hardware store. The Professor,

accompanied by his employers, visited the

hall early in the afternoon, despite the

pouring rain, and looked over the field.

While the janitor's back was turned he

sawed a trap in the stage floor, which he

carefully covered with a runner of carpet,

and then cast about him for a means of

exit from the rear of the hall, after he

should have emerged from under the stage

into which he would have to drop through

the trap when doing his disappearing basket

trick. There was no rear entrance, how

ever, so the Professor went to a rear window

and measured the distance to the ground.

It was in the neighborhood of twenty feet

and as the Professor carried in his trunk a
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rope, knotted every foot, for just such

emergencies, he was not worried. After

inspecting his rope he allowed a five-foot

drop to the ground, and was worried not

at all. -

“There's some mud beneath that win

dow, Professor,” O’Hara warned him.

“If I was you I'd wear boots when I dropped

out the window. You can change into an

extra pair of shoes in five seconds in the

box office.”

“Good idea” said the Professor pomp

ously. “I’ll do that.”

And verily that night he did it!

Now in order to explain the diabolical

plot hatched in the cunning brain of Porky

O'Hara, it is necessary that we first under

stand the modus operandi of the disappear

ing basket trick.

After due and formal announcement of

his next endeavor to amuse and entertain,

the Professor and his assistant brought on

a large basket about six feet long, three feet

high and three feet wide. It had a hinged

lid, which the Professor opened to prove

that the basket was empty. He next

brought a chair and set it on the stage

six feet from the basket and in front of his

concealed trap door, and placed a screen in

front of the chair to hide it from the audi

enCe.

“I shall now, ladies and gentlemen,”

chanted the Professor, “step behind this

screen to array myself in the court costume

in which it is customary for wizards to

visit his Satanic Majesty. I shall then

enter the basket with this pistol in my hand,

and when I fire the pistol I shall instantly

disappear!”

The Professor thereupon took up his

robes of office and stepped behind the

screen. He was careful to stand on the

chair, in order that his shoulders and head

might be visible to the audience at all

times, and standing thus he dressed him

self in a Mephistophelian costume, with a

hood over his head. Taking the pistol in

his hand and facing the audience he again

warned them that he was about to enter

the basket, fire the pistol and immediately

disappear from the basket, and having

wotted the which, he stepped down from

the chair and for an instant was invisible

behind the screen. But that instant was

long enough for Mrs. Keane to appear

through the trap door, arrayed in a domino

exactly like the Professor's. She was about

the same height as the Professor, and with

the heavy hood over her head one could

not say that she was not the Professor.

Molini merely handed her the pistol and

slipped down through the trap under the

stage floor, while she, carefully averting

her face from the audience, walked out on

the stage and entered the basket. An in

stant later the pistol shot rang out.

Silence settled over the hall simulta

neously with the report of the pistol. The

audience could see the wisp of smoke perco

lating through the basket, and they could

sniff its acrid fumes. For perhaps ten sec

onds they sniffed and wondered until a

cheery shout of “Merry Christmas, good

people,” caused every man, woman and

child to turn and peer up the aisle, down

which a figure garbed as Santa Claus came

running. He quickly charged up the little

runway to the stage, and approached the

basket, inside of which Mrs. Keane clung

to a false panel, which she had succeeded

in inverting. Santa Claus forthwith opened

the basket and tilted it forward, thus pre

senting ocular evidence of the fact that the

Professor had actually disappeared. For a

brief moment he stood confronting them;

then, while they still wondered, he removed

the Santa Claus whiskers for an instant,

displaying the black imperial and strong

white teeth of Professor Molini.

A glad shout of approbation went up

immediately. Without doubt it was a

tremendously clever trick and folks mar

veled at the superhuman power which en

abled him to do it. The Professor bowed

and smiled and showed his teeth some more

before resuming his Kris Kringle whiskers,

when he stepped to the footlights and in

perfectly good Americanese, said:

“Ladies and gen’mun! It becomes neces

sary for me to step out of my character as a

magician for the balance of the evening

while I distribute the wonderful free gifts

which the management has provided for

your entertainment and enjoyment. Con

trary to published reports to the contrary,

the gifts will be distributed before the per

formance goes any further and if any lady

or gen’mun is dissatisfied with his or her

gift the management will cheerfully refund

them the price of admission. On this joyous

Yuletide occasion I deem it only proper to

tell you that my name is not Molini and I

am not an Eyetalian at all, but an American

citizen the same as all of you an’ proud of it.



“There's some mud beneath that window, Professor,” O'Hara warned him. "If I was you

'd wear boots when I dropped out”

Inasmuch as my assumed Eyetalian dialect

would perhaps cause confusion and conse

quent loss of joy to the little children I see

in the audience waitin’ for their gifts from

Santa Claus, I will make no attempt to de

lude you for the balance of the evening's

entertainment with an assumed accent.

As I said before, I am an American citizen

an’ proud of it.”

The audience was evidently proud of the

Professor also, for they cheered his speech

to the echo, and the presentation of the

gifts began. They ran the gamut from

hams to “’phony” jewelry, but having ex

pected wooden cuff-buttons and been agree

ably disappointed, the audience was in a

mood to be tolerant, and when the distri

bution of gifts was over and the Professor

went on with his entertainment they fol

lowed each new trick with almost childish

delight and the Professor's “humor” drew

many a long and hearty laugh.

All in all it was a great evening, and when

the show was over and the Professor went

behind the scenes to shed his stifling Santa

Claus costume while the hall was being

cleared of chairs for the dance that was

to follow, the proprietors of the Gift

Show and their ladies met him with open

armS.

“Julia,” said Mr. O'Hara, taking the

Professor by the arm, “permit me to pre

sent our new Professor, Martin the Marvel.

Mr. Martin, Mrs. O'Hara. And this here

is Mr. Keane, my partner, and the handsome

lady that assisted you is Mrs. Keane. We

welcome you to O'Hara & Keane's Great

Gift Show and wish you the compliments o'

the season.”

And Mr. O'Hara paused, wiped his steam

ing brow and blew his nose with a prodig

ious report.

“The same to you all and many of them,”

replied the amiable Professor. “Delighted

to meet yer. I’m sure we'll all get along

nicely. I'm a married man myself and I

brought Mrs. Martin along with me.”

Beaming, Mr. Keane seized the new wiz

ard's hand and shook it heartily; then turn

ing to his partner, he said:

“Porky, charge all the extra expense up

to me. But before we go any further, for
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the love o’ Mike tell us what you done with

the late Professor Molini.”

“Oh—him?” replied Porky O'Hara care

lessly. “He’s—he's disappeared!”

“Resigned?” queried Keane unbeliev

ingly.

“Same thing. He's jumped his contract.

Just busted Article 6, providin’ that if he

fails to finish any performance except for

sickness on a doctor's certificate, the con

tract’s null and void-”

He was interrupted by the entrance,

through the stage door, of a battered, mud

bespattered individual in a dress suit that

reeked of porcine byres. Mrs. O'Hara

screamed and backed away from the appar

ition.

“Mercy,” she panted, “if it ain’t that

Desmond McNally person!”

Mr. O'Hara advanced upon his late em

ployee threateningly.

“Get out” he said simply, but with con

siderable firmness. “You’ve broke Article

6 of the contract an’ we're t'rough wit’

you, see?”

“I want my week's salary” screamed the

late Professor Molini, while tears of rage

streamed down his cheeks.

Holding his nose with the thumb and

forefinger of his left hand, Mr. O'Hara

reached into his pocket and produced fifty

dollars, which he handed to the unhappy

and abominably scented McNally.

“Here's your dough” he mumbled.

“Merry Christmas and scoot!”

The Professor took the coin and obeyed

with alacrity, and when he had gone the

members of the Great Gift Show gathered

around this Talleyrand who had saved the

day—or rather the night.

Mr. Keane seized his partner's arm hys

terically. “Explain” he said. “Tell me how

you put the skids under this Turk.”

So Mr. O'Hara explained:

“Well, you see, Jim, in the first place I

was born in this town, I know every foot

of it, and I engaged this hall on purpose.

If you'd been real observin’ and looked

out this rear window you’d have noticed

that the end of the building butts up

against a stock corral. Drovers drivin'

their hogs an’ sheep an’ cattle down to the

railroad at Pittsfield to load 'em in cars

always herd their critters into this corral

and hold 'em there over night. The corral

was empty when McNally looked into it

from the back window tonight, but when

he crawled from under the stage and went

down that knotted rope he had to drop

five feet from the end of the rope. Well,

he fell on somethin’.”

“What!” demanded all present breath

lessly.

“A herd of five hundred hogs that I give

a hog-rancher a hundred bucks to drive

into town tonight after dark and lodge in

that corral. They rooted and wallered in

that muddy corral, with the rain a-fallin’

on 'em, and the slush was a foot deep and

there wasn’t a square inch of space that

wasn’t occupied by a hog. They ain’t

vicious hogs, but they’re scary, and when

the Professor lit on their backs, thinkin’

to run around the buildin’ and tear in the

front door, he just naturally got the sur

prise of his life. You'll notice he had his

dress suit on an' it's the only one he has,

and he's been a-crawlin’ an’ a-swimmin’ an’

a-floppin’ over the backs o' them five hun

dred hogs ever since he went down that

rope. Anyhow, I know them hogs are so

thick in there he couldn’t ever walk, and it’s

as dark as a pocket. I was listenin’ at the

back window an I could hear him a

screamin’ and a-cursin’ and a-prayin’ for

half an hour, and then I slipped out and

tipped the village constable onto it that

somebody was a-tryin’ to steal the hogs.

So they snaked him out and took him to

the lock-up. I give the constable five dol

lars to let him out at eleven o’clock. In the

meantime he's threw us down by not fin

ishin his performance an' we're shet of him

an’ safe on our escrow money. I’d figured

it all out an I had Martin the Marvel

shipped up an’ waitin’ in the box office to

finish McNally's tricks.”

He paused and glanced around him hu

morously. “And if this ain’t a Merry

Christmas,” he added, “I’ll pay for the

hire o’ them hogs myself sooner than quarrel

about it.”

Mr. Keane raised his hand solemnly, as

who should say: “Heaven forbid.” What

he did say was:

“No, Porky, I'll foot the bills. This is

the season o’ peace on earth an’ good will

toward men.”

“Amen” said Mr. O'Hara.

“I smell that Professor yet” sniffed Mrs.

O'Hara. “I’m awful glad he's disap

peared.”



HE sport of bird-horizoning is going

to be popular before long; and when

you get the fever you would better

head for Santa Barbara, for here we have

discovered the banner station for winter

birds. A bird “horizon,” be it known, is a

list of all the species of birds seen in a given

locality within a given time. A single day

is the natural unit of observation time,

although it is perfectly proper to speak of

the “July horizon,” or the “horizon of

1913,” or even of a “life horizon”—the

last-named embracing all the species ever

seen by a given observer in his field experi

ence.

“The Christmas Bird Census” has been

taken recently in nearly every state in the

Union. In 1911, Mr. Stewart Edward

White joined the writer in establishing a

record at Santa Barbara nearly double that

of any other station outside of California.

Here on this south-sloping, east-and-west

trending bit of coast a unique condition pre

vails. Confronted on their autumnal flight

by the sudden apparition of the sea, the birds

settle quickly to consider their situation.

Finding abundance of food and shelter,

and being undisturbed by abrupt climatic

changes, they delay until the migratory

By WILLIAM LEON DAWSON

Author of The Birds of Ohio; The Birds of Washington

Photographs by the Author

impulse passes, and so spend a joyous

winter with us, unmindful of the fact that

their easterly-ranging companions, in their

search for congenial conditions, have had

to go hundreds or even thousands of miles

further south. .

Of course we could not get at a hundred

species in a day without the automobile.

We must range from Goleta and La Patera

on the west to Carpinteria on the east, and

take a dash (better two or three) back into

the hills besides. The “Jolly Ellen” (dedi

cated to ornithology by a dear lady in the

Southland) holds five passengers: Mr.

White and Mr. Brooks, both tried and true

census-takers, with yours ornithologically at

the wheel—if you will join us, Mr. and Mrs.

Reader, we shall have a jolly load. We

shall have no use for guns, but be sure to

bring your bird-glasses, binoculars, the

stronger the better. Also come very early,

an hour before daybreak if possible.

Who will be the first to wake, and to

head the Christmas list? Last year it was

Hermit Thrush, dearest and daintiest of

our winter pensioners. Today it is the

Brown Towhee who gives that pugna

cious squeak which does him duty

alike for challenge, victory, love and
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lament—it is this prosaic drab of every

body's backyard who enrolls as number

one. His brighter cousin, the San Diego

Towhee, follows soon with a sleepy trill.

The Pasadena Thrasher wakes up with

a sneeze that sets the Gambel Sparrows

to “zinking.” The Valley Quail shouts

excitedly “Get right up! Get right up!” and

the Wren-tit tumbles down his ladder of song

by way of obedience. The day is begun.

We are off now at 6.30, and we will not

stop to identify dickey-birds as they flit

past in this ghostly light, but will hurry

down to the pier and the Estero to catch

the sea-and-shore birds before they stir

about too much. There is always a treat

in store at Stearns wharf. Gulls and

Scoters and Shags, each of several species,

line the railings or muster on buoys and

upturned boats, or haunt the waters below.

Now it is a Red-throated Loon which

emerges at our very feet, breathless from

a submarine pursuit of anchovy or smelt.

His checkered back gleams for a delicious

moment before he bethinks himself that

all humans are hostile, and sets off for

safer waters. And look! Yonder a

Great Blue Heron stands on a float with

his head huddled down and his legs braced

far apart, like a belated Christmas reveler

intent on vindicating his sobriety.

The Estero is a large flat in the lower end

of town, half covered to the depth of a foot

or so with brackish and filthy back-water.

It is no place for the fastidious sight-seer,

but it is treasure trove for the ornitholo

gist. Here gulls of seven or eight species

and ducks of ten foregather. Royal Terns

pass their leisure hours snoozing on some

secluded bar of this bird haven, while

possibilities of rare sandpipers lurk along

every margin. We are a little late in the

season, to be sure, for the bulk of the Shore

bird host passes south in August and returns

in April or May. The shores of this charmed

spot are alive with landbirds also. The

salicornia yields Savanna Sparrows, Beld

ing's and Bryant's. A little more tweedle

dum on the cheek and a little less tweedle

dee on the foot determines which of these

gentlemen gets the credit for which little

striped sparrow; but it would only confuse

our guests to inflict such subtleties upon

them. Meadowlarks, Blackbirds, Marsh

Wrens, Phoebes—our list is fifty strong

already, and it is only half-past eight.

Our next station will be Laguna Blanca

in Hope Ranch, but some of the gardens

along the way are irresistible. Roses are a

dominant element at this season, but with

out them there would still be a blaze of

color. Anna Hummingbirds are in their

happiest mood now, for it is the season of

courtship. Ever and again they quench

their jeweled splendor in some chalice of

purple or gold, and, drunk with nectar,

revel in Bacchanalian pursuits too swift

for our eyes to follow. Goldfinches, Tit

mice, Gnat-catchers, Ruby-crests will arrest

us by turns; and we must stop in front of

the Arlington to look for our little company

of English Sparrows. These unwelcome

pests are still rarities hereabouts, thanks

to the preoccupation of the field by Cali

fornia Linnets.

A bit of perfect asphalt with the Jolly

Ellen running free, and we are at Laguna

Blanca in a trice. “White” only when

viewed from the summit of the Santa Ynez

range six miles away, this lakelet of forty

acres in its brown setting of tules glows

with ornithological invitation. Upon this

refuge shooting is strictly forbidden, and

even idle disturbance of its feathered deni

zens is discouraged. A fountain fed by

mountain springs gushes from the center

and insures not only the attendance but

the good health of the thousands of ducks

which resort to this sanctuary daily. Not

only so, but the abundant tules which

crowd its shores harbor a great variety of

landbirds and even entice to their hos

pitable depths some of the mountain-and

chaparral-haunting species, such as Fox

Sparrows, Gnat-catchers and Thrushes.

Here may be found the Tree Swallows,

hardiest of the swallowkind, gleaning from

an unfailing supply of winter sweets while

their fellows are fled to Brazil. And here,

and here alone, will appear, fresh from

wanderings in the invisible abyss, those

avian meteors, the White-throated Swifts.

Of course it is the insects which lure them

down; but when they come, they come so

suddenly, and they hawk for their prey

with such fierce-winged zeal, with such

intricacy of evolution, and are so soon gone

again, that it would seem as if Mistress

Blanca were some magician who, having

summoned from the sky a hundred scimi

tars, proceeds to juggle furiously with

them. Then, tiring of the sport, she tosses

the flashing blades back into heaven and

waits our applause.
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Egypt in California. White-faced glossy Ibises on Laguna Blanca

Our list stands nearly ninety now. Those

blessed tules have yielded us nineteen new

species besides twenty-nine duplicates.

Now that we think of it, the day has be

come very quiet and a bit warm. The

birds are slipping into cover for their

accustomed noontide siesta, and certain

inner promptings of our own-let's run

over to the sea-cliffs for lunch. A winding

course under the cool oaks with their lavish

gray-green draperies of moss brings us to

the old picnic grounds where we leave the

machine, and, after a scramble up the hill

side, find ourselves facing the shimmering

leagues of a sunlit sea. So peaceful is it

all that we almost forget to be hungry, and

gaze dreamily a-sea instead. Shorn of

their power by the beds of clinging kelp

through which they have struggled, the

waves break at last, almost soundless, at

the foot of our cliff. Beyond the kelp-beds

the waves glisten again, but the blue bar

riers of Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa, rising

benignly across the channel, assure us
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The bright eyes of the Western Gnat-catcher seem alight with Christmas greeting

that boisterous billows may never shatter

our peace.

The scene does not altogether lack ani

mation either, for just above the crestline

of a sea-cliff is the proper path for all way

faring Gulls, and they pass us by twos or

threes or dozens, now veering sharply if

our presence has broken a winged reverie,

now pausing to sniff at our sandwiches if

the Larine nostril has been harbor-trained.

Dun Cormorants pass at a lower level at a

speed disquietingly suggestive of belated

commuters; but the California Brown Peli

cans, drowsing among the floating tresses

of the kelp maidens, restore our sense of

repose. Again and again we test with the

glasses the outer margin of the kelp-beds,

intent on possible Shearwaters or Jaegers,

or still more hypothetical Skuas, and are

rewarded at last by-whales. Whales!

three of them, spouting and sporting in the

shimmering sea. One old fellow plows along

methodically just outside the kelp-line,

diving and blowing by turns, while a
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company of hovering Gulls attends his slow

progress. The fucaceous forest is too much

for him, apparently, and he forbears to

thread its narrow aisles.

But all this is more restful than profit

able. Our next objective is Sandylands,

where Mr. White's summer cottage stands

among the dunes near Carpinteria. And

we must reach those neglected hills some

time before sundown for they are beginning

to prey upon our consciences. All aboard,

then! Along the cliff drive to the Plaza we

hasten, picking up new records now and

then, but paying dearly in time for some

fruitless quests; past the Estero, where we

dare not pause again; along the East

Boulevard, where automobiles and San

derlings almost touch wings in passing.

We brush the skirts of Montecito but,

blind to all else for today, we count a

glimpse of Cedarbirds, sitting primly along

a wire, more fortunate than all the views

of millionaire villas which the way affords.

On past Miramar, aflame with flowers;

over Ortega Hill and through Summerland

with its giant ugliness of oil derricks; on

we fly, and so along the Coast highway to

the little lane and the rickety gate which
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lets us in on Sandylands. Here we scatter,

one to search the lagoons for unrecorded

Sandpipers, one to retrieve the recreant

Horned Lark from his sand-dune wilder

ness, and one to glean along the shore for

Curlews or Plovers. We are to meet at the

base of the long spit and to advance cau

tiously upon this infallible retreat of rarities.

Solitude and the murmuring sea prove

almost too much for the coast detail. The

footsteps linger. What matter the birds

in such a lotus land? The sand-dunes are

a mild Sahara, the Rincon a milder Vesu

vius, and surely the waves by my side are the

very same that soothed Ulysses on the

Circean isle. What matters to me if also

beyond the gates the Hesperides have set

the sky aglow? The laggard footsteps

cease. A couch upon the sand were para

dise enow. Willets! By Jiminy! Two of

them, as noisy as life! They should have

cleared our borders a month ago by all

the books, yet here they are lingering to

taste our Christmas cheer. And what is

this? A Plover? No; better yet, a Black

Turnstone. His fellows are all out on the

reefs of Anacapa clinging to the slippery

rocks and snatching barnacles between the

buffets of the waves; but this plucky chap

has come ashore, on purpose, to boost our

record. Bravo! and mucha: gracias!

Rejoining our mates at the appointed

place, we peep cautiously over the parapet

of sand and behold a quiet company of

Plovers, Black-bellied Plovers, or “Beetle

heads,” each standing demurely upon one

leg, or else squatting on the sand. “Too oo

leep” a mellow whistle sounds, and in

stantly all is attention. Our ambuscade

is discovered and every eye is intent upon

this western horizon of sand. “Too oo

leep” sounds again, and a dozen answer as

with daintily uplifted wings they reveal

the black axillaries and pause just an

instant before taking flight. Too bad,

birdies! We are gunless and therefore

guiltless, and we would be friends; but you

and we must both suffer until such time as

our better human sense takes pity on the

frightened remnant of your once innumer

able hosts.

Three o'clock! and we have only glimpsed

bits of shore-life, with the wealth of the

canyons and the foot-hills, to say nothing

of the mountain range itself, still untouched.

We are distraught with the sense of unused

opportunities. The mountains we cannot

touch today, and the foot-hills we cannot

begin to do justice to, but we must have a

look-in at one of the canyons. A Burrow

ing Owl, No. 98, flushes most unexpectedly

as we hurry back to the machine; and a

Golden Eagle, very graciously, also very

majestically, sails overhead, No. 99. And

then San Diego Wren makes the score an

even Ioo, the record so far.

At a time when one requires to look

his bird friends very closely in the face,

a Western Winter Wren comes out of

the upper San Roque “Chic” by “Chic,”

and bush by bush, until we can see

the clean-cut pattern of his smoking

jacket and the mischievous gleam of his

beady eye. W. W. W. goes down as No.

IoI. A party of bedding Robins enrolls

as No. 102, and a Varied Thrush, first

cousin to the Robins, No. 103.

That is enough. At least the Barn Owl

thinks so, for search we never so diligently

in his remembered haunts, he will not be

counted. The brilliant afterglow of the

West fades to ashes as we glide down the

lower slope of the foot-hills; and the chill

of evening strikes in as we review the for

tunes of the day. The motors of the Jolly

Ellen have ceased purring, and the garage

doors have clanged shut, when “Hoo hoooo,

mee toooo” quavers the Screech Owl, Num

ber 104. Three cheers for Santa Barbara!

Up goes the record four points!

Awfully good of you to say so, Mr. and

Mrs. Reader. No, it has been a real pleas

ure to have you with us. You are invited

next year, and we'll make it IIo.
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This and the following The north façade of the Exposition, facing the Marina

photographs are copyrighted and the Golden Gate, where already great stretches
by the Panama-Pacific of lawn are green beside the sea

International Exposition

Viewed from the nearly com

*> pleted Palace of Machinery, the

- unbroken façade of the build

ings along the sea, a mighty

wall pierced by only three great

entrances, will present the ap

pearance of a walled Oriental

city, with golden domes and

turrets, and richly colored roofs.

The Marina, the great esplanade

lying along the bay between the

Exposition ferry slips and the

yacht harbor, is already green

with acres of lawn, and cypresses

and pines are being planted.

Present progress argues for

the fulfilment of the prophecy

that the structures of the Ex

position will be ready more than

eight months before

- the date of its formal

Mongolian warrior, one

of the colossal figures in Opening, February 2O,

the group "Nations of 1915 -

the East" crowning an -

arch of the Court of

the Sun and Stars
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Artisans in the Palace of Machinery making the stucco

finish for the exterior

One of the most interesting spots just now on the

grounds of the Exposition is that where tests and

* > experiments are being made with the imitation

N Travertine rock which will form the outer covering

of the exhibit palaces, including columns, capitals,

cornices and other details of architectural ornamenta

tion. The exterior appearance of the entire exposi

tion will be of great beauty. Travertine rock, or

marble, found near the Tiber river, in Italy, is a

peculiarly beautiful stone. Ancient Rome was

built of it. This exposition, instead of suggesting

dazzling plaster and stucco, as in others, will convey

an impression of marble, soft in tone and color, a

harmonious blending of several warm tones of gray

and pink.

Here and there a note of contrast will be obtained

by casting of columns in replica of Red Sienna or

Numidian marble or a verde antique bronze and

gold. In the courts additional color will be used on

the walls behind the colonnades, in

- architraves and cornices, in domes

'''" and niches. The whole impression will
the East" be one of extraordinary richness.
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Sculptors at work in the sculpture warehouse near the

Palace of Machinery

Work is progressing actively upon the sculpture

which will adorn the magic city of the Exposition.

Some of the foremost sculptors of the world will co

operate to idealize the story of the Panama Canal.

Figures of the heroic explorers of the oceans, groups

symbolical of the Orient and the Occident, colossal

representations of struggle and achievement will

illustrate many of the dramatic themes inseparably

associated with the search for an entrance way to the

Pacific and with the final building of the Canal at

Panama.

Enlargements from the sculptors’ models are made

by an ingenious “pointing” device, which permits

reproduction on colossal scale with such rapidity as to

be of the greatest aid in the ornamentation of an ex

position.

Two of the most impressive groups upon the grounds

will be set in the great court of honor, the Court of the

Sun and Stars. The east arch will be crowned by a

great group designated as “Nations of the East,” the

- central figure of which is a huge elephant.

Arab falconer from The proposed use of color in the sculpture

£" will be especially effective in the richness

of this Oriental group.
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A TOWER OF THE PALACE OF EDUCATION

Engraved from a painting by Jules Guerin, Director of Color
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One of the groups in the Court of the Four Seasons, where the sculpture will symbolize the

beneficent forces of nature.

corner niches of the Court.

The groups representing the four seasons will be enclosed in the

In addition to sculpture, great mural paintings will embellish

the colonnades
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The Palace of Machinery, completely framed several weeks ago, is now being given

its covering of stucco. This structure, already 85 per cent completed, is believed to

be, in point of cubic contents and amount of construction material required, the

largest frame building that has ever been constructed. Its length is 967 feet, its width

367 feet, and the height of its three arched aisles, recalled on the exterior by three

arched openings on the ends, is 101 feet. As seen from the Bay, at the edge of which

it rises, the great exhibit palace already looms magnificent among the other build

ings now under way. Eight of these are in frame
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More than seventy million feet of lumber will be used in this main exhibit section,

forty odd million feet being already contracted for. The Exposition is using its own

ferry slips and its own yacht harbor and docks, and has just begun to use parts of

its own extensive standard-gauge railway system, for the transportation of material,

and later of exhibits. All these articles, by means of these facilities, may be brought

by sea right to the grounds from any part of the world, without trans-shipment, and

by car from any part of North America where there is a railroad right into the

buildings for which they are destined
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STATELY HOMES OF CALIFORNIA

By PORTER GARNETT

I. NEW PLACE

upon entering the grounds of New

Place, the residence of William H.

Crocker, Esquire, near Burlingame, is best

expressed negatively. The grounds do not

suggest a public park. In spite of their

spaciousness and in spite of the character

istics which they share with all similar areas

to which the art of landscape gardening has

been applied, the sense of privacy which

they convey to the mind is immediate, per

sistent and pleasurable.

Associated with this impression of privacy

is the impression of completeness and age.

The creation of the garden has been the

work of less than a decade, yet it pos

sesses the appearance of being much older

than it really is. It only remains for some

of the slower-growing trees, such as the

stone pines, to attain greater size and the

garden will take on that perfect semblance

of great age which should make it compar

able in atmosphere with the gardens of the

old world.

This atmosphere of age is brought about,

too, by the fact that the various structures

in concrete-terraces,

walls, balustrades—

give, by reason of the

method employed in

their construction (the

mixing of the ma

terials) and the action

of the weather, an

impression of verita

ble antiquity.

The character which

the garden is thus seen

to possess finds a per

fect explanation in

the fact that it was

designed by a painter,

Mr. Bruce Porter, whose chief aim in laying

it out was that it should furnish an appro

priate setting for the human figure. It is

an expression in art in which the human

element is a condition essential to the com

T: impression which one receives plete realization of its purpose. It is, there

fore, a garden not to inspect but to be lived

in; it is a garden in which one's interest is

not topographical nor horticultural but

artistic.

It is frequently the case with those land

scape gardeners who are designers first and

artists afterward, that their zeal for the

larger aspects of their tasks leads them into

placing too great an emphasis upon the

purely panoramic character of their com

positions. Others strive too sedulously for

the formality based upon tradition, and

achieve results in which charm is too often

tempered with severity. In either case the

character of the public park is likely to be

imposed upon a garden intended for private

use, and the relation between such a garden

and its inmates fails of that intimacy for

which at New Place Mr. Porter has so

skilfully provided.

Another point to which these considera

tions call attention is the homogeneous

character of the garden in what may be

called its various “departments,” and the

interesting harmony which exists between

the garden and the

house. This is the

more remarkable as

the two were designed

independently. The

garden originated be

fore the house was

designed, to a certain

degree, with a house

of a different kind in

view. In style the

garden is-speaking

generally- Italian,

yet the expression of

individual taste,

prompted by the ar

tist's feeling for the requirements of his

task, has entered largely into the design.

The result of this exercise of a personal art

—in the expression of which are combined

essential beauty with dependence upon
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human association already noted-is a

charming congruity. -

Approaching the house along the main

driveway you have, on the one hand, an

unbroken row of elms and, on the other, a

lawn in which trees and

plants of different species are

disposed with regard to that

irregular order which gives

variety to the composition

of the foreground with which

the eye is here invited to

concern itself. Through the

screen of trees beyond the

lawn, vistas, limited in extent

and accented now and again

by marmoreal ornaments,

open out occasionally, but a

view of the great expanse

of the estate is reserved until

the eminence upon which the house stands

. s reached.

The estate comprises some seven hundred

acres and the view from the residence ex

tends beyond its confines in one direction

only—toward the east where the land

stretches to the distant shores of San Fran

cisco bay. Save for a quadrangle of tall

pines and the densely wooded ravine which

lies to the west of the residence, the gardens

which extend for a considerable distance on

all sides have been created entirely by arti

ficial planting. Beyond the lawns and ter

races toward the south, a rolling meadow

has been allowed to remain untouched save

by the plow and the reaper which with the

changing seasons impart a variety of in

terest in pleasing contrast with the ordered

beauty of the nearer vistas. In other direc

tions also the gardens merge imperceptibly

into the simplicity or the wildness of undis

turbed nature. For example, a short walk

to the westward brings you to a charming

pond nestling in a canyon. From this a

small stream flows, passing in its course

beneath the massive bridge which affords

the principal approach to the house.

It is difficult, short of that familiarity

with localities which only comes with con

tinued acquaintance, to reduce a garden of

such an extent as that at New Place to a

pattern in the mind, to correlate all those

features which continually take one by sur

prise as one passes through its many avenues

and by-paths. Here a sheltered spot has

been plotted in preparation for an orangery;

another turn brings you upon a Japanese

garden; still another and some piece of

ancient marble greets the eye from the

shrubbery. These marbles, of which there

are a number but not an excess, are both

Greek and Italian. Among the most notable

pieces are a Venetian pozzo

or well-head, and a Roman

sarcophagus which is sup

posed to have been executed

in Italy by Greek workmen,

and dates in all probability

from the second century B.C.

Allusion has already been

made to the harmony that

exists between the garden and

the house in spite of the fact

that they were planned inde

pendently and present certain

stylistic differences.

The residence is the work

of Mr. Lewis P. Hobart, and is related in

design to the Villa Clementine at Caen.

The derivation, however, is by no means

direct, for only in the façade toward the

garden is the design of the French villa

approximated. This façade, which expresses

the house architecturally, has the dignity

which inheres in judiciously determined

proportions, and in simplicity of design

and detail.

It may be said of the interior that each

of the various rooms on the ground floor

leaves some distinct impression. It is,

however, the so-called “garden room” that

one revisualizes most readily. The reader

would be given more assistance perhaps if

this were called a sun room, for such it is,

its high walls on three sides being made

almost entirely of glass. An estimate of its

size gives its dimensions as about 30 by 5o

feet. The walls and the ceiling are green,

the tone being light without being pale.

The floor is of pinkish stone. The furnish

ings are in natural wicker and in wood of

similar color, while darker accents are sup

plied by a number of distinguished examples

of Chinese art. The whole effect is one of

airiness, heightened by the absence of light

absorbing fabrics. What might be severity

is changed to serenity by means of the de

lightful “color scheme.”

Chinese ornaments play an important

part also in the furnishing of other rooms,

although in only one—the smoking room—

are they predominant. This apartment con

tains notable examples of ancient Chinese

painting, and fine pieces of lacquer and
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porcelain. It would be proper to refer to

many of these examples of Chinese art as

“museum pieces,” but they are made to

serve their purpose as ornaments so con

sistently that their curious interest is

agreeably subordinated.

One sees in the exceptional

collection of Chinese art at

New Place the expression of

a connoisseurship as exacting

on the one hand as that of

the expert scientific collector,

and more exacting on the

other hand because less inclu

sive and more personal.

The connoisseur interest is

temperedby individual predi

lection and by a response to

intrinsic beauty rather than

to curio quality. Thus we

find the exotic art of the Orient represented

by one distinctively national style—the

Chinese, which in a certain inevitable

nobility of design expresses a refinement

toward the beautiful as against the refine

ment toward the subtle and delicate ex

pressed in the exquisite art of Japan.

It cannot be denied that by confining

what I must again call the exotic art of the

Orient to one class only, a possible dishar

mony has been avoided. Since it is true of

Occidental art that—with the exception of

the styles of Gothic derivation- the various

styles of ornament are derived from classic

prototypes, no charge of disharmony can

be urged against the association of these

styles, although they may represent differ

ent periods and peoples. It has already

been pointed out that there is no lack of

harmony between Mr. Hobart's French

villa and Mr. Porter's Italianate garden.

In the light of what has here been said,

it is interesting to note that in the furnish

ing of New Place the owners' personal pre

dilections have deterred them from any

attempt to carry out the historical method

by creating what are called “period rooms.”

Even in the stately English dining room

with its imported oak paneling, rich with

the tone of years, there has been no attempt

at that historical precision which however

interesting to the amateur must needs take

away from the personal atmosphere which

is characteristic of New Place and which

makes it seem a home that is lived in.

This character is suggested no less

markedly in the spacious drawing room

rose-colored as to furniture

and hangings—but it reaches

its most complete expression

in the library, a room that

is at once dignified and

intimate.

Here are to be found a

number of the most notable

paintings of a notable collec

tion. Among them is a

Rousseau which made upon

the writer when he first saw

the canvas twenty-five years

ago an impression of peculiar

vividness and unique me

morial permanence. Here is Millet’s “The

Man With the Hoe,” a great work of art

in spite of the fact that some persons

have succeeded to their own satisfaction

in reading a sermon into it. Here too is

an alluringly representative canvas by

the epoch-making Monet. The library

contains also one of three family portraits

by Baldini, the other two being in the

drawing room.

In this necessarily incomplete survey it is

impossible to deal specifically with all the

items of importance in the collection.

Mention may be made, however, of ex

amples of the skill of Bellini, Canaletto,

Guardi, Del Mazo and Puvis de Chavannes.

Still other notable works of art which are

here domiciled are the exquisite bronzes of

the later Sansovino (Tatti), while, among

examples of sculpture which would make a

less perfect thing suffer by comparison, Mr.

Arthur Putnam's female figure “Twilight”

holds its own felicitously. The Californiana

in the library, the examples of the work of

Chippendale, Hepplewhite—as numerous

as they are notable—the tapestries, the

silver, in fact, all the groups in this magnifi

cent art collection invite comment yet in

no aspect are they more interesting than in

the household significance which they

possess as parts of a sumptuous but genuine

and charming home.
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ERE'S no getting

away from it—the

general run of

magazine illustration of

western fiction has always

been a good deal of a

joke. The joke has lain

in the unfaithfulness of

the pictures to the life

they were supposed to

illustrate. Not many ar

tists have actually lived

the life; most of them

have satisfied themselves

with gathering together

in their studios a mess of

junk fondly supposed to

be typically western—

picturesque old hats,

ornate Spurs, saddles,

chaps, gaudy shirts, and

what-not, to be worn by

-

-

By Way of

wife would squirm if she

were portrayed attend

ing a White House recep

tion in a Mother Hub

bard. Well, lots and lots

of magazine pictures of

life in the West have

been quite as absurd.

When SUNSET MAGA

studio models picked up

on the streets of little old New York and

resembling westerners about as much as

Saint Peter resembles Mephistopheles.

Some magazines have tried to get around

the difficulty by laying stress upon the fame

of their artists in other styles of work.

But that hasn’t helped a little bit. An

artist may know the drawing-room or café

life of New York, down to the last intimate

scrap of detail, and still be a benighted

ignoramus on the details of plains life.

That's not to his discredit unless he tries to

illustrate plains stories. Then he discredits

himself. Fancy a William J. Locke turning

out a story of life in a Pennsylvania steel

mill or a California logging camp!

I maintain that the work of an illustrator

should be no less faithful to his subject than

the work of a writer. Writers are few, in

this day, bold enough to attempt serious

fiction dealing with a phase of life they

know nothing about. And such writers

don't last long. They get found out and go

into the discard. That's really where they

belong.

It pains a Wyoming cow-country man

when he appears in a magazine picture

riding an English fox-hunter's saddle, or a

Mexican greaser's jeweled sombrero, or an

Irish laborer's broad flat boots, or a farm

hand's gloves; or when he's shown with his

gun on the wrong hip, or his neckerchief

incorrectly tied, or his rope badly hung

from his saddle. You know how a senator's

ZINE concluded to pub

lish my Wyoming novel, “The Man

Who Won,” it tickled me down to the

ground to know that an illustrator was to

be sent to live for a while in the actual

scenes of the story and to mix with the

actual people whose life is the story's life.

Better still, the artist selected was a man of

rare qualification for the work—Arthur

Cahill. And—for me the frosting on the

cake—I was asked to go with him.

We met at Cheyenne early one great

plains morning, and headed immediately

for the Platte country to the northward.

The story was laid in the district above the

Platte, where ranchmen and dry farmers

have been on opposite sides for years in a

contest for possession of the land. We

were to travel the country up and down

and across with horses, after we left the

railroad, getting into the very vitals of the

matter. I had had years of experience with

the people and their problems and had tried

to write truly “from the inside.” I’ll con

fess to an occasional shiver of uneasiness

when I wondered how the whole thing

would strike the artist—a man trained to

look at life from another angle.

Cahill and I had not met before. In about

three-quarters of a minute we had become

good old friends; and then, instanter, one

element of misgiving was gone. Mr. Cahill

struck me as an artist able to look real life

straight in the face. If he knows the studio

conventions, the rules of thumb, he had left

Author and Artist

“On the

By W. R.
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this knowledge behind

him. If ever an artist

went at a piece of work

sincerely, whole-hearted

ly, open-mindedly, it was

Arthur Cahill on this trip.

I don’t know how

many miles we rode over

—several hundred. We

were brimming over with

bits of human experience.

For example:

Nine-Barranch lost one

of its sheep-herders last

winter, in a terrible

blizzard. The manner of

his death shows the spirit

of the men of that country

as well as anything could.

We got the story from

the ranch camp-tender.

Nobody knew anything

at all about this herder—

where he came from, nor

who he was, nor what his

life had been. He was

not much more than a

boy. When they found

his body buried in the

snow, several days after

his death, away out on

saw that country from A

to Izzard. For several days we put up

at the famous Nine-Bar ranch on Raw

hide—home of the real Billy Fortune.

There we hob-nobbed with Billy and his

mates, in bunk-house and sheep-camp, on

the beef roundup and along the irrigating

ditches. There Mr. Cahill got most of his

pictures, right from the life. There was no

posing, no decorative costuming, no false

note of any sort. The men were caught

doing their work, living their accustomed

life, being just themselves.

About the middle of the second day I

began to wish that this Cahill lad wouldn't

work so hard. He'd drag me out of bed for

six-o'clock breakfast; and then there he'd

go with his kit across the wide spaces. He

didn’t seem to care a hoot whether we got

anywhere for dinner; I could never get a bit

of sympathy out of him on account of the

gnawing pain that would strike my vitals

toward supper-time. In the evenings, after

the roystering in the bunk-house had

quieted down, we'd go to our room and talk

over the scenes of the story for hours and

hours. Often and often he'd poke me awake

in the middle of the night to discuss some

thing he'd just thought of. Thorough? If

there was anything that man didn't get, it

simply wasn’t there at all. I'll bet money,

marbles or chalk that the pictures for this

story will be true—and truest of all in that

subtlest of all qualities, atmosphere.

It was grilling hard work; but the days

the empty plains, they

took a memorandum book from his

pocket. He had scrawled a last message

with his freezing fingers. “Tell my friend

the barkeeper” it said. And that was

absolutely all.

On the last day of the ride we stopped at

a beef roundup camp for dinner. When the

riders came in at noon—a score of hand

some huskies—they mistook us at first for

a couple of amateur sight-seers; but when

they found out what was what, we owned

the camp for a while. Over and over again

they went through parts of their work, to

let us get it right-saddling, roping, “cutting

out,” and such like-brilliant work, too,

and repeated over and over for our benefit,

with infinite patience. Those boys are going

to study Cahill’s pictures with most uncom

mon interest.

We thought we hadn’t missed anything.

So sure were we of it that at Hartville Junc

tion, where we waited for our train at the

trip's end, we hailed a boy on the station

platform – an impudent-eyed, brown

skinned twelve-year-old with a tilted nose.

“Say, son,” we said, “if you can tell us

anything we haven’t found out about this

country, we'll give you two-bits.”

We got his answer in the next breath:

“Shucks! I can tell you something you

don’t know—our old sow up in the lot has

had pigs this afternoon!”

It was certainly one trip, and it certainly

produced results.
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IN THE MORNING OF TIME

The PULLER-DOWN of TREES

By CHARLES G. D. ROBERTS

Author of The Heart of the Ancient Wood; The Feet of the Furtive

Illustrated by Paul Bransom

Came

lumbering

a Giant

Rhinoceros

Gröm and A-ya, lovers in a forest primeval, are the Finders of Fire.

thus known as “The Children of the Shining One.”

Their tribe is

Gröm and A-ya, after perilous

adventures, here encounter their most terrifying enemy, “The Puller-down of Trees.”

the Valley of Fire, in the two great

caves known as the Cave of the Bears

and the Cave of the Hyenas, the tribe of the

Children of the Shining One now dwelt

secure and began to recover heart. Before

each cave-mouth, tended night and day,

burned the sacred flame, its tongues lick

ing upward in gold and scarlet with a

radiance from which all the tribe, with the

sole exceptions of Bawr the Chief and Gröm

his right hand and councilor, were wont

to avert their eyes in awe whenever they

passed it in their comings and goings.

Only from a distance would they presume

O' the broken hill-slope overlooking to look at the flames directly; and ever as

they looked, their wonder and their rever

ence grew. Their trust in the protection

of the Shining One came to have no bounds.

For night after night would the great red

bears return, prowling in the mysterious

gloom just beyond the ring of light, with

their dreadful eyes turned fixedly upon

their former habitation, only to be driven

off ignominiously when Gröm rushed at

them with a shout and a flaming torch

waved above his head. And night after

night would the troops of the hyenas come

back, their monstrous-jowled heads swing

ing low from their mighty shoulders, to
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sit and howl their devilish laughter above

their ancient lair, only to slink off in cowed

silence when the Chief would hurl a blazing

brand among them.

When the beasts were thus discomfited

and abashed, the boldest of the warriors

would go leaping after them and bring

down the hindermost with spears. So it

came about that presently the great ani

mals knew themselves beaten, and sullenly

withdrew to the other side of the hills.

It was just this country at the other side

of the hills which most appealed to the

restless imagination of Gröm. Within the

valley, which widened out, as it receded

from its fiery gateway, to enclose league

upon league of fertile plain, was good hunt

ing, along with an abundance of roots,

fruits and edible herbs. But in Gröm’s

heart burned that spirit of unquenchable

expectation which has led the race of man

upward through all obstacles—the urge to

find out ever what lies beyond. The saw

toothed line of these dark volcanic summits

drew him irresistibly, with the promise of

unknown wonders hidden behind them.

During these few weeks since coming

to the Valley of the Fire, Gröm had been

tirelessly experimenting with the bright

Element, trying this kind of fuel and that,

one after another, in order to learn what

food was most acceptable to it. He learned

that certain substances they would devour

in raging haste, only to fail and die soon

after, or not truly to die, he imagined, but

to flee back unseen to their dancing flick

ering source at the valley mouth. Other

substances he found that they would con

sume slowly but pertinaciously. While

into yet others, such as dry turf and punk,

they would eat their way and hide, main

taining therein for a long time a retired

but potent existence, ready to leap into

radiant life under certain provocation.

His invention stimulated by these experi

ments, he had made himself several hollow

tubes of a thick green bark whipped about

with thongs, and had stuffed them with

that mixture of turf and punk which he

found best calculated to hold the furtive

seeds of the element alive.

With one of these slow torches alight

and several spare ones slung over his

shoulder, Gröm set out to cross the pointed

hills and seek new wonders in the lands

beyond. The tall girl, A-ya, went with

him. Like Gröm, the girl carried two

flint-headed spears; but instead of his long

bone-smashing club she bore a short

handled hammer-like weapon which she

had fashioned for herself. It consisted of

a jagged splinter of red porphyry lashed

across the split end of a stick of green ash.

And she had learned to handle it with a

deadly precision. Both wore clumsy but

effective flint knives in their girdles of

twisted skin. The girl, besides her weap

ons, carried a substantial burden of strips

of meat dried hard in the sun, in case game

should prove scarce or elusive in the land

beyond the hills. But when they had got

well out of sight of the caves Gröm turned,

relieved her of the burdens which, accord

ing to tribal conventions, it was her duty

to carry for her man, and gave her instead

the light but precious tube of fire.

As they ascended the ragged slopes,

vegetation grew sparse, and when, toward

night-fall, they gained the pass which Gröm

was making for, a deep cleft between two

steep red-and-purple peaks, the rock be

neath their feet was naked but for a low

growth of flowering herbs and thorn. The

pass was too high for the aloe and mesem

bryanthemum to flourish, and the lava bed

which floored it was yet too new to have

clothed itself in any of the larger moun

tain-loving trees. Here they passed the

night, in a shallow niche of rock with a

fire before it; and the fire being visible

from a long way off, no prowlers cared

even to approach it. On the following

day they traveled swiftly, but the pass was

long. It was near sunset again when at

last the rocks fell away to either side, and

they saw spread out below their feet the

land which they had come to explore.

It was a vast rolling plain, golden-green

with rank cane-like grasses, dotted with

innumerable clumps of trees and laced with

full water-courses which lay in spacious

loops of blue and silver. Here and there

lay broad irregular patches where the

grasses did not flourish, and these were of

vivid emerald green from some unknown

growth. All along the horizon sparkled a

great water. And half way down the

steep, toward the right, smoked and

smouldered a shallow saucer-shaped crater

from whose broken lower rim a purple

brown serpent of comparatively recent

lava descended in sluggish curves across

the intense green. Somewhat to the girl's

apprehension, Gröm seemed anxious to
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investigate the smoking crater; but the

only practicable path down the mountain

led them far away from it, so he was con

tent to leave it for another time and

another, perhaps less repellent, approach.

Descending presently into a region of

ledges and ravines clothed with dense

thickets, they found on every hand traces

of the giant bears and the sabre-tooth

tigers whom they had driven from the

caves in the Valley of Fire. Gröm hur

riedly whirled the smouldering torch into

a blaze, and from it lighted a couple of

resinous brands, one for himself and one

for A-ya to carry. Thus armed they

fearlessly followed the broad trail of the

bears, which led them very conveniently

down the steep. And bear and sabre

tooth alike, at sight of the flames thus

apparently seeking them out, slunk off

like whipped curs.

Gröm's immediate object was to make

his way straight to the shores of that great

water, whose gleaming on the horizon had

been like an invitation to his inquiring

spirit. But when, early in the forenoon

of the fourth day, they reached the low

lands, he found that his way would be

anything but straight. The immense

grasses, a species of cane, grew so tall, so

dense and so thick in the stem that it was

impossible to force a path through them

just where he would. He saw that he

must use the trails of the wild beasts,

which intersected it in all directions. There

were the tracks of every animal he knew,

the hunters and the hunted alike, and of

many more which he did not know. But

one broad trail in particular arrested his

attention. It struck such fear to the heart

of the girl, whose eyes were keen and un

derstanding, that her knees trembled be

neath her, and had she dared she would

have begged Gröm to turn back from a

land which held such monsters.

Even Gröm himself felt a thrill of awe

as he stared at the trail which bespoke so

mighty a traveler. Wherever it led, the

sturdiest growths were crushed flat as if

some huge boulder from the mountains

had been rolled over them. And the

monstrous footprints which here and there

stamped themselves clearly in the path

were thrice the size of those of the hugest

mammoth. Gröm stooped and studied

these footprints, pondering them with

knit brows. What manner of giant it

might be which moved on such colossal

misshapen members it was beyond his wits

to guess. But of a surety it was a fine

road-maker! With a confident arrogance

born of the knowledge that he was the lord

of Fire, he deliberately chose to pursue

this dreadful trail. And the girl, hiding

her terror lest it should diminish her credit

in his sight, followed close at his elbow, her

bright eyes tirelessly searching the jungle

on either side.

Suddenly behind them came a confused

terrifying noise of panting breaths and

trampling feet. It came sweeping down

the broad trail. There were grunting

cries, also; and Gröm understood at once

that a herd of pig-tapirs—heavy-footed

timorous beasts as tall as heifers—were

sweeping down upon them in mad flight

before some unknown pursuer. Against

that blind panic, that headlong frantic

rush, he knew that blazing brands would

avail nothing. He clutched the girl by

the hand. “Come!” he ordered. And

they fled side by side down the trail.

It was in their minds to climb the first

suitable tree they should come to, and let

the rout go by. In a half a minute or so,

over the tops of the giant grasses they

sighted such a tree, only a few hundred

yards ahead. The trail, swerving op

portunely, appeared to lead directly to

ward its foot, and they raced on, the girl

now laughing softly with excitement and

forgetting her fear of the unknown because

of the known peril behind her. It pleased

her curiously to find that her man had not

grown too divine to be ready to run away

on fitting occasion; and she kept glancing

at him from under her dark tangle of hair

with eyes of passionate possession.

The wild uproar behind was drawing

nearer swiftly; but the refuge was now

not more than fifty paces ahead. All at

once the way to it was barred. Out from

a little side-track on the right came lumber

ing a gigantic rhinoceros, his creased and

folded hide clothed in matted brown wool

and caked with clay. He swung round

into the trail, almost blocking it with his

bulk, stared for a couple of seconds with

evil little eyes at the two slim beings be

fore him, then lowered the huge double

horn that armed his snout and charged at

them with a grunt of fury.

Caught thus fairly between the devil

before and the deep sea of trampling hoofs
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behind, Gröm had no choice. A second’s

waving of the lighted brands convinced

him that the rhinoceros was too dense of

brain to fear the fire, or even to notice it.

Once more clutching the girl's hand, he

ran back a little way, seeking to draw the

two perils together and give them an op

portunity to distract each other's atten

tion. He ran back till the flying plunging

herd of the pig-tapirs came into full view

around the curve of the trail. Then with

all his strength he forced his way into the

grass, on the left, shouldering aside the

rigid stems to make room for the girl to

enter. She hurled her blazing brand full

into the face of the rhinoceros, hoping to

confuse or divert him for an instant, then

thrust herself lithely in past Gröm. The

rhinoceros was diverted for an instant.

The smoke and sparks half blinded him,

and in a paroxysm of fury he checked him

self to trample the strange assailant under

foot. Then he thundered forward. But

the tough stems of the grass had closed

up again. The two fugitives were hidden.

He saw the packed herd of the tapirs bear

ing down upon him; and forgetting the

insignificant creatures who had first roused

his anger he charged forward at full speed

to meet this new foe.

Realizing well enough that in three or

four seconds more the crash would come,

and that the struggle between the rhinoc

eros and the maddened herd would be

little short of a cataclysm, Gröm and the

girl struggled breathlessly to force them

selves to a safe distance lest they should

be crushed in the melée. The sweat ran

down into their eyes and swarms of tiny

insects breeding in the giant stems choked

their throats and nostrils; but they wrestled

their way onward blindly, foot by foot.

Behind them, out in the trail, came a pon

derous crash, and then an appalling ex

plosion of squeals, screams, grunts and

roars. The next instant the rigid stems

gave way suddenly before them, and they

fell forward, with a startled cry from the

girl, into a deep and sunless water.

They came up spluttering and choking;

but as soon as she could catch breath the

girl laughed, whereupon the grimness of

Gröm's face relaxed. The water was a

deep creek completely overshadowed and

hidden by the rank growth along its banks.

But just opposite was the tree whose refuge

they had been trying to gain. They swam

across in half a dozen strokes, drew them

selves ashore, and shook themselves like

a pair of retrievers. Through all the

flight, the fierce effort among the grass

stems, and the unexpected ducking, they

had kept tenacious hold of every one of

their treasures.

But—their fire was out! The brand

was black; the precious tube, with the

seeds of fire at its heart, was drenched,

saturated and lifeless.

For a moment or two Gröm looked into

the girl's eyes steadily, conveying to her

without a word the whole tremendous

significance of their loss. The girl re

sponded, after a second's dismay, with a

look of trust and adoration which brought

a rush of warmth to Gröm's heart. He

smiled proudly, and shook his club as if

to reassure himself. Then climbing hur

riedly into the tree they stared back over

the plumed tops of the grasses.

The sight that met their eyes was not

one for weak nerves. The spot in the

grass which they had just escaped from

was a shambles. The foremost of the

panic-stricken pig-tapirs, met by the charge

of the rhinoceros, had been ripped and

split by the rooting of his double horn,

and hurled to either side as if by some

titanic plow. A couple more had been

trampled down and crushed before his

charge was stayed by the irresistible pres

sure of the surging, squealing mass before

him. There he had stood fast, like a

jagged promontory in the surges, tossing

his mighty head and thrusting hideously,

while the rest of the herd passed on, either

scrambling clean over him or breaking

down the canes and pouring around on

either side. Of those that passed over

him about one in every three or four got

ripped by the tossing horn, and went

staggering forward a few paces, only to

fall and be trodden out by their fellows.

Close behind the last of the squealing

fugitives came the cause of their panic

two immense black lions, who had appar

ently been playing with their prey like

cats. When they came face to face with

the rhinoceros, where he stood among his

victims shaking the blood from horn and

head and shoulder, they stopped abruptly.

Together, perhaps, they would have been

a match for him. But theirs was a far

higher intelligence than his. They knew

the almost impenetrable toughness of his
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hide, his Berserk rage, his imperviousness

to reasonable fear; and they had no care

to engage themselves without cause in so

uncertain and unprofitable a combat.

With a roar that rolled in thunder over

the plain and seemed to set the very tree

tops quivering, they leaped lazily aside

and went off in enormous bounds through

the grass, circling about as if to intercept,

in sheer wantonness of slaughter, the rem

nants of the fleeing herd. At the sight

Gröm frowned anxiously, thinking how

helpless he and the girl would be against

such foes, now that they no longer had the

Shining One to protect them.

Squealing to split the ear, the pig-tapirs

came galloping past the tree, making for

a piece of water some furlongs further on,

where doubtless they hoped to evade both

the lions and the rhinoceros. But they

had yet another adversary to reckon with.

Just past the tree, at a thicket of im

mense scarlet poinsettias, the trail curved

sharply. From behind the poinsettias rose

a gigantic shape unlike anything that

Gröm had ever dreamed of. And he knew

that the maker of the mysterious trail and

those tremendous footprints was before him.

With a trumpeting bray of indignation

the monster sat upright on hindquarters

far more ponderous than those of a mam

moth. Its tail, as thick at the base as

the body of a bear, helped to support it,

while its clumsy frame towered to a height

of eighteen or twenty feet. Its hind legs

were very short, thick like tree-trunks,

grotesquely bowed; and its thighs like

buttresses. Its fore-legs were more arms

than legs, of startling length and massive

strength, draped in long stiff hair, and

terminated by colossal hands with immense

hooked claws for fingers. The whole body

was clothed with rusty hair of an amazing

coarseness, like matting-fiber. The vast

head, flat on top and prolonged to a snout

that was almost a proboscis, had the look

of being deformed by reason of its fan

tastically exaggerated jowl, or lower jaw.

This terrifying monster thrust out a narrow

pink tongue, some three or four feet in

length, stooped and turned, and gave a

hurried lick at something crouching be

hind the scarlet-poinsettias. “Its baby,”

muttered the girl, with a little indrawn

breath of sympathy. Then the strange

being sat up again to meet and ward off

the rush of maddened pig-tapirs.

For a moment it beat off the assault,

seizing the frantic beasts and hurling them

this way and that as if they had been so

many rabbits. Then it found itself com

pletely surrounded by the reeking squeal

ing bleeding horde, which paid no more

personal attention to it than if it had been

a mass of rock. They rolled over the little

one, unheeding, and trod it flat in the soil.

Its death-cry split the air; and at that

sound the mother seemed to sink down

into her haunches. In her agony of rage

and grief she literally tore some of her

assailants in halves, throwing the awful

fragments impatiently from her in order

to lose no time in seizing a new victim. A

few seconds more and the rush was past;

and presently the mad rout was hurling

itself with a tremendous splashing into the

water. The monster looked around for

more victims—and was just in time to

see the hideous vision of the rhinoceros

charging down upon her. Triumphant

from the encounter with the lions he had

rushed back to slake his still unsatisfied

fury on the pig-tapirs. At any other time

he would have given such an antagonist

as the colossal megatherium a wide berth;

but just now he was in one of his mad

nesses. His furious little swinish eyes

blinking through the blood which dripped

over them, he hurled himself straight on

ward. His horn was plunged into the

monster's paunch; but at the same time one

of those gigantic armed hands fell irresist

ibly on his neck, shattering the vertebrae

through all their deep protection of hide

and muscle. He collapsed with an ex

plosive grunt; and the giant hands tossed

him aside.

It was a frightful wound which the mon

ster had received; but for a few moments

she paid no attention to it, being occupied

in licking the trampled body of her young

with that amazing tongue of hers. At

length, apparently convinced that the little

one was quite dead, she brayed again,

piteously, dropped forward upon all fours,

and made off slowly down the trail, walk

ing with grotesque awkwardness on the

sides of her feet. For two or three hundred

yards she kept on, drawing a wake of

scarlet behind her as if the poinsettia

blooms were following; and then, apparently

exhausted by her wound, she turned off

among the canes and lay down, close beside

the trail but effectually screened from it.
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From their place in the tree Gröm and

the girl had followed breathlessly these

astounding encounters. At last Gröm

spoke.

“This is a country of very great beasts”

he remarked, with the air of one announc

ing a discovery. As A-ya showed no in

clination whatever to dissent from this state

ment, he presently went on to his conclusion,

leaving her to infer his minor premise.

“We must go back and recover the Shin

ing. One. It is not well for us to go on
without him.”

“Yes!” agreed the girl eagerly. For

all her courage and her passionate trust

in her man, the sight of those black lions

bounding over the tops of the towering

grasses had somewhat shaken her nerve.

She feared no beasts but the swiftest and

those which might leap into the lower

branches of the trees. “Yes!” she repeated.

“Let us go back for the Shining One, lest

he be angry at us for having put him in

the water.”

“But for yet a day more we will stay

here in this tree, and rest and sleep in

safety,” continued Gröm, “that we may

travel the more swiftly till we get beyond

the grasses.” Then, climbing higher into

the tree, he proceeded to build a platform

and roof of interlaced branches for their

temporary home. In this task the girl

did not help him, because of the great

muscular strength which it required. She

lay in a crotch, her hairy but long, and

shapely legs coiled under her like a leop

ard's, now gazing at her man with ardent

eyes, now staring out apprehensively across

the sun-drenched, perilous landscape.

Suddenly she gave a cry of amazement,

and pointed excitedly down the trail. Be

yond the water wherein the pig-tapirs

had found refuge, beyond the lurking-place

of the wounded megatherium, came three

men running desperately. Shading his

eyes, Gröm made out that they were nearly

exhausted. They were clearly men of

the type of his own tribe, light-skinned and

well-shaped; and the leader, who carried

a long club, was a man of stature equal

to his own. Gröm's sympathies went out

to them and his impulse was to hasten to

their assistance. Glancing further along

the trail to learn the cause of their so head

long flight, he saw two black lions in pur

suit—probably the same two which had

been driving the pig-tapirs a couple of

hours earlier. They were coming on at

such a pace that Gröm feared the weary

fugitives would be overtaken before they

could reach the tree of refuge. Instinc

tively he started to climb down. But, his

eyes falling upon the girl, he remembered

that he had no right to enter upon a venture

so utterly hopeless while he had her to

take care of. His eager clutch upon his

spear relaxed.

“They are spent. They'll never get

here!” he muttered anxiously.

“No!” said A-ya, with blank unconcern.

“The lions will get them. It's Mawg, and

his two cousins.”

Gröm growled an exclamation of as

tonishment. The girl's eyes—or her in

tuitions—were keener than his. But he

saw at a second glance that she was right.

At this moment Mawg, running a few

paces in advance by reason of his superior

speed and stamina, passed the spot where

the wounded megatherium lay hidden.

The monster lifted her dreadful head.

The next second the other two arrived,

running elbow to elbow, with drooped

shoulders of exhaustion. Through the

screen of canes a gigantic hand shot out

above their heads and came down upon

them, crushing the two together. They

had no time for outcry; but it was clear

that some sound caught the leader's ears,

for he glanced back over his shoulder. He

was near enough now for the keen-eyed

watchers in the tree to see his face change

with horror. He ran on without a pause,

but now with fresh speed, as if the sight

had shocked him into new vigor. Seeing

that there was, after all, a good prospect

of his reaching the tree in time, Gröm

swung down to be ready to help him up.

As he did so, he saw the two lions approach

the hiding-place of the monster.

That vast clawed hand still lay there

on the two crushed bodies in the middle

of the trail. The lions saw it—and they

checked themselves at a safe distance.

They knew that just behind the grass

screen lurked another such shaggy and

monstrous member, waiting to rend them

as they would rend an antelope. They

shrank and drew back, snarling angrily.

It is possible they feared lest the screen

on either side of the trail might conceal

more than one of the monsters; for they

sprang far aside as if to make a wide circuit

of the perilous spot.
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“There's plenty of time!” muttered

Gröm, and dropped upon his feet in the

middle of the trail. The girl came in mad

haste after him, but at his sharp command

“Stay there!” she contented herself with

slipping out upon the lowest branch, just

over his head, and holding her spear ready.

“Kill him!'” she cried. But Gröm seemed

not to hear.

Staggering, and half blind with exhaus

tion, Mawg was within twenty paces be

fore he noticed who was confronting him.

Then his dull eyes blazed. With a snarl

of fury he hurled his club straight at

Gröm's face, missing him only by a hand's

breadth. But the effort, and the dis

appointment at finding himself thus balked,

as he imagined, on the very threshold of

escape, seemed to finish him. He stumbled

on with groping hands outstretched, and

fell just at Gröm's feet.

Gröm hesitated, wondering how he could

get this inert weight up into the tree. The

girl did not understand his hesitation.

“Kill him!'” she hissed, leaning down

eagerly from her branch overhead.

“No, he's a great warrior, and the tribe

needs him” answered Gröm, stooping to

shake the prostrate form.

Mawg stirred, beginning to recover.

Gröm shook him again.

“Up into the tree, quick!” he ordered in a

loud sharp voice. “The lions are coming.”

Mawg roused himself, sat up, and stared

with a look of bewilderment changing

swiftly into hate.

“Up!” shouted Gröm again.

They're coming!”

At this the fellow growled, but sprang

up as if he had been jabbed with a spear,

and clambered into the tree as nimbly as

a monkey. Gröm followed, quickly but

coolly. A-ya, who had waited with her

eyes watchfully on Mawg, slipped close

to Gröm's side; and all three swung up

ward into the higher branches as the two

lions arrived beneath.

Glaring up into the tree with shrewd

malevolent eyes, the great beasts realized

that, for the present at least, the three man

creatures were quite out of reach. Lashing

their tufted tails in disappointment, they

turned aside to sniff, in surly scorn, at the

dead mountainous hulk of the rhinoceros,

which lay beside the scarlet-poinsettias,

with one ponderous foot stuck up in the

air as if in clumsy protest at Fate. Com

“The tree!

prehending readily enough the manner of

its death, they came back and lay down

under the tree, and fell to gnawing lazily

at the body of one of the pig-tapirs which

the megatherium had torn in two. They

had the air of intending to stay some time;

so Gröm presently turned his attention to

his rescued rival.

Mawg was sitting on the next branch,

a good spear's length distant, and glower

ing at A-ya's lithe shapeliness with eyes of

savage greed. Gröm knit his brows, and

significantly passed an arm about the girl's

shoulders. Mawg shifted his attention

to him.

“What do you want of me?” he demanded

in a thick guttural voice.

“I thought you ran as if perhaps you did

not want the lions to eat you” answered

Gröm. -

Mawg stared with a stupid brutality

and incomprehension; and the eyes of the

two men, meeting fairly, seemed to lock

in a duel of personalities.

They presented a significant contrast.

Both, physically, superb specimens of

their race—the highest then evolved upon

the youthful earth—the elder man, in his

ample forehead and calm reasoning eyes,

displayed all the promise of the future;

while the youth, low-skulled and with his

dull but pugnacious eyes set under enor

mous bony brows, suggested the mere

brute from which the race had mounted.

His hair was shorter and coarser than

Gröm's, and foully matted; and his neck

was set very far forward between his pow

erful but lumpy shoulders. The color of

his coarse and furrowed skin was so dark

as to make the weathered tan of Gröm and

A-ya look white by contrast.

In no way lacking courage, but failing

in will and steadiness, in a dozen seconds

Mawg involuntarily shifted his gaze, and

looked down at the lions. -

“What do you want of me?” he demanded

again, as if he had had no answer before.

“The tribe has too few warriors left. I

will take you back to the tribe!” replied

Gröm with authority.

Mawg curled back his thick lips from

his great yellow dog-teeth in a snarling

laugh of incredulity.

“You want to kill me!” said he, nodding

his head.

Gröm stared at him for a moment or

two with a look of fatigued contempt, then
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tore off a substantial strip of dried flesh

from the bundle hanging on the branch,

and tossed it to him. The fellow snatched

it and hid it behind him, being too hungry

to refuse it but too savage to eat it under

his captor's eye. Gröm smiled slowly, and

fell to playing with a heavy strand of A-ya's

hair which had fallen over his arm. But

to this caress the girl paid no attention.

She was puzzled and outraged at Gröm’s

action in protecting his rival. Her nos

trils dilated, and a red spot glowed angrily

under each cheek-bone.

Suddenly from down the trail came a

noise of crackling grass-stems. The two

lions got up from their meal and turned

their heads inquiringly toward the sound.

The next moment they went stalking off

the opposite way with an air of haughty

indignation, ignoring all the bodies of the

slain pig-tapirs. When they had rounded

the first turn in the trail they leaped into

the grass and went bounding away in a

straight line toward a large patch of wood

some miles distant. The wounded mega

therium was returning.

Perhaps stung into restlessness by the

anguish of her wound, the monster came

dragging herself back toward the tree,

crawling on the sides of her feet. Arriving

at the scene of battle, she sniffed once more

at her mangled young and brayed pit

eously over it, then turning in an explosive

fury upon the body of the rhinoceros began

to tear it limb from limb as one might pull

apart a roast pigeon. While thus occu

pied, she chanced to turn her eyes upon

the tree, and caught sight of the three

figures looking down upon her.

On the instant her rage was diverted to

them. Braying like a steam siren she

came under the tree, reared herself against

it, flung her giant arms about it, and strove

to pull it down. The tree rocked as if

struck by a tornado; and Mawg, who had

been too slow to notice what was about

to happen, gave a yell of horror as he barely

saved himself from falling. The girl

laughed—whereupon he shot her a meaning

look which so enraged her that she raised

her spear as if to transfix him. But there

was too much happening below for her at

tention to remain on Mawg. Finding the

tree quite too sturdy to be pulled down off

hand, the monster gripped the lowest

main branch, a limb eight or ten inches

through, and with one wrench peeled it

down like a stalk of celery. Her first

effort, upon the main trunk, had set the

blood once more pumping crimson from

her wound; but she paid no attention to

it. Reaching to the next great branch,

she ripped that one down also, taking

another great strip from the main trunk.

Gröm saw that her purpose obviously was

to pull the tree to pieces bit by bit, in order

to get at her intended victims. Mawg

apparently saw this also, and it was too

much for him. Gripping his strip of dried

meat between his teeth he slipped around

the trunk till he was sheltered from the

monster's sight, dropped to a branch which

stretched far over the water, ran out along

it nimbly as an ape, and dived. The

monster, her eyes fixed upon the two re

maining in the tree, never noticed his es

cape. Mawg swam the creek, thrust his

way through the grass-stems, darted back

to snatch up his club, shook it at Gröm, and

yelling an obscene taunt raced off to seek

himself another retreat before nightfall.

Neither Gröm nor A-ya had any heed

to spare him at that moment. The mon

ster had just torn down a limb so huge that

the main trunk was almost split in half by

its loss. Gröm saw that unless he could

stop this process of destruction, in a few

moments more the tree would be over

thrown. The monster was just rearing

herself to clutch the next great bough.

Spear in hand, Gröm slipped down to meet

her, and halted on a branch just out of

reach. The monster brayed vindictively,

stretched to her full height, and then shot

forth her tremendous muscular red coil

of tongue, thinking evidently to lick down

her insignificant adversary from his perch.

She was within an inch of succeeding. .

Gröm just eluded the strange attack by

stepping aside nimbly. Quick as thought,

A-ya's spear slashed the dreadful red

tongue as it reached flickering after her

lord's ankles. The next moment, seeing

the monster's throat upstretched and un

guarded, Gröm drove his spear, full force,

straight into the soft hollow of it. The

weapon sank in to a depth of perhaps three

feet, till the ragged flint lodged in the

vertebrae of the monster’s neck. Then

the shaft was wrenched violently from his

hand; and the monster, blowing blood and

foam from mouth and nostrils, fell with a

crash among the litter of great branches

which she had pulled down.
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Gröm drew a deep breath of relief, and

commended the girl for her timely and ef

fective stroke at that terrible tongue.

Then he set himself coolly to the task of

completing their shelter for the night.

“I’m glad we are rid of that Mawg.”

“You should have killed him” said the

girl curtly.

“But why?” demanded Gröm. In his

eyes the fellow was valuable tribal prop

erty, a fighting asset.

“He wants me!” answered the girl.

Gröm let his eyes roam all over her—

face, hair, and form-and such a look of

passionate admiration glowed in their

steady depths that her anger faded, her

own eyes dropped, and her breast gave a

happy, incomprehensible flutter.

“Of course he wants you” said Gröm,

wondering, as he spoke, at the ring of his

own voice. “You are the fairest thing on

earth. All men whose eyes come to rest

on you must want you. But none shall

have you, ever, for you are mine.”

And at that the girl forgot her anger,

and forgave him for having neglected to

kill Mawg.
-

That night sleep was impossible for

them, though their lofty shelter was com

fortable and secure. A vast orange moon,

near the full, illuminated the spacious

landscape; and beneath the tree came all

the giant night-prowlers, gathering to the

unparalleled banquet which the day had

spread for them. Only the two black

lions, perhaps already glutted, did not

come. Wolves, a small pack of self-dis

ciplined wild dogs, a troop of hyenas, and

several enormous leopards, howled, snarled,

and wrangled in knots over the widely

scattered carcasses, each group watching

its neighbors with suspicion and deadly

animosity. A gigantic red bear came lum

bering up, and all the lesser prowlers

scattered discreetly but resentfully before

him. He strode straight to the chief place,

under the rent, disheveled tree, and fell

to tearing at the mountainous corpse of

the megatherium. He was undisturbed

till two sabre-tooths arrived, their striped

coats vivid in the moonlight, their foot

long tusks giving their broad masks a

dreadful grin. Before one sabre-tooth the

bear would have stood his ground scorn

fully; but before the two he thought it

best to defer. Slowly, and with a thunder

ous grumbling, he moved over to the body

of the rhinoceros, pretending that he pre

ferred it. The air was split and battered

with the clamor of raving voices. Other

sabre-tooths came, and then another bear.

There were swift, sudden battles, as

swiftly dropped because neither combat

ant wished to fight to a finish when there

was feasting so abundant for all. And

once a leopard, dodging the paw of a sabre

tooth, sprang into the tree, only to fall

back howling from the spears thrust through

the floor of Gröm's platform. -

A little before dawn the girl slept, while

Gröm kept watch beside her lest another

leopard should fancy to explore their

refuge. An hour later, when the first

mystic pallor was spreading over the

landscape, she awoke with a cry of fear,

and clung to Gröm's arm, shuddering.

“But what is it?” he asked in a tender

voice, stroking her heavy mane.

“I was afraid!” she answered, like a child.

“What were you afraid of?” asked

Gröm, humoring her.

“I was afraid of Mawg. I am afraid of

him!'” she answered, sitting up and shaking

the hair from her eyes, and staring out

fearfully over the gray transparent plains.

“Why should you fear Mawg?” demanded

Gröm proudly. “Am not I your man?

And am not I always with you? Many

such mad brutes as Mawg could not take

you from me.”

“I know,” answered the girl, “that he

would be as straw in my lord's hands.

But—even Gröm must sometimes sleep!”

Gröm laughed gently at her forebodings.

“He must sleep now, indeed, for we have

a long and perilous journey before us!”

said he. Laying his great shaggy head in her

lap, and stretching his limbs as far as the

tiny platform would allow, he was asleep

in two seconds. The girl, stooping for

ward till her rich hair shadowed the rugged

sleeping face with its calm brows, pondered

deeply over his inexplicable forbearance

toward his rival. Her instincts all assured

her that it was dangerous; but something

else within her, something which she

strove in vain to grasp, suggested to her

that in some way it was noble, and made

her glad of it. Then all at once the first

of the sunrise, flooding into the tree-top,

bathed her face with a rosy glow, and won

derfully transfigured it.

[The fifth instalment of the romance of Gröm and A-ya, entitled “The Battle of the Brands,” will

appear in the January number.



INTERESTING

WESTERNERS

The Landscape Gardener of the Panama-Pacific International Exposition, 1915

O bring newly constructed palaces and

pavilions into harmony with their

surroundings; to make green grass

grow over shifting sandy wastes, and trees

on the wind-swept shores of San Francisco

bay; to smooth out and give the final

artistic touch to the work of artisan, me

chanic, electrician, engineer and architect

are the tasks of the Exposition Landscape

Gardener. To fill this important office re

quires a man of no ordinary capacity. He

must have the technical training of an engi

neer, a gardener, a botanist and an architect.

Above all he must have a wide experience

and executive ability. Any city is fortunate

which has one man of this caliber. The

directors of the Panama-Pacific Exposition

were not slow to recognize the fact that San

Francisco had one such man, Mr. John

McLaren, Superintendent of Golden Gate

Park, and appointed him Landscape Gar

dener of the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition.

If any one wishes to be convinced of the

wisdom of this choice, let him visit Golden

Gate Park, not to compare it with Eastern

parks, but remembering that forty years

ago it was a desolate area of shifting sand

dunes, of which Mr. Olmstead, the maker

of Central Park, New York, said: “It pre

sents more difficulties than any other park

area in the United States.” When Mr.

McLaren took charge of the Park in 1886,

the work of sand reclamation was still in the

experimental stage. Undaunted by the

failures of his predecessors he began experi

menting with Sea Bent Grass (Amophilla

arenaria) by means of which many thou

sands of sandy acres had been reclaimed in

Denmark, France and Spain. This grass,

slow in starting, had to be carefully nurtured

in the nursery for two years. After four

years of patient work the Superintendent

was rewarded by seeing the veering sand

dunes firmly anchored by means of the

spreading root-stocks of the grass, a victory

over the forces of nature requiring the

dogged persistence of a General Grant.

If any Harbor View visitor with the

stinging sand blowing in his face feels skep

tical about the lotus ponds, green swards

and exotic growths which are promised, let

him bear in mind the history of Golden Gate

Park and remember that all the principal

attractions of the Park—Alvord Lake, the

Music Stadium, the Japanese Garden, the

Children's Playground (the first in the

United States), the Stadium the Chain of

Lakes with their wooded island and gor

geous rhododendron plantations—have been

created under the direction of Mr. McLaren.

The problem presented by the Panama

Pacific Exposition is comparatively simple

when compared with that of Golden Gate

Park as it was thirty years ago.

The present Park is not only a monument

to professional skill and dogged persever

ance, but also to this man's tact and ability

to interest the general public. When he took

charge of the Park, the people of San Fran

cisco were not simply indifferent (the usual

attitude toward parks in those days), but

positively hostile. The general feeling was

that a great mistake had been made in

selecting such a desolate and arid area. The

Park Superintendent not only received no

encouragement, but met with open oppo

sition. He soon overcame this and inter

ested the people, especially the influential

business men, who came forward with large
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John McLaren, superintendent of Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, who has transformed more than a

thousand acres of shifting sand into scenes of permanent beauty, and who has been

entrusted with the vast gardening problems of 1915

donations making possible such attractive

and beneficial features as the Children's

Playground and the Music Stadium.

With characteristic energy and foresight

Mr. McLaren has twenty thousand trees,

together with thousands of shrubs, vines,

and herbaceous plants in the nursery in

Tennessee Valley. Thousands of bedding

plants are being raised in the greenhouses so

that there will be a constant supply to keep

all the Exposition flower beds fresh and

blooming. He has arranged for the trans

portation of many thousands of trees and

shrubs from their native haunts in canyon
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and valley to the Fair Grounds. He has

planned a wonderful Redwood Canyon to

be reproduced on the Exposition Grounds.

He is pushing the work with vigor and no

obstacle is insurmountable. To cover the

salty sand which makes up a portion of the

ground at Harbor View, he is transporting

200,000 cubic yards of soil from the islands

of the Sacramento river.

From his little office in the Park Lodge,

this indomitable leader directs the work of

both Park and Exposition. He meets, with

unfailing courtesy, the hundreds of people

who come to him; the woman with a palm

in her front yard which she wishes to

donate to the Exposition, the student de

siring specimens, the workman, the press

representative, the business-man and the

director; but the idlers and purposeless

visitors are apt to be rather summarily dis

missed. Combined with his force and power

are sincerity, simplicity and modesty. He

will talk of his work by the hour, and loves

every tree in the Park, but when you try to

get him to talk of himself he is as uncom

municative as an oyster. When he leaves

the office and goes into the living-room of

the Park Lodge he becomes the genial host

full of humor, and the fortunate guest has a

vision of an ideal home, graced by his inter

esting wife.

From his name and characteristics the

reader has already guessed that he is a

Scotchman. Landscape gardening has been

his life-work. At the age of fourteen he

became an apprentice on a fine old Scotch

estate, called Bannock Burn House. There

he learned greenhouse management and

floriculture. Later he went to the larger

estate of the Earl of Wemys and then

finished his education by working and study

ing in the world-famous Edinbourgh Bo

tanical Gardens. Ambitious and enthu

siastic, he began to feel that the Old World

offered no great opportunities for advance

ment, and was attracted to California as

the “land of opportunity,” furnishing a

splendid field for the practice of his pro

fession. El Cerrito, the estate of George H.

Howard, was his first notable work in Cali

fornia, then Golden Gate Park, and now,

when most men of his age would be seeking

retirement and rest, he is actively engaged

in solving the landscape-gardening prob

lems of the Panama-Pacific Exposition.

Though Scotch by birth, he is Californian

by adoption and admires our native plants

and trees as genuinely as if he had been born

in the West. Even the glory of the heather,

sung by every Scotch bard, pales in his eyes

before the glory of our rhododendron

covered hillsides and our verdurous redwood

canyons. In the hands of such a man we

need have no question about the outcome

of the Landscape Gardening in 1915. We

have his own word that “This is to be no

green Exposition, but glowing with the

harmonious combination of native and

exotic flowers.” *

LELA ANGIER LENFEST.

*

A Brace of Champions

MOST remarkable development as

an expert shot has been made by

Mrs. M. J. Champion of Portland, Ore.

She is, without doubt, the best woman shot

in the state of Oregon, yet six years ago

she had an aversion to a gun and would

not think of shooting even a bird.

It is a story of conjugal felicity. At the

time of her marriage to Mr. Champion,

who has been the sales-manager of a Port

land manufacturing company for the past

five years, she was absolutely untrained

to the use of a gun. Mr. Champion has

been one of the most ardent hunters in

Portland for many years, and as this was

his principal method of relaxation from a

multitude of business duties, Mrs. Cham

pion determined to learn to shoot, so that

she could accompany her husband on his

many excursions for game birds. She

would not be content with making the

trips as the average wife would, a culinary

assistant only. She wanted to find if the

sport was really engrossing enough to make

it worth her husband's time. With him

she took several turns at the traps of the

Portland Gun Club and was taught to

handle a shot-gun. Then came the mem

orable day, now over five years ago, when

she first went to the duck lakes.

It was a hard trip. They left in a launch

late on a Saturday evening down the

Willamette river so as to be on hand at the

preserves the next morning at daybreak.

It is a long twelve miles down the river

from Portland to its junction with the ma

jestic Columbia at Sauvies island, and that

night there was a dense fog. They were

lost and could not find their way on the

wide stream, trying their best but being



Mrs. M. J. Champion and Mr. M. J. Champion of Portland, O n,

who live up to their name in the duck-hunting season. ey

are here shown with record bags of mallards after four hours

shooting. The Oregon limit is thirty-five birds

DDTDI

unable to prevent the launch from waver

ing and going from bank to bank.

Thus, though it was about midnight when

they began the trip, they did notarrive at the

McIntyre landing until about 9 o'clock the

next morning. Theday wasdark and dreary,

TDDID

the ducks would not move and the fog added

a great deal to the discomfort. However,

the Champions got several ducks and Mrs.

Champion stood the trip well. -

Several weeks later, under more favor

able circumstances, they again resolved
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to go out. This time everything worked

well and they were in the blinds at the

right time. There had been a big storm

the night before and the birds were in

flight. Mr. Champion got two dozen,

and his wife, her first real shooting, bagged

six. This was the manner in which Mrs.

Champion learned of the pleasures of hunt

ing, and she is now a more ardent Nimrod

than her husband.

The lake frequented by the Champions

is situated on the famous Sauvies island,

twelve miles from Portland. This low

lying body of land is at the junction of

the Willamette and Columbia rivers and is

covered with a network of sloughs and

lakes. As this is about one hundred miles

from the sea the water is fresh, and as

Portland hunters have been feeding the

birds there for many years they know the

place and swarm there each season. There

are possibly three hundred men that use

the different lakes for hunting, but among

all the McIntyre place, that the Cham

pions shoot on, is known as the champion

mallard hole.

Rain and storms make ideal duck-shoot

ing. The Oregon limit for a day's shoot

is thirty-five birds. For three consecutive

Sundays in season Mr. and Mrs. Champion

have brought the limit home with them.

Nothing but mallards have been in the bag.

In the published photograph the Cham

pions—rightly named—are shown with a

record bag shot November 10th. On this

day they had the limit and returned to

Portland in time for dinner, shooting less

than four hours. Mr. Champion's string,

as shown, is short seven birds, and Mrs.

Champion's is short more, as she found it

impossible to carry them all, some having

to be expressed home to Portland.

Not only is Mrs. Champion an expert

at duck hunting but she and her husband,

with their well-trained Irish setter, are

familiar figures at several of their favorite

haunts in the Willamette valley where

they shoot the famous China pheasant.

DE WITT L. HARRY.

*

An Aviator on Earth

E had just crossed the field, on half

a round of golf, and Mr. Curtiss was

donning his hip rubber boots in order to

embark in the duck-boat for his flying

machine camp where he was to test out a

new Government gyroscope appliance, when

he stooped suddenly and said: “See that

pretty little flower. Wonder what it is? In

a short time now the whole ground will be

covered with it.”

That was Glenn H. Curtiss: halting, in

rubber boots, between golf and flying, to

note a minute blossom that other people

would have stepped on. But this was no

sign that he was thinking especially of the

flower, even while talking about it. As like

as not he was improving the gyroscope, or

perfecting some balancing device yet in

visible.

Returning from the aviation camp, his

Government craft still on probation, about

to make a putt for bogy score he stopped,

examined his cleek as if he was just dis

covering it, and observed: “There's a

whole lot of air-resistance to this thing. I

wonder why a stream-line head wouldn’t be

good.” Then he putted—with the cleek.

That, also, was Glenn H. Curtiss; and I

confidently look for a patent on a stream

line golf club to appear, any day.

Mr. Curtiss has a convenient dual per

sonality which works while he works and

continues while he sleeps. That is, he pos

sesses within him a sort of twin-propeller

system, operating independently one of the

other. Therefore when the one propeller

seems to be loafing, at intermittent speed,

the other is driving ahead, cleaving a way

to something definite and frequently un

expected. He assigns a portion of his brain

cells to solve a certain problem; the re

mainder he permits to roam at large, seeking

what they may devour, be it a blossom of

the field or a stream-line golf-club. These

side-issues are apt to result in matter of im

portance; but the main issue never has been

neglected, and, eventually, presto! there it

comes, full-fledged.

To walk and sit and talk and play and

work with Mr. Curtiss is not to know of

what he really is thinking. Beneath his

veneer of being resolutely interested in the

affair of the moment—golf, baby, or hole in

his rubber boot—is that phase of intent

abstraction which indicates a subconscious

ness at hard labor upon something to do

with flying.

Consequently young Mr. Curtiss has not

stopped with the one type of aeroplane.

His own and rival machines arose from and

lighted upon land. This was all very well,



Glenn H. Curtiss of California and New York, the famous aviator

who amuses himself on land by learning to play golf

and a great accomplishment; but while he

was botanizing or golfing (no; it was before

he golfed) or otherwise dallying, his sub

consciousness was at work (perhaps he saw

a gull sitting on the bay) and behold the

hydro-aeroplane, adapted to water flight as

well as to land flight! The Navy was much

pleased, and other inventors sat up and took

notice. A new field had been opened.

Taken by and large, Mr. Curtiss, who

does not rest on his oars and never will, is

different from any inventor or scientist that

one is likely to encounter. He is many

sided. He is not a crank. He is not touchy.

He is most pleasingly human—a splendid

companion. He is no whit a stickler for the

proprieties which do hedge about a celeb

rity, and when he gives directions he does it
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with a mild diffidence that conveys, in

tentative fashion, the preamble: “Excuse

me; but don’t you think we’d better?”

Usually the party of the second part so

thinks. Although he is a thin man, he can

pass up the smashing of a six-thousand

dollar machine, and greet the latest inter

viewer with a smile—even if, behind his

smile, he is keenly alive to the carelessness

of the operator. That shows his nerve; and

nerve he has, for he is a fighter to the last

ditch.

Slender, of medium height, with high

forehead, large ears, face rather lean and

pointed, and a peculiarly intense, pondering

gaze: there is Mr. Curtiss when you meet

him. He doesn’t at all answer one's mental

conception of the “speed marvel” who,

starting early, first drove his one-cylinder

motor-cycle invention at thirty miles an

hour; next drove it at a mile in fifty-six and

two-fifths seconds; advanced it to a two

cylinder machine and drove it ten miles in

slightly under nine minutes; advanced it to

an eight-cylinder machine (“the fastest

vehicle ever built to carry a man”) and

drove it a mile in twenty-six and two-fifths

seconds. He wore no goggles, no especial

costume. He merely got on, took a two

mile running start, and did it. That, also,

was just like Curtiss.

This is ancient history. Motor-cycles

today are current—but the record still

stands, I believe. The early feats of aviation

seem ancient history, too; but having ex

changed his own motor-cycle for his own

aeroplane, young Mr. Curtiss won per

manently the first Scientific American trophy

for a straight-away flight of one kilometer;

won for America the first International

Aviation meet, at Rheims; won the New

York World $10,000 purse for a flight down

the Hudson from Albany to New York—in

so doing maintaining an average speed of

over fifty miles an hour for 150 miles.

However, of these feats he doesn’t speak.

One is led to infer that maybe they were

escapades of his wild youth (he is thirty-five,

you know), before the steadying effect of

the new baby-who, he modestly asserts,

“seems to have a well-developed sense of

balance.”

Mr. Curtiss has two headquarters. At

Hammondsport, N. Y., his boyhood home

which he has made partner in his industry,

is his aeroplane factory and one of his flying

fields; here he establishes himself in the

summer. For winter use he has built him

self and family a house on Coronado Beach,

across the bay from San Diego, California;

and almost within hailing distance, opposite

the house on North Island, is his winter ex

periment station and aviation field.

Spanish Bight, a narrow inlet, separates

North Island from Coronado, and Mr. Cur

tiss and any of his guests paddle across.

First they play golf, with a club apiece, from

the house to the mud-flats—committing the

sacrilege of going from hole II to hole 4 and

thence to hole 15. But no matter. To a

spirit like Mr. Curtiss, it is more what you

do than how you do it, and he is learning

to drive.

At the mud-flats he extracts from a secret

place his hip rubber boots (somehow the

tide is always out) and obligingly carries his

guests pick-a-back out to the skiff which is

hanging to its stake. Then in plebeian

fashion all voyage across; and Mr. Curtiss

usually wears his boots the rest of the morn

ing, even to fly in when it is necessary for

him to give some machine a try-out. The

spectacle of an aviator flying in rubber boots

is not wholly orthodox; but that, again, is

Glenn H. Curtiss.

The great reason why I, one of the polloi,

like Mr. Curtiss is because he is so kind

toward all the fool questions and comments

and theories of a layman. To any sugges

tion he will listen attentively; with a puzzled

little frown revolve the matter and survey

it at every angle. Then he will say: “N-no,

I don’t think so. Let's see, now;” and most

gently and painstakingly will proceed to

demonstrate his idea—which invariably is

right. So you can see why all the employees,

and all the students, both civil and military,

are glad to see “G. H.” step ashore in his

rubber boots, ready for business.

EDWIN L. SABIN.

 



DESERT FLOWERS

By HELEN FIELD FISCHER

For our diviner moods God gave the hills,

His purple mountains crowned with dazzling snow

Against the morning skies of blue and rose,

The evening skies aflame with yellow glow.

But God knew we were human and could reach

Not always to His mountains and His skies

And so He wrought the marvel once again

And laid it at our feet in humblest guise.

So close that tired downcast eyes could see

So small that we could clasp and call it ours,

But still in blue and gold, in rose and white,

The miracle of mountain desert flowers.

*

F. Vrrent Qomment on Western Affairs

L By Walter V. Woehlk < L.

Laying a New Reclamation Course

NDER one of the newer Reclamation

Service projects, still uncompleted,

lies a little valley containing some

twelve thousand acres of sagebrush land

bought by the owners six or seven years ago

at about eight or ten dollars an acre. To put

water on this land, the Reclamation Service

must build a diversion dam, the cost of

which must be returned by the owners.

This dam will be built by the Reclamation

Service, but not under the present style

of contract. A new clause will be added.

This clause will give the Reclamation Serv

ice the right to fix the price at which the

land, in addition to the cost of the water

right, may be sold. Nor will a hundred

dollars per acre be the price approved by

the Service. -

The Reclamation Service has been accu

mulating wisdom and experience rapidly.

When the Service first began operations it

was supposed that the clause which re

stricts the sale of water-rights to tracts with

a maximum of a hundred and sixty acres

would automatically force the large private

holdings under various projects to be

broken up and placed speedily into the

hands of new settlers. Experience showed

this assumption to be false. As the im

proved area around them grew and in

creased in value, owners of raw land that

had to be sold in order to be entitled to

water raised their prices, and high prices of

raw land kept the settlers away. As a

result half a million private acres are today

ready to receive government water, but do

not take it, lie fallow because the owners

will neither farm the land nor sell it at a

price low enough to attract buyers.

Under present conditions these specula

tive owners can afford to sit tight and hold

on. Using no water, they pay no mainte

nance and operation charges; only on a few

projects have they begun to return to the

government the capital invested in the proj

ect, and an extension of the repayment
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time from ten to twenty years will have the

effect of fortifying their profitable position.

Nor can they be dislodged, forced to let go,

except by spreading the annual operation

charge over the entire body of land under

the project, instead of confining this charge

to the tracts actually wateredand cultivated.

In the future, however, the speculator

will have hard work skimming the unearned

increment created by the investment of the

people's money. In all probability no recla

mation of private property by public funds

will be undertaken unless the landowners

agree to sell their excess holdings at a price

fixed by the Service to actual settlers only.

Such a clause might decrease the number

of hopeful speculators, but it will serve to

make the number of homes on the Reclama

tion Service projects grow and multiply

rapidly.

When Fake Leather Gets the Boot

RING made of ten-karat gold presents

the same appearance as an eighteen

karat ornament and will outwear the latter.

Despite longer wear, the jeweler who puts

the eighteen-karat stamp on a ten-karat

ring may have to go to jail if he is found

Out.

A shoe is popularly supposed to be one

hundred per cent leather. Now come the

advocates of Pure Shoe legislation and

maintain that ninety per cent of all shoes

selling for less than four dollars a pair con

tain heels, inner soles and counters made

of leather scrap mixed with glue, of fiber,

strawboard and paper-board that dissolves

and becomes fluid when it is exposed to

moisture.

But, say the manufacturers of cheap

shoes, our composition stuff will wear

practically as long as the genuine article.

Besides, we can’t produce an inexpensive

shoe, what with the rising cost of leather

and labor, unless we use cheap substitutes.

If these arguments are sound, a declara

tion of the fact that leather substitutes are

used in shoes offered for sale can do harm

to no one. If low-priced shoes cannot be

made and marketed except by the use of

imitation leather, a statement of the fact

will not reduce consumption of cheap

shoes. If, however, all-leather shoes can be

produced at a reasonable price, the con

sumer, the honest manufacturer and the

dealer will be benefited.

The West, where large quantities of

leather are produced and where shoes are

subjected to extra hard wear, may well

insist on the passage of Pure Shoe laws of

the kind in force in Michigan and Louis
lana.

The Servant in the Western House

F the potential heat contained in a ton

of coal shoveled under the boilers,

only thirteen per cent is actually trans

formed into steam, eighty-seven per cent

vanishes through the chimney. Though

the best minds among engineers and chem

ists have wrestled with the problem pre

sented by coal's low efficiency for a cen

tury, small progress has been made. Util

ization of fifteen per cent of the caloric

energy residing in coal is still the very

peak of a boiler plant's efficiency.

Coal is burned on the outside of the

boiler. The gasoline motor burns its fuel

internally. Though the internal-combus

tion motor is a decided step forward, the

waste is still tremendous. Few motors

transform more than twenty per cent of the

fuel's potential energy into actual power;

eighty per cent still goes to waste, is carried

away in elaborate water-cooling systems

and radiators.

The Diesel engine caused a sensation

among mechanical engineers by its low

fuel cost, by its efficiency. It reached a

point that few fuel experts had dreamed of

seeing attained: it made available for work

full thirty per cent of its fuel energy.

But even this epoch-making invention

dissipated seventy per cent of the precious

stuff that lightens human labor.

Water which, falling from a height,

moves impulse wheels and turbines by its

pressure or weight, transmits eighty per

cent of its energy to the shaft. Of late

turbines have been constructed that util

ize ninety per cent of the water's energy.

In transforming this energy into electric

current, the modern generator loss rarely

exceeds three per cent. Hydro-electric

current is king of the efficiency realm; no

other form of power can approach within

hailing distance of the generator mounted

on the shaft of a water wheel.

To keep the pistons of a steam plant

moving, armies of men must forever toil

in darkness and danger, risk life and health

in the coal mines. Their work is never

done. When a hydro-electric installation

is completed, the task of the workers is
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definitely over. They have harnessed the

eternal cycle of natural forces. Thereafter

man’s presence is needed only to oil, regu

late and repair. Steam power increases the

efficiency of human muscle, hydro-electric

current takes its place. Steam throws the

burden of toil upon the stooped shoulders

of miner and coal-passer, of breaker-boy,

fireman and boilermaker, hydro-electric

current, product of sun, wind and rain,

lifts the burden entirely. It is the cleanest,

brightest, most efficient power known. In

it, not in the subterranean coal beds, lies

mankind's hope of ultimate release from

grinding toil.

And the West is leading the world in the

development and utilization of this cleanest

power. Demand for it is keeping abreast

of the supply. In British Columbia a cor

poration completed the installation of a

26,000-horsepower plant early in 1912.

Within a year the power was all sold. Now

the company is doubling the plant's capac

ity, is preparing to instal at once a third

unit of fifty-two thousand horsepower

additional to supply Vancouver and vicin

ity. Seattle, Tacoma and Los Angeles

have plans for water-power development

with an aggregate ultimate total output

of nearly half a million horsepower. The

legislatures of Oregon and Washington

have appropriated money for the prelimi

nary survey of the Celilo gorge on the Co

lumbia where a million horsepower can be

extracted from white water. In California

two companies have just completed the

first units of installations capable of pro

ducing almost four hundred thousand

horsepower. In Idaho, out on the plains

that were a sagebrush desert eight years

ago, hydro-electric current is heating homes

and schools, doing the baking and cooking

in restaurants, in Arizona the power of

falling water is paying for irrigation proj

ects and, by stimulating mining, is en

larging the market for the products of the

irrigated farms, in Peru and in Alaska

hydro-electric power has reduced the cost

of producing copper by a cent and a half a

und.

The hydro-electric current is the true

Servant in the House. It renders silent,

efficient, flexible service. It does not talk,

complain of long hours, has no callers,

works Sundays and weekdays, it does

washing and cooking, dusting and ironing,

does heavy lifting and dainty toasting with

equal ease. It is at home, willing to work,

in factory, kitchen or parlor, on the farm

or in the boudoir, the most efficient of

man's servants. And of this service the

West has the largest, most widely distrib

uted supply in the country. -

Apples East and West

INNESOTA apples were so plentiful

this fall that the farmers did not take

the trouble to pack and ship them. The

cost of freight and barrels was not covered

by the selling price.

Compared with the apple crop of Oregon,

Washington, California and Idaho, Minne

sota's output is small. Minnesota's or

chards are closer to the principal markets

by two thousand miles. Except in the

matter of quality, Minnesota's apple grow

ers are in a more favorable position than

the Far Western horticulturists.

Why did they fail to realize a profit from

their fruit when the Pacific growers re

ceived good prices?

Minnesota's fruit is a by-product, neg

lected until the main harvest is out of the

way. When the farmer has his hay and

grain in the barn, when he has fattened his

stock and sold it, he bestows casual atten

tion upon his apples. On his annual bal

ance sheet the apple receipts occupy an in

conspicuous place. -

In the East the general farmer raises

fruit on the side. In the West fruit is pro

duced by specialists. The specialist's

principal source, often his only source, of

income is fruit. He must sell his output

at a profit or quit business. Hence these

specialists study the market, overcome the

handicap of distance by coöperation, by an

honest pack, stimulate the demand by ad

vertising, make up for higher freight by the

higher quality of their goods.

To say that the Western grower succeeds

because he is isolated, because he lives far

from the market, is to put the cart before

the horse. The Western grower succeeded

despite his costly isolation because he do

veloped those methods of production and

distribution the lack of which accounts

for the financial failure of fruit-growing on

Eastern farms.

There is no virtue in adversity, except in

so far as its fangs force the victim to climb

with great speed out of the hole in which he

finds himself. But it's in the climbing, not

in the adversity, that the virtue resides.

(Editorial section continued on alternate pages)
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GeVEIGHTof EVIDENCE

on the TRUE MUSICALWORTH of the

PHAN () H_A.

y in its field

"Gho 9%anola is perfection."

=<=

R. PADEREWSKI'S opinion on matters pertaining

M to the art of piano-playing is authoritative. He

has long been a warm admirer of the Pianola and

has written several enthusiastic letters concerning it. These

are summed up in his statement, “The Pianola is perfection"

—Mr. Paderewski has never given a testimonial to any other

instrument of the Pianola's type. Hence the above state

ment represents the finality of his judgment.

Significant as Mr. Paderewski's endorsement of the Pianola

is, however, it is only one among many. For practically every

great musician of the present generation has given his written
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F.T.

Educational Institutions

Using the Pianola

Harvard University

Columbia University

Vassar College

Tufts College

University of Michigan

Beloit College, Beloit, Wis.

Teachers College, N.Y.

Amherst College

Radcliffe College

University of Wisconsin

Oberlin College, Oberlin, O.

Ethical Culture School, N.Y.

and over 150 others

recognition of the artistic worth and

supremacy of this world-famous

instrument.

The entire list includes a majority

of the most famous contemporary

musicians and constitutes a veritable

Court of Highest Authority in Music

—which has rendered its unanimous

verdict in favor of the Pianola.

The names of a few out of the hun

dreds of noted musicians who have en

dorsed the Pianola, are printed below.

Ignace Jan Paderewski Camille Saint-Saens

Moriz Rosenthal Jules Massenet

Maurice Moszkowski Christian Sinding

Richard Strauss Jos. Wieniawski

Cecile Chaminade Joseph Joachim

Theodor Leschetizky Alexander Guilmant

Josef Hofmann Luigi Mancinelli

Vladimir De Pachman Arthur Nikisch

Claude Debussy Dr. Hans Richter

Fritz Kreisler C. von Sternberg

E. Humperdinck L. Godowsky

Jan Kubelik Enrico Caruso

Harold Bauer Geraldine Farrar

Giacomo Puccini Louise Homer

Teresa Carreño O. Goritz

Raoul Pugno Ossip Gabrilowitsch

Emil Sauer F. Bloomfield-Zeisler

Xaver Scharwenka E. Ysaye

Mark Hambourg Carl Reinicke

Sir A. C. Mackenzie Eugen D'Albert

Gabriel-Marie Arthur Friedheim

N. Rimsky-Korsakow Jean Gerardy

©ficADOPTION of the

PIANOLAbydducational
Snotitutione

The extraordinary value of the

Pianola as a means of advancing the

standard of public musical taste—of

bringing culture in music directly into

the home, and of assisting musical

educators both in the class-room and

studio, has long been recognized.

Such famous authorities as Dr. Carl

Reinicke, Hans Richter, Franz Van

der Stucken, Sir A. C. Mackenzie,

Profs. Walter R. Spaulding, George
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e for so called “Player-pianos."“PIANOLA" is not a general nam
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Coleman Gow, and many others have

not hesitated to hail it as the most

wonderful musical educator the world

has ever seen.

In over 150 leading educational

institutions the Pianola has been in

stalled for use in connection with

regular music courses.

Of utmost significance in this con

nection is the fact that, in over

ninety per cent. of institutions using

such instruments, it is the Pianola

that has been selected. The serious

nature of such evidence as to the

Pianola's superiority cannot be over

estimated.

ROYALWARRANTS

O£:
97.9iotinguiohed'!atton.

andóAbtoao

The possession of wealth, of power

and authority carries with it always

the prerogative of having the best

that the world can supply. Cost has

no meaning. Distance and difficulty

of access raise no barriers. The one

question is of quality.

So the patronage of royalty bestows

a remarkable distinction. It is an

indication that the article so favored

has been selected solely on its superior

merits—and from the offerings of the

world.

Royal Warrants of Appointment

have been granted The Aeolian Com

pany by most of the important Courts

of Europe.

In America, a list of the prominent

owners of the Pianola includes prac

tically every well-known leader in

Royal Patrons

of the Aeolian Company

H.I.M. Wilhelm II. of Germany

H.I.M. Franz Joseph of Austria

H.M. George V. of England

H.I.M. Nicholas II. of Russia

H.M. Albert I. of Belgium

H.M. Alphonso XIII. of Spain

H.M. Helena of Italy

H.M. Ferdinand I. of Bulgaria

H.R.M. Crown Prince

Gustaf Adolf of Sweden

H.M. Maud of Norway

Papal Appointment,

Pope Pius X.

IIIMIIIIHIIIIM11111111111111IIlllll
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There is only one Pianola—it is
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made only by the AEOLIAN CO.
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statecraft, in finance, in business, in society, and in the

professions.

Excellence does not follow, but precedes such patronage. It

is evidence, not only of high intrinsic merit, but of the un

equivocal supremacy of the Pianola.

Player-pianos, so-called, are not Pianolas. There is but

one Pianola. It is made exclusively by the Aeolian

Company and is obtainable in the following models only

The Steinway Pianola The WeberPianola

The Steck Pianola The Wheelock Pianola

The Stuyvesant Pianola The Stroud Pianola

Prices from $5.5o upwards. Convenient monthly payments.

Two very interesting books “The Weight of Evidence”

and “The Metrostyle,” together with the name of the

Pianola dealer in your vicinity, will be forwarded on

application to Department S

The Aeolian Company"'

|

|

=
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| These great artists come to your

| home Christmas with the Victrola

You can search the whole world over and not

find another gift that will bring so much pleasure

to every member of the family.

Any Victor dealer in any city in the

world will gladly play any music you

wish to hear and demonstrate to you the

wonderful Victor-Victrola.

[.

O|
7:..*.*. V : ... +----, 1- o - , ,{ Victors so to s". Victrolas $15 to $200. "his masters voice

£ Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N.J., U.S.A. ------

| Berliner Gramophone Co., Montreal, Canadian Distributors.

£E *:::::::::::::::
New victor Records demonstrated at all dealers on the 28th of each month
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On the Crest of the Wave

OR several years ship owners have been

dipping the dividend bucket out of the

ocean, brimful. International trade has

been climbing up the statistical ladder with

the agility of a monkey. In 1895, for in

stance, the sum total of United States ex

ports and imports had a value of 1,672

millions, in 1900 it had grown to 2,224 mil

lions; in 1912 it reached 3,857 millions.

Argentine and Brazil, Australia, Japan and

China likewise produced, bought and sold

more goods than ever, and Europe did not

lag behind. To cope with the greatest re

vival of maritime commerce in history,

shipyards were buried under an avalanche

of orders for new vessels, more especially

for the trade through Panama.

Will shipping continue long to ride on the

crest of the prosperity wave? Will there

be cargoes to fill all the hulls now on the

stocks?

In 1884 the net earnings of the Cunard

line were £103,948; they rose to £350,203

in 1889, slumped to £94,953 four years later.

In 1900 the earnings exceeded half a million

pounds; a year later they dropped below a

quarter of a million.

The shipping business is as unstable, as

erratic as the element upon which it is car

ried on. Rates on coal from Wales to Port

Said have been known to fluctuate between

$1.85 and $3.30 a ton in a single year.

Available tonnage in 1895 vastly ex

ceeded the world's demands. Charters on

their downward journey made a dent in

bedrock. A strong demand for tonnage in

the Far East was created during 1896 by

the Chinese-Japanese war. Vessels flocked

to the orient by the score. They were

stranded when the war ceased, left high

and dry by the lack of return freights. In

the fall of that year America had bumper

crops, there was a shortage of grain both in

India and Australia. Ships were needed in

America to move the surplus crop to the

orient. Ships could not be had in sufficient

numbers where they were needed. Be

tween September and November rates

advanced two hundred and three hundred

per cent; in December bedrock groaned

again under the impact of falling charters.

Has shipping prosperity reached the

crest of the wave? To judge from past per

formances, from the dimensions of the ship

yards addition to the available tonnage, a

descent into the trough in which shipping

does its periodic wallowing is not improb

able. But this wallowing, painful to the

owners of shipping shares, can have none

but a beneficial effect upon the prosperity

of the Pacific Coast ports. It cannot affect

the volume of goods that must be moved, .

only the terms under which the moving is

done.

The Vanishing Copper Surplus

WO years ago the world carried a sur

plus of two hundred and fifty million

pounds of copper above its immediate re

quirements. In October of this year there

was on hand a reserve of less than thirty

million pounds, barely enough for a week's

consumption. The copper world is living

from hand to mouth; the red metal is being

consumed faster than it can be mined.

With Mexico's output curtailed by war,

with the Rio Tinto and the Michigan mines

closed down by labor troubles, with no new

large producers in sight, a rapid increase of

the surplus is possible only if copper con

sumption takes a tumble, an act it seems

wholly disinclined to perform. Wherefore

the Western states, particularly Arizona,

Montana, Utah, New Mexico and Nevada,

are awaiting the income-tax collector with

a grin. Seventeen-cent copper to them

means large shifts, steady employment,

gold in the merchants’ tills and the farmers’

jeans. Unless manipulation lifts the red

metal's price to prohibitive levels, as was

done in 1907, at least a year of unbroken,

profitable activity lies ahead of the Western

copper states. -

British Columbia and the Ballot

HEN J. J. Hill crossed the line from

Canada into the United States he

had to wait five years before he was allowed

to vote even for constable. Today he would

have to pass, at the expiration of the incu

bation period, an examination in the prin

ciples of American government and produce

witnesses vouching for his probity.

Over the line in British Columbia the

Hon. H. H. Stevens, M. P., is loudly com

plaining of the laxity in the administration

of the naturalization laws. Hundreds of

Japanese, he avers, cast ballots even though

they have never been naturalized. Can

neries, loggers and mine operators, he

asserts, keep a supply of used but otherwise

perfectly good naturalization certificates on
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“You ought to know this Campbell kind'.”

If you have not tried it, there is a new and de

lightful sensation waiting for your palate. Why

not begin today's dinner with

&azá&á.SöüP
Put up strictly in the season only, this delicate creamy

soup retains the sweet natural flavor of the tender stalks in

their best condition. Blended with milk, fresh butter and

other choice ingredients, this is one of the most tempting

dinner courses you could imagine.

Better phone your grocer for it right

now, while you think of it. Your money

back if not satisfied.

21 kinds 10c a can

Asparagus Clam Chowder Pea

Beef Consommé Pepper Pot

Bouillon Julienne Printanier

Celery Mock Turtle Tomato -

Chicken Mulligatawny Tomato-Okra 21. Anos

“Bach Campbell kind Chicken Gumbo (Okra) Mutton Broth Vegetable

ust suits my mind. Clam Bouillon Ox Tail Vermicelli-Tomato QTJ -

*:::**** • £D - -

£..... Look for the red-and-white label -
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hand and pass them around among the

newly arrived Asiatics they employ.

Why not? British Columbia has no edu

cational standard to measure applicants for

citizenship; it requires a residence of only

three years; it does not insist upon knowl

edge of the English language; the franchise

may have as little meaning to the applicant

as Sanskrit and the cheering effect of dis

tilled grape juice have to Mr. Bryan, still

British Columbia confers the privilege.

What difference does it make, under these

circumstances, whether the certificate is

conferred by a magistrate or by the boss of

a salmon cannery?

A Freak Year's Summary

HE wheatcrop of the upper Columbia's

broad basin this year approached the

bumper record of 1912. Prices held up well

and, though flour exports to the orient

dropped, more wheat and barley than ever

were shipped from Portland, Seattle, Ta

coma. Spokane and Walla Walla felt the

stimulus of abundant wheat money.

Though the apple crop of the Pacific North

west was barely normal, the returns to the

growers were the best since 1908. The

market for quality apples is constantly

widening. This fall, for instance, buyers

came to Oregon all the way from Johannes

burg, South Africa, purchasing twenty-five

carloads as a sample.

The salmon pack was not large, this be

ing an off-year, but the output was snapped

up eagerly. Half a dozen power schooners

were added to the rapidly growing halibut

fleet of Puget Sound during the year. Hop

growers in the three Pacific states and in

British Columbia basked in the mellow

warmth of high prices for the fourth time

in four years. The program of railroad

construction in British Columbia is calling

for millions to be spent in the next five

years. On the whole, 1913 was a good year

in the lumber business, the dominant in

dustry of the Pacific Slope. Despite the

new tariff, the wool market continued the

even tenor of its way undisturbed, nor did

the orange growers seem greatly worried

about the market this winter. Despite last

January's frost, the first trains moving a

crop of thirty thousand carloads are now

leaving the northern end of California's

citrus belt. The Golden State's deciduous

fruit shipments exceeded preliminary esti

mates; the raisin crop shrank twenty per

cent over the preceding year, but the basic

price was forty per cent higher. Wine

grapes went up when the attack of the

makers of spurious wines turned out to be

a boomerang. Nuts, almonds and olives

brought the highest prices in years. Though

California's petroleum output approached

a hundred million barrels, almost as much

as the entire country produced ten years

ago, the price to the producer advanced,

slowly, to be sure, but promising to reach

forty cents in 1914. Alfalfa acreage showed

remarkable increases throughout the West,

a condition reflecting itself in the larger

number of entries and the promise of a

record-breaking attendance at the Pacific

International Livestock Exposition in Port

land early in December.

Nineteen thirteen was a freakish year in

the West. It brought the tariff, trouble

with Japan, the Diggs-Caminetti trial,

tight money, frost here, drouth there, but

on the whole the Western Thanksgiving

turkey is of good size, nor does it lack ample

layers of fat.

Not the least of the welcome gifts Santa

Claus prepared for the Christmas stocking

of the West is the bridle that was put on

speculation and promotion, the knife that

let the wind out of inflated values and put

business on a sound basis.

Looking Backward

ETWEEN 1749 and 1771 six hundred

and six persons were publicly done to

death in London for minor transgressions

merely of property rights. Jails were

private revenue-producing property in the

good old days. When a window tax, a tax

on sunlight, was levied to help pay the cost

of England's wars, jail proprietors walled

up their windows to escape the tax. The

Bishop of Ely owned a prison made insecure

by age. To prevent jail breaks and yet es

cape himself from the cost of repairs, the

worthy priest fastened iron collars to the

floor, clamped these collars around the

necks of the inmates. For stealing five

shillings' worth of cloth that she might feed

her starving children, a woman was hanged

by the neck until she was dead in London,

“as an example” . . . . . -

Once in a while when the dark fog of

doubt obscures the sun, when all effort ap

pears bitterly futile, when the inertia of the

mass seems to mock all human endeavor to

move it up the long, painful slope, once in a
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| Christmas Dawn

Suggestion

Very early Christmas morning, as soon as the gray

light begins to steal into your room, we suggest that you

tiptoe softly down stairs and scc. for yourself whether Santa

Claus has been so kind and discerning as to give you a

Waltham Watch

May we also suggest to the many thousand helpers of Santa Claus that a

Waltham Watch will excite in the recipient al unique thrill of pleasure which

will be made good by many years of accurate service and the satisfaction of

possessing the best of its kind.

|
| The greater number of watch buyers will do well to favor the Riverside

series of Waltham Watches. There are styles at varying prices for men,

Women and youths. They are to be had at good jewelry stores generally. We

will gladly send you free on request our Riverside booklet.

Waltham Watch Company, Waltham, Mass.
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while it is good for the backbone of the soul

to look over the short span that separates

today from the age of witch-burning, of

breaking on the wheel, of rack, thumbscrew

and branding-iron. After all, man does

move forward, upward, move faster than

we who are in the stream, drifting with it—

can tell. -

It’s a long way from the Ely bishop's

private prison to the honor system of gov

ernment in the penitentiaries of Arizona,

Colorado, Oregon, a very long way from

hanging women to voting women. Aye,

and the distance is growing, the gap is

widening visibly. Never before was prog

ress up the slope toward the goal that is the

Brotherhood of Man and Woman as rapid

as it is this day, never before did the moving

force, the Idea, obtain a firmer hold, a

stouter grip upon more men's hearts and

consciences as it does today.

It is good to be alive in this stirring, bub

bling, boiling age. It is especially good to

be alive in the great West, in the roomy

region where the idea of democratic brother

hood, of man’s faith in man, has taken

deepest root, produced the finest, earliest

bloom.
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Johnson's ,
Wood Dye
In 17 shades—for the artis

tic coloring of wood

soft and hard.

Johnson’s

PreparedWax

A complete finish and

polish for all wood

floors, woodwork

and furniture.

Use the

coupon for

trial packages

and FREE

Instruction

Book,

“THE PROPER

TREATMENT

FOR FLOORS,

WOODWORK

AND

FURNITURE”

-

PRESENT THIS COUPON TO YOUR DEALER IN PAINTS

45c—Value FREE-45c
S.C. Johnson

& Son

“The Wood Finishing

Authorities”

Racine, Wisconsin

To Paint, Hardware or Drug Dealer: Furnish the

bearer, free of all expense, with

1-25c Instruction Book

1-10c Bottle Johnson's Wood Dye

1-10c Can Johnson’s Prepared Wax

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis.

(Must be presented by an adult.) S.12
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Uncle Sam and Young China shook hands significantly upon an elaborate Oriental float in the Portola

parade in San Francisco

In October San Francisco held

its second Portola Festival, in

celebration of the discovery of

San Francisco Bay by the

expedition under Don Gaspar

de Portola, October 31st, 1769.

Further historical significance was given this

second festival by the honor paid to Don Vasco de

Balboa in commemoration of the 4ooth anniversary

of his discovery of the Pacific ocean, September

25th, 1513. Both Portola and Balboa were im

persolated during the festivities and there were

several queens to lend royal beauty to the spec

tacle. It is estimated that three-quarters of a

million people witnessed the day and night parades

in which 12,000 people, most of them in costume,

took part. The day parade was largely historical

in its elements and it required over two hours for

the procession of Indians and pioneers and padres

to pass. At night fireworks were displayed, among

which fire-pictures of the Panama Canal accented

the significance of the celebration.

4oo Years

Afterward

The train swung through the

orchards and vineyards of the

Sacramento valley, and climbed

the steep sides of the Sierras,

winding among wooded ridges

and ravines to vistas of tim

bered mountains backed by the white summits of

magnificent ranges. Then down the eastern slope

the Limited glided, where the turbulent Truckee

frets against the boulders and cliffs that impede the

rush of its clear waters in their haste to feed the

thirsty meadows at the border of the great desert.

Across the flat gray sage-brush wastes of Nevada

the train sped on, bearing its passengers toward

home and Christmas.

As the long train moved out of Ogden, snow

flakes fell and the day was suddenly lost in stormy

gloom, but on dashed the Limited into a night so

black that even the occasional station lights seemed

ghostly. A heavy bed of snow upon the tracks

offered a spongy resistance to the power of the com

plaining engines.

Santa Claus

On

“The Limited”
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NABIED:D

Sugar Wafers

A tempting dessert

confection, loved by

all who have ever

tasted them. Suit

able for every occa

sion where a dessert

sweet is desired. In

ten-cent tins; also

in twenty-five-cent

tins.

ATDOTA

Another charming confec

tion-a filled sugar wafer

with a bountiful center of

rich, smooth cream.

FF STINO

An ever-popular delight.

An almond-shaped dessert

confection with a kernel of

almond-flavored cream.

CHOCOLATF, TOKENS

Still another example of the

perfect dessert confection

Finchanting wafers with a

most delightful creamy fill

ing—entirely covered by

the richest of sweet choc

olate.

NATIONAL BISCUIT

COMPANY
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“Then Santa will come to the Unlimited Train,

'cause he always comes for good little boys.”

His grandmother smiled at this logic and said:

“If you pin your stocking to the curtain of the

sleeping-berth, perhaps Santa may bring you some

thing.” A little ache came into her heart when

Harold began to prattle of the pretty toys coming

to him on the “Unlimited Train,” while the grand

mother thought how disappointed he would be to

find only the fruits and cakes that she would get

from the porter of the dining-car.

'.

|

* | M

| '.
|

Extract from an English novel:

"His countenance fell, and he looked grave for a moment.

with a despairing cry, he buried his face in his hands.”

Then,

Then dawned the 24th of December, a dreary

one for the restless passengers. All the world

seemed snow, and the heavens too. The whirl of

particles of frozen foam was interrupted now and

then by dimly seen station buildings or the wall of

some weird canyon as the engines toiled on.

But the cheerlessness only magnified the comfort

of the sleeping-cars. The dining-room with its

potted tropic plants, its white linen and tempting

food served by dark-skinned waiters could easily

have been framed by imagination in a setting from

the Arabian Nights.

At Laramie the storm was left

behind to wear away its murky

life against the granite peaks of the

Rocky mountains and in its place

the bright, cold winter sun spread

its unwarming beams over endless

miles of glittering white, as un

melting as marble. It was thirty

degrees below zero outside but as

genial as summer in the cars

warmed by steam from the hot

hearts of the engines. Icicles

several feet long hung upon the

cars outside, all bending back

ward, molded by the rapid motion

as they froze inch by inch. The

windows were marvels of the cun

ning of the Frost King, whose

matchless tracery is beautiful but

as cold as all things are that ema

nate from a source without a soul.

The Overland was woefully

behind time. The passengers

consulted schedules, but it was

evident that the lost time could

not be regained, and they sighed

with regret for having left the soft

December summer of the Pacific

Coast—all save one: little Harold,

three and a half years old. He

heard them complain at the delay,

but he did not understand. He

only knew that his mamma was

somewhere far ahead, waiting and

watching for her little boy, and

that this was the day when Santa comes to shower

treasures upon all good children. He was journey

ing with his grandmother, and she tried to explain

how they would miss Santa Claus because the

train was so late. He studied long with a troubled

look in his blue eyes, then asked with a tremor in

his tones: “Will me not see mamma and the

Christmas tree tonight?”

“No, dear, but we shall see mamma tomorrow

and perhaps Santa will leave you something there,

for he was expecting you tonight.”

The childish face assumed a sorrowful expression

as he sat for some minutes in silent thought, then

a hopeful look came as he asked “Am I a good

boy?”

“Yes, dearest, you are one of the best little boys

in all the world.”

“Perhaps” she said, “Santa will bring you only a

few things on the train and will leave many toys

at home for you, and mamma will keep them until

you arrive.”

“Why, Dranma, Santa comes everywhere to all

the good children. He can come to the Unlimited

Train just as easy as anysing.”

Meanwhile, the local train from Denver to Jules

burg was on time, the sleeping-car to be picked up

by the Overland Limited and carried on to Chicago.

On this 24th of December there was but one passen

ger in the Denver car, a young man who expected

to reach his home that night in time for the Christ

mas festival. It was early in the morning when the

Denver train reached Julesburg and there he learned

that the Overland would not arrive until late in the

evening. He sat nursing his disappointment and
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Eat, drink and be merry!

The clean, pure, healthful

WRIGLEYS}

sharpens appetite, aids

digestion, purifies breath

and brightens teeth. It

is the goody that helps

digest other goodies.

BUY IT BY THE BOX

Pass it around!
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An open-air Christmas tree at San Jose, California

HRISTMAS in California is a good deal like a

California garden where evergreens from the

snowy north and cactus from thesouthwestern deserts

grow side by side, making a new landscape in

miniature, with a suggestion of both yet better than

either. The custom is growing in California of

having the Christmas tree out of doors, in the warm

sunshine which is the rule rather than the exception

on Christmas Day. The bestpart of this custom is

that the tree, glorified with tinsel and garlands and

holiday tokens, has its roots in the rain-refreshed

winter earth and lives to bloom another year in the

gorgeousness of Christmas-time.

*

thinking longingly of home and the

loved ones awaiting his arrival to fill the

circle: how the children would miss the

elder brother at the Christmas tree that

night! As he brooded thus a thought

came to him like a whispering voice. He

sprang up, called the porter and held a

short council, then throwing on his over

coat, hurried out upon the snow and into

town. The gloomy expression was gone

from his face and in its place a lightshone

such as comes only into the eyes of those

who love good deeds.

The Overland slipped into Julesburg

and the additional car was switched on.

As the train moved out of the station a

young man with a pleased smile passed

from car to car, speaking to each passen

ger. Little Harold was getting tired and

sleepy, but there was no longer any look

of sadness in grandma's eyes. At the

end of an hour they were invited to a

forward car. The lights had been

switched off, and in the center stood a

gorgeous Christmas tree, beside it Santa

Claus in furs and snowy whiskers. Merri

ment prevailed. The tree bore fruit for

all, and Harold, showered with gifts, said

“I knew that Santa Claus would come to

the Unlimited Train.”

Perhaps exponents of the “Higher

Thought” can explain the process by

which the young man from Denver re

solved upon the Christmas tree, or which

communicated to him the mental attitude

of little Harold, hundreds of miles away.

This "city water” has traveled 250 miles from its

OVEMBER fifth, when the Los Angeles aque

duct was formallyopened, water originating on

the Sierra Nevada poured through the portal of the

last tunnel after a journey of 250 miles. The

aqueduct, supplying sufficient water for a city of

two million people, cost $24,500,ooo. Forty-seven

miles of tunnels had to be drilled, a hundred miles

of covered concrete canals through the desert had

to be constructed, twelve miles of steel pipes seven

to eleven feet in diameter had to be laid. The work

was completed within the estimated cost and time.
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The Telephone Doors

of the Nation

HEN you lift the BellTelephone

receiver from the hook, the doors

of the nation open for you.

Wherever you may be, a multitude

is within reach of your voice. As

easily as you talk across the room,

you can send your thoughts and

words, through the open doors of Bell

Service, into near-by and far-off states

and communities.

At any hour of the day or night,

you can talk instantly, directly

with whom you choose, one mile,

or a hundred, or two thousand

miles away.

..This is possible because 7,500,000

telephones, in every part of our

country, are connected and work to

gether in the Bell System to promote

the interests of the people within

the community and beyond its limits.

It is the duty of the Bell System to

make its service universal, giving to

everyone the same privilege of talking

anywhere at any time.

Because as the facilities for direct

communication are extended, the

people of our country are drawn

closer together, and national welfare

and contentment are promoted.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One Policy One System Universal Service
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Peasant Dance. Act I, Scene III, from Ibsen's "Peer Gynt,” as presented by the Class in Dramatic Interpretation.

University of Oregon, under the direction of Professor A. F. Reddie, in the Eugene Amphitheatre, Eugene, Oregon.

This performance was one of the most remarkable dramatic undertakings ever produced on the Pacific Coast, one

of the most ambitious and successful ever attempted by amateurs in the United States. The arrangement was in

A Little Lady of the Land Show

five acts and fifteen Scenes, with continuous

action from start to finish, comprising all of

the essentials of the written play. No scenery,

in the ordinary acceptation of the word, was

used, the natural setting being all that was

necessary,except for the interiors, which were

of actual materials-no painted canvas add

ing illusion to the realism of the production.

*

HE success of land shows in big popu

lation centers has ever been a source

of chagrin to the false prophets, who pre

dict ultimate failure at each new attempt

to interest the city man in agricultural

products and topics. There must be in

most of us an inborn desire to look upon

mammoth pumpkins and rainbow-colored

corn blades. Considerably over three

hundred thousand persons paid admis

sion to see the California Land Show,

during the two weeks the big exhibit was

open in San Francisco in October. In a

single evening there were more paid ad

missions than the management had an

ticipated for the entire two weeks.

“California under canvas” appealed to

the San Franciscan as much as it did to

the farmer. Additions were made to the

single tent provided at the start of the

show until not less than half a dozen

monster canvases went to make up the

composite pavilion. It was a huge success,

and the promoters have duly so resolved,

with a further resolution that the Califor

 

 

nia Land Show be made an annual event.
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The same firmness, delicacy and

resiliency of touch that character

izes the human fingers is found in

‘The

ANGELUS

The P i o n e er

Player-Piano

That is why playing with the An

gelus is different; why it sounds like

real piano playing. This “human fin

ger” touch is found only in the Angelus

because of its exclusive possession of the

DIAPHRAGM PNEUMATICS

which perform in the Angelus the same function as

the fingers of the hand performer, and are made with

the same attributes of firmness and resiliency. With

this exquisite touch and aided by the£
Lever, the Melodant, Graduated Accompaniment

Lever and Melody Buttons you can play any piece

of music with all the beauty of a skilled pianist.

Knabe-Angelus-Grands and Uprights.

erson-Angelus-Grands and Uprights.

Lindeman & Sons-Angelus Uprights.

Angelus-Piano-An upright built expressly

for the Angelus.

in Canada-The Gourlay-Angelus and

Angelus Piano.

Any of these instruments can be played by hand in

the usual manner.

The WILCOX &,WHITE CO.

MERIDEN, CONN.

Business Established 1877

233 REGENT STREET, LoNDoN

Agencies all over the world.
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PHoTooRAPHED BY Edward H. KEMP For sunseT MAGAZINE

on the afternoon of October 10th, the Gamboa dike (top picture), last link between the continents of North

and South America, was blasted away and an opening was made which completed the waterway between the

Pacific and Atlantic oceans, now temporarily obstructed by the Cucuracha slide (bottom picture) across the

 

Canal in the deepest part of the Culebra Cut
-
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% HEN you have that sickly sinking of your interior that comes with the

(£ sudden and entire loss of control inevitably accompanying a bad skid

{\ you make a swift mental appeal to Providence and a resolution to use

Weed Tire Chains the next time. Why not make the good resolu

tion now to always carry Weed Chains in your car and attach them at the first indication of rain,

and be absolutely certain of your safety.

Weed Chains are sold for all tires by dealers everywhere.

Write today for our interesting and instructive booklet regard
ing the skidding problem. It may save you hundreds of dollars.

WEED CHAIN TIRE GRIP COMPANY, 28 M00RE STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Manufactured for Canada by

Dominion Chain Co., Ltd., 137 McGill Street, Montreal, Canada
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concerning the

desired.

Street, San Francisco.

Introduction

E lure of the Far West is stronger

today than it ever was. More people

are comfortably following the old

Emigrant Trail, more people are preparing

for the long journey, more people are dream

ing hopefully of a home in the Far West

than ever before, yet few of them have more

than a vague knowledge of the land beyond

the Rockies.

For fifteen years SUNSET has been a

sign-post explaining, describing, pointing

out. In coöperation with a hundred com

munities it has endeavored to set forth, in

text and picture, the salient features of a

region startling in the remarkable variety

of its aspects. The magazine's efforts have

been appreciated, both at home and abroad.

SUNSET has been an active potent factor

in the campaign waged to educate the in

different East, to focus the nation's atten

tion upon the almost legendary region fac

ing the Pacific. This attention has been

aroused, held. Through the passes of the

Rockies the stream of new-comers is pour

ing in growing volume. Many of these new

comers are ignorant of the conditions, social,

industrial, commercial, agricultural, con

fronting them. Thousands of them have

turned to SUNSET for information that is

authentic, disinterested, for advice and

guidance. This service, the imparting of

reliable information, the giving of wise

impartial counsel, SUNSET is promising to

perform on a wider scale. It assumes with

this task a grave responsibility, a heavy

burden, but it assumes the load willingly.

Infallibility is not one of its attributes.

Mistakes will be made, but they will not

arise from base motives. High unselfish

unset Service Bureau

It is the purpose of the Service. Bureau to supply disinterested information

est, its lands and industries; to guide and advise the stranger,

whether tourist or homeseeker. Its organization covers the entire West and the

service is free. Questions and answers of

eral service of the Bureau, will be publishe

should be enclosed with requests for information whenever response by mail is

The Service Bureau endeavors to supply detailed, accurate and wholly dis
interested information and conservative advice.

Address all communications to Sunset Magazine Service Bureau, 460 4th

Conducted under supevision of WalterV.Woehlkt

£ interest, illustrative of the gen

monthly in this department. Stamps

purpose must be accepted in extenuation

of errors of judgment; in weighing the ser

vice, its aims as well as its shortcomings

should be considered.

Questions and Answers

Q. We intend moving to and settling in

California this coming winter to raise chick

ens. We have found it difficult to get in

formation regarding the state as a whole.

The only available information we can

obtain is real estate firms or board of trade

literature and that is usually prejudiced.

If you can put us in the way of securing

such information we would be grateful for

it.—F. C., GRAVENHURST, ONTARIO.

A. The booklets and pamphlets issued

by Western communities in coöperation

with SUNSET are prepared under the super

vision of this Bureau. It is the aim to be

accurate, specific and definite, to make no

statements unless they are substantiated

by facts. We have mailed to you a publi

cation which will give information about

the state as a whole.

The center of the poultry industry in

California is Petaluma, Sonoma county.

The climate is mild, agreeable the year

around. San Francisco, forty miles distant,

offers a splendid market. Sonoma county's

products embrace practically the entire list

of fruits and vegetables grown in the tem

perate and subtropical zones. It is difficult

to convince any one unfamiliar with con

ditions that statements like the above are

absolutely true. They sound like exaggera

tions, but nevertheless they rest on facts.

Q. I have definitely made up my mind

to go West as soon as I sell my property
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Davis Quality Cards Solve

the Christmas Problem

They have that intimate, personal quality

that makes them more appreciated than

| expensive gifts. Without any “mushy”

n sentimentality, they express your thoughts

| in an individual way. Their exquisite

| blending of colors and artistic printing on
-

- -

- rich, quality paper make them cards

- J: you’re proud to send. Absolutely new
- or- - -

*::::. and different every year.

O-every

*:::/~NTHE A.M.DAVIS CO.

UALITY CARDS

BOSTON

These cards are all sold separately; but to make your

shopping easy, ask your dealer for our dollar box of

“Quality Cards for Quality Folks”

containing 19 cards sure to delight your various friends. Or, the

dollar box of

“Quality Cards for Business Men”

containing 12 such cards as a man likes. If your dealer cannot

supply you

Send Us the Coupon Below

Pll-

|bristmas *
-

-
*

The

with One Dollar for every box ordered. A. M.

THE A. M. DAVIS COMPANY., 533 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass. co'

533 Atlantic

Av., Boston, Mass.

Enclosed finds ...

nd me.........Boxes

"Quality card

Quality. Folks. "..... .

Boxes "Quality cards

for Business Men," also

your complete catalogue.

for

Name........................--

Street--------------------------------------------

City &State.-----------------------------------------

Dealer's Name..............
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here and I am writing to you for informa

tion. I want to find a good climate and

beautiful surroundings. I would like a fruit

and nut farm, with land adjoining so that

it could be enlarged. I have three half

grown sons and so would probably like to

homestead a promising claim.-MRS. J.

W. A., LEXINGTON, KY.

A. As you will see from the answers to

inquiries concerning homesteading, the re

maining public land in the West is practi

cally all arid, raw, far from educational

and transportation facilities. In our opinion

homesteading is out of the question for you.

But there are many districts with a good

climate and beautiful surroundings in

which the production of fruits and nuts is

carried on. We have mailed booklets de

scribing several of these districts in detail.

When you have read them and when you

find a district that makes a special appeal

to you, the Service Bureau is prepared to

render whatever additional information and

assistance may be necessary.

Q. How much cotton is grown and in

what part of the state is it? Also, is the

acreage increasing? What are the best

openings at or near Los Angeles?–J. R.

McC., BoAz, ALABAMA.

A. The California cotton acreage this

year is 20,000. So far the cotton industry

has been confined to the Imperial and the

Coachella valleys, in the southern end of

the state. Since the beginning, five years

ago, the cotton acreage has shown a steady

increase every season. This year the Im

perial valley is averaging almost a bale per

acre. Of the total area 5000 acres are in

Durango long-staple, the balance in short

staple, but the long-staple variety will be

the only one planted as soon as sufficient

clean seed can be produced. The Imperial

valley is 225 miles from Los Angeles. Both

the San Joaquin and the Sacramento val

leys are prospective producers of long-staple

COtton.

In the Salt River valley, Arizona, the

cotton plantings this year reached 3ooo

acres, all long-staple Egyptian. The first

oil mill in the Imperial valley was com

pleted this fall. In view of the heavy yield

and high quality, cotton plantings will con

tinue to increase rapidly.

Q. Will you kindly give me information

concerning free or cheap land somewhere in

the Southwestern states? I would like to

know your opinion of the chances to home

stead on government land and if it is possible

for one ignorant of farming to bring this

sort of land to an improved condition and

also irrigate it. I would like to locate some

where near the ocean in California and en

gage in dairying, but if the cost is too much,

would go as far into the interior as Del Rio,

Texas. Give me a good idea of how much

money is really needed to engage in dairy

ing, cattle or fruit raising, and on how small

a sum could a man go West and locate on

free land.—H. J. N., WoRCESTER, MAss.

A. There is no public land along the

ocean in California. Most of it passed into

private hands a hundred years ago. Though

the public domain in the Southwestern

states comprises a hundred and fifty million

acres, much of it within the National For

ests, lack of water restricts the tillable area.

The only free land capable of irrigation re

quires an investment of at least $750 for

a well and pumping plant, besides the cost

of clearing, leveling, ditching and seeding.

For the location of low-priced private or

free public land see answer to F. Y., Nor

man, Oklahoma. The Secretary of the

Chamber of Commerce, Deming, N. M.,

will supply information concerning Mim

bres valley.conditions. In the lower eleva

tions of the Sierra Nevada many well

watered valleys contain low-priced land

suitable for fruit-growing, though distance

from the railroad is a drawback. The

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors, Sonora,

California, will give prices and details. An

inexperienced man on raw land is liable to

become discouraged; his mistakes may

swallow what capital he has. A better plan

is to work for a season in a dairy or fruit

district, to acquire experience, to get a taste

of the actual work without drawing too

much on the capital, applying the acquired

knowledge and experience on a leased piece

of improved land after the apprenticeship.

Or, if $500 can be spared, a year's work in

one of the agricultural colleges of the South

west will perform the same service and

familiarize the novice with conditions and

opportunities.

If an inexperienced man is bound to take

up a homestead, he should have $25oo.

For a start on leased land half that amount

can be made to do.

In the success of the venture, whichever

way it is approached, the personality of the
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QDetroit,JMich.

Mellin's Food

Girl

A full and natural development

is the result in Mellin's Food chil

dren, because Mellin's Food fur

nishes suitable nourishment in a

form which a baby can assimilate.

Insure this development for

your baby. Get a bottle of Mellin's

Food today.

61 meda/s and diplomas have been

awarded to Me/in’s Food for supe

riority during its nearly 50 years of

success in al/ parts of the World.

Mellin's Food Company, Boston, Mass.
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man is of greater importance than the

amount of his capital.

Q. I am a subscriber to SUNSET and I

welcome each number heartily. I am

greatly interested in beautiful California

and always have been, but having no rela

tives or personal acquaintances there I have

hesitated long over casting my lot with you.

Our severe winters here are becoming a

hideous nightmare to me and my wife.

Your advertising pages of the West are

excellent, but between the lines I read that

money, much money, is needed. I would

like an outdoor occupation like farming or

fruit raising in a warm climate. Is there

any place in your state where a poor man

or a man of very moderate means, with

plenty of ambition and a willingness to

work, can find health, happiness and a

living? Your opinion will be greatly appre

ciated.—F. W. E., COOS, NEW HAMPSHIRE.

A. Health and a living await the am

bitious man, who is willing to work, in a

thousand places in California. But the

man must be able to work if he wants to

make a living by farming or growing fruit.

There are thousands who, starting with a

few hundred dollars and lots of grit, have

acquired a competence; there are many

others who gave up the fight. The oppor

tunities are there. Whether they can be

made use of, that depends primarily upon

the man. He must be practical, must be

willing to deny himself all luxuries, many

of the necessities even, if his capital is very

small, must be willing to put his nose to the

grindstone for a few years for the sake of a

permanent reward. Nothing can make up

the lack of sufficient capital except self

denial and hard work, both of muscle and

brain. If man and wife feel willing and able

to accept these conditions, the democratic

West holds out the promise of health and a

living to them. A capital of four to eight

thousand dollars, of course, does away with

the necessity of excessive physical labor.

We have mailed you printed matter de

scriptive of various parts of the state. If,

after considering the facts presented in the

booklets, you desire further information and

advice concerning any district, the services

of this bureau are at your disposition.

We are two young men with very

little capital and would like to seek a home

in California. So we seek your valued ad

vice as to where is the best place and what

should a man have to start life on such a

home and what capital is necessary. We

would like to start a fruit farm if possible.—

I. W., MARENGO, SASK.

A. We know of many men who started

with a few hundred dollars and made good;

we know of others who started with several

thousand dollars and lost out. To make a

success in fruit growing, capital is required.

Good fruit land with water costs more

money than alfalfa land; to bring an orchard

to the bearing period requires years of time

in which heavy expenses have to be met, no

income accruing during this period except

from the sale of products planted between

the rows. If you have money enough to

make a good payment on a string of cows

besides paying something down on the

rental, we would suggest that you lease

alfalfa acreage in any one of the dairy dis

tricts of the San Joaquin or Sacramento

valleys. You should have $1ooo and some

experience to start a dairy farm on leased

land. After you have acquired a knowledge

of local conditions it will be easier for you

to branch out into horticulture intelligently.

Q. It is my idea to spend the evening of

my existence in California. I should like to

find now some place where prunes and apri

cots might grow well and at the same time

have an environ in which it would be a

pleasure to live. There is so much hoax in

the land business that it is next to impossible

for the stranger without knowledge of the

country to be any judge. In putting my

hard-earned money into an investment that

would eventually bring me an annual in

come I wish to be sure as to the authenticity

and reliability of my information, hence my

appeal to you. My ignorance of it all is so

very complete that I crave your indulgence

and assistance. I mentioned prunes as they

can be dried and held for market. Any

literature of a reliable character either on

the obtainable properties or the culture of

fruits would surely be very highly appre

ciated by one who each month reads SUNSET

and dreams of his future in a veritable land

of dreams and of the ordinary comforts to

be obtained in years of decline for himself

and family.—E. G. S., SHELDON, ILL.

A. We recommend, as a preliminary

move, that you buy and study Prof. E. J.

Wickson's book, “California Fruits and

How to Grow Them,” published by the

Pacific Rural Press, San Francisco It is a
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richness that will
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CONTAINING:

Vest Pocket Kodak, with Kodak Anastigmat

lens. Hand Carrying Case, of imported

satin finish leather in a shade of soft brown

that is in perfect harmony with the deep

blue of the silk lined container.

It solves that Christmas Problem.

Fifteen Dollars at your Kodak Dealers.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, RochesTER, N.Y.
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Sunset Service Bureau

standard work on the subject. We have

mailed you booklets, prepared under

our supervision, on various parts of Cali

fornia. When you have gained a more

definite idea of the various branches of

horticulture and the districts in which

they are carried on, we suggest that

you look over the ground personally

to determine which region would

best suit your requirements and taste. We

shall gladly prepare an itinerary for you.

After this prospecting trip we recommend

that you apply, either personally or through

this Bureau, to the College of Agriculture

of the University of California for the

designation of an expert to assist you in

selecting a place. You will have to pay for

the expert's knowledge, but the expense

will not be high and it will insure you

against loss.

We might mention that prunes have been

bringing good prices, that apricots, dried

and fresh, have been very profitable and

that raisins, owing to the successful organ

ization of a coöperative selling agency,

promise to be remunerative in the future.

The prospects of the olive industry are very

bright, buyers contracting with the growers

for the output of the next ten years, on the

trees, at high prices.

The services of this Bureau are at your

disposal.

Q. How much land is there at present in

Arizona that is open for settlement or home

steading. What part of the state? Is there

any land in southern California that can be

homesteaded?—F. Y., NORMAN, OKLAHOMA.

A. Arizona has forty million, California

twenty-three million acres of public land.

In both states large areas are comprised in

the National Forests and not open to entry.

Lack of water in the desert regions further

restricts the amount of land suitable for

cultivation. Arizona is at present selecting

2,300,000 acres from the public domain for

its schools and institutions. Until this

selection has been made, it is not advisable

to settle on unsurveyed public land as the

state's claim has precedence over all others.

There is still open for entry a part of the

San Simon valley in Cochise county in

which an artesian water supply has been

developed. In the Sulphur Spring valley,

likewise in Cochise county, successful wells

have been put down on public land. The

Casa Grande district contains public land

underlain by water strata which can be and

is being pumped for irrigation. Mr. H. B.

DuBois, Secretary Chamber of Commerce,

Douglas, Arizona, or J. F. Brown, Secretary

Commercial Club, Casa Grande, Arizona,

will gladly supply information concerning

the available land in their districts.

Very little desirable public land is left in

southern California. Expert knowledge is

required to locate the few unclaimed sec

tions on which water can be developed.

Q. The writer is desirous of buying a

farm of 20 to 50 acres in the southern half

of California and would appreciate infor

mation regarding the best land obtainable

and location-removed from Japanese and

other foreign land owners—or names of

reliable agents or owners with whom I

might correspond. I would thank you to

advise me of the best sections of the state

for diversified farming and especially for

alfalfa.—J. R. C., DETROIT, MICH.

A. Japanese land owners, notwithstand

ing the wide publicity given them, are

scarce in California and the anti-alien land

law prevents their increase. Other foreign

ers like Italians, Portuguese, Armenians,

Mennonites, are confined largely to dis

tinctive colonies founded exclusively for

members of the various nationalities. We

are mailing you printed matter concerning

Stanislaus, Madera, Tulare, Fresno and

Kern counties, the leading alfalfa producers

in the southern half of the state. The Im

perial valley, in the extreme southern end

of California, likewise produces alfalfa on

a large acreage.

We shall gladly answer your remaining

questions when your choice of a locality has

been made.

We wish to be of practical assistance to

you, but the territory you inquire about is

too large to be described in a letter. How

ever, the statements made in booklets

issued by communities in coöperation with

and under the supervision of SUNSET can be

substantiated and are reliable. Whenever

you indicate a preference for a certain local

ity we shall endeavor to put you in touch

with reliable agents or owners. However,

it is advisable to buy land only after a per

sonal examination.
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Women

have so long insisted on shoes

that fit, that combine faultless

style with unequalled wearing quality, that today

the leadership of

UTZ&DUNN CO

Shoes for Women

women have learned that they cannot buy a

more satisfactory shoe, no matter what price

on the Coast is unquestionable. Represen

tative dealers in nearly all of the Western

cities feature Utz & Dunn Co. shoes, knowing

by experience that for fit, wear and style,

these shoes are unexcelled. For more than

thirty years, thousands of discriminating

they pay. We manufacture a complete line of

high grade footwear for women. The prices are

$3.50 to $5.00, except on our Dr. Edison

Cushion Shoe, which is priced at $4.5oand $5.00.

Among Our Western Dealers :

San Francisco .Philadelphia Shoe Store Cheyenne, Wyo. Bon Shoe & Clo. Co. Walla Walla, Wash. Barrett Shoe Co.

Los£ ££ Phoenix, Ariz. . M. Goldwater & Bro. Salt Lake City . Hirschman Shoe Co.

Oakland, Cal. . . '. m 0. Bisbee, Ariz. Phelps Dodge Merc. Co. Ogden, Utah Last & Thomas

Sacramento, Cal. Lavenson's, Inc. Douglas, Ariz. . Phelps Dodge Merc. Co. *

San Diego, Cal. . Holzwasser, Inc. . ... - - Reno, Nev. . Sunderland's, Inc.

- -- Prescott, Ariz. . Bashford-Burmister Co. -

Fresno, Cal. . . Neil White Co. - - Boise, Idaho C. C. Anderson & Co.

Portland, Ore. . . Knight Shoe Co. Seattle Seattle Dry Goods Co.

Salem, Ore. . . Oregon Shoe Co. Spokane . The Crescent Store Butte, Mont. T. J. Bennett, & Co.

Astoria, Ore. .M. S. Copeland & Co. Tacoma . . . Stone-Fisher Co. Great Falls, Mont. . J. E. Kenkel & Co.

Eugene, Ore. . . D. E. Yoran - Everett, Wash. . Home Shoe Store Helena, Mont. . S. L. Smithers Co.

Albuquerque, N.M., C. May Bellingham, Wash., Montague & McHugh Billings, Mont. . The Wanamaker Store

For women with particularly sensitive

feet, we recommend our specialty—the

Dr. Edison Cushion Shoe

“The Easiest Shoe for Women”

$4.5O and $5.OO

Write for our new book

“The Feet of an Active Woman.”

UTZ & DUNN CO.

220 Canal Street, Rochester, N. Y.
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Trees cluster around Sonora, in Tuolumne county, California; and so do memories of

Bret Harte days, all mingling with present prosperity

Tuolumne's New Golden Era

By ARTHUR DUNN

FTER sixty years one might consider that

California had been so thoroughly explored that

there are no “golden opportunities” left. But it

can be said truthfully that there is an opportunity

for every one of the many thousands who may

contemplate coming here in the next decade.

Take Tuolumne county for instance. Your

history has told you how the gullies and the gulches,

piercing peaks and majestic mountains lured count

less pioneers in the pursuit of gold. So great and

prosperous did it become that old Tuolumne in

sisted, for a time, that the capital of California be

removed to its richest city, Columbia. The statis

tician has figured that more than $300,000,000 was

the yield of the gold-fields of Tuolumne, and only

a seer would venture a prediction concerning the

future production of that unusual county.

But there is no need to entice with painted pic

tures of gold-fields when discussing Tuolumne

county; for more gold will be extracted by her

industries, in the pursuit of legitimate progress,

than “Truthful James” ever related, with the aid

of Bret Harte, in his most fanciful moments.

Of course, there are mines and mills on the hill

sides. They are numerous, and many of them are

contributing to the new wealth of the world, and

other mines will be discovered and developed with

each year. -

The real golden opportunities, however, oppor

tunities without that element of chance that sur

rounds mining enterprises, may be found enumer

ated here:

Apples,

Timber,

Cattle.

One is tempted to say that Tuolumne county is

the very core of the apple industry. More than

fifty years ago trees were set out by those pioneers

who paused long enough in the pursuit of gold,

and the trees are still bearing wonderful fruit! So

that disposes of the experiment idea that one may

gather from the fact that only in 1913 did Tuol

umne begin shipments in carload lots. In 191o the

growers of the northern county bravely set up an ex

hibit at the Watsonville Apple Show. Consider that

Watsonville is today the largest apple section in the

world; that it ships annually thousands of carloads,

and that the fruit goes to every corner of the globe,

and youmustrealize that theTuolumne growersmust

have had the brave blood of the pioneers in their
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—“An I heard old Santa climbin

up on the roof!”—“Yes, an I hear

him sliding down thechimney!".....

“That is what awakened me at dawn

"I HEARD the reindeer bells, Tom!”

last Christmas morning. You know,

you don't need any alarm clock on

Christmas if you've kids in the house.

“I stole down the stairs; lighted the

tree; slipped into my Santy suit and

tip-toed over to the beautiful mahogany
Virtuolo.

“How I wondered what they'dsay, and

what a secret joy tingled through me!

“I started to play ‘MarchingThrough

Georgia, and as the swinging tones of

that martial music began to peal out

of the big Virtuolo, our little home

burst, like magic into pandemonium.
“The kids let out a wild war-whoop.

The house actually trembled with the

race down the stairs.

“All was dancing, uproar, riot, till

mother came in. She couldn't say a

word. Her Adam's apple wouldn't

stay down.

“They didn’t know the Virtuolo was

there. I had sneaked it in the night

before.

“Never another solitude Christmas

for me. This was our greatest Christ

mas day, save for one thing—I felt

sorry for all the folks who couldn't have
a Virtuolo.”

HALLET & DAVIS

VIRTUOLO
THE INSTINCTIVE PLAYER PIANO

Virtuolos can now be purchased at $425 up to $1050. Terms: As long as 3 years in which to pay, if you desire.
Don't let another Christmas go by without one of these great instruments of education and joy in your home. Visit

our nearest dealer-we'll send you his address—and play the virtuolo by instinct; shutout the haggard world with your
eyelids and let your feelings feast on the music. Press the wonderful Acsolo buttons and make the music speale the

very feelings you are filled with.

Write us today for the Virtuolo Book, which explains fully this newest invention in player pianos, i. e., the

Virtuolo, the Instinctive Player Piano

The Virtuolo is sold by these well known Music Houses:

Daynes-Beebe Music Co., Salt Lake City, Utah Silvers Piano Co.,

eed-French Piano Co., ortland, Ore. oston Piano Co.,

aak-Baker Piano Co., Seattle, Wash. Orton Bros.,

E. E. Long Piano Co., San Luis Obispo, Cal.

HALLET & DAVIS PIANO COMPANY

(Established 1839)

NEWARK ATLANTA CHICAGO

Home Office, 146 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

Tacoma, Wash.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Butte, Mont.

NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO

£
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Tuolumne County, California

Maybe it is from a celery field like this that the

Tuolumne citizen is reaping a fortune; maybe

it is a gold mine or an apple orchard

but it is always a winner!

veins to enter upon such a contest. What think

you happened? Fifty-two varieties were exhibited,

and little old Tuolumne won forty-one prizes,

including the sweepstakes prize for the best plate

display! The next year, the exhibitors from the

north carried off sixty-three premiums, including

the sweepstakes for the best display at the show.

Climate and soil-that's the answer.

“There is no question that in Tuolumne county is

some of the finest land in the state for the produc

tion of apples.”

The foregoing is the assertion of one of the world's

greatest authorities—Professor E. J. Wickson, dean

and director of the Agricultural Experimental

Station of the University of California. This

authority is backed up by Professor Hilgard, of the

Department of Agriculture in the University of

California, who declares that the granite soil of

Tuolumne is superior to all others. That is a sweep

ing assertion, capable of being demonstrated.

There are thousands of acres of excellent apple

land to be had in Tuolumne county at $15 and $25

an acre. That price sounds absurd when one con

siders that the apple lands of the Pajaro valley and

of the Hood River country, in Oregon, bring

hundreds of dollars an acre. The land available in

Tuolumne is near the Sierra Railway, thus affording

quick transportation facilities, and all that is neces

sary to do is to clear it and plant the trees. With

care—every growing thing must be given care—the

trees will bear fruit, and a person having twenty

five or fifty acres in apples may be assured of an

income for life within a few years.

One of the successful apple growers of Tuolumne

volunteers this advice to persons who may be

interested:

“Trees do best on mountain slopes planted

thirty to thirty-five feet apart. Apple trees fre

quently grow thirty to forty feet high in the moun

tains of Tuolumne and bear accordingly. They

must have plenty of room.”

Winter varieties are the most profitable on

account of their keeping quality.

If one exercises wisdom in selecting land and has

a measure of industry, devoting necessary time to

the care and cultivation of trees, he will score

success. Fruit-growing is just as much a business

as any other enterprise, and neglected work means

lost profits in both instances. -

Tuolumne county is so big that it is hard to com

press within an allotted space an idea of the wonder

ful possibilities it possesses. There are gold mining,

big copper deposits, great marble quarries and simi

lar industries. Then the mighty forests loom up.

The lumber industry is one of Tuolumne's principal

assets, and in the next few years will expand. There

are two big concerns—the Tuolumne Lumber Com

pany, owning 60,000 acres of timber land and em

ploying hundreds of men, and the Standard Lumber

Company, with 40,000 acres of land and an equal

number of busy hands. The Standard is building

a model city for the comfort of its employees a short

distance from Sonora. It isnot a“lumber-jackcamp.”

It is a city-model homes for modern families.

Each of these lumber companies has its railway

system into the woods, and the output of the mills

is shipped to every section of the country. One

manufacturing establishment in the East ordered

three million feet of spruce to be used in making

lead pencils. Do you know how many billions of

lead pencils may be made from that? I don’t.

There is an abundance of grass in the mountains

and valleys of Tuolumne. That accounts for the

growth of the cattle industry within the last few

years. For a long period this was almost entirely

neglected. The county possesses every natural

advantage, but there were few to follow these

opportunities. Now, however, cattle are shipped

from Sonora in carload lots. Only a short time ago

all shipments were made from a point down the

valley, to which the cattle would be driven.

Tuolumne county has magnificent scenery, and

yearly it is attracting pleasure seekers from all over

the West. It has excellent mountain roads for the

automobile tourist, and will be one of the first

mountain counties in California to be connected

with a spur road with the new state highway.

Enterprising citizens of Tuolumne have subscribed

for $100,000 in state highway bonds in order that

this connecting road may be hurried to completion

under the supervision of the State Highway Com

mission. The enterprising Board of Supervisors

likewise has undertaken an improvement that will

delight the tourist. That is the cutting down of

the grade of Priest Hill, which had been the bane

of travelers. The new grade will average less than six

percent where heretofore it was twenty-five percent.

So you see little old Tuolumne is advancing. Its

Mother Lode mines must go on producing millions:

its great timbers will be felled to supply the marts

of the West; its cattle will be ranging in the moun

tains, and all the time it will be “Apple blossom

time in Tuolumne!”

Talk about golden opportunities!
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Christmas

Suggestion

from

Sunset

Magazine

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY

OU have many friends

Y who would appreciate

a copy of this number

of Sunset and we have a

suggestion to offer. As a

Christmas remembrance to

your friends send them the

Christmas issue and the two

following numbers. Remit to

us $1.00 and the names of three

friends and we will enter their

names for a three months

subscription to SUNSET, in

cluding the December Christ

mas issue. We will also mail

to them a beautiful Christmas

card advising that the maga

zines are being sent with your

Christmas Greetings. Addi

tional names may be sent at

the rate of three for $1.00 to

each of whom we will send

SUNSET for three months.

SUNSET MAGAZINE

SAN FRANCISCO

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WEAR the badge of quality

which admits me into every

club. My company is always

select, as the men who smoke
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T AM a masterpiece- Turkish

blend of as pure and whole

some tobacco asever grew. Besides

my simple package means more

smokes than were I packed in a

fancy box for show.
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the cigarette of 2O
the nation.
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Heppelwhite!" exclaimed the Old Gentleman.

You can know him by his dancing lines. He

breathed into his art the spirit of classicism

and created forms of which none can tire.’”

From"Chats About Silver,” our free Booklet-sent upon

request-which entertainingly tells about silverfashions

and helps you to distinguishsilver styles.

HAT better gift can one make to

- day than a Heppelwhite Service

with the quaintness of the quaint old

maker's time set upon it like a grace?

Reed & Barton, during nearly a century,

have re-created the silver fashions of

many periods in many patterns, blazing

silver trails in the field of exclusive de

signs. No silver can be too elaborate,

or too simple,to be found in the Reed

& Barton compass, which includes gold,

bronze and pewter forms as well.

Send for “Chats About Silver,” filled

with word and brush pictures of old,

quaint times.

Offered by Leading Jewelers Everywhere

Send for our free booklet "Chats About Silver.”

-a mine of silver information.

Reed & Barton

Taunton, Massachusetts
Represented at

5th Avenue and 32d Street

4 Maiden Lane

New York

Boston Chicago San Francisco

_%

J%ppe/white

J%tern
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1258 Coos Bay, OregonDevelopment Section:

The rich bottomland in the Coos Bay, Oregon, country has yet to find its equal for dairying. The “logged-off"

foot-hill land, of which there are thousands of acres uncultivated, can be

purchased at exceedingly low prices

Coos Bay Coming Into Her Own

By C. E. FISHER

F you had fifty billion feet of the very finest of

merchantable timber, and in addition to that

a piece of land encompassing 250 square miles

underlaid with vast deposits of bituminous coal,

you would feel rather chesty, wouldn't you? That

is a combination hard to beat-building material

and a common necessity; fuel and power and

wealth. If you owned these things near a deep-sea

harbor and someone should tell you that a railroad

was being built right into the midst of your hold

ings, what would you do? Shake hands with your

self, congratulate yourself? Most of us would.

Now that is but an inkling of the great resources

tributary to the Coos Bay District, on the coast

in southwestern Oregon, but are the people of Coos

Bay acting foolish over their fortune? Not a bit

of it. They are proceeding in an entirely business

like, matter-of-fact sort of way to develop those

resources, and others which they have known that

they possessed for a long time.

Quite a while ago one of the most profound

students of Oregon history and development saw

what was coming Coos Bay-ward. He saw that

Coos Bay was one of the few feasible, deep-sea

harbors for a space of eight hundred miles along

the coast of California and Oregon. He saw that

the government had its eye on Coos Bay and that

a lot of development work was soon to be done in

opening and enlarging the harbor and consequently

encouraging the world trade that was to go forth

from this latent veritable treasure-box of things

which the world needed and wanted. He saw that

the hills of the country surrounding Coos Bay were

heavily timbered with Douglas fir, ash, cedar,

maple, alder and myrtle, and with white or Port

Orford cedar, a wood in great demand and found in

no other part of the world except along the coast of

California and Oregon. (Sir Thomas Lipton's new

cup-challenger yacht is being constructed of Coos

Bay Port Orford cedar.) He saw that the govern

ment surveys were constantly widening the area

known to be underlaid with fine quality bituminous

coal. He saw that great lumber manufacturing

interests were eying Coos Bay and already begin

ning to establish great manufactories. He saw that

the fisheries were yielding large revenue and that

the dairymen were waxing fat from the herds that

wallowed in knee-deep natural meadows. He saw

that the truck-farmer and the poultryman were

finding an increasing market for the products

which they had ready for consumption. He saw

that a shipbuilding yard and a modern paper and

pulp factory were inevitable and then he wrote

these prophetic words:
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Slobo' Warmiekc.
Bookcase Event

At your local Globe-Wernicke Dealers

December 1 to December 13

OU cannot think of a more useful, more delightful

gift to one who loves books—and who doesn't?—

than a Globe-Wernicke Sectional Bookcase.

You cannot choose a Globe-Wernicke Sectional

Bookcase more advantageously than during your

local Dealer's Globe-Wernicke Bookcase Event—

December 1 to December 13.

These two weeks will be devoted to a special

Christmas Exhibition and demonstration of

Globe-Wernicke Bookcases by our agencies all

over the country. You will £nd the Event well

: attending even though you intend no pur

ascs.

This is the Globe-Wernicke period in Bookcases.

The Globe-Wernicke Bookcase grows with the

Library-no empty shelves yawning for books,

no over-crowded shelves. The sections are pur

chased as needed at a few dollars each.

The rich beauty of the Globe-Wernicke Book

case delights the craftsman as its utility years ago

won the admiration of the book lover. It is made

in many styles,—Sheraton, Art Mission, Standard,

Ideal; a style to harmonize with the furnishing of

every room.

But visit the Globe-Wernicke Bookcase Event

and learn the beauty of the Bookcases for yourself.

If we have no agency in your locality write for

Christmas Circular No. 37. We ship freight pre

paid where not represented.

Use the coupon at the bottom of the page.

Thc Slobo’ Warmicko Co.

U

|| 1 ||
|

|

Coupon. THE GLOBE-WERNICKE CO., Cincinnati.

Kindly send your Christmas Circular No. 37 to the name and address on the margin belom:

Mfgs. of Sectional Bookcases—Filing Cabinets—Stationers' Goods

CINCINNATI

Branch Stores: New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Washington, Cincinnati
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I26o Coos Bay, OregonDevelopment Section:

In Coos county alone there are fifty billion feet of merchantable timber ready for the harvest, and tributary

to Coos Bay are as many more billions of feet that will eventually be shipped through this port

“Persons now living will see one million people in

southwestern Oregon whose port will be Coos Bay.”

But few communities in the world have been able

to attain a vigorous and prosperous development

previous to the coming of the railroad. But the

Coos Bay district upsets many apparently estab

lished precedents of the way things are done or are

to be done. The Coos Bay district went right on

growing and progressing as though such a handicap

were farthest from its worries. Deep-sea shipping,

of course, was largely responsible for this spirit

of independence and yet the interior counties had

the great advantage of prompt rail shipment to

points of immediate consumption. But the railroad

has come. And the great timber wealth, the tribu

tary dairy resources, the adjoining area of farming

and fruit land, the great coal deposits, the com

mercial fisheries and even the summer resort

attractions of the Coos Bay district altogether seem

to say—“at last, the world has reached out for us

both by water and by rail, and we are ready.”

Like many of our coast sections where the tem

perature is controlled largely by sea breeze, the

Coos Bay country can boast of an unusually de

lightful climate the year round. It never gets too

hot, never too cold. It rains perhaps more than in

some other sections but the slight inconvenience

from rain is far more than offset by the absence of

blizzards and cyclones, snowstorms and freezes,

sweltering summer days and nights.

Because of this delightfully equable climate

dairying in Coos Bay country is a source of great

wealth. The pastures remain green the year

round. One acre of the best bottom-land will keep a

dairy cow in green grass the year round and two acres

will afford an abundance of grass, root crops and hay.

But the largest area of undeveloped agricultural

land in Coos county is the bench and hill land, most

of it logged-off or burned-over timber land. This

land may be purchased most reasonably and with

a little effort can be made to produce prolific crops

and thus bring a handsome return on the invest

ment. This bench land is ideally suited for the

production of vegetables, small fruits, apples and

other tree fruits and the raising of live-stock offers

additional opportunity. Some of this land can be

purchased at from ten to fifteen dollars per acre.

Those who have hunted the hills and fished the

streams of the country round about Coos Bay know

what the term sportsman's Utopia means.

There is a charm in the Coos Bay region that gets

hold of one and hangs on, like the memory of a

wonderful sunset or the elusive perfume of a certain

meadow, memories that are cherished because they

are never again equaled by similar sights or delights.

But you, Mr. Man-looking-for-a-home, want to

know what all that has to do with your chances.

Just this. There is much land in the Coos Bay

country that can be purchased at most reasonable

prices. There is logged-off land—the best of

all land for fruit raising. There is considerable

bottom-land, that, while a little high in price, has

yet to see its equal for dairying and cranberry cul

ture and truck farming. There are live growing

towns and live growing opportunities-and you

might better be right there on the ground this

minute than dreaming about the time you expect

to go. Marshfield, North Bend, Empire, Coquille are

clustered around the bay. Every year, almost, sees

new smoke-stacks arising from the mills and factories

that are being established within their boundaries.

So—get in touch with Coos Bay!
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OW would you feel after paying a

|- $1,000 or more for a player-piano to

* find that your neighbor’s $450 instrument
*"

- - -

£ contained exactly the same kind of a playing
- -

** mechanism?

*

£ Wouldn't it seem strange that your expensive piano should contain such

£2. a cheap player—something like a torpedo boat with a tow boat engine in it?

£

-

-

* There are many grades and makes of player-pianos-but only a very few

*::: different playing actions. Most player-pianos, except the Kranich & Bach,

W contain a sort of ready-make playing mechanism, suitable for cheap instru

2 ments, and “Tinkered” into many different makes of pianos, irrespective of

£, quality or individual requirements.
*.

# KRANICH & BACH

#| PLAYER-PIANOS
\|

-

| contain a playing mechanism that is too good to install in any other than

"...] Kranich & Bach pianos. It is

designed expressly and exclusively

* | for this instrument and cannot be

|- & had in any other make of piano.

}: Its relationship to the piano

*>
- - -

-

% is perfect—it is as much a part

S. of the instrument as is the key

* - board, or the piano action, all of

F. "E which are made completely in the

# Kranich & Bach factory.

7 | Artistic tone production is

t produced most satisfactorily in

*E= Kranich & Bach unit constructed

pianos.

# Write for catalog.

# | Kranich & Bach
* g 237 East 23rd Street

New York City

# - - *S* -.

£

***

*:::)Ś
|- -

*

* -/-.

|I
"…
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Final Route for Lincoln Highway Chosen and

Dedicated

October 31 will hereafter be circled with red on

the calendar of the automobile and highway enthu

siasts of the United States. It will mark the anni

versary of the dedication of the first transconti

nental highway to the nation's most honored

president, Abraham Lincoln, an enduring monu

ment to the martyred statesman and to the spirit of

coöperation that actuates the people of several

states. The dedication was very properly observed

in the thirteen states through which the great

thoroughfare passes on October 31st of this year.

Which indicates that progress is being made in

the completion of the scheme to construct a really

meritorious permanent highway across the entire

country.

The success of the undertaking thus far has sur

prised even its most sanguine adherents and with

substantial contributions pouring into headquarters

it is predicted that actual construction is more than

a mere dream of the near future.

The route definitely announced in a proclamation

issued from the national offices of the Lincoln High

way Association in Detroit, is as follows: Starting

in New York City the highway passes through

Jersey City, Newark and Trenton to Philadelphia,

then west to Pittsburg, through the north central

section of Ohio, over to Fort Wayne and South

Bend, skirts Chicago, enters Joliet, Rochelle, Ster

ling and other Illinois cities, reaches Iowa at Clinton

and leaves at Council Bluffs, passes through Omaha,

goes to Denver and north to Cheyenne, west through

Green River and Evanston to Utah touching Echo,

Parley's Canyon, Salt Lake City, Garfield, Grants

ville, Timpie, Kanaka Ranch, Fish Springs, Kear

ney's Ranch, Ibapah; thence to Nevada. Tippet's

Ranch, Shelburne Pass, Ely, Eureka, Austin,

Fallon, Wadsworth, Reno, Carson City are the

Nevada points passed and California is entered by

way of Truckee, Auburn, Tallac, Placerville, Sacra

mento and Stockton, the route ending on the Pacific

seaboard at Oakland and San Francisco.

The directors of the Association have endeavored

to select for the 2000 miles a route of easy grades,

combining the scenic splendors of the country.

Some of the points touched or reached from the

great highways are Gettysburg, Washington,

Canton, the resting place of McKinley, Mammoth

Cave of Kentucky, the home of Lincoln in Spring

field, Ill., Lincoln's birthplace in Kentucky, the

Grand Canyon of the Colorado, and the many and

varied wonders of Utah, Nevada and California.

Yosemite Valley is closed to automobiles until

next spring. The season closed on October 20th and

the exact date for the opening of the coming season

is not as yet announced.

*=:*==== V.

*
-.

To
s'

Coos County, Oregon, Would Cash in on its

Resources

With an automobile parade, brass bands, and

unbounded enthusiasm the citizens of Coos county,

Oregon, recently inaugurated a good roads project

which calls for a bond issue of $450,000. The

boosters propose to construct a trunk line, hard

surfaced, from Roseburg, the county seat of Douglas

county, to Coos Bay via Myrtle Point, and another

trunk line from Curry county to Coquille via

Bandon to connect with the main highway. Coos

county is a county of great natural resources, fifty

billion feet of standing timber, commercial fisheries,

dairying and farming resources. Further, it is

known in the Oregon country as one of the real

vacationist spots in the Pacific Northwest. With

good roads leading into the heart of a natural hunt

ing, fishing and camping country Coos county will

realize how keen the automobile tourist is for such

joys. The assertion is ventured that the tourist and

camper will leave far more within the county each

single season than the cost of the highways, once

good roads are really built and the fame of Coos

has spread.

State of Washington is Making Marked Progress

Since the Washington state permanent highway

law became operative in 1911 authoritative figures

show that 255 miles of hard-surfaced highways have

been completed or contracted for representing a

total cost of $2,102,451. Sixty-six per cent of the

entire mileage has been constructed along the lines

of primary highways. Spokane county leads in

mileage although Kings county leads in amount of

money expended. Spokane county has been con

tent with comparatively inexpensive graveled roads

and waterbound macadam highways but Kings and

Pierce counties have been building with brick and

concrete. The various counties report balances on

hand totaling $380,ooo and the permanent highway

levy for the present year will add to this $1,525,761

for use during the coming year. Washington is

forging straight ahead in its highway construction

and will shortly be well prepared to handle the big

tourist traffic that is bound to seek the Pacific

Northwest during the coming years.

Honors of Ocean-to-Ocean Association to

Arizona and New Mexico

The third annual convention of the Ocean-to

Ocean Highway Association was held in Los Angeles

the third week in October. Officers were elected for

the coming year, the honor of presiding officer going

to Colonel D. K. B. Sellers, mayor of Albuquerque,

New Mexico. Yuma, Arizona, was chosen as the

place of meeting for next year.
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The surpassing individuality of the new

Baker Electric Coupe and the new

Double Drive Worm Gear Brougham is

typified in the offer of special interiors

created by the eminent French Designer,

M. Paul Poiret. In the style of which he

is the accepted master, Poiret has pro

duced a variety of exquisite effects in

self-toned harmonies of old gold, wine

color and shimmering greys, entirely

unique in motor car interiors, which

will appeal to the discriminating

woman as unusually distinctive.
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California Counties Evidence Civic Pride

One of the best examples of civic pride that has

been evidenced in recent years is the manner in

which the various counties of California have come

to the front in the purchase of the state highway

bonds so that the construction of the great trunk

lines through the state would not be hindered.

When these bonds were first issued, owing to a

general tightening of the money market they proved

more or less a drug on the market. Progress was

hampered by lack of adequate ready funds to meet

the improvements proposed and under way. Then

the various counties came forward and began to

take up blocks of the bonds, purchasing them from

surplus funds. In this manner work on the state

highway has been permitted to proceed practically

without interruption, the counties have made a

good investment and the state profits by the

despatch of the work under hand.

The energetic boosters of Stanislaus county, Cali

fornia, have placed signs along the route from Mo

desto to Yosemite, directing the tourist to the

various points of interest in that section of the

state as well as within the park itself.

Making Paved Highways Doubly Attractive

A GOOD EXAMPLE OF CALIFORNIA PERMANENT HIGHWAY

Los Angeles county, California, not content with

the achievement of completing a $3,500,000 highway

system within its boundaries, has set aside an addi

tional $33,000 for beautifying these highways with

shade trees. The estimated cost of parking the

highways with shade is $600 to $900 per mile, vary

ing with the character of the tree and the quantity

to be set. Not a few years since the expensive con

struction of highways in itself would have been con

sidered the height of folly. How the times have

changed! Good roads are a splendid investment.

How much more valuable will they become to a

community when bordered with delightful and cool

ing shade! How much more attractive; how much

more enticing!

This Plan is Evolved by an Aggressive Woman

It has remained for a girl to startle students of

good roads with a plan of interesting youngsters in

the upbuilding and encouragement of highways.

Miss Goldie Van Biber, school supervisor of the

Siuslaw district in Lane county, Oregon, evolved

the plan of making road building a course of study

for rural schools. The school children in each

school district will be taught to build and maintain

a strip of county road near the school building. The

road strip which stands the strain of winter weather

and is found in best condition will be named the

winner of a unique contest. The county officials

immediately favored the proposition and agreed to

provide all materials necessary. -Later laboratory

work will be added to the school curriculum and the

fundamentals of good road building will be care

fully studied by all the children. Miss Van Biber

has jurisdiction over seven hundred square miles of

territory in Lincoln, Lane and Douglas counties and

is the idol of her district.

Reign of Incompetency in Road Building is at

an End

That road building is an art based on a science

and that trained men and experienced men are neces

sary to secure the best results from the expenditure

of road funds is pointed constantly out by those in

charge of the various bureaus of public roads.

Many millions of dollars have been literally thrown

away on road construction in the past few decades.

Consider the highway of today built under the

direction of trained men! How much more durable

and how much less the cost of upkeep compared

with the make-shift results of manifest mismanage

ment and incompetency of a few years ago! Build

ing a durable highway requires the direction of

scientific study and experience just as the building

of a railroad requires these vital requisites.

A single county, San Joaquin, has 260 miles of such public road, and this mileage is beiadded to constantly ge ng
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Exclusiveness!

Mechanically and Artistically-the Ohio Instantly Suggests It

The Ohio Electric introduced the double drive and the magnetic

control—we hold patents on both ideas. And these two features, in

connection with the magnetic brake, afford a driving comfort and an

ease of operation that no other car has ever approached.

Thousands of satisfied owners endorse that statement-the

numerous imitators prove it.

Artistically—in design, finish, upholstery and appointments

the Ohio Electric bears the stamp of aristocracy throughout. It is

a car that will worthily enhance the appearance of the best gowned

WOIIle11.

The car itself is, after all, its own best argument. Any Ohio

Electric dealer will be pleased to show it to you.

Literature on request.

The Ohio Electric Car Co., 1519 W. Bancroft St., Toledo

Gibson Electrics, Ltd, Ontario Distributors Toronto, Canada

HIO
THE ENVIED

ELECTRIC
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Isn't it Great!

Page 1115 this Issue!
E. ALEXANDER POWELL, F. R. G. S., was never better. His enthusiasm

accounts for it. He has had the trip of his life! Can’t you feel the thrill of the

open, the purr of the engine, the comfort of good roads, the restfulness of a scene

like that at San Luis Rey “on a golden afternoon when the sunlight sifted and

softened by branches of ancient olive trees, cast a veil of yellow radiance—?”

The “Autobirds of Passage” Started Expectantly

“The Lord knows what we may find, dear lass—

And the deuce knows what we may do—.”

And They Came Back with a “Hummer” of a Story

A Record of a Motor Flight Along the Coast

from Mexico to Alaska that is a record.

Every automobile owner in the United States should

read this first installment. Every man who knows the

joys of the seat behind the steering wheel will want to

continue this long journey with Mr. Powell. This is

the first of a series of twelve installments, which are

necessary to set forth the delights, the difficulties, and

the crowning success of a memorable trip. Some

harrowing experiences were found in the land farther

north and silences heretofore undisturbed by an auto

horn were broken. “The Log of the SUNSET Car” is

some story, it's THE BIG AUTOMOBILE STORY

OF THE YEAR. It is a picture of the magnificent

Farthest West, painted in the rainbow colors of its

endless variety, by a man who has seen the wonder and

the glory of “all the world beside.” Within the month

it should be on the library table of every automobile

enthusiast in the country.

You'll want your friends to read it and you'll want

to keep your own copy. How can you do both? We've

worked out a plan that will help you. And it will help

usin our effort to send the story of the Glorious West

to all the world.

mmM
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Every Automobile

Owner in America

should read this series of articles. One patriotic citizen of the State of Washington has

already said that were the glories of the Cascades alone known to the people of America

the Alps would be called the Cascades of Europe. Do you catch that? Comparisons

are always odious but we have always given Switzerland the best of the bargain

because the wonders of the West have not been nearly so popular or so intimately dis

cussed by travelers. Watch developments during the succeeding years!

We said we had worked out a plan that will help you help us and in that way help the

other fellow. We want every automobile owner to read SUNSET during the coming

year. We want him to get acquainted with this part of the country and with this |

magazine. We will send a three months subscription to you or any friend you name

for 50 cents, beginning with the big Christmas issue, notwithstanding the fact that the

price of the magazine advances with this issue to $2.50 the year.

And as a Further Inducement

we are enabled, through the courtesy of the California State Automobile Association,

who have allowed us to reproduce a copyrighted HIGHWAY MAP OF CALIFORNIA

AND NEWADA (the retail price of which is $2.00), to give you absolutely free one of

these maps in addition to the three months subscription. When open this map is

17x42 inches in size and folds to a neat 4x9% pocket size. It is bound with protective

cardboard cover and has been pronounced by engineers the best map of its kind

published.

YOU CAN KEEP THE MAP AND SEND THE MAGAZINE TO A FRIEND,

OR YOU CAN KEEP BOTH THE MAP AND THE MAGAZINE. IF YOU |
SEND SUNSET TO A FRIEND WE WILL, IN ADDITION TO SENDING THE

MAP TO YOU, MAIL A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CARD TO YOUR FRIEND

CALLING ATTENTION TO YOUR REMEMBRANCE IN THIS DELIGHTFUL

MANNER.

SUNSET MAGAZINE, 460 Fourth Street, San Francisco, California.

Gentlemen:– Herewith please find 50 cents for which please send:

Road Map to SUNSET for three months to

Name ....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Name . . . . . . . . . .........................................

Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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SDX - FOUR

FORTY | | THIRTY

$1850 $1350

124 INCH 110 INCH

WHEELBASE WHEELBASE

WEIGHT 2750 WEIGHT 2200

WRITE WIRE OR

FOR WRITE FOR

CATALOGUE AGENCY

FOUR FORWARD SPEEDS-ELECTRIC SELF STARTING AND LIGHTING

SILK MOHAIR TOP, DEMOUNTABLE RIMS, WINDSHIELD, SPEEDOMETER, ELECTRIC HORN, AND OTHER

EQUIPMENT FOUND ON THE HIGHEST PRICED CARS.

THE SIX WILL RUN FROM 15 to 18 MILES to THE GALLON OF GASOLINE

WHILE THE FOUR WILL AVERAGE 25 MILES PER GALLON

HERRESHOFF MOTOR COMPANY (MANUFACTURERS), DETROIT, MICH.

HERRESHOFF MOTOR SALES COMPANY (DISTRIBUTORS), TROY, N.Y.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER

“The Port of Adventure”

A Romance of the California Mission Lands by C. N. and A. M. Williamson,

authors of “The Lightning Conductor,” “My Friend, the Chauffeur,”

etc. Illustrated. 400 pages. Doubleday, Page & Co., Publishers. Net $1.35

“Under the Sky in California”
by Charles Francis Saunders, author of “The Indians of the Terraced

Houses,” “A Window in Arcady,” etc. Illustrated from photographs.

300 pages. McBride, Nast & Company, Publishers.

YOUR CHOICE OF EITHER BOOK

su NSET MAGAZINE(52.00
FOR ONE YEAR

OR

BOTH BOOKS AND

suNSET MAGAZINE' or "$3.00

If you wish to make a Christmas present of the above offer we will send the book and magazine to

any address furnished and will also mail abeautiful Christmas card advising that they are being sent

with your greetings. Send order and remittance to

SUNSET MAGAZINE 460 Fourth Street San Francisco

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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As a gift you cannot expressyour

Christmas Good Will and most

appreciative sentiments in a more

rare and exquisite form.

- The magic of Santa Claus

*~ is represented at its

| best in this

be a utiful

1914 Detroit

Electric.

With it you

merely wish

the miles

away.

A Useful Present to the Family
Beginning with Christmas day,

this beautiful Detroit Electric

will enter intimately into the

daily-yes, hourly life of every

member of your family. It be

comes a family institution.

The satisfaction of possessing the

superior and exclusive advan

tages of a Detroit Electric adds

much to your pleasure and per

manent satisfaction.

The prices on 1914 enclosed cars—four

and five passenger capacity-range from

$2550 to $3000, f.o.b. Detroit. Send for

our new catalog in full colors. New cars

are now on exhibition by our dealers in

175 leading cities.

ANDERSON ELECTRICCAR CO.

DETROIT, U.S. A.

BUILDERS OF

*ZE -

ZEcz72/c

Largest manufacturers of electric pleasure vehicles

in the world.
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What and Why

Is the Internal Bath?

By C. Gilbert Percival, M. D.

Much has been said and written about

the present generation living unnatural

lives and being, for that reason, only half

as energetic, enthusiastic, ambitious or even

healthy as it should be

And this is so—

The confined lives that we live, the lack

of constant exercise (for it must be constant

to be effective), and the strenuous require

ments of our business or social duties,

directly bring on a condition, to which

little attention has been paid in the past,

though it does more to rob us of power,

spirit and ambition than any other one

thing known to Medicine.

But Nature has provided, as in so many

other cases, an immediate and perfectly

natural relief for this condition, and over

five hundred thousand Americans are

already taking advantage of it.

When you are ill and a physician is

called, the first step that he takes, no matter

what is the matter with you, is to clean out

the colon (large intestine).

There are two reasons for this:

One is that no medicine can possibly take

effect while there is waste matter in the

Colon

The other and most sign ficant reason is

that if the Colon did not contain this waste,

it is safe to say that you would not have been

ill at all.

The penalty for the lives we live is agreed

on by all Physicians to be the clogging up

of our colons with waste matter which the

system does not voluntarily carry off

This waste is extremely poisonous; the

blood circulation comes in sufficiently close

contact with this waste to take up these

poisons by absorption and distribute them

throughout the body—

The result is a gradual weakening of the

blood forces; the liver becomes sluggish;

biliousness asserts itself; we become heavy,

dull, and develop a more or less nervous fear

of anything we undertake—the more this

waste accumulates, the more we are affected,

until at last we become really ill and in

capacitated.

Now the Internal Bath is the one process,

with the assistance of simple warm water,

properly introduced in a new and natural

way, that will keep the colon as clean and

Sweet and pure as Nature demands it to be

for perfect health.

Enlightened physicians by thousands are

prescribing this new method which is fully

explained in “The What, The Why, The

Way” of Internal Bathing, by Chas. A.

Tyrrell, M.D., of 134 West 65th Street,

New York City. This he will send on re

quest if you mention SUNSET.

It explains just why this method has

proven superior to any other (including

drugs), for removing this troublesome

waste; it also contains many other inter

esting facts and statistics which cannot be

touched on here.

So if you are nearly well and want to get

really up to “concert pitch;” if you want to

feel consistently bright, confident, ambitious

and enthusiastic–In fact, no matter what

your condition, sick or well, the experience

of other hundreds of thousands would prove

it worth your while to at least send for the

book, and look further into this method and

its history.

SUNSET Advertisements are indexed on page 1054
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% CHRISTMAS

AM&Ae # ELECTRICAL

andAhve it ARACTICAL

It is ever the desire to find something new to

coffs'." give expression to the spirit of Christmas. With the

growing trend toward sane and practical giving the

range of choice that is offered in electrical devices

L- for home comfort and home convenience appeals

=# strongly to one whowould select for a gift that which

is attractive both for its novelty and practicability.

Where is the wife or mother who would not

enthuse over a real electric vacuum cleaner or an

electric washing machine? Think of the lasting

pleasure that would be present in a home equipped

with Inter-phones, whichsave useless stair-climbing.
4.##"

- - - - - tri

Other things which give pleasure and satisfaction ###"
Electric

"##hine much out of proportion to their cost, and for which

the cost for electric current to operate is so low that

it need scarcely be considered, are electric irons,

coffee percolators, chafing dishes, bread toasters and

warming pads. All of these and other electric

goods are to be had in highest quality among the

}/estern Electrict:

Home. Utilities
|

- Anythingwith the Western Electric name carries Compl

Electric#"" assurance of quality and guarantee of worth. Every :*

Th:the time you use your Bell Telephone you hold in "#"
hot-water bag. your hand an evidenceofWestern Electric efficiency. #

The same degree of excellence is to be found in - -

every other Western Electric article. No. 2

Electrical dealers all over the country sell our goods. *::::"
If you cannot find them at the dealer's in your town, write to

any of our houses in the cities listed below, and we will send

literature on any article in which you are interested, and tell

you where in your vicinity it can be purchased.

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY

Manufacturers of the 7,500,000 “Bell” Telephones

NewYork Chicago KansasCity San Francisco Montreal

Buffalo Milwaukee Oklahoma City Oakland Toronto

Philadelphia Pittsburgh Minneapolis losMngeles Winnipeg

80s!on Cleveland St.Paul Dallas Calgary

Richmond Cincinnati Denver Houstom Wancouver

Atlanta Indianapolis Omaha Seattle Edmonton

Sawannah St.Louis SaltlakeCity Portland NewOrleans

EQUIPMENT For EveRY

ELECTRICAL NEED

\
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Have Some?

You don’t know how really delicious

candy can be until you’ve tasted the

famous

enok(\ocolates

They are irresistibly delicious. A varied as

sortment of delicately flavored creams,jellies,

nuts, fruits and many other exquisite centres

daintily hidden 'neath a layer of rich choco

late.

Lenox Chocolates are always fresh and uni

form in quality and goodness. Made under

perfect sanitary conditions in America's

ideal candy kitchen.

Try a box today at your draggist's or

confectioner's. he hasn't them,

send as one dollar for handsome sam

ple box of Lenox-assorted.

New England

Confectionery Co.

Boston, Mass.

Makers of the famous line of

- Neoco Sweet

Don't endanger health by

trying to sleep in stuffy rooms.

Sleep the healthful, restfulway

with your windows open: , But

sleep. warm,and protected, in

sleepingwear bearing thislabel

G.
SlEEPING SYSTEM

Extra warm, extra comfortable

and extra well madi. -

Nightrobes, Nightshirts,

Pajamas, Sleepers
of universal appeal! Some like these

garments because of their unusua

quality; others because of their
characteristic fresh air and comfort

features. Ideal for people who know

how Fresh Air tones up (instead of

tears down) lung cells-and who
want to sleep in it at night.

Write for "Nightie -

Tells the whole story of this

hygienic nightwear, and how you

can see your size without expense or

obligation, if your dealer doesn't yet

carry it. Send for booklet today.

Address Dept. 62.

H.B

17 Jewel

Elgin

Waltham

Watch

Gentlemen's Size 20 Year Gold Filled Case

- After you have used one of these watches for
10 Days Trial 10 days, if it does not give entire satisfaction,

send it back and we will return your money. 17 Jewels. Com

pensating Balance which adjusts to changes oftemperature auto

matially. Micrometric Regulator. Other jewelers charge $18 to

$20 for these. We charge $10. Send

for one today.
- -

* Karat Genuine

DLAMOND $2250

Guaranteed venuine blue-white stones,

perfect cut, set in 14 Karat, Solid Gold,

Tiffany Setting. Genuine Bargains,

Genuine Diamonds. $95 per Karat.

Money Refunded any time within

two years, within 5% of purchase

price. Christmas Jewelry purchases

promptly filled.

References. Traders Bank, L. Af. Trust & Sa-Ba

on-ercial Wational Bank,

FEDER & CO. DEPTS. *:::::::::::::
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NONE

- Merrell-Soule

SUCH
Put the"Eat”in

MINCEMEAT
“LIKE MOTHER USED TOMAKE”

and NONESUCHPIE

Has BeenaHousehold

Word for 3OYears

MERRELL SOULE CO.,SYRACUSE,NEW YORK

MAKERS OF FOOD PRODUCTS SINCE 1868

2 F-PANAMIA

DONPT visit the'i

or the West Indies without sending for Book of the

21 day limited cruise Jan’y 10–Feb. 3rd, 1914,

on the new Tourist S. S. Stephano of the

RED CROSS LINE

21 DAYS £"###$100 UP

visiting Colon, Panama; Hamilton, Bermuda; Port

Antonio and Kingston, Jamaica and Havana, Cuba.

Only 150 passengers carried; ample deck space-no crowding

or difficulty of obtaining conveyances at ports of call; a near

approach to a yachting cruise; orchestra;. swimming tank;

numerous baths and showers; superior cuisine; sea sports.

Fans in all rooms and ventilation from deck.

Write to-day for Booklet N

BOWRING & COMPANY, 17 Battery Place, N.Y.

DONT BUY ATYPEWRITER

UNTIL YOU GET OUR PRICES

For we can save you about half the maker's price on any machine

without sacrificing service value, quality or guarantee. You take

no risk in buying

Factory Rebuilt Typewriters
Backed by an immense institution.- the largest and most com

pletely equipped of its kind, -rebuilt by skilled experts,-they are

as near to new as it is possible to make them.

Send for illustrated catalogue and address of nearest branch store,

AMERICAN WRITING

MACHINE COMPANY

(Incorporated)

345": New York |--

716. So, Spring St., Los Angeles - *

Walk Dri-Footed in

Any Weather

Use the shoes you like best, made

water-tight by

DRI-FGDT
Waterproofing for Shoes ".”

Apply when the weather is fine,

and you won't care when it rains.

Does away with the nuisance of

rubbers.

Good for black or tan shoes, doesn't

make them oily or

greasy nor affect the

polish. They wear

longer.

25 cents a can at

shoe dealers. If yours

hasn't it, send us

his name and we'll

supply you.

35 cents in Canada.

Fitz Chemical Co.

667 Broad St., Phillipsburg, N.J.
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of the Vose family have made the art of man

ufacturing the Vose Piano their life-work. For

63 years they have developed their instruments

with such honesty of construction and materials,

and with such skill, that the Vose Piano of to

day is the ideal Home Piano.

Delivered in your home free of charge. Old instru

ments taken as partial pøy"ent in frchange.

Time payments accepted. FREE-Our ha

book of the Vose Pianos. Send for it.

WOSE & SONS PIANO CO.

168 Boylston Street Boston, Mass.

# VOSG Wö.- -

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,

MANAGEMENT, ETC.

of SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly,

published monthly at San Francisco, Cal.,

required by the Act of August 24, 1912.

Name of— Post-Office Address

Editor, Charles K. Field - - - - - - - - San Francisco, Cal.

Managing Editor, None - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Business Manager, William Woodhead - San Francisco, Cal.

Publisher, Sunset Magazine - - - - - - San Francisco, Cal.

owners. (If a corporation, give names and addresses of stockholders holding

1 percent or more of total amount of stock.)

Southern Pacific Company - - - - - - - San Francisco, Cal.

Known bondholders, mortgagees and other security holders, holding 1 per

cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities:

None - - - - - - - - - - -

WM. WooDHEAD

(Signature of Business Manager)

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 17th day of October, 1912.

[Seal E. B. RYAN

Notary Public in and for City and County of San Francisco,
State of California.

W. E. MANU 1 AC 1-1-1F

Thefamous IMPERIALPUMPS for Oilor

Water Wells

R. H. HERRON Co.

Attiliatel with

- OIL WELL SUPPLY co

- Pll Islit R-11, PA.

Main 0ffice and Shop, los Angeles (al. Brandhes in all California 0il fields

-

Try on a Pair and See!
“IVY” Corsets-Made with

bones, or made without bones—

give the natural support and

suppleness, producing thefash

ionable, sane, healthful, smart

figure everybody admires.

If your dealer does not'' our line,

send his name and we will send you

the most magnificent catalog of

corsets ever issued. It will suggest

styles sure to delight you.

IWW'
The greatest national leaders since our designer

created the straight-front style. They produce the soft

looking figure-the easy, uneorseted look that good

taste demands. Prices $1, $2, $3, $4, $5 and up.

Every pair guaranteed to be satisfactory. Sold on the

Coast at Wm. C. Pomin's, 893 Market St. and Post St.,

San Francisco; Bullock's, 7th and Broadway, Los

Angeles; Bon Marche, Seattle; Myer Frank's, Port- - - -

land; and other dealers. If no dealer convenient to It Clings

you carries this line write the originators.

CORSET H COMPANY

Dept. S.Worcester

" HARTSHORN

SHADE ROLLERS

Bear the script name of

Stewart Hartshorn on label.

Get “Improved,” no tacks required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

ADJUSTABLE SHAVING

* Rite Lite AR####|N'ê'.

:----

PRICE DELIVERED

6 in. Diam.

7 in. Diam.

“No Shadows Shaving”

Raises and lowers 8 in.

Slides 14 inches in front of 7 in. DBle.

window. Nick eled magnifying

fixtures. Bevel plate

mirror. Turns on swivel. Money back if

Excellent Xmas Gift not satisfied.

for men or women.

# RITE - LITE GLANS CO.

*::::::::::...'.

Special X mas

proposition to

dealers. Write

"Can take a pound a day off a pa

tient, or put it on. Other systems may

temporarily alleviate, but this i-re

and permanent.”-Av. P. Sun, Aug.,

# Send for Lecture “Great Subject

of Fat."

No Hard work.No Dieting.

DR. JOHN WILSON GIBBS." TREATMENT

For the Permanent Reduction of Obesity

Harmless and Positive. No FAILURE. Your reduction is assured-reduce

to stay. One month's treatment, $5.00. Mail, or office, 13to Broadway,

New York. A PERMANENT REDUCTION GUARANTEED,

"The cure is positive and permanent." -N. P. heraza, July 9, 1893,

“on obesity, Dr. Gibbs is the recognized authority."-A. P. iteria.

BRAND NEW TYPEWRITER

A remarkable typewriter, carried in A

grip or of coat pocket Visible writer. Std. Keyboard.

Does all work slow, machinesdo. Over31,000 in use. "

BENNETT PORTABLE TYPEWRITER 518

Soldon money-back-unless-satisfied guaranty. Wt.

+ 1-lbs. Carrying casefree. Home use, businessor

trips. Send for Catalog and Agents' Proposition.

A. S. Y. Bennett TypewriterCo.,366 Broadway, N.Y.
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: DRücs
Indigestible, irritating foods and the retention of their waste matter are the cause of homeliness

(double chin, dull eyes, bad skin, fagged face, etc.) dullness and disease. The foods which cause

expectoration, catarrh, cough, constipation, tumors, etc., are specified in the booklet. Wrongly

combined foods ferment, cause gas, poison, or kill; e.g., gastritis, appendicitis, apoplexy, etc.
Drugs never have cured disease, never can and never will cure. No Foods Sold.

Over 100 remarkable cases have been certified, under seal, by an investigating committee.

STRIKING EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF FOOD

NVITAL OR BRAINY An excess of starchy and fatty combinations of foods make you sluggish ; it

will give you dull, splitting headaches, lack, of memory and concentration, drowsiness

and inertia. A complete change to “digestible” brainy foods (suitable meat, game, fish

and£ foods, combined with suitable vegetables and fruits according to the new

N brainy diet plan) will produce the most marked improvements in a few weeks.

One dropsical consultant lost 18 £ds of over-weight

in the first week, and returned to business.

Another, a thin man, after being out of work nearly a

year through weakness, was restored in three weeks to hard 50LVENTS
work as a carpenter at full pay. In such cases the change

from a clogging, death-producing diet to energizing foods

caused a literal transformation.

Another patient, deaf in the right ear, owing to a dis
charge caused by an excess of mucus-making foods (cream

butter, cheese, etc.), was completely cured of deafness, an
catarrh by taking correct combinations of suitable foods.

A case of kidney and bladder trouble of ten years' stand

ing was saved from a surgical operation, and the objectiona

ble discharge cured within ten days, because, the loss of con

trol was due entirely to the constant irritation from certain

irritating foods and drinks.

A chronic sufferer, weighing 415 pounds, reduced over

150 pounds (in public life, under many witnesses), gaining

strength and firmer flesh, and losing rheumatism.

IMPORTANT—Long Personal Experience, Individualized

Advice–During fifteen years of personal experiments, I have |
5WEET

|LEMENTS:

learned to produce in myself the symptoms of various dis

eases, each by eating certain wrong foods for a few days or weeks. They are: Rheu

matism, catarrh, sore thoat, constipation, double chin, swollen glands, kidney trou

bles, shortness of breath, rough scaly skin, dandruff, sores, boils, pimples, rash.

AND I CAN RESTORE NORMAL HEALTH IN A FEW DAYS BY CORRECT FOODS.

“THE NEW BRAINY DIET SYSTEM” SENT FOR TEN CENTS

Send Addresses of Your Sick Friends to

G. H. BRINKLER, Food Expert, Dept. 40-M, WASHINGTON, D. C. \ *:

This handsome copper-bound

Red Cedar Chest for
-

- $1 (R50 Complexion

16- as (food

as Mine
Two

Weeks

=- Free Trial

-

An Elegant Christmas Gift

Made of genuine N. C. Red Cedar, delightfully fragrant and

a sure protection against moths and insects. It is of highest

class'' hand polished and is ornamented, with
8

UISG

2-inch copper bands and round head rivets. Size 40x 19% x 15.
Shipped to you direct from the factory at wholesale price. NY S. FACE CREAM
BLUE ######P cÉDAR có Dept.G.. Reidsville.N.c.

1654-56. Long Beach Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal.
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^2=Write for
L^ - No.

#.% *\\ “Betty”
- I - # That's the name

Św of the beautiful

\ girl on the

| <= Calendar
(size, 13 x 32 inches)

t Send your name and

address and a 2c stamp

(it pays part of the

postage) and we'll

send you Free and

postpaid this beautifully litho

graphed and perfect reproduc

ion of the oil painting

Betty,”painted especially for

us. 1914 calendar is attached.

FREE

Coca-Cola booklet enclosed.

THE COCA-COLA, CO.

Atlanta, Ga.

-
(2. ). & -

| IATN > " "R'A. =)
* | * MALVI

) CREAM
-

“The One Reliable |

Beautifier” |

- Banishes Freckles, Sunburn,

Pimples, Ringworm and all

imperfections of the skin

and prevents wrinkles.

Does not -RELY COVER

up but ERADicares them.

Malvina Lorion and

Ichthyol Soap should be

used in connection with MAl

visa CREAM. At all drugxists,

or sent postpaid on receipt of price.

cream, 50c.; Lotion, 50c.;soap, 25c.,
send for testimonials.

- / Prof. I. Hubert, Toledo, O. //
-

Spill a Gallon of Hot Gravy
on the surface of a

X McKAY Ventilated Table Pad and not

*u-ar

cowrman-o joints

--O-O-O- A-D t

a drop of it will reach your table, nor will any of it be absorbed by the

pad. Wash the surface of the pad with soap and water, or a damp

cloth, without removing it from the table, and not a trace of the gravy
will remain.

This is but one of the exclusive features of this pad.

Ventilated Air Chambers in the body of the Pad provide a circulation

of air that absorbs and carries away the heat, keeping the pad dry and

sanitary and entirely heat-proof.

Invert the pad, and tho beautiful felt (or flannel) makes an excellent

card table or study table out of your dining table.

A positive guarantee that your table will not be injured by heat or

hot liquids while covered by a McKay Pad.

Leaves and Luncheon Mats made in the same manner.

Do not buy your table pad or luncheon mats until you have seen these,

Accept No Substitute.

These Pads For Sale By: -

California. Furniture Co. - - Los Angeles, Calif.

J. W. Robinson Co. - Los Angeles, Calif.

A. Fusenot Co., - - Los Angeles. Calif.

The Emporium - San Francisco, Calif.

H. C. Capwell Co. -

The Wormser Furniture Co.

Hochheimer & Co. - -

The Benbough Furniture Co.

F. A. Taylor Co. - -

J. G. Mack & Co. -

Rhodes Bros. (Inc.)

Frederick & Nelson

The Grote-Rankin Co.

The Standard Furniture Co,

Tull & Gibbs, (Inc.) -

Listmann Furniture Co.

Barnes-Woodin & Co.

Hudson's Bay Co. -

D. A. Smith, Limited - - Vancouver, British Columbia

David Spencer, Limited - Vancouver and Victoria, British Columbia

Write us for samples, booklet, etc.

LYDON BRICHER MFG. C0., 231(entralAve., Minneapolis, Minn.

Oakland, Calif.

Fresno, Calif.

Bakersfield, Calif.

San Diego, Calif.

Portland, Ore.

Portland, Ore.

Tacoma, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane, Wash.

North Yakima, Wash

North Yakima, Wash.

Vancouver. B. C.

ND
~

Osr N

GLACE: ERUir
A delicious confection that embodies all the flavor of California's

choicest fruits, candied by the original Townsend process and

daintily packed in a hand-painted souvenir box. A full pound will

be mailed anywhere upon receipt of $1.00. As a dainty remem

brance it is particularly appropriate. No more acceptable holiday

wift could be sent. Sold only by

TO-Ns-ND-s

55 Grant Avenue San Francisco

Xmas

1913

ShirleyN. £

President\\
-

Suspenders' |

50
%

“A pair for every suit”

makes*:: #":
h - Try it and see! In

£ful gift boxes - 12 different

pictures. At stores or postpaid, 50c.

“Satisfaction or money back"

Be sure “Shirley£ on buckles

The C. A. Edgarton Mfg. Co., Shirley,=/

-
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W. &. J. SLOANE

SAN FRANCISCO

Northern California Distributors

Grass Furniture

TRADú MAww.

means furniture far above

the ordinary and distinc

tively in a class by itself.

There is no other furniture

like CREX and nothing

more acceptable as a Xmas

Gift.

Ask your dealer for CREX

New booklet:

No. 277, Artistic Home Furnishings,

sent free, on request

Prairie Grass Furniture Co.

Sole Manufacturers

Glendale, Long Island,

New York

Wittegate:ASPtoe Polishes
Finest Quality Largest Variety

***". |.

“CHIC” liquid dressings for cleaning and recoloring all kinds

and colors of Suede, Buck and Nubuck footwear. Any color, 25c.

“GILT EDGE,” the only ladies shoe dressing that positively

contains OIL. Blacks and Polishes ladies and children's boots and

shoes, shines without rubbing, 25c. "French Gloss,” 10c.

“DANDY” combination for cleaning and polishing all kinds

of russet or tan shoes, 25c. “STAR” size, 10c.

“ALBO” cleans and whitens canvas shoes. In round

white cakes packed in zinc-tin boxes, with sponge, 10c. In handsome,

large aluminum boxes, with sponge, 25c.

If your dealer does not keep the kind you want, send us the price

in stamps for a full size package, charges paid.

WHITTEMORE BROS. & CO.

20-26 Albany St., Cambridge, Mass.

The O/dest and Margest Manufacturers of

CALIFORNIA FURNITURE CO.

LOS ANGELES

Southern California Distributors

Shoe Polis/tes in the JP'orld

Brass Band Bargains!

40% saving—and the satisfaction of dealing with

the biggest house in the business. American

Professional Cornets and Band Instruments that out-tone

and out-sell all others, at prices much less than other high

grade makes. Free catalog, Band Herald, easy terms.

Every inducement. Amateurs should use Professional

Instruments.

LYON & HEALY, 29-49 E. Adams St., Chicago

World's Largest Music House (192)|
ABLAch

Ace Powper

WHEN NORTH WINDS BLOW

users of LABLACHE fear not or the complexion.

This dainty, invisible powder safeguards the most

tender skin and induces a -

velvety smoothness. -

Delicat . fragrant, it

makes a lasting appeal -

to the refined. …

RefuseSubstitutes

. They may be dan

gerous. Flesh,White,

Pink or Cream, 50c.

a box of druggists or

by mail. Over two

million boxes sold

annually. Send 10c.

for a sample bor.

BEN. LEVY Co.

French Perfumers Dept.*

125 Kingston St., Boston,Mass
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Counin,LifePre:

Garden City, N. Y. Work is Made

Forward Looking Men and Women Need

THEWORLDSWORK
“THE FORWARD-LOOKING MAGAZINE”

A fearless, constructive magazine with positive aims and

qualities. Its hobby is always to build up and strengthen.

It is working now for a great upbuilding year in 1914.

Forward - Looking Articles

#

# find 50 cents

# for 4 months'

# trial subscription

# to the World's

# Work.

A RACE OF HUMAN

THOROUGHBREDS

By Alexander Graham Bell. An au

thorized interview by one who has

known him for fifteen years. Correct

ing popular fallacies about eugenics,

it is one of the most constructive and

informing articles ever written on

this important subject.

GIVING JUDGES THE

POWER TO BE JUST

The third article in George W. Alger's

great series, Swift and Cheap Justice.

He shows comprehensively and clear

ly what is being done to give our

judges the opportunity to be just.

Illustrated with portraits of promi

nent lawyers.

Howard Elliott, Chairman of the Board of Direc-.

tors of the New Haven Railroad, has an illuminating

forecast on What I Am Trying to Do.

There are many other striking features in this issue. In the series

Who Govern the United States, “Houston, of Agriculture,” is the very

interesting subject. Burton J. Hendrick has a thrilling account of

“Fighting the Black Death in Manchuria.” Hubert Bruce Fuller

writes on “The Water Power War.” Carl Crow writes entertain

ingly on “America First in Athletics.

timely article by Arno Dosch entitled “How Business Is

Standing Tariff Revision.”

interpretative editorials, with portraits of the master

workers, and all the other regular departments are in

” There is also a very

The March of Events, fine

this December issue.

Remember-in a year you get 1,500 pages and

more than 1,000 graphic pictures

pountepay race & co. N.N.<- USE THIS COUPON
Garden City, New York

 

-

*** *--
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%

Where “Country

| | | Life in America”

* Is Made

Country Life Press || -

Game.C#sy, -

The Christmas Annual of

Country Life inAmerica

Is full of color and beauty, alive with holiday spirit and fun.

This luxuriant annual will be as good as Country Life in

America's best. In England the great annuals fill a definite

place in the holiday celebration; no other publication comes

so near to meeting the same need on this side of the water.

Among the contents are the following:

WALTER PRICHARD EATON'S exquisite new serial,

“The Idyl of Twin Fires” is commenced.

JULIAN A. DIMOCK writes of “The Dog Teams of the

Northern Woods” and shows remarkable photographs.

LUCIUS C. PARDEE in “The Story of Nyctea, the Great

White Owl” has written a brand new sort of a nature story.

Exquisite color illustrations by Charles Livingston Bull.

ELLA M. BOULT tells the story of “The Nativity, a Mira

cle Play in New England”; striking color illustrations.

HENRY W. LANIER has caught the true spirit of winter

sport in his charming paper “Snow Fun in Maine.”

LUKE VINCENT LOCKWOOD, the great authority, begins

his unique series on “Old American Silver” with an

article on “Spoons.” -

£y S.S

We would call your attention to the coupon on this page. It entitles you $n "

to this issue and the next four for a dollar bill. The regular price *N' P£

of the Christmas Annual alone is fifty cents. January will be the S one dollar for £

Motor Number and it and succeeding issues will contain these 4. .#C#

serials and series: “The Idyl of Twin Fires,” “Country Life <& Life in America for

Goes West,” “TrueStories of the Northern Frontier,” “Whatthe < n 'D' .

Neighbors Did,” “Old American Silverware,” “Little Stories 6 ber issue.

of Big Farmers”; these departments—“Dogs,” “Better S$

Stock,” “Poultry,” “The Automobile,” “From a Country cQ

Window,” “Experiment Station News.” And there will

always be new articles, including many on house build- Afth,

ing and gardening with numerous illustrations.

USE THIS COUPON ->
DOUBLEDAY, PAGE & CO. *

Garden New York #4
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-6MOIURLlully

...ORGANIIED GAMES

"RA'ADVENTUR:
"r --- YINE F-E:***

£ INTER*A' 8. DRMING

*: Through #

-Outdoor World

" & RECREATION

Edited bu Caspar Whitney

Americas Representative Outdoor Magazine

INSPIRATION. Like a great and kindly beacon showing the way, a

magazine that flashes the keenest light upon the joys

of the open that make life so well worth while.

IT GUIDES YOU SAFELY To

GOOD TIMES, GOOD COMRADES, GOOD HEALTH,

A FULL BRIGHT LIFE
A magazine with a new note, a new tone, made by men

|NFORMATION old in£ magazine making;£ of

general appeal, strong of purpose, focusing all the

# forces working for wild life protection.

OF WILD LIFE

AUTOMOSING!'

“SUN”

The livest of timely reading, inspiring, enlightening, author

itative, by the best-known writers. Superbly illustrated

with up-to-the-minute photo-pictures; cover designs

<' ouTDoor

< world PUB.

& COMPANY
in full colors from paintings by famous artists.

Quicker World 25 CENTs Acopy s2.50A year 2-8 Duane St.

- - - New York, N. Y.*A' | GET THE DECEMBER NUMBER and be con- /* e -

vinced that you want it regularly. Q. Please send

“Just to get acquainted” we are pleased to

make you a special offer of a six months'

subscription for $1.00.

©" oUTDooR worLD AND

& RECREATIon for six

<3 months for $1.00 enclosed to:

Name ......... -------------------

The attached coupon entitles you

to this special low rate, and must

be sent direct to us together with

your remittance.

OUTDOOR WORLD
PUBLISHING CO. Address ----------------------------

In writing to advertisers please mention SUNSET, The Pacific Monthly
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sAFETY FOUNTPEN

Is the pen with which to delight

your friends and relatives Christmas

morning. Practical presents are the rule .

and people of distinction with judicious S.

taste are more and more delighting their

friends with gifts of “Swan” Fountpens.

An Appreciated Gift

One that meets every requirement of a

perfect pen so completely that thorough

satisfaction is assured. You won’t make a

mistake in giving “Swans” because almost

everybody needs a fountain pen and every

body wants the best. The “Swan” is a

practical, pleasing, appreciated present, em

bodying every advanced idea in fountain pens

that makes for unsurpassable superiority.

The “Swan Safety” Fountpen

will not blot, skip or sputter and cannot

leak. The new “Swan Self-Filler” fills

full with five squeezes of a rubber bulb

covered by a small screw-cap at the end

of the holder, has large ink capacity and

noprotuberances on the holder, is symmet

rical and beautifully balanced and

equipped with the “Little Windows.”

With them you can see your pen filling

and know when to refill. You never

have an empty pen in an emergency

if you use a “Swan Self-Filler.”

At all jewelers, stationers, and druggists

in appropriate Xmas boxes. “Swan Safety”

$2.50 and up, with “Little Windows.”

$3.00 and up. “Swan Self-Fillers”

$3.00 and up. Write for illustrated folder.

MABIE, TODD & CO.

**Little

Windows,”

crystal lenses

firmly imbedded

17 Maiden Lane, New York

209"So State St. Chicago

LONDON PARIS BRUSSELS syDNEY

in the holder that

show you how

much ink is in

your pen and

warn you when

your ink supply

is running

low.
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You only have

to know the name

“Dittmann”

When you go to a Dittmann

shoe store, you know you have

the choice of quality shoes, made

with care on lasts that give com

fort, and are up-to-date in style.

You know you have the best

shoe that can be bought for the

price you pay.

Dress shoes, heavy workshoes,

business shoes, school shoes; for

ladies, for men, for children;

shoes that are correct for all

occasions, all ages, all classes, in

suring shoe comfort and shoe

satisfaction, are found in every

Dittmann shoe store.

For the children, buy

Nine O'Clock

School Shoes

—The teacher of

economy

Nine O'Clock cou

pons get school flags.

It pays to trade with Dittmann Dealers

\\\\\\\aw Swoe Co.

ST. LOUISManufacturers

All Varieties of Fruits

both citrus and deciduous, as well as nuts, berries, vines,

etc., in every good sort, can be obtained from these t

California nurseries at attractive prices. Our st is

grown under ideal soil and climatic conditions by experts

and is guaranteed true to name.

Plant Walnuts for Profit

We have a fine stock of Franquette and Mayette, which are

the leading varieties and splendid£ Can also sup

ply Concord, Eureka, Placentia Perfection, etc. Ask for

quotations. Consult with Us-Free

about your plans. Our advice and suggestions will be

valuable to you. We know what is best adapted to your

locality and can intelligently counsel with you about what

and when to plant for best results.

If you are figuring on setting out any Ornamental Trees,

Shrubs, Vines, Evergreens, Palms, etc., you will do well to
get in touch with us. We have a ificent stock, includ

ing a splendid assortment of Hardy Field Grown Roses.

Write for free illustrated price catalogue

(Illustrated;320pages; only$1.00)

IsIDifferent FromAllOtherSexBooks:

Tells All About Sex Matters; what

young men and women and all others

to know; what parents and teach

ers should tell children; tells husbands

- Ee-: they don't:: youn

i t Or DI) :

:*:All F.'t::::::::::
Need to Read the latestresearches of Medical Science,

#:

.

in relation to Eugenics and Happiness in

and Eu£ PlainSex Facts hitherto mi

ths in P e-y£ Scientific.

ByWinfield Scott Hall,Ph.D., M.D. (Leipzig),Head of Physiology

Department of Northwestern University Medical School; Author,

Lecturer, Scientist, Medical Man of Highest Standing; Lead

Authorityon "Sex Hygiene" and "Sex Problems" #:
“SEXUAL Knowledge” and “EUGENICS” in One Volume.

Only $1.00; postage 10c extra; mailed under plain wrapper.

The INTERNATIONAL BIBLE HOUSE

16th and Chestnut Streets, Dept.W-117 Philadelphia, Pa.,U.S.A.

|

-

-

No Stain £Oi No o' 24

%-ze A GUAR- 2.

*MutaRYMAN"A'P&

provides perfect labrication,

- and serves as a polish; absolutely as

|prevents rust, NYOIL contains

8|| no acids; will not gum or chill.

Used in many of the Armories of

the United States and Euro

WiL"#"US:#"N"#L#"#:

wherever tried, it has become a

necessity. Ask your hardware or

sporting goods dealer for a trial

bottle at 10c., or a large bottle

#1 (cheaper to buy) at 25c.

WM.F.NYE. New Bedford. Mass..."
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You couldn’t ask for

more at the price

Men, you'd pay double Z *@

the actual price for Hanes G-> *

Winter Underwear and *- :

then feel that you were

getting aheaping money's

worth.

You'd wear

it and then

know you

did.

50c

per/ .

Garmient

is made for the sensible&substantial

man who wants solid Mörth and no

frills for his money.ASo, instead of

frills, we've pat #/Hanes Under

wear such exclusive features as the

tic-collarette that fits close to the

neck; the improved knitted cuffs that

will not: staunch waist

band: he king ced shoulder that will

£ and drop down;

and the unbr. kable seams.If your dealer

does not carry

Hanes, write
they do.
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t|ONORB(LT6.

S{*) OES

Mayer Honorbilt Shoes lead in style, fit, comfort and wearing

quality. It would be impossible to find shoes of equal style so

dependable for wear. The choicest

leather is used in making Honorbilt

Shoes. They are built to last a long

time and keep their shape to the end.

Mayer Honorbilt Shoes are “built on

honor.”

If you want style and quality without extra, cost, ask your

dealer for Honorbilt Shoes. If not obtainable, write to us.

WARNING-###"::"'':

We make Mayer Honorbilt Shoes in all styles for men,

women and children; Drysox wet weather shoes, Yerma

Cushion Shoes, and Martha Washington Comfort

|
§

GOLD EDGE5

PLAYING CARDS

£:
2:1 For Social Play [') For General Play #

Bicycl lit de Bicy- -

[NCRESS Congress Cards would SEND I5 & IN STAMPS cle£'W', £
make i. -

- - - -

PUMNO CARDS appropriate gifts to expense to maintain this |

*:::: your card-playing friends. ualit digi 1 th

*::::: Original art designs in as ££,£ -

:* |...] many as ten colors and gold. ISSUED. £"*** |#||

Club

ndered

YEARLY

soc PERTEACK Air-Cushion Finish I Ivory or Air-Cushion Finish

Buy a box of Freeman's Face Powder

for 25c. Use half of it. If you do not

find it equal to any 50c or $1.00

powder you ever used, your dealer will

refund your money.

your dealer will have Freeman's

Face Powder. If not, send to

us direct. Sample gladly ser- -

Cincinnati. 0. -Freeman Perfume Co., t
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Zie. % us

Firfelt slippers, popular and prac

tical as Christmas presents, are

serviceable all through the year.

They are restful and comfort

able. Healthful, too, because

Firfeltisporousandpermits proper

circulation of the air.

FOOTWEAR

for women, men and children
Babies' |A'(r. \

£

#Price
-

is made of fine quality felt, with light

and durable leather soles which retain

the slipper's shape and assure long

service and satisfaction.

|Write for “Styles”—1913-1914

our new catalog| printed in colors, showing prices and shapes

which may be had in eighteen attractive colors.

If your dealer cannot supply you, order from

us, stating desired color and size of street shoe.

The name “FIRFELT,” plainly stamped on

the sole of every slipper, is your guarantee.

Worcester Slipper Company

404 Park Avenue Worcester, Mass.
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\

Write for

Booklet

£
-

-****

-** ||

MAX Providence pro

tect you and your

wife and your children from the

necessity of using it. But when you do need

it, may the same kind Providence have fore

armed you to throttle the fire fiend before he

can rob you of your household treasures or

the lives of those whom the hearthstone can

not spare. Pyrene plants confidence in your

bosom when you are going away-an assur

ance that you will not return to charred ruins,

| death, or a frightful disfigurement.

TO OPERATE

| worx". -

Price, $7, f.o.b. nearest shipping point

Brass and Nickel-plated Pyrene Fire Extinguishers

are the only one-quart fire extinguishers included

in the list of Approved Fire Appliances issued by

the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

PYRENE MANUFACTURING CO., 1358 Broadway, New York City
Atlanta Baltimore Boston Buffalo Chi

Dayton Denver Louisville Memphis N£
- * Oklahoma City Pittsburgh St. Louis San Antonio York, Neb.

Pacific Coast Distributors: G0RHAM ENGINEERING CO., San Francisco, Los Angeles, Seattle

Act the Part of Santa

Yourself this Christmas

If you want to act the part of Santa this Christmas and be a bachelor's

friend, buy "him" a box of these socks.

He will recognize their high quality, softness, silky feel and appreciate the

guarantee that saves him the discomfort of the darned sock.

3%:
7./-A O& A-A A-A

are attractively packed in boxes of various combinations at

$1 a box, according to quality. Sizes 9's to 12's-all

| > leading colors—four grades.

Put up in boxes containing 2, 3 and 4 pairs

at $1.00 per box, according to quality.

Every pair guaranteed 30 days.

SPECIAL-In addition to the above line we make the

lightest weight guaranteed gauze soc x of 3 pairs

guaranteed 3 months, $1.00.

If not at your dealer's, order direct, at the same time
giving us the name and address of your dealer, so

that we can arrange for your future wants.
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ATreasure Among Gifts

Within your family. Waterman's Ideals are gift obligations
not to be overlooked. From one to another among friends they small safety

are given with confidence and received with pride. They pro- "'"
vide one of the indispensable tools of every day life, in home, s. M. M.

business and study. Waterman's Ideals today are being sold r:

and used to an even greater extent than ever before in their

active history. There is only one standard of quality, the very highest, || ||

£: and for which the Waterman's Ideal imprint on pen and barrel is the :

|

|

: : fullest guarantee. As gifts they are compact, dainty, artistic, and *

| | altogether practical. Handsomely mounted or entirely plain, in many |

N sizes from small to large capacity; with old pens of every degree. Every

hand and character of writing can identically£ or points

exchanged until fitted. cos'

*::"'s ''': Avoid substitutes Booklet on Request In Attractive Xmas Boxes #"
Plai Silv s: -m.

* : sold Everywhere by the Best Dealers :
c:*c:* L. E. Waterman Company, 173 Broadway,New York cup on cap

24 School St., Boston 17 Stockton St., San Francisco Kingsway, London 25c or

115 So. Clark St., Chicago 107. Notre Dame St. W., Montreal 6 Rue de Hanovre, aris $1.00 extra

-
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S end for our

candy recipes and

MAKEYOUR

XMAS CANDY

with

sPAR KLIN &

GELATINE

It is easily made into any form—

is inexpensive—delights and sat

isfies every member of the family.

KNOX Peanut Dainties

1 envelope Knox Gelatine

% cup cold water % cup boiling water

2 cups light brown sugar

2 cups roasted peanuts, chopped

Soak gelatine in the cold water 10 minutes. Add

sugar to the boiling water and when dissolved add the

gelatine and boil slowly 15 minutes. Remove from

fire and add 1 cup of the peanuts and 1 tablespoonful

lemon juice (or 3% teaspoonful of the Lemon Flavor

ing found in the Acidulated package dissolved in a

little water.)

Wet pan in cold water and turn mixture into it to

depth of 34 inch. Let stand over night; cut in squares

and roll in ground peanuts.

Send for this FREE Recipe Book

An illustrated book of recipes for Candies, Desserts,

Jellies, Puddings, Ice Creams, Sherbets, Salads, etc.,

sent FREE for your grocer's name. Pint sample for

2c stamp and grocer's name.

CHARLES B. KNOX CO.

15 Knox Avenue Johnstown, N.Y.

KNOX

#6

* - / .

GErint.
-

-

THE DEiiciou

IRON TONic WTTHOUT OIL
_

DELICATE CHILDREN

respond quickly to the strengthening and

body-building virtues of Vinol because it

contains in delicious combination two

famous tonics-the medicinal elements

of the finest Cod Liver Oil and peptonate

of iron-but no oil. Children loveit-it

restores appetite and creates strength.

Its superiority as a tonic reconstructor

in all weak, run-down conditions and for

chronic coughs, colds, and bronchitis is

guaranteed by over 5000 druggists.

For sale by one druggist in a place.

Look for the Vinol store where you live

Trialsamplesent free on receipt of

2-cent stamp.

Chester Kent & Co., Boston, Mass.

Keep this helpful servant where

you can put your hand right on it.

There are many ways in which 3-in-One

lessens labor. A little on a cheese cloth(after

it has thoroughly permeated the cloth) makes

a perfect “dustless duster.” A few drops on

a cloth wrung out in cold water is an ideal

cleaner and polisher for furniture. As a lubricant,noth

ing excels 3-in-One because it goes at once to the friction
spot, and wearslong without gumming; never dries out.

3-in-One oil

prevents rust and tarnish. Bath room fixtures, stoves

and ranges, metal fixtures indoors and out, are kept bright

and usable by 3-in-One.

3-in-Oneissoldindrugstores, generalstores.hardware.
grocery and housefurnishing stores: 1 oz. size 10: 3oz.

25c. 8 oz.0%pt.)50c. Alsoin HandyOilCans.

3% oz.25c. If your dealer hasn't these cans

we will send one by parcel post, full of food
3-in-One for 30c. Library Slip With

Every Bottle.

E-W' for a generous free sample

and the 3-in-One Dictionary.

Three-IN-ONE OILC0. 33 Bdwy., N.Y.
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Night Courage

It isn't a question of whether or not you

dare—the time will come when you have

got to dare. There's something in you—

some moral fibre bequeathed by genera

tions of brave ancestors—which, in the

crisis, makes you rise above fear and prove

true to the final test of manhood.

The question is, will you face danger unarmed—

a weakling, impotent—or will you face it doubly

armed—armed with an efficient weapon and with

the courage and steadiness which come from know

ing that you are armed.”

|WER JOHNSON

£, REVOLVER
Accidental discharge is rendered absolutely im

possible by the famous “Hammer the Hammer”

safety lifter. You can literally “Hammer the

Hammer” with a loaded cartridge in the chamber

under the firing pin. Equipped throughout with

permanent-tension, unbreakable wire springs. Accu

rate, hard hitting and superbly finished.

S.

§
-->

Ş
--->

S

$
'S

Send for Catalog A

$6.00 at Hardware and Sporting Goods Stores

Iver Johnson's Arms & Cycle Worke

180 River St., Fitchburg, Mass.

San Francisco: Phil. B. Bekeart Co., 717 Market Street

HAMIMER New York: 99 Chambers Street

THE HAMMER

N“Arizona 0strich Plumes”
Phoenix, Arizona, is situated in the midst of the fertile

Salt River Valley, where 95% of all the Ostriches in

America are grown. From this great number of

Ostriches the

ARIZONA OSTRICH FARM

is enabled to select the broadest, and choicest feathers

from which to make their plumes and novelties. Send

for No. 10 Illustrated Booklet with Price List.

ARIZONA 0STRICH FARM, PHOENIX, ARIZONA
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The Only 16 Gauge

Hammerless Repeater

Now ready—is like our famous

12 gauge gun illustrated here

with, but built smaller, neater,

trimmer throughout. A gun

of beautiful proportions, su

perbly balanced.

For snipe, quail, partridge, wood
cock, squirrels, rabbits, etc., it

hasthe penetration andpowerof

a 12 gauge without the weight.

It handles faster, with greater

precision, in all the more diffi

cult forms of bird shooting;
it weighs only 6% lbs.

12 and 16 Gauge

Hammerless

Repeating

Shotguns

Grade "A"

12 Ga., $22.60

16 Ga., $24.50

/*

They have Solid Top – a

thick steelwall of protection

that also keeps out rain,

snow, dirt, leaves, twigs and

sand. Side Ejection (away

from your face and eyes).

Matted Barrel—a great con

venience in quick sighting

costs extra on any other

standard grade pump gun.

Press-Button CartridgeRe

lease—to remove loaded cartridges

SomethingNew *

In Gifts This Year !

Electro-Silicon in Powder form has been delight

ing housekeepers for nearly fifty years, by making

the household Silver, Nickel, Aluminum, and all

other fine metals sparkle beyond compare. Now

we can furnish you

ELECTRU

5ILITUN
POLISHING CIREAM

preferred by many to the Powder, and possessing
all its merits. Send your address for

F R E E S A M P L E

Or, 25c. for a half pint jar''I id.

Electro Silicon Co., 30 Cliff Street, New York.

Sold by Grocers and Druggists.

We pack Hamilton Coupons.

Make Your Boy Happy
In order to introduce THEBOYS"

MAGAZINEto thousands ofnew

readerswewill give away one

of these splendid Electric En

gines to each new 4-months'

subscriber. Remitbut50cfor

both the Engine and Magazine.

This Engine will run 1,000revo

lutions a minute onone drybattery.

Safe, easy to operate. A marvel of

scientific and mechanical ingenuity,

#: is much larger than illustration.)

HE Boys' Magazine is the finest boys’ publication in

the world. Clean,fascinatingstories-beautifulillustrations

:££ De£:*: to#.
city, echanics, Athletics, Otography arpentry

££w########
order today. We'll refund your money immediately ifyou are not

more than pleased with both the Magazine and Engine. (We prepay

transportation charges.)

THE SCOTT F. REDFIELD CO., 1481 Main St. SMEmport, Pa.

The BOYS".MAGAZINE is on sale at all news-stands.

quickly from magazine. Doubl

Extractors - they pull any shell.

Six quick shots. Take-Down

Feature-for convenient carrying

and cleaning. Trigger and Ham

merSafety-adoubleguardagainst

accidental firing. Solid Steel

Breech - the receiver absolutely

solid steel at rear as well as on top.

You will like to shoot this hand

somest,best designed,mostefficient

pump gun-it's the safest breech

loading gun built.

Send3c postage for 12

catalogo #.#:
riflesandshotguns. Doinow,

2Zež/Zreazzsó.

5 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.

L Dept. 25. 422 Madhea Street, Toledo,0hio

*

All the rage. Safest protection for money and

jewels against purse-snatchers and robbers

ever devised. Don't use your stocking for a

bank any more-it's unsafe.

Made of genuine softsheepskin leather in Tan,

Gray, Blue, Black colors. Two compartments,

securely elosed by B patent fasteners. Place

for bills, coins, jewels, chamois, keys, silk

Garter Elastie and fancy buckle attached.

Adjustable buckle fits and holds purse

securely to leg. Can't slip down. Size

34" x 4". Priee $1 postpaid Money

gladly refunded if not satisfied.

Illustrated folder FREE.

RODEMICh NOVELTY CO.
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DoYou Want

AJohlikeThis!

The Utility Gift

HE value of any article consists

not in the mere possession of it,

but in the service it renders–

BIS SELL S
"Cyco." BALL BEARING

Carpet Sweeper

is at once handsome, serviceable and appro

priate and will go on for years making the

daily burden lighter while some ornate piece of

uselessness that is raved over today will be

put aside tomorrow. It weighs but a trifle,

cleans thoroughly, confines the dust and glides

along the carpet and rug without effort or

fatigue. A woman likes two sweepers-one for

upstairs and one for down. Prices $2.75 to

$5.75 at dealers everywhere. Booklet on

request.

Do you want a job where you have the

“Say so’’ instead of the “Do so"?

Do you want a job in which you work

with your brains instead of your hands?

Do you want a job that pays you for

what you know—and have the knowledge

to back it up?

Pog Can Have It!

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Invisible Eyes

and Spring Hook

are first choice amongwomen

who seek modern dress ele

gance. They insure the fit of

a gown by holding placket

and seam smoothly in place.

Firm and don't work loose.

Strong, yet easy to fasten.

Look for the name ‘‘Peet's**

on every envelope.

\" BR0THERS, Philadelphia, Pa.

mm."

The International Correspondence

Schools will train you in your own home

in your spare time- at practically yourown

terms to qualify for the position you want.

To learn all particulars Mark and Mail

the Coupon. Marking the coupon places

you under no obligation, simply brings

you information as to how the I. C. S. can

help you.

| NiñNio'rSchools :
Box 851, SCRANTON, PA.

l, Explain, without any obligation on '#': hçwl
I can qualify for the position before which I mark X

1 Civil service |Salesmanship

Electrical Engineer

Elec. Lighting Supt.

Telephone Expert
Architect

Building Contractor

Arehitectural Draftsman

Structural Engineer

Conerete Construction

Mechan. Engineer

Meehanieal Draftsman

Civil Engineer

Mine Superintendent

Stationary Engineer

Plumbing & Steam Fitting

Gas Engines

Bookkeeping

Stenography & Typewriting

Window Trimming

Show Card Writing

Lettering and Sign Painting

Advertising

Commercial Illustratin

Industrial Des

Commercial Law

Automobile Runnin

English I'fies

Poultry Farming

Teacher Spanish

Agriculture |-h

Chemist German

Name

Present Employer

Street and No.

Ci

t"-"—
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W00L-natural,
porous,

undyed, Jaeger

What is the

Greatest

Holiday

Made Woolens areDessert?
-

W HY, every body ":

knows the answer, || | |''
It is Plum Pudding—and the warmth in and the cold

out, and maintain an equable

temperature. Permit ventilao

- tion and absorption, and pre

Heinz vent chills, coughs and colds.

Endorsed by the medical pro

|| Plum Pudding fession.

Jaeger Woolen sweaters, ccats,

I -all ready to heat and serve- caps, reefers, etc., for outdoor wear.

. - is the kind of plum pudding WriteforthefactsaboutJaegerWoolens

that gives this dessertits fame. | - -

Big, juicy Valencia raisins and Dr. Jaeger’s S. W. S. Co.'s Own Stores

Grecian currants, candied fruits New York: 306 Fifth Ave.,22Maiden Lane

- and spices and many other things Brooklyn: 504 Fulton St. Boston: 324 Boylston St.

that go to make a real plum pud- Phila.: 1516 Chestnut St. Chicago: 126N. State St.

ding—all the very best. One of Agents in all Principal Cities

| the choicest of the

- V • •

57 Varieties

And then there is Heinz Mince Gal INGSS
Meat, which makes pies that get

the praises of grandmothers and ££ being assisted to per
grandfathers. We make it just ect hearing where previously deaf from

causes such as

as good as we can, and everybody . Catarrhal Deafness, Relaxed or Sunk

knows Heinz standards. en Drums, Roaring or Hissing Sounds

Heinz Mince Meat ||

Perforated or Partiall 5estroyed

Drums, Discharge from etc.

Wilson Common-Sense Ear Drums

is sold in glass jars, tins, crocks i edici£###.
- - require no medicine bu ively replace what is lacking or

and also in bulk by the pound. £ in the natural drums. They are simple devices,

- - - which the wearer easily fits into the ears where they are

- Other Heinz good things for the holiday | invisible. Soft, safe and comfortable to wear at allë'.
are: to Soup, Cranb Write today for our 168 page FREE book on DEAFN

Sauce, Preserves, EuchredSweet Pickle, giving you full particulars and plenty of testimonials.

Olives, Spaghetti, Apple Butter, etc. wilson EAR DRuM co., Incorporated| 192 inter-southern Building Louisvil-LE, KY.

. .

I

*@-TE

Over 50,000 visitors inspect the Heinz

Model Pure Food Kitchens every year.

for free search of Patent Office Records, how TO OBTAIN A

£: What T0 ''' with List of Inventions Wanted

and Prizes offered for inventions sent free. Patents advertised
-- wANTED New IDFAS, ...Send for our list, of Patent, Brysts, FREE

Wićiort J. EVANS & Co., WASHINGTON, D. C.

H. J. Heinz Co.
-

PAT E. N T ######.o::

$4 Per Month Buys This

Visible Oliver Typewriter

Nothing Down-Free Trial. Less than
Agents' Prices. Shipped on£ If

you want to keep it, send us $1 a month.
Our booklet is worth sending for because

it tells you how to savesii.50. It's FREE.

Typewriters Dist.Syndicate
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The underlying

secret of all

enduring Stucco

Construction is

KNO-BURN**

-

Locate the finest example of Stucco

House Construction in your neighborhood

and you will find a practical illustration of

the surpassing value and enduring beauty

of appearance of this method of exterior

construction.

Were it possible for you to strip off the

outer coating of cement or plaster you'd

find the secret of its smoothness, freedom

from cracks and permanancy of beauty is

due to the intelligent use of

£2:3:2):<>

©-> # 5

£: **

large and small of this type in every local

ity. The best of them are overcoated di

rectly on the studding, without the use of

Furring or Sheathing – with our special

“Kno-Fur” variety of “KNO - BURN"

Metal Lath as the plaster base— thus in

suring permanancy.

This is true economy. It is the best in

surance against unsatisfactory Stucco Con

struction. It is the only logical solution to

the fire hazard problem. It is not cheap, but

it is the best in the end for the simple reason

that the use and mesh of “KNO-BURN”

-Makes the Plaster Stick

-Is proof against the effects of moisture, damp

ness, mould and the ravages of time or decay

-Is fire-resisting, durable and produces a finish

that is absolutely satisfactory.

Our*: Booklet "Metal Lath for House Construc

tion" ete with Practical Buildine. Pointers will be

mailed FREE on request.

Construction details; material details; comparisons of

cost, time-saving and permanancy and such other informa

tion as every prospective home-builder wants to know be

fore building or remodeling are all to be found within the

covers of this practical book. Write for your copy today.

NorthWestern Expanded MetalCompany
960 Old Colony Building, CHICAGO, U.S.A.

£G" A mere

post card request

for booklet No.

605 will bring

CUTCURA

SOAP
Assisted when neces

sary by gentle applica

tions ofCuticuraOint

ment, affords speedy

relief in most cases of

baby rashes, itchings

and irritations.

Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are sold

- throughout the world. Send post-card to nearest
|you this valuable depot for free sample of each with 32-page book:

- Newbery, 27, Charterhouse Sq., London; R. Towns
data by return & Co., Sydney, N.S.W.; Lennon, Ltd., Cape Town;

mail Muller, Maclean & Co., Calcutta and Bombay;

Potter Drug and Chem. Corp., Boston, U.S. A.

or-Men who shave and shampoo with Cuticura

Soap will find it best for skin and Scalp.
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dS & Uatch
M

sEND For -

£: OLT (LI"E" C. D.
CATAL 0 G

This handsome 100-pageIllustratedCat-|The Loftle "Perfection" Diamond Ring is."

alog is brimfullof suggestionsforChristmas£ special. It stands alone as the most \.

presents, as well as for personal wear. Allthe ect Diamond Ring ever produced. Qnly the *

£ quality pure white diamonds, perfect$50 Nnew, popular styles in£ -

beautiful Diamonds, artistic solid gold, and in cut and full of fiery brilliancy, are used.

platinum mountings--exquisite things-ideal |Skillfully mounted in our famous Loftis

gifts--that sell in some cash stores at double "Perfection” 14k solid, gold 6-prong ring.

our prices. Selectanythingdesiredandletus|which possesses...every line of delicate grace,and
beauty. Sentinwelvetringbox,ready forpresentation.

Send it to You on Aft:y: redit Terms: 55 a Month -

If satisfactory, send us one-fifth of purs|The Loft's Credit System is a great con
chase priceas firstpayment, ba ded venience at Christmas time. By opening a charge

into eightequal amounts, ... I account with us you can make a very little road

Wepay all delivery charges. nd for Catalog. I money supply dsome, lasting gifts for all.

LOFTIS BROS. & CO., Diamonds, Watches, etc.

- Dept. G966, 100 to 108 N. State St., CHICAGO, ILL• rare -

CATALOG destablished 1858) stoREsin PITTSBURGH ST.LOUIS: omAHA. (55Years of Success). IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT

AGENTS-ANAANG.INVENTION
0UR CHANCE for an honest, reliable, permanent money making business is here

an article that is sold on this guarantee. “If not satisfactory,

money refunded.”

THE BLACKSTONE WATER - POWER WACUUM MANsage MACHINE for the home.

Easy to operate, no cost lasts a life-time. Price within reach

of all. Demonstration convinces the most skeptical person. Men and women-everybody stop, look

and become amazed-want a trial-want to buy it Brings back beauty, tints the flesh with

nature's own color, and leaves the cuticle like velvet, Rounds out any part of the face or

body. Delights women; men use it after shaving, Endorsed and recommended by professional

people and masseurs.

ENTS SALESMEN, GENERAL AGENTS, WANTED AT ONCE. Wide market. New field.

* Large profit. Machine sells -tself. No experience necessary. One sale will

make ten-users tell their friends. Nothing like it. Does the work of electric machines costing

$20, $35 and up to $75. Low price and positive utility make it a marvelous seller. If You Doubt

YOUR 0WN ABILITY to make money at this business, get a sample outfit and solicit orders.

If you are not savisfied that you can make enough to pay you to continue in the business, return the

sample and your money will be refunded by next mail. Test yourself on this plan-you positively

cannot lose.

FREE B00 W its today for particulars and we will send you FREE our big book, “The

Power and the Love of Beauty and Health." Act now

THE BLACKSTONE MANUFACTURING CO., 799 Meredith Bldg., TOLED0, OHIO

Sportsman’s

First Essential

Feet Stand Hardest Knocks. Protect them with

WITCH - ELK BOOTS >

Lightest, easiest boot made. All heights for men and women.

Ask Deater to order pair or write for Catalog “S.

WE MAKE A STRONG LINE OF GOLF, TENNIS

AND YACHTING SHOES

WITCHELL-SHEILL GOMPANY, Detroit, Mich.

O). r- * - r-, -, -) r") -\ c |

32.7 ROGERS BROS,

*7%fe that Wears">
-

The Cromwell -

A design of beautiful simplicity.

Sold by leading dealers.

d international silver C0. MERIDEN, CONN.

t '** - - Successor to Meriden Britannia Co.
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Keeps the

Motor Cool by Means

of Perfect Lubri

| cation

|N ||| |

|-1. |
D w|

The Best

| Motor Oil the || || IT will be £y £every -

\ Standard Oil Company mother and her chhildren to

Can Make | have soft, smooth skin all

| | by using

|
I * Ż. * . -

1915 A/70%
E.£ /ø/A YA/o AZAZAZ

| '' ". M - - -

| ". Z/: %)|||||||| U | - Ž -

| Sold by | > -: (Z
| A very small quantity, applied morning

Garages and Supply and night, will keep the complexion

Stores fresh and clear. It will prevent chap

Everywhere | ping, and will quickly restore irritated,

\ sore skin. Men prefer Hinds Cream

|||||||||| | | after shaving, as it promptly relieves

| D=< - the smarting and tenderness. '.

Selling everywhere, or postpaid by us on re

|W or ceipt of price. Hinds Cream in bottles, 50c

- - Hinds Cold Cream in tubes, 25c. Do not
Delivered in Bulk take a substitute; insist upon HINDS.

| Direct to You Q Samples will be sent if you #

| | (Wherever We Maintain . enclose 2c stamp to -

| | | Tank Wagon Service) pay postage. ---. -

|\ | A.S. HINDS
| | | | | *Iw 287 West Street, Portland, Maine -" =

| || || | | You should try HINDS Honey and Almond

| d | Cream SOAP; highly refined, delightfully fra

*'''
| £ |## # - | and 8" and beneficial 25c postpaid. No samples.

| | |Album" i: *| - - -
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T is literally true that Sanatogen has

brought grateful help and a new

enjoyment of life to multitudes.

Wherever people suffer from nervous

starvation, feeling "run-down” and ex

hausted, Sanatogen daily imparts new

strength and vitality. And Sanatogen

will go on doing this so long as the

strife and stress of modern life sap our

innermost strength. You, who are ner

vous may well remember that thou

sands praise Sanatogen for its grateful

tonic and sustaining effects, restoring

nerve health and vigor-the will and

the power to do. You who need

building up should remember that as an

Arnold Bennett,

the famous novelist, writes:

"The tonic effect of Sanato Orlme is simply wonderful." gen

David Belasco,

the eminent dramatic aut.

writes:

"It gives me pleasure tolet -

the wonderfully£
have experienced from the

your Sanatogen. It has a m

vigorating effect upon the

and I heartily recommend

who, like myself, are c’

overwork. After my pe.

rience I can readily

recuperating qualities.

Sir Gilbert Parker, ...,

the eminent novelist-statesm,

writes from London:

“Sanatogen is to my mind a

food-tonic, feeding the nerve

creasing the energy and givin

vigor to the overworked bo

mind."

Colonel Henry Wat

the famous editor, writ

“I feel I owe it to trut!

I have made a thorou

togen and that I has

efficacious and *en

think I coul.

vitality, as I

Sanatogen

the diges'

centers.'"

And Sanatogen will do the

for your Health

upbuilder of blood

ogen is used daily in c.

and sanitariums. And you w

skeptical, remember that c

practising physicians, over

signatures, have recited th

results which they have :

produce in their patient

Therefore, may we

will do the -

Write, o

** Nerve

If you wish

before you u.

let, beautifully

and information of t.

Sanatogen is sold by good druggists everywhere, in three sizes, fro

THE BAUER CHEMICAL COMPANY, 30-N Irving Pl

Sanatosen received the Grand Prize at the International Congress of Me

-
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